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A HISTORY

OF THE LIFE AND VOYAGES
w

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

Venient aiinis

SaBCula serig, quibus Oceanus
Vincniareruni laxet, etinseiu

Pateat tcUus, Typhiaque novM
Dele^at Orbes, nee sit terris

UlUmaThule.

Sknica : Medea.

PREFACE.

Being at Bordeaux, in the winter of 1825-6, 1 received a

letter from Mr Alexander Everett, Minister Plenipotentiary

of the United States at Madrid, informing me of a work

then in the press, edited by Don Martin Fernandez de Na-

varrete. Secretary ofthe RoyalAcademy ofHistory , etc. , etc.

,

containing a collection of documents relative to the voyages

ofColumbus, among which were many of a highly import-

ant nature, recently discovered. Mr Everett, at the same

time, expressed an opinion that a version of the work into

English, by one of our own country, would be peculiarly

desirable. I concurred with him in the opinion ; and, hav-

ing for some time intended a visit to Madrid, I shortly after-

wards set off for that capital, with an idea of undertaking,

while there, the translation of the work.

Soon after my arrival, the publication ofl^Ir Navarrete

made its appearance. I found it to contain many documents,

hitherto unknown, which threw additional lights on the dis-

covery of the New World; and which reflected the greatest

credit on the industry and activity of the learned editor.

Still the whole presented rather a mass of rich materials for

history, than a history itself. And invaluable as such stores

may beto the laborious inquirer, the sight ofdisconnected pa -

pers and ofllcial documents is apt to be repulsive to the gene-

ral reader, who seeks for clear and continued narrative.

These chxiumstances made me hesitate in my proposed un-

dertaking; yet the subject was of so interesting and national

a kind, that I could not willingly abandon it.

On considering the matter more maturely, I perceived

that, although there were many books, in various languages,

relative to Columbus, they all contained limited and incom-

plete accounts of his life and voyages; while numerous va-

liuble tracts on the subject existed only in manuscript, or

In the form of letters, journals, and public muniments. It

appeared to me tliat a history, faithhilly digwted from these

various roaterisb, was a desideratum in literatuf«, and would

Iw a more satisAictory occupation to myself, and a more ac-

ceptable work to my country, tjian the translation I bad
contemplated.

1 was encouraged to undertake such a work, by the great
facilities which I found within my reach at Madrid. 1 was
resident under the roof of the American Consul, O. Rich,

'

Esq., one of the most indefatigable bibliographers in Eu-
rope, who, for several years, had made particular researches

after every document relative to theearly historyofAmerica.
In his extensive and curious library, I found one of the best

collections extant of Spanish colonial history, containing

many documents for which I might search elsewhere in

vain. This he put at my absolute command, with a frank-

ness and unreserve seldom to be met with among the pos-

sessors of such rare and valuable works ; and his library has
been my main resource throughout the whole ofmy labours.

I found also the Royal Lil)rary of Madrid, and the library

of the Jesuits' College ofSan Isidro, two noble and extensive

collections, open to access, and conducted with great oitier

and liberality. From Don Martin Fernandez de Navarrete,

who communicated various valuable and curious pieces of

information, discovered in the course of his researches, T

received the most obliging assistance : nor can I refrain from
testifyingmy admiration of the self-sustained zeal of that es-

timable man, one of the last veterans of Spanish literature,

who is almost alone, yet Indefatigable in his laboui-s, in a

country where, at present, literary exertion meets with but

little excitement or reward.

I must acknowledge, also, the liberality of the Dnke of

Veraguas, the descendant and i-epresentative of Columbus,
who submitted the archives of his family to my inspection,

and took a personal interest in exhibiting the treasures ihey

contained. Nor, lastly, must I omitmy deep obligations to

my excellent friend Don Antonio de Uglna, treasurer of the

Prince Francisco, a gentleman of talents and erudition, and
particularly versed in the history of his country and its de-

peitdencles. To his unwearied investigations, and silent

and unavowed contributions, the world Is indebted for much
of the accurate information, recently imparted, on points of

early colonial hbtory. In the possession of this gentlemau

3.(* •
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GUO LIFE AND VOYAGES

are most of (he papen ofhb deceased friend, the late his-

torian Moiioi, who was cutofTin the midst of his Talnable

lalMurs. These, and various other documents, tuve been

imparted to me by Don Antonio witha Idndnessand urban-

ity which greatly increased, yet lightened the obllgation.1

With these,and other aids incidentally afforded me bymy
local situation, I hare endeavoured, to the best ofmy abilities,

and mailing the most of the time which I could allow myself

during a sojourn in a foreign country, to construct this his-

tory. I have diligently collated all the works that I could

find relative to my subject, in print and manuscript; com-

paring them, as far as in my power, with original docu-

ments, those sure lights of historic research ; endeavouring

to ascertain the truth amid those contradictions which will

inevitably occur, where several persons have recorded the

same fads, viewing them from different points, and under

the influence of different interests and feelings.

In the execution of this woric I have avoided indulging in

mere speculations or general reflections, excepting such as

rose naturally out ofthe subject, preferring to give a minute

and circumstantial narrative, omitting no particular that ap-

peared characteristic of the persons, the events, or the

times; and endeavouring to place every fact in such a point

of view, that the reader might perceive its merits, and draw

his own maxims and conclusions.

As many points of the history required explanations,

drawn from contemporary events and the literature of the

times, I have preferred, instead of incumbering the narra-

tive, to give detached illustrations at the end of the work.

This also enabled me to indulge in greater latitude of detail,

where the subject was of a ciuious or interesting nature,

and the sources of information such as not to be within the

common course of reading.

After all, the work is presented to the public with extreme

diffldence. All that I can safely claim is, an earnest desire

to state the truth, an absence fh>m prejudices respecting the

nations mentioned in my history, a strong interest in my
subject, and a zeal to make up by asnduity for many defi-

ciencies of which Iam conscious.

WiSHiNCTOKi Irving.

Madrid, f827.

BOOK I

Whether in old times, beyond the reach ofhistory

or tradition, and in some remote period of civilization,

when, as some imagine, the arts may have flourished

to a degree unknown to those whom we term the An-
cients, there existed an intercourse between tlie oppo-

site shores of the Atlantic ; whetlier the Fi^^ptian le-

gend, narrated by Plato, respecting the island of Ata-

lantis, was indeed no fable, but the obscure tradition

of some vast country, engulfed by one of those

mighty convulsions of our globe, which have left

traces of the ocean on the summits of lofty mountains,

must ever remain matters of vague and visionury

speculation. As far as authenticated history extends,

nolhing was known of terra-flrma, and the islands

of the western hemisphere, until their discovery to-

wards the close of (he fifleenlh centtiry. A wander-

ing bark may occasionally have lost sight of the land-

marks of the old continents, and been driven by

tempests across the wilderness of waters long before

the invention of the compass, but never returned to

reveal the secrets of the ocean. And though, from

time to time, some document had floated to the

shores of the old world, giving to its wondering inha-

bitants evidences of land far beyond their watery ho-

rizon; yet no one ventured to spread a sail, and seek

that land enveloped in mystery and peril. Or if the

legends of the Scandinavian voyagers be correct, and

tlieir mysterious Yinland was the coast of Labrador,

or the shore of Newfoundland, they had but transient

glimpses of the new world, leading to no certain or

permanent knowledge, and in a little time lost again

to mankind. Certain it is that at the beginning of

the fifteenth century, when the most intelligent minds

were seeking in every direction for the scattered

lights of geographical knowledge, a profound igno-

rance prevailed among (be learned as to the western

regions of the Atlantic ; its vast waters were regard-

ed with awe and wonder, seeming to bound the

world as with a chaos, into which conjecture could

not penetrate, and enterprise feared to adventure.

We need no greater proofs of this than the descrip-

tion given of the Atlantic by Xerif al Edrizi, sumam-
ed the Nubian, an eminent Arabian writer, whose

countrymen were the boldest navigators ofthe middle

ages, and possessed all that was then known of geo-

graphy.

" The ocean," he observes, " encircles the ultimate

bounds of the inhabited earth, and all beyond it is

unknown. No one has been able to verify any thing

concerning it, on account of its difficult and perilous

navigation, its great obscurity, its profound dep(h,

and frequent tempests; through fear of its mighty

fishes, and its haughty winds; yet there are many
islands in it, some peopled, others uninhabited. There

is no marinerwho dares to enter into its deep waters

;

or if any have done so, they have merely kept along

its coasts, fearful of departing from them. Thewaves
of this ocean, although they roil as high as moun-

tains, yet maintain themselves wKhout breaking; for

if they broke, it would be impossible for ship to plough

them." *

It is the object of the following work, to relate the

deeds and fortunes of the mariner who first had the

judgment to divine, and the intrepidity to brave, the

mysteries of this perilous deep ; and who, by his har-

dy genius, his inflexible constancy, and his heroic

courage,broughttheendsofthe earth into communi-

cation with each other. The narrative of his troubled

life is the link which connects the history of the old

world with that of the new.

' See Illuntrations at the end of this work. Article Scandina-

vian Discoveries.

' Description Of Spain, by Xerif al Edrisis : Conde's Spanisli

IranslaUon, Madrid, I79».
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CHAPTER I.

IITB, rilEilTiOl AND BDUCiTION Of G0LIIMTO8.

Op the early days of Christopher Columbus no-

thing certain is known. The lime of his birth, his

lirth-place, his parentage, are all involved in obscu-

rity ; and such has been the perplexing ingenuity of

commentators, that it is diflicult to extricate the truth

from the web of conjectures with which it b inter-

woven. Judging from the testimony of one of his

contemporaries and intimates,' he must have been

born about the year 1433 or 1436. Several places

contend for the honour of having given him birth,

but it seems satisfactorily established that he was a

native of the ancient city of Genoa. A like conten-

tion has arisen with respect to his lineage. More than

one noble family has laid claim to him, since his

name has become so illustrious as to confer rather

tlian receive distinction. It is probable that all these

branches may have sprung from one common stock,

though shaken asunder, and some of them cast down,

by the civil wars of Italy. It does not appear that

there had been any nobility in his family, within the

knowledge of himself or his contemporaries; nor is

the fact material to his fame. It is certainly more

honourable to bis memory, to be the object of con-

tention among various noble families, than to be able

to designate the most illustrious descent. His son

Fernando, who wrote his history, and who made a

journey to investigate the subject, tacitly relinquishes

all claims of the kind
;
pronouncing it better that his

family should date its glory from the Admiral, than

look beyond him, to ascertain whether his predeces-

sors had been ennobled, and had kept hawk and

hound; for "I am of opinion," he adds, "that I

should derive less dignity from any nobility of ances-

try than from being the son of such a father." *

The immediate parentage of Columbus was poor,

though reputable and meritorious, his father beuig a

wool-comber, long resident in the city of Genoa. He
was the eldest of four children, having two brothers,

Bartholomew, and Giacomo, or, as his name is trans-

lated into Spanish, Diego, and one sister, of whom
nothing is known, excepting that she was married

to a person in obscure life, called Giacomo Bavarello.

The family name in Italian is Colombo ; it was

latinized into Columbus by himself in his earlier let-

ters, and by others in their writings concerning him,

in compliance with the usage of the times, when
Latin was the general language of correspondence,

and that in which every name of historical import-

ance was written. The discoverer, however, is bet-

ter known in Spanish history as Cristoval Colon,

having altered liis name when he removed to Spain.

The principal reason given by his son for this altera-

Andres Bemaldei, commonly known as the Curate of Los

Palacios. For remarks on the birth, birth-place, and parentage

of Columbus, see the Illustrations at the end of this work.
> llisl. delAlmirante,cap2.

lion, was, that his descendants might be distinguished

from collateral branches of the bmily. For this

purpose, he recurred to what was supposed to be

the Roman origin of the name, Colonus, which he

abbreviated to Colon, to adapt it to the Castilian

tongue. From his variety of appellations, the name
Oi' Columbus is retained in the present history, astliat

by which he has been most generally known through-

out the world.

His education was but limited, but as extensive,

probably, as the indigent circumstances of bis parents

would permit. While quite a child, he was taught

to read and write; and wrote so good a hand, says

Las Casas, who possessed many of his manuscripts,

that with it he might have earned his bread. To this

succeeded arithmetic, drawing, and painting; and

in these, observes Las Casas, he likewise acquired

sufficient skill to have gained a livelihood.' He wbh

sent for a short time to Pavia, the great school of

learning in Lombardy. Here he studied grammar,

and became well acquainted with the Latin tongue.

His education, however, was principally directed to

those sciences necessary to fit him for maritime life.

He was instructed in geometry, geography, astro-

nomy, or, as it was at that time termed, astrology,

and navigation.* He had, at a very early age, evinced

a strong passion for geographical science, and an ir-

resistible inclination for the sea, and he pursued with

ardour every congenial study. In the latter part of

bis life, when, in consequence of the great events

which were brought about by his agency, he looked

back u[)on his career with a solemn and superstitious

feeling, he mentions this early determination of his.

mind, as a secret impulse from the Deity, guiding

him to (he studies, and inspiring him with the in-

clinations, which should fit him for the high decrees

he was chosen to accomplish.'

In tracing the early history of a man like Colum-

bus, whose actions have had so vast an effect on

human affairs, it is interesting to notice how much

has been owing to the influence of events, and how
much to an inborn propensity of the mind. The most

original and inventive genius grows more or less out

of the times ; and that strong impulse, which Colum-

bus considered as supernatural, is unconsciously pro-

duced by the operation of external circumstances.

Every now and then, thought takes some sudden and

general direction; either revisiting some long-neg-

lected region of knowledge, and exploring and re-

opening its forgotten paths, or breaking witli wonder

and delight into some fresh and untrodden field of

discovery. It is then that an ardent and imaginative

genius, catching the impulse of the day, outstrips all

less gifted contemporaries, takes the lead of the throng

by wliieh it was first put in motion ; and presses for-

ward to achievements, which feebler spirits would

never have adventured to attempt. We find an il-

• Las Casas, Hist. Ind., 1. i, c. 3. MS.

1 Hist, del Almirante, cap 3.

) I,eUer to the Castilian SovereiRns, l.tOI

.
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(m LIFE AND VOYAGES

lustration of this remark in Columbus. The strong

passion for geographical knowledge which he so early

felt, and which gave rise to his after actions, was
incident to the age in which he lived. Geographical

discovery was the brilliant path of light which was

for ever to distinguish tlie fifteenth century,—the

most splendid era of invention in the annals of the

world. During the long night of monkish bigotry

and false learning, geography, with the otiier sciences,

had been lost to the European nations. Fortunately

it had not been lost to mankind : it had taken re-

fuge in the bosom of Africa. While the pedantic

schoolmen of the cloisters were wasting time and

talent, and confounding erudition by idle reveries,

and sophistical dialectics, the Arabian sages, assembled

at Senaar, were taking the measurement of a degree

of latitude, and calculating the circumference of the

earth, on the vast plains of Mesopotamia.

True knowledge, thus happily preserved, was now
making its way back to Europe. The revival of

science accompanied the revival of letters. Among
the various authors which the awakening zeal for

ancient literature had once more brought into notice,

were Pliny, Pomponius Mela, and Strabo. From
these was regained a fund of geographical know-

ledge, which had long faded from the public mind.

Curiosity was aroused to pursue this forgotten path,

thus suddenly reopened. A translation of the work

of Ptolemy bad been made into Latin, at the com-

mencement of tlie century, by Emanuel Chryt>oleras,

a noble and learned Greek, and had thus been ren-

dered more familiar to the Italian students. Another

translation had followed, by James Angel de Scar-

piaria, of which fair and beautiful copies became com-

mon in the Italian libraries.' The writings also

began to be sought after of Averroes, Alfraganus,

and other Arabian sages, who had kept the sacred

Are of science alive, during the interval of European

darkness.

The knowledge thus reviving was but limited and

imperfect
;
yet, like the return of morning light, it

was full of interest and beauty. It seemed to call a

new creation into existence, and broke, with aH the

charm of wonder, upon imaginative minds. They
were surprised at their own ignorance of the world

nround them. Every step seemed discovery, for

every region beyond their native country was in a

manner terra incognita.

Such was the state of information and feeling with

respect to this interesting science, in the early part of

the flfteenth century. An interest still more intense

was awakening, from the discoveries that began to

be made along the Atlantic coasts of Africa ; and must

have been particularly felt among a maritime and

crjmmercial people like the Genoese. To these cir-

cumstances may we ascribe the enthusiastic devotion

which Columbus imbibed in his childhood for cos-

mographical studies, and which influenced all his

iifter fortunes.

• Andrcii, Ilisl. B. Let., lib. iii. cap2.

In considering his scanty education, it is worthy ni

notice how little he owed, from he very first, to ad

ventitious aid ; how much to the native energy of hii

character, and the fertility of his mind. The short

time that he remained at Pavia was barely suflicient

to give him the rudiments of the necessary sciences

;

the familiar acquaintance with them, which he evinced

in after life, must have been the result of diligent

self-schooling, and casual hours of study, amidst the

cares and vicissitudes of a rugged and wandering life.

He was one of those men of strong natural genius,

who appear to form themselves ; who, from having

to contend at their very outset with privations and

impediments, acquire an intrepidity to encounter,

and a facility to vanquish difficulties, throughout their

career. Such men learn to effect great purposes with

small means, supplying this deficiency by the re-

sources of their own energy and invention. This

from bis earliest commencement, throughout the

whole of his life, was one of the remarkable features

in the history of Columbus. In every undertaking,

the scantiness and apparent insufficiency of his means

enhance the grandeur of his achievements.

CHAPTER n.

EARLY LIVB Or COLUMBUS.

Columbus left the university of Pavia while yet

extremely young, and returned to his father's house

in Genoa. It has been asserted by Giustiniani, a

contemporary writer, in his annals of that republic,

and repeated by other historians,' that he remained

for some time in Genoa, following his father's trade

of wool-combing. The assertion is indignantly con-

tradicted by his son Fernando, who, however, gives

us no information to supply its place.' The opinion

generally received, is, that he immediately entered

into nautical life, for which he had been educated,

and to which he was prompted by his roving and en-

terprising disposition. He says himself, that he be-

gan to navigate at fourteen years of age.'

In a maritime city, the sea has irresistible attrac-

tions for a youth of ardent curiosity, and his imagi-

nation pictures forth every thing fair and desirable

beyond its waters. Genoa, also, walled and strained

on the land side by rugged mountains, yielded but

little scope for enterprise on shore ; while an opulent

and widely extended commerce, visiting every coun-

try, and a roving marine, battling in every sea, na-

turally led forth her children upon the waves as their

propitious element. Foglieta, in his history of Genoa,

speaks of the proneness of its youth to wander about

in quest of fortune, with the intention of returning to

settle in their native place; but adds, that of twenty

Anion. Gallo, de NaTigationcColumbii, etc. Mnralori, t. 2'.

Darta Senarega, de Rebus Genucngibns. Muratori, t. 24.

> Hist, del Almirante, c. 2.

J Hint, del Almiranlo. c. 4. :,
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who thus departed scarce two returned ; either dying

or marrying in other countries, or being deterred by

the tempest of civil discords which distracted the re-

public

The seafaring life of the Mediterranean, in those

days, was made up of hazardous voyages, and daring

enterprises. Even a commercial expedition resembled

a warlike cruise, and the maritime merchant had often

to fight his way from port to port. Piracy was al-

most legilimatised. The frequent feuds between the

Italian States; the cruizings of the Catalonians; the

armadas fitted out by private noblemen, who exer-

cised a kind of sovereignty in their own domains, and

|(ept petty armies and navies in their pay ; the roving

ships and squadrons of private adventurers, a kind of

naval Condottieri, sometimes employed by hostile

governments, sometimes scouring the seas in search

of lawless booty ; these, with the holy wars conti-

nually \vaged against the Mahometan powers, ren-

dered the narrow seas, to which navigation was

principally confined, scenes of the most hardy en-

counters and trying reverses.

Such was the rugged school in which Columbus

was reared, and it would have been deeply interest-

ing to have marked the early developement of his

genius amidst its stern adversities. Surrounded by

the hardships and humilities which beset a poor ad-

venturer in a seafaring life, he still seems ever to

have cherished a lofty tone of thought, and to have

fed his imagination with schemes of glorious enter-

prise. The severe and varied lessons of his youth

gave him that practical knowledge, that fertility of

resource, that undaunted resolution, and vigilant self-

command, for which he was afterwards remarkable.

In this way, the fruits ofbitter experience are turned

to healthful aliment, by a vigorous genius and an as-

piring mind.

All this instructive era of his history, however, is

cdvered with darkness. His son Fernando, who
could have best elucidated it, has left it in oliscurity,

or has now and then perplexed us with cross lights

;

perhaps unwilling, from a principle of mistaken pride,

to reveal the indigence and obscurity from which his

father so gloriously emerged. A few vague and scat-

tered anecdotes are all that exist; but they are inter-

esting, as giving glimpses of the checkered and ad-

venturous life he must have led. The first voyage in

which we have any account of his being engaged,

was a naval expedition, having for its object the re-

covery of a crown. An armament was fitted out at

Genoa in 1439, by John of At^jou, Duke of Calabria,

to make a descent upon Naples, in the hope of reco-

vering that kingdom for his father. King Reinier, or

llenato, otherwise called Ren6, Count de Provence.

In thi$ expedition, the republic of Genoa took a part,

furnislting ships and money. There were many pri-

vate adventurers also, who fitted out ships or galleys,

and engaged under the banner of Anjou. Among
these, we are told, was a hai-dy sea-captain named

FogUeta, Istoria di Genoa, I. ii.°

Colombo. There were two naval characters of this

name, an uncle and nephew, who had celebrity

about this time, and who are claimed by Fernando

Columbus as family connexions. They are men-
tioned occasionally by itistorians as French com-
manders, because Genoa was at that lime under the

protection, or rather the sovereignty, of France, and

lier ships and captains, being engaged in the expedi-

tions of that power, weire identified with the French

marine.' Tne names of these two. sea-captains oc-

curring vaguely in history, from time Uptime, during

the obscure part of the career of Cofinnbus, have

caused much perplexity to sbmeofhis biographers,who
have supposetl that they designated the discoverer.'

With these commanders he sailed on several occa-

sion^, and for a considerable length of time,^ and he

is said to have embarked with the uncle in the expe-

dition against Naples. There is no authority for this

latter fact among the historians who were his con-

temporaries, none of whom indeed gave any parti-

culars of his early biography ; but it has been re-

peatedly affirmed by later writers, and circumstances

concur to give weight to the assertion. It is esta-

blished that he, at one time, held a separate command
in the service of this king of Naples, and was employed

in a hardy enterprise to cut out a galley from the

port of Tunis. This is incidentally mentioned by
liimself in one of his letters to Ferdinand and Isabella,

written many years afterwards. " It happened to

me," he says, " that King Reini^r (whom God has

taken to himself) sent me to Tunis to capture the

galley Fernandina, and when I arrived off the island

of San Pedro, in Sardinia, I was informed that there

were two ships and a carri^ek with the galley, by

which intelligence my crew were so troubled that

they -tlctermined to proceed no farther, but to return

to Marseilles for another vessel and more people. As
I could by no means compel them, I assented appa-

rently to their wishes, altering the -point of the com-

pass, and ' "eading all sail. It was then evening,

and next '"-'ling we were within the Capfe of Car-

thagena, \ ' :ie all'were firmly ef opinion that they

were sailing toward Marseilles."* We have no further

record of this bold enterprise ; but we behold in it

strong indications of that determined and persevering

spirit which ensured him success in his more im-

portant undertakings. His expedient to beguile a

discontented crew, by deceiving them with respect

to the ship's course, is in unison with the stratagem

of altering the reckoning, to which he had recourse

in his first voyage of discovery.

The struggle of John of Anjou, Duke of Calabria,

for the crown of Naples, lasted about four years, with

varied fortune, but was finally unsuccessful. The

naval part of his expedition, in which Columbus was

engaged, distinguished itself by acts of intrepidity

;

> Ctiauffepl^'s Siipp. to Bayle, v. ii. article Comimbln.

< Vide lUiutratioiM, article The Colombos,

' Hist, del Almirante, cap. 5.

1 HUt. del Almirante, cap. ^
• 77 ::.
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and at one time wlien the duke was reduced to take

refuge in the island of Ischia, a liandful of galleys

scoured and controlled the bay of Naples.'

There is an interval of many years, during which

we have but one or two shadowy traces of Columbus.

He is supposed to have been principally engaged in

the Mediterranean and up the Levant, sometimes in

voyages of commerce, sometimes in warlike contests

between the Italian states, sometimeiy^n pious and

predatory expeditions against the infidels. Incidental

mention is made, on his own authority, of his having

been at the island of Scio, where he saw the mode of

procuring mastic* Certain late authors imagine

that they have discovered proofs of his having en-

joyal an important command in the marine of his

native country. Chauffepi^, in his continuation of

Bayle, cites a report, that Columbus was, in 1474,

captain of several Genoese ships in the service of

Louis XI of France, and that he attacked and took

two Spanish galleys, as a reprisal for the Spaniards

having made an irruption into Roussillon; on ac-

count of which King Ferdinand addressed a letter

of remonstrance to the French monarch.' Boss! also,

in his Memoir of Columbus, mentions a letter found

In the archives of Milan, written in 1476, by two

illustrious Milanese gentlemen, on their return from

Jerusalem, staling that in the previous year, when

the Venetian fleet was stationed off Cyprus to guard

the island, a Genoese squadron, commanded by one

Columbo, brushed by them, shouting "Viva San

Giorgio !
" the war-cry of Genoa, and were per-

mitted to pass without molestation, the republics

being then at peace.* The Colombo mentioned in

these two occurrences was in all probability the old

Genoese admiral of that name, who, according to

Zurita, and other historians, commanded about that

time a squadron, with which he conveyed the king

of Portugal to the Mediterranean coast of France.

As Columbus often sailed under his flag, he may

have been with him on these occasions.

The last dubious trace of Columbus, during this

obscure period of his life, is given by his son Fernando,

who assigns him a distinguished share in a naval ex-

ploit of Colombo the younger, nephew to the old ad-

miral just mentioned, who, he affirms, was a famous

corsair, so terrible for his deeds against the infidels,

that the Moorish mothers used to frighten their unruly

children with his name.

This bold rover, having heard of four Venetian

galleys richly laden, on their return voyage from

Flanders, intercepted them with his squadron on the

Portuguese coast, between Lisbon and Cape St Vin-

cent. A desperate engagement took place; the ves-

sels grappled each other, and the crews fought hand

to hand, and from ship to ship. The battle lasted

from morning until evening with great carnage on

Sec Illustrations, article EsPEDiTion or John of Anjou.

> Hist, del Almiranlc, cap. 4.

1 cliautTepi^'s supp. to Bayle, vol. ti, article Columbus.

4 liowi, Hist. Coloin. llliist.'No. 7.

iHith sides. The vessel commanded by Columbus

was engaged with a huge Venetian galley. They

threw hand-grenades and other fiery missiles, and

the galley was wrapped in flames. The vessels were

fastened together by chains and iron grapplings, and

could not be separated ; liolh were involvetl in one

conflagration, and soon became a mere blazing mass.

The crews threw themselves into the sea ; Columbus

seized an oar, which was floating within reach, and,

being an e'-'.tert swimmer, attained the shore, though

full two leagues distant. It pleased God, adds his

son Fernando, to give him strength, that he might

preserve him for greater things. AHer recovering

from his exhaustion, he repaired to Lisbon, where life

found many of his Genoese countrymen, and was in

duced to take up his residence.

'

Such is the account given by Fernando of his fa-

ther's first arrival in Portugal ; and it has been cur-

rently adopted by modern historians. That Columbus

may Iiave been in this sea-fight is not impossible, but

it took place many years after this period of his life.

It is mentioned, by several historians, as having oc-

curred in the summer of 4483, which was nearly a

year after he had departed from Portugal. The only

way of accounting for the error, without impeaching

the veracity of the historian, is, to presume that Fer-

nando may have confounded some other action, in

which his father was concerned, with this which he

found recorded, without date, by Sabellicus.

Waving, therefore, as .somewhat apo ryphal, this

romantic and heroic arrival ofColumbus on the shores

of Portugal, we shall find in the great nautical en-

terprise in which that kingdom was engaged at the

time, ample attractions for a person of his character

and pursuits. For this purpose, however, it is ne-

cessary to cast a glance on certain historical events

connected with maritime discovery, which rendered

Lisbon, at that moment, the great resort ofmen skilled

in geographical and nautical science, from all parts of

the world.

CHAPTER ra.

PBOGBESS OP DISCOVERY UNDEB PBINCE BENBT OP POBTUOAL.

The career of modern discovery had commenced

shortly before the time of Columbus, and the Atlantic

coasts of Africa were at that period the scenes of nau-

tical enterprise. Some have attributed its origin to

an incident said to have occurred in the fourteenth

century. An Englishman of the name of Macham,

flying to France with a lady of whom he was ena-

moured, was driven far out of sight of land by stress

of weather, and after wandering about the high seas,

arrived at an unknown and uninhabited island, co-

vered with beautiful forests, which was afterwards

called Madeira. • Others have treated this account

Hist, del Almlrante, cap. 5. See Illustrations, article Captubi

OP THE Venetian GALLEYS.

> See lUiistrations. article DiscoVbbt op Madiiba.
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M a fable, and have pronounced the Canaries to be

the first fruits of nvMlern discovery. This famous

group, the Fortunate Islands r 'the ancients, in which

lliey placed their garden of the llesperides, and from

whence Ptolemy commenced to count the longitude,

had been long lost to the world.

There are vague accounts, it is true, of their hav-

ing received casual visits, at wide intervals, during

the obscure ages, from llie wandering bark of some

Arabian, Norman, or Genoese adventurer ; but all

tills was involved in uncertainty, and led to no bene-

ficial result. It was not until the fourteenth century

that they were effectually rediscovered, and restored

to mankind. From that time they were occasionally

visited by the hardy navigators of various countries.

The greatest benefit produced by their discovery was,

that the frequent expeditions made to them embolden-

ed mariners to venture far upon the Atlantic, and fa-

miliarized them, in some degree, to its dangers.

The grand impulse to discovery was not given by

chance, but was the deeply meditated effort of one

master mind. This was Prince Henry of Portugal,

son of John the First, surnamed the Avenger, and

Pbilippa of Lancaster, sister of Henry the Fourth of

England. The character of this illustrious man, from

whose enterprises the genius of Columbus took excite-

ment, deserves particular mention.

At an early age, Prince Henry accompanied his

father into Africa, in an expedition against the Moors,

in which he planted his victorious banners on tiie

walls of Ceuta. Henry signalized himself repeatedly

in this campaign. His passion, however, was more

for arts than arms, and lie pursued, even amiast the

din of war, those inquiries most worthy of a prince.

While at Ceuta he received much information

from the Moors concerning the interior of Africa and

the coast of Guinea—regions unknown to Europeans.

He conceivedan idea that important discoveries were

to be made, by navigating along the western coast of

Africa. On returning to Portugal, this idea became

his ruling thought. Withdrawmg himself from the

tumult of a court, he buried himself in retirement,

in a counti7 retreat in the Algarves, near to Sagres,

in the neighbourhood of Cape St Vincent, and in full

view of the ocean. Here he drew around him men

eminent in science, and prosecuted the study of those

I branches of knowledge connected with the maritime

arts. He was an able mathematician, and made him-

self master of all the astronomyknown to the Arabians

of Spain.

On studying the works of the ancients, Prince

Henry had found what he considered abundant proofs

that Africa was circnmnavigable; so that it was pos-

sible, by keeping along its shores, to arrive at India.

He had been struck with the account given of the

voyage of Eudoxns of Cyzicus, who was said to have

sailed from the Red Sea into the ocean, and to have

continued on to Gibraltar; which appeared to be cor-

roborated by the expedition of Hanno the Cartha-

ginian, who. sailing from Gibraltar with a fleet of

sixty ships, and following the African coast, was said )

to have reached the shores of Arabia.' It is true

tliese voyages had been discreilited by several ancient

writers; and thepossibilityofcircumnavigatingAfrica,

after being for a long time admitted by geographers,

was denied by Hipparchus, and since his tin:e had

continued to be disbelieved. He considered each sea

as shut up and land-bound in its peculiar basin; ami

that Africa was a continent continuing onward tu tlie

south pole, and surrounding the Indian sea, so as to

join Asia beyond the Ganges. This opinion liod

been adopted and perpetuated by Ptolemy, whose

works, in the time of Prince Henry, were the highest

authority in geography. Still the Prince reverted to

the ancient belief, that Africa was circnmnavigable,

and he found his opinion sanctioned by various learneil

men of more modern date. To settle this question,

and to achieve the circumnavigation of Africa, was

an object worthy the ambition of a prince, and his

mind was fired with the idea of the vast benefits that

would arise to bis country should it be accomplished

by Portuguese enterprise.

The Italians, or, as they were caUed in the north

of Europe, the Lombards, had long monopolized the

opulent trade of Asia. They had formed commer-

cial establishments at Constantinople and in the Black

Sea, where they received the rich produce of the

Spice Islands, which lie near the equator ; and the

silks, the gums, the perfumes, the precious stones,

and other luxurious commodities ofEgypt and South-

ern Asia, and distributed them over the whole of

Europe. The republics of Venice and Genoa rose

to power and opulence in consequence of this trade.

They had factories in the most remote parts, even in

the frozen regions of Muscovy and Norway. Their

merchants emulated the magnificence of princes. All

Europe was tributary to their commerce. Yet this

trade had to be carried on with distant countries of

the East, by the most circuitous and expensive routes.

It passed through various intermediate hands, and

was subjected to the delays and charges of internal

navigation, and the tedious and uncertain journeys

of the caravan. For a long time, the merchandise of

India had to be conveyed by the Gulf of Persia, the

Euphrates, the Indus, and the Oxus, to the Caspian

and the Mediterranean seas ; thence to take a new
destination for the various marts of Europe. After

the Soldan of Egypt had conquered the Arabs, and

restored trade to its ancient channel, it was still at-

tended with great cost and delay. Its precious

commodities had to be conveyed by the Red Sea,

thence on camels' backs to the banks of the Nile,

whence they were transported to Egypt to meet the

Italian merchants. Thus, while the opulent traffic

of the East was engrossed by these adventurous mo-

nopolists, the price of every article was enhanced by

the great expense of transportation.

It was the grand idea of Prince Henry, by circum-

• SeelUuitratioiu.articieCuKiiHnikviaiTioNOPAF'Mci bttmk
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navigating Africa, lu open a direct and easy route to

llie source of tliis commerce, to turn it suddenly into

a new and simple channel, and to pour it out in a

golden tide upon his country. Henry, however, was

liefore the age in thought. He had to counteract tlie

ignorance and prejudices of mankind, and to endure

the delays to which vivid and penetrating minds are

suhjected, from the tardy co-operations of the didl

and the doubtful. The navigation of the Atlantic

was yet in its infancy, and however some may have

venlurod a little way upon it, still mariners looked

with distrust upon a boisterous expanse, which ap-

peared to have no opposite shore. In their voyages

they still kept close to the coast, fearful of venturing

out of sight of those land-marks which guided their

timid navigation. Every bold liead-land, and far-

stretching promontory, was a wall to luir their pro-

gress. They crept timorously along tlie Barbary

shores, and thought they had accomplished a won-
derful expedition when they had ventured a few

degrees beyond tlie Straits of Gibraltar. Cape IVon,

the termination of ancient enterprise, was long the

limit of their daring; they hesitated to double its

rocky |ioint, beaten by winds and waves, and threats

ening to thrust them forth upon the raging deep.

Independent of these vague fears, they had others,

sanctioned by philosophy itself. The ancient theory

of the zones was currently believed. They still

thought that the earth, at the equator, was girdled

by a torrid zone, over which the sun held his vertical

and fiery course, separating the hemispheres by a

region of impassive heat. The credulous seamen

fancied Cape Bojador the utmost boundary of secure

enterprise. They had a superstitious belief, that

whoever doubled it would never return." They
looked with dismay upon the rapid currents of its

neighbourhood, and the furious surf which beats upon

its arid coast. They imagined beyond it tlie fright-

ful region of the torrid zone, scorched by a blazing

sun, a region of lire, where the very waves, which

beat upon the shores, boiled under the intolerable

fervour of the heavens.

To dispel these errors, and to give a scope to navi-

gation, equal to the grandeur of his designs, Prince

Henry called in the aid of science. He established a

naval college, and erected an observatory at Sagres,

and he invited thither the most eminent professors of

the nautical faculties ; appointing as president James
of Mallorca, a man learned in navigation, and skilful

ill making charts and instruments.

The effects of this establishment were soon appa-

rent. All that was known relative to geography and
navigation was gathered together and reduced to sys-

tem. A vast impnivenienl took place in maps. The
compass was also brought into more general use, .es-

pecially among the Portuguese, rendering the mari-

ner more bold and venturous, by enabling him to na-

vigate in the most gloomy day, and in the darkest

night. Encouraged by these advantages, and stimu-

' Manana, Disl. Esp., lili. ii.cap. 22,

lated by the mnniiicence of Prinra Henry, the Portu-

guese marine became signalized for the hardihood of nd » *he latter

former peopU
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las been asserted

ate adventure, o

ind the pursuit

its enterprises, and tLe extent of its discoveries. Cape

liojador was doubled, the region of the tropics pene

trated, and divested of its fancied terrors; the greater flns continually

part of the African coast, from Cape Htanco to Cape

de Verde, explored, and the Cape de Verde and

Azore islands, which lay three hundred leagues dis-

tant from the continent, were rescued from the obli-

vious empire of the ocean.

To secure the (|uiet prosecution and full enjoyment

of his discoveries, Henry obtained the protection of a

papal bull, granting to the crown of Portugal sove-

reign authority over all the lands it might discover in

the Atlantic, to India inclusive, with plenary indul-

gence to all who should die in these expeditions ; at

the same time menacing, with the terrors of the

church, all who should interfere in these Christian

conquests.

'

Henry died on the ISth ofNovember, 1473, without

accomplishing the great object of his ambition. It

was not until many years afterwards, that Vasquez hie was at that ti

de Gama, pursuing with a Portuguese fleet the track and of an engag

he had pointed out, realized his anticipations by

doubling the Cape of Good Hope, sailing along the

southern coast of India, and thus operiing a highway

for commerce to the opulent regi<^'is of the East.

Henry, however, lived long enough to reap some of

ilie richest rewards of a great and good mind. He
beheld, through his means, his native country in a

grand and active career of prosperity. The discove-

ries of the Portuguese were the wonder and admi-

ration of the fifteenth century; and Portugal, from

being one of the least among nations, suddenly rose

to lie one of the most important.

All this was effected, not by arms, but by arts;

not by the stratagems of a cabinet, but by the wisdom

of a college. It was the great achievement of a

prince, who has well been described " full ofthoughts

of lofty enterprise, and acts ofgenerous spirit :" one,

who bore for his device the magnanimous motto,

" The talent to do good," the only talent worthy the

ambition of princes. '

Henry, at his death, left it in charge to his country

to prosecute the route to India. He had formed com-

panies and associations, by which commercial zeal

was enlisted in the cause, and it was made a matter

ofinterest and competition to enterprising individuals.'

From time to time Lisbon was thrown into a tumult

of excitement by the launching forth of some new

expedition, or the return of a squadron with accounts

of new tracts explored, and new kingdoms visited.

Every thing was confident promise, and sanguine an-

ticipation. The miserable hordes of the African

coast were magnified into powerftil nations, and the

voyagers continually heard ofopulent countries farther

on. It was as yet the twilight of geographic know-
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OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. mS
dge ; imagination wen i hand in hand with discovery,

od as the latter groited its slow and cautious way,

le former peopled all beyond with wonders. The

line of the Portuguese discoveries, and of the expedi-

«n8 continually setting out, drew the attention of the

rorld. Strangers from all parts, the learned, the

urious, and tite adventurous, resorted to Lisbon to

iquire into the particulars or to participate in the ad-

antages of these enterprises. Among these was

Ihristopher Columbus,—whether thrown there, as

las been asserted, by the fortuitous result ofa despe-

ate adventure, or drawn thither by liberal curiosity,

ind the pursuit of honourable fortune.'

i.l. I.

CHAPTER IV.

UIDKNCI or C0LU1BII8 AT LISBON. IDEAS CONCUNING

ISLA.fDS IN TOR OCEAN.

CoLUMBi's arrived at Lisbon about the year 1470.

He was at that time in the full vigour of manhood,

and of an engaging presence. Minute descriptions

are given of his person by his son Fernando, by Las

Casas, and otiiers of his contemporaries.' According

to these accounts, he was tall, well-formed, muscular,

and of an elevated and digniPied demeanour. His

visage was long, and neither full nor meagre; his

complexion fair and freckled, and inclined to ruddy;

liis nose aquiline ; his cheek-bones were rather high,

his eyes light grey, and apt to enkindle; his whole

countenance had an air of authority. His hair, in iiis

youthful days, was of a light colour ; but care and

trouble, according to Las Casas, soon turned it grey,

and at thirty years of age it was quite white. He was

moderate and simple in diet and apparel, eloquent in

discourse, engaging and afTuble with strangers, and

of an amiableness and suavity in domestic life that

strongly attached his household to his person. His

temper was naturally irritable;^ but he subdued it by

the magnanimity of his spirit, comporting himself

with a courteous and gentle gravity, and never in-

dulging in any intemperance of language. Through-

out his life he was noted for a strict attention to the

oflices of religion, observing rigorously the fasts and

ceremonies of the church; nor did his piety consist in

mere forms, but partook of that lofty and solemn en-

thusiasm with which his whole character was strongly

imctured.

While at Lisbon, he was accustomed to attend re-

ligions service at the chapel of the convent of All

Saints. In this convent there were certain ladies of

rank, either resident as boarders, or in some religious

capacity. With one of these, Doua Felipa Monis de

Palestrello, Columbus became acquainted. She was

the daughter of Bartolomeo Moiiis de Palestrello, an

Italian cavalier who had been one of the most dis-

Herrera, decad. I, lib. i.

> Hist, del Almirante, c. 3. Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 2. MS.
< fUescas, Hist. PoniiGcal. I. vi.

tinguished navigators under Prince Henry, and had

colonized and governed the island of Porto Santo.

The acquaintance soon ripened into attachment, and

ended in marriage. It ap|iears to have been a match

of mere affection, as the lady was destitute of for-

tune.

This union flxed Columbus at Lisbon. The father

of his wife being dead, the newly married couple

went to reside with the mother. The latter, per-

ceiving the interest whicli her son-in-law took in all

mattera concerning the sea, relateil to him all she

knew of the voyages and expeditions of her late hus-

band, and brought him all his papers, charts, jour-

nals, and memorandums.' These were treasures to

Columbus. He acquainted himself with all the routes

of the Portuguese, their plans and conceptions; and

having, by his marriage and residence, become na-

turalized in Portugal, he sailed occasionally in the

expeditions to the coast of Guinea. When on shore,

his time was occupied in making maps and charts for

the support of his family. His circumstances were

limited, and he had to observe a strict economy . yet

we are told that he appropriateii a part of bis scanty

means to (he succour of his aged fatlier at Genoa and

to the education of his younger brothers.'

The construction of a correct map or chart, in those

days, required a degree of knowledge and experience

sufficient to entitle the possessor to distinction. Geo-

graphy was but just emerging from the darkness

which had enveloped it for ages. Ptolemy was still

a standard authority. The maps of the fifteenth

century display a mixture of truth and error, in

whicli facts handed down from antiquity, and others

revealed by recent discoveries, are confused with po-

pular fables, and extravagant conjectures. At such

a period, when the passion fur maritime discovery

was seeking every aid to facilitate its enterprises, the

knowledge and skill of an able cosmographer, like

Columbus, wouhl be properly appreciated, and the

superior correctness of his maps and charts would

give him nolori<'ty among men of science.' We ac-

cordingly find him, at an early period of bis residence

in Lisbon, in correspondence with Paulo Toscanelli,

of Florence, one of the most scientific men of the day,

> Oviedo, Cronica de las Indias, I. ii, cap. 2.

> Hunoz, Hist, del N. Mundo, I. ii.

3 The importance wliicl. began to be attached to cosmogra-

phical knowledge is evident from the distinction which Uauro,

an Italian friar, obtained from havin:; projected an universal

map. esteemed the most accurate of the time. A fac simile of

this map, upon the same scale as the original, is now deposited in

the British Museum, and it has been published, with a geogra-

phical commentary, by the learned Zurla. The Venetians struck

a medal in honour of him, on which they denominated him Cos-

inographus incomparabilis ;Colline del Biissol. Naut. p. 2, c. 3).

Yet Ramusio, who had seen this map in the monastery of Santo

Michele de Murano. considers it merely an improved copy of a

map brought from Cathay by Marco Polo (Ramusio, t. ii, p. 17.

Ed. Veuet. 1606). We are told also that Ameiicus Vespucius

paid one hundred and thirty ducats (equivalent to five hundred

and fifty-five dollars in our Uine) for a map of sea and land, made

at Mallnrca, in 1 459, by Gabriel de Velasca (Barros. D. 1. i. c. 13.

Terrolo por Conno. Intend, p. 23). ,
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ivhose commanicaUons had great influence in inspi-

riting him to his subsequent undertakings.

While his geographical labours thus elevated him
to a communion with the learned, they were pecu-

liarly calculated to foster a train of thoughts favour-

able to nautical enteiprise. From constantly compar-

ing maps and charts, and noting the progress and

direction of discovery, he was led to percefve how
much of the world remained unknown, and to medi-

tate on the means of exploring it. His domestic

concerns, and the connexions he had formed by mar-

riage, were calculated to foster this vein of specula-

tion. He resided for some time at the recently-

discovered Island of i^orto Santo, where his wife had

inherited some proi<srty, and during hb residence

there she bore him a son, whom he named Diego.

This residence brought him, as it were, on the very

frontier of discovery. His wife's sister was married

to Pedro Correa, a navigator of note, who had at one

time been governor ofF rto Santo. Being frequenlly

together in the familiar intercourse of domestic life,

their conversation naturally turned upon the discove-

ries prosecuting in their vicinity along the African

coasts; upon the long sought for route to India; and

upon the possibility of some unknown lands existing

in the west.

In theu- island residence, too, they must have been

frequently visited by the voyagers going to and from

Guinea. Living thus, surrounded by the stir and

bustle of discovery, communing with persons who
had risen by it to fortune and honour, and voyaging

in the very tracks of its recent triumphs, the ardent

mind of Columbus kindled up to enthusiasm in tlie

cause. It was a period of general excitement to all

who were connected with maritime life, or who re-

sidcv. in the vicinity of the ocean. The recent disco-

veries had inflamed their imaginations, and had filled

them with visions of other islands, of greater wealth

and beauty, yet to be discovered in the boundless

wastes of the Atlantic. The opinions and fancies of

the ancients on the subject wire again put into circu-

lation. The story of Anlllla, a great island in the

ocean, discoveredby theCarlhagir.ians, was frequently

cited, and Plate's imaginary Atalantis once more
found firm believers. Many thought that the Ca.na-

ries and Azores were but wrecks whieh had survived

its submersion, and that other and larger fragments

of that drowned land might yet exist, in remoter parts

of the Atlantic.

One of the strongest symptoms of the excited state

ofthe popular mind at thiseventfulera, was the preva-

lence of rumours respecting unknown islands casually

seen in the ocean. Many of these were mere fables,

fkbr; jted to feed the predominant humour of the

public ; many had their origin in the self-<leception

of voyagers, whose heated imaginations beheld is-

lands in those summer clouds which lie along the

horizon, and often beguile the sailor with the idea

of distant lands.

One Antonio Leone, an inhabitant of Madeira,

told Columbus that, sailing westward one hundre rere all noted do
leagues, he had seen three islands at a distance. Bo gd may have ha<

the tales of the kind most positively advanced an on. Still, thoug

zealously maintained, were those related by the peo gg genius sought

pie of the Canaries, who were long under a singula
f iu meditations,

optical delusion. They imagined that, from time ti
|g events, he tor

time, they beheld a vast island to the westward
) study the geogc

with lofty mountains and deep valleys. Nor was i efore, and to

seen in cloudy and dubious weather, but in thos piiich might corr(

clear days common to tropical climates, and with al ng in his mind,

the distinctr ;ss with which distant objects may b ]| that had been

discerned in their pure, transparent atmosphere. Th( eredbythemoder
island, it is true, was only seen at intervals : while a oyages enabled h

other times, and in the clearest weather, not a vestig* gd appreciate ma
of it was to be descried. When it did appear, hoW' laving thus taken

ever, it was always in the same place, ana under the ,otice from what
same form. So persuaded were the inhabitants ol ional hypotheses

the Canaries of its reality, that application was made gmours, his gram
to the king of Portug ur permission to discover and mt by the strong

take possession of it ; and it actually became the ob-

ject of several expf.- itions. The island, however,

was never to be found, though it still continued occa-

sionally to cheat the eye.

There were all kinds of wild and fantastic notions

concerning tb's imaginary land. Some supposed

to be the Antilla r^^'ntioned by Aristotle ; others,

the Island of Seve.. Cities, so called from an ancient

legend of seven Bishops, who, with a multitude of

followers, fled from Sp,',in at the time of its conquest

by the Moors, and, '-nided by heaven to some un

known island in the ' ,ean, founded on it seven splen-

did cities ; while sc 'e considered it another legend

ary island, on whi( , it was said, a Scottish priest of

the name of St Br< Jan had landed, in the sixth cen-

tury. This last gend passed into current belief.

The fancied isl d was called by the name of St

Brandan, or F Jorondon, and long continued to be

actually laid »n inmaps far to the west of the Cana-

ries.' The ne was done with the fabulous island of

Antilla ; < ( these erroneous maps and phantom is-

lands have t SIX rise at various times to assertions,

that the new world had been known prior to the pe-

riod of its generally reputed discovery.

Columbus, however, considers all these appear-

ances ofland as mere illusions. He supposes that they

may have been caused by rocks lying in the ocean,

which, seen at a distance, under certain atmospherical

influences, may have assumed the appearance of

islands ; or they may have been floating islands, such

as are mentioned by Pliny and Seneca and others,

formed of twisted roots, or of a light and porous stone,

and covered with trees, and which may have been

driven about the ocean by the winds.

The islands of St Brandan, of Antilla, and of the

Seven Cities, have long since proved to be faimious

tales, or atmospherical delusions. Yet the rumours

concerning them derive interest, from showing the

state of public thought with respect to the Atlantic,

while its western regions were yet unknown. They

' See llluatratioM, article Iilind or St BBiNDiH.
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ard one hundre ^ere all noted down vr th carious care by Colombaa,
It a distance. Bu gj may have had some influence over his imagina-
ely advanced an jn. Still, though of a visionary spirit, his penetra-
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itmosphere. Th( ered by themoderns, relative to geography. Hisown
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It has been attempted, in the preceding chapter,

siiow how Columbus was gradually kindled up to

lis grand design by the spirit and events of the times

n which he lived. His son Fernando, however, un-

lertakes to furnish the precise data on which his fa-

ber's p!an of discovery was founded.' " He does

Ihis," he observes, "to show from what slender ar-

gument so great a scheme was fabricated and brought

to light ; and for the purpose of satisfying those who
may desire to know distinctly the circumstances and

motives which led his father to undertake tliis enter-

prise."

As thia statement was formed from notes and do-

cuments found among his father's papers, it is too

curious and interestmg not to deserve particularmen-
tion. In this memorandum he arranged the founda-

tion of his father's theory into three distinct heads :

I. The nature of things. 2. The authority of learn-

ed writers. 3. The reports of navigators.

Under the first head, he set down as a fundamental

principle, that the earth was a terraqueous sphere or

globe, which might be travelled round from east to

west, and that men stood foot to foot, when on op-

posite points. The circumference from east to west,

at the equator, Columbus divided, according to Pto-

lemy, into twenty-four hours of fifteen degrees each,

making three hundred and sixty degrees. Of these

be imagined, comparing the globe of Ptolemy with

the earlier map of Marinus of Tyre, that firteeii hours

had been known to the ancients, extending from the

Straits of Gibraltar, or rather from the Canary Is-

lands, to the city of Thins in Asia, a place set down

• Hist. (IcIAItnirantcc.e, 7, 1.

'

as at the eastern limits ofthe known world. The Por-

tuguese had advanced the western frontier by the

discovery of the Azoi .s and Cape de Verde Islands,

equal to one hour more. There remained, accord-

ing to the estimation of Columbus, eight hours, or

one-third of the circumference of the earth, unknown
and unexplored. This space might, in a great mea-
sure, be filled up by the eastern regions of Asia,

which might extend so far as nearly to surround the

globe, and to approach the western shores of Europe
and Africa. The tract of ocean, intervening between
these continents, he observes, would be less than

might at first be supposed, if the opinion of Alfran-

ganus, the Arabian, were admitted, who gave to the

earth a smaller circumference, by diminishing the

size of the degrees, than did other cosmographers; a
theory to which Columbus seems at times to have
given faith. Granting these premises, it was mani-
fest, that, by pursuing a direct course from east to

west, a navigator would arrive at the extremity of
Asia, and discover any intervening land.

Under the second head, are named the authors

whose writings had weight in convincing him that

the intervening ocean could be but of moderate ex-

panse, and easy to lie travei-sed. Among these, he
cites the opinion of AristoJe, Seneca, and Pliny, that

one might pass from Cadiz to the Indies in a few
days; of Strabo, also, who observes, that the ocean

surrounds the earth, bathing on the east the shores

of India ; on the west, the coasts of Spain and Mau-
ritania ; so that it is easy to navigate from one to the

other on the same parallel.'

In corroboration of the idea that Asia, or, as he
always terms it, India, stretched far to the east, so

as to occupy the greater part of the unexplored space,

the narratives are cited of Marco Polo and John Man-
deville. These travellers had visited, in the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, the remote parts of
Asia, far beyond (he regions laid down by Ptolemy;
and their accounts of the extent of that continent to

the eastward, had a great effect in convincing Colum-
bus that a voyage to the west, of no long duration,

would bring him to its shores, or to the extensive and
wealthy islands which lie adjacent. The information

concerning Marco Polo is probably derived from Paulo

Toscanelli, a celebrated doctor of Florence, already

mentioned, with whom Columbus corresponded in

1474, and who transmitted to him a copy of a letter

which he had previously written to Fernando Mar-
tinez, a learned canon of Lisbon. This letter main-

tains the facility of arriving at India by a western

course, asserting the distance to be but four thousand

miles, in a direct line from Lisbon to (he province of

Mangi, near Cathay, since determined to be (he north-

ern coast of China. Of this country he gives a ma-
gnificent description, drawn from the work of Marco
Polo. He adds, that in the route lay the islands of

Antilla and Cipango, distant from each other only two
hundred and twenty-five leagues, abounding in riches,

• SIrab. Cos. I. i, II.
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and offering convenient places for ships to tonch at,

and obtain supplies on tlie voyage.

Under the third head, are enumerated various in-

dications of land in the west, which had floated to

the shores of the known world. It is curious to ob-

serve, ho 7, when once the mind of Columbus had

become heated in the inquiry, it attracted to it every

corroborating circumstance, however vague and tri-

vial. He appears to have been particularly attentive

to the gleams of information derived from veteran

mariners, who had been employed in the recent

voyages to the African coasts; and also from the in-

habitants of lately discovered islands, placed, in a

manner, on the frontier posts of geographical know-

ledge. All these are carefully noted down among

his memorandums, to be collocated wit|) the facts

and opinions already stored up in his mind.

Such, for instance, is the circumstance related to

him by Martin Vicenti, a pilot in the service of the

King of Portugal ; that, after sailing four hundred

and fifty leagues to the west of Cape St Vincent, he

had taken from the water a piece of carved wood,

which evidently had not been lal)oured with an iron

instrument. As the winds had drifted it from the

west, it might have come from some unknown land

in that direction.

Pedro Correa, brother-in-law of Columbus, is like-

wise cited, as having seen, on the island of Porto

Santo, a similar piece of wood, which had drilled

from the same quarter. He had heard also from the

King of Portugal, that reeds of an immense size had

floated to some of those islands from the west, in the

description of which Columbus thought he recognized

the immense reeds said by Ptolemy to grow in India.

Information is likewise noted, given him by the in-

habitants of the Azores, of trunks of huge pine-trees,

of a kind that did not grow upon any of the islands,

wafted to their shores by the westerly w^inds ; but

especially of the bodies of two dead men, cast upon

the island of Flores, whose features differed from

those of any known race of people.

To these is added the report of a mariner of the

port of St Mary, who asserted that, in the course of

a voyage to' Ireland, he had seen land to the west,

which the ship's company took for some extreme

part of Tartary. Qtlier stories, of a similar kind,

are noted, as well as rumours concerning the fancied

island.' of St Brandan, and of (he Seven Cities, to

which, as has already been observed, Columbus gave

biit little faith.

Such is an abstract of the grounds on which, ac-

cording to Fernando, his father proceeded from one

position to another, until he came to the conclusion,

that there was undiscovered land in the western part

of the ocean ; that it was attainable; that it was fer-

tile ; and finally, that it was iaiiabiled.

It is evident, that several of the facts herein enu-

merated, must have become known to Columbus af-

ter he had formed his opinion, and merely served to

strengthen it ; still, every thing that throws any light

upon the process of thought, which led to so great » u,„___c of n «
event, is of the highest interest; and the chain of dt

ductions here furnished, though not perhaps th

most logical in its concatenation, yet, being extracte

from the papers of Columbus himself, remains one

the most interesting documents in the history of th

human mind
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le banners of the Redeemer. This was to be the

iumphant consummation of his enterprise, bringing

remote and unknown regions of the earth into

ommnnion with Christian Europe; carrying the

fht of the true faith into benighted and Pagan lands,

nd gathering their countless nations under the holy

ominion of the church.

The enthusiastic nature of his conceptions gave an

evation to his spirit , and a dignity and loftiness to

is whole demeanour. He conferred with sovereigns

most with a feeling of equality. His views were

rincely and unlraunded ; his proposed discovery was

fempires; his conditions were proportionally mag-

Ificent : nor would he ever, even after long delays,

peated disappointments, and under the pressure of

ctual penury, abate what appeared to be extrava-

ant demands for a mere possible discovery.

Those who could not conceive how an ardent and

amprehensive genius could arrive, by presumptive

vidence, at so firm a conviction, sought for other

uxles of accounting for it. When the glorious re-

sit had established the correctness of the opinion of

k>lumbu8, attempts were made to prove that he had

blained previous information of the lands which he

retended to discover. Among these, was an idle

le of a tempest-tossed pilot, said to have died in his

ouse, bequeathing him written accounts of an un-

nown land in the west, upon which he had been

riven by adverse winds. This story, according

» Fernando Columbus, had no other foundation

lan one of the popular tales about the shadowy is-

ind of St Brandan, which a Portuguese captain, re-

irning from Guinea, fancied he had beheld beyond

ladeira. It circulated for a time in idle rumour, al-

ered andshaped to suit theirpurposes by such as sought

9 tarnish the glory ofColumbus. At length, it found

s way into print, and has been echoed by various his-

()rians,varying with every narration, and full of con-

radictions and improbabilities.

'

An assertion has also been made, that Columbus

as preceded in his discoveries by Martin Behem, a

ontemporary cosmographer, who, it was said, had

nded accidentally on the coast ofSouth America, in

le course of an African expedition ; and that it was

ith the assistance of a map, or globe, projected by

leliem, on which was laid down the newly-discover-

country, that Columbus made his voyage. This

nmour originated in an absurd misconstruction of a

»\.m manuscript, and was unsupported by any do-

uments : yet it has had its circulation, and has even

revived not many years since, with more zeal

.1 discretion ; but is now completely refuted and

lut to rest. The land visited by Behem, was the

of Africa beyond the equator ; the globe he pro-

led was finished in 1492, while Columbus was
bsent on his first voyage : it contains no trace of

le New World, and thus furnishes conclusive

See Illiutratioiu, article IIomour concbining thk pilot nao
I'D IN THR House OV COLUMDIIH.

oast<

proof, that its existence was yet unknown to Behem.
There is a certain meddlesome spirit, which, in the

garb of learned research, goes prying abont the traces

uf history, casting down its monuments, and marring

and mutilating its fairest trophies. Care should be

taken to vindicate great names from such pernicious

erudition. It defeats one of the most salutary pur-

poses of history, that of furnishing examples of what
human genius and laudable enterprise may accom-

plish. For this purpose, some pains have been taken

in the preceding chapters, to trace the rise and pro-

gress of this grand idea in the mind of Columbus ; to

show that it was the conception of his genius, quick-

ened by the impulse of the age, and aided by those

scattered gleams of knowledge,which fell ineffectually

upon ordinary minds.

CHAPTER VI.

CORRESPONDENCE OF COLCMRVS Vim PAULO TOSCiNILLI.

BVENTS IN PORTUGAL RELATIVE TO DISCOVERIES.

As early as 1474, Columbus had conceived the

design of seeking a western route to India, though as

yet it lay crude and unmatured in his mind. This

appears from the correspondence already mentioned

with the learned Paulo Tuscanelli of Florence, which
took place in the summer of that year. The letter of

Toscanelli is in reply to one from Columbus, and
applauds the design which he had expressed of mak-
ing a voyage to the west. To demonstrate more
clearly the facility of arriving at India in that direc-

tion, he sent him a map, projected partly according

to Ptolemy, and partly according to the descriptions

of Marco Polo, the Venetian. The eastern coast of

Asia was depicted in front of the western coasts of

Africa and Europe, with a moderate space of ocean

between them, in which were placed dt convenient

distances Cipango, Antilla, and the other islands.*

Columbus was greatly animated by the letter and
chart of Toscanelli, who was considered one of the

ablest cosmographers of the day. He appears to

have procured the work of Marco Polo, whicli had

been translated into various languages, and existed

in manuscript in most libraries. This author gives

marvellous accounts of the riches of the realms of

Cathay and Mangi, or Mangu, since ascertained to

be Northern and Southern China, on the coast of

which, according to the map of Toscanelli, a voyager

sailing directly west would be sure to arrive. He
describes in unmeasured terms the power and gran-

deur of the sovereign of these countries, the great

• See Illustrations, article Behem.

> This map, by which Columbus sailed on Ills first voyiige of

discovery. Las Casas (1. 1, cap 12,) says he had In his possetislon at

Ihe lime of writing his history. It is greatly to be regretted that

so Interesting a document should be lost. It may yet exist amidst

the chartic lumber o( the Spanish Archives. Few document* of

mere curiosity would be more precious.

T8
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Khan of Tartary, and the splendour and magnitude
of his capitals of Cambaln and Qainsai, and the won-
ders of the island of Cipango or Zipangi, supposed

to be Japan. This island he places opposite Cathay,

five hundred leagues in the ocean. He represents it

as abounding in gold, precious stones, and other choice

objects of commerce, with a monarch whose palace

was covered with plates of gold, as in other countries

palaces are covered with lead. The narrations of

this traveller were bymany considered fabulous; but
' !iough they are full of splendid exaggerations, they

have since been found to be substantially correct.

They are thus particularly noted, from the influence

they had over the imagination of Columbus.

The work of Marco Polo is a key to many parts of

his history. In his application to the various courts,

he represented the countries he expected to discover

as those regions of inexhaustible wealth which the

Venetian had described. The territories of the grand

Khan were the objects of research in all his voyages;

and in his cruisings among the Antilles, he was i <n-

tinually flattering himself with the hopes of arrivi
-

at the opulent island of Cipango, and the coasts c

Mangi and Cathay.'

While the design of attempting the discovery in

the west was maturing in the mind of Columbus, he

made a voyage to the north of Europe. Of this we
have no other memorial than the following passage,

extracted by his son from one of his letters :
" In the

year 1477, in February, I navigated one hundred

leagues beyond Thule, the southern part of which is

seventy-three degrees distant from the equator, and

not sixty-three, as some pretend; neither is it si-

tuated within the line which includes the west of Pto-

lemy, but is much more westerly. The English,

principally those of Bristol, go with their merchan-

dise to this island, which is as large as England.

When I was there, the sea was not frozen, and the

tides were so great as to rise and fall twenty-six fa-

thom."'

The island thus mentioned as Thule is generally

supposed to have been Iceland, which is far to the

west of the Ultima Thule of the ancients, as laid

down in the map of Ptolemy. Nothing more is

known of this voyage, in which we discern indica-

tions of that ardent and impatient desire to break

away from the limits of the old world, and launch

into the unknown regions of the ocean.

Several more years elapsed, without any decided

efforts on the part of Columbus to carry his design

into execution. He was too poor to fit out the arma-

ment necessary for so important an expedition. In-

deed, as he expected to find vast and heathen coun-

tries, unsubjected to any lawful power, he considered

it to be an enterprise only to be undertaken in the

employ of some sovereign state, which could assume

dominion over the territories he might discover, and

• A more particular account of Uarco Polo and Ills writings is

given among the Illustrations.

> Hist, del Almirantc, c. 4.

reward him with dignities and privileges cooimei gnry, which hai
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rivileges conimei
e,„.y^ which had now been tardily prosecuted for

ilf a century, had excited an eager curiosity about
',n of Alphonso ( ,g remote parts of Asia, and had revived all tlie ac-

lur in the cause ( „nts, true and fabulous, of travellers,

t a proposition ( geside the marvellous work of Marco Polo, already
monarch was to ,entioned, there was the narrative of Rabbi Benjamin
Spain, for the sih

,.„ Jonah, of Tudela, a celebrated Spanish Jew, who
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i of in expensit ^d remnants of the Hebrew tribes, wherever dis-

was not prepare gr^ed over the face of the earth. Wandering with
itwithstanding th nwearied zeal on this pious errand, over most parts

de to the coast*
f(|,e known world, he penetrated into China, and

1 that the compas ,gged from thence into the southern islands of Asia."
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liie translation went tlirougli siilcen L-dilions. Andres. Hist. B.

Ul.ii, c fl.

graphersof his kingdom, together with thecelebratetl

Martin Behem, entered info a learned consultation on
the subject. The result of their conferences and la-

bours was the application of the astrolabe to naviga-

tion, enabling the seaman, by the altitude of the sun,

to ascertain his distance from tbe equator.' This in-

strument has since been improved and modified into

the modern quadrant, of which, even at its first in-

troduction, it possessed all the essential advantages.

It is impossible to describe the effect produced upon

navigation by this invention. It cast it loose at once

from its long bondage to the land, and set it free to

rove the deep. Science had thus prepared guides for

discovery across the trackless ocean. Instead ofcoast-

ing the shores like the ancient navigators, and, when
driven from the land, groping his way back in doubt

and apprehensions by the uncertain guidance of the

stars, the modern mariner might adventure boldly

into unknown seas, confident of being able to retrace

his course, by means ofthe compass and tbe astrolabe,

should he find no distant port.

CHAPTER Vn.

PBOPOSITIOnS OP COLDMBDS TO TBI COCBT OP POBTUOiL.

The application of the astrolabe to navigation, was
one of those timely events which seem to have some-

thing providential in them. It was the one thing

wanting to facilitate an intercourse across the deep,

and it divested the enterprise of Columbus of that

hazardous character which was so great an obstacle

to its accomplishment. It was immediately after this

event, that he proposed his voyage of discovery to

the crown of Portugal.

This is the first proposition of which we have any

clear and indisputable record, although it has been

stronglyasserted thathemade one at an earlierperiod to

his native country, Genoa. The court of Portugal had

shown extraordinary liberality in rewarding nautical

enterprise. Most of those who had made discoveries

in her service, had been appointed to the government

of the islands and countries which they had discover-

ed, although many of them were foreigners by birth.

Encouraged by this liberality, and by the anxiety

evinced by King John II to accomplish a passage by

sea to India, Columbus obtained an audience of that

monarch. He pro|)osed, in case the king would fur-

nish him with ships and men, to undertake a shorter

and more direct route to India, than that which they

were seeking. His plan was to strike directly to the

west, across the Atlantic. He tlien unfolded his hy-

pothesis with respect to the extent of Asia, describing

also tlie immense riches of the island of Cipango, the

first land at which he expected to arrive. Of this

audience we have two accounts, written in some-

what of an opposite spirit ', one by his son Fernando.

' Barro!*, itcead. I , lib. iv. n. 2. Maffei, I. vi, pp, 6 and 7.
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the olher by Joam de Barros, the Portuguese histo-

riographer. It is curious to notice the different views

lalien of the same transaction by the enthusiastic son,

and by tlie cool, perliaps prejudiced, historian.

The king, according to Fernando, listened to his

father with great attention, but was discouraged from

engaging in any new scheme of tlie kind, by llie cost

and trouble already susUined in exploring the route

by the African coast, which as yet remained unac-

complislied. His father, however, supported his

proposition by such excellent reasons, that lite king

was induced to give his consent. The only diHicully

that remained was the terms ; for Columbus, being

a man of lofty and noble sentiments, demanded high

and honourable titles and rewards, to the end, says

Fernando, that he miglit leave l)ehind him a name

and family worthy of his deeds and merits.'

Barros, on the other hand, attributes the seeming

acquiescence of the king, merely to the importunities

of Columbus ; he considered him, says the historian,

a vain-glorious man, fund of displaying his abilities,

and given to fantastic fancies, such as that respecting

the island of Cipango.' But in fact, this idea of

Columbus being vain, was taken upby the Portuguese

writers in afler years, and as to the island of Cipan-

go, it was far from being considered chimerical by the

king ; who, as has been shown by his mission in

search of Prester John, was a ready believer in these

travellers' tales concerning the East. The reasoning

of Columbus must have had its weight on the mind

of the monarch, since it is certain that he referred

the proposition to a learned junto, charged with all

matters relating to maritime discovery.

This junto was composed of two able cosmo-

graphers, masters Roderigo and Joseph, and the

king's confessor, Diego Ortiz de Cazadilla, Bishop of

Ceuta, a man greatly reputed for his learning, a Cas-

tilian by birth, and generally called Cazadilla, from

the name of his native place. This scientific body

treated the project as extravagant and visionary.

Still the king does not appear to have been satisfied.

According to his historian Yasconcelez,' he con-

voked his council, composed of the prelates and per-

sons of the greatest learning in the kingdom, and

asked their advice, whether to adopt this new route of

discovery, or to pursue that which they had already

opened ? The pro|K)sition of Columbus was generally

condemned by the council, and, in fact, a spirit

seemed to be awakening among them hostile to all

discovery.

It may not be deemed superfluous to notice briefly

the discussion of the council on this great question.

Yasconcelez reports a speech of the Bishop of Ceuta,

in which be not only objected to the proposed enter-

prise, as destitute of reason, but even discountenan-

ced any furtherprosecution of the African discoveries.

—They tended,—he said,—to distract the attention,

> Hist, del Alinirante, cap. 10.

' Bai-ro8, Asia, decad. I, I. iii, c. 2.

' Vusconceicz, Vida del Hey Don Juan U, I. iv.

drain the resources, and divide the power of the n ole to pole; refli

tion, already too much weakened by recent war ao on, and yieldii

pestilence. While their forces were thus scatten rinces." He con

abroad on remote and unprofitable expeditions, Uie
i

soldier, he dare

exposed themselves to attack from their active enem] pirit as if from

the king of Castile. The greatness of monarchs, h ichieve this entei

observed, did not arise so much from the extent ( ible renown, tha

their dominions, as A'om the wisdom and ability wil eign the most v.

which they governed.-He continned—In the Poi he warm and g«

tuguese nation it would be madness to launch inl leal, in favour of

enterprises, without first considering them in con lave been forlun

nedion with its means. The king had already sulB leen exerted in f

cient undertakings in hand of certain advantage lave been receivt

without engaging in others of a wild chimerical na lowered the reas

ture. If he wished employment fur the active valou ind to have inspi

of the nation, the war in which he was engage lewed ardour foi

against the Moors of Barbnry was suHicient, whereii jxtremity of Afi

his triumphs were of solid advantage, tending to crip tleted with such

pie and enfeeble those neighbouring foes, who ha

proved themselves so dangerous when possessed u

power.

This cool and oaulious speech of the Bishop o

Ceuta, directed against those enterprises which wer

the glory of the Portuguese, touched the naliona

pride of Don Pedro de Mcneses, Count of Villa Real

and drew from him a lofty and patriotic reply. I n r p
has been said by an historian that this reply was ii

•'""'* ®' ""^

support of the proposition of Columbus j but that doe ^'?* *
, Tk

""."

not clearly appear. He may have treated the pro
">''® "'* y '

posal with respect, but his eloquence was employei "*^ " "*" ^'

for those enterprises in which the Portuguese wen

already engaged.

" Portugal," he observed, "was not in its infancy

nor were its princes so poor as to lack means to en

gage in discoveries. Even granting that those pro

posed by Columbus were conjectural, why shouh

they abandon those commenced by their late Prina

Henry on such solid foundations, and prosecuted will

such happy prospects ? Crowns," he observed, "en

riched themselves by commerce, fortified themselve

by alliance, and acquired empires by conquest. Tfat

views of a nation could not always be the same; thej

extended with its opulence and prosperity. Portuga

was at peace with all the princes of Europe, It hai

nothing to fear from engaging in an extensive enter

prise. It would be the greatest glory for Portugues

valour to penetrate into the secrets and horrors of th
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ocean sea, so formidable to the other nations of tbi

world. Thus occupied, it would escape the idleni

engendered in a long interval of peace, idleness

that source of vice, that silent file, which, little b;

little, wore away the strength afid valour of a nation

It was an affront," he added, " to the Portuguei

name to menace it with imaginary perils, when il

had proved itself so intrepid in encountering the im

certain and tremendous. Great souls were furmi

for great enterprises. He wondered much, that

prelate, so religious as tlie Bishop of Ceuta, sl)oulil|

oppose this undertaking ; the ultimate object of which

was to augment the Catholic faith, and spread il I'rou
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i power of the n ole to ^e; reflecting glory on the Portuguese na-

)y recent war an ion, and yielding empire and lasting fame to its

ire thus scattereprinces." He ooncludedby declaring that, ''although

soldier, he dared to prognosticate, with a voice and

heir active enem]lpirit as if from heaven, to whatever prince should

s of monarchs, h ichieve this enterprise, more happy success and dur

l)le renown, than had ever been obtained by sove

fn and ability wilfteign the most valorous and fortunate." Such was

lied—In the Poi he warm and generous speech of the Count of Villa

ess to launch inl leal, in favour of the African discoveries. It would

lave been fortunate for Portugal had his eloquence

had already sutfi leen exerted in favour of Columbus; for it is said to

ertain advantage lave been received with acclamations, to have over

lowered the reasonings of the cold-spirited Cazadilla,

r the active valou ind to have inspired the king and council with re-

he was engage tewed ardour for the attempt to circumnavigate the

uflicient, whereii extremity of Africa, which they afterwards cum-

e, tending to crip tleted with such brilliant success,

g foes, who ha

^hen possessed o

CHAPTER Vm.

DKPABTUBB OF COLUMBUS rBOM POBTUGIL, AND

iPPLICATIO.f TO OTBEB COUBTS.

HIS

John II of Portugal is generally represented as a

wise and magnanimous prince, and as one little apt

to be ruled by his councillors. In this memorable

negotiation with Columbus, however, he appears to

have been wanting in his usual magnanimity, and to

have listened to crafty counsel ; opposite at all times

to true policy, and in this instance -productive of much
mortiiication and regret. Certain amongst his coun-

ciiloi's, seeing that the monarch was dissatisfied with

their decision, and still retained a lurking inclination

for the enterprise, suggested a stratagem by which

all its advantages might be secured, without com-

mitting the dignity of the crown by entering into for-

mal negotiations about a scheme which might prove

a mere chimera. It was proposed that Columbus

should be kept in suspense, while a vessel should be

secretly despatched in the direction he had pointed

out, to ascertain whether there were any foundation

for this theory.

This perlidious advice is attributed to Cazadilla,

bishop of Ceuta, and agrees with the narrow policy

which would have persuadeil King John to abandon

the splendid track of his African discoveries. The
king, in evil hour, departed from his usual justice

and generosity, and had the weakness to permit the

stratagem. Columbus was required to furnish a

detailed plan of his proposed voyage, with the charts

or other documents, according to which he intended

to shape his course, that they might be exainined by

the council. He readily complied. A caravel was

then dispatched, with the ostensible pretext of car-

rying provisions to the Cape de Verde Islands, hut

with private instructions topursue the routedesignated

Taaconccicz, I. iv. LaClcde, Hist. Portugal, I. xiii, t. S-

in the papers of Columbus. Departing from those

islands, the caravel stood westward for several days.

The weather grew stormy, and the pilots, having no
zeal to stimulate them, and seeing nothing but an

immeasurable waste of wild trembling waves, still

extending before them, lost all courage to proceed.

They put back to the Cape de Verde Islands, and

thence to Lisbon, excusing their own want of resolu-

tion by ridiculing the project of Columbus as extra-

vagant and irrational.'

This unworthy attempt to defraud him of his en-

terprise aroused the indignation of Columbus. King

John, it is said, would have renewed the negotiation,

but he resolutely declined. His wife had been for

some lime dead ; the domestic tie which bad bound

him to Portugal was broken ; he determined, there-

fore, to abandon a country where he had been

treated with so little faith, and to seek patronage

elsewhere.

Towards the end of 1484, he departed secretly

from Lislion, taking with him his son Diego. The
reason he assigned for leaving the kingdom thus pri-

vately, is, that he feared being prevented by the

king; another reason appears to have arisen from

his poverty. While engrossed by those speculations

which were to produce such benefit to mankind, his

affairs had run to ruin. It would seem that he was

even in danger of being arrested for debt. A letter

lately discovered, which was written to Columbus,

some years afterwards, by the King of Portugal, in-

viting nis return, ensures him against an arrest on

account of any process, civil or criminal, which might

be pending against him.'

An interval now occurs of about a year, during

which the movements of Columbus are uivolved in

uncertainty. A modern Spanish historian, of great

investigation and accuracy, is of opinion that he de-

parted immediately for Genoa, where he affirms that

he certainly was in 1 483, when he repeated, in per-

son, a proposition of his enterprise which he had for-

merly made to the government by letter, but that be

met with a contemptuous refusal.^

The republic of Genoa, in fact, was not in a situa-

tion favourable to such an undertaking. She was

languishing under a long decline, and embarrassed

by a foreign war. Caffa, her great deposit in the

Crimea, had recently fallen into the hands of the

Turks, and her flag was on the point of being driven

from the Archipelago. Her spirit was broken with

her fortunes ; for with nations as with individuals,

enterprise is the child of prosperity, and is apt to

languish in evil days, when there is most need of its

exertion. Thus Genoa, it would appear, disheart-

ened by her reverses, shut her ears to a proposition

which would have elevated her to tenfold splendour,

and might have perpetuated the golden wand of

commerce in the grasp of Italy.

• Hist, del Alinirante, cap. 8. Herrera, decad. I, I. i, c. 7.

' Navarretc, Gollec, t. ii.dec. 5.

J Miiiiuz, Hist, del N . Miiiido, I. ii.
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From Genoa, it is siigf^ested lliat Columbus car-

ried liis proposal to Venice. No documents exist to

support this opinion. An Italian writer, of merit and

research, says there is an old tradition floating in

Venice to that eflect. A distinguished magistrate of

that city, he adds, assured him that he had formerly

seen mention in the public archives of this offer of

Columbus, and of its being declined in consequence

uf the critical slate of national affairs.' The long

and inveterate wars, however, which had prevailed

between Venice and his native state, render this ap-

plication rather improbable. Different authors agree,

that, about this time, he visited his aged father, made

some arrangements fur his comfort, and having per-

formed the duties of a pious son, departed once more
to try his fortunes in foreign courts.'

It will be observetl, tliat several of the foregoing

circumstances, by which an attempt has been made
to account for the interval between the departure of

Columbus from Portugal, and the first notice we have

of him in Spain, are conjectural. Such, however, is

the embarrassment in developing this obscure part of

his history, before the splendour of his discovery had

shed a light about his path. All that can be done is

to grope along, from one isolated fact to another.

That during this interval he struggled hard with po-

verty, would ap|>ear from the destitute situation in

which we first meet with him in Spain; nor is it

one of the least extraordinary circumstances in his

eventful life, that he had, in a manner, to beg his way
from court to court, to otTer to princes the discovery

of a world.

BOOK II.

CHAPTER I.

FIRST IBBIVAL OP COLUMBUS IK SPAIN.

It is interesting to notice the first arrival ofColum-
bus in that country which was to become the scene

uf his glory, and which he was to render so powerful

and illustrious by his discoveries. In this we meet

with one of those striking and instructive contrasts

which occur in his eventful history.

The first trace we have of him in Spain, is in the

testimony furnished a few years after his death, in

• BossI, Document, No XIV.
' It lias generally l)ecn asserted tliat alMut tills time Ckilumbus

sent his brother Bartholomew to England, with proposab to King
Henry VII, where he remained several years. Las Casas, how-
ever, intimates from letters and writings of Bartholomew, In his

possession, that the latter accompanied Bartholomew Diaz in his

voyage from Lisbon, in «486, along the coast of Africa, in the

course of which he discovered the Cape of Good Ilojie, from
whence lie returned in Dccc inbcr, I )87 . The application lo King
Henry was not made until 1488, as would a|ipcar by the inscription

•til a map which Barlholoinew prosi'nIiHl lo th.il kiiij. Las Casas,

(list. Ind., lib. i, c.ip. 7.

the celebrated lawsuit between his son Don Diego anAered among the v

the cruwn, by Garcia Fernandez, a physician resideni cemed to corrubor

in the little sea-port ofPalosdeMoguer, in Andalusia, felasco, an old ex]

About half a league from that town, stood, and standi rmed that, nearly I

at the present day, an ancient convent of Franciscai f a voyage, he was

friars, dedicated to Santa Maria de llabida. Accord ir lo the north-wes

ing to the testimony of the physician, a stranger on o the east of him.

foot, accompanied by a young boy, stopfied one da}

at the gate of the convent, and asked of the porter a oiooth, a remarkal

little bread and water for his child. While receiving losed to be produce

this humble refreshment, the prior of the convent,

Friar Juan P^rez de Marchena, happening lo pass by,

was struck with the appearance of the stranger, and,

observing from his air and accent that he was a foreign-

er, entered into conversation with him, and soon

learnt the particulars of his story. That stranger deeds. Being fully

was Columbus, accompanied by his young son Diego,

Whence he had come from does not clearly appear.

that he was in destitute circumstances is evident from introiluction at coi

the mode of his way-faring; he was on his way to the

neighbouring town of Iluelra, to seek bis brother-in'

law, who had married a sister of his deceased wife.

The prior was a man of extensive information

His attention had been turned, in some measure, to

geographical and nautical science, probably from his

vicinity to Palos, the inhabitants ofwhich were among

the most enterprising navigators of Spain, and made

frequent voyages to the recently discovered islands

and countries on the African coast. He was greatly

interested by the conversation of Columbus, and

struck with the grandeur uf his views. It was a re-

markable occurrence in the monotonous life of the

cloistered monk, that a man of such singular charac-

ter, intent on so extraordinary an enterprise, should

apply for bread and water at the gate of his convent.

He detained him as his guest, and, diffident of his

own judgment, sent for a scientific friend to converse

with him : that friend was Garcia Fernandez, the

physician of Palos, the same who furnishes this in-

teresting testimony. Fernandez was equally struck

with the appearance and conversation of the stranger.

Several conferences took place at the old convent, and

the project of Columbus was treated with a deference

in tlie quiet cloisters of La Rabida, which it had in

vain sought amidst the bustle and pretensions of

court-sages and philosophers. Hints, too, were ga-

> " Lo dicho Almlrante Colon veniendo a La Rabida, que es un

monastcrio de frailes en esta villa, el qual demand6 i la porteria

que le diesen para aqucl ninico, que era nino, pan y agua que

bebiese." The testimony of Garcia Fernandez exists in manu-

script among the multifarious writings of the Pleito, or lawsuit,

which are preserved at Seville, I have made use of an authen-

ticated extract copied for the late historian Juan Baut. Muiioz.

There Is a little olMcurity in some part of the evidence of Garcia

Fernandez. It was given many years after the event. He states

Columbus as coming with his Infant son from the Castilian court;

but he evIdcnUy confounds two visits which Columbus made In

the convent of I.a Rabida into one. In making use of his testimony

that confusion has been corrected by conqiaring it with oilier

well-ascertained facts.
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Don Diego anAered among the veteran mariners of PaloA, which

ysician resideni eemed to corroborate his theory. One Pedro de

-, in Andalusia, feiasco, an old experienced pilot of the place, af-

ood, and standi rmed that, nearly thirty years before, in the course

t of Franciscan ( a voyage, he was carried by stress of weather so

bida. Accord ir to the north-west, that Cape Clear, in Ireland, lay

a stranger on o the east of him. Here, though there was a strong

lop|>ed one day rind blowing from the west, the sea was perfectly

of the porter a mooth, a remarkable circumstance, which he sup-

Vhile receiving osed to be produced by land lying in that direction.

I being late in August, however, he was fearful of

he approach of winter, and did not venture to pro-

ved on the discovery.'

Fray Juan Perez possessed that hearty zeal in

riendship, which carries good wishes into good
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iCastiliancourt;

tlumltus made In

! of his testimony

ig it with oilier

, from whom he

I wi'sl, observed

is evident from introduction at court ; and he advised him by all

means to repair thilher, and make his propositions to

ilie Spanish sovereigns. Juan Perez was on intimate

terms with Fernando de Talavera, prior of the mo-

nastery of Prado, and confessor to the Queen, a man
high in royal confidence, and possessing great weight

in public affairs.' To him, he gave Columbus a let-

ter, strongly recommending the adventurer and his

enteqirise to the patronage of 'i'alavera, and request-

ing his friendly intercession with the King and Queen.

As the influence of the church was paramount in the

court of Castile, and as Talavera, from his situation

as confessor, had the most direct and confldential

comnmnication with the Queen, every thing was ex-

pected from his mediation. In the meantime. Fray

Joan Perez took charge of the youthful son ofColum-

bus, to maintain and educate him at his convent.

The zeal of this worthy man, thus early enkindled,

never cooled ; and many years afterwards, in the day

of his success, Columbus looks back through the bril-

liant ' rowd of courtiers, prelates and philosophers,

«ho claimed the honour of having patronized his en-

terprise, and points to this modest friar, as one who
had been most effectually its friend. He remained

at the convent until the spring of 1476, when the

court arrived in the ancient city of Cordova, where

the Sovereigns intended to assemble their troops, and

make preparations for a spring campaign against the

Moorish kingdom of Granada. Elated, then, with

fresh hopes, and confident of a speedy audience, on

the strength of the letter to Fernando de Talavera,

Columbus bade farewell to the worthy prior of La

Rabida, leaving with him his child, and set out full of

spirits for the cotn-t of Castile.

Hist, del Almirante, cap. 8.

' Salinas, Cron. Franciscana de Peru, 1. I, c. H. Melemlcz,

Tesoros verdaderos do laslndias, I. i, c. t.

CHAPTER II.

CBAaACTIU or rilDINillD AND UittUk.

/ [«M8. ]

The time when Columbus first sought his fortunes

in Spain coincided with one of the most brilliant pe-

riods of the Spanish monarchy. The union of the

kingdoms of Aragon and Castile, by the marriage of

Ferdinand and Isabella, had consolidated the Chris-

tian power in the Peninsula, and put an end to those

internal feuds, which had so long distracted the coun-

try, and ensured the domination of the Moslems.

The whole force of united Spain was now exerted in

the chivalrous enterprise of the Moorish conquest.

The Moors, who had once spread over the whole

country like an inundation, were now pent up within

the mountain boundaries of the kingdom of Granada.

The victorious armies of Ferdinand and Isabella were

continually advancing and pressing this fierce people

within narrower limits. Under these sovereigns, the

various petty kingdoms of Spain began to feel and act

as one nation, and to rise to eminence in arts as well

as arms. Ferdinand and Isabella, it has been re-

t!iarked, lived together not like man and wife, whose

estates are common, under the onlers of the husband,

but like two monarchs strictly allied. ' They had se-

parate claims to sovereignty, in virtue of tlieir res-

pective kingdoms; they had separate councils, and

were often distant from each other in different parts

of their empire, each exercising the royal authority.

Yet they were so happily united by common views,

common interests, and a great deference for each

other, that this double administration never prevent-

ed a unity of purpose and of action. All acts of so-

vereignly were executed in both their names; all

public writings were subscribed with both their sig-

natures ; their likenesses were stamped together on

the public coin; and the royal seal displayed the

united arms of Castile and Aragon.

Ferdinand was of the middle stature, well propor-

tioned, and hardy and active from athletic exercise.

His carriage was free, erect, and majestic. He had

a clear serene forehead, which appeared more lofty

from his head being partly bald. His eyebrows were

large and parted, and, like his hair, of a bright chest-

nut; his eyes were clear and animated; his com-

plexion was somewhat ruddy, and scorched by the

toils of war ; his mouth moderate, well-formed, and

gracious in its expression; his teeth white, though

small and irregular ; his voice sharp ; his speech quick

and fluent. His genius was clear and comprehensive;

his judgment grave and certain. He was simple in

dress and diet, equable in his temper, devout in his

religion, and so indefatigable in business, that it was

said he seemed to re|i0se himself by working. He
was a great observer and judge of men, and unpa-

ralleled in the science of the cabinet. Such is the

picture given- of him by the Spanish historians of his

> Voltaire, Eauai siir les nurinit, civ.
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lime. It has been added, however, thai he had more of

bigotry than religion ; that his ambition was craving

rather than magnanimous; that he made war less

like a paladin than a prince, less for glory than for

mere dominion ; and that his policy was cold, selfish,

and artful. He was called the wise and prudent in

Spain ; in Italy, the pious ; in France and England

the ambitious and perlidious.

While giving his picture, it may not be deemed

impertinent to sketch the fortunes ofa monarch whose

: policy had such an effect upon the history of Colum-

bus and the destinies of the New World. Success

attended all his measures. Though a younger son,

he had ascended the throne of Aragon by inherit-

ance ; Castile he obtained by marriage, Granada and

I
Naples by conquest, and he seized upon Navarre as

appertaining to any one who could take possession of

it, when Pope Julius II excommunicated ils sove-

f' reigns, Juan and Catalina, and gave their throne to

the first occupant. He sent his forces into Africa,

and subjugated, or reduced to vassalage, Tunis, and

Tripoli, and \lgiers, and most of the Barbary powers.

A new world was also given to him, without cost, by

the discoveries of Columbus, for the expense of the

enterprise was borne exclusively by his consort Isa-

bella. He had three objects at heart from the com-

mencement of his reign, which he pursued with bi-

goted and persecuting zeal, the conquest of the Moors,

the expulsion of the Jews, and the establishment of

the Inquisition in his dominions. He accomplished

them all, and was rewarded by Pope Innocent VII

with the appellation of Most Catholic Majesty—a title

which his successors have tenaciously retained.

Contemporary writers have been enthusiastic in

their descriptions of Isabella, but time has sanctioned

their eulogies. She is one of the purest and most

beautiful characters in the pages of history. She was

well formed, of the middle size, with great dignity

and gracefulness of deportment, and a mingled gra-

vity and sweetness of demeanour. Her complexion

was fair ; her hair auburn, inclining to red ; her eyes

were of a clear blue, with a benign expression, and

there was a singular modesty in her countenance,

gracing, as it did, a wonderful firmness of purpose,

and earnestness of spirit. Though strongly attached

to her husband, and studious of his fame, yet she al-

ways maintained her distinct rights as an allied prince.

She exceeded him in beauty, in personal dignity, in

acuteness of genius, and in grandeur of soul. ' Com-

bining the active and resolute qualities of man with

the softer charities of woman, she mingled in the

i warlike councils of her husband, engaged personally

in his enterprises, 4 and in some instances surpassed

him in the firmness and intrepidity of her measures;

• Voltaire, Essal sur les Mcduts, di. xiv.

1 Pedro Salazar de Mendoza, Monarq. dc Esp., lib iil, cap. S.

(Madrid, <770, torn, i, p. 402.)—Gonzalode Illescas, Hist. Pontif.,

I. vi, c. 23, sect. S.

3 Rarlbay, Hist, de Eapana, t. ii, I. xviii, c. I.

4 Several snila of armour rafy-ii-pV, worn by laahella, and still
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while, being inspired with a truer idea of glory, sh

infused a more lofty and generous temper into hi

subtle and calculating policy. It is in the civil hii

lory of their reign, however, that the character

Isabella shines most illustrious. Her fostering ani^asdisnppointeil,|

maternal care was continually directed to reform th patronage; he fou

laws, and heal the ills engendered by a long course c

internal wars. She loved her people, and, while di

ligently seeking their good, she mitigated, as much n

possible, the harsh measures of her husband, directs

to the same end, but inflamed by a mistaken zeal

Thus, though almost bigoted in her piety, and per-

haps too much under the influence of ghostly advi

sers, still she was hostile to every measure calculate(

to advance religion at the expense of humanity. She

strenuously opposed the expulsion of the Jews, and

the establishment of the Inquisition, though, unfor'

tunately for Spain, her repugnance was slowly van

quished by her confessors. She was always an ad-

vocate for clemency to the Moors, although she was

the soul of the war against Granada. She considered

that war essential to protect the Christian faith,and to

relieve hersubjects from fierceand formidable enemies,

While all her public thoughts and acts were princely

and august, her private habits were simple, frugal, and

unostentatious. In the intervals ofstate-business, she

assembled round her the ablest men in literature and

science, and directed herself by their counsels, in pro-

moling letters and arts. Through her patronage, Sala-

manca rose to that height which it assumed among the

learned institutions ofthe age. She promoted the distri-

bution of honours and rewards for the promulgation

of knowledge; she fostered the art of printing recent-

ly inventetl, and encouraged the establishment of

presses in every part of the kingdom ; books were ad-

mitted free of all duty, and more, we are told, were

printed in Spain, at that early period of the art, than

in the present literary age.

It is wonderful how much the destinies of coun-

tries depend at times upon the virtues of individuals,

and how it is given to great spirits, by combining,

exciting and directing the latent powers of a nation,

to stamp it, as it were, with their own greatness.

Such beings realise the idea of guardian angels, ap-

pointed by Heaven to watch over the destinies of em-

pires. Such had been Prince Henry for the kingdom

of Portugal ; and such was now for Spain the illus-

trious Isabella.

preserved in the royal arsenal at Madrid, show that she was ex-

posed to personal danger In her campaigns.

' Elogio de la Reina Catholica, por Diego Clcmencin. Ma'
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CouiMBi s arrived at Cordova early in I486. He

was disappointed, however, in his hopes of immediate

patronage ; he found it impossible to obtain even a hear-

ing. Fernando de Talavera, prior ofPrado, instead of

being secured to his interests by the recommendation

ofJuan Perez de Marchena, looked upon his plan as ex-

travagant and impossible.' Indeed, the slender interest

on which he founded his hopes of success at court,

and the humble garb in which bis poverty obliged

bini to appear, formed a preposterous contrast in the

eyes of the courtiers with the magnilicence of his spe-

culations.
•' Because he was a stranger," says Oviedo,

" and went but in simple apparel, nor otherwise cre-

dited than by the letter of a grey friar, they believed

him not, neither gave ear to his words, whereby he

was greatly tormented in his imagination."' The

time consumed by Columbus in lingering attendance

on the Spanish court has occasioned much animad-

version. It is but candid, however, to take into con-

sideration the situation of the sovereigns at the lime,

which was certainly most unpropilious to his suit.

The war with Granada was then in full activity, and

the king and queen engaged in most of the campaigns,

in person. When Columbus arrived at Cordova, the

court was like a military camp. The rival Moorish

kings of Granada, Muley Boabdil, the uncle, called

also El Zagal, and Mahomet Boabdil the nephew, ge-

nerally termed El Chiquito, bad just formetl a coali-

tion, and their league called for prompt and vigorous

measures.

Early in the spring, the King marched off to lay

siege to the Moorish city of Loxa; and though the

Queen remained at Cordova, she was continually

employed in forwarding troops and supplies to the

army, and, at the same time, attending to the multi-

plied exigencies of civil government. On the 42lh

of June, she repaired to the camp, then engaged in

the siege of Moclin, and both Sovereigns remained for

some lime in the Vega of Granada, prosecuting the

war with unremitting vigour. They had barely return-

ed to Cordova to celebrate their victories by public

rejoicings, when they were obliged to set out for

Gallicia, to suppress a rebellion of the Count of Le-

mos. From thence they repaired to Salamanca for

the winter.

'

This brief picture of the occupation and the bust-

ling life of the Spanish sovereigns during the first

year after the arrival of Columbus, may give an idea

of their reign throughout the term of his negotiation,

which precisely coincided with their war with the

Moors. The court was continually shifting from

place to place, according to the exigency of the mo-

ment. The Sovereigns were either on journeys or

in the field, and, when they had an interval of re-

Salazar, Chron. del Gran Cardenal, 1. i, c. 62.

> Oviedo, 1. ii, c. 5. English translation.

3 Pulgar. Zurita, GarilMy, etc.

pose from the rugged toils of war, they had a thou-

sand claims on their time and attention, from the

modifications and reforms which Ihey were enforcing

throughout their dominions.

Amidst such pressing concerns of domestic and

immediate importance, and so exhausting to the trea-

sury, it is not 10 be wondered at, that the monarcha

should find little time to attend to a scheme of foreign

discovery, which required much consideration, called

for great expense, and was generally esteemed the

wild dream of an enthusiast. It is a question even,

whether, for some time, bis application reached their

ears. Fernando de Talavera, who was to have been

bis organ of communication, was unfriendly to his

cause, and was himself taken up with military con-

cerns, and absent with the court in its campaigns,

being one of the clerical advisers who surrounded the

Queen in this, as it was termed, holy war.

During the summer and autumn of I486, the pe-

riod of the campaign and transactions just alluded to,

Columbus remained at Cordova. He continued to

support himself, it is believed, by designing maps

and charts,- and trusted to time and exertion to make

him converts and friends of influence. He had to

contend against the ridicule of the light and the super-

cilious,—one of the greatest obstacles which modest

merit can encounter in a court. He had a sanguine

temperament, however, and a fund of enthusiasm,

which bore him up against every trial. There was

a dignity, likewise, in his manners, and an earnest

sincerity in his conversation, which gradually gained

him friends. One of the most effectual was Alonzo

de Quintanilla, comptroller of the finances of Castile,

who, it is said, received him into his house, and be-

came a warm advocate of his theory .« He became

acquainted with Antonio Geraldini, the Pope's nun-

cio, and with his brother, Alexander Geraldini, pre-

ceptor to the younger children of Ferdinand and

Isabella, both of whom entered warmly into his

views.' By the aid of these friends, he was intro-

duced to the celebrated Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza,

archbishop of Toledo, and grand cardinal of Spain.*

This was the most important personage about court.

The king and queen had him always at their side, in

peace and war. He accompanied them in their cam-

paigns, and they never took any measure of conse-

quence without consulting bim. He was facetiously

called by Peter Martyr " the third king of Spain."

He was a man of a clear understanding, eloquent,

judicious, and of a great quickness and capacity in

business; simple, yet curiously nice in his apparel,

loftv and venerable, yet gracious and gentle in his

deportment. Though an elegant scholar, the grand

cardinal, like many learned men of his day, was but

little skilled in cosmography, and was tenacious in

his religious scruples. When the theory of Colum-

I curadelosPalacios, c. H8.

> Salazar, Chron. G. Cardenal, 1. i, c. 62.

1 Spotorno, page »lvi. Eng. U-anslatton.

I, Oviedo. 1. ii, c. H. Salaxar, 1. i. c. 62.
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bus was flnt mentioned to him, it struck him as in-

volving heterodox opinions, incompatible with the

form of the earth as described in the sacred Scrip-

tures. Further explanations had their force with a

man of his quick apprehension and sound sense. He

perceived, that, at any rate, there could be nothing

irreligious in attempting to extend the bounds of hu-

man knowledge, and to ascertain the works of crea-

tion : his scniples once removed, he gave Columbus

a courteous and attentive hearing.

The latter, knowing the importance of his auditor,

exertetl himself to produce conviction. The clear-

headed cardinal listened with profound attention-

He saw the grandeur of the conception, and felt the

force of the arguments. He was pleased likewise

with the noble and earnest manner of Columbus,

and became at once a firm and serviceable friend.'

The representations of (lie grand cardinal procured

Columbus an audience from the Sovereigns. He ap-

peared before them with modesty, yet self-posses-

sion : for he felt himself, as he afterwards declared

in his letters, an instrument in the hand of Heaven

to accomplish its grand designs.*

Ferdinand was too keen a judge of men not to ap-

preciate the character of Columbus. He perceiveti

that, however soaring might be his imagination, and

magnificent his speculations, the scheme had scien-

tific and practical foundation. His ambition was ex-

cited by the possibility of discoveries far more im-

portant than those which had shed such glory upon

Portugal. Still, as usual, he was cool and wary, and

determined to take the opuiion of the most learned

men in the kingdom, and to be guided by their de-

cision. He referred the matter, therefore, to Fer-

nando de Talavera, the prior of Prado, authorizing

him to assemble the most learned astronomers and

cosmographers, to hold a conference with Columbus,

informing themselves of the grounds on which he

founded his proposition ; after which they were to

coasult together, and make their report.'

CHAPTER :'^

COLDHBIIS BSrOBB TBB GOUKCIL AT SALiMiNCi.

The interesting conference relative to the propo-

sition of Columbus took place in Salamanca, the great

seat of learning in Spain. It was held in the Domi-
nican convent of St Stephen, in which Columbus was
lodged and entertained with great hospitality, during

the course of the examination.*

Religion and science were at that time, and more
especially in that country, closely associated. The
treasures of learning were immured in monasteries,

and the professors' chairs were exclusively filled from

• Oviedo, I. ii, c. 4. Salazar, L i, c. 63.

' Letter to the Sovereigns in I SOI.

3 HiKt. del Abnirante, c. xi.

4 iltot. de cbiapa, por Remeael, I. ii, c, V.

tlie cloister. The domination of the clergy extended

over the state as well as the church, and posts of

honour and influence at court, with the exception of

hereditary nobles, were almost entirely confided to

ecclesiastics. It was even common to find cardinals

and bishops in helm and corslet at the head of armies;

for the crosier had been occasionally thrown by for

the lance, during the holy war against the Moors.

The era was distinguished for the revival of learning,

but still more for the prevalence of religious zeal,

and Spain surpassed all other countries of Christen-

dom in the fervoi ot her devotion. The Inquisition

had just been establish' 1 in that kingdom, and every

opinion that savoureil of heresy made its owner ob-

noxious to odium and persecution.

Suchwas the period, when a council of clerical sages

was convened in the collegiate convent of St Stephen,

to investigate the new theory of Columbus. It was

composed of professors of astronomy, geography, ma-

thematics, and other branches of science, togetherwith

various dignitaries of the church, and learned friars.

Before this erudite assembly, Columbus presented

himself, to propound and defend his conclusions. He
had been scoffed at as a visionary, by the vulgar aiHl

ignorant, but he was convinced that he only required

a body of enlightened men to listen dispassionately

to his reasonings, to ensure triumphant conviction.

The greater part of this learned junto, it is very

probable, came prepossessed against him, as men in

place and dignity are apt to be against poor applicants.

There is always a proneness to consider a man under

examination as a kind of delinquent, or impostor,

whose faults and errors are to be detected and ex-

posed. Columbus, too, ap|)eared in a most unfavour-

able light before a scholastic body ; an obscure navi-

gator, member of no learned institution, destitute of

all the trappings and circumstances which sometimes

give oracular authority to dulness, and depending

upon the mere force of natural genius. Some of the

junto entertained the popular notion that he was an

adventurer, or at best a visionary ; and others bad

that morbid impatience of any innovation upon esta-

blished doctrine, which is apt to grow upon dull and

pedantic men in cloistered life. What a striking

spectacle must the hall of the old convent have pre-

sented at this memorable conference ! A simple ma-

riner, standing forth in the midst of an imposing array

of professors, friars, and dignitaries of the church

;

maintaining his theory with natural eloquence, and,

as it were, pleading the cause of the New World.

We are told, that when he began to state the grounds

of his belief, the friars of St Stephen alone paid at-

tention to him ; that convent being more learned in

the sciences than the rest of the university. The

others appeared to have entrenched themselves be-

hind one dogged position ; that, after so many pro-

found philosophers and cosmographers had been

studying the form of the world, and so many able

navigators had been sailing about it for several thon-

ftemesel, Hist, de Chiapa, I. ii.c. 7.
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sand years, it was a great presumption in an ordinary

man, to suppose that there remained such a vast dis-

covery for him to make. Several of the objections

opposed by this learned b<Hly have l)een banded down
to us, and have provoked many a sneer at the ex-

pense of the university of Salamanca. Rut these are

proofs, nut so much of the [leculiar deficiency of that

institution, as of the imperfect state of science at the

time, and of the manner in which knowledge, though

rapidly extending, was still impeded in its progress

by monastic bigotry. All subjects were still con-

templated through the ol)8(*ure medium of those ages

when the lights of {inliquity were trampled out, and

faith was left to till the place of inquiry, iiewildered

in a maze of religious controversy, mankind had re-

traced their steps and receded from the boundary line

of ancient knowledge. Thus, at the very threshold

of the discussion, instead of geographical objections,

Columbus was assailed with citations from the Bible

and the Testament, the book of Genesis, the psalms

of David, the Prophets, the epistles, and the gospels.

To these were added, the expositions of various

saints and reverend commentators, St Chrysostome

and St Augustine, St Jerome and St (>regory, St

Basil and St Ambrose, and Lactantius Firmianus, a

redoubted champion of the faith. Doctrinal points

were mixed up with philosophical discussions, and a

mathematical denionstratiou was allowed no truth, if

it appeared to clash with a text of Scripture, or a com-

mentary of one of the fathers. Thus the possibility of

antipodes in the southern hemisphere, an opinion so

generally maintained by the wisest of the ancients,

as to be pronounced by Pliny the great contest be-

tween the learned and the ignorant, became a stum-

bling-block with some of the sages of Salamanca.

Several of them stoutly contradicted this basis of the

theory of Columbus, supporting themselves by quo-

tations from Lactantius and St Augustine, who were
considered in those days as almost evangelical author-

ity. But, though these writers were men of con-

summate erudition, and two of the greatest luminaries

of what has been called the golden age of ecclesiasti-

cal learning, yet their writings were calculated to

()erpetuate darkness in respect to the sciences.

The passage cited from Lactantius to confute Co-

lumbus is in a strain of gross ridicule, unworthy of

so grave a theologian. " Is there any one so foolish,"

he asks, "as to believe that there are antipodes with

their feet opposite to ours
;

people who walk with

their heels upward and their heads hanging down ?

that there is a part of the world in which all things

are topsy-turvy ; where the trees grow with their

branches downward, and where it rains, hails, and

snows upward ? The idea of the roundness of the

earth," he adds, " was the cause of inventing this

fable of the antipodes with their heels in the air: for

these philosophers having once erred, go on in their

absurdities, defending one with another." More

grave objections were advanced, on the authority of

St Augustine. He pronounces the doctrine of anli-

poden incompatible with the hulorical fuuntlalions of

our faith ; since, to assert that there were inhabited

lands on the opposite side of the globe, would be to

maintain that there were nations not descended from

Adam, it l)eing impossible for them to have passed the

intervening ocean. This would lie, therefore, to dis-

credit the Bible, which expressly declares, that all

men are descended from one common parent. ^
Such were the unlooked-for prejudices which Co-

lumbus bad to encounter at the very outset of his con-

ference, and which certainly relish more ofthe convent

than the university. To bis simplest proposition, the

spherical form of the earth, were opposed figurative

texts ofScripture. Tliey observed, that in the Psalms,

the heavens are said to tic extended like a bide; ' that

is, according to commentators, the curtain, or cover-

ing of a tent, which, among the ancient pastoral na-

tions, was formed of the hides of animals ; and that

St Paul, in his Epistle to the Hebrews, comparts the

heavens to a tabernacle, or tent, extended over the

earth, which they thence inferred must be flat. Co-

lumbus, who was a devoutly religious man, found

that be was in danger of being convicted, not merely

of error, but of heterodoxy. Others, more versed in

science, admitteil the globular form of tlie earth, and

the jtossibility of an opposite and inhabitable hemi-

sphere; but they brought up the chimera of the an-

cients, and maintained that it would lie inqiossible to

arrive there, in consequence of the insupportable heat

of the torrid zone. Even granting this could be

passed, they observed, that the circumference of the

earth must be so great as to require at least three years

to the voyage, and those who should undertake it

must perish of hunger and thirst, from the impos-

sibility of carrying provisions for so long a period.

He was told, on the authority of Epicurus, * tliat,

admitting the earth to be spherical, it was only in-

habitable in the northern hemisphere, and in that

section only was canopied by the heavens; that the

opposite half was a chaos, a gulph, or a mere waste

of water. Not the least al)snrd objection advanced

was, that should a ship even succeed in reaching, in

this way, the extremity of India, she could never get

l)ack again; for the rotundity of the globe would pre-

sent a kind of mountain, up which it woukl be im-

possible for her to sail with the most favouraMe

wind.

'

Such are specimens of the errors and prejudices,

the mingled ignoran3e and erudition, and the pedantic

bigotry, with which Columbushad to contend through-

out the examination of his theory. Can we wonder

at the difficulties and delays which he experienced at

courts, when such vague and crude notions were en-

tertained by the learned men of a university? We
must not suppose, however, because the objections

here cited are all which remain on record, that they

> Extendens ccelum sicut pellem.

translation II is Psalm civ, v. 3.

1 Acosta, I. i, cap. I.

> Hist, del Almirante, cap. 2.

Psal. cUi. In (he English
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are aV whicii were advanced ; these only have l>een

perpetuated on account of their superior absurdity.

They were probably advanced by but few, and tliose

persons immersed in theological studies, in cloistered

retirement, where the erroneous opinions derived

from books had little opportunity of being corrected

by the experience of the day. There were no doubt

objections advanced more cogent in their nature, and

more worthy of that distinguished university. It is

but justice to add, also, that the replies of Columbus

had great weight with many of his learned examiners.

In answer to the scriptural objections, he submitted,

that the inspired writers were not speaking technical-

ly as cosmographers, but figuratively, in language

addressed to all comprehensions. The commentaries

of the fathers he treated with deference as pious

homilies, but not as philosophical propositions, which
it was necessary either to admit or refute. The ob-

jections drawn from ancient philosophers, he met
boldly and ably upon equal terms; for he was deeply

studied on all points of cosmography. He showed
that the most illustrious of these sages believed lH)th

hemispheres to be inhabitable, though they imagined

that the torrid zone precluded communication ; anil

lie obviated conclusively that difliculty, for he had

voyaged to St George la Minn, in Guinea, almost

under the equinoctial line, and had found that region

not merely traversable, but abounding in population,

hi fruits, and pasturage. When Columbus took his

stand before this learned body, he had appeared the

plain and simple navigator; somewhat daunted, |)er-

haps, by the greatness of his task, and the august

nature of his auditory. But he had a degree of reli-

gious feeling which gave him a conndence in the exe-

cution of what he conceived his great errand, and he

was of an ardent temperament that became healed

HI action by its own generous fires. Las Casus, and

others of his contemporaries, Iiave spoken of his com-

manding person, his elevated demeanour, his air of

authority, his kindling eye, and the persuasive intona-

tions of his voice. How must they have given ma-
jesty and force to his words, as, casting aside his maps
and charts, and discarding, for a time, his practical

and scientific lore, his visionary spirit took (ire at the

doctrinal objections of his opponents, and he met

them upon their own ground, pouring forth those

magnificent texts of Scripture, and those mysterious

predictions of the prophets, which, in his enthusiastic

moments, he considered as types and annunciations

of the sublime discovery which he proposed

!

Among the number who were convinced by the

reasoning, and warmed by the eloquence, of Colum-

bus, was Diego de Deza, a worthy and learned friar

of the order of St Dominic, at that time professor of

theology in the convent of St Ste|>hen, but who be-

came afterwards archbishop of Seville, the second

ecclesiastical dignity ofSpain. This able and erudite

divine was a man whose mind was above the narrow

bigotry of bookish lore; one who could appreciate the

value of wisdom, even when uttered by unlearned

lips. He was not a mere passive auditor, he took

generous interest in the cause, and by seconding C(

lumbus with all his powers, calmed the blind zeal ol

his more bigoted brethren, so as to obtain for him

dispassionate, if not an unprejudiced, hearing. B;

their united eflbrls, it is said, they brought over th

most learned men of the schools.' One great dif-

ficulty was to reconcile the plan of Columbus with the

cosmography of Ptolemy, to which all scholars yielded

implicit faith. How would the most enlightened of itra'T' ^'^^^ ^^
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those sages have been as'onished, had any one ap

prized them that the man, Copernicus, was then in

existence, whose solar system should reverse the grand

theory of Ptolemy, which stationed the earth in the

centre of the universe

!

Notwithstanding every exertion, however, there

was a preponderating mass of inert bigotry and of|a'" swept away,

learned pride in the erudite body, which refused tolD""'"? •^'''^ ';'"^^

yield to the demonstrations of an obscure foreigner, fenities of which

without fortune, or connexions, or any academic ho- Biculed by the ligl

nours. " It was requisite, " says Las Casas, " before il stigmatized by

Columbus could make his solutions and reasonings

understood, that he should remove from his auditors

those erroneous principles on which their objections

were founded ; a task always more rMHicult than that

of teaching the doctrine." Occasional conferences

took place, but without producing any decision. The
ignorant, or what is worse, the prejudiced, remain-

ed obstinate in their opposition, with the dogged per-

severance of dull men; the more liberal and intelli-

gent felt little interest in discussions, wearisome in

themselves, and foreign to their ordinary pursuits

;

even those who listened with approbation to the plan,

regarded it only as a delightful vision, full of probabi-

lity and promise, but one which never could be reali-

zed, Fernando de Talavera, to whom the matter

was especially intrusted, had too little esteem for it,

and was too much occupied with the stir and bustle

of public concerns, to press it to a conclusion; and

thus the inquiry experienced continual procrastination

and neglect.

CIIAPTEll V.

FUHTUEB APPLICATIONS AT THE COUBT OF CASTILE. COLUMBUS

FOLLOWS TOE COUBT IN ITS CAMPAIGNS.

[1487.]

The consultations of the board at Salamanca were

interrupted by the departure of the court to Cordova

early in the spring of 1487 ; called away by the con-

cerns of the war, and the memorable campaign against

Malaga. Fernando de Talavera, now bishopof Avila,

accompanied the Queen as her confessor. For a long

time Columbus was kept in suspense, following the

movements of the vourt. He was encouraged at

times by the prospect of his proposition being taken

• ncmcsel, Hist, do Cliiapa, I. il, c. 7.
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iiditor, he took j ) immediate consideration, conferences being ap-

by seconding Co ited for the purpose ; but the tempest of warlike

iirs which hurried the court from place to place,

I gave it all the buslle and confusion of a camp.
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te importance. It has generally been supposed,

t the several years which Columbus wasted in

some solicitation, were spent in the drowsy and

notonous attendance of antechambers ; but on the

ilrary, they were oaen passed amidst scenes of

il and adventure ; and in following up nis suit, he

IS led into some of the most striking situa-tions of

s wild, rugged, and mountainous war. Whenever

t court had an interval of leisure, there seems to

ve been a disposition to take up his affair; but the

rry and tempest returned, and the question was

ain swept away.

During this time he experienced the scoffs and in-

anities of which lie afterwards complained ; being

liculed by the light and ignorant as a mere dreamer,

id stigmatized by the illiberal as an adventurer.

,ie very children, it is said, pointed to their foreheads

he passed, being taught to regard him as a kind

madman. During this long application, he de-

ayed bis expenses, in part, by the exertion of his

ients in making maps. The worthy friar, Diego

i Deza, occasionally assisted him with his purse, as

ell as his good oflices with the Sovereigns. He was

irt of the time a guest of Alonzo de Quintanilla, and

r a considerable period entertained at the expense

niie Duke of Medina Cell, a nobleman of great pos-

lu- and bustle

iiclusion; and

rocrastination

ssions, who was much engaged in maritime enter-

rises.

It is due to the Sovereigns to say, that while Co-

imbus was thus kept in suspense, he was attached

the royal suite, and sums were issued to defray his

esteem for it, Kpenses, and lodgings provided for him, whenever

BNS.

COLUMBUS

inianca were
t to Cordova

by the con-

aign against

lopofAvila,

For a long

lowing the

ouiaged at

)eing taken

ummoned to follow the movements of the court, and

Itlend the consultations that were at various times

Ippoinled. Memorandums of several of these sums

|till exist in the book of accounts of Francisco Pon-

alez, of Seville, one of the royal treasurers, which

las lately been found in the archives of Simancas.

From these minutes we are enabled, in some

pgree, to follow the movements of Columbus dur-

hg his attendance upon this rambling and warlike

lourt.

One of these memorandums was for money to

Inable him to come to the court then held in the

pmp before Malaga, during the memorable siege

If 1-587, when that city was so obstinately and fierce-

ly defended by the Moors. In the course of this

liege, his application to the Sovereigns was nearly

Drought to a violent close; a fanatic Moor having al-

lempted to assassinate Ferdinand and Isabella. Mis-

laking the royal tent, be attacked Don Alvaro de

Portugal, and Dona Beatrix de Bobadilla, Marchio-

pess of Moya, instead of the King and Queen. A fter

Aounding Don Alvaro dangerously, he was foiled in

I blow aimed at Ute Marchioness, and immediately

cut to pieces by the attendants. ' The lady here

mentioned, was a person of extraordinary merit and

force of character. She eventually took a great in-

terest in the suit ofColumbus, and had much influence

in recommending it to the Queen, with whom she was

a particular favourite.

'

The campaign ended with the capture of Malaga.

There appears to have been no time, during its

stormy siege, to attend to the question of Colunibus,

though Fernando de Talavera, the bishop of Avila,

was present, as appears by his entering the captured

city in solemn and religious triumph. ^ Malaga sur-

rendered on the I8th of August, 1487, and the court

bad scarcely time to return to Cordova, when it was

driven away by pestilence.

The Sovereigns passed the winter in Saragoza,

occupied in various public affairs of moment ; they

enlei;ed the Moorish territories by way of Murcia, in

the ensuing spring, and after a short campaign re-

tired to Yalladolid for the following winter. Whe-
ther Columbus accompanied the court during these

migrations, does not appear, although an order for

three thousand maravedis, dated June, 4488, makes

it probable. But what quiet bearing could be ex-

pected from a court surrounded by the din of arms

and contiimally on the march ?

That, notwithstanding these delays, he was still

encouraged in his expectations, during this interval,

is highly probable. In the course of the spring he

received a letter from John II, King of Portugal,

dated 2(Hb March, 1488, inviting him to return to

his court, and assuring him of protection from any

suits of either a civil or criminal nature that might be

pending against him. This letter, from its tenor,

appears to be a reply to one in which Columbus had

commenced negotiations to return. He did not think

proper, however, to comply with the invitation of the

monarch.

In I-v^^ruary, 148!), Ferdinand and Isabella re-

paired inni Yalladolid to Medina del Campo, where

they received an embassy from Henry VII of Eng-

land, with whom they formed an alliance. Whether

at this time Columbus had any reply to bis applica-

tion to the English court, does not appear. That he

did, at some time during bis negotiation in Spain, re-

ceive a favourable letter from Henry VII, is expressly

stated by himself, in one subsequently written by

him to Ferdinand and Isabella.'*

The Spanish sovereigns returned to Cordova in May,

and Columbus appears then to have been brought to

mind, and steps taken to have the lung-adjourned in-

vestigation resumed. Diego Ortiz de Zuniga, in his

Annals of Seville, says that the Sovereigns wrote to

that city, directing lodgings and acconunodalions to

be furnished to Christopher Columbus, who was

coming there to the court on a conference of import-

• Pulgar, Cronica, c. 87. P. Martyr.

' Ueliati.' del Buen Vasallo, I. ii, c. <6.

1 PiilRar, Cronica,

( llisl. del Almiranic, i, cap. 13. '
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ance. The city fulfilled the command, but the con-

ference was postponed, beings interrupted by the cam-

paign, "in which," adds the author, "the same
Columbus was found fighting, giving proo& of the

distinguished valour which accompanied his wisdom,

and his lofty desires."

'

A royal order is also extant, perhaps the letter here

alluded to, dated Cordova, May 12, in the same year.

It is addressed to the magistrates of ail cities and

towns, ordering that lodgings should be furnished gra-

tis to Christopher Columbus and his attendants, being

employed in matters connected with the royal service.

'

The campaign, in which the historian of Seville

ascribes to Columbus so honourable a part, was one

of the most glorious of that war. Queen Isabella at-

tended with her court, including, as usual, a stately

train of prelates and friars, among whom is particu-

larly mentioned the procrastinating arbiter of th^ pre-

tensions ofColumbus, Fernando de Talavera. Much
of the success of the campaign is ascribed to the

presence and counsel of Isabella. The city of Baza,

which had resisted valiantly for upwards of six

months, surrendered soon after her arrival ; and on
the 22d of December, Columbus beheld Muley
Boabdil, the elder of the two rival Kings of Granada,

surrender in person all his remaining possessions,

and his right to the crown, to (he Spanish sovereigns.

During this siege, a circumstance took place, which

appears to have made a deep impression on the devout

and enthusiastic spirit of Culumbus. Two reverend

friars arrived at the Spanish camp, employed in the

holy sepulchre at Jerusalem. They brought a mes-

sage from the Grand Soldan of Egypt, threatening

to put to death all the Christians in his dominions,

and to destroy the sepulchre, if the Sovereigns did

not desist from the war against Granada. The me-
nace had no effect in altering the purpose of the

Sovereigns; but Isabella granted a yearly and per-

petual sum of one thousand ducats ^ in gold for the

support of the monks who had charge of the sepul-

chre, and sent a veil, embroidered with her own
hands, to be hung up at its shrine.^

It was probably from conversation with these

friars, and from the pious indignation excited by the

threat of the Soldan, that Columbus conceived an

enthusiastic idea, which he more or less entertained

until the day of his death. He determined to devote

the profits arising from his contemplated discovery,

to a holy enterprise to rescue the holy sepulchre from

the power of the infidels.

The bustle and turmoil of this campaign prevented

the conference at Seville; nor did the concerns of

Columbus fare better during the subsequent rejoic-

ings. Ferdinand and Isabella entered Seville in Feb-

ruary, 1490, with great pomp and triumph. There

Diego Ortiz dc Zuniga, Ann. dc Sevilla, I. xii, anno MS9,

|). 404.

> Navarreto, t. ii, doc. No. 4.

) Or 1423 dollars, e(|uivalent to 4369 dollars in our (imp.

* Uaribay, Coiiifwnd. Hist. I. xviii, c. 30.
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nuptials were celebrated in the month of April,

extraordinary splendour. Throughout the w!

winterand spring, the court was in a continual tu

of parade and pleasure ; feasis, tournaments,

torch-light processions. What chance had Colunil

of being heard in these alternate uproars of war aLdly ; he repaired

festivity ?
5^ to learn his fati

It was not until the winter of 4401, that Colunil ^j reply was virtl

could obtain the long-delayed hearing of his applii g in the enterpr

tion. The Sovereigns were preparing to depart ^ of patronage

their final campaign in the Yega of Granada, will gnses of the war
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Columbus saw that if once the court got into moi „» g)| hopes of coi

ment, there would be an end to all hopes of an atte

(ion to his affairs. He pressed, therefore, for a d [indignation

cisive reply. It is probable that the conference 110

took place, which the historian of Seville mentions

having been postponed ; and that the council ul scici

lific men, to whom the project had been refene

was again convened

It is certaiti that at this time Fernando de Talaveri

being called upon by the Sovereigns, gave the re|

of this learned body. He informed their majeslii

that it was the general opinion of the Junto, that 11

scheme proposed was vain and impossible ; and tli

it did not become such great princes to engage in

enterprise of the kind on such weak grounds as k

been advaticed

Although such was the general report of the coi

mittee, Columbus had made an impression upon

veral of those learned men, which operated stronj

in his favour. He had an active friend in Fray Diego

Deza, tutor to Prince Juan, who, from his situatu

and clerical character, had access to the royal earj

The names of several men of rank and merit are ali

mentioned, who were friendly to his suit. In fad

the grave and honourable demeanour of Columbi

his clear knowledge of every thing relative to his pri

fession, the loftiness and generosity of his views, am

his energetic manner of enforcing them, commandi

respect wherever he could succeed in fixing attention,

A degree of consideration had, therefore, gradually|

grownup at court for his enterprise; and, nolw

standing the unfavourable report of the learned Junlol

of Salamanca, ' the Sovereigns seemed unwilling li)|

close the door upon a project which might be so im

portant in its advantages. Fernando dc Talavenl

was commanded to inform Columbus, who was Ihen

at Cordova, that the great cares and expenses of the

war rendered it impossible for them to engage in any

new enterprises ; but that, when the war was con-

cluded, they would have time and inclination to treat

with him about what he offered.

'

• Hist, del Almirantc, cap. 2.

> Mist, del Alinironte, ubi sup.
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years of weary attendance, of anxious expecta-

, and deferred hopes. Whatever graciousness,

there might have been in the message as dictated

he monarchs, was probably lost in the chilling

lium through which il passed. At any rate, Co-

Inis was unwilling to receive the reply at the

ds of a person who had always sho;vn himself un-

ndly ; he repaired, therefore, to the court at Se-

e, to learn his fate from the lips of the monarchs.

eir reply was virtually the same, declining to en-

e in the enterprise for the present, but holdingout

«s of patronage when released from the cares and

nses of the war. Columbus looked upon this as

re evasive mode of getting rid of his importu-

f
; he believed the Sovereigns prepossessed by the

eclions of the ignorant and the bigoted, and, giv-

iip all hopes ofcountenance from the throne, turn-

lis back upon Seville, filled with disapiwintment
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CHAPTER VI.

IICATION TO THE DUKE OF MEDINA CELL

CONVENT OF Lk BABIDA.

HETUHN TO TUE

niajesti(i|riiouGii Columbus had now relinquished all ex-

stations of patronage from the Castilian sovereigns,

was unwilling to break off all connexion with Spain.

ie of a tender nature still bound him to the coun-

During his first visit, to Cordova, he had con-

ved a passion for a lady of that city, named Beatrix

com riquez. This attachment has been given as an ad-

ional cause of his lingering so long in Spain, and

iring with the delays he experienced. Like most

ndei ccess

le particulars of this part of his life, his connexion

this lady is wrapped in obscurity. It does not

tear to have been sanctioned by marriage. The

y is said to have iiC^•' of noble family. ' She was

mother of his second son, Fernando, who became

historian, and whom he always treated on terms

perfect equality with his legitimate son, Diego.

Unwilling to abandon Spain, though despairing of

at court, Columbus now endeavoured to en-

ge some rich and powerful individual in his enter-

ise. There were several of the Spanish nobles who
d vast possessions, and resembled petty sovereigns

their domains. Among these were the Dukes of

Sidonia and Medina Cell. Both had estates

e principalities, lying along the sea-shore, with ports

d shipping at their command. These noblemen

ved the crown more as allied princes than as vassals,

inging armies of their retainers into the field, led

by their own captains, or by themselves in person.

ley assisted with their armadas, and they contri-

ited with their treasures to the successes of the

ar, but maintninal a jealous right over the disposi-

in of their forces. During the siege of Malaga, the

itnniga, Annates ICccti'it. do Srvilla. Iil>. xlv, p. 40A.

edina

Duke of Medina Sidonia volunteered, at one time, a

large force of the cavaliers of his household, sending

twenty thousand doblas of gold, and one hundred

vessels, some armed, and others laden with provi-

sions, from his rich domains. The domestic esta

'

blishmenls of these nobles were like the establish-

ments of petty sovereigns ; whole armies of retainers

thronged their various estates, and their bouses were

filled with persons Ci' merit, and with ymmg cavaliers

of family, reared under their auspices in the exercise

of arts and arms.

To the Duke of Medina Sidonia, Columbus first

applied. They bad ntany interviews and conversa-

tions, but could never come to a conclusion. ' The
duke was tempted, for a time, by the magnificent

anticipations held out; but the very splendour of these

anticipations threw a colouring of exaggeration over

the enterprise, and Gomera assures us that he finally

rejected it as the dream of an Italian visionary.

'

Columbus next turned to the Duke of Medina Celi,

and, for a time, with great prospect of success; they

had various negotiations, and, at one time, the duke

was actually on the point of despatching him on the

contemplated voyage, with three or four caravels,

which he had ready in bis port. Fearing, however,

that such an expedition would be strongly discounte-

nanced by the crown, he suddenly abandoned it, ob-

serving that the object was too great to be grasped by

a subject, and was fit only for a sovereign power. *

He advised Columbus to apply once more to the Spa-

nish monarchs, and offered to use his influence with

the queen,

Columbus saw time anil life thus wasting away in

tantalizing hopes and bitter disappointments. He
felt averse to the idea of again returning to follow the

court in all its baffling movements. He had received

a letter of encouragement from the King of France,"'

and determined to lose no time in repairing to Paris.

With this intention he repaired to the convent of La
Rabida, to seek bis eldest son, Diego, who still re-

mained under the care of his zealous friend Friar

Juan Perez, proposing to leave him, with his other

son, at Cordova.

When the worthy friar beheld Columbus once

more arrive at the gate of bis convent, after nearly

seven years' solicitation at the court, and saw, by the

humility of his garb, the poverty and disappointment

he had experienced, he was greatly moved ; but when
he found that the voyager was on the point of aban-

doning Spain, and that so important an enterprise

was about to be lost for ever to the country, his ar-

dent spirit was powerfully excited. He summoned
his friend, the learned physician, Garcia Fernandez,

Or 33,514 dollai-s, and ci]uivatent to tlic present value of

106,342 dollars.

1 Histor. del Almirante, c. 12. Herrcra, Hist. Ind., dccad. I,

1. 1, c. 8.

3 Gomera. Hist. Ind. c. IS.

4 Letter oftlie Duke of Medina Cell to tlie Grand Canllnal. Set-

Navahrrtr, t. ii.doc. 14.

s Hist, del Almirante, cap 12.

1, I
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and they had further consnltations on the scheme of

Columbus. He called in, also, the counsel of Martin

Alonzo Pinzon, the head of a family of wealthy and

distinguished navigators of Palos, who were ce-

lehrated for their practical experience, and their ad-

venturous expeditions. Pinzon gave the plan of Co-

lumbus his decided approbation, offering to engage

in it with purse and person, and to bear the expenses

of Columbus in a renewed application to the court.

Friar Juan Perez was conlirmed in his faith, by

the concurrence of his learned and his practical coun-

sellors. He had once been confessor to tlie Queen,

and knew that she was always accessible to persons

of his sacred calling. He proposed to write to her

immediately on the subject, and entreated Columbus

to delay his journey until an answer could be re-

ceived. Columbus was easily persuaded, for he had

become attached to Spain by the ties he had formed

at Cordova. He felt as if, in leaving it, he was again

abandoning his home. He was also reluctant to re-

new, in another court, the vexations and disappoint-

ments he had experienced in Spain and Portugal.

Having agreed to remain, the little council at the

convent cast round their eyes for an ambassador to

depart upon this momentous mission. They chose

one Sebastian Rodriguez, a pilot of Lepi, one of the

must shrewd and important personages in (his mari-

time neighbourhood. The Queen was, at this time,

at Santa Fe, the military city which had been built

in the Vega before Granada, after the conflagration

of the royal camp. The honest pilot acquitted him-

self faithfully, expeditiously, and successfully, in his

embassy. He found access to the benignant princess,

and delivered the epistle of the friar. Isabella had

already been favourably disposed to the proposition

of Columbus; she had received a letter in recom-

mendation of it, likewise, from the Duke of Medina

Cell, at the close of his late negotiation with the

voyager. She wrote in reply to Juan Perez, thank-

ing him fur his timely services, and requesting that

he would repair inmiediately to the court, leaving

Christopher Columbus in confident hope, until he

should hear further from her. This royal letter was

brought back by the pilot at the end of fourteen days,

and spread great joy in the little junto at the convent.

No sooner did the warm-hearted friar receive it, than

he saddled his mule, and departed privately, before

midnight, for the court. He journeyed through the

conquered countries of fhe Moors, and rode into the

newly-erected city of Santa Fe, where the Sovereigns

were superintending the close investment of the ca-

pital of Granada.

The sacred office of Juan Perez gained him a ready

entrance in a court distinguished for religious zeal

;

and, once admitted to the presence of the Queen, his

former relation, as father confessor, gave him great

freedom of counsel. He pleaded the cause of Co-

linnbus with characteristic enthusiasm, speaking,

from actual knowledge, of his honourable motives,

his professional knowledge and experience, and his

perfect capacity to fiilfd the undertaking; he rep

sented the solid principles upon which the enterpi

was founded, the advantage that must attend itss

cess, and the glory it must shed upon the Span

crown. It is probable that Isabella had never hei

the proposition urged with such honest zeal and

pressive eloquence. Being naturally more sango

and susceptible than the King, and more open

warm and generous impulses, she was moved byi

representations of Juan Perez, which were warn

seconded by her favourite, the Marchioness of Mo]

who entered into the affair with a woman's disinti

ested enthusiasm.' The Queen requested that (

lumbus might he again sent to her, and, with I

kind considerateness which characterised her, li

thinking herself of his poverty, and his humble pligl

ordered that twenty thousand maravedis ' in tlorj

should be forwarded to him, to bear his travelling

penses, 'o provide him with a mule for his jourm

and to furnish him with decent raiment, that he mig

make a respectable appearance at the court.

Tlie worthy friar lost no time in communicati

the residt of his mission; he transmitted the mom
and a letter, by the hands of an inhabitant of Palo

to the physician Garcia Fernandez, who deliven

them to Columbus. The latter complied with

instructions conveyed in the epistle. He exchan^

his threadbare garb for one more suited to the sphe

of a court, and, purchasing a mule, set out oni

more, reanimated by hopes, for the camp befu

Granada.^

CHAPTER Vn.

APPLICATION TO TOE COURT AT THE TIME OF TOE SDBREKDI

OF GRANADA.

[ <492. 1

When Columbus arrived at the court, he experi

enced a favourable reception, and was given in lio

pitable charge to his steady friend, Alonzo de Qiiii

tanilia, the accountant-general. The moment, lion

ever, was too eventftd for his business to receive in

mediate attention : he arrived in time to witness tl

memorable surrender of Granada to the Spanish arm

He beheld Buabilil, the last of the Moorish kinp

sally forth from the Alhambra, and yield uplhekei

of that favourite seat of Moorish power ; while tl

King and Queen, with all the chivalry, and rani

and magnificence of Spain, moved forward in prou

and solemn procession, to receive this token of sub

mission. It was one of the uiLst brilliant triuniphsi

' Ilctratodel Bucn Vasallo, I. ii, cap 16.

' Or 72 (lullars, and equivalent to 216 dollars of tlic prcsei

day.

3 Most of (lie particnlai-s of tliis second visit oF Columbus to I

convent of La Ilabida arc from the lesliinony rendered Ity (iar

Fernandez, in llic law-suit between DicRO. the son of rdlnmti

and the crown.
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Spanish history. After near eight hundred years

of painful struggle, the crescent was completely cast

down, the cross exalted in its place, and the stan-

dard of Spain was seen floating on the highest

tower of the Alhambra. The whole court and army

was abandoned to jubilee. The air resounded with

shouts of joy, with songs of triumph, and hymns of

thanksgiving. On every side were beheld mili-

tary rejoicings and religions oblations ; for it was
considered a triumph, not merely of arms, but

of Christianity. The King and Queen moved in

the midst, in more than common magnificence,

while every eye regarded them as more than

mortal ; as if sent by heaven for the salvation and
building up of Spain.' The court was thronged by
the most illustrious of that warlike country, and stir-

ring era ; by the flower of its nobility, by the most

dignified of its prelacy, by bards and minstrels, and
all the retinue of a romantic and picturesque age.

There was nothing but the glittering of arms, the

rustling of robes, the sound of music and festivity.

Do we want a picture of our navigator during

this brilliant and triumphant scene ? It is furnished

by a Spanish writer. " A man obscure and but lit-

tle known, followed at this time the court. Con-
founded in the crowd of importunate applicants,

feeding his imagination in the corners of antecham-

bers, with the pompous project of discovering a

world; melancholy and dejected in the midst of the

general rejoicing, he beheld with indifference, and
almost with contempt, the conclusion of a con-

quest which swelled all bosoms with jubilee, and

seemed to have reached the utmost bounds of desire.

Tiiat man was Christopher Columbus."'

The moment had now arrived, however, when the

monarch stood pledged to attend to his proposals.

The war with the Moors was at an end, Spain was
delivered from its intruders, and its sovereigns might

securely turn their views to foreign enterprise. They
kept their word with Columbus. Persons ofconfidence

were appointed to negotiate with him, among whom
was Fernando de Talavera, who, by the recent con-

Alonzo de QuioB 1"^*^ l>3^' risentobe Archbishop of Granada. Atlhe

he moment, lioi ^*'T o»<set of H'cir negotiation, however, unexpected

ess to receive ini
difficulties arose. So fully imbued was Columbus with

me lo witness lb
^^ grandeur of bis enterprise, that he would listen

to none but princely conditions. His principal stipu-

lation was, that he should be invested with the titles

and privileges of Admiral and Viceroy over the coun-

tries he should discover, with one-tenth of all gains,

cither by trade or conquest. The courtiers who treat-

ed with him were indignant at such a demand.
Their pride was shocked to see one, whom they had

considered as a needy adventurer, aspiring to rank

and dignities superior to their own. One observed

with a sneer, that it was a shrewd arrangement

which he proposed, whereby he was secure, at all

events, of the honour of a command, and hid nothing

Mariana, Hist, de Espaiiia, lib. xxv, c. I,«.

> Clemencin, Elogiodc la RelnaCiiolica, p. ao.
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to lose in case of failure. To this Columbus promptly

replied, by offering to furnish one-eighth of the cost,

on condition of enjoying one-eighth of the profits.

His terms, however, were pronounced inadmis-

sible. Fernando de Talavera had always considered

Columbus as a dreaming speculator, or a needy ap-

plicant for bread ; but to see this man, who had for

years been an indigent and threadbare solicitor in his

antechamber, assuming so lofty a tone, and claiming

an office that approached to the awful dignity of the

throne, excited the astonishment as well as the indig-

nation of the prelate. He represented lo Isabella,

that it would be degrading to the dignity of so illus-

trious a crown to lavish such distinguished honours

upon a nameless stranger. Such terms, he observed,

even incase of success would be exorbitant; but in

case of failure, would be cited with ridicule, as

evidence of tlie gross credulity of the Spanish mo-
narchs.

Isabella was always attentive to the opinions of her

ghostly advisers, and the archbishop, being her con-

fessor, had peculiar influence. His suggestions

checked her dawning favour. She thought the pro-

posed advantages might be purchased at too great a

price. More moderate conditions were offered to

Columbus, and such as appeared highly honourable

and advantageous. It was all in vain ; he would not

cede one point of his demands, and the negotiation

was broken off.

It is impossible not lo admire the great constancy

of purpose, and loftiness of spirit displayed by Colum-

bus, ever since ho had conceived the sublime idea of

his discovery. More than eighteen years had elapsed

since bis correspondence with Paolo Toscanelli of

Florence, wherein he bad announced his design.

The greatest part of that time had been consumed in

applications at various conrts. During that period,

what poverty, neglect, ridicule, contumely, and dis-

appointment had he not suffered ! Nothing, how-
ever, could shake his perseverance, nor make him

descend lo terms which he considered beneath the

dignity of his enterprise. In all his negotiations he

forgot his present obscurity, he forgot his present in-

digence ; his ardent imagination realized the magni-

tude of his contemplated discoveries, and he felt him-

self negotiating about empire.

Though so large a portion of life had worn away in

fruitless solicitings,—though there was no certainty

that the same weary career was not to be entereil

upon at any other court,—yet so indignant was he a t

the repeated disappointments he had experienced in

Spain, that he determined to abandon it for ever,

rather than compromise his demands. Taking leave of

his friends, therefore, he mounted his mule, and sallied

forth from Santa F6 in the beginning of February,

4492, on ids way to Cordova, from whence he in-

tended to depart immediately for France.

When the few friends who were zealous believers

in the theory of Columbus, saw him really on the

jwintof abandoning the country, they were filled with

SO

mil
IHi
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distress, considering his departure an irreparable loss

to the nation. Among the number was Luis de St

Angel, receiver of the ecclesiastical revenues in Ara-

gon. He determined to make one bold effort to avert

the evil. He obtained an immediate audience of the

Queen, accompanied by Alonzo de Quintanilla, who
supported him warmly in all his solicitations. The
exigency of the moment gave him courage and elo-

quence. He did not confine himself to intreaties, he

almost mingled reproaches. He expressed his astonish-

ment, that a queen who had evinced the spirit to un-

dertake somany great and perilous enterprises, should

hesitate at one where the loss could be so trifling,

while the gain might be incalculable. He reminded

her how much might be done for the glory of God,

the exaltation of the church, and the extension of

her own power and dominion. What cause of regret

to herself, of triumph to her enemies, of sorrow to

her friends, should this enterprise, thus rejected b;

her, be accomplished by some other power ! He re-

minded her what fame and dominion other princes

had acquired by their discoveries ; here was an op-

portunity to surpass them all. He intreated her ma-
jesty not to be misled by the assertions of learned

men, that the project was the dream of a visionary.

He vindicated the judgment of Columbus, and the

soundness and practicability of his plans. Neither

would even his failure reflect disgrace upon the crown.

It was worth the trouble and expense to clear up

even a doubt upon a matter of such importance, for

it belonged to enlightened and magnanimous princes

to investigate questions of the kind, and to explore

the wonders and secrets of the universe. He stated

the liberal offer of Columbus to bear an eighth of the

expense, and informed her that all the requisites for

this great enterprise consisted but of two vessels, and

about three hundred thousand crowns.

These and many more arguments were urged,

with that persuasive power which honest zeal im-

parts. The Marchioness of Moya, it is said, exerted

lier eloquence, also, to persuade the Queen. The
generous spirit of Isabella was enkindled. It seemed

as if, for the first time, the subject broke upon her

mind in its real grandeur, and she declared her reso-

lution to undertake the enterprise.

There was still a moment's hesitation. The King

looked coldly on the affair, and the royal finances

were absolutely drained by the war. Some time must

be given to replenish them. How could she draw on

an exhausted treasury for a measure to which the

King was adverse ? St Angel watched this suspense

with trembling anxiety. The next moment reassured

him. With an enthusiasm worthy of herself, and of

the cause, Isabella exclaimed, "I undertake the en-

terprise for my own crown of Castile, and will pledge

my jewels to raise the necessary funds." This was
the proudest moment in the life of Isabella ; it stamped

her renown for ever as the patroness of the discovery

of the New World.

St Angel, eager to secure this noble impulse, as-

sured her Majesty that there would be no need of

pledging her jewels, as he was ready to advance the

necessary funds. His offer was gladly accepted ; the

funds really came from the coffers of Aragon ; seven^

teen thousand florins were advanced by the account

ant of St Angel out of the treasury of King Ferdi-

nand. That prudent monarch, however, took care

to have his kingdom indemnified some few yeais

afterwards ; for, in remuneration of this loan, a part

of the first gold brought by Columbus from the New
World was employed in gilding the vaults and ceil

ings of the royal saloon in the grand {lalace of Sara

goza, in Aragon, anciently the Aljaferia, or abode of

the Moorish kings.'

The Queen despatched a messenger on horseback

with all speed, to call back Columbus. He was over-

taken two leagues from Grannda, at the bridge ol

Pinos, a pass of the mountains famous for bloody en

counters between the Christians and infidels, during

the Moorish wars. When the courier delivered his

message, Columbus hesitated to subject himself again

to the delays and equivocations of the court. When

he was informed, however, of the ardour expressed

by the Queen, and the positive promise she had given,

he returned inunediately to Santa Fe, confiding in

the noble probity of that princess.

CHAPTER Vm.

ABIANGEMENT WITH THE SPAniSU SOVEREIGNS.

[ 1492. ]

On arriving at Santa Fe, Columbus had an imme-

diate audience of the Queen, and the benignity will)

which she received him atoned for all past neglect.

Her favourable countenance dispelled every cloud of

doubt and difficulty. The concurrence of the Kini;

was readily obtained. His objections had been re-

moved by the mediation of various persons, among

whom is particularly mentioned his grand-chamber-

lain and favourite, Juan Cabrero ; but it was princi-

pally through deference to the zeal displayed by the

Queen, that he yielded his tardy concurrence. Isa-

bella was thenceforward the soul of this grand enter-

prise. She was prompted by lofty and generous

enthusiasm; while the King remained cold and cal-

culating, in this as in all his other undertakings

One of the great objects held out by Columbuf in

his undertaking, -vas the uropagalion of the Christian

faith. He expect*"^! i • .>.rive at the extremity of Asia,

at the vast and magiiiiicent empire of the grand khan,

and to visit the dependent islands, of w'lich he had

read such extravagant accounts in the writings of

Marco Polo. In describing these opulent and semi-

barbarous regions, he had reminded their Majestieis

of the inclination manifested in former times by the

grand khan, to embrace the Christian faith ; and of

• ArgPn«ola, Aniialet de Aragon, I. i. c. 10.
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Ilie missions which had been sent by Popes and pious

sovereigns, to instruct him and his subjects in Ca-

tholic doctrines. He now considered himself about

to effect this great work. He contemplated that, by

means of liis discovery, an immediate intercourse

might be opened with this immense empire; that the

whole might speedily be brought into subjection to

the church; and thus, as had been foretold in holy

writ, the light of revelation might be extended to the

remotest ends of the earth. Ferdinand listened to

this su^estion with complacency. He made his re-

ligion subservient to his interests; and had found in

the recent conquest of Granada, that extending the

sway of the church might be made a laudable means
of extending his own dominions. According to the

doctrines of the day, every nation that refused to ac-

knowledge the truths of Christianity, was fair spoil

for a Christian invader ; and it is probable that Ferdi-

nand was more stimulated by the accounts given by

Columbus of the wealth of Mangi, Cathay, and other

provinces belonging to the grand khan, than by any

anxiety for the conversion of him and his semi-bar-

barous subjects.

Isabella had nobler inducements; she was filled

with a pious zeal at the idea of effecting such a great

work of salvation. From different motives, therefore,

both of the Sovereigns accorded with the views of

Columbus in this particular, and when he afterwards

departed on his voyage, letters were actually given

him for the Grand Khan of Tarlary.

The ardent enthusiasm of Columbus did not stop

here. In the free and unrestrained communications

which were now permitted him with the Sovereigns,

his visionary spirit kindled with his anticipations of

the boundless wealth that was to be realized by his

discoveries ; and he suggested that the treasures thus

acquired, should be consecrated to the pious purpose

of rescuing the holy sepulchre of Jerusalem from the

power of the infidels . The Sovereigns smiled at this

.sally of the imagination, but expressed themselves

well pleased with it, and assured him that, without

the funds he anticipated, they should be well disposed

to that holy undertaking. What the King and Queen,
however, may have considered a mere sally of mo-
mentary excitement, was a deepand cherished design

of Columbus. It is a curious and characteristic fact,

which has never been particularly noticed, that the

recovery of the holy sepidchre was one of the great

objects of his ambition, meditated througiiout the

remainder of his life, and solemnly provided for in

his will. In fact, he considered it as one of the great

works for which he was chosen by Heaven as an
agent, and he afterwards looked upon his great disco-

very as but a preparatory dispensation of Providence

lo promote its accomplishment.

A perfect understanding being thus effected with

> ProlRsl^ & vueatras Altczas que (oda la Raiuncia dc»la mi
fnipresa ne fiastasc en la conqiiista de Jcrj«alein, y viieslras Al-

Itias se rleron, y dijeron iiue le« (ilacia, y que sin eslc (cnlaii

^qiietla ana. Joiunal of Colniiib. ^avarrele, I, i, p. H7.

the Sovereigns, articles ofagreement were ordered lo

be drawn out by Juan de Coloma, the royal secretary.

They were to the following effect

:

i . That Columbus should have, for himself during

his life, and his heirs and successors for ever, the of-

fice ofAdmiral in all the lands and continents which

he might discover or acquire in the ocean, with

similar honours and prerogatives to those enjoyed by
the high admiral of Castile in bis district.

2. I1iat he should be viceroy and governor-general

over all the said lands and continents ; with the privi-

lege of nominating three candidates for the govern-

ment of each island or province, one of whom should

be selected by the Sovereigns.

3. That he should be entitled to reserve for himself

one-tenth of all pearls, precious stones, gold, silver,

spices, and all other articles and merchandises, in

whatever manner found, bought, bartered, or gained

within his admiralty, the costs being first deducted.

4. That he, or his lieutenant, should be the sole

judge in all causes and disputes arising out of traffic

between those countries and Spain, provided the

high admiral of Castile had similar jurisdiction in his

district.

3. That he might then, and at all after times, con-

tribute an eighth part of the expense in fitting out

vessels to sail on this enterprise, and receive an eighth

part of the profits.

The last stipulation, which admits Columbus to

bear an eighth of the enterprise, was made in conse-

quence of his indignant proffer, on being reproached

with demanding ample emoluments while incurring

no portion of th" oi.drge. He fulfilled this engage-

ment, through the assistance of the Pinzons ofPalos,

and added a third vessel to the armament. Thus
one-eighth of the expense attendant on this grand

expedition, undertaken by a powerful nation, was ac-

tually borne by the individual who conceived it, and

who likewise risked his life on its success.

The capitulations were signed by Ferdinand and

Isabella, at the city of Santa F6, in the Vega or plain

of Granada, on the nth of April, 1492. A letter of

privilege, or commission to Columbus, of similar pur-

port, was drawn out in form, and issued by the Sove-

reigns in the city of Granada, on the thirtieth of the

same month. In this, the dignities and prerogatives

of Viceroy and governor were likewise made here-

ditary in his family ; and he and his heirs were au-

thorized to prefix the title of Don to their names : a

distinction accorded in those days only to persons of

rank and estate, though it has since lost all value,

from being universally used in Spain.

All the royal documents issued on this occasion bore

equally the signatures of Ferdinand and Isabella, but

her separate crown of Castile defrayed all the ex-

pense ; and, during hei' life, few persons, except

Castilians, were permitted to establish themselves iit

the new territories.'

> Charlevoix, Hist, of SI Domingn, I. i, |). *ti.
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The port of Pains de Mogaer in Andalusia was fixed

on as llie place where the necessary armament was to

l)e fitted out. The inhabitants of this port, in conse-

quence of some misconduct, had been condemned by

the royal council to serve the crown, for one year,

with two armed caravels. A royal order was signed

on the 20th of April, commanding the authorities of

Palos to have the two caravels ready for sea within

ten days after receivingthis notice, and to place them

and their crews at the disposal of Columbus. The
latter was likev/ise empowered to procure and fit out

a third vessel. The crews of all three were to re-

ceive the ordinary wages of seamen employed in arm-

ed vessels, and to be paid four months in acHance.

They were to sail in such directions as Columbus,

under the royal authority, should command, and were
to obey him in all things, with merely one stipula-

tion, that neitlier he nor they were to go to St George

la Mina, on the coast of Guinea, nor any other of

the lately discovered possessions of Portugal. A cer-

tificate of their good conduct, signed by Columbus,

was to be the discharge of their obligation to the

crown."

Orders were likewise issued by the Sovereigns,

addressed to the public authorities and people of all

ranks and conditions in the maritime boards of Anda-

lusia, commanding them to furnish supplies and as-

sistance of all kinds, at reasonable prices, for the fit-

ting out of the vessels ; and penalties were denoun-

ced on such as should cause any impediment. No
duties were to be exacted for any articles furnished

to the vessels ; and all criminal processes against the

persons or property of any individual engaged in the

expedition, were to be suspended during his absence,

and for two months after his return.'

A home-felt mark of favour, characteristic of the

kind and considerate heart of Isabella, was accorded

to Columbus before his departure from the court.

An albala, or letter-patent, was issued by the Queen
on tlie 8lh of May, appointing his son Diego page to

Prince Juan, the heir-apparent, with an allowance

for his support ; an honour granted only to the sons

of persons of distinguished rank.^

Thus gratified in his dearest wishes, after a course

of delays and disappointments sufficient to have redu-

ced any ordinary man to despair, Columbus took

leave of the court on the 12th of May, and set out joy-

fully for Palos. Let those who are disposed to faint

imder difficulties, in the prosecution of any great and
worthy undertaking, remember that eighteen years

cln|)sed after the time that Columbus conceived his

enterprise, before he was enabled to carry it into ef-

fect ; that most of that time was passed in almost

liopeless solicitation, amidst poverty, neglect, and

taunting ridicule ; that the prime of his life had wast-

ed away in the struggle, and that when his perseve-

rance was finally crowned with success, he was about

• Navarrele, Collcc. de Viagcs, t. ii, doc. R.

' Idem, doc. 8, 0.

* Idem, t. ii, document it.

his fifty-sixth year. His example should encoaragt t that this order

the enterprising never to despair.

CHAPTER IX.

PBEPABATIONS FOR THE EXPKDITION AT THK PORT OP PALOS,

Columbus once more presented himself at the

gates of the convent of La Rabida, but he now ap

peared in triumph. He was received with open

arms by the worthy prior, and again became his

guest during his sojourn at Palos.' The character

and station of Juan Perez gave him great importance

in the neighbourhood, and he exerted it to the utmost

in support of the desired enterprise. Attended by

this zealous friend, Columbus repaired on the 23rd of

May to the church of St George in Palos. There

the royal order for two caravels to be furnished by

the town, and put at his disposition, was formally

read by tlie notary public of the place, in presence of

the alcaides, and rcgidors, and many of the inhabit-

ants, and full compliance was promised."

When the nature of the intended expedition came

to be known, however, astonishment, and a degree

of horror prevailed throughout the place. The in-

habitants considered the ships and crews demanded

of them in the light of sacrifices devoted to destruc-

tion. The owners of vessels refused to furnish them

for so desperate a service, and the boldest seamen

shrunk from such a wild and chimerical cruise into

the wilderness of the ocean. All the frightful tales

and fables with which ignorance and superstition are

prone to people obscure and mysterious regions,

were conjured up concerning the unknown parts of

the deep, and circulated by the gossips of Palos, to

deter any one from embarking in the enterprise.

Nothing can be a stronger evidence of the bold

nature of this undertaking, than the extreme dread

with which it was regarded by a maritime commu-
nity, composed of some of the most adventurous

navigators of the age. Notwithstanding the peremp-

tory tenor of the royal order, and the promise of

compliance on the part of the magistrates, weeks

elapsed without any thing being done in the fulHI-

ment of its demands. The worthy prior of La Rabida

backed the applications of Columbus with all his in-

fluence and eloquence,—but in vain, not a vessel was

to be procured.

Upon this, more absolute mandates were issued by

the Sovereigns, dated the 20th of June, ordering the

magistrates of the coast of Andalusia to press into the

service any vessels they might think proper, belong-

ing to Spanish subjects, and to oblige the masters and

crews to sail with Columbus in whatever direction

he should be sent by royal command. Juan de Pe-

nalosa, an officer of the royal household, was sent to

• Oviedo, Cronica de las India.t, I. ii. v. ,'>•

' JVavarrete, Collcc. de Viagcs, i. ii, doc. 7v
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that this onler was properly complied with, re-

iving two hundred maravedis a day, as long as he

as occupied in the business, which sum was to be

acted from such as should be disobedient and de-

iqnent; together with other penalties expressed in

e mandate. This letter was acted upon by Go-

mbus in Palos and the neighbouring town of Mo-

ler, but apparently with as little success as the

eceding. The communities of those places were

rown into complete confusion : altercations and

sturbances took place, but nothing of consequence

as effected.

At length Martin Alonzo Pinzon, a rich and enter-

ising navigator, who has already been mentioned,

ime forward and took a decided and personal inter-

itin the expedition. What understanding he had

ilh Columbus, as to his remuneration, does not ap-

ear. In the testimony given many years afterwards,

the suit between Don Diego, the son of Columbus,

nd the crown, it was aflirmed by several witnesses,

lat Pinzon was to divide with him his share of the

ofits; but the evidence in that lawsuit was so full

r contradictions and palpable falsehoods, that it is

iflicult to discover the proportion of truth which it

lay have contained. As no immediate profits re-

uited from the expedition, no claim of the kind was

rought forward. Certain it is that the assistance of

inzon was most timely and eflicacious^ and many

f the witnesses in that suit concurred in declaring,

hat, but for him, it would have been impossible to

t out the necessary armament. He, and his brother

k'icente Yaues Pinzon, likewise a navigator of great

ourage and ability, who afterwards rose to distinc-

ion, possessed vessels and had seamen in their em-

iloy. They were related also to many of the sea-

aring inhabitants of Palos and Moguer, and had great

nlluence throughout the neighbourhood. It is sup-

losed that they supplied Columbus with funds to pay

he eighth share of the expense which he was bound

advance. They furnished, also, one, at least, of

he ships, and they resolved to take commands, and

lil in the expedition. Their example had a wonder-

ul effect, and, aided by their persuasions, induced a

;reat number of their relatives and friends to em-

urk ; so that, through their strenuous exertions, the

essels were ready for sea within a month after they

lad thus engaged in their equipment.'

After the great difficulties made by various courts

n furnishing this expedition, it is surprising how in-

nnsiderable an armament was required. It is evi-

lent that Columbus had reduced his requisitions to

he narrowest limits, lest any great expense should

laiise impediment. Three small vessels were appa-

enlly all that he had requested. Two of them were

iglit barques, called caravels, not superior to river

ind coasting craft of more modern days. Represen-

lalions of tikis class of .essels exist in old prints and

taintings.* They are delineated as open, and with-

> Rvidmice of Ariaz Pcrci: in Itic lawwit.

> Sec Illnslralions, aiiiclc Ships of COLtMBi'8.

out deck in the centre, but built np high at the prow
and stern, with forecastles and cabins for the accom-

modation of the crew. Peter Martyr, the leame<l

contemporary of Columbus, says that only one of the

three vessels was decked.' The smallness of the ves-

sels was considered an advantage by Columbus, in a

voyage of discovery, enabling him to run close to the

shores, and to enter shallow rivers and harbours. In

his third voyage, when coasting the gulph of Paria,

he complained of the size of his ship, being nearly a

hundred tons burthen. But that such long and pe-

rilous expeditions into unknown seas, should be un-

dertaken in vessels without decks, and that they

should live through the violent tempests by which
they were frequently assailed, remain among the sin-

gular circumstances of these daring voyages.

During the equipment of the vessels, troubles and

difficulties continued to arise. One, at least, of the

vessels, named the Pinta, together with its owner
and people, had been pressed into the service by the

magistrates, under the arbitrary mandate of the Sove-

reigns ; and it is a striking instance of the despotic

authority exercised over commerce in those times,

that respectable individuals should thus be compelled

to engage, with persons and ships, in what appeared

to them a mad and desperate enterprise. The own-
ers of this vessel, Gomez Rascon and Christoval Quin-

tero, showed the greatest repugnance to the voyage,

and took an active part in certain quarrels and con-

tentions which occurred.' Various mariners had,

likewise, been compelled to embark in the other

ships;—all kinds of obstacles were thrown in the

way, to retard or defeat the voyage, by these people

and their friends. The caulkers employed upon the

vessels did their work in a careless and imperfect

manner, and, on being commanded to do it over

again, they absconded ;
' some of the seamen, who

had enlisted willingly, repented of their hardihood,

or were dissuaded by their relatives, and sought to

retract; others deserted and concealed themselves.

Everything had to be effected by the most harsh and

arbitrary measures, and in defiance of popular pre-

judice and opposition.

At length, by the beginning of August, every dif-

ficulty was vanquished, and the vessels were ready

for sea. The largest, which had been prepared ex-

pressly for the voyage, and was decked, was called

the Santa Maria; on board of this ship Columbus
hoisted his flag. The second, called the Pinta, was
commanded by Martin Alonzo Pinzon, accompanied

by his brother, Francisco Martin, as pilot. The
third, called the Nina, had latine sails, and was com-
manded by the third of the brothers, Vicente Yafiez

Pinzon. There were three other pilots, Sancho Ruiz,

Pedro Alonzo Niuo, andBartholomeoRoldan. Ro-
derigo Sanchez, of Segovia, was inspector-general of

• p. Marlyr, Decad. 1,1. i. '*
> Journal of Columbus, Navarrcte, t. i, p. t. Ilisl. iWl Alini-

rantr, c. 13.

' Las Cn«as, Hist, Ind. I. i, c. 77. MS.
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the armanieiil, and Diego de Arana, a native of Cor-

dova, chief aiguazil. Roderigo de Eticobar went as

royal notary, an ofYicer always sent in the armaments

of the crown, to take omcial notes of all transactions.

There were, also, a physician and a surgeon, to-

getlier with various private adventurers, several ser-

vants, and ninety mariners—making, in all, one hun-

dred and twenty persons.'

Previous to departing on his voyage, Columbus

took his son Diego from the convent of La Rabida,

and placed him under the guardianship of Juan Ro-

driguez Cabezudo, an inhabitant of the town of Mo-

guer, and Martin Sanchez, an ecclesiastic of the same

place; * probably to give him some knowledge of the

world, previous to his being sent to court.

The squadron being ready to put to sea, Columbus,

impressed with the solemnity of his undertaking,

confessed himself to the friar Juan Perez, and partook

of the communion. His example was followed by

his officers and crew, and they entered upon their

enterprise full of awe, and with the most devout and

affecting ceremonials, committing themselves io the

especial guidance and protection of Heaven. A deep

gloom was spread over the whole community ofPalos

at their departure, for almost every one had some re-

lative or friend on board of the squadron. The spirits

of the seamen, already depressed by their own fears,

were still more cast down at the affliction of those

they left behind, who took leave of them with tears

and lamentations, and dismal forebodings, as of men
they were never to behold again.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER I.

OKPAHTUH or COLUMBUS ON HIS FIBST VOViGS.

[ 1492. ]

It was on Friday, the 5rd of August, 1492, early in

the morning, that Columbus set sail on his lirst

voyage of discovery. He departed from the bar of

Saltes, a small island formed by the arms of the river

Odiel, in front of the town of Huelva, steering, in a

south-westerly direction, for the Canary Islands,

from whence it was his intention to strike due west.

Of this voyage he commenced a regular journal, in-

tended for the inspection of the Spanish Sovereigns.

It opened with a stately prologne, wherein, in the

following words, were set forth the motives and views

which led to his expedition

:

" In nomine D. N. Jecu Christ! : Whereas, most
*' Christian, most high, most excellent, and most

' Charlevoix, Hist. StDomin;;. t. i. Miinoz, Hist. NuevoHundo,
I. ii.

' Ti'stiinony of Juan nodiiRiioz Cabrziido, in tlio lawsuit he-

Iwecii Don Diej;o Culuiiibus and llic liscal.
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I
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d^longit'Ilde froi
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quence of the information which I had given tl,,,^

things, whic

" powerful princes. King and Queen of the Spain

" and of the islands of the sea, our Sovereigns, i

" the present year of 1402, after your Highnesst

*' had put an end to the war with the Moors wii

'^ ruled in Europe, and had concluded that warfai

" in the great city of Granada, where, on the secon

" of January of this present year, I saw the royi

" bannersof your Highnesses placed by force of arm

" on the lowers of the Alhambra, which is the fort

ress of that city, and beheld the Moorish king sail

forth from the gates of the city, and kiss the roya

hands ofyour Highnesses and ofmy lord the Prince

" and immediately in that same month, in conse

" your Highnesses of the lands of India, and of

" prince who is called the Grand Khan, which is b

" say, in our language, king of kings, how that man]

" times he and his predecessors had sent to Rome, U

" entreat for doctors of our holy faith to instruct hin

" in the same, and that the holy Father never ha(
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laterial facts still es
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f these now exist,

doctrines of perdition ; therefore, your Highnesses

'' as Catholic Christians and princes, lovers and pru

" motors of the holy Christian faith, and enemies o

" the sect of Mahomei, and of all idolatries and lif

'' resies, determined Xo send me, Christopher Colum
" bus, to the said parts of India, to see the said prln

'^ ces, and the people, and lands, and discover th(

" nature and dispo.sition of them all, and the mean
" to be taken for the conversion of them to cm
" holy faith; and ordered that I should i.at go b]

'' i'.m to the East, by which it is the custom to

" but by a voyage to the West, by which course,

" unto the present tin*" we do not know for certain

" that any one hath passed. Your Highnesses, there

" fore, after having expelled all the Jews from youi

" kingdoms and territories, commanded me, in tlie

" same month of January, to proceed with sufllcieni

" armament to the said parts of India; and for

" purpose bestowed great favours upon me, enno-

" bling me, that thenceforward I might style myself .

.'

" Don, appointing me High Admiral of the Ocean

" Sea, and perpetual viceroy and governor of all the

" islands and continents I should discover and gain,

" and which henceforward may be discovered and

" gained in the Ocean Sea; and that my eldest son

" should succeed me, and so on, from generation to
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" the city of Granada, on Saturday the l2tkof May,

" of the same year '1492, to Palos, a sea-port, where

" I armed three ships well calculated for such service,

" and sailed from that port well furnished with pro-

" visions, and with many seamen, on Friday the Sri

" of August of the same year, half an hour before
wteofLosPalacios. a
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manded. For this purpose, I intend to write dur-

ing this voyage very punctually, from day to day,

all that I may do, and see, and experience, as will

hereafter be seen. Also, my Sovereign Princes,

beside describing each night all that has occurred

in the day, and in the day the navigation of the

night, I propose to make a chart, in which I will

set down the waters and lands of the Ocean Sea,

in their proper situations, under their bearings

;

and, further, to compose a book, and illustrate the

whole in picture by latitude from the equinoctial,

and longitude from the West; and upon the whole

it will be essential that I should forget sleep, and

attend closely to the navigation, to accomplish

these things, which will be a great labour."

Thus are formally and expressly slated by Colum-

us the objects of this extraordinary voyage. The
Hlerial facts still extant of his journal will be found

icorporated in the present work.' As a guide by

hich to sail, he had prepared a map, or chart, im-

roved upon that sent him by Paolo Toscanelli. Neither

1 Vh ' "'*"'^ ^^^ exist, but the globe, or planisphere,

' „. . ^ nishedby Martin Behem in this year of the Admiral's

. °
I

ret voyage, is still extant, and furnishes an idea of

....,
.'^ »liat the chart of Columbus must have been. It

xhibils the coasts of Europe and Africa, from the

nith of Ireland to the end of Guinea, and opposite

9 them, on the other side of the Atlantic, the ex-

icmity of Asia, or, as it was termed, India. Between

lem is placed the island of Cipango (or Japan),

hich; according to Marco Polo, lay fifteen hundred

liles distant from the Asiatic coast. In his compu-
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tlie situation of Florida,' and at this island he

oped first to arrive. The exultation of Columbus at

ioding himself, after so many years of baflled hope,

I length fairly launched on his grand enterprise, was
hecked by his want of confidence in the resolution

nd perseverance of his crews. As long as he re-

lained within reach of Europe there was no security
)on me, enno- ... . , . , , ..

|,| I

,. lat, m a moment of repentance and alarm, they

.c L . y-v light not unanimously renounce the prosecution of

he voyage, and insist on a return. Symptoms soon

Navarretc, Collec. Viag. I. i, p. 1.

> An abstract of this journal, made by Las Casas, has recently

Kn discovered, and is published in the iirst volume of the col-

ECtion of Sehor Piavarrete. Mnny passages of this abstract had

MO previously inserted by Las Casas in his History of the Indies,

odtlie same Journal had been copiously used by Fernando Co-

mbns in the history of his father. In the present account of

hliToyage, the author has made use of the journal contained in

he work of Senor Navarrete, the manuscript History of Las

Ewu, the History of the Indies by Hcrrera, the Life of the Ad-

Dlnl by his Son, the Chronicle of the Indies by Oviedo, the ma-
OKript History of Ferdinand and Isabella by Andres Bernaldez

inte of Los Palaclos, and the Letters and Decades of the Ocean

T Peter Martyr; all of whom, with the exception of Herrera,

>ew contemporaries and acquaintances of Columlms. These

n the principal authorities which have been consulted, though

nitered lights have occasionally been obtained firom other

wirces.

.Malti>-Hrun, Rt'og. llniverselle, t. ii, p. 2113.

appeared to warrant bis apprehensions. On the third

day the Pinta made signals of distress : her rudder

was discovered to be broken and unhung. This Co-

lumbus surmised to be done through the contrivance

of the owners of the caravel, Gomez Rascon and

Christoval Quintero, to disable their vessel, and cause

her to be left behind. As has already been observed,

they had been pressed into the service greatly against

their will, and their caravel seized upon for the ex-

pedition, in conformity to the royal orders.

Columbus was much disturbed at this occurrence.

It gave him a foretaste of further difliculties to lie

apprehended from crews partly enlisted on compul-

sion, and all full of doubt and foreboding. Trivial

obstacles might, in the present critical state of bis

voyage, spread panic and mutiny through his ships,

and entirely defeat the purpose of the expedition.

The wind was blowing strongly at the time, so that

he could not render assistance without endangering

his own vessel. Fortunately, Martin Alonzo Pinzoii

commanded the ship, and being an adroit and able

seaman, he succeeded in securing the rudder with

cords, so as to bring the vessel into management.

This, however, was but a temporary and inadequate

expedient ; the fastenings gave way again on the fol-

lowing day, and the other ships were obliged to

shorten sail until the rudder could be secured.

This damaged state of the Pinta, as well as Iier

being in a leaky condition, determined the Admiral

to touch at the Canary Islands, and seek a vessel to

replace her. He considered himself not far from

those islands, though a different opinion was enter-

tained by the pilots of the squadron. The event

proved his superiority in taking observations and keep-

ing reckonings, for they came in sight of the Canaries

on the morning of the 6th.

They were detained upwards of threeweeks among
these islands, seeking in vain to find another vessel.

They were obliged, therefore, to make a new rudder

for the Pinta, and repair her, as well as they were

able, for the voyage. The latine sails of the Nina

were also altered into square sails, that she might

work more steadily and securely, and be able to keep

company with the other vessels.

While sailing among these islands, they passed in

sight of Teneriffe, whose lofty peak was sending out

volumes of flames and smoke. The crew were terri-

fied at sight of this eruption, being ready to take

alarm at any extraordinary phenomenon, and to con-

strue it into a disastrous portent. Columbus took

great pains to dispel their apprehensions, explaining

the natural causes of those volcanic fires, and verify-

ing his explanations by citing Mount Etna, and other

well-known volcanoes.

While taking in wood and water and provisions,

in the island of Gomera, a vessel arrived from Ferro,

which reported that three Portuguese caravels had

been seen hovering off that island, with the intention,

it is said, of capturing Columbus. The Admiral sus-

pected some hostile stratagem on the part of the King
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of Portugal, in revenge for liin having embarked in the

service or Spain; he, therefore, lost no time in putting

to sea, anxious to get far from those islands, and out

of the track of navigation, trembling lest something

might occur to defeat his expedition, commenced un-

der such inauspicious circumstances.

CHAPTER M.

VONTINUlTIOn or the VOTACB. VAIIiTION OF TBR NBEDLI.

[ M92. ]

Early in the morning of the 6th of September,

Columbus set sail from the island of Gomera, and

now might be said first to i^trike into the region of

discovery, taking leave of these frontier islands of

the old world, and steering westward for the un-

known parts of the Atlnnlic. For three days, how-
ever, a profoinid calm kept the vessels loitering with

fliigging sails within a short distance of the land.

This was a tantalizing delay to Columbus, who was

impatient to find himself launched far upon the ocean,

out of sight of either land or sail ; which, in the pure

atmospheres of these latitudes, may be descried at

an immense distance. On the following Sunday,

the Ulh of September, at daybreak, he beheld Ferro,

the last of the Canary islands, about nine leagues dis-

tant. This was the island from whence the Portu-

guese caravels had been seen ; he was, therefore, in

the vei-y neighbourhood of danger. Fortunately a

breeze sprang up with the sun, their sails were once

more filled, and in the course of the day the heights

of Ferro ^ ladually faded from the horizon.

On losing sight of this last trace of land, the hearts

of the crews failed them. They seemed literally to

have taken leave of the world. Behind them was

every thing dear to the heart of man : country, fa-

mily, friends, life itself; before them everything was

chaos, mystery, and peril. In the perturbation of

the moment, tliey despaired of ever more seeing their

homes. Alany of the rugged seamen shed tears, and

some broke into loud lamentations. The Admiral

tried in every way to soothe their distress, and to in-

spire them with his own glorious anticipations. He
described to them the magnificent countries to which

he was about to conduct them : the islands of the In-

dian seas teeming with gold and precious stones ; the

region of Mangi and Cathay, with their cities of unri-

valled wealth and splendour. He promised them

land and riches, and every thing that could arouse

their cupidity, or inflame their imaginations; nor

were these promises made for purposes of deception,

Columbus certainly believed that he should realize

them all.

He now gave orders to the commanders of the

other vessels, that, in the event of separation by any

accident, they should continue directly westward;

but that after sailing seven hundred leagues, they

should lay by from midnight until day-light, as ^ ^^..
about that disUnce he confidently expected to fii

heavily bodies,

land. In the mean time as he thought it possible I
*!*' ."^

^''*

might not discover land within the distance thus t
'"^'' op'""^" "'«'

signed, and as he foresaw that the vague terrors j
" ^ profound ast

ready awakened among the seamen would increa

with the s|>ace which intervened between them an "', " '

their homes, he commenced a stratagem which li

''|'"'"'*' *»«•'«'»'»

continued Ihroughout the voyage. He kept t«
"'""*' """ " **'"*

reckonings, one correct, in which the true way i

'^^^ '" """^^

the ship was noted, and which was retained in seen 'I'^"'^'[
'""^ "[

"'^'

for his own government. In the other, which wi
''*^^ '"'" "^

open to general inspection, a number of leagues wi
'f1"^""y» '•* "^^<

daily subtracted from the sailing of the ship, so thi
'^''*' P '<^"i"^enon

the crews were kept in ignorance of the real distano *® continue i

they had advanced. "">«« mysteries o

On the nth of September, when about one huD
and experiment,

dredand fifty leagues west of Ferro, they fell in will
"'['•'"'"y' l"!^ wlm

a part of a mast, which, from its size, appeared l

'"'"'* c""'*'^"^

have belonged to a vessel of about a hundred am " practical

twenty tons burden, and which had evidently been

long time in the water. The crews, tremblingly aliv

to every thing that could excite their hopes or fean

looked with rueful eye upon this wreck of some un

fortunate voyager drifting ominously at the entranc

of those unknown seas.

On the 15lli of September, in the evening, beinj

about two hundred leagues from the island of Ferro

Columbus, for the first time, noticed the variation o

the needle, a phenomenon which had never befon».v ..tv»-.^, . p..^..v,...v..».. „.M^.. ..av. ..t.c. ucui,
ioiced by the si"ht (

been remarked. He perceived, about night-fall, ths ., ,1 * i
".„

the needle, instead of pointing to the north star, vi

ried about halfa point, or between five and six degree
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O.v the 14th of

of land. A heron,

dejunco, ' hoverei

to the north-west, and still more on the following . . | .

morning. Struck with this circumstance, he obserV' ° '

ed it attentively for three days, and found that the

variations increased as he advanced. He, at first, madi

no mention of this phenomenon, knowing how read;

his people were to take alarm ; but it soon attract

the attention of the pilots, and friled them with coD'

sldrnation. It seemed as if the very laws of nature

were changing as they advanced, and that they were

entering another world, subject to unknown in

fluences. ' They apprehended that the compass was

about to lose its mysterious virtues, and without

this guide, what was to become of them in a vast and

trackless ocean? Columbus tasked his science and

ingenuity for reasons with which to allay their ter-

rors. He told them that the direction of the needle

was not to the polar star, but to some fixed and in-

visible point. The variation, therefore, was not caus-

ed by any fallacy in the compass, but by the move-

ment of the north star itself, which, like the other

' It tiasi I)ecn erroneously stated ttiat Columbus kept two joig^

nals; it was merely in the reckoning or log-book that he deceived

the crews. Ilis journal was entirely private, and intended tor hi)

own use and the perusal of the Sovcreigas. In a letter writtn

from Granada in 1303, to Pope Alexander VII, he says, that Ik

had kept an account of his voyages in the style of the Commeii-

taries of Caesar, which he intended to submit to his Holiness.

' LasCasas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 6. ,•,. .,
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heavily bodies, had its changes and revolutions, and

level , 'ay desc>-il)ei! a circle round the pole. The
iigh opinion that 0:,e pilots entertained of Columbus

a profound astronomer, gave weight to his theory,

lid their alarm subsided. As yet the solar system of

Copernicus was unknown j the explanation of Co-

iimbus, therefore, was highly plausible and inge-

He keiir til'''""^'
""'' '^ shows the vivacity of his mind, ever

the true wav
'^^'"'^ '" ""^^^ "'^ emergency of the moment. The
Iheory may at first have been advanced merely to sa-

tisfy the iniiids of others, but Coliiiiibus appears sub-

lequently, to have remained salisiied with it himself,

riie phenomenon has now become familiar to us, but

we still continue ignorant of its cause. It is one of

those mysteries of nature open to daily observation

and experiment, and apparenlly simple from their fa-

miliarity, but which on investigation make the buinan

ize appeared i

""'"^ conscious of its limits; baffling the experience

t a 'hundred an
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0> the 1 4th of September, the voyagers were re-

•itfu k
oicedbytliesightof what they considered harbingers

III night-rall, Iha
^^ ^^^^^ ^ 1^^,.^,^ ^^^j ^ i^opical bird called the rabo

dejunco, hovered about the ships, neither of which

ire supposed to venture far to sea. On the following

night, they were struck with awe at l)eholding a me-

teor, or, as Columbus calls it in his journal, a great

Bame of fire, which seemed to fall from the sky into
e, at first, made

^^ ^^^^ ^1^^^^^ f^^^^. ^^ j.^.^ ^^g^„^^^^ distant. These
wmg I w a

] nijtgors, common in warm climates, and especially
it soon sttrfictff

^ w

. nnder the tropics, are always seen in the serene azure
them with con-

^^ ^^ ^^^^^ latitudes, falling, as it were, from Ihe

leavens ; but never beneath a cloud. In the trans-

larent atmosphere of one of those beautiful nights,

vhere every star shines with the purest lustre, they

often leave a luminous train behind them, which lasts

lor twelve or fifteen seconds, and may well be com-

pared to a flame.

The wind had hitherto been favourable, with oc-

casional, though transient, clouds and showers. They

had made great progress each day, though Colum-

bus, according to bis secret plan, contrived to sup-

press several leagues in the daily reckoning left open

to the crew.

They had now arrived within the influence of the

|trade wind, which, following the sun, blows steadily

from east to west between the tropics, and sweeps

[over a few adjoining degrees of the ocean.' With
this propitious breeze directly aft, they were wafted

gently but speedily over a tranquil sea, so that for

nbu8 kept two joui^

>k tliat lie deceived

nd intended for bii|

In a letter wriltn

II, lie says, itiatht

of the CoiDinen-

Ills Holiness.

> The water-wagtail.

• See lllustratioaH, article Winds.

many days they did not shift a sail. Columbus per-

petually recurs to the bland and temperate serenity

of the weather, which in this tract of the ocean is soft

and refreshing, without being cool. In his artle f

and expressive language, he compares " s pure am
balmy mornings to those of April in Andalusia, and

observes that they wanted but the song of the night-

ingale to complete the illusion. " lie bad reason to

say so, " oliserves the venerable Las Casas ;
' ;or it

is inarvellous the suavity which we experience when
half way towards these Indies ; and the more the

ships approach the lands, so much more do they per-

ceive the temperance and softness of the air, the

clearness of the sky, and the amenity and fragrance

sent forth from the groves and forests ; much more
certainly than in April in Andalusia. "

They now began to see large patches of herbs and

weeds floating on the surface of the water, all drill-

ing from the west, and increasing in quantity as they

advaimed. Some of these weeds were such as grow
about rocks, others such as are produced in rivers

;

some were yellow and withered, others so green as

to have apparently been recently washed from land.

On one of these patches was a live crab, which Co-

lumbus carefully preserved. They saw also a white

tropical bird, of a kind wiiicli never sleeps upon the

sea. Tunny-fish also played about the ships, one of

which was killed by the crew of the Nina. Columbus

now called to mind Ihe account given by Aristotle of

certain ships of Cadiz, which, coasting the shores out-

side of the Straits of Gibraltar, were driven westward

by an impetuous east wind, until they reached a cer-

tain part of the ocean, where it was covered with vast

fields ofweeds, resembling sunken islands, and among

which they beheld many tunny-fish. He supposed

himself arrived in this weedy sea, as it had been call-

ed, from which the ancient mariners had turned back

in dismay, but which he regarded with animated

hope, as indicating the vicinity of land. Not that he

had any idea of yet reaching the object of his search,

the eastern end of Asia ; for according to his compu-

tation, he had come but three hundred and sixty

leagues " since leaving the Canary Islands, and he pla-

ced the mainland of India much farther on.

On the -1 8th of September the same weather con-

tinued : a soft steady breeze from the east filled every

sail, while, to use the words of Columbus, the sea

was as calm as the Guadalquivir at Seville. He had

fancied that he perceived the water of the sea to grow

fresher as he advanced, and he noticed this as a proof

of the superior sweetness and purity of the air.

'

The crews were all in high spirits, each ship striving

to get in the advance, to catch the first sight of land.

Alonso Pinzon hailing the Admiral from the Pinta,

informed him that from the flight of a great number of

birds which he had seen, and from certain indications

I Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 36. MS.

> Of twenty to the degree of lalttude, the unity of distance used

throughout this work.

3 Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, cap. S6.

Hi
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ill the northern horizon, he thouglit tliere was land

in thai direction. As ills vessel was a fast sailer,

therefore, hecrowdeil canvas and kept in the advance.

There was, in fact, a cloudiness in the norlh, such

as often hangs over land, and at sunset it assumed

such shapes and masses that many fancied they heheld

islands ; there was a universal wish, therefore, to steer

for that quarter: Columbus, however, was persuaded

that they were mere illusions. Every one who has

made a sea-voyage must iiave witnessed the decep-

tions caused by clouds resting upon the horizon, es-

pecially about sunset and sunrise ; which theeye , assist-

ed by the imagination and desire, easily converts into

the wished-for land. This is particularly the case

within the tropics, where the clouds at sunset assume

the most singular appearances.

On the following day there were drizzling show-

ers, unaccompanied by wind, which Columbus con-

sidered favourable signs ; two pelicans also Hew on

board the ships, birds which he obsen'ed seldom tly

twenty leagues from land. He sounded, therefore,

with a line of two hundred fathoms, but found no

bottom. He supposed he might be passing between

islands, which lay l)Oth to the north and south ; but

he was unwilling to waste the present favourable

breeze by going in searcli of them. Beside, he had

confidently aflirmed that land was to be found by

keeping stedfastly to the west ; his whole expedition

had been founded on such a presumption : he should,

therefore, risk all credit and authority with his people,

were he to appear to doubt and waver, and to go

groping blindly from point to point of the compass.

He resolved, therefore, to keep one bold course, al-

ways westwai-d, until he should reach the coast of

India ; and afterwards, if advisable, to seek these is-

lands on his return.'

Notwithstanding the precaution which had been

taken to keep the people ignorant of the distance they

had sailed, they were now growing extremely un-

easy at the length of the voyage. They had advan-

ced much farther west than ever man had sailed be-

fore, and though already beyond the reach of suc-

cour, still they continued daily leaving vast tracts of

ocean behind them, and pressing onward and on-

ward into that apparently boundless abyss. It is

true they had been flattered by various indications of

land, and still others were occurring j but all mock-
ed them with vain hopes ; after being hailed with a

transient joy, they passed away, one after another,

and the same interminable expanse of sea and sky

continued to extend before them. Even the favour-

able wind, which seemed as if providentially sent to

waft them to the new world, with such bland and
gentle L^eezes, was now conjured by their ingenious

fears into a singular cause of alarm; for Ihey began
to imagine that the wind, in these seas, always pre-

vailed from the east, and if so, would never permit
their return to Spain.

• Hist, del Almiranle, cap. TO. TimracU from Journal of Co-
liiml)., Navarrclc. vil.l.

Columbus endeavoured in every way to sootlii

these rising fears, sometimes by argument and ex-

postulation, sometimes by awakening fresh hopes,

and pointing out new signs of land. On the 20tl

of September, the wind veered with light breezei

from the south-west. These, though adverse

their progress, had a cheering effect upon the peo

pie, as they proved that the wind did not always pre

vail from the east. Several birds also visited the

ships, three of which were of a small kind, whicl

keep about groves and orchards, and which camt

singing in the morning, and flew away again in llie

evening. Their song was wonderfully cheering to

the hearU of the dismayed mariners, who hailei

it as the voice of land. The larger fowl, they observ

ed, were strong of wing, and might venture far to

sea, but such small birds were too feeble to fly far,

and their singing showed that they were not exhausted

by their flight.

On the following day there was either a profound

calm, or light winds from the south-west; the sea,

as faras tin eye could reach, was covered with weeds,

a phenomenon often observed in this part of the

ocean, which has sometimes the appearance of a vasi

inundated meadow. This has been attributed to ini'

mense quantities of submarine plants, which grow at

the iMttom of the sea until ripe, when they are de

tached by the motion of the waves and currents, and

rise to the surface." These iields of weeds were at

first regarded with great satisfaction, but at length

they became, in many places, so dense and matted,

as in some degree to impede the sailing of the ships,

which must have been under very liltle head-way,

The crews, ever ready to conceive the most absurd

alarm, now called to mind some tale about the fro-

zen ocean, where ships were said to be sometimes

fixed immoveably. They endeavoured, therefore, to

avoid, as much as possible, these floating masses, lesl

some disaster of the kind might happen to them

selves.' Others considered these weeds as

that the sea was growing shallower, and began to

talk of lurking rocks and shoals, and treacheroiu

quicksands, and of the danger of running aground, as

it were, in the midst of the ocean, where their vessel

might rot and fall to pieces, far out of the track of

human aid, and without any shore where the crews

might take refuge. They had evidently some confu-

sed notion of the ancient story of the sunken

island of Atalantis, and feared that they were arriv-

ing at that part of the ocean where navigation was

said to be obstructed by drowned lands, and the

ruins of an ingulphed country.

To dispel these fears, the admiral had frequeni

recourse to the lead, hut though he sounded with a

deep sea-line, he still found no bottom. The minds

Muclio mc tu6 noccsario cslc viento conlrario, porquc mi

genit! aiidabaii inuy cstliniilados que peiisaban *|ue no ventabaii

C8l08 inarcg viculos para vulver a Ii8|)ana. Journal of Ooluinb

.

Navarrele, 1. 1, p. 12.

' lluinboldl. Personal Narrative, b. i, c. I.

< Hist, del Almiranle. c. 18.
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of the crews, however, had gradually become dis-

eased. They were full of vague terrors and super-

stitious fancies; they construed every thing into a

cause of alarm, and harassed their commander by in-

cessant murmurs.

For three days there was a continuance of light

summer airs from the southward and westward, and

the sea was as smooth as a mirror. A whale was

seen heaving up its huge form at a distance, which

Columbus immediately pointed out as a favourable

indication, aflirming that those fish were generally in

the neighbourhood of land. The crews, however,

became uneasy at the calmness of the weather.

They observed that the contrary winds which they

experienced were transient and unsteady, and so

ight as not to ruffle the surface of the sea, which

maintained a sluggish calm, like a lake of dead wa-

ter. Every thing differed, they said, in these strange

regions, from the world to which they had been

accustomed. The only winds which prevailed with

any constancyand force, were from the east, and they

had not power to disturb the torpid stillness of the

ocean ; there was a risk, therefore, either ofperishing

amidst stagnant and shoreless waters, or of being

prevented, by contrary wuids, from ever reluming

to their native country.

Columbus continued, with admirable patience, to

reason with these absurd fancies ; observing that the

calmness of the sea must undoubtedly be caused by

the vicinity of land, in the quarter from whence the

wind blew, which, therefore, Itad notspacesuflicient to

act upon the surface, and to heave up large waves.

There is nothing, however, that renders men so deaf

to reason as the influence of terror, which multiplies

and varies the forms of ideal danger a thousand times

faster than the most active wisdom can dispel them.

The more Columbus argued, the more boisterous

became the murmurs of the crew, until, on Sunday,

the 23th of September, there came on a heavy swell

of the sea, unaccompanied by wind. This is a phe-

nomenon that often occurs in the broad ocean, being

either the expiring undulations of some past gale, or

the movement given to the sea by some distant cur-

rent of wind; it was, nevertheless, regarded with as-

tonishment by the mariners, and disiielled the ima-

ginary terrors occasioned by the calm.

Columbus, who considered himself under the im-

mediate eye and guardianship of Heaven in the solemn

enterprise, intimates in his journal, that this swelling

of the sea seemed providentially ordered to allay the

rising clamours of his crew; comparing it to that

which so miraculously aided Moses when conducting

the children of Israel out of the captivity of Egypt.'

> Conin la mar esluviefie mansa y liana inurinuraba la gcntc

liiciciido, que, piies pur alll no habla mar graiulu que nunca vcn-

bria para volvvr a Espana ; pero despues alz6se mucho la mar y
in viento, que los asumbraba ; por lo ciial dice atiui el Almiraiile;

(liique niuy nccesario me, fu<! la mar alia, que no 'parecio,

sdlvud Hem'po de los Jiidios cuundo salUron de ligipto contra

Kmjses que lo* teeaba de caflivcrio.—iouvu. ofCulumb., Na-

wreto, I. i. • .
, , :..

CHAPTER IV.

CUMTINUATION Ot THK VOVAOK. DMCOVBIiV OV I.ANI>.

The situation of Columbus was daily becoming

more and more critical. In proportion as he ap-

proached the regions where he expected to lind land,

the impatience of his crews augmented. The fa-

vourable signs which had increased his confidence,

were now derided by them as delusive ; and there

was danger of their rebelling, and obliging him to

turn back, when on the point of realizing the object

of all h*.s labours. They beheld themselves with dis-

may still wafted onwani, over the boundless wastes

of what appeared to them a mere watery desert, sur-

rounding the habitable world . What was to become
ofthem should their provision fail ? Their ships were
too weak and defective even for the great voyage they

had already made; but if they were still to press for-

ward, adding at every moment to the immense ex-

panse which already divided them from land, how
should they ever be able to return, having no port

where they might victual and refit?

In this way they fed each other's discontents, ga-

thering together in the retired parts of the ship, at

first in little knots of two and three, which gradually

increased and became formidable, joining logelhcr

and strengthening each other in mutinous opposition

to the Admiral. They exclaimed against him as an
ambitious desperado, who in a mad fantasy had de-

termined to do something extravagant to render him-

self notorious. What to him were their sufferings

and dangers, when he was evidently content to sa-

crifice his own life for the chance of distinction? To
continue on, in such a mad expedition, was to be-

come the authors of their own destruction. What
obligation bound them to persist, or when were the

terms of their agreement to Ite considered as fulfilled ?

They had already sailed far beyond the limits that

man had ventured before; they had penetrated into

remote seas nntraversed by a sail. How much fur-

ther were they to go in quest of a mere imaginary

land ? Were they to sail on until they perished, or

until all return became impossible? Who, on the

other hand, would blame them, were they to consult

their safety, and turn their c«)urse homeward before

it was yet too late ? Would they not rather be ex-

tolled for their courage in having undertaken a si-

milar enterprise, and their hardihood in persisting in

it so far? As to any complaints which the Admiral

might make of their returning against his will, they

would be without weight ; for he was a foreigner, a

man without friends or influence. His schemes had

been condenmed by the learned, as idle and visionary,

and had been discountenanced by people of all ranks.

He had, therefore, no party on his side; but rather

a large number whose pride of opinion would \)e.

gratified by his failure.' ^ <

Hist, del Almirante, c. 49. Hnrrfra. Hist. Ind.,dec)i(l. i.,l. i.i;. <0.
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' Such are some of the reasonings by which these

men prepared themselves for an open opposition to

the prosecution of the voyage j and when we consider

the natural fire of the Spanish cliaracter, impatient

of control, and the peculiar nature of these crews,

composed in a great part of men sailing on compul-

sion, we may easily imagine the constant danger

there was of open and desperate rebellion. Some

there were who did not scruple at the most atrocious

instigations. They proposed, as a mode of silencing

all after complaints of the Admiral, that, should he

refuse to turn back, they should thro-v-r him into the

sea, and give out, on their arrival :a Spain, that he

had fallen overboard while contemplating the stars

and the signs of the heavens with his astronomical

instruments,—a report which no one would have ei-

ther the inclination or the means to controvert.'

Columbus was not ignorant of these mutinous in-

tentions, but he kept a serene and steady counte-

nance, soothing some with gentle words, stimulating

the pride or the avarice of the others, and openly me-

nacing the most refractory with signal punishment,

should they do any thing to impede the voyage.

On the 23th of September, the wind again became

favourable, and they were able to resume t''"'r course

directly to the west. The airs being light, and the

sea calm, the vessels sailed near to each other, and

Columbus had much conversation with Martin Alonso

Pinzon on the subject of the chart, which the former

had sent three days before on board of the Pinta.

Pinzon thought that, according to the indications of

the map, they ought to be in the neighbourhood of

Cipango, and the other islands which the Admiral

had therein delineated. Columbus partly entertained

the same idea, but thought it possible that the ships

might have been borne out of their track by the pre-

valent currents, or that they had not come so far as

the pilots had reckoned. He desired that the chart

might be returned, and Pinzon, tying it to the end of

the cord, flung it on board to him. While Columbus,

his pilot, and several of his experienced mariners

were studying the map, and endeavouring to make

out from it their actual position, they were aroused

by a shout from the Pinta, and looking up, beheld

Martin Alonso Pinzon mounted on the stern of his

vessel; who cried with a loud voice, " Land! land !

Senor, I claim my reward!" pointing at the same

time to the south-west, where there was indeed an

appearance of land at about twenty -five leagues'

distance. Upon this Columbus threw himself upon

his knees and returned thanks to God, and Martin

Alonso repeated the Gloria in excelsis, in which he
was loudly joined by his own crew and that of the

Admiral.*

The seamen now mounted to the mast-head or

climbed about the rigging, and strained their eyes

towards the south-west : ail confirmed the assurance

of land. The conviction became so strong, and the

' Hist, del Almirante, c. (9.

» Journal of Columb., Primer Viage, Navarrete, I. i,

joy of the people so ungovernuble, that Columbus

found it necessary to vary from his usual course, and

stand all night to the south-west. The morning

light, however, put an end to all their hopes, as to a

dream. The fancied land proved to be nothing but

an evening cloud, and had vanished in the night

With dejected hearts, they once more resumed their

western course, from which Columbus would nevei

have varied, but in compliance with their clamorous

wishes.

For several days more they continued on with the

same propitious breeze, tranquil sea, and mild, dfr

lightful weather. The water was so calm that the

sailors amused themselves with swimming about the

vessel. Dolphins began to abound, and flying-iisli

darting into the air, fell upon the decks. The conti-

nued signs of land diverted the attention of the crews,

and insensibly beguiled them onward.

On the 1st of October, according to the reckoning

of the pilot of the Admiral's ship, they had come five

hundred and eighty leagues west, since leaving the

Canary Islands. Tlie reckoning wliich Columbus

showed the crew was five hundred and eighty-four,

but the reckoning which he kept privately, was seven

hundred and seven.' On the following day, thcl

weeds floated from east to west; and on the third

[

day no birds were to be seen.

The crews now began to fear that they had passed I

between islands, from one to the other of which the

birds had been flying. Columbus had also some

doubts of the kind, but refused to alter his westward

course. The people began again to utter murmurs

and menaces; but on the following day they werej

visited by such flights of birds, and the various indi-

cations of land became so numerous, that from a state
|

of despondency they passed into one of eager expec-

tation.

A pension of thirty crowns* had been promised by I

the Spanish government to him who should first dis-

cover land. Eager to obtain this reward, the seamen

were continually giving the cry of land, on the least

appearance of the kind. To put a stop to these false

alarms, which produced contituial disappointments,

Columbus declared that should any one give such

notice, and land not be discovered within three days

afterwards, he should thenceforth forfeit all claim to
|

the reward.

On the evening of the 6lh ofOctober, Martin Alonso
j

Pinzon began to lose confidence in their pt-esent

course, and proposed that they sliould stand more to
]

the southward. Columbus still, however, refused,

and continued towards the west.' Observing this

difference of opinion in a person so important in Im

squadron as Alonso Pinzon, and fearing that chance

or design might scatter the shifts, he ordered that,

should either of the caravels be separated from him,

it should stand to the west, and endeavour, (^ soon

Navarrcte, t. i, p. 16.

> Equivalent to H7 dollars of tlie present day.

3 Journal of Columb., Kavarrete, t. i, p. 17.
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as possible, to join company again : directing also,

that the vessels should keep near to him at sunrise

and sunset, as at these times the state of the atmo-

sphere is most favourable to the discovery of distant

land.

On the morning of the 7th of October, at sunrise,

several of the Admiral's crew thought lliey beheld

land in the west, but so indistinctly that not one

ventured to proclaim it, lest he should be mistaken,

and forfeit all chance of the reward : the Nina, how-

ever, being a good sailer, pressed forward to ascertain

the fact. In a little while a flag was hoisted at her

mast-head, and a gun discharged, being the precon-

certed signals for land. New joy was awakened

throughout the little squadron, and every eye was

turned to the west. As they advanced, however,

their cloud-built hopes faded away, and before even-

ing the promised land had again melted into air.'

The crews now sank into a degree of dejection

proportioned to their recent excitement, when new
circimistances occurred to arouse them. Columbus

having observed great flights of small field-birds going

towards the south-west, concluded they must be

secure of some neighbouring land, where they would

m\ food and a resting-place. lie knew the import-

ance which the Portuguese voyagers attached to the

flight of birds, by following which they had discover-

ed most of their islands. He had now come seven

mndred and fifty leagues, the distance at which he

had computed to find the island of Cipango; as there

was no appearance of it, he might have missed it

through some mistake in the latitude. He determin-

ed, therefore, on the evening of the 7th of October,

to alter his course to the west-south-west, the direc-

tion in which the bin' generally flew, and continue

that direction for at least »"'o days. After all, it was

no great deviation frorx i.is main course, and would

meet the wishes of the Pinzons, as well as be inspirit-

ing to his followers generally.

For three days they stood in this direction, and the

iirther they went tbe more frequent and encouraging

vere the signs of land. Flights of small birds of va-

rious colours, some of them such as sing in the fields,

came flying about the ships, and then continued

towards the south-west, and others were heard also

flying by in the night. Tunn^-lisli played about the

smooth sea; and a heron, a pelican, arid a duck were

seen, all bound in the same direction. The herbage

which floated by the ships was fresh and green, as if

recently from land, and the air, Columbus observes,

was sweet and fragra:.!. as April breezes in Seville.

All these, however, were regarded by the crews as

so many delusions beguiling them on to destruction

;

and when on the evening of the third day they beheld

the sun go down upon a shoreless horizon, they broke

forth into clamorous turbulence. They exclaimed

againsi this obstinacy in templing fate by continuing

on into a boundless sea. They insisted upon turning

Hist, del Almirante, cap. 20.

'tfrete.l.l,

Journal of ColumbuR, Na-

homeward, and abandoning the voyage as hopeless.

Columbus endeavoured to pacify them by gentle words

and promises of large rewards ; but finding that they

only increased in clamour, he assumed a decided

tone.' He told them it was useless to murmur, the

expedition had been sent by the Sovereigns to seek

the Indies, and happen what might, he was deter-

mined to persevere, until, by the blessing of God, he

should accomplish the enterprise.'

Columbus was now at open di>flance with his crew,

and his situation became desperate. Fortunately,

however, the manifestations of neighbouring land

were such on the following day as no longer to admit

a doubt. Beside a quantity of fresh weeds, such as

grow in rivers, they saw a green fish of a kind which

keeps about rocks ; then a branch of thorn with ber-

Hist, del Almirante, cap. 20. Las Casas, 1. i. Journal of Co-

liimli., Navarretc Collec. t. i, p. 19.

It lias been asserted by various historians, that Columbus,' a day

or two previous to coming in sight of the New World, capitulated

with his mutinous crew, promising, if he did not discover land

within three days, to abandon the voyage. There is no authority

for such an assertion, eilbcr inthehistory ofh's son Fernando or

Ihat of the Bisho|i Las Casas, each ofwhoin had the Admiral's pa-

pers licforc him. There is no mention of such a circumstance in

the extracts made from the journal by Las Casas, which have re-

cently l)een brought to light : nor is it asserted by either Peter

Martyr or the Curate of Los Palaclos. both contemporaries and ac-

quaintances of Columbus, and who could scarcely have failed to

mrntion so striking a fact, if true. It rests merely upon the au-

thority of Oviedo, who is of inferior credit to either of the authors

above cited, and was grossly misled as to many of the particulars

of this voyage by a pilot of the name of Hernea Perez Malheos,

who was hostile to Columbus. In the manuscript process of the

memorable law-suit between Don Diego, son of the Admiral, and

the fiscal of the crown, is the evidence ofone Pedro de Bilbao,

who testifies that he heard many limes that some of the pilots and

mariners wished to turn back, but that Uie Admiral promised them
presents, and entreated them to wait two or three days, before

which time he should discover land. " Pedro de Bilbao oyo

muchas vcces que algunos pilolos y marineros querian volverse

sino fucra por el Almirante que les promeli6 dones. les rog6 espe-

rjsendos 6 Ires dias, y que antes del ti'rmino descubriera tierra."

This, if true, implies no capitulation to niinquish the enterprise.

On the other hand it was asserted by some of the witnesses in the

above-menfioned suit, thatColumbus. after havingproceeded some
few hundred leagues without finding land, lost confidence and

wished to turn back ; but was persuaded, and even piqued to con-

tinue, by the Pinzons. This assertion carries falsehood on its

very face. It is in total contradiction to that persevering constancy

and undiiunted resolution displayed by Columbus, not merely in

the present voyage, but from first to last of his difficult and dan-

gerous career. This testimony was given by some of the muti-

nous men, anxious to exaggerate the merits of the Pinzons, and to

depreciate that of Columbus. Fortunately, flie extracts from the

journal of the latter, written from day to day with guileless sim-

plicity, and all tbe air of truth, disprove these fahlcs, and show,

that on the very day previous to his discovery, he expressed a pe-

remptory determination to persevere, in defiance of all dangen

and difficulties.

It is worthyof remark, tliat on the evening ofthe7th of October,

before Columbus changed his course to Uie wesl-south-west.he was,

aceonllngto modern calculallons. sailing along the twenty-sixth

degree of north latitude, nearly due west. This would have taken

him among the northern Duayos, or Bahama Islands, or rather,

with the inlluencc of the gulf-stream, would have carried him at

once to the eastern coast of Florida, Tims the whole course of

Spanish discovery might have taken a direction along the Atlantic

shores of North America, and a Spanish population might have

Itcen given to the present territories of the United Stalcf.

4i
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i-ies on it, and recently separated from the tree, floated

by them; then they picked up a reed, a small board,

and, above all, a staff artificially carved. All gloom

and mutiny now gave way to sanguine expectation;

and throughout the day each one was eagerly on the

watch, in the hopes of beuig the first to discover the

long-sought-for land.

In the evening, when, according to invariable cus-

tom on board uf the Admiral's ship, the mariners had

sung the salve regina, or vesper hymn to the Virgin,

he made an impressive address to his crew. He
pointed out the giHHlness of God in thus conducting

them by such soft and favouring breezes across a tran-

quil ocean, cheering their hopes continually with fresh

signs, increasing as their fears augmented, and thus

leading and guiding them to a promised laud. He
now reminded them of the orders he had given on

leaving the Canaries, that, after sailing westward

seven hundred leagues, they shoidd not make sail

after midnight. Present appearances authorized such

a precaution. He thought it probable they would

make land that very night ; he ordered, therefore, a

vigilant look-out to be kept from the foreciislle, pro-

mising to whomsoever should make the discovery, a

doublet of velvet, in addition to the pension to be given

by the Sovereigns."

The breeze had been fresh all day, with more sea

than usual, and they had made great progress. At

sunset they had stood again to the west, and were

ploughing the waves at a rapid rate, the Piiita keep-

ing the lead, from her superior sailing. The greatest

animation prevailed throughout the ships; not an eye

was closed that night. As the evening darkened, Co-

lumbus took his station on the top of the castle or

cabin on the high poop of his vessel. However he

might carry a cheerful and confident countenance

during the day, it was to him a Ihne of the most pain-

ful anxiety; and now, when he was wrapped from

observation by tne shades of night, he maintained an

intense and unremitting watch, ranging his eye along

the dusky horizon, in search of the most vague in-

dications of land. Suddenly, about ten o'clock, he

thought he beheld a light glimmering at a distance.

Fearing that his eager hopes might deceive him, he

called to Pedro Gutierrez, gentleman of the king's

bed-chamber, and inquired whelher he saw a light in

that direction ; the latter replied in ihe affirmative.

Columbus, yet doubtful whether it might not be some

delusion of the fa^icy, called Rodrigo Sanchez of Se-

govia, and mai'.e the same inquiry. By the time the

latter had ascended the roinul-house, the light had

disappeared . They saw it once or twice afterwards

in sudden ;ad passing gleams ; as if it were a torch

in the bark of a fisherman, rising and sinking with

the waves : or in the hand of some person on shore,

borne up and down as he walked from house to

house. So transient and uncertain were these gleams,

that few attached any importance to them ; Colum-

bus, however, considered them as certain signs of

' HM. del Alniirante, cap. 21

.

land, and moreover, that the land was inhabited. I

They continued their course until two in the raorii-l

ing, when a gun from the Pinta gave the joyful signall

of land. It was first discovered by a mariner namedl

Rodrigo de Triana ; but the reward was afterwards!

adjudged to the Admiral, for having previously perT

ceived the light. The land was now clearly seen!

about two leagues distant, whereupon Ihey took in|

sail, and lay to, waiting impatiently for the dawn.

The thoughts and feelings of Columbus in this litllel

space of time must have been tumultuous and intense.!

At length, in spite of every difficulty and danger, liel

had accomplished his object. The great mystery ofl

the ocean was revealed ; his theory, which had I)een|

the scoff of sages, was triumphantly established ; liel

had secured to himself a glory which nmst be as du-[

rable as the world itself.

It is diflicult even for the imagination to conceivel

the feelings of such a man, at the moment of siol

sublime a discovery. What a bewildering crowd ofl

conjectures must have thronged upon his mind, as (ol

the land which lay before him, covered with dark-f

ness! That it was fruitful, was evident from the I

vegetables which floated from its shores. He thought,!

too, that lie perceived in the balmy air the fragrance!

of aromatic groves. The moving light which he had!

beheld, had proved that it was the residence of man,
[

But what wer-' its inhabitants ? Were they like those
j

of the other ftarts of the globe ? or were they some!

strange and monstrous race, such as the imagination
|

in those times was prone to give to all remote and uu-

known regions ? Had he come upon some wild island I

far in the Indian sea ; or was this the famed Cipangol

itself, the object of his golden fancies? A thousand I

speculations of this kind must have crowded upon I

him, as, with his anxious crews, he waited for the I

night to pass away ; wondering whelher the morning I

light would reveal a savage wilderness, or dawn upon I

spicy groves, and glittering fanes, and gilded cities,
|

and all the splendour of oriental civilization.

BOOK IV.

CHAI»TER I.

FIIIST LANDING OF COLUMBUS IN TIIK NEW WOULD.

[ 1492. ]

It was on the morning of Friday, I2th of October,
]

1492, that Columbus first beheld the New World.

When Ihe day dawned, he saw before him a level ami I

beautiful island several leagues in extent, of great

freshness and verdure, and covered with trees like a

continual orchard. Though every thing appeared in

the wild luxuriance of untamed nature, yet the island
|

was evidently populous, for the inhabitants were seen

growing among tl
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unls were seen

issuing from the woods, and running from all parts

10 the shore, where they stood gazing at the ships.

They were all perfectly naked, and from their atti-

tudes and gestures appeared to l)e lost in astonishment.

Columbus made signal for the ships to cast anchor,

and the boats to be manned and armed. He entered

his own boat, richly attired in scarlet, and bearing

{(he royal standard ; whilst Martin Alonso Pinzon, and

Vincent Yanez his brother, put off in company in their

|boais, each bearing the banner orihe enterprise em-

blazoned with a green cross, having on each side the

letters F. and I., the initials of the Castilian monarclis

Fernando and Isabel, surmounted by crowns.

As they approached the shores, tliey were refreshed

by the sight of the ample forests, which in those cli-

mates have extraordinary beauty of vegetation. They
beheld fruits of tempting hue, but unknown kind,

growing among the trees which overhung the shores.

The [Huity and suavity of the atmosphere, the crystal

transparency of the seas which bathe these islands,

give them a wonderful beauty, and must have had

(heir effect upon the susceptible feelings of Columbus.

No sooner did he land, than he threw himself upon

his knees, kissed the earth, and returned thanks to

God with tears ofjoy. His example was followed by

[the rest, whose hearts indeed overflowed with the

same feelings of gratitude. Columbus then rising,

|drew his sword, displayed the royal standard, and as-

sembling round him the two Captains, with Rodrigo

de Escobido, notary of the armament, Rodrigo San-

chez, and the rest who had landed, he took solemn

possession in the name of the Castilian Sovereigns,

giving the island the name of San Salvador. Having

complied with the requisite forms and ceremonies, he

now called upon all present to take the oath of obe-

dience to him as Admiral and viceroy representing

the persons of the Sovereigns."

The feelings of the crew now burst forth in the

most extravagant transports. They had recently con-

sidered themselves devoted men hurrying forward to

destruction; lliey now looked upon themselves as

favourites of fortune, and gave themselves up to the

most unbounded joy. They thronged around the

Admiral, in their overflowing zeal. Some embraced

him, others kissed his hands. Those who had been

most mutinous imd turbulent during the voyage, were

now most devoted and enthusiastic. Some begged

favours of him, as of a man who had already wealth

and honours in his gift. Many abject spirits, who
had outraged him by their insolence, now crouched

as it were at his feet, begging pardon for all the trouble

In (he Tablas Chronol6gicas of Padre Claiidio Clementc is

I

conceived a form of prayer said (o liave been made by Coluinl)U8

in this occasion, and which, by order of the Castilian sovereigns,

waaaHerwards used by Balboa, Cor(ez, and Pizarro, in (heir dis-

coveries. " Domine Deus x'teme et omnipotens, sacro tuo veriio

coelum, et terrain, et mare creas(i ; benedicatur et gloriflcetur

nofflen (uum, laudetur tua majestas, quie dignata est per humilem
irrviim tiium, ut ejus sacrum uonien aguosca(ur et pr.Tdicctur in

liacaltera inundl parte." Talt. Citron, de lo8nescub.,decad. <,

Valencia. ICRJ.

they had caused him, and offering for the future the

blindest obedience to his commands.' The natives

of the island, when, at the dawn of day, they had

lieheld the ships, with their sails set, hovering, on

(heir coast, had supposed them some monsters which

bad issued from the deep during the night. They
had crowded to the beach, and watched their move-

ments with awful anxiety. Their veering about, ap-

parently without effort ; the shifting and furling of

iheir sails, resembling huge wings, filled them with

a,stonishment. When they beheld their boats ap-

pioach the shore, and a numlier of strange beings

clad in glittering steel, or raiment of various colours,

landing upon the beach, they fled in affright to their

woods. Finding, however, that there was no at-

tempt to pursue nor molest them, they gradually

recovered from Iheir terror, and approached the

Spaniards with great awe; frequently prostrating

themselves on the earth, and making signs of adora-

tion. During the ceremonies of taking possession,

they remained gazing in timid admiration at the com-
plexion, the beards, the shining armour, and splendid

dress of the Spaniards. The Admiral particularly

attracted their attention, from his commanding height,

his air of authority, his dress of scarlet, and the defer-

ence which was paid him by his companions ; all

which pointed him out to be the commander.' W hen

they had still further recovered from their fears, they

approached (he Spaniards, touched their beards, and

examined their hands and faces, admiring their white-

ness. Columbus, pleased with their simplicity, their

gentleness, and the confidence they reposed in beings

who must have appeared to them so strange and

formidable, suffered their scrutiny with perfect ac-

quiescence. The wondering savages were won by

this benignity ; they now supposed that the ships had

sailed out of the crystal firmament which bounded

their horizon, or that they had descended from above

on their ample wings, and that these marvellous

beings were inhabitants of the skies.^

The natives of the island were no less objects of

curiosity to the Spaniards, differing, as they did, from

any race of men they had ever seen. Their appear-

ance gave no promise of either wealth or civilization,

for they were entirely naked, and painted with a

variety of colours. With some it was confined merely

to some part of the face, the nose, or around the eyes

;

with others it extended to the whole body, and gave

them a wild and fantastic appearance. Their com-

plexion was of a tawny or copper hue, and they were

entirely destitute of beards. Their hair was not

crisped, like the recently-discovered tribes of the

African coast, under the same latitude, but straight

> Oviedo, I. i, cap. 6. Lag Casas. Hist. Ind., ]. I , c. 40.

> Las Casas, uhi sup.

3 The idea that (he white rnen came from heaven was univer-

sally entertained by (he inhribi(an(g of (he New World. When in

(he course of subse(iuen( voyages the Spaniards conversed with the

Cacique Nicaragua, he Inquired how (hey came down from the

skies, whether flying or whether (hey descended oo clouds. Her-

rcra, decad. 5. 1. Iv, cap. S. ^ ,

"
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and coarse, partly cat short above the ears, but some

locks left long behind and falling upon their shoulders.

Their features, though obscured and disfigured by

paint, were agreeable; they had lofty foreheads and

remarkably fine eyes. They were of moderate

stature and well-shaped; most of them appeared to

be under thirty years of age : there was but one fe-

male wilh them, quite young, naked like her com-

panions, and beautifully formed.

As Columbus supposed himself to have landed on

an island at the extremity of India, he called the na-

tives by the general appellation of Indians, which was

universally adopted before the true nature of his dis-

covery was known, and has ever since been extended

to all the aboriginals of the New World.

The Spaniards soon discovered that these islanders

were friendly and gentle in their dispositions, and ex-

tremely simple and artless. Their only arms were

lances, hardened at the end by fire, or pointed with

a flint, or the tooth or lH>ne of a fish. There was no

iron to be seen among them, nor did they appear ac-

quainted wilh its properties; for, when a drawn

sword was presented to them, they unguardedly took

it by the edge.

Columbus distributed among them coloured caps,

glass beads, hawks'-bells, and other trifles, such as

the Portuguese were accustomed to trade with among
the nations of the gold coast of Africa. These they

received as inestimable gifts, hanging the beads round

their necks, and being wonderfully delighted with

their finery, and with the sound of the bells. The
Spaniards remained all day on shore, refreshing them-

selves, after their anxious voyage, amidst the beautiful

groves ufthe island ; they did not return to their ships

until late in the evening, delighted with all that they

had seen.

On (he following morning at break ofday, the shore

was thronged wilh the natives, who having lost all

dread of what at first appeared to be monsters of the

deep, came swimming ofTto the ships ; others came in

light barks which they called canoes, formed of a

single tree, hollowed, and capable of holding from

one man to the number of forty or fifty. These th««y

managed dexterously with paddles, nnd, if overturn-

ed, swam about in the water with perfect unconcern,

as if in their natural element, righting their canoes

with great facility, and baling them wilh calabashes.'

They showed great eagerness to procure more of

the toys and trinkets of the white men, not, apparent-

ly, from any idea of their intrinsic value, but because

every thing from the hands of the strangers possessed

a supernatural virtue in their eyes, as having been

brought wilh them from heaven. They even picked

up fragments of glass and earthenware as valuable

prizes. They had but few objects to offer in return,

except p.'irrots, of which great numbers were domes-

ticated among them, and cotton yarn, of which they

> Tlie calabasties of tlie Indians, which served the purposes of

glass and earthenware, supplying them wilh all sorls of domestic

uicnsilt, were produced on stately trees of Uie siic of elms.

had abundance, and would exchange large balls of

five-and-twenty pounds' weight for the merest trite.

They brought also cakes ofa kind of bread called cas-

sava, whidi constituted a principal part of their food,

and was afterwards an important article of provision:

with the Spaniards. It was formed from a great root

called yuca, which they cultivated in fields. Tills

they cut into small morsels, which they grated or

scraped, and strained in a press, making it into a broad

thin cake, which afterwards dried hard, would keep

for a long lime, and had to be steeped in water when

eaten. It was insipid, but nourishing, though the

water strained from it in the preparation was a dead-

ly poison. There was another kind uf yuca destitute

of this |K)isonous quality, which was eaten in the root,

either boiled or roasted.

'

The avarice of the discoverers was quickly excited

by the sight of small ornaments of gold, which some

of the natives wore in their noses. These the latter

gladly exchanged for glass heads and hawks'-bells; and

both parties exulted in the bargain, no doubt admir-

ing each other's simplicity. As gold, however, was

an object of royal monopoly in all enterprises of dis-

covery, Columbus forbade any traffic in it without

his express sanction ; and he put the same proiiibition

on the traffic for cotton, reserving to the crown all

trade for it, wherever it should be found in any quan-

tity.

He inquired of the natives where this gold was pro-

cured. They answered him by signs, pointing to the

south ; and he luiderstood them that in that quarter

there was a king of great wealth, insomuch, that he

was served in great vessels of wrought gold. He un-

derstood also, that there was land to the south, the

south-west, and the north-west; and that the people

from the latter frequently proceeded to the south-

west in quest of gold and precious stones ; and in

their way mjide ^^escents upon the islands, carrying

off the inhabitants. Several of the natives showed

him the scars of wounds which they informed him

they had received in battles with these invaders. It

is evident that a great part of this fancied intelligence

was the mere construction of the hopes and wishes

of Columbus ; for he was under a spell of the imagi-

nation, whirh gave its own shapes and colours to

every object. He was persuaded that he had arrived

among those islandi. described by Marco Polo, as lying

opposite Cathay, in the Chinese sea, and he construed

every thing to accord with the account given of those

opulent regions. Thus the enemies which the natives

spoke of as coming from the north-west, he concluded

to be the people of the mainland of Asia, the subjeds

of the Great Khan of Tartary, who were represented

by the Venetian traveller as accustomed to make war

upon the islands, and to enslave their inhabitants.

The country to the south, alM)unding in gold, could

be no other than the famous island of Cipango ; and

the king who was served out of vessels of gold, must

be the monarch whose magnificent city and gorgeous

Acosia, Hist. Ind., I. iv, c. (7.
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The island where Columbus had thus, for th ; first

time, set his foot upon the New World, was called

by the natives, Gnanahani. It still retains the name

nf San Salvador, which he gave to il, though called

by the English Cat Island.' The light which he had

seen the evening previous to liis making land, may
have been on Watling's Island, which lies a few

leagues to the east. San Salvador is one of the great

cluster of the Gucayos, or Bahama Islands, which

stretch south-east and north-west, from the coast of

Florida to Hispaniola, covering the northern coast of

Cuba.

On the morning of the I4lh of October, the Ad-

miral set off at day-break with the boats of the ships

to reconnoitre the island, directing his course to the

north-east. The coast was surrounded by a reef of

rocks, within which there was depth of water and

surPicient harbour to receive all the ships in Christ-

endom. The entrance was very narrow; within

there were several sand banks, but the water was as

still as in a pool.*

The island appeared throughout to be well wooded,

with streams of water, and a large lake in the centre.

As the boats proceeded, they passed two or three vil-

!s, the inhabitants of which, men as well as wo-

men, ran to the shores, throwing themselves on the

ground, lifting up their hands and eyes, either giving

thanks to heaven, or worshipping the Spaniards as

supernatural beings. They ran along parallel to the

boats, calling after the Spaniards, and inviting them

by signs to land, offering them various fruits and

vessels of water. Finding, however, that the boats

continued on their course, many of the Indians threw

themselves into the sea and swam after them, and

others followed in canoes. The Admiral received

them all with kindness and caresses, giving them

glass beads and other trifles, which were received

with transport as celestial presents; for the invariable

idea of the savages was, that the white men had come

from the skies.

In this way they pursued their course, until they

came to a small peninsula, which in two or three

days might be separated from the main land and sur-

rounded with water, and which was, therefore, spe-

cilied by Columbus as an excellent situation for a

fortress. On this there were six Indian cabins, sur-

rounded by groves and gardens as beautiful as those

of Castile. The sailors being wearied with rowing,

and the island not appearing to the Admiral of suffi-

cient importance to induce cohtnisalion, he returned

to the ships, taking seven of the natives with him,

tlial they might acquire the Spanish language, and

serve as interpreters.

' Some dispute bavin;; recently arisen as to the isiand on wiiicli

I

Columbus first landed, tlic reader is referred for a discussion ol'

lliis question lo the illustrations of lliiswork, article First Land-

{
INO OF COLVnDUS.

' Primer Viage de C^lon, Navarrcte, 1. 1.
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Having taken in a snpply of wood and water, they

left the island of San Salvador the same evening, the

Admiral being impatient lo prosecute his discoveries,

so satisfactorily commenced, and above all, to arrive

at the wealthy country lo the south, which he flat-

tered himself would prove the famous island of Ci-

pango. ; > .-. .
^ i >

CHAPTER II. ^
;

CBIIISE AyONO THE BADAMA ISLAND!.

[ 1492. ]
'
'' ':'''^''

-

On leaving San Salvador, Columbus was at a Iosk

which way to direct his course. He beheld a great

number of beautiful islands, green and level and fer-

tile, inviting him in different directions. The In-

dians on board of his vessel, intimated by signs that

they were innumerable, well-peopled, and at war
with one another. They mentioned the names of

above a hundred. Columbus immediately supposed

that he had arrived among that archipelago described

by Marco Polo as stretching along the coast of Asia,

and consisting of seven thousand four hundred and

fifty-eight islands, abounding with spices and odori-

ferous trees.

Delighted with the idea, he selected the largest

island in sight for his next visit, which appeared to

be about five leagues' distant, and where, he under-

stood from his Indians, the natives were richer than

those of San Salvador, wearing bracelets and anklets,

and other ornaments of massive gold.

The night coming on, Columbus ordered that the

ships should lie lo, as the navigation was didicult and

dangerous among this group of unknown islands, and

he feared to venture upon a strange coast in the dark.

In the morning Ihey again made sail, but met with

counter currents which delayed their progress, so

that it was not until sunset that they ancliored at the

island. Tlie next morning (I6lh) they went on shore,

and Columbus took solemn possession, giving the is-

land the name of Santa Maria de la Concepcion.

The same scene occurred with the inhabitants as

with those of San Salvador. They manifested the

same astonishment and aw ^ the same gentleness

and simplicity, and the same nakedness and absence

of all wealth. Columbus looked in vain for brace-

lets and anklets of gold, or for any other precious ar-

ticles : they had been either fictions of his Indian

guides, or his own inisinterprelations.

Finding that there was nothing in this island to in-

duce delay, he returned on board, and prepared lo

make sail for another and much larger one, which

lay to the west. At this lime one of the Indians of

San Salvador, who was on board of Ihe Nina, seeing

himself about lo be borne away by these strangers

far from his home, plunged into the sea, and swam
to a large canoe filled with natives. The boat of the

caravel put off in pursuit, but the Indians skimmeti

^
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the surface of the sea in their light bark with too

much velocity to be overtaken, and, reaching the

land, fled like wild deer to the woods. The sailors

took the canoe as a prize, and returned on board of

the caravel. Shortly afterwards a small canoe ap-

proached one of the ships, from a different part of the

island, with a single Indian on board, who came to

offer a ball of cotton in exchange for hawks'-bells. As

he paused when close to the vessel, and feared to en-

ter, several sailors threw themselves into the sea and

took him prisoner.

Columbus was extremely desirous of dispelling any

terror or distrust that might have been awakened in

the island by the pursuit of the fugitives, or by the

Indian guide who had escaped ; considering it of the

utmost importance to conciliate the good-will of the

natives fur the benefit of future voyagers. Having

seen all that had passed from his station on the high

poop of the vessel, he ordered the captive to be

brought to him ; the poor Indian was led trembling

with fear, and humbly offered his ball of cotton as a

gift.

The Admiral received him with the utmost be-

nignity, and, declining his offering, put a coloured

cap upon his head, strings of ^reen beads around his

arms, and hawks' bells in his ears, then ordering him
and his ball of cotton to be replaced in the canoe,

dismissed him, astonished and overjoyed. He ordered

that the other canoe, also, w^hich had been seized,

and which was fastened to the Nina, should be cast

loose, to be regained by its proprietors. When the

Indian reached the shore, Columbus could see his

countrymen thronging round him, examining and

admiring his finery, and listening to his account of

the kind treatment he had experienced.

Such were the gentle and sage precautions con-

tinually taken by Columbus to impress the natives

with a favourable opinion of the white men. Another

instance of the kind occurred after his leaving the

island of Conception, when he stood for the larger

island, which lay several leagues to the west. When
midway across the gulf which separated the two

islands, they overtook a single Indian in a canoe.

He had a mere morsel of cassava bread and a cala-

l>ash of water for his sea^store, and a little red paint,

like dragon's blood, for his personal decoration, when
he should land. They found, also, a string of glass

l)eads upon him, such as they had given to the natives

of San Salvador, which showed that he had come from

thence, and was probably passing from island to

island, to give notice of the ships. Columbus admired

the hardihood of this simple navigator, making such

an extensive voyage in so frail a bark. As the island

was still distant, he ordered that both the Indian and
his canoe should be taken on board; where he treated

him with the greatest kindness, giving him bread and
honey to eat, and wine to drink. The water being

very calm, they did not reach the island until too

dark to anchor, through fear of cutting their cables

with rocks. The sea alwut these islands was so

transparent, that in the day-time they could see the

bottom, and choose their ground ; and so deep, that

at two gun-shot distance there was no anchorage.

Hoisting out the canoe of (heir Indian voyager, there-

fore, and restoring to him all his effects, they sent

him joyfully to the shore, to prepare the natives for

theV arrival, while the ships lay to until morning.

The benevolent treatment of the pour Indian had

the desired effect ; the natives came in their canoes

during the night, eager to see these wonderful and

benignant strangers. They surrounded the ships,

bringing whatever their islands afforded, fruits and

roots, and the pure water of their springs. Columbus

distributed trifling presents among them, and to those

who came on board he gave sugar and honey.

Landuig the next morning, he gave to this island

the name of Fernandina, in honour of the king; it is

the same at present called Exuma.

The inhabitants were similar in every respect to

those of the preceding islands, excepting that they

appeared more ingenious and intelligent. Some of

the women wore scanty coverings or aprons of cot-

ton, and others had mantles of the same, but for the

most part they were entirely naked. Their habita-

tions were very simple, being in the form of a pavi-

lion or high circular tent, constructed of branches

of trees, of reeds and palm-leaves. They were kept

very clean and neat, and sheltered under beautiful

and spreading trees. For beds they had nets of cot-

ton extended from two i>arts, which they called

liamacs, a name since adopted into universal use

among seamen.

In endeavouring to circumnavigate the island,

within two leagues of the north-west cape, Columbus

found a noble harbour, sufficient to hold a hundred

ships, with two entrances formed by an island which

lay in the mouth of it. Here while the men had

landed with the casks, in search of water, he re-

freshed himself under the shade of the groves, which

he says were more beautiful than any he had ever

beheld ; the country was as fresh and green as in the

month of May in Andalusia ; the trees, the fruits, the

herbs, the flowers, the very stones, for the most

part, as different from those of Spain, as night from

day.' The inhabitants gave the same proofs as the

other islanders, of being totally unaccustomed to the

sight of civilized man. They regarded the Spaniards

with awe and admiration, approached them with

propitiatory offerings of whatever their poverty or

rather their simple and natural mode of life affonled;

the fruits of their fields and groves, the cotton which

was their article of greatest value, and their domes-

ticated parrots. When the Spaniards landed hi

search of water, Ihey took them to the coolest springs,

the sweetest and freshest runs, filling their casks,

rolling them to the boats, and seeking in every way

to gratify their celestial visitors.

However this state of primeval poverty might have

pleased the imagination of a poet, it was a source of

Primei" Viage de Colon . NavaiTCte, t. i.
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continual disappointment to the Spaniards, whose
avarice had lieen whetted to the quick by the scanty

specimens of gold which they had met with, and by

tlie information of golden islands continually given

by the Indians.

Leaving Fernandina, on the lOlh of October, they

steered to the south-east in quest of an island called

Saometo, where Columbus undei-stuod, from the

signs of the guides, that there was a mine of gold,

and a king wlio dwelt in a large city and possessed

greattreasures, wearing rich clothing, and jewels of

gold, and being sovereign of all the surrounding

islands. They found this island, but neither the

monarch nor the mine ; either Columbus had mis-

understood the natives, or they, measuring things by

Ibeir own poverty, had exaggerated the paltry slate

and trivial ornaments of some savage chieftain. Co-

lumbus extols, however, the beauty of the island,

to which he gave the name of his royal patroness

Isabella.' Delightful as were the others he had

visited, he declares that this surpasses them all.

Like those it was covered with trees and shrubs and

herbs of unknown kind, and of rich tropical vegeta-

tion. The climate had the same soft temperature

;

the air was delicate and balmy ; the land was higher,

witi) a line verdant hill; the coast of a fine sand

gently laved by transparent billows.

Columbus was enchanted by the lovely scenery of

this island :
'' I know not," says he, " where first to

go," nor are my eyes ever weary of gazing on the

beautiful verdure." At the south-west end of the

island, he found line lakes of fresh water, overhung

with groves, and surrounded by banks covered with

herbage. Here he ordered all the casks of the ships

to be filled. " Here are large lakes," says he, in his

journal, " and thegroves about them are marvellous,

and here, and in all the island, every thing is green,

and the herbage as in April in Andalusia. The sing-

ing of the birds is such that it seems as if one would

never desire to depart hence ; there are tlocks of par-

rots which obscure the sun, and other birds, large

and small, of so many kinds, and so different from

ours, that it is wonderful ; and besides, there are

trees of a thousand species, each having its particular

fruit, and all of marvellous flavour, so that I am in the

greatest trouble in the world not to know them, for

I am very certain that they are each of great value.

I sliall bring home some of them as specimens, and

also some of the herbs." Columbus was intent on

discovering the drugs and spices of the East, and on

approaching this island, he fancied he perceived, in the

air which came from it, the spicy odours said to be

wafted from the islands of the Indian seas : " As I

arrived at this cape," says he, " there came thence a

fragrance, so good and soft, of the flowers or trees of

the land, that it was the sweetest thing in the world.

I believe there are here ma y herbs and trees which

would be of great price in Spain for tinctures, medi-

•

' Al present called Isla Larga and Exumcta.

cines, and spices, but I know nothing of them, which

gives me great vexation."

The fish, which abounded in these seas, partook of

the novelty which characterised most of the objects in

this new world. They rivalled the birds in the tro-

pical brilliancy of their colours, the scales of some of

them glancing back the rays of light like precious

stones; as they sported about the ships, they flashed

gleams of gold and silver through the clear waves

;

and the dolphins, taken out of their element, de-

lighted the eye with the changes of colours ascribed

ui fable to the camelion.

No animals were seen in these islands, excepting

lizards, the dogs already mentioned, a kind of coney

or rabbit called " utia" by the natives, and guanas.

The last was regarded with disgust and horror by tlie

Spaniards, supposing it to be a fierce and noxious

serpent, but it was found afterwards to be perfectly

harmless, and esteemed a great delicacy by the In-

dians.

For several days Columbus hovered about this is-

land, seeking in vain to find its imaginary monarch,

or to establish a communication with him, until, at

lengtli, he reluctantly became convinced of his error.

No sooner, however, did one delusion fade away,

than another succeeded. In reply to the continual

inquiries made by the Spaniards, concerning the

source from whence they procured their gold, the

natives had uniformly pointed to the south. Colum-

bus now began to gather information of an island

which lay in that direction, and which was called

Cuba, but all that he could collect concerning it from

the signs of the natives was coloured, and gilded, and

exaggerated by his imagination. He understood it

to be of great extent, abounding in gold, and pearls,

and spices, and carrying on an extensive commerce

in those precious articles; and that large merchant-

ships came to trade with its inhabitants.

Comparing these misinterpreted acccmts with the

coast of Asia, as laid down on his map, after the de-

scriptions of Marco Polo, he concluded that this island

must be Cipango, and the merchant-ships mentioned

must be those of tlie Grand Khan, who maintained

an extensive commerce in these seas. He formed

his plan accordingly, determining to sail immediately

for this island, and make himself acquainted with its

ports, cities, and productions, for the purpose of es-

tablishing relations of traffic. He would then seek

another great island called Bohio, of which the na-

tives gave likewise marvellous accounts. His sojourn

in those islands would depend upon the quantities of

gold, spices, precious stones, and other objects of

oriental trade which he should find there. After

this he would proceed to the mainland of India,

which must be within ten days' sail, seek the city

Quinsai, which, according to Marco Polo, was one of

the most magntiicent capitals in the world ; he would

there deliver in person the letters of the Castilian

• rrimer Viage de Colon, >'aYaricte, c. i.
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Sovereigns to the Grand Khan, and, when he re-

ceived his reply, return triumphantly to Spain with

lliis document, (o prove that he had accomplished tlie

great ohject of his voyage.' Such was the splendid

scheme with which Columhus fed liis imagination,

as he was al)out to leave tlie Bahamas in quest of the

island of Culm.

' CHAPTER in.

DISCOVBKT AND COASTING OV CUBA.

[ t^w. J

For several days the departure of Columbus was

delayed hy contrary winds and calms, attended by

heavy showers, which last had prevailed, more or

less, since his arrival among the islands. It was the

season of the autumnal rains, which in those torrid

climates succeed the parching heals of summer, com-

mencing about the decrease of the August moon, and

lasting until the monlh of November.

At length, at midnight, October 24(h, he set sail

from the island of Isabella, but was nearly becalmed

until mid-day ; a gentle wind then sprang up, and,

as he observes, began to blow most amorously. Every
sail was spread, and he stood towards the west-south-

west, the direction in which he was told the land of

Cuba lay from Isabella. After three days' naviga-

tion, in the course of which he touched at a group

of seven or eight small islands, which he called Islas

de Arena, supposed to be the present Mucaras Islands,

and having crossed the Bahama bank and channel,

he arrived, on the morning of the 28lh October, in

sight of the island of Cuba. The part which he first

discovered, is supposed to be the coast to the west of

Nuevitas del Principe.

As he approached this noble island, he was struck

with its magnitude, and the grandeur of its features;

its high and airy mountains, which reminded him of

those of Sicily ; its fertile valleys, and long-sweeping

plains watered by noble rivers, its stately forests; its

bold promontories, and stretching headlands, which
melted away into the remotest distance. He an-

chored in a beautiful river, free from rocks or shoals,

of transparent water, its banks overhung with

trees. Here, landing, and taking possession of the

island, he gave it tiie name of Juana, in honour of

Prince Juan, and to the river the name of San Sal-

vador.

On the arrival of the ships, two canoes had put off

from the shore, but on seeing the boat approach (o

sound the river for anchorage, they fled in affright.

The Admiral visited two cabins, abandoned by tlieir

terriflcd inhabitants. They contained but scanty

effects; a few nets made of the fibres of the palm-
tree, hooks and harpoons of bone, and a few other

Journal of Columbus, Navan'elf, I. i.

flshing-implements; and one of the same kind of dogs

which he had met with on the smaller islands, which

never bark. He ordered that nothing should be taken

away or deranged, contenting himself with noting

the manner and means of living of the inhabitants.

Returning to his boat, he prflceede<l for some dis-

tance up the river, more and more enchanted with

the beauty of the country. The forests which cover-

ed each bank were of high and wide-spreading trees;

some bearing fruits, others flowers, while in some,

both fruit and flower were mingled, bespeaking a

perpetual round of fertility : among them were many
palms, but different from those of Spain and Africa;

with the great leaves of these, the natives thatched

their cabins.

The continual eulogies made by Columbus on the

beauty of the scenery were warranted by the kind of

scenery he was beholding. There is a wonderful

splendour, variety, and luxuriance in the vegetation

of those quick and ardent climates. The verdure of

the groves, and the colours of the flowers and blos-

soms, derive a vividness to the eye from the trans-

parent purity of the air, and the deep serenity of the

azure heavens. The forests, too, are full of life,

swarming with birds of brilliant plumage. Painted

varieties of parrots, and woodpeckers, create a glitter

amidst the verdure of the grove, and humming-birds

rove from flower to flower, resembling, as has well

been said, animated particles of a rainbow. The
scarlet flamingos, too, seen sometimes through an

opening of a forest in a distant savannah, have the

appearance of soldiers drawn up in battalion, with an

advanced scout on the alert, to give notice of approach-

ing danger. Nor is the least beautiful part of ani-

mated nature the various tribes of insects that people

every plant, displaying brilliant coats of mail, which

sparkle to the eye like precious gems.'

Such is the splendour of animal and vegetable

creation in these tropical climates, where an ardent

sun imparts, in a manner, his own lustre to every

object, and quickens nature into exuberant fecundity.

The birds, in general, are not remarkable for their

notes, for it has been observed that in the feathered

race sweetness of song rarely accompanies brilliancy

of plumage. Columbus remarks, however, that

there were various kinds which sang sweetly among

the trees, and he frequently deceived himself in fancy-

ing that he heard the voice of the nightingale, a bird

nnknown in these countries. He was, in fact, in a

mood to see every thing through a fond and favouring

medium. His heart was full even to overflowing,

for he was enjoying the fulfllment of his hopes, and

the hard-earned but glorious reward of his toils and

perils. Every thing round him was beheld with the

enamoured and exulting eye of a discoverer, where

triumph mingles with admiration; and it is difiiciilt

to conceive the rapturous state of his feelings, while

' The ladies orHavannah, on gala occasions, wear in Ihcirliuir

numbers of liiosc Insects, wliicb have a brilliancy equal to riihi< s

sapphires, or diamonds.
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OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. (m
lus exploring the charms of a virgin world, won by

is enterprise and valour.

From liis continual remarks on the beauty of the

lenery, and from the pleasure which he evidently

eiived from rural soimds and objecis, lie appears to

JVC been extremely open to lliose delicious iiiihiences,

jercised over some spirits, by the graces and wonders

fnature. He gives utterance to these feelings with

liaracteristic enthusiasm, and at the same lime with

le artlessness and simplicity of diction of a child.

Vhen speaking of some lovely scene among the

roves, or along the flowery shore of this favoured

land, be says, "one could live there for ever."

;uba broke upon him like an elysium. "It is the

lost beautiful island," he says, "that eyes ever be-

(Id, full of excellent ports and profound rivers."

he climate was more temperate here than in the

tiier islands, the nights being neither hot nor cold,

hile the birds and grasshoppers sang all night long,

ndeed there is a beauty in a tropical night, in the

epih of the dark blue sky, the lambent purity of the

tars, and the resplendent clearness of the moon, that

preads over the rich landscape and the balmy groves

charm more touching than the splendour of the

pay.

hi the sweet smell of the woods, and the odour of

he flow^ers, which loaded every breeze, Columbus

aneied he perceived the fragrance of oriental spices;

along the shores he found shells of the kind of

lyster which produces pearls. From the grass gvow-

ng to the very edge of the water, he inferred the

leacefulness of the ocean which bailies these islands,

lever lashing the shore with angry surges. Ever

ince his arrival among these Antilles, be had expe-

ienced nothing but soft and gentle weather, and he

nncluded that a perpetual serenity reigned over these

lappy seas. He was lillle suspicious of the occasional

lursls of fury to which they are liable. Charlevoix,

ipeaking from actual observation, remarks, " The
«a of those islands is commonly more tranquil than

iiirs; but like certain people who are excited with

ifliculty, and whose transports of passion are as vio-

ent as they are rare, so when this sea becomes ir-

ritated, it is terrible. It breaks all bounds, overflows

liie country, sweeps away all things that oppose it,

nd leaves frightful ravages behind, to mark the ex-

lent of its inundations. It is after these tempests,

nown by the name of hurricanes, that the shores

re found covered with marine shells, which greatly

urpass in lustre and beauty those of the European

It is a singular fact, however, that the bnr-

icanes, which almost annually devastate the Baha-

Imas, and other islands in the immediate vicinity of

Cuba, have bet^n seldom known to extend their in-

fluence to this favoured land. It would seem as if

the very elements were charijked into gentleness as

they approached it.

In a kind of riot of the imagination, Columbus finds

' Charlevoix, Hist. St Domingo, I. i, p. 20. Paris, 1730.

at every step something to corroborate the informa-

tion be had received, or fancied he had received, from

the natives. He had conclusive proofs, as be thought,

that Cuba possessed mines of gold, and groves of

spices, and that the crystal waters of its shores

abounded with pearls. lie no longer doubted that it

was the island of Cipango, and weighing anchor,

coasted along westward, in which direction, accord-

ing to the signs of his interpreters, the magnificent

city of its king was situated. In the course of his

voyage, be landed occasionally, and visited several

villages
;

particularly one on the banks of a large

river, to which he gave the name of Rio de los Mares.'

The houses were neatly built of branches of palm-

trees in the shape of pavilions ; not laid out in regu-

lar streets, bnt scattered here and there, among the

groves, and under the shade of broad-spreading

trees, like tents in a camp ; as is still the case in many
of the Spanish settlements, and in the villages in the

interior of Cuba. The inhabitants fled to the moun-
tains, or bid themselves in the woods. Columbus

carefully noted the architecture and furniture oftheir

dwellings. The houses were belter built than those

be bad hitherto seen, and were kept extremely clean.

He found in them rude statues, and wooden masks,

carved with considerable ingenuity. All these were

indications of more art and civilization than he had

observed in the smaller islands, and be supposed they

would go on increasing as he approached terra firma.

Finding in all the cabins implements for fishing, he

concluded that these coasts were inhabited merely by

fishermen, who carried their fish to the cities in the

interior. He thought also he had found the skulls of

cows, which proved that there were cattle in the

island ; though theseare supposed to have been skulls

of the manati, or sea-calf, found on this coast.

After standing to the north-west for some distance,

Columbus camein sight of a great headland, to which,

from the groves with which it was covered, he gave

the name of the Cape of Palms, and which forms the

eastern entrance to what is now known as Laguna de

Moron. Here three Indians, natives of the island of

Guanahani, who were on board of the Pinta, informed

the commander, Martin Alonso Pinzon, that behind

this cape there was a river, from whence it was but

four days' journey to Cubanacan, a place abounding

in gold. By this they designated a province situated

in the centre of Cuba ; nacan, in their language,

signifying the midst. Pinzon, however, had studied

intently the map of Toscanelli, and had imbibed from

Columbus all his ideas respecting the coast of Asia.

He concluded, therefore, that the Indians were talking

of Cublay Khan, the Tartar Sovereign, and of certain

parts of his dominions described by Marco Polo.'

He thought he understood from them that Cuba was

not an island, but terra firma, extending a vast dis-

tance (0 llie north, and that the king who reigned ia

this vicinity was at war with the great khan.

> Now called Savannali la Har.

' Lac CasitK, lib. I, cap. U. MS. ,
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This Ii.s8ue urerrursaiid mUconceptiong, he imme-

(lialely cuininunicateil to Columbus. II put an end

to llie delusion in which the Admiral had hitherto

indulged, that this was the island of Cipango ; hut

it substituted another no less agreeable, lie con-

cluded that he must have reached the maiidand of

Asia, or as he termed it, India, and if so, he could

not be at any great distance from Mangi and Catliay,

the ultimate destination of Ins voyage. The prince

in question, who reigned over this neighbouring

country, must l)e some oriental potentate of conse-

quence; he resolved, therefore, to seek the river

beyond the Cape of Palms, and despatch a present to

the monarch, with one of the letters of recommen-

dation from the Castilian Sovereigns; and after

visiting his dominions, he would proceed to the

capital of Cathay, the residence of the great khan.

Every attempt to reach the river in question, how-

ever, proved ineffectual. Cape stretched beyond cape

;

there was no good anchorage ; the wind became

contrary, and the appearance of the heavens threat-

ening rough weather, he put back to a river where he

had ancliored a day or two before, and to which he

liad given the name of Rio de los Mares.

On the iat of November, at sun-rise, lie sent the

boats on shore to visit several houses, but the inhabit-

ants fled to the woods. Columbus supposed that they

must have a dread of liis armament, thinking it one

of the scouring expeditions sent by the grand khan to

make prisoners and slaves. lie sent the boat on

shore again in the afternoon, with an Indian inter-

preter on board, who was instructed to assure the

people of the peaceable and beneficent intentions of

the Spaniards, and that they had no connexion with

the grand khan. After the Indian had proclaimed

this from the boat to the savages on the beach, part

of it, no doubt, to their great perplexity, he threw

himself into the water and swam to stiore. He was

well received by the natives, and succeeded so effect-

ually in calming their fears, that before evening there

were more than sixteen canoes about the ships,

bringing cotton yarn, and the other simple articles of

traffic of these islanders. Columbus forbade all

trading for anything but gold, that the natives might

be tempted to produce the- real riches of theircountry.

They had none to offer, and were destitute of all

ornaments of the precious metals, exceptingone, who

wore in his nose a piece of wrought silver. Colum-

bus understood this man to say that the king lived

altout the distance of four days' journey in the inte-

rior; that many messengers had been despatched to

give him tidings of the arrival of the strangers upon

the coast ; and that in less than three days' time

messengers might be expected from him in return,

and many merchants from the interior, to trade with

the ships. It is curious to observe how ingeniously

the imagination of Columbus deceived him at every

step, and how he wove every thing into a uniform

web of false conclusions. Poring over the map of

'J\iscanelli, referring to the reckonuigs of his voyage.
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ami musing on the misinterpreted wonls of lliftaimerce which gi

Indians, he imagined that he mnst be on the bordtJ,«t ; and their im

of Cathay, and about one hundred leagues from th ^jved by their liopi

capital of the grand khan. Anxious to arrive there for two or three

and to delay as little as possible in the territories c ^iis of cinnamon

this inferior prince, he determined not to await Ik ^j^g found ; but,

arrival of messengers and merchants, but to despald |)|aeious. He show

two envoys to seek the neighbouring monarch at lii ^i various other

residence. rought with him
For this mission he chose two Spaniards, llodrij; ^gm them that the

de Jerez and Luis de Torres; the latter a convcrtci |)undance to the so

Jew, who knew Hebrew and Clialdaic, and eve nd pearls also, whe
something of Arabic, one or other of which language d iiim that there

Columbus supposed might be known to this orient) (ore ornaments of

prince. Two Indians were sent with thein as guides ^kles. They repea

one a native ofGuanahani, and the other an inliabilanKiiich Columbus si

of the hamlet on the bank of the river. The amMiace in question,

bassadors were furnished with strings of beads, anl^ island. They m
other trinkets, for their travelling expenses. Instruc-

tions were given them to inform the king that Colui

bus had lieen sent by the Castilian Sovereigns,

bearer of letters and a present, which he was to di

liver personally, for the purpose of establishing

amicable intercourse between the powers. Tiiq

were likewise instructed to inform lliemselves accii'

rately about the situation and distances of certai

provinces, ports and rivers, which the Admiral s{

lied by name from the descriptions which he hail

the coast of Asia. They were moreover proviili

with specimens of spices and drugs, for the pur{

of ascertaining whether any precious articles of I

kind abounded in the country. With these pro>i

sions and instructions, the ambassadors departed, sii

days being allowed them to go and return. Many,

at the present day, will smile at this embassy to

naked savage chieftain in the interior of Cuba, inl

mistake for an Asiatic monarch ; but such was Ibej

singular nature of this voyage, a continual series

golden dreams—and all interpreted by the delusivtj

volume of Marco Polo.
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G11A1>TER IV.

FliBTUEO COiSTlNG OF CUBA.

While awaiting the return of his ambassadors, tlie|

Admiral ordered the ships to be careened and repair-

ed. He employed himself also in collecting informa-

tion concerning the country. On the day after theit

departure, he ascended the river in boats for the dis-|

tance of two leagues, until he came to fresh water,

Here landing, he climbed a hill to command a pros-

pect over the interior. His view, however, was sliut

in by thick and lofty' forests, of the most wild bul

beautiful luxuriance. Among the trees were some

which he considered to be the linaloes; many were

odoriferous, and he doubled not possessed valuable

aromatic qualities. There wus a general eageriie»$
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nong Ihe voyagers to And the precious articles of
wonls of III iQimeice wliicli grow in the favoured climes of Ihe

e on tiie bordtt ^i ; and their imaginations were continually de-
leagues from Ih jived by their ho|»e8.

I to arrive there for two or three days the Admiral was excited by
he territories c sports of cinnamon-trees, and nutmegs, and rhubarb
lot to await Ihi ,ing found ; but, on examination, they all proved

,
but to despalcl jiacious. He showed the natives specimens of those

J monarch at lii
,^1 various other spices and drugs whicli he had

lought with him from Spain; and he understood

niards, Uodrigi ^ni them that those articles were to be found in

ter a convcrtct i^indance to the south-east. He showed them gold

Idaic, and evei nd pearls also, whereupon several old Indians inform-

which language d hhn that there was a country where the natives

1 to this orient) ^ore ornaments of them round the neck, arms, and
I then as guides nUes. They repeatedly mentioned the word Bohio,

leraninhabilan ,|iich Columbus supposed to be the name of the

river. The am- lace in question, and that it was some rich district

(8 of beads, an f island. They mingled, however, great extrava-

penses. Instruc fancies with their imperfect accounts, describing na-

ing that CoIuid' ions at a distance who had but one eye; others who
ti Sovereigns, i ^j ihe heads of dogs, and who were cannibals—

1 he was to de- filing the throats of their prisoners and sucking their

establishing gg ||oo(].
>

powers. Tliej All these reports of gold, and pearls, and spices,

hemselves accn- nany of which were probably fabrications to please

mces of certain
[|,e Admiral, tended to keep up the persuasion that

i Admiral speci
,e was among the valuable coasts and islands of the

vhich he had oftut. On making a fire to heal the tar for careening

reover providedte ships, the seamen found that the wood they burnt

for the purposeftent forth a powerful odour, and, on examining it,

s articles of IbeBeclared that it was mastic. The wood abounded in

ith these provi-||),e neighbouring forest, insomuch that Columbus

lattered himself a thousand quintals of this precious

m might be collected every year; and a more abun-

int supply procured than that furnished by Scios,

land other islands of the Archipelago. In the course

It such was Ihelgf iheir researches in the vegetable kingdom, in quest

itinual series ol^jfthe luxuries of commerce, they met with the po-

tatoe, a humble root, little valued at the time, but a

more precious acquisition to man than all the spices

if Ihe East.

On the (ith of November, thft two ambassadors re-

lumed, and every one crowded to hear tidings of the

interior of the country, and of the prince to whose

capital they had been sent. After penetrating twelve

leagues, they had come to a village of fifty houses, built

similarly to those of t'.he coast, but larger; the whole

Tillage containing at least a thousand inhabitants.

They were received with great solemnity ; the natives

conducted them to the best house, and placed them

in what appeared to be intended for chairs of state,

being wrought out of single pieces of wood, into the

forms of quadrupeds. They then offered them the

principal articles of their food, fruits, and vegetables.

When they had complieiJ with the laws of savage

courtesy and hospitality, they seated themselves on

the ground around their visitors, and waited to hear

what they had to communicate.

• Vriinpr Vlage do Colon, Navarrele, Ixxi, p. W.
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The Israelite, Lnis de Torres, found his Hebrew,

Chaldaic, and Arabic, of no avail, and the Lucayan

interpreter had to be the orator. He made a regular

speech, after the Indian manner, in which he extolled

the power, the wealth, and munificence of the white

men. When he had finished, the Indians crowdetl

round these wonderful beings, whom, as usual, they

considered more than human. Some touched Ihem,

examining their skin and raiment, others kissed their

hands and feet, in token of submission or adoration.

In a little while the men withdrew, and were suc-

ceeded by the women, and the same ceremonies were

repeated. Some of Ihe women had a slight covering

of netted cotton round the middle, but most of the

inhabitants of both sexes were entirely naked. There

seemed to be something like ranks and orders of so-

ciety among them, and a chieftain who had some au-

thority ; whereas in all the natives they had previously

met with among the islands, a complete equality had

appeared to prevail.

Such were all the traces they found of the oriental

city and court which they had anticipated. There

was no appearance of gold, or other precious articles;

and when they showed specimens of cinnamon, pep-

per, and other spices, Ihe inhabitants told them they

were not to be found in that neighbourhood, but far

off to the south-west.

The envoys determined, therefore, to return to the

ships. The natives would fain have induced them

to remain for several days; but seeing them bent on

departing, a great numl)cr were anxious to accom-

pany them, imagining ihey were about to return to

the skies. They took with them, however, only one

of the principal men, with his son, who were at-

tended by a domestic.

On their way back, they for the first time wit-

nessed ihe use of a weed, which the ingenious caprice

c! man has since converted into a universal luxury,

in defiance of the opposition of the senses. They be-

held several of the natives going about with firebrands

in their hands, and certain dried herbs which they

rolled up in a leaf, and lighting one end, put the other

in their mouths, and continued exhaling and puffing

out the smoke. These rolls they called tobacco, a

name since iransferred to the plant of which they

were made. The Spaniards were struck with as-

tonishment at this singular indulgence, although pre-

pared to meet with wonders.

On their return to the ships, they gave favourable

accounts of the beauty and fertility of the country.

They had met with many hamlets of four or five

houses, well peopled, embowered among trees, laden

with unknown fruits of tempting hue and delightful

Havour. Around them were fields, planted with

the agi, or sweet pepper, wilh potatoes, with maize,

or Indian corn, and with a species of lupin or pulse.

There were fields, also, of a plant, the roots whereof

they made their cassava-bread. These, with the

fruits of their groves, formed the principal food of the

nalives, who were extremely frugal and simple in
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their diet. Tliere were vast quantities of cotton,

some just sown, some in full growth, and some

wrought into yarn, or into nets, of whicli they made

their hammocks. Of tliis lliere was great store,

both wrought and unwrought, in their houses. They

had seen many birds of rare plumage, but of un-

known species; many ducks, several small par-

tridges; and, like Columbus, they had heard the

song of a bird which they had mistaken for the night-

ingale. All that they had seen, however, betokened

a primitive and simple slate of society; for, with all

its beauty, the country was in a wild, uncultivated

state. The wonder with which they had been re-

garded, showed clearly that the people were stran-

gers to civilized man, nor could they hear of any

inland city superior to the one they had visited. The
report of the envoys put an end to many splendLil

fancies of Columbus, about this barbaric prince and

Ills capital. He was cruising, however, in a regioti

of enchantment, over which his imagination exer-

cised a magic power. As fast as one illusion passed

away another succeeded ; for, during the absence of

the emissaries, the Indians had informed him, by

signs, of a place to the eastward, where the people

collected {;old along the river banks by torch-light,

and afterwards wrought it into bars with hammers.

In speaking of this place they again used the words

Babeque and Boliio, which Columbus, as usual, sup-

posed to be the proper names of islands or countries.

The true meaning of these words has been variously

explained. It is said that they were applied by the

Indians to the coast of terra iirma, called also by

them Caritaba. It is also said that Bohio means a

bouse, and was often used by the Indians to signify

the populoHsness of an island. Hence it was fre-

quently applied to Hispaniola, as well as the more

general name of Hayti, which means highland, and

occasionally Quisqueya (t. e. the whole), on account

of its extent.

The misapprehension of these, and other words,

was a source of perpetual error to Columbus. Some-

times he confounded Bubeque and Bohio together, as

if signifying the same island ; sometimes they were

different, and existing in different quarters; and

Quisqueya he supposed to mean Quisai or Quinsai

(i. e. the celestial city), of which, as has already

been mentioned, he had received so magnificent an

idea from the writings of the Venetian traveller.

The great object of Columbus was to arrive at

some opulent and civilized country of the East, where

he mi;;lil establish a commercial relation with its

sovereign, and carry home a quantity of oriental

merchandise as a rich trophy of his discovery. The
season was advancing ; the cool nights gave hints of

approaching winter; he resolved, therefore, not to

proceed further to the north, nor to linger about un-

civilized places, which, at present, he had not the

meaud of colonising. Conceiving himself lo be on

the eastern coast of Asia, he determined to turn to

MuiUni. Iliitt. N. Mimdo. c. 3.

the east-south-east, in quest of Babeque, which h

trusted might prove some rich and civilized island.

Before leaving the river, to which he had give

the name of Rio de los Mares, he took several of tin

natives to carry with him lo Spain, for the purposi

cf teaching them the language, that in future voyage,

I hey might serve as interpreters. He took Ihemo

both sexes, having learned from the Portuguese di»

coverers, that the men always were more contenta

on the voyage, and serviceable on their return, wlin

accompanied by females. In his own enthusiasm,

and with the religious feeling of the day, he antid

pated great triumphs to the faith, and glory to th«

crown, from the conversion of these savage nations,

through the means of the natives thus instructed,

He imagined that the Indians had no system of reli-

gion, but a disposition to receive its impressions; ai

they looked on with great reverence and attention at

the religious ceremonies of the Spaniards, soon re-

pealing by rote any prayer that was taught them, and

making the sign of Ihe cross with the most edifying

devotion. They had an idea of a future state, bill

limited and confused ; it was difficult for mere sava-

ges to conceive an idea of pure spiritual existence and

delight, separate from the joys of sense, or from those

beautifid scenes which have been their favourite re-

sort while living. Peter Martyr, a contemporary ol

Columbus, mentions the ideas of the Indians on this

subject : "They confess the soul to be immortal, and

having put off the bodily clothing, they imagine il

goelh forth to the woods and the mountains, and that

it liveth there perpetually in caves ; nor do they ei

empt it from eating and drinking, but that il should

be fed there. The answering voices heard from caves

and hollows, which the Lalines call echoes, Ihe;

su[)pose to be the souls of the departed, wandering

through those places."

'

From the riatural tendency to devotion which

Columbus thought he discovered among these poor

people, from theirgenlle natures, and their ignorance

of all warlike arts, he pronounces it an easy matter

to make them all devout members of the church,

and loyal subjects of the crown. He concludes his

speculations upon Ihe advantages lo be derived from

the colonization of Ihese parts by anticipating a great

liade there fur gold, which must abound in the in-

terior; for pearls and precious stones, of which,

though he had seen none, he had received frequent

arcounts ; for gums and spices, of which he thought

he had found indubitable traces; and for the cotton,

which grew wild in vast quantities. Many of these

articles, he observed, woidd probably iinii a nearer

market than Spain, in Ihe ports and cities of Ihe

Great Khan, at which he had no doubt of soon

arriving. *

' p. MartjT, dread. 8, c. 0.—M. Lock's translation, 10(2.

> Primer Viagnde Culon, Navarrete, I. i.
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CHAPTEa V.

SEIBCD ArrEB TDE SUPPOSED ISLAND OP BABEQUE.

DESEBTION OP TBE PINTA.

[ 4492. ]

Ox the 42th of November, Columbus turned his

course to the east-south-east, to follow back the

direction of the coast. This may be considered

another critical change in his voyage, which had a

great effect upon his subsequent discoveries. He had

proceeded far within what is called the old channel,

between Cuba and the Bahamas. In two or three

days more, he would have discovered his mistake

in supposing Cuba a part of terra lirma : an error in

which he continued to the day of his death. He
might have had intimation also of the vicinity of the

continent, and have stood for the coast of Florida, or

have been carried thither by the gulf stream, or

continuing along Cuba where it leads to the south-

west, might have struck over to the opposite coast of

Yucatan, and have realized his most sanguine antici-

pations in becoming the discoverer ofMexico. It was
sufficient glory for Columbus, however, to have disco-

vered the New World. Its more golden regions were
reserved to give splendour to succeeding enterprises.

He now ran along the coast for two or three days

without stopping to explore it. No populous towns

or cities were to be seen, which, if near the sea,

would have been visible from the ships. Passing by
a great cape, to which he gave the name of Cape
Cuba, he struck eastward, to sea, in search of

Babeque, but was 30on obliged to put back in conse-

quence of a head wind and boisterous sea. He an-

cliored, therefore, in a deep and secure harbour, to

which he gave the name of Puerto del Principe, and

passed a few days exploring with his boats an archi-

pelagoofsmallbut beautiful islandsin the vicinity,since

known as El Jardin del Rey, or the king's garden.

The gulfstudded with these islands, he named the sea

of Nuestra Senora ; in modern days it has been a

lurking-place for pirates, who have found secure

shelter and concealment among the channels and

solitary harbours ot this archipelago. These islands

were covered with noble trees, among which the

Spaniards thought they discovered mastic and aloes.

Columbus supposed these, therefore, to be a part of

(he innumerable islands said to fringe the coast of

Asia, and famed for abounding in spices. While at

Ihe Puerto del Principe, he elevated a cross in a lofty

and conspicuous place adjacent to the harbour, his

usual sign of having taken possession.

On the 49th, he again put to sea in almost a calm

;

but the wind springing from the eastward, he stood

away off to the north-norih-east, and at sun-down,
was seven leagues distant from Puerto del Piincipe.

Land was now descried directly east, about sixty

miles distant, which, from the signs of the natives,

lie supposed to he the long desired island of Babeque.
He continued all night to the north-east. On the

following day, the wind continued contrary, blowing
directly from the quarter to which he wished
to steer. He was for some time within sight of

the island of Isabella, but forebore to touch there,

lest his Indian interpreters, who were from the

island of Guanahani, only eight leagues from that of

Isabella,' might desert,—the poor savages keeping a

wistful eye in the direction of their homes. Finding

the wind obstinately adverse, and the sea rough,

Columbns at length put his ship about to return to

Cuba, making signals to his companions to do the

same. The Pinta, however, commanded by Martin

Alonso Pinzon, had by this time gradually worked a

considerable distance to the eastward. As he conld

easily rejoin the other vessels with the wind astern,

Columbus repeated his signals, but they were still

unattended to. INight coming on, he shortened sail,

and hoisted signal lights to the mast-head, thinking

that Pinzon would yet join him ; but when morning

dawned, the Pinta was no longer to be seen."

The fact was, that Pinzonhad received extravagant

accounts from one of the Indians on board of his

caravel, of an island or region of great riches, lo

which he offered to guide him. His avarice was
suddenly awakened; his vessel being the best sailer,

he could easily ply to windward, while the others had
to abandon the attempt. He might be the first

therefore to discover this golden region, and enrich

himself with its first-fruits. He had long been im-

patient of the domination of the Admiral, thinking

himself entitled to an equality from having contri-

buted much of the funds of the expedition. He was
a veteran navigator, the oracle of the maritime com-
munity of Palos, and accustomed, from his wealth

and standing, to give the law among his nautical

associates. He had ill brooked, therefore, being

obliged to sail in a subordinate capacity on board of his

own ship, and several disputes had occurred between

him and the Admiral. The sudden temptation

offered to his avarice, added to his previous discon-

tent, had been too powerful for his sense of duty.

Forgetting what was due to the admiral , as his com-

mander, he had disregarded his signals, and keeping

on to the eastward, with the advantage of his su-

perior sailing, had gradually separated himself from

the squadron.

Columbus was exceedingly indignant at this deser-

tion. Independent of its being a flagrant example of

insubordination, he suspected some sinister design.

Either Pinzon intended to arrogate a separate com-

mand, and separate advantages, or to hasten back to

Spain and snatch the laurel of discovery. The heavy

sailing of his vessel, however, rendered all attempt to

pursue him hopeless : he continued on, therefore, lo

Cuba, to linish the exploring of its coast.

On the 24th of November he regained Point Cuba,

and anchored in a fine harbour formed by the mouth

< Journal ot (u iliiiulius, Navarretc CoUec. I. i, p. 61

.

> Las Cosae, Hist. Ind., t. 1, cap. 27. Hist, del Almirantr,

cap. 29. Journal of Columbus, NavarretC; t. i.
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of a river, to which he ^ve the name of St Catherine.

It was bordered by rich meadows, tlie neighbouring

mountains were well wooded, there were pines tall

enough to make masts for the finest ships, and noble

oaks. In the bed of the river they found stones veined

with gold.

Columbus continued for several days coasting the

residue of Cuba, extolling in rapturous terms the ma-

gnificence, freshness, and verdure of the scenery, the

purity of the rivers, and the number and commodious-

ness of the harlMurs. His description of one place, to

if which he gave thename ofPuerto Santo, is a specimen

of his vivid and artless feeling for the b«auties of na-

ture. " The amenity of this river, and the clearness

I

of the water, through which the sand at the bottom

may be seen; the multitude of palm-trees of various

forms, the highest and most beautiful that I have met
with, and an infinity of other great and green trees

;

i^
the birds in rich plumage and the verdure of the fields,

I
render this country, most serene Princes, of such

I marvellous beauty, that it surpasses all others in

charms and graces, as (he day doth the night in lustre.

i For which reason I often say to my people, that, much
as I endeavour to give a complete account of it to your

Majesties, my tongue cannot express the whole truth,

nor my pen describe it ; and I have been so over-

I >[ whelmed at the sight of so much beauty, that I have
I

:

^.i not known how to relate it."'

'; The transparency of the water, which Columbus

attributed to the purity of the rivei-s, is the property

j

of the ocean in these latitudes. So clear is (he sea in

the neighbourhood of some of these islands, that in

still weather the bottom may be seen, as in a crystal

fountain, and the inhabitants dive down four or five

fatlioms in search of conchs, and other shell-fish,

f which are visible from the surface. The delicate

breezes and pure waters of these islands, are among
their greatest charms.

I As a proof of the gigantic vegetation of these coasts,

Columbus mentions the enormous size of the canoes

formed from single trunks of trees. One that he saw,

was capable of containing one hundred and fifty per-

sons. Among other articles found in the Indian

dwellings, was a cake of wax. Columbus took it to

present to the Castilian Sovereigns, " for where there

is wax," said he, " there must be a thousand other

good things."* It is since supposed to have been

brought from Yucatan, as the inhabitants of Cuba
were not accustomed to gather wax.^

On the Sth of December, Columbus reached the

eastern end of Cuba, which lie supposed to be the

eastern extremity of Asia ; or, as he always termed it,

India. He gave it, therefore, the name ofAlpha and
Omega, the beginning and the end. He was now
greatly perplexed what course to take. He felt a de-

sire to follow along the coast as it bent off to the south-

west, which might bring him to the more civilized

' Hist, del Almirante, cap. 10.

' Journal of ColumbiM, Navarrctp, t. i.

' Mcmra, Hi«(. Ind., decad. i.
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CHAPTER VI.

DISCOTEBV OF UISPANIOL*.

[ 1492. 1

-the first iish they

On the Sth of December, while Columbus m 'f 'heir own countrj

steering at large beyond the eastern extremhy o
' ^ ^^ which tl

Cuba, undetermined what course to take, he descrie
'I""

ofseveral others

land to the south-east, which gradually increase "'*^^' °^ ^^^ sinaph

upon the view ; its high mountains towering aboti
"

'.

heart, remind

the clear horizon, and giving evidence of an island o
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great extent. The Indians, on beholding it, exclaima ' the surrounding

Bohio, the name by wliich Columbus understood
""'"^ beautiful pro>

them to designate some country which abounded ig
"*"*^*. "**^ •"^*»

gold. When they saw him standing on in that direc-
'sps"'*''*'

tion, they showed great signs of terror, imploring him
here were traces

not to visit it, assuring him by signs, that the inha
*'""|jood of the liarl

bitants were fierce and cruel, that they had but one
'""^" **** ^^^ <"• '

eye, and were cannibals. The wind being unfavour ^^ lurking at a

able, and the nights long, during which they did noi
PP''oacI>«d' Colui

dare to make sail in these unknown seas, they wen """^ mtercourse, dt

a great part of two days working up to the island. °'" '"* mterior.

In the transparent atmosphere of the tropics, ob-
'* ' * traces of

jects are descried at a great distance, and the piirih
*^" ^^^^> "^^ ^^e

of the air and serenity of the deep blue sky givei
ittneiKOuntains.
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forests. The mountains swept down into luxurianl '?'''^^ "P **" *'*®
J"'

plains and green savannas, while the appearance ol
'•* '""'^* "^ Moorisi

cultivated fields, with the numerous fires at iiighl,
^-bords, to warn th

and the columns of smoke which rose in various paris
^" the < Sth ofDe(
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them in all the splendour of tropical vegetation, one ' "'^ entrance of

ofthe most beautiful islands in the world, and doomed
'ken possession,

to be one of the most unfortunate.
I*."' "'^ vicinity, tl

In the evening of the 6th of December, ColumbiBP"'''fs> who immed

entered a harbour at the western end of the island,

to which he gave the name of St Nicholas, by whidl

it is called at the present day. The harbour was

spacious and deep, surrounded with large trees, man;|

of them loaded with fruit ; while a beautiful plain ei-

tended in front of the port, traversed by a fine stream

of water. From the number of canoes seen in va-
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t otiier hand,{
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'''"^ parts, there were evidently large villages in the

leighbourhood, but the natives had fled with terror

il sight of the ships.

Leaving the harbour of St Nicholas on the 7th, they

tested along the northern side of the island. It was

ofly and mountainous, but with green savannas and

xplorer, when ong-^weeping plains. At one place they caught a

every side; bui
'i^^ "P ^ '''^^ '"^ smiling valley that ran far into

might leave the
^^ interior, between two mountains, and appeared

be in a high state of cultivation.

For several days they were detained in a harbour

hich they called Port Conception; a small river

wptied into it, after winding through a delightful

wintry. The coast abounded with fish, some of

ivliich even leapt into their boats. They cast their

lets,. therefore, and caught great quantities, and

imong them several kinds similar to those of Spain,

-the first fish they had met with resembling those

Columbus m if'^'^'f^n country. They heard, also, the notes

f the bird which they mistook for the nightingale,

nd of several others to which they were accustomed.

hese, by the simple associations of idea which speak

the heart, reminded them strongly of the groves of

heir distant Andalusia. They fancied the features

the surrounding country resembled those of the

bus understooB"'''^^
beautiful provinces of Spain, and, in conse-

n extremity o

ake, he descriei

ually increasiisei

towering aboTi

e of an island o
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uence of this idea, the Admiral named the island

ispaniola.

There were traces of rude cultivation in the neigh-

ourhood of the harbour, but the natives had aban-

loned the coast on their arrival. They at one time

aw five lurking at a distance, who escaped on being

pproached. Columbus, desirous of establishing

ome intercourse, despatched six men, well armed,

ito the interior. They found several cidtivated

, and traces of roads and places where fires had

and the p'urili
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Though the whole country was solitary and de-

erled, Columbus consoled himself with the idea,

hat there must be populous towns in the interior,

rhere the people had taken refuge ; and that the

like those

ighted up on the mountains in the old countries, in

e appearance d
'** ''""^^ "^ Moorish war and sudden ravages of the

!a-bords, to warn the peasantry to tly from the coast.

On the 13th ofDecember, Columbus, with great so-

mnity, erected a cross on a commanding eminence,

it the entrance of the harbour, in sign of having

iken possession. As three sailors were rambling

bout the vicinity, they beheld a large number of the

olives, who immediately took flight ; but the sailors

reaed them, and, with great difficulty, succeeded

overtaking a young and handsome female, and
fought their wild beauty in triumph to the ships.

he was perfectly naked, which was a bad omen as

Hhe civilization of the island, but an ornament of

lid which she wore in the nose, gave hope that the

iiecious metal was to be found there. The Admiral

m soothed her terror by his kindness. He had

6SQ

her clothed, and made her presents of beads, brass

rings, liawks' -bells, and other trinkets, and sent her

on shore accompanied by several of the crew, and

three of the Indian interpreters. So well pleased was
this simple savage with her finery, and so won by the

kmd treatment she had experienced, that she would

gladly have remained with the Indian women whom
she found on board. The party which had been sent

with her returned on board late in the night, finding

that her village was far distant, and fearuig to ven-

ture inland. Confident of the favourable impression

which the report given by the woman must produce,

the Admiral, on the following day, despatched nme
stout-hearted, well-armed men, to seek the village,

accompanied by a native of Cuba as an interpreter.

They found the village about four and a half leagues

to the south-east, situated in a fine valley, on the

banks of a beautiful river.' It contained one thou-

sand houses, but all deserted, for they had beheld the

inhabitants flying as they approached. The inter-

preter was sent after them, who, with great difficulty,

quieted their terrors, assuring them of the goodness

of these strangers, who had descended from the skies,

and went about the world making precious and beau-

tiful presents. Thus assured, the natives ventured

back to the number of two thousand. They ap-

proached the nine Spaniards with slow and trembling

steps, often pausing and putting their hands upon

their heads, in token of profound reverence and sub-

mission. They were a well-formed race, fairer and

handsomer than the natives of the other island.'

While the Spaniards were conversing with them by

means of their interpreter, they beheld another mul-

titude approaching. These were headed by the hus-

band of the female Indian who had been entertained

on board of the ships the preceding evening. They
brought her in triumph on their shoulders, and the

husband was profuse in his gratitude for the kindness

with which she had been treated, and the magnifi-

cent presents which had been bestowed upon her.

The Indians having now become more familiar with

the Spaniards, and having, in some measure, reco-

vered from their extreme fear, conducted them to

their houses, and set before them cassava-bread,

iish, roots, and fruits of various kinds. Learning

from the interpreter that the Spaniards were fond of

parrots, they brought great numbers of them which

they had domesticated, and indeed offered freely

whatever they possessed ; such was the frank hospi-

tality which reigned throughout the island, where,

as yet, the passion of avarice was unknown. The
great river which flowed through this valley was bor-

dered with noble forests, among which were palms,

bananas, and many trees covered with fruit and

flowers. The air was mild as in April; the birds

sang all day long, and some were even heard in the

• This village was formci-ly known by the name of Gros Morne

,

situated on the banks of the river of " Trois Rivi(;rcs," which

empties Itself half a mile west of Port doPAix. Navarrcte. tl.

I Las Casas, lib. ), cap. US. ItIS,
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night. The Spaniards had not learnt as yet to ac-

count for the difference of seasons in tliis opposite

part of the globe; they were astonished to hear the

voice of this supposed nightingale singing in the midst

of December, and considered it a proof tliat there was

no winter in this happy climate. They returned to

the ships enraptured with the beauty of the country

;

surpassing, as they said, even the luxuriant plains of

Cordova. All that they complained of was, that

they saw no signs of riches among the natives: And
here it is impossible to refrain from dwelling on the

picture given by the first discoverers, of the state of

manners in this eventful island before the arrival of

the white men. According to their accounts, the

people of Hayti existed in that state of primitive and

savage simplicity, which some philosophers have

fondly pictured as the most enviable on earth; sur-

rounded by natural blessings, without even a know-
ledge of artificial wants. The fertile earth produced

the chief part of their food almost without culture,

their rivers and sea-coast abounded with fish, and

they caught the utia, the guana, and a variety ofbirds.

This, to beings of their frugal and temperate habits,

was gre<>t abundance; and what nature furnished

thus spontaneously they willingly shared with all the

world. Hospitality, we are told, was with them a

law of nature universally observed; there was no

need of being known to receive its succours, every

house was as open to the stranger as his own.' Co-

lumbus, too, in a letter to Luis de St Angel, obser-

ves, "Tnie it is that after they felt confidence, and

lost their fear of us, they were so liberal with what

they possessed, that it would not be believed by those

who had not seen it. Ifany thing was asked of them,

they never said no, but rather gave it cheerfully, and

showed as much amity as if they gave their very

heart; and whether the thing were of value, or of

little price, they were content with whatever was

given in return. * * * In all these islands it

appears to me that the men are content with one wife,

but they give twenty to their chieftain or king. The

women seem to work more than the men; and I

have not been able to understand whether they pos-

sess individual property ; but rather think that what-

ever one has all the rest share, especially in all articles

of provisions."

»

One of the most pleasing descriptions of the inha-

bitants of this island is given by old Peter Martyr,

who gathered it, as he says, from the conversations

of the Admiral himself. " It is certain," says he,

" that the land among these people is as common as

the sun and water ; and that ' mine and thine,' the

seeds of all mischief, have no place with them. They

are content with so little, that in so large a country

they have rather supertluity than scarceness; so that

they seem to live in the golden world, without toil,

living in open gardens; not entrenched with dykes,

Churlcvoix, Hist. St Dominf;., I. i.

> Letter of Columbus to T.nis do 81 Angel, Navarreic, I. i,

p. «r,7.

divided with hedges, or defended with walls. They

deal truly one with another, without laws, withoni

books, and without judges. They take him for ao

evil and mischievous man, who taketh pleasure in

doing hurt to another; and albeit they delight not in

superfluities, yet they make provision for the m
crease of such roots whereof they make their bread,

contented with such simple diet, whereby health is

preserved and disease avoided."

»

Much of this picture may be overcoloured by the

imagination, but it is generally confirmed by con-

temporary historians. They all concur in represent-

ing the life of these islanders as approaching to the

golden state of poetical felicity ; living under the ab-

solute but patriarchal and easy rule of their caciques,

free from pride, with few wants, an abundant Qoun

try, a happily-tempered climate, and a natural dis-

position to careless and indolent enjoyment.

CHAPTER Vn.

COASTING OF DISPANIOLA.

[ 4492. ]

When the weather became favourable, Columbui

made another attempt, on the 14lh of December, i«

find the island of Babeque, but was again baftled b;

adverse winds. In the course of this attempt, he vi

sited an island lying opposite to the harbour of Con

ception, to which, from its abounding in turtle, he

gave the name of Tortugas. The natives had fled

the rocks and forests, and alarm-fires blazed alon;

the heights, from which circumstance he inferra

that they were more subject to invasion than tin

other islands. The country was so beautiful, thai

he gave to one of the valleys the name of Valle di

Paraiso, or the Yale of Paradise ; and called a lini

stream the Guadalquivir, after that renowned rivei

which flows through some of the fairest provinces n

Spain." . Setting sail on the 16th of December at mid

night, Columbus steered again for Hispaniola. Wiiei

halfway across the gulf which separates the islands,

he i)erceived a canoe navigated by a single Indian,

and, as on a former occasion, was astonished at h

hardihood in venturing so far from land in so frail

bark, and at his adroitness in keeping it above water,

as the wind was fresh, and there was some sea run-

ning. He ordered both him and his canoe to be

taken on board ; and having anchored near a villaj,i

on the coast of Hispaniola, at present known as Puerto

de Paz, he sent him on shore well regaled and en-

riched with various presents.

In the early intercourse with these people kindnesi

never seems to have failed in its effect. The favour-

able accounts given by this Indian, and by those willi

whom the Spaniards had communicated in their pre-

> p. Murtyr, riccad. I, I. iii. Transl. of nichard Eden, <353

:• Journal of Columlius. Navarrcte Colloc., t. i.
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vious landings, dispelled the fears of the islanders.

A friendly intercourse soon took place, and the ships

were visited by a cacique of the neighbourhood,

from this chieftain and his counsellors, Columbus

bad further information of the island of Babeque,

which was described as lying at no great distance.

No mention is afterwards made of this island, nor

does it appear that Columbus made any further at-

tempt to seek it. No such island exists in the ancient

charts, and it is probable that this was one of the nu-

merous misinterpretations of Indian words, which

led Columbus and others of the first discoverers into

so many fruitless researches. The people of Hispa-

niola appeared handsomer to Columbus than any he

bad yet met with, and of a gentle and peaceable dis-

position. Some of them had trifling ornaments of

gold, which they readily gave away or exchanged

for any trifle. The country was finely diversified

with lofty mountains and fine valleys, which stretch-

ed away inland as far as the eye could reach. The
mountains were of such easy ascent, that the highest

of them might be ploughed with oxen, and the luxu-

riant growth of the forests manifested the fertility of

tlie soil. The valleys were watered by numerous

clear and beautiful streams; they appeared to be cul-

tivated in many places, and to be lilted for grain, for

orchards, and pasturage.

While detained at this harbour by contrary winds,

Columbus was visited by a young cacique of appa-

rently great importance. He was borne by four men
on a sort of litter, and attended by two hundred of

his subjects. The Admiral being at dinner when he

arrived, the young chieftain ordered his followers to

remain without, and entering the cabin, took his seat

beside Columbus, not permitting him to rise or use

any ceremony. Only two old men entered with

him, who appeared to be his counsellors, and who
seated themselves at his feet. If any thing were

given him to eat or drink, he merely tasted it, and

sent it to his followers, maintaining an air of great

gravity and dignity. He spoke but little, his two
counsellors watching his lips, and catching and com-
municating his ideas. After dinner he presented the

Admiral with a belt curiously wrought, and two
pieces of gold. Columbus gave him a piece of cloth,

several amber-beads, coloured shoes, and a flask of

orange-flower water ; he showed him Spanish coin,

on which were the likenesses of the king and queen,

and endeavoured to explain to him the power and
grandeur of those sovereigns; he displayed, also, the

royal banners and the standard of the cross : it was
all in vain to attempt to convey any clear idea by
these symbols ; the cacique could not he made to be-

lieve that there was a region en the earth which pro-

duced these wonderful people und wonderful things;

hejoined in the common idea that the Spaniards were
more than mortal, and that the country and sove-

reigns they talked of must exist somewhere in the

skies.

In the evcnina; the cacique was sent on shore in

the boat with great ceremony, and a salute fired in

honour of him. He departed in the state in which

he had come, carried on a litter, accompanied by a

great concourse of his subjects; not far behind him
was his son, borne and escorted in like manner, and

his brother on foot, supported by two attendants.

The presents which he had received firom the Ad-

miral were carried before him with great ceremony.

They procured but little gold in this place, though

whatever ornamrnts the natives possessed they

readily gave away. The region of promise still lay

farther on, and one of the old counsellors of the ca-

cique told Columbus that he would soon arrive at

islands rich in the precious ore. Before leaving this

place, the Admiral caused a large cross to be erected

in the centre of the village, and from the readiness

with which the Indians assisted, and their implicit

imitation of the Spaniards in their acts of devotion,

he inferred that it would be an easy matter to con-

vert them all to Christianity.

On the 49th of December they made sail before

day-light, but with unfavourable wind, and on the

evening of the 20th they anchored in a fine harbour,

to which Columbus gave the name of St. Thomas,
supposed to be what at present is called the Bay of

Acul. It was surrounded by a beautiful and well-

peopled country. The inhabitants came off to the

ships, some in canoes, some swimming, bringing

fruits of various unknown kinds, of great fragrance

and flavour. These they gave freely, with whatever

else they possessed, especially their golden orna-

ments, which they saw were particularly coveted by
the strangeis. There was a remarkable frankness

and generosity about these people ; they had no idea

of traffic, but gave away every thing with spontane-

ous liberality. Columbus would not permit his

people, however, to take advantage of this free dis-

position, but ordered that something should always

be given in exchange. Several of the neighbouring

caciques vi.-.ited the ships, bringing presents, and in-

viting the Spaniards to their villages, where, on
going to land, they were most hospitably entertained.

On the 32d of December a large canoe filled with

natives came on a mission from a grand cacique

named Guacanagari, who commanded all that part

of the island. A principal servant of that chieftain

came in the canoe, bringing the Admiral a present of

a broad belt, wrought ingeniously with coloured

beads and bones, and a wooden mask, the eyes,

nose, and tongue of which were of gold. He de-

livered also a message from the cacique, begging that

the ships might come opposite to his residence, which

was on a part of the coast a little further to the east-

ward. The wind preventing an immediate com-

pliance with this invitation, the Admiral sent the

notary of the squadron, with several of the crew, to

visit the cacique. He resided in a town, situated on
a river, at what they called Punta Santa, at present

Point Ilonorata. It was the largest and l)est-buill

town they had yet seen. The caci(|iie received thcni

I
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in a kind of public square, which liad beeu swept

and prepared for the occasion, and treated them with

great honour, giving tu each a dress of cotton. Tlie

inhabitants crowded round tliem, bringing provisions

and refreshmentsof various kinds. The seamen were

received into their houses as dislinguislied guests;

tliey gave them garments of cotton, and what-

ever else appeared to have value in their eyes, asking

nothing in return ; but if any thing were given, ap-

pearing to treasure it up as a sacred relic.

The cacique would have detained them all night,

but their orders obliged them to return. On parting

with them, he gave them presents of parrots and of

pieces of gold for the Admiral ; and they were at-

tended to their boats by a crowd of the natives, car-

rying the presents for them, and vying with each

other in rendering them service.

During their absence, the Admiral had been

visited by a great number of canoes and several in-

ferior caciques; all assured him that the island

abounded with wealth ; they talked, especially, of a

region in the interior, further to the east, wliich they

called Cibao, tite cacique of which, as far as they

could be understood, had banners of wrought gold.

Columbus, deceiving himself as usual, fancied that

this name Cibao must be a corruption of Cipango,

and that this chieftain with golden banners must be

identical with the magnilicent prince of that island,

mentioned by Marco Polo.*

CHAPTER Vm.

KUlPWBIiCK.

[ <492. ]

On the morning of the 24th of December, Colum-

bus set sail from Port Conception before sunrise, and

steered to the eastward, with an intention of anchor-

ing at the harbour of the cacique Guacanagari. The
wind was from the land, but so light as scarcely to

lill the sails, and the ships made but little progress.

At eleven o'clock at night, being Christmas-eve, they

were within a league or a league and a half of the

residence of the cacique; and Columbus, who had

hitherto kept watch, finding the sea calm and smooth,

and the ship almost motionless, retired to lake a

little rest, not having slept the preceding night. He
was, in general, extremely wakeful on his coasting

voyages, passing whole nights upon deck in all wea-

thers ; never trusting to the watchfulness of others,

where there was any difficulty or danger to be pro-

vided against. In the present instance he felt per-

fectly secure; not merely on account of the profound

calm, but because the boats on the preceding day, in

their visit to the cacique, had reconnoitred the coast,

• Journal of Colnmbiis, NnvarretcCollrc, t. i. Hist, del Almi-

rautc, c. 51, 52. Hvrrcra, d. i, lib. i, c. 15, 16.

and had reported that there were neither rocks nor

shoals in their course.

Never was the importance of the eye of a com-

mander more clearly illustrated. No sooner had

the vigilant Admiral retired, than the steersman

gave the helm in charge to one of the ship-boys, and

went to sleep. This was in direct violation of one of

the invariable orders of the Admiral, that the helm

should never be intrusted to the boys. The rest of

the mariners who had the watch, took like advantage

of the absence of Columbus, and in a little while

the whole crew was buried in sleep. While this

security reigned over the ship, the treacherous cur-

rents, which run swiftly along this coast, carried her

quickly, but with force, upon a sand-bank. The
heedless boy had not noticed the breakers, although

they made a roaring that might have been heard a

league. No sooner, however, did he feel the rudder

strike, and hear the tumult of the rushing sea,

than he began to cry for aid. Columbus, whose

careful thoughts never permitted him to sleep pro-

foundly, was the first to take the alarm and mount

the deck. The master of the ship, whose duty it was

to have been on watch, next made his appearance,

followed by others of the crew, half awake, and

unconscious of the peril of their situation. The

Admiral ordered them to take the boat and carry out

an anchor astern, that they might endeavour to warp

the vessel off. The master and the sailors sprang

into the boat ; but they were confused and seized

with a panic, as men are apt to be when suddenly

awakened by an alarm. Instead of obeying the

commands of Columbus, they rowed off to the

other caravel, which was about half a league to wind-

ward ; while he, supposing that they were carrying

out the anchor, trusted soon to get the vessel in deep

water.

When the boat arrived at the caravel, and made
known the perilous state in which they had left their

vessel, they were reproached with their pusillanimous

desertion, and refused admission. The commander
and several of his crew, manning their boat, has-

tened to the assistance of the Admiral, and were

followed by the recreant master and his companions,

covered with shame and confusion.

They arrived too late to save the ship, for the violent

current had set her more and more upon the bank.

The Admiral seemg that his boat had deserted him,

that the ship had swung across the stream, and that

the water was continually gaining upon her, had

ordered the mast to be cut away, in the hope of

lightening her sufficiently to float her off. Every

effort was in vain. The keel was firmly bedded in

the sand; the shock had opened several seams;

while the swell of the breakers striking her broad-

side, left her each moment more and more aground,

until she fell over on one side. Fortunately the

Aveather continued calm, otherwise the ship must

have gone to pieces, and the whole crew might have

perished amidst the currents and breakers.
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The Admiral and her men took refiige onboard the

caravel. Diego de Arana, chiefjndge of the arma-

ment, and Pedro Gutierrez, the King's butler, were

immediately sent on shore as envoys to the cacique

Guacanagari, to inform him of the intended visit of

the Admiral, and of his disastrous shipwreck. In

the mean time, as a light wind had sprung up from

shore, and the Admiral was ignorant of his situ-

ation, and of the rocks and banks that might be

lurking around him, he lay to until night.

The habitation of the cacique was about a league

and a half from the wreck. When Guacanagari

heard of the misfortune of his guest, he manifested

the utmost affliction, and even shed tears. He imme-
diately sent all his people, with all the canoes, large

and small, that could be mustered; and so active

were they in their assistance, that in a little while

the vessel was unloaded. The cacique himself, and
bis brothers and relations, rendered all the aid in

their power, both on sea and land ; keeping vigilant

guard that everything should be conducted with

order, and the property rescued from the wreck be

preserved with inviolable fidelity. From time to

time he sent some one of his family, or some principal

person u' his attendants, to condole with the Admiral,

and to entreat him not to be distressed, for that

everything he possessed should be at his disposal.

Never, in civilized country, were the vaunted

rites of hospitality more scrupulously observed, than

by this uncultured savage. All the effects landed

from the ships were deposited near his dwelling;

and an armed guard surrounded them all night,

until houses could be prepared in which to store

them. There seemed, however, even among the

common people, no disposition to take advantage of

the misfortune of the stranger. Although they

beheld, what must in their eyes have been inestima-

ble treasures, cast, as it were, upon their shores,

and open to depredation, yet there was not the least

attempt to pilfer, nor, in transporting the effects

from the ships, had they appropriated the most tri-

lling article. On the contrary, a general sympathy

was visible in their countenances and actions ; and

to have witnessed their concern, one would have

supposed the misfortune had happened to themselves.'

" So loving, so tractable, so peaceable are these

people," says Columbus in his journal, " that I

swear to your Majesties, there is not in the world a

Iwtter nation, nor a better land. They love their

neighbours as themselves ; and their discourse is ever

sweet and gentle, and accompanied with a smile;

and though it is true that they are naked, yet their

manners are decorous and praise-worthy." *

l.ist. del Almirantc, cap. 52.

Hist, del Almirante.

Las Casas, lib. i, c. 9.

CHAPTER IX.

TBANSACTIO.ilS wmi TUR NiTIVES.

On the 26th of December, Guacanagari came on
board of the caravel Nifia, to visit the Admiral ; and
observing him to be very much dejected, the com-
passionate heart of the cacique was so much moved,
that he shed tears. He repeated the message which
he had sent, entreating Columbus not to be cast

down by his misfortune, and offering every thing he
possessed, that might render him aid or consolation.

He had already given three houses to shelter the

Spaniards, and to receive the effects landed from the
wreck, and he offered to furnish more if necessary.

While they were conversing, a canoe arrived from
another part of the island, bringing pieces of gold to

be exchanged for hawk.s'-bells. There was nothing

upon which the natives set so much value as upon
these toys. The Indians were extravagantly fond of

the dance, which they sometimes performed to the
cadence of certain songs, accompanied by the sound
of a kind of drum, made from the trunk of a tree,

and the rattling of hollow bits of wood ; but when
they hung the hawks'-bells about their persons, and
heard the clear musical sound responding to the
movements of the dance, nothing could exceed their

wild delight.

The sailors who came from the shore, informed
the Admiral that considerable quantities of gold had
been brought to barter, and large pieces were eagerly
given for the merest trifle. This information had a
cheering effect upon Columbus. The attentive

cacique, perceiving the lighting up of his countenance

,

inquired into what the sailors had communicated.
When he learned its purport, and found that the

Admiral was extremely desirous of procuring gold,

he assured him, by signs, that there was a place not
far off, among the mountains, where it abounded to

such a degree as to be held in little value. He pro-

mised to procure him from thence as much as ne
desired. The place to which he alluded, and which
he called Cibao, was, in fact, a mountainous region

which the Spaniards afterwards found to contain va-

luable mines; but Columbus still confounded the

name with that of Cipango.'

Guacanagari dined on board of the caravel with
the Admiral, after which he invited him on shore to

visit his residence. Here he had prepared a colla-

tion, as choice and abundant as his simple means
afforded, consisting of utias, or coneys, fish, roots,

and the various fruits with which the island abounded.
The generous cacique did everything in his power to

honour his guest, and cheer him under his misfor-

tune, showing a warmth of sympathy, yet delicacy

of attention, which could not have been expected from
his savage state. Indeed there was a degree of innate

dignity and refinement displayed in his manners,

' Primer Viage de Colon, Navarretn, I, i. p. 114.
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that often surprised the Spaniards. lie was remark-

ably nice and decorous in his mode of eating, which

was slow and with moderation, washing his hands

when he had finished, and rubbing them with sweet

and odoriferous herbs, which CoiumlNis supposed

was done to preserve their delicacy and softness. He
was served with great deference by his subjects, and

conducted himself towards them with a gracious and

prince-like majesty. His whole deportment, in the

enthusiastic eyes of Columbus, betokened the inborn

grace and dignity of lofty lineage.'

In fact, the sovereignty among the people of this

island was hereditary, and they had a simple but

sagacious mode of maintaining, in some degree, the

verity of descent. On the death of a cacique, with-

out children, his authority passed to those of his

sisters, In preference to those of his brothers, being

considered most likely to be of his blood ; for they

observed, that a brother's reputed children may by

accident have no consanguinity with their uncle: but

those of his sister must certainly be the children of

their mother. The form of government was com-

pletely despotic ; the caciques had entire control over

the lives, the property, and even over the religion of

their subjects. They had few laws, and ruled ac-

cording to their judgment and their will ; but they

ruled mildly, and were implicitly and cheerfully

obeyed. Throughout the course of the disastrous

history of these islanders, after their discovery by the

Europeans, there are continual proofs of their affec-

tionate and devoted fidelity to their caciques.

After the collation, Guacanagari conducted Colum-

bus to the beautiful groves which surrounded his

residence. They were attended by upwards of a

thousand of the natives, all perfectly naked. Under

the shade of theirgroves, the natives performed several

of their national games and dances, which Guacana-

gari had ordered to amuse the melancholy of his

guest.

Wiien the Indians had finished their games, Co-

lumbus gave them an entertainment in return, cal-

culated at the same time to impress them with a for-

midable idea of the military power of the Spaniards.

He sent on board tlie caravel for a Moorish bow and

a quiver of arrows, and a Castilian who had served

in the wars of Granada, and was skilful in the use of

them. When the cacique beheld the accuracy with

which this man used his weapons, he was greatly

surprised, being himself of an unwarlike character,

and little accuotomed to the use of arms. He told

the Admiral that the Caribs, who often made des-

cents upon his territory, and carried off his sub-

jects, were likewise armed with bows and arrows.

Columbus assured him of the protection of the Cas-

tilian monarchs, who would destroy the Caribs, for

he let him know that he had weapons far more tre-

mendous, against which there was no defence. In

proof of this, he ordered a bombard or heavy cannon,

lias Casa», I. i, c. 70, MS. rriincr viagcdc Colon, >'avarrete,

l\xi. p. 114.

and an arquebuse to be discharged. At the sound of

these weapons, the Indians fell to the ground at

though they had been struck by a thunderbolt; and

when they saw the effect of the ball, rending and

shivering the trees like a stroke of lightning, they

were filled with dismay. On being told, however,

that the Spaniards would defend them with the$«

arms, against the invasions of their dreaded enemiet

the Caribs, their alarm was changed into confident

exultation, for they considered themselves under the

protection of the sons of heaven, who had come from

the skies armed with thunder and lightning.

The cacique now presented Columbus willi several

of his national jewels, a mask carved of wood, with

the eyes, ears, and various other parts of gold ; he

hung plates of the same metal round his neck, and

placed a kind of golden coronet upon his head. He

displayed also the natural munificence of his disposi-

tion, by dispensing various presents among the fol-

lowers of the Admiral ; acquitting himselfin all things,

in his simple and savage slate, in a manner that would

have done honour to an accomplished prince in civi-

lized life.

Whate^'er trifles Columbus gave in return, were

regarded with reverence as celestial gifts. The In-

dians, in admiring the articles of European manufac-

ture, continually repeated the word turey, which in

their language signifies heaven. They pretended to

distinguish the different qualities of gold by the smell

;

in the same way, when any article of tin, of silver,

or other white metal was given them, to which they

were unaccustomed, they smelt it and declared it

" turey" of excellent quality. Every thing in fact,

from the hands of the Spaniards, was precious in their

eyes ; a rusty piece of iron, an end of a strap, a head

of a nail, every thing had an occult and supernatural

value and smell of turey. Ilawks'-bells, however,

were by them sought with a mania only equalled by

that of the Spaniards for gold. They could not con-

tain their ecstasies at the sound, dancing and playing

a thousand antics. On one occasion an Indian gave

half a handful of gold-dust in exchange for one of

these toys; and no sooner was he in possession of it,

than he, bounded away to the woods, looking often

behind him, and fearful that the Spaniards would re-

pent of having parted so che-ply witL such an ines-

timable jewel.

'

The extreme kindness of the cacique, the gentle-

ness of his people, the quantities of gold which were

daily brought to be exchanged f<n' the veriest trifles;

and the information contmually received of sources of

wealth in the bosom of this beautiful island, all con-

tributed to console the Admiral for the misfortune he

had suffered.

The shipwrecked crew also, living on shore, and

mingling freely with the natives, became fascinated

with their easy and idle mode of life. Exempted by

their simplicity from the painful cares and toils which

civilized man inflicts upon himself by his many arlifi-

' Lab Casas, 1. 1, c. 70. MS.
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cial wants, the existence of these islanders seemed to

the Spaniards like a pleasant dream. They disquiet-

ed themselves about nothing. A few fields, cultivat-

ed almost without labour, furnished the roots and

vegetables which formed a great part of their diet.

Tiieir rivers and coasts abounded with fish; their trees

were laden with fruits of gulden or blushing hue, and

heightened by a tropical sun to delicious flavour and

fragrance. Softened by the indulgence of nature, a

^eat part of their day was passed in indolent repose,

in that luxury of sensation inspired by a serene sky

gnd a voluptuous climate ; and in the evenings they

danced in their fragrant groves, to their national songs,

or the rude sound of their sylvan drums.

Such was the indolent and holiday life of these

Hinple people ; which, if it had not the great scope of

njoyment, nor the high-seasoned poignancy of plea-

of his disposi- are which attends civilization, was certainly desti-

imong the fol-

ilfin all things,
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iS Gasas, speaking of their perfect nakedness, ob-

lerves, it seemed almost as if they were existing in

Ihe state of primeval innocence of our first parents,

lefore their fall brought sin into the world. He
light have added, that they seemed exempt likewise

rom the penally inflicted on the children of Adam,

hat they should eat their bread by the sweat of their

irow.

When the Spanish mariners looked back upon their

lo'dsome and painful life, and reflected on the cares

ind hardships that must still be their lot if they re-

urned to Europe, it is no wonder that they regaided

irlth a wistful eye the easy and idle existence of these

ndians. Wherever they went they met with ca-

tssing hospitality. The men were simple, frank,

ittd cordial ; the women loving and compliant, and

rompt to form those connexions which anchor the

ells, however, nost wandering heart. They saw gold glittering
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injoyment to be procured without cost. Captivated

ly these advantages, many of the seamen surrounded

the Admiral; they represented the difficulties and

infferings which they must encounter on a return

royage, where so many would be crowded in a small

caravel, and they entreated permission to remain in

he island.

CHAPTER X.

BOIU>INO OF THE FORTBESS OF LA NiVIDAD.

[ 1492. ]
S

The solicitude expressed by many of his people to

le left behind, added to the friendly and pacific cha-

acterof the natives, now suggested to Columbus the

dea of forming the germ of a future colony. The

irreck of the caravel would afford abundant materials

construct a fortress, which might be defended by

ler guns, and supplied with her ammunition; and he

' Primer Viage de Colon, Navarrete, IxKl, p. H6.

could spare provisions enough to maintain a small

garrison for a year. The people who thus remained

in the island could explore it, and make themselves

acquainted with its mines, and other sources ofwealth

;

they nr.ight, at the same time, procure by traffic a

large quantity of gold from the natives ; they could

learn their language, and accustom themselves to their

habits and manners, so as to be of great use in future

intercourse. In the mean time, the Admiral would

return to Spain, report the success of his enterprise,

and bring out reinforcements.

No sooner did this idea break upon the mind of

Columbus, than he set about accomplishing it with

his accustomed promptness and celerity. The wreck

was broken up and brought piecemeal to shore, and

a site chosen, and preparations made for the erection

of a tower. When Guacanagari was informed of the

intentions of the Admiral to leave a part of his men
for the defence of Ihe island from the Caribs, while

he returned to his country for more, he was greatly

overjoyed. His subjects manifested equal delight at

the idea of retaining those wonderful people among

them; and at the prospect of the future arrival of the

Admiral, with ships freighted with hawks'-bells and

other precious articles. They eagerly lent their as-

sistance in building the fortress—little dreaming that

they were assisting to place on their necks the galling

yoke of perpetual and toilsome slavery.

The preparations for the fortress were scarcely

commenced, when a report was brought by certain

Indians that the caravel Pinta had anchored in a river

at the eastern end of the island. Columbus imme-

diately procured a canoe from Guacanagari, navigated

by several Indians, in which he sent a Spaniard, with

a letter to Pinzon, making no complaints of his deser-

tion, but urging him tojoin company immediately.

After three days' absence the canoe returned, hav-

ing coasted the island for twenty leagues, without

having seen or heard any thing of the Pinta ; and

though the Admiral immediately afterwards had

further reports of her being to the eastward, he gave

them no credit.

The desertion of this vessel was a source of great

anxiety to Columbus, and altered all his plans. Should

Pinzon return to Spain before him, he would doubt-

less seek to excuse his conduct by injurious misrepre-

sentations, detrimental to his future expeditions. He
might even try to forestall him with the public, and

bear off the glory of the discovery. Should the Pinta

be lost, the situationofColumbus wasstill more critical.

But one ship of the three would then be surviving, and

that one an indifferent sailer. On the piecarious

return of that crazy bark, across an immense expanse

ofocean, depended the ultimate success of his expedi-

tion. Should that one likewise perish, every record

of his great discovery would be swallowed up with it;

the obscurity of his fate would perliaps deter all fu-

ture enterprise, and the New World would remain,

as heretofore, unknown. He durst not risk such an

event by prolonging his voyage, and exploring those

Si
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magnificent regions wliieh seemed lo lie inviting liim

on every hand. He determined, therefore, to lose no
time in returning direct to Spain.

Wliile the fortress was building, the Admiral con-

tinned to receive every day new proo& of the amity

and kindness of Guacanagari. Whenever he went

on shore, to superintend tlie works, he was entertained

in the most hospitable manner by that chieftain. He
had the largest house in the place prepared for his

reception, strewed or carpeted with palm leaves, and

furnished with low stools, of a black and shining wood
that looked like jet. When he received the Admiral,

it was always in a style of princely generosity, hang-

ing around his neck some jewel of gold, or making

him some present ofsimilar value.

On one occasion, he came to ir.cet him on his land-

ing, attended by five tributary caciques, each carrying

a coronet of gold; they conducted him, with great

deference, to the house already mentioned, where,

seating him in one of the chairs, Guacanagari took off

his own coronet of gold and placed it upon his head

:

Columbus in return took from his neck a collar of fine-

coloured beads, which he put round that of the ca-

cique; he invested him in a mantle of fine cloth,

which he wore, gave him a pair of coloured boots, and

put on his finger a large silver ring, upon which me-
tal the Indians set a great value, it not being found in

their island. Such were the acts of kindness and

amity continually interchanged between Columbus
and this warm-hearted, open-handed cacique.

The latter, also, exerted himself to the utmost to

procure a great quantity of gold for the Admiral be-

fore his departure. The supplies thus furnished, and
the vague accounts collected through the medium of

signs and imperfect interpretations, filled the mind of

Columbus with magnificent ideas of the wealth which
must exist in the interior of this island. The names
of caciques, mountains, and provinces, were confused

together in his imagination, and supposed to mean
various places where great treasure was to be found

;

above all the nameof Cibao continually occurred, the

golden region among the mountains, from whence the

natives procured most of the ore for their ornaments.

In the pimento or red pepper which abonnded in the

island, Columbus fancied he fonnd a trace of oriental

spices, and he thought he had met with specimens of

rhubarb.

Passing, with his usual buoyancy of spirit, from a

state of doubt and anxiety to one of sanguine anticipa-

tion, he now considered his shipwreck as one of those

providential events mysteriously ordained by Heaven

to work out the success of his enterprise. Without

this seeming disaster, he should never have remained

to find out the secret wealth of the island, but should

merely have touched at various parts of its coast, and

have passed on. As a proof that the particular hand
of Providence was exerted in it, he cites the circum-

stance of his having been wrecked in a perfect calm,

without wind or wave ; and the desertion of the pilot

and mariners,when sent to carry out an anchor astern

;

*.*.,.
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for, had they performed his orders, the vessel woti!<|

have been hauled off, they would have pursued their

voyage, and the treasures of the island would have

remained a secret to them. But now he looked for-

ward to glorious fruits to be reaped from this seeming

evil ; " for he hoped," he said,
'

' that when he return- ^ven to Diego de i

cd from Spain, he should find a ton cfgold collected lotary and alguazil

in traffic by those whom he had left liehind, and that lain all the powers
they had discovered mines and spici's in such quanii- ibe Catliolic Soven
ties, that the Sovereigns, before three years, would iras to be succeedt

be able to undertake a crusade for the deliverance ol dying, by Rodrigo
the holy sepulchre. For so I protested to your High- unong tlie number
nesses," he adds, " that all the gain of this my enter- milker, a cooper, a
prise should be spent in the conquest of Jerusalem, a their several call!

and your Highnesses smiled, and said that it pleased eft with them, to

you, and that witiiout this you were well disposed to eeds to sow, and a
the undertaking." odian traffic, that t

Such was the visionary, yet generous enthusiana i possible against tl

of Columbus, the moment that prospects of vast As the time drew
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to accumulate, immediately filled his imagination mphatic language,
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after discoveries. It linked his fortunes, for the re- less, and how impoi

mainder of his life, to this island; which was doomei beir welfare. That
to be to him a source of cares and troubles, to involve heir intercourse wit

him in a thousand perplexities, and to becloud bis rays with gentlenes:
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So great was the activity of the Spaniards in th

construction of their fortress, and so ample the i

sistance rendered by the natives, that in ten daysii

was sufficiently complete for service. A large vaul(

had been made, over which was erected a strui^

wooden tower, and the whole was surrounded byij

wide ditch. It was stored with all the ammunilin

that had been saved from the wreck, or that could li

spared f om the caravel ; and, the guns being mount^

ed, the whole had a formidable aspect, sufficient I

overawe and repulse this naked and unwarlike people.

Indeed Columbus was of opinion that but little fun

was necessary to subjugate the whole island. M
considered a fortress, and the restrictions of a

§

son, more requisite to keep the Spaniards themselva

in order, ami to prevent their wandering about, an

committing acts of licentiousness among the nativei

The fortress being finished, he gave to it, as wel

as to the adjacent village and the harbour, the nao

' Primer Viage de Colon, Navarretc, Ixxi, p. 117.
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[i this seeming wd exemplary. The command of the whole was

[len he return- |iven to Diego de Arana, a native of Cordova, and

gold collected io(ary and alguazil to (he armament, who was to re-

liiid, and thi( ain all the powers which had been vested in him by

ihe Catliolic Sovereigns. In case of his death, he

ras to be succeeded by Pedro Gutierrez, and, he

lying, by Rodrigo de Escobe<lo. TSiere were also

unong the number a physician, a ship-carpenter, a

taulker, a cooper, a tailor, and a gunner, all expert

A their several callings. The boat of the wreck was

tt with them, to be used in fishing, a variety of

ell disposed tolKeds to sow, and a large quantity of articles used in

odian trafOc, (hat (hey might procure as much gold

us enthusiasm t possible against tlie Admiral's return.'

pects of vast As (he (ime drew nigh fur his depar(ure, Colum-

in some spiritt us assembled (he men who were (o remain in (he

sordid avidity

isappotn(meni

iland, and addressed (iiem in (he most earnest and

s imagination ioiphatic language. He charged (hem, in (he name

re. But how if (he Sovereigns, to be obedient (o (he officer (o

inscrn(able de irhom he had in(rusted the command. That they

hichColumbos hould maintain the utmost respect and reverence

reveal to him gr (he cacique Guacanagari and his chief(ains, re-

limi(ed all hii oilecdng how deeply (hey were indeb(ed to his good-

ies, for the re- less, and how important a continuance of it was to

ch was doomed heir welfare. 'i'ha( (hey should be circumspect in

bles, to involve heir intercourse with (he na(ives, treating (hem al-

to becloud In rays wi(h gendeness ^v.d jusdce, avoiding all acts of

[iolence, and all dispu(e8; and, above all, being dis-

Tee( in (heir conduct towards (he Indian women,

he frequen( source of (roubles and disasters in the

ntercourse with savage nations. He warned (hem,

noreover, no( (o sca((er themselves asunder, but to

ieep toge(her, as (hey derived 8ate(y from (heir

lied number ; and (ha( (hey should no( s(ray beyond

le friendly territory of Guacanagari. He enjoined

upon Arana, and Ihe other persons in command,

do (heir utmost to acquire a knowledge of the pro-

ictions and mines of the island, to procure gold and

s, and to explore the coast in search of a better

ituation for a settlement, the present harbour being

nvenient and dangerous, on account of the rocks

shoals which beset its entrance.

On (he 2d of January, 1-f93, Columbus landed (o

ie a farewell of (he generous cacique arid his chief-

s, intending (he nex( day (o set sail. He gave

im all a parting feast at the house which had been

ivoted (0 Ills use, and commended (o their kindness

men who were to remain, especially Diego de

rana, Pedro Gutierrez, and Rodrigo de Escobedo,

lieutenants, assuring (he cacique (ha(, when he
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Kurned from Castile, he would bring abundance of

levels more precious than anything he or his people

Hd yet seen. The wor(hy Guacanagari showed

|rea( concern at the idea of his departure, and assured

' Primer Viage de Colon, Navairete, (xxi.

fflte, c. S3.

HUt. del Almi-

him that, as to those who remained, he should fur-

nish them with provisions, and render them every

service in his power.

Once more, to impress the Indians with an idea

of the warlike prowess of (he whi(e men, Columbus

had skirmishes and mock-figh(8 performed by his

crews. In these they made use of (heir various

arms and weapons ; (heir swords, bucklers, lances,

cross-bows, arquebusses, and cannon. The In-

dians were a8(oni8hed at the keenness of their

swords, and at the deadly power of the cross-

bows and arquebusses; but when the heavy bom-

bards were discharged from the fortress, wrapping

it in wreaths of smoke, shaking the forests with

(heir thunder, and shivering the trees with the balls

ofstone, which in those times were used in artillery,

there was the deepest awe mingled with their ad-

miration. Conceiving that these tremendous powers

were all to be employed for their protection, they

rejoiced while they trembled ; since no Carib would
now dare to invade the tranquillity of their island,

and carry them into cap(ivi(y.

'

When (he fes(ivi(ie8 of (he day were over, Colum-
busembraced the cacique and his principal chieflains,

and took a final leave of them. Guacanagari was
greatly affected, and shed tears ; for while he had

been awed by the dignified demeanour of the Ad-
miral, and (he idea of his superhuman na(ure, he had

been comple(ely won by (he benigni(y of his man-
ners. Indeed, (he pardng scene was sorrowful on

all sides. The arrival of (he ships had been an event

of wonder and exci(ement to the islanders, who had

as yet known nothing but the good qualities of their

guests, and had been enriched by (heir celesdal gifts;

while the rude seamen had been fla((ered by (he

blind deference paid (hem, and cap(iva(ed by the

kindness and unlimited indulgence with which they

had been treated.

The sorest parting was between the Spaniards

who embarked and those who remained behind ; for

(here is a s(rong sympathy arising from a com-
panionship in perils and adventures which binds the

liearts of men together. The little garrison, how-
ever, evinced a cheerful spirit and stout resolution.

They looked forward with bright anticipations to

the day when the Admiral should return from Spain

with large reinforcemen(s, and (hey promised (o give

him a good account of all things in the island. The
caravel was detained one day longer by (he absence

of some of (he Indians whom (hey were (o take to

Spain. At length the signal-gun was fired ; they

gave a parting cheer (o (he handful of comrades (bus

left in (he wilderness of an unknown world, who
echoed (heir cheering as they gazed wis(fully after

(hem from (he beach, but who were destined never

to welcome their re(urn.

• Primer Viage de Colon, Navarrele, Uxi, p. <2I.
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BOOK V.

CHAPTER I.

GOUTINU TOWARDS TUB KiSTEHN KND Of UUPAfllULA. IIKKT-

' mo WITO PINION. AFFAIB 1ITITH TDK NATITKS AT THB GULP

or 8E1IANA.

[ 1485. ]

It was on the -Ith of January that Cohimbus set

sail from La Navidad on his return to Spain. The
wind being tight, it was necessary to tow tlie caravel

out of the harbour, and clear of the reefs Avhich en-

vironed it. They then stooti eastward, towards a

lofty promontory with trees, but covered with grass,

and sliapcd like a tent, having at a distance the ap-

pearance of a towering island, being connected with

Hispaniola by a low neck of land. To this promon-

tory, Columbus gave the name of Monte Christi, by

which it is still known. The country in the imme-
diate neighbourhood was level, but further inland

rose a high range of mountains, avcII wooded, with

•^
broad fruitful valleys between them, watered by
abundant streams. The wind being contrary, they

'; were detained for two days in a large bay to the

^'. west of the promontory. On the 6th, they again
'

i made sail with a land breeze, and, weathering the

cape, advanced ten leagues, when the wind again

turned to blow freshly from the east. At this time,

a sailor stationed at the mast-head to lookout for

rocks, cried out that he beheld the Pinta at a distance.

Every one was animated at the intelligence, for it

was a joyful event once more to meet with their com-
panion in these lonely seas. The Pinta came
sweeping towards them directly before the wind,

with flowing canvass, and the Admiral seeing that it

was in vain to contend with the adverse wind, and
that there was no safe anchorage in the ueighl)our-

hood, put back to the bay west of Monte Christi, fol-

lowed by the other caravel. At their first interview,

Martin Alonso Pinzun endeavoured to account to the

Admiral for his temporary desertion, pretending that

it was involuntary, and offering various weak and
unsatisfactory excuses. Columbus restrained his in-

dignation, and tacitly admitted them. Pinzon had a

powerful party in the armament j most of the mari-

ners were his townsmen, several of them his rela-

tions, and one of the commanders was his brother

;

whereas Columbus was a stranger among them, and,

Avhat was worse, a foreigner. Pinzon had ungene-
rously presumed upon these circumstances several

times in the course of the voyage, arrogatins" to him-
self undue importance, and ireatii g the Admiral with

disrespect. Unwilling to provoke any altercations

which might disturb the remainder of the voyage,

Columbus listened passively, but incredulously, to

the excuses of Pinzcn convinced that he had wil-

fully parted from him, for selfish purposes. Various
particulars, gathered partly from his own story, and

partly from that uf liis companions, confirmed thiJnation of Colamb

opinion. It was evident he had been actuated byi character to ev«ryl

sudden impulse of avarice. On parting with th( li'ied these misshs

other caravel, he had steeretl eastward in search « ancient story,

an island of imaginary wealth, described by the In On the evening

dians on board uf his vessel. Having wasted soim made sail, and on

lime among a cluster of small islands, supposed ii

have been the Caicos, he had at length been guidn

by the Indians to Hispaniola, where he had been fo

three weeks, trading in various places with the na

tives; especially in a river about fifteen leagues eas

of the harbour of Nativity. He had collected a largi

quantity of gold, one half of which he retained*

captain, the rest he divided among his men, to se

cure their fidelity and secrecy. After thus makin

considerable booty, he had left the river, carryin

off four Indian men and two girls, whom he liai

taken by force, with the intention of selling them ii

Spain. He pretended to have been entirely ignoran

that Columbus was in a neigiibouring part of thi

island, and declared that he was in search of hin

when they met off Monte Christi.

'

Being thus rejoined by the other caravel, Colum

bus would have felt encouraged to explore the coast

of this fancied island of Cipango; in which case hi

had no doubt of being able to load his ships will

treasures: but he had lost all confidence in thi

Pinzons; he found himself subject to frequent ar

rogance and contradiction from them, and had ni

security that Martin Alonso might not again desei

him on the least teuiptaliun. lie determined, there

fore, to continue his route to Spain, and to leave tb

exploring of these golden regions for a subsequeo

expedition.

The boats were accordingly despatched to a largi

river which empties itself into the bay, to take in

supply of wood and wuler for the voyage. Thi

river, called by the natives the Yaque, descends froi

the mountains of the interior, and in its course to th

ocean receives the contributions of various niiiio

streams. Columbus observed among the sands a

its mouth, many particles of gold, * and found otlier

adhering to the hoops of the water-casks ; wherefni

he gave to this stream the name of Rio del Oro, o

the golden river; it is at present called the Santiago

In tliis neighbourhood were turtles of great size

Columbus also mentions in his journal that he sai

three mermaids which elevated themselves abo\

the surface of the sea, and he observes that he iiai

before seen such on the coasts of Africa. lie add

that they were by no means the beautiful beings thi

had been represented, although they possessed som

traces of the human countenance. It is suppose

that these must have been manati or sea-calves, seei

indistinctly and at a distance; and tliat the imagi

' Hist, del Almirantc, c. 31.

> Los Casas suggests lliat tliese may have been particles otnui

casite, wliicli al)oun(ls in (liis river, and in tlie oUier sim
wliicli fall from the mountains of Cibao.—Las Casas, Hist. lod.

I. i, c. 76.
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character to everything in this new world, had iden-

ancient story,

On the evening of the 0th of January, they again

made sail, and on the following day arrived at the

B, supposed tel river where I'nizon had been trading, to which

h been guidn Columbus gave the name of Rio de Gracia ; but it

took the appellation of its original discoverer, and

long continued to be known as the river of i larlin

Alonso. Here he had additional proofH of Pinzon's

duplicity ; ascertaining that he had Iwen sixteen

days in the river, although he had obliged his crew

is men, to se to declare that he had been but six ; anu that he had

thus makini

river, carryinj

whom he h»

selling them ii

itirely ignoran
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received tidings of the shipwreck at the harlMur of

Nativity, but had delayed saiiitig to the assistance of

the Admiral, until he had served his own interests

by collecting gold.' Columbus still forbore to notice

this flagrant violation of duly ; but he obliged Pinzon

to restore to their homes the four men and two girls

whom he had taken from this neighbourhood, and

who were dismissed well-clothed, and with many
presents, to atone for the wrong they had expe-

rienced, and to prevent its prejudicing the natives

against the Spaniards. This restitution was made
with great unwillingness, and many high words on

the part of Pin/on.

The wind being favourable, for in these regions

the trade wind is often alternated during autumn and

winter by north-westerly breezes, Ihey continued

coasting the island, until they came to a high and

beautiful headland, to which they gave the name of

Cape del Enamorado, or the Lover's Cape, but which

at present is known as Cape Cabron. A little l)eyond

tched to a lai^ this, they anchored in a vast bay, or rather gulph,

three leagues in breadth, and extending so far inland,

that Columbus at flrst supposed it might be an arm

of the sea, separating Ilispaniola from some other

ay, to take in

voyage. Thi

, descends froi

its course to Ihf land. On landing, they found the natives quite

different from the gentle and pacific people they had

hitherto met with on this island. These were of a

ferocious aspect, and of a turbulent and warlike

deportment. They were hideously painted, and

various miiio

ng the sands

ind found otiiei

sks; wherefoi
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with the feathers of parrots and other birds of gaudy

plumage. They were armed with bows and arrows,

war-clubs and swords of a formidable kind. Their

bows were of tlie length of those used by the English

ves that he liafl archers ; their arrows were of slender reeds, pointed

frica. He add with hard wood, and sometimes tipped with bone

or with the tooth of a fish. Their swords were of

palm wood, as hard and heavy as iron : they were

notshaip, but broad, nearly of the thickness of two

fingers, and capable, with one blow, of cleaving

tlirough a helmet to the very brains. ' Though thus

prepared for combat, the natives made no attempt

to molest the Spaniards; on the contrary, they sold

the latter two of their bow.*; and several of their

< Hist, del Almirantc, c. 34.

' Los Casa3, Hist. Ind., lib. i, cap. 77. MS.

arrows, and one of them was prevailed upon to go on

board of the Admiral's ship.

When Columbus beheld the ferocious looks, and

hardy undaunted manner of this wild warrior, be

was persuaded that he and his companions must be of

the nation of Caribs, so much dreaded throughout

these seas, and that the gulph in which he was an-

chored must be a strait separating their island from

IlLspaniola. On inquiringuf the Indian, however, he

still pointed to the east, as the quarter in which were

sitiiated the Caribbean islands. He spoke also ofan

island, which he called Mantinino, which Coliimbus

fancied him to say was peopled merely by women,
who received the Caribs among them once in the

course of a year, for the sake of continuing the popu-

lation of their island. All the male progeny resulting

from such visits were delivered to the fathers, the

female remained with the mothers.

This Amazonian islaiul is repeatedly mentioned in

the course of the voyages of Columbus, and is

another of his self-delusions, which are to be explained

by the work of Marco Polo. That traveller described

two islands near the coast of Asia, one inhabited

solely by Avomen, the other by men, between which

a similar intercourse sul)si8ted ;' and Columbiis, sup-

posing himself in that vicinity, easily interpreted the

signs of the Indians to coincide with the descriptions

of the Venetian.

Having regaled this warrior on board of the cara-

vel, and made him various presents, the Admiral

sent him on shore, in hopes, through his mediation,

of opening a trade for gold with his companions.

As the boat approached the land, upwards of lifty

savages, armed with bows and arrows, war-clul»

and javelins, were seen lurking among the trees.

On a word from the Indian who was in the boat,

they laid by their arms and came forth to meet the

Spaniards. The latter, according to directions from

the Admiral, endeavoured to purchase several of their

weapons to take as curiosities to Spain. They parted

with two of their bows; but, suddenly conceiving

some distrust, or thinking to overpower this handful

of sti-angers, they rushed to the place where they had

left their weapons, snatched them up, and returned

with menacing looks, and provided with cords, as if to

bind the Spaniards. The latter immediately attacked

them, wounded two, and piit the rest to flight, ter-

rified at the flashing lustre and keen edge of the

European weapons. The Spaniards would have

pursued and put several to the sword, but they were

restrained by the pilot who commanded the boat.

This was the first contest they had had with the In-

dians, and the flrst time that native blood had been

shed by the white men in the new world. Columbiis

lamented to see all his exertions to maintain an ami-

cable intercourse vain : he consoled hiinself with the

idea, however, that if these were Caribs, or front'r**

Indians of warlike character, they would be in:;i!ii!n

with a dread of the force, and the weapom hi (f.e

' Marco Polo, lib. iii, cap. 37.
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white men, and would thus be deterred from molest-

ing the little garrison of Fort Nativity. The fact was,

that these were of the tribe of the Ci^uayans, a bold

and hardy race of Indians, inliabiting a mountainous

district, extending (ive-and-twenly leagues along the

coast, and several leagues into the interior. They

differed in language, look, and manners, from the

other natives of the island, and had more of (he rude,

but independent and vigorous character which be-

longs to mountaineers.

Their frank and bold spirit was evinced on the day

after the skirmish, when, a multitude appearing on

the beach, the Admiral sent a large parly, well

armed, on shore in the boat. The natives imme-

diately approached as freely and conrulently as if

nothing had happened ; neither did they betray,

throughout their subsequent intercourse, any signs

of lurking fear or enmity. The cacique who ruled

over the neighbouring country was on the shore.

He sent to the Iwat a string of beads formed of small

stones, or rather of the hard part of shells, which the

Spaniards understood to be a token and assurance of

amity ; but they were not yet aware of the full

meaning of this symbol, which was the wampum
belt, the pledge of peace, held sncred among the

Indians. The chieftain followed shortly after, and

entering the boat with only three attendants, was
conveyed on board of the caravel.

This frank and confiding conduct, so indicative of

a brave and generous nature, was properly appre-

ciated by Columbus. He received the caci(pie with

cordial friendship, set before him a collation such as

the caravel afforded, particularly biscuits and honey,

which appear to have been great dainties with the

Indians, and after showing him the wonders of the

vessel, and making him and his attendants many
presents, sent them to land highly gratified by their

entertainment. The residence of the cacique was at

such a distance that he could not repeal his visit;

but as a token of high regard, hesent to the Admiral

his coronet of gold. In speaking of these incidents,

the historians of Columbus have made no mention of

the name of this mountain chief; he was doubtless

the same who, a few years afterwards, appears in the

histnryof the island under the name of Mayonabex,

Cacique of the Ciguayans, and will hs found acipiit-

ting himself with valour, frankness and magnanimity,

under the most trying circumstances.

Columbus remained a day or two longer in the

bay, during which time the most friendly inter-

course prevailed with liie natives, who brought cot-

ton, and various fruits and vegetables, but still mani-

fested their warrior character, being always armed

with bows and arrows. From four young Indians,

who came on board of the caravel, Columbus re-

ceived such interesting accounts of the islands said

to be situated to the east, that he determined to touch

there on his way to Spain, and he prevailed on these

young men to accompany him as guides. Taking

advantage of a favourable wind, therefore, he sailed

Later, and swim abo

luimy-fish, one of w
large shark; these gs

Provisions, of which t

Iheir sea-stock being

before daylight on the 16th of January from this bayj

to which, in consequence of the skirmish with tin

natives, he gave the name of Golfo de las Flechas, oil

the Gulph of Arrows, but which is now known b;[

the name of the Gulf of Semana.

On leaving the bay, Columbus at first steered

the north-east, in which direction the young Indian

assured him he would find the island of the CaribsJ

and that of Manlinino, the altode of the Amazons ; itllie thirty-eighth deg

being his desire to take several of the natives of eacli,lif the track of ocean

to present to the Spanish sovereigns. After sailing legan to have more

about sixteen leagues, however, his Indian guidps

changed Iheir opinion, and pointed to the south-east,

This would have brought him to Porto Rico, which,

in fact, was known among the Indians as the island

of Carib. The Admiral inmiediately shifted sail, and ruth. Columbus, b

stood in this direction. He had not proceeded twu ;reat care, was a vig

leagues, however, when a most favourable breeze

sprang up for the voyage to Spain. He observed

gloom gathering on the countenances of the sailors,

as they diverged from the homeward route. Re-

flecting upon the little hold he had upon the feel-

gi peppers, which t

I use as an imporlar

In the early part o

nabled to steer direi

le freipient changes

remely perplexed in
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iiigs and affections of these men, the insubordinate md anxious eye of a

spirit they had evinced on former occasions in the

voyage, the want of faith and loyalty on the part of

Pinzon, and also the leaky condition of his ships, he

was suddenly brought to a pause. As long as he pro-

tracted his return, the whole fate of his discovery was

at the mercy of a thousand contingencies, and an ad-

verse accident might bury himself, his crazy barks,

and all the records of his voyages, for ever in the

ocean. Repressing, therefore, the strong inclination

to seek further discoveries, and determined to place

what he had already made beyond the reach of acci-

dent, he once more shifted sail, to the great joy of his

crews, and >-esumed his course for Spain.

CHAPTER n.

HETUHN VOViCE. VIOLENT STORMS. ARRIVAL AT TUE AZORIIt.

[ 149.-.
]

Thk trade-winds, which had been so propitious to

Columbus on his outward voyage, wafting liim with

flowing sail to the New World, were equally adverse

to him on his return. The favourable breeze soon

died away, and, for the remainder of January, there

was a prevalence of light winds from the eastward,

which prevented his making any great progress. He

was frequently detained also by the bad sailing of the

Pinta : her foremast was defective, so that it could

carry but little sail, an evil which Pinzon had neglect-

ed to remedy while in purt, in his eager search after

gold. The weather continued mild and pleasant, and

the sea so calm, that the Indians whom they were

taking to Spain, would fre(iuently plunge into the

< Jmiriial of Culiiinb., Navarrvto, I. i. Lu Cuas, Hist. Iiiil..

I. i, c. 77 liiit. del Aliiilrante, cap. 34, M.
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rater, and swim about the ships. They saw many

unny-iish, one of which they killed, as likewise a

shark j these gave them a temporary supply of

visions, of which they soon began to stand in need:

heir sea-stock being reduced to bread and wine, and

i peppers, which they had learnt from the Indians

use as an important article of food.

In the early part of February, having run to about

he thirty-eighth degree of north latitude, and got out

if the track of ocean swept by the trade-winds, they

legan to have more favourable breezes, and were

nabled to steer direct for Spain. In consequence of

he fi-e(|uent changes of course, the pilots became ex-

remely perplexed in their reckonings, differing wide-

]f
among themselves, and still more widely from the

ruth. Columbus, beside keeping a reckoning with

;reat care, was a vigilant observer of all those piieno-

nena by which experienced seamen ascertain lali-

ludes and longitudes, in what, to an unpractised eye,

appears to be a blank expanse of ocean. In all his

royages, he studied the simple indications furnished

)y the sea, the air, and the sky, with the walchfid

ind anxious eye of a commander ; the fate of himself

and his ships, in the unknown regions which he tra-

rersed, often depended upon liiese observations; and

(he sagacity at which he arrived, in deciphering the

signs of the elements, was looked upon by the com-

mon seamen as something almost supernatural. In

the present instance, on his return liomewards, he

jiad noticed where the great bands of floating weeds

commenced, and where they tinished; and in emerg-

ing from among them, he concluded himself to be in

about the same degree of longitude as when he en-

countered them on his outward voyage, that is to say,

about two hundred and sixty leagues west of Ferro.

On the 40lh of February, Vicente Yaues Pinzon, and

lite pilots Ruiz and Barlolomco Roldan, who were

on board of the Admiral's ship, examined the charts

and compared their reckonings to determine their si-

tuation, but could not come to any agreement. They

all supposed themselves al least one hundred and lifty

leagues nearer Spain than what Columbus believed to

be the true reckoning, and in the latitude of Madeira

;

whereas he knew them to be nearly in a direction for

the Azores. He suffered them, however, to remain

in their error, and even added to their perplexity, that

they might retain but a confused idea of the voyage,

and he alone possess a clear knowledge of the route to

the newly-discovered countries.

On the 42th of February, as they were flattering

themselves with soon coming in sight of land, the

wind came on to blow violently, and the sea to be

greatly agitated ; they still kept their course to the

east, hut with great labour and peril, from the tur-

bulence of the elements. On the following day, after

sunset, the wind and swell increased ; there were

three flashes of lightning in the north-north-east, con-

sidered by Columbus as signals of an approaching

tempest, either from that or the opposite quarter. It

• LasCaras, Hist. Ind., 1. 1, cap. 70.

soon burst upon them with fHghlfal violence : their

small and crazy vessels, open ami without decks,

were little fitted for the wild storms of the Atlantic

;

all night they were obliged to remain under bare poles,

driven along hy the fury of the winds. As the morn-

ing dawned of the iMh, there was a transient pause,

and they made a little sail ; but the wind arose again,

with redoubled vehemence from the south, r.ging

throughout the day, and increasing in fury in the

night ; while the vessels laboured terribly in a cross

sea, t\\f broken waves of which threatened at each

moment to overwhelm them, or dash them to pieces.

For three hours, they lay with just sail enough lo keep

them above the waves; but the tempest still aug-

menting, they were obliged lo give up all attempt lo

withstand it, and to scud before the wind. The Pinta

dii) the same, but was soon lost sight of in the darkness

of the night. The Admiral kept as much as possible

to the north-east, to approach to the coast of Spain,

and made signal-lights al the mast-head for the Pinta

lo do the same, and to keep in company. The latter,

however, from the weakness of her foremast, could

not hold the wind, and was obliged to scud before it,

tlirectly north. For some time she replied lo the sig-

nals of the Admiral, but her lights gleamed more and

more distant, until they ceased entirely, and nothing

more was seen of her.

Columbus continued to scud all night, full of fore-

bodings of the fate of his own vessel, and of fears for

the safety of thai of Pinzon. As the day dawned, the

sea presented a frightful waste of wild broken waves,

lashed into fury by the gale; he looked aroum.1

anxiously for the Pinta, but she was nowhere to be seen.

He now made a little sail, to keep his vessel a-head of

the sea, lest its huge waves should break over her.

As the sun rose, the wind and the waves rose wiUi

it, and throughout a dreary day the helpless bark was
driven along by the fury of the tempest.

Seeing all human skill baffled and confonnded, Co-

lumbus now endeavonred to propitiate Heaven by
solemn vows and acts of penance. Hy his orders, a

number of beans, equal to the number of persons on

board, were put into a cap, on one of which was cut

the sign of the cross. Each of the crew made a vow,

that, should he draw forth the marked liean, he would

make a pilgrimage to the shrine of Santa Maria de

Guadalupe, bearing a wax taper of live pounds'

weight. The Admiral was the flrst to put in his

hand, and the lot fell upon him. From that moment
he considered himself a pilgrim, hound to perform

the vow. Another lot was cast in the same way, for

a pilgrimage to the chapel of our Lady of Lorelto,

which fell upon a seaman named Pedro de Villa, and

the Admiral engaged to bear the expenses of his

journey. A third lot was also cast for a pilgrimage

to Santa Clara de Moguer, to perform a solemn mass,

and (0 watch all nighl in the chapel, and this likewise

fell upon Columbus.

The tempest still raging with unabated viole'^ce,

the Admiral and all the mariners made a solemn vow,
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that, if they were spared to reach the land, wherever

they first went on shore, they would go in procession,

barefooted and in their shirts, to offer up prayers and

thanksgivings in some church dedicated to the holy

Yirgin. Beside these general acts of propitiation,

each one made his private vow, binding himself to

some pilgrimage, or vigil, or other rite of penitence

and thanksgiving at his favourite shrine. Such has

always been the custom with mariners of the catholic

countries in times of tempest and peril ; but it was

especially the case in that superstitious age. The

heavens, however, seemed deaf to these pious vows;

the storm grew still more wild and frightful, and

each man gave himself up for lost. The danger of

the ship was augmented by the want of ballast, the

consumption of the water and provisions having light-

ened her so much, that she rolled and tossed about

at the mercy of the waves. To remedy this, and to

render her more steady, the admiral ordered that all

Ihe empty casks should be filled with sea-water,

which in some measure gave relief. During this

long and awful conflict of the elements, the mind of

Columbus was a prey to the most distressing anxiety.

He feared that the Pinta had foundered in the storm.

In such case the whole history of his discovery, the

secret of the New World, depended upon his own
feeble bark, and one surge of the ocean might bury

it for ever in oblivion. The tumult of his thoughts

may be judged from his own letter to the Sovereigns.

" I could have supported this evil fortune with less

grief," said he, " had my person alone been in jeo-

pardy, since I am a debtor for my life to the supreme

Creator, and have at other times been within a step

of death. But it was a cause of infinite sorrow and

trouble, to think, that after having been illuminated

from on high with faith and certainty to undertake

this enterprise, after having victoriously achieved it,

and when on the point of convincing my opponents,

and securing to your highnesses great glory and vast

increase of dominions, it should please the divine Ma-

jesty to defeat all by my death. It would have been

more supportable, also, had I not been accompanied

by others who had been drawn on by my persuasions,

and who, m their distress, cursed not only the hour

of their coming, but the fear inspired by my words

which prevented their turning back, as they had at

various times determined ; above all, my grief was

doubled when I thought of my two sons, whom I had

left at school in Cordova, destitute, in a strange land,

without any testimony of the services rendered by

their father, which, if known, might have inclined

your highnesses to befriend them. And although, on

the one hand, I was comforted by faith that the Deity

would not permit a work of sucli great exaltation to

his church, wrought through so many troubles and

contradictions, to remain imperfect
;
yet, on the other

hand, 1 reflected on my sins, as a punishment for

which he might intend that I should be deprived of

the glory which would redound to me in this world.*'

'

' Hist, (let Alrairantc, cap. 30.

In the midst of these gloomy apprehensions, ao ose.

expedient suggested itself to Columbus, by which, ^tion to which he
though he and his ships should perish, the glory o[ gined his watchful
his achievements might survive to his name, and its 0^ iq the pelting

advantages be secured to his sovereigns. He wrote grires of the sea

on parchment a brief account of his voyage and dis-

covery, and of his having taken possession of the

newly-found lands in the name of their catholic ma-

jesties. This he sealed and directed to the king and

queen, and superscribed also a promise of a thousand

ducats to whosoever should deliver the packet unopen-

ed. He then wrapped it in a waxed cloth, which

he placed in the centre of a cake of wax, and enclos-

ing the whole in a large barrel, threw it into the sea,

giving his men to suppose that he was performing

some religious vow. Lest this memorial should never

reach the land, he enclosed a copy in a similar man-

ner, and placed it upon the poop, so that, should the

caravel be swallowed up by the waves, the barrel
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the most part, deceived by their ardent wishes, placed

it near Spain. Columbus, however, judging from

his private reckonings and observations, concluded it

to be one of the Azores. A nearer approach proved

it to be an island : it was but five leagues distant, and

the voyagers were congratulating themselves upon

the assurance of speedily being in port, when sud-

denly the wind veered again to the east-north-east,

blowing directly from the land, while a heavy sea

kept rolling from the west.

For two days they remained hovering in sight of

the island, vainly striving to reach it, or to arrive at

another island of which they caught glimpses occa-

sionally through the mist and rack of the tempest.

On the evening of the 47th they approached so near

the first island they had seen, as to cast anchor, but

they immediately parted their cable, and had to put

to sea again, where they remained beating about un-

til the following morning, when they anchored under

shelter of its northern side. For several days, Co-

lumbus had been in such a slate of agitation and

anxiety, that he had scarcely taken any food or re-
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ose. Although suffering greatly from a gouty af-

[Ction to which he was subject, yet he had main-
lined his watchful post on deck, exposed to wintry

oM, to the pelting of the storm, and the drenching

urges of the sea. It was not until the night of the

nh, that he was enabled to get a little sleep, more
rom the exhaustion of nature than from any tran-

uillity of mind. Such were the difriculties and pe-

ls which attended his return to Europe; had one-

enth part of them beset his outward voyage, his

imid and factious crew would have risen in arms
gainst the enterprise, and he never would have dis-

overed the New World.

CHAPTER m.

TRiNSiCTIONS AT TBE ISLAND OF 8T MARV'S.

OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. «7r>

[ 1495. ]

On sending the boat to land, Columbus ascertained

lat the island where he had thus arrived was St

llary's, the most southern of the Azores, and a pos-

lession of the crown of Portugal. The inhabitants,

ifhen they beheld the light caravel riding at anchor,

rere astonished that it had been able to live through

Ihe gale which had raged for fifteen days with un-

txainpled fury; but when they heard that this tem-

lest-tossed vessel brought tidings ofa strange country

leyond the ocean, they were filled with wonder and
curiosity. To the inquiries of the boat's crew about

I place where the caravel might anchor securely,

Ihey replied by pointing out a harbour in the vici-

lity; but when the boat was about to depart, they

irevailed on three of the mariners to remain on shore,

and gratify them with further particulars of this un-

paralleled voyage.

In the evening, three men of the island hailed the

caravel; and a boat being sent for them, they brought

on board fowls, bread, and refreshments of various

kinds, from Juan de Castafieda, governor of the is-

land, who claimed an acquaintance with Columbus,
and sent him many compliments and congratulations,

apologized for not coming in person, owing to Ihe

lateness of the hour, and the distance of his residence,

but promised to visit them the next morning, and to

bring further refreshments, and the three men whom
he still kept with him to satisfy his extreme curiosity

respecting the voyage. As there were no houses on
llie neighbouring shore, the messengers remained on
Iward all night.

Un the following morning, Columbus reminded his

people of the vow made during their recent peril, to

perform a pious procession at the first place where
they should land. On the neighbouring shore, at no
great distance from the sea, was a small hermitage
or chapel dedicated to the Virgin, which was favour-

iible for the purpose, and he made immediate ar-

rangements for the performance of the Wte. The

three messengers, on returning to the village, sent a

priest to perform mass, and one-half of the crew,

landing, walked in procession, barefooted, and in

their shirts, to the chapel; while the Admiral awaited

their return, to perform the same ceremony with the

remainder of his men.

An ungenerous reception, however, awaited the

poor tempest-tossed mariners on their first return to

the abode of civilized men, far different from the

sympathy and hospitality they had experienced among

the savages of the New World. Scarcely had they

begun their prayers and thanksgivings, when the

whole rabble of the village, horse and foot, headed

by the governor, surrounded the hermitage and took

them all prisoners.

As an intervening point of land hid the hermitage

from the view of the caravel, the Admiral remained

in ignorance of this transaction. When eleven o'clock

arrived without the return of the pilgrims, he began

to fear that they were detained by the Portuguese,

or that the boat had been shattered upon the s «.

'•

beaten rocks which bordered the island. Weigh i,;

anchor, therefore, he stood in a direction to com-

mand a view of the chapel and Ihe adjacent shore

;

from hence he beheld a number of armed horsemen,

who, dismounting, entered the boat and made for

the caravel. The Admiral's ancient suspicions of

Portuguese hostility towards himself and his enter-

prises were immediately revived, and he ordered his

men to arm themselves, but to keep out of sight,

ready either to defend the vessel or surprise the boat.

The latter, however, approached in a pacific man-

ner; the governor of the island was on board, and,

coming within hail, demanded assurance of personal

safety in case he should enter the caravel. This the

Admiral readily gave, but the Portuguese, still dis-

trustful and conscious of their own sinister designs,

continued to maintain a wary distance. he indig-

nation of Columbus now broke forth; he le^ oached

the governor with his perfidy, and with ^he wrong

he did, not merely to the Spanish monar \\s, but to

his own sovereign, by such a dishonc ral'.e outrage.

He informed bim of his own rank and dignity, dis-

played his letters-patent sealed with the royal seal of

•Castile, and threatened him with the vengeance of

his government. The reply of Castafieda was in an

arrogant vein of contempt for the letters of the mo-

narchs, and of defiance of Columbus, and he con-

cluded by declaring that all he had done was in

conformity to the commands of the King his sove-

reign.

After an unprofitable altercation, the boat returned

to shore, leaving Columbus much perplexed by this

unexpected hostility, and fearful that a war might

have broken out between Spain and Portugal during

his absence. The next day the weather became so

tempestuous that they were driven from their anchor-

age, and obliged to stand to sea toward the island of

St Michael. For two days the ship continued beat-

ing about in great peril, half of her crew being de-

SB

'4^
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tained on sVzte, and the greater part of those on

board being landsmen and Indians, almost equally

useless in diflicult navigation. Fortunately, although

the waves ran high, there were none of those rross-

seas which had recently prevailed ; otherwise, being

so feebly manned, the caravel could scarcely have

lived through the storm.

On the evening of the22d, the weather having mo-

derated, Columbus returned once more to his an-

chorage at St Mary's. Shortly after his arrival, a

boat came off, bringing two priests and a notary. After

a cautious parley and an assurance of safety, they

came on board of the caravel, and requested a sight

of the papers of Columbus, on the part of Castaueda,

assuring him that it was the disposition of the go-

vernor to render him every service in his power,

provided he really sailed in service of the Spanish

Sovereigns. Columbus saw it was a mere manccuvre

of Castaiieda to cover a retreat from the hostile posi-

tion he had assumed ; he restrained his indignatioii,

however, expressing his thanks for the friendly dis-

position of tne governor, and, showing his letters of

commission, easily satisfied the priests and the notary.

On the following morning, the boat and mariners

were liberated. The latter, during their detention,

had collected information from the inhabitants which

elucidated the conduct of Castaueda.

The King of Portugal, jealous lest the expedition

of Columbus might interfere with bis own discove-

ries, had sent orders to bis commanders of islands and

distant pous to seize and detain him wherever he

should be met with.' In compliance wHh these or-

ders, Castaueda had, in the first instance, hoped to

surprise Columbus in the chapel, and, failing in that

attempt, liad intended to get him in his power by

stratagem, but was deterred by finding him on his

guard.—Such was the first reception of the Admiral

on his return to the Old World ! an earnest of the

crosses and troubles with which he was to be re-

quited throughout life, for one of the greatest benefits

ttiat ever man had conferred upon his feliow-beings.

CHAPTER IV.

tllBIV4L AT POBTUGAL. VISIT TO TBB COUBT.

[ U95. ]

Columbus remained two days longer at the island

of St Mary's, endeavouring to take in wood and bal-

last, but was prevented by the heavy surf which broke

upon the shore. The wind veering to the south,

and beliig dangerous for vessels at anchor off the is-

land, but favourable for the voyage to Spain, he set

sail on the 24tli ofFel'> > ary, and bad pleasant weather

until the 27th, when, being within one hundred and

twenty-five leagues of Gape St Vincent, he again en-

• Hist, del Almiranle, cap. S!). t,a* Cas.iK, ilint. Iiiil., I i.

•ap. "2.
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countered contrary gales, and a boisterous and la

borious sea. The fortitude ofConimbus was scarceli

proof against these perils and delays, which

to increase, thenearer he approached his home; ai

he could not help uttering a complaint at thus lieini

repulsed as it were from the very door of the house

He contrasted the rude storms which raged about lit

coasts of the Old World, with the genial airs,

tranquil seas, and balmy weather which he stipposei

perpetually to prevail alMut the favoured countries b

had discovered. *' Well," says he, "may the sacn

theologians and sage philosophers declare that tin

terrestrial paradise is in the uttermost extremity

the east, for it is the most temperate of regions."

After experiencing several days of stormy and ad

verse weather, about midnight, on Saturday the 2ilo

March, the caravel was suddenly struck by a squall o

wind, which rent all her sails ; and, continuing

blow with resistless violence, she was obliged to scm

under bare poles, threatened each moment with dts

truction. In this hour of darkness and peril,

crew again called upon the aid of heaven. A lot v

cast for the performance of a barefooted pilgrima;

to the shrine of Santa Maria de la Ceuta in Iluelvi

and, as usual, the lot fell upon Columbus. Thei

was something singular in the recurrence of tlii

circumstance. Las Casas devoutly considers it as ai

intimation from the Deity to the Admiral that

storms were all on his account, to humble his ptide

and prevent his arrogating to himself the glory of

discovery which was the work of God, and for wliici

he had merely been chosen as an instrument.'

Various signs appeared of their being in the ri'

cinity of land, which they suppored must be the coast

of Portugal; the tempest, however, increased to such

a degree, that they doubted whether any of them

would survive to reach a port. The whole crewmadi

a vow, in case their lives were spared, to fast

bread and water the following Saturday. The tur

bulence of the elements was still greater in the course

of the following night. The sea was broken, MiU,

and mountainous ; at one moment the light cararel

was tossed high in the air, and the next moment slie

seemed sinking in a yawning abyss. The rain at

times fell in torrents, and the lightning flashed and

the thunder pealed from various parts of the heavens,

In the first watch of this fearful night, the seameu

gave the usually welcome cry of land, but it now

only increased the general alarm. They knew not

where they were, nor where to look for a harlwur;

they dreaded being driven on shore, or dashed upon

the rocks, and thus the very land iliey had so ear-

nestly desired was rendered a terror to liicm. Tak-

ing in sail, therefore, they kept to sea as much as

possible, and waited anxiously for the morning light.

At day-break on the 4th of March, they found

Ihemselwts'off the rock of Cintra, at the mouth oftlie
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OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. C7:

ood-will of Portugal, the still prevading tempest left

lolumbus no alternative but to run in for shelter;

he accordingly anchored about three o'clock, op-

to Rastello, to the great joy of the cr^w, who
eturned thanks to God for their escape from so

lany perils.

The inhabitants came off from various parts of the

lore, congratulatfng themuponwhat they considered

miraculous preservation. They had been watching

be vessel the whole morning with great anxiety,

putting up prayers for her safety. The oldest

gariners of the place assured Columbus that they

lad never known so tempestuous a winter; many
essels had remained for months in port, weather-

lound, and there had been numerous shipwrecks

aring the season.

Immediately on his arrival, Columbus despatched

courier to the King and Queen of Spain, with the

;reat tidings of his discovery. He wrote also to the

g of Portugal, who was then at Valparaiso, re-

[uesling permission to go with his vessel to Lisbon :

report had got abroad that his caravel was laden

gold, and he felt himself insecure in the mouth

the Tagns, in the neighbourhood of a place like

, scantily peopled by needy and adventurous

iiliabitants. To prevent any misunderstanding as

lo the nature of his voyage, he assured the King that

had not been on the coast of Guinea, nor to any

ilher of the Portuguese colonies, but had come from

Cipango and the extremity of India, which he had

iiscovered by sailing to the west.

On the following day, Don Alonso d« Acuna, the

captain of a large Portuguese man-of-war, stationed

It Rastello, summoned Columbus on board his ship,

lo give an account of himself and his vessel. The
latter immediately asserted his rights and dignities

as Admiral of their Castilian Majesties, and refused

lo leave his vessel, or to send any one in his place.

No sooner, however, did the commander learn his

rank, and the extraordinary nature of his voyage,

than he came to the caravel with great sound of

drums, fifes, and trumpets, showing Columbus the

courtesies of a brave and generous spirit, and making

the fullest offer of his services. When the tidings

reached Lisbon of this wonderful bark, which lay

anchored in the Tagus, freighted with the people and

llie productions of a newly-discovered world, the

effect may be more easily conceived than described.

Lisbon, for nearly a century, bad derived its chief

gloi7 from its maritime discoveries, but here was an

achievement that eclipsed them all. Curiosity could

scarcely have been more excited had the vessel come
freighted with the wonders of another planet. For

several days the Tagus presented a gay and moving

picture, covered with barges and boats of every kind,

swarming round the caravel. From morning till

night the vessel was thronged with visitors, among
whom were cavaliers of high distinction, and various

officers of the crown. All hung with rapt attention

ii|K>n lh«i accounts given by Columbus and his crew,

of the events of their voyage, and of the New World
they had discovered; and gazed with insatiable curio-

sity upon the specimens of unknown plants and ani-

mals, but above all, upon the Indians, so different

from any race of men hitherto known. Some were

iilled with generous enthusiasm at the idea of a dis-

covei7, so sublime and so bcaeiicial to mankind ; the •

avarice of others was inflamed by the descriptions of

wild unappropriated regions, teeming with gold, with

pearls and spices ; while others repined at the incre-

dulity of the king and his councillors, by which so im-

mense an acquisition had been for ever lost to Por-

tugal.

On the 8th of March, a cavalier, called Don Mar-

tin de Norona, came with a letter from King John,

congratulating Columbus on his arrival, and inviting

him to court, which was then held at Valparaiso,

about nine miles from Lisbon. The king, with his

usual munificence, issued orders at the same time

that everything which the Admiral required, for him-

self, his crew, or .lis vessel, should be furnished

promptly and abundantly, without cost.

Columbus would gladly have declined the royal

invitation, feeling distrust of the good faith of the

king; but the tempestuous weather placed him in

his power, and he thought it prudent to avoid all

appearance of suspicion. He set forth, therefore, that

very evening, forValparaiso, accompanied by his pilot.

The first night he slept at Sacamben, where prepara-

tions had been made for his honourable entertain-

ment. The weather being rainy, he did not reach

Valparaiso until the following night. On approach-

ing the royal residence, the principal cavaliers of the

king's household came forth to meet him, and at-

tended him with great ceremony to the palace. His

reception by the Monarch was worthy of an enlight-

ened prince. He ordered him to ;Seat himself in his

presence, an honour only granted to persons ot royal

dignity ; and after many congratulations on the glo-

rious result of his enterprise, assured him that every

thing in his kingdom that could be of service to his

Sovereigns or himself, was at his command.

A long conversation ensued, in which Columbus

gave an account of his voyage, and of the countries he

had discovered. The king listened with much seem-

ing pleasure, but with secret grief and mortiflcalion

;

the idea was incessantly preying upon his mind, that

this splendid enterprise had once been offered lo him-

self, had, in a manner, been begging for patronage at

his court, and had been rejected. A casual observa-

tion showed what was passing in his thoughts. H»
expressed a doubt whether the discovery did not really

appertain to the crown of Portugal, ctccording to the

capitulations of the treaty of 1479 with the Castilian

Sovereigns. Columbus replied that he had never

seen those capitulations, nor knew any thing of their

nature : his orders had been not to go to La Mina, nor

the coast of Guinea, which orders he had carefully

observed. The king made a gracious reply, express-

itig himself salii^ried tlial he had acted correctly, and
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persuaded tliat these matters would he readily ad-

justed between the two powers, without the need of

umpires. On dismissing Columbus for the night, he

{rave him in charge, as guest, to tiie prior of Grato,

tiie principal personage present, by whom he was

honourably and hospitably entertained.

On the following day, the king liad further con-

versation with the Admiral, in which he made many
minute inquiries as to the soil, productions, and

people of the newly-discovered countries, and the

route he had taken in his voyage ; to all which Co-

himbus gave the fullest replies, endeavouring to con-

vince the royal miud, in the clearest manner, that

these were regions heretofore undiscovered and un-

appropriated by any christian power. Still, the king

was 'ineasy lest this vast and undefined discovery

should in some way interfere with his own newly-

acquired tprritories. He doubted whether Columbus

liad nut found a short way to those very countries

which were the object of his own expeditions, and

which were comprehended in the papal bull, granting

to the crown of Portugal all the lands which it should

discover from Cape Non to the Indias.

On suggesting these doubts to his councillors, they

eagerly confirmed them. Some of these were the

very persons who had once derided this enterprise,

and scoffed at Columbus as a dreamer. To them, its

success was a source of confusion ; every demonstra-

tion of its importance was felt as a reproach, and the

return of Columbus, covered with gloiy, was a deep

Immiliation. Incapable of conceiving the high and

generous thoughts which elevated him at that mo-

ment above all mean consideralicns, they attributed

to all his actions the most petty and ignoble motives.

His rational exultation was construed into an insulting

triumph, and they accused him of assuming a boastful

and vain-glorious tone, when talking with the king of

his discovery; as if he would revenge himself upon

the monarch for having rejected his proposition.' It

was with the greatest eagerness, therefore, that they

sought to foster these doubts, which had sprung up

in the royal mind. Some who had seen the natives

brought in the caravel, declared that their colour,

hair, and manners, agreed with the descriptions of the

people of that part of India which lay within the route

of the Portuguese discoveries, and which had been

included in the papal bull. Others observed that

there was but little distance between the Tercera

Islands and those whidi Columbus had discovered,

and that the latter, therefore, clearly appertained to

Portugal. Seeing the king deeply perturbed in spirit^

some even went so far as to propose, as a means of

> Vasconcellcj, Vida de D. Juan XI, lib. vi. The Portuguese

lilstorians in general cliargc Columbus mtii having conducted

himself loftily, and tallied in vaunting terms of liis discoveries, in

Ills conversations with the King. It is evident their information

must have been derived from prejudiced courtiers. Faria y
iiuuza, in liis Etiropa I'ortugufsa ( Parte til, c. iv ), goes so far as

to say that Cohimbus entcrwl into the port of Rastcllo merely to

niuke PortUKal sensible by the sight of tlic trophies of his discove-

ry, how inu«li she liad lost by not accepting his propositions.

impeding the prosecution of these enterprises, that

Columbus should be assassinated; declaring that he

deserved death for attempting to deceive and embroil

the two nations, by his pretended discoveries. Ii

was suggested that Iiis assassination might easily Ix

accomplished witlioui incurring any odium ; advantage

might be taken of his lofty deportment to pique hb

pride, provoke him into an altercation, and then

despatch him as if in casual and honourable en

counter.

It is difTicult to believe that such wicked and das-

tardly counsel could liaA'e been proposed to a monarch

so upright as John II, but Uie fact is asserted by va

rious historians, Portuguese as well as Spanish,' and

it accords with the perfidious advice formerly given to

the monarch in respect to Columbus. There is a

spurious loyally about courts, which is often prone to

pi'ove its zeal by its baseness ; and it is the weakness

of kings to tolerate the grossest faults that appear to

arise from personal devotion.

Happily, the king had too much magnanimity to

adopt the iniquitous measure proposed. He did

justice to the great merit of Columbus, and honoured

him as a distinguished benefactor of mankind ; and he

felt it his duly, as a generous prince, to protect all

strangers driven by adverse fortune to his ports,

Others of his council suggested a more bold and mar-

tial line of policy. They advised that Columbos

should be permitted to return to Spain; but tliat, be-

fore he could fit out a second expedition, a powerful

armament should be despatched, under the guidance

of two Portuguese mariners who had sailed with the

Admiral, to take possession of the newly-discovered

country; possession being after all the best title, and

an appeal to arms the clearest mode of settling so

doubtful a question.

This counsel, in which there was a mixture of

courage and craft, was mote relished by the king;

and he resolved privately, but promptly, to put it in

execution, fixing upon Dom f rancisco de Almeida,

one of the most distinguished captains of the age, to

command the expedition.

'

In the mean time, Columbus, after being treated

with dislinguishel attention, was escorted back to

his ship by Don Piartin de Norona, and a numerous

train of cavaliers of the i /irt, a mule being provided

for himself, and an *her for his pilot, to whom Hie

king made a preseiu ' tweniy ospidinos, or ducats

of gold.' On his way, Columl>..s stopped at the mo-

nastery of San Antonio, at Villa Franca, to visit the

Queen, who had expressed an earnest wish to see

him. He found her attended by a few of her fa-

vourite ladies, and experienced the most tlatterin;

reception. Her ^.i.'ijesly made him relate the prin-

Vasconcelles, Vida del nei Don Juan II, 1. vi. Garcii do Hoo-

scndc. Villa de Dom Joaru II. Las Casas, Hist. Ind., 1. 1, c. 74, BIS

a Vasconcelles, I. vi.

3 Twenty-eiglit dollars in gold ofthe present day, and Cfinivalciil

to scventy-fonr dollars, considering the depreciation of the prf-

clous metals.
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cipal events of bis voyage, and describe the countries

lie bad found, while she and her ladies hung with

rager curiosity upon the narration of this extraordi-

nary and enterprising man, whose achievement was

the theme of every tongue. That night be slept at

iJandra ; and being on the point of departing in the

.turning, a servant of the king arrived, offering on

the part of his majesty, to attend him to the frontier,

ir he preferred to return to Spain by land, and to

|irovide horses, lodgings, and everything be might

stand in need of, at the royal expense. The weather,

liowever, having moderated, be preferrtu . 'urning

ill bis caravel. Putting to sea once more, therefore,

on the 43th of March, he arrived safely at the bar of

Saltes on sun-rise of the ^'ilh, and at mid-day entered

llie harbour of Palos, from whence he had sailed on

tiie 3d of August in the preceding year ; having

taken not quite seven months and a half to accomplish

this most momentous of all maritime enterprises.'

CHAPTER V.

RECEPTION OF COLUMBUS AT PALOS.

[ M93. ]

The triumphant return of Columbus was a pro-

digious event in the history of the little port of Palos,

where everybody was more or less interested in the

fate of his expedition. The most impurlant and

wealthy sea-captiiins of the place had engaged in it,

and scarcely a family but had some relative or friend

among the navigators. The departure of the ships,

upon what appeared a chimerical and desperate

cruise, had spread gloom and dismay over the place

;

and the storms which bad raged throughout the

winter bad heightened the public despondency.

Many lamented their friends as lost, while imagina-

tion lent mysterious horrors to their fate, picturing

them as driven about over wild and deserted wastes

(ifwater without a shore, or as perishing amidst rocks

and quicksands, and whirlpools ; or a prey to those

monsters of the deep, with which credulity, in those

days, peopled every distant and unfi'equented sea."

There was something more awful in such a myste-

rious fate than in death itself, under any deflnedand

ordinary form.

When the news arrived, therefore, that one of the

adventurous ships was standing up the river, the

iniiabitants were thrown into great agitation; but

when they heard that she returned in triumph from

' Works generally consulted In tills cliapter :—Las Casas, Illsr.

tnd., I. i. c. 74; Hist, del Almiranle, c. 59,40,41; Journal of

Colinnb., Navarrete, (. i.

' In the maps and cliarts of tliosc times, and even in those of a

mud) later date, llie variety ol forinidabtc and hideous monsters

(li'picted in all remote parts oF tlic ocean, evince llic terrors and
(landers with wliicli tlio imagination clotlied it. The same may
also be said of distant and imiinown lands; tlic rcinolc parts of

Asia and Africa have iiionstera depicted in lliem wliicli it would
lie difficult to trace to any originals in natural tiistory.

the discovery of a world, and beheld her furling

her sails in iheir harbour, the whole community
broke forth into transports of joy. The bells were
rung, the shops shut, all business was suspended;

for a time there was nothing but the hurry and

tumult of sudden exultation and breathless curiosity.

Some were anxious to know the fate of a relative,

others of a friend, and all to learn particulars of so

wonderful a voyage. When Columbus landed, the

nmltitude thronged to see and welcome bim, and a

grand procession was formed to the principal church,

to return thanks to God for so signal a discovery

made by the people of that place,—the unthinking

populace forgetting, in their exultation, the thousand

diHiculties which they bad thrown in the way of the

enterprise. Wherever Colombus passed, the streets

resounded with shouts and acclamations; be re-

ceived such honours as are paid to Sovereigns, but

to him they were rendered with tenfold warmth and

sincerity. What a contrast was this to his departure

a few months before, followed by murmurs and exe-

crations; or, rather, what a contrast to bis first

arrival at Palos, a poor pedestrian, craving bread and

water for his child at the gate of a convent

!

Understanding that the court was at Barcelona,

Columbus felt disposed to proceed thither immedi-

ately in his caravel ; r' fleeting, however, on the

dangers and disasters he had already experienced on

the seas, he resolved to proceed by land. He des-

patched a letter to the King and Queen, informing

them of his arrival, and soon after departed for

Seville to await their orders, taking with him six of

the natives whom he had brought from the New
World. One bad died at sea, and three were left

ill at Palos.

It is a singular coincidence, which appears to be

well authenticated, that on the very evening of the

arrival of Columbus at Palos, and while the peals of

triumph were still ringing from its towers, the Pinta,

commanded by Martin Alonso Pinzon, likewise en-

tered the river. After her separation from the

Admiral in th.e storm, she had been driven before the

gale into the Bay of Biscay, and had made the port

of Bayonne. Doubting whether Columbus had sur-

vived the tempest, and, at all events, anxious to anti-

cipate him, and to secure the favourable preposses-

sions of thte court and the public, Pinzon had imme-

diately written to the Sovereigns, giving information

of the discovery be had made, and had requested

permission to come to court and communicate the

particulars in person. As soon as the weather per-

mitted, be had again set sail, anticipating a triumph-

ant reception in his native port of Palos. When,
on entering the harbour, be beheld the vessel of the

Admiral riding at anchor, and learnt the enlhusiiism

with which he had been received, and the rejoicings

with which his return had been celebrated, the heart

of Pinzon died within him. He called to mind his

fretiueiit arrogance and insubordination, and bis

wilful desertion off the coast of Cuba, by which he
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Iiad impeded (lie prosecution of the voyage. It is

said tliat lie feared to meet Columbus in tliis hour of
his triumph, lest lie might put him under arrest; but
it is more probable that he was ashamed to appear
before the public in the midst of its rejoicings, as a
recreant to the cause which excited such universal

fidmiration. Getting into his boat, therefore, he
landed privately, and kept himself out of sight until

he heard of the Admiral's departure. lie then

returned to his home, broken in health and deeply

dejected. Palos had been his little world, in which
he had moved with unrivalled importance j but now
he found himself fallen in public opinion, and fancied

the linger of scorn continually pointed at him.
All the honours lavished on Columbus, all the rap-
turous eulogiums of his enterprise, sunk into the soul

of Pinzon as so many reproaches on himself; and
when at length he received a severe and reproachful
reply to the letter he had written to the Sovereigns,
his morbid feelings added virulence to his malady,
and in a few days he died, the victim of envy and
remorse.'

He was a man of great spirit and enterprise, one
of the ablest seamen of the age, and the head of a
family that continued to distinguish itself among the
early discoverers. He had contributed greatly to

encourage Columbus when poor and unknown in

Spain, offering him his purse, and entering with
hearty concurrence into his plans. He had assisted

him by his personal influence at Palos, combating
the public prejudices, and promoting the man-
ning and equipping o; his vessels, when even the
orders of the Sovereigns were of no avail ; he had
advanced the part of the funds to be borne by the

Admiral ; finally, he had embarked with his bro-
thers in the expedition, staking life as well as pro-
perty on the event. He had thus entitled himself to

r>articipate largely in the glory of this immortal en-
terprise; but forgetting the grandeur of the cause,
he had deserted the high object in view, and by
yielding to the impulse of a low and sordid passion,

had tarnished his character for ever. That he was a
man naturally of generous sentiments is evident from
the poignancy of his remorse ; a mean man could
not have fallen a victim to self-upbraiding for having
committed a mean action. His story shows how one
lapse from duty may counterbalance the merits of a
thousand services ; how one moment of weakness
may mar the beauty of a whole life of virtue; and
how important it is for a man, under all circumstan-
ces, to be true, not merely to others, but to himself.

'

Mnnoz. Hist. N. Mundo, I. iv, sect. n. Charlevoix, Hist.

8. Domingo, I. ii.

' Tlie children and heira of Martin Alonso Pinzon showed, in

subsequent years, a great animosity against Columbus seeliing in
various ways lo depreciate the merit of his diseovcries, or to gain
the cretin of it to their father. Among other cxlravagancies, It

wa» asserted, that before the Sovereigns accepted the proposition
of Columbus, Pinzon had prepared to go at his own cost and risk,

in two of his own ships, in s(.-arch of lands in the west, ofwhich he
had some notice from papere found in the Papal library at Borne,

CHAPTER VI.

ICIPTIOn or C0LUHBU8 BV TBI fPANISO COUHT AT

BABCELONA.

The letter of Columbus to the Spanish Monarclu,

announcing his discovery, had produced the greatest

sensation at court. The event he communicated,
was considered the mast extraordinary of their pros-

perous reign, and, following so close upon the con-

quest of Granada, was pronounced a signal mark of

divine favour for that triumph achieved in the cause

of true faith. The Sovereigns themselves were for

a time dazzled and bewildered by this sudden and
easy acquisition of a new empire, of indefinite ex-

tent, and apparently boundless wealth; and their

firsi idea was to secure it beyond the reach of ques-

tion or competition. Shortly after his arrival in Se-

ville, Columbus received a letter from them express-

ing their great delight, and requesting him to repair

immediately to court, to concert plans for a second

and more extensive expedition. As the summer was

already advancing, the lime favourable for a voyage,

they desired him to make any arrangements at Se-

vili"? or elsewhere that might hasten the expedition,

and to inform them, by the return of the courier,

what was to be done on their part This letter was

addressed lo him by Uie title of "Don Christopher

Columbus, our Admiral of the ocean sea, and vice-

roy and governor of the islands discovered in the In-

dias;" at the same time he was promised still

further rewards. Columbus lost no lime in comply-

ing with the commands of the Sovereigns. He sent

a memorandum of the ships, men, and munilions

that would be requisite, and having made such dis-

positions at Seville as circumstances permitted, set

out on his journey for Barcelona, taking with him the

six Indians, and the various curiosities and pro-

and also from a prophecy of the time of Solomon, in which iS was

written, that navigating from Spain westward, by a temperate

course between north and south, at ninety-five degrees of longi-

tude, would be found the fertile and abundant island of Cipango.

Muiioz, Hist. N. Mundo, 1. iv, sect. 14.

It will not be uninteresting here to insert a few particulars con-

cerning Palos and the Pinzons, furnished me by a friend, and

which he had gathered in a voyage on board of the steam-boat

between Seville and Cadiz. " On my way down the river," says

he, " I found a sailor on board, a native of Huelva. He was intel-

ligent for his situation, and I gathered from h. .ii the following in-

formation, which may be depended upon. Palos is dwindled lo u

paltry village of about fourhundred inhabitants, and has only four

or five barlis, which are employed in fishing. The neighliouriuK

town of Huelva has greatly increased, and chiedy at its expense.

La Rabida, the monastery of Franciscans, still exists, and is in-

habited by friars of that oi-dcr. It is situated on a hill that over-

looks the low sand plains of the surrounding country. The fami-

ly of the Pinzons removed long since to Huelva, where tliere are

now four or five branches of them. They are not wealthy ; lltejr

venerate the memory of their ancestor, and preserve some docu-

ments in his hand-wi-iting : they also follow his profession. Near

SanLucar, the sailorpointedout tome a small trim-looking felucca

commanded by a young Pinzon of Uiat family. The same sailor

mentioned to me incidentally, that he had been employed in St-

villc to fit an awning to the house of a canon, the last descendant

of Hernando Cortes."
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OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMRUS. C7!)

ductions which he had brought from the New World.

The fame of his discovery had resounded through-

out the nation, and as his route lay through several

of the finest and most populous provinces of Spain,

his journey appeared like the progress of a sovereign.

Wherever he passed, the surroimding country poured

rurth its inhabitants, who lined the road and thronged

die villages. In tite large towns, the streets, win-

dowSj and balconies, were filled with eager specta-

tors, who rent the air with acclamations. His jour-

ney was continually impeded by the midlilude

pressing to gain a sight of him and of the Indians,

who were regarded with as much astonishment as

if they had been natives of another planet. It was

impossible to satisfy the craving curiosity which as-

sailed himself and his attendants at every itage with

innumerable questions; popular rumour, as usual,

had exaggerated the truth, and had filled the newly-

found country with all kinds of wonders.

It was about the middle of April that Columbus

arrived at Barcelona, Where every preparation had

been made to give him a solemn and magniHcent

reception. The beauty and serenity of the weather

in that genial season and favoured climate, contribu-

ted to give splendour to this memorable ceremony.

As he drew near the place, many of the more youth-

ful courtiers, and hidalgos of gallant bearing, to-

gether with a vast concourse of the populace, came

forth to meet and welcome him. His entrance into

this noble city has been compared to one of those

triumphs which the Romans were accustomed to

decree to conquerors. First, were paradetl the In-

dians, painted according to their savage fashion, and

decorated with their national ornaments of gold.

After these were borne various kinds of live parrots,

together with stuffed birds and animals of unknown
species, and rare plants, supposed to be of precious

qualities ; while great care was taken to make a con-

spicuousdisplay ofIndian coronets, bracelets, and other

decorations of gold, which might give an idea of the

wealth of the newly-discovered regions. After this,

followed Columbus on horseback, surrounded bya bril-

liant cavalcade of Spanish chivalry. The streets were

almost im)>assable from the countless multitude; the

windows and balconies were crowded with the fair

;

the very roofs were covered with spectators. It

seemed as if the public eye could not be sated with

gazing on these trophies of an unknown world, or

on the remarkable man by whom it had been dis-

covered. There was a sublimity in this event that

mingled a solemn feeling with the public joy. It was

looked upon as a vast and signal dispensation of Pro-

vidence, in reward for the piety of the Monarchs;

and the majestic and venerable appearance of the

discoverer, so different from the youth and buoyancy

that are generally expected from roving enterprise,

seemed in harmony with the grandeur and dignity

of his achievement.

I'o receive him with suitable pomp and distinction,

the Sovereigns had ordered their throne to be placed

in public, under a rich canopy of brocade of gold, iti

a vast and splendid saloon. Here the King and
Queen awaited his arrival, sealed in state, with the

Prince Juan lieside them, and attended by the dig-

nitaries of their court, and the principal nobility of

Castile, Yalentia, Catalonia, and AragLi, all im-

patient to behold the man who had conferred so

incalculable a^ benetit upon the nation. At length

Columbus entered the hall, surrounded by a brilliant

crowd of cavaliers, among whom, says Las Casas,

he was conspicuous for liis stately and command-
ing person, which, with his countenance rendered

venerable by his grey hairs, gave him the august ap-

pearance of a senator of Rome; a modest smile

lighted up his features, showing that he enjoyed the

state and glory in which he came ; and certainly

nothing could be moi-e deeply moving to a mind in-

flamed by noble ambition, and conscious of having

greatly deserved, than titese testimonials of the ad-

miration and gratitude of a nation, or rather of a

world. As Columbus approaclied, tlie Sovereigns

rose, as if receiving a person of tlie highest rank.

Bending his knees, he requested to kiss their hands

;

but tiiere was some liesitation on the part of their

Majesties to permit this act of vassalage. Raising

him in the most gracious manner, they ordered him
to seat himself in their presence ; a rare lionour in

this proud and punctilious court. *

At the request of their Majesties, Columbus now
gave an account of the most striking events of his

voyage, and a description of the islands which
he had discovered. He displayed the specimens

he Iiad brought of unknown birds, and other

animals; of rare plants of medicinal and aromatic

virtues ; of native gold in dust, in crude masses, or

laboured into barbaric ornaments; and, above all,

the natives of tliese countries, who were objects of

intense and inexhaustible interest; since there is

nothing to man so curious as the varieties of his own
species. All these he pronounced mere harbingers

of greater discoveries he had yet to make, which

would add realms of incalculable wealth to the do-

minions of their Majesties, and whole nations of pro-

selytes to the true faith.

The words of Columbus were listened to with

profound emotion by the Sovereigns. When he had
finished, they sank on their knees, and raising their

clasped hands to heaven, their eyes filled witli tears

of joy and gratitude, they poured forth thanks and

praises to God for so great a providence : all present

followed their example, a deep and solemn enthu-

siasm pervaded that splendid assembly, and prevented

all common acclamations of triumph. The anthem

of Te Deum laudamus, chanted by the choir of the

royal chapel, with the melodious responses of the

minstrels, rose up from the midst in a full body of

sacred harmony ; bearing up, as it were, the feelings

and thoughts of the auditors to heaven, " so that,"

> Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 78. MS.
< Las Casas, Hitt. Ind., I.i, c.78. Hist, del Almirante, cip. HI

.
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says the venerable Las Casas, " it seemed as if in ihat

hour they communicated vitli celestial delights."

Such was the solemn and pious manner in which the

brilliant court of Spain celebrated this sublime event

;

ofTering up a grateful tribute of melody and praise,

and giving glory to God for the discovery of another

world.

When Columbus retired from the royal presence,

he was attended to his residence by all the court, and

followed by the shouting populace. For many days

he was the object of universal curiosity, and, wher-

ever he appeared, he was surrounded by an admir-

ing multitude. While the mind of Columbus was

thus teeming with glorious anticipations, his pious

scheme for the deliverance of the holy sepulchre was

not forgotten. It has been shown that he suggested

it to the Spanish Sovereigns at the time of first mak-

ing his propositions, holding it forth as the great

object to be effected by the proflts of bis discoveries.

Flushed with the idea of the vast wealth that was now
to accrue to himself, he made a vow to furnish within

seven years an army, consisting of four thousand

horse, and fifty thousand foot, for the rescue of the

holy sepulchre, and a similar force within the five

following years. This vow was recorded in one of

bis letters to the Sovereigns, to which be refers, but

which is no longer extant, nor is it certain whether

it was made at the end of his first voyage, or at a sub-

sequent date, when the magnitude and wealthy result

of his discoveries became more fully manifest. He
often alludes to it vaguely in his writings, and he re-

fers toil expressly in a letter (o Pope Alexander YI.,

written in 1502, in which he accounts also for its

non-fulfilment. It is essential to a full comprehen-

sion of the character and motives of Columbus, that

this wild and visionary project should be borne in re-

collection. It will be found to have entwined itself

in his mind with bis enterprise of discovery, and

that a holy crusade was to be the consummation of

those divine purposes, for which he considered

himself selected by Heaven as an agent. It shows

how much bis mind was elevated above selfish and

mercenary views ; how it was filled with those de-

vout and heroic schemes, which in the time of the

crusades had inflamed the thoughts and directed the

enterprises of the bravest warriors and most illus-

trious princes.

CHAPTER Vn.

SOJODBN OF COLUMBUS AT D4RCEL0N*. ATTENTIONS PAID DIM

UV THE SOVEBEIGNS AND COUaTlEBS.

.
'

[ M93. ] 7 :

Thk joy occasioned by this great discovery was not

confined to Spain. The tidings were spread far and

wide by embassies, b/ the correspondence ofthe learn-

ed, by thenegociationsof mei'clianls, and the reports

of travellers. Allegretto Allegretti, a contemporary

writer, in his Annah of Sienna for iiOS, mentions it

asjust made known at tliat court by the letters of llitir

merchants who were in Spain, and by the mouths of

various travellers. ' The news was brought to Genoa md Columbus on th
by the return of her ambassadors Francesco Alar-

chesi and Giovaimi Antonio Grimaldi, and was re-

corded among the triumphant events of the year.

The republic, though she may have slighted the op-

portunities of making herself mistress of the disco

very, has ever since been tenacious of the glory of

having given birth to (he discoverer. Sebastian Cabot

mentioned that he was in London when news wm
brought there of the discovery, and that it caused

great talk and admiration in the court of Henry VII,

being affirmed" to be a thing more divine than Ini-
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The whole civilized world, in fact, was filled will

Every one rejoiced in it as an '"y^Se, should discowonder and delight.

event in which he was more or less interested, and

as opening a new and unbounded field for inquiry

and enterprise. Of the exultation of the learned, we

have a proof in a letter of Peter Martyr to his friend

Pomponius Lietus. " You tell me, my amiable Pom-

ponius, " he writes, " that you leaped for joy, and

that your delight was mingled with tears, when

you read my epistles certifying to you the hitherto "!"' ^^ '^'"^ ^'^I'^'o^' ^

hidden world of the Antipodes. You have felt and

acted as became a man distinguished for learning.

What aliment more delicious than such tidings can

be set before an ingenious mind ? I feel a happi-

ness of spirit when I converse with intelligent people

who have returned "rom these regions. It is like an

accession of wealth to a miser. Our minds, soiled

with vices, become meliorated by contemplating sucli

glorious events. "

Notwithstanding all his triumphs, however, no one

as yet was aware of the real importance of this dis-

covery. No one bad an idea (hat this was a totalj

distinct portion of the globe, separated by oceans from

the ancient world. The opinion of Columbus was

universally adopted, that Cuba was the end of llie

Asiatic continent, and that the adjacent islands were

in the Indian seas. This agreed with (he opinions of

the ancients, heretofore cited, about the moderate

distance from Spain to the extremity of India, sailing

weslwardly. The parrots were also thought to re-

semble those described by Pliny as abounding in the

remote parts of Asia. The lands, therefore, which

Columbus had visited were called the West Indias,

and as he seemed to have entered upon a vast region

of unexplored countries, existing in a state of nature,

the whole received the comprehensive appellation of

" the New World. "

During the whole of his sojourn at Barcelona, the

Sovereigns took every occasion to bestow on Cohini-

bus personal marks of llieir high consideration. He

» Diarj Senesi de Alleg. Allegretti. Muratori, Hal. Script., t. 23.

> rogllc'ta, Isloria di (ienova, il. 2.

' llackluyt, Collect. Voyages, p. 7.

4 Letters of I'lter iMaitj r, 1. 55.
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was admitted at all limes to the royal presence, and
ilie Queen delighted to converse with him on the sub-

ject of his enterprises. The King too appeared occa-
he mouths o( jonally on horseback, with Prince Juan on one side,
ghl to Genoa md Columbus on the other. To perpetuate in his
ancesco Mar- jimily the glory of his achievement, a coat of arms
and was re- „as assigned him, in which the royal arms, the castle

ind lion, were quartered with those more peculiarly

assigned (o him, a group of islands surrounded by
vaves. To these arms were afterwards annexed the

motto

—

FOR CASTILLA Y FOR LEOM

Nl'iiVO MtKUO UALLO CULON.

(FOR CASTILK AMD LKOiV

COLIIMUUS rolKD A NEW WOULD.)

The pension of thirty crowns ' which had been de-

creed by the Sovereigns to him who, in the first

royage, should discover land, was adjudged to Co-
lumbus, for having first seen the light on the shore.

it is said that the seaman who first descried the land

was so incensed at being disappointed ofwhat he con-

ceived his merited reward, that he renounced his

country and his failti, and, going into Africa, turned

Mussulman ; an anecdote which rests on the authority

ofOviedo,' who is extremely incorrect in liis narra-

tion of this voyage, and inserts several falsehoods told

liim by the enemies of the Admiral.

It may appear, at first sight, but little accordant

vilh the acknowledged magnanimity of Columbus, to

have borne away the prize from this poor sailor ; but

Ibis was a subject in which his whole ambition was
involved, and he was, doubtless, proud of the honour

of being personally the discoverer of the land, as well

as the projector of the enterprise.

Next in importance to the protection shown him by
the King and Queen, may be mentioned that of Pedro

Gonzalez de Mendoza, the Grand Cardinal of Spain,

aiid fii'st subject of the realm ; a man whose elevated

character for pioty, learning, and high prince-like

qualities, gave signal value to his favours. He invited

Columbus to a banquet, where he assigned him the

most honourable place at table, and had him served

with the ceremonies which, in those punctilious

es, were observed towards sovereigns. At this

repast is said to have occurred the well-known anec-

dote of the egg. A shallow courtier present, impa-

tient of the honours paid to Columbus, and meanly

jealous of him as a foreigner, abruptly asked him whe-
ther he thought that, in case he liud not discovered

the Indies, there were not other men who would have

heen capable of the enterprise. To this, Columbus
made no immediate reply, but, taking an egg, invited

the company to make it stand upon one end. Every
one attempted it, but in vain, whereupon he struck it

upon the table so as to break the end, and left it

standing on the broken part; illustrating, in this

simple manner, that when he had once shown the

Equal to a value in goM of Ihirly-nine dollars, and etiuivalent
lo one liundrcd and seventeen dollars in our day.

' Ovicdo, Cronica dc las Indias, 1. ii, c. s.

way to the New World, notliing was easier than to

follow it.

'

The favour shown Colnmbus by the Sovereigns,

ensured him, for a time, the caresses of the nobility

:

for in a court evei7 one vies with his neighbour in

lavishing attentions upon the man " whom the King

delighteth to honour." He bore all these caresses

and distinctions with becoming modesty, though he

nnist have felt a proud satisfaction in the idea, that

they had been wrested, as it were, from the nation,

by his courage and perseverance. One can hardly

recognise in the individual, thus made the companion

of princes, the theme of general wonder and admira-

tion, the same obscure stranger, who, but a short

time before, had been a common scoff and jest in this

very court, derided by some as an adventurer, and

pointed out by others as a madman. Those who had

treated him with contumely during his Ion*; course

of solicitation, now sought to efface the remembrance

of it by adulations. Every one who bestowed upon

him a supercilious patronage, or a few courtly smUes,

now arrogated to himself the credit of having been a

patron, and of having promoted the discovery of the

New World. Scarce a great man about the court,

but has been enrolled by his historian or biographer

among the benefactors of Columbus; though, had

one-tenth part of this boasted patronage been really

exerted, he would never have had to linger seven

years soliciting for an armament of three caravels.

Columbus knew well the weakness of the patronage

that had been given him. The only friends men-
tioned by him with gratitude, in his afier letters, as

having been really zealous and effective, were those

two worthy friends, Diego de Deza, afterwards

Bishop of Palencia and Seville, and Juan Perez, Prior

of the Convent of La Rabida.

Thus, honoured by the Sovereigns, courted by the

great, idolized by the people, Columbus, for a time,

drank the honeyed draught of popularity, before en-

mity and detraction had time to drug it with bitter-

ness. His discovei-y burst with such sudden splen-

dour upon the world, as to dazzle envy itself,

and to call forth the general acclamations of man-

kind. Well would it be for tlie honour of human

nature, could history, like romance, close with the

consummation of the hero's wishes; we should then

leave Columbus in the full fruition of great and well-

merited prosperity. But his history is destined to

furnish another proof, if proof be wanting, of the in-

constancy of public favour, even when won by dis-

tinguished services. No greatness was ever acquired

by more incontestable, unalloyed, and exalted be-

nefits rendered to mankind, yet none ever drew on

its possessor more unremitting jealousy and defama-

tion, or involved him in more unmerited distress and

I This anecdote rests on the authority of the Italian lustorian

Benzoni ( I. i, p. t2, ed. Vcnezia, 1372 ). It has been condemned

.IS trivial, but the simplicity of the reproof constituted its severity,

and was characteristic of the practical sagacity of Columbus. The

universal popularity of the anecdote is a proof of its merit.
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(lifnciilly. 'i'hus il is witli illustrious merit : its very

effulgence draws forth llic rancorous passions of low

and grovelling minds, which too often have a tem-

porary influence in obscuring it to the world; as the

sun emerging with full splendour into the heavens,

calls up, by the very fervour of his rays, the rank

and noxious vapours wliich, for a time, becloud his

glory.

CHAPTER Vin.

PAPtL BULL or PARTITION. PRRPAU4TI0NS POI k SKCOND

V VOVAUE OP COLUMBUS.

[ U93. ]

In the midst of their rejoicings, the Spanish So-

vereigns lost no time in taking every measure neces-

sary to secure their new acquisitions. Although it

was supposed that the countries just discovered were

part of the territories of the Grand Khan, and of

other oriental princes, considerably advanced in civi-

lization, yet there does not appear to have been the

least doubt of the right of their Catholic Majesties to

take possession of them. During the crusades, a doc-

trine had been established among the Christian prin-

ces extremely favourable to their ambitious designs.

According to this, they had the right to invade, ravage,

and seize upon, the territories of all infidel nations,

under the plea of defeating the enemies of Christ,

and extending the sway of his holy church on earth.

In conformity to the same doctrine, the pope, from

his supreme authority over all temporal things, was
considered as empowered to dispose of all heathen

lands, to such pious potentates as would engage to

reduce them to the dominion of the church, and to

propagate the true faith among their benighted in-

liabitants. It was in virtue of tliis power, that Pope

Martin V and his successors had conceded to the

crown of Portugal all the lands il might discover from

Cape Bojador to the Indies; and the Catholic So-

vereigns, in a treaty concluded in I4T9 with the Por-

tuguese monarch, had engaged themselves to respect

the territorial rights thus acquired. It was to this

treaty that John II alluded, in his conversation with

Columbus, wherein he suggested liis title to the

newly-discovered countries.

On the first intelligence received from the Admiral

of his success, therefore, the Spanish Sovereigns look

the immediate precaution to secure the sanction of

the Pope. Alexander VI had recently been elevated

to the holy chair; a pontiff whom some historians

have stigmatized with every vice and crime that could

disgrace humanity, but whom all have represented

as eminently able and politic. He was a native of

Valencia, and being born a subject of the crown of

Aragon, il might be inferred was favourably disposed

to Ferdinand; but in certain questions which had

come before him, he had already shown a disposition

not the most cordial towards the Catholic Monarch.

At all events, Ferdinand was well aware of hii

worldly and perfidious character, and endeavoured

to manage him accordingly. He despatched ambas

sadors, therefore, to the court of Home, announcin;

the new discovery as an extraordinary triumph of IIk

faith; selling forth the great glory and gain whick

must redound to the church from the dissemination of day or other come
Christianity throughout these vast and heathen landi,

Care was also taken to state, that the present dii

covery did not in the least interfere with the posses-

sions ceded by the holy chair to Portugal, all which

]iieslion of territorii

In the mean time

lion of the court of

made by the Sovere

iiad been sedulously avoided. Ferdinand, who was lion. To ensure re{

lirs relative to the

iiuler the superinter

at least as politic as he was pious, insinuated a hint

at the same lime, by which the Pope might perceive

that he was determined, at all events, to maintain leca, archdeacon oi

his important acquisitions. His ambassadors were romoted to the see

instructed to stale that, in the opinion of many learned ;o8, and finally ap

men, these newly-discovered lands, havingbeen taken le was a man of fai

possession of by the Catholic Sovereigns, their title to

the same did not require the papal sanction; still, as

pious princes, obedient to the holy chair, they sup-

plicated his holiness to issue a bull, making a conces-

sion of them, and of such others as might be dis

covered, to the crown of Castile.

The tidings of the discovery were received, in fact,

with great astonishment and no less exultation by the

court of Home. The Spanish Sovereigns had already

elevated themselves to high consequence in the eyes

of the church, by their war against the Moors of

lore the preceding <
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The present discovery was a still greater achieve- ilication of his priva

menl; it was the fulfilment of one of the sublime pro- vrongs and sorrows

mises to the church; il was giving to it "the heallien

for an inheritance, and the ullermosl parts of the

earth for a possession ." No difficulty, therefore, was

made in granting what was considered but a modest

request for so important a service ; though it is pro-

bable that the acquiescence of the worldly-minded

pontiff was quickened by the insinuations of the po-

litic Monarch.

A bull was accordingly issued, dated May 2d, 4493,

ceding to the Spanish Sovereigns the same rights,

privileges and indulgences, in respect to the newly-

discovered regions, as had been accorded to the Por-

tuguese, with regard to their African discoveries,

under the same condition of planting and propagating

the catholic faith. To prevent any conHicting claims,

however, between the two powers in the wide range

of their discoveries, another bull was issued on the

following day, containing the famous line of demar-

cation, by which their territories were thought (o k

clearly and permanently defined. This was an ide^l

line drawn from the north to the south pole, a linn-

dred leagues to the west of the Azores, and the Cape

de Verde Islands. All land discovered by the Spanisli

navigators to the west of this line, and which had not

been taken possession of by any christian power be-
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lore (he preceding Christmas, was lu belong to the

Spanish crown : all land discovered in the contrary

ilireclion, was to belong to I'ortugal. It seems ne-

rer to have occurred to the pontiff, that, by pushing

their opposite careers of discovei'y, they might some
isseminalion of day or other come again in coH.rion, and renew the

question of territorial right at tho Antipodes.

In the mean time, without wailing for the sane-

lion of the court of Home, the utmost exertions were
jgal, all which nade by the Sovereigns to fit out a second expcdi-

land, who wai lion. To ensure regularity and despatch in the af-

lirs relative to the New World, they were placetl

inder the superintendence ofJuan Rodriguez de Fon-

s, to maintain leca, archdeacon of Seville, who was successively

jassadors were iromoted to the sees of Badajoz, Palencia, and Bur-

f many learned os, and finally appointed patriarch of the Indies,

e was a man of family and intluence; his brothers

Jionso and Antonio were seniors, or lords, of Coca
iction; still, a md Alacyos, and the latter was comptroller-general
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e thought to lie

liis was an \id

th pole, a linn-

s, and the Cape

1 by the Spanish

1 which had not

stian power be-

if Castile. Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca is represented

ly Las Casas as a worldly man, more calculated for

emporal than spiritual concerns, and well adapted

otlie bustling occupation of lilting out and manning
irmadas. Notwithstanding the high ecclesiastical

lignities to which he rose, his worldly employments

eem never to have been considered incompatible

rith his sacred functions. Enjoying the perpetual,

lOugh unmerited, favour of the Sovereigns, he main-

ained the control of Indian affairs for about thirty

[ears. He must undoubtedly nave possessed talents

w business, to ensure him such perpetuity of office

:

lilt he was malignant and vindictive ; and in the gra-

ilication of his private resentments, not only heaped

rongs and sorrows upon the most illustrious of the

larly discoverers, but frequently impeded the pro-

;ress of their enterprises, to the great detriment of

he crown. This he was enabled to do privately and

ecurely by his official situation. His perfidious con-

uct is repeatedly alluded to, but in guarded terms,

ly contemporary writers of weight and credit, such

s the curate of Los Palacios, and the bishop Las

lasas ; hut they evidently were fearful of expressing

he fulness of their feelings. Subsequent Spanish

lislorians, always more or less controlled by eccle-

iaslical supervision, have likewise dealt too favnuv-

ihly with this base-minded man. lie deserves to be

leld up as a warning example of those perfidious

Kings in office, who too often lie like worms at the

ml of honourable enterprise, blighting, by their uu-

een influence, the fruits of glorious action, and dis-

ppointiug the hopes of nations.

To assist Fonseca in his duties, Francisco Pinelo

as associated with him as treasurer, and Juan de
»ria as contador, or comptroller. Their office, for

le transaction of Indian affairs, was fixed at Seville

;

^lending its vigilance at the same time to the port

f Cadiz, where a custom-house was established for

lis new branch of navigation. Such was the germ
if the Royal India House, which afterwards rose to

iicii great power and importance. A correspondent

office was ordered to be inslilutcti in ilispnniola, un-

der the direction of the Admiral. These offices were

to interchange registers of the cargoes, crews, and

munition of each ship, by accountants who saileil

with it. All persons thus employed were dependants

upon the two comptrollers general, superior minis-

ters of the royal revenue ; since the crown was to lie

at all the expenses of the colony, and to receive all

the emoluments.

The most minute and rigorous account was to be

exacted of all expenses and proceeds ; and the most

vigilant caution observed as to the persons employeil

in the concerns of the newly discovered lands. No
one was permitted to go there either to trade or to form

an establishment, without express license from the

Sovereigns, from Columbus, or from Fonseca, under

the heaviest penalties. The ignorance of the age as

to enlar; ed principles of commerce, and the example

of the Portuguese in respect to their African posses-

isions, have been cited in excuse of the narrow and

jealous spirit here manifested ; but it always more or

less influenced the policy of Spain in her colonial re-

gulations.

Another instance of the despotic sway maintained

by the crown over commerce, is manifested in a royal

order, that all ships in the ports of Andalusia, with

their captains, pilots, and crews, should be held in

readiness to serve in this expedition. Columbus and

Fonseca were authorized to freight or purchase any of

those vessels they might think proper, and to lake them

by force, ifrefused ,even though theyhad been freighted

by other persons, paying w'lat they should conceive

a reasonable price. They -were furthermore autho-

rised to take the requisite provisions, arms, and am-
munition, from any place or vessel ui wbicli ihcy

might be found, paying a fair price to the owners;

and they might compel, not merely mariners, but

any officer holding any rank or station whatever,

whom they should deem necessary to the service, to

embark in the fleet, on a reasonable pay and salary.

The civil authorities, and iai persons of rank and

standing, were called upon to render all requisite

aid in expediting the armament, and warned against

creating any impediment, under penalty of piivation

of office and coniiscation of estate. To provide for the

expenses of the expedition, the royal revenue arising

from two-thirds of the church tithes was placed at the

disposition of Pinelo; and other funds were drawn

from a disgraceful source, from the jewels and other

valuables, the sequestrated property of the imtbrtu-

nate Jews, banished from the kingdom, according to

a bigoted edict of the preceding year. As these re-

sourceswere still inadequate, Pinelo was authonzed to

supply the deficiency by a loan. Requisitions were

likewise made for provisions of all kinds, as well as

for artillery, powder, muskets, lances, corselets, and

cross-bows. This latter weapon, notwithstanding the

introduction of fire-arms, was sli'l preferred by many

to the arquebuss, and considered more formidable and

destructive ; the other having to be used with a match-
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loch, and being so heavy as to require an iron rest.

Tlie military stores which had accumulated during

the war with the Moors of Granada, furnished a

great part of these supplies. Almost all tiie preced-

ing orders were issued by the 33d of May, while Co-

lumbus was yet at Barcelona. Rarely has there been

witnessed such a scene of activity in the dilatory of-

fices of Spain.

As the conversion of the heathens was professed

to be the grand object of these discoveries, twelve

zealous and able ecclesiastics were chosen for the

purpose, to accompany the expedition. Among
these was Bernardo Buyl or Boyle, a Benedictine

monk, of talent and reputed sanctity, but one of those

subtle politicians of the cloister, who in those days

glided into all temporal concerns. He had acquitted

himself with success in recent negotiations with

France, relative to the restitution of Roussillon. Be-

fore the sailing of the fleet, he was appointed by the

Pope his Apostolical Vicar for the new world, and

placed as superior over his ecclesiastical brethren.

This pious mission was provided with all things ne-

cessary for the dignified performance of its functions;

the queen supplying from her own chapel the orna-

ments and vestments to be used in all solemn ceremo-

nies. Isabella, from the first, look (he most warm
and compassionate interest in the welfare of the In-

dians. Won by the accounts given by Columbus of

their gentleness and simplicity, and looking upon

them as committed by Heaven to her especial care,

her pious heart was filled with concern at their des-

titute and ignorant condition. She ordered that

great care should be taken of their religious instruc-

tion; that they should be treated with the utmost

kindness; and enjoined Columbus to inflict signal

punishment on all Spaniards who should be guilty of

outrage or injustice towards them.

By way, at it was said, of offering to Heaven the

flrst-fruits of these pagan nations, the six Indians

whom Columbus had brought to Barcelona were

baptized with great state and ceremony ; the king, the

queen, and Prince Juan officiating as sponsors. Great

hopes were entertained that, on their return to their

native country, they would facilitate the introduction

of Christianity among their countrymen. One of

them, at the request of Prince Juan, remained in his

household, but died not long afterwards : a Spanish

historian ' remarked that, according to what ought

to be our pious belief, he was the iirst of bis nation

that entered heaven.

Before the departure of Columbus from Barcelona,

the provisional agreement made at Santa Fc was
confirmed, granting him the titles, emoluments, and
prerogatives Qf admiral, viceroy, and governor, of all

the countries he had discovered, or might discover.

He was intrusted also with the royal seal, with au-

thority to use the names of their majesties in granting

letters-patent and commissions within the bounds of

• Ilcrrcra, Iliat. Iml., dccad. i, 1. ii, cap. S.

his jurisdiction; with the right also, in case of ab

sence, to appoint a person in his place, and to inves

him, for the time, with the sjme powers.

It had been premised in the agreement, that for al

vacant oHlces in the government of the islands am

mainland, he should nominate three candidates, ou

ofwhich number the Sovereign should make a choice

but now, to save time, and to show their confidenc

in Columbus, they empowered him to appoint a

once such persons as he thought proper, who wer

to hold their offices during the royal pleasure. II

had likewise the title and command ofcaptain-genera

of the armament about to sail, with unqualified po\r

ers as to the government of the crews, the establish

ments to be formed in the New World, and thi

ulterior discoveries to be undertaken.

This was the honey-moon of royal favour, durinj

which Columbus enjoyed the unbounded and well

merited confidence of his Sovereigns, before enviou

minds had dared to insinuate a doubt of his integrity

After receiving every mark of public honour and pii

vate regard, he took leave of the Sovereigns on tli

28th of May. The whole court accompanied liin

from the palace to his dwelling, and attended, also

to pay him farewell honours on his departure fron

Barcelona for Seville.

CHAPTER EX.

DIPLOMATIC !»ECOTUTIOi>S BETWEEJi THE COURTS OF SPAIN i'\

I'OHTUGAL WITU BE.SPECT TO TUB NEW UISCOVEUIES.

[ 440S. ]

The anxiety of the Spanish monarchy for lli

speedy departure of the expedition, was heightene

by the proceedings of the court of Portugal. Joliul

had unfortunately among his councillors certain pnli

ticians of that short-sighted class, who mistake era

for wisdom. By adopting their perfidious policy, h

had lost the New World when it was an object o

honourable enterprise ; in compliance with their ad

vice, he now sought to retrieve it by subtle stratagem

He had accordingly prepared a large armament, thi

avowed object of which was an expedition to Africa

but its real destination to seize upon the newly-dis

covered countries. To lull suspicion, Don Buy di

Sande was sent ambassador to the Spanish court, re

questing permission to procure certain prohibited ar

tides from Spain for this African voyage. He requir

ed also, that the Spanish Sovereigns should forbii

their subjects lo fish beyond Cape Bojador, until thi

possessions of the two nations should be properly de

lined. The discovery of Columbus, the real objec

of solicitude, was treated as an incidental afiair. Tlu

manner of his arrival and reception in Portugal n
mentioned ; the congratulations of King John oiillii

happy result of his voyage; his satisfaction at fin
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IBTS OF SPAIN 1)

DISCOVF.UIES,

larehy for

was heightene

tugal. Jobul

ors certain pnl

110 mistake era

dious policy, b

as an object

! with their ad

iblle stratagei

armament, tit

lition to Africa

the newly-dii

1, Don Ruyd

anish court, re

1 prohibited ar

ge. He reqnir

i should forbii

ijador, until Ihi

be [»roperly de

the real objec

ital affair. Thi

in Portugal n
ng John on llu

ction at findini

d to steer wfsl

ward from the Canary Islands, and his hope that the

Castilian Sovereigns would continue to enjoin a si-

milar track to their navigators,—all to the south of

those Islands being granted by papal bull to the crown

of Portugal. He concluded by intimating the entire

confidence of King John, that should any of the new-

ly-discovered islands appertain by right to Portugal,

the matter would be adjusted in that spirit of amity

which existed between the two crowns.

Ferdinand was too wary a politician to be easily

deceived. He had received early intelligence of the

real designs of King John, and before the arrival of

his ambassador he had himself despatched Don Lope

de Herrera to the Portuguese court, furnished with

double instructions, and with two letters of widely

opposite tenor. The first was couched in affectionate

terms, acknowledging the hospitality and kindness

shown to Columbus, and communicating the nature

of his discoveries, requesting at the same time that

the Portuguese navigators might be prohibited from

visiting those newly-discovered lands, in the same

manner that the Spanish Sovereigns had prohibited

their subjects from interfering with the African pos-

sessions of Portugal.

In case, however, the ambassador found that King

John iiad either sent, or was about to send, vessels to

the New World, he was to withhold the amicable

letter, and present the other, couched in stern and

peremptory terms, forbidding any enterprise of the

kind.' A keen diplomatic game ensued between the

two Sovereigns, perplexing to any spectator not ac-

quainted with the seciet of their play. Reesende,

in his History of King John II, informs us, that the

Portuguese monarch, by large presents, or rather

bribes, held certain of the confidential members of

the Castilian cabinet in his interest, who informed

him of the most secret councils of their court. Tiie

roads were covered with couriers ; scarce was an in-

tention expressed by Ferdinand to hij ministers, but

it was conveyed to his rival monarch. The result

was, that the Spanish Sovereigns seemed as if under

the influence of some enchantment. King John an-

ticipated all their movements, and appeared to dive

into their very thoughts. Their ambassadors were

crossed on the road by Portuguese ambassadors, tm-

powered to settle the very points on which they were

to make remonstrances. Frequently, when Ferdi-

nand proposed a sudden and perplexing question to

the envoys at his court, which apparently would re-

quire fresh instructions from the Sovereigns, he would

be astonished by a prompt and positive reply; most of

the questions which were likely to occur having,

through secret information, been foreseen and pro-

vided for. Asa surmise of treacheiy in the cabinet

might naturally arise. King John, while he rewarded

ills agents in secret, endeavoured to divert suspi-

cions from them upon others, making rich presents of

' llcrrnra, Mist. Ind., decid. i, I. ii. Zurita, Analpndc Ai'3i;on,

I. i, c. 29.

jewels to the Duke de Infantado and other Spanish

grandees of incorruptible integrity."

Such is the intriguing diplomatic craft which too

often passes for refined policy, and is extolled as the

wisdom of the cabinet ; but all corrupt and disinge-

nuous measures are unworthy of an enlightened

politician and a magnanimous prince. The grand

principles of right and wrong operate in the same

way between nations as between individuals; fair

and open conduct, and inviolable faith, however they

may appear adverse to present purposes, are the only

kind of policy that will ensure ultimate and honour-

able success.

King John, having received intelligence, in the

furtive manner that has been mentioned, of the

double instructions furnished to Don Lope de Her-

rera, received him in such a manner as to prevent

any resort to his peremptory letter. He had already

despatched an extra envoy to the Spanish court to

keep it in good humour, and he now appointed

Doctor Pero Diaz and Don Ruy de Pena ambassadors

to the Spanish Sovereigns, to adjust all questions

relative to the new discoveries : and promised that

no vessel should be permitted to sail on a voyage

of discovery within sixty days after their arrival at

Barcelona.

These ambassadors were instructed to propose, as

a mode of effectually settling all claims, that a line

should be drawn from the Canaries due west ; all

lands and seas north of it to appertain to the Castilian

court; all south to the crown of Portugal, excepting

any islands already in possession of either p^ wer.>

Ferdinand had now the vantage-ground ; his

object was to gain time for the preparation and

departure of Columbus, by entangling King John in

long diplomatic negotiations. ' In reply to his pro-

posals, he despatched Don Pedro de Ayala and Don
Garcia Lopez de Caravajal on a solemn embassy to

Portugal, in which there was great outward pomp
and parade, and many professions of amity, but 'he

whole purport of which was to propose to submit

the territorial questions which had arisen between

them to arbitration, or to the court of Rome. This

stately embassy moved with becoming slowness, but

a special envoy was sent in advance to apprise the

King of Portugal of its approach, in order to keep

him waiting for its communications.

King John understood the whole nature and object

of the embassy, aud felt that Ferdinand was foiling

him. The amhassa'ljrs at leni;th arrived, and de-

livered their credentials with great form and cere-

mony. As they retired from his presence, lie looked

after them conlempluou ily :
-' This embassy from

our cousin," said he, " wants both head and feet."

He alluded to the character both of the mission and

the envoys. Don Garcia de Caravajal was vain and

npesonrto, Vida dot llcy rom Joham II, cap. 137. I'aria y
Soiua, Kiii'opa rortiiRiiesa, t. ii, c. 4, p. 3.

» giiirita, lib. I, rap. Zf . llriTcra, dccad. i, I. ii, c. 3.

' Vascunci'Iw, Don .liian II, lit), vi.

lv'1
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frivolous, and Don Pedro de Ayala was lame of

one leg.

In the height of his vexation, King John is even

said to have held out some vague show of hostile

intentions, taking occasion to let the ambassadors

discover him reviewing his cavalry, and dropping

g ambiguous words in their hearing, which might be

4 construed into something of menacing import.' The
'

embassy returned to Castile, leaving him in a state

of perplexity and irritation ; but whatever might be

his chagrin, his discretion prevented him fromcoming

to an open rupture. He had some hopes of inter-

fereiice on the part of the Pope, to wliom he had

sent an embassy, complaining of the pretended dis-

coveries of the Spaniards, as infringing the territories

I
granted to Portugal by papal bull, and earnestly

imploring redress. Here, as has been shown, his

wary antagonist had been beforehand with him, and

he was doomed again to be foiled. The only reply

his ambassador received, was a reference to the line

of partition from pole to jwle, so sagely devised by

ri his holiness. ' Such was this royal game of diplo-

macy, where the parties were playing for a newly-

discovered world. John H was able and intelligent,

and had crafty councillors to advise him in all his

moves ; but whenever deep and subtle policy was

I required, Ferdinand was master of the game.

CHAPTER X.

FURTIIEIl PRKPAHATIOMS FOB TIIK SKCOND VOYAGS. CdAIIACTEB

OP ALOJISO DF. OJEDA. DIFFEllENCI! OF COLUMDUS WITH

SOItIi AIVU FOKttECA.

[ <W3. ]

Distrustful of some attempt on the part of Por-

tugal to interfere with their discoveries, the Spanish

sovereigns, in the course of their negotiations, wrote

repeatedly to Columbus, urging him to hasten his de-

parture. His zeal, however, needed no incitement;

immediately on arriving at Seville, in tiie beginning

of June, he had proceeded with all diligence to lit

out the armament, making use of the powers given

him to put in requisilion tlic ships and crews which

were in the harbours of Andalusia. He was joined

soon after by Fonseca and Soria, who had remained

for a time at Barcelona, and, with their united exer-

tions, a Heel of seventeen vessels, large and small,

were soon in a slate of preparation. The best pilots

were chosen for the service, and the crews were mus-

tered in presence of Soria the comptroller. A num-
ber of skilful husbandmen, miners, carpenters, and

other mechanics, were engaged for the projected co-

lony. Horses, both for military purposes and for

stocking the country, cattle, and domestic animals of

all kinds, were likewise provided. Grain, seeds of

• Vasconccles, HI), vi. Barros, Asia. (]. i, I. iii, cap. 2.

' Vasconcnlcs, lib. vi.

' HeiTcra, dccaJ, i,l. ii.

various plants, vines, sugar-canes, grafts, and saplings,

were embarked, together with a great quantity ol

merchandise; consisting of trinkets, beads, hawks'-

bells, looking-glasses, and other showy trifles, cal-

culated for trafficking with the natives. Nor wq.s

there wanting an abundant supply of provisions of all

sorts, munitions of war, and medicines and refresh-

ments for the sick.

An extraordinary degree of excitement prevailed

respecting this expedition. The most extravagant

fancies were entertained with respect to the New
World. The accounts given by the voyagers who
had visited it were full of exaggeration; for in fact

they had nothing but vague and confused notions

concerning it, like the recollections of a dream; and

it has been shown that Columbus himself had beheld

every thing through the most delusive medium. The

vivacity of his descriptions, and the sanguine antici-

pations of his ardent spirit, while they aroused the

public to a wonderful degree of entluisiasm, pre-

pared the way for bitter disappointment. The cu;

pidity of the avaricious was inflamed with the idea of

regions of unappropriated wealth, where the rivers

rolled over golden sands, and the mountains teemed

with gems and precious metals; where the groves

produced spices and perfumes, and the shores of the

ocean were sown with pearl. Others had conceived

visions of a loftier kind. It was a romantic and stir-

ring age, and the wars with the Moors being over,

and hostilities with the French suspended, the bold

and restless spirits of the nation, impatient of the mo-

notony of peaceful life, were eager for employmom.

'J"o these, the New World presenleci a vast field for

wild enterprise and extraordinary adventure, so con-

genial to the Spanish character in t!iat period of its

meridian fervour and brilliancy. Many hidalgos of

high rank, offlcers of the royal household, and Au-

dahisian cavaliers, schooled in arms, and iris[)ired

with a passion for hardy achievements by the romantic

wars of Granada, pressed into the expedition, some

in the royal service, others at their own cost. To

them, it was the commencement of a new series of

crusades, surpassing in extent and splendour the chi-

valrous enterprises to the Holy Land. They pictured

to themselves vast and beautiful islands of the ocean

to be over-run and subdued ; their internal wondeis

to be explored, and the banner of the cross ((; lie

planted on the walls of the cities they were supposed

to contain. From thence they were to make their

way to the shores of India, or rather Asia, penelrntc

into Mangi and Catliay, convert, or wiiat was the

same thing, conquer, the Grand Khan, and thus open

a glorious career of arms among the splendid coun-

tries and semi-barbarous nations of the «'qst. Thus,

no one had any definite idea of the object or naluie

of the service on which he was end)arking, or liic

situation and character of the region to wiiicli W
was bound. Indeed, during this fever of the imii

gination, had sober facts and cold realities been pre

scnled, they would have been njectcd with disdiiin;
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fur there is nothing of wliich tlie public is more im-

patient than of being disturbed in the indulgence of

any of its golden dreams.

Among the noted personages who engaged in the

expedition, was a young cavalier of the name of Don
Alonso de Ojeda, celebrated for his extraordinary

personal endowments and his daring spirit ; and who
distinguished himself by many perilous expeditions

and singular exploits among the early discoveries,

lie was of a good family, cousin-german to the

venerable father Alonso de Ojeda, Inquisitor of

Spain ; had been brought up under the patronage of

the Duke of IVIedinaCeli, and had served in the wars

against the Moors. He was ofsmall size, but vigorous

make, well proportioned, dark complexioned, of

liandsome animated countenance, and incredible

strength and agility; expert at all kinds of weapons,

accomplished in all manly and warlike exercises, an

admirable horseman, and a partisan soldier of the

highest order. Bold of heart, free of spirit, open of

liand, fierce in fight, (juick in brawl, but ready to

forgive and prone to forget an injury, he was for a

g lime the idol of the rash and roving youth who
engaged in the early expeditions to the New World,

and has been made the hero of many wonderful tales.

On introducing him to historical notice, Las Casas

gives an anecdote of one of his exploits which would

be unworthy of record, but that it exhibits the sin-

gular character of the man.

Queen Isabella being in the tower of the principal

cliurch of Seville, belter known as the Giralda,

Ojeda, to enlei lain her Majesty, and to give proofs of

Ills courage and agility, mounted on a great beam

which projected in the air, twenty feet from the

lower, at such an immense height from the ground,

that the people below looked like dwarfs, and it was

enough to make Ojeda himself shudder to look down.

Along this beam he walked briskly, and with as

imicli confidence as though he had been pacing his

fliainher. When prrived at the end, he stood on

one leg, lifting ihe other in the air; then turning

iiinibiy round, he returned in the same way to Ihe

lower, unaffected by the giddy height, from whence

llie least false step would have precipitated him and

dashed him to pieces. He aflerwards stood with

one foot on the beam, and placing the other against

liie wall of the building, threw an orange to the

Miinmit of the tower, a proof, says Las Casas, of

iimnense muscular strength. Such was Alonso de

Ojeua, who soon became conspicuous among the

lolli, vers of Coiunibus, and was always foremost in

I'very ciiu orise of an adventurous nature ; who
couiled p^i.. as if for the very love of danger, and

seemed to light more for the pleasure of fighting

Ihan for the sakeof distiiRlion."

The number of persons permitted to embark in

llie expedition had been limited to one thousand ; but

Mirli was the urgent application of volunteers to be

' Las Casas, lib. i, MS. I'lzarro, Vamncs llliislirs.

Mis;. Itiil., ticcad. 1,1. il, c. ,'i.

Ilorrrra

pei-milled to enlist without pay, that Ihe number had
increased lo twelve hundred. Many more were

refused for want of room in the ships for their ac-

commodation, but some contrived lo gel admitted by

stealth, so that eventually about fifleen hundred set

sail in the fleet. As Columbus, in his laudable zeal for

the welfare of the enterprise, provided everything

that might be necessai7 in various possible emer-

gencies, the expenses of the outfit exceeded what had

been anticipated. This gave rise lo occasional de-

murs on the part of the comptroller Juan de Sor'n,

who sometimes refused to sign the accounts of the

Admiral, and in the course of their transactions

seemed to have forgotten the deference due both to

his character and station. For this he received

repeated and severe reprimands from the Sovereigns,

who emphatically commanded that Columbus should

be treated with the greatest respect, and everything

done to facilitate his plans and yield him satisfaction.

From similar injunctions inserted in the royal lelf^rs

to Fonseca, the archdeacon of Seville, it is probable

that he also had occasionally indulged in the captious

exercise of his official powers. He appears lo liave

demurred to various requisitions of Columbus, par-

ticularly one for footmen and other domestics for his

immediate service, to form his household and retinue

as admiral and viceroy, a demand which was ejnsi-

dered superfluous by the prelate, asall who embarked

in the expedition were at his command. In reply,

the Sovereigns ordered thai he should be allowed

ten escuderos de d pie, or fbotmen, and twenty

persons in other domestic capacities ; and reminded

Fonseca that they had charged him that, both in the

nature and mode of his transactions with the Admiral,

he should study to give him content ; observing that,,

as the whole armament was intrusted to his com-

mand, it was but reasonable that his wishes should

be consulted, and thai no one should embarrass him

with punctilios and difficulties.

These trivial differences are worthy of particular

notice, from the effect they appear lo have had on the

mind of Fonseca, for from them we must date the

first rise of that singular hostility which he ever

aflerwards manifested towards Columbus, which

every year increased in rancour, and which he gra-

lified in the most invidious manner, by secretly

multiplying impediments and vexations in his path.

While the expedition was yet lingering in port,

intelligence was received thai a Portuguese caravel

had set sail from Made . and steered for the west.

Suspicions were immedia ely awakened that she was

bound for the lately-discovered lands. Colum'jus

wrote an account of it to the Sovereigns, and pre-

pared lo despatch a part of his fleet in pursuit of her.

His proposition was approved, but not carried into

effect. On remonstrances being made to the court of

Lisbon, King John declared that the vessel had sailed

without his permission, and that he would send three

\avaiTcle Collcc, vii,2. nocuminlos. No fii -CO,
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caravels (o bring her back. This only served to

increase the jealousy of the Spanish monarchs, who
considered the whole a deep-laid stratagem, and that

it was intended the vessels should join their forces,

and pursue their course together to the New World.

Columbus was urged, therefore, to depart without

an hour's delay, and instructed to steer wide of

Cape St Vincent, and entirely avoid the Portuguese

coasts and islands, for fear of molestation. Ifhe met

with any vessels in the seas he had explored, he was
to seize them, and inflict rigorous punishment on the

crews. Fonseca was also ordered to be on the alert,

and in case any expedition sailed from Portugal, to

send double the force after it. These precautions,

however, proved unnecessary. Whether such cara-

vels actually did sail, and whether they were sent

with sinister motives by Portugal, does not appear

;

nothing was either seen or heard of them by Colum-

bus in the course of his voyage.

It may be as well, for the sake of distinctness, to

anticipate, in this place, the regular course of history,

and mention the manner in which this territorial

question was linally settled between the rival Sove-

reigns. It was impossible for King John to repress

his disquiet at the indelinite enterprises of the Spanish

Monarchs ; he did not know how far they might ex-

tend, and whether they might not forestall him in all

his anticipated discoveries in India. Finding, however,

all attempts fruitless to gain by stratagem an advan-

tage over his wary and skilful antagonist, and despair-

ing of any further assistance from the court of Home,
he had recourse, at last, to fair and amicable nego-

tiations, and found, as is generally the case with those

wiio turn aside into the inviting but crooked paths of

craft, that had he kept to the line of frank and open

policy, he would have saved himself a world of per-

plexity, and have arrived sooner at his object. He
offered to leave to the Spanish Sovereigns the free

prosecution of their western discovery, and to conform

to the plan of partition by a meridian line, but he re-

presented that this line had not been drawn far enough

to the west : thai while it left the wide ocean free to

the range of Spanish enterprise, his navigators could

not venture more than a hundred leagues west of his

possessions, and had no scope nor sea-room for their

southern voyages.

After much difficulty and discussion, this moment-

ous dispute was adjusted by deputies from the two

crowns, who met at Tordesillas in Old Castile, in the

following year, and on the 7th of June, <{!){, signed

a treaty, by which the papal line of partition was

moved to three hundred and seventy leagues west of

the Cape de Verde Islands. It was agreed that within

six months an equal number of caravels and mariners,

on the part of the two nali(ms, should rendezvous at

the island of the Grand Canary
;
provided with men

learned in astronomy and navigation. They were to

proceed thence to the Cape de \ erde Islands, and

(hence westv/ard three hundred and seventy leagues,

and determine the proposed line from pole to pole,

dividing the ocean between the two nations. ' Each

of the two powers engaged solemnly to observe the

bounds thus prescribed, and to prosecute no enter-

prise beyond its proper limits; though it was agreed

that the Spanish navigators might traverse freely the

lerate enterprise, tl

IS favoured mortals

lappy climes, wher

ier, and deliglils a

eastern parts of the ocean in prosecuting their rightful J"""? *he throng.

voyages. Various circumstances impeded the pro-

posed expedition to determine t!ie line, but the treaty

remained in force, and prevented all further discus- 1"?''"?^ who had

sions. toad of the glorj

assed, every eye fo

[Very tongue praise(

Thus, says Vasconceles, this great question, the

greatest ever agitated between the two crowns, for it

was the partition of a new wo- Id, was amicably settled 1™*^ ^^^ whole fleet

by the prudence and address of two of the most politic f^^
serene and p

Monarchs that ever swayed the sceptre. It was ar-

ranged to the satisfaction of both parties, each holding "? beams, they lool

himself entitled to the vast countries that might be 1"'^" ^'"^ ^h* '•'^as

discovered within his boundary, without any regard

to the rights of the native inhabitants.

lis commanding ap

lis two sons Diego

BOOK VI.

CHAPTER I.

DEPIRTI'BE OF COLUtinUS 0\ UIS SKCOM) VOYAGE.

OP THE (UBIBUEI! lSI,A9iUS.

DISGOVeRI

[ M95. ]

The departure of Columbus on his second voyage

of discovery presented a brilliant contrast to his

gloomy embarkation at Palos. On the 2oth of Sep-

tember, at the dawn of day, the bay of Cadiz was

whitened by his fleet. There were three large ships

of heavy burden,' and fourteen caravels, loitering Biie commander of <
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On the 7th, wher

with flapping sails, and awaiting the signal to get

under weigh. The harbour resounded with the well

known note of the sailor, hoisting sail, or weighing

anchor; a motley crowd were hurrying on board

and taking leave of their friends, in the confidence of

a prosperous voyage and triumphant return. There

was the high-spirited cavalieT, bound on romantic en-

terprise ; the hardy navigator, ambitious of acquiring

laurels in these unknown seas ; the roving adventurer

who anticipates everything from change of place and

distance; the keen calculating speculator, eager to

profit by the ignorance of savage tribes ; and the pale

missionary from the cloister, anxious to extend Hie

domination of the church, or devoutly zealous forllie

propagation of the faith. All were full of animation

and lively hope. Instead of being regarded by llie

populace as devoted men, bound upon a dark and dts-

/urita, Hist. ddncyFemand.,!. i, c. 29. Vasconceles. lib.

H
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lerate enterprise, they were contemplated with envy,

IS favoured mortals, destined to golden regions and

lappy climes, where nothing but wealth, and won-

er, and delights awaited them. Columbus moved

gnong the throng, conspicuous for his height and for

lis commanding appearance. He was attended by

lis two sons Diego and Fernando, the eldest but a

tripling, who had come to witness bis departure,'

TOud of the glory of their father. Wherever he

assed, every eye followed him with admiration, and

[very tongue praised and blessed him. Before sun-

ise the whole fleet was under weigh ; the weather

iras serene and propitious, and as the populace

iratched their parting sails brightening in the morn-

flg beams, they looked forward to their joyful return

iden with the treasures of the New World.

According to the instructions of the Sovereigns,

olumbus steered wide of the coasts of Portugal and

jfits islands, standing to the soutli-west of the Cana-

ies, where they arrived on the ist of October. After

welling at the Grand Canary, they anchored on the

ilh at Gomera, where they took in a supply of wood

m\ water for the voyage. Heie also they purchased

gives, goats, and sheep, to stock the island of Ilis-

niola ; and eight hogs, from which, according to

^sCasas, the infinite number of swine was propa-

;ated, with which the Spanish settlements in the

(e\v World subsequently abounded. A number of

loinestic fowls were likewise purchased, which were

be origin of the species in the New World ; and the

anie might be said of the seeds of oranges, lemons,

lergainots, melons, and various orchard fruits,' which

me thus first introduced into the islands of Ihe west,

m\ the Ilesperides or Fortunate Islands of the Old

IVorkl.^

On the 7th, when about to sail, Columbus gave to

he commander of each vessel a sealed letter of in-

Iructions, in which was specified his route to the

arbour of Nativity, the residence of the cacique

uacanagari. This was only to be opened in case

I being separated by accident, as he wished to make

,
mystery, as long as possible, of the exact route to

he newly-discovered country, lest adventurers of

illier nations, and particularly the Portuguese, should

oilow in his track, and interfere with bis enterprises.^

After making sail from Gomera, they were be-

alnied for a few days among Ihe Canaries, until, on

helSlh of October, a fair breeze sprang up from the

!ast, which soon carried them out of sight of the

iland of Ferio. Columbus held his course to the

lutli-west, iiitending to keep considerably more to

Ihe vMitliward than in his first voyage, in hopes of

g in will) the islands of the Caiibs, of which tie

' Itist. (IdAtmiranfr. cap. 44.

lasCasas. Hist. IimI., I. i. c. 85.

' M. tic Muinboldf is of opinion tliat lliofc wore wild oranges,

I and liiHxT, as well m wild loihons, in (lie New World prior

I'llic (lisouvi-ry. Caklcleiigli mentions alsn Iliat tlie Drazilians

^iKldri' die .tinall bitter wild oran^eofnali' -origin.—llmnlHiIdl,

ail'olilii|ue snrl'lle(l('r.id)a. t. i.p (iS.

[i I..LS C.iv.is. M, Slip,

liad received such vague and wonderful accoupts from

the Indians. Being in the region of the trade winds,

the breeze continued fair and steady, with a quiet sea

;<nd pleasant weather, and by tlie 24th they had made
four hundred and fifty leagues west of Gomera, with-

out having seen any of those fields ofsea-weeds which

they had encountered within a much less distance on

their first voyage, when their appearance had been

so important, and almost providential, inspiring con-

tinual hope, and enticing them forward in their du-

bious enterprise. Now they needed no such signals,

they were full of confidence and lively anticipation

;

and on seeing a swallow circling about the ships, and

being visited occasionally by sudden showers, they

began to look out cheerily for land.

Towards the latter part of October they were
alarmed in the night by one of those sudden gusts of

heavy rain, which are accompanied, in the tropics,

with intense lightning and tremendous peals of thun-

der. It lasted for four hours, and lliey considered

themselves in much peril, until they beheld several

of those lambent flames playing about the tops of the

mast, and gliding along the rigging, which are occa-

sionally seen about tempest-tossed vessels during a

highly electrical state of the atmosphere. These
singular phenomena occurring in such awful limes of

gloom and peril, have always been objects of super-

stitious fancies among sailors. Fernando Columbus

records their present appearance, and makes remarks

on them strongly characteristic of the age in which

he lived. " On the same Saturday, in the night, was

seen St Elmo, with seven lighted tapers, at the

topmast: there was much rain and great thunder ; I

mean to say, that those lights were seen which ma-

riners affirm to be the body of St Elmo, on beholding

which they chanted many litanies and orisons, holding

it for certain, that in the tempest in which he appears,

no one is in danger. Be lii?t as it may, I leave the

matter to them ; but if we may believe Pliny, similar

lights have sometimes appeal ed to the Roman ma-
riners during tempests at sea, which they said were

Castor and Pollux, of which likewise Seneca makes

mention.""

On the evening of Saturday, the 2nd of November,

Columbus was convinced, from the colour of the sea,

the nature of the waves, and the variable winds and

frequent showers, that they must be near to land;

he gave orders, therefore, to take in sail, and to

maintain a vigilant watch throughout the night.

He had judged with his usual sagacity. As the

morning dawned, a lofly i.sland was descried to

Letter of DrClianca.

» Hist, del Almirante, cap. 4.1. A similar mention is made of

tills nautical superstition in tlic voyage of Magellan. During

these great storms, tliey said that St Elmo appeared at the topmast

with a lighted candle, and sometimes with two ; upon which the

people shed tears of joy, leceiving great consolation, and saluted

liirn according to the custom of mariners. He remaineil visihle

for a (piarter of an hour, and then disappeared, with a great flash

of lightning, which Winded Ihe people. Herrera. decad. 2. 1. W,

c. 10.
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the west, at the sight of which there were shouts of

joy throughout the fleet. Cohimbus gave to the is-

land the name of Dominica, from having discovered

H on Sunday. As tlie ships moved gently onward,

other islands rose to sight one after another, emerg-

ing as it were from the quiet ocean, covered with

verdant forests ; while great flights of parrots, and

other tn )ical birds, were winging their way from

one to I .e other.

The crews were now assembled on the decks of

the several ships, to return thanks to God for their

prosperous voyage, and their happy discovery of

land, and the Salve Regina and other anthems were

chanted by the mariners throughout the armada.

Such was the pious manner in which Columbus cele-

brated all his discoveries, and which, in fact, was

generally observed by the Spanish and Portuguese

voyagers. It certainly presents a solemn and beau-

lif(d picture to the mind; this congregation of mari-

ners uniting, as it were, in a Sabbath jubilee on the

tranquil bosom of the deep, and sending up swelling

anthems of praise to Heaven for the fair land that

was rising to their view.

CHAPTER n.

TRANSACTIONS AT TOB ISLAND OP GUADALOUPS.

[ 1493. ]

'

The islands among which Columbus had arrived,

were a part of that beautiful cluster called by some

the Antilles, which sweep almost in a semicircle

from the eastern end of Porto Rico to the coast of

Paria on the southern continent, forming a kind of

barrier between the main ocean and the Caribbean

Sea.

During the course of the first day that he entered

this archipelago, Columbus saw nv less tiian six

islands of different magnitude, clothed in that majes-

tic vegetation peculiar to the tropics; and whenever
the breeze passed over them, the whole air was
sweetened by the fragrance of their forests.

After seeking in vain for good anchorage at Do-
minica, he stood for another of the group, to which
he gave the name of his ship, Marigalante. Here he

landed, displayed the royal banner, and took posses-

sion of that and the adjacent islands in the name of

his sovereigns. There was no vestige of a human
being to '; j seen, the island appeared to be uninha-
bited ; a rich and dense forest overspread it, some of

the trees being in blossom, others laden with un-

known fruits, others possessing spicy odours—among
which was one with the leaf of the laurel and the

fragrance of the clove.

From hence they made sail for an island of larger

size, with a remarkable mountain, one peak of which
rose to a great height with streams of water gush-

ing from it, which proved ah^twards to be the crater

of a voicai.o. As they approached within tluee

leagues, they beheld a great torrent tumbling over a

precipice of such immense height, that, to use the

words of the narrator, it seemed to be falling from

the sky. As it broke into foam in its descent, many

at first believed it to be merely a stratum of white

rock.' To this island, which was called by the In-

dians Turuqueira,' the Admiral gave the name of

Guadaloupe, having promised the monks of our Lad;

of Guadaloupe in Estrcmadura to call some newly

discovered place after their convent.

Landing here on the 4lh, they visited a village

near the shore, the inhabitants of which fled at tiie

sight of them, some leaving even their children be-

hind in their terror and confusion. These the

Spaniards soothed with caresses, binding hawks'

bells and ot'.ier trinkets round their arms, to win Ihe

good-will of their parents. This village, like most of

those of the island, consisted of twenty or thirl;

houses built round a kind of public place or square

The houses were constructed in a similar style to those

of Cuba and Hispaniola,of trunks of trees interwoven

with reeds and branches, and thatched with palm

leaves. They were square, not circular like those of

the other islands, ^ and each had its portico or shelter

from the sun. The entrance of one of these houses

was decorated with images of serpents tolerably

carved in wood. Their furniture was the same;-

hammocks of cotton net, utensils formed of cala-

bashes or earthenware, equal to the best of those of

Hispaniola. There were large quantities of cotton-

some crude, some in yarn, and some wrought into

cloth of very tolerable texture ; and many bows and

arrows, the latter tipped with sharp bones. Pro-

visions seemed to abound here. There were many

domesticated geese like those of Europe, and parrots

as large as household fowls, with blue, green, white,

and scarlet plumage, being the splendid species called

guacamayos. Here also the Spaniards first met with

the delicious anana, or pine-apple, the flavour and

fragrance of which astonished and delighted tliem.

While searching these houses, they were surprised

to find a pan or other utensil of iron, not having ever

met with that metal in the New World. Fernando

Colon supposes, however, that it was formed of a

certain kind of heavy stone found among those is-

lands, which, when burnt, has the appearance of

shining iron, and in their hasty survey may iiave

been mistaken for such ; though he admits that ii

might have been some utensil brought by the Iiuiians

from Hispaniola. Certain it is, that no native iron

was ever found among the people of these islands.

Another object, which was a matter of surprise

and speculation, was the stern-post of a vessel, wliicli

they found in one of the houses. How ' sd it readied

these shores, which appeared never to have been vi-

sited by the ships of civilized man? Was it the

' Lettnr of Or Clwnca.

> Lotter of Dr Clianca. Peter Martyr calls it Camcneir* or

Qiicrai|iivira. Decad. i, lib. ii.

3 Ilisl. (Irl Aliniranin, c. fii.
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OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. 6M
wreck of some vessel from the more enlightened

countries of Asia, which they supposed to lie some-

where in this direction ? Or was it part of the ca-

ravel which Columbus had lost at the island of His-

paniola during bis first voyage? Or was it some

fragment of a European ship wliich bad drifted across

the Atlantic? The latter was most probably the

e. The constant current which sets over from the

coast of Africa, prwluced by the steady prevalence of

the trade winds, must occasionally bring the wrecks

of the Old World to the shores of the New ; and long

before the discovery of Columbus, the simple savages

of the islands and the coasts may have gazed with

wonder at huge fragments of European barks, which

have perished in the opposite regions of the ocean,

ind hive gradually floated to their shores.

What most struck the attention of the Spaniards,

ind filled them with horror, was the sight of various

boman bones, vestiges, as they supposed, of the un-

natural repasts of these savages. There were also

tculls suspended in the houses, which apparently

were used as vases and other household utensils.

These dismal objects convinced them that they were

now at the abodes of the Cannibals, or Caribs—those

roving and ferocious warriors, whose predatory ex-

peditions and ruthless character rendered them the

terror of these seas. The boat having returned on

board, Columbus proceeded for upwards of two

leagues, until late in the evening, when be anchored

in a convenient port. The island on Ibis side extend-

ed for the distance of five-and-twenly leagues, di-

versified with lofty mountains and broad plains.

Along the coast were seen small villages and hamlets,

the inhabitants of which tied in affright as they beheld

the squadron sweeping along their shores. At day-

break Columbus permilled several of the captains to

land, with a number of their men, to endeavour to

communicate with the inhabitants. These divided

uito parlies, and returned in the course of the day,

having taken a boy and several women, some ofwhom
were natives of the island, and others captives. From
the latter Columbus was confirmed in his idea that

this was one of the islands of the Caribs. He learnt

tliat the inlmbilanls were in league with two neigh-

bouring islands, but that they made war upon all

otiiei's in their vicinity. They even went on preda-

tory enterprises, in their canoes made from the hol-

lowed trunks of trees, to the distance of one hundred

and fifty leagues. Their arms were bows and arrows

pointed with the bones of fishes, or shells of tortoises,

and poisoned with the juice of a certain herb. They

made descents upon the islands, ravaged the villages,

carried off the youngest and hiindsomest of the wo-

men, whom they retained as servantsor companions,

and made prisoners of the men, to be killed and

eaten.

After hearing such formidable .^ccountis of the na-

tives of this island, Columbus was extremely uneasy

at fimling, in thecveiiwg, thai a captain of one of the

caravt'ls, Diego Marque, was missing, together with

eight men. He had landed with his party early in

the morning without leave, and, straying into the

woods, had not since been seen or beard of. On the

following day the wanderers bad not returned, and

the anxiety of the Admiral increased, fearing that

they might have fallen into some ambush of the sa-

vages, for several of them were such experienced

mariners, that it was thought, in case of being lost,

they could readily have found their way back by the

stars. Parties were sent in various directions in quest

of them, each with a trumpeter to sound calls and sig-

nals. Guns were fired from the ships, and arque-

busses on shore, but all to no purpose, and the parties

returned in the evening, wearied with a fruitless

search. They bad visited several hamlets, in which

they met willi what they considered proofs of the

cannibal propensities of the natives, and which were
by no means calculated to allay their apprehensions

for the safety of their companions. Human limbs

were suspended to the beams of the houses, as if cur-

ing for provisions; they found the head of a young

man recently killed, which was yet bleeding, and

some parts of his body imiling with the flesh of geese

and parrots, and others roasting before the lire.'

Several of the natives, in the course of the day,

bad been seen occasionally on the shore, gazing with

wonder at the ships, but when the boats approached

the island, they fled to the woods or the mountains.

Several women came off to the Spaniards for refuge,

being captives who had been brought from other is-

lands. Columbus ordered that they should be deco-

rated with hawks' -bells, and strings of beads and

bugles, and sent on shore, in hopes by these means
to entice sonne of the men of the island to visit them.

They soon returned to the boats stripped of their or-

naments by the ferocious islanders, and imploring to

he taken on board the ships, 'i'he Admiral learnt

from them that most of the men of the island were

absent, the king having sailed some time before with

ten canoes and three hundred warriors, on a preda-

tory cruise in quest of prisoners and nooty. When
liie men went forth on these expeditions, the women
remained to defend their shores front invasion. 'J'hey

were expert archers, partiiking of the warrior spirit

of their husbands and almost equalling them in force

and intrepidity.'

Heside the female fugitives who had taken refuge

on board of the ships, there were several boys who
had been captives among the natives, and reserved,

for a lime, with a singular refinement of cruelty. The
Spaniards were informed, that it was the custom of

the Caribs to rear these youthful prisoners to man's

estate, and then to fatten them for Iheir feasts, and

that they were deprived of their virility to render

them more tender and palatable food. ^ There is

• p. Martyr, Letter 147, to Pomponius Lx>liis. Idem, d«cad. i,

lil>. ii.

} V. Martyr, dncad. 3, Hb. ix.

1 Lotlpr of Dr Clianca. Peter Martyr, Let. 147. Hist, del Al-

miraiitc, cap. 46.
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soraething so revolting: to human nature in tlie idea

ofcannibalism, tliat we would fain allrilnite these ac-

counts to the mistakes, the misinterpretations, and

the fables of traveliers, but llieyare too positively af-

flrmed by respectable writers, and are too curious in

themselves to be passed over in silence.

ColumlHis was now at a loss what course to adopt.

He was anxious to arrive at Ilispaniola, and ascertain

the fate of the followers whom he had left there, and

was impatient of any delay. To sail without these

men, however, provided they were yet alive, was to

abandon them to a cruel deatli at the hands ofcanni-

bals. To leave a vessel and crew behind to await

their return was to run the risk of losing them by a

thousand accidents on these wild coasts and in these

unexplored seas. In this emergency, Alonso de

Ojeda, the same daring young cavalier whose exploit

on the tower of the cathedral at Seville has been men-

tioned, volunteered to penetrate with forty men into

the interior of the island, and to senrch all the forests

for the wanderers. His offer was accepted; and the

Admiral commanded, that, during his absence, the

ships should take in a supply of wood and water, and

gave permission for part of the crews to land, to wash
their clothes and recreate themselves on shore.

Alonso de Ojeda, with his followers, beat up all the

forest in the neighbourhood, and marched far into the

interior, discharging arquebusses, sounding trumpets

in the hollow valleys, and from the cliffs of mountains

and precipices; but it was all in vain, no voice nor

sound but their own echoes was heard in reply. Their

search was rendered excessively toilsome by the

closeness of the forests, which flourished with the

vigorous and wild luxuriance of the tropics. Ojeda

saw every thing romantic with the eye of a young
adventurer, and brought back the most exaggerated

accounts of the natural productions of the country.

The forests were filled with the odour of aromatic

trees and shrubs, in which he fancied he perceived the

fragrance of many precious gums and spices. He
saw many tropical birds of unknown species ; also

falcons, royal herons, kites, wood-pigeons, turtle-

doves, and crows. He fancied also that he met with

partridges, wh; h, in reality, were only to be found

in the island of Cuba, and that he heard the song of

the nightingale, which is unknown in theNew World.
The island, however, abounded with fruits, for, ac-

cording to Peter Martyr, the cannibals being a wild

and wandering people, and overrunning all the neigh-

bouring countries in their expeditions, were accus-

tomed to bring home the seeds and roots of all kinds

of strange and profitable plants. As a proof of its

luxuriance also, he observes that honey was found in

hollow trees and in the clefts of the rocks. So abun-

dantly was it watered, tiiat Ojeda declared he had
waded thnnigh twenty-six rivers within the distance

of six leagues, though it is probable many of them
were the windings ami oublings of the same stream.

Columbus now gave ihe stragglers up for lost. Se-

veral days hail elapsed since their disappearance, dur-

ing which time, if alive, it seemed impossible thai

they should not have either been found, or have madi

their way back to the ships. He was on the point o

sailing, when, to the universal joy of the fleet, a signa

was made by them from the shore. When they canu

on board, their haggard and exhausted looks bespoki

what they had suffered. Having unaccountably di-

verged on their flrst entering the forests, they Im

unknowingly penetrated deeper and deeper into th(

island, until they had become completely bewildered

For several days they had been perplexed in tli(

mazes of a trackless forest, so dense as almost to ex

elude the light of day. Tliey had clambered rocks,

waded rivers, and struggled through briars am

thickets. Some, who were experienced seamen,

climbed the trees, in hopes of getting a sight of the

stars, by which they might govern their course;

the wide-spreading branches and thick foliage shut

out all view of the heavens. ' They were harassed

with the most dismal apprehensions, fearing that thi

Admiral, thinking them dead, might set sail and

leave them behind in this wilderness, cut off for evei

from their homes and the abodes of civilized man.

At length, when almost reduced to despair, they had

arrived at the sea-shore, and following its margin foi

some time, beheld, to their great joy, the fleet riding

quietly at anchor. They brought with them several

Indian women and boys; but in all their wanderings

they held not met with any man; the greater part of

the warriors, as has been said, being fortunately ab

sent on an expedition.

Notwithstanding the hardships they had endured,

and his joy at their return, Columbus thought it im-

portant in a service of so critical a nature to punish

every breach of discipline. The captain was, liieit'

fore, put under arrest, and a part of the rations of the

men were stopped for having thus strayed away with

out permission.

'

CHAPTER m.

GRUISB AMONG THE CIRIBBBB ISLANDS.

[ 1495. ]

Weighing anchor on the <Oth of November, Co-

lumbus steered along the coast of Guadalorpe to-

wards the north-west, in which direction, according

to his own calculations and the informations of the In-

dians, lay Ilispaniola. The women he had recently

taken on board, had given him intelligence of oilier

islands to the south, and had assured him that Ihe

main land extended in that quarter; informalion

which he afterwards found to be true, but at present

his impatience to arrive at the harbour of Nalivily

prevented his extending his discoveries.

Conlinuuig along this beautiful archipelago, i'^

Dr Clianca's letter. Hist, flet Almirante, cap. <6.

> Dr Clianca's letter.
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gave names to its islands as they successively rose to

view. Montserrat, Santa Maria la Redonda, Santa

Maria la Antigua, and San Martin ; various other is-

lands appeared to the north, and eAtending north-

west and south-east, all very lofty and mountainous,

with stately and magnificent forests, but the Admiral

forbore to visit them. The weather proving boister-

ous, they anchored on the I4lh of November, at an is-

land called Ayay by the Indians, but to which the

Admiral gave the name of Santa Cruz. Here the

boat was sent on shore, with five-and-twenty men,

to get water and procure information concerning

their route. They found a village deserted by the

men, but they secured a few women and l)oys, most

of wliom were captives, brought hither from other

islands; for this was likewise an abode of the Carihs.

Tiiey had soon an instance of the courage and ferocity

of this singular race. While the boat was on shore,

a canoe with a few Indians, two of whom were fe-

males, came coasting from a distant part of the is-

land, and, turning a point of land, arrived suddenly

in full view of the ships. Astonisiied at what to them

must have been so awful and supernatural an appa-

rition, they remained fur a long ti .le gazing in mute

amazement. So completely were Ihey entranced in

contemplation, that the boat returning from the shore

had stolen close upon them before they perceived it.

Seizing their paddles, they now attempted to escape

;

but though their light canoe skimmed the surface of

llio waves, the steady sweep of the oar gained upon

lliem, and the boat being between them and the land,

cut off their retreat. Seeing flight was vain, they caught

up their bows and arrows, and turned flercely upon

Iheir pureuers. The women fought as well as the men.

One of them appeared to be treated with obedience

and reverence, as if she were their queen. She was

accompanied by her son, a young man (says Peter

Martyr) strongly made, with a terrible and frowning

brow, and a lion's face.' They plied their bows with

amazing vigour and rapidity. Although the Spaniards

were covered with their bucklers, two of them were

quickly wounded; and an arrow was sent with such

force by one of the heroines, as to pass through and

through a buckler.

To avoid this galling shower, which was rendered

more formidable from an apprehension that the ar-

rows might be poisoned, the Spaniards ran their boat

violently upon the canoe, and overturned it. The

fierce savages, however, continued to fight while in

the water; gathering themselves occasionally upon

sunken rocks, and discharging their arrows as dexter-

ously as though they had been upon firm land. It

was with the utmost difficulty they could be overcome

and taken. One of them was transfixed with a lunce,

so that he died after being brought to the ships, and

the queen's son was wounded. When on board, the

Spaniards could not but wonder at their untamed

spirit ami fierce demeanour. Their hair was long

' I'tlcrMailyr.dccacl. i, lib. ii.

and coarse, their eyes encircled with paint, so as to

give them a hideous expression ; and they had bands

of cotton bound firmly above and below the muscular

parts of the arms and legs, so as to cause them to

swell to a disproportioned size, which was regarded

by them as a great beauty, a custom which prevailed

among various tribes of the New World. Though

captives in chains, and in the power of Iheir enemies,

they still retained a frowning brow and an air of de-

fiance. Peter Martyr, who often went to see them

when in Spain, declares, from liis own experience,

and that of others who accompanied him, that it was

impossible to look at them without a certain inward

sensation of horror; nature having endowed them
with so menacing and terrible an aspect. This sen-

sation was doubtless caused in a great measure from

the idea of their being cannibals. In this skirmish,

according to the same writer, the Indians used poi-

soned arrows; and one of the Spaniards died within

a few days, of a wound he had received from a fe-

male warrior.'

Pursuing his voyage, Columbus soon came in sight

of a great cluster of islands of various shapes and ap-

pearances. Some were verdant and covered with

forests, but the greater part naked and sterile, rising

into wild and craggy mountains; many of the rocks

of which were of a bright azure colour, and others of

a glistering white ; these Columbus, with his usual

vivacity of imagination, supposed to contain mines of

rich metals and precious stones. The islands lying

close together, with the sea beating and tossing

roughly in the narrow channels which divided them,

rendered it dangerous to enter among them with the

large ships. Keeping off, therefore, in the broad sea,

Columbus sent in a small caravel with latine sails, to

reconnoitre, which returned with the report that there

were upwards of fifty islands, but apparently unin-

habited. To the largest of this group Columbus gave

the name of Santa Ursula, and he called the others

the Eleven Thousand Virgins."

Deferring the examination of them to some future

time, he continued his course, until he arrived one

evening in sight of a great island covered with beau-

tiful forests, and indented with fine havens. It was
called by the natives Bcriquon, but he gave it the

name of San Juan Bautista, and it is the same since

known by the name of Porto Rico. This was the na-

tive island of most of the captives who had fled to the

ships for refuge from the Caribs. According to their

accounts, it was fertile and populous, and under the

dominion of a single cacique. Its inhabitants were

not given to rove, and possessed but few canoes.

They were subject to frequent invasions from the

Caribs, who were their implacable enemies. They
had become warriors, therefore, in their own de-

fence, using the bow and arrow and the war-club

;

and in their contests with their cannibal foes, they

' p. Martyr, dccad. i, lib. ii. Hisl. dul Almirante, C. 47. Las

CaMs, Hist. Ind., c. 83, MS. Lett, of DrCliaiica.

' P. .Martyr, dccad. i . lib. ii. Letter of Dr. Clianca.

^
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retorted upon them their own atrocities, devouring

their prisoners in revenge.

After running for a whole duy along the beautiful

coast of this island, they anchored in a bay at the

west end, which alMunded wiili lisli. On landing,

they found an Indian village, constructed as usual

round a common square, like a ni;irket-place, with

one Inrge and well-built house. Troui hence, a

spacious road led to the sea-side, liaving fences on

each si«le, of interwoven reeds, enclosing fruitful

gardens. At the end of the road was a kind of

terrace, or look-oul, overhanging the water. The
whole place had an air of neatness and ingenuity,

supei'or to the ordinary residences of llie natives,

and appeared to be tlie abode of some important

chieftain. All, however, was silent and deserted.

Not a human being was to be seen, during the time

that they remained at tlie place. Tlie natives had

fled and concealed themselves at the sight of the

squadron. After remaining here for two days, they

again made sail, and stood fur the island of Ilispa-

niola. Thus ended his cruise among the Caribbee

Islands, the account of whose lierce and savage people

was received with eager cuiiosily by the learned of

Europe, and considered as settling one dark and

doubtful question to the disadvantage of human na-

ture. Peter Martyr, in his letter to Pomponius
Laetus, announces the fact with fearful solemnity.

" The stories of the Leslrigonians and of Polyphemus

who fed on human flesh are no longer doubtful!

Attend, but beware, lest thy hair bristle with

horror !"

That many of the pictures given us of this extra-

ordinary race of people have been coloured by the

fears of the Indians, and the prejudices of the Spa-

niards, is highly probable. They were constantly

the terror of the former, and the brave and obstinate

opponents of the latter. The evidences adduced of

their cannibal propensities must be considered with

large allowances for the careless and inaccurate

observations of seafaring men, and the preconceived

belief of the fact, which existed in the minds of the

Spaniards. It Avas a custom among the natives of

many of the islands, and of other parts of the New
World, to preserve the remains of their deceased

relatives and friends. Sometimes the entire body

;

sometimes only the head, or some of the limbs, dried

at the lire; sometimes the mere bones. These,

when found in the dwellings of the natives of His-

paniola, against whom no prejudice of the kind

existed, were correctly regarded as relics of the

deceased, preserved through affection or reverence;

but any remains of the kind found among the

Caribs, were looked upon with horror as proofs of

cannibalism.

The warlike and unyielding character of these

people, so different from that of the pusillanimous

nations around them, and the wide scope of their

enterprises and wanderings, like those of the Womade
tiibes ofthe Old World, entitle them to distinguished

attention. They were trained to war from their

infancy. As soon as they could walk, their intrepid

mothers put in their hands the bow and arrow, and

prepared them to take an early part in the hardy

enterprises of their fiithers. Their <listant roamings

by sea made them ubservant and intelligent. The

natives of the other islands only knew how to divide

time by day and niglit, by the sun and moon

;

whereas these had acquired some knowledge ofthe

stars, by which to calculate the limes and seasons.'

The traditional accounts of their origin, though uf

course extremely vague, are yet capable of being

verilied to a great degree by geographical facts, and

open one of the rich veins of curious en(|uiry and

speculalio" which abound in the New World. They

are said li. aave migrated from the remote valleys

embosomed in the Apalacbian mountains. The

earliest accounts we have of them represent them

with their weapons in their hands, continually

engaged in wars, winning their way and shifting

their abode, until, in the course oi time, they found

themselves at the extremity of Florida. Here,

al)andoning the northern continent, they passed over

to the Lncayos, and from thence gradually, in the

process of years, fiom island to island of that vast

and verdant chain, which links, as it were, the end

of Florida to the coast of Paria, on the southern

continent. The archipelago, extending from Porto

Rico to Tobago, was their strong hold, and the

island of Guadaloupe in a manner their citadel.

Hence they made their expeditions, and spread the

terror of their name through all the surrounding

countries. Swarms of them landed upon the south-

ern continent, and overran some parts of terra firma.

Traces of them have been discovered far in the

interior of the country through which flows the

Oroonoko. The Dutch found colonies of them on

the banks of the Ikouleka, which empties into the

Surinam, along the Esquibi, the Maroni, and other

rivers of Guayana, and in the country watered by

the windings of the Cayenne ; and it would appear

that they have extended their wanderings to the

shores of the southern ocean, where, among the

aboriginals of Brazil, were some who called them-

selves Caribs, distinguished from the surrounding

Indians by their superior hardihood, subtlety, and

enterprise. *

To trace the footsteps of this roving tribe through-

out its wide migrations from the Apalacbian moun-

tains of the northern continent, along the clusters

of islands which stud the Gulf of Mexico and the

Caribbean Sea to the shores of Paria, and so across

the vast regions of Guayana and Amazonia to the

remote coast of Brazil, would be one of the most

curious researches in aboriginal history, and miglit

throw much light upon the mysterious question of

the population of the New World.

' Hist, del Almirante, cap. 62.

> Roclicforl, Hist. Nat. des lies Antilles. Kolterdam, iMo.
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CHAPTER IV.

ARRIVll. IT THE IIARRnUR OP l.i NiVIDAO.

TUK PORTHCSiJ.

DISASTER OH

On the 22d of November, tiie fleet arrived off tlie end

of a great island, and it was soon ascertained to be

liie eastern extremity of Ilayti, or, as the Admiral

had named it, Ilispaiiiola. The greatest excitation

prevailed througlioutthe armada, at the thoughts of

soonarrivin;; attlie end of their voyage. Columbus

anticipated the joy of the liandful of bold spirits

which he liad left in the wilderness, and looked for

inestimable information from them, relative to the

island and its surrounding seas, if not for heaps of

amassed treasure. Those of his followers who bad

been here in the preceding voyage, remembered the

pleasant days they had passed among the blooming

groves of Hayti; and the rest looked forward with

eagerness to scenes and manners which Iiad been

painted to them with all the captivating illusions of the

golden age.

As the fleet swept gently, with easy sail, along the

green shore, a boat was sent to land to bury a Dis-

cayan sailor who bad died of the wound of an arrow

nhich be bad received in the skirmish with the Caribs.

Two light caravels hovered near the shore to guard

llie boat's crew, while the funeral ceremony was per-

formed on the beach, under the trees. Several of Uie

natives came off to the ship, with a message to the Ad-

miral from the cacique of the neighbourhood, in-

viting htm to land, and promising great quantities of

gold; anxious, however, to arrive at La Navidad, Co-

lumbus declined the invitation, dismissed them with

presents, and continued his course. A fter sailing for

a considerable distance, he came to the Oulf of Las

Flechas, or, as it is now called, the Gulf of Samana,

the same place, where, in his preceding voyage, had

occurred the skirmish with the natives. Here be set

01) shore one of the young Indians of the place, who
had accompanied him to Spain, and had been con-

verted to Christianity. lie dismissed him finely ap-

parelled and loaded with trinkets, anticipating favour-

able effects from his representing to bis countrymen

all the wonders that be bad seen, and the kind

treatment lie had experienced. The young Indian

made many promises of friendly exertions, but he

either forgot them all, on regaining his wild liberty

and his native mountains, or he fell a victim to the

envy caused by his wealth and finery. Nothing was
seen or beard of him more. ' Only one Indian of

liiose who had been to Spain now remained in the

fleet; a young Lucayan native of the island of Guana-
hani, who had been baptized at Barcelona, and had

been named after the A imiral's brother, Diego Colon.

He continued always faithful and devoted to the

Spaniards.

Ilcrrera, llisl. Ind., decad. i, lit), ii, c. 9,

On the 2.'>lli, Columbus anchored in the harbour

of Monte Christi ; anxious to fix upon a place suitable

for a settlement in the neighliourlMMid of the stream,

to which, in his first voyage, he had given tite name
of the Uiodel Oro, or the (olden River. As several

of the mariners were ranging the coast, they found,

on tlie green and moist banks of a rivulet, the ImmUos

of a man and boy ; tlie former, with a cord of Spanish

grass alwut his neck, anil his arms extended and tied

by the wrists to a stake in the form of a cross. The

bodies were in such a stale of decay, that it was im

possible to ascertain whether they were Indians or

Europeans. Sinister doubts, however, were enter-

tained, which were confirmed on the following day

;

for on revisiting the shore, they found, at some dis-

tance from the former, two other bodies, one of

which, having a beard, was evidently the corpse of a

white man.

The pleasant anticipations of Columbus on his

approach to La Navidad were now overcast with

gloomy forebodings. The experience he liad recently

had of the ferocity of some of the inhabitants uf these

islands, made him doubtful of the amity of others,

and he began to fear that some misfortune might

have befallen Arana and his garrison.

The frank and fearless manner, however, in which

a number of the natives came off to the ships, and

their unembarrassed demeanour in some measure

allayed his suspicions. Had any violence been done

to the white men, they would not liave ventured thus

confidently among their companions.

On the 27th, he arrived in the evening opposite to

the harbour of La Navidad, and cast anchor about a

league from the land, not daring to enter in the dark,

on account of the dangerous reefs. It was too late in

the night to distinguish objects. Impatient to satisfy

his doubts, therefore, be ordered two cannon to be

fired. The report eclioed along the shore, but there

was no reply from the fort. Every eye was now
directed to catch the gleam of some signal-light;

every ear listened to hear some friendly shout: but

there was neither light nor shout, nor any other sign

of life : all was darkness and death-like silence.

Several hours passed away in the most'dismal sus-

pense. A thousand disastrous pictures presented

themselves of the fate of their companions, and every

one longed for the morning light, to put an end to bis

uncertainty. About midnight a canoe was observed

approaching the fleet; when within a certain distance,

it paused, and the Indians who were in it, bailing one

of the vessels, asked for llie Admiral. When di-

rected to his ship they drew near to it, but would not

venture on board until theysaw Columbus personally.

He showed himself at the side of his vessel, and a

light being held up, his countenance and commanding

person were not to be mistaken. They now entered

the ship without hesitation. One of them was a

cousin of the Cacique Guacanagari, and brought a

present from him oftwo masks ornamented with gold.

> liOtlei' of Dr Cbanca. Navarrete, Collec. de Vlage, t. i.
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nil

Columbns immediately inqaired about the Spaniards

who had remained on the island. The information

which the native gave was somewhat confused, or

perhaps was imperfectly understood, as the only In-

dian interpreter on board was the young Lucayan,

Diego Colon, whose native language was different

from that of Hayli. He told Columbus that several

of the Spaniards had died of sickness; others had

fallen in a quarrel, which had occurred among them-

selves, and others had removed to a different part

of the Island, where they had taken to themselves

several Indian wives. That Guacanagari had been

assailed by Caonabo, the fierce Cacique of the golden

mountains of Cibao, who had wounded him in battle,

and had burnt his village ; and that he remained ill of

his wound in a neighbouring hamlet, which had

prevented his hastening in person to welcome the

Admiral on his return.

Melancholy as were these tidings, they relieved Co-

lumbus from a dark and dismal surmise. Whatever

disasters had overwiielmed his garrison, it had not

fallen a sacrifice to the perfidy of the natives : his

good opinion of the gentleness and kindness of these

people had not been misplaced; nor had their cacique

forfeited the admiration inspired by his benevolent

hospitality. Thus, the most corroding care was dis-

missed from his mind; for, to a generous spirit, there

is nothing so aisheartening as to discover treachery

where it has reposed its confidence and friendship.

It would seem also that some of the garrison were

yet alive, though scattered about the island ; they

would doubtless soon hear of the arrival of the ships,

and would hasten to rejoin them, well qualified to

give information of the interior.

Satisfied of the friendly disposition of the natives,

the cheerfulness of the crews was in a great measure

restored. The Indians who had come on board were

well entertained, and departed in the night gratified

with various presents, promising to return in the

morning with the Cacique Guacanagari. The ma-

riners now awaited the dawn of day with reassured

spirits, when it was expected that the cordial inter-

course and pleasant scenes of the first voyage would

be renewed.

The morning dawned and passed away, and the

day advanced and began to decline, without the pro-

mised visit from the cacique. Some apprehensions

were now entertained that the Indianswho had visited

them the preceding night might be drowned, as they

had partaken freely of wine, and their small canoe

was easy to be overset. There was a silence and a.

'

air of desertion about the whole neighbourhood ex-

tremely suspicious. On their preceding visit the har-

bour had been a scene of continual animation ; ca-

noes gliding over the clear waters, Indians in groups

on the shores, or under the trees, or swimming off

to the caravel. Now, not a canoe was to be seen,

Dr Chanca's Letter. Hist, del Almirante, c. M.
IIi8l. Intl., decad. i, lib. i, c. 9,

Ilerrera,

rot an Indian hailed them from the land; nor was

there any smoke rising from among the groves, to

give a sign of habitation. After waiting for a long

time in vain, Columbus sent a boat to the shore to

reconnoitre. On landing, the crew hastened to the

place where the fortress had been erected. They

found it a burnt ruin; the palisadoes beaten down,

and the whole presenting the appearance of having

been sacked and destroyed. Here and there were

broken chests, spoiled provisions, and the ragged re-

mains of European garments ; which gave dismal in-

dications of the fate of their companions. Not an

Indian approached them. They caught sight of two

or three lurking at a distance among the trees, and

apparently watching them; but they vanished into

the woods on finding themselves observed. Meeting

no one from whom they could obtain an explanation

of the melancholy scene before them, they returned

witi) dejected hearts to the ships, and related to the

Admiral what they had seen.

Columbus was greatly troubled in mind at this in-

telligence, and the fleet having now anchored in the

harbour, he went himself to shore on the following

morning. Repairing to the ruins of the fortress, he

found every thing as had been described, and searched

in vain for the remains of dead bodies. No traces of

the garrison were to be seen, but the broken utensils,

and torn vestments, scattered here and there among

the grass. There were many surmises and conjec-

tures. If the fortress had been sacked, some of the

garrison might yet survive, and might either have

fled from tlie neighbourhood, or been carried into

captivity. Cannon and arquebusses were discharged,

in hopes that if any of the survivors were hid among

rocks and thickets in the vicinity, they might hear

them and come forth ; but no one made his appear-

ance. A mournful and lifeless silence reigned over

the place. The suspicion of treachery on the part of

Guacanagari was again revived, but Columbus was

unwilling to indulge it. On looking further, the vil-

lage of that cacique was found a mere heap of burnt

ruins, which showed that he had been involved in

the same disaster with the garrison.

Columbus had left orders with Arana and the other

officers to bury all the treasure they might procure,

or, in case of sudden danger, to throw it into tlie

well of the fortress. He ordered excavations to be

made, therefore, among the ruins, and the well to

be cleared out. While this search was making, lie

proceeded with the boats to explore the neighbour-

hood, partly in hopes of gaining intelligence of any

scattered survivors of the garrison, and partly to look

out for a bett' r situation for a fortress. After pro-

ceeding about a league he came to a hamlet, the inha-

bitants of which had fled, taking with them whatever

they could, and hiding the rest in the grass. In the

houses were found European articles, which evidently

had not been procured by barter, such as stockings,

pieces of cloth, an anchor of the caravel which had

been wrecked, and a beautiful Moorish robe, wliicii

remained folded
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Having passed some time in contemplating these

scattered documents of a disastrous story, Columbus

returned to the ruins of the fortress. The excava-

tions and search in the well had proved fruitless, no

treasure was to be found. Not far from the fort,

however, they had discovered the bodies of eleven

men, buried in different places, and which were

known, by liieir clothing, to be Europeans. They
had evidently been for some time in the ground, the

grass having grown upon their graves. In the course

of the day a number of the Indians began to make
their appearance, hovering timidly at a distance, and

showing great distrust. Their apprehensions were

gradually conquered by amicable signs and trilling

presents, until they became perfectly communicative.

Some of them could speak a few words of Spanish,

and knew the names of all the men who had re-

mained with Arana. By this means, and by the aid

of the interpreter, the story of the garrison was in

some measure ascertained.

It is curious to note this ilrst foot-print of civiliza-

tion in the New World. Those whom Columbus

had left behind, says Oviedo, with the exception of

the commander Don Diego de Arana, and one or two

others, were but little calculated to follow the pre-

cepts of so prudent a person, or to discharge the cri-

tical duties enjoined upon them. They were prin-

cipally men of the lowest order, or mariners who
knew not how to conduct themselves with restraint

or sobriety on shore." No sooner had the departing

sail of the Admiral faded from their sight, than all

liis councils and commands died away from their

minds. Though a mere handful of men, surrounded

by savage tribes, and dependent upon their own pru-

dence and good-conduct, and upon the good-will of

the natives, for very existence, yet they soon began

to indulge in the most wanton cruelties and abuses.

Some were incited by rapacious avarice, others by

gross sensuality. They sought to amass private hoards

of gold, nor were they content with their success

among the Indian women, though at least two or

three wives had been granted to each of them by

Giiacanagari. They possessed themselves, by all

kinds of wrongfid means, of the ornaments and other

property of the natives, and seduced from them their

wives and daughters. Fierce brawls incessantly oc-

curred among themselves, about their ill-gotten spoils,

or the favours of the Indian beauties , and the sim-

ple natives beheld with astonishment the beings

whom they had worshipped as descended from the

skies, abandoned to the grossest of earthly passions,

and raging against each other with worse than brutal

ferocity.

Still these dissensions were not dangerous, as long

as they observed one of the grand injunctions of Co-
lumbus, and kept together in the fortress, maintain-

Lrlter of Dr Chanca. Cura de los Palaclot, c. 130.

' Oviedo. HiM.lnd., I. ii,c. 12.

ing military vigilance ; bnt all precaation of the kind

was soon forgotten. In vain did Don Diego de Arana

interpose his authority; in vain did every induce-

ment present itself which could bind man and man
together in a foreign land. All order, all subordina-

tion, all unanimity was at an end. Many of them

abandoned the fortress, and lived carelessly and at

random about the neighbourhood; every one was for

himself, or associated with some little knot of con-

federates to injure and despoil the rest. Thus fac-

tions broke out among them, until ambition arose to

complete the destruction of their mimic empire. The
two persons, Pedro Gutierrez and Rodrigo de Esco-

bido, whom Columbus had left as lieutenants to the

commander, to succeed to him in case of accident,

now took advantage of these disorders, and aspired to

an equal share in the authority, if not to the supreme

control.' Violent affrays succeeded, in which a

Spaniard named Jacomo was killed. Having failed in

their object, Gutierrez and Escobido withdrew from

the fortress with nine of their adherents, and a num-
ber of their women ; and, still bent on command,
now turned their thoughts on distant enterprise.

Having heard marvellous accounts of the mines of

Cibao, and the golden sands of its mountain rivers,

they set off for that district, flushed with the thoughts

of amassing immense treasure. Thus they disre-

garded another strong injunction of Columbus, which
was to keep within the friendly territories ofGuacana-

gari. The region to which they repaired was in the

interior of the island, within the province of Mag-
nana, ruled by the famous Caonabo, called by the

Spaniards the Lord of the Golden House. This re-

nowned chieftain was a Carib by birth, possessing

the fierceness and the enterprise of his nation. He
had come an adventurer to the island, and had ac-

quired such ascendancy over these simple and un-

warlike people by bis courage and address, that he
had made himself the most potent of their caciques.

His warlike exploits were renowned throughout the

island, and the inhabitants universally stood in awe
of him for his Carib origin.

Caonabo had for some time maintained permanent

importance in the island, the hero of this savage

world, when the ships of the white men suddenly

appeared upon the shores. The wonderful accounts

of their power and prowess had reached him among
his mountains, and he had the shrewdness to perceive

that his own consequence must decline before such

formidable intruders. The departure of Columbus

had revived his hopes that their intrusion would be

but temporary. The discords and excesses of those

who remained, while they moved his detestation,

inspired him with increasing confidence. No sooner,

therefore, did Gutierrez and Escobido, with their

companions, take refuge in hw dominions, than he

considered himself sure of a triumph over these de-

tested strangers. He seized upon the fugitives, and

put them instantly to death. He then assembled his

• OTl«do,Hl»t.Ind.,l.ii,c. 13.
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anbjects privately, and, eoncerling his plans with the

cacique of Marion, whose 4erritorie8 adjoine.i those

or Guacanagari o!i the west, he determined to make

a sudden attack upon the fortress. Emerging from

among the mountains, and traversing great tracts of

forest with profound secrecy, he arrived with his

army, in the vicinity of the village, without heing dis-

covered. Confiding in the gentle and pacific nature

of the Indians, the Spaniards had neglected all mili-

tary precautions, and lived in the most careless se-

curity. But ten men remained in the fortress with

Arana, and these do not appear to have maintained

any guard. The rest were quartered in houses in

the neighbourhood. In the dead of the night, when
all were wrapt in unsuspecting repose, Caonabo and

his warriors hurst upon the place with frightful yells,

got possession of the fortress before the inmates could

put themselves upon their defence, and surrounded

and set flre to the houses in which the rest of the

white men were sleeping. The Spaniards were com-

pletely taken by surprise. Eight of them fled to the

sea-side pursued by the savages, and, rushing into

the waves for safety, were drowned ; the rest were

massacred. Guacanagari and his subjects fought

faithfully in defence of their guests, but not being of a

warlike character, they were easily routed ; Guacana-

gari was wounded in the combat by the hand of

Caonabo, and his village was burnt to the ground.'

Such was the history of the first European esta-

blishment in the New World. It presents in a di-

minutive compass an epitome of the gross vices which

degrade civilization, and the grand political errors

which sometimes subvert the mightiest empires. All

law and order relaxed by corruption and licentious-

ness, public good was sacrificed to private interest

and passion, the community was convulsed by divers

dictions and dissensions, until the whole was shaken

asunder by two aspiring demagogues, ambitious of

the command of a petty fortress in a wilderness, and

the supreme control ofeight-and-thirty men.

CHAPTER V.

TIIAN8iCTI0!«S WITH THE NATIVES. SIISPICIflDS CONDUCT

or OUACANAOtBI.

[ Ua5. 3

The tragical story of the fortress, as gathered from

the Indians atthe harbour, received confirmation from

another quarter. One of the captains, Melchor Mal-

donado, was despatched along the coast with his ca-

ravel to the east, to look out for some more favour-

able situation for a settlement. He had scarcely

proceeded three leagues, when a canoe came off from

the shore, in which were two Indians. One oftliem,

' Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, lib. ii, cap. 0. Letter of Dr
Clianca. Peter Martyr, decad. i, lib. ii. HIal. del Almirante,

cap. 49. CiiradeloD Palanlna, c. tao. MS. Miiifoz, Hint. N. Miin-

do, I. iv.

the brother of Guacanagari, entreated him, in the

name of the cacique, to come to land and visit him at

the village where he lay ill. Maldonado immediately

went to shore with two or three of his companions.

They found Guacanagari confined by lameness to his

hammock, surrounded by seven of his wives. The

cacique expressed great regret at not being able to

visit the Admiral, whom he was extremely desirous

to see. He related various particulars concerning the

disasters of the garrison, and the part which he and

his subjects had taken in its defence, showing his leg

bound up from a wound he had received. His story

agreed with that already related. After treating the

Spaniards with his accustomed respect and hospital-

ity, he gave each of them at parting a present of some

golden ornament.

On the following morning Columbus repaired in

person to visit the cacique. To impress him with a

superior idea of his present power and importance, he

appeared with a numerous train of his principal offl-

cers, all richly dressed or in glittering armour. They

found Guacanagari reclining in a hammock of cotton

net. He exhibited great emotion on beholding the

Admiral, and immediately adverted to the death of

the Spaniards. As he related the disasters of the

garrison he shed many tears, but dwelt particularly

on the part he had taken in the defence of his guests,

pointing out several of his subjects present who had

received wounds in the battle. On regarding their

scars, it was evident that the wounds had been re-

ceived from Indian weapons.

Columbus was readily satisfied of the good faith or

Guacanagari. When he reflected on the many proofs

ofan open and generous nature, which he had given

at the time of his shipwreck, he could not believe him

capable of so dark an act of perfidy. An exchange of

presents now took place. The cacique gave him eight

hundred beads of a certain stone called ciba, which

they considered highly precious, and one hundred of

gold, a golden coronet, and three small calabashes

filled with gold dust; and thought himselfoutdone in

munificence when presented with a number of glass

beads, hawks' - bells, knives, pins, needles, small

mirrors, and ornaments of copper, which metal he

seemed to prefer to gold.'

The wound from which Guacanagari suffered was

in the leg, which had been violently bruised by a

stone. At the request of Columbus he permitted it to

be examined by a surgeon who was present. On re-

moving the bandage no signs of a wound were to be

seen, although he shrunk with pain whenever the

limb was handled.* As some time had elapsed since

the battle, the external bruise might have disappear-

ed, while a tenderness remained in the part. Several

present, however, who had not been in the first

voyage, and had witnessed nothing of the generous

conduct of the cacique, looked upon his lameness as

feigned, and the whole story of the battle a fabrica-

• Letter of DrChanca. Navarrete, Collec. t. i.

• Jaem. Cnra de los Palacioa, cap. t90.
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tion, to conceal bis real perfidy. Father Boyle espe-

cially, who was a friar of vindictive spirit, advised the

Admiral to make an immediate example of the chief-

lain. Columbus, however, viewed the matter in a

different light. Whatever prepossessions he might

have were in favour of the cacique ; his heart refused

to believe in his criminality. Though conscious of

innocence, Guacanagari might have feared the suspi-

cions of the white men, and have exaggerated the ef-

fects of his wound; but the wounds of his subjects

made by Indian weapons, and the destruction of his

village, were strong proofs to Columbus of the truth

of his story. To satisfy his more suspicious followers,

and to pacify the friar, without gratifying his love for

persecution, he observed that true policy dictated

amicable conduct towards Guacanagari, at least until

his guilt was fully ascertained. They had too great a

force at present to apprehend anything from his hos-

tility, but violent measures in this early stage of their

intercourse with the natives might spread a general

panic, and impede all their operations in the island.

Most of his officers concurred in this opinion; so it was
determined, notwithstanding the inquisitorial sugges-

tions of the friar, to take the story of the Indians for

current truth, and to continue to treat them with

fiiendship.

At the invitation ofColumbus, the cacique, though

still apparently in pain from his wound,' accompanied

him to the ships that very evening. He had wonder-

ed at the power and grandeur of the white men when
they first visited his shores with two small caravels;

but his wonder was infinitely increased on behold-

ing a fleet riding at anchor in the harbour, and on

going on board of the Admiral's ship, which was a

vessel of heavy burden. Here he beheld a number of

Caribs who had been taken prisoners in the course of

the voyage. So great was the dread of the timid in-

habitants of Hayti for these fierce barbarians, that

they contemplated them with fear and shuddering,

even though in chains, and turned with averted coun-

tenances from their frowning aspects.' That the Ad-

miral had dared to invade these terrible lyings in

their very island, and had dragged them as it were

from their strong-holds, was, perhaps, one of the

greatest proofs of the irresistible prowess of the white

men.

Columbus took the cacique through the ship, and

on every side he beheld new wonders. The various

works of art, and the unknown productions of na-

ture; the plants and fruits of the Old World ; do-

mestic fowls of different kinds, cattle, sheep, swine,

and other animals brought to stock the island, all

struck him with astonishment ; but what most filled

him with amazement, was the sight of the horses.

He had never seen any but the most diminutive

quadrupeds, and was struck with admiration at the

grandeur of these noble animals, their great strength.

lliat. del Aliniranlc, c. 89.

> Peler Hortyr, letter 4S.1 to Pomponiiis Lntuit.

terrific appearance, yet perfect docility. He looked

upon all these extraordinary objects as so many won-
ders brought from heaven, which be still believed to

be the native home of the white men.
On board of the ship were ten of the women de-

livered from captivity among the Caribs. They
were chiefly natives of the Island of Boriquen, or

Porto Rico. These soon attracted the notice of the

cacique, who is represented to have been of an amor-
ous complexion. He entered into conversation with

them; for though the islanders spoke different lan-

guages, or, rather, as is more probable, different

dialects of the same language, they were able, in

general, to understand each other. Among these

women was one distinguished above her companions

by a certain loftiness of air and manner ; she had
been much noticed and admired by the Spaniards,

who had given her the name of Catalina. The ca-

cique spoke to her repeatedly with great gentleness

of tone and manner, pity in all probability being

mingled with his admiration; for though rescued

from tne hands of the Carilis, she and her companions

were in a manner captives on board of the ship.

A collation was now spread before the chieftain,

and Columbus endeavoured in every way to revive

their former cordial intercourse. He treated his

guest with every manifestation of perfect confidence,

and talked of coming to live with him in his present

residence, and of building houses in the vicinity.

The cacique expressed much satisfaction at the idea,

but observed that the situation of the place was un-

healthy, which was indeed the case. Notwithstand-

ing every demonstration of friendship, however, the

cacique was evidently ill at ease. The charm of mu-
tual confidence was broken. It was evident that the

gross licentiousness of the garrison bad greatly im-

paired the veneration of the Indians fur their heaven-

born visitors. Even the reverence for the symbols of

the Christian faith, whicL Columbus endeavoured to

inculcate as a grand means of civilization, was com-
pletely fi'ustrated by the profligacy of its votaries.

Though fond of ornaments, it was with the greatest

difficulty the cacique could be prevailed upon by tbe

Admiral to suspend an image of the Virgin about his

neck, when he understood it to be an object ofChrist-

ian adoration.*

The suspicions of the chieftain's guilt continued to

gain ground with many of the Spaniards. Father

Boyle, in particular, regarded him with hatred, and
privately advised the Admiral, now that he had him
securely on board of his ship, to detain him prisoner;

but Columbus rejected the counsel of the crafty

friar, as contrary to sound policy and honourable

faith. It is difficult, however, t» conceal lurking

ill-will ; the heart will speak in the countenance,

even though the tongue be mute. The cacique ac-

customed, in his former intercourse with the Spa-

niards, to meet on every side with faces beaming

Hist, del Almirante, ubi teq.

Hist, del Almirante, u. W.
Letter ofDrCbanca.
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with gratitude and friendship, could not but perceive

tlie altered looks of cold suspicion and secret hos-

tility. Notwithstanding the frank and cordial hospi-

tality of the Admiral, therefore, he soon begged per-

mission to land.

The next morning there was an appearance of

mysterious movement and agitation among ihe na-

tives on shore. Of this, the Spaniards could not

comprehend the cause, as there was no longer that

easy and unreserved communication between them

which formerly prevailed. A messenger from the

cacique inquired of the Admiral how long he in-

tended to remain at the harbour, and was informed

that he should sail on the following day. In the

evening the brother of Guacanagari came on l)oard,

under pretext of bartering a quantity of gold ; he

was observed to converse in private with the Indian

women, and particularly with Catalina, the one

whose dbtinguished appearance had attracted the

attention of Guacanagari. After remaining some
time on board, he returned to the shore. It would

seem from subsequent events, that the warm heart

of the cacique had been touched by the situation of

this Indian beauty, and captivated hy her charms;

and that, with a kind of native gallantry, he had un-

dertaken to deliver her from bondage.

At midnight, when the crew were buried in their

first sleep, the intrepid Catalina awakened her com-

panions, and proposed a bold attempt to regain their

liberty. The ship was anchore<l full three miles

from the shore, and the sea was rough ; but these

island women were accustomed to buffet with the

waves, and to consider the water almost as their

natural element. Letting themselves down from

the side of the vessel, with great caution and silence,

they trusted to the strength of their arms, and swam
bravely for the shore. With all their precautions

they were overheard by the watch. The alarm was
given, the boats were manned, and gave chase in

the direction of a light blazing on the shore, an evi-

dent beacon fur the fugitives. Notwithstanding all

the exertions of the oar, such was the vigour of these

sea-nymphs, that they reached the land in safety.

Four were retaken on the beach, but the heroic Ca-

talina with the rest of her companions made good

their escape into the forest.

When the day dawned, Columbus sent to Guaca-

nagari to demand the fugitives ; or if they were not

in his possession, that he woald have search made
for them. The residence of the cacique, however,

was silent and deserted; not an Indian was to be

seen. Either conscious of the suspicions of the

Spaniards, and apprehensive of their hostility, or

desirous to enjoy his prize unmolested, the cacique

had removed with all hi» effects, his household, and
his followers, and had taken refuge with his island

beauty in the interior. This sudden and mysterious

desertion gave redoubled force to the doubts here-

tofore entertained, and Guacanagari was generally

• Iieter Uarlyr.dccad. i,l. 11.

stigmatized as a traitor to the white men, and the

perfidious destroyer of the garrison.

CHAPTER VI.

FOUNDINO or TUB CITT OF ISABKLLik.

SPANIARD!).

MALADIKII OF TBK

[ )«3. ]

Tub misfortunes which had befallen the Spaniards

both by sea and land in the vicinity of this harbour,

had thrown a gloom round the neighbourhood.

The ruins of the fortress, and the graves of their

murdered countrymen were continually before their

eyes, and the forests no longer looked beautiful while

there was an idea that treachery might be lurking in

liieir shades. The silence and dreariness, also,

caused by the desertion of the natives, gave a sinister

appearance to the place. It began to be considered

by the credulous mariners, as under some baneful

influence or malignant star. These were sumdent

objections to discourage the founding of a settlement

in that superstitious age, but there were others of a

more solid nature. The land in Ihe vicinity was

low, moist, and unhealthy, and there was no stone

for building; Columbus determined, therefore, to

abandon Iheplace altogether, and found his projected

colony in some more favourable situation. No time

was to be lost : the animals on board of the ships

were suffering from long confinement, and needed

the reviving range and the fresh herbage of the

pasture: and the multitude of persons, ui^ccus-

tomed to the sea, and pent up in the fleet, languished

for the refreshment of the land. Reconnoitring

exiieditions were despatched, therefore, in the lighter

caravels, which scoured the coast in each direction,

entering the rivers and harbours, in search of an ad-

vantageous site for a colony. They were instructed

also to make inquiries after Guacanagari, of whom

Columbus, notwithstanding every suspicious appear-

ance, still retained a favourable opinion. The expe-

dition returned after ranging a considerable extent of

coast without success. There were fine rivers and

secure ports, but the coast was low and marshy, and

deficient in stone. The country was generally de-

serted, or if they saw any of the natives they fled

immediately to the woods. Melchor Maldonado had

proceeded to the eastward, until he came to the do-

minions of another cacique ; who at first issued

forth at the head of his warriors, with menacing

aspect and a show of hostility, but was readily

smoothed into the most amicable disposition. From

him he learnt that Guacanagari had retired from Ihe

plain to the mountains. Another party discovered

an Indian concealed near a hamlet, liaving been dis-

abled by a wound received from a lance when fight-

> Fcter Martyr, decad. i, lib. ii.

los Palacios, cap. 120, MS.

Letter of Dr Chanca, Cura d(
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ing against Caonabo. His account of the destruction

of the fortress agreed with that of the Indians at the

harbour, and concurretl to vindicate the cacique from

tiie charge of treachery. Thus the minds of the

Spaniards continued full of doubt and peiplexity as to

the real perpetrators of this dark and dismal tragedy.

Being convinced that there was no place in this

part of the island favourable for a settlement, Colum-

bus weighed anchor on the 7lh of December, with

the intention of seeking the port of La Planla. In

consequence of adverse weather, however, he was

obliged to put into a harlionr about ten leagues east

of Monte Christi ; and on considering the place, he

was struck with its advantages.

The harbour was spacious, and commanded by a

point of land protected on one side by a natural

rampart of rocks, and on another by an impervious

forest, pressnting a strong position for a fortress.

There were two rivers, one large and the other

small, watering a green and beautiful plain, and

offering advantageous situations for mills. About a

bow-shot from the sea, on the banks of one of the

rivers, was an Indian village. The soil appeared to

be fertile, the waters to abound in excellent fish, and

the climate to be temperate and genial ; for the trees

were in leaf, the shrubs in flower, and the birds in

gong, though it was the middle of December. They

had not yet become familiarized with the temperature

of this favoured island, where the rigours of winter

are unknown, where there is a perpetual succession,

and even intermixture of fruit and flower, and where

smiling verdure reigns throughout the year.

Another grand inducement to form their settle-

ment in this place, was the information received from

the Indians of the adjacent village, that the moun-

tains of Cibao, where the gold mines were situated,

lay at no great distance, and almost parallel to the

harbour. It was determined, therefore, that there

could not be a situation more favourable for their

colony. An interesting and animated scene now
commenced. The troops and various persons be-

longing to the land-service, and the various labourers

and artificers to be employed in building were dis-

embarked. The provisions, articles of traffic, guns

and ammunition for defence, and implements of every

kind, were brought to shore, as were also the cattle

and live stock, which had suffered excessively from

long restraint, especially the horses. There was a

general joy at escaping from the irksome confine-

ment of the ships, and once more treading the firm

green earth, and breathing the sweetness of the

fields. An encampment was formed on the margin

of the plain, around a basin or sheet of water, and in

a little while the whole place was in activity. Thus

vras founded the first christian city of the New World,

to which Columbus gave, the name of Isabella, in

honour of his royal patroness.

A plan was formed, and streets and squares pro-

jected, according to which the place was to be built.

The greatest diligence was then exerted in erecting a

church, a public storehouse, and a residence for the

Admiral. These were built of stone; the private

houses were constructed of wood, plaster, reeds, or

such materials as the exigency of the case permitted,

and for a short time every one exerted himself with

the utmost zeal.

This animated scene was soon overcast by maladies

which broke out among the people. Many that were
unaccustomeil to the sea, had suffered greatly from

the confinement of the ships, and the sickness incident

to voyages ; their healths had likewise been affected

by subsisting for a length of time on salt provisions,

much of which was in an unwholesome state, and
biscuit which was mouldy and decayed. They had
been subject to great exposure on the land also, before

houses could be built for their reception ; fur the exha-
lations of a hut and moist climate, and a new rank

soil, the humid vapours from the rivers, and the stag-

nant air of close overwhelming forests, render the

luxuriant wilderness a place of severe trial to constitu-

tions accustomed to old and highly-cultivated coun-
tries. The labour also of building the city, clearing

fields, setting out orchards, and planting gardens,

having all to be done with great haste, bore hard
upon men, who, after tossing so long upon the ocean,

stood in need of relaxation and repose. The ma-
ladies of the mind also mingled with those of the

body. Many, as has been shown, had embarked
in the expedition with the most visionary and ro-

mantic expectations. Some had anticipated the

golden regions of Cipango and Cathay, where Ihey

were to amass wealth without toil or trouble ; others

a region of Asiatic luxury, abounding with wonders
and delights; and others a splendid and open career

for gallant adventures and chivalrous enterprises.

What then was their disappointment to find thera-

selves confined to the margin of an island; surrouid-

ed by impracticable forests, doomed to struggle with

the rudeness of a wilderness; to toil painfully for mere
subsistence, and to attain every; comfort by the se-

verest exertion ! As to gold, it was brought to them
from various quarters, but in small quantities ; and it

was evidently to be procured only by patient and
persevering labour. All these disappointments sank

deep into their hearts ; their spirits flagged as their

golden dreams melted away; and the gloom of des-

pondency aided the ravages of disease.

Columbus himselfdid not escape the prevalent ma-
ladies. The arduous nature of his enterprise, the

responsibility under which he found himself, not

merely to his followers, or to his sovereigns, but to

the world at large, had kept his mind in continual

agitation. The cares ofso large a squadron; the in-

cessant vigilance required, not only against the lurk-

ing dangers of these unknown seas, but against the

passions and follies of his followers, prone to sally forth

into excesses in adventurous enterprises of every kind,

the distress he had suffered from the fate of his mur-
dered garrison, and his uncertainty as to the conduct

of the barbarous tribes by which lie was surrounded;
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all thcM had harassed his mind and broken his rest

while on board the ship : since landing, new cares

and toils had crowded upon him, which, added to the

exposures incident to his situation in this new climate,

completely overpowered his strength. Still, though

confined Tor several weeks to his bed by severe illness,

his energetic mind rose superior to the sufTerings of

the body, and he continued to give directions about

the building of the city, and to superintend the gene-

ral concerns of the expedition.

'

CHAPTER Vn.

UPIDITION or ALONSO DK OJEDl TO EIPLOSB TOE nTERIOl

OF TBI ISLiND. DESPATCH OP TBE SBIPS TO SPil.^.

[ 1493. ]

Thb ships having discharged their cargoes, it was

necessary to send the greater part of them back to

Spain. Here new anxieties pressed upon the mind

of Columbus. He had hoped to find treasures of

gold, and precious merchandise, accumulated by the

men he had left behind ; or at least the sources of

wealthy traffic ascertained, by which he would have

been enabled speedily to freight his vessels. The

destruction of the garrison had defeated all those

hopes. He was aware of the extravagant expecta-

tions entertained by the Sovereigns and the nation.

What would be their disappointment when the re-

turning ships brought nothing but a tale of disaster !

Something must be dune, before the vessels sailed, to

keep up the fame of his discoveries, and justify his

own magnificent representations. As yet he knew

nothing of the interior of the island, and his sanguine

imagination pictured it as abounding with riches. If

it were really the island of Cipango, it must contain

populous cities, existing very probably in some more

cultivated region, beyond the lofty mountains with

which it was intersected. All the Indians concurred

in mentioning Cibao as the tract of country from

whence they derived their gold. The very name of

its cacique, Caonabo, signifying *' The Lord of the

Golden House, " seemed to indicate the wealth of

his dominions. The tracts where the mines were

said to abound, lay at a distance of but three or four

days' journey, directly interior; Columbus determin-

ed, therefore, to send an expedition to explore it,

previous to the sailing of the ships. If the result

should confirm his hopes, he would then be able to

send home the fleet with confidence, bearing tidings

of the discovery of the golden mountains of Cihao. *

The person he chose for this enterprise was Don

Alonso de Ojeda, the same cavalier who has been

already noticed for his daring spirit and great bodily

' Hint, del Almlrante, cap. 80. Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i,

I. il, cap. 10. Peter Blartyr, decad. i, I. it. Letter of Dr Clian-

ca, etc. ,
-• . . •

> Herrera, Uiit. Ind., decad. I, i. ii. c. 10.

force and agility. Delighting in all service of a ha-

zardous and adventurous nature, Ojeda was the more

stimulated to this expedition from the formidable

character of the mountain cacique, Caonabo, whose

dominions he was to penetrate. He set out from the

harliour, early in January, 1494, accompanied by a

small force of well-armed and determined men, se-

veral ofthem young and spirited cavaliers like himself.

He struck directly southward into the interior. For

the two first days, the march was toilsome and diffi-

cult, through a country abandoned by its inhabitants;

for terror of the Spaniards seemed to have extended

along the sea-coast. On the second evening they

came to a lofty range of mountains, which they as-

cended by an Indian path, winding up a steep and

narrow defile, and they slept for the night at the

summit. From hence, the next morning, they be-

held the sun rise with great glory over a vast and

delicious plain, covered with noble forests studded

with villages and hamlets, and enlivened by the

shining waters of the Yagui.

Descending into this plain, Ojeda and his compa-

nions boldly entered the Indian villages. Tiie in-

habitants, far from being hostile, overwhelmed them

with hospitality, and, in fact, impeded their journey

by their kindness. They had also to ford many

rivers in traversing this plain, so that they were five

or six days in reaching the chain of mountains which

locked up, as it were, the golden region of Cibao.

They penetrated into this district without meeting

with any other obstacles than those presented by the

rude nature of thecounlry. Caonabo, so redoubtable

for his courage and ferocity, nuist have been in some

distant part of his dominions, for he never appeared

to dispute their progress. Thenatives received them

with kindness : they were naked and uncivilized, like

the other inhabitants of the island; nor were there

any traces of the important cities which their imagi-

nations had once pictured forth. They saw, however,

ample signs of natural wealth. The sands of the

mountain streams glittered with particle '< of gold;

these the natives would skilfully separate, and

frankly give to the Spaniards, without expecting a

recompense. In some places they picked up large

specimens of virgin ore from the beds of the torrents,

and stones streaked and richly impregnatal with it.

Peter Martyr affirms that he saw a mass of rude gold

weighing nine ounces, which Ojeda himself hail

found in one of the brooks.'

All these were considered as mere superficial

washings of the soil, betraying the hidden treasures

lurking in the deep veins and rooky bosoms of the

mountains, and only requiring the hand of labour to

bring them to light. As the object of his expeditioa

was merely to ascertain the nature of the country,

Ojeda led back his little band to the harbour, full of

enthusiastic accounts of the golden promise of these

mountains. A young cavalier of the name of Gor-

valan, who had been despatched at the same time on

> Peter Martyr, decad 1, 1. ii.
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a similar expedition, and who had explored a dif-

ferent tract of country, returned with similar reports.

These flattering accounts served for a time to reani-

mate the drooping and desponding colonists, and
induced Columbus to believe that it was only neces-

sary to explore the minesof Cibao, toopen inexhaust-

ible sources of riches. He determined, as soon as

his health would permit, to repair in person to the

mountains, and seek a favourable site for a mining
establishment.

'

The season was now propitious for the return of

the fleet. Encouraged by the promising prospects he
was enabled to hold out, Columbus lost no time in

despatching twelve of the ships under the command
of Antonio de Torres, retaining only five for the

service of the colony.

By this opportunity, he sent home specimens of the

gold found among the mountains and rivers of Cibao,

and all such fruits and plants as were curious, or

appeared to be valuable. He wrote in the most san-

guine terras of the expeditions of Ojeda and Gorvalan,

the last of whom returned to Spain in the fleet. He
repeated his confident anticipation of soon being able

to make abundant shipments of gold, of precious

drugs, and spices ; being prevented at present in the

search for them by the sickness of himself and his

people, and the cares and labours required in building

the infant city. He described the beauty and fertility

of the island; its range of noble mountains ; its wide,

abundant plains, watered by beautiful rivers; the

quick fecundity of the soil, evinced in the luxuriant

growth of the sugar-cane, and of various grains and

vegetables brought from Europe.

As it would take some time, however, to obtain

provisions from their fields and gardens, and the pro-

duce of their live stock, adequate to the subsistence

of the colony, which consisted of about a thousand

souls ; and as they could not accustom themselves to

the diet of the natives, Columbus requested present

supplies from Spain. Their provisions were already

growing scanty. Much of their wine had been lost,

from the badness of the casks; and in the infirm state

of the colonists they suffered greatly from the want
of their accustomed nourishment. There was an

immediate necessity of medicines, clothing, and arms.

Horses were required, likewise, for the public works,

and for military service, it being found of great effect

in awing the natives, who had the utmost dread of

those animals. He required also an additional num-
ber ofworkmen and mechanics, and men skilled in

mining and in smelting and purifying ore. He re-

commended various persons to the notice and favour

of the Sovereigns, amongwhom was Pedro Margarite,

an Aragonian cavalier of the order of St Jago, who
had a wife and children to be provided for, and who,
for his good services, Columbus begged might be ap-

pointed to a command in the order to which he
belonged. In like manner he entreated patronage

• HM.delAlinirante,cap.W. i-
' '

forJuan Aguadu, who was about to retarn in the fleet,

making particular mention of his merits. From both

of these men he was destined to experience the most

signal ingratitude. In these ships he sent also the

men, women, and children taken in the Caribbee

Islands, recommending that they should be carefully

instructed in the Spanish language and the Christian

faith. From the roving and adventurous nature of

these people, and their general acquaintance with the

various languages of this great archipelago, he thought

that, when the precepts of religion and the usages of

civilization had reformed their savage manners and

cannibal propensities, they might be rendered emi-

nently serviceable as interpreters, «nd us means of

propagating the doctrines of Christianity.

Among the many sound and salutary suggestions

in this letter, there is one of a most pernicious ten-

dency, written in that mistaken view of natural rights

prevalent at the day, but fruitful of so much wrong
and misery in the world. Considering that the

greater the number of these cannibal pagans trans-

ferred to the catholic soil of Spain, the greater would

be the number of souls put in the way of salvation,

he proposed to establish an exchange of them, as

slaves, against live stock, to be furnished by merchants

to the colony. Tlie ships to bni>g such stock were

to land nowhere but it the island of Isabella, where

the Carib captives would bft ready for delivery. A
duty was to be levied on eaca slave for the benefit of

the royal revenue. In this way the colony would

be furnished with all kinds of live stock free of ex-

pense ; the peaceful islanders would be freed from

warlike and inhuman neighbours; the royal treasury

would be greatly enriched; and a vast number of

souls would be snatched from perdition, and carried,

as it were, by main force to heaven. Such is the

strange sophistry by which upright men may some-

times deceive themselves. Columbus feared the dis-

anpointment of the Sovereigns in respect to the pro-

.,ct of his enterprises, and was anxious to devise

-.'^r; mode of lightening their expenses until he could

o^..n some ample source of profit. The conversion

of infidels, by fair means or foul, by persuasion or

force, was one of the popular tenets of the day; and

in recommending the enslaving of the Caribs, Co-

lumbus thought that he was obeying the dictates of

his conscience, when he was in reality listening to

the incitements of his interests. It is but just to add,

that the Sovereigns did not accord with his ideas,

but ordered that the Caribs should be converted like

the rest of the islanders—a command which emanated

from the merciful heart of Isabella, who ever showed

herself the benign protectress of the Indians.

The fleet put to sea on the 2d of February, 1494.

Though it brought back no wealth to Spain, yet ex-

pectation was kept alive by the sanguine letter of Co-

lumbus, and the specimens of gold which he trans-

mitted : his favourable accounts were corroborated

by letters from Friar Boyle, the Doctor Chanca, and

other persons of credibility, and by the personal re-
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ports of Gorvalan. The sordid calculations of petty

spirits were as yet overruled by ilie eiitliusiasni of

generous minds, captivated by the lofty nature of

these enterprises. There was something wonder-

fully grand in the idea of thus introducing new races

of animals and plants, of building cities, extending

colonies, and sowing the seeds of civilization and of

enlightened empire in this beautiful but savage world.

It struck the minds of learned and classical men with

admiration, filling them with pleasant dreams and

reveries, and seeming to realize the poetical pictures

of the olden time. "Columbus," says old Peter

Martyr, "has begun to build a city, as he has lately

written to me, and to sow our seeds and to propagate

our animals! Who of us shall now speak with

wonder of Saturn, Ceres, and Triptolemus, travelling

about the earth to spread new inventions among

mankind ! Or of the Phoenicians, who built Tyre

and Sidon ? Or of the Tyrians themselves, whose

roving desires led them to migrate into foreign lands,

to build new cities and establish new communi-

ties?"'

Such were the comments of enlightened and bene-

volent men, who hailed with enthusiasm the dis-

covery of the New World, not for the wealth it would

bring to Europe, but for the field it would open for

glorious and benevolent enterprise, and the blessings

and improvements of civilized life, which it would

widely dispense through barbarous and uncultivated

regions.

CHAPTER Vni.

DISCONTENTS AT ISABELLA. MUTINY OP BEBNAL DIAZ DB PISA.

[ 1494. ]

The embryo city of Isabella was rapidly assum-

ing a form. A dry stone wall surrounded it, to pro-

tect it from any sudden attack of the natives ; al-

though the most friendly disposition was evinced by

the Indians of the vicinity, who brought supplies of

their simple articles of food, and gave them in ex-

change for European trifles. On the day of the Epi-

phany, the 6th of January, the church being suffi-

ciently completed, high mass was celebrated, with

great pomp and ceremony, by Friar Boyle, and the

twelve ecclesiastics. The affairs of the settlement

being thus apparently in a regular train, Columbus,

though still confined by indisposition, began to make

arrangements for his contemplated expedition to the

mountains of Cibao, when an unexpected disturbance

in bis little community for a time engrossed his at-

tention.

The sailing of the fleet for Spain had been a me-

lancholy sight to many whose terms of enlistment

compelled them to remain on the island. Disap-

pointed in their expectations of immediate wealth,

<IieHrr15!5, To Pomponiiis Lx(H!i. ; -

disgusted with the labours imposed on them, and

appalled by the maladies prevalent throughout the

community, they began to look with horror upon the

surrounding wilderness, as destined to be the grave uf

their hopes and of themselves. When the last sail

disappeared which was bearing their companions

back to Spain, they felt as if completely severed from

their country, and the tender recollections of home,

which had been checked for a time by the novelty

anu bustle around them, rushed with sudden force

upon their minds. To return to Spain became their

ruling idea ; and thesame want of reflection which had

hurried them intotheenterprise,wilhout inquiring into

its real nature, now prompted them to extricate Ihem-

selvesfrom it, byany meanshowever desiierate. Where
popular discontents prevail, there is seldom wanting

some daring spirit to give them a dangerous direction.

One Bernal Diaz de Pisa, a man of some standing,

who had held a civil office about the court, had come

out with the expedition as comptroller : he seems to

have presumed upon his oflicial powers, and to have

had early dirfeiences with the Admiral. Disgusted

with his employment in the colony, he soon made a

faction among the discontented, and proposed that

they should take advantage of the indisposition of

Columbus, to seize upon some or all of the five ships

in the harbour, and return in them to Spain. It

would be easy to justify their clandestine return, by

preferring a complaint against the Admiral, repre-

senting the fallacy of his enterprises, and accusing him

of gross deceptions and exaggerations in his accounts

of tlie countries he had discovered. It is prol)al)le

that some of these people really considered him cul'

pable of the charges thus fabricated against him

;

for, in the disappointment of their avaricious hopes,

they overlooked the real value of those fertile islands,

which were to enrich nations by the produce of their

soil. Every country was sterile and unprofitable in

their eyes, that did not immediately teem with gold.

Though they had continual proofs in the specimens

brought by the natives to the settlement, or furnished

to Ojeda and Gorvalan, that the rivers and moun-

tains in the interior abounded with ore, yet even

these daily proofs were falsified in their eyes. One

Fermin Cado, a wrong-headed and obstinate man,

who had come out as assayer and purifier of metals,

had imbibed the same prejudice against the expedi-

tion with Bernal Diaz. He pertinaciously insisted

that there was no gold in the island ; or at least

that it was found in such inconsiderable quantities as

not to repay the research. He declared that the

large grains uf virgin ore brought by the natives had

been melted ; that they had been the slow accumula-

tions of many years, having remained a long lime

in the families of the Indians, and been handed down

from generation to generation. Other specimens,

of a very large size, he pronounced of a very inferior

quality, and that they had been debased with brass

by the natives. Thus the words of this man out-

weighed the evidence of facts; and manyjoined him
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in the belief that the island was really destitute of

gold. It was not until some tune afterwards that the
real character of Fe- iiin Cado was ascertained, and
the discovery made, that his ignorance was at least

equal to his obstinacy and his presmnption—qualities
which are apt to enter largely into the compound
of a meddlesome and mischievous man.
Encouraged by such substantial co-operation, a

number of the turbulent spirits of the colony con-
certed to carry the plan into immediate effect, and
to take possession of the ships and make sail for Eu-
rope. The influence of Bernal Diaz de Pisa at court
would obtain for them a favourable hearing; and
they trusted to their unanimous representations, to

prejudice Columbus in the opinion of the public, ever
fickle in its smiles, and most ready to turn suddenly
and capriciously from the favourite it has most idol-

ized.

Fortunately this mutiny was discovered before it

proceeded to action. Columbus immediately ordered
the ringleaders to be arrested. On making investi-

gations, a memorial or information against himself,

full of slanders and misrepresentations, was found
concealed in the buoy of one of the ships. It was in

the hand-writing of Bernal Diaz. The Admiral con-

ducted himself with great moderation. Out of res-

pect to the rank and station of Diaz, be forbore to

inflict any punishment on him; but confined him on
board one of the ships, to be sent to Spain for trial,

together with the process or investigation of his of-

fence, and the seditious memorial which had been
discovered. Several of the inferior mutineers were
punished according to the degree of tneir culpability,

but not with the severity which their offence de-
served. To guard against any recurrence of a similar

attempt, Columbus ordered that all the guns and na-
val munitions should be taken out of four of the ves-

teis, and put into the principal ship, which was given
in charge to persons in whom he could place implicit

confidence.*

This was the first time Columbus exercised the
right of punishing delinquents in his new govern-
ment, and it immediately awakened the most violent

animadversions. His measures, though necessary
iortlie general safety, and characterized by the great-
est lenity, were censured as arbitrary and vindictive.

Already the disadvantage of being a foreigner among
the people he was to govern was clearly manifested.

Be liad national prejudices to encounter, of all others
Ihe most general and illiberal. He had no natural

Wends to rally round him ; whereas the mutineers
bad connexions in Spain, friends in the colony, and
net with sympathy in every discontented mind. An
early hostility was thus engendered against Colum-
bfls, which continued to increase throughout his life,

and the seeds were sown of a series of factions and
mutinies which afterwards distracted the island.

Curadelos Palacios, cap. 120, 422. JIS.

Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, I. ii, c. H.
unie, c. SO. . - - ...
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CHAPTER IX.

IXrEDITION OF COLUMBUS TO nu MOUirfAIM Or CIBiO.

[ 4491. ]

IIavino at length recovered from his long Illness,

and the mutiny at the settlement being effectually

checked, Columbus prepared for his immediate de-
parture for Cil»o. He intrusted the command of the
city and the ships, during his absence, to his brother

Don Diego, appointing able persons to counsel and
assist him. Don Diego is represented by Las Casas,

who knew him personally, as a man of great merit
and discretion, of a gentle and pacific disposition, and
more characterized by simplicity than shrewdness.
He was sober in his attire, wearing almost the dress
of an ecclesiastic, and Las Casas thinks he had se-

cret hopes of preferment in the church; indeed Co-
lumbus intimates as much when he mentions him
in his will. As the Admiral intended to build a fort-

ress in the mountains, and to form an establishment
for working the mines, he took with him the neces-
sary artificers, workmen, miners, munitions, and
implements. He was also about to enter the terri-

tories of the dreaded Caonabo : it was important,

therefore, to lake with him a force that should not
only secure him against any warlike opposition, but
that should spread through the country a formidable
idea of the power of the white men, and deter the
Indians from any future act of violence, either

towards communities or wandering individuals whom
chance might throw into their power. Every healthy
person, therefore, who could be spared from the set-

tlement, was put in requisition, together with all the
cavalry that could be mustered; and every arrange-

ment was made to strike the savages with the display

of military splendour.

On the 12th of March, Columbus set out at the
head of about four hundred men well armed and
equipped, with shining helmets and corslets ; with
arquebusses, lances, swords, and cross-bows, and fol-

lowed by a multitude of the neighbouring Indians.

They sallied forth from the city in battle array, with
banners flying, and sound of drum and trumpet.

Their march for the first day was across the plain

which lay between the sea and the mountains, fording

two rivers, and passing through a fair and verdant

country. They encamped in the evening in the midst
of pleasant fields, at the foot ofa wild and rocky pass

of the mountains.

The ascent of this rugged defile presented for-

midable difficulties to the little army, encumbered as

it was with various implements and munitions. There
was nothing but an Indian foot-path, winding among
rocks and precipices, or through brakes and thickets,

entangled by the rich vegetation of a tropical forest.

A number of high-spirited young cavaliers volun-

teered to open a route for the army. The youthful

cavaliers ofSpain were accustomed to this kind of ser-

Las Casas, Hist. Ind., lib. i c. 82. Ms.

P'
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vice in llie Moorish wan, where U was oflen neces-

sary on a sudden lo open rumis fur (lie march of troops,

ami the conveyance of artillery, across the mountains

of Granada. Throwing themselves in the advance

with labourers and pioneers, whom Ihcy stimulated

hy their example, as well as hy promises of liberal

reward, they soon constructed the flrst road formed

in the New World ; and which was called El Puerto

de los Hidalgos, or the pass of gentlemen, in honour

of the gallant cavaliers who effected it.

On the following day, the army toiled up this steep

defile, and arrived where the gorge of the mountain

open^l into the interior. Here a land of promise

suddenly burst upon their view. It was the same

glorious prospect which had delighted Ojeda and his

companions. Below lay a vast and delicious plain,

paintetl and enamelled, as it were, with ail the rich

variety of tropical vegetation. The magnificent fo-

rests presented that mingled beauty and majesty of

vegetable 7orms known only to these generous cli-

mates. Palms of prodigious height, and spreading

mahogany-trees, towered from amid a wilderness of

variegated foliage. Universal freshness and verdure

were maintained by numerous streams, which mean-

dered gleaming through the deep bosom of the wood-

land; while various villages and hamlets, peeping

from among the trees, and the smoke of others rising

out of the midst of the forest, gave signs of a numer-

ous population. Tlie luxuriant landscape extended

as far as the eye could reach, until it appeared to

melt away and mingle with the horizon. The Spa-

niards gazed with rapture upon this soft voluptuous

country, which seemed to realize their ideas of a ter-

restrial paradise ; and Columbus, struck with its vast

extent, gave it the name of the Vega Real, or Royal

Plain.*

Having descended the rugged pass, the army issued

upon the plain, in military array, with great clangour

of warlike instruments. When the Indians beheld

this shining l)and of warriors, glittering in steel,

emerging from the mountains with prancing steeds

and flaunting banners, and heard, for the first time,

their rocks and forests echoing to the din of drum
and trumpet, they might well have taken such a

wonderful pageant for a supernatural vision.

In this way Columbus disposed his forces whenever
he approached a populous village, placing the cavalry

in front, for the horses inspired a mingled terror and
admiration among the natives. Las Casas observes,

that at first they supposed the rider and his horse to be

one animal, and nothing could exceed tlieir astonish-

ment at seeing the horseman dismount; a circum-

stance which shows that the alleged origin of the

ancient fable of the Centaurs is at least founded in

nature. On the approach of the army the Indians

generally fled with terror, and took refuge in their

• Hist del Almirante, c. SO. Hidalgo, i. e. Ilijo dc Algo, lite-

rally, " a loa of wmebody," in contradistinction to an obscure
and low-bom man, a son of nobody.

> I.as Casas, Hist. Ind., lib. i, cap. go. US.

houses. Such was their simplicity, that they merely

put up a slight harrier of reeds at the portal, ami

seemeid to consider themselves perfectly secure. Co-

lumbus, pleased to meet with such artlessness, or-

dered that these frail harriers hIiouUI be srriipidoiialr

respected, and the inhabitants allowe<] to remain in

their fancied security.' By degrees their fears were

allayed through the metliation of their interpreters,

and the distribution of trifling presents. Their kind-

ness and gratitude could not then be excee<le<l, and

the march of the army was continually retarded by

the hospitality of the numerous villages through which

it passed. Such was the frank communion amon;:

these people, that the Indians who accompanied the

army entered without ceremony into the houses,

helping themselves to anything of which they stood

in need, without exciting surprise or anger in the in-

habitants : the latter offered to do the same with re-

spect to the Spaniards, and seemed astonished when

they met a repulse. This, it is probable, was tlie

case merely with respect to articles of food; for we

are told that the Indians were not careless in their

notions of property, and the crime of theft was one

of the few which were punished among them with

great severity. Food, however, is generally open to

free participation in savage life, and is rarely made

an object of barter, until habits of trade have been in-

troduced by the white men. The untutored savage,

in almost every part of the world, scorns to make a

traffic of hospitality.

After a march of five leagues across this plain, they

arrived at the banks of a large and beautiful stream,

called by the natives the Yagui, but to which the

Admiral gave the name of the River of Reeds. He

was not aware that it was the same stream, which,

after winding through the Vega, falls into the sea

near Monte Christi, and which, in his flrst voyage,

he had named the River of Gold. On its green banks

the army encamped for the night, animated and de-

lighted with the beautiful scenes through which they

had passed. They bathed and sported in the waters

of the Yagui, enjoying the amenity of the surround-

ing landscape, and the delightful breezes which pre-

vail in that genial season. " For though there is bat

little difference," oliserves Las Casas, " from one

month to another in all the year in this island, and in

most parts of these Indias, yet in the period from

September to May, it is like living in paradise."

'

On the following morning they crossed this stream

by the aid of canoes and rafts, swimming the horses

over. For two days they continued their march

through the same kind of rich level country, diversi-

fied by noble forests, and watered by abundant

streams, several of which descended from the moun-

tains of Cibao, and were said to bring down gold

dust mingled with their sands. To one of these, the

limpid waters of which ran over a bed of smooth

round pebbles, Columbus gave the name of Rio

LasCasas, Hist. Ind..l.i,c. 90.

> L,i8 Cisiis, Hist. Ind., I. i. c. 90. MS.
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Verde, or Cii (-en lUver, from the verdure and fresh-

ness uf its hanks. In tlie course of this march tliry

Itassed through numerous villages, where they ex-

lierienced generally the same reception. The simple

inhabitants lied at their approach, putting up their

(•light barricadoes of reeds ; but, as Mon, they were
easily won to familiarity, and tasked their limited

means to entertain the strangers.

Thus penetrating into the midst of this great island,

where every scene presented the wild luxuriance »»f

beautiful but uncivilized nature, they arrived on the

evening of the second day at a chain of lofty and
rugged mountains, wliich formed a kind of barrier

to the Vega. These Columbus was told were the

l.'olden mountains of Cibao, whose region commenced
at their rocky summits. The country now began to

;;row rough and difficult; and the people being way-
worn, they encamped for the night at the foot of a

steep defile, which led up into the mountains, and
pioneers were sent in advance to open a road for the

irmy. From this place they sent back mules for a

supply of breail and wine, their provisions l)eginning

10 grow scanty, for they had not as yet accustomed
ihemselves to the foo<l of the natives, which was
afterwards found to be very nutritious, and well

iuited to the climate.

On the next morning they resumed their march
up a narrow and steep glen, winding among craggy

rocks, where they were obliged to lead the horses.

Arrived at the summit, they once more enjoyed a

prospect of the delicious Vega, which here presented

astill grander appearance, stretching far and wide on
eillier hand, like a vast verdant lake. This noble

plain, according to Las Casas, is eighty leagues in

length, and from twenty to thirty in breadth, and of

incomparable beauty.

They now entered Cibao, the famous region of

gold, which, as if nature delighted in contrarieties,

displayed a miser-like poverty of exterior, in propor-

tion to its hidden treasures. Instead of the soft lux-

uriant landscaiie of the Vega, they beheld chains of

rocky and sterile mountains, scantily clothed with
lofty pines. The trees in the valleys also, instead of

possessing the rich tufted foliage common to other

|iarts of the island, were meagre and dwarfish, ex-
cepting such as grew on the banks of streams. The
Tery name of the country bespoke the nature of the

soil,—Cibao, in the language of the natives, signify-

ing a stone. Still, however, there were deep glens

and shady clefts among the mountains, watered by
the most limpid rivulets, where the green herbage,
and tlie strips of woodland, were themore delightful

to the eye from the neighbouring sterility. But what
consoled the Spaniards for the asperity of the soil,

was to observe particles of gold glittering among the
sands of those crystal streams, which, tliough scanty
in quantity, they regarded as earnests of the wealtli

locked up within the mountains.

The natives having been previously visited by the

exploring party under Ojeda, came forth to meet

them with great alacrity, bringing them focnl, and,
above all, grains and particles ufgold, which they

had collected in the brooks and torrents, seeing Iww
eagerly that metal was coveted by the Spaniards.

I'lom the (|uantitics of gold dust in every stream,

(Jolumbus was convinced there must be several

mines in the vicinity, lie had met with specimens of

amber and lapis lazuli, though in very small quan-

tities, and thought that he had discovered a mine uf

copi>er. He was now about eighteen leagues from

the settlement ; the rugged nature of the mountains

made a communication, even from this distance, la-

borious, lie gave up the idea, therefore, of pene-

trating further into the country, and determined to

establish a fortified post in this neighbourhood, with
a large number of men, as well to work the mines as

to explore the rest of the province. lie accordingly

selected a pleasant situation on an eminence almost

entirely surrounded by a small river, called the

Yaiii(|ue, the waters of which were as pure as if

distilled, and the sound of its current musical to the

ear. In its be<l were found curious stones of various

colours, large masses of beautiful marble, and pieces

uf pure jasper. From the foot ofthe height extended

one of those graceful and verdant plains, called by the

Indians, savannahs, which were freshened and fertil-

ized by the river. •

On this eminence Columbus ordered a strong

fortress of wood to be erected, capable of defence

against any attack of the natives, and protected by a

deep ditch on the side which the river did not secure.

To this fortress he gave the name of St Thomas, in-

tended as a pleasant, though pious, reproof of the

incredulity of Fermin Cado and his doubting ad-

herents, who obstinately refused to believe that the

island produced gold, until they beheld it with their

eyes and touched it with their hands. *

The natives having heard of the arrival of the

Spaniards in their vicinity, c?me flocking from

various parts, anxious to obtain European trinkets.

The Admiral signified to them that anything would

be given in exchange for gold; upon hearing this

some of them ran to a neighbouring river, and

gathering and sifting its sands, returned in a little

while with considerable quantities of gold dust. One
old man brought two pieces of virgin ore, weighing

an ounce, and thought himselfrichly repaid when he

received a hawk's-bell. On remarking that the

Admiral was struck with the size of these specimens,

he affected to treat them with contempt, as insigni-

ficant, intimating by signs, that in his country,

which lay witliin half a day's journey, they found

pieces of gold as big as an orange. Otlier Indians

brought grains of gold weighing ten and twelve

drachms, and declared that in the country from

whence they got them, there were masses of ore as

large as the head of a diild.^ As usual, however,

I Las Casas. Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 90. MS. j

'

> Iliidcin.

i I'ctcr Martyr, decad. i, lib. iii.
*
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these golden tracts were always in some remote

valley, or alongsome rugged and sequestered stream;

and the wealthiest spot was sure to be at the greatest

distance,—for the laud of promise is ever beyond the

mountain.

(

CHAPTER X.

EXCUBSIOR or JIIi?l DB LIJXiN AMOnO TUB MOUMTilNS. CUS-

TOMS AND CUADACTEBISTICS OF TBB NATIVKS. COLUMBUS

BETUBNS TO ISABELLA.

[ l«4. ]

While the Admiral remained among the moan-
tains, superintending the building of the fortress, he

despatched a young cavalier of Madrid, named Juan

de Luxan, with a small band of armed men, to range

about the country, and explore the whole of the

province, whicn, from the reports of the Indians,

appeared to be equal in extent to the kingdom of

Portugal. Luxan returned, after a few days' ab-

sence, with the most satisfactory accounts. He had

traversed a great part of Cibao, which he had found

mo.e capable of cultivation than had at first been

imagined. It was generally mountainous, and the

soil covered with large round pebbles of a blue co-

lour, yet there was good pasturage in many of the

valleys. The mountains also, being watered by fre-

quent showers, produced grass of surprisingly quick

and luxuriant growth, often reaching to the saddles

of the horses. The forests seemed to Luxan to be

full of valuable spices; he being deceived by the

odours emitted by those aromatic plants and lierbs

which abound in the woodlands of the tropics. I'here

were great vines also, climbing to the very summits

of the trees, and bearing clusters of grapes entirely

ripe, full of juice, and of a pleasant flavour. Every

valley and glen possessed its stream, large or small,

according to the size of the neighbouring mountain,

and all yielding more or less gold, in small particles,

showing the univeri:al prevalence of that precious

metal. Luxan was supposed, likewise, to have

learned from the Indians many of the secrets of their

mountains ; to have been shown the parts where the

richest ore was found, and to have been taken to

the richest streams. On all these points, however,

he observed a discreet mystery, communicating the

particulars to no one but the Admiral.

'

The fortress of St Thomas being nearly completed,

Columbus gave it in command to Pedro Margarite,

the same cavalier whom he had recommended to the

favour of the Sovereigns ; and left with him a gar-

rison of fifly-six men. He then set out on his return

to Isabella. On arriving at the banks of the lUo

Verde, or Green River, in the lloyal Vega, he found

a number of Spaniards on their way to the fortress

with supplies. He remained, therefore, a few days

in the neighbourhood, searching fur the best furding-

' Peter Mvlyr, ilecad. i, lib. iii.

place of the river, and establishing a route between

the fortress and the harbour. During this time, he

resided in the Indian villages, endeavouring to ac-

custom his pejple to the food of the natives; as well

as to inspire the latter with a mingled feeling of good-

will and reverence for the white men.
• From the report of Luxan, Columbus had derived

some information concerning the character and cus-

toms of the natives, and he acquired still more from

his own observations, in the course of his sojourn

among the tribes of the mountains and the plains.

And here a brief notice ofa few of the characteristics

and customs of these people may be interesting.

They are given, not merely as observed by the Ad-

miral and his oflicers during tlaf expedition, but as

recorded some time afterwards, in a crude disser-

tation, by a friar of the name of Roman, a poor

hermit, as ' styled himself, of the order of the

Hieronymite", who was one of the colleagues of

Father Boy) ', and resided for some time in the Vega

as a missior try.

Columbus had already discovered the error of one

of his opinions concerning these islanders, formed

duru^g his first voyage. They were not so entirely

pacific, nor so ignorant of warlike arts, as he had

imagine(^ Ho had been deceived by the enthusiasm

of his own foelings, and by the gentleness of Gua-

canagari and his subjects. The casual descents of

the Caribs had compelled the inhabitants of the sea-

shore to ac ^aint themselves with the use of arms.

Some of t' . mountain tribes near the coast, particu-

larly tlio on the side vhich looked towards the

Caribbef stands, were of a more hardy and warlike

charactf than those of the plains. Caonabo, also,

the Cr J chieftain, had introduced something of his

own jrrior spirit into the centre of the island. Yet,

ge- .ally speaking, the habits of the people were

V i and gentle. If wars sometimes occurred among

em, they wre of short duration, and unaccont

(,. 'ed by any great effusion of blood, and, in gene-

ral, they mingled amicably and hospitably with each

other.

Columbus had also at first indulged in the error

that the natives of Hayti were destitute of all notions

of religion, and he had consequently flattered him-

self that it would be the easier to intrwluce into their

minds the doctrines of Christianity; not aware tliat

it is more difficult to light up the fire of devotion in

the cold heart of an atheist, than to direct the flame

to a new object, when it is already enkindled. There

are few beings, however, so destitute of reflection, as

not to be impressed with the conviction of an over-

ruling deity. A nation of atheists never existed. It

was soon discovered that these isian'Jers had (heir

creed, though of a vague and simple nature. They

believed in one supreme being, who inhabited lite

sky, who was immortal, omnipotent, and invisible;

to whom they ascribed an origin, who had a mother,

but no father.' They never addressed their worship

Escritura de Fr. Roman. Hist, del Almiraute.
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directly K him, but employed inferior deities, called

Zicmes, as messengers and mediators. Each cacique

had his tutelar deity of this order, whom he invoked

and pretended to consult in all his public undertak-

ings, and who was reverenced by his people. He
had a house apart, as a temple to this deity, in which

was an image of his Zemi, carved of wood, of stone,

or shaped of clay, and generally of some monstrous

and hideous form. Each family and each individual

had likewise a particular Zemi, or protecting genius,

like the Lares and Penates of the ancients. They
were placed in every part of their houses, or carved

on their furniture ; some had them of a small size,

and bound them about their foreheads when they

went to battle. They believed their Zemes to be

transferable, with all their powers, and often stole

them from each other. When the Spaniards came
among them, they often hid their idols, lest they

should be taken away. They believed that these

Zemes presided over every object in nature, each

having a particular charge or government. They

influenced the seasons and the elements, causing

sterile or abundant years, exciting hurricanes and

whirlwinds, and tempests of rain and thunder, or

sending sweet and temperate breezes and fruitful

showers. They governed the seas and forests, the

springs, and fountains, like the Nereids, the Dryads,

and Satyrs of antiquity. They gave success in bunt-

ing and fishing; they guided the waters of the

mountains into safe channels, and led them down to

wander through the plains, in gentle brooks and

peaceful rivers ; or, if incensed, they caused them to

burst forth into rushing torrents and overwhelming

Hoods, inundating and laying waste the valleys.

The natives had their Butios, or priests, who pre-

tended to hold communion with these Zemes. They

practised rigorous fasts and ablutions, and inhaled

the powder, or drank the infusion of a certain herb,

which produced a temporary intoxication or delirium.

In the course of this process, they professed to have

trances and visions, and that the Zemes revealed to

them future events, or instructed them in the treat-

ment of maladies. They were, in general, great herb-

alists, and well acquainted with the medical pro-

perties of trees and vegetables. They cured diseases

through their knowledge of simples, but always with

many mysterious nles and ceremonies, and supposed

charms; chanting and burning a light in the chamber

of the patient, and pretending to exorcise the malady,

to expel it from the mansion, and to send it to the sea

or to the mountain.

'

Their bodies were painted or tattooed with figures

of the Zemes, which were regarded with horror by

the Spaniards, as so many representations of the de-

vil; and the Butias, esteemed as saints by the na-

tives, were abhorred by the former as necromancers.

These Butios often assisted the cacicpies in practising

deceptions upon their subjects, speaking oracularly

through the Zemes, by means of hollow tubes ; in-

> Uvicdo, Croni«., I. t, v. I.

spiring the Indians to battle by predicting success, or

dealing forth such promises or menaces as might suit

the pur^ jses of the chieftain.

There is but one of their solemn religious ceremo-

nies of which any record exists. The cacique pro-

claimed a day when a kind of festival was to be held

in honour of his Zemes. His subjects assembled from

all parts, and formed a solemn procession; the married

men and women decorated with their most precious

ornaments, the young females entirely naked. The
cacique, or the principal personage, marched at their

bead, beating a kind of drum. In this way they pro-

ceeded to the consecrated house or temple, in which

were set up the images of the Zemes. Arrived at the

door, the cacique seated himselfon the outside, con-

tinuing to beat his drum while the procession enter-

ed, the females carrying baskets ofcakes ornamented

with flowers, and singing as they advanced. These
offerings were received by the Butios with loud cries,

or rather bowlings. Tliey broke the cakes, after

they had been offered to the Zemes, and distributed

the portions to the heads of families, who preserved

them carefully throughout the year, as preventive of

all adverse accidents. This done, the females ad-

vanced, at a given signal, singing songs in honour of

the Zemes, or in praise of the heroic actions of their

ancient caciques. The whole ceremony finished by
invoking the Zemes to watch over and protect the na-

tion. '

Besides the Zemes, each cacique had three idols or

talismans, which were mere stones, but which were
held in great reverence by themselves and their sub-

jects. One they supposed had the power to produce

abundant harvests, another to remove all pain from

women in travail, and the third to call forth rain or

sunshine when either was required. Three of these

were sent home by Columbus to the Sovereigns.'

The ideas of the natives with respect to the crea-

tion were vague and undefined. They gave their

own island of Hayti priority of existence over all

others, and believed that the sun and moon originally

issued out of a cavern in the island to give light to the

world. This cavern still exists, about seven or eight

leagues from Cape Francois. It is about one hundred

and fifty feet in depth, and nearly the same in height,

but very narrow. It receives no light but from the

entrance, and from a round bote in the roof, from

whence it was said the sun and moon issued forth to

take their places in the sky. The vault was so fair

and regular, that it appeared a work of art rather

than of nature. In the time of Charlevoix the figures

of various Zemes were still to be seen cut in the rock,

and there were the remains of niches, as if to re-

ceive statues. This cavern was held in great venera-

tion. It was painted, and adorned with green

branches and other simple decorations. There were

in it two images or Zemes. When there was a want

of rain, the natives made pilgrimages and processions

> Cliarlovolx, Hist. St Homliigo, I. i, p. 36.

• llial. del Almiranle, cap. 01,
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to it, willi songs and dances, bearing offerings of

fruits and flowers.'

Tliey believed that mankind issued from another

cavern, the large men from a great aperture, the

small men from a little cranny. Tliey were for a

long ime destitute of women, but, wandering on one

occasion near a small lake, they saw certain animals

among the branches of the trees, which proved to

be women. On attempting to catch them, however,

they were found to be as slippery as eels, so that it

was impossible to hold them. At length they em-

ployed certain men, whose hands were rendered

rough by a kind of leprosy. These succeeded in se«

curing four of these slippery females, from whom the

world was peopled.

While the men inhabited this cavern, they dared

only venture forth at night, for the sight of the sun

was fatal to them, turning them into trees and stones.

There was a cacique, named Yagoniona, who sent

one of his men forth from the cave to fish, who linger-

ing at his sport until the sun had risen, was turned

into a bird of melodious note, the same that Colum-

bus mistook for the nightingale. They added, tliat

yearly about the time that he had suffered this trans-

formation, he comes in the night, with a mournful

song, bewailing his misfortune, which is the cause

why that biixl always sings in the night season.'

Like most savage nations, they had also a tradition

concerning the universal deluge, equally fanciful

with most of the preceding ; for it is singular how
the human mind, in its natural state, is apt to

account, by trivial and familiar causes, for great

events. They said that there once lived in the island

a mighty cacique, whose only son conspiring against

him, he slew him. He afterwards collected and

picked his bones, and preserved them in a gourd, as

was the custom of the natives with the relics of their

friends. On a subsequent day, the cacique and his

witeopened the gourd to contemplate the bonesof their

son,when, to theirastonishment, several fish, great and

small, leaped out. Upon this the cacique closed the

gourd and placed it on the top of his house, boasting

that he had the sea shut up within it, and could have

lish whenever be pleased. Four brothers, however,

born at the same birth, and curious inlermeddlers,

hearing of this gourd, came during the absence of the

cacique to peep into it. In their carelessness, they

suffered it to fall upon the ground, when it was

<iashed to pieces, and there issued forth a mighty

flood, with dolphins, and sharks, and great tumbling

whales; and the water spread until it overflowed

the earth, and formed the ocean, leaving only the

tops of the mountains uncovered, which are the

present islands.

'

They had singular modes of treating the dying and

the dead. When the life of a caci(iue was despaired

of, they strangled him, out of a principle of respect.

Chiirlcvoix, Hist, de Kt Doniingu, I. i, \>. 60.

i fray Uoniaii. Hint, dt'l AliiMi-aiUe. 1'. Martyi', rl. i

J lu>urilui-a (Ic I'Vay Iluiuaii. putie IJiaeuiilu.

I. ix.

rather than sufferhim todie like the vulgar. Common
people were extended in their hammocks, bread and

water placed at their head, and they were then aban-

doned to die in solitude. Sometimes they were

carried to the cacique, and if he gave his decision or

consent, they were strangled. Afterdeath the body

of a cacique was opened, dried at a fire, and pre-

served ; of others the head only was treasured up as

a memorial, or occasionally a limb. Sometimes the

whole body was interred in a cave, with a calabash of

water, and a loaf of bread ; sometimes it was con-

sumed with fire in the house of the deceased.

They had confused and uncertain notions of the

existence of the soul when separated from the body.

They believed in the apparitions of the departed at

night, or by daylight in solitary places, to lonely

individuals ; sometimes advancing as if to attack

them, but upon the traveller's striking at them they

vanislied, and he struck merely against trees or rocks.

Sometimes they mingled among the living, and were

only tobe known by having no navels. The Indians,

fearful of meeting with these apparitions, disliked to

go about alone, and in the dark. They had an idea

of a place of reward, to which the spirits of good

men repaired after death, .where they were reunited

to the spirits of those they had most loved during

life, and to all their ancestors. Here they enjoyed

uninterruptedly, and in perfection, those pleasures

which constituted their felicity on earth. They

lived in shady and blooming bowers, with beautiful

women, and banqueted on delicious fruits. The

paradise of these happy spirits was variously placed,

almost every tribe assigning some favourite spot in

their native province. Many however, concurred in

describing this region as being near a lake in the

western part of the island, in the beautiful province

of Xaragua. Here there were delightful valleys,

covered with a delicate fruit called the mamey, about

the size of an apricot. They imagined that the souls

of the deceased remained concealed among the airy

and inaccessible cliffs of the mountains during the

day, but descended at night into these happy valleys,

to regale on this consecrated fruit. The living were

sparing, therefore, in eating of it, lest the souls uf

their friends should suffer from want of their favour-

ite nourishment.

The dances to which the natives seemed so im-

moderately addicted, and which had been at lirst

considered by the Spaniards mere idle pastimes, were

found to be often ceremotiials of a serious and mystic

character. They form, indeed, a singular and im-

portant feature throughout the customs of the abori-

ginals of the New World. In these are typified, liy

signs well understood by the initiated, and, as it

were, by hieroglyphic action, their historical events,

their projected enterprises, their hunting, their am-

buscades, and their battles, resembling in some re-

spects the Pyrrhic dances uf the ancients. Speakiii;'

' Hist, (li'l AlniirnntP, c. 01. Ppirr Marlyr, decail. i, lili. it.

Cliailvvuix, Hist. St t>uniing., lib. I.
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of the prevalence of these dances among the natives

of Ilayti, Peter Martyr observes that they performed

them to the chant of certain metres and ballads,

handed down from generation to generation, in

which were rehearsed the deeds of their ancestors.

"These rhymes or ballads," he adds, "they call

areytos ; and as our minstrels are accustomed to sing

to the harp and lute, so do they in like manner sing

these songs, and dance to the same, playing on tim-

brels made of shells of certain fishes. These timbrels

lliey call maguey. They have also songs and ballads

of love, and others of lamentation or mourning; some
also to encourage them to the wars, all sung to tunes

agreeable to the matter." It was for these dances,

as has been already observed, that they were so ea-

ger to procure hawks'-bells, suspending them about

their persons, and keeping time with their sound to

the cadence of the singers. This mode of dancing

to a ballad has been compared to the dances of the

peasants in Flanders during the summer, and to those

prevalent throughout Spain to the sound of the cas-

tanets, and the wild popular chants said to be de-

rived from the Moors; but which, in fact, existed

before their invasion, among the Goths who overran

the peninsula.

The earliest history of almost all nations, has

generally been preserved by rude heroic rhymes and

ballads, and by the lays of the minstrels ; and such

was the case with the areytos of the Indians. "When
a cacique died," says Oviedo, " they sang in dirges

his life and actions, and all the good that he had

done was recollected. Thus they formed the ballads

or areytos which constituted their history." " Some
of these ballads were of a sacred character, containing

their traditional notions of theology, and the super-

stitions and fables which comprised their religious

creeds. None were permitted to sing these but the

sons of caciques, who were instructed in them by

their Butios. They were chanted before the people

on solemn festivals, like those already described, ac-

companied by the sound of a kind of drum, made
from a hollow tree. ^

Such are a few of the characteristics remaining in

record of these simple people, who perished from the

face of the earth before their customs and creeds were

thought of sufficient importance to be investigated.

The present work does not profess to enter into de-

tailed accounts of the countries and people discovered

by Columbus, otherwise than as they may be useful

for the illustration of his history; and perhaps the

foregoing are carried to an unnecessary length, but

they may serve to give greater interest to the subse-

quent transactions of the island.

Many of these particulars, as has been observed,

were collected by the Admiral and his officers, dur-

ing their excursion among the mountains, and their

Mariana, Hist. Esp., I. v, c. 1.

' Ovtcdo, Cron. dc las Indias, lib. v, cti. 5.

3 kTay Roman, Hist, del Atmirantc, cap. 61 . P. Martyr, dread.

I, I. ix. Hcrrrra, Hist. Ind., d. i, I. lii, c. 4. Oviedo, I. v, e. I.

sojourn in the plain. The natives appeared to them
a singularly idle and improvident race, indifferent (o

most of the objects of human aaxiety and toil. They
were impatient of all kinds of labour, scarcely giving

themselves the trouble to cultivate the yuca root, the

maize, and the potatoe, which formed the main ar-

ticles of subsistence. For the rest, their stream»

abounded with fish; they caught the ulia or coney,

the guana, and various birds; and they had a per-

petual banquet from the fruits spontaneously pro-

duced by their groves. Though the air was some-
times cold among the mountains, yet they preferred

subniittmg to a little temporary suffering, rather than

take the trouble to weave garments from the gos-

sampine cotton which abounded in their forests.

Thus they loitered away existence in vacant inac-

tivity, under the shade of their trees, or amusing
themselves occasionally with various games and
dances.

In fact, they were destitute of all powerful mo-
tives to toil, being free from most of those wants
which doom mankind in civilized life, or in less ge-

nial climes, to incessant labour. They had no sterile

winter to provide against, particularly in the valleys

and the plains, where, according to Peter Martyr,
" the island enjoyed perpetual spring-time, and was
blessed with continual summer and harvest. The
trees preserved their leaves throughout the year, and
the meadows continued always green." " There is

no province, nor any region," be again observes,

" which is not remarkable for the majesty of its moun-
tains, the fruitfulness of its vales, the pleasantness of

its hills, and delightful plains, with abundance of fair

rivers running through them. There never was any
noisome animal found in it, nor yet any ravening four-

footed beast; no lion, nor bear; no fierce tigers, nor

crafty foxes, nor devouring wolves, but all things

blessed and fortunate."

'

In the soft regions of the Vega, the circling sea-

sons brought each its store of fruits; and while some

were gathered in full maturity, others were ripening

on the boughs, and buds and blossoms gave promise

of still future abundance. What need was there of

garnering up and anxiously providing for coming days,

to men who lived in a perpetual harvest? What
need too of toilfully spinning or labouring at the loom,

where a genial temperature prevailed throughout the

year, and neither nature nor custom prescribed the

necessity of cloihing ?

The hospitality which characterise men in such a

simple and easy mode ofexistence, was evinced towards

Columbus and his followers during their sojourn in

the Vega. Wherever they went it was a continual

scene of festivity and rejoicing. The natives hastened

from all parts, bearing their presents, and laying the

treasures of their groves, and streams, and moun-
tains, at the feet of lieings whom they still considered

as descended from the skies to bring blessings to their

island.

I». Martyr, dread. 3, 1, ix, translEtcd by 11. Eden. London I5j3.

•i
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Having accomplished the purposes of his residence

in the Vega, Columbus, at the end of a few days,

took leave of its hospitable inhabitants, and resumed

his march for the harbour, returning with his little

army through the lofty and rugged gorge of the

mountains called the Pass of the Hidalgos. As we
accompany him in imagination over the rocky height,

from whence the Vega first broke upon ihe eye of

the Europeans, we cannot help pausing to cast back

a look of mingled pity and admiration over this beau-

tiful but devoted region. The dream of natural li-

berty, of ignorant content, and loitering idleness, was

as yet unbroken, but the fiat had gone forth ; the

white man had penetrated into the land; avarice,

and pride, and ambition, and pining care, and sordid

labour, were soon to follow, and the indolent para-

dise of the Indian to disappear for ever.

CHAPTER XI.

ARBITAL OP COLUHBUS AT ISABELLA.

COLONY.

SICKNESb " THE

[ 1494. ]

It was on the 29th of March that Columbus ar-

rived at Isabella, highly satisfied with his expedition

into the interior. The appearance of every thing in

the vicinity of the harbour was calculatetl to increase

his anticipations of future prosperity. The plants and

fruits of the Old World, which he was endeavouring

to introduce into the island, gave promise of rapid in-

crease. The orchards, fields, and gardens, were in a

great state of forwardness. The seeds of various fruits

had produced young plants; the sugar-cane had pros-

pered exceedingly in the soil; a native vine, trimmed

and dressed with care, had yielded grapes of tolerable

flavour; and cuttings from European vines already

began to form their clusters. On the 30th of March

a husbandman brought to Columbus ears of wheat

which had been sown in the latter part of January.

The smaller kind of garden herbs came to maturity

in sixteen days, and the larger kind, such as melons,

gourds, pompions, and cucumbers, were fit for the

table within a month after the seed had been put into

the ground. The soil, moistened by brooks and ri-

vers and frequent showers, and stimulated by an ar-

dent sun, possessed those principles of fecundity

which surprise the stranger, accustomed to less vi-

gorous climates, by the promptness and prodigality

of vegetation.

The Admiral had scarcely returned to Isabella,

when a messenger arrived from Pedro Margarite, the

commander at fort St Thomas, informing him that

the Indians of the vicinity had manifested unfriendly

feelings, abandoning their villages, and shunning all

intercourse with the white men ; and that Caonabo

was assembling his warriors, and secretly preparing

to attack the fortress. The fact was, (hat the moment

^'

the Admiral had departed, the Spaniards, no longer

awed by his presence, had, as usual, listened only to

their passions, and had exasperated the natives by

wrestingfrom them theirgold,and wrongingthem with

respect to their women. Caonabo also had seen with

impatience these detested intruders planting their

standard in Ihe very midst of his mountains, and he

knew that he had nothing to expect from them but

vengeance.

The tidings from Margarite, however, caused but

little solicitude in the mind of Columbus. From

what he had seen of the Indians in the interior, he

had no apprehensions from their hostility. He knew

their weakness and their awe of white men, and

above all, he confided in their terror of the horses,

which they looked at with alarm, as ferocious beasts

of prey, obedient to the Spaniards, but ready to de-

vour their enemies. He contented himself, therefore,

with sending Margarite a reinforcement of twenty

men, with a supply of provisions and ammunition,

and detaching thirty men to open a road between the

fortress and the port.

What gave Columbus real and deep anxiety, was

the sickness, the discontent, and dejection which con-

tinued to increase in the settlement. The same

principles of heat and humidity which gave such fe-

cundity to the fields, were fatal to the people. The

exhalations from undrained marshes, and a vast con-

tinuity of forest, and the action of a burning sun upon

a reeking vegetable soil, produced intermittent fevers,

and various other maladies, so trying to European

constitutions in the imcultivated countries of the tro-

pics. Many of the Spaniards suffered also under the

torments of a disease hitiierto unknown to them, the

scourge of their licentious intercourse with the Indian

females. Thus the greater part of the colonists were

either confined by positive illness, or reduced to great

debility. The stuck of medicines was soon exhausted;

there was a lack of medicinal aid, and of the watch-

fid attendance which is even more important than

medicine to the sick. Every one who was well, was

eitlier engrossed by the public labours, or by his own

wants or cares; having to perform all menial offices

for himself, even to the cooking of his provisions.

The public works, therefore, languished, and it was

impossible to cultivate the soil in a sufficient degree

to produce a supply of the fruits of the earth. Pro-

visions began to fail, much of the stores brought from

Europe had been wasted on board ship, or suffered

to spoil through carelessness. Much had perished

on shore from the warmth and humidity of the cli-

mate. It seemed impossible for the colonists to

accommodate themselves to the food of the natives;

and their infirm condition required the aliments to

which they had been accustomed. To avert an ab-

solute famine, therefore, it was necessary to put the

people on a short allowance even of the damaged and

unhealthy provisions which remained. This imme-

diately caused loud and factious murmurs, in which

many of those in office, who ought to have supported
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Columbus in his measures for the common safety,

took a leading part : among those was Father Royle,

a priest as turbulent as he was crafty. He had

been irritated, it is said, by the rigid in)partiality of

Columbus, who, in enforcing his salutary measures,

made no distinction of rank or persons, and put the

friar and his household on a short allowance as well

as the rest of the community.

In the midst of this general discontent, the bread

began to grow scarce. The stock of Hour was exhaust-

ed, and there was no mode of grinding corn but by

the tedious and toilsome process of the hand-mill.

It became necessary, therefore, to erect a mill imme-

diately, and other works were required equally im-

portant to the welfare of the settlement. Many of

the workmen, however, were ill—some feigned

greater sickness than they really suffered ; for there

was a general disinclination to all kind of labour

which was not toproduce immediate wealth. In this

emergency, Columbus put every healthy person in

requisition ; and as the cavaliers and gentlemen of

rank required food as well as the lower orders, they

were called upon to take their share in the common
labour. This was considered cruel degradation by

many youthful hidalgos of high blood and haughty

spirit, and they refused to obey the summons. Co-

lumbus, however, was a strict disciplinarian, and

felt the im[)ortance of making his authority respected.

He resorted, therefore, to strong and compulsory

measures, and enforced their obedience. This was

another cause of the deep and lasting hostilities that

sprang up against him. It aroused the immediate

indignation of every person of birth and rank in the

colony, and drew upon him the resentment of several

of the proud families of Spain. He was inveighed

against as an arrogant and upstart foreigner, who,

inflated with a sudden acquisition of power, and

consulting only his own wealth and aggrandisement,

was trampling upon the rights and digp'tics ofSpanish

gentlemen, and insulting the honour of the nation.

Columbus may have been too strict and indiscri-

minate in his regulations. There are cases in which

even justice may become oppressive, and where the

severity of the time should be tempered with indul-

gence. The mere toilsome labours of a common
man, became humiliation and disgrace to a Spanish

cavalier. Many of these young men had come out,

not in the pursuit of wealth, but with romantic dreams

inspired by. his own representations; hoping, no

doubt, to distinguish themselves by heroic achieve-

ments and chivalrous adventfire, and to continue in

the Indies the career of arms which they had com-

menced in the recent wars of Granada. Others had

been brought up in soft, luxurious indulgence, in the

midst of opulent families, and were little calculated

for the rude perils of the seas, the fatigues of the

land, and the hardships, the exposures, and depriva-

tions,which attend a new settlement in a wilderness.

When.they fell ill, their case soon became incurable.

The ailments of the body were increased by sickness

of the heart. They sulTered under the irritation of

wounded pride, and the morbid melancholy of disap-

pointed hope; their sick-bed was destitute of all the

tender care and soothing attention to which they had

been accustomed ; and they sank into the grave in

all the suUenness of despair, cursing the day that they

left their country.

The venerable Las Casas, and Herrera after him,

record with much solemnity, a popular belief current

in the island at the time of his residence there, and

connected with the untimely fate of these cavaliers.

In after years, when the seat of the colony was re-

moved from Isabella on account of its unhealthy situa-

tion, the city fell to ruin, and was abandoned. Like

all decayed and deserted places, it soon became an

object of awe and superstition to the common people,

and no one ventured to enter its gates. Those who
passed near it, or hunted the wild swine which

alwunded in the neighbourhood, declared that they

heard appalling voices issue from within its walls by

night and day. The labourers became fearful, there-

fore, to cultivate the fields adjacent. The story went,

adds Las Casas, that two Spaniards happened one day

to wander among the ruined edifices of the place; on

entering one of the solitary streets, they beheld two

rows ofmen, evidently, from their rtately demeanour,

hidalgos of noble blood, and cavaliers of the court.

They were richly attired in the old Castilian mode,

with rapiers by their sides, and broad travelling-hats,

such as were worn at the time. The two men were

astonished to behold persons of their rank and appear-

ance apparently inhabiting that desolate place, un-

known to the people of the island. They saluted

them, and inquired when and whence they had ar-

rived. The cavaliers maintained a gloomy silence,

but courteously returned the salutation by raising

their hands to their sombreros or hats, in taking ofT

which their heads came off also, and their bodies

stood decapitated. The whole phantom assemblage

then vanished. So great was the astonishment and

horror of the beholders, that they had nearly fallen

dead, and remained stupified for several days.'

The foregoing legend is curious, as illustrating the

superstitious character of the age, and especially of

the people with whom Columbus had to act. It

shows, also, the deep and gloomy impression made

upon the minds of the common people by the death

of these cavaliers, which operated materially to in-

crease the unpopularity of Columbus; as it was mis-

chievously represented, that they had been seduced

from their homes by his delusive promises, and sacri-

ficed to his private interests. - ..
.,

' Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 92. MS.

cad. I, I. ii, c 42.

Herrera, Hist, bid., dc-

-x-:jis.
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CHAPTER Xn.

DISniBUTION or TBB SFANMB rOICCS IN TBI INTIIIOI.

PRBPAIiTIOnS vol A VOViOE TO CUBA.

[ t*a*. 1
'

,1

The increasing discontents of the motley popula-

tion of Isabella, and the rapid consumption of the

scanty stores which remained, were causes of great

anxiety to Columbus. He was desirous of proceed-

ing on another voyage of discovery, but it was indis-

pensable, before sailing, to place the affairs of the

island in such a state as to secure tranquillity. He
determined, therefore, to send all the men that could

be spared from Isabella, into the interior; with orders

to visit the territories of the different caciques, and

to explore the island. By this means they would be

roused and animated ; they would become accustomed

to the climate and to the diet of the natives, and such

a force would lie displayed as to overawe the ma-
chinations of Caonabo or any other hostile cacique.

In pursuance of this plan, every healthy person, not

absolutely necessary to the concerns of the city or the

care of the sick, was put under arms, and a little

army mustered, consisting of two hundred and (illy

cross-bowmen, one hundred and ten arquebussiers,

sixteen horsemen, and twenty officers. The general

command of the forces was intrusted to Pedro Mar-

garite, in whom Columbus had great confidence as a

noble Catalonian, and a knight of the order of San-

tiago. Alonso de Ojeda was to conduct the army to

the fortress of St Thomas, where he was to succeed

Margarite in the command; and the latter was to

proceed with the main body of the troops on a mili-

tary tour, in which he was particularly to explore the

province of Cibao, and subsequently the other parts

of the island.

Columbus wrote a long and earnest letter of in-

structions to Margarite, by which to govern himself

in a service requiring such great circumspection. He
charged him above all things to observe the greatest

justice and discretion in respect to the Indians, pro-

tecting them from all wrong and insult, and treating

them in such a manner as to secure their confidence

and friendship. At the same time they were to be

made to respect the property of the white men, and

all thefts were to be severely punished. Whatever

provisions were required from them for the subsist-

ence of the army, were to be fairly purchased by per-

sons whom the Admiral appointed for that purpose

;

the purchases were to be made in the presence of the

agent of the comptroller. If the Indians refused to

sell the necessary provisions, tlien Margarite was to

interfere and compel them to do so, acting, however,

with all possible gentleness, and soothing them by

kindness and caresses. No traffic was to be allowed

between individuals and the natives, it being dis-

pleasing to the Sovereigns and injurious to the ser-

vice ; and it was always to be kept in mind that their

Majesties were more desirous of the conversion of

the natives than of Any riches to be derived from

them.

A strict discipline was to be maintained in the

army, all breach of orders to be severely punished,

the men to be kept together and not suffered to wan-

der from the main body either singly or in small

parties, so as to expose themselves to be cut off by

the natives; for it had been observed, that though

these people were pusillanimous, yet there were no

people so apt to be perfidious and cruel as cowards

;

seldom sparing the life of an enemy when in their

power.'

These judicious instructions, which, if followed,

might have preserved an amicable intercourse with

the natives, are more especially deserving of notice

because Margarite disregarded them all, and by his

disobedience brought trouble on the colony, obloquy

on the nation, destruction on the Indians, and un-

merited censure on Columbus.

In addition to the foregoing orders, there were

particular directions for the surprising and securing

of the persons of Caonabo and his brothers. The

warlike character of that chieftain, his artful policy,

extensive power, and implacable hostility, rendered

him a dangerous enemy. The measures proposed

were not the most open and chivalrous, but Colum-

bus thought himself justified in opposing stratagem

to stratagem with a subtle and sanguinary foe.

On the 9th of April, Alonso de Ojeda sallied forth

from Isabella at the head of the forces, amounting to

nearly four hundred men. On arriving at the Rio

del Oro in the Royal Vega, he learnt that three

Spaniards, coming from the fortress of St Thomas,

had been robbed of their effects by five Indians,

whom a neighbouring cacique had sent to assist them

in fording the river; and that the cacique, instead of

punishing the thieves, had countenanced them and

shared their booty. Ojeda was a quick, impetuous

soldier, whose ideas of legislation were all of a mili-

tary kind. Having seized one of the thieves, he in-

flicted summary justice upon him by ordering his ears

to be cut off in the public square of the village : lie

then secured the cacique, his son, and nephew, and

sent them in chains to the Admiral ; which being ac-

complished, he pursued his march to the fortress.

In the mean time the prisoners arrived at Isabella

in deep dejection. They were accompanied by a

neighbouring cacique, who, relying upon the merit of

various acts of kindness which he had shown to the

Spaniards, came to plead for their forgiveness. His

intercessions appeared te be of no avail. Columbus

felt the importance of striking awe into the minds uf

the natives with respect to the property of the white

men. He ordered, therefore, that the prisoners

should be taken to the public square with their hands

tied behind them, their crime and punishment pro-

claimed by the crier, and their heads struck off. Nor

was this a punishment disproportioned to their own

ideas of justice, for wc are told that the crime of theft

> Letter ofColumb. NavarruleCoUec., t. ii, Dociimeul Ji'Tl
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was held in such abhorrence among them, that,

though not otherwise sanguinary in their laws, they

punished it with impalement.' It is not probable,

however, that Columbus really meant to carry the

sentence into effect. At the place of execution, the

prayers and tears of the friendly cacique were re-

doubled, pledging himself that there should be no

repetition of the offence. The Admiral at length

made a merit ofyielding to his entreaties, and released

the prisoners. Just at this juncture a horseman ar-

rived from the fortress, who in passing by the village

of the captive cacique, had found five Spaniards in

the power of the Indians. The sight of his horse

had put the multitude to flight, though upwards of

four hundred in number. He had pursued the fu-

gitives, wounding several with his lance, and had
brought off his countrymen in triumph.

Convinced by this circumstance that nothing was
to be apprehended from the hostilities of these timid

people as long as his orders were obeyed, and conRding

in the distribution he had made of his forces, both for

the tranquillity of the colony and the island, Colum-

bus prepared to depart on the prosecution of his disco-

veries. To direct the affairs of the island during his

absence, he formed a junta, of which his brother

Don Diego was president, and Father Boyle, Pedro

Fernandez Coronel, Alonso Sanchez Caravajal, and

Juan de Luxan, were councillors. He left his two
largest ships in the harbour, being of too great a size

and draft of water to explore unknown coasts and
rivers, and he took with him three caravels, the Nina
or Santa Clara, the San Juan, and the Cordera.

BOOK VU.

CHAPTER I.

VOVAUB TO THE KiST END OF CUBA.

Columbus set sail with his little squadron from the

harbour of Isabella on the 24th of April, and steered

to the westward. The plan of his present expedition

was to revisit the coast of Cuba at the point where he

had abandoned it on his Rrst voyage, and thence to

explore it on the southern side. As has already been

observed, he supposed it to be a continent, and the

extreme end of Asia ; and if so, by following its shores

in the proposed direction, he must eventually arrive

at Cathay and those other rich and commercial,

tliough semi-barbarous countries, described by Man-
deville and Marco Polo.'

After touching at Monte Christi, he anchored on
tiie same day at the disastrous harbour of La Navidad.

• Uviixlo, Hist. Inil., lib. v, cap. 5.

> CA\ra de lo« Palacios, cap. 123. MS.

His object In revisiting this melancholy scene was to

obtain an interview with Guacanagari, who he un-

derstood had return^ : bis former residence. He
could not be persuaded of the perfidy of that cacique,

so deep was the impression made upon his heart by

past kindness ; he trusted, therefore, that a firank ex-

planation wouldremove all painfiil doubts, and restore

a friendly intercourse, which would be highly advan-

tageous to the Spaniards in their present time of scar-

city and suffering. Guacanagarl, however, still main-

tained his equivocal conduct, al^conding at the sight

of his ships; and though several of his subjects as-

sured Columbus that the cacique would soon make

him a visit, he did not think it advisable to delay bis

voyage on such an uncertainty.

Pursuing his course, impeded occasionally by con-

trary winds, he arrived on the 29th at the port of San

Nicholas, from whence he beheld the extreme point

of Cuba, to which in his preceding voyage he bad

given the name of Alpha and Omega, but which was

called by the natives Bayatiquiri, and is now known
as Point Maysi. Having crossed the channel, which

is about eighteen leagues wide, Columbus sailed along

the southern coast ofCuba tor the distance of twenty

leagues, when he anchored in a harbour, to which,

from its size, he gave the name of Puerto Grande,

at present called Guantanamo. The entrance was

narrow and winding, though deep; the harbour ex-

panded within like a beautiful lake, in the bosom of a

wild and mountainous country, covered witli trees,

some of them in blossom, others bearing fruit. Not

far from the shore w^ere two cottages built of reeds,

and several fires blazing in various parts of the beach

gave signs of inhabitants. Columbus landed, there-

fore, attended by several men well armed, and by the

young Indian interpreter Diego Colon, the native of

the island of Guanahani who had been baptized in

Spain. On arriving at the cottages, he found them

deserted; the fires also were abandoned—not a hu-

man being was to be seen. The Indians had all fled

to the woods and mountains. The sudden arrival of

the ships had spread a panic throughout the neigh-

bourhood, and apparently interrupted the prepara-

tions for a rude but plentiful banquet. There were

great quantities of fish, utias, and guanas; some sus-

pended to the branches of the trees, others roasting,

on wooden spits before the fires.

The Spaniards, accustomed of late to slender fare^.

fell without ceremony on this bounteous feast, thug

spread for them, as it were, in the wilderness. They

abstained, however, from the guanas, which they

still regarded with disgust as a species of serpent,

though they were considered so delicate a food by the

savages, that, according to Peter Martyr, it was no

more lawful for the common people to eat of them,

than of peacocks and pheasants in Spain.'

After their repast, as the Spaniards were roving

about the vicinity, they beheld about seventy of the

natives collected on the top of a lofty rock, and look-

' p. Martyr, dccad. i, lib. III.

J
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ing down upon them with great awe and amazement.

On attempting to approach them, they instantly dis-

appeared among the woods and clefls of the moun-
tain. One, however, more bold or more curious

than the rest, lingered on (he brow of the precipice,

gazing with timid wonder at the Spaniards, partly

encouraged by their friendly signs, but ready in an

instant to bound away after his companions.

By order of Columbus, the young Lucayan inter-

preter advanced and accosted him. The expressions

of friendship, in his own language, soon dispelled the

apprehensions of the wondering savage. He came to

meet the interpreter, and being informed by him of

Uie good intentions of the Spaniards, hastened to

communicate the intelligence to his comrades. In a

little while they were seen descending from their

rocks, and issuing from their forests, approaching

the strangers with great gentleness and veneration.

Through means of the interpreter, Columbus learnt

that they had been sent to the coast by llieir cacique,

to procure fish for a solemn banquet which he was

about to give to a neighbouring chieftain, and that

they roasted the fish to prevent it from spoiling in

the transportation. They seemed to be of tlie same

gentle and pacific character with the natives of Ilayti.

The ravages that had been made among their pro-

visions by the hungry Spaniards gave them no con-

cern, for they observed that one night's fishing would

replace all the loss. Columbus, however, in his

usual spirit of justice, ordered that ample compen-

sation should be made them, and shaking hands,

they parted mutually well pleased.'

Leaving this harbour on the 1st of May, the Ad-
miral continued to the westward, sailing along a moun-

tainous coast adorned by beautiful rivers, and indented

by those commodious harbours for which this island

is so remarkable. As he advanced, the country grew

more fertile and populous. The natives crowded to

the shores, man, woman, and child, gazing with as-

tonishment at the ships, which glided gently along at

no great distance- They held up fruits and pro-

visions, inviting the Spaniards to land; others came oiT

in canoes, bringing cassava-bread, fish,and calabashes

of water, not for sale, but as offerings to the stran-

gers, whom, as usual, they considered celestial beings

descended from the skies. Columbus distributed the

customary presents among them, which were receiv-

ed with transports of joy and gratitude. After con-

tinuing some distance along the coast, he came to

another gulf or deep bay, narrow at the entrance and

expanding within, surrounded by a rich and beautiful

country. There were lofty mountains sweeping up

from the sea, but the shores were enlivened by nu-

merous villages, and cultivated to such a degree as to

resemble gardens and orchards. In this harbour,

which it is probable was the same at present called

St Jago de Cuba, Columbus anchored and passed a

night, overwhelmed as usual with the simple hospi-

tality of the natives.'

• p. Martyr, iibi nip. > Cura de In* Palacioa, cap. 124. MS

On inquiring of the peo|)leof this coast after gold,

they uniformly pointed to the south, and, as far as

they could be understood, intimated that a great

island lay in that direction where it abounded. The

Admiral in the course of his first voyage had received

information of such an island, wliich some of his

followers had thought might be Babeque, the object

of so much anxious search and chimerical expect-

ation. He had felt a strong inclination to diverge

from his course, and go in quest of it, and this desire

increased with every new report. On the following

day, therefore (the 3d of May), after standing west-

ward to a high cape, he suddenly turned his prow

directly south, and abandoning for a time the coast

of Cuba, steered off into the broad sea, in quest of

this reported island.

CHAPTER n.

DISCOTEnY OF JAMilCl.

[ 4494. ]

CoLiJMBUs had not sailed many leagues before the

blue summits of Jamaica began to rise above the ho-

rizon. It was two days and nights, however, before

he reached the island, filled with admiration, as lie

gradually drew near, at its vast size, the beauty of

its mountains, the majesty of its forests, the fertility

of its valleys, and the great number of villages with

which the whole face of (he country was animated.

On approaching the iland, at least seventy canoes,

filled with savages gaily painted and decorated with

feathers, sallied forth more than a league from shore.

They advanced in warlike array, uttering loud yells,

and brandishing lances of pointed wood. The me-

diation of the interpreter, and a few presents to tiie

crew of one of the canoes, which ventured nearer

than the rest, soothed this angry armada, and tlx

squadron pursued its course unmolested. CohuDluis

anchored in a harbour about the centre of the island,

to which, from the great beauty of the surrounding

country, he gave the name of Santa Gloria ;' it is

the same at present called St Ann's Bay.

On the following morning, he weighed anchor at

day-break, and coasted westward in search of a shel-

tered harbour, where his ship could be careened and

caulked, as it leaked considerably. After proceeding

a few leagues, he found one apparently suitable for

the purpose. On sending a boat to sound the en-

trance, two large canoes, filled with Indians, issuni

forth to oppose their landing, hurling their lances,

but from such distance as to fall short of the Spa-

niards. Not wishing to proceed to any.act of hoslility

that might prevent future intercourse, Columbus

ordered the boat to return on board, and finding

there was sufiicient depth of water for his ship, en-

tered and anchored in the harbour. Immediately

• Cura dp lo« Patacios, rap. 123.
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the whole beach was covered with Indians painted

with a variety of colours, but chiefly black, some

partly clothed with palm-leaves, and all wearing

tufts and coronets of gay tropical feathers. Unlike

the hospitable islanders of Cuba and llayti, these ap-

peared to partake of the warlike character of the

Carilis, manifesting the fiercest hostility, hurling

their javelins at the ships, and making the shores

resound with their yells and war-whoops.

The Admiral reflected that further forbearance

might be mistaken for cowardice. It was necessary

to careen his ship, and to send men on shore for a

supply of water, but previously it was advisable to

strike an awe into the savages, tliat might prevent

any molestation from them. As the caravels could

not approach sufficiently near to the beach where

the Indians were collected, he despatched the boats

well manned and armed. These, rowing close to

the shore, let fly a volley of arrows from (heir cross-

bows, by which several Indians were wounded, and

the rest thrown into confusion. The Spaniards then

sprang on shore, and put the whole multitude to

flight; giving another discharge of their cross-bows,

and letting loose upon them a dog, who pursued

them with sanguinary fury. ' This is the first in-

stance of the use of dogs against the natives, which

were afterwards employed with such cruel effect

by the Spaniards in their Indian wars. Columbus

now landed and took formal possession of the island,

to which he gave the name of Santiago; but it has

retained its original Indian name of Jamaica. The
liarbour, from its commodiousness, he called Puerto

Bueno; it was in the form of a horse-shoe, and a

river ran in its vicinity. •

During the rest of the day, the neighbourhood

remained silent and deserted. On the following

morning, however, before sunrise, six Indians were

seen on the shore, making signal of amity. They
proved to be envoys sent by the caciques with prof-

kts uf peace and friendship. These were cordially

returned by the Admiral; presents of trinkets were

sent to the chieftains ; and in a little while the har-

bour again swarmed with the naked and painted

multitude, bringing abundance of provisions, similar

in kind, but superior in quality, to those of the other

islands.

During three days that the ships remained in this

harbour, the most amicable intercourse was kept up

with the natives. They appeared to be more inge-

nious, as well as more warlike than their neighbours

of Cuba and Ilayti. Their canoes were better con-

structed, being ornamented with carving and painting

at the bow and stern. Many were of great size,

though formed by the trunks of single trees, often

from a species of the mahogany. Columbus measured

one, which was ninety-six feet long, and eight broad, ^

hollowed out of one of those magnificent trees which

' Cura de log Palaclos, cap. 12S.

> Hist, del Almirantc, ubi sup.

1 Cura de Im Palaciot, cap. 1 24.

rise like verdant towers amidst the rich forests of the

tropics. Every cacique prided himselfon possessing a

large canoe of the kind, which he seemed to regard as

liis ship of state. It is curious to remark the appa-

rently innate difference between these island tribes.

The natives of Porto Rico, though surrounded by ad-

jacent islands, and subject to frequent incursions of

the Caribs, were yet of a pacific character, and pos-

sessed very few canoes; while Jamaica, separated by

distance from intercourse with other islands, pro-

tected in the same way from the dangers of invasion,

and embosomed, as it were, in a peaceful mediter-

ranean sea, was inhabited by a warlike race, and
surpassed all the other islands in its maritime arma-

ments. His ship being repaired, and a supply ofwater

taken in, Columbus made sail, and continued along

the coast to the westward, so close to the shore, that

the little squadron was continually surrounded by the

canoes of the natives, who came off from every bay,

and river, and headland, no longer manifesting hos-

tility, but anxious to exchange any thing they pos-

sessed for European trifles. After proceeding about

twenty-four leagues, they approached the western

extremity of the island, where the coast bending to

the south, the wind became unfavourable for their

further progress along the shore. Being disappointed

in his hopes of finding gold in Jamaica, and the breeze

being fair for Cuba, Columbus determined to return

thither, and not to leave it until he had explored its

coast to a sufficient distance, to determine the ques-

tion, whether it were terra firma or an island. ' To
the last place at which he touched in Jamaica, he
gave the name of the Gulf of Bucntiempo (or Fair

Weather), on account of the propitious wind which

blew for Cube. Just as he was about to sail, a young
Indian came off to the ship, and begged that the Spa-

niards would take him with them to their country.

He was followed by his relations and friends, who
endeavoured by the most affecting supplications to

dissuade him from his purpose. For some time he
was distracted between concern for the distress of his

family, and an ardent desire to see the home of these

wonderful strangers, which his imagination pictured

as a region of celestial delights. Curiosity, and the

youthful propensity to rove prevailed; he tore himself

from the embraces of his friends, and that he might

not behold the tears of his sisters, hid himself in a

secret part of the shin. Touched by this scene of

natural affection, and pleased with the enterprising

and confiding spirit of the youth, Columbus gave

orders that he should be treated with especial kind-

ness.'

It would have been interesting to have known
something more of the fortunes of this curious savage,

and of the impressions made upon so lively a mind by

a first sight of the wonders of civilization : whether

the land of the while men equalled hishopes, whether,

as is usual with savages, he pined amidst the splen-

ilisl. del Almirantc, cap. 54.

» Ibidem.
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flours of cities for liis native forests, and whether he

ever returned to the arms of his family. The early

Spanish liistorians seem never to have interested

themselves in the feelings or fortunes of these first

visitors from llie New to the Old World. No fur-

ther mention is made of tliis youthful adventurer.

CHAPTER ni.

RBTUIN TO CUBA. NATIOiTION AMONG TBB ISLANDS GALLED

TBI QUBBN'S OAIDINS.

[ 4494. ]

Setting sail from the Gulfof Buentiempo, the squa-

dron once more steered for the island of Cuba, and

on the 18th of May arrived at a great cape, to which

Columbus gave the name of Cabo de la Cruz, which

it still retains. Here landing at a large village, he

was well received and entertained by the cacique and

his subjects, who had long since heard of himselfand

his ships. In fact, Columbus found, from the report

of this chieftain, that the numerous Indians who bad

visited his ships during his cruise along the northern

coast in his first voyage, had spread the story far and

near of these wonderful visitors who had descended

from the sky, and had filled the whole island with

rumours and astonishment. The Admiral endeavour-

ed to ascertain from this cacique and his people, whe-

ther Cuba was an island or a continent. They all

replied that it was an island, but of infinite extent;

for they declared that no one had ever seen the end

of it. This reply, while it manifested their ignorance

of the nature of a continent, left the question still in

doubt and obscurity. The Indian name of this pro-

vince of Cuba was Macacar.

Resuming his course to the west on the following

day, Columbus came to where the coast suddenly

swept away to the north-east for many leagues, and

then curved round again to the west, forming an

immense bay, or rather gulf. Here be was assailed

by a violent storm, accompanied by awful thunder

and lightning, which in these latitudes seem to rend

the very heavens. Fortunately the storm was not of

long duration, or his situation would have been

perilous in the extreme ; for he found the navigation

rendered difficult by numerous keys " and sand-banks.

These increased as he advanced, until the mariner

stationed at the mast-head beheld the sea, as far as

the eye could reach, completely studded with small

islands. Some of them were low, naked, and sandy,

others covered with verdure, and others tufted with

lofty and beautiful forests. They were of various

sizes, from one to four leagues, and were generally

the more fertile and elevated the nearer they were to

Cuba. Finding them to increase in number, so as to

> Cura delos Palacios, c. 126.

' Keys, from Cayos, rocks which occationally form small is-

lands on the coast of America.

render it impossible to give a name to each, the Ad-

miral gave the whole labyrinth of islands, which in a

manner enamelled the face of the ocean with varie-

gated verdure, the name of the Queen's Gardens.

He thought at first of leaving this archipelago on his

right, and standing farther out to sea ; but he called

to mind that Sir John Mandeville and Marco Polo had

mentioned that the coast of Asia was fringed with

islands to the amount of several thousand. He per-

suaded himself that he was among that cluster, and

resolved not to lose sight of the main land, by follow-

ing which, if it were really Asia, he must soon arrive

at the dominions of the Grand Khan.

Entering among these islands, therefore, Colum-

bus soon became entangled in the most perplexed

navigation, in which he was exposed to continual

perils and difficulties from sand-banks, counter-cur-

rents, and sunken rocks. The ships were obliged ia

a manner to grope their way, with men stationed at

the mast-head, and the lead continually going. Some-

times they were obliged to shift their course within

the hour, to all points of the compass; sometimes

they were straitened in a narrow channel, where it

was necessary to lower all sail and tow the vessels

out, lest they should run aground ; notwithstanding

all which precautions, they frequently touched upon

sand-banks, and were extricated with great difficulty.

The variableness of the weather added to the em-

barrassment of the navigation ; though after a little

while it began to assume some method in its very

caprices. In the morning the wind rose in the east

with the sun, and following his course through the

day, died away at sunset in the west. Heavy clouds

gathered with the approach of evening, sending forth

sheets of lightning, and distant peals of thunder, and

menacing a furious tempest; but as the moon rose,

the whole mass broke away, part melting in a shower

of rain, and part dispersing by a breeze which sprang

up from the land.

There was much in the character of the surround-

ingscenery to favour the idea of Columbus, that he was

in the Asiatic archipelago. As the ships glided along

the smooth and glassy canals which separated these

verdant islands, the magnificence of their vegetation,

the soft odours which were wafted from flowers, and

blossoms, and aromatic shrubs, and the splendid plu-

mage of the scarlet cranes or flamingoes, which

abounded in the meadows, and of other tropical birds

which fluttered among the groves, resembled what

is described of Oriental climes.

These islands were generally uninhabited. They

found a considerable village, however, on one of the

largest, where they landed on the 22d of May. The

houses were abandoned by their inhabitants, who

appeared to depend principally on the sea for their

subsistence. Large quantities of fish were found in

their dwellings, and the adjacent shore was covered

with the shells of tortoises. There were also do-

mesticated parrots, and scarlet cranes, and a nunikr

of dumb dogs, which it was afterwards found they

fattened as an art
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fattened as an article of food. To this island the Ad-

miral gave the name of Santa Marta.

In the course of his voyage among these islands,

Columbus beheld one day a number of the natives in

a canoe on the still surface of one of the channels,

occupied in Ashing, and was struck with the singular

means they employed. They had a small fish, the

Hat head of which was furnished with numerous

suckers, by which it attached itself so (irmly to any

object, as to be torn in pieces rather than abandon

its hold. Tying a line of great length to the tail of

this fish, the Indians permitted it to swim at large

;

il generally kept near the surface of the water until

it perceived its prey, when, darting down swiftly, it

attached itself by the suckers to the throat of the fish

or to the under-shell of a tortoise, nor did it relin-

quish its prey, until both were drawn up by the

Usherman and taken out of the water. In this way

the Spaniards witnessed the taking of a tortoise of

immense size; and Fernando Culuinbus aflirms that

lie himself saw a shark caught in the same manner

on the coast of Veragua. The fact has been corro-

borated by the accounts of various navigators; and

the same mode of fishing is said to be employed on

the eastern coast of Africa, at Mozambique and at

Madagascar. Thus, it has been observed, savage

people, who probably have never held communication

with each other, offer the most striking analogies in

their modes of exercising empire over animals.'

These fishermen came on board of the ships in a

frank and fearless manner. They furnished the Spa-

niards with a supply of fish, and would cheerfully

have given them every thing they possessed. To

the Admiral's inquiries concerning the geography of

those parts, they said that the sea was full of islands

to the south and to the west, but as to Cuba it con-

tinued running to the westward without any termi-

nation.

Having extricated himself from this archipelago,

Columbus steered for a mountainous part of the is-

land of Cuba about fourteen leagues distant, where

he landed at a large village on the 3d of June. Here

he was received with that kindness and amity which

distinguished the inhabitants of Cuba, whom he ex-

tolled above all the other islanders for their mild and

pacific character. Their very animals, he said, were

tamer, as well as larger and better, than those of the

other islands. Among the various articles of food

which the natives brought with joyful alacrity from

all parts to the Spaniards, were stock-doves of un-

common size and flavour; perceiving something pe-

culiar in their taste, Columbus ordered the crops of

several newly killed to be opened, in which were

found sweet spices—favourable indications of the pro-

ductions of the country.

While the crews of the boats wore procuring wa-
ter and provisions, Columbus sought to gather infor-

mation from the venerable cacique, and several of the

old men of the village. They told him that the name

HumlMldt, Essai Politique sur i'Uc de Cuba, t. i, p. S64.

of their province was Ornofay ; tliat fhrther on to the

westward the sea was again covered with innumer>

able islands, and had but little depth. As to Cuba,

none of them had ever heard that it had an end to

the westward—forty moons would not suffice to

reach to its extremity; in fact, they considered it a»

interminable. They observed, however, that the

Admiral would receive more ample information from

the inhabitants of Mangon, an adjacent province,

which lay towards the west. The quick apprehen-

sion of Columbus was struck with the sound of this

name; it resembled that of Mangi, the richest pro-

vince of the Grand Khan, bordering on the Ocean.

He made further inquiries concerning the region of

Mangon, and understood the Indians to say, that it

was inhabited by people who had tails like animals,

and wore garments to conceal them. He recollected

that Sir John Mandeville, in his account of the re-

mote parts of the East, had recorded a story of the

same kind as current among certain naked tribes of

Asia, and told by them in ridicule of the garments of

their civilized neighbours, which they could only

conceive usefid as concealing some iKidily defect.'

He became, therefore, more confident than ever,

that, by keeping along the coast to the westward, he

should eventually arrive at the civilized realms of

Asia. He flattered himself with the hopes of finding,

in this region of Mangon, the rich province of Mangi,

and in its people with tails and garments, the long-

robed inhabitants of the empire of Tartary.

CHAPTER IV.

COiSnifO OP THE SOliTBIBN SIDE OV CUBA.

[ 1494. ]

Animated by one of the pleasing illusions of his

ardent imagination, Columbus pursued his voyage,

with a prosperous breeze, along the supposed con-

tinent of Asia. He was now opposite that part of

the southern side of Cuba, where, for nearly thirty-

five, leagues, the navigation is unembarrassed by

banks and islands. To his left was the broad and

open sea, whose dark blue colour gave token of

ample depth; to his right extended the richly-

wooded province of Ornofay, gradually sweeping

up into a range of interior mountains ; the verdant

coast watered by innumerable streams, and studded

with Indian villages. The appearance of the ships

spread wonder and joy along the sea-shore. The
natives hailed with acclamations the arrival of these

wonderful beings on their coast, whose fame had

circulated more or less throughout the island, and

who brought with them the blessings of heaven.

They came off swimming, or in their canoes, to offer

the fruits and productions of the land, and regarded

the white men almost with adoration. After the

CuradelosPalacios, capl27.
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usual evening ihower, when tlie brerxe blew from

the Hhore and brought ofT the sweetness of the land,

it Imre with it also the distant son^ of the natives

and the sound of their rude music, as Ihey were pro-

bably celebrating with their national chants and

dances the arrival of the while men. So delightful

were these spicy odours and ciieerftd sounds to Co-

lumbus, who was at present open In all pleasurable

influences, that he declared the night passed away as

a single hour.

'

It is im|H)S8ible to resist noticing the striking con-

trasts which are sometimes forced upon the mind.

The coast here described as so populous and anima-

ted, rejoicing in the visit of the discoverers, is the

same that extends westward of the city of Trinidad,

along the Gulf of Xugua. All is now silent and de-

serted : civilization, which has covered some parts of

Cuba with glittering cities, has rendered tliis a soli-

tude. The whole race of Indians has long since

passed away, pining and perishing beneath the do-

mination of the strangers whom they welcomed so

joyfully to their shores. Before me lies the account

of a night recently passed on (his very coast, by a

cclebratetl traveller, but with what dirferent feelings

from those of Columbus !
" I passed," says he, " a

great part of the night upon the deck. What de-

serted coasts ! not a light to announce the cabin of a

fisherman. From L'atabano to Trinidad, a distance

of fifty leagues, there does not exist a village. Yet

in the lime of Columbus this land was inhabited even

along the margin of the sea. When pits are digged

in the soil, or the torrents plough open the surface of

the earth, there are often found hatchets of stone

and vessels of copper, relics of the ancient inhabitants

of the island." *

For the greater part of two days the ships swept

along this open part of the coast, traversing the wide

Gulf of Xagua. At length they came to where the

sea became suddenly as white as milk, and perfectly

turbid, as though tlour bad been mingled with it.

This is caused by fine sand, or calcareous particles,

raised from the bottom at certain depths by the agi-

tation of the waves and currents. It spread great

alarm through the ships, which was heightened by

their soon finding themselves surrounded by banks

and keys, and in shallow water. The further they

proceeded, the more perilous became their situation.

They were in a narrow channel, where they had no

room to turn, and to beat nut ; where there was no

hold for their anchors, and where they were violently

tossed about by the winds, and in danger of being

stranded. At length they came to a small island,

where they found tolerable anchorage. Here they

remained for the night in great anxiety ; many were

for abandoning all further prosecution of the enter-

prise, thinking that they might esteem themselves

fortunate should they be able to return from whence

they came. Columbus, however, could not consent

Cura de lo8 Palacios.

' HiimlKildt, Essai Pol. gnr Cuba, t. ii, p. 29. I

to relinqubh his voyage, now that he thoaglit him-

self in the route for a brilliant discovery. Tlie next

morning he des|Nitched the smallest caravel to ex-

plore this new labyrinth of islands, and to penetrate

to the main land in (piest of fresh waler, of which

the shi|>s were in great need. 'I'lie caravel returned

with a report that (he canals and keys of this group

were as numerous and intricate as those of the Gar-

dens of the Queen : that the main-land was bordered

by deep marshes and a muddy coast, where the man-

grove-trees grew within the water, and so close to-

gether, that they formed, as it were, an impenetrable

wall : iliat within, the land appeared fertile and

mountainou" : and columns of smoke, rising from

various parts, gave signs of numerous inhabitanls.'

Under the guidance of this caravel, Columbus now
ventured to |)enelrate this little archipelago ; working;

his way with great caution, toil, and peril, among

the narrow channels which separated the sand-banksi

and islands, and frequently getting aground. At

length he reached a low point of Cuba, to which lie

gave the name of Point Seraiin; within which the

coast swept off to the east, forming so deep a bay,

that he could not see the lund at the bottom. To lite

north, however, there were inountahis afar off, and

the intermediate space was clear and open, ihe is-

lands in sight lying to the south and west; a descrip-

tion which agrees with that of the great bay of Bata-

bano. Columbus now steered for these mountains,

with a fair wind and three fathoms of water, and on

the following day anchored on the coast near a beau-

tiful grove of palm-trees.

Here, a party was sent on shore for wood and wa-

ter ; and they found two living springs in the midst

of the grove. While they were employed in cutting

wood, and filling their water-casks, an archer strayed

into the forest with his cross-bow in search of game,

but soon returned, flying with great terror, and call-

ing loudly for aid upon his comrades. He declared

that he had not proceeded far, when he suddenly es-

pied, through an opening glade, a man in a long white

dress, so like a friar of the order of St Mary of Mercy,

that at first sight he took him for the chaplain of the

Admiral. Two others followed, in white tunics

reaching to their knees, and the three were of as fair

complexions as Europeans. Behind these appeared

many more to the number of thirty, armed with

clubs and lances. They made no signs of hostility,

but remained quiet, the man in the long white dress

alone advancing to accost him ; but he was so alarmed

at their number, that he had fled instantly to seek (he

aid of his companions. The party all hurried to the

ships. When Columbus heard (bis s(ory he was

greatly rejoiced, for he concluded that these must be

the clothed inhabitants of Mangon, of whom he had

recently heard, and that he had at length approached

the confines of a civilized country, if not within the

very borders of the rich province of Mangi. On the

following day he despatched a party of armed men

< Cura dc los Falacios, nap. 128,
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in quest of these people clad in wlate, with orders to

[icnetrate, if necessary, forty miles into the interior,

until they met with some of the inhabitants; for he

thought the populous and cultivated parts might be

distant from the sea, and that there miglit be towns

and cities beyond the wild woods and mountains of the

coast. The party penetrated through a belt of thick

forests whicli girdled the sliore, and then entered

upon a great plain or savannah, covered with rank

grass and herlMge as tall as ripe corn, and destitute

of any road or footpath. Here they were so entangled

and fettered, as it were, by matted grass and creep-

ing vegetation, that it was with the utmost difliculty

they penetrated a mile, when theyhad to abandon the

attempt, and return weary and exhausted to the ships.

Another party was sent on the succeeding day to

penetrate in a different direction. They had not

proceeded far from the coast, when they beheld the

foot-prints of some large animal with claws, which

some supposed the tnicks of a lion, others of a grifiin,

but which were probably made by the alligators which

abound in that vicinity. Dismayed at the sight, they

hastened back towards the sea-side. In their way

they passed through a forest, with lawns and mea-

dows opening in various parts of it, in which were

flocks of cranes, twice the size of those of Europe.

Many of the trees and shrubs sent forth those aro-

matic odours which were continually deceiving them

with the hope of finding oriental spices. They saw

also abundance of grape-vines, that beautiful feature

in the vegetation of the New World. Many of these

crept to the summits of the highest trees, overwhelm-

ing them with foliage, twisting themselves from branch

lo branch, and bearing ponderous clusters ^of juicy

grapes. The party returned to the ships equally un-

successful with their predecessors, and pronounced

the country wild and impenetrable, though exceed-

ingly fertile. As a proof of its abundance, they

brought great clusters of the wild grapes, which Co-

Inmhus afterwards transmitted to the Sovereigns, to-

getlier with a specimen of the water of the White Sea

tltrough which he had passed.

As no tiibe of Indians was ever discovered in Cuba

wearing clothing, it is probable that the story of the

men in while originated in some error of the archer,

wiio, full of the idea of the mysterious inhabitants of

Mangon, may have been startled in the course of his

lonely wandering in the forest, by one of those flocks

of cranes which it seems abounded in the neighbour-

hood. These birds, like the flamingos, feed in com-

pany, with one stationed at a distance as sentinel.

When seen through the openings of the woodlands,

standing in rows along a smooth savannah, or in a

glassy pool of water, their height and erectness give

them, at the first glance, the semblance of human
figures. Whether the story originated in error or in

falsehood, it made a deep impression on Columbus,

who was pre-disposed to be deceived, and to believe

every thing that favoured the illusion of his being in

the vicinity of a civilized country. After he had ex-

plored the deep bay lo the east, and ascertaiiwd that

it was not an arm of the sea, he continued westward,

and proceeding about nine leagues, came to an in-

habited shore, where he had communications with

several of the natives. They were naked, as usual

;

but that he attributed to their being mere flshermen

inhabiting a savage coast ; he presumed the civilized

regions to lie in the interior. As his Lucayan inter-

preter did not understand the language, or rather

dialect, of this part of Cuba, all the information which
he could obtain from the natives was necessarily re-

ceived through the erroneous medium of signs and

gesticulations. Deluded by his own favourite liypc-

thesis, he understood from them that, among certain

mountains which he saw far off to the west, there

was a powerful king who reigned in great state over

many populous provinces; that he wore a white gar-

ment which swept the ground; ttiat he was called a

saint ;
' that he never spoke, but communicated his

orders to his subjects by signs, which were implicitly

ol)eyed. * In all this we see the busy imagination of

the Admiral interpreting every thing into unison with

his pre-conceived ideas. Las Casas assures us that

there was no cacique ever known in the island who
wore garments, or answered in other respects to this

description. This king, with a saintly title, was pro-

bably nothing more than a reflected image haunting

the mind of Cohmibus, of that mysterious potentate

Prcsler John, who had long figured in|the narrations

of all eastern travellers, sometimes as a monarch,

sometimes as a priest, the situation of whose empire

and court was always a matter of doubt and contra-

diction, and had recently become again an object of

curious inquiry.

The information derived from these people con-

cernmg the coast to the westward was entirely vague.

They said that it continued for at least twenty days'

journey, but whether it terminated there they did

not know. They appeared but little informed ofany

thing out of their inmiediate neighbourhood. Taking

an Indian from this place as a guide, Columbus

steered for the distant mountains, said to be inhabited

by this cacique in white raiment, hoping they might

prove the confines of a more civilized country. He
had not gone far before he was involved in the usual

perplexities of keys, shelves, and sand-banks. The
vessels frequently stirred up the sand and slime from

the bottom of the sea ; at other times they were almost

imbedded in narrow channels, where there was no

room to tdck, and it was necessary to haul them for-

ward by means of the capstern, to their great injury.

At one time they came to where the sea was almost

covered with tortoises; at another time flights ofcor-

morants and wood-pigeons darkened the sun, and one

day the whole air was filled with clouds of gaudy

butterflies, until dispelled by the evening shower.

When they approached the mountainous regions,

< Que le Uamaban sanio, e (|iie traia lunica blanca que le arras*

trabaporclsuelo. cura de los Palacios, c.tTS.

> Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, lib. ii, c. 14.
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they fonnd the coast bordered by drowned lands or

morasses, and beset by such thick forests, that it was

impossible to penetrate to the interior. They were

several days seeking fresh water, of which they were

in great want. At length they found a spring in a

grove of palm trees, and near it shells of the pearl

oyster, from which Columbus thought there might

be a valuable pearl-fishery in the neighbourhood.

While thus cut off from all intercourse with the in-

terior by a belt of swamp and forests, the country

appeared to be well-peopled. Columns of smoke

ascended from various parts, which grew more fre-

quent as the vessels advanced, until they rose from

every rock and woody height. The Spaniards were

at a loss to determinewhether these arose fromvillages

and towns, orwhether from signal-fires, to give notice

of the approach of the ships, and to alarm the coun-

try; such as were usual on European sea-shores,

when an enemy was descried hovering in the vicinity.

For several days Columbus continued exploring this

perplexed and lonely coast, whose intricate channels

are seldom visited, even at the present day, except-

ing by the solitary and lurking bark of the smuggler.

As he proceeded, however, he found tliat the coast

took a general bend to the south-west. This accord-

ed precisely with the descriptions given by Marco

Polo of the remote coast of Asia. He now became

fully assured that he was on that part of the Asiatic

continent which is beyond the boundaries of the Old

World as laid down by Ptolemy. Let him but con-

tinue his course, he thought, and he must surely ar-

rive at the point where this range of coast terminated

in the Aurea Chersonesus of the ancients.'

The ardent imagination of Columbus wts always

sallying in the advance, and suggesting some splen-

did track of enterprise. Combining his present con-

jectures as to his situation with the imperfect lights

of geography, he conceived a triumphant route for

his return to Spain. Doubling the Aurea Chersone-

sus, he should emerge into the seas frequented by

the ancients, and bordered by the luxurious nations

of the East. Stretching across the gulf of the Gan-
ges he might pass by Taprobana, and continuing on

to the straits of Babelmandel, arrive on the shores of

the Red Sea. From thence lie might make his way
by land to Jerusalem, take shipping at Joppa, and

traverse the Mediterranean to Spain. Or should the

route from Etiiiopia to Jerusalem be deemed too

perilous from savage and warlike tribes, or should he

not chuse to separate from his vessels, he might sail

round the whole coast of Africa, pass triumphantly

by the Portuguese, in their midway groping along

the shores of Guinea, and after having thus cir-

cumnavigated the globe, furl his adventurous sails at

the Pillars of Hercules, the neplus ultra of the an-
cient world! Such was the soaring meditation of

Columbus, as recorded by one of his intimate asso-

ciates;' nor is there any thing surprising in his igno-

' The presriit peninsula of Malacca.
> Ciira de los Palaciog, cap. 123. MS.

M,

ranee of the real magnitude of our globe. The me-

chanical admeasurement of a known part of its circle

has rendered its circumference a familiar fact m our

day ; but in his time it still remained a problem with

the most profound philosophers. i

CHAPTER V.

RETUHN of COLUMBUS ALONG TDE bOUTBEBN COAST OF Ct)B«.

[ 1494. 1

The opinion of Columbus, that he was coasting the

continent of Asia, and approaching the confines of

Eastern civilization, was shared by all his fellow-

voyagers, among whom were several able and ex-

perienced navigators. They wc e far , however, from

sharing his enthusiasm. They were to derive no

glory from the success of the enterprise, and they

shrunk from its increasing difiiculties and perils.

The ships were strained and crazed by the various

injuries they had received, in running frequently

aground. Their cables and rigging were worn,

their provLsions were growing scanty, a great part

of the biscuit was spoiled by the sea-water, which

oozed in through innumerable leaks. The crews

were worn out by incessant labour, and disheartened

at the appearance of the sea before them, which con-

tinued to exhibit a mere wilderness of islands. They

remonstrated, therefore, against persisting any longer

in this voyage. They had already followed the coast

far enough to satisfy their minds that it was a con-

tinent, and though they donhted not that civilized re-

gions lay in the route tliey were pursuing, yet their

provisions might be exhausted, and their vessels dis-

abled, before they could arrive at these countries.

Columbus, as his imagination cooled, was himself

aware of the inadequacy of his vessels to the voyage

he had contemplated; but he felt it of importance lo

his fame and to the popularity of his enterprises, lo

furnish satisfactory proofs that tlie land he had dis-

covered was a continent. He therefore persisted four

days longer in exploring the coast, as it bent to the

south-west, until every one declared that there could

no longer be a doubt on the subject, for that it was

impossible so vast a continuity of land could belong

to a mere island. The Admiral was determined,

however, that the fact should not rest merely on his

own assertion, having had recent proofs of a disposi-

tion to gainsay his statements, and depreciate his dis-

coveries. He sent round, therefore, a public notary,

Fernand Perez de Luna, to each of the vessels, ac-

companied by four witnesses, who demanded form-

ally of every person on board, from the captain to

the ship-boy, whether he had any doubt that the land

before h'm was a continent, the beginning and end

of the Indias, by which any one might return over-

land to Spain, and by pursuing the coast of which,

they could soon arrive among civilized people. If

any one entert
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any one entertained a doubt, he was called upon to

express it, that it might be removed. On board of

the vessels were several experienced navigators, and

men well versed in the geographical knowledge of

the times. They examined their maps and charts,

and the reckonings and journals of the voyage, and
af^er deliberating maturely, declared under oath, that

they had no doubt upon the subject. They grounded

their belief principally upon their having coasted for

three nundred and thirty-five leagues,' an extent un-

heard of as appertaining m an island, while the land

continued to stretch forward interminably, bending

towards the south, conformably to the description of

the remote coasts of India.

Lest they should subsequently, out of malice or

caprice, contradict the opinion thus solemnly avowed,

it was proclaimed by the notary, that whoever
should offend in such manner, if an ofticer, should

pay a penalty of ten thousand maravedies; if a ship-

boy, or person of like rank, he should receive a hun-

dred lashes and have his tongue cut out. A formal

statement was afterwards drawn up by the notary,

including the depositions and names of every indi-

vidual ; which document still exists.* This singular

process took place near that deep bay called by some
the liay of Philipina, by others of Cortes. At this

very time, as has been remarked, a ship-boy from the

mast-head might have overlooked the groups of

islands to the south, and have beheld the open sea

beyond. Two or three days' farther sail would have

carried Columbus round the extremity of Cuba,

would have dispelled his illusion, and might have

given an entirely different course to his subsequent

discoveries. In his present conviction he lived and
died; believing to his last hour, that Cuba was the

extremity of the Asiatic continent.

Relinquishing all further investigation of the coast,

he stood to the south-east on the 13th of June, ^nd

soon came in sight of a large island, with mountains

rising majestically among this labyrinth of little keys.

To this he gave the name of Evangelista. It is at

present known as the Island of Pines, and is celebrated

for its excellent mahogany.

Here he anchored, and took in a supply of wood
and water. He then stood to the south, along the

shores of the island, hoping, by turning its southern

extremity, to And an open route eastward for His-

paniola, and intending, on his way, to run along the

southern side of Jamaica. He had not proceeded far

l)efore he came to what he supposed to be a channel,

opening to the south-east between Evangelista and
some opposite island. After entering for some dis-

tance, however, he found himself enclosed in a deep
Imy, being the Lagoon of Siguanca, which penetrates

far into the island.

This calculation evidently includes all llio courses of the ships,

in their various tacks along the coast. Columbus could hardly
have made such an error as to have given this extent to the south-
em side of the island, even including the indexions of the coast.

> Navarrete, Cdlec., I. ii.

Observing dismay painted on the faces of all his

crew at finding themselves thus land-locked and

almost destitute of provisions, Columbus cheered

them with encouraging words, and resolved to extri-

cate himself from this perplexed maze, by retracing

his course along Cuba. Leaving the Lagoon, Uiere-

fore, he returned to his last anchoring-place, and

from thence set sail on the 25th of June, navigating

back through the groups of islands between Evan-

gelista and Cuba, and across a tract of the White Sea,

which had so much appalled his people. Here he

experienced a repetition of the anxieties, the perils,

and the toils which had beset him in his advance

along the coast. The crews were alarmed by the

frequent changes in the colour of the water, some-

times green, sometimes almost black, at other times

as white as milk; at one time they fancied them-

selves surrounded by rocks, at another the sea ap-

peared to be a vast sand-bank. On the 30th of June,

the Admiral's ship ran aground with such violence

as to sustain great injury. Every effort to extricate

her by sending out anchors astern was ineffectual,

and it was necessary to drag her over the shoal by

the prow. At length they emerged from the clusters

of islands called the Jardins and Jardinelles, and came
to the open part of the coast of Cuba. Here they

once more sailed along the beautiful and fertile pro-

vince of Ornofay, and were again delighted wilh the

fragrant and honeyed airs which were wafted from

the land. Among the mingled odours, the Admiral

fancied he could perceive that of storax proceeding

from the smoke of fires blazing on the shores.'

Here Columbus sought some convenient harbour

where he might procure wood and water, and allow

his crews to enjoy repose and the recreations of the

land. They were exceedingly enfeebled and ema-
ciated by the toils and privations of the voyage. For
nearly two moiiths they had been struggling with

perpetual diHicullies and dangers, and suffering from

a scarcity of provisions. Among these uninhabited

keys and drowned shores, their supplies from the

natives had been precarious and at wide intervals;

nor could the fresh provisions thus furnished last

above a day, from the heat and humidity of the cli-

mate. It was the same case with any tish they might

chance to catch, so that they had to depend almost

entirely upon their daily allowance ofship's provisions,

which was reduced to a pound of mouldy bread,

and a small portion of wine. Wilh joy, therefore,

they anchored on the 7th of July in the mouth of a

fine river, in this genial and abundant region. The
cacique of the neighbourhood, who reigned over an

extensive territory, received the Admiral with de-

monstrations of mingled joy and reverence, and his

subjects came laden with whatever their country af-

forded, utias, birds of various kinds, particularly large

• Humboldt ( in his Essai Pollt, t. ii, p. 24 ) speaks of the deli-

cious fragrance of llowcrs and honey which exhales from this

same coast, and which is perceptible to a considerable distance

at sea.
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pigeons, cassava-bread, and fruits of a rich and aro-

matic flavour.

It was a custom with Columbus in all remarkable

places which he visited, to erect crosses in conspi-

cuous situations, to denote the discovery of the coun-

try, and its subjugation to the true faith. He ordered

a large cross of wood, therefore, to be elevated on the

bank of this river. This was done on a Sunday morn-

ing with great ceremony, and the celebration of a

solemn mass. When Columbus disembarked for this

purpose, he was met upon the shore by the cacique,

and his principal favourite, a venerable Indian, four-

score years of age, of grave and dignified deportment.

The old man brought a string of a certain kind of

beads, to which the Indians attached a mystic value,

and a calabash of a delicate kind of fruit; these he

presented to the Admiral in token of amity. He and

the cacique then each took him by the hand and pro-

ceeded with him to the grove, where preparations

had been made for the celebration of the mass: a

multitude of the natives followed. While mass was

preparing in this natural temple, the Indians looked

on with awe and reverence, perceiving from the tones

and gesticulations of the priest, the lighted tapers, the

smoking incense, and the devotion of the Spaniards,

that it must be a ceremony of a sacred and mysterious

nature. When the service was ended, the old man
of fourscore, who had contemplated it with profound

attention, approached Columbus, and made him an

oration in the Indian manner.
" This which thou hast been doing," said he, "is

well, for it appears to be thy manner of giving thanks

to God. I am told that thou hast lately come to these

lands with a mighty force, and hast subdued many

countries, spreading great fear among the people;

but he not, therefore, vain-glorious. Know that,

according to our belief, the souls of men have two

journeys to perform after they have departed from

the body. One to a place dismal and foul, and

covered with darkness, prepared for those who have

been unjust and cruel to their fellow-men; the other

pleasant^nd full of delight, for such who have pro-

moted peace on earth. If. then, thou art mortal,

and dost expect to die, and dost believe that each one

shall be rewarded according to bis deeds, beware that

thou wrongfully hurt no man, nor do harm to those

who have done no harm to thee."' This speech was

explained to the Admiral by his Lucayan interpreter,

Diego Colon. Being a man of sincere piety and ten-

der feelings, he was greatly moved by the simple

eloquence of this untutored savage. He told him in

reply that he rejoiced to hear his doctrine respecting

the future state of the soul, having supposed that no
belief of the kind existed among the inhabitants of

these countries. That he had been sent among them

by his Sovereigns, to teach them the true religion ; to

protect them from harm and injury ; and especially

to subdue and punish their enemies and persecutors,

' Hfrrera, decad. i, I. xi, c. 14. Hist, del Almirante, c. S7.

P. Martyr, decad. i, lib. iii. Cura de los Palacios, cap. <30.

the Cannibals. That, therefore, all innocent and

peaceable men might look up to him with confidence,

as an assured friend and protector.

The old man was overjoyed at these words, but

was equally astonished to learn that the Admiral,

whom he considered so great and powerful, was yet

but a subject. His wonder increased when the in-

terpreter told him of the riches, and splendour, and

power of the Spanish Monarclis, and of the wonder-

ful things that he had beheld on his visit to Spain.

Finding himself listened to with eager curiosity hy

the whole multitude, the interpreter went on to de-

scribe the objects which had most struck his mind
in the country of the white men. The splendid cities,

the vast churches, the troops of horsemen, the great

animals of various kinds, the pompous festivals and

tournaments of the court, the glittering armies, and,

above ail, the hull-fights. The Indians all listened

in mute amazement, but the old man was particularly

excited. He was of a curious and wandering dis-

position, and had been a great voyager, having,

according to his account, visited Jamaica, and His-

paniola, and the remote parts of Cuba." A sudden

desire now seized him to behold the glorious country

thus described, and old as he was, he offered to

embark with the Admiral. His wile and children,

however, beset him with such lamentations and

remonstrances, that he was obliged to abandon the

intention, though he did it with great reluctance;

asking repeatedly if the land they spoke of were not

heaven, for it seemed to him impossible that earlli

could produce such wonderful beings.*

CHAPTER VI.

OOiSTnO VOYAQB iLORQ TUB SGUTD SIDE OF JAHAICA.

[ urn. }

Columbus remained for several days at anchor in

the river, to which, from the solemn Mass performeii

on its banks, he gave the name of Rio de la Misa.

At length, on the IGth of July, he took leave of the

friendly cacique and his ancient counsellor, who be-

held his departure with sorrowful countenances. He

took one young Indian with him from this place, ^vhom

he afterwards sent to the Spanish Sovereigns. Leav-

ing 10 the left the great cluster of islands which he

had named the Queen's Gardens, he steered soutii for

the broad open sea and deep blue water, until having

a free navigation he could stand eastward for Hispa-

niola. He had scarcely got clear of the islands, how-

ever, when he was assailed by furious gusts of wind

and rain, which for two days pelted his crazy vessels,

and harassed his enfeebled crews. At length, as he

approached Cape Cruz, a violent squall struck the

ships, and nearly threw them on their beam-ends.

Fortunately theywere able to take in sail immediately,

' IlisI del Almirante, cap. 37.

> Peter Martyr, decad. i, I. Hi-
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and, letting go their largest anchors, they rode out

the transient gale. The Admiral's ship was so strain-

ed by the injuries received among the islands, that

she leaked at every seam, and the utmost exertions of

the weary crew could not prevent the water from

gaining on her. At length they were enabled to

reach Cape Cruz, whrre they anchored on the 48lh

of July, and remained three days, receiving the same

hospitable succour from the natives which they had

experienced on their former visit. The wind con-

tinuing contrary for the return to Ilispaniola, Colum-

bus, on the 22d of July, stood across for Jamaica, to

complete the circumnavigation of that island. Ifor

nearly a month he continued beating lo the eastward

along its southern coast, experiencing just such variable

winds and evening showers as had prevailed along

the shores of Cuba. Every evening he was obliged

to anchor under the land, often at nearly the same

place from whence lie had sailed in the morning. The
natives no longer manifested hostility, but followed

the ships in their canoes, bringing supplies of pro-

visions. Columbus Avas so much delighted with the

verdure, freshness, and fertility of this noble island,

that, had the state of his vessels and crews permitted,

he would gladly have remained to explore the inte-

rior. He spoke with admiration of its frequent and

excellent harbours, but was particularly pleased with

a great bay, containing seven islands, and surrounded

by numerous villages.' Anchoring here one evening,

he was visited by a cacique who resided in a large

village, situated on an eminence of the loftiest and

most fertile of the islands. He came attended by a

numerous train, bearing various refreshmenls. This

chieftain manifested great curiosity in his inquiries

concerning the Spaniards, their ships, and the region

from whence they came. The Admiral made his

customary reply, setting forth the great power and

the benign intentions of the Spanish Sovereigns. The

Lucayc: aiterpreter again enlarged upon the wonders

he had beheld in Spaiti, the prowess of the Spaniards,

the countries they had visited and subjugated, and,

above all, their having made descents on the islands

ofthe Caribs, routed their formidable inhabitants, and

carried several of them into captivity. To these ac-

counts the cacique and his followers remained listen-

ing in profound attention until the night was advanced.

The next morning the ships were under weigh

and standing along the coast with a light wind and

easy sail, when they beheld three canoes issuing from

among the islands of the bay. They approached in

regular order; one, which was very large and hand-

somely carved and painted, was in the centre, a little

in advance of the two others, which appeared to at-

tend and guard it. In this was seated the cacique and

his family, consisting of his wife, two daughters, two

sons, and five brothers. One of the daughters was

eighteen years of age, beautiful in form and coun-

tenance; her sister was somewhat younger : both

From the description, this must be the great bay east of Pol-

land Point, at the bottom of wliich ts Old Harbour.

were nake<l, according to the custom of these islands,

but were of modest demeanour. In the prow of the

canoe stood the standard-bearer of the cacique, clad

in a kind of mantle of variegated feathers, with a tuft

of gay plumes on his head, and bearing in his hand a

fluttering white banner. Two Indians with caps or

helmets of feathers of uniform shape and colour, and

their faces painted in a similar manner, beat upon

tabors ; two others, with hats curiously wrought of

green feathers, held trumpets of a fine black wood,

ingeniously carved; and there were six others, in

large hats and white feathers, who appeared to be

guests to the cacique. This gallant little armada
having arrived alongside of the Admiral's ship, the

cacique entered on l)oard with all his train. He ap-

peared in his full regalia. Around his head was a

band of small stones of various colours, but principally

green, symmetrically arranged, with large white

stones at intervals, and connected in front by a large

jewel of gold. Two plates of gold were suspended

to his ears by rings ofsmall green stones. To a neck-

lace of white beads, of a kind deemed precious by

them, was suspended a large plate, in the form of a

fleur-de-lys, of guanin, an inferior species of gold

;

and a girdle ofvariegated stones, similar to those round

his head, completed his regal decorations. His wife

was adorned in a similar manner, having also a very

small apron of cotton, and bands of the same roimd

her arms and legs. The daughters were without or-

naments, excepting the eldest and handsomest, who
had a girdle of small stones, from which was suspend-

ed a tablet, the size ofan ivy leaf, composed of various

coloured stones, embroidered on net-work of cotton.

When the cacique entered on board the ship, he

distributed presents of the productions of his island

among the officers and men. The Admiral was at

this time in his cabin, engaged in his morning devo-

tions. When he appeared on deck, the clueftaui

hastened to meet him with an animated countenance.

" My friend, " said he, '- 1 have determined to leave

my country, and to accompany thee. I have heard

from these Indians who are with thee, of the iiresist-

ible power of thy Sovereigns, and of the many nations

thou hast subdued in their name. Whoever refuses

obedience to thee is sure to suffer. Thou hast de-

stroyed thecanoesand dwellings of the Caribs, slaying

their warriors, and carrying into captivity their wives

and children. All the islands are in dread of thee;

for who can withstand thee, now that thou knowest

the secrets of the land, and the weakness of the people ?

Rather, therefore, than thou shouldst take away my
dominions, I will embark with all my household in

thy ships, and will go to do homage to thy king and

queen, and to behold their marvellous country, of

which thy Indians relate such wonders. " When this

speech was explained to Columbus, and he beheld

the wife, the sons and daughters of the cacique, and

thought upon the snares to which their ignorance and

simplicity would be exposed, he was touched with

compassion, and determined not to take them from

.. il
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their native land. He replied to tlie cacique, there-

fore, that he received liim under his protection as a

vassal of his Sovereigns, but having many lands yet to

visit before he returned to his country, he would at

some future time fulfil his desire. Then taking leave

with many expressions of amity, the cacique, with

his wife and daughters, and all his retinue, re-em-

barked in the canoes, returning reluctantly to their

island, and the ships continued on their course.

CHAPTER vn.

VOTiGB UONO THK SOUTH SIDE OF DISPANIOLi, AND BETUBN

TO ISABELLA.

[ 1404. ]

On the 19th of August Columbus lost si^htofthe

eastern extremity of Jamaica, to which he gave the

name of Cape Farol, at present called Point Morant.

Steering eastward, he beheld, on the following day,

that long peninsula of Hispaniola known by the name
of Cape Tiburon, but to which he gave the name of

Cape San Miguel. He wasnot awarethat it was a part

of the island ofHayti, until, coasting along its southern

side, a cacique came off on the 23d of August, and
called him by his title, addressing him with several

words of Castiiian. The sound ofthese words spread

joy through the ship, and the weary seamen lieard

with delight that they were on the southern coast of

Hispaniola. They had still, however, many toilsome

days before them. The weather was boisterous, the

wind contrary and capricious, and the ships were

separated from each other. About the end of Au-
gust, Columbus anchored at a small island, or rather

rock, which rises singly out of the sea opposite to a

long cape, stretching southward from the centre of

the island, to which he gave the name of Cape Beata.

The rock at which he anchored had the appearance,

at a distance, of a tall ship under sail, from which

circumstance the Admiral called it " Alto Yelo.
"

Several seamen were ordered to climb to the top of

the island, which commanded a great extent of ocean,

and to look out for the other ships. Nothing of them

was to be seen. On their return, the sailors killed

eight sea-wolves, which were sleeping on the sands;

they also knocked down many pigeons pnd other

' Hitherto, in narr.' ting ttiis voyage ofColumbus along the coast

of Cuba. I have been guided principally by the manuscript history

of the Curate of Los Palacios. His account is the most clear and

satisfactory as to names, dates, and routes, and contains many
characteristic particulars not inserted in any other history. His

sources of information were of the highest Idnd. Columbus was
his guest after his return lo Spain in 1 490, r.nd left with him manu-
scripts.joumals, and memorandums; from thesehe made extracts,

collating them with the letters of the Doctor Chanca, and other

persons of note who had accom|)anied (he Admiral.

I have examined two copies of the MS. of the Curate dc los Pala-

cios, both <n the possession of Mr. O. Ilich. One written in an
ancient hand-writing, in the early part of the sixteenth century,

varieti from the other, but only in a few trivial particulars.

birds with sticks, and took others with the hand;

for in this unfrequented island, the animals seemed

to have none of that wildness and timidity produced

by the hostility of man.

Being rejoined by the two caravels, he continued

along the coast, passing the beautiful country watered

by the branches of the Neyva, where a fertile plain,

covered with villages and groves, extended into the

interior. After proceeding some distance farther to the

east, the Admiral learnt from the natives who came
off to the ships, that several Spaniards from the set-

tlement had penetrated to their province. From all

tliat he could learn from these people, every thing

appeared to be going on well in tlie island. Encou-

raged by the tranquillity of the ulterior, he landed

nine men here, with orders to traverse the island,

and give tidings of his safe arrival on the coast.

Continuing to tite eastward, he sent a boat on shore

for water near a large village in a plain. The iti-

hbUitants issued forth with bows and arrows to give

battle, while others were provided with cords to bind

prisoners. These were the natives of Higuey, the

eastern province of Hispaniola. They were the most

warlike people of the island, having been inured ,o

arms from the frequent descents of the Caribs. They

were said also to make use of poisoned arrows. In

the present instance, their hostility was but in ap-

pearance. When the crew landed, tliey threw by

their weapons, and brought various articles of food,

and asked for the Admiral, whose fame had spread

throughout the island, and in whose justice and mag-

nanimity all the natives appeared to repose con-

fidence. After leaving this place, the Aveather, which

had been so long variable and adverse, began to as-

sume a threatening appearance. A huge fish, as

large as a moderate-sized whale, raised itself out of

the water one day, having a shell on its neck like

that of a tortoise, two great fins like wings, and a tail

like that of a tunny-fish. At sight of this fish, and at

the indicatioAs of the clouds and sky, Columbus anti-

cipated an approaching storm, and sought for some

secure harbour.' He found a channel opening be-

tween Hispaniola and a small island, called by the In-

dians Adamaney, but to which he gave the name of

Saona ; here he took refuge, anchoring beside a key

or islet in the middle of the channel. On the niglit

of his arrival there was an eclipse of the moon ; and

taking an observation, he found the difference of lon-

gitude between Saona and Cadiz lo be five hours and

twenty-three minutes. ' This is upwards of eighteen

degrees more than the true longitude ; an error wiiicli

must have resulted from the incorrectness of his table

of eclipses. '

For eight days the Admiral's ship remained wea-

ther-bound in this channel, d'iring which time he

• llerrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, 1. il, c. 18. Hist del Almlranle,

cap. 59.

> Herrera, ubi sup. Hist, del Almirante, ubi snp.

> Five hours, twenty-five minutes, are e(|ual to 80o Wt where-

as the true longitude ofSaona isOito ao' wcstofCadii.
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suffered great anxiety for the fate of the other vessels,

which had not been able to enter, but remained at

sea exposed to the violence of the storm. They
escaped, however,uninjured,and once more rejoined

him when the weather had moderated. Leaving

the channel of Saona, they reached, on the 24th of

September, the eastern extremity of Ilispaniola, to

which Columbus gave the name of Gape San Rafael,

at present known as Cape Engano. From hence

they stood to the south-east, touching at the island of

Mona, or, as the Indians called it, Amona, situated

between Porto Rico and Hispaniola. It was the in-

tention of Columbus, notwithstanding the condition

of the ships, to continue farther eastward, and to

complete the discovery 6f the Caribbee islands, but

his physical strength did not correspond to the efforts

of his lofty spirit. ' The extraordinary fatigues which

he had suffered, both in mind and body, during an

anxious and harassing voyage of five months, had

secretly preyed upon his frame. He had shared in

all the hardships and privations of the commonest

seaman. He had put himself upon the same scanty

allowance, and exposed himself to the same buffet-

ings of wind and weather. But he had other cares

and trials from which his people were exempt.

When the sailor, worn out with the labours of his

watch, slept soundly amidst the howling of the

storm, the anxious commander maintained his pain-

ful vigil through long sleepless nights, amidst the

pelting of the tempest, and the drenching surges of

the sea. The safety of his ships depended upon his

watchfulness ; but above all, he felt that a jealous na-

tion, and an expecting world were anxiously awaiting

the result of his enterprise. During a great part of

the present voyage, he had been excited by the con-

stant hope of soon arriving at the known parts of

India, and by the anticipation of a triumphant return

to Spain, through the regions of the East, after cir-

cumnavigating the globe. When disappointed in

this expectation, he was yet stimulated by a conflict

with incessant hardships and perils, as he made his

way back against contrary winds and storms. The
moment he was relieved from all solicitude, and be-

held himself in a known and tranquil sea, the excite-

ment suddenly ceased, and mind and body sunk

exhausted by almost superhuman exertions. The
very day on v/hich he sailed from Mona, he was
struck with a sudden malady which deprived him of

memory, of sight, and all his faculties. He fell into

a deep lethargy, resembling death itself. His crew,

alarmed at this profound torpor, feared that death

was really at hand. They abandoned, therefore, all

further prosecution of the voyage; and spreading

their sails to the east wind, so prevalent in those seas,

they bore Columbus back, in a state of complete in-

sensibility, to the harbour of Isabella.

Munoz, Uiat. N. Hundo, ). v, seo. 22.

ROOK vin.
I
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CHAPTER I.

ABBIViL OF THE ADSIIKAL AT ISABBUA. CUABACTBB Or

ABTHOLOMEW COLUXBl'S.

[September 4, 1494.]

The sight of the little squadronof Columbus stand-

ing once more into the harbour, was hailed with joy

by such of the inhabitants of Isabella as remained

faithful to him. The long time that had elapsed

since his departure on this adventurous voyage, with-

out any tidings arriving from him, had given rise

to the most serious apprehensions for his safety, and

it began to be feared that he had fallen a victim to

his enterprising spirit in some remote part of these

unknown seas. A joyful and heartfelt surprise

awaited the Admiral on his arrival, in finding at his

bed-side his brother Bartholomew, the companion of

his youth, his confidential coadjutor, and, in a man-

ner, his second self, from whom he had been sepa-

rated for several years. It will be recollected that

about the time of the Admiral's departure from Por-

tugal he had commissioned Bartholomew to repair to

England, and propose his project of discovery to

King Henry YII. Of this application to the English

court no precise particulars are known. Fernando

Columbus states that his uncle, in the course of his

voyage, was captured and plundered by a corsair,

and reduced to such poverty, that he had for a long

time to struggle for a mere subsistence by making

sea-charts ; so that some years elapsed before he

made hjs application to the English monarch. Las

Casas thinks that he did not immediately proceed to

England, having found a memorandum in his hand-

writing, by which it would appear that he accom-

panied Bartholomew Diaz, in 1486, in his voyage

along the coast nf Africa, in the service of the King

of Portugal, in the course of which was discovered

the Cape of Good Hope.

'

' The memorandum cited by Las Casas ( Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 7 ),

Is curious, though not conclusive. He says Uiat he found it in an

old book belonging to Christopher Columbus, containing the

vrorks of Pedro de Aliaco, a teamed astronomer and geographer.

It was written in the margin of a treatise on the form of the globe,

in the hand-writing of Bartholomew Columbus, which was well-

known to Las Casas, as he had many letters in his possession. The

memorandum was in a barbarous mixture of Latin and Spanish,

and to the following effect ;—

"In the year 1488, in December, arrived at Lisbon, Bartho-

lomew Diaz, captain of three caravels, which the King of Portugal

sent to discover Guinea, and brought accounts that he had dis-

covered six hundred leagues of territory, 4S0 to the south, and J 50

north, to a cape named by him the Cape of Good Hope ; and that

by the astrolabe he found the Gape forty-live degrees beyond the

equinoctial line. Th is Cape was S, 100 leagues distant ttom Lisbon

;

the which the said captain says he set down, league by league, in

a chart of navigation presented to the King of Portugal, in all

which," adds the writer, "I was present." Las Casas expresses a

doubt whether Bartholomew wrote this note for himself, or un (he

part of his brother, but infers that one, or both, were in ibis ex|)e-
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It is but justice to the memory of Henry YII to

say, that when the proposition was eventually made
to liim, it met with a more ready altenlion than from

any other sovereign. An agreement was actually

made with Bartholomew Tor the prosecution of the

enterprise, and the latter departed for Spain in search

of Ids brotlier. On reaching Paris, he iirst received

the joyful intelligence that the discovery was already

made, that his brother liad returned to Spain in

triumph, and was actually at the Spanish court, ho-

noured by the Sovereigns, caressed by the nobility,

and idolized by the people.

The glory of Columbus already shed its rays upon

his family, and Bartholomew found himself imme-

diately a person of importance. He was noticed by

the French monarch, Charles YHl, who understand-

ing that he was low in purse, furnished him with

one hundred crowns to defray the expenses of his

journey to Spain. He reached Seville just as his

brother had departed on his second voyage. Bar-

tholomew immediately repaired to the court, then at

Yalladolid, taking with him liis two nephews Diego

and Fernando, who were to serve in quality of pages

to Prince Juan.' He was received with disliiiguished

favour by the Sovereigns, who, fluding him to be an

able and accomplished navigator, gave him the com-
mand of three ships ft'eighted with supplies for the

colony, and sent him to aid his brother in his enter-

prises. He had again arrived too late, reaching Isa-

bella just after the departure of the Admiral for the

coast of Cuba.

The sight of this brother was an inexpressible re-

lief to Columbus, overwhelmed as he was by cares,

and surrounded by strangers. His chief dependence

for sympathy and assistance hitherto had been on his

brother Don Diego, but his mild and peaceable dis-

position rendered him little capable of managing the

concerns of a factious colony. Bartholomew was of

a different and nure eflicient character; he was
prompt, active, decided, and of a fearless spirit;

whatever he determined he carried into immediate

execution, without regard to difficulty or danger.

His person corresponded to his mind; it was tall,

muscular, vigorous, and commanding. He had an
air of great authority, but somewhat stern, wanting

that sweetness and benignity which tempered the au-

thoritative demeanour of the Admiral. Indeed there

was a certain asperity in his temper, and a di7ness

and abruptness in his manners, which made him
many enemies; yet notwithstanding these external

defects, he was of a generous disposition, free from

dition. Tlic inferencemaybe correct witli respect toBartholomew

,

but Christopher at the time specified was at the Spanish court.

Las Casas accounts for a difference in date hetwcen the foregoing
memorandmn and (he chronicles of the voyage ; the former mak-
ing the return of Diaz in the year 88, Ihc latter, 87. This, he ob-
serves, might be because some b<!gin to count the year after Christ-

mas, others at the i st of January ; and the expedition sailed about
Ihc end of August, 86, and returned in December, 87, after an
absence of seventeen months.

> Hist, del Alinirante, cap. 60.

all arrogance or malevolence, and as placable as he

was brave.

He was a thorough seaman, understanding both

the theory and practice of his profession, having been

formed in a great measiu'e under the eye of the Ad-

miral, and being but little inferior to him in science.

He was superior to him in the exercise of the pen,

according to Las Casas, who had letters and manu-

scripts of both in his possession. He was acquainted

with Latin, but does not appear to have been highly

educated, his knowledge, like that of his brother,

being chielly derived from a long course of varied ex-

perience and attentive observation. Equally vigorous

and penetrating in intellect with the Admiral, btit

less enthusiastic in spirit and soaring in imagination,

and with less simplicity of heart, he surpassed him

in the subtle and adroit management of business, was

more attentive to his interests, and bad more of that

worldly wisdom which. is so important in the ordinary

concerns of life. His genius might never have ex-

cited him to the sublime speculation which ended in

the discovery of a world, but his practical sagacity

was calculated to turn that discovery to advantage.

Such is the description of Bartholomew Columbus,

as furnished by the venerable Las Casas from per-

sonal observation," and it will be found to accord with

his r.clions throughout the remaining history of the

Admiral, in the events of which he takes a conspi-

cuous part.

Anxious to relieve himself from the pressure of

public business, which weighed heavily upon him

during his present malady, Columbus immediately

invested his brother Bartholomew with the title and

authority of Adelanlado, an office equivalent to that

of lieutenant-governor. He considered himself en-

tilled to do so from the articles of his arrangement

with the Sovereigns, but it was looked upon by King

Ferdinand as an undue assumption of power, and

gave great offence to that jealous monarch, who was

exceedingly tenacious of the prerogatives of the

crown, and considered dignities of this rank and im-

portance as only to be conferred by royal mandale.'

Columbus, however, was not actuated in this ap-

pointment by a mere desire to aggrandize liis

family. He fell the importance of his brother's as-

sistance in the present critical stale of the colony, but

that this co-operation would be inefficient unless it

bore the stamp of high official authority. In fact,

during the few months that he had been absent, the

whole island had become a scene of dibjord and vio-

lence, in ''ouMcquence of the neglect, or rather the

flagrai.: ioiation, of those rules which he had pre-

scribea for the maintenance of its tranquillity. A

brief retrospect of the recent iffairs of the colony is

here necessary to explain thei • present confusion. H

will exhibit one of the many instances in which Co-

lumbus was doomed to reap the fruits of the evil seed

which had been sown by his adversaries.

Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 29.

'

> Las Casas, Hist. Iud..l. i, c. <0I.
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It will be recollected, that before departing on bis

voyage, Columbus had given the command of the

army to Don Pedro Margarite, with orders to make
a military tour of the island, and, while be awed the

natives by a display of military force, to conciliate

their good will by the most equitable and amicable

treatment.

The island was at this time divided into five do-

mains, each governed by a sovereign cacique, of ab-

solute and hereditary power, to whom a great number
of inferior caciques yielded tributary allegiance. The
first or most important domain comprised the middle

part of the royal Vega. It was a ricli, lovely country,

partly cultivated after the imperfect manner of the

natives, partly covered with noble forests, studded

with Indian towns, and watered by numerous rivers,

many of which, rolling down from the mountains of

Cibao, on its western frontier, bad gold dust mingled

with their sands. The name of the cacique was Gua-

rionex, whose ancestors bad long ruled over the pro-

vince.

The second, called Marien, was under the sway

of Guacanagari, on whose coast Columbus had been

wrecked in his first voyage. It was a large and fer-

tile territory, extending along the northern coast from

Cape St Nicholas at the western extremity ofthe island,

to the gi'cat river Yagui, afterwards called Monte

Christi, and including the northern part of the royal

Vega, since called the plain of Cape Francois.

The third bore the name of Magnana, and was

under the domination of the Carib cacique Caonabo,

the most fierce and puissant of the savage chieftains,

and the inveterate enemy of the white men. In this

domain was included the gold mines of Cibao.

The fourth took its name from Xaragua, a large

lake, and was the most populous and extensive of all.

It comprised the whole western coast, including the

long promontory of Cape Tihuron, and extended for

a considerable/listance along the southern side of the

island. The inhabitants were finely formed, had a

noble air, a more agreeable elocution, and more soft

and graceful manners than the natives of the other

parts of the island. The sovereign was named Behe-

cliio ; his sister Anacaona, celebrated throughout the

island for her beauty, was the favourite wife of the

neighbouring cacique Caonabo.

The fifth domain was Iliguey, and occupied the

whole eastern part of the island, being bounded on

the north by the river Yagui, and on the south by the

Ozcma. The inhabitants were the most active and
warlike people of this island, liaving learnt (be use of

the bow and arrow from the Caribs, who made fre-

quent descents upon their coasts ; they were said also

to make use of poisoned weapons. Their bravery,

however, was but comparative, and was found even-

tually of little avail against the terror of European

arms. They were governed by a cacique named

Cotabanama.

Such were the five territorial divisions of the island

at the time of its discovery. The amount of its po-

pulation has never been clearly ascertained; some

have stated it at a million of souls, though this is con-

sidered an exaggeration. It must, however, have

been very numerous, and sufficient, in case of any

general hostility, to endanger the safety of a handful

of Europeans. Columbus trusted for safety partly to

the awe inspired by the weapons and horses of the

Spaniards, and the idea of their superhuman nature,

but chiefly to the measures be bad taken to conciliate

the good will of the Indians by gentle and beneficent

treatment.

Margarite set forth on his expedition with the greater

part of the forces, leaving Alonso de Ojeda in com-

mand of the fortress of St Thomas. Instead, how-
ever, of commencing by exploring the rough moun-

tains of Cibao, as he had been commanded, be

descended into the rich plains of the Vega. Here be

lingered among the popidous and hospitable Indian

villages, forgetful of tlie object of his command, and

of the instruction left him by the Admiral. A com-

mander who lapses from duty himself, and yields to

the incitements of his passions, is but little calculated

to enforce discipline on others. The sensual indul-

gences of Margarite were imitated by his followers,

and his army soon became little better than a crew

of riotous marauders. The Indians, for a time, sup-

plied them with provisions with their wonted hos-

pitality, but the scanty stores of those abstemious yet

improvident people were soon exhausted by the Spa-

niards ; one of whom tliey declared would consume

more in a day than woidd support an Indian for a

month. If provisions were withheld, or scantily fur-

nished, they were taken with violence; nor was any

compensation given to the natives, nor means taken

to soothe their irritation. The avidity for gold also

led to a thousand acts of injustice and oppression ; but

above all the Spaniards outraged the dearest feelings

of the natives, by their licentious conduct with re-

spect to the women. In fact, instead of guests, they

soon assumed the tone of imperious masters ; instead

of enlightened benefactors, they became sordid and

sensual oppressors.

Tidings of these excesses, and of the disgust and

impatience that they were awakening among the na-

tives, soon reached Don Diego Columbus. With the

concurrence of the council, he wrote to Margarite

reprehending his conduct, and requesting him to pro-

ceed on the military tour, according to the commands

of the Admiral. The pride of Margarite took fire at

this reproof; he considered, or rather pretended to

consider himself, independent in his command, and

above all responsibility to the council fur bis conduct.

Being of an ancient family, also, and a favourite of

Charlevolt, Hist. St Domingo, I. i, p. 69.

»2
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the King, he alTected to look down with contempt

upon the newiy-coined nobility of Diego Columbns.

His letters, in reply to the orders of the president and

council, were couched in a tone either of haughty

contumely or of military defiance. He continued,

with his followers, quartered in the Vega, persisting

in a course of outrages and oppressions fatal to the

tranquillity of the island.

He was supported in his arrogant defiance of au-

thority by the cavaliers and adventurers of noble birth

who were in the colony, and who had been deeply

wounded in the proud punctilio so jealously guarded

by a Spaniard. They could not forget nor forgive

the stern equity exercised by the Admiral in a time

of emergency, in making them nibmit to the priva-

tions and share the labours of the vulgar. Still less

could they brook the authority of his brother Diego,

destitute of his high personal claims to distinction.

They formed, therefore, a kind of aristocratical fac-

tion in the colony ; affecting to consider Columbus

and his family as mere mercenary and upstart foreign-

ers, building up their own fortunes at the expense of

the toils and sufferings of the community, and the de-

gradation of Spanish hidalgos and cavaliers.

In addition to these partisans, Margarite had a

powerful ally in his fellow-countryman, Friar Boyle,

the head of the religious fraternity, one of the mem-
bers of the council, and apostolical vicar for the New
World. It is not easy to ascertain the original cause

of the hostility of this holy friar to the Admiral, who
was never wanting in respect to the clergy. Various

altercations, however, had taken place between them.

Some say that the friar interfered in respect to the

strict measures deemed necessary by the Admiral for

the security of the colony ; others that he resented the

fancied indignity offered to himself and his house-

hold in putting them on the same short allowance

with the common people. He appears, however, to

have been generally disappointed and disgusted with

the sphere of action afforded by the colony, and to

have looked back with regret to the Old World. He
had none of that enthusiastic zeal, and perseveringself-

devotion, which induced so many of the Spanish mis-

sionaries to brave all the hardships and privations of

the New World, in the hope of converting its pagan
inhabitants.

Encouraged and fortified by such powerful parti-

sans, Margarite really began to consider himself

above the temporary authorities of the island. When-
ever he came to Isabella, he took no notice of Don
Diego Columbus, nor paid any respect to the council,

but acted as if he had paramount command. He
formed a cabal of most of those who were disaffected

to Columbus, and discontented with their abode in

the colony. Among these, the leading agitator was
Friar Boyle. It was concerted among them to take

possession of the ships which had brought out Don
Bartholomew Columbus, and to return in them to

Spain. Both Margarite and Boyle possessed the

favour of the King, and they deemed it would be

an easy matter to justify their abandonment of their

military and religious commands by a pretended zeal

for the public good ; hurrying home to represent the

disastrous state of the country, through the tyranny

and oppression of its rulers. Some have ascribed

the abrupt departure of Margarite to his fear of a

severe military investigation of his conduct on the

return of the Admiral ; others to his having con-

tracted a malady in the course of his licentious

amours, which was unknown at that time to Euro-

peans, and which he attributed to the climate, and

hoped to cure by medical assistance in Spain. What-

ever may have been the cause, his measures were

taken with great precipitancy, without any consulta-

tion of the proper authorities, or any regard to the

consequences of his departure. Accompanied by ii

band of malcontents, he and Friar Boyle took pos-

session of some ships in the harbour and set sail for

Spain ; the first general and apostle of the New
World, thus setting the flagrant example of unauthor-

ized abandonment of their posts.

CHAPTER HI.

TROIJDLES Vintt TOE NATIVES. AL0N80 DE OJEDA BESIEGED

BY CAO^IABO.

[ 1494. ]

The departure of Pedro Margarite left the army

without a head, and put an end to what little re-

straint or discipline remained. There is no rabble

so licentious as soldiery left to their own direction

in a defenceless country. They now roved about in

bands, or singly, according to their caprice, scattering

themselves among the Indian villages, and indulging

in all kinds of excesses, either as prompted by avarice

or sensuality. The natives, indignant at having

their hospitality thus requited, refused any longer to

furnish them with food. In a little while the Spa-

niards began to experience the pressure of hunger,

and seized upon provisions wherever they could be

found, accompanying these seizures with acts of

wanton violence. At length, by a series of flagrant

outrages, the gentle and pacific nature of this people

was roused to resentment, and from confiding and

hospitable hosts, they were converted into vindictive

enemies. All the precautions enjoined by Columbus

having been neglected, the evils he had apprehended

came to pass. Though the Indians, naturally timid,

dared not contend with the Spaniards while they kept

up any combined and disciplined force, yet they took

sanguinary vengeance on them whenever they met

with small parties or scattered individuals, roving

about in quest of food. Encouraged by these petty

triumphs, and the impunity that seemed to attend

them, their hostilities grew more and more alarming.
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on the banks of

of Guarionex,

sovertign of the Vega, put to death ten Spaniards,

who had quartered tliemselves in his town, and

humiliated the natives by their debaucheries, lie fol-

lowed up this massacre by setting lire to a house in

which forty sick Spaniards were lodged.' Flushed

by this success, he threatened to attack a small fort-

ress called Magdaiena, which had recently been built

in his neighbourhood in the Vega, so that the com-
mander, Luis de Arriaga, having but a feeble garri-

!>on, was obliged to remain shut up within its walls

until relief should arrive from Isabella.

The most formidable enemy of the Spaniards,

however, was Caonabo, the Carib cacique of Ma-
guano ; the same who had surprised and massacred

the garrison of the fortress at La Navidad. He had
natural talents for war, and intelligence superior to

the ordinary range of savage intellect. He had a

proud and daring spirit to urge him on, three valiant

brothers to assist him, and a numerous tribe at his

command. ' He had always felt jealous of the in-

trusion of the white men into the island; but when
he beheld the fortress of St Thomas erected in the

very centre of his dominions, he was roused to in-

dignation. As long as the army lay within call in

the Vega, he was deterred from any attack ; but

when, on the departure of Margaritc, the army be-

came dismembered and dispersed, the time for

striking a signal blow seemed arrived. The fortress

remained isolated, with a garrison of only fifty men.
By a sudden and secret movement, he might over-

whelm it with his forces, and repeat the horrors which

he had wreaked upon La Navidad.

The wily cacique, however, had a different kind

ofenemy to deal with in the commander of St Thomas.
Alonso de Ojeda had been schooled in Moorish war-

fare. He was versed in all kinds of feints, stratagems,

lurking ambuscades, and wild assaults. No man was
more fitted, therefore, to cope with Indian warriors,

lie had a vehement and headlong courage, arising

partly from the natural heat and violence of his dis-

position, and, in a great measure, from religious

superstition. He had been engaged in wars with

Moot-sand Indians, in public battles and private com-
bats, in fights, feuds, and encounters of all kinds, to

which he had been prompted by a rash and fiery

spirit, and a love of adventure; yet he had never

been wounded, or harmed. He began to doubt

whether any weapon had power to harm him, and
to consider himself under the special protection of

the Holy Virgin. As a kind of religions talisman, he
had a small Flemish painting of the Virgin, which
had been given him by his patron, Fonseca, Bishop
of Badajoz. This he constantly carried with him, in

city, camp, or field, making it the object of his fre-

quent orisons and invocations. In garrison or en-
campment, it was suspendeil in his chamber or his

tent; in his rough expeditions in the wilderness, he
carrictl it ii. his knapsack, and whenever leisure per-

llenera, llisl. Ind., decad. i,l, ii, c. (6.

' Ihidcni.

mitted, would take it out, fix it against a tree, and
address his prayers to this military patroness.' In a
word, iie swore by the Virgin, he invoked the Virgin

whether in brawl or battle, and, under the favour of

the Virgin, he was ready for any enterprise or adven-

ture. Such was this Alonso de Ojeda, bigoted in his

devotion, reckless in his life, fearless in his spirit, like

many of the roving Spanish cavaliers of those days.

Though diminutive in sbse, he was a prodigy of

strength and prowess; and the chroniclersofthe early

discoveries relate marvels of his valour and exploits.

Having reconnoitred the fortress, Caonabo as-

sembled ten thousand warriors, armed with war-
clubs, bows and arrows, and lances hardened in the

fire ; and making his way secretly through the fo-

rests, came suddenly in the neighbourhood, expecting

to surprise the garrison in a state of careless security.

He found Ojeda's forces, however, drawn up warily

within his tower, which, being built upon an almost

insulated height, with a river nearly surrounding.it,

and the remaining space traversed by a deep ditch, set

at defiance an attack by naked warriors.

Foiled in his attempt, Caonabo now hoped to reduce

it by famine. For this purpose, he spread his army
through the adjacent forests ; and waylaid every pass,

so as to intercept any supplies brought by the natives,

and to cut off any foraging party from the fortress.

This siege, or investment, lasted for thirty days,''

during which time the garrison was reduced to great

distress. There is a traditional anecdote, which
Oviedo relates of Pedro Margarite, the former com-
mander of this fortress, but which may with more
probability be ascribed to Alonso de Ojeda, as haviug

occurred during this siege. At a time when the gar-

rison was sore pressed by famine, an Indian gained

access to the fort, bringuig a couple of wood-pigeons

for the table of the commander. The latter was in

an apartment of the tower surrounded by several of

his officers. Seeing them regard the birds with the

wistful eyes of famishing men, '' It is a pity," said

he, " that here is not enough to give us all a meal

;

I cannot consent to feast while the rest of you are

starving,"—so saying, he turned loose the pigeons

from a window of the tower.

During the siege, Ojeda displayed tl^e greatest

activity of spirit and fertility of resource. He baffled

all the arts of the Carib chieftain, concerting strata-

gems of various kinds to relieve the garrison and

annoy the foe. He made desperate sallies whenever

the enemy appeared in any force, always leading the

van with that headlong valour for which he was
noted ; making great slaughter with a single arm,

and, as usual, escaping unhurt from amidst showers

of darts and arrows.

Caonabo saw many of his bravest warriors slain.

His forces were daily diminishing, for the Indians,

unused to any protractetl operations of war, grew

• llcrrera. Ilist. Ind., decad. i, I. viii, c. ^
lllusires. cap. 8. ,,

» P. Maiiyr, dccail. I. lib. iv.

rizano, Varoni*
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weary of (his sirge, anil l)eg.in lo disperse, return-

ing daily in numbers to tlieir liomes. He gave up all

furlher allcnipt, therefore, on Ihe fortress, and re-

tired, (llled witii admiration of the prowess and

achievements of Ojeda.'

The restless chiefiain was not discouraged by (he

failure of this enterprise, but meditated schemes of a

bolder and more extensive nature. Prowling in secret

in the vicinity of Isabella, he noted the enfeebled

stale of the settlement.' Many of the inhabitants

were suffering under various maladies, and most of

the men capable of l)earing arms were distributed

about the country. He now conceived the project of

a general league among the caciques, to assemble

their forces, and surprise and overwhelm the settle-

ment, and to massacre Ihe Spaniards wherever they

could be found. This handful of intruders once ex-

terminated, he trusted that the island would be de-

livered from all further molestation of the kind; lilllc

dreaming of the hopeless nature of the contest, and

that where the civilixed man once plantj his foot, the

power of the savage is gone for ever.

Reports of the profligate conduct of the Spaniards

had spread liirougliout the island, and inspired hatred

and hostility even among tribes who had never be-

held them, nor suffered from their misdeeds. Caon-

abo found three of the sovereign caciques inclined to

co-operate witii him, though impressed with deep

awe of the supernatural power of liie Spaniards, and

of their terrific arms and animals. The league, how-

ever, met with unexpected opposition in the fifth

cacique, Guacanagari, the sovereign of Marien. His

conduct in (his lime of danger, completely manifested

the injustice of those suspicions which had ^"?n

entertained of him by the Spaniards. He refused to

join the other caciques with his forces, or to violate

(hose laws of hospitality by which he had considered

himself ])ound to protect and aid the white men, ever

since they had been shipwrecked on his coast. He
remained quietly in bis dominions, entertaining at

his own expense a hundred of the suffering soldiery,

and supplying all their wants with his accustomed

generosity. This conduct drew upon him the odium

and hostiliiy of his fellow caciques, particularly of

the fierce Carib, Caonabn, and bis brother-in-law,

Behechio. They made irruptions into his territories,

and inflicted on him various injuries and indignities.

Behechio killed one of his wives, and Caonabo car-

ried another away captive.' Nothing, however, could

shake the devotion of Guacanagari to the Spaniards;

and as his dominions lay immediately adjacent to the

settlement , and those ofsome ofthe other caciques were

very remote, the want of his co-operation impeded for

some time the hostile designs of his confederates.*

Such was the critical state to which the alTairs of

the colony had been reduced, and such the bitter hos-

' Ovindo, Cronica de las Indias, lib. iii, e. I

.

> Hist, del Aimiranic, cap. 60.

> Hist. dolAlinirante.cap. 60.

t Herrcra, Hist. Ind., decad. i, I. ii, c. (G.

tility engendered among the kind and gentle people of

Ihe island, during the absence ofColumbus, and mere-

ly in consequence of violating all his regulations.

Margarite and Friar Boyle had hastened (o Spain to

make false representations of the miseries of the island.

Had (hey remained faithfully at their posts, and dis-

charged zealously the trust confided to (hem, those

miseries might have l)een easily remedied, if not en-

tirely prevented.

CHAPTER IV.

MEAStBKN OF COLCMIIUS TO RE.STORB TIIK QUIET OP TIIK I8LX^U.

EXPKDITIOM UP OJKKA TO SUMPRISK CAONABO.

[ M9». ]

iMBiEurATKLY after the return of Columbus from

Cuba, while he was yet confined to his bed by indis-

position, he was gratified by a voluntary visit from

Guacanagari. This kind-hearted chieftain manifested

the greatest concern at his illness, for he appears to

have always entertained an affectionate reverence for

the Admit ;.i. He again spoke with tears of (he mas-

sacre at I'orl Nativity, dwelling on the exertions he

had made in defence of the Spaniards. He now in-

formed Columbus of the secret league forming among

the caciques, of his opposition to it, and the conse-

quent persecution he had suffered, of the murder of

one of his wives, and the capture of another. He
urged the Admiral to be on his guard against the

designs of Caonabo, and offered to lead his subjects

to the field, to fight by the side of the Spaniards, as

well out of friendship for them as in revenge of his

own injuries '

Coliniibus had always retained a deep sense of the

ancient kindness of Guacanagari, and had been un-

willing to doubt his faith and friendship; he was re-

joiced, therefore, to have all suspicion thus effectually

dispelled. Their former amicable intercourse was

renewed, with this difference, that the man whom
Guacanagari had once relieved and succoured when

a shipwrecked stranger on his shores, had suddenly

become the arbiter of the fate of himself and all his

countrymen.

The manner in which this peaceful island had been

exasperated and embroiled by (he licentious conduct

of the Europeans, was a matter of deep concern lo

Columl)us. He saw all his plans of deriving an im-

mediate revenue to the Sovereigns completely im-

peded. To restore the island to tranquillity required

skilful management. His forces were but small, and

(he awe in which the natives had stood of the white

men, as supernatural beings, bad been in some degree

dispelled. He was too ill to take a personal share in

any warlike enterprise ; his brother Diego was not uf

a military character, and Bartholomew was yet a

stranger among the Spaniards, and regarded by (lie

' IleiTera, llisl. Ind., dccad. i, I. ii, c. 16.
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leadingmen withjealousy. Still Columbns considered

the threatened combination ofthe caciques as but im-

perfectly formed ; he trusteil to their want of skill and

experience in warfare, and conceived that by prompt

measures, by proceeding in detail, punishing some,

conciliating others, and uniting force, gentleness, and

stratagem, he might succeed in dispelling the threat-

ened storm.

His first care was to send a body of armed men to

the relief of Fort Magdalena, menaced with destruc-

tion by Guatiguann, the cacique of the Grand River,

who had massacred the Spaniards quartered in his

town. Having relieved the fortresj, the troops over-

ran the territory of Guatiguana, killing many of his

warriors and carrying others off captives ; the chief-

tain himself made liis escape.' He was tributary to

Gtiarionex, sovereign cacique of the Royal Vega. As

this Indian prince reigned over a great and popidous

extent of country, his friendship was highly important

to the prosperity of the colony; while there was im-

minent risk of his hostility, from the unbridled ex-

cesses of the Spaniards who had been quartered in

different parts of his dominions. Columbus sent for

him, therefore, and explained to him that these ex-

cesses had been in violation of his orders, and con-

trary tohiv'<goo<I intentions towards the natives, whom
it was his wish in every way to please and benefit.

He explained, likewise, that the expedition against

Guatiguana was an act of mere individual punish-

ment, not of hoslilily against the territories of Gua-

rionex. The cacique was of a quiet and placable dis-

position, and whatever anger he might have felt was

easily soothed. To link him in some degree to the

Spanish interest, Columbus prevailed on him to give

his daughter in marriage to an Indian interpreter,

a native of the Lueayan islands, who had been to

Spain, and had been baptized in Barcelona by the

name of Diego Colon.* He took a still stronger pre-

caution to guard against any hostility on the part of

the cacique, and to ensure tranquillity in the important

region of the Vega. He ordered a fortress to be

erected in the midst of his territories, which he

named Fort Conception. The easy cacique agreed

without hesitation to a measure fraught with ruin to

himself, and future slavery to his subjects.

The most formidable enemy remained to be disposed

of,—Caonabo, the warlike spirit of the island, the

active and daring enemy of the white men ; who, from

superior notions of policy, was capable of forming

dangerous leagues and conspiracies. His territories

lay in the central and mountainous parts of the island,

rendered difficidt of access by rugged rocks, entangled

forests, and frequent rivers. To make war upon this

subtle and ferocious chieftain, in the depths of his wild

woodland territory, and among the fastnesses of his

> Herrcra, decad. i, I. ii, e. 16.

> P. Martyr, decad. i, I. iv. Gio. Batlista Spotomo, in liis Me-

moir of Coiitmbus, lias been led into an error by tlie name of this

Indian, and observes that Columbus had a brother named Diego,

nfwliom beseemed tobeashamed, and whom he married to the

•laughter of"im Indian cliirf.

mountains, where, at every step, there would be

danger of falling into some sudden ambush, would be

a work of time, peril, and uncertain issue. In the

meanwhile the settlements would never be secure

from his secret and daring enterprises, and the work*

iiig of the mines woultl be subject to frequent inter-

ruption. While perplexed on this subject, Columbus

was relieved by a bold proposition on the part of

Alonso de Ojeda, who offered to take the Carib chief-

lain by stratagem, and deliver him alive into his hands.

The project was wild, hazardous, and romantic, cha-

racteristic of the fearless and adventurous spirit of

Ojeda, who was fond of distinguishing himself by

the most extravagant exploits and feats of desperate

bravery.

Chusing ten bold and hardy followers, well armed

and well mounted, and invoking the protection of his

patroness the Virgin, whose image as usual he bore

Willi him as a safeguard, Ojeda plunged into the forest,

and made his way above sixty leagues, at the head of

his followers, into the wild territories of Caonabo,

where he found the cacique in one of his most popu-

lous towns. Ojeda approached Caonabo with great

deference and respect, treating him as a sovereign

prince. He informed him that he had come on a

friendly embassy from the Admiral, who was Gua-

miquina, or chief of the Spaniards, and who had sent

him an invaluable present.

Caonabo had tried Ojeda in battle ; he had witness-

ed his fiery prowess, and had conceived a warrior's

admiration of him. He received him with a degree

of chivalrous courtesy, if such a phrase may apply to

the savage state and rude hospit<ility of a wild warrior

of the forest. The free, fearless deportment, the great

personal strength, and the surprising agility and

adroitness of Ojeda in all manly exercises, and in the

use of all kinds of weapons, were calculated to delight

a savage, and he soon became a great favourite with

Caonabo.

Ojeda now used all his influence to prevail upon the

cacique to repair to Isabella, for the purpose of mak-

ing a treaty with Columbus, and becoming the ally

and friend of the Spaniards. It is said, that he of-

fered him, as a lure, the bell of the chapel of Isabella.

This bell was the wonder of the island. When the

Indians heard its melody sounding through the forests

as it rung for mass, and beheld the Spaniards hasten-

ing towards the chapel, they imagined that it talked,

and that the white men obeyed it. With that feeling

of superstition with which they regarded all things

connected with the Spaniards, they looked upon this

bell as something supernatural, and in their usual

phrase, said it had come from "Turey," or the skies.

Caonabo had heard this wonderful instrument at a

distance, in the course of his prowlings about the

settlement, and had longed to see it ; but when it was

proffered to him as a present of peace, he found it

impossible to resist the temptation.

The cacique agreed, therefore, to set out fur Isa-

bella; but when the time came to depart, Ojeda be-

:™^SBBS3SBSS?r-
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held Willi sui'piiite a |iu\vei-ful furcc of warriori 88-

ttembleii and ready to march. He asked the meaning

of taking such an army on a mere friendly visit, to

which the cacique proudly replietl, that it was not

lieiitling a great prince like him to go forth scantily

attended. Ojeda was little salisiied with this reply

;

he knew the warlike character of Caonaho, and his

deep subtlety, which is the soul of Indian warfare;

he feared some sinister design, and that the chieftain

might meditate some surprise of the fortress of Isa-

l)ella, or some attempt upon the person ofthe Admiral.

He knew also that it was the wish of Columbus either

to make peace with the cacique, or to get possession

of his person without the alternative ofopen warfare.

He had recourse to a stratagem, therefore, which has

an air of fable and romance, but which is recorded

by all the contenqtorary historians with trivial varia-

tions, and which. Las Casas assures us, was in cur-

rent circulation in the island when lie arrived there,

about six years after the event. It accords too witli

the adventurous and extravagant character of the

man, and with the wild stratagems and vaunting ex-

ploits incident to Indian warfare.

In the course of their march, having halted near

the river Yegua, Ojeda one day produced a set of ma-
nacles of polished steel so highly burnished that they

looked like silver. These he assured Caonaho were
royal ornaments which had come from heaven, or the

"Turey " of Biscay ;
' that they were worn by the

monarclis of Castile on solemn dances, and other high

festivities, and were intended as presents to the ca-

cique. He proposed that Caonabo should go to the

river and bathe, after which he should be decorated

Willi these ornaments, mounted on the horse ofOjeda,

and should return in the stale of a Spanish monarch,

to astonish his subjects. The cacique, with that

fondness for glittering ornaments common to savages,

was dazzled with the sight; his proud military spirit,

also, was flattered with the idea of bestriding one of

those tremendous animals so dreaded by his country-

men. He accompanied Ojeda and his followers to

the river, with hut few attendants, dreading nothing

from nine or ten strangers when thus surrounded by
his army. After the cacique had bathed in the river,

he was assisted to mount behind Ojeda, and the

shackles were then adjusled . This done they pranced

round among the savages, who were astonished to

behold their cacique in glittering array, and mounted
on one of these fearful animals. Ojeda made several

circuits to gain space, followed by his little band of

horsemen, the Indians shrinking back with affright

from the prancing steeds. At length he made a wide
sweep into the forest, until the trees concealed him
from the sight of the army. His followers then closetl

round him, and drawing their swords, threatened

Caonabo with instant death if he made the least noise

or resistance, though indeed his manacles and shackles

effectually prevented the latter. They bound him

' riic lu-incipal iron maniiracUirics of Spain arc establislietl in

Vincny, where llie ore is ruiiiul in abunilaiiue,

with conk to Ojeda to prevent his railing, or effer'-

ing an escape, then putting spurs to their horses, tl.

dashed across the Yegua, and made off through tht:

woods with their prize.

They had now iifty or sixty leagues of wilderness

to traverse on their way homewards, with here and

there large Indian towns. They had borne off their

captive far beyond the pursuit of his subjects ; but the

utmost vigilance was requisite to prevent his escape

during this long and toilsome journey, and to avoid

exciting the hostilities of any confederate cacique.

They had to shun the populous parts of the country,

therefore, or to pass through the Indian towns at full

gallop. They suffered greatly frum fatigue, hunger,

and watchfulness ; encountering many perils, fording

and swimming the numerous rivers of the plains,

toiling through the deep tangled forests, and clamber-

ing over the high and rocky mountains. They ac-

complished all in safety, and Ojeda entered Isabella

in triumph from this most wild and characteristic en-

terprise, with his savage Indian warrior bound behind

him a captive.

Columbus could not refrain from expressing his

great satisfaction when this dangerous foe was de-

livered into his hands. The haughty Carib met him
with a lofty and unsubdued air, disdaining to con-

ciliate him by submission, or to deprecate his ven-

geance for the blood of white men which he had shed,

lie never bowed his spirit to captivity ; on the con-

trary, though completely at the mercy of the Spa-

niards, he displayed that Moasling defiance which is

a part of Indian heroism, and which the savage main-

tains towards his tormentors, even amidst the agonies

of the faggot and the slake. He vaunted his achieve-

ment in surprising and burning the fortressof Nativity,

and slaughtering its garrison, and declared that he

had secretly reconnoitred Isabella, with an intention

of wreaking upon it the same desolation.

Columbus, though struck with the wild heroism of

this fierce chieftain, considered him a dangerous

enemy, whom, for the peace of the island, it was ne-

cessary carefully to guard. He determined to send

him to Spain ; in the mean time he ordered that he

should be treated with kindness and respect, and
lodged him in a partofhis owndwelling-house, where,

however, he kept him a close prisoner in chains

;

probably in the splendid shackles which had ensnared

him. This precaution must have been necessary,

from the insecurity of his prison; for Las Casas ob-

serves, that the Admiral's house not being spacious,

nor having many chambers, the captive chieftain

could be seen from the portal.

'

Caonabo always maintained a haughty deportment

towards Columbus, while he never evinced the least

• Tilts romantic exploit ofOjcila is recorded at large by Las

Casas; by his copyist Ilerreia ( dec. i, 1. il, c. 16 ): by Fernando
I'izarro, in his Varones illustres del Nucvo Mundo ; and by Charle-

voix in his History ofSt Domingo. I'ofcr Martyr and others have

given it more concisely, allndiug to, but nut inserting its roman'ic

details.

' La$ Casas, Hist. Ind., 1. i, c. 102.
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animosity against Ojeda for the arliHce to v/hich he

h?d tallen a victim. It rather increased his admi-

ralio'i of him, as a consummate warrior, looking upon

it as the exploit of a master-spirit to have pounced

upon him, aiul borne him off in this hawk-like man-

ner, from the very midst of his fighling-nien. There

is nothing that an Indian more admires in warfare,

than a deep well-executed stratagem.

Columbus was accustomed to l)ear himself with an

air of dignity and authority as admiral and viceroy,

and exacted great personal respect. When he en-

tered the apartment therefore where Caonabo was

confined, all present rose, according to custom, and

paid him reverence. The cacique alone neither

moved, nor took any notice of him. On the contrary

when Qjeda entered, though small in person and

without external state, CaonalM) immediately rose

and saluted him with profound respect. On l)eing

asked the reason of this, Columbus l)eing Guami-

quina, or great chief over all, and Ojeda but one of

his subjects, the proud Carib replied, that the Admiral

had never dared to come personally to his house and

seize him ; it was only through the valour of Ojeda

he was his prisoner; to Ojeda, ihcrciore, he owed
reverence, not to the Admiral.

The captivity of Caonabo was deeply felt by his

subjects, for the natives of tliis island seem generally

to have been extremely loyal, and strongly attached

to their caciques. One of the brothers of Caonal)o,

a warrior of great courage and address, and very po-

pular among the Indians, assembled an army of more

than seven thousand men, and led them secretly to

the neighbourhood of St Thomas, where Ojeda was

again in command. His intention was to surprise a

number of Spaniards, in hopes of obtaining his bro-

ther in exchange for them. Ojeda, as usual, had

notice of the design, but was not to be again shut up

in his fortress. Having been reinforced by a de-

tachment s^t by the Adelantado, he left a sufflcient

force in garrison, and with the remainder, and his

little troop of horse, set off boldly to meet the savages.

The brother of Caonabo, when he saw the Spaniards

approaching, showed some military skill, disposing of

his army in five battalions. The impetuous attack of

Ojeda, however, who, according to bis custom,

rushed on furiously in the advance with bis handful

of horsemen, threw the Indian warriors into sudden

panic. They could not withstand the terrible ap-

pearance of tliese glittering steel-clad beings, wielding

their flashing weapons and bestriding animals which

appeared to be ferocious beasts of prey. They threw

down their weapons and took to flight : many were

slain, more were taken prisoners, and among the

latter was the brother of Caonabo, bravely fighting in

a noble yet desperate cause.' ,

CHAPTER T.

' 1^8 Casas, ubi sup., c. 402.

> Ovledo, Cronica de las Indias, t, ill, c. t.

St Domingo, I. ii, p. <3I.

Charlevoix, Hist.
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TiiR colony was still suffering greatly from want

of provisions; the European stock was nearly ex-

hausted, and such was the idleness aud improvidence

of the colonists, or the confusion into which they had

been thrown by the hostilities of the natives, or such

was their exclusive eagerness alter the precious me-

tals, that they seem to have neglected the true wealth

of the island, its quick and productive soil, and lo

have been in constant danger of famine, in the midst

of fertility.

At length their sufferings were relieved by the ar-

rival of four ships, commanded by Antonio Torres.

They brought an ample supply of provisions, whicli

diffused universal joy. There were also a physician

and an apothecary, whose aid was greatly needed in

the sickly state of the colony ; but above all, there

were mechanics, millers, fishermen, gardeners, and

husbandmen,—the true wholesome kind of popula-

tion for a colony, calculated to bring out its best

resources, and to produce that interchange of usefid

labour and of the necessaries of life, which renders a

community thriving and self-<lependent.

The letters from the Sovereigns, brought by Torres

(dated August 10, 1494), were of the most gratifying

kind, expressing the highest satisfaction at the ac-

counts sent home by the Admiral, and acknowledging

that everything in the course of his discoveries Iiad

turned out as he had predicted. They evinced the

liveliest interest in the affairs of the colony, and a

desire of receiving frequent despatches as to its situa-

tion, proposing that a caravel sliould sail each month

from Isabella and Spain. They informed him that all

differences with Portugal were amicably adjusted,

and acquainted him with the conventional agreement

with that power relative to a geographical line, sepa-

rating their newly-discovered possessions, requesting

him to respect this agreement in the course of his

discoveries. As in adjusting the arrangement with

Portugal, and in drawing the proposed line, itwas im-
portant to have the best advice, the Sovereigns re-

quested Columbus to return and be present at (he

convention, or, in case that should be inconvenient,

to send his brother Bartholomew, or any other person

whom he should consider fully competent, furnished

with such maps, charts, and designs as might be of

service in the negotiation.'

There was another letter, addressed generally lo

the inhabitants of the colony, and to all who should

proceed on voyages of discovery, commanding them
to obey Columbus as implicitly as they would the So-

•vereigns themselves, under pain of their high displea-

sure , and a fine of ten thousand maravedies for each

offence.

Ilcrrcra, decad. i, lib. ii, c. 17.
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Such was tho well-merited confidence reposed at

this moment by the Sovereigns in Columbus, but

which was soon to be blighted by the insidious re-

ports of worthless men. He was already aware ot

the complaints and misrepresentations which had

been sent home from the colony, and which would

be enforced by Margarite and Friar Boyle. He was

aware that he had only that uncertain footing which

a stranger always possesses in the service of a foreign

country, where he has no friends or connexions to

support him, and where even his very merits increase

the eagerness of envy to cast him down. His efforts

to promote the working of the mines, and to explore

the resources of the island, had been impeded by the

misconduct of Margarite and the disorderly life of the

Spaniards in general, yet he apprehended that the

very evils which they had produced would be alleged

against him, and the want or profitable returns be

cited to discredit and embarrass his expeditions.

To counteract any misrepresentations of the kind,

Columbus hastened the return of the ships, and

would have returned with them, not merely to com-

ply with the wishes of the Sovereigns in being pre-

sent at the settlement of the geographical line, but to

vindicate himself and his enterprises from the asper-

sions of his enemies. The malady, however, which

confined him to his bed, prevented his departure;

and his brother Bartholomew was required to aid,

with his practical good sense, and his resolute spirit,

in regulating the disordered affairs of the island. It

was determined, therefore, to send home his brother

Diego, to attend to the wishes of the Sovereigns, and

to take care of his interests at court. At the same

time he exerted himself to the utmost to send by the

ships satisfactory proofs of the value of his discoveries.

He remitted by them all the gold that he could collect,

with specimens of other metals, and of various fruits

and valuable plants, which he had collected either in

Hispaniola or in the course of his voyage. In his

eagerness to produce immediate profit, and to in-

demnify the Sovereigns for those expenses which

bore hard upon the royal treasury, he sent, likewise,

above five hundred Indian prisoners, who, he sug-

gested, might be sold as slaves at Seville.

It is painful to find the brilliant renown of Colum-

bus sullied by so foul a stain, and the glory of his en-

terprises degraded by such flagrant violations of hu-

manity. The customs of the times, however, must

be pleaded in his apology. The precedent had been

given long before, by both Spaniards and Portuguese,

in their African discoveries, wherein the traffic in

slaves had formed one of the greatest sources of profit.

^n fact the practice had been sanctioned by the high-

est authority, by that of the church itself, and the

most learned theologians had pronounced all bar-

barous and infidel nations, who shut their ears to the

truths of Christianity, as fair objects of war and rd-.

pine, of captivity and slavery. If Columbus needed

any practical illustration of this doctrine, he had it

in the conduct of Ferdinand himself, in his late wars

with the Mcors of Granada, in which he had always

been surrounded by a crowd of ghostly advisers, and

had professed to do every thing for the glory and ad-

vancement of the faith. In this holy war, as it was

termed, it was a common practice to make inroads

into the Moorish territories and carry off cavaJgadas,

not merely of flocks and herds, but of human beings,

and those not warriors taken with weapons in their

hands, but quiet villagers, labouring peasantry, and

helpless women and children. These were carried

to the mart at Seville, or to other populous towns,

and sold into slavery. The capture of Malaga was a

memorable instance, where, as a punishment for an

obstinate and brave defence, which should have ex-

cited admiration rather than revenge, eleven thousand

people of both sexes, and of all ranks and ages, many
of them highly cultivated and delicately reared, were

suddenly torn from their homes, severed from each

other, and swept into menial slavery, even though

half of their ransoms had been paid. These circum-

stances are not advanced to vindicate, but to palliate

th( -onduct of Columbus. He acted but in conform-

ity to the customs of the times, and was sanctioned

by the example of the Sovereign under whom he

served. Las Casas, the zealous and enthusiastic ad-

vocate of the Indians, who suffers no opportunity to

escape him of exclaiming in vehement terms against

their slavery, speaks with indulgence of Columbus on

this head. " If those pious and learned men," he

observes, "whom the Sovereigns took for guides and

instructors, were so ignorant of the injustice of this

practice, it is no wonder that the unlettered Admiral

should not be conscious of its impropriety."

'

CHAPTER VI. '

EXPEDITION OF COMJHBUS AGAINST TUE INDIAHS OF TBR

VEGA. nATTLE.

[ H94. ]

NoTwiTHSTANDiKG the defeat of the Indians by

Ojeda, they still retained hostile intentions against

the Spaniards. The idea of their cacique being a

prisoner and in chains, enraged the natives of Ma-

gana ; and the general sympathy manifested by other

tribes of the island, show huw widely that intelligent

savage had extended his influence, and how greatly

he was admired. He had still active and powerful

relatives remaining to attempt his rescue, or revenge

his fall. One of his brothers, Manicaotex by name,

a Carib, bold and warlike as himself, succeeded to

the sway over his subjects. His favourite wife also,

Anacaona, so famous for her charms, had great in-

fluence over her brother Behechio, cacique of the po-

'pulous province of Xaragua. Through these means

a violent and general hostility to the Spaniards was

excited Un-oughout the island ; and the formidable

> Lns CisiU. Hist. Ind., I. i, cap. <22. MS.
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league of the caciques, which Caonabo had in vain

attempted to accomplish when at large, was produced

by his captivity. Guacanagari, the cacique of Ma-
rten, alone remained friendly to the Spaniards, giv-

ing them timely information of the gathering storm,

and offering to take the field with them as a faithful

ally.

The protracted illness of Columbus, the scantiness

of his military force, and the wretched state of the

colonists in general, reduced by sickness and scarcity

to great bodily weakness, had hitherto induced him
to try every means of conciliation and stratagem to

avert and dissolve the confederacy. He had at length

recovered his health, and his followers were in some

degree refreshed and invigorated by the supplies

brought by the ships. At this time, he received in-

telligence that the allied caciques were actually as-

sembled in great force in the Vega, within two days'

march of Isabella, with an intention of making a

general assault upon the settlement, andoverwhelming

it by numbers. Columbus resolved to take the field

at once, and to carry the war into the territories of

the enemy, rather than suffer it to be brought into

iiLs own dominions.

The whole sound and effective force that he could

muster in the present infirm state of the colony, did

not exceed two hundred infantry and twenty horse.

They were armed with cross-bows, swords, lances,

and espingardas, or heavy arquebusses, which in

those days were used with rests, and sometimes

mounted on wheels. With these formidable wea-

pons, a handful of European warriors, cased in steel

and covered with bucklers, were able to cope with

thousands of naked savages. They had aid of an-

other kind, however, consisting of twenty blood-

hounds, animals scarcely less terrible to the Indians

than the horses, and infinitely more fatal. They
were fearless and ferocious ; nothing daunted them,

nor, when they had once seized upon their prey,

could any thing compel them to relinquish their hold.

The naked bodies of the Indians offered no defence

against their attacks. They sprang on them, dragged

them to the earth, and tore them to pieces.

The Admiral was accompanied in the expedition by

his brother Bartholomew, whose counsel and aid he

sought on all occasions, and had not merely great

personal force and undaunted courage, but also a

decidedly military turn of mind. Guacanagari also

brought his people into the field : neither he nor

his subjects, how^ever, were of a warlike character,

nor calculated to render much assistance. The chief

advantage of his co-operation was, that it completely

severed him from the other caciques, and ensured the

dependence of himself and his subjects upon the Spa-

niards. In the present infant stale of the colony, its

chief security depended upon jealousies and dissen-

sions sown among the native powers of the island.

It was on the 37th of March, 1403, that Columbus

issued forth from IsaiK^lla with his Utile army, and

advanced by marches of ten leagues a day in quest

of the enemy. He ascended again to the mountain-

pass of the Cavaliers, from whence he had first looked

down upon the Yega. With what different feelings

did he now contemplute it ! The vile passions of the

white men had already converted this smiling, beau-

tiful, and once peaceful and hospitable region, into a

land of wrath and hostility. Wherever the smoke
of an Indian town rose from among the trees, and

dimmed the clear atmosphere, it marked a horde of

exasperated enemies, and the deep rich forests below

him swarmed with lurking warriors. In the picture

which his imagination had drawn of the peaceful and

inoffensive nature of this people, he had flattered him-

self with the idea of ruling over them as a patron and
benefactor, but now he found the character of a con-

queror forced upon him.

The Indians had notice, by their scouts, of his ap-

proach, but though they had already bad some slight

experience of the warfare of the white men, (hey

were filled with confidence by the vast superiority of

their numbers, which, it is said, amounted to one

hundred thousand men.' This is probably an exag-

geration, for as Indians never draw out into the open

field in order of battle, but lurk among the forests,

it is difficult to ascertain their force. Their rapid

movements also, and their sudden sallies and retreats

from various parts, together with the wild shouts and

yells from opposite quarters of the woodlanils, are

calculated to give an exaggerated idea of their num-
ber. The army, however, must have been great, as

it consisted of the combined forces of several caciques

of this populous island. It was commanded by Ma-

nicaotex, the brother of Caonabo. The Indians,

who were little skilled in numeration and incapable

of reckoning beyond ten, had a simple mode of as-

certaining and describing the force of an enemy, by

counting out a grain of maize or Indian corn for

every warrior. When, therefore, the spies, who
had watched from rocks and thickets the march of

Columbus, came back with a mere handful of corn

as the amount of his army, the caciques scoffed at

the idea of so scanty a niunber making head against

their countless multitude.*

Columbus drew near to the enemy about the place

where the town of St Jago has since been built.

Having ascertained the great force of the Indians, Don

Bartholomew advised that their little army should be

divided into detachments, and attack at the same mo-

ment, from several quarters : this plan was adopted.

The infanti7, separating into different bodies, ad-

vanced suddenly from various directions with great

din of drums and trumpets, and a destructive dis-

charge of fire-arms from the covert of the trees. The

Indians were struck with panic, and thrown into

complete confusion. An army seemed pressing upon

them from every quarter, their fellow-warriors were

laid low by the balls of the arquebusses, which seem-

ed to burst with thunder and lightning from the

• Las Casas, Hist. Ind.. I. i. c. 104. MS.

'r»; J Kan Casai, iibi iiii|). :',.
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forests. While driven together and confounded hy

these attacks, Alonso de Ojeda charged impetuously

on their main hody with his troop of cavalry, cutting

his way into the centre with lance and sabre. The

horses bore down the terrified Indians, while their

riders dealt their blows on all sides unopposed. The

blood-hounds were at the same time let loose, and

rushed with sanguinary fury upon the naked savages,

seizing them by the throat, dragging them to the

earth, and tearing out their bowels. The Indians,

nnaccuslomed to large and ('.-.-ce quadrupeds of any

kind, were struck with horror when assailed by these

ferocious animals. They thought the horses equally

fierce and devouring. The contest, if such it might

be called, was of short duration. What resistance

could a multitude of naked, unwarlike, and undis-

ciplined savages make, with no other arms than clubs

and arrows, and darts hardened in the fire, against

soldiers clad in iron, wielding weapons of steel and

tremendous fire-arms, and aided by ferocious mon-

sters, whose very aspect struck terror to the heart of

the stoutest warrior

!

The Indians fled in every direction with yells and

bowlings; some clambered to thk. ?opof rocks and

precipices, from whence they made piteous supplica-

tions, and offers of complete submission ; many were

killed, many made prisoners, and the confederacy

was for the time completely broken up and dis-

persed.

Guacanagari had accompanied the Spaniards into

the field according to his promise, but he was little

more than a spectator of this battle, or rather rout.

He was not of a martial spirit, and both he and his

subjects must have shrunk with awe at this unusual

and terrific burst of war, even though on the part of

their allies. His participation in the hostilities of the

white men was never forgiven by the other caciques,

and he returned to his dominions followed by the

hatred and execrations of all the islanders.

CHAPTER Vn.

SUBJUOiTION OF TBB NATIVES. IMPOSITION OP TBIBUTI.

I 1493. ]

Columbus followed up his victory by making a

military tour through various parts of the island, and

reducing it to obedience. The natives made occa-

sional attempts at opposition, but they were easily

checked. The troop of cavalry headed by Ojeda was

found of great efficacy in this service, ^m the ra-

pidity of its movements, the active intrepidity of its

commander, and especially from the great awo ?nd

terror inspired by the horses. There was no service

too wild and hazardous for Ojeda. If any appearance

of war arose in a distant part of the country, he

would penetrate with his little squadron of cavalry

through the depths of the forests, and fall suddenly

like a thunder-bolt upon the enemy, disconcerting all

their combinations and enforcing implicit submission.

The Royal Vega was soon brought into subjection.

Being an immense plain, perfectly level, it was easily

overrun by the horsemen, whose appearance struck

terror into its most populous villages. Guarionex,

its sovereign cacique, was of a mild and placable cha-

racter, and thoi!gh he had been roused to war by the

instigation of the neighbouring chieftains, he readily

submitted to the domination of the Spaniards. Ma-

nicaotex, the brother of Caonabo, was also obliged to

sue for peace, and being the prime mover of the con-

federacy, the other caciques followed his example.

Behechio alone, the cacique of Xaragua, and brother-

in-law of Caonabo, made no overtures of submission.

His territories lay remote from Isabella, at the western

extremity of the island, around the deep bay called

the Bight of Leogan, and the long peninsula called

Cape Tiburon. They were difficult of access, and

had not as yet been visited by the white men. He
retired into his domains, taking with him his sister,

the lovely Anacaona, wife of Caonabo, whom he

cherished with fraternal affection under her misfor-

tunes, who soon acquired almost equal sway /er his

subjects with himself, and was destined subsequently

to make some figure in the events of the island.

Havmg been forced to take the field by the con-

federacy of the caciques, Columbus now asserted the

right of a conqueror, and considered how he might

turn his conquest to most profit. His constant anxiety

was to make wealthy returns to Spain, for the pur-

pose of indemnifying the Sovereigns for their great

expenses ; of meeting the public expectations, so ex-

travagantly excited ; and above aU, of silencing the

calumnies of those who he knew had gone home de-

termined to make the most discouraging represent-

ations of his discoveries. He endeavoured, therefore,

to raise a large and immediate revenue from the

island, by imposing heavy tributes on the subjected

provinces. In those of the Vega, Cibao, and all the

region of the mines, each individual above the age of

fourteen years was required to pay, every three

months, the measure of a Flemish nawk's-bell of

gold dust. ' The caciques had to pay a much larger

amount for their personal tribute. Manicaotex, the

brother of Caonalx), was obliged individually to ren-

der in, every three months, half a calabash of gold,

amounting to one hundred and fifty pesos. On those

districts which were distant from the mines, and

produced no gold, each individual was required to

furnish an arroba (twenty-five pounds) of cotton

every three months. Each Indian, on rendering

this tribute, received a copper medal as a certificate

of payment, which he was to wear suspended round

A hawli's-bell, according to LasCasan (-Hist. Ind., I. i, c. (OS),

contains aliout three castellano*' worth of gold dust, equat to five

dollars, and in estimating the superior value of gold In those days,

equivalent to fifteen dollars of our time. A quantity of gold worth

one hundred and flity castellanos, was equivalent to seven hun-

dred and ninety-eight dollam of the present day.
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The taxes and tributes thus imposed bore bard

upon the spirit of the natives, accustomed to be but

lightly tasked by their caciques ; and the caciques

themselves foiuid the exactions intok ably grievous.

Guarionex, the sovereign of the Royal Vega, repre-

sented to Columbus the difficulty he had in comply

ing with the terms of hLs tribute. His richly fertile

plain yielded no gold ; and tliough the mountains on

his borders contained mines, and their brooks and

torrents washed down gold dust into the sands of

the rivers, yet his subjects were not skilled in the

art of collecting it. He proffered, therefore, instead

of the tribute required, to cultivate with grain a

band of country stretching across the island from sea

to sea, enough, says Las Casas, to have furnished all

Castile with bread for ten years.

His offer was rejected. Columbus knew that gold

alone would satisfy the avaricious dreams excited in

Spain, and ensure the popularity and success of his

enterprises. Seeing, however, the difHculty that

many of the Indians had in furnishing the amount of

gold dust required of them, he lowered the demand

to tlie measure of one half of a hawk's-bell. It is a

carious circumstance, and might furnish some poet-

ical conceits, that the miseries of the poor natives

should thus be measured out, as it were, by the very

baubles which first fascinated them.

To enforce the payment of these tributes, and to

maintain the subjection of the island, Columbus put

the fortress already built in a strong state of defence,

and erected others. Besides those of Isabella, and

of St Thomas in the mountains of Cibao, there were

now the fortress of Magdalena, in the Royal Yega,

three or fc. ; leagues from the place where the town

of Santiago was afterwards built ; another called Ca-

talina, the site of which is forgotten; another called

Esperanza, on the banks of the river Yagua, in Cibao;

but the most important of those recently erected,

was Fort Conception, in one of the most fruitful and

beautiful parts of the Vega, about fifteen leagues to

the east of Magdalena, controlling the extensive and

populous domains of Guarionex.*

In this way was the yoke of servitude fixed upon

the island, and its thraldom effectually ensured.

Deep despair now fell upon the natives when they

found a perpetual task inflicted upon them, enforced

at slated and frequently recurring periods. Weak
and indclent by nature, unused to labour of any

kind, and brought up in the unl&sked idleness of

their soft climate and the:~ fruitful groves, death

itself seemed preferable to a life of toil and anxiety.

They saw no end to this harassing evil, which had

so suddenly fallen upon them ; no escape from its

all-pervading influence; no prospect of return to

that roving independence and ample leisure, so dear

to the wild inhabitants of the forest. The pleasant

' Las Casaii, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. IM.
' Las Casat, iibi sup., c. 110.

life of the island was at an end; the dream in the

shade by day; the slumber during the sultry noon-

tide heat by the fountain or the stream, or under the

spreading palm-tree ; and the song, the dance, and

the game in the mellow evening, when summoned

to their simple amusements by the rude Indian drum.

They were now obliged to grope day by day, with

bending body and anxious eye, along the borders of

their rivers, sifting the sands fdr the grains of gold

which every day grew more scanty; or to labour in

their fields beneath the fervour of a tropical sun, to

raise food for their task-masters, or to produce the

vegetable tribute imposed upon them. They sunk to

sleep weary and exhausted at night, with the cer-

tainty that the next day was but to be a repetition of

the same toil and suffering. Or if they occasionally

indulged in their national dances, the ballads to

which they kept time were of a melancholy and

plaintive character. They spoke of the times th&t

were past before the white men had introduced sor-

row and slavery, and weary labour among them

;

and they rehears«!d pretended prophecies, handed

down from their ancestors, foretelling the invasion

of the Spaniards; that strangers should come into

their island, clothed in apparel, with swords capable

of cleaving a man asunder at a blow, under whose

yoke their posterity should be subdued. These bal-

lads, or areytos, they sang with mournful tunes and

doleful voices, bewailing the loss of their liberty and

their painful servitude.

They had flattered themselves, for a time, that the

visit of the strangers would be but temporary, and

that, spreading their ample sails, their ships would

once more bear them back to their home in the sky.

In their simplicity, they had repeatedly inquired

when they intended to return to Turey, or the

heavens. They now beheld them taking root, as it

were, in the island. They beheld their vessels lying

idle and rotting in the harbour, while the crews,

scattered about the country, were building habita-

tions and fortresses, the solid construction of which,

unlike their own slight cabins, gave evidence of per-

manent residence.'

Finding how vain was all attempt to deliver them-

selves by warlike means, from these invincible in-

truders, they now concerted a forlorn and desperate

mode of annoyance. They perceived that the settle-

ment suffered greatly from shortness of provisions,

and depended, in a considerable degree, upon the

supplies furnished by the natives. The fortresses in

tlte interior also, and the Spaniards quartered in the

villages, looked almost entirely to them for subsistence.

They agreed, therefore, among themselves, not to

cultivate the fruits, the roots, and maize, which

formed their chief articles of food, and to destroy

those already growing ; hoping that thus, by pro-

ducing a famine, they might starve the strangers from

the island. They little knew, observes Las Casas,

Peter Martyr, decad. 3, 1, ix.

> Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 406,
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one of the characteristics of tlie Spaniards, who the

more hungry tliey are, the more inflexible they be-

come, and the more liardened to endure suffering.'

Tliey carried their plan generally into effect, aban-

doning their habitations, laying waste the produce of

their fields and groves, and retiring to the moun-
tains, where there were rools and herbs on which

they could subsist, and abundance of those kinds of

rabbits called utias.

This measure did indeed produce much distress

among the Spaniards, but they had foreign resources,

and were enabled to endure it by husbanding the

partial supplies brought by their ships; the most dis-

astrous eflects fell upon the natives themselves. The
Spaniards stationed in the various fortresses, finding

that there was not only no hope of tiibute, but a

danger of famine from this wanton waste and sud-

den desertion, pursued the natives to their retreats,

to compel them to return to labour. The Indians

took refuge in the most sterile and dreary heights

;

tlying from one wild retreat to another, the women
with their children in their arms or at their backs,

aiid all worn out with fatigue and hunger, and

harassed by perpetual alarms. In every noise of the

forest or tlie mountain they fancied they heard the

sound of their pursuers; they hid themselves in

damp and dismal caverns, or in the rocky banks and

margins of the torrents ; and not daring to hunt or

fish, or even to venture forth in quest of nourishing

roots and vegetables, they had to satisfy their raging

hunger with unwholesome food. In this way, many
thousands of them perished miserably, through fa-

mine, fatigue, terror, and various contagious maladies

engendered by their sufferings. All spirit of oppo-

sition was at length completely quelled. The sur-

viving Indians returned in despair to their habitations,

and submitted humbly to the yoke. So deep an awe
did (hey conceive of their conquerors, that it is said a

Spaniard might go singly and securely all over the

island, and the natives would even transport him from

place to place on their shoulders.

"

Before passing on to other events, it may be proper

here to notice the fate of Guacanagari, as he makes
no finther appearance in the course of this history.

His friendship for the Spaniards had severed him from

his countrymen, but it did not exonerate him from

the general woes of the island. His territories, like

those of (he other caciques, were subjected to a tri-

bute, which his people, with the common repugnance

to 'abour, found i( difficult lo pay. Columbus, who
k lew his worth, and could have protected him, was
'ong absent, either in the interior of the island, or

^.^etained in Europe by his own wrongs. In the in-

le» ^al, the Spaniards forgot (he hospitality and services

of Guacanagari, and his tribute was harshly exacted.

• No conociendoIapropiiedaddelogEspanoles, loscualcscuanto
mas hainbiientos, taiito mayor (csoii tleuen y mas duros son do
Bufiir. y para sufrir. Las Casas. Hist. Ind., (.i.e. (06.

» Las Casas, Iligl. Ind., i. i, cap. (06. Hist. dc( Almiranio,
cap. GO.

He found himself overwiielmed with opprobrium

from his countrymen at large, and assailed by the

clamours and lamentations of his suffering subjects.

The strangers whom he had succoured in distress,

and taken as it were to the bosom of his native island,

had become its tyrants and oppressors. Care, and

toil, and poverty, and strong-handed violence, had

spread their curses over the land, and he felt as if he

had invoked them on his race. Unable to bear the

hostilities of his fellow caciques, the woes of his sub-

jects, and the extortions of his ungrateful allies, he

took refuge at last in the mountains, where he died

obscurely and in misery.'

An attempt has been made by Oviedo to defame

the character of this Indian prince: it is not for

Spaniards, however, to excuse their own ingratitude

by casting a stigma upon his name. He appears to

have always manifested towards them that true friend-

ship which shines brightest in the dark days of

adversity. He might '.ave played a nobler part, in

making a stand, with his brother caciques, to drive

these intruders from his native soil ; but he appears

to have been fascinated hy his admiration of the

strangers, and his personal attachment to Columbus.

He was bountiful, hospitable, affectionate, and kind-

hearted ; competent to rule a gentle and unwarlike

people in the happier days of the island, hut unfitted,

through the softness of his nature, for the stern tur-

moil which foliowe<l the arrival of the white men.

CHAPTER VIU.

INTUIUUES AUAinST COLUMBUS IN TUE COUBT OP SPAIN.

AGUADO SKNT TO INVESTIGATE TUB APPAIBS OP OISPANIOLA.

[ I40S. ] y- :'-''• - •^»'=:*'.-."

While Columbus was endeavouring to remedy

the evils produced by the misconduct of Margarite

and his followers, that recreant commander, and his

politic coadjutor Friar Boyle, were busily under-

mining his reputation in the court of Castile. They

accused him of deceiving the Sovereigns and the

public by extravagant descriptions of the countries

he had discovered; they pronounced the island of

Uispaniola a source ofexpense rather than profit, and

they drew a dismal picture of the sufferings of the

colony, occasioned, as they said, by the oppressions

of Columbus and his broihers. They charged him

with tasking the community with excessive labour

during a time of general sickness and debility ; with

stopping the rations of individuals on the most trifling

pretext, to the great detriment of their healths;

with wantonly inflicting severe corporal punishments

on the common people, and with heaping indignities

on Spanish gentlemen of rank. They said nothing,

however, of the exigencies which had calleil for

unusual labour ; nor of the idleness and profligacy

' Charlevoix, Hist, dc St Uominf;. , (. ii.
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of the commonalty, which required coercion and

chastisement; nor of the seditious cabals of the

Spanish cavaliers, who had been treated with indul-

gence rather than severity. In addition to these

complaints, they represented the state of conrusionof

the island, in consequence of the absence of the

Admiral, and the uncertainty which prevailed con-

cerning his fate, intimating the probability of his

having perished in his fool-hardy attempts to explore

unknown seas, and discover unprofitable lands.

These prejudiced and exarjgerated representations

derived much weight from the official situations of

Margarile and Fiiar Boyle. They were supported

by the testimony of many individuals, the discon-

tented and facUous idlers of the colony, who had

returned with them to Spain. Some of these had

connexions of rank who were ready to resent, with

Spanish haughtiness, what they considered the arro-

gant assumptions of an ignoble foreigner. Thus the

popularity of Columbus received a vital blow, and

immediately began to decline. The confidence of

the Sovereigns also was impaired, and precautions

were adopted which savour strongly of the cautious

and suspicious policy of Ferdinand.

It was determined to send some person of trust

and confidence, who should take upon himself the

government of the island in case of the continued

absence of the Admiral, and who, even in the event

of his return, should inquire into the alleged evils

and abuses, and remedy such as should appear really

in existence. The person proposed for this difficult

office was Diego Garillo, a commander of a military,

order ; but as he was not immediately prepared to

sail with the fleet of caravels about to depart with

supplies, the Sovereigns wrote to Fonseca, the

superintendant of India affairs, to send some trusty

person with the vessels, to take charge of the pro-

visions with which they were freighted. These he

was to distribute among the colonists, under the

supervision of the Admiral, or, in his absence, in

presence of those in authority. He was also to

collect information concerning the manner in which

the island had been governed, the conduct of persons

in office, the causes and authors ofexisting grievances,

and the measures by which they were to be re-

medied. Having collected such information, he was
to return and make report to the Sovereigns ; but in

case he should find the Admiral at the island, every

thing was to remain subject to his control. There
was another measure adopted by the Sovereigns

about this time, which likewise shows the declining

favour of Columbus. On the 40lh of April, 149S, a

proclamation was issued, giving general permission

lo native-born subjects to settle in the island of His-

paniola, and to go on private voyages of discovery and
traffic to the New World. This was granted,

siibiect to certain conditions.

All vessels were to sail exclusively from the port

of Cadiz, and under the inspection of officers ap-

pointed by the crown. Those who embarked for

Hispaniola without pay, and at their own expense,

were to have lands assigned to them, and to be

provisioned for one year, with a right to retain such

lands, and all houses they might erect upon them. Of
all gold which they might collect they were to retain

one-third for themselves, and pay the remaining two-

thirds to the crown. Of all other articles of mer-

chandize, the produce of the island, they were to

pay merely one-tenth to the crown. Their purchases

were to be made in the presence of officers ap-

pointed by the Sovereigns, and the royal dues paid

into the hands of the King's receiver.

Each ship sailing on private enterprise, was to take

one or two persons named by the royal officers at

Cadiz. One-tenth of the tonnage of the ship was
to be at the service of the crown, free of chaise.

One-tenth of whatever such ships should procure in

the newly-discovered countries, was to be paid to the

crown on their return. These regulations included

private ships trading to Hispaniola with provisions.

For every vessel thus fitted out on private adven-

ture, Columbus, in consideration of his privilege of

an eighth of tonnage, was to have the right to freight

one on his own account.

This general license for voyages of discovery was
made in consequence of the earnest applications of

Vincent Yanes Pinzon, and other able and intrepid

navigators, most of whom had sailed with Columbus.

They offered to make voyages at their own cost and

hazard. The offer was tempting and well-timed.

The government was poor, the expeditions of Co-

lumbus were expensive, yet their object was too

impoi-tant to be neglected. Here wjs an opportunity

of attaining all the ends proposed, not merely with-

out expense, but with a certainty of gain. The
permission, therefore, was granted, without con-

sulting the opinion or the wishes of the Admiral. It

was loudly compblned of by him as an infringement

of his privileges, and as disturbing the career of

regular and well-organized discovery, by the licen-

tious and sometimes predatory enterprises of reckless

adventurers. Doubtless, much of the odium that

has attached itself lo the Spanish discoveries in the

New World, has arisen from the grasping avidity of

private individuals.

Just at this iunclure, in the early part of April,

while the interests ofColumbus were in such a critical

situation, the ships commanded by Torres arrived in

Spain. They brought intelligence of the safe return

of the Admiral to Hispaniola, from his voyage along

the southern coast of Cuba, with the evidence which

he had collected to prove '.hat it was the extremity of

the Asiatic continent, and that he had penetrated to

the borders of the wealthiest countries of the East.

Specimens were likewise brought of the gold, and

the various animal and vegetable curiosities, which he

had procured in the course of this voyage. No arrival

could have been more timely. It at once removed

all doubts respecting his safety, and obviated the ne-

cessity of part of the precautionary measures then on
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the point of being talien. Tiie supposed discovery of

the rich coast of Asia, also, threw a temporary splen-

doar about his expedition, and again awaliened the

gratitude of the Sovereigns. The effect was imme-

diately apparent in their measures. Instead of leav-

ing it to the discretion of Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca

to appoint whom be pleased to the commission of in-

quiry about to be sent out, they retracted that power,

and nominated Juan Aguado.

He was chosen, because, on returning from Hispa-

niola, he had been strongly recommended to royal

fovour by Columbus. It was intended, therefore, as

a mark of consideration to the latter, to appoint as

commissioner a person ofwhom he had expressed so

high an opinion, and who, it was to be presumed,

entertained for him a grateful regard.

Fonseca, in virtue of bis official station as superin-

tendant of the affairs of the Indies, and probably to

gratify bis growing animosity for Columbus, had de-

tained a quantity ofgold which Don Diego, brother to

the Admiral, had brought on hisown private account.

The Sovereigns wrote to him repeatedly, ordering him

not to demand the gold, or if he had seized it, to re-

turn it immediately, with satisfactory explanations,

and to write to Columbus in terms calculated to soothe

any angry feelings which he might have excited. He
was ordered, also, to consult the persons recently ar-

rived from Hispaniola, in what manner he coui'd yield

satisfaction to the Admiral, and to act accordingly.

Fonseca thus suffered one of the severest humiliations

of an arrogant spirit, that of being obliged to make
atonement for its arrogance. It quickened , however,

the malice which he had conceived against the Ad-
miral and his family. Unfortunately his official si-

tuation, and the royal confidence which he enjoyed,

gave him opportunities of gratifying it subsequently

in a thousand insidious ways.

While the Sovereigns thus endeavoured to avoid

any act which might give umbrage to Columbus,

they took certain measures to provide for the tran-

quillity of the colony. In a letter to the Admiral,

they directed that the number of persons in the set-

tlement should be limited to five hundred, a greater

number being considered unnecessary for the service

of the island, and a burlliensome expense to the

crown. To prevent further discontents aix)ut pro-

visions, they ordered that the rations of individuals

should be dealt out in portions every fifteen days

;

and that all punishment by short allowance, or the

stoppage of rations, should be discontinued, as tend-

ing to injure the healllis of the colonists, who requir-

ed every assistance of nourishing diet, to fortify them

against the maladies incident to a strange climate.

An able and experienced metallurgist, named Pa-

blo Belvis, was sent out in place of the wrong-headed

Fermin Ziedo. He was furnished with all the ne-

cessary engines and implements for mining, and as-

saying, and purifying the precious metals, and with

liberal pay and privileges. Ecclesiastics were also

sent to supply the place of Friar Boyle, and of certain

of his brethren, who desired to leave the island. The

instruction and conversion of the natives continued to

awaken more and more the generous solicitude of

the Queen. In the ships of Torres a large number

of Indians arrived, who had been captured in the

recent wars with the caciques. Royal orders had

been issued, that they should he sold as slaves in the

markets of Andalusia, as had lieen the custom with

respect to negroes taken on the coast of Africa, and

to Moorish prisoners captured in tlie war with Gra-

nada. Isabella, however, had been deeply interested

by the accounts given of the gentle and hospitable

character of these islanders, and of their great do-

cility. The discovery had been made under her

immediate auspices; she looked upon these people

as under her peculiar care, and she anticipated, with

pious enthusiasm, the glory of leading them from

darkness into the paths of light. Her compassionate

spirit revolted at the idea of treating them as slaves,

even though sanctioned by the customs of the time.

Within five days after the royal order for the sale, a

letter was written by the Sovereigns to Bishop Fon-

seca, suspending that order, until they could inquire

into the cause fur which the Indians had been made

prisoners, and consult learned and pious theologians,

whether their sale would be justifiable in the eyes

of God.' Much difference of opinion took place

among divines, on this important question; the

Queen eventually decided it according to the dic-

tates of her own pure conscience and charitable

heart. She ordered that the Indians should be sent

back to their native country, and enjoined that the

islanders should be conciliated by the gentlest means,

instead of being treated with severity. Unfortunately

her orders came loo late to Hispaniola, to have the

desired effect. The scenes of warfare and violence,

produced by the bad passions of the colonists and the

vengeance of the natives, were not to be forgotten.

Muti!'il distrust and rankling animosity had grown

up between them, which no after exertions could

eradicate.

CHAPTER IX.

ABHIVAL OF AOUiDO AT ISABELLA. HIS AHROOANT CONDUVT.

TEMPEST IN TBB HABBOUB.

[ <«»• 1 -.[,

Juan Aguado set sail from Spain towards the end

of August, with four caravels, well freighted with

supplies of all kinds for the colony. Don Diego Co-

lumbus returned in this squadron to Hispaniola. He

arrived at Isabella in the month of October, while

the Admiral was absent, occupied in re-establishing

the tranquillity of the interior. Aguadn, as has al-

ready been shown, was under obligations to Colum-

bus, who had distinguished him from among his

' Letter of tlie Soverelgnii to Fonseca. Navarraie, Collcccion

de Ids Viagea, I. 1 1, doc. 92.
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companions, and had recommended him to the fa-

vour of the Sovereigns. He was, however, one of

those weak men, whose heads are turned by the

least elevation. Puffe«l up by a little temporary

power, he lost sight, not merely of the respect and

gratitude due tn Columbus, but of the nature and

extent of his own commission. Instead of acting as

an agent employed to collect information, he assumed

a tone of authority, as though the reins of govern-

ment had been transferred into his hands. He in-

terfered in public affairs ; ordered various persons to

be arrested ; called to account the officers employed

by the Admiral ; and paid no respect to Don Bar-

tholomew Columbus, who remained in command
during the absence of his brother. The Adelantado,

astonished at this presumption, demanded a sight of

the commission under which he acted ; but Aguado
treated him with great haughtiness, replying that he

would show it only to the Admiral. On second

thoughts, however, lest there should be doubts in the

public mind of his right to interfere in the affairs of

the colony, he ordered his letter of credence from

the Sovereigns to be pompously proclaimed by sound

of trumpet. It was brief but comprehensive, to the

following purport:—" Cavaliers, Esquires, and other

persons, who by our orders are in the Indies, we
send to you Juan Aguado, our groom of the cham-

bers, who will speak to you on our part. We com-

mand you to give him faith and credit."

The report now circulated, that the downfall of

Columbus and his family was at hand, and Ihat an

auditor had arrived, empowered to hear and to redress

the grievances of the public. This rumour originated

with Aguado himself, who threw out menaces of

rigid investigations and signal punishments. It was

a time ofjubilee for offenders. Every culprit started

np into an accuser; every one, who by negligence or

crime had incurred the wholesome penalties of the

laws, was loud in his clamours against the oppression

of Columbus. There were ills enough in the colony,

some incident to its situation, others produced by the

misdeeds of the colonists—all were ascribed to the

maladministration of the Admiral. He was made
responsible alike for the evils produced by others, and

for his own stern remedies. All the old complaints

were reiterated against him and his brothers, and the

usual and illiberal cause given for their oppressions,

that they were foreigners, who sought merely their

own interest and aggrandisement, at the expense of

the sufferings and the indignities of Spaniards.

Destitute of discrimination to perceive what was
true and what false in these complaints, and anxious

only to condemn, Aguado saw in every thing conclu-

sive testimony of -the culpability of Columbus. He
intimated, and perhaps thought, that the Admiral

was keeping at a distance from Isabella, through fear

of encountering his investigations. In the fulness of

his presumption, he even set out with a body ofhorse

to go in quest of him. A vain and weak man in

power is prone to employ satellites of his own descrip-

tion. The arrogant and boasting followers ofAguado,

wherever they went, spread rumours among the na-

tives of the might and importance of their chief, and
of the punishment he intended to inflict upon Co-

lumbus. Ina little while the report circulated through

the island, that a new Admiral had arrived to ad-

minister thegovernment, and that the former governor

was to be put to death.

The news of the arrival and of the insolent conduct

of Aguado had reached Columbus in the interior of

the island ; he immediately hastened to Isabella to

give him a meeting. Aguado, hearing of his approach,

also returned there. As every one knew tlie lofty

spirit of Columbus, his high sense of his services, and
his jealous maintenance of his official dignity, a vio-

lent explosion was anticipated at the impending inter-

view. Aguado also expected something of the kind,

but, secure in his royal letter of credence, he looked

forward with the ignorant audacity of a little mind to

the result. The sequel showed how difficult it is for

petty spirits to anticipate the conduct of a man like

Columbus in a difficult situation. His natural heat

and impetuosity had been subdued by a life of trials;

he had learned to bring his passions into subjection to

hisjudgment ; he had too true an estimate of his own
dignity to enter into a contest with a shallow boaster

like Aguado : above all, he had a profound reverence

for the authority of his Sovereigns ; for in his enthu-

siastic spirit, prone to deep feelings of reverence, his

loyalty was inferior only to his religion. He received

Aguado, therefore, with the most grave and punc-

tilious courtesy. The latter repeated his own ostenta-

tious ceremonial, ordering that the letter of credence

should be again proclaimed by sound of trumpet in

presence of the populace. Columbus listened to it

with solemn deference, and assured Aguado of bis

readiness to acquiesce in whatever might be the plea-

sure of his Sovereigns.

This unexpected moderation, while it astonished

the beholders, foiled and disappointed Aguadu. He
had come prepared for a scene of altercation, and had
hoped that Columbus, in the heat and impatience of

the moment, would have said or done something that

might have been construed into disrespect for the au-

thority of the S*- ereigns. He endeavoured, in fact,

some months afterwards, to procure from the public

notaries present, a prejudicial statement of the inter-

view ; but the deference of the Admiral for the royal

letter of credence had been too marked to be disput-

ed, and all the testimonials were highly in his favour.'

Aguado continued to intermeddle in public affairs,

and the respect and forbearance with which he was
uniformly treated by Columbus, and the mildness of

the latter in all his measures to appease the discontents

of the colony, were regarded as proofs of his loss of

moral courage. He was looked upon as a declining

man, and Aguado hailed as the lord of the ascendant.

Every dastard spirit who had any lurking ill-will,

any real or imaginary cause of complaint, now has-

• Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, I. ji, cap. It.
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tened to give it utterance; perceiving that, in grati-

fying liis malice, he was promoting his interest, and

that in vilifying the Admiral he was gaining the friend-

'shipofAguado.

The poor Indians, too, harassed by the domination

of the white men, rejoiced in the prospect of a change

of rulers, vainly hoping that it might produce a mi-

tigation of their sufferings. Many of the caciques

who had promised allegiance to the Admiral after

> their defeat in tlie Vega, now assembled at the house

of Manieaotex, the brother of Gaonabo, near the

river Yagui, where they joined in a formal complaint

against Columbus, whom they considered the cause

of all the evilswhich had sprung from the disobedience

and the vices of his followers.

Aguado now considered the great object of his

mission fulfilled. He had collected information suf-

ficient, as he thought, to ensure the ruin of the

Admiral and his brothers, and prepared to return to

Spain. Columbus resolved to do the same. He felt

that it was time to appear at Court, and dispel the

cloud of calumny that was gathering against him.

He had active enemies, of standing and influence,

who were seeking every occasion to throw discredit

upon himself anv. his enterprises. Stranger and
foreigner as he was, he had no active friends at court

to oppose their machinations. He feared that they

might eventually produce an effect upon the royal

mind, fatal to the progress of discovery: he was
anxious to return, therefore, and explain the real

causes of the repeated disappointments with respect

to profits anticipated from his enterprises. It is not

one of the least singular traits in his history, that after

having been so many years in persuading mankind

that there was a new world to be discovered, he had

almost equal trouble in proving to them the advantage

of its discovery.

When the ships were ready to depart, a terrible

storm swept the island. It was one of those awful

whirlwinds which occasionally rage within the tro-

pics, and which were called by the Indians " fu-

ricanes," or " uricans, " a name which they still

retain with trifling variation. About mid -day a

furious wind sprang up from the east, driving before it

dense volumes of cloud and vapour. Encountering

another tempest of wind from the west, it appeared

as if a violent conflict ensued. The clouds were rent

by incessant flashes, or rather streams of lightning.

At one time they were piled up high in the sky, at

another they descended to the earth, filling the air

with a baleful darkness more impenetrable than the

obscurity of midnight. Wherever the whirlwind

passed, whole tracts of forests were shivered and

stripped of their leaves and branches : those of gi-

gantic size, which resisted the blast, were torn up by

the roots, and hurled to a great distance. Groves

were torn from the mountain precipices; and vast

masses of earth and rock precipitated into the valleys

with terrific noise, choking the course of rivers. The
fearful sounds in the air and on the earth, the pealing

thunder, the vivid lightning, the howluig of the

wind, the crash of falling trees and rocks, filled every

one with affright ; and many thought that the end of

the world was at hand. Some fled to caverns for

safety, for their frail houses were blown down, and

the air was filled wilh the trunks and branches of

trees, and even with fragments of rocks, carried

along by the fury of the tempest. When the hurri-

cane reached the harbour, it whirled the ships round

as they lay at anchor, snapped their cables, and sank

three of them to the bottom, with all who were on

board : others were driven about, dashed against

each other, and tossed mere wrecks upon the shore

by the swelling surges of the sea, which in some

places rolled for three or four miles upon the land.

The ^empest lasted for three hours, when it had

passed away, and the sun again appeared, the Indians

regarded each other in mute astonishment and dis-

may. Never in their memory, nor in the traditions

of their ancestors, had their island been visited by

such a tremendous storm. They believed that the

Deity had sent this fearful ruin to punish the cruelties

and crimes of the while men ; and declared that this

people had moved the very air, the water, and the

earth, to disturb their tranquil life, and to desolate

their island.

'

CHAPTER X.

DISROVEBV OF THE MINES OF HATNA.

[ 1496. ]

In the recent hurricane, the four caravels of Agua-

do were destroyed, together wilh two others which

were in the harbour. The only vessel which sur-

vived was the Nina, and that in a very shattered

condition. Columbus gave orders to have her im-

mediately repaired, and another caravel constructed

out of the wreck of those which had been destroyed.

While waiting until they should be ready for sea, he

was cheered by tidings of rich mines in the interior

of the island, the discovery of which is attributed to

an incident of a somewhat romantic nature.' A
young Aragonian, named Miguel Diaz, in the ser-

vice of the Adelantado, having a quarrel wilh an-

other Spaniard, fought with him, and wounded him

dangerously. Fearful of the consequences, he Oed

from the settlement, accompanied by five or six com-

rades, who had either been engaged in the affray or

were personally attached to him. Wandering about

the island, they at length came to an Indian village

on the southern coast, near the mouth of the river

Ozema, where the city of San Domingo is at present

situated. They were received wilh kindness by Ihe

natives, and resided for some time among them. The

village was governed by a female cacique, who sooit

namuslo, I. viii, p. 7. Peter Martyr, decnd. i, I. 4.

> Ovietlo, Cronica de las Indias, I. ii, c. 13.
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conceived a strong attachment for the young Ara-

gonian. Diaz was not insensible to her tenderness

;

a connexion was formed between them, and they

lived for some time very happily together.

The recollection of his country and his friends

began at length to steal upon the thoughts of the

young Spaniard. It was a melancholy lot to be

exiled from civilized life, and an outcast from among
his countrymen! He longed to return to the settle-

ment, but dreaded the punishment that awaited him,

from the austere justice of the Adelantado. His In-

dian bride, observing him fre(|uently melancholy and

lost in thought, penetrated into the cause with the

quick intelligence of female affection. Fearful that

he would abandon her, and once more return to his

countrymen, she endeavoured to devise some means

of drawing the Spaniards to that part of the island.

Knowing that gold was the great attraction of while

men, she informed Diaz of certain rich mines in the

neighbourhood. She urged him to persuade his coun-

trymen to abandon the comparatively sterile and un-

healthy vicinity of Isabella, and to settle upon the

fertile banks of the Ozema, promising that they shoulu

be received witli the utmost kindness and hospitality

by her nation.

Diaz was struck with the suggestion. He made
particular inquiries about the mines, and was con-

vinced that they abounded in gold. He noticed the

superior fruitfulness and beauty of the country, the

excellence of the river, and the security of the har-

bour at its entrance. He flattered himself that the

communication of such valuable intelligence would

make his peace at Isabella, and obtain his pardon

from the Adelantado. Full of these hopes, he pro-

cured guides from among the natives, and taking a

temporary leave of his Indian bride, set out with his

comrades through the wilderness for the settlement,

which was about fifty leagues distant. Arriving

there secretly, he learnt, to his great joy, that the

man whom he had wounded had recovered. He
now presented himself boldly before the Adelantado,

relying that his tidings would earn his forgiveness.

He was not mistaken. No news could have come

more opportunely. The Admiral had been anxious

to remove the settlement to a more healthy and ad-

vantageous situation. He was desirous also of car-

rying home some conclusive proof of the riches of the

island, as the most effectual means of silencing the

cavils of his enemies. If the representations of Mi-

guel Diaz were correct, here was a means of effecting

both these purposes. Measures were immediately

taken to ascertain the truth. The Adelantado set

forth in person to visit the river Ozema, accompanied

by Miguel Diaz, Francisco de Garay, and the Indian

guides, and attended by a number ofmen well armed.

They proceeded from Isabella to Magdalena, from

thence across the Royal Yega to the fortress of Con-

ception. Contiii.iing on to the south, they came to

a range of mountains; which they traversed by a de-

file two leagues in length, and descended into an-

other beautifid plain, which was called Bonao. From
hence, proceeding for some distance, they came to a

great river called Hayna, running through a fertile

country, all the streams of which abounded in gold.

On the western bank of this river, and about eight

leagues from its mouth, they found gold in greater

quantities and in larger particles thin had yet been

met with in any part of the island, not even except-

ing the province of Cibao. They made experiments

in various places within the compass of six miles, and

always with success. The soil seemed to be ge-

nerally impregnated with that metal, so that a com-
mon labourer, with little trouble, might find the

amount of three drachms in the course of a day.' In

several places they observed deep excavations in the

form of pits, which looked as if the mines had been

worked in ancient times; a circumstance which caused

much speculation among the Spaniards, the natives

having no idea of mining, but contenting themselves

with the particles found on the surface of the soil, or

in the beds of the rivers.

The Indians of the neighbourhood received the

white men with their promised friendship, and in

every respect the representations of Miguel Diaz were
fully justified. He was not only pardoned, but re-

ceived into great favour, and was subsequently em-
ployed in various capacities in the island, in all which

he acquitted himself with great fidelity. He kept his

faith with his Indian bride, by whom, according to

Oviedo, he had two children. Charlevoix supposes

that they were regularly married, as the female ca-

cique appears to have been baptized, being always

mentioned by the Christian name of Catalina.

'

When the Adelantado returned with his favonr-

^le report, and with the specimens of ore which he
had collected, the anxious heart of the Admiral was
greatly elated. He gave orders that a fortress should

be immediately erected on the banks of the Hayna, in

the vicinity of the mines, and that they should be

diligently worked. The fancied traces of ancient exca-

vations gave rise to one of his usual veins of golden

conjectures. He had already surmised that Hispa-

niola might be the ancient Ophir. He now flattered

himself that he had discovered the identical mines,

from whence King Solomon had procured his great

supplies of gold for the building of the temple of Jeru-

salem. He supposed that his ships must have sailed

by the Gulf of Persia, and round Taproban to this

island, ^ which, according to his idea, lay opposite to

the extreme end of Asia, for such he firmly believed

tlie island of Cuba.

It is probable that Columbus gave free license to his

imagination in these conjectures, which tended to

throw a splendour about his enterprises, and to revive

the languishing interest of the public. Granting, how-

Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, 1. il, c. 18. Peter Martyr, dec. i,

I. iv.

> Oviedo, Cronicade Ind., 1. li, c. 13. Cliarlevoix, Hist. St Do-

mingo, I. ii, p. 146.

' Peter Martyr, decad I, lib. iv. *

m
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erer, the correctness of his opinion, tliat he was in the

vicinity of Asia, an error by no means surprising in

the imperfect state of geographical knowledge, all his

consequent suppositions were far from extravagant.

The ancient Ophir was believed to lie somewhere in

the East, but its situation was a matter of controversy

among the learned, and remains one of those conjec-

tural questions about which toomuch hasbeen written

for it ever to be satisfoctoriiy decided.

BOOK IX.

CHAPTER I.

inCIt OF COLUMBUS TO SPAIN WITD AGUADO.

[ 1490. ]

The new caravel, the Santa Cruz, being finished,

and theNina repaired, Columbus made everyarrange-

ment for immediate departure, anxious to be freed

from the growing arrogance of Aguado, and to re-

lieve the colony from a crew of factious and discon-

tented men. He appointed his brother, Don Bartho-

lomew, to the command of the island, with the title,

which he had already given him, of Adelantado : in

case ofhis death he was to be succeeded by his brother

Don Diego. On the 40th of March the two caravels

set sail for Spain, in one of which Columbus embark-

ed, and in the other Aguado. In consequence of the

ordere of the Sovereigns, all those who could be

spared from the island, and some who bad wives

and relations in Spain whom they wished to visit, re-

turned in these caravels, which were crowded with

two hundred and twenty-five passengers, the sick,

the idle, the profligate, and factions of the colony.

Never did a more miserable and disappointed crew
return from a land of promise.

There were thirty Indians also on board ofthe cara-

vels, amongwhom were the once redoubtable cacique

Caonabo, one of his brothers, and a nephew. The
curate of Los Palacios observes that Columbus had
promised the cacique and his brother to restore them
to their country and their power, after he had taken

them to visit the King and Queen of Castile. ' It is

probable that he hoped by a display of the wonders of

Spain, the grandeur and might of its Sovereigns, and

by a course of kind treatment, to conquer their enmity

to the Spaniards, and convert them into important

instruments towards obtaining a secure and peaceable

dominion over the island. Caonabo, however, was of

that proud nature, of wild but vigorous growth, which
can never be tamed. He remained a moody and de-

jected captive. He had too mudi intelligence not to

perceive that his power was for ever blasted, but he re-

tained his haughtiness, even in the midstofhis despair.

• Cura de los Palacion, cap. ISI.

Being, as yet, but little experienced in the naviga-

tion of these seas, Columbus, instead of working up

to the northward, so as to fall in with the track of

westerly winds, took an easterly course on leaving

the island. The consequence was, that almost the

whole of his voyage was a toilsome and tedious

struggle against the trade winds and calms whicii

prevail between the tropics. On the 6th of April he

found himself still in the vicinity of the Caribbee

Islands, with his crews fatigued and sickly, and his

provisions rapidly diminishing. He bore away to the

southward, therefore, to touch at the most important

of those islands, in search of supplies.

On Saturday the Otii, he anchored at Marigalante,

from whence, on the following day, he made sail for

Guadaloupe. It was contrary to the custom of Co-

lumbus to weigh anchor on Sunday when in port, but

the people murmured, and observed, that when in

quest of food, it was no time to stand on scruples as

to holidays.'

Anchoring off the island of Guadaloupe, the boat

was sent on shore well armed, to guard against any

assault of these warlike people. Before it could reacii

the land, a large number of resolute females issued

from the woods, armed with bows and arrows, and

decorated with tufts of feathers, preparing to oppose

any descent upon their shores. As the sea was some-

what rough, and a surf broke upon the beach, the

boats remained at a distance, and two of the Indians

from Hispaniola swam to shore. Having explained

to these Amazons that the Spaniards only sought pro-

visions, in exchange forwhich they would give articles

of great value, the women referred them to their

husbands,who were at the northern end of the island.

As the boats proceeded thither, numbers of the

natives were seen on the beach, who manifested great

ferocity, shouting, and yelling, and discharging flights

ofarrows, which, however, fell far short in the water.

Seeing the boats approach the land, they hid them-

selves in the adjacent forest, and rushed forth with

hideous cries as the Spaniards were landing. A dis-

charge of fire-arms drove them terrified to the woods

and mountains, and the boats met with no furlhei-

opposition. Entering the deserted habitations, the

Spaniards began to plunder and destroy, contrary to

the invariable injunctions of the Admiral. Among

other articles found in tliese houses were honey ami

wax, which Herrera supposes had been brought front

Terra Firma, as these roving people collected tlie

productions of distant regions in the course of their

expeditions. Fernando Columbns mentions likewise

that there were hatchets of iron in their houses:

these, however, must have been made of a species of

hard and heavy stone, already mentioned, whicli

resembled iron ; or tliey must have been procured,

from places which the Spaniards had previously

visited, as it is fully admitted that no iron was in ase

among the natives prior to the discovery. The

sailors also reported that in one of the houses they

• lliit. del Almirante, cap. 62.
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found the arm of a man roasting on a spit before a

lire—another of those facts repugnant to humanity,

and requiring more solid authority to be credited: the

sailors had committed wanton devastations iu these

dwellings, and may have sought a pretext with which

to justify their maraudings to the Admiral.

While some of the people were employed on shore,

getting wood and water, and making cassava-bread,

Columbus despatched forty men, well armed, to ex-

plore the interior of the island. They returned on

the following day with ten women and three boys

whom they had captured. The women were of large

and powerful form, yet of great agility. They were

naked, and wore their hair long and loose-flowing

upon their shoulders; some decorated their heads

with plumes of various colours. Among them was
the wife of a cacique, a woman of great strength and

proud spirit. On the approach of tlie Spaniards, she

had fled with an agility which soon left all her pur-

suers far behind, excepting a native of the Canary

Islands remarkable for swiftness of foot. She would

have escaped even from him, but, perceiving that he

was alone, and far from his companions, she turned

suddenly upon him, seized him with astonishing

force, and would have strangled him, had not the

Spaniards arrived and taken her entangled, like a

hawk with her prey. The warlike spirit of these

Carib women, and the circumstance of Gnding them

in armed bands, defending their shores, during the

absence of their husbands, led Columbus repeatedly

into the erroneous idea, tliat certain of these islands

were inhabited entirely by women ; an error for

which, as has already been observed, he was pre-

pared by the stories of Marco Polo concerning an

island of Amazons near the coast of Asia.

Having remained several days at the islands and

prepared three weeks' supply of bread, Columbus

prepared to make sail. As Guadaloupe was the most

important of the Caribbee Islands, and in a manner

the portal or entrance to all the rest, he wished to

secure the friendship of the inhabitants. He dis-

missed, therefore, all the prisoners, with many pre-

sents, to compensate for tlie spoil and injury wlkich

had been done. The female cacique, however, de-

clined going on shore, preferring to remain and

accompany the natives of Hispaniola who were on

board, keeping with her also a young daughter. She
had conceived a passion for Caonabo, having found

out that he was a native of the Caribbee Islands. His

character and story, gathered from the other Indians,

liad won the sympatliy and admiration of this intrepid

woman.'

Leaving Guadaloupe on the 20lh of April, and
keeping in about the twenty-second degree of lati-

tude, the caravels again work«1 their way against the

whole current of the trade-winds, insomuch that, on

the 20th of May, after a month of great fatigue and
toil, they had yet a great part of their voyage to make.

> Hisl. del AIniii'anle, cap. 6S,

The provisions were already so reduced, that Colum-
bus liad to put every one on a daily allowance of six

ounces of bread and a pint and a half of water : as

they advanced, the scarcity grew more and more
severe, and was rendered more appalling from the

uncertainty which prevailed on board the vessels as

to their situation. There were several pilots in the

caravels; but bemg chiefly accustomed to the navi-

gation of the Mediterranean, or the Atlantic coasts,

they were utterly confounded, and lost all reckoning

when traversing the broad ocean. Every one bad a

separate opinion, and none heeded the directions of

the Admiral. By the beginning of June there was
an absolute famine on board of the ships. In the

extremityof their sufferings, while death stared them
in the face, it was proposed by some of the Spaniards,

as a desperate allermlive, that they should kill and

eat their Indian prisoners; others suggested that they

should throw them into the sea, as so many expensive

and useless mouths. Nothing but the absolute autho-

rity of Columbus prevented this last counsel from

being adopted. He represented that tlie Indians

were their fellow-beings, some of them Christians

like themselves, and all entitled to similar treatment.

He exhorted them to a little patience, assuring them
that they would soon make land, for that, according

to his reckoning, they were not far from Cape St

Vincent. At this all scoffed, for they believed them-

selves yet far from their desired haven ; some af-

firming that they were in the English Channel, others

that they were approaching Gallicia ; when Colum-

bus, therefore, confident in his opinion, ordered that

sail should be taken in at night, lest they should come
upon the land in the dark, there was a general mur-

mur; the men exclaiming that it was better to be cast

on shore, than to starve at sea. The next morning,

however, to their great joy, they came in sight of the

very land which Columbus had predicted. From
this lime, he was regarded by the seamen as almost

oracular in matters of navigation, and as deeply versed

in the mysteries of tbe ocean.'

On the lUh of June, the vessels anchored in the

bay of Cadiz, after a weary voyage of about eight

months. In the course of this voyage the unfortu-

nate Caonabo expired. It is by the mere casual

mention of contemporary writers, that we have any

notice of this circumstance, which appears to have

been passed over as a matter of but little moment.

He mauilained his haughty nature to the last, for

his death is principallyascribed to the morbid melan-

choly of a proud but broken spirit.* He was an

extraordinary character in savage life. From being

a simple Carib warrior, he had risen, by his enter-

prise and courage, to be the most powerful cacique,

> Hist, del Almirante, cap. 63.

> Cura (Je lo8 Palacios, cap. 1 51 Peter Martyr, dccad. i, lib. iv

.

Some have affirinod that Caonabo perished in one of the caravelii

which fouadered in the harbour of Isabella during the hurricane,

but the united testimony of the curate of Los Palacios, Peter

Martyr, and Fernando Columbus prove that he sailed with Uie

Admiral in his return voyage.

mSz
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ami the ruling potentate of Uie populous island of

llnyti. lie was the only cliieftain that appeared to

have had sagacity sufllcient to foresee the fatal

effects of Spanish ascendancy, or military talent to

combine any resistance to its inroads. Had his

warriors been of his own intrepid nature, the war

which he raised would have been formidable in the

extreme. His fate furnishes, on a narrow scale, a

lesson to human greatness. When the Spaniards

lirst arrived on the coast of Hayti, their imaginations

were inflamed with rumours of a magnificent prince

in the interior, the lord of tlie Golden House, the

Sovereign of the mines of Cibao, who reigned in

splendid stale among the mountains; but a short

lime hfid elapsed, and he was a naked and dejected

prisoner on the deck of one of their caravels, with

none but one of his own wild native heroines to

sympathize in his misfortunes. All his importance

vanished with his freedom ; scarce any mention is

made of hiiti during his captivity, and with innate

qualities of a high and heroic nature, he perished

with the obscurity of one of the vulgar.

> CHAPTER n.

OECLINB OP THE POPULARITY OP COLUHBDS IN SPJtIlt. HIS

BECEPTION BV THE S0VEUEIGN8 AT BUBGOS. UE PBOPOSES

A THIBD VOTAGE.

Envy and malice had been but too successful in

undermining the popularity of Columbus. It is

impossible to keep up a state of excitement for any
length of time, even by miracles. The world, at first,

is prompt and lavish in itsadmiration, but soon grows
cool, distnists its late enthusiasm, and fancies it has

been defrauded of what it bestowed with such prodi-

gality. It is then that the caviller who had been

silenced by the general applause, puts in his insi-

dious suggestion, detracts from the merit of the

declining favourite, and succeeds in rendering him
an object of doubt and censure, if' not of absolute

aversion. In three short years the public had
become familiar with the stupendous wonder of a

newly-discovered world, and was now open to every

insinuation derogatory to the fame of the discoverer

and his enterprises.

The circumstances which attended the present

arrival of Columbus were little calculated to diminish

the growing prejudices of the populace. When the

motley crowd of mariners and adventurers who bad
embarked with such sanguine and extravagant expec-

tations disembarked from the vessels, instead ofa joy-

ous crew, bounding on shore, flusiied with success,

and laden with the spoils of the golden Indies, a feeble

train of wretched men crawled forth, emaciated by
the diseases of the colony and tlie hardships of the
voyage, who carried in their yellow countenances,

says an old writer, a mockery of that gold which had

been the object of their search, and who bad nothing

to relate of the New World, but tales of sickness,

poverty, and disappointment.

Columbus endeavoureil, as much as possible, to

counteract these unfavourable appearances, and to

revive the languishing enthusiasm of the public. He
dwelt upon the importance of his recent discoveries

along the coast of Cuba, where, as he supposed, he

had arrived nearly to the A urea Chersonesus of the

ancients, bordering on some of the richest provinces

of Asia. And, above all, he boasted of bis dis-

covery of the abundant mines in the south side of

Hispaniola, which he persuaded himself were those

of the ancient Opiiir. The public listened to these

accounts with sneering incredulity ; or if for a mo-

ment a little excitement was occasioned, it was

quickly destroyed by gloomy pictures drawn by

disappointed adventurers.

In the harbour of Cadiz, Columbus found three

caravels, commanded by Pedro Alonso Nino, on the

point of sailing with supplies for the colony. Nearly

a year had elapsed without any relief of the kind,

four caravels which had sailed in the preceding

January having been lost on the coast of tlie Penin-

sula.' Having reid the royal letters and despatches

of which Niuo was the bearer, and being informed

of the wishes of the Sovereigns, as well as the state

of the public mind, Columbus wrote by this oppor-

tunity, urging the Adelantado to endeavour, by

every means, to bring the island into a peaceful and

productive state, appeasing all discontents and com-

motions, and seizing and sending to Spain all caciques,

or their subjects, who should be concerned in the

deaths of any of the colonists. He recommended

the most unremitting diligence in exploring and

working the mines recently discovered on the river

Hayna, and that a place should be chosen in the

neighbourhood, and a sea-port founded. Pedro

Alonso Nino set sail with the three caravels on the

ITthof June.

Tidings of the arrival of Columbus having reached

the Sovereigns, he received a gracious letter from

them, dated at Almazen, 12th July, 1496; congra-

tulating him on his safe return, and inviting him to

court when he should have recovered from the

fatigues of his voyage. The kind terms in which

this letter was couched were calculated to reassure

the heart of Columbus, whc, ever since the mission

of the arrogant Aguado, had considered himself out

of favour with the Sovereigns, and fallen into dis-

grace. As a proof of the dejection of his spirits, we

are told that when he made his appearance this time

in Spain, he was clad in a humble garb, resembling

in form and colour the habit of a Franciscan monk,

simply girded with a cord, ' and that he suffered his

beard to grow like the brethren of that order. ' This

was probably in fulfilment of some penitential vow

' Miiiioz, Hist. Nvo Mundo, I. vi.

> Cura dc log I'alacios, cap. 431.

i Oviedo, lib. ii, C. 13.
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which he had made in a moment of danger or des-

|(ondency,—a custom prevalent in those days, and

frequently oliserved by Columbus. It betokened,

however, much humility and depression of spirit,

and afforded a striking contrast to his appearance on

Ills former triumphant return. He was doomed, in

fact, to yield repeated examples of the reverses to

which those are subject who have once launcheil from

(he safe shores of obscurily on the fluctualing waves

of popular opinion. However indifferent Columbus

might be to his own personal appearance, he was

anxious to keep alive the interest in his discoveries,

fearing continually that the indifference that was

awakening towards him might impede their accom-

plishment. On his way to Burgos, therefore, where

the Sovereigns were expected, he made a studious

display of the curiosities and treasures which be had

brought from the New World. Among these were

collars, bracelets, amulets, and coronets of gold, the

spoils of various caciques, and which were consi-

dered as trophies won from barbaric princes of the

rich coasts of Asia, or the islands of the Indian seas.

It is a proof of the petty standard by which the

sublime discovery of Columbus was already esti-

mated, that he had lo resort to this management to

dazzle the gross perceptions of the multitude by the

mere glare of gold.

He carried with him several Indians also, deco-

rated after their savage fashion, and glittering with

golden ornaments: among these were the brother

and nephew of Caonabo, the former about tli>ty

years of age, the latter only ten. They were brought

merely to visit the King and Queen, that they might

be impressed with an idea of the grandeur and power

of the Spanish Sovereigns, after which t^^ey were to

be restored in safety to their country. Whenever

they passed through any principal place, Columbus

B put a massive collar and chain of gold upon the bro-

ther of Caonabo, as being cacique of the golden

country of Cibao. The curate of Los Palacios, who
entertained the discoverer and his Indian captives

for several days in his house, says that he had this

chain of gold in his hands, and that it weighed six

hundred castellanos. ' The worthy curate likewise

makes mention of various Indian masks and images

of wood or cotton, wrought with fantastic faces of

animals, all of which iie supposed were represen-

tations of the devil, who he concludes must be the

object of adoration of these islanders.

'

The reception of Columbus by the Sovereigns was
different from what he had anticipated ; f!3r he was
treated with distinguished favour, nor was any men-
lion made either of the complaints of Margarite and

Boyle, or the judicial inquiries conducted by Aguado.

However these may have had a transient effect on the

minds of the Sovereigns, they were too conscious of

the great deserts of Columbus, and the extraordinary

Ei|uivalent to the value of three thousand one hundred and
ninety-live dollan of the present time.

' Curadelos Palacios, chap. 131.

difncullies of his situation, not to tolerate what (hey

may have considered errors on his part.

Eiicouragetl by the favourable countenance he ex-

perienced, and the interest with which (he Sovereigns

Ii8(ened to his account of his recent voyage along the

coast of Cuba, and the discovery of (he mines of

Hayna, which he failed not to represent as the Ophir

of the ancients; Columbus now proposed a further

en(erprise, by which he promised (o make yet more

extensive discoveries, and to annex Terra Firma to

their dominions, for he supposed Cuba to be but a

part ofa rich and splendid continent. For this pur-

pose he asked eight ships ; two to be despatched (o

(he island of His|»aniola with supplies, the remaining

six to be put under bis command for a voyage of dis-

covery. The Sovereigns readily promised to comply

with liis request, and were probably sincere in their

intendons (o do so, but in (he performance of (heir

request Columbus was doomed to meet with into-

lerable delay; partly in consequence of (he operadon

ofpublic events, partly in consequence of the intrigues

of men of office, the two great influences which are

continually diverting and defeating the designs of

princes.

The resources of Spain were, at this moment,
tasked to the utmost by the ambition of Ferdinand,

who lavished all his revenues in warlike expenses and

in subsidies. While maintaining a contei;t of deep

and artful policy with France, with the ultimate aim

of grasping the sceptre of Naples, he was laying the

foundation of a wide and powerful connexion by the

marriages of the royal children, who were now ma-
turing in years. At this time arose that family al-

liance, whichafterwardsconsolidatedsuchan immense
empire undei- his grandson and successor, Charles Y.
While a large army was maintained in Italy, under

Gonsalvo of Cordova, to assist the King of Naples in

recovering his throne, of which he had been sud-

denly dispossessed by Charles VIII of France, other

armies were required on the frontiers of Spain. Me-
naced with a French invasion, squadrons also had to

be employed, for the safeguard of the Mediterranean

and Atlantic coasts of Spain; while a magnificent

armada of upwards of a hundred ships, having on

board twenty thousand persons, many of them of the

first nobility, was despatched to convoy the Princess

Juana to Flanders, to be married to Philip, Archi-

duke of Austria, and to bring back his sister Mar-

garita, the destined bride of Prince Juan.

These widely-extended operations, both ofwar and
amity, put all the land and naval forces into re-

quisition. They drained the royal treasury, and

engrossed the thoughts of the Sovereigns, obliging

them also to journey from place to place in their do-

minions. With such cares of an immediate and

important nature pressing upon their minds, the

enterprises ofColumbus w^ere easily neglected or post-

poned. They had hitherto been sout :es of expense

instead of profit; and there were an fid councillors

ever ready lo whisper in the royal ear, (hat they were
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Tikely to continue so. VVliat, in tlie ambitions eyes

of Ferdinand, was tlie acquisition of a nnmlier of

wild, uncultivated, and distant islands, to that of the

brilliant domain of Naples; or the intercourse with

naked and barbaric princes, to that of an alliance

with the most potent Sovereigns of Christendom?

Columbus had the mortilication, therefore, to see

armies levied and squadrons employed in idle con-

tests about a little point of territory in Europe, and a

vast armada of upwards of a hundred sail destined to

the ostentatious service of convoying a royal bride

;

while he vainly solicited a few caravels to prosecute

his discovery of a world.

Atlenglh, in the autumn, sixmillions of maravedies

were ordered to be advanced to Columbus for equip-

ment of his promised squadron. Just as the sum
was about to be delivered, a letter was received from

Pedro Alonso Nino, who had arrived at Cadiz with

his three caravels, on his return from the island of

Hispaniola. Instead of proceeding to court in per-

son, or forwarding the despatches of the Adelantado,

he had gone to visit his family at Huelva, taking the

despatches with him, and merely writing in a vaunt-

ing style, that he had a great amount of gold on
board of his ships. *

This was triumphant intelligence to Columbus,

who immediately concluded that the new mines were

in operation, and the treasures of Ophir about to be

realized. The letter of Nino, however, was fated to

have a most injurious effect on his concerns.

The King at that moment was in immediate want
of money, to repair the fortress of Salza, inRoussil-

lon, which had been sacked by the French ; the six

millions of maravedies, about to be advanced to Co-

lumbus, were forthwith appropriated to patch up the

shattered castle, and an order was given for the

amount to be paid out of the gold brought by Nino.

It was not until the end of December, when Nino

arrived at court, and delivered the despatches of the

Adelantado, that his boast of gold was discovered to

be a mere figure of speech, and that his caravels

were, in fact, freighted with Indian prisoners, from

the sale of whom the vaunted gold was to arise.

It is difricull to describe the vexatious effects of this

absurd hyperbole. The hopes of Columbus, of great

and immediate profit from the mines, were suddenly

cast down ; the zeal of his few advocates was cooled

;

an air of empty exaggeration was given to his enter-

prises ; and his enemies pointed with scorn and ridi-

cule to the wretched cargoes of the caravels, as the

boasted treasures of the New World. The report

brought by Nino and his crew represented the colony

as in a disastrous condition, and tlie despatches of the

Adelantado pointed out the importance of immediate

supplies ; but in proportion as the necessity of the

case was urgent, the measure of relief was scanty.

All the unfavourable representations that had been

hillicrtomade seemed corroborated, and the invidious

> E(|iiivaleiit to 8H,a'i6 doMai-x of thn picwiU day.

> IM Citas, Hist. Iiiil., lib. i, c. 123. MS.

cry of "great cost and little gain" was revived by

those politicians of petty sagacity and microscopic

eye, who, in all great undeitakings, can discern the

immediate expense, without having scope of vision to

embrace the future profit.

CHAPTER m.

PBEPlBlTIOnS FOB A THIBD VOYAGE.

DELATS.

DISAPPOIirrMBNTS AND

[ 1497. ]
^

It was not until the following spring of 1497, that

the concerns of Columbus and of the New World
began to receive serious attention from the Sove-

reigns. The fleet had returned from Flanders with

the Princess Margarita of Austria. Her nuptials with

Prince Juan, the heir-apparent, had been celebrated

at Burgos, the caiHtal of Old Castile, with extra-

ordinary splendour. All the grandees, the digni-

taries, and chivalry of Spain, together with ambassa-

dors from the principal potentates of Christendom,

were assembled on the occasion. Burgos was fur

some time a scene of chivalrous pageant and courtly

revel, and the whole kingdom celebrated with great

rejoicings this powerful alliance, which seemed to

ensure to the Spanish Sovereigns a continuance of

their extraordinary prosperity.

In the midst of these festivities, Isabella, whose

maternal heart had recently been engrossed by the

marriages of her children, now that she was relieved

from these concerns of a tender and domestic nature,

entered into the affairs of the New World with a

spirit that showed she was determined to place them

upon a substantial foundation, as well as clearly to

define the powers, and reward the services of Colum-

bus. To her protecting zeal all tlie provisions in

favour of Columbus must be attributed ; for the King

began to look coldly on him, and the royal council-

lors, who had most influence in the affairs of the In-

dies, were his enemies.

Various royal ordinances dated about this time

manifest the generous and considerate disposition or

the Queen. The rights, privileges, and dignities

granted to Columbus, at Santa F^, were again con-

firmed; a tract of land in Hispaniola, fifty leagues in

length, and twenty-five in breadth, was offered to

him, with the title of duke or marquess. This, how-

ever, Columbus had the forbearance to decline ; he

observed that it would only increase the envy which

was already so virulent against him, and would cause

new misrepresentations ; as he should be accused of

paying more attention to the settlement and improve-

ment of his own possessions, titan of any other part

of the island.'

As the expenses of the expeditions had hitherto far

exceeded I lie returns, Cohnnbus had incurred ilehl

LasCa8a», Hid. Iiid., 1. 1, c. 133.
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rather than reaped profit from the share he had been

permitted to take in them ; he was relieved, therefore,

from his obligation to bear an eighth part of the cost

of the past enterprises, excepting the sum which he

had advanced towards the first voyage ; at the same

time, however, he was not to claim any share of what

had hitherto been brought from the island. For three

ensuing years he was to be allowed an eighth of the

gross proceeds of every voyage, and an additional

tenth after the costs had been deducted. After the

expiration of the three years, the original terms of

agreement were to be resumed.

To gratify the honourable ambition of Columbus

also, and to perpetuate in his family the distinction

gained by his illustrious deeds, he was allowed the

right of establishing a mayorazgo, or perpetual entail

of his estates, so that they might always descend with

his titles of nobility. This he shortly after exercised

in a solemn testament which he executed at Seville,

in the early part of 1498. By this testament he de-

vised his estates to his own male descendants, and on

their failure to the male descendants of his brothers,

and, in default of male heirs, to the females of his

lineage.

The heir was always to bear the arms of the Admi-

ral, to seal with them, to sign with his signature, and

in signing, never to use any other title than simply

" The Admiral," whatever other titles might be given

him by the King, and used by him on other occa-

sions. Such was the noble pride with which he

valued this title of his real greatness. In this testa-

ment he made ample provision for his brother, the

[Adelantado, his son Fernando, and his brother Don
iego, the last of whom, he intimates, had a desire

Ito enter into ecclesiastical life. He ordered that a

[tenth part of the revenues arising from the mayor-

:go should be devoted to pious and charitable pur-

;es, and in relieving all poor persons of his lineage,

e made provisions for the giving of marriage-por-

:ions to the poor females of his family. He ordered

that a married person of his kindred who had been

born in his native city ofGenoa, should be maintained

there in competence and respectability, by way of

keeping a domicile for the family there; and he com-
manded whoever should inherit the mayorazgo, al-

ways to do every thing in his power for the honour,

prosperity, and increase of the city ofGenoa, provided

it should not be contrary to the service of the church,

and the interests of the Spanish crown. Among vari-

ous other provisions in this will, he solemnly provides

for his favourite scheme, the recovery of the lioly se-

pulchre. He orders his son Diego, or whoever else

may inherit his estate, to invest from time to time as

much money as he can spare, in stock in the bank of

St George at Genoa, to form a permanent fund, with

|Mriiich lie is to stand ready at any time to follow and
ierve the King in the conquest of Jerusalem. Or,
ihould the King not undertake such enterprise, then,

fflien the fiinds have accumulated to sufHcient

imoniit, to set on foot a crusade at his own charge

and risk, in hopes titat, seeing his determination, tlie

Sovereigns may be induced either to adopt the under-

taking, or to authorise him to pursue it in their name.

Besides this special undertaking for the catholic

faith, he charges his heir that in case there should

arise any schism in the church, or any violence that

shonld menace its prosperity, to throw himself at the

feet of the pope, and devote his person and property

to defend the church from all insult and spoliation

,

Next to the service of God, he enjoins loyalty to the

throne, commanding him at all times to stand ready to

serve the Sovereigns and their heirs, faithfully and

zealously, even to the loss of life and estate. To en-

sure the constant remembrance of this testament, he

orders his heir that, before he confesses, he shall give

it to his father confessor to read, who is to examine

him upon his faithful fulfilment of its conditions.

As Columbus had felt aggrieved by the general

license granted in April, 1495, to make discoveries in

the New World, considering it as interfering with his

prerogatives, a royal edict was issued on the 2nd of

June, -1497, retracting whatever might be prejudicial

to his interests, or to the previous grants made him by

the crown. " It never was our intention," said the

Sovereigns in their edict, "in any way to affect the

rights of the said Don Christopher Columbus, nor to

allow the conventions, privileges, and favours which

we have granted to him to be encroached upon or

violated ; but, on the contrary, in consequence of the

services which he has rendered us, we intend to con-

fer still further favours on him." Such, there is every

reason to believe, was the sincere intention of the

magnanimous Isabella; but the stream of her royal

bounty was poisoned or diverted by the base channels

through which it flowed. The favour shown tc Co-

lumbus was extended likewise to his family. The
titles and prerogatives of Adelantado with which be

had invested his brother Don Bartholomew, had at

first awakened the displeasure of the King, who jea-

lously reserved all high dignities of the kind to be

granted exclusively by the crown. By a royal letter,

the office was now conferred upon Don Bartholomew,

as if through spontaneous favour of the Sovereigns, no

allusion being made to his having previously enjoyed it

.

While all these measures were taken for the imme-

diate gratification of Columbus, otliers were adopted

for the interests ofthe colony. Permission was granted

him to take out three hundred and thirty persons in

royal pay, of whom forty were to be esquires or gen-

tlemen, one hundred foot-soldiers, thirty sailors,

thirty ship-boys, twenty miners, fifty husbandmen,

ten gardeners, twenty mechanics of various kinds,

and thirty females. He was subsequently permilletl

to increase the number, if he thought proper, to five

hundred ; but the additional individuals were to be

paid out of the produce and merchandise of the co-

lony. He was likewise authorised to grant lands (o

all such as were disposed to cultivate vineyards, or-

chards, sugar-plantations, or other rural establish-

ments, on condition that they slionld reside on the
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island for four years after sach grant ; and tliat all

the brasil-wood and precions metals which might be

found on their lands, should be reserved to the

crown.

Nor were the interests of the unhappy natives for-

gotten by the compassionate heart of Isabella. In

spite of the sophisms by which their subjection and

servitude were made matters of civil and divine right,

and sanctioned by the political prelates of the day,

Isabella always consented with the greatest reluctance

to the slavery even of those who were taken in open

warfare; while her utmost solicitude was exerted to

protect the unoffending part of this helpless and de-

voted race. She ordered that the greatest care should

be taken of their religious instruction, and the great-

est leniency shown in collecting the tributes imposed

upon them, with all possible indulgence to defal-

cators. In fact, the injunctions given with respect

to the treatment both of Indians and Spaniards are

the only indications, in the royal edicts, of any im-

pression having been made by the complaints against

Columbus of severity in his government. It was

generally recommended by the Sovereigns, that,

whenever the public safety did not require stern

measures, there should be manifested a disposition to

lenity and easy rule.

When every intention was thus shown on the part

of the crown to despatch the expedition to the colony,

unexpected difliculties arose on the part of the public.

The charm was dispelled which in the preceding

voyage had made every adventurer crowd into the

service of Columbus. An odium had been indus-

triously thrown upon his enterprises; and his new-

found world, instead of a region of wealth and

wonder, was considered a land of poverty and dis-

aster. There was a difficulty in procuring either

ships or men for the voyage. To remedy the first of

these deficiencies, one of those arbitrary orders was

issued, so opposite to our present ideas of commer-

cial policy, empowering the officers of the crown to

press into the service whatever ships they might judge

suitable for the purposed expedition, together with

their masters and pilots ; and to fix such price for

their remuneration, as the officers should deem just

and reasonable. To supply the want of voluntary

recruits, a measure was adopted at the suggestion of

Columbus,' which shows the desperate alternatives

to which he was reduced by the great reaction of

public sentiment. This was, to commute the sen-

tences of criminals condemned to banishment, to the

galleys, or to the mines, into transportation to the

new settlements, where they were to labour in the

public service without pay. Those whose sentence

was banishment for life, to be transported for ten

years ; those banished for a specific term, to be trans-

ported for half that time. A general pardon was

published for all malefactors at large, who within a

certain time should surrender themselves to the Ad-

miral, and embark for the colonies; those who had

' L<u Casas, Hid. Ind., I. i. c. 12. MS.

committed offences meriting death, to serve for two

years; those whose misdeeds were of a lighter na-

ture, to serve for one year." Those only were ex-

cepted from this indulgence who had committed

certain specific crimes, such as heresy, treason, coin-

ing, murder, etc. etc. This pernicious measure,

calculated to poison the population of an infant com-

munity at its very source, was a fruitful cause of

trouble to Columbus, and misery and detriment to

the colony. It has been frequently adopted by va-

rious nations, Avhose superior experience should have

taught them better, and has proved the bane of many
a rising settlement.

It is assuredly as unnatural for a metropolis to cast

forth its crimes and vices upon its colonies, as it would
be for a parent wilfully to ingraft disease upon his

children : nor can it be matter of surprise, if the

seeds of evil which are thus sown, should bring forth

bitter retribution.

Notwithstanding all these violent expedients, there

was still a ruinous delay in fitting out the proposed

expedition. This is partly accounted for by changes

which took place in the persons appointed to super-

intend the affairs of the Indies. These concerns had

for a time been consigned to Antonio de Torres, in

whose name, conjointly with that ofColumbus, many
of the ofHcial documents had been made out. In

consequence of high and unreasonable demands on

the part of Torres, he was removed from office, and

Juan Rodriguez de Fonseca, Bishop of Badajoz, re-

instated. The papers had, therefore, to he made out

anew, and fresh contracts formed. While tliese

concerns were tardily attended to, the Queen was

suddenly overwhelmed with affliction by the deatii

of her only son Prince Juan, whose nuptials had been

celebrated with such splendour in the spring. It

was the first of a series of domestic calamities which

assailed her affectionate heart, and overwhelmed her

with affliction for the remainder of her days. In the

midst of her distress, however, she still thought on

Columbus. In consequence of his urgent represen-

tations of the misery to which the colony must be

reduced, two ships were despatched in the beginning

of 1498, under the conmiand of Pedro Fernandez

Coronel, freighted with supplies. The necessary

funds were advanced by the Queen herself, out uf

the funds intended to form the endowment of lier

daughter Isabella, then betrothed to Emmanuel,

King of Portugal. An instance of her kind feeliiij;

towards Columbus was also evinced in the lime of

her affliction : his two sons, Piego and Fernando,

had been pages to the deceased prince; the Queen

now took them, in the same capacity, into her own

service.

With all this zealous disposition on the part of llie

Queen, Columbus still met with the most injurious

and discouraging delays in preparing the six remain-

ing vessels for his voyage. His cold-blooded enemy

Fonseca, having the superintendence ofIndian affairs,

' Muiioz, lib. vi, S IU>
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was enabled to impede and retard all his plans. The
various petty officers and agents employed in the con-

cerns of the armament, were many of.them depen-

dants and minions of the bishop, and knew that they

were gratifying him in annoying Columbus. They

looked upon the latter as a man declining in po-

pularity, who might be offended with impunity ; they

scrupled not, therefore, to throw all kinds of dif-

ficulties in his path, and to treat him occasionally

with that arrogance which petty and ignoble men in

place are prone to exercise.

It seems almost incredible at the present day that

such important and glorious enterprises should have

been subject to such despicable molestations. Co-

lumbus bore them all with silent indignation. He
was a stranger in the land he was benefiting; he felt

that the popular tide was setting against him, and

that it was necessary to tolerate many present griev-

ances for the sake of effecting his great purposes. So

wearied and disheartened, however, did he become

by the impediments artfully thrown in his way, and

so disgusted by the prejudices of the fickle public,

that he at one time thought of abandoning his dis-

coveries altogether. He was chiefly induced to per-

severe by his grateful attachment to the Queen, and

his desire to achieve something that might cheer and

animate her under her afflictions. At length, after

all kinds of irritating delays, the six vessels were filled

for sea, though it was impossible to conquer the po-

pular repugnance to the service, sufficiently to enlist

the allotted number of men. In addition to the per-

sons in employ already enumerated, a physician, sur-

geon, and apothecary were likewise sent out for the

relief of the colony, and several priests to replace

Friar Boyle and certain of his discontented brethren

;

while a number of musicians was embarked by the

Admiral for the purpose of cheering and enlivening

the spirits of the colonists.

The insolence which Columbus had suffered from

the minions of Fonseca throughout this long protract-

ed time of preparation, harassed him to the last mo-
ment of his sojourn in Spain, and followed him to the

water's edge. Among the worthless hirelings who
had annoyed him, the most noisy and presuming was
one Ximeno de Breviesca, treasurer or accountant of

Fonseca. He was not an old Christian, observes the

venerable Las Casas, by which it is to be under-

stood that he was either a Jew or a Moor converted

to the Catholic faith. He had an impudent coun-

tenance and an unbridled tongue, and, echoing the

sentiments of his patron the bishop, had been loud in

his abuse of the Admiral and his enterprises. The
very day when the sfjuadron was on the point of

weighing anchor, Columbus was assailed by the in-

solence of this Ximeno, either on the shore when
about to embark, or on board of bis ship where he
had just entered. In the hurry of the moment he for-

got his usual self-command; his indignation, hitherto

repressed, suddenly burst forth ; he struck the des-

picable minion to the ground and sparned him re-

peatedly with his root, venting in this unguarded

paroxysm the accumulated grie& and vexations which
had long rankled in his mmd.'

Nothing could demonstrate more strongly what
Columbus had previously suffered from the machina-

tions of unworthy men, tlian this transport of passion,

so unusual in his well-governed temper. He deeply

regretted it; and in a letter written some time after-

wards to the Sovereigns, he entreated that it might

not be allowed to injure him in their opinion, he being
" absent, envied, and a stranger. " Tlie apprehen-

sions evinced in this simple but affecting appeal were
not ill-founded, for Las Casas attributes the humiliat-

ing measures shortly after adopted by the Sovereigns

towards Columbus, to the unfavourable impression

produced by this affair . It had happened near athome,

as it were, under the very eye of the Sovereigns ; it

spoke, therefore, more quickly to their feelings than

more important allegations from a distance. The per-

sonal casligation of a public officer was represented

as a flagrant instance of the vindictive temper of Co-
lumbus, and a corroboration of the charges of cruelty

and oppression sent from Ihe colony. As Ximeno
was a creature of the invidious Fonseca, the affair

was represented to the Sovereigns in the most odious

point of view. Thus the generous intentions of

princes, and the exalted services of their subjects,

are apt to be defeated by the intervention of cold and

crafty men in place. By his implacable hostility to

Columbus,and the secret obstructions which he threw

in the way of the most iUustrious of human enter-

prises, Fonseca has ensured perpetuity to his name,

coupled with the contempt of every generous mind.

BOOK X.

CHAPTER L

UEPAHTUBE OP COLUMBUS FBOH SPAIN OK BIS TBIBD VOTAGEv

DISCOVEBT OP TBINIDAD.

( 1498. ]

On the SOth of May, '1408, Columbus set sail from

the port of San Lucar de Barrameda, with his squa-

dron of six vessels, on his third voyage of discovery.

The route he proposed to lake was different from that

pursued in his former voyages. He intended to de-

part from the Cape de Verde Islands, sailing to tho

south-west until he should come under the equinoc-

tial line, then to steer directly westward with the

favour of the trade winds, until he should arrive at

laud, or find himself in the longitude of Hispaniola.

Various considerations had induced him to adopt this

course. In his preceding voyage, when he coasted

the southern side of Cul)a, under the beliefthat it was

> Lns Casat, lllat. lad., Ub. i, cap. 426. MS.
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llie continent of Asia, he had observed that it swept

off toward the south. From this circumstance, and

from information gathered among the natives of the

Caribbee Islands, he was induced to believe, that a

great tract of the main land lay to the south of the

countries lie had already discovered. King John II,

of Portugal, appears to have entertained a similar

idea ; as Herrera records an opinion expressed by that

monarch, that there was a continent in the southern

ocean. ' If this were the case, it was supposed by

Columbus, that, in proportion as he approached the

equator, and extended liis discoveries to climates more

and more under the torrid influence of the sun, he

should find the productions of nature sublimated by

its rays lo more perfect and precious qualities. He
was .strengthened in this belief by a letter written to

him at the command of the Queen, by one Jayme

Ferrer, an eminent and learned lapidary, who in the

course of his trading for precious stones and metals

had been in the Levant and in various parts of the

East ; had conversed with the merchants of the re-

mote parts of Asia and Africa, and the natives of In-

dia, Arabia, and Ethiopia, and was considered deeply

versed in geography generally, but especially in the

nature of those countries from whence the valuable

merchandise in which he dealt was procured. In

this letter Ferrer assured Columbus, that, according

to his experience, the rarest objects of commerce,

such as gold, precious stones, drugs, and spices, were

chiefly to be found in the regions about the equinoc-

tial line, where the inhabitants were black, or darkly

coloured; and that until the Admiral should arrive

among people of such complexions, he did not think

he would find those articles in great abundance. *

Columbus expected to find such people more to the

south. He recollected that the natives of Hispaniola

had spoken of black men who had once come to their

island from the south and south-east, the heads of

whose javelins were of a sort of metal which they

called guanin. They had given the Admiral speci-

mens of this metal, which on being assayed in Spain,

proved to be a mixture of eighteen parts gold, six

silver, and eight copper, a proof of valuable mines in

the country from whence they came. Charlevoix

conjectures that these black people may have come
from the Canaries, or the western coast of Africa, and

been driven by tempest to the shores of Hispaniola.

'

It is probable, however, that Columbus had been

misinformed as to their colour, or had mi<;understood

his informants. It is difficult to believe that the na-

tives of Africa or the Canaries could have performed

a voyage of such magnitude, in the frail and scantily

provided barks they were accustomed to use.

It was to ascertain the truth of all these suppo-

sitions, and, if correct, to arrive at the favoured and

opulent countries about the equator, inhabited by

people of similar complexions with those of the Afri-

' Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. 1. 1. lit, c. 9.

> Navarrelo, Collec, t. ii, document 68.

3 ciiarlevoix, Hist. St Doming., I. iii, p. 162.

cars under the line, that Columbus in his present

voyage to the New World took a course much fur-

ther to the south than that which he liad hitherto

pursued.

Having heard that a French squadron was cruising

off Cape St Vincent, he stood to the south-west after

leaving St Lucar, touching at the islands of Porto

Santo and Madeira, where he remained a few days

taking in wood and water and other supplies, and

then continued his course to the Canary Islands. On

the 19th of June, he arrived at Gomara, where there

lay at anchor a French cruiser with two Spanish

prizes. On seeing the squadron of Columbus stand-

ing into the harbour, the captain of the privateer put

to sea in all haste, followed by his prizes; one of

which in the hurry of the moment left part of her

crew on shore, making sail with only four of her ar-

mament, and six Spanish prisoners. The Admiral at

first mistook them for merchant-ships alarmed by his

warlike appearance; when informed of the truth,

however, he sent three of his vessels in pursuit, but

they were too distant to be overtaken. The six Spa-

niards, however, on board of one ofthe prizes, seeing

assistance at hand, rose on their captors, and the Ad-

miral's vessel coming up, the prize was retaken and

brought back in triumph to the port. The Admiral

relinquished the ship to the captain, and gave up the

prisoners to the governor of the island, to be ex-

changed for six Spaniards carried off by the cruiser.

Leaving Gomara on the 21st of June, Columbus

divided his squadron off the island of Ferro : three of

the ships he despatched direct for Hispaniola, to carry

supplies to the colony. One of these ships was com-

manded by Alonso Sanchez de Carvajal, native of

Baeza, a man ofmuch worth and intrepidity; the se-

cond by Pedro de Arana de Cordova, brother of Dona

Beatrix de Henriquez, the mother of the Admiral's

second son Fernando. He was cousin also of the un-

fortunate officer who commanded the fortress of La

Navidad at the lime of the massacre. The third was

commanded by Juan Antonio Columbus (or Colunibo)

a Genoese, related to the Admiral, and a man ofmuch

judgment and capacity. These captains were alter-

nately to have the command, and bear the signal-

light a week at a time. The Admiral carefully point-

ed out their course. When they came in sight of

Hispaniola, they were to steer for the south side, for

the new port and town, which he supposed lo be by

this time established in tl ? mouth of the Ozema, ac-

cording to royal orders sent out by Coronel. With

the three remaining vessels, the Admiral prosecuted

his voyage towards the Cape de Verde Islands. The

ship in which he sailed was decked, the other two

were merchant caravels. » As he advanced within

the tropics, the change of climate, and the close and

sultry weather which prevailed, brought on a severe

attack of the gout, followed by a violent fever. Not-

withstanding his painful illness, however, he enjoyed

'
'

I Hist, det Almirante, cap. es.
'''

• P. Martyr, decad. 1, 1. 6. ••
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, he enjoyed

the full possession of his fecnities, and continued to

keep his reckoning, and make bis observations, with

bis usual vigilance and minuteness.

On the 27th of June, he arrived among the Cape

de Verde Islands, which, instead of the freshness and

verdure which their name would betoken, presented

an aspect of the most cheerless sterility. He re-

mained among these islands but a very few days,

being disappointed in his expectation of obtaining

goat's flesh for ship's provisions, and cattle for stock

for the island of Ilispaniola. To procure them would

require some delay ; in the mean time the health of

himselfand of his people suffered under the influence

of the weather. The atmosphere was loaded with

clouds and vapours ; neither sun nor star was to he

seen ; a sultry depressing temperature prevailed

;

and the livid looks of the inhabitants bore witness to

the insalubrity of the climate.

'

Leaving the island of Buena Vista on the 5th of

July, Columbus stood to the south-west, intending to

continue on until he found himself under the equi-

noctial line. The currents, however, which ran to

the north and north-west among these islands,

impeded his progress, and kept him for two days in

sight of tlie Island del Fuego. The volcanic summit

of this island, which, seen at a distance, resembled

a church with a lofty steeple, and which was said at

limes to emit smoke and flames, was the last point

discerned of the Old World.

Continuing to the south-west, about one hundred

and twenty leagues, he found himself, on the 15th

of July, according to his observations, in the tiflh

degree of north latitude. He had entered that

regionwhich extends for eight or ten degrees on each

siJe of the line, and is known among seamen by the

name of the calm latitudes. The trade winds, from

the south-east and north-east, meetmg in the neigh-

bourhood of the equator, neutralize each other,

and a steady calmness of the elements is produced.

The whole sea is like a mirror, and vessels remain

almost motionless, with flapping sails ; the crev>'s

panting under the heat of a vertical sun, unmitigated

by any refreshing breeze. Weeks are sometimes

employed in crossing tiiis lifeless tract of the ocean.

The weather for some time past had been cloudy

and oppressive; but on the 15th there was a bright

and burning sun. The wind suddenly fell, and a

dead sultry calm commenced, which lasted for eight

days. The air was like a furnace ; the tar melted,

the seams of the ships yawned ; the salt meat became

putrid ; the wheat was parched as if with fire ; the

lioops shrank from the wine and water- casks, some
of which leaked, and others burst ; while the heat

in the hold of the vessels was so suffocating, that no

one could remain below a sufflcient time to prevent

the damage that was taking place. The mariners

lost all strength and spirits, and sunk under the

oppressive heat. It seemed as if the old fable of tlie

torrid zone was about to be realized ; and that they

' Hist, del Almirante, c. 6i». -.>-- ^

were approaching a fiery region,, where it would be

impossible to exist. It is true the heavens were, for

a great part of the time, overcast, aud there wer^

drizzling showers ; but the atmosphere was close ami

stifling, and there was that combination of beat and

moisture which relaxes all the energies of the human
frame.

During this time the Admiral suffered extremely

from the gout, but, as usual, the activity of his mind,

lieightenedby his anxiety, allowedhim no indulgence

r repose. He was in an unknown partof the ocean,

where everything depended upon his vigilance and

sagacity ; and was continually watching the pheno-

mena of the elements, and looking out for signs of

land. Finding the heat so intolerable, he altered

his course, and steered to the south-west, hoping to

And a milder temperature farther on, even under the

same parallel. He had observed, in his previous

voyages, that after sailing westward ahundred leagues

from the Azores, a wonderful change took place in

the sea and sky, bothbecoming serene and bland, and

the air temperate and refreshing. He imagined that

a peculiar mildness and suavity prevailed over a great

tract of ocean extending from north to south, into

which the navigator, sailing from east to west, would

suddenly enter, as if crossing a line. The event

seemed to justify his theory, for after making their

way slowly for some time to the westward, tlirough

an ordeal of heats and calms, with a murky stifling

atmosphere, the ships all at once emerged into a

genial region, a pleasant cooling breeze played over

the surface of the sea, and gently filled their sails,

the close and drizzling clouds broke away, the sky

became serene and clear, and the sun shone forth

with all its splendour, but no longer with a burning

heat.

Columbus liad intended, on reaching this tem-

perate tract, to have stood once more to the south

and then westward; but he found his ships so

damaged by the late parching weather, which had

opened their seams and caused thenri lo leak exces-

sively, that it was necessary to seek some convenient

harbour as soon as possible, where they might be

refitted. Much of the provisions also was spoiled,

and the water was nearly exhausted. He kept on

therefore directly to the west, trusting, from the

flights of birds and otlier favourable indications, that

he should soon arrive at land. Day after day passed

away without his expectations being realized. The

distresses of his men became continuallymore urgent

;

wherefore, supposing himself in the longitude of

the Caribbee Islands, he Iwre away towards the

northward in search of them, intending to touch

among them for refreshments and repairs, and then

to proceed to Hispaniola •

On the 51st of July, Uiere was hot above one cask

of water remaining in each ship, and the Admiral

experienced great anxiety. About mid-day, a ma-

rmer nanied Alonso Perez, being accidentally at the

• Hist. d<'l AliniianlP, c. 67.
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mast-head, beheld the snmtnite of three mountains

rising above the horizon. He immediately gave the

cry of land, to the great joy of the crew. As the

ships drew nearer, it was observed that these moun-

tains were united at the base. Columbus had deter-

mined to consecrate the first land he should behold,

by giving it the name of the Trinity. The appearance

of these three mountains uwited into one, struck him

as a singular and almost mysterious coincidence

with a solemn feeling of devotion ; therefore he

gave to this newly-discovered island the name of La

Trinidad, which it continues to bear at the present

day.

'

r-'-'^
' -

'
'

•

CHAPTER n.

fOViGB THBOUGH TDB GULP OF PABIl.

(<498. ]

Shaping his course for the island, Columbus ap-

proached its eastern extremity, to which he gave the

name ofPunta de la Galera, from the form of a rock

in the sea, which resembled a galley under sail. He
bad to coast for five leagues along the southern shore,

before he could find safe anchorage. On the fol-

lowing day (Augusts), he continued coasting west-

ward, in search of water, and a convenient harbour

where the vessels might be careened. He was sur-

prised at the verdure and fertility of the country,

having expected to find it more parched and sterile

as he approached the equator ; whereas he beheld

stately groves of palm-trees, and luxuriant forests,

which swept down to the sea-side, with fountains

and running streams beneatli their shade. The

shores were low and uninhabited, but the country

rose in the interior, was cultivated in many places,

and enlivened by hamlets and scattered habitations.

In a word, the softness and purity of the climate, and

the verdure, freshness, and sweetness of the country,

appeared to Columbus to equal the delights of early

spring in the beautiful province of Yalentiain Spain.

'

Anchoring at a point to which he gave the name of

Punta de la Playa, he sent the boats on shore for

water. Here, to their great joy, the seamen found an

abundant and limpid brook, at which they filled their

casks. There was no safe harbour, however, for

the vessels, nor could they meet with any of the

islanders, though they found traces of their footsteps,

and various fishing-implements, which they had left

behind, in the hurry of tlieir flight. There were
tracks also of animals, which the seamen supposed to

be goats, but which must have been deer, with

which, as it was afterwards ascertained, the island

abounded.

While thus coasting the island on the 1st of Au-
gust, Columbus beheld land to the south, stretchmg

• Hist, del Almirante.ubi sup.

• LetterofColumbus to tlie Sovereigns from Hiipaniola, Navar-

reto, Collect. 1.

to the distance of more than twenty leagues. It was

that low tract of coast intersected by the numerous

branches of the Oronoco, but the Admiral, supposing

it to be an island, gave it the name of La Isia Santa

;

little imagining that he now, for the first time, be-

held that main continent, that Terra Firma, which

had been the object of his earnest search.

On the 2d of August he continued on to the south-

west point of Trinidad, which he called Point Arenal.

It stretched towards a corresponding point of Terra

Firma, making a narrow pass, with a high rock in

the centre, to which he gave the name of £1 Gallo.

Near this pass the ships cast anchor. As they were

ai)proaching this place, a large canoe, in which were

five-and-twenty Indians, put off from the shore, and,

coming within bow-shot, paused, and hailed the ships

in a language which no one on board understood.

Being extremely desirous of obtaining a near view of

these people, and of making inquiries concerning

their country, Columbus tried to allure them on

board, by friendly signs, by the display of looking-

glasses, basins of polished metal, and various glitter-

ing trinkets, but all in vain. They remained gazing

in mute wonder for above two hours, but with their

paddles in their hands, ready to take to flight c" the

least attempt to approach them. They were near

enough, however, for him to have a full view of

them. They were all young men, well formed, with

long hair, and fairer complexions than the Indians

he had hitherto seen. They were naked, excepting

bands and fillets of cotton about their heads, and

coloured cloths of the same about their loins. They

were armed with bows and arrows, the latter fea-

thered and tipped with bone, and they had bucklers,

an article of armour which had never before been

seen among the inhabitants of the New World.

Having found all other means to attract them in-

effectual, Columbus now tried the power of music.

He knew the fondness of the Indians for dances per-

formed to the sound of their rude drums, and the

chant of their traditional ballads. He ordered some-

thing similar to be executed on the deck of his ship,

where, while one man sang to the beat of the tabor,

and the sound of other musical instruments, the ship-

boys danced, after the popular Spanish fashion. No

sooner, however, did this symphony strike up, than

the Indians, mistaking it for a signal of hostilities,

put their bucklers on their arms, seized their bows,

and let fly a shower of arrows. This rude salutation

was immediately answered by the discharge of a

couple of cross-bows, which put the auditors to flight,

and concluded this singular entertainment.

Though thus shy of the Admiral's vessel, they

approached one of the caravels without fear or hesi-

tation, and, running under the stem, had a parley

with the pilot, who gave a cap and a mantle to the

one who appeared to be the chieftain. He received

the presents with great delight, inviting the pilot by

signs to come to land, where he should be well en-

tertained, and receive great presents in return. On
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his appearing to consent, they went on shore to wait

for him. The pilot put off in the boat of the caravel

to ask permission of the Admiral ; but the Indians,

seeing him go on board of the hostile ship, suspected

some treachery, and springing into their canoe,

darted away with the swiftness of the wind, nor was

any thing more seen of them. •

The complexion and other physical characteristics

of these savages caused much surprise and specula-

tion in the mind of Columbus. Supposing himself

in the seventh degree of latitude, though actually in

the tenth, he had expected to find the inhabitants

similar to the natives of Africa under the same paral-

lel, who were black, ill-shaped, and with crisped

hair, or rather wool ; whereas these Indians were

well formed, had long hair, and were even fairer

tlian those more distant from the equator. The cli-

mate, also, instead of being hotter as he approached

the equinoctial line, appeared more temperate. He

was now in thedog-days, yet the nights and mornings

were so cool that it was necessary to use covering as

in winter. This is the case in many parts of the

torrid zone, especially in calm weather, when there

is no wind. Nature, by heavy dews, in the long

nights of those latitudes, cools and refreshes the

earth after the great heats of the day. Columbus

was at first greatly perplexed by these contradictions

to the course of nature, as observed in the Old

World; they were in opposition also to the expecta-

tions he had founded on the theory of Ferrer the

lapidary, but they gradually contributed to the for-

mation of a theory which was springing up in his ac-

tive imagination, and which will be presently shown.

After anchoring at Point Arenal, the crews were

permitted to land and refresh themselves among the

shady woods and green lawns of the island. There

were no runs of water, but by sinking pits in the

sand they soon obtained sufficient to fill the casks.

Columbus, however, found his anchorage at this

place extremely insecure. A rapid current set from

the eastward through the strait formed by the main

land and the island of Trinidad, Cowing, as he ob-

served, night and day, with as much fury as the

Guadalquivir when swollen by floods. In the pass

between Point Arenal and its correspondent point,

tlie current, being confined, boiled and raged to such

a degree, that Columbus thought it was crossed by a

i-eef of rocks and shoals, preventing all entrance,

with others extending beyond, over which the waters

roared like breakers on a rocky shore. To this pass,

from its angry and dangerous appearance, he gave

the name of Boca del Sierpe (the mouth of the ser-

pent). He thus found himself placed between two
dirOcuUies. The continual current from the east

seemed to prevent all return, while the rocks which

appeared to beset the pass threatened destruction if

he should attempt to proceed . Being on board of his

' Hist, del Almirante, cap. 88. P. Martyr, decad. i, 1. 6. Las

Casaa, Hist, bid., 1. i, c. 138. MS. Letter of Golambus to the Gu-
lliian Sovereigns, Navarrete, Collect., t. i.

ship, late at night, kept awake by painful illness and

an anxious and watchful spirit, he heard a terrible

roaring from tlie south. On looking out in that di-

rection, he beheld the sea heaped up, as it were, into

a great ridge or hill, the height of tlie ship, covered

with foam, and rolling towards him with a tremen-

dous uproar. As this furious surge approached, ren-

dered more terrible in appearance by the obscurity of

night, he trembled for the safety of his vessels. His

own ship was suddenly lifted up with violence, to

such a height tliat he dreaded lest it should be over-

turned or cast upon the rocks, while another of the

ships was torn violently from her andiorage, and ex-

posed to imminent peril. The crews were for a time

in great consternation, and feared they should be

swallowed up in the commotion of the waters: but

this mountainous surge passed on, and gradually sub-

.sided, after a violent contest with the counter-current

of the strait. ' This sudden rush of water, it is sup-

posed, was caused by the swelling of one of the rivers

which flow into the Gulf of Paria, and which was as

yet unknown to Columbus.

Anxious to extricate himself from this dangerous

neighl)ourhood, he .sent the boats on tlie following

morning to sound the depth of water at the Boca del

Sierpe, and to ascertain whether it was possible for

the ships to pass through there to the northward.

To his great joy, they returned wilh a report that

there were several fathoms of water, and currents

and eddies setting both ways, either to enter or re-

turn. A favourable breeze prevailing, he immedi-

ately made sail, and pa.ssing through the formidable

strait in safety, found himself in a tranquil expanse

beyond. He was now on the inner side of Trinidad.

To his left spread that broad gulf since known by the

name of Paria, which he supposed to be the open sea,

but was surprised, on tasting it, to find the water

fresh. He continued to navigate nortliward, towards

a mountain at the north-west point of the island,

about fourteen leagues from Point Arenal. Here he

beheld two lofty capes of land opposite to each other,

one on the island of Trinidad, the other to the west,

on the long promontory of Paria, which stretches from

the main land and forms the northern side of the

Gulf, but which Columbus mistook for an island, and

gave it the name of Isla de Gracia.

Between these capes there was another pass, which

appeared even more dangerous than the Boca del

Sierpe, being beset with rocks, among which the

current forced its way wilh roaring turbulence. To
this pass Columbus gave the name of Boca del Drago.

Not chusing to encounter its apparent dangers, he

turned northward, on Sunday, the 3th of August,

and steered along the inner side of the supposed

island of Gracia, intending to keep on until he came to

the end of it, and then to strike northward intothe free

and open ocean, and shape his course for Hispaniola.

Letter of Columbus to the Castilian Sovereigns, Mavarrete,

Collect., t. i. Hcrrcra, Hist. Ind., decad. 1,1. iii.c.fO. Hist, del

Almirante, c. 69.
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It was a fair and beaatiful coast, indented with

One harbours lyin^ close to each other; the country

cultivated in many places, in others covered with

Truit trees and stately forests, and watered by fre-

quent streams. What greatly astonished Columbus,

was still to find the water fresh, and that it grew

more and more so the farther lie proceeded ; it being

that season of the year when the various rivers which

empty themselves into this gulf are swollen by rains,

and pour furth such quantities of fresh water as to

conquer the sallness of the ocean. He was also

surprised at the smooth placidity of the sea, which

appeared as tranquil and safe as one vast harbour, so

that there was no need of seeking a port to anchor in.

As yet he had not been able to hold any com-

munication with the people of this part of the New
World. The shores which he had visited, though

occasionally cultivated by the hand of man, were

silent and deserted, and, excepting the fugitive party

in the canoe at Point Arenal, lie had seen nothing of

the natives. He was extremely anxious to meet

with some human being who could break this silence,

and give him some information concerning the

country. After sailing several leagues along the

the coast, therefore, he anchored on Monday, the 6th

of August, at a place where there appeared signs of

cultivation, and sent the boats on shore. They found

traces of men—fires which they had kindled, the re-

mains of fish which they had cooked, and foot-prints

where they had recently passed ; there was likewise

a roofless house, but not an individual to be seen.

The coast was hilly, covered with beautiful and fruit-

ful groves, and abounding with monkeys. Continuing

farther westward, to where the country was more

level, Columbus anchored in a river.

Immediately a canoe, with three or four Indians,

came off to the caravel nearest to the shore, the cap-

tain of which pretending a desire to accompany them
to land, sprang into their canoe, overturned it, and

with the assistance of his seamen, secured the Indians

as they were swimming. When they were brougiit

to the Admiral, he soon dissipated their alarm by his

usual benignity; he gave them beads, hawks'-bells,

and sugar, and sent them highly gratified on shore,

where many of their countrymen were assembled.

This kind treatment, as usual, had the most favour-

able effect. Such of the natives as had canoes, came
off to the ships witii the fullest confidence. They
were tall of stature, finely formed, and free and grace-

ful in their movements. Their hair was long and

straight; some wore it cut short, but none of them

braided it, as was the custom among the natives of

Hispaniola. They were armed with bows, arrows,

and targets; the men wore cotton cloths about their

heads and loins, beautifully wrought with various

colours, so as at a distance to look like silk, but the

women were entirely naked. They brought bread,

maize, and other eatables, with different kinds of

beverage, some white, made from maize, and re-

sembling beer, and others green, of a vinous flavour,

and expressed from various fruits. They appeared to

judge of everything by the sense of smell, as others

examine objects by the sight or touch. When they

approached a boat, they smelt to it, and then to the

people. In like manner everything that was given

them was tried. They set but little value upon beads,

but were extravagantly delighted with hawks'-bells.

Brass also was held in high estimation ; they appeared

to find something extremely grateful in the smell of

it, and called it "Turey," signifying that it was from

the skies.

'

From these Indians Columbus understood that the

name of their country was Paria, and that farther to

the west he would find it more populous. Taking

sevei-al of (hem to serve as guides and mediators, he

proceeded eight leagues westward to a point whicii

he called Aguja, or the Needle. Here he arrived at

three o'clock in the morning. When the day dawned
he was delighted with the beauty of the country. It

was cultivated in many places, highly populous, and

adorned with magnificent vegetation. The habita-

tions of the natives were Interspersed among groves

laden with fruits and flowers. The grape-vines en-

twined themselves among the trees, and birds of b»il-

liant plumage fluttered from branch to branch. The

air was temperate and bland, and sweetened by the

fragrance of flowers and blossoms; and numerous

fountains and limpid streams kept up a universal

verdure and freshness. Columbus was so roucii

charmed with the beauty and amenity of this fa-

voured part of the coast, that he gave it the name of

The Gardens.

The natives came off in great numbers, in canoes,

which were superior in construction to those l^iiherlo

seen, being very large and light, and having a cabin

in the centre for the accommodation of the owner and

his family. They invited Columbus, in the name of

their king, to come to land. Many of them had col-

lars and burnished plates about their necks, of that

inferior kind of gold called by the Indians guanin.

They said that it came from a high land which they

pointed out, at no great distance, to the west, but

intimated that it was dangerous to go there, either

because the inhabitants were cannibals, or the place

infested by veromous animals.' But what suddenly

aroused the attention, and awakened the cupidity of

the Spaniards, was to behold strings of pearls round

the arms of some of the natives. They informed Co-

lumbus that they were procured on the sea-coast on

the northern side .T Paria, which he still supposed to

be an island; and they showed the mother-of-pearl

shells from whence they had been taken. Anxious

to acquire further information, and to procure speci-

mens of these pearls to send to Spain, he despatched

the boats to shore. The moment the Spaniards

landed, a multitude of the natives came to the beacii

to receive them, headed by their chief cacique and his

< Herrera, Hist. Ind., dec. i, 1. til, c. tl.

> Letter of Columbus to tlie CastiUan Sovereigns, Navairete.

Collec., t. i, p. aS2.
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son. They treated them with profound reverence,

as beings descended from heaven, and conducted

them to a spacious hoase, the residence of the cacique,

where they were feasted in a simple and hospitable

nianner; their banquet consisting of bread and va-

rious fruits of excellent flavour, and the different

kinds of beverage which have been already men-

tioned. While they were in the house, the men
remained together at one end of it, and the women

at the other. After they had finished their collation

at the house of the cacique, they were taken to thai

of his son, where a like repast was set before lliem.

These people were remarkably affable, though, at

the same time, they possessed a more intrepid and

martial air and spirit than the natives of Cuba and

Hispaniola. They were fairer, Columbus observes,

than any he had yet seen, though so near to the

equinoctial line, where he had expected to find them

of the colour of Ethiopians. Many ornaments of gold

were seen among them, but all of an inferior quality

:

one Indian had a piece of the size of an apple. They

had various kinds of domesticated parrots, one of a

light green colour, with a yellow neck, and the tips

of the wings of a bright red ; others of the size of

domestic fowls, and of a vivid scarlet, excepting some

azure feathers in the wings. These they readily gave

to the Spaniards; but what the Inller most coveted

were the pearls, of which they saw many necklaces

and bracelets among the Indian women. The latter

gladly gave them in exchange for hawks'-bells or

any article of brass, and several specimens of fine

pearls were procured for the Admiral to send to the

Sovereigns.'

The kindness and amity of this people was height-

ened by an intelligent demeanour and a martial frank-

ness. They seemed worthy of the beautiful country

tliey inhabited. It was a cause of great concern both

to them and the Spaniards, that they could not under-

stand each other's language. Tliey conversed, how-

ever, by signs; mutual good-will made their inter-

course easy and pleasant ; t.nd at the hour of vespers

the Spaniards returned on board of their ships, highly

gratified with their entertainment.

CHAPIER m. ' V

CONTinilATION OF THE VOYAGE TaROUGH TUB GULF OF PABIA.

BET13BN TO DISPANIOLA. ^ /

[ 1498. ]

The quantity of fine pearls found among the na-

tives of Paria was sufficient to arouse the sanguine

anticipations of Columbus. It appeared to corroborate

the theory ofFerrer, the learned jeweUer, that, as he

approached the equator, he would find the most rare

and precious productions of nature. His active ima-

LelterofColumbus. Henera, Hist. Ind.,decad. i, I. iii, c. II.

Hist del Almirante, c. 70.

gination, with its intuitive rapidity, sei? ' upon every

surrounding circumstance that appears to favour his

wishes, and combining them, drew thence the niost

brilliant inferences. He had read in Pliny that pearls

are generated from drops of dew which fall into the

mouths of oysters: if so, what place could be more

propitious to their growth and multiplication than

the coast of Paria ? The dew in these parts was heavy

and abimdant, and the oysters were so plentiful that

they clustered about the roots and pendant branches

of the mangrove-trees, which grew upon the very

margin of the tranquil sea. When a brarich which

had drooped for a time in the water was drawn forth,

it was found covered with oysters. Las Casas, no-

ticing this sanguine conclusion of Columbus, observes,

that the shell-fish here spoken of are not of the kind

which produce pearl, for that those, by a natural in-

stinct, as if conscious of their precious charge, hide

themselves in the deepest water.'

Still imagining the coast of Paria to be an island,

and anxious to circumnavigate it and arrive at the

place where these pearls were said by the Indians to

abound, Columbus left the Gardens on the 40th of

August, and continued coasting westward within the

gulf, in search of an outlet to the north. He observed

portions ofTerra Firma appearing towards the bottom

ofthe gulf, which he supposed to be islands, and called

them Isabeta and Tramontana, and fancied that the

desired outlet to the sea must lie between them. As
he advanced, however, he found the water con-

tinually growing shallower and fresher, until he did

not dare to venture any farther with his ship, which,

he observed, was of too great a size for expeditions of

this kind, being of an hundred tons burden, and re-

quiring three fathoms of water. He came to anchor,

therefore, and sent a light caravel called the Correo,

to ascertain whether there was an outlet to the ocean

between the supposed islands. The caravel returned

on the following day, reporting that at the western

end of the gulf there was an opening of two leagues,

which led into an inner and circular gulf, surrounded

by four openings, apparently smaller gulfs, or rather

mouths of rivers, from which flowed the great quan-

tity of fresh water that sweetened the neighbouring

sea. In fact, from one of these mouths issued the

great river the Cuparipari, or, as it is now called, the

Paria. To this inner and circular gulf Columbus

gave the name of the Gulf of Pearls, through a mis-

taken idea that they abounded in its waters, though

none, in fact, are found there. He still imagined that

the four openings of which the mariners spoke, might

be intervals between islands, though they affirmed

that all the land he saw was one connected continent.*

As it was impossible to proceed further westward

with his ships, he had no alternative but to retrace

his course, and seek an exit to the north by the Boca

del Drago. He would gladly have continued for

some time to explore this coast, for he considered hini-

> Las Casas, Hist. Iiid.. c. 136.

> Hist, del AIniiraDte, cap. 78. - ^



self in one of those opulent regions described as tiie

most favoured upon eartli, and wliicli increase in

riclies towards Uie equator. Imperious considera-

tions, liowever, compelled him to shorten his voyage

and hasten to San Domingo. The sea-stores of his

ships were almost exhausted, and the various supplies

for the colony, with which they were freighted,.were

in danger of spoiling. He was suffering, also, ex-

tremely in his health. Besides the gout, which had

rendered him a cripple for the greater part of the

voyage, he was afflicted by a complaint in his eyes,

caused by fatigue and over-watching, which almost

deprived him of sight. Even the voyage along the

coast of Cuba, he observes, in which he was three-

and-thirty days almost without sleep, had -not so in-

jured his eyes and disordered his frame, or caused

him so much painful suffering as the present.'

On the lUh of August, therefore, he set sail east-

ward for the Boca del Drago, and was borne along

with great velocity by the currents, which, however,

prevented him from landing again at his favourite

spot, the Gardens. On Sunday the 13th, he an-

chored near to the Boca, in a fine harbour, to which

he gave the name of Puerto de Gatos, from a species

of monkey called Gato Paulo, with which the neigh-

bourhood abounded. On the margin of the sea he

perceived many trees which, as he thought, pro-

duced the miraholane, a fruit only found in the coun-

tries of the East. There were great numbers also of

mangroves growing within the water, with oysters

clinging to their branches, their mouths open, as he

supposed, to receive the dew, which was afterwards

to be transformed to pearls.'

On the following morning, the 14th of August,

towards noon, the ships approached the Boca del

Drago, and prepared to venture through that for-

midable pass. The distance from Cape Boto at the

end of Paria, and Cape Lapa the extremity of Tri-

nidad, is about five leagues ; but in the interval there

were two islands, which Columbus named Caracol

and Delphin. The impetuous body of fresh water

which flows through the gulf, particularly in the

rainy months of July and August, is confined at the

narrow outlets I)etween these islands, where it causes

a turbulent sea, foaming and roaring as if breaking

over rocks, and rendering the entrance and exit of

the gulf extremely dangerous. The horrors and pe-

rils of such places are always tenfold to discoverers,

who have no chart, or pilot, or advice of previous

voyager, to guide them. Columbus, at first, ap-

prehended sunken rocks and shoals ; but on atten-

tively considering the commotion of the strait, he
attributed it to the conflict between the prodigious

body of fresh water setting through the gulf and
struggling for an outlet, and the tide of salt water

struggling to enter. The ships had scarcely ven-

tured into the fearful channel when the wind died

away, and they were in danger every moment of

' Letter ofColumbus to Ihe Sovereigns, Navarrete, t. i, p. 232.

> Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i.lib. iii, c. <0.
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being thrown upon the rocks or sands. The current

of fresh water, however, gained the victory, and

carried them safely through. The Admiral, when
once more safe in tlie open sea, congratulated him-

self upon his escape from this perilous strait, which,

he observes, might well be called the Mouth of tlie

Dragon.'

He now stood to the westward, running along the

outer coast of Paria, still supposing it an island, and

intending to visit the Gulf of Pearls, which he ima-

gined to be at Ihe end of it, opening to the sea. He
wished to ascertain whether this great body of fresh

water proceeded from rivers, as the crew of the ca-

ravel Correo had aflirmed ; for it appeared to him
impossible that the streams of mere islands, as he

supposed the surrounding lands, could furnish such

a prodigious volume of water.

On leaving the Boca del Drago, he saw to the

north-east, many leagues distant, two islands, which

he called Assumption and Conception; probably

those now known as Tobago and Granada. In his

course along the northern coast of Paria he saw

several other small islands, and many fine harbours,

to some of which he gave names, but they have

ceased to be known by them. On the 1 5th he dis-

covered the islands of Margarita and Cubagua, after-

wards famous for their pearl fishery. The island of

Margarita, about fifteen leagues in length, and six in

breadth, was well peopled. The little island of

Cubagua, lying l)etween it and the main land, and

only about four leagues from the latter, was dry and

sterile, without either wood or fresh water, but

possessing a good harbour. On approaching this

island, the Admiral beheld a number of Indians

fisliing for pearls, who made for the land. A boat

being sent to communicate with them, one of the

sailors noticed many strings of pearls round the neck

of a female. Having a plate of Valentia ware, a kind

of porcelain painted and varnished with gaudy

colours, he broke it, and presented the pieces to the

Indian woman, who gave him in exchange a consi-

derable number of pearls. These he carried to the

Admiral, who immediately sent persons on shore,

well provided with Yalentian plates and hawks'-

bells, for which in a little time he procured about

three pounds' weight of pearls, some of which were

of a very large size, » and were sent by him after-

wards to the Sovereigns as specimens.

There was great temptation to linger near these

shores, and to visit other spots which the Indians

mentioned as abounding in pearls. The coast of

Paria also continued extending to the westward as

far as the eye could reach, rising into a range of

mountains, and provoking examination to ascertain

whether, as he began to think, it was a part of the

Asiatic continent. Columbus was compelled, how-

ever, though with the greatest reluctance, to forego

this most interesting investigation.

> Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, I. Iii, cap. II.

> Charlevoix, Hist. St Domingo, I. iii, p. 169.
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The malady of his eyes had now grown so virulent,

thai he could no longer take observations or keep a

look out, but had to trust to the reports of the pilots

and mariners. He bore away, therefore, for His-

l»aniola, intending to repose there from the toils of

his voyage, and to recruit his health, while he should

send his brother, the Adelantado, to complete the

discovery of this important country. After sailing

for five days to the north-west, he made the island

of Ilispaniola on the 40th of August, fifty leagues

to the westward ot the river Ozema, the place of

his destination; and anchored on the following

morning under the little island of Beatn.

He was astonished to find himself so mistaken iti

his calculations, and so far below his destined port

;

but he attributed it correctly to«the force of the

current setting out of the Boca del Drago, which,

while he had lain-to at nights, to avoid running on

rucks and shoals, had home his ships insensibly to the

west. This current, which sets across the Caribbean

Sea, and the continuation of which now l)ears the

name of the Gulf Stream, was so rapid, that on the

15th, when the wind was but moderate, the ships

had made seventy-five leagues in four-and-twenty

hours. Columbus attributed to the violence of this

current the formation of that pass called the Boca del

Drago, where he supposed it had forced its way
through a narrow isthmus that formerly connected

Trinidad with the extremity of Paria. He imagined,

also, that its constant operation had worn away and

iiiiindateu the bsiUors of the main land, gradually

jiroduclng that fringe of islands which stretches from

Trinidad to the Lucayos or Bahamas, and which,

according to his idea, had originally been part of the

solid continent. In corroboration of this opinion, he

notices the form of those islands, being narrow from

north to south, and extending in length from east to

west, in the direction of the current. The island

of Beata, where Columbus had anchored, is about

tliirty leagues to the west of the river Ozema, where

he expected to find the new sea-port which his

brother had been instructed to explore. The strong

and steady current from the east, however, and the

prevalence of winds from that quarter, might detain

him for a long time at the island, and render the

remainder of his voyage slow and precarious. He
sent a boat on shore, therefore, to procure an Indian

messenger to take a letter to his brother, the Ade-
lantado. Six of the natives came off to the ships,

one of whom was armed with a Spanish cross-bow.

The anxious mind of the Admiral was immediately

alarmed at seeirtg a weapon of the kind in the pos-

session ofan Indian. It was not an article of traffic,

and he feared could only have fallen into his hands by
the death of some Spaniard. * He apprehended that

further evils had befallen the settlement during his

long absence, and that there had again been troubles

with the natives.

' Letter to the King and Queen, Navarrcte. Cullrc. t. i.

' Las Casas, Hist. Ind., t. i, c. 148.

Having despatched his messenger, he again made
sail, and arrived off the mouth of the river on the

SOlh of August. Hewas met on the wayby a caravel,

on board of which was the Adelantado, who, having

received his letter, had hastened forth with affec-

tionate ardour to welcome his arrival. The meeting

of the brothers was a cause of mutual joy and

comfort ; they were strongly attached to each other,

each had had his trials and sufferings during their long

separation, and each looked with confidence to tbe

other for relief. Don Bartholomew appears to liave

always had great deference for the brilliant genius, the

enlarged mind, and the commanding reputation of

his brother ; while Ihe latter placed great reliance, in

times of difficulty, on the worldly knowledge, the

indefatigable activity, and the lion-hearted courage

of the Adelantado.

Columbus arrived almost the wreck of himself.

His voyages were always of a nature to wear out the

human frame, having to navigate amidst unknown
dangers, and to keep anxious watch, at all hours and

in all weathers. As age and infirmity increased upon

him, these trials became the more severe. His con-

stitution must originally havebeen wonderfully vigor-

ous; but even a powerful constitution, exposed to too

great hardships, at an advanced period of life, yields

to disease and pain. In this last voyage he had been

parched and consumed by fever, racked by gout, and

his whole system disordered by incipient watchful-

ness; he came into port haggard, emaciated, and al-

most blind. His spirit, however, was, as usual, su-

perior to all bodily affliction or decay, and he looked

forward with magnificent anticipations to the result

of his recent discoveries, which he intended should be

immediately prosecuted by his hardy and enterprising

brother.

CHAPTER IV.

SPECULATIONS OV COLUMBUS GONCEBNING TBI GOtST OP PtBli.

[ 1498. ]

The natural phenomena of a great and striking

nature which had presented themselves in the course

of this voyage, had powerfully excited the contem-

plative mind of Columbus. In considering the vast

Iwdy of fresh water which flows into tfie Gulf of

Paria, and thence rushes with such force into the

ocean, he formed one of his simple and great conclu-

sions. It could not be produced by an island, or by

islands ; it must be some mighty river which had

wandered through a great extent of country, collect-

ing all its streams, and pouring them in one vast cur-

rent into the ocean. The land, therefore, which fur-

nished such a river must be a continent. He now
supposed that the various tracts of land which he had

belield about the gulf, were mostly connected toge-

ther. That the coast of Paria extended far to the

west, beyond a chain of mountains which he had bc-
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held afar off from Margarita; anil lliat the land oppo-

site to Trinidad, instead of being an island, continued

to an immense distance to the south, far beyond the

equator, into that hemisphere hitherto unknown to

civilized man. He considered all this an extension of

the Asiatic continent ; thus presuming that the greater

part of the surface of the globe was lirm land. In

this last opinion he found himselfsupported by authors

of the highest name, both ancient and modern; among

whom he cites Aristotle and Seneca, St Augustine

and Cardinal Pedro de Aliaco, to whose writings he

always attached great value. He lays particular stress

also on the assertion of the apucryphal Esdras, that,

ofseven parts of the world, six are dry land, and one

part only is covered with water.

The land, therefore, surrounding the Gulfof Paria,

was but the border of an almost boundless continent,

stretching far to the west and to the south, including

the most precious regions of the earth, lying under

the most auspicious stars and benignant skies ; but as

yet unknown and uncivilized, free to be discovered

and appropriated by any Christian nation. " May it

please our Lord," he exclaims in his letter to the So-

vereigns, '' to give long life and health to your High-

nesses, that you may prosecute this noble enterprise,

in which, methinks, God will receive great service,

Spain vast increase of grandeur, and all Christians

much consolation and delight, since the name of our

Saviour will be divulged throughout these lands."

Thus far the deductions of Columbus, tliough san-

guine, admit of little cavil ; but he carried them still

further, until they ended in what may appear to some

mere chimerical reveries. In his letter to the Sove-

reigns, he stated that, on his former voyages, when
he steered westward from the Azores, he had ob-

served, after sailing about a hundred leagues, a sud-

den and great change in the sky and the stars, the

temperature of the air, and the calmness o'' the ocean.

It seemed as if a line ran from north to south, beyond

which every thing became different. The needle

which had previously inclined towards the north-east,

now varied a whole point to the north-west. The
sea, hitherto clear, was covered with weeds, so dense,

that in his first voyage he had expected to run aground

upon shoals. A universal tranquillity reigned through-

out the elements, and the climate was mild and genial

whether in summer or winter. On taking his astro-

nomical observations at night, after crossing that

imaginary line, the north star appeared to him to de-

scribe a diurnal circle in the heavens of five degrees in

diameter.

On his present voyage he had varied his route, and

had run southward from the Cape de Yerde Islands

for the equinoctial line. Before reaching it, however,

the heat had become insupportable, and a wind

springing up from the east, he had been induced to

strike westward, when in the parallel ofSierra Leone
in Guinea. For several days he had been almost

consumed by scorching and stifling heat under a sultry

yet clouded sky, and in a drizzling atmosphere, until

he arrived at the idea! i<ne already mentioned, ex-

tending from north to south . Here suddenly, to hi.i

great relief, he had emerged into serene weather,

with a clear blue sky and a -jweet and temperate at-

mosphere. The further he had proceeded west, the

more pure and genial he had found the climate ; the

sea tranquil, the breezes soft and balmy. All these

phenomena coincided with those he had remarked i:

the same line, though further north, in his former

voyages ; excepting that here there was no herbage in

the sea, and the movements of stars were dirfereni.

The polar star appeared to him here to describe a

diurnal circle often degrees instead of five; an aug-

mentation which struck him with astonishment, but

which he says he ascertained by observations taken

in different nights, with his quadrant. Its greatest

altitude at the former place, in the parallel of the

Azores, he had found to be ten degrees, and in the

present place lifleen.

From these and other circumstances, he was in-

clined to doubt the received theory with respect lu

the form of the earth. Philosophers had described

it as spherical ; but they knew nothing of the part of

the world which he had discovered. The ancient

part, known to them, he had no doubt was spherical,

but he now supposed the real form of the earth to

be that of a pear, one part much more elevated than

the rest, and lapering upward toward the skies. This

part he supposed to be in the interior of this newly-

found continent, and immediately under the equator.

All the phenomena which he had previously noticed,

appeared to corruborate this theory. The variations

which he had observed in passing the imaginary line

running from north to south, he concluded to be

caused by the ships having arrived at this supposed

swelling of the earth, where t^ey began gently to

mount towards the skies into a purer and more celestial

atmosphere . The variation of the needle he ascribed

to the same cause, being affected by the coolness and

mildness of the climate; varying to the north-west,

in proportion as the ships continued onward in their

ascent.* So also the altitude of the north star, and

the circle it described in (he heavens, appeared to be

greater, in consequence of being regarded from a

greater elevation, less obliquely, and through a

purer medium of atmosphere; and these phenomena

wouhl be found to increase the more the navigator

approached the equator, from the still increasing

eminence of this part of the earth.

Peter Martyr mentions, that the Admiral told liim that, from

the climate of great lieat and unwholesome air, he liad ascended

the bacli of the sea, being, as it were, a high mountain towards

heaven. Decad. i, lib. vi.

> Columbus, in his attempts to account for the varialioD of the

needle, supfiosed that the north star possessed the quality of the

four cardinal points, as did likewise the loadstone. That iftlie

needle were touched with one part ofthe loadstone, it would point

east and another west, and so on. Wherefore, he adds, those

who prepare or magnetize the needles, cover the loadstone with

a cloth, so that the north part only remains out : that is tu say, the

part which possesses the virtue of causing the needle to point tu

the north. Hist, del Almirante, cap. GC.
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He noticed, also, the difference of climate, vegeta-

liun, and people, of this part of Ihe New World, from

those under tlie same parallel in Africa. There the

heat wan insupportable, the land parched and sterile,

(he inhabitants were black, with crisped wool, ill-

sliapen in their forms, and dull and brutal in their

natures. Here, on the contrary, although the sun

was in Leo, he found Ihe noontide heat moderate,

the mornings and evenings fresh and cool, the coun-

try green and fruitful, and covered with beautiful

forests, the people fairer even than those in the lands

he had discovered further north, having long hair,

with well proportioned and graceful forms, lively

minds, and courageous dispositions. All this, in a

latitude so near to the equator, he attributed tu the

superior altitude of this part of the world, by which it

was raised into a more celestial region of the air. On
turning northward, through the Gulf of Paria, he

had found the circle described by the north star again

to diminish. The current of the sea also increased

in velocity, wearing away, as has already been re-

marked, the borders of the continent, and producing

by its incessant operation the adjacent islands. This

was a further coniirmation of the idea that he as-

cended in going southward, and descended in return-

ing northward.

Aristotle had imagined that the highest part of the

earth, and nearest to the skies, was under the antarctic

pole. Other sages had maintained that it was under

the arctic. Hence it v as apparent that both con-

ceived one part of Ihe earth to be more elevated, and

noble, and nearer to the heavens than the rest. They
did not think of this eminence being under the equi-

noctial line, observed Columbus, because they had

no certain knowledge of this hemisphere, but only

spoke of it theoretically and from conjecture.

As usual, he assisted his theory by holy writ. Tlie

sun, when God created it, he observes, was in the

first point of the Orient, or the first light was there.

That place, according to his idea, must be here, in

the remotest part of the East, where the ocean and

the extreme part of India meet under the equinoctial

line, and where the highest point of the earth is situ-

ated. He supposed this apex of the world, though

of immense height, to be neither rugged nor pre-

cipitous, but that the land rose to it by gentle and

imperceptible degrees. The beautiful and fertile

shores of Paria were situated on its remote borders,

abounding of course with those precious articles which
are congenial with the most favoured and excellent cli-

mates. As one penetrated in the interior and gra-

dually ascended, the land would be found to increase

in beauty and luxuriance, and in the exquisite nature

of its productions, until it terminated in the summit
under the equator. This he imagined to be the

noblest and most perfect place on earth , enjoying, from
its {tosition, an equality of nights and days, and a

uniformity of seasons, and being elevated into a

serene and heavenly temperature, above the heats

and colds, the clouds and vapours, the storms and

tempests which deform and disturb the lower regions.

In a word, here he supposed to be situated the ori-

ginal abode of our first parents, the primitive seat

of human innocence and bliss, the Garden of Eden,
or terrestrial paradise. He imagined this place, ac-

cording to the opmion of the most eminent fathers of

the church, to be still flourishing, possessed of all its

blissful delights, but inaccessible to mortal feet, ex-

cepting by divine permission. From this height he

presumed, though of course from a great distance,

proceeded the mighty stream of fresh water which
filled the Gulf of Paria, and sweetened the salt

ocean in its vicinity, being supplied by the fountain

mentioned in Genesis, as springing from the tree of

life in the Garden of Eden.

Such was the singular speculation of Columbus,
which he details at full length in a letter to the Cas-

tilian Sovereigns,' citing various authorities fur his

opinions, among which were St Augustine, St Isidur,

and St Ambrosius, and fortifying his Iheury with

much of that curious and speculative erudition in

which he was deeply versed.' It shows how his ar-

dent mind was heated by the magnificence of his dis-

coveries. Shrewd men, in the coolness and (|uie> idc

of ordinary life, and in these modern days of cautions

and sober fact, may smile at such a reverie, but it wiis

countenanced by the speculations of the most sag

:

and learned of those times, and if this had not been,

could we wonder at any sally of the imagination in a

man placed in the situation of Columbus ? He beheld

a vast world, rising, as it were, into existence before

him, its nature and extent unknown and undefined,

as yet a mere region for conjecture. Every day dis-

played some new feature of beauty and sublimity

;

island after island, whose rocks, he was told, were
veined with gold, whose groves teemed with spices,

or whose shores abounded with pearls. Interminable

ranges of coast, promontory beyond promontory,

stretching as far as the eye could reach ; luxuriant

valleys sweeping away into a vast interior, whose
distant mountains, he was told, concealed still hap-

pier lands, and realms of still greater opulence.

When be looked upon all this region of golden pro-

mise, it was with the glorious conviction that his

genius had called it into existence; he regarded it

with the triumphant eye of a discoverer. Had not

Columbus been capable of these enthusiastic soarings

of the imagination, he might, with other sages, have

reasoned calmly and coldly about the probability of a

continent existing in the west, but he would never

have had the daring enterprise to adventure in search

of it into the unknown realms of ocean.

Still, in the midst of his fanciful speculations, we
find that solid foundationof sagacity which formed the

basis of his character. The conclusion which he drew
from the great flow of the Oronoko, that it must be

the outpouring of a continent, was acv.U aiA t iriking.

Navarretc, CoUcc. de Viages, t. i, p. / i

> See Uhistratioiis, article SiTUtTiON np 8» ! ^.aHf! t u' '.i Pabv-

DISE.

M^
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A learned Spanish historian has also ingenioosly ex-

cised other parts of his theory. "He suspected,"

observes he, " a certain elevation of the globe at one

part of the equator; philosophers have since deter-

mined the world to be a spheroid, slightly elevated in

its equatorial circumference. He suspected that the

diversity of temperatures influenced the needle, not

being able to penetrate the cause of its inconstant va-

riations; the successive series of voyages and experi-

ments have made this inconstancy more manifest,

and have shown that extreme cold sometimes divests

the needle of all its virtue. Perhaps new observa-

tions may justify the surmise of Columbus. Even

his error concerning the circle described by the polar

star, which he thought augmented by an optical

illusion in proportion as the observer approached the

equinox, manifests him a philosopher superior to the

time in which he lived."

BOOK XI.

CHAPTER I.

ADMINISTBATION OP TBB iDELANTADO. BXPBDITION TO TBG

PROVIRCB OP XABAQUA.

GuLUHBLS had anticipated repose from his toils on

arriving at Hispaniola, but a new scene of trouble

and anxiety opened upon him, which was destined to

impede the prosecution of his enterprises, and to af-

fect all his future fortunes. To explain this, it is

necessary to relate the occurrences of the island in the

long space of time during which he had been so in-

juriously detained in Spain.

When he sailed for Europe in March, U96, his

brother Don Bartholomew, who remained as go-

vernor, with the title of Adelantado, took the earliest

measures to execute his directions with respect to the

mines recently discovered by Miguel Diaz on the

south side of the island. Leaving Don Diego Co-

lumbus in command at Isabella, he repaired with a

large force to the neighbourhood of the mines, and

chusing a favourable situation, in a place most abound-

ing in ore, he built a fortress, to which he gave the

name of St Christoval. The workmen, however,

finding grains of gold among the earth and stone em-

ployed in its construction, gave it the name of the

Golden Tower.'

The Adelantado remained here three months, su-

perintending the building of the fortress, and making

the necessary preparations for working the mines and

purifying the ore. The progress of the work, how-

ever, was greatly impeded by scarcity of provisions,

' Muno/, llisl. N. Mundo, I. vi, § .12.

' PcJcr Martyr, decad. i, I. v.

,;*:

having fretjuently to detach a part of the men from

their labours, and to send them about the country in

quest of supplies. The former hospitality of the is-

land was at an end. The Indians no longer gave

tlieir provisions freely; they had learnt from the

white men to profit by the necessities of the stranger,

and to exact a price for the bread that was to relieve

his hunger. Their scanty stores, also, were soon

exhausted, for their frugal habits, and their natural

indolence and improvidence, seldom permitted them

to have more provisions on hand than was requisite

for present support. The Adelantado found it dif-

ficult, Iherefore, to maintain so large a force in the

neighbourhood, until they should have time to cul-

tivate the earth and raise live-stock, or should receive

supplies from Spain. Leaving ten men to guard the

fortress, with a dog to assist them in catching utias,

he marched with the rest of his men, about four

hundred in number, to Fort Conception, in the abun-

dant country of the Vega. He passed the whole

month of June collecting the quarterly tribute, being

supplied with food by Guarionex and his suliordinate

caciques. In the following month (July, 14SM>), the

three caravels commanded by NiDo arrived from

Spam, bringing a reinforcement of men, and, what

was still more needed, a supply of provisions.' The

latter was quickly distributed among the hungry

colonists, but unfortunately a great part was found to

have been injured during the voyage. This was a

serious misfortune in a community where the least

pressure of scarcity produced nmrmur and sclition.

By these ships the Adelantado received letters from

his brother, directing him to found a town and sea-

port in the mouth of the Ozema, near to the new

mines. He requested him, also, to send prisoners

to Spain such of the caciques and their subjects as

had been concerned in the death of any of the

colonists, that being considered as suflicient ground,

by many of the ablest jurists and theologians of Spain,

for selling them as slaves. On the return of the

caravels, the Adelantado despatched three hundred

Indian prisoners, and three caciques. These formed

the ill-starred cargoes about which MDo had made

such absurd vaunting, as though his ships were laden

with treasure, and which had caused such mortifi-

cation, disappointment, and delay to Columbus.

Having obtained by this arrival a supply of pro-

visions, the Adelantado returned to the fortress of

San Christoval, and from thence proceeded to the

Ozema to chuse a site for the proposed sea-port.

After a careful examination, he chose the eastern

bank of a natural haven at the mouth of the river.

It was easy of access, of sufficient depth, and good

anchorage. The river ran through a beautiful and

fertile country ; its waters were pure and salubrious,

and well stocked with fish ; its banks were covered

will) trees bearing the fine fruits of the island, so that

in sailing along, the fruits and flowers might be

plucked with the hand from the branches which uver-

' I'Rtrr Miirlyr, decad. i, I. v.
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hung the stream. ' This delightful vicinity was the

dwelling-place of the female cacique who had con-

ceived an affection for the young Spaniard Miguel

Diaz, and had induced him to entice his oounlrymen

to that part of the island. The promise she had

given of a friendly reception on the part of her tribe

was faithfully performed.

On a commanding bank of the harbour, Don Bar-

tholomew erected a fortress, which at first was called

Isabella, but afterwards San Domingo, and was the

origin of the city which still bears that name. The
Adelantado was of an active and indefatigable spirit.

No sooner was the fortress completed, than he left in

it a garrison of twenty men, and with the rest of his

forces set out on an expedition to visit the dominions

of Hehechio, one of the principal chieftains of the is-

land. This cacique, as has already been mentioned,

reigned over Xaragua, a province comprising almost

the whole coast at the west end of the island, includ-

ing Cape Tiburon, and extending along the south

side as far as Point Aguda, or the small island of

Beata. It was one of the most populous and fertile

districts. The situation was sheltereil and delight-

ful, the people were softer and more graceful in their

manners than the rest of the islanders. Being so re-

mote from all the fortresses, the cacique, although

he had taken a part in the combination of the chief-

tains, had hitherto remained free from the incursions

and exactions of the white men.

With this cacique resided Anacaona, widow of the

late formidable Caonabo. She was sister to Behechio,

and had taken refuge with her brother after the cap-

tm-e of her husband. She was oneof the most beautiful

females of the island ; her name, in the Indian lan-

guage, signifled flower of gold. She possessed a

genius superior to the generality of her race, and was

said to excel in composing those little legendary bal-

lads, or areytos, which the natives chanted as they

performed their national dances. All the Spanish

writers agree in describing her as possessing a na-

tural dignity and grace hardly to be credited in her

ignorant and savage condition. Nolhwilhstanding

the ruin with which her husband had been over-

whelmed by the hostility of the while men, she ap-

pears to have entertained no vindictive feeling towards

them. She knew that he had provoked their vengeance

by his own voluntary warfare. She regarded the

Spaniards with admira''on as almost superhuman
beings, and her intelligent mind perceived the futility

and impolicy of any attempt to resist their supe-

riority in arts and arms. Having great influence over

her brother Behecluo, she counselled him to take

warning by the fate of her husband, and to conciliate

the friendsliip of the Spaniards, and it is supposed that

a knowledge of the friendly sentiments and powerful

influence of this princess, in a great measure prompted

the Adelantado to his present expedition. '

' I'. Marlyr, decad. i, I. v.

Charlevoix, Hist. SI Uoiiiinit.. I. ii, p. 147.

.MunOu, I. vi. S 0-

Munoz, I list. N.

In passing through those parts of the island which

had hitherto been unvisited by the Europeans, the

Adelantado adopted the same imposing measures

which the Admiral had used on a former occasion ; he

put his cavalry in the advance, and entered all the

Indian towns in martial array, with standards dis-

played, and the sound of drum ^nd trumpet, inspiring

the natives with great awe and admiration.

After proceeding about thirty leagues, he came to

(he river which, issuing from the mountains of Cibao,

divides the southern side of the island. Crossing the

stream, he despatched two parties of ten men each

along the sea-coast in search of brazil-wood. They
found great quantities, and felled many trees, which
they stored m the Indian cabins, until they could be

taken away by sea.

Inclining with his main force to the right, the Ade-
lantado met, not far from the river, with the cacique

Behechio, with a great army of his subjects, armed
with bows, arrows, and lances. If he had come
forth with an intention of opposing the inroad into his

forest domains, he was probably daunted by the for-

midable appearance of the Spaniards. Laying aside

his weapons, he advanced and accosted the Adelan-

tado very amicably, professing that he was thus in

arms for the purpose of subjecting certain villages

along the river, and inquiring, at the same time, the

object of this incursion of the Spaniards. The Ade-
lantado assured him that he came in peace to visit

him and his territories, and to pass a little time with

him in friendly intercourse at Xaragua. He suc-

ceeded so well in allaying the apprehensions of the

cacique, that he dismissed his army, and sent swift

messengers in advance to announce his approach, and
to order preparations for the suitable reception of so

distinguished a guest. As the S^Kiniards advanced
into the territories of the chieftain, and passed through
the districts of his inferior caciques, the latter brought
forth cassava-bread, hemp, cotton, and the various

productions of the land. At length they drew near

to the residence of Behechio, which was a large town
situated in a beautiful part of the country near the

coast, at the bottom of that deep bay, called at pre-

sent the Bight of Leagon.

The Spaniards had heard many accounts of the

soft and delightful region of Xaragua, in one part of

which some of the Indian traditions placed their

Elysian fields. They had heard much, also, of the

beauty and urbanity of the inhabitants: the mode of

their reception was calculated to confirm their fa-

vourable prepossessions. As ihey approached the

place, thirty females of the cacique's household came
forth to meet them, singing their areytos, or tradition-

ary ballads, and dancing and waving palm branches.

The married females wore aprons of embroidered
cotton, reaching half way to the knee ; the young
women were entirely naked, with merely a fillet

round the forehead, their hair fa><ing upon their

shoulders. They were beautifully pro|H)rtioned,

their skin snioolli and delicate, and their complexion
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of a clear agreeable brown. According to old Peter

Martyr, the Spaniards when they beheld them issu-

ing forth from their green woods, almost imagined

they beheld the fabled dryades, or native nymphs
and fairies ofthe fountains, sung by the ancient poets.'

When theycame before Don Bartholomew, they knelt

and gracefully presented him the green branches.

After these came the female cacique Anacaona, re-

clining on a kind of light litter borne by six Indians.

Like the other females, she had no other covering

than an apron of various-coloured cotton. She wore
round her head a fragrant garland of red and white

flowers, and wreaths of the same round her neck and
arms. She received the Adelantado and his follow-

ers with that natural grace and courtesy for which
she was celebrated ; manifesting no hostility towards

them for the fate her husband had experienced at

their hands. On the contrary, she seemed from the

first to conceive a great admiration and sincere friend-

ship for the strangers.

The Adelantado and his officers were conducted

to the house of Behechio, where a banquet was
served up of utias, a great variety of sea and river

fish, with the roots and fine fruits which formed the

principal food of the Indians. Here first the Spa-

niards conquered their repugnance to the guana, the

favourite delicacy of the Indians, but which the for-

mer had regarded with disgust, as a species of serpent.

The Adelantado, willing to accustom himself to the

usages of the country, was the first to taste this ani-

mal, being kindly pressed thereto by Anacaona. His

followers imitated his example ; they found it to be

highly palatable and delicate; and from that time

forward the guana began to be held in repute among
Spanish epicures."

The banquet being over, Don Bartholomew with

six of his principal cavaliers were lodged in the dwell-

ing of Behechio; the rest were distributed in the

houses of the inferior caciques, where they slept in

hammocks of matted cotton, the usual beds of the

natives.

For two days they remained with the hospitable

Behechio, entertained with various Indian games and

festivities, among which the most remarkable was
the representation of a battle. Two squadrons of

naked Indians, armed with bows and arrows, sallied

suddenly into the public square and began to skir-

mish, in a manner similar to the Moorish play of

canes, or tilting-reeds. By degrees, they became

Peter Martyr, decad. I, I. V.
'^

> " These gerpeiites lykc unto crocodiles, saving in biggness,

they call guanas. Unto that day none of owre men diirstc adven-

ture to taste of them, by reason of theyrc horrible dcformitic and

lothsomnes. Yet the Adelantado being entyscd by the pleasant-

ness of the Idnge's sister, Anacaona, determined to taste of the ser-

pcntes. But when he fclte the fleshe thereof to be so dolycate to

his tongue, he {-A to amayne without al fuare. The which lliyng

bis companions perceiving, were not behinde hym in gTOcdynessc:

insnnniche that they had now none other lalkc than of the sweet-

nesseof these ser|)cnlcR, which they afTirm to be of morn pluasjuit

taste than eytlicr our phesantesor |tartrlchs. " I'eler Martyr, de-

cad. I, book V, Eden'i ling, transl.

excited, and fought with such earnestness, that four

were slain, and many wounded, which seemed tb

increase the interest and pleasure of the spectators.

The contest would have continued longer, and might

have been still more bloody, had not the Adelantado

and the other cavaliers interfered and begged thai

the game miglit cease. When the festivities were

over, and familiar intercourse had promoted mutual

confidence, the Adelantado addressed the cacique and

Anacaona on the real object of his visit. He in-

formed them that his brother, the Admiral, had been

sent to this island by the Sovereigns of Castile, who

were great and mighty potentates, with many king-

doms under their sway. That the Admiral had re-

turned to apprise his Sovereigns how many tributary

caciques there were in the island, leaving him in

command, and that he had come to receive Behechio

under the protection of these mighty Sovereigns, and

to arrange a tribute to be paid by him, in such man-

ner as should be most convenient and satisfactory to

himself.

'

The cacique was greatly embarrassed by this de-

mand, knowing the sufferings that had been inflicted

on the other parts of the island by the avidity of the

Spaniards for gold. He replied that he had been

apprised that gold was the great object for which the

while men had come to their island, and that a tri-

bute was paid in it by some of his fellow caciques

;

but that in no part of his territories was gold to be

found ; and his subjects hardly knew what it was.

To this the Adelantado replied with great adroitness,

that nothing was further from the intention or wish

of his Sovereigns than to require a tribute in things

not produced in his dominions, but that it might be

paid in cotton, hemp, and cassava-bread, with which

the surrounding country appeared to abound. The

countenance of the cacique brightened at this intima-

tion ; he promised cheerful compliance, and instantly

sent orders to all his subordinate caciques to sow

abundance of cotton for the first payment of the sti-

pulated tribute. Having made all the requisite ar-

rangements, the Adelantado took the most friendly

leave of Behechio and his sister, and set out for Isa-

bella.

Thus, by amicable and sagacious management, one

of the most extensive provinces of the island was

brought into cheerful subjection, and, had not the

wise policy of the Adelantado been defeated by tlie

excesses of worthless and turbulent men, a large

revenue might have been collected, without any re-

course to violence or oppression. In all iiislaiices,

these simple people appear to have been extremely

tractable, and meekly and even cheerfully to have

resigned their rights to the white men, when treated

with gentleness and humanity.

> Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, cap. 115.
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CHAPTER U.

CSTiBLISDMENT OP k CHAIN OP MILITAHT POSTS. INSOIBECTION

OP CIIiHIONEX, TBI CiCIQDB OP THE VEGA.

[ 1496. ]
* '

,

On arriving at Isabella, Don Bartholomew found

it, as usual, a scene of misery and repining. Many

had died during his absence, most were ill. Those

who were healthy complained of the scarcity of food,

and those who were ill, of the want of medicines.

The provisions which had been distributed among

them, from the supplies brought out a few months

before by Peralonzo Niiio, had been consumed. The

colonists, partly from sickness, and partly from a re-

pugnance to labour, had neglected to cultivate the

surrounding country, and the Indians, on whom they

had chiefly depended, outraged by their oppressions,

had abandoned the vicinity, and fled to the moun-

tains ;
preferring to subsist on roots and herbs, in

their rugged retreats, rather than remain in the

luxuriant plains, subject to the wrongs and cruelties

of the white men. The history of this island presents

continual pictures of the miseries, the actual want,

and poverty produced by the grasping avidity of gold.

It had rendered the Spaniards heedless of all the less

obvious, but more certain and salubrious sources of

wealth. All labour seemed lost that was to produce

profit by a circuitous process. Instead of cultivating

the luxuriant soil around them, and deriving real

treasures from its surface, they thought only of

golden streams, and were starving in the midst of

fertility.

No sooner were the provisions exhausted which

had been brought out by Niilo, than the colonists

began to break forth in their accustomed murmurs.

They represented themselves as neglected by Co-

lumbus, who amidst the blandishments and delights

of a court, thought little of their sufferings. They

considered themselves equally forgotten by govern-

ment ; while, having no vessel in the harbour, they

were destitute of all means of sending home intelli-

gence of their disastrous situation, and of imploring

relief.

To remove this last cause of discontent, and to fur-

nish some object for their hopes and thoughts to rally

round, the Adelantado ordered that two caravels

should be built at Isabella, for the use of the island.

To relieve the settlement, also, from all useless and

repining individuals, during this time of scarcity, he

distributed such as were too ill to labour, or to bear

arms, into the interior, where they would have the

benefit of a better climate, and more abundant supply

of Indian provisions. He established, at the same

time, a chain of military posts between Isabella and

the new port of San Domingo. They consisted of

live fortified houses, each surrounded by ils depen-

dent hamlets. The iirst of these was almut nine

leagues from Isabella, and was called La Esperanxa.

Six leagues beyond was Santa Catulinu. Four leagues

and a half farther was Santiago ; and five leagues

farther Fort Conception—which was fortified with
great care, being at the foot of the golden mountains

of Cibao, in the vast and populous Vega, and within

half a league from the residence of its cacique, Gua-
rionex. ' Having thus relieved Isabella of all its

useless population, and left none but such as were too

ill to be removed, or were required for the service and
protection of the place, and the construction of the ca-

ravels, the Adelantado returned, with a large body of

the most effective men , to the fortress of San Domingo.

The military posts thus established, succeeded for a

time in overawing the natives ; but fresh hostilities

soon began to be manifested, excited by a different

cause from the preceding. Among the missionaries

who had accompanied Friar Boyle to the island, were
two of far greater zeal than their superior. When
he returned to Spain, they remained behind, ear-

nestly bent upon the fulfilment of their mission. One
was called Roman Pane, a poor '. rmit, as he styled

himself, of the order of St Gero i.)o; the other was
Juan Borgouon, a Franciscan. They resided for some
time among the Indians of the Vega, strenuously en-

deavouring to make converts. They had succeeded

with one family, consisting of sixteen persons, the

chief of which, on being baptized, had taken the

name ofJuan Mateo. The conversion of the cacique

Guarionex, however, was the great object of their

pious labours. The extent and importance of his

possessions made his conversion of great importance

to the interests of the colony; and the zealous fathers

considered it a means of bringing his numerous sub-

jects under the dominion of the church. For some
time the cacique lent a willing ear ; he learnt the

Pater Noster, the Ave Maria, and the Creed, and

made his whole family repeat them daily. The other

caciques of the Yega and ,f the provinces of Cibao,

however, reproached hi'i. ''id scoffed at him for

meanly conforming to the la\,'$ and customs of the

strangers, who were usurf n-s of his possessions, and

oppressors of his nation i'he friars complained that,

in consequence of these evil communications, their

fancied convert suddenly relapsed into his infidelity

;

but another and more grievous cause is assigned for

his recantation. His favourite wife was seduced or

treated with outrage by one of the Spaniards of some

authority ; and the indignant cacique renounced all

faith in a religion, which, as he supposed, admitted

of such atrocities. Losing all hope of effecting the

conversion of Guarionex, the missionaries removed

to the terriloriesof another cacique, taking with them

Juan Mateo, their Indian convert. Before their de-

parture, they erected a small chapel, and furnished it

with an altar, crucifix, and images, for the use of the

family of Mateo.

The friars had scarcely departed, when several

Indians entered the chapel, broke the images in

pieces, trampled them under foot, and buried them

in a neighbouring field. This, it was said, was done

' PcttT Martyr, ilccad. i, I. v.
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by order of Guarionex, in contempt of liie holy

religion from which he had apostatized. A com-

plaint of this enormity was carried to the Adelantado,

wlio ordered a sait to be immediately instituted, and

those who were found culpable to be punished ac-

cording to the law. It was a period of great rigour

in ecclesiastical law, especially among the Spaniards.

In Spain, all heresies in religion, all recantations from

the faith, and all acts of sacrilege, either by Moor or

Jew, were punished with fire and faggot. Such was

the fate of the poor ignorant Indians, convicted of

this outrage on the church. It is questionable whe-

ther Guarionex had any hand in this offence, and it

is probable that the whole affair was exaggerated.

A proof of the credit due to the evidence brought

forward, may be judged by one of the facts recorded

by Roman Pane, " the poor hermit." The field in

which the holy images were buried, was planted,

he says, with certain roots shapeil like a turnip, or

radish, several of which coming up in the neighbour-

hood of the images, were found to have grown most

miraculously in the form of a cross.

The cruel punishment inflicted on these Indians,

instead of daunting their countrymen, filled them

with horror and indignation. They had not been

accustomed to such stern rule and vindictive justice,

and having no clear ideas nor powerful sentiments

with respect to religion of any kind, they could not

comprehend the nature nor extent of the crime com-
mitted. Even Guarionex, a man naturally moderate

and pacific, was highly incensed with the assumption

of power within his territories, and the inhuman
death inflicted on his subjects. The other caciques

perceived his irritation, and endeavoured to induce

him to unite in a sudden insurrection, that, by one

vigorous and general effort, they might break the

yoke of their oppressors. Guarionex wavered for

some time. He knew the martial skill and prowess

of the Spaniards. He stood in awe of their cavalry,

and he had before him the disastrous fate of Caonabo.

But he was rendered bold by despair, and he beheld

in the domination of these strangers the assured ruin

of his race. The early writers speak of a tradition

current among the inhabitants of the island, re-

specting this Guarionex. He was ofan ancient line

of hereditary caciques. His father, in times long

preceding the discovery, having fasted for five days,

according to their superstitious observances, applied

to his zemi, or household deity, for information of

things to come. He received for answer, that within

a few years there should come to the island a nation

covered with clothing, which should destroy all their

customs and ceremonies, and should slay their chil-

dren or reduce them to painful servitude. ' The tra-

dition was probably invented by the Butios, or priests

of the Indians, after the Spaniards had begun to

exercise .1 eir severities. Whether this prediction

had an efr>ct in disposing the mind of Guarionex to

' Escrilurade Fr. Roman, IliNt. ilcl Almirante.

' P. Martyr, 'lecad.i, lib. U.

hostilities against the strangers, is uncertain. Some

have asserted, that he was compelled to take up arms

by the importunities of his subjects, who still flat-

tered themselves with the hope of success, and

threatened, incase ofhis refusal, to chuse some other

chieftain; while others have alleged the outrage

committed upon his favourite wife, as the principal

cause of irritation. It was probably all these

things combined which at length induced the unfor-

tunate cacique to listen to the counsels of his neigh-

bouringchieftains, and to enter into their conspiracy.

A secret consultation was held among them, wherein

it was concerted, that on the day of payment of their

quarterly tribute, when a great number could as

semble without causing suspicion, they should sud

denly rise upon the Spaniards and massacre them. >

By some means the garrison at Fort Conception

received intimation of this cotispiracy. Being but a

handful of men, and surrounded by hostile tribes,

they were alarmed for their safety. They imme-

diately despatched an Indian messenger to the Ade-

lantado at San Domingo, begging immediate assist-

ance. How to get this letter safe to his hands was

an anxious question: their safety depended upon

it. The Indian messenger might be intercepted,

and the letter taken from him, for the natives had

discovered that these letters had a wonderful power

of communicating intelligence, and fancied that they

could talk. The letter was, therefore, enclosed in a

reed which tiie messenger used as a staff. He was,

in fact, intercepted, but affected to be dumb and

lame. He spoke only by signs, intimating that he

was returning to his home, and leaning on his staff,

limped along wit,)i extreme difficulty. He was suf-

fered to depart, and dragged himself feebly forward

until out of sight, when he resumed his speed,

and bore the letter safely and expeditiously to San

Domingo. ^

The Adelantado, with his characteristic prompt-

ness and activity, immediately set out with a body of

troops for the fortress; and though his men were

much enfeebled by scanty fare, hard service, and

long marches, hurried them rapidly forward. Never

did aid arrive more opportunely. The Indians were

already assembled on the plain, to the amount of

many thousands, armed after their manner, and wait-

ing for the appointed time to strike the blow. After

consulting with the commander of the fortress, and

the other principal officers, the Adelantado concerted

his mode of proceeding. Ascertaining the places in

which the various caciques had distributed (heir

forces, he appointed an officer with a body of men to

each cacique, with orders, at an appointed hour of

the night, to rush suddenly into the villages where

they were sleeping, to surprise them unarmed and

unsuspecting, and to hind the caciques and bring

lliem off prisoners, before their subjects could as-

' La<i Casaii, Hist. Ind., 1, i, c. <2I.

' Herrera. dread, i.. I. ill, c. M. V. Martyr, dri^d. (i, I. v.

i llcrrcra, Hist, liid., decod. i, I. Ul, v. 6.
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most important personage, and his capture would

probably be attended with most difficulty and danger,

the Adelantado took the charge of it upon liimself, at

the head ofone hundred men.

This sagacious stratagem, foimded upon a know-

ledge of the attachment of the Indians to their chief-

tains, and calculated lo spare a great effusion of blood,

was completely successful. The villages, having no

walls nor otherdefences, were quietly entered at mid-

night; and the Spaniards, rushing suddenly into the

bouses where tbecacicpies were quartered, seized and

bound Ihem, to the number of fourteen, and hurried

Ihemoff prisoners to ilicfortressjbeforeany effort couid

be made for their defence or rescue. The Indians,

struck with terror and confusion, made no resistance,

nor any show of hostility ; surrounding the fortress

in great multitudes, but without weapons, they filled

the air with doleful bowlings and lamentations, ini-

pioringlhe release of their chieftains. The Adelantado

completed hi? enterprise with the spirit, sagacity, and

moderation with which he had hitherto conducted it.

He obtained information of the causes which had led

to this conspiracy, and of the individuals who had

been most culpable. Two of the caciques, the principal

movers of the insurrection, and who had most wrought

n|K)nthecasynatureof Gnarionex, were put lodeath.

As to that unfortunate cacique, the Adelantado ascer-

tained ihe deep wrongs he had suffered, and the slow-

ness with which he had been provoked to revenge.

He magnanimously pardoned him ; nay, according to

Las Casas, he proceeded with stern justice against

the Spaniard whose outrage on the wife of the cacique

had sunk so deeply in his heart. The Adelantado

extended his lenity also to the remaining chieftains

of the conspiracy. Apprehensive that severe mea-

sures might incense their subjects, or drive them

to despondency, and induce them to abandon the

Vega, he held forth to them promises of great fa-

vours and rewards, if they should continue firm in

their loyally; but terrible punishments, should they

again be found in rebellion. The heart of Gnarionex

was subdued by the unexpected clemency of the Ade-

lantado. He made a speech to his people, setting

forth the irresistible might and valour of i he Spaniards,

their great lenity to offenders, and tiieir generosity

to such as were faithful; and he earnestly exhorted

Ihem henceforth to cultivate their friendship. The
Indians listened to him with attention ; his praises of

the white men were confirmed in their minds by this

great instance of moderation on the part of the Ade-

lantado. When their cacique had concluded, they

took him up with transport on their shoulders, bore

him to his hahitatipn with songs and shouts of joy,

and for some time the tranquillity of the Vega was
restored.'

p. Martyr, d. I, (. V. Herrcra, HiM. tnd.,d. i, I. iii.c.G.

-

'': CHAPTER ra. /.;:.>.„;;-<..«

TBE ADELANTADO HEPAIRS TO XARAGDA TO DECEIVE TBIBOTE.

[ U97. ]

With all his energy and discretion, the Adelantado

found it difficult to manage Ihe proud and turbulent

spirit of the Spanish colonists. Their discontents and

their impatience of any salutary rule, increased day

by day. They could ill brook the rigorous sway of

a foreigner, who, when they attempted to be restive,

curbed them with a firm and iron hand. Don Bartho-

lomew had not the same legitimate authority in their

eyes as his brother. The splendid reputation of the

Admiral gave dignity and grandeur to his name. He
was the discoverev of the country, and the authorized

representative of the Sovereigns; yet even him they

with difficulty brought themselves to obey. The
Adelantado, however, was regarded by many of them
as a mere intruder, shouldering himself into power
on the merits and services of his brother, and pos-

sessing no authority from Ihe crown for such high

command. They spoke with impatience and indig-

nation of the long absence of the Admiral, and his

fancied inattention to their wants : little aware of the

incessant anxieties he was suffering on Iheir account,

during his detention in Spain. The sagacious mea-

sure of the Adelantado in building the caravels, for

some time diverted their attention. They watched

Iheir progress with solicitude, looking upon them as

a means either of obtaining relief, or of abandoning

the island. Don Bartholomew was aware that re-

pining and discontented men should never be left to

idleness. He sought continual means of keeping them

in movement; and indeed a slate of constant activity

was congenial to his own vigorous spirit. About

this time, messengers arrived from Behechio, cacique

of Xaragua, infovn.ing him thai he had large quan-

tities of cotton, and other articles, in which.his tribute

was to be paid, ready for delivery. The Adelantado

immediately summoned a numerous train, who gladly

set forth with hiin to revisit this fruitful and happy

region. They were again received with songs and

dances, and all Ihe national demonstrations of respect

and amity by Behechio and his sister Anacaona. The
latter appeared to be highly popular among the na-

tives, and to have almost as much sway in Xai '<gua

as her brother. Her natural ease, and the graceful

dignity of her manners, more and more won the

admiration of the Spaniards.

The Adelantado found thirty-two inferior caciques

assembled in the house of Behechio, awaiting his

arrival with their respective tributes. The cotton

which they had brought amounted to so great a

quantity, as to fill one of their houses. Having de-

livered Ibis, they gratuitously offered the Adelantado

to give him as much cassava-bread as he desired. The
offer was most acceptable in the present necessitous

state of the colony ; and Don Bartholomew sent to

Isabella for one of tlie caravels, which was nearly

97
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iinislied, to be despatclied ao soon as possible to Xara-

gua, to be freighted wiih bread and cotton.

In the mean lime, the utmost kindness was lavish-

ed on tlie Spaniards by these gentle and generous

pf'ople; they brouglit from all quarters large supplies

of provisions, and they entertained their guests with

continual festivity and banqueting. The early Spa-

nish writers, whose imaginations were heated by the

accounts of the voyagers, and who could not form an

idea of the simplicity of savage life, especially in

those parls which were supposed to border upon Asia,

often speak in terms of oriental magnincence of the

entertainments of the natives ; the palaces of the ca-

ciques, and the lords and Indies of their courts, as if

they were describing the abodes of Asiatic potentates.

The accounts given of Xaragua, however, have a

different character ; and give a picture of savage life,

in its perfection of indolent ease, and untasked enjoy-

ment. The troubles which distracted the other parts

of the devoted Ilayti, had not yet reached the inhabi-

tants of this pleasant region. Living among lieautiful

and fruitful groves, on tlie Iwrders of a sea, which

appeared for ever tranquil and unvexed by storms,

having few wants, and those readily supplied, they

appeared emancipated from the common lot of labour,

and to pass their lives in one uninterrupted holiday.

When the Spaniards regarded the fertility and sweet-

ness of this country, the gentleness of its people, and

the beauty of its women, they pronounced it a per-

fect paradise.

At length the caravel arrived which was to be

freighted with the articles of tribute. It anchored

about six miles distant from the residence of Behechio,

and Anacaona proposed to her brother that they should

go together to behold what she called the great canoe

of the white men. On their way to the coast, the

Adelantado was lodged one night in a village, in a

honse where Anacaona treasured up those articles

which she esteemed most rare and precious. They
consisted of various manufactures ofcotton ingeniously

wrought ; of chairs, tables, and other articles of fur-

niture, formed of ebony and other kinds of wood,

—

all evincing great skill and ingenuity, in a people who
had no iron tools to work with. Such were the

simple treasures of this Indian princess, of which she

generously made numerous presents to her guests.

Nothing could exceed the wonder and delight of

this intelligent woman, when she first beheld the ship.

Her brother, who treated her with a fraternal fond-

ness and respectful attention, worthy of civilized life,

had prepared two canoes, gaily painted and decorated

;

one to convey her and her attendants, and the other

for himself and his chieftains. Anacaona, however,

preferred to embark, with her attendants, in the ship's

boat with the Adelantado. As they approached iJie

caravel, the cannon fired a salute. At the sound of

this sudden thunder, and the sight of vohimes of

Bmoke bursting from the sides of the ship, and rolling

iilong the sea, Anacaona, overcome with dismay, fell

into the arms of the Adelantado, and her attendants

would have leapt overboard in (heir affright. The

laughter and the cheerful words ofDon Bartholomew,

however, speedily reassured them. As they drew

nearer to the vessel, several instruments of marti.il

music struck up, with which they were greatly df-

lighted. Their admiration increased on entering on

board of the caravel. Accustomed only to tlieii

simple and slight canoes, every thing here appeared

to be wonderfully solid and complicatti, and on n

wonderfid and vast scale. But when the anchor was

weighed, the sails were spread, and, aided by a gentle

breeze, they beheld this vast mass, moving apparenljy

by its own volition, veering from side to side, and

playing like a huge monster in the deep, the brother

and sister remained gazing at each other in niuUi

astonishment.' Nothing seems to have filled the

mind of the most stoical savage with more wonder,

than that sublime and beautiful triumph of human

genius, a ship under sail.

Having freighted and despatched the caravel, (he

Adelantado made many presents to Behechio, his

sister, and their attendants, and took leave of them,

to return by land with his troops to Isabella. Ana-

caona showed great aftliction at their parting, entreat

ing him to remain some time longer with them, and

appearing fearful that they had failed in their humble

attempt to please him. She even offered to follow

him to the settlement, nor would she be consoled,

until he had promised to return again to Xaragua

It is impossible not to be struck with the great

ability shown by the Adelantado in the course of his

transient government of the island. Wonderfully

alert and active, he made repeated marches of great

extent, from one remote province to another, and was

always at the post of danger at the critical moment

By skilful management, he had, with a handful of

men, defeated a formidable insurrection without any

effusion of blooti. He had conciliated the most inve-

terate enemies among the natives by his great mode-

ration, while he deterred all wanton hostilities by (he

infliction of signal punishments. He had raadenrni

friends of the most important princes, brought their

dominions under cheerful tribute, and opened new

sources of supplies for the colony, and procured relief

from its immediate wants. Had his judicious mea-

sures been seconded by those under his connnaiitl, the

whole country would have been a scene of tranquil

prosperity, and would liave produced great revenues

to the crown, without cruelty to the natives; but like

his bn 'r the '\ dmiral, his good intentions and judi-

cious arran^emen ' were constantly thwarted by the

vile passions and perverse conduct of others. While

he was absent from Isabella, new mischiefs had been

fomented there, which were soon to throw the whole

island into confusion.

• p. Martyr, (Iccad. 1,1. V. IIcrrcra,(]ecail. i,l. iii,c.6.
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c:iiAi>iiai IV.

COnSPIIAUV Of K0LUA1.

[ IW7. J

Wecart. i.l.iii.e 6

TiiK prime mover of the present mischief in the

LH)lony was one Francisco Iloldan, a man who was

under the deepest obligations to the Admiral. Raised

ly him from poverty and obscurity, he had been

mployed at first in menial capacities; but showing

itrong natural talents, and great assiduity, he had

ecu made ordinary alcahle, equivalent to justice of

he peace. 1'lie ahl<? rriisni ^" in which he had ac-

|uiUed himself in this situation, and the persuasion

r his great fidelity and gratitude, had induced Co-

umbus, on departing for Spain, to appoint him alcalde

iiayor, or chief judge of the island. It is true he

was an uiieducatetl man, but, as there were as yet no

ntricacies of law in the colony, the office re(|uired

little else than shrewd good sense and upright prin-

iples for its discharge.

Iloldan was one of those base spirits which grew

enomous in the sunshine of prosperity, lie had seen

lis benefactor return to Spain apparently under a cloud

if disgrace; a long interval had elapsed without any

idings from him ; he considered him a fallen man,

nd began to devise how he might profit by his down-

k\. He was intrusted with an office inferior only lo

hat of the Adelanlado ; lite brothers of Columbus

ere highly unpopular ; he imagined it possible to

uin them, lioth with liie colonists and with the

overnment at home, and, by dexterous cunning and

nstliiig activity, to work his way into the command

if the colony. The vigorous and somewhat austere

iharacter of the Adelantado for some time kept him

n awe ; but when he was absent from the settlement,

loldan was able to carry on his machinations with

iifldence. Don Diego, who then commanded at

ibella, was an upright and worthy man, but de-

licient in energy. Roldan felt himself his superior

n talent and spirit, and his self-conceit was wounded

ill being inferior to him in authority. He soon made

party among the daring and dissolute of the com-

munity, and secretly loosened the ties of order and

government, by listening to and encouraging

lie discontents of the common people, and directing

hem against the character and conduct of Columbus

imd his brothers. He had heretofore been employed

IS superintendent of various public works ; this had

brought him into habits of familiar communication

ivith workmen, sailors, and others of the lower order.

His originally vulgar character enabled him to adapt

liimself to their intellects and manners, while his

liresent station gave him consequence in their eyes,

inding them full of murmurs about hard treatment,

leYere toil, and the long absence of the Admiral, he

ffecled lo be moved by their distresses. He threw

III suggestions that the Admiral might never return,

jlieiui; disgraced and ruined in conseqiirnce of the

' lUi'irra, decaJ. i, I. iii, c. I,

representations of Aguado. He sympalhi/ed with

the hard treatment they experienced from the Ade-

lantado and his brother Don Diego, who, being fo-

reigners, could take no interest in their welfare, nor

feel a proper respect for the pride of a Spaniard ; but

who used them merely as slaves, to build houses and

fortresses fur them, or to swell their state and secure

their power, as they marcheil about the island en-

riching themselves with the s()oils of the caciques.

By this means he exasperated their feelings to such a

height, that they had at one time formed a conspiracy

to take away the life of the Adelantado, as the only

means of delivering themselves from an odious tyrant.

The time and place for Ihe perpetration of the act

were concerted. Hie Adelantado had condemned to

death a Spaniard of the name of Berahona, a friend

of Roldan and of several of the conspirators. What

was his offence is not positively slated, but from a

passage in Las Casas, there is reason to believe that

he was the very Spaniard who had violated Ihe fa-

vourite wife of Guarionex, thecaci(|ue of the Vega.

The Adelantado would be present at the execution.

It was arranged, therefore, that when Ihe populace

were assembled, a tumult should be made as if by

accident, and in the confusion of the moment, Don

Bartholomew should be despatched with a poniard.

Fortunateb' for the Adelantado, he pardoned the

criminal, the assemblage did not lake place, and the

plan of the conspirators was disconcerted. '

When Don Bartholomew was absent collecting the

tribute in Xaragua, Roldan thought it was a favour-

able time to bring affairs to a crisis, lie had sounded

the feelings of the colonists, and ascertained that

there was a large parly disposed for open sedition.

His plan was to create a popular tumult, to interpose

in his official character of alcalde mayor, lo throw the

blame upon the oppression and injustice of Don

Diego and his brother, and, while he usurped the

reins of authority, lo appear as if actuated only by

zeal for the peace and prosperity of the islands, and

the interests of the Sovereigns.

A pretext soon presented itself for the proposeil

tumult. When the caravel returned from Xaragua

laden with the Indian tributes, and the cargo was

discharged, Don Diego had the vessel drawn up on

the land to protect it from accidents, or from any

sinister designs of the disaffected colonists. Roldan

immediately pointed this circumstance out to his

partisans. He secretly inveighed against the hard-

ship of having this vessel drawn on shore, instead of

being left afloat for the benefit of the colony, or sent

lo Spain to make known their distresses. He hinted

that the true reason was the fear of the Adelantado

and his brother, lest accounts should be carried to

Spain of Iheir misconduct ; and he affirmed that they

wished lo remain undisturbed masters of the island,

and keep the Spaniards there as subjects, or rather

as slaves. The people took lire at these suggestions.

They had long looked forward lo the completion of

' Hist, ilcl Ainiii'anlp. cap. 7~.
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tlie caravels as their only cliance for relief: they now
became openly clamorous, and insisted that the vessel

should be launched and sent to Spain for supplies.

Don Diego endeavoured to convince them of the fully

^ of their demand, the vessel not being rigged and

equipped for surh a voyage ; but the more he at-

tempted to pacify them by fair words, the more

unreasonable and turbulent they became, lloldan,

also, became more bold and explicit in his instiga-

tions. He advised them to launch and take pos-

session of the caravel, as the only mode of regaining

their independence. They might then throw off the

tyranny of these upstart stranjj^ers, enemies in their

hearts to the Spaniards, and might lead a life of ease

and pleasure; sharing equally all that they might gain

; ^y barter in the island, employing the Indians as slaves

to work for them, and enjoying unrestrained indul-

'

A r gence with respect to the Indian women.

'

V Don Diego received information of what was fer-

menting among the people, and of the various in-

trigues of Roldan
;
yet he feared to come to an open

rupture in the present mutinous state of the colony.

He suddenly detached him, therefore, with forty

men, to the Vega, under pretext of overawing cer-

tain of the natives, who had refused to pay their

tribute, and had shown a disposition to revolt. Rol-

dan made use of this opportunity to strengthen his

faction. He made friends and partisans among the

discontented caciques, secretly justifying them in

their resistance to the imposition of tribute, and pro-

mising them redress. He secured the devotion of

his own soldiers by great acts of indulgence, dis-

arming and dismissing such as refused full partici-

pation in his plans, and returned with bis Utile

band to Isabella, where he felt secure of a strong

party among the common people.

The Adelantado had by this time returned from

Xaragua; but Roldan feeling himself at the head of

a strong faction, and arrogating to himself great

authority from bis official station, now openly de-

manded that the caravel should he launched, or

permission given to himself and his followers to

launch it. The Adelanlado, irritated at his arro-

gance, peremptorily refused, observing that neither

he nor his companions were mariners, nor was the

caravel furnished and equipped for sea, and that

neither the safely of the vessel, nor of the people,

should be endangered by their attempt to navigate her.

Roldan perceived that his motives were suspected,

and felt that the Adelantado was too formidable an

adversary to contend with in any open sedition at Isa-

bella. He determined, therefore, to carry his plans

into operation in some more favourable part of the

island, always trusting to excuse any open rebellion

against the authority of Don Bartholomew, by repre-

senting it as a patriotic opposition to his tyranny over

Spaniards. He had seventy well-armed and deter-

mined men under his command, and he trusted, on

erecting his standard, to be joined by all the dis-

' Hist, del Aliniraiite, c. 7.'.

affected throughout the island. He set off suddenly,

therefore, for the Vega, intending to surprise the

fortress of Conception, and by getting command of

that post and the rich country adjacent, to set the

Adelantado at defiance.

He stopped on his way, at various Indian villages

in which the Spaniards were distributed, endea-

vouring to enlist the latter in his party, holding out

promises of great gain and free living. He attempted

also to seduce the natives from their allegiance, by

promising them freedom from all tribute. Those

caciques with whom he had maintained a previoiu

understanding, received him with open arms, par-

ticularly one who had taken the name of Diego

Marque, whose village he made his bead-quarters,

being about two leagues from Fort Conception. He

was disappointed in his hopes of surprising the

fortress. Its commander, Miguel Ballester, was an

old and staunch so'dier, both resolute and wary.

He drew himself into the stronghold on the approach

of Roldan, and closed his gates. His garrison was

small, but the fortification, situated on the side ofa hill,

with a river running at its foot, was proof against

any aiisault. Roldan had still some hopes that Bal-

lester might be disaffected to government, and might

be gradually brought into his plans, or that the

garrison would be disposed to desert, tempted by the

licentious life which he permitted among his follow-

ers. In the neighbourhood was the town inhabited

by Guarionex. Here were quartered thirty soldiers,

under the command of Captain Garcia «le Barrantes,

Roldan repaired thither with his armed force, hoping

to enlist Barrantes and his party ; but the captain

shut himself up with his men in a fortified house,

refusing to permit them to hold any communication

with Roldan. The latter threatened to set fire to the

house; but after a little consideration, contented

himself with seizing their store of provisions, and then

marched towards Fort Conception, which was not

quite halfa league distant.

'

CHAPTER V.

TUB ADELANTADO BEPAIRS TO THE VEGA lit BELIEF OF FOIT

COKCEPTION. HIS INTEBVIEW WITU UOLDAN.

-
[ 1497. ]

The Adelantado had received intelligence of the

flagitious proceedings of Roldan
;

yet for a time !'e

hesitated to set out in pursuit of him. He had lost

all confidence in the loyalty of the people around him;

he knew not how far the conspiracy extended, nor

on whom he could rely. Diego de Escobar, alcalde

of the fortress of La Madalena, together with Adrian

de Moxica and Pedro de Valdiviesso, all principal

men, were in league with Roldan. He feared that

the commander of Fort Conception might likewise

• Ilerrcra, decad. i, 1. iii, c. 7. Hist, del Aliniiaiifc, c. 7t.
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be in the plot, and the whole island in arms against

him. He was reassured, however, by tidings from

Miguel Ballester. That loyal veteran wrote to him

pressing letters for succour; representing the weak-

ness of his garrison, and the increasing forces of the

rebels.

Don Bartholomew now hastened to his assistance

with his accustomed promptness, and threw himself

with a reinforcement into the fortress. Being igno-

rant of the force of the rebels, and doubtful of Ihe

loyalty of his own followers, he determined to adopt

mild measures. Understanding that lloldan was

quartered at a village but half a league distant, he

sent a messenger to him, remonstrating on the fla-

grant irregularity of his conduct, the injury it was

calculated lo produce in the island, and the certain

ruin it must bring upon hims<^lf. He summoned him

tu appear at the fortress, pledging his word for his

personal safety, lloldan repaired accordingly to Fort

Conception, where the Adelantado held a parley with

liim from a window, demanding the reason of his

appearing in arms, in opposition to royal authority,

lloldan replied boldly, that he was in the service of

his Sovereigns, defending their subjects from the

oppression of men who sought their destruction. The

Adelantado ordered him lo surrender his staff of

office, as alcalde mayor, and to submit peaceably to

superior authority, lloldan refused to resign his

office, or to put himself in the power of Don Bar-

tholomew, whom he charged with seeking his life.

He refused also to submit to any trial unless com-

manded by the King. Pretending, however, to

make no resistance to the peaceable exercise of au-

thority, he offered to go with his followers, and reside

at any place the Adelantado might appoint. The

latter immediately designated the village of the ca-

cique Diego Colon, the same native of the Lucayos

Islands who had been baptized in Spain, and had

since married a daughter of Guarionex. Roldan

objected, pretending there were not suflicient pro-

visions lo be had there for the subsistence of his men,

and departed, declaring that he would seek a more

eligible residence elsewhere. •

He now proposed to his followers to establish

themselves, and take possession of the remote pro-

vince of Xaragua. The Spaniards who had returned

from thence had given voluptuous accounts of the

life they had led there; of the fertility of the soil,

the sweetness of the climate, the hospitality and gen-

tleness of the people, their feasts, dances, and va-

rious amusements, and, above all, Ihe beauty of the

women; for they had been captivated by the naked

charms of the dancing nymphs of Xaragua. In this

delightful region, emancipated from the iron rule of

the Adelantado and relieved from the necessity of

irksome labour, they miglit lead a life of perfect free-

dom and indulgence, and have a world of beauty at

their command. In short, lloldan drew a picture of

loose sensual enjoyment, such as he knew to be ir-

Herrera, decad. i, I. iii, c. 7. Hist, del Aliuirante, c. 'i.

resistible with men of idle and dissolute habits. Hi*

followers acceded wilh joy to his proposition. Some
preparations, however, were necessary to carry it

into effect. Taking advantage of the absence of the

Adelantado, he suddenly marched off with his band

to Isabella, and entering it in a manner by surprise,

endeavoured to launch the caravel, with which they

might sail lo Xaragua. Don Diego Columbus, hear-

ing Ihe tumult, issued forth wilh several persons of

distinction ; but such was the force of the mutineers

and Ihcir menacing conduct, that he was obliged to

withdraw, with a number of faithful adherents, into

Ihe fortress. Roldan held several parleys with him,

and offered to submit to his command, provided he
would set himself up in opposition to his brother the

Adelantado. His proposition was treated with scorn.

The fortress was too slrong to be assailed wilh suc-

cess; he found it impossible to launch the c-^c'vel,

and feared the Adelantado might return, and h( be

enclosed between two forces. He proceeded, there-

fore, in all haste, to make provisions for the proposed

expedition to Xaragua. Slill pretending to act in his

official capacity, and lo do every thing from loyal

motives, for the proteclion and support of the op-

pres.sed subjects of the crown, he broke open the

royal warehouse, with shouts of " Long live the

King !

" supplied his followers with arms, ammuni-
tion, clothing, and whatever they desired from the

public stores; proceeded to the enclosure where the

cattle and other European animals were kept tu

breed, took whatever he thought necessary fur bis

intended establishment, and permitted his followers

to kill such of the remaining cattle as they might

want for present supply. Having committed Ibis

wasteful ravage, he marched in triumph out of Isa-

bella. • Reflecting, however, on the prompt and
vigorous character of the Adelantado, he felt that his

situation would be but little secure with such an ac-

tive enemy behind him; who, on extricating himself

from present perplexities, would not fail to pursue

him to his proposed paradise of Xaragua. He deter-

mined, therefore, lo march again to Ihe Vega, and
endeavour either to get possession of the person of

the Adelantado, or to strike some blow at him, in his

present crippled state, that should disable him from
offering further molestation. Returning, therefore,

lo the vicinity of Fort Conception, he endeavoured,

in every way, by Ihe means of subtle emissaries, to

seduce the garrison to desertion, or to excite it to

revolt.

The Adelantado had ample information of the

machinations of the enemy, and of his own personal

danger. He dared not take the field wilh his for-

ces, having no confidence in their fidelity. He knew
that they listened wistfully to llic emissaries of Rol-

dan, and contrasted the meagre fare and stern disci-

pline of the garrison, with the abundant cheer, and
easy misrule that prevailed among Ihe rebels. To
counteract these seductions, he relaxed from hi»

' nisi, del .\lmiraiilc, cap. 74. Hcrrcia, dccad. i, I. iii, c. 7.
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usual strictness, treating lib men with great indul-

gence, and promising them large rewards. By tliese

means, he was enahied to maintain some degree of

loyalty amongst liis forces, his service having an ad-

vantage over that of lloldan, as heing on tlie side of

government and law.

Finding tliat his attempts to corrnpt the garrison

were unsuccessful, and fearing some sudden sally

from the vigorous Adelantado, Roldan drew off to

a distance, and sought by all insidious means to

strengthen his own power, and weaken that of the

government. He asserted equal right to manage the

affairs of the island with the Adelantado, and pre-

tended to have separated from him on account of his

being passionate and vindictive in the exercise of his

authority. He represented him as the tyrant of the

Spaniards, the oppressor of the Indians. For him-

self, he assumed the character of a redresser of griev-

ances and champion of the injured. He pretended

to feel a patriotic indignation at the affronts heaped

upon Spaniards by a family of obscure and arrogant

foreigners; and professed to free the natives from

tributes wrung from them by these rapacious men
for their own enrichment, and contrary to the bene-

liccnt intentions of the Spanish monarchs. He con-

nected himself closely with the Carib cacique, Mani-

caotex, bi'Other of the late Caonalu), whose son and

nephew were in his possession as hostages for pay-

ment of tributes. This warlike chieftain he conci-

liated by presents and caresses, bestowing on him the

appellation of brother.' In fact, the unhappy natives,

deceived by bis professions, and overjoyed at the idea

of having a protector in arms for their defence, sub-

mitted cheerfully to a thousand impositions, supply-

ing bis followers with provisions in abundance, and

bringing to Roldan all the gold they could collect

;

voluntarily yielding him heavier tributes than those

from which he pretended to free them.

The affairs of the island were now in a lamentable

situation. The Indians, perceiving the dissensions

among the white men, and encouraged by the pro-

tection of lloldan, began to throw off all allegiance

to the government. The caciques at a distance ceased

to send in their tributes, and those who were in the

vicinity were excused by the Adelantado, that by in-

dulgence he might retain their friendship in this time

of danger. Roldan's faction daily gained strength

;

they ranged insolently and at large in the open coun-

try, and were supported by the misguided natives,

while the Spaniards who remained loyal, fearing

conspiracies among the natives, had to keep under

shelter of the fort, or in the strong houses which they

had erected in the villages. The commanders were
obliged to palliate all kinds of slights and indignities,

both from their soldiers and from the Indians, fearful

of driving them to sedition by any severity. The
clothing and munitions of all kinds, either for main-

tenance or defence, were rapidly wasting away, and

the waat of all supplies or tidings from Spain was

' LasCusas, Hisl. liid., I. i, t;a|>. I IS.

sinking the spirits of the well-affected into despon-

dency. The Adelantado was shut up in Fort Con-

ception, in daily expectation of being openly besieged

by Roldan, and secretly informed that means were

taken to destroy him, should he issue from the walls

of the fortress.'

Such was the desperate state to which the colony

was reduced, in consequence of the long detention

of Columbus in Spain, and the impediments thrown

in the way of all his measures for the benefit of the

island by the delays of cabinets and the chicanery of

Fonseca and his satellites. At this critical juncture,

when faction reigned triumphant, and the colony

was on the brink of ruin, tidings were brought to

the Vega that Pero Hernandez Coronal had arrived

at the port of San Domingo, with two ships, bringini;

supplies of all kinds, and a strong reinforcement of

troops."

C1IAI>TER VI.

SEC0^O l.MiiUBHECTlON OF (iUARI0?IEX, A.ND UI8 FLIUUT TU

TUE SIOUXTAI.MS OF ClUUiV.

[ 1498. 1

Thb arrival of Coronal took place on the third of

February, '1498; it was the salvation of the colony.

The reinforcements of troops, and the supplies of all

kinds, strengthened the hands of Don Bartholomew.

The royal confirmation of his title and authority as

Adelantado at once dispelled all aspersions as to tlic

legitii lacy of his power, and confirmed the fidelity

of his adherents ; and the tidings that the Admiral

was in high favour at court and would soon arrive

with a powerful squadron, struck consternation into

those who had entered into the rebellion on the pre-

sumption of his having fallen into disgrace.

Tlie Adelantado no longer remained mewed up in

his fortress, but set out immediately for San Do-

mingo with a part of his troops, althougli a very

superior rebel force was at the village of the canique

Guarionex, at a very short distance. Roldan fol-

lowed slowly and gloomily with his party, an.xiouii

to ascertain the trutii of these tidings, to make par-

tisans, if possihie, among those who had newly ar-

rived, and to take advantage of every circumstance

that might befriend his rash and hazardous projects.

The Adelantado left strong guards on the passes of

the roads to prevent his near approach to San Do-

mingo, but Roldan paused within a few leagues of

the place.

When the Adelantado found himself secure in San

Domingo with this augmentation of force, and llie

prospect of a still greater reinforcement at hand, his

magnanimity prevailed over his indignation, and he

sought by gentle means to allay the popular seditions,

that the island might be restored to tianquillity be-

liUsCasas, IILst. Intl., I. i. v.. II!).
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fore his brother's arrival. He considered that the

colonists had suffered greatly from the want of sup-

plies; (hat their discontents had been heightened by

the severities he had been com(>elled to inflict; and

that many had been led to rebellion by doubts of the

legitimacy of his authority. While, therefore, he

proclaimed the royal act sanctioning his title and

powers, he promised also amnesty for all past offences,

on condition of immediate return to allegiance. Hear-

ing that Roldan was within live leagues of San Do-

mingo with his band, he sent Pero Hernandez Co-

ronal, who had been appointed by the Sovereigns

alguazil mayor of the island, to exhort him to obe-

dience, promising him oblivion of the past. He
trusted that the representations of a discreet and ho-

nourable man like Coronal, who had been witness

of the favour in which his brother stood in Spain,

would convince the rebels of the hopelessness of their

course.

Roldan, however, conscious of his guilt, and doubt-

fnl of the clemency uf Don Bartholomew, feared to

venture within his power; he determined, also, to

prf^vent his followers from communicating with Co-

ronal, lest they should be seduced from him by the

promise of pardon. When that emissary, therefore,

approached th^ encampment of the rebels, he was

opposed in a narrow pass by a body uf archers, with

their cross-bows levelled. "Halt there! traitor!"

cried Roldan, " had you arrived eight days later, we
should all have been one."

It was in vain that Coronal endeavoured by fair

reasoning and earnest entreaty to win this perverse

and turbulent man from his career. Roldan answer-

ed with hardihood and defiance, professing to oppose

only the tyranny and misrule of the Adelantado, but

to be ready to submit to the Admiral on his arrival.

He, and several of his principal confederates, wrote

letters to the same effect to their friends in San Do-

mingo, urging them to plead their cause with the Ad-

miral when he should arrive, and to assure him of

their disposition to acknowledge his authority.

When Coronal returned with accounts of Roldan's

contumacy, the Adelantado proclaimed him and his

followers traitors. That shrewd rebel', however, did

not suffer his men to remain within either the seduc-

tion of promise or the terror of menace; he imme-

diately set out on his march fur his promised land of

Xaragua, trusting in its soft witcheries to dissolveevery

honest principle and virtuous tie of his misguided fol-

lowers by a life of indolence and libertinage.

In the mean time the^ischievous effects of his in-

trigues among the caciques became more and more

apparent. No sooner had the Adelantado left Fort

Conception, than a conspiracy was formed among the

natives to surprise it. Guarionex was at the head of

this conspiracy, moved by the instigations of Roldan,

who had promised him protection and assistance ; and
l(d on by the forlorn hope, in Ibis distracted state of

ilie Spanish forces, to relieve his paternal domains

• llerrcra, tlpcad. i, I. iii, c. 8.

from the intolerable domination of usurping strangers.

Holding secret communications with his tributary

cacitpies, it was concerted that they should all risK

simultaneously upon the soldiery, who were quartered

ill small parties in their villages ; and should put them
to death, white he, with a chosen force, should sur-

prise the fortress of Conception in the present weak
state of the garrison. As the Indians might make a

mistake in the appointed time, the night of the full

moon was fixed upon for the insurrection.

One of the principal caciques, however, not being

a correct observer of the heavenly bodies, took up
arms before the appointed night. He was repulsed

by the soldiers quartered in his village. The alarm

was given, and the Spaniards were all put on the

alert. The c^icique fled to Guarionex for protection,

but the chieftain, full of indignation and despair, put

him to death upon the spot.

No sooner did the Adelantado hear of this fresh

conspiracy, than be again put himself on the march
for the Yega with a strong body of men. Guarionex
did not await his coming. He saw that every attempt

was fruitless to shake off these strangers, who had
settled like a curse upon his territories. He found

their friendship no less destructive than their enmity,

and he now dreaded their vengeance. Abandoning,

therefore, his rightful and beautiful domain, the once

happy Yega, he fled with his family and a small band
of faithful followers to the mountains of Ciguay . This

is a lofty chain, extending along the north side of the

island, between the Yega and the sea. The innabi-

tants were the most robust and hardy tribe of the

island, and far more formidable than the mild inhabi-

tants of the plains. It was a part of this tribe which
displayed hosiility to the Spaniards in the course of

the first voyage of Columbus, and in a skirmish with

them in the Gulf of Semana the first drop of native

blood had been shed in the New World. The reader

may remember the frank and confiding conduct of

these people the day after the skirmish, and the in-

trepid faith with which their cacique trusted himself

on board of the caravel of the Admiral, and in the

power of the Spaniards. It was to this same cacique,

named Mayobanex, that the fugitive chieftain of tho

Yega now applied for refuge. He came to his resi-

dence at an Indian town near Cape Cabron, about

ten leagues west of Isabella, and implored shelter for

his wife and children, and his handful of loyal fol-

lowers. The noble-minded cacique of the mountain
received him with open arms. lie not only gave aii

asylum to his family, but he pledged himself to stand

by him in his distress, to defend his cause, and share

his desperate fortunes.' Men in civilized life learn

magnanimity from precept, but their most generous

actions are often rivalled by the deeds of untutored

savages, who act only from natural impulse.

• LasCasasiHist. Ind.,c, 12I.MS. PeterMartyr.decirl. i.c. «.
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CHAPTER vn.
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Aided by his monnlain ally, and by bands of hardy

Cl^q^uayans, Giiarionex made several descents into the

plain, cutting off straggling parties of the Spaniards,

laying waste the villages of the natives who continued

in allegiance to them, and destroying the fruits of the

earth. The arrival of the Adelantado put a stop to

these molestations ; hut he determined to root out so

formidable an adversary from the neighbourhood.

Shrinking from no danger nor fatigue, .iiid leaving

nothing to be done by others which he could do him-

self, he set forth in the spring with a band of ninety

men, a few cavalry, and a bmly of Indians, to pene-

trate among the wild fastnesses of the Cigiiay moun-

tains.

After passing a steep deflle, rendered almost im-

practicable for troops by rugged rocks and exuberant

vegetation, he descended into a beautiful valley or

plain, extending aUmg the coast, a;id embosomed by

the mountains which advanced towards the sea. His

advance into the country was watched by the keen

eyes of Indian scouts, who lurked among the rocks

and thickets. As the Spaniards were seeking the

ford of a river at the entrance of the plain, two of these

spies darted from among the bushes on ils bank. One
flung himself headlong into the water, and, swim-

ming across the mouth of the river, escaped ; the

other being taken, gave information that six thousand

Indians lay in ambush on the opposite shore, waiting

to attack them as they crossed.

The Adelantado advanced with caution, and flnd-

ing a shallow place, entered the river with his troops.

They were scarcely midway in the stream when the

savages, hideously painted, and looking more like

fiends than men, burst from their concealment. The
forests rang with their yells and bowlings. They
discharged a shower of arrows and lances, by which,

notwithstanding the protection of their targets, many
of the Spaniards were wounded. The Adelantado,

however, forced his way across the river, and the In-

dians took to flight. Some were killed, but their

swiftness of fool, their knowledge of the forest, and
their dexterity in darting and winding through the

most tangled thickets, enabled the greater number to

elude the pursuit of the Spaniards, who were encum-
bered with armour, targets, cross-bows, and lances.

By the advice of one of his Indian guides, the Ade-

lantado pressed forward along the valley to reach the

residence of Mayobanex, at Cabron. In the way he

had several skirmishes with the natives, who would
suddenly rush forth from ambuscades among the

bushes, discharge their weapons with furious war-

cries, and take refuge again in the fastnesses of their

rocks and forests, inaccessible to the Spaniards.

Having taken several prisoners, the Adelantado sent

one, accompanied by an Indian of a friendly tribe, as

a mcssrnser to IVIayobancx, demanding the surrender

of Guarionex—promising friendship and protection in

case of compliance, but threatening, in case of refusal,

to lay waste his territory with fire and sword. Tlitf

caci(|ue listened at lonliveiy to the messenger: when

he had linislied, "Tell the Spaniards, " said he, " that

they arc bad men, cruel and tyrannical ; usurpers of

the territories of others, and sliedders of innocent

blood. I desire not the friendship of such men ; Gua-

rionex is a good man, he is my friend, he is my guest,

he has fled to me for rel'iige ; I have promised to pru-

tect him, and I will keep my word. "

When the messengers brought this niagnanimonii

reply, or rather defiance, tlic Adelantado saw that

nothing was to be gained by friendly overtures.

When severity was required, he could be a stern

soldier. He immediately ordered the village in

whicii he bad been (piarlered, and several others in

the neighbourhood, to be set on lire. He then sent

further messengers to Mayobanex, warning him thai,

unless i.e delivered up the fugitive caciipie, his whole

dominions should be laid waste in like manner; and

he would see nothing in every direction but the smoke

and flames of his burning villages. The unhappy

Ciguayans, beholding the destruction whicli threat-

ened to overwhelm them, cursed the day in whicli

Guarionex had taken refuge among them. They

surrounded their chieftain with clamorous lamen-

tations, urging that the fugitive should be given up

for the salvation of the country. The generous ca-

cique was inflexible. He reminded them of the

many virtues of Guarionex, of the sacred claims lie

had on their hospitality ; he declared that he was

ready to abide all evils, rather than it should ever be

said Mayobanex had betrayed his guest.

The people retired with sorrowful hearts, and the

chieftain, summoning Guarionex into his presence,

again pledged his word to stand by him and protect

him, though it should cost him his dominions, lie

sent no reply to the Adelantado ; and lest any

further messages might be brought to tempt the

fidelity of his subjects, he placed men in ambush,

with orders to slay any messengers who might

approach. They had not lain in wait long, before

they beheld two men advancing through the forest,

one of whom was a captive Ciguayan, and the other

an Indian ally of the Spaniards. They were boiii

instantly slain. The Adelantado was following atno

great distance, with only ten foot soldiers and four

horsemen. When he found his messengers lying

dead in the forest path, transfixed with arrows, he

was greatly exasperated, and resolved to deal rigor-

ously with this obstinate tribe. He advanced,

therefore, with all his force to Cabron, where Mayo-

banex and his army were quartered. At his ap-

proach, the inferior caciques and their adherents,

overcome by their terror of the Spaniards, fled with

the utmost rapidity. When the unfortunate Mayo-

banex found himself thus deserted, he took refuge

with his family in a secret part of the mountains.
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Several of the Cigunyans sought for Giiarionex to kill

him or deliver him up as a propitiatory offering ; but

he fled to the heights, where he wandered about

alone, in the most savage and desolate places.

The luxuriance of the forests and the ruggednessof

the mountains rendered this expedition excessively

painful and lalmrious, and protracted it far beyond the

time that the Adelantado had contemplated. His

men suffered, not merely from fatigue, but hunger.

The natives had all fled to the mountains ; their

villages remained empty and desolate ; all the pro-

visions of the Spaniards consisted of cassava-bread,

and such roots and herbs as their Indian allies could

gather for them, with now and then a few utias

taken with the assistance of their dogs. They slept

almost always on the ground, in the open air, under

the trees, exposed to the heavy dew which falls in

this climate. For three months they were thus

pursuing their tvarfare amongst the mountains, until

almost worn out with toil and hard fare. Many of

them had farms in the neighbourhood of Fnrt Con-

ception, which reipiired their attention ; they, there-

fore, entreated permission, since the Indians were

terrified and dispersed, to return to their abodes in

the Vega.

The Adelantado granted many of them passports,

and an allowance out of the scanty stock of bread

which remained. Retaining only thirty men, he

resolved with these to search every den and cavern

of the mountains until he should lind the two caciques.

It was difflcult, however, to tract; them in such a

wilderness. There was no one to give a clue to their

retreat : the whole country was abandoned. There

were the habitations of men, but not a human being to

lie seen ; or if, by chance, they caught some wretched

Indian stealing forth from the mountains in quest of

food, he always professed utter ignorance of the hid-

ing-place of the caciques.

It happened one day, however, that several Spa-

niards, while hunting utias, captured two of the fol-

lowers of Mayobanex, who were on their way to a

distant village in search of bread. They were taken

to the Adelantado, who compelled them to betray the

place of concealment of their chieftain, and to act as

guides. Twelve Spaniards volunteered to go in quest

of him. Stripping themselves naked, staining and

painting their bodies so as to look like Indians, and

wrapping their swords in palm-leaves, they were con-

ducted by the guides to the retreat of the unfortunate

Mayobanex. They came secretly upon him, and

found him surrounded by his wife and children and

a few of his household, totally unsuspicious of danger.

Drawing their swords, the Spaniards rushed upon

them and made them all prisoners. When these pri-

soners were brought to the Adelantado, he gave up

I

ail further search after Guarionex, and returned to

Fort Conception.

Among the prisoners thus taken was the sister of

Mayobanex. She was the wife of another cacique of

the mountains, whose territories had never yet been

visited by the Spaniards; and (he was reputed to b«
one of the most beautiful women of the bland. Ten-

derly attached to her brother, she had abandoned

the security of her own dominions, and had followed

him among rocks and precipices, participating in all

his hardships, and comforting him with a woman's

sympathy and kindness. When the cacique, her

husband, who tenderly loved her, heard of her ca]>-

tivity, he was distracted with grief, and hastening to

the Adelantado, offered to submit himself and all his

possessions to his sway, if his wife might be restored

to him. The Adelantado accepted his offer of alle-

giance, and released this Indian beauty, together

with several of his subjects whom he bad captured.

The cacique kept his word ; he became a firm and

valuable ally of the Spaniards, cultivating large tracts

of land, and supplying them with great quantities of

bread and other provisions.

Kindness appears never to have been lost upon

this gentle people. When this act of clemency

reached the Ciguayans, they came in multitudes to

the fortress, bringing presents of various kinds, pro-

mising allegiance, and imploring the ~<!lea8e of Mayo-

banex and his family. The Adelantado granted their

prayers in part, releasing the wife and household of

the cacique, but still detaining him prisoner to ensure

the fidelity of his subjects.

In the mean time the unfortunate Guarionex, who
had been hiding in the wildest parts of the mountains,

was driven by hunger to venture down occasionally

into the plain in quest of food. The Ciguayans look-

ing upon liim as the cause of their misfortunes, and

perhaps hoping by his sacrifice to procure the release

of their chieftuin, b«>trayed his haunts to the Adelan-

tado. A party was immediately despatched to secure

him. They lay in wait in the path by which he

usually returned to the mountains. As the unhappy

cacique, after one of his famished excursions, was

returning to his den among the cliffs, he was sur-

prised by the lurking Spaniards, and brought in chains

to Fort Conception. After his repeated insurrections,

and the extraordinary zeal and perseverance displayed

in his pursuit, Guarionex expected nothing less than

death from the vengeance of the Adelantado. Don Bar-

tholomew, however, though stern in his policy, was

neither vindictive nor cruel in his nature. He con-

sidered the tranquillity of theVega sufficientlysecured

by the captivity of the cacique ; and he ordered him to

be detained a prisonerand hostage in the fortress. The
Indian hostilities in this important part of the island

being thus brought to a conclusion, and precautions

taken to prevent their recurrence, Don Bartholomew

returned to the city of San Domingo, where, shortly

after his arrival, he had the happiness of receivmg

his brother, the Admiral, after nearly two years and

six months' absence.'

Such was the active, intrepid, and sagacious, bnt

The particulars of this cliapter are cliiefly from P. Martyr, de-

cad, i, I. vi. ; the manuscript history ot Las Casas, I. i, p. 121 ; and

Ucrrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, I. iii, c. S, 9.
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liirbulent and disastrous ndministrationof the Adelan-

lado, in wliich we (hid evidences of the great capacity,

the mental and bodily vigour of this self-formed and

almost self-taught man. He united, in a singular

degree, the sailor, the soldier, and the legislator.

IJkehis brother, (he Admiral, his mind and manners

rose immediately lo the level of his situation, showing

no arrogance or ostentation ; and exercising the sway

of sudden and extraordinary power, with the sobriety

and moderation of one who had been born to rule. He
has been accused of severity in his government, but no

instance appearsofacruel orwantonabuseofauthority.

If he was stern towards the factious Spaniards, he was

just; the disasters of his administration were not

produced by his own rigour, but by the perverse

passions of others, which called for its exercise; and

the Admiral, who had more suavity of manner and

benevolence of heart, was not more fortunate in con-

ciliating the good-will, and ensuring the obedience

of the colonists. The character of Don Bartholomew

docs not appear to have been sufficiently appreciated

by the world ; less adventurous, less amiable, and

less magnanimous, than his brothers, he did not yield

to them in boldness and heroism.

4

BOOK XIL

CHAPTER I.

CONrunON IN HISPiNIOLA. PROCEEDINGS OP THE REBELS IT

XARAGUA.

[ AngiistSO. «498. ]

Columbus arrived at St Domingo, wearied by a

long and ardisous voyage and worn down by infirmi-

ties; both mind and body craved repose, but from

the time he first entered into public life, he was

doomed never again to taste the sweets of tranquil-

lity. The island of Hispaniola, the favourite scene of

his hopes, was destined to involve him in perpetual

troubles, to fetter his fortunes, impede his enter-

prises, and embitter the conclusion of his life. What
a scene of poverty and suffering had this opulent and

lovely island been rendered by the bad passions of a

few despicable men ! The wars with the natives and

the seditions among the colonists had put a stop to

the labours of the mines, and ail hopes of wealth were
at an end. The liorrors of famine had succeeded to

those of war. The cultivation of the earth had been

generally neglected; several of the provinces had

been desolated during the late troubles ; a great part

of the Indians liad fled to the mountains, and those

who remained had lost all heart to labour, seeing that

the produce of their toils was liable to be wrested

from them by ruthless strangers. It is true, the Vega
was once more at peace, but it was a desolate tran-

quillity. That hfautifdl region, which but four years

before the Spaniards had found so populous and happy,

which seemed to inclose in its luxuriant bosom all the

sweets of nature, and to exclude all the cares and

sorrows of the world, was now a vast scene of wretch-

edness and repining. Many of those Indian towns,

where the Spaniards had been detained by genial

hospitality, and almost worshipped as beneficent de-

ities, were now silent and deserted. Some of their

late inhabitants were lurking among rocks and ca-

verns ; some were reduced lo slavery ; many had

perished with hunger, and many had fallen by the

sword. It seems almost incredible, that so small a

number of men, restrained too by well-meaning go-

vernors, could in so short a space of time have pro-

duced such wide-spreading miseries. But the prin-

ciples of evil have a fatal activity. With every exer-

tion, the best of men can do but a moderate amount

of good; but it seems in the power of the mast con-

temptible individual to do incalculable mischief.

The evil passions of the white men, which had in-

flicted such calamities upon this innocent people, had

ensured likewise a merited return of suffering to (liein-

selves. In no part was this more truly exemplilied

than among the inhabitants of Isabella, the most idle,

factious, and dissolute of the island. The public

works were unfinished ; the gardens and fields lliey

had begun to cultivate lay neglected : they had driven

the natives from their vicinity by extortion and cruelty,

and had rendered the country around them a solitary

wilderness. Too idle to labour, and destitute of any

resources with which to occupy their indolence, they

quarrelled among themselves, mutinied against their

rulers, and wasted their time in alternate riot and

despondency. Many of the soldiery quartered about

the island, had suffered from ill health during the late

troubles, being shut up in Indian villages where they

could take no exercise, and obliged lo subsist on food

to which they could not accustom themselves. Those

who had been actively employed, had been worn

down by hard service, long marches, and scanty food.

Many of them were broken in constitution, and many

had perished by disease. There was a universal

desire to leave the island, and to escape from the mi-

series which they had created. Yet this was the

favoured and fruitful land to which the eyes of philo-

sophers and poets in Europe were fondly turned, as

realizing the pictures of the golden age. So true it

is, that the fairest Elysium that fancy ever devised,

would be turned into a purgatory by the passions of

bad men.

One of the first measures of Columbus on his ar-

rival, was to issue a proclamation approving of all the

measures of the Adelantado, and denouncing lloldan

and his associates. That turbulent man had taken

possession of Xaragua, where he had been kindly re-

ceived by the natives. He had permitted his followers

to lead an idle and licentious life among its beautiful

scenes, making the surrounding country and its inha-

bitants subservient to their pleasures and (heir pas-
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siuiu. An event happened previous to their know-

ledge ofthe arrival of Columbus, which threw supplies

into Iheir hands, and strengthened their power. As

lliey were one day loitering on the sea-shore, they

iK'held three caravels at a distance, the sight ofwhich,

ill this unfrequented part of the ocean, filled them

with wonder and alarm. The ships approached the

land, and came to anchor. 'J'he rebels apprehended

at first that they were vessels despatched in pursuit

of them. Uoldan, however, who was as sagacious as

he was hold, surmised that they were ships which had

wandered from their course, and been borne to the

westward by the currents, and that they must be

ii;norant of the recent occurrences of the island. En-

joining the utmost secrecy on his men, he went on

board, pretending to be stationed in that neighbour-

hood for the purpose of keeping Ihe natives in

oliedience, and collecting tribute. His conjectures

as to the vessels were correct. They were, in fact,

the three caravels which had been detached by Co-

lumbus from liis squadron at the Canary Islands, to

bring supplies to the colonies. The captains being

i;,morant of the strength of the currents, whidi set

through the Caribbean Sea, had been carried west

far beyond their reckoning, until they bad at length

wandered to the coast of Xaragua.

lloldan and his followers kept their secret closely

for three days. Being considered a man in important

trust and authority, the captains did not hesilute to

grant a!' his requests for supplies. He procured

swords, lances, cross-bows, and various military

stores; while his men, dispersed through the thiee

vessels, were busy among the crews, secretly making

partisans, reprcscntiiijj the hard life of the colonists at

St Doaiingo, and the east and revelry in which they

passed their time at Xaragua. Many of the crew had

been shipped in compliance with the Admiral's ill-

judged proposition, to commute criminal punishments

into transportation to the colony. They were vaga-

bonds, the refuse of Spanish towns, and culprits from

Spanish dungeons. They were the very men, there-

fore, to be wrought upon by such representations,

and they promised on the first opportunity to desert

and join the rebels.

It was not until the third day, that Alonzo Sanchez

de Carvajal, the most intelligent of the three captains,

discovered the real character of the dangerous guests

wiiom he had admitted so freely on board of his

vessels. It was then too late; the mischief was ef-

fected. He and his fellow captauis had many earnest

conversations with lloldan, endeavouring to persuade

him from his dangerous opposition to the regular au-

liiority. The certainty that Columbus was actually

on his way to the island, with additional forces and
augmented authority, had operated strongly on his

mind. He had, as has already been intimated, pre-

|iarcd his friends at St Domingo to plead his cause

with the Admiral, assuring him that ho had only

acted in opposition to the injustice and oppression

of the Adelantado, but was ready to subnet to Co-

lumbus on his arrival. Carvajal perceived that the

resolution of Roldan and of several of his principal

confederates was shaken, and flattered himself, that,,

if he were to remain some little time among the re-

bels, he might succeed in drawing them back to their

duty. Contrary winds rendered it impossible for the

ships to work up against the currents to St Domingo

;

it was arranged among the captains, therefore, that a

large number of the people on board, artificers and

others most important to the service of the colony,

should proceed to the settlement by land. They were

to be conducted hy Juan Antonio Colombo, captain

of one of the caravels, a relative of the Admiral, and

zealously devoted to his interests. Arana was to

proceed with the ships, when the wind would per-

mit, and Carvajal volunteered to remain on shore, to

endeavour to bring the rebels to their allegiance.

On the following morning, Juan Antonio Colombo

landed, with forty men well armed with cross-bows,

swords, and lances, but was astonished to find him-

self suddenly deserted by all his party excepting eight.

The deserters went off in triumph to the rebels, who
received with exultation this important reinforcement

of kindred spirits. It was in vain that Juan Antonio

endeavoured by remonstrances and threats to bring

them back to their duty. They were most of them

convicted culprits, accustomed to detest order, and to

set law at defiance. It was :qually in vain that he

appealed to Roldan, and reminded him of his pro-

fessions of loyalty to the government. The latter

replieil that he had no means of enforcing obedience

;

his was a mere "Monastery of Observation," where

every one was at liberty to adopt Ihe habit of the

order. Such was the first of a long train of evils,

which sprang from this most ill-judged expedient of

peopling a colony with criminals, and thus mingling

vice and villany with the fountain head of its papu-

lation.

Juan Antonio, grieved and disconcerted, returned

on board with the few who remained faithful. I earing

further desertions, the two captains immediately put

to sea, leaving Carvajal on shore, to prosecute his

attempt at reforming the rebels. It WaS not without

great difficulty and delay that the vessels reached St

Domingo; Ihe ship of Carvajal having struck on a

sand-hank, and sustained great injury. Dy the lime

of their arrival at their destined port, the greater part

of the provisions with which they had been I'reigiited

was either exhausted oi damaged. Alonzo Sanclit'z

de C^arvajal frriverl shortly afterwards by land, having

been escorleii to within six leagues of the place by

several of the ijisurgents, to protect him from the

Indians. He had failed in his attempt to persuade

the band to immediate subniissiun; but lUddan had

promised that, Ihe moment he heard of the arrival of

Columbus, he would repair to Ihe neighbourhood of

St Domingo, to he at hand to slate his grievances, and

the reasons of his past conduct, and to enter into a

negotiation for the adjustment of all differences.

Carvajal brought a letter from him (o the Admiral lo
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the same purport; and expressed a confldent opinion,

from all that he observed of the rebels, that they

might easily be brought back to their allegiance by

an assurance of amnesty.

CHAPTER n.

NKOOTUTIO.I or TUB ADMIRAL WITH TUB REBELS.

OF SniPS FOB SPAIK.

DEPABTURB

[ 1498. ]

Notwithstanding the favourable representations

of Carvajal, Columbus was greatly troubled by the

late event at Xaragua. He saw that the insolence of

the rebels, and their confidence in their strength,

must be greatly increased by the accession of such a

large number of well-armed and desperate confe-

derates. The proposition of Roldan, to approach to

the neighbourhood of St Domingo, startled him.

He doubted the sincerity of his professions, and ap-

prehended great evils and dangers from so artful,

daring, and turbulent a leader, with a rash and de-

voted crev; at his command. The example of this

lawless horde, roving at large about the islar.d, and

living in loose revel and open profligacy, could not

but have a dangerous effect upon the colonists newly

arrived : and when they were close at hand to carry

on secret intrigues, and to hold out a camp of refuge

to all malcontents, the loyally of the whole colony

might be sapped and undermined.

Some measures were immediately necessary to

fortify the fidelity of the people against such seduc-

tions. He was aware that there was a vehement

desire among many to return to Spain ; and that an

idea had been industriously propagated by die sedi-

tious, that he and his brothers wished to detain the

colonists on the island through motives of self-inte-

rest. On the 42111 of September, therefore, he issued

a proclamation, offering free passage and provisions

for the voyage to all who wished to return to

Spain, in five vessels which were nearly ready to put

to sea. He hoped by this means to relieve the colony

from the idle and disaffected, to weaken the party of

Roldan, and to retain none about him but $ucli as

were sound-hearted and well-disposed to the service

of the island.

He wrote at the same lime to Miguel Ballester, the

staunch and well-tried veteran who commanded the

fortress of Conception, advising him to be upon his

guard, as the rebels were coming into his neigliboui-

hood. He empowered him also to have an interview

with Roldan; to offer him pardon and ohlivion of

the past, on conditiori of his immediate return to

duty ; and to invite lam to repair to St Domingo to

have an interview with tiie Admiral, under a solemn,

and, if required, a written assurance from the latter,

• Lai Caias, I. i, c. H9, 130 Hcrrcra, dccad. i, I. iii, r. 12

Hist, del Almiraiite, c. TV.

of personal safety. Columbus was sincere in his in-

tentions. He was of a benevolent and placable dis-

position, and singularly free from all vindictive

feeling towards the many worthless and wicked men
who had heaped sorrow on his head.

Ballester had scarcely received this letter, when
the rebels began to arrive at the village of Bonao.

This was situated in a delicious valley, or vega,

bearing the same name; the country was well

peopled and abundant. It was about ten leagues from

Fort Conception, and about twenty from St Domingo.

Here Pedro Riquelme, one of the ringleaders of the

sedition, had large possessions, and his residence

became the head-quarters of the rebels. Adrian de

Moxica, a man of turbulent and mischievous charac-

ter, brought his detachment of dissolute ruffians to

this place of rendezvous. Roldan and others of the

conspirators drew together there by different routes.

No sooner did the veteran Miguel Ballester hear

of the arrival of Roldan, than he set forth to meet

him. Ballester was an old and venerable man, grey-

headed, and of a soldier-like demeanour. He was

loyal, frank, and virtuous ; of a serious disposition,

and great simplicity of heart. ' He was well chosen

as a mediator with rash and profligate men, bein;,'

calculated to calm their passions by his sobriety, lo

disarm their petulance by his age, to win their con-

fidence by his artless probity, and to awe their licen-

tiousness by his spotless virtue.

Ballester found Roldan in company with Pedro

Riquelme, Pedro de Gamez, and Adrian de Jloxica,

three of his principal confederates. Flushed willi a

confidence of his p'.tsent strength, Roldan treated

the proffered pardon with contempt, declaring that

he did not come there to treat of peace, but to de-

mand the release of certain Indian ; who had been

captured unjustifiably, and were about to be shipped

to Spain as slaves, notwilhslanding that he, in his

capacity of alcalde mayor, had pledged his wor<l m
their protection. He declared that until these In-

dians were given up, he would listen to no terms of

compact; throwing out an insolent intimation al llie

same time, that he held the Admiral and his fortunes

in his hand, to make and mar them as he pleased.

The Indians here alluded to, were certain subjtcis

of Guarionex, who had been incited by Roklau to

resist the exaction of tribute, and who, under liie

sanction of his supposed authority, had en}.'dged in

the insurrections of the ^ ega. Roldan knew liat the

enslavement of the Indians was an unpoi,)ular it "e

in the government of the island, especially with 1.

Queen ; and the artful character of this man is

evinced in his giving his opposition to Columbus the

appearance of a vindication of the rights of liic suf-

fering islanders. Other demands were made of a

highly insolent nature ; and the rebels declared, tiiat

in all further negotiations, they would treat witii no

other intermediate agent than Carvajal, havinj; had

proofs of his fairness and impartiality in the course

' IM Casa?. Hist. Ind., I. i, c. Ifi.';.
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This arrogant reply to his proffer of pardon was

totally different from what the Admiral had been led

;o expect. He was placed in the most embarrassing

situation. He seemed surrounded by treachery and

alsehood. He knew that Roldan luid friends and

lecret partisans even among those who professed to

remain fail!<ful ; and he knew not how far the rami-

ications of the conspiracy might extend. A circum-

stance soon occurred to sliow the justice of liis appre-

lensions. He ordered the men of St Domingo to

ppear under arms, that he might ascertain tiie force

ivilii which he could take the field in case of necessity.

i^ report was immediately circulated that they were

be led to lionao against the rebels. Not above

leventy men appeared under arms, and of these not

brty were to be relied upon. One affected to be

ame, another ill ; some had relations, and olliers had

riends among the followers of lloldan : almost all

were disaffected to the service.

Columbus saw that a resort to arms would only

serve to betray his own weakness and the power of

die rebels, and would completely prostrate the dignity

and authority of government. It was necessary to

temporize, therefore, however humiliating such con-

duct might be deemed. He had detained the five

ships for eighteen days in port, hoping in some way

to have put an end to this rebellion, so as to send

home favourable accounts of the island to the Sove-

reij^ns. The provisions of the ships, however, were

wasting. The Indian prisoners on board were suffer-

ing and perishing ; several of them threw themselves

overboard, or were suffocated with heat in the holds

of the vessels. He was anxious also that as many of

the discontented colonists as possible should make sail

for Spain before anycommotion should take place.

On the iSth of October, therefore, the ships put

to sea,' Columbus wrote to the Sovereigns aa ac-

co iiit of the rebellion, and of his proffered pardon

being refused. As Roldan pretended that it was a

mere quarrel between him and the Adelantado, of

wliich the Admiral was not an impartial judge, the

latter entreated that lloldan might be summoned to

Spain, where their Majesties might be his judges; or

that an investigation might take place in presence of

Alonzo Sanchez de Carvajal, who was friendly to

Roldan, and of Miguel Ballester, as witness on the

(part of the Adelantado. He attributed, in a great

measure, the troubles of this island to his own long

detention in Spain, and the delays thrown in his way
by those who had been appointed to assist hitn, who
bad retarded the^ departure of the ships with .".:p-

plit's, until 111.; 'olony had been reduced to die greatest

scarcity. Hence l.ad arisen discontent, murmuring,

and finally rebellion. He entreated their Majesties,

in the most pressing manner, that the affairs of the

' Hist. (Id Alniiianln, c. 78.

' Inoiieof tliese ships sailed llu! father of the vnnci-abic histo-

liaii Las Casas, from whom he deriveil many of those facts of \m
iuslnry. IjBS Casxs, 1. i, c. I*"?.

colony might not be neglected, and that those at Se-

ville, who had charge of its concerns, might be in-

structed at least not to devise impediments inslead of

assistance. He alluded to his chastisement «f the

contemptible Ximeno Breviesca, the insolent minion
of Fonseca., and entreated that neither that nor any
other circumstance might be allowed to prejudice

him in the royal favour, through She misrepresenta-

tions of designing men. He assurtJ them that the

natural resources of the island recpiired nothing but
good management to supply all the wants of the

colonists; but that the latter were indolent and pro-

lligate. He projtosed to send home, by every ship,

as in the present instance, a number of the discon-

tented and worthless, to be replaced by sober and
industrious men. He begged also that ecclesiastics

might be sent out for the instruction and conversion

of the Indians; and, what was equally necessary, for

the reformation of the dissolute Spaniards. He re-

quired also a man learned and experienced in the

law, to officiate as judge over the island, together

with several officers of the royal revenue. Nothing

could surpass the soundness and policy of these sug-

gestions ; but unfortunately one clause marred the

moral beauty of this excellent letter. He requested

that for two years longer the Spaniards might be per-

mitted to employ the Indians as slaves ; only making
use of such, however, as were captured in wars and
insurrections. Columbus had the usage of the age

in excuse for this suggestion ; but it is at variance

with his usual benignity of feeling, and his paternal

conduct towards these unfortunate people.

A t the same time he wrote another letter, giving

an account of his recent voyage, accompanied by a

chart, and by specimens of the gold, and particularly

of the pearls found in the Gulf of Paria. He called

especial attention to the latter, as being the first spe-

cimens of pearls found in the new world. It was in

this letter that he described the newly discovered

continent in such enthusiastic terms; as the most fa-

voured part of the East, the source of inexhaustible

treasures, the supposed seat of the terrestrial Para-

dise; and he promised to prosecute the discovery of

its glorious rea'ms with the three remaining ships, as

soon as the afftiirs of the island should permit.

By this opportunity, lloldan and his friends like-

wise sent letters to Spain, endeavouring to justify

their rebelh i. by charging Cohimbus and his brothers

with oppression and injustice, and painting their

whole conduct in the blackest colours. It would na-

turally be supposed that the representations of such

men would I'Mve little weight in the balance against

tlic tried merits and exalted services of Columbus :

but they had numerous friends and relatives in Spain;

they had the popular prejudice on their side, and

there were designing persons in the confidence of the

Sovereigns ready to advocate their cause. Columbus,

to use his own simple but affecting words, was "ab-

sent, envied, and a foreigner in the land."

< Las Casas, ilis.t. Iiiil., lib. i, c. 157.
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CHAPTER m. ,

"'
. AUIIiKIGIiUEKT WITH TUK HKHKLN.

[ 1498. ]

The ships being despatched, Columbus resumed

his negotiation will) the rebels. lie was determined

10 put an end to this sedition at any sacrifice; for,

until it should be set at rest, not only llie alTairs of

the island would remain in a distracted and ruinous

state, but all his splendid plans of discovery would be

interrupted. Ilis ships lay idle in Ihe harbour, though

a region of jipparently boundless wealth was to be

explored. He had intended to send his brollier on

the discovery, but the active and military spirit of

the Adelantado rendered his presence indispensable,

in case the rebels should come to open vialence.

Such were the difficulties which he had to encounter

at every step of his generous and magnanimous en-

terprises; impeded at one time by the insidious in-

trigues of crafty men in place, and checked at an-

other by the insolent turbulence of a handful of ruf-

fians.

Columbus held earnest consultations with the most

important persons about him. He found that much
of the popular discontent was attributed to the strict

rule of his brother, who was accused of dealing out

justice with a rigorous hand. Las Casus, however,

who saw all the testimony collected from various

sources with respect to the conduct of the Adelan-

tado, acquits him of all charge of the kind, and af-

firms that, with respect to Koldan in particular, he

had exerted great forbearance. Columbus, by liic

advice of his counsellors, and by the suggestions of

his own forgiving heart, was resolved to try the alter-

native of extreme lenity. He wrote a Idler to Roldan,

dated the 20th of October, coucheil in the most con-

ciliating terms, calling to mind past kindnesses, and

expressing the affliction he had suffered al finding

such feud existing between him and the Adelantado.

He entreated him, for the common gooil, and lor the

sake of his own reputation, which stood well with

Ihe Sovereigns, not to persist in his present insubor-

dination. He again repeated his assurance, that he

and his companions might come to him, under the

faith of his word for the inviolability of their persons.

1'here was a difficulty as to who shoidd be the

bearer of this letter. The rebels had declared I iiat

they would receive no one as mediator but Alortso

Sanchez de Carvajal. Strong doubts, however, exist-

ed in the mind of those about Columbus as to the in-

tegrity of that officer. They observed that he had

suffered Roldan to remain two days on board of his

caravel at Xaragua; had furnished him with weapons

ami stores; had neglected to detain him on board,

when he knew him to be a rebel; had not exerted

himself to retake the deserters ; had been escorted on

his way to San Homingo by the rebels, and had sent

refreshments to them at I'onao, It was alleged,

moreover, thai lie hadgivenhimselfoulasa colleague

of Columbus, appointed by government to have a

watch and control over his conduct. It was sns-
a

gcsted, that, in advising the rebels to approach San

Domingo, he had intended, in case the Admiral did

not arrive, to unite his pretended authority as oul-

league, to that of lloldan, as chief judge, and to seize

upon the reins of government. Finally, the desire ol

the rebels to have him sent to them as an agent, was

cited as a proof that he was to join them as a leader,

and that the standard of rebellion was to be hoisted at

Bonao. ' These circumstances, for some time, per-

plexed the liind of Columbus: but he reflected tiial

Carvajal, as far as he had had an opportunity of ob-

serving iMscondi'Cl, had behaved likea man of honour

and integrity; most of the circumstances alleged

agair.st bun admitted of a construction in his favour; '"^ ''^'^'*' '''"PI

the rest were mere rumours, and he had nnfortu

nately experienced, in his own case, how easily the

fairest actions, and the fairest characters, may he fal

sified by rumour. He discarded, at once, all sus-

picion, and determined toconfide implicitly in Carvajal;

nor had he ever any reason to repent of his con-

fidence.

The Admiral had scarcely despatched this letter,

when he received one from the leaders of the rebels,

which had been written several days previously. In

this, they not merely vindicated themselves from Ihe

cliarge of rebellion, but claimed great merit, as havini;

dissuaded their followers from a resolution to kill the

Adelantado, in revenge of his o[»pressions, anil pre-

vailed upon them to await patiently for redress from

the Admiral. A mouth had elapsed since his arrival,

during which they had waited anxiously for his orders,

but he had manifested nothing but irritation ;ij;ainst

them, notwithstanding the great evils which they

hatl prevented. They declared, therefore, that llieir

honour and safely recpiired that they should wiliidraw

from his service, and they accordingly denuiiideil

their discharge. This letter was dated from lioiiao,

the 17th of October, and signed by Francisco Holdaii,

Adrian de Moxica, Pedro de tiamez, and Diego de

Escobar. »

In the mean time, Carvajal arrived at Bonao, ac-

companied by Miguel Ballester. They found Ihe

rebels full of arrogance and presumption. The <;on-

ciliating letter of the Admiral, however, enforced by

the earnest persuasions of Carvajal, and tiie virtuous
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lem all; wliatever arrangement was to be made,

lerefore, shoidd lie made in public, in writing, and

bjecl to their approbation or dissent. A day or two

llapsed before this clamour coidd be appeased. Uol-

an then wrote to Hie Admiral, that his followers

ibjected to his coming, unless a written assurance,

passport, were sent, protecting the persons of him-

|elf and such as should accompany him. Miguel

Hester wrote, at the same time, lo the Admiral, a

Uer of cautions and earnest counsel, urging him to

ipiee lo whatever terms the rebels might demand,

le represenled their forces as continually augment-

g, and that the soldiers of his garrison were daily

leserling to them. He gave il as his opinion, that,

nless some com[»romisc were speedily effected, and

16 rebels sliip|»ed off lo Spain, not merely the au-

lority, but even the person of the Admiral would l)e

1 danger; for though the hidalgos and the immediate

fficers and servants of Columbus, would, doubtless,

ie in bis service, yet he feared that lire common
;ople were but little to be depended upon.

Columbus felt the increasing urgency of the case,

lul immediately sent the retpiired passport. Uoldan

ime to San Domingo; but, from his conduct, il ap-

ared as if he sought rather to make partisans, and

ain deserters, than to arrange any temis of recon-

tiliation. He had several conversations with the Ad-

liral, and several letters passed between them. He

lade many complaints, and numerous demands ; Co-

iimbus made large concessions, = but some of the pre-

msions were too arrogant to be admitted. Nothing

lefinile was arranged. Roldan departed under pre-

ixt of conferring with his people, promising to send

lis terms in writing. The Admiral sent his mayor-

mo, Diego de Salamanca, lo treat in his behalf. ^

On die 0th of November, Roldan wrote a letter

iin Bonao, containing his terms, and rerpiested that

reply might be sent lo him to Conception, as scarcity

f provisions obliged him to leave Bonao. He added

at he should wait for a reply until the following

onday (the Hth}. There was an insolent menace

mplicd in this note, accompanied as it was by the

losl insolent demands. 'J'he Admiral found it im-

iissihle to comply with the latter; hut to manifest

is lenient disposition, and to take from the rel)els

plea of rigour, he had a proclamation aflixed for

irty days at the gate of the fortress; promising full

idulgence and complete oblivion ofthe past to Roldan
lid his followers, or lo any of them who should re-

rn tc the service of the crown, and present thcm-
hes before theAdmiral within the course ofa month,
lid free conveyance for all such as wished to return

Spain; but threatening to execute justice upon
lose who should not apjM'ar within the limited (ime.

copy of Ibis paper he sent to Roldan by Carvajal,

iliia letter, stating the impossibility of a compliance
itii his terms, but offeiiug lo agree to any compact

Las Casas, Hist. Iiid., I. i, cap. \Xi.

l.asCasas, Mist Ind., 1. i. cip. I.'ifi.

Mi«t. del Alrniranln. c. "!).

thai should lie drawn up with tlie approbation of Car-

vajal and Salamanca.

When Carvajal arrived, he found the veteran

liallester actually besieged in his fortress of Concep-

tion by Roldan, under pretext of claiming, in his

official character of alcalde mayor, a culprit who had

taken refuge there from justice. He had cut off the

supply of water from the fort, by way of distressing

it into a surrender. Whea Carvajal posted up the

proclamation of the Admiral on the gate of the fort-

ress, the rel)els scoffed at the proffered amnesty,

saying thai, in a lillle while, they would oblige the

Admiral to ask the same at their hands. The earnest

intercessions of Carvajal, however, brought the

leaders at length to reflection, and through his medi-

ation arliclesof capiUiIalion weredrawn up. By these

it was agreed that Roldan and his followers should

embark for Spain from the port of Xaragna in two
ships, which should be iitled out and victualled within

fifty days. That they should each receive from the

Adiiural a certificate ofgood conduct, and an order for

the amount of their pay, up to the aclual date. That

slaves should he given to them as had been given to

others, in consideration of services performed ; and

as several of their company liad wives, natives of the

island, who were pregnant, or had lately been de-

livered, that they might take them with them, if

willing to go, in place of the slaves. Thatsatisfaclion

should be made for property of some of the company

which had been sequestrated, and for live stock

which had belonged to Francisco Roldan. There

were other conditions, providing for the security of

their persons ; and it was stipulated that, if no reply

were received lo these terms within eight days, the

whole should be void.'

This agreement was signed by Roldan and his

companions at Fort Conception on Ihe 1 (Jlh of No-

vember, and by the Admiral at San Domingo on the

21st. At the same lime, he proclaimed a further act

of grace, permitting such as chose to remain in the

island either to come to San Domingo, and enter into

the royal service, or lo hold lands in any part of the

island. They preferred, however, lo follow the for-

tunes of Roldan, who departed with his band for

Xaragua, to await the arrival of the ships, accom-

panied by Miguel Ballester, sent by the Admiral

to superintend the preparations for their embarkation.

It was a grievous trial to the spirit of Columbus, to

see his projected enterprise to Terra Firma impeded

by such contemptible obstacles; and that the ships

which should have borne his brother lo explore that

newly-found continent, should be devoted lo the use

of this turbulent and worthless rabble. He consoled

himself, however, with the retlection, that all the

mischief which bad so long been lurking in the island

would thus he af once shipped off, and that thence-

forth every thing would be restored to order and

tranquillity. He ordered every exertion lo be made,

therefore, lo get Ihe ships in readiness to be sent

> IIJM. del AlmJrantc, cap 80,
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round to Xaragua; but the scarcity of sea-stores,

and the dinicullyofcomplelhig the arrangements Tor

such a voyage in the disordered state of the colony,

delayed (heir departure far beyond tl)e stipulated

time. Feeling that he had been compelled to a kind

of deception lowardsthe Sovereigns, in the certificate

of good conduct which he had given to Roldan and

his followers, Columbus wrote a letter to them,

informing them of the real character and conduct of

those delinquents. That they had resisted authority,

prevented the Indians from paying tribute, pillaged

the island, carried off large quantities of gold, and

the daughters of several of the caciques. That the

certificate of good conduct which he had given them,

had been in conformity to the advice of the prin-

cipal persons about him, and wrung from him hv*'ie

exigency of the case, the whole island being threat-

ened with ruin by their rebellion. He advised,

therefore, that they should be seized, and their slaves

and treasure taken from them, until their conduct

could be properly investigated. This letter he

intrusted to a confidential person who was to go in

one of the ships.

'

The rebels having left the neighbourhood, and the

affairs of San Domingo being in a state of security,

Columbus put his brother Don Diego in temporary

command, and departed with the Adelantado on a

tour to visit the various stations, and to restore the

island to order.

CHAFFER IV.

AKIOTIIER MCTIMV OF THE REBELS; AND SECOND ABRANUEMEIVT

WITn THEM.

[ 4499. ]

Several months were consumed by Columbus

and the Adelantado in their tour through the island.

Everything had fallen into confusion during the late

troubles. The mines were abandoned, the farms

lay neglected ; the flocks and herds, which were to be

kept for breeding, were scattered or destroytd ; the

caciques bad ceased to pay their tribute, everything

required to be re-arranged. Still Columbus flat-

tered himself, now that the island was relieved from

the evil spirits which had lately roamed about it,

that everything, by strenuous exertion, would soon

be restored to a prosperous condition. His little

intervals of calm, however, were always sure to be

followed by a violent storm. While he was soothing

himself with the idea that Roldan and his band were

tossing on the high seas, on their way to Spain, he

learnt, to his inHnite regret, that the voyage was

interrupted, and that the rebels had broken out into

new seditions.

The two caravels had sailed from St Domingo for

Xartigua about the end of February; but, encounter-

ing a violent ^. .m, they had been obliged to put into

' Hfi-rera, llisl. Ind., dccad, i, I, iii, c. 16.

one of the harbours of the island, where they wei

detained until the end ofMarch. One w^as so disabli

as to be compelled to return to San Domingo. Ano|

ther vessel was despatched to supply its place,
iji

which the indefatigable Carvajal set sail, to expediii

the end)arkation to the rebels. It was eleven days

making the voyage, and found the other caravel ai

Xaragua.

In the mean time the followers of Roldan liaijl

changed their minds, and refused to embark, cilhet

fearing to return to Spain, or loth to abandon their

present unrestrained and dissolute mode of life. Tliej

pretended, as usual, to throw all the blame on Colum-

bus, affirming that he had purposely delayed the]

ships far beyond the time stipulated in their capitu

lations; Uiat he had sent them in a state not sea

worthy, and short of provisions ; with many othei

charges, artfully founded on circumstances ov

which they knew the Admiral could have no con

trol. Carvajal made a formal protest before a nolai

who had accompanied him, and finding thut thi

ships were suffering great injury and their provisioi

failing, he sent them back to St Domingo, anil

out on his return by land. Roldan mounted

horse to accompany him a little distance : he w

evidently disturbed in mind. He feared to return

Spain, yet was shrewd enough to know that his preseni

situation at the head of a band of dissolute men, act'

iug in deflance of authority, had no security in id

and must eventually lead to his destruction. Whail

stronger tie had he upon the fidelity of those me

than all the sacred obligations which they had vio

lated ? After riding thoughtfully fur some distanceJ

he paused, and requested some private conversalioof

with Carvajal before they parted. They alighted unde

the shade of a tree. Here Roldan made further pr

fessions of the loyalty of his intentions, and finaiijj

declared, that if the Admiral would once more senij

him a written security for his person, witii tin

guarantee also of the principal persons about him,

would come to treat with him, and trusted tiiat tk({

whole matter would be arranged on terms satisfacj

tory to both parties. This offer, however, he added]

must be kept secret from bis followers.

Carvajal was overjoyed at this prospect of a final

arrangement, and made all haste to communioati

the request of Roldan to the Admiral. The lalle

immediately forwarded the required passport or secQ'j

rity, sealed with the royal seal, accompanied iiy;

letter written in amicable terms, exhorting him til

quiet obedience to the authority of the Sovereign)]

Several of the principal persons, also, who were will

the Admiral, wrote, at his request, a letter of seciirit!|

to Roldan, pledging themselves lor the safety of liin

self and his followers during the negotiation, pn

vided they did nothing hostile to the royal aiiliioril]

or its representative.
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obetlienee and to promote the interest of its Sove-

reigns, he received a letter from Spain, in reply to

the earnest representations which he had made in

the preceding autumn of the distracted slate of the

colony and the outrages of these lawless men, and

re<|uesting the royal countenance and support under

his difliculties. The letter was written hy his invi-

dious enemy, the Bishop Fonseca, superintendent of

Indian alTairs. It informed him llial the accounts he

had transmitted to Spain of the alleged insurrection of

Koldan had been received, hut that this matter must

be suffered to remain in suspense, as the Sovereigns

would investigate and remedy it presently.

'

This cold reply to his earnest representations had

the most disheartening effect upon Columbus. He

saw that his complaints had little weight with the

government; that the misrepresentations of his ene-

mies were prejudicing him with the Sovereigns, and

I

he anlicii)aled redoubled insolence on the part of the

rebels, when they should discover the little inlluence

he possessed in Spain. Full of zeal, however, for

and their provisionsB
^^g s„ccess of his undertaking, and of fidelity to

L Domingo, and
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the interests of Ihe Sovereigns, he resolved to spare

no personal sacrifices of comfort or dignity, but at

any cost to appease the troubles of the island. Eager

to expedite the negotiation with Roldan, therefore,

he sailed in the latter part of August with two cara-

vels to the port of Azna, west of San Domingo, and

much nearer to Xaragua. He was accompanied by

several of the most important personages of the

colony. Roldan repaired thither likewise, with the

turbulent Adrian de Moxica, and a number of his

band. The concessions he had already obtained

from the Admiral had increased his presumption

;

and he had, doubtless, received intelligence of the

cold manner in which the complaints of the Admiral

had been received in Spain. He conducted himself

more like a conqueror, exacting triumphant terms,

than a delinquent seeking to procure pardon by

atonement.

He came on hoard of Ihe caravel, and with his

usual effnmtery, propounded the preliminaries upon

wliicli he and his companions were disposed to nego-

tiate.

First, that he should be permitted to send several

of his company, to the nund)er of fifteen, to Spain,

in the vessels which were at St Domingo. Secondly,

lliat those who remiiined should have lands granle<l

tiiem to cultivate, in place of royal pay. Thirdly,

that it siiould be proclaimed, that every thing

Iciiarged against Uoldan and his parly, had been

grounded upon false testimony, and the machinations

I

ufpersoiis who desired to injure them, and who were

disaffected to the royal service. Fourthly, that Hol-

Idan sliotihl he reinstated in his ofliceof alcalde mayor,

I

or chief judge.'

These were hard and insolent conditions to com-

|mence wi4h, but they were granted. Roldan then

' Herrcra, dt'oad. i, I. iii. c. Ifi.

' llcrrera. lUsl. Inil., dvc-ul. i. I. iii. cxp 16.

went on shore, and communicated them to liis com-

panions. For two days the insurgents held a consul-

tation among themselves, at the end of which they

sent their capitulations, drawn up in form, and

couched in arrogant language, including all the sti-

pulations granted at Fort Conception, with those re-

cently demanded by Roldan ; and concluding with

one, more insolent than all the rest, namely, that if

theAdmiral should fail in thefulfilment ofany of these

articles, theyshould have a right to assemble together,

and to compel his performance of them by force, or

by any other means they might think proper. • Thus
the conspirators were not only seeking to obtain ex-

culpation of the past, but a pretext for the future, in

case they should again rise in rebellion.

The mind grows wearied and impatient with re-

cording, and the heart of the generous reader must
burn with indignation at perusing, this protracted

and ineffectual struggle of a man of the exalted merits

and matchless services of Columbus, in the toils of

such contemptible miscreants. Surrounded hy doubt

and danger, a foreigner among a jealous people, an

unpopular commander in a mutinous island, dis-

trusted and slighled by the government he was seek-

ing to serve, and creating suspicion by his very ser-

vices, he knew not where to look for faithful advice,

or eflicient aid, or candid judgment. The very ground

on which he stood seemed giving way under him.

He understood that seditious plans began to be formed

among his own people. They saw the impunity with

which the rebels had rioted in the possession of one

of the finest parts of Ihe island; they now began to

talk among themselves of following their example

;

of abandoning the standard of the Admiral, and seiz-

ing upon the province of Higuey, at the eastern ex-

tremity of the island, which was said to contain

valuable mines of gold.

Thus critically situated, disregarding every con-

sideration of personal pride and dignity, and deter-

mined, at any individual sacrilice, to secure the in-

terests of an ungrateful Sovereign, Columbus forceti

himself to sign this most humiliating capitulatiov;, bvi

trusted that afterwards, when he could gai i quiel

acce.ss to the royal ear, he should be able tocoi.vini'e

the King and Queen that it had been compulsoiy,

and forced from him by the extraordinary uil'hcullies

in wliicii he had heen placed, and the imminent

perils of the colony. Before signing it, however, he

inserted a stipulation, that the commands of the

Sovereigns, of himself, and of the justices appointed

by him, should be punctually obeyed."

Herrcra. dread, i, 1. iii. c. 10. Illst. del Almiranle, cap. 58.

' llcrrcra, Uist. InU., dccad. i, 1. iii, c. IG.
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GRANTS MADR TO nOLDAN A!M> UIS rOLLOWEHS. DEPAUTlillE

OP SEVEUAL OF THE IIEBELS VOU SPAIM.

[ t*oo. ]

When Roldan resumed liis office of alcalde mayor,

or chief judjfe, lie displayed ail llie arrogance lo be

expected from one who had intruded himself into

power by profligate means. While at the city of San

Domingo, he was always surrounded by his faction,

he communed only with the dissolute and disaffecle'l,

and having all the turbulent and desperate men of

the community at his beck, he was enabled lo in-

timidate the quiet and loyal by his frowns. He bore

an impudent front against the authority even of Co-

lumbus himself, discharging from office one llodrigo

Perez, a lieutenant of the Admiral, declaring that no

one should bear a staff of office in the island but such

as he appointed.' Columbus had a difficult and pain-

ful task in bearing with the insolence of this man,

and of the shameless rabble that had returned, under

his auspices, to the settlements. He tacitly permitted

many abuses, endeavouring by mildness and indul-

gence to allay the jealousies and prejudices which

had been awakened against him, and by various con-

cessions to lure the factious to the performance of

their duty. To such of the colonists generally as pre-

ferred to remain in the island, he offered a choice

either of royal pay or of portions of lands, with a

number of Indians, some free, others as slaves, to

assist in the cultivation. The latter was generally

preferred ; and grants were made out, in which he

endeavoured, as much as possible, to combine the

benefit of the individual with the interests of the

colony

.

Roldan presented a memorial signed by upwards
of one hundred ofhis late followers, demanding grants

of lands and licenses to settle, and chusing Xaragua
for their place of abode. The Admiral feared to

trust such a numerous body of factious partisans in

so remote a province, lest they should foment some
lew rebellion. He contrived, therefore, to distribute

Jiem in various parts of the island ; some at Bonao,

where their settlement gave origin lo the town of

that name; others on the bank of the Rio Verde, or

Green River, in Ihe Vega; others about six leagues

from thence at St Jago. He assigned to them liberal

portions of land, and numerous Indian slaves, taken

in the wars. He made an arrangement, also, by
which the caciques in Iheir vicinity, instead of pay-
ing tribute, should furnish parlies of their subjects,

free Indians, to assist the colonists in the cultivation

of their lands : a kind of feudal service, which was
the origin of the repartimienlos, or dislribulions of

the free Indians among tlie colonists, afterwards ge-
nerally * xtpted and shamefully abused througlioiii

the S|(aiH>li oolonifs, a source of intolerable hard-
sliips anil oppressions to the unhappy natives, and

• lleiTc'ia, Hist. Iml., decad. i, 1. iii. c. t8.

which greatly contributed to exterminate them in the

island of Hispaniola.' Columbus considered the island

in the light of a conquered country, and arrogated

to himself all Ihe rights of a conqueror, in the name

of the Sovereigns for whom he fought. Of course

all his companions in the enterprise were entitled

to take part in the ac(|uired territory, and lo esta-

blish themselves there as feudal lords, reducing liie

natives to the condition of villains or vassals.* This was

an arrangement widely different from his original

intentions; for he was disposed lo treat the natives

with amity and kindness, as peaceful subjects of the

crown. Hut all his pliins had been subverted by the

violence and licentiousness of otiiers, and his present

measures appear to have been forced upon him hy

the exigency of the times. As a kind of police lu

restore the island lo order, he appointed a ca[)tain

with an armed band, with orders to range the pro-

vinces, to oblige the Indians to attend lo the payment

of their tributes, to watch over the conduct of liie

colonists, and to check the least apiiearance of mutiny

or insurrection.^

Having sought and obtained such ample provisions

for his followers, Roldan was not more modest in

making demands for himself. He claimed certain

lands in the vicinity of Isabella, as having belonged

lo him before his rebellion; also a royal farm, devoted

to the rearing of poultry, situated in Ihe Vega, and

called La Esperanza. These the Admiral granted lu

bini, with permission to employ, as the cultivators of

the farm, the subjects of Ihc cacique whose ears hail

been cut off by Alonso de Ojeda in his first military

expedition inlo the Vega. Roldan received also giants

of land in Xaragua, and a variety of live slock from

the cattle and other animals belonging lo the cruwn.

These grants were made to him provisionally, until

the pleasure of the Sovereigns should be known ;Uor

Columbus yet trusted, that, when their Majesties

understood the seditions and violences by which these

concessions had been extorted from him, the ring-

leaders of the rebels would not merely be stripped of

their ill-gotten possessions, but would receive that

punishment which their offences deserved.

Roldan having now enriched himself beyond his

hopes, requested permission of Columbus to visit his

lands. This was granted Avilh great reluctance, lie

immediately departed for the Vega, and stopping at

Bonao, his late head-quarters, he made Pedro Ri-

(juelme, one of his most active confederates, alcalde,

or judge of the place, with the power of arrestin}; ail

<lelinqiients, and sending them prisoners lo the for-

tress of Conception, wliere he reserved to himself

the right ofsentencing them. This appointment gave

great displeasure to Columbus, being an asstunplionoi

powers not vested in the office of Roldan, who had no

right to create inferior alcaliles. Other circiunstaaccs

• Hcrrcra, dread. I, t. iii, c. t(i.

•' MiiMoz, Hist. N. Slurido, l.vi.SSO.

1 Hisl.dclAlmirantc, tap. 84.

* Herrora. docail. I. lit', ii, c. t6.
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created apprehensions in his mind of further designs

of Uie late insuricents. Pedro Uiqnelme, under pre-

text oferecting farminK buildings for his cattle, liegan

to erect a strong edifice on a hill, advantageously

posted, and capable of being converted into a formid-

able fortress. This, it was whisperetl, was done in

concert with Roldan.by way of securing a stronghold

in which they might fortify themselves in ca.se of

need. Being in the neighbourhood of the Vega,

where so many of their late partisans were settled, it

would have formed a dangerous rallying-place for

any new sedition. The designs of lliquelmu were

suspected and his proceedings opposed by Pedro de

Arana, a loyal and honourable man, who was on the

spot. Representations were made by both parlies to

the Admiral, who, filled with uneasiness at this sus-

picious measure on the part of llicpielme, prohibited

iiim from proceeding with the construction of his

edifice."

Columbus had prepared to return, with his brother

Don Bartholomew, to Spain, where he felt that his

presence was of the utmost importance to place the

late events of the island in a proper light. He had

experienced the ineflicacy of letters of explanation,

which were liable to be counteracted by the misre-

presentations of malevolent enemies. The island,

however, was still in a feverish state. lie was not

well assured of the fidelity of the late rebels, though

so dearly purchased ; there was a rumour of a threat-

ened descent into the Vega, by the mountain tribes

of Ciguay, to attempt the rescue of their captive caci-

que Mayohanex, who was still detained a prisoner in

the fortress of Conception. Tidings were brought

about the same time from the western parts of the

island, that four strange ships had arrived on the

coast, under suspicious appearances. These circum-

stances obliged Columbus to postpone his departure

for the present ; and held him involved in the affairs

of this favourite but fatal island.

The two caravels were des;)atched for Spain in the

beginning of October, taking such of the colonists as

chose lO return, and among them a number belong-

ing to the party of Roldan. Some of those took with

them three slaves, others two, and others one ; and

some of Miem carried away the daughters of caciques

Iwhom tliey had beguiled from their families and

|liomes. At these iniquities, no less than at many
others which equally grieved his spirit, the Admiral

was obliged to connive. He was conscious, at the

same liine, that he was sending home a reinforce-

ment of enemies and false witnesses, to defame his

character and traduce hh conduct, but he had no al-

ternative. To counteract, as much as possible, their

misrepre.sentations, he sent by the same caravel the

loyal and upright veteran Miguel Ballester, together

with Garcia de Barrantes, emi)owered to attend to

Ills affairs at court, and furnished with the deposi-

tions wtiicli had been taken relative to the conduct

otUoldan and his accomplices.

Herrpra. (lecixl. 1. 1, iii, c. 16. Him. dfl Alminnic c «,"., «!.

He wrote at the same lime to the Sovereigns, en-

treating them lo impure into the truth of the late

traasactions, and lo act as they thought hest. Ho
slated his opinion that the capitulations which he had

signed with the rebels were null and void, for various

reasons ; that they had lieen extorted from him by

violence, and at sea, where he did not exerci.sc the

office of viceroy; that there had lieen two trials re-

lative to the insurrection, and the insurgents having

l)een condemned as traitors, it was not in the power

of the Admiral to ahsolve them from their crimi-

nality ; that the capitulations treated ofmatters touch-

ing the royal revenue, over which he had no control,

without the intervention of the proper oflicers ; and

that Francisco ]\oldan and his companions, on leav-

ing Spain, had taken an oath to he faithful to the

Sovereigns, and to the Admiral in their name. For

these and similar reasons, some just, others rather

.sophistical, he urged their Majesties not to considei-

themselves Iwund to ratify the compiilsoi^ term;;

which he had ceded to these prolligate men, but to

in(|uire into their offences, and treat them accord-

ingly.

He repeated the refpiest made in a former letter,

that u learned man might be sent out as judge to ad-

minister the laws in the island, since he himself had

been charged with rigour, although conscious ofhaving

always observed a clemency. He reipiesled also that

tliscreet persons should be sent out to form a council,

and others for certain fiscal employments, entreating,

however, that their powers sliould l)e so limited and

defined, in their respective appointments, as not to

interfere with his own dignity and privileges. He
bore strongly on this point ; for he felt that his pre-

rogatives had, on former occasions, been grievously

invaded. He observed that he might be inist<iken,

but it appeared to him that princes ought to .show

much confidence in their governors j for without the

royal favour to give them strength and conseipience,

everything went to ruin under their command—

a

sound maxim, forced from the Admiral by his recent

experience, in which much of his own perplexities,

and the triuhiph of the rebels, had been caused by

the distrust of the crown, and its inattention to his

remonstrances.

Finding age and infirmity creeping upon him, and

his health being much impaired by his last voyage,

Columbus began to think of his son Diego, as an active

coadjutor to share the toils and cr.res of his station

;

and who, being destined as his successor, might gain

experience under his eye, for the future discharge of

his high duties. Diego was still serving as a page at

the court, but he was grown to man's estate, and he

was capable of entering into the im[)ortant concerns

of life. Columbus entreated, therefore, that he might

he sent out to assist him, as he felt himself infirm

and less capable of exertion.

"

> Ilerrera, dccad. 1. 1. iii, c. tfl.

> Herrera, decad. i, I. iii. c. tC.
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CHAPTER VI.

INRITiL OP OltDk WITO A StfUAOinil AT Till VrKSTKHN PART

OF THE LSLAXI). BOLUAIH SKItT TO MEET UIM.

[ MD9. ]

Among the causes which iiulueed Cohiinhtis to

postpone his departure for Spain, has l>eeii mention-

ed tlie arrival of four sliips at the western part of I he

island. These had anchored on the 5th of St'ptenil)er

in a harhour a little lielow Jac(|uenie!, apparenlly

with the design of cutting; woods used in dyeing,

which alMund in that neighhourhood, and of carry-

ing off the natives for slaves. Further reports in-

formed liim that these ships were commandc' hy

AlonsodeOjeda, thesaniehol-headed and iwld-heaned

cavalier who had distinguished himself on various

occasions in the previous voyages of discovery, and

particularly in the capture of the cacique Catinaho.

Knowing the daring and adventurous spirit of this

man, Columbus felt much dioturbed at his visiting

the island in tiiis clandestine manner, on what ap-

peared to be little better than a freebooling expedi-

tion. To call him to account, and to oppose his ag-

gressions, however, required an agent of spirit and

address. No one seemed belter lilted for the purpose

than Roldan. He was as daring as Ojeda, and of a

more crafty character. An expedition of the kind

would occupy the allention of himself and his parti-

sans, and divert them from any schemes of mischief.

The large concessions recently made to them would,

he trusted, secure their present fidelity, rendering it

more prolitahle for them to be loyal than rebellious.

Roldan gladly undertook the enterprise. He had

nothing further to gain by sedition, and he was
anxious to secure his ill-gotten possessions and ef-

fects by public services, which should atone for his

past offences. He was a vain as well as an active

man, and took a pride in acquitting himself well in

an expedition which called for both courage and
shrewdness. Departing from St Domingo with two
caravels, he arrived on the 29th of September within

two leagues of the harbour where the ships of Ojeda

were anchored. Here he landed with five-and-

twenty resolute followers, well armed, and accus-

tomed to range the forests. He sent five scouts to

reconnoitre. They brought word that Ojeda was on
shore, several leagues distant from Iiis ships, with

only fifteen men, who were employed in making cas-

sava-bread in an Indian village. Roldan threw him-

self between Ojeda and his ships, thinking to take

him by surprise. Ojeda, however, was apprised of

his approach by the Indians, with whom the very

name of Roldan inspired terror, from his late ex-

cesses in Xaragua. Ojeda saw his danger ; he sup-

posed Roldan had been sent in pursuit of him, and

he found himself cut off from any retreat to his ships.

With his usual intrepidity he immediately presented

himself before Roldan, attended merely by half a

dozen followei-s. The latter craftily began by con-

versing on general topics. He then inquired into hij

motives for landing on the island, particularly on that

remote and lonely part, without iirst reporting hij

arrival to the Admiral. Ojeda replied, that he had

l)eei> on a voyage of discovery, and had put in there

in ilislrcss, to repair his ships and procure provisions.

Roldan tlicn deniandid, in the name of the govern-

ment, a sight of the license under which he sailed,

Ojeda, who knew (he resolute character of the man

he had to deal with, restrained \m natural impeliio-

sity, and replied thai his papers were on Imard oi' \w

ship. He declared his intention, on his doparliirc

fiom thence, to go to San Domingo, aiul pay lii<

homage to (lie Admiral, having many things to tell

him which were for his private ear alone. He inti-

mated to lloidan that the Admiral had completdr

fallen inln disgrace at court; that there was a talk of

taking from him his command, and that the Queen,

his patroness, was ill beyond all hopes of recovery,

This inlinialion, il is presumed, was referred to iiy

Roldan in his despatches to the Admiral, wheran

he mentioned (hat certain tliiiiirs had been coniniii-

nicaled to him hy Ojeda, which he did not think it

safe to confide to a letter.

Roldan now repaired to the ships. He found .se-

veral persons on board with whom he was acquainted,

and who had already been in ilispaniola. They con-

firmed the truth of what Ojeda had said, and showed

a license signed hy the Hishop Fonseci, as snperin-

tendant of the affairs of the Indias, authorizing iiim

to sail on a voyage of discovery."

It a|)peared, from the report of Ojeda and his fol-

lowers, that the glowing accounts sent home hy Co-

lumbus of his late discoveries on the coast of Paria,

his magnificent speculations with respect to the ridies

of the newly-found country, and the specimens of

pearls which he had transmitted to the Sovereigns,

liad inflamed the cupidity of various adventurers.

Ojeda happened to be at that time in Spain. He was

a favourite of the Bishop Fonseca, and obtained a

sight of the letter written by the Admiral to the Sove-

reigns, and his charts and maps of the route by wliich

it was accompanied. Ojeda knew Columbus to be

embarrassed by the seditions of Ilispaniola; he found,

by bis conversations with Fonseca and other of liie

Admiral's enemies, that strong doubts and jealousies

existed in the mind of the King with respect to his

conduct, and that his approaching downfal was con-

fidently predicted. The idea of taking advantage of

these circumstances struck Ojeda, and, by a private

enterprise, he hoped to be the first in gathering the

wealth of these newly-discovered regions. lie com-

municated his project to his patron, Fonseca. The

latter was but too ready to do anything that might

defeat the plans and obscure the glory of Columbus;

and it may be added, that he always showed himself

more disposed to patronise mercenary adventurers

than upright and high-minded men. He granted

Ojeda every facility, furnishing him with copies of

' Ilerrcra, decad. i, 1. iv, c. 5.
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le papers and charts of Columbus, by which to di-

ect himself in his course, and granted him a letter

f license signed with his own name, though not with

lliat of the Sovereigns. In (his, it was stipulated

[hat he should not touch at any land belonging to the

ing of Portugal, nor any that had heen discovered

y Cohinihus piior to iVXi. The last provision shows

he perfidious arlilice of i-'onseca, as it left Paria and

lie Pearl Islands free to the visits of Qjeda, they

aving heen discovered by Colimd)us subsecpicnt to

lie designated year, 'i'he ships were lo be fitted

ul at the charges of the adventmers, and a certain

iroportion of the products of the voyage were lo be

emlered to the crown.

Under this license Ojeda fitted out four ships at

leville, assisted by many eager and wealthy specu-

ators. Among the nund)er was 'he celebrated Ame-

ico Vespucci, a I'lorentine merchant, who was

lonsidered well nc(piainted with geogr.i|ihy and na-

igalion. The principal pilot of the ex|ie<lition was

uan de la Cosa, a mariner of great repute, a (lisci[ile

f the Admiral, whom he had accompanied in his

irsl voyage of discovery, and in that along the

outlicrn coast of Cuba, and roimd the island of Ja-

naica. There were several also of the mariners,

nd Bardiolomew Roldan, a distinguished pilot, who
ad lieen with Columbus in his voyage to I'aria."

Such was the expedition, which, by a singular train

f circumstances, eventnally gave the name of this

lorenline merchant, Americo Vespucci, to the whole

iftlie New World.

This expedition had sailed in May, 1499, The
idventurers had arrived on the southern continent,

nd had ranged along its coast, from two hundre.-!

leagues east of the Oronoco, to the Gulf of Paria.

uided by the charts of Colund)us, they had passed

lirough this gulf, and throui^h the Boca del Drago,

lad kept along westward to Capede la Vela, visiting

he islandof Margarita and the adjacent continent, and

iscovering the Gulf of Venezuela. They had sub-

equently touched at the Caribbee Islands, wtiere

hey had fought with the fierce natives, and made
nany captives, with the intention of selling them in

he slave-markets of Spain. From thence, being in

leed ofsupplies, they had sailed to Ilispaniola, having

lerformed the most extensive voyage hitherto made
ilong tlie shores of the New World.

"

Having collected all the informations that he could

ibtain concerning these voyagers, their adventures

ind designs, and trusting to the declaration of Ojeda,

he should proceed forthwith to present himself

othe Admiral, Roldan returned to San Domingo to

ender a report of his mission.

Las Casas.

' nerrera, Ilisl. Ind., dccad. i, 1. iv, c. 4, Mufioz, Hist. N.
luada, part in MS. unpublislicd.

CHAPTER Vn.

Mi.lOEt'VHES OP lini.Dill AND OJKOi.

[ J300. ]

WiiRN intelligence was brought to Columbus of

the nature of (he expedition of Ojeda, and the license

under which he sailed, he considered himself deeply

aggrieved, it being a direct infraction of his most

inijiortarit prerogatives, and sanctioned by authority

that ought (0 have held (hem sacred. lie awaited

patiently, however, the promised visit of A lonsodc

Ojeda to Sai Domingo, to obtain fuller explanations.

Nothing was further hom (he ititention of that roving

connnander than (o keep such promise: he had made
il merely to elude (he vigilance of Uoldan. As soon

as he had refilled his vessels and obtained a supply of

provisions, he sailed round to the coast of Xaragua,

where he arrived in I'ebruary. Here he was well

received by (he Spaniards resident in that province,

who supplied all his wants. Among them were many
of the late comrades of Iloldan ; loose, random cha-

racters, impatient of all order and restraint, and
burning with animosity against the Admiral, for

having again brought them under the wholesome

authority of the laws.

Knowing the rash and fearless character of Ojeda,

and finding that there were jealousies between him
and the Admiral, Ihey hailed birp as a new leader,

come to redress their fancied grievances, in place of

Roldan, whom they considered as having deserted

them. They made clamorous complaints to Ojeda

of the injustice of the Admiral, whom they charged

with withholding from them Ihe arrears of their pay.

Ojeda was a hot-headed man, with somewhat of a

vaunting spirit, and immediately set himself np for a

redresser of grievances. It is said also, that he gave

himselfout as authorized by government, in conjunc-

tion with Carvajal, to act as counsellors, or rather

supervisors of the Admiral ; and thatoneof the first

measures they were to take, was to enforce the pay-

ment of all salaries due to the servants of the crown.

'

It is questionable, however, whether Ojeda made
any pretension of the kind, which could so readily

be disproved, and would have tended to disgrace him
with the government. It is probable that he was
encouraged in his intermeddling, chiefly by his know-

ledge of the tottering slate of the Admiral's favour at

court, and of his own security in the powerful pro-

tection of Fonseca. lie may have imbibed also the

opinion, diligently fostered by those with whom behad

chiefly communicated in Spain, just before his de-

parture, that these people had been driven to extre-

mities by the oppression of the Admiral and his

brothers. Some feeling of generosity, therefore, it

is probable, mingled with his usual love of action and

enterprise, when lis proposed to redress all their

wrongs, to put himself at their liead, march al once

Hist, del Almirante, cap. HI.
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to San Domingo, and oblige the Admiral to pay them

on tlie spot, or expel him from the island.

The proposition of Ojeda was received with accla-

mations of transport by some of the rebels ; others

made objections. Quarrels arose : a ruflianly scene

of violence and brawl ensued, in which several

were killed and wounded on both sides; but the

party fur the expedition to San Domingo remained

triumphant.

Fortunately for the peace and safety of the Admiral

,

Roldan arrived in the neighbourhood, just at this

critical juncture, attended by a crew of resolute

followers. He had been despatched by Columbus to

watch the movements of Ojeda, on hearing of his

arrival on the coast of Xaragua. Roldan had been

apprised of the violent scenes which were taking

place, and sent to bis old confederate Diego de Es-

cobar, to follow him with all the trusty force he could

collect. They reached Xaragua within a day of

each other. An instance of the bad faith usual

between bad men was now evinced. The former

partisans of Roldan, finding bim earnest in his in-

tention of serving the government, and that there

was no hope of engaging him in their new sedition,

sought to lake him by surprise, but his vigilance and

celerity prevented them.

'

Ojeda, when he heard of the approach of Roldan

and Escobar, retired on board of his ships. Though

of a daring spirit, he had no inclination, in the present

instance, to come to blows, where there was a cer-

tainty of desperate fighting, and no gain ; and where

he must raise his arm against government. Roldan

now issued such remonstrances as he had been ac-

customed to receive. He wrote to Ojeda, reasoning

with him on his conduct, and the confusion he was

producing in the island, and invited him on shore to

an amicable arrangement of all alleged grievances.

Ojeda, knowing the crafty, violent character of Rol-

dan, disregarded his repeated messages, and refused

to venture within his power. He even seized one of

his messengers, Diego de Truxillo, and landing sud-

denly at Xaragua, carried offanother of his followers,

named Toribio de Lenares; both ofwhom he detained

in irons, on board of bis vessel, as hostages for a cer-

tain Juan Pintor, a one-armed sailor, who had desert-

ed ; threatening to hang them if the deserter was not

given np.»

Various manoruvres took place between these two

well-matched opponents; each wary of the address

and prowess of the other. Ojeda mac' ' sail, and stood

twelve leagues to the northward, to the province of

Cahay, one of the most l)eautiful and fertile parts of

the country, and inhabited by a kind and gentle people.

Here he landed with forty men, seizing upon what-

ever he could find of the provisions of the natives.

Roldan and Escobar followed along shore, and were

soon at his heels. Roldan then despatched Escoliar

in a light canoe, paddled swiftly l)y Indians, who ap-

' Hist, del Almiranle. iibi sup.

> LasCasat, Hiat. Iml., IU>. i, cap. 100. U%.

proaching nearly within hail of the ship, informed

Ojeda that, since he would not trust himself on shore,

Roldan would come and confer with him on board,

ifbe would send a Imat for him.

Ojeda now thought himself secure of his enemy

he immediately despatched a boat within a sluir!

distance of the shore, where they lay on their oars,

requiring Roldan to come to them. " How many may

accompany me?" demanded the latter :
" Only five

or six," was the reply. Upon this Diego de Escobar

and four others waded to the boat. The crew refused

to admit more. Roldan then ordered one m.in lo

carry him lo the barge, and another to walk by iiij

side, and assist him. Dy tliisstratagem, his party was

eight strong. The instant he entered the boat, he

ordered the oarsmen to row to shore. On their re-

fusing, he and his companions attacked them sword

in hand, wounded several, and made all prisoners,

excepting an Indian archer, who, plunging under the

water, escaped by swimming

This was an important triumph for Roldnn. Ojeda,

anxious for the recovery of his Iwat, which was in-

dispensable for the service of the ship, now made

overtures of peace. He approached the shore in (lie

smaller boat which was left him, taking with him liii
'*' '"' "^" "'*

principal pilot, an arquebusier, and four oarsmen,
wasdangeroi

Roldan entered the boat he had just captured, willi ^ '""8 'n'l"'g«

seven rowers and fifteen fighting men, causing fifteen
""'"? *"*'|" *^'

others to be ready on shore to embark in a large canoe,

in case of need. A characteristic interview took

place between those doughty antagonists, each keep-

ing warily on his guard. Their conference was

carried on at a distance. Ojeda justified his hostile

movements by alleging that Roldan had come wilii

an armed force lo seize him. This the latter positiveij

denied, promising him the most amicable reception

from the Admiral, in case he would repair to San "' provmce

Domingo. An arrangement was at length effected;

the boat was restored, and mutual restitution of tlie

men took place, with the exception of Juan Pinlur,

the one-armed deserter, who had absconded ; and on

the following day, Ojeda, according lo agreement,

set sail to leave the island, threatening however to

return at a future time, with more ships and men.'

Roldan wailed in the neighbourhood, doubting tlie

truth of his departure. In the course of a few days,

word was brought him that Ojeda had landed on a

con
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Las Casas a.<sserls, however, that Ojeda departed either

to some remote district of Hispaniola, or lo the island

of Porto Rico, where he made up what he called his

Cavahjada, or droves of slaves; carrying off numliers

of the nnhappy natives, whom he sold in the slave-
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CHAPTER Vin.

GONSniACT or GUITABA AND HOXICA.

[ 1500. ]

Whex men have been accustomed to act falsely,

iiey take great merit to themselves for an exertion

f common honesty. The followers of Roldan were

ud in trumpeting forth their unwonted loyalty, and

le great services they had rendered lo government

driving Oje<la from (he island. Like all reformed

naves, they expected (hat their good conduct would

amply rewarded. Looking upon their leader as

laving every thing in his gift, and being well pleased

ilh the delightful province ofCahay, they requesteil

lini to share the land among them, that they might

Hie there. Roldan would have had no hesitation

granting their request, had it been made during

^isfreebooting career; but he was now anxious to

stablish a character for adherence (o the laws. He
leelined, therefore, acceding (o their wishes, until

pnctioned by the Admiral. Knowing, however,

at be had fostered a spirit among these men which

j was dangerous to contradict, and that their rapacity,

|y long indulgence, did not admit of delay, he shared

Diong them certain lands of his own, in the territory

If his ancient host Hehechio, cacique of Xaragua.

le then wrote to (he Admiral for permission to re-

jirn to San Domingo; and received a letter in reply,

living him many (hanks and commendadons for

le diligence and address which he had mani-

fted, but requesting him to remain for a time in

aragua, lest Ojeda should be yet hovering about

le coast, and disiwsed (o make another descent iu

lat province.

The (roubles of the island were not yet at an end,

It were destined again to break forth, and from

imewliatof a romantic cause. There arrived about

8C of Prince Jiiaii'

lis time, at Xaragua, a young cavalier of noble

imily, named Don Fernando de Guevara. He pos-

sssed an agreeable person and winning manners, but

'as headstrong in his passions and dissolute in his

rinciples. He was cousin to Adrian de Moxica, one

f llie most active ringleaders in the late rebellion of

ioldan, and had conducted himself with such licen-

less at San Domingo, that Columbus had ba-

lished him from the island. There being no other

:unity of embarking, he had been sent to Xara-

, to return to Spain in one of the ships of Ojeda,

It arrived after their departure. Roldan received

jim favourably, on account of his old comrade, Adrian

Moxica, and permitted him to chusc some place

herebewould reside, until furtherorders concerning

should arrivs from the Admiral. Hechose (he pro-

ince of Cahay, at the place where Roldan had cap-

ind (he boat of Ojeda. It was a delightful part of

It beautiful coast ; but the reason why Guevara

it, was the vicinity to Xaragua. While at the

ter place, in consequence of (he indulgence of Rol-

dan, he was favourably received at the house of

Anacauna, the widow of Caonabo, and sister of the

cacique Ikhechio. That remarkable woman still re-

tained her par(iali(y (o (he Spaniards, notwilhstand-

ing the disgraceful scenes which had passed before

her eyes ; and the native dignity of her characler

had commanded (he respect even of (he dissohUe

rabble which had infested her province. By her la(e

husband, (he cacique Caonalx), she had a daugluer

nameil Higuamota, just grown up, and greatly ad-

mired for her beauty. Guevara, being often in com-
pany with her, became enamoured, and his endear-

ments soon won (he heart of the simple Indian girl.

It was to be near her (hat he chose Cahay as a resi-

dence, at a place where his cousin Adrian de Moxica

kept a number of dogs and hawks, to be employed in

(he chase. Guevara delayed his departure. Roldan
discovered the object that bound liim (o Xaragua,

and warned him to desist from his pretensions and
leave (he province. Las Casas intimates that Roldan
was himself attached to (he young Indian beau(y,

and jealous of her preference of his rival. Anacaona,

(he modier, pleased with (he gallant appearance and
ingratiating manners of theyouthful cavalier, favoured

his attachment ; especially as he sought her daughter

in marriage. Notwithstanding (he orders of Roldan,

Guevara still lingered in Xaragua, in the house of

Anacaona ; and sending for a priest, desired him to

baptize his intended bride.

When Roldan heard of (his, he sent for Guevara,

and rebuked him sharply for remaining at Xaragua,

and for attempting to deceive a person of the im-

portance of Anacaona, by ensnaring the affections uf

her daughter. Guevara avowed the strength of his

passion, and his correct intentions, and entreated

permission to remain. Roldan was inflexible. He
alleged that some evil construction might be put on
his conduct by (he Admiral; but it is probable his (rue

mo(ive was a desire (o send away a rival, who inter-

fered with hisown amorous designs. Guevaraobeyed

;

but had scarce been three days at Cahay, when, un-

able to remain longer absent from the object of his

passion, he returned to Xaragua, accompanied by
iour or five friends, and concealed himself in the

dwelling of Anacaona. Roldan, who was at that time

confined by a malady in his eyes, being apprised of

his return, sent persons to upbraid him with his dis-

obedience to orders, and (o command him (o re(urn

instantly (n Cahay. The young cavalier now assumed

a tone of defiance. He warned Roldan no( to make
foes when he had such great need of friends ; for, to

his cer(iiin knowledge, (he Admiral in(ended (o be-

head him. Upon (his, Roldan, exercising his powers

of command, ordered him (o qui( (hat part of the

island, and repair to San Domingo, to present him-

self before the Admiral. The thoughts of being

banished entirely from the vicinity of his Indian

beauty, checked the vehemence of (he youth. He
changed his tone of liaughty defiance into one of

humble supplication; and Roldan, appeased by this
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submission, permitted him to remain for the present

in that part of tlie island.

Roldan was doomed to reap the fruits of the mis-

chief he Iiad sown. He Iiad instilled wilfulness and

violence into the hearts of his late folbwers, and

now was exposed to the effecls. Guevara, incensed

at this opposition to his passion, meditated revenge.

He soon made a party among the old comrades of

Roldan, who detested, as a magistrate, the man they

had idolized as a leader. It was concerted to rise

suddenly upon liim, and either to kill him or put out

his eyes. Roldan was apprised of the plot, and pro-

ceeded with his usual promptness. Guevara was

seized in the dwelling of Anacaona, in the presence

of his intended bride; seven of his accomplices were

likewise arrested. Roldan immediately sent an ac-

count of the affair to the Admiral, professing, at

present, to do nothing without his authority, and

declaring himself not competent to judge impartially

in the case. Columbus, who was at that time at Fort

Conception, in the Vega, ordered that the prisoners

iihould be conducted to (he fortress of San Domingo.

These vigorous measures on the part of Roldan

against his old comrades, produced immediate com-

motions in the island. When Adrian de Aloxica lieard

that his cousin Guevara was a prisoner, and that, loo,

by command of his former confederate, he was highly

exasperated, and resolved on vengeance. Hastening to

Bonao, the old haunt of rebellion, he claimed the co-

operation of Pedro Uiquelme, the recently appointed

Alcalde. It was readily yielded. They went round

togetlier to the various partsof the Yega, where their

late companions in rebellion had received lands and

settled ; working upon their ready passions, and en-

listing their feelings in the cause of an old comrade.

Tiiese men seem to have had an irresistible propensity

tosedition. Guevara was a favourite with them all;

the charms of the Indian beauty had probably their

influence; and the conduct of Roldan was pronounced

a tyrannical interference, to prevent a marriage

agreeable to all parlies, and beneficial to the colony.

There is no being so odious to bis former associates,

as a reformed robber, or a rebel, enlisted in (be ser-

vice of justice. The old scenes of faction were re-

newed, the weapons which had scarce been hung

up from the recent rebellions, were again snatched

down from liie walls, and rash preparations were

made for action. Moxica soon saw a body of daring

and reckless men, ready, with horse and weapon, to

follow him on any desperate enterprise. Blinded by

the impunity which had attended their former out-

rages, he now threatened ac(s of greater atrocity,

meditating, not merely the rescue of his cousin, but

(he death of Roldan and the Admiral.

Columbus was at Fort Conception, with an incon-

siderable force, when (his dangerous plot was con-

certed in his very neighlraurbood. Not dreaming of

any further hostilities from men on whom he had

lavished such favours, he would doubtless have fallen

into (heir power, had not intelligence been brought

him of the plot by a deserter fW>m the oonspiratorsJ

He saw at a glance the perils by which he was sur-f

rounded, and the storm that was about to burst upoal

the island. It was no longer a time for lenient mei-l

sures;he determined to strike a blow, which shouldl

crush the very head of rebellion.

Taking with him but six or seven trusty servanlJ

and three esquires, all well armed, he set out in thel

night for the place where the ringleaders wetti

quartered. Confiding in (he secrecy of their plot,!

and the late passiveness of the Admiral, they appe«|

to have been perfectly unguarded. Columbus cam

upon them, suddenly, and by surprise ; seized Moxia

and several of his principal confederates, and bort

them off prisoners to Fort Conception. The momenl

was critical ; the "Vega was ripe for a revolt; he I

the fomenter of the conspiracy in his power, and i

example was called for that shoidd strike terror inltj

(he factious. He ordered Moxica to be banged (

the top of the fortress. The latter entreated thath

might be allowed to confess himself previous toeie^

cution. A priest was summoned. The miseraU

Moxica, who had been so undaunted and arrogant
ii

rebellion, lost all courage at the near approach

death. He delayed to confess, beginning and pau$in;J

and recommencing, and again hesitating, as if I

hoped, by whiling away time, to give a chance To^

rescue. Instead of confessing his own sins, he begai

to accuse others of criminality, who were known li|

be innocent ; until Columbus, incensed at this falst

hood and treachery, and losing all patience, in hif

mingled indignation and scorn, ordered the dastai

wretch to be flung headlong from the battlements,
j

Several of the accomplices of Moxica were conden

ed to death, but reserved in confmement fur thf

present.

This sudden act of severity was promptly followei

up. Before the conspirators bad (ime to recover froni

their astonishment, Pedro Riquelme was taken, wiln

several of his compeers, in his ruflian den at BoiiaoJ

and conveyed to the fortress of San Domingo; wlieif

was also confmed the original mover of this seconij

rebellion, Fernando de Guevara, the lover of lb

young Indian princess. These unexpected ads i

rigour, proceeding fiom a quarter which had beei

long so lenient, bad the desired effect. The

spiratoi-s, seized with consternation, fled for the moi

part to Xaragua, their old and favourite retieaLJ

They were not suffered to congregate there again,

and concert new seditions. The Adelantado, i

conded by Roldan, pursued them with his charac-

teristic rapidity of movement and vigour of arm, Ij

has been said that he carried a priest with him, iij

order that, as he arrested delinquents, they niigiilii

confessed and hanged upon the spot, but the moi

probable account is (hat he transmitted them prisonei

to San Domingo. He had seventeen of them at c

time confined ui one common dungeon, awaiti

• Herrera, itecad. i, I. W, c. B.
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of the remainder.

'

These were prompt and severe measures ; but

when we consider liow long Columbus had borne

with these men, how much he had ceded and sacri-

ficed to them, how he had been interrupted in all his

great undertakings, and the welfare of the colony

destroyed by their contemptible and seditious brawls;

how Ihey had abused his lenity, defied his authority,

and at length attempted his life,—we cannot wonder

that he should at last let fall the sword of justice,

which he had hitherto held suspended.

The power of faction was now completely sub-

dued ; and the good effects of the various measures

which Columbus had taken, since his last arrival,

for the benefit of the island, began to appear. The
Indians, seeing the inefficacy of resistance, submitted

patiently to the yoke. Many of them gave signs of

civilization, having, in some instances, adopted

clolliing. Christianity, also, had begun to make
progress amongst them. The Spaniards now cul-

tivated their lands diligently, assisted by the labours

of the natives, and there was every appearance of

settled and regular prosperity.

Columbus considered all this happy change as

brought about by the especial intervention of Heaven.

He expresses this opinion decidedly in one of his

letters, recording an instance of those visionary

fancies which at limes visited his imagination, when
disleinpered by illness or anxiety. In the preceding

winter, about the festival of Christmas, when me-
naced with war by Indian foes, and insurrections

among his people, when full of distrust of those

around hiin, and apprehensions of disgrace at court,

be had for a time sunk into utter despondency. In

the midst of his gloom, when he had abandoned

I

himself to despair, be heard, he says, a voice calling

to him,—" O man of little faith! fear nothing, be

not cast down. I will provide for thee. The seven

years of the term of gold are not expired,' and in

Ithat and in all other things, I will take care of thee."

On that very day, he adds, he received intelligence

Jof the discovery of a large tract of country rich in

jmines. ' The imaginary promise of divine aid thus

Imysteriously and miraculously given, appeared to

Ihim since still more fully accomplished. The troubles

land dangers which bad recently surrounded him,

Ibad at length subsided, and tranquillity had succeeded.

Ille now anticipated the prosperous prosecution of his

|favourite enterprise, so long interrupted,—the ex-

doringof the regions of Paria, and the establishment

' Lat Casas, Hist. Ind. , I. i , c. (70, MS. Herrera, dec. i, lib. iv,

|c.7.

> Columbns alludeshere to tlie vow whicti lie made on discover-
ing the New World, and expressed in a letter to the Sovereigns,

"at within seven years, lie would (limish, from the profits of his

KOTcries, filly tliousand foot and five thousand horse, for the
liverance of the Holy Sepulchre ; and an additional Ibrce, of like

Bount, within five years afterwards.

' Letter of Columbus to the Nurse of Prince Juan. Hist, del
^Imirante. cap. 84.

of a fishery in the Gulf of Pearls. How illusive

were bis hopes ! At this moment those events were
maturing which were about to overwhelm him with

distress, strip him of his honours, and render him
comparatively a wreck for (he remainder of his days!

«r

BOOK XIII.

CHAPTER I.

RBPRBSENTlTIOnS AT GOIJBT AGAINST COLUMBUS. BOBADILI

A

BMPOWBBBD TO RXAIIinB INTO BIS CONDUCT.

[ 1500. ]

While Columbus had been involved in a series

of difficulties in the factions island of Hispaniola, his

enemies bad been but too successful in undermining

his reputation in the court of Spain. The report

brought by Ojeda of his anticipated disgrace was not

entirely unfounded. The event was considered as

near at hand, and every perfidious exertion made to

accelerate it. Every vessel that returned from (he

New World came freighted with complaints, repre-

senting (he character of Columbus and his brothers in

the most odious point of view, as new men, inflated

by their sudden rise from obscurity, unaccustomed

to command, arrogant and insulting in their conduct

towards men of birth and lofty spirit, oppressive in

their rule over the common people, and cruel in (heir

treatment of the natives. The insidious and illiberal

insinuation was continually urged, that they were

foreigners, who could have no interest in the glory of

Spain, or the prosperity of Spaniards; and, con-

temptible as this plea may seem, it had a most power-

ful effect. It was even carried to such a length,

(hat Columbus was accused of a design to cast off

all allegiance to Spain, and to make himself so-

vereign of the countries be had discovered, or to

yield them into the hands of some other power : a

slander which, however extravagant, was calculated

to startle thejealous mind of Ferdinand. It is true,

that by every ship Columbus likewise sent home
statements, written with all the frankness and energy

of truth, setting forth the real cause and nature of

the distractions of the island, and pointing out and

imploring remedies, which, if properly applied,

might have been efficacious. But his letters, ar-

riving at distant intervals, made but single and

transient impressions on (he royal mind, which were

speedily effaced by (he influence of daily and ac(ive

misrepresen(a(ion.

His enemies at court, having continnal access (n

(he Sovereigns, were enabled to place every thing

urged against him in (he s(rongest point of view,

while they secretly neutralized the force of his vin-

dications. They had a plausible logic which ihey
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fc^

Gonlinually oscd, to prove either bad management or

bad railh in Columhus. There wag an incessant

dra'ui upon tlie mother country for the support of

the colony. Was tliis compatil)lc with tlie extrava-

gant pictures lie Iiad drawn of tlie wealth of the

island, and its golden mountains, in wliich lie had

prelendfd to And the Opiiir of ancient days, the

source of all the riches of Solomon? They infeired

that he had either deceived the Sovereigns by design-

ing exaggerations, or he had grossly wronged them

hy m.-il-practlces, or he was totally incapable of the

duties of government.

The disappointment of Ferdinand, in finding his

newly-discovered possessions a so;:>Cu of expense

instead of profit, was known to press sorely on liis

mind. The wars, dictated by his ambition, had

straightened his resources, and involved him in per-

plexities. He had looked with confidence to the

New World for relief, and for ample means to pur-

sue his triumphs; and he grew impatient at the

repeated demands which it occasioned on liis scanty

treasury. For the purpose of irritating his feelings

and heightening his resentment, every disappointed

aud repining man who returned from the colony was
encouraged, hy the liostile faction, to put in claims

for pay withheld by Columbus, or losses sustained in

his service. This was especially the case with the

disorderly ruffians who had been shipped off to free

the island from their seditions. They found way to

the court at Granada. They followed the king when
he rode out, filling the air with their complaints,

and clamouring for their pay. At one time, about

fifty of these vagabonds found their way into the

inner court of the Alhambra, under the royal apart-

ments, holding up bunches of grapes, as the meagre
diet left them by their poverty, and railing aloud at

the deceits of Columbus, and the cruel neglect of

government. The two sons of Columbus happening

to pass by, who were pages to the Queen, they fol-

lowed them with imprecations, exclaiming, "There
go the sons of the Admiral, the whelps of him who
discovered the land of vanity and delusion, the grave

of Spanish hidalgos."

The incessant repetition of falsehood will gra-

dually wear its way into the most candid mind. Isa-

bella herself began to entertain doubts respecting

the conduct of Columbus. Where there was such
universal and ince&janl complaint, it seemed reason-

able to conclude that there must exist some fault.

If Columbus and his brothers were upright, they
might be injudicious; and, in government, mischief

is oftener produced through error of judgment than
iniquity of design. The letters written by Columbus
himself presented a lamentable picture of the con-

fusion of the island. Might not this arise from the

weakness and incapacity of the rulers ? Even grant-

ing that the prevalent abuses arose in a great measure
from the enmity of the people to the Admiral and
his brothers, and their prejudices against them as

• Ilisl. del Almirante, cap. 89.

foreigners, was it Safe to intrust so important and

distant a command to persons who were so unpopu-

lar with the community ?

These consideralions had much weight in the can-

did mind of Isaliella, but they were all-powerful with

the cautious and jealous Ferdinand. He had never

regarded Columbus with real cordiality; and ever

since he had ascertained the importance of his dis-

coveries, had regretted the extensive powers he had

vested in his hands. The excessive clamours which

had arisen during the brief administration of the

Adelantado, and the breaking out of the faction of

lloldan, at length determined the King to send oul

some person of consequence and ability to investigate

the affairs of the colony, and, if necessary for i|g

:>afety, to take u|)on himself the command. This

important and critical measure it appears had been

decided upon, and the papers and powers actually

drawn out, in the spring of iA*Mi. It was not, how-

ever, carried into effect until the following year.

Various reasons have been assigned for this delay.

The important services rendered by Columbus in

the discovery of Paria and the Pearl Islands, may

have had some effect on the royal mind. The ne-

cessity of fitting out an arinamcnt just at that mo-

menl, to co-operate with the Venetians against the

Turks; the menacing movements of the new king of

France, l^ouisXH; the rebellion of the Moors of the

Alpuxarra in the lately conquered kingdom of Gra-

nada; all these have been alleged as reasons for

posl|H)ning a measure which called fur much con-

sideration, and might have important effects upon

the newly discovered possessions. ' The most pro-

bable reason, however, was the strong disinclination

of Isabella to t^-ike so harsh a step against a man for

whom she entertained such ardent gratitude and

high admiration. At length the arrival of the ships

with the late followers of Roldan, according to their

capitulation, brought matters to a crisis. It is true,

that Ballester and Rarrantes came in these ships, to

place the affairs of the island in a proper light ; but

they brought out a host of witnesses in favour of

Roldan, and letters written by himself and his con-

federates, attributing all their late conduct to tlie

tyranny of Columbus and his brothers. Unfortu-

nately, the testimony of the rebels had the greatest

weight with Ferdinand ; and there was a circum-

stance in the case which suspended for a time tlw

friendship of Isabella, which had hitherto been tlie

greatest dependence of Columbus.

The Queen having taken a maternal interest in the

welfare of the natives, had been repeatedly offended

by what appeared to her pertinacity on the partuf

Columbus, in continuing to make slaves of those

taken in warfare, in contradiction to her known

wishes. The same ships which brought home the

companions of Roldan, brought likewise a great

numl)er of slaves. Some, Columbus had been obli^

to grant to these men hy the articles of capitulation;

• Mtinuz, Hist. N. Mundo, part unpiilrfiahcd.
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others Ihey had brought away clandestinely. Among

Ihem were several daughters of caciques, who had

been seduced away from their families and their

native island by these profligates. Some of these

were in a slate of pregnancy, others had new-born

infants. The gifts and transfers of these unhappy

beings were all ascribed to Ihe will of Columbus,

and represented to Isabella in the darkest colours.

Her sensibility as a woman and her dignity as a

queen, were instantly in arms, "What power,"

exclaimeil she indignantly, " has the Admiral to give

away my vassals?"' She determined, ^by one de-

cided and peremptory act, to show her abhorrence

of these outrages upon humanity ; she ordered all

the Indians to be restored to their coimtry and

frisnds. Nay more, her measure was retrospective.

She commanded that those which had formerly been

sent home by the Admiral, should be sought out, and

gent back to Hispaniola. Unfortunately for Colum-

bus, at this very juncture, in one of his letters, he

had advised the continuance of Indian slavery for

gome time longer, as a mea.Hure important for the

welfare of Ihe colony. This contributed to heighten

the indignation of Isabella, and induced her no lon-

{rer to oppose the sending out of a commission to

investigate his conduct, and, if necessary, to super-

sede him in command.

Ferdinand had been exceedingly embarrassed in

appointing this commission, between his sense of

what was due to the character and services of Colum-

bus, and his anxiety to retract wilh delicacy thepowers

which he had vested in him. A pretext at length

was furnished by the recent letters of the Admiral,

and he seized upon it witli avidity. Columbus had

repeatedly requested that a person might be sent out,

of talents and probity, learned in the law, to act as

chiefjudge, but whose powers should be so limited

and defined as not to interfere with his own authority

as viceroy. He had also requested that an impartial

umpire might be appointed, to decide in the affair

between himself and Roldan. Ferdinand proposed

to consult his wishes, but to unite those two offices

in one; and as the person he appointed would have

to decide in matters touching the highest functions

of the Admiral and his brothers, he was empowered,

should he And them culpable, to supersede them in

the government,—a singular mode of ensuring par-

tiality.

The person chosen for this most momentous and

delicate office was Don Francisco de Bobadilla, an

uflicer of the royal household, and a commander of

the military and religious order of Catalonia. Oviedo

pronounces him a very honest and religious man ;

'

but he is represented by others, and his actions cor-

roborate the description, as needy, passionate, and

ambitious,—three powerful objections to his exercis-

ing the rights of judicature in a case requiring Ihe

ulmosl patience, candour, and circumspection, and

• I.a«CuRa8, 1. 1.

> nviedo. Crimicii. I. lii, c. n.

where the judge was to derive wealth and power

firom the conviction of one of the parties.

The authority vested in Dobadilla is defined in

letters from the Sovereigns still extant, and which

deserve to be noticed chronologically ; for the royal

intentions appear to have varied with times and cir-

cumstances. The first was dated on the 21st of

March, I'fOO, and mentions the complaint of the Ad-

miral, that an alcalde, and certain other persons, had

risen in rebellion against him. *' Wherefore," adds the

letter, " we order you to inform yourself of the truth

of the foregoing ; to ascertain who and what per-

sons they were who rose against the said Admiral

and our magistracy, and for what cause ; and what

robberies and other injuries they have committed
;

and furthermore, to extend your inquiries to all other

matters relating to the premises ; and the information

obtained, and the truth known, whomever you find

culpable, arrest their persons, and sequestrate their

effects: and thus taken, proceed against them and the

absent, both civilly and criminally, and impose and

inflict such fines and punishments as you may think

fit. " To carry this into effect, BolKidilla was au-

thorized, in case of necessity, to call in the assistance

of the Admiral, and of all other persons in authority.

The powers here given are manifestly directed

merely against the rebels, and in consequence of the

complaints of Columbus. Another letter, dated on

the 21st of May, two months subsequently, is quite

of different purport. It makes no mention of Co-

lumbus, but is addressed to the councillors, justices,

regidors, cavaliers, esquires, officers, and men of pro-

perty of the islands and terra firma, informing them

ofthe appointment of Bobadilla to the government,

with full civil and criminal jurisdiction. Among tiie

powers specified, is the following :—" It is onr will,

that if the said commander, Francisco de Bobadilla,

should think it necessary for our service, and the

purposes of justice, that any cavaliers, or other per-

sons who are at present in those islands, or may ar-

rive there, should leave them, and not return and

reside in them, and that they should come and present

themselves before us, he may command it in our

name, and oblige them to depart ; and whomevei- lie

thus commands, we hereby order, that immediately,

without waiting to inquire or consult us, or to receive

ft-om us any other letter or conmiand, and without

interposing appeal or supplication, they ol)ey what-

ever he shall say and order, umler the penalties which

he shall impose on our part, " etc., etc.

Another letter, dated likewise on the 21st of May,

in which Columbus is styled simply " admiral of the

ocean sea,"orders him and his brothers tosurrender the

fortress, ships, houses, arms, ammunition, cattle, and

all other royal properly, into the hands of Bobadilla,

as governor, under penalty of incurring tht; punish-

ments to which those subject themselves who refuse

to surrender fortresses and other trusts, when com -

manded by their sovereigns.

A fourth letter, dated on the 26th of May and ad-
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dressed to Columbus, simply by the title of Admiral,

is a mere letter of credence, ordering iiira to give faith

and obedience to wliatever Bobadilla should impart.

Tiie second and third of these letters were evi-

dently provisional, and only to be produced, if, on

examination, there should appear such delinquency

on the part ofColumbus and his brothers as to warrant

their being divested of command.

This heavy blow, as has been shown, remained

suspended for a year; yet, that it was whispered

aliout, and triumphantly anticifiated by the enemies

of Columbus, is evident from the assertions of Ojeda,

who sailed from Spain about the time of the signa-

ture of those letters, and had intimate communica-

tions with Bishop Fonseca, who was considered in-

strumental in producing this measure. The very

license granted by the bishop to OJeda to sail on a

voyage of discovery, in contravention of the preroga-

tives of the Admiral, has the air of being given on a

presumption of his speedy downfall; and the si-ime

presumption, as has already been observed, must have

encouraged Ojeda in his turbulent conduct atXaragua.

At length the long-projected measure was carried

into effect. Bobadilla set sail for St Domingo about

the middle of July 4500, with two caravels, in which

were twenty-live men as a kind of guard, who were

enlisted to serve for a year. There were six friars

likewise, who had charge of a nund)er of Indians sent

l)aek to their country. Besides the letters patent,

Bobadilla was authorized, by a royal order, to ascer-

tain all arrears of pay due to persons in tlie service

of the crown, and to discharge them; and to oblige

the Admiral to pay what was due on his part, " so

that those people might receive what was owing to

them, and there might be no more complaints." In

addition to all these powers, Bobadilla was furnished

with many blank letters signed by the Sovereigns, to

be fdled up by him in such manner, and directed to

such persons, as he might think advisable in relation

to the mission with which he was entrusted.

CHAPTER II.

ABMIVAI, OF BOBiDILLA AT SAR DOMINOO. BIS VIOLENT

ASSUMPTION OF TBE COMMAND.

; , . [ 1300. ]

CoLCMBUs was still at Fort Conception, regulating

the affairs of the Vega, after the catastrophe of the

sedition of Moxica; his brother the Adelantado, ac-

companied by Roldan, was pursuing and arresting

the fugitive rebels in Xaragua; and Don Diego Co-
lumbus remained in temporary command at San
Domingo. Faction had worn itself out; the insur-

gents had brought down ruin upon themselves; and
the island appeared delivered from the domination of
violent and lawless men.

Hcrrera, decad. i, I. iv, c. 7.

Such was the state of pidilic affairs, when, on the

morning of the 23rd of August, two caravels were

descried off the liarlwur of San Domingo, about a

league at sea. They were standing off and on, wait-

ing until the sea-breeze, which generally prevails about

ten o'clock, siiould carry them into port. Don Diego

Columbus supposed them to lie ships sent from Spain

with supplies, and ho|>ed to find on board his nepliew

Diego, whom the Admiral had requested miglit be

sent out to assist him in his various concerns. A

canoe was immediately despatched to obtain informa-

tion; which, approacliingthe caravels, inipiired wiiat

news they brouglit, and wliether Diego, the son of

the Admiral, was on board. Bobadilla himself replied

from the principal vessel, announcing himself as a

commissioner sent out to investigate the late rel)ei-

lion. The master of the caravel tlien inquired about

tlie news of the island, and was informed of the re-

cent transactions. Seven of the rebels, he was told,

had been hanged that week, and five more were in

the fortress of San Domingo, condemned to suffer

the same fate. Among these were Pedro Riquelme

and Fernando de Guevara, the young cavalier whose

passion for the daughter of Anacaona had been the

original cause of the reliellion. Further conversation

passed, in tlie course of whicii Bobadilla ascertained

that the Admiral and tlie Adelantado were absent,

and Don Diego Columbus in command. When tiie

canoe returned to the city, and it was known that a

conunissiouer had arrived lo make inquisition into

the late troubles, tliere was a great stir and agitation

throughout the coi'.imunity. Knots of whisperers

gathered in every direction : those who were con-

scious of mal-practices were filled with consternation;

while those who had grievances, real or imaginary,

to complain of, especially those whose (Kiy was in ar-

rear, appeared with joyful countenances.

'

As the vessels entered the river, Bobadilla belield

on either bank a gibbet with the body of a Spaniard

hanging on it, apparently bui lately executed. lie

considered these as conclusive proofs of the all^
cruelty of Columbus. Many boats came off to the

ship, every one being aiuious to pay early court to

this public censor. Bobadilla remained on board all

day, in the course of which he collected much of tiie

rumours of the place; and as those who sought to s^

cure his favour, were those who had most to fear

from his investigations, it is evident that the nature

of the rumours must generally have been unfavour-

able to Columbus. In fact, before Bobadilla landed,

if not liefore he had arrived, the culpability of the

Admiral was decided in his mind. The next morn-

ing lie landed witli all his followers, and went to the

cliurch to attend mass, where he found Don Diego

Columbus, Rotlrigo Perez, the lieutenant of liie Ad-

miral, and otiier persons of note. Mass Iwingended,

and those persons, with a multitude of the populace,

being assembled at the door of the church, Bobadilla

' Las Casas, Hi8l.ini)., i-

I. iv, c. 8.
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M-dered bis letters-patent to be read, authorizing him

investigate the rebellion, to seize the persons, and

eqiiestrate the property of delinquents, and to proceed

gainst them with the utmost rigour of the law;

loinmanding also the Admiral, and all others in au-

hority, to assist him in the discharge of his duties,

'he letter being read, he demanded of Don Diego

ind the alcaldes, to surrender to him the persons of

'ernandode Guevara, F'edro Ri(|uelme, and tlieother

irisoners, with the depositions that had been taken

oncerning them; and ordered that the parties by

horn they were accused, and those by whose coni-

nand they had been taken, should appear before

lim.

Don Diego replied, that the proceedings had ema-

ated from the orders of the Admiral, who held

uperior powers to any that Bobadilla could possess,

lid without whose authority he could do nothing,

ie requested, at the same time, a copy of the letter-

latent, that he might send it to his brother, to whom
ilone the matter appertained. This Bobadilla refused,

ibserving that, ifDon Diego had power to do nothing,

was useless to give him a copy. He added, that

ince the oflice and authority he had proclaimed

ppeared to have no weight, he would try what

ower and consequence there was in the name of

veriior; and would show them that he had com-

land, not merely over them, but over the Admiral

imseir.

The little community remained in breathless sus-

ense, awaiting the portentous movements of Boba-

illa. The next morning he appeared at mass, resolved

n assuming those powers which were only to have

een produced after full investigation,and ample proof

f the malconduct of Columbus. When mass was

ver, and the eager populace hid gathered round the

oor of the church, Bobadilla, in presence of Don

)iego and Rodrigo Perez, ordered his otlif ' '>yal

alentto be read, investing him with thegov< .: at

fthe islands, and of terra firma.

Tiie patent being read, Bobadilla took the cus-

mary oath, and then claimed the obedience of Don
iego, Rodrigo Perez, and all present, to this royal

trument; on the authority of which he again

lemanded the prisoners confined in the fortress. In

, they professed the utmost deference to the

tteroftiieir Majesties, but again observed that they

leid the prisoners in obedience to the Admiral, to

horn the Sovereigns had granted letters of a higher

lature.

The self-importance of Bobadilla was incensed at

lis non-compliance, especially as he saw it had some
ffect upon the populace, who appeared to doubt his

ulhorily. He now produced the third mandate of

le crown, ordering Columbus and his brothers to

lelivcr up all fortresses, ships, and other royal pro-

rty. To win the public completely to his side, he
'ad also the additional mandate issued on the 50th of

lay, of the same year, ordering him to pay the arrears

'f wages due to all persons in the royal service, and

to compel the Admiral (o pay the arrears of those to

whom he was accountable.

This last document was received with shouts by

the multitude, many having long arrears due to them

inconsequence of the poverty of the treasury. Flushed

with his growing importance, Bobadilla again demand-

ed the prisoners; threatening, if refused, to take them
by force. Meeting with the same reply, he repaired

to the fortress to execute his threats. This post was

commanded by Miguel Diaz, the same Aragonian

cavalierwho bad once taken refuge among the Indians

on the banks of the Ozema, won the affections of the

female cacique Catalina, received from her informa-

tion of the neighbouring gold mines, and had induced

his countrymen to remove to those parts.

When Bobadilla came before the fortress, he found

the gates closed, and the alcalde, Miguel Diaz, upon

the battlements. He ordered his letters-patent to he

read with a loud voice, the signatures and seals to be

held up to view, and tlien demanded the surrender

of the prisoners. Diaz requested a copy of the let-

ters ; but this Bobadilla refused, alleging that there

was no time for delay, the prisoners being under

sentence of death, and liable at any moment to be

executed. He threatened, at the same time, that if

they were not given up, he would proceed to extre-

mities, and Diaz should be answerable for the conse-

quences. The wary alcalde again required time to

reply, and a copy of the letters; saying that he held

the fortress for the king by the command of the Ad-

miral, liU lord, who had gained these territories and

islands, and that when the latter arrived, he should

obey his orders.'

The whole spirit of Bobadilla was roused within

him, at the refusal of the alcalde. Assembling all the

people he bad brought from Spain, together with the

sailors of the ships, and the rabble of the place, he

exhorted them to aid him in getting possession of the

prisoners, but to harm no one unless in case of resist-

ance. The mob shouted assent, for Bobadilla was

already the idol of the multitude. About the hour

of vespers, he set out at the head of this motley army,

to storm a fortress destitute of a garrison, and formid-

able only in name, being calculated to withstand

only a naked and slightly-armed people. The ac-

counts of this transaction have something in them

bordering on the ludicrous, and give it the air of an

absurd rodomontade. Bobadilla assailed the portal

with great impetuosity, the frail bolts and locks of

which gave way at the first shock and allowed him

easy admission. In the mean time, however, his

zealous myrmidons applied ladders to the walls, as if

about to carry the place by assault, and to experience

a desperate defence. The alcalde, Miguel Diaz, and

Don Diego de Alverado, alone appeared on the bat-

tlements; they had drawn swords, but offered no

resistance. Bobadilla entered the fortress in triumph,

and without molestation. The prisoners were found

in a chamber in irons. He ordered that they should

< Las Casus, Hitt. Ind, 1. i, c. 179.
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be brooghl up to bim to the top of the fortrcM, where,

having put a few questions to them, as a matter of

Ibrm, lie gave tliem in charge to an alguazii named
Juan de Espinosa.'

Such was llie arrogant and precipitate entrance into

oflice of Francisco de Gobadilla. lie had reversed

the order of his written instructions; having seized

upon the government before lie liad investigated the

conduct of Columbus. He continued his "areer in

the same spirit; acting as if the case had been pre-

judged in Spain, and he had been sent out merely to

degrade the Admiral from his employments, not to

ascertain the manner in which he had fullilled them.

He took up bis residence in the house uf Columbus,

seized upon his arms, gold, plate, jewels, horses, his

books, letters, and other writings, both public and

private, even to his most secret papers. He gave no

account of the property thus seized; and which he no

doubt considered already confiscated to the crown,

excepting that he paid out of it the wages of those to

whom the Admiral was in arrears.' To increase his

favour with the people, he proclaimed, on the second

day of his assumption of power, a general license for

the term of twenty years, to seek for gold, paying

merely one eleventh to government, instead of a third

as heretofore. At the same time, he spoke in the

most disrespectful and unqualified terms ofColumbus,

saying that he was empowered to send him home in

chains, and that neither he nor any of his lineage

would ever again be permitted to govern in the

island.*

CHAPTER ra.

GOLUmOS SUimOriKD to APPEAB BBFOM BOBiOILLi.

[ 1900. ]

When the tidings reached Columbus at Fort Con-

ception of the high-handed proceedings of Bobadilla,

be considered them the unauthorized acts of sonic

rash adventurer like Ojeda. Since government had

apparently thrown open the door (o private enterprise,

he might expect to have his path continually crossed,

and his jurisdiction infringed by bold intermeddlers,

Aligning or fancying themselves authorized to interfere

in the affairs of the colony. Since the departure of

Ojeda another squadron had touched upon the coast,

and produced a transient alarm, being an expedition

under one of the Pinzons, licensed by the Sovereigns

to make discoveries. There had also been a rumour
of another squadron hovering about the island, which
proved, however, to be unfounded. *

The conduct ofBobadilla bore all the appearance of

a lawless usurpation ofsome intruder of the kind. He
had possessed hunself forcibly ofthe fortress, and con-

> LasCasas, iibisup. Herrcra, ubisup.
> Hi«t. del Almirante, c. 83. LasCasas. Uerrera, iibi sup,
i Letter of Columbus to the Nurse of Prince Juan.

4 Letter of Columbus to the Nurse of Prince Juan.

sequently of the town. He bad issued extravagai

licenses injurious to tlie government, and appareni

intended only to make partisans among the people'

and he had threatened to throw Columbus hi

in irons. That this man could really Ite sanctii

by government, in such intemperate measures, «{

repugnant to belief. The Admirarsconsciousiicia

his own services, the repeated assurances of hi^h ci

sideratioii on the part of the Sovereigns, and the

rogatives granted to him under their hand and waj,

with all the solemnity that a compact could p<.

all forbade him to consider the transactions at St

mingo otherwise than as outrages on his authoiily

some daring or misguided individual.

To be nearer to St Domingo, and obtain more cwj

rect information, he proceeded to Bonao, which %
now beginning to assume the appearance of a seiili

inent, several Spaniards having erected houses Ihei

and cultivated the adjacent country. He had scarce]

ly reached Bonao, wlien an alcalde, bearing a

of oflice, arrived there from San Domingo, proclaii

ingthe appointment of Bobadilla to (he governmei

and bearing copies of his letter-patent. There w
no especial letter or message sent to the Adini

nor were any of the common forms of courtesy

ceremony ol»erved in superseding him in the

inand : all the proceedings of Bobadilla towards

were abrupt and insulting.

Columbus was exceedingly embarrassed liow

act. It was evident that Bobadilla was intrusi

with extensive powers by the Sovereigns, but I

they could have exercised such a sudden, unmerittd,

and apparently capricious act ofseverity towards hi

as that ofdivesting him of all his commands, he coul

not believe. He endeavoured to persuade liimsei

that Bobadilla was some person sent out to exei

the functions of chief judge, according to the requi

he had written home to the Sovereigns, and thai (hi

had intrusted him likewise with provisional powei

to make an inquest into the late troubles of the island^

All beyond these powers, he tried to believe, wei

mere assumptjoiis and exaggerations of authority,

in the case ofAguado. At all events he wasdelermii

to act upon such presumption, and to endeavour

gain time. If the monarchs had really taken an]

harsh measures with respect to him, it niustlui

been in consequence of misrepresentations; the

delay might give them an opportunity of ascertaiiiii

their error, and making the necessary amends.

He wrote to Bobadilla, therefore, in guarded tei

welcoming him to the island, cautioning him agaii

precipitate measures, especially in granting iicei

to collect gold, informing him that he was on

point of going to Spain, and in a little time wool

leave him in command, with every thing fully

clearly explained. He wrote at the same time lo

like purport to certain monks who had come out will

Bobadilla, though he observes that these letters w

only written lo gain time. He received no re|ilies

' Letter of Columbus to the Muw of Prince Jiiaii.

stiiBrancisco Ye
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lut while an insulting silence was obterved lowarda

lini, Hfl'^^dilla lilled up several of the blank letters,

if which he had a number signed by the Sovereigns,

ind sent them to Roldan, and other of the Admiral's

iieniies, the very men whom he had lieen sent out to

idge. These letters were full of civilities and pro-

lises of favour.

'

To prevent any mischief which might arise from

lie licenses and indulgences so prodigally granletl by

ibadilla, Columbus published by word and letter,

bat the powers assumed by him could not lie valid,

ir his licenses availing, as he himself held superior

iwers granted to him in perpetuity by the crown,

liich could no more be su|>erseded in this instance,

lan they bad been in that of Aguado.

For some lime Columbus remained in this anxious

id perplexed stale of mind, uncertain what line of

induct to pursue in so singular and unlooked-for a

iiijuncture. He was soon brought to a decision.

'rancisco Velasquez, deputy treasurer, and Juan de

'rasierra, a Franciscan friar, arrivetl at Bonao, and

'livered to him the royal letter of credence, signed

the Sovereigns on the 20th ufMay, I4!M), in which

ley commanded him to give implicit faith and obe-

ience to Bobadilla ; and they delivered to him, at the

line time, a summons from the latter to appear im-

lialely before him.

This laconic letter from the Sovereigns struck at

ice at the root of all bis dignity and power. He no

tnger made hesitation or demur, but complying whh
16 peremptory summons of Bobadilla, departed al-

it alone, and unattended, for San Domingo.

'

CHAPTER IV.

OIUMUS iND UI8 BIOTaSRS 1BBB8TED AND SBNT TO SPAIN

IN COilNS.

[ ISOO. 1

I The tidings that a new governor had arrived, and

ut Columbus was in disgrace, and was to be sent

pme ill chains, circulated rapidly through theVega,

pd the colonists hastened from all parts to San

oniingo to make interest with Bobadilla. It was
on perceived (bat there was no surer way than

at of vilifying his predecessor. Bobadilla felt that

I had taken a rash step in seizing upon the govern-

«nt,and that his own safety required theconviction

I Columbus. He listened eagerly, therefore, to all

Kusations, public or private ; and welcome was he
|lio could bring any charge, however extravagant,

ainstlhe Admiral and his brothers.

I

Hearing that the Admiral was on his way to the

|ly, he made a bustle of preparation, and armed the

s, affecting to believe a rumour, that Colambus

' Letter of Golnmbus. Hcrrera, decad. i, I. iv, c. 9.

' Ilerrera, decad. i, I. iv, c. 9. Letter to the Nurse of Prince

had called upon the cack|aef of the Vega to aid him
with their subjects in a resistance to the commands
of government. No grounds appear ibr this rbsard

report, which was probably invented to give a co-

louring of precaution to subsequent measures of

violence and insult. The Admiral's brother, Don
Diego, was seized, thrown in irons, and conlined on
board ofa caravel, without any reason being assigned

for his imprisonment.

In the mean time Columbus pursued his journey

to San Domingo, travelling in a lonely manner,

without guards, or retinue. Most of ids people were
with the Adelantailo, and he had declined being

attended by the remainder. He bad heard rumours

of tlie hostile intentions of Bobadilla ; and altliough

he knew that violence was threatened to his person,

he came in this unpretending manner, to manifest

his pacific feelings, and to remove all suspicion.

No sooner did Bobadilla bear of his arrival, than

he gave orders to put bim in irons, and confine him
in the fortress. This outrage to a person of such

dignilied and venerable appearance, and such emi-

nent merit, seemed, for the time, to shock even liis

enemied. When the irons were bronght, every one

present shrunk from the task of putting them on him,

either from a sentiment of compassion at so great a

reverse of fortune, or out of habitual reverence for

his person. To (ill the measure of ingratitude meted

out to him, it was one of his own domestics, " a

graceless and shameless cook," says Las Casas,

" who rivelted the fetters with as much readiness

and alacrity, as though he were serving bim with

choice and savoury viands. I knew the fellow,"

adds the venerable historian, " and I think his name
was Espinosa." *

Columbus conducted himself with characteristic

magnanimity under the injuries heaped upon him.

There is a noble scorn which swells and supports the

heart, and silences the tongue of the truly great,

when enduring the insults of the unworthy. Co-

lumbus could not stoop to deprecate the arrogance

of a weak and violent man like Bobadilla. He
looked beyond this shallow agent, and all his petty

tyranny, to the Sovereigns who employed him. It

was their injustice and ingratitude alone that could

wound his spirit; and he felt assured that when the

truth came to be known, they would blush to find

how greatly they bad wronged hun. With this

proud assurance, he bore all present indignities in

silence.

Bobadilla, although be had the Admiral and Don
Diego in his power, and had secured the venal popu-

lace, yet felt insecure and anxious. The Adelan-

tado, with an armed force under bis command, was

still in the distant province of Xaragua, in pursuit of

the rebels. Knowing his soldier-like and deter-

mined spirit, he feared he might take some violent

measure when he should hear of the ignominious

• Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. ISO.

> Las Casas, I. i, c. tSO.
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treatment and imprisonment of his brotliers. He
doubted wlietlier any order rromliimseir would have

any effect, except to exasperate tlie stern Donliartlio-

lomew. He sent a demand, tlierefore, to Columbus, to

writetoltisbrotlier,requeslin;;liim to repair peaceably

to San Domingo, and forbidding liim to execute the

persons lie lield in confinement : Columbus readily

complied. He exhorted his brother to submit quietly

to the authority of liis Sovereigns, and lo endure all

present wrongs and in<lignities, under the confidence

that when they arrived at Castile, every thing would

be explained and redressed.

'

On receiving tliis letter, Don Bartholomew imme-
diately complied. Relinquishing his command, he

hastened peacefully to St Domingo, and on arriving

experienced the same treatment with his brothers,

being put in irons and confined on lioard of a caravel.

They were kept separate from each other, and no com-

munication permitted between them. Bobadilla did

not see them himself, nor did he allow others to visit

them ; but kept them in ignorance of the cause of

their imprisonment, the crimes with which they

were charged, and the process that was going on

against them.

'

It has been questioned whether Bobadilla really

had authority for the arrest and imprisonment of the

Admiral and his brothers ;
' and whether such violence

and indignity was in any case contemplated by tite

Sovereigns. He may have fancied himselfempowered
to do 80 by the clause in the letter of instructions,

dated March 21st, 1409, in which, speiiking of the

rebellion of lloldan, '^ he is authorized to seize ihe

persons, and seqtiestrale the property of those who
appeared to be culpable, and then to proceed against

them and against Ihe absent, with the highest civil

and criminal penalties." This evidently had reference

Peler Mart}T mentions as a vuli^ar rnmour of the day, that the

Admiral, not linowinf; what might happen, wrote a letter in cipher

to the Adelantado. urging him to come with arms in his hands lo

prevent any violence that might be contrived against him ; that

Ihe Adelantado advanced, in cfTect. with his armed force, but hav-

ing the imprudence lo proceed some distance a-head of it, was
surprised by the governor, before his men could come to his suc-

cour, and that the letter in cipher had been sent to Spain. This

must have been one of the groundless rumours of the day, circu-

lated to prejudice the public mind. Nothing of the l(ind appears

among the charges In the inquest made by Bobadilla, and which
was seen, and extracts made from it, by Las Casas, for his history.

It is, in fact, in total contradiction to the statements of Las Casas,

Herrera, and Fernando Columbus.
> Charlevoix, in his History of San Domingo (lib. iii. p. 199)

stdtt», that the suit against Columbus was conducted in writing

;

that written charges were sent to him, to which he replied in the

same way. This is contrary to the statements of Las Casas. Her-
rera, and Fernando Columbus. The Admiral himself, in his letter

to the Nurse of Prince Juan, after relating the manner in which
he and his brothers had been thrown into irons, and confined se-

parately, withont being visited by Dobadilla, or permitted lo see

any other pcrsoas, expressly adds, " I make oath that I do not

know for what I am imprisoned." Again, in a letter writtensome
time afterwards from Jamaica, he says, " I was taken and thrown
with two of my brothers in a ship, loaded with irons, with little

clothing and much ill treatment, wilhoul being summoned or con-
victed by Justice."

' Herrera, decad. i, I. iv, c. 10. Ovicdo, Cronica, I. iii, c. 6.

I

to the persons of Roldan and his followers, who vrrr

then ill arms, and against whom Columbus had sent

home compliiinls; and this, by a violent constriiclion,

Itobadilla seems lo have wrested into an authority fw

seizing the person of the Admiral himself. In fact,

in the whole course of his proceedings, he had r^

versed and confounded the order of his inslrucliom,

His first step should have been to proceed against the

rebels; this he made the last. II is last step slioulil

have been, in case of ample evidence against the Ad.

iniral, to have superseded him in office; and this he

made the first, wiliiout waiting for evidence. Ha?,

ing preiletermined, from the very outset, that Colum.

bus was in the wrong, by the same rule he had to

presume that all the opposite parlies were in the right.

It became iiulLspensable to his own justification tnio'

by which

track.

Even til

admitted a

a(T(i.s.'ilion

luyal resist

nists and tl

inllicted up

as proofs o

secret hatr

affected to

manner, m
ofColtimbu

Iheni. He
self toward!

and their

culpate Ihe Admiral and his brotliers ; and the rebtlj
without the

he had been sent to judge became, by this slu^via

perversion of rule, necessary and cherished evirtencei,

to criminate those against whom they had rebelled,

The intentions of the crown, however, are nolio

be vindicated at the expense of its miserable agenl.

If proper respeot had been felt for the rights and

dignities of Columbus, Bobadilla would never hart

been intrusted with powers so extensive, undefined,

and discretionary ; nor would he have dared to pro-

ceed to such lengths, with such rudeness and preci

pitation, had he not felt assured that it would not be

displeasing lo the jealous-minded Ferdinand.

The old scenes of the time of Aguado werenow

renewed with tenfold virulence, and the old cliai^o

revived, with others still more extravagant. Frnni

the early and never-to-he-forgotten outrage upon Caj-

tilian pride, of compelling hidalgos, in time of emer

gency, to labour in the construction of works nem
sary to the public safety, down to the recent cliargt

of levying war against the government, there wasnoi

a hardship, abuse, or sedition in the island, that wa

not imputed to the misdeeds of Columbus and hii

brothers. Besides the usual accusations of iiiilictin;

oppressive labour, unnecessary tasks, painful restric-

tions, short allowances of food and cruel punLshmenls

upon the Spaniards, and waging unjust wars agaia<it

the natives, they were now charged with prevenlinj

the conversion of the latter, that they migiit send

them slaves to Spain, and profit by their sale. Thii

last charge, so contrary to the pious feelings of Ihe

Admiral, was founded on his having objected to ItK

baptism of certain Indians of mature age, until Ihe;

could be instructed in the doctrines of Chrislianil;;

justly considering it an abuse of that holy sacrament

(0 administer it thus blindly.'

Columbus was charged, also, with having secreted

pearls, and other precious articles, collected in hit

voyage along the coast of Paria, and of keeping the

Sovereigns in ignorance ofthe nature of his discoveries

there, in order to exact new privileges from tbeni.

Yet it was notorious that he had sent home specimens

of the pearls, and journals and charts of his roya^i

> Mimoz, Hist. N. Uundo, part unpublished.
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by which otiiers bad been enabled to pursue his

track.

Even the late Inmulls, now that the rebels were
admillcd as evidence, were all turned into matters of

accusation. 'Jhey were represented as spirited and

loyal resistances to tyranny exercised upon the colo-

nists and the natives. The well-merited punislmienis

inllicled upon certain of the ringleaders, were cited

as proofs of a cruel and revengeful disposition, and a

secret hatred of S|)aniards. liobadillu lielieved, or

affected to believe, all these charges. lie had, in a

manner, made the rebels his confederates in the ruin

of Columbus. It was become a common cause with

them. He conid no longer, therefore, contluct him-

self towards them as a judge. Guevara, Iti(pielnie,

and their fellow convicts, were discharged almost

without the form of a trial, and it is even said were
received into favour and countenance, lloldan, from

the very first, had been treated with confidence by

Dobadilla, and honoured with his correspondence.

All the others whose conduct had rendered them
liable to justice, received cither a special acquittal or

a general pardon. It was enough to have been op-

posed in any way ia Columbus, to obtain full justifi-

cation in the eyes of Bobadilla.

The latter had now collected a weight of testimony,

and produced a crowd of witnesses, sufficient, as he

conceived, to ensure the condemnation of the pri-

soners, and his own continuance in command. He
determined, therefore, to send the Admiral and his

lirothers home in chains, in the vessels which were

ready for sea, transmitting at the same time the in-

quest taken in their case, and writing private letters,

enforcing the charges made against them, and advis-

ing tiiat Columbus should on no account be restored

to the command which he had so shamefully abused.

San Domingo now swarmed with miscreants just

delivered from the dungeon and the gibbet. It was

a perfect jubilee of triumphant viliany and dastard

malice. Every base spirit, which had been awed
into obsequiousness by Columbus and his brothers

when in power, now started op to revenge itself upon

them when in chains. The most injurious slanders

were loudly proclaimed in Ihe streets, insulting pas-

qninades and inflammatory libels were posted up at

every corner, and horns were blown in the neigh-

bourhood of their prisons, to taunt them with the

exullings of the rabble. When these rejoicings of

his enemies reached him in the dungeon in which he

was confined, and Columbus reflected on the incon-

siderate violence already exhibited by Bobadilla, he

knew not how far his rashness and confidence might

carry him, and began to entertain apprehensions for

Ilis life. The vessels being ready to make sail, Alonso

de Yillejo was appointed to take charge of the pri-

soners, and carry them to Spain. Fie was an officer

who had been brought up by an uncle of Fonseca,

was in the employ of that bishop, and had come out

with Bobadilla. The latter instructed him, on ar-

riving at Cadiz, to deliver his prisoners into the hands

of Fonseca, or of his uncle, thinking thereby to give

the malignant prelate a triumphant justification. This
circumstance gave weight with many to an assertion

which had been made, that Dobadilla was secretly

instigated and encouraged to his violent measures by
Fonseca, and was promised his protection and in-

fluence at court, in case of any complaints of his

conduct.

Villcjo undertook the office assigned him, but he
discharged it in a more generous manner llian was
intended. '"J'his Alonso de Villcjo," says the

worthy Las Casas, " was a hidalgo of honourable

character, and my particular friend." He certainly

showed himself superior to the low malignity of his

patrons. When he arrived with a guard to conduct
the Admiral from the prison to the ship, he found

him in chains in a slate of silent despondency. So
violently had he been treated, and so savage were
the passions let loase against him, that he feared he
should be sacrificed without an opportunity of being

heard, and his name go down sullied and disho-

noured to posterity. When he beheld the officer

enter with the guard, he thought it was to conduct

him to the scaffold. " Villejo," said he mournfully,

"whither are you taking mc?" "To the ship, your
Excellency, to embark," replied the other. " To em-
bark !" repeated the Admiral earnestly; "Villejo!

do you speak the truth ? " " By the life of your Ex-
cellency," replied the honest officer, " it is true

!

"

With tiiese words the Admiral was comforted, and
felt as one restored from death to life. Nothing can

be more touching and expressive than this little col-

Impiy, recorded by the venerable Las Casas, who
doubtless had it from the lips of his friend Villejo.

The caravels set sail early in October, bearing off

Columbus shackled like the vilest of culprits, amidst

the scoffs and shouts of a miscreant rabble, who took

a brutal joy in heaping insults on his venerable head,

and sent curses after him from the shores of the is-

land he had so recently added to the civilized world.

Fortunately the voyage was favourable, and of but

moderate duration, and was rendered less disagree-

able by the conduct of those to whom he was given

in custody. The worthy Villejo, though in the ser-

vice of Fonseca, felt deeply moved at llie unworthy

tieatment of Columbus. The master of the caravel,

Andreas Martin, was equally grieved : they both

treated the Admiral with profound respect and assi-

duous attention. They would have taken off his

irons, but to this he would not consent. "No,"
said he proudly, " their Majesties commanded me
by letter to submit to whatever Bobadilla should or-

der in their name; by their authority he has put upon

me these chains, I will wear them until they shall

order them to be taken off, and I will preserve them

afterwards as relics and memorials of the reward of

my services.

" He did so," adds his son Fernando; "I saw

w;

-

Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 180. MS.
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ibem always hanging in his cabinet, and he requested

that when he died they might be buried willi him !" •

BOOK XIV.

CHAPTER I.

S«,>SAn09 IN SrAIK ON TBB ABBIVAL OP COLUMBUS IN IBONO.

UI8 APPBABANCC AT COliUT.

[ 1500. ]

The arrival of Columbus at Cadiz, a prisoner and

in chains, produced almost as great a sensation as iiis

triui. iphant return from his first voyage. It was one

of those striking and obvious facts, which speak to

tlie feelings of the multitude, and preclude the ne-

cessity of reflection. No one stopped to inquire into

the case. It was sufllcient to be told that Columbus

was brought home in irons from the world he had

discovered. A general hurst of indignation arose in

Cadiz, and in the powerful and opulent Seville, whic!

was immediately echoed throughout all Spain. If

the ruin of Columbus had been the intention of his

enemies, they had defeated their object by their own
violence. One of those reactions so frequent in the

public mind, when persecution is pushed to an un-

guarded length, was immediately manifested. Those

of the populace who had recently been loud in thei'

clamour against Columbus, were now as loud i

their reprobation of his treatment, and a strong sy -

pathy was expressed, against which it would ° .ve

been odious for the government to contend.

The tidings of his arrival, and of the igno' nions

manner in which he had been brought, rea ed the

court at Granada, and filled the halls of tlie i. .aam-

bra with murmurs of astonishment. Columbus, full

of his wrongs, but ignorant how far they had been

authorized liy the Sovereigns, had forborne to write

lo them. In the course of his voyage, however, he

had penned a long letter to Dofta Juana de la Torre,

a lady of the court, high in favour with Queen Isa-

bella, who had Iieen nurse to Prince Juan. This

letter, on his arrival at Cadiz, Andreas Martin, the

captain of the caravel, had permitted Columbus to

send off privately by express. It arrived, therefore,

liefore the protocol of the proceedings uistituted by

Bobadilla was received. It was from this document

that the Sovereigns derived their first intimation of

his treatment.* It contained a statement of the late

transactions of the island, and of the wrongs he had

suffered, written with his usual artlessness and energy.

To specify the contents, would be but to recapitulate

t'vents already recorded Some expressions, how-
ever, which burst from him in the warmth of his

< IliRt del AlniU-anlR, c. 80.

» La>» Casa*, Mist, luil., 1. 1, c. 182.

feelings, are worthy of being noted.
'

' The slanders

of worthless men," says he, '< have done me more

injury than all my services have profited me." Speak-

ing of the misrepresentations to which he was sub-

jected, he observes, '* Such is the evil name which I

have acquired, that if I were to build hospitals and

churches, they would be called dens of robbers."

After relating in indignant terms the conduct of Bo-

badilla, in seeking testimony respecting his adminis-

tration from the very men who had rebelled against

him, and throwing himself and his brothers in irons,

without letting them know the offences with wliicli

they were charged, " I have been much aggrieved,"

he adds, *' in tiiat a person should l^e sent out to in-

vestigate my conduct, who knew that if the evidence

which he could send home should appear to be of a

- 'ons nature, he would remain in the government."

^{e complains that, in forming an opinion of his ad-

linistralion, allowances had not l>een made for (he

extraordinary difficulties with which he had to con-

tend, and the wild state of the country over which

he had to rule. "I was judged," he observes, " as

a governor who had been sent to lake charge of a

well-regulated city, under the dominion of well-es-

ablished laws, where there was no danger of every

thing running to disorder and ruin ; but I ought to be

judged as a captain, sent lo subdue a numerous and

hostile people, of manners and religion opposite to

ars, living not in regular towns, but in forests and

mountains. It ought lo be considered, that I have

brought all the:;e under subjection lo their Majesties,

giving them dominion over another world, by which

Spain, heretofore poor, has suddenly become rich.

Whatever errors I may have fallen into, they were

not with an evil intention ; and I believe their Ma-

jesties will credit what I say. I have known them

to be merciful to those who have wilfully done them

disservice; I am convinced that tiiey will have slill

more indulgence for me, who have erred innocently,

or by compulsion, as they will hereafter be more

fully informed ; and I trust they will consider my

great services, the advantages of which are everyday

more and more apparent."

When this letter was read to the noble-minded

Isabella, and she found how grossly Columbus iiad

been wronged, and Uie royal authoiily abused, her

mind was filled with mingled sympathy and indigna-

tion. The tidings were confirmed by a letter from

the alcalde or corregidor of Ciidiz, into whose hands

Columbus and his brothers had been delivered, until

the pleasure of their Majesties should be known;'

and by another letter from Alonso de Yiilejo, ex-

pressed in terms accord ::;i( with his humane and

honourable conduct towards his illustrious prisoner.

However Ferdinand might have secretly felt dis-

posed against Columbus, the momentary tide of pul)-

lie feeli<ig was not to be resisted.- II6 joined with liis

generoHS queen in her reprobation' bf the treatment

of the Admiral, and both Sovereigns hastened to give

< Ovictio, Cronlca, I. lit, c G. '
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OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. fm
evidence to the world, that his imprisonment had

been without their aulliority, and contrary to their

wishes. Without waiting to receive any documents

that might arrive from Bobadilla, they sent orders to

Cadiz that tlie prisoners should be instantly set at

liberty, am! treated with all distinction. They wrote

a letter to Columbus, couched in terms of gratitude

and affection, expressing their grief at all (hat he had

suffered, and inviting him to court. They ordereil,

at the same time, that two thousand ducats should

be advanced to defray his expenses.'

The loyal heart of Columbus was again cheered

by this declaration of his Sovereigns. He felt con-

scious of his integrity, and anticipated an immediate

restitution of all his rights and dignities. He appeared

at court in Granada on the 17tli of December, not

as a man ruined and disgraced, but richly dressed,

and attended by an honourable retmue. He was re-

ceived by their Majesties with unqualified favour and

distinction. When the Queen belield this venerable

man approach, and thought on all he had deserved

and all that he had suffered, she was moved to tears.

Columbus had borne up firmly against the stern con-

(licts of the world,—he had endured with lofty scorn

ihe injuries and insults of ignoble men, but he pos-

sessed strong and quick sensibility. When he found

himself thus kindly received by his Sovereigns, and

beheld tears in the benign eyes of Isabella, his long

suppressed feelings burst forth: he threw himself

upon his knees, and for some time could not utter a

«'ord for the violence of his tears and sobbings.'

Ferdinand and Isabella raised him from the ground,

and endeavoured to encourage him by the most gra-

cious expressions. As soon as he regained his self-

possession, he entered into an eloquent and high-

minded vindication of his loyalty, and the zeal he had

ever felt for the glory and advantage of the Spanish

crown. If at any time he had erred, it was through

inexperience in government, and the extraordinary

dlfticulties by which he had been surrounded.

There needed no vindication on his part. The
intemperance of his enemies had been his best advo-

cate. He stood in presence of his Sovereigns a

deeply injured man, and it remained for them to

vindicate diemselves to the world from the charge of

ingratitude towards their most deserving subject.

They expressed their indignation at the proceedings

of Bobadilla, which they disavowed, as contrary to

their instructions, and they promised tliat he should

be immediately dismissed from his command.
In fact, no public notice was taken of the charges

sent home by Bobadilla, nor of the letters which had

been written in support of them. The Sovereigns

took every occasion to treat Columbus with favour

and distinction, assuring him that his grievances

should be redressed, his property restored, and that he

' L,i!i Cj!\xss, I i, c. 182. Two Kioiisaml ducats, or two (liou-

I

mihI eiglit hundred and forty-six dollars, e(|uivaleut lo eight lliou-

»iiml five hundred and thirty-night dollars of tlir v>rcsciil day.

' llerrcra, dtcad, i, I. Iv, c. 10,

should be reinstated in all his privileges and dignities.

It was on the latter point that Columbus was ehirfly

solicitous. Mercenary considerations had scarcely

any weight in iiis mind. Glory had been the great

object of his ambition, and be felt, that as long as he
remained suspended from his employments, a tacit

censure rested on his name. He expected, therefore,

that the moment the Sovereigns should be satisfied

of the rectitude of his conduct, they would be eager

lo make him amends; ihat a restitution of his vice-

royalty would immediately take place, and he should

return in triumph to San Domingo. Here, however,

he was doomed to experience a disappointment which
threw a gloom over the remainder of his days. To
account for this flagrant want ofjustice and gratitude*

in the crown, it is expedient lo notice a variety-of

events which had materially affected the interests of

Columbus in tlie eyes of the politic Ferdinand.

.,,*» %
CHAPTER IT.

CONTEMPOBARV VOVAOES OF DI8G0VERV.

V?^

The general license granted by the Spanish So-

vereigns in I49S, lo undertake voyages of discovery,

had given rise to various expeditions by enterprising

individuals, chiefly persons who had sailed with Co-

lumbus in his flrst voyages. The government, unable

to fit out many armaments itself, was pleased to have

its territories thus extended free of cost, and at the

same time its treasury benefited by a share of the

proceeds of these voyages, which was reserved as a

kind of duty to the crown. These expeditions had

chiefly taken place while Columbus was in partial

disgrace with the Sovereigns. His own charts and

journal served as guides to the adventurers ; and his

magniticent accounts of Paria and the adjacent coasts

had chiefly excited their cupidity.

Besides the expedition of Ojeda, already noticed,

in the course of which he had touched at Xaragua,

one had been undertaken at the same time by Pedro

Alonso Niiio, native of Moguer, an able pilot, who

had been with Columbus in the voyages to Cuba and

Paria. Having obtained a license, he interested a

rich merchant of Seville in the undertaking, who
Qtted out a caravel of fifty tons burden, under condi-

tion that his brother Chrisloval should have the com-

mand. They sailed from the bar of Salles, a few

days after Ojeda had sailed from Cad^z, in the spring

of 1409, and arriving on the coast of Terra Firma, on

the south of Paria, they ran along it for some distance,

passed through the gulf, and thence went one hundred

and thirty leagues, along the shore of the present

republic of Columbia, visiting what was afterwards

called the Pearl Coast. They landed in various

places, disposed of their European trifles to immense

profit, and returned with a large store of gold aii<l

peai'h , having made, in their diminutive bark, our
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or Ihe most extensive and lucrative voyages that iiad

yet been accomplished.

Abont the same time, the Pinzons, that family of

bold and opulent navigatoi-s, fitted out an armament

of four caravels at Palos, mannal in a great measure

by their own relations and friends. Several ex-

perienced pilots embarked in it who had been with

Colnmbus to Paria ; and it was commanded by Vi-

cente Pinzon, who had been captain of a caravel in

the squadron of the Admiral on his first voyage.

Pinzon was a hardy and experienced seaman, and

did not, like Ihe others, follow closely in the track of

Columbus. Sailing in December, 1499, he passed

the Canary and Cape de Verde Islands, standing

south-west, until he lost sight of the polar star. Here

he encountered a terrible storm, and was exceedingly

perplexed and confounded by the new aspect of the

heavens. Nothing was yet known of the southern

hemisphere, nor of the beautiful constellation of the

Cross, which in those regions has since supplied to

mariners the place of the north star. The voyagers

had expected to find at the south pole a star corres-

pondent to that of the north. They were dismayed

at beholding no guide of the kind, and thought there

must be some prominent swelling of the earth, which

hid the pole from their view.

'

Pinzon continued on, however, with great intre-

pidity. On Ihe 26th of January, 1500, he saw, at a

distance, a great headland, which he called Cape

Santa Maria de la Consolacion, but which has since

been named Cape St Augustine. He landed and

took possession of the country in the name of their

Catholic Majesties; being a part of the territories

since called the Brazils. Standing westward ft-om

hence, he discovered the Maragnon, since called

the River of the Amazons, traversed the Gulf of

Paria, and continued across the Caribbean Sea and

the Gulf of Mexico, until he found himself among the

Bahamas, ivhere he lost two of his vessels on the

rocks, near the island of Jumeto. He returned to

Palos in September, having added to his former glory

that of being the first European who had crossed the

equinoctial line in the western ocean, and of hav-

ing discovered the famous kingdom of Brazil, from its

commencement at the River Maragnon to its most

eastern boundary. As a reward for his achievements,

power was granted to him to colonise and govern the

lands which he had discovered, and which extended

southward from a little beyond the River of Maragnon
to Cape St Augustine. *

The little jiort of Palos, which had been so slow in

furnishing Ihe first squadron for Columbus, was now
continually agitated by the passion for discoverv.

Shortly after the sailing of Pinzon, another expe-

dition was fitted out there, by Diego Lepe, a native

of the place, and was manned by his adventurous

townsmen. He sailed in the same direction with

• Peler Martyr, decad. i, I. ix.

' Hcrrcra, decail. i, I. iv. C. 12.

iinpiiMislied.

Miino/, Hist. N. Mundu, pait

Pinzon ; but he discovered more of the southern con-

tinent than any other voyager of the day, or for twelve

years afterwards. He doubled Cape St Augustine,

and ascertained that the coast l)eyond ran to the

south-west. He landed and performed the usual

ceremonies of taking possession in the name of the

Spanish Sovereigns ; and in one place carved their

names on a magnificent tree, of such enormous mag-

nitude, that seventeen men with their hands joined

could not embrace the trunk. What enhanced the

merit of his discoveries was, that he had never sailed

with Columbus. He had with him, however, several

skilful pilots, who had accompanied the Admiral lit

his voyages. •

Another expedition of two vessels sailed from

Cadiz, in October, 1500, under command of Rodrigo

Bastides of Seville. He explored the coast of terra

firma, passing Cape de la Vela, the western limits of

the previous discoveries on the main land, continuing

on to a port since called The Retreat, where after-

wards was founded the sea-port of Nombre de Dios.

His vessels being nearly destroyed by the teredo,

which abounds in those seas, he had great difficulty

in reaching Xaragua in Hispaniola, where he lost his

two caravels, and proceeded with his crew by land to

San Domingo. Here he was seized and imprisoned

by Bobadilla, under pretext that he had treated for

gold with the natives of Xaragua.

Such was the swarm of Spanish expeditions im-

mediately resulting from the enterprises of Columbus:

but others were also undertaken by foreign nations.

In the year 1497, Sebastian Cabot, son of a Venetian

merchant, resident in Bristol, sailing in the service

of Henry VII of England, navigated to the northern

seas of the New World. Adopting the idea of Co-

lumbus, he sailed in quest of the shores of Cathay,

and hoped to find a nortii-west passage to India. In

this voyage he discovered Newfoundland, coasted La-

brador to the iifly-sixth degree of north latitude, and

then returning, ran down south-west to theFloridas,

when, his provisions beginning to fail, he returned

to England. * But vague and scanty accounts of this

voyage exist, which was important, as including the

first discovery of the northern continent of the Nev

World.

The discoveries of rival nations, however, which

most excited the attention and jealousy of the Spanish

crown, were those of the Portuguese. Vasco de

Gama, a man of rank, and ofconsummate talent and

intrepidity, ^ had, at length, accomplished the great

design of the late Prince Henry of Portugal, and by

doubling the Cape of Good Hope in the year 1497,

had opened the long-soughl-for route to India.

Immediately after Gama's return, a fleet of thirteen

sail was fitted out to visit the nwgnificent counlries

of which he brought accounts. This expedition sail-

ed on the 9lh of March, 1500, for Calicut, under the

> Las Casas, Hist. Ind.. 1. ii, c. 2. Muiioz, part iinpiiblislicii'

' llaltlnyfs Collection of Voyages, vol. ill, p. 7.
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ommand of Pedro Alvarez de Cabral. Having pass-

d the Cape de Verde Islands, he sought to avoid

he calms prevalent on the coast of Guinea, by stretch-

ng far to the west. Suddenly, on the 2Sth of April,

le came in sight of land, unknown to any one in his

i|uadron; for as yet, they had not heard of the dis-

loveries of Pinzon and Lepe. He at first supposed it

be some great island; but after coasting it for

ome time, he liecame persuaded that it must be part

if a continent. Having ranged along it somewhat

lyond the fifteenth degree of southern latitude, he

anded al a harbour which he called Porto Securo,

md taking possession of the country for the cro\vn of

'orlugal, despatched a ship to Lisbon with the im-

)ortant tidings. ' In this way did the Brazils come

nto the possession of Portugal, l)eing to the eastward

if the conventional line settled with Spain as the

loundaries of their respective territories. Dr Ro-

lertson, in recording this voyage of Cabral, concludes

villi one of his just and elegant remarks.

"Columbus' discovery of the New World was,"

le observes, " the effort of an active genius, guided

ly experience, and acting upon a regular plan, exe-

;uted with no less courage than perseverance. But

roDi this adventure of the Portuguese, it appears

hat chance might have accomplished that great de-

ra, which it is now the pride of human reason to

lave formed and perfected. If the sagacity of Co-

uinbus had not conducted mankind to America, Ca-

iral, by a fortunate accident, might have led tliem,

few years later, to the knowledge of that extensive

oDtineut."
*

CHAPTER m.

IICBOLIS DB OVANDO APPOINTED TO 8DPEBSEDB BODADILLi.

[ 4301. ]

The numerous discoveries briefly noticed in the

•receding chapter, had produced a powerful effect

ipon the mind of Ferduiand. His ambition, his

ivarice, and his jealousy, were equally inflamed. He
lelield boundless regions, teeming with all kinds of

iciics, daily opening before the enterprises of his

iiibjects; but he beheld at the same time other na-

ions launching forth into competition, emulous to

Jiare with him the golden world which he was eager

monopolize. The expeditions of the English, and

he accidental discovery of the Brazils by the Portu-

[iiese, caused him much uneasiness. To secure his

KKsession of the continent, he determined to esta-

)lish local governments or commands, in the most

ni|iorlant places, all to be subject to a general go-

vernment, cslablished at San Domingo, which was
lie the metropolis.

With these considerations, the government, here-

ofore granted to Columbus, had risen vastly in iin-

' Laliteau, I. il.

' Rol)crt8on, Hist, or America, Itook ii.

portance; and while the restitotion of it was the more

desirable in his eyes, it became more and more a matter

of repugnance to the selfish andjealous monarch. He
had long repented having vested such great powers

and prerogatives in any subject, particularly in a fo-

reigner. At the time of granting them, he had no

anticipation of such boundless countries to be placed

under his command. He appeared almost to con-

sider himself outwitted by Columbus in the arrange-

ment he had made; and every succeeding discovery,

instead of increasing his grateful sense of the obliga-

tion, only made him repine the more at the grow-

ing magnitude of the reward. At length, however,

the affair of Bobadilla had effected a temporary ex-

clusion of Columbus from his high offices, and the

wary monarch secretly determined that the road to

his former distinctions should never again be opened.

Perhaps Ferdinand may really have entertained

doubts as to the innocence of Columbus, with re-

spect to the various charges made agaiast him. He
may have doubted also the sincerity of his loyalty,

being a stranger, when he should find himselfstrong

in his command, at a great distance from the parent

country, with immense and opulent regions under his

control. Columbus himself, in his letters, alludes to

reports circulated by his enemies, that he intend'>d

either to set up an independent sovereignty, or to de-

liver his discoveries into the hands of otlier poten-

tates; and he appears to fear that these slanders may
have made some impression on the mind of Ferdi-

nand. But there was one other consideration which

had no less force with the monarch in withholding

this great act of justice. Columbus was no longer

indispensalde to him. He liad made his great disco-

very; he had struck out the route to the New World,

and now any one could follow it. A number of able

navigators had sprung up under his auspices, and ac-

quired experience in his voyages. They were daily

besieging ths throne with offers to fit out expeditions

at their own cost, and to yield a share of the profits

to the crown. Why should he, therefore, confer

princely dignities and prerogatives for that which

men were daily offering to perform gratuitously ?

Such, from his after conduct, appears to have been

the jealous and selfish policy which actuated Ferdi-

nand in forbearing to reinstate Columbus in those

dignities and privileges which had so solemnly been

granted to him by treaty, and which it was acknow-

ledged that he had never forfeited by misconduct.

This deprivation, however, was declared to be only

temporary; and plausible reasons were given for the

delay in his reappointment. It was observed that

the elements of those violent factions, which had re-

cently been in arms against him, yet existed in the

island; his immediate return might produce fresh

exasperation; his personal' ;afety would be endanger-

ed, and the island again thrown into confusion.

Though Bobadilla, therefore, was to be immediately

dismissed from command, it was deemed advisable

to send out some officer of talent and discretion to

II'

i
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siiperKede Iiim, who miglkl dispassionately investigate

liie recent disorders, remedy llie abuses which had
arisen, and expel all dissolute and factious persons

from the colony. He should hold the government

for two years, by which lime it was trusted that all

angry passions would be allayed, and turbulent indi-

viduals removed : Columbus might then resume the

rommand with comfort to himself and advantage to

the crown. With these reasons, and the promise

which accompanied them, Columbus was obliged to

content himself. There can be no doubt that they

were sincere on the part of Isabella, and that it was
her intention to reinstate him in the full enjoyment

of his rights and dignities, after his apparently ne-

cessary suspension. Ferdinand, however, by his

subsequent conduct, has forfeited all claim to any fa-

vourable opinion of the kind.

The person chosen lo supersede Bobadilla wasDon
Nicholas de Ovando, commander of Lares, of the

order of Alcantara : he is described as of the middle

size, fair-complexioned, witlia red beard, and a mo-
dest look, yet a tone of aulj rity. He was fluent in

sjieech, and gracious and cu eous in his mamiers;

a man of great prudence, says , as Casas, and capable

of governing many people, but not of governing the

Indians, on whom he inflicted incalculable injuries,

lie possessed great veneration for justice, was an

enemy to avarice, sober in his mode of living; and of

such humility, that when he rose afterwards to be

grand commander ofthe order ofAlcantara, he would

never allow himself to be addressed by the title of re-

spect attached to it. Such is the picture drawn of

him by historians; but his conduct in several import-

ant instances is in direct contradiction to it. He
appears to have been plausible and subtle, as well as

fluent and courteous, his humility concealed a great

love of command, and in his transactions with Co-

lumbus, he was certainly both ungenerous and unjust.

The various arrangements to he made, according

lo the new plan of colonial government, delayed for

some time the departure of Ovando. In the mean
time, every arrival brought intelligence of the disas-

trous slate of the island, under the maladministration

of Bobadilla. lie had commenced his career by an

opposite policy to that of Columbus. Imagining that

rigorous rule had been the rock on which his prede-

cessors had split, lie sought to conciliate the public by

all kinds of indulgence. Having at the very outset

relaxed the reins of justice and morality, he lost all

command over the community; and such disorder

and licentiousness ensued that many, even of the

opponents of Columbus, looked back with regret

upon the strict but wholesome rule of himself and

the Adelantado.

Dohadilla was not so much a bad as an imprudent

and a weak man. He had not considered the danger-

ous excesses lo wliicli his policy would lead. Hash in

firnspinp authority, he was feeble and lemporiziug

' Las Cdsaa, llisl. Iiul., I. ii, c. 3.

in the exercise ofit : lie could not look beyond the
|

sent exigency. One dangerous indulgence granted i

the colonists called for another; each was ceiled
i

its turn, and thus he went on from error to error,-,

showing that in government there is as much daugJ

to be apprehended from a w^eak as from a bad man.

He had sold the farms and estates of the crown
j

low prices, obser^'ing that it was not the wish of tl

Monarchs to enrich themselves by them, but tit

they should redound to the profit of their subje

He granted universal permission to work the inio

paying only an eleventh of the produce to goverul

ment. To prevent any diminution in the revenue,
if

became necessary, of course, to increase the quantiij

of gold collected. He obliged the caciques, therefon

to furnish each Spaniard with Indians, to assist

both in the labours of the field and of the mine. Tj

carry this into more complete effect, he made aneni

meration of the natives of the island, then reduci

them into classes, and distributed them, according
ii

his favour or caprice, among the colonists. The latterj

at his suggestion, associated themselves in parlner|

ships of two persons each, who were to assist i

another with their respective capitals and Indiai

one superintending the labours of the field, and t

other the search for gold. The only injunction o

Bobadilla was, lo produce large quantities of ore. il|

had one saying continually in his moutli, whict

shows the i)ernicious and temporizing principle up

which he acted : " Make the most of your time,"!

would say, '' there is no knowing how long it wid

last, " alluding to the possibility of his l)eing speedil|

recalled. The colonists acted up to his advice,

so hard did they drive the poor natives, that the eiei

venlh yielded more revenue to the crown than liaJ

ever been produced by the third under the goverul

ment of Columbus. In the mean lime the unliappf

natives suffered under all kinds of cruelties from tlieil

inhuman task-masters. Little used to laliour, feeblJ

of constitution, and accustomed in their beautiful anij

luxuriant island to a life of ease and freedom, the]

sunk under the toils imposed upon them, and liii

severities by which they were enforced. Las Casi

gives an indignant picture of the capricious tyrannjj

exercised over the Indians by worthless Spanian

many of whom had been transported convicts fr«

the dungeons of Castile. These wretches, who i

their own countries had been the vilest among Ii

vile, here assumed the lone ofgrand cavaliers. Tlifj

insisted upon being attended by trains of serYanU

They took the daughters and female relations of c

ciques for their domestics, or rather for their con

bines, nor did they limit themselves in numlierj

When they travelled, instead of using the horses aii(|

mules with which they were provided, they obligi

the natives to transport them upon their shoulders iij

litters, or hammocks, with others attending to liolj

und)rellas of palm-leaves over their heads to keep olj

the sun, and fans of fcalhen! to cool lliem; and \x

Casas affirms thai he has seen the backs and shuukleH
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the infortunate Indians wlio bore these litters, raw

id bleeding from the task. When these arrogant

tarts arrived at an Indian village, they consumed

id lavishetl away the provisions of the inliabitants,

lizing upon whatever pleased their caprice, and

iliging the cacique and his subjects to dance before

lem for their amusement. Their very pleasures

ere attended with cruelty. They never addressed

le natives but by the most degrading terms ; and on

le least offence, or the least freak of ill humour,

ley inflicted blows and lashes, and even death it-

If.-

Such is but a faint picture of the evils which sprung

under the feeble rule of Bobadilla ; and which are

rrowfuliy described by Las Casas, from actual ob-

rvation, as he visited the island just at the close of

administration. Bobadilla had trusted to the

imense amount of gold, wrung from the miseries

the natives, to atone for all errors, and to secure

jvour with the Sovereigns; but he had totally mis-

iken his course. The abuses of his government soon

died the royal ear, and, above all, the wrongs of

le natives reached the benevolent heart of Isabella,

tiling was more calculated to arouse her indigna-

in, and she urged the speedy departure of Ovando

put a stop to these enormities.

In conformity to the plan already mentioned, the

ivernment of Ovando extended over the islands and

ra firma, of which Ilispaniola was to be the me-

ipoiis. He was to enter upon the exercise of his

iwers immediately upon his arrival, by procura-

m, sending home Bobadilla by the return of the

I. He was instructed to inquire diligently into

late abuses, punishing the delinquents without

our or partiality, and removing all worthless per-

s from the island. He was to revoke immediately

le license granted by Bobadilla for the general search

r gold, it having been given without royal autho-

;y. He was to require, for tha crown, a third of all

it was collected, and one-half of all that should be

llected in future. He was empowered to build

ns, granting them the privileges enjoyed by mu-

ipal corporations of Spain, and obliging the Spa-

irds, and particularly the soldiers, to reside in

m, instead of scattering themselves over the island

.

nong many sage provisions, there were others in-

\ms and illiberal, characteristic of an age when
principles of commerce were but little under-

d, but which were continued by Spain long after

irest of the world bad discarded them as the er-

i of dark and unenlightened times. The crown

|)nopolized the trade of the colonies. No one could

merchandises there on his own account. A
hfol factor was appointed, who was to be the sole

trcbant through whom were to be obtained supplies

|Enropean articles. The crown reserved to itself

I only exclusive property in the mines, but in pre-

ens stones, and like objects of extraordinary value,

I also in dye-woods. No strangers, and above all,

• Las Casas, Hist. Intl., I. ii, c. I . MS.

no Moors or Jews, were permitted to establish them-

selves in the island, or to go upon voyages of dis-

covery. Such were some of Uie restrictions upon
trade which Spain imposed upon her colonies, and
which were followed by others equally illiberal. Her
commercial policy has been the scoffofmodem times

;

but may not the present restrictions on trade, im-

posed by the most intelligent nations, be equally the

wonder and the jest of future ages ?

Isabella was particularly careful in providing for

the kind treatment of the Indians. Ovando was
ordered to assemble the caciques, and declare to

them, that the Sovereigns took tliem and their people

under their especial protection. They were merely

to pay tribute like other subjects of the crown, and it

was to be collected with the utmost mildness and
gentleness. Great pains were to be taken in their

religious instruction ; for which purpose twelve

Franciscan friars were sent out, with a prelate named
Antonio de Espinal, a venerable and pious man.
This was the first formal introduction of the Fran-

ciscan order in the New World. • All these pre-

cautions with respect to the natives were defeated by
one unwary provision. It was permitted that the

Indians might be compelled to work in the mines,

and in other employments ; but this was limited to

the royal service. They were to be engaged as hired

labourers, and punctually paid.

But while the Sovereigns were making regulations

for the relief of the Indians, with that inconsistency

frequent in human judgment, they encouraged a gross

invasion of the rights and the welfare of another race

of human beings. Among their various decrees on

this occasion, we find the first trace of negro slavery

in the New World. It was permitted to carry to

the colony negro slaves, born among Christians ;

'

that is to say, slaves born in Seville and other parts

of Spain, the children and des(;endants of natives

brought from the Atlantic coast of Africa, where

such traffic bad for some lime been carried on by the

Spaniards and Portuguese. There are signal events

in the course of history, which sometimes bear the

appearance of temporal judgments. It is a fact

worthy of observation, that Hispaniola, the place

where this flagrant sin against nature and humanity

was first introduced into the New World, has been

the first to exhibit an awful retribution.

Amidst the various concerns which claimed the

attention of the Sovereigns, the interests of Co-

lumbus were not forgotten. Ovando was ordered to

examine into all his accounts, without undertaking to

pay them off. He was to ascertain ihe damages he

had sustained by his imprisonment, the interrup-

tionof his privileges, and the confiscation of his effects.

Ail the property confiscated by Bobadilla was to be

restored; or if sold, to be made good. Ifil had been

employed in the royal service, Columbus was to be

indenmifled out of the treasury ; if Bobadilla had

> Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, c. S. MS.

> Ilvrrcra, Hist. Ind., dccad. i, I. iv, c. <2.
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appropriated it to his own use, lie was to account for

it out of his private purse. Equal care was to be

taken to indemnify the brothers of tlie Admiral for

the losses they had wrongfully suffered by their

arrest.

Columbus was likewise to receive the arrears of his

revenues ; and the same were to be punctually paid

to him in future. He was permitted to have a factor

resident in the island, to be present at the melting

and marking of the gold, to collect his dues, and in

short to attend to all his affairs. To this ofQce he

appointed Alonso Sanchez de Garvajal; and the So-

vereigns commanded that his agent should be treated

with great respect.

The fleet appointed to convey Ovando to his go-

vernment was the largest that had yet sailed to the

New World. It consisted of thirty sail, five of them

from ninety to one hundred and fifty tons burden,

twenty-four caravels from thirty to ninety, and one

bark of twenty-five tons. ' The number of souls

embarked in this fleet, was about twenty-five hun-

dred ; many of them persons of rank and distinction,

with their families.

That Ovando might appear with dignity in his

new office, he was allowed to use silks, brocades,

precious stones, and other articles of sumptuous

attire, which were prohibited at that time in Spain,

in consequence of the ruinous ostentation of the no-

bility. He was permitted to have twenty-two es-

quires as his body-guard, ten of whom were horse-

men. With this expedition sailed Don Alonso

Maldenado, appointed as alguazil mayor, or chief

justice, in place of Roldan, who was to be sent to

Spain. There were artisans of various kinds: to

these were added a physician, surgeon, and apo-

thecary; and twenty-three married men * with their

families, all of respectable character, destined to be

distributed in four towns, and to enjoy peculiar

privileges, that they might form the basis of a sound

and useful population. They were to displace an

equal number of the idle and dissolute, who were to

lie sent from the island : this excellent measure had

been especially urged and entreated by Columbus.

There was also live stock, artillery, arms, munitions

of all kinds ; every thing in short that was required

for the supply of the island.

Such was (he style in which Ovando, a favourite of

Ferdinand, and a native subject of rank, was fitted

out to enter upon the government withheld from
Columbus. The fleet put to sea on the thirteenth

of February, <S02. In the early part of the voyage
it was encountered by a terrible storm ; one of the

ships foundered, with one hundred and twenty pas-

sengers ; the others were obliged to throw overboard

every Ihing that was on deck, and were completely

scattered. The shores of Spain were strewed with

• Muiioz, part incdit. Las Casas says the fleet consisted of

thirty-two sail. He states from memory, however; Huiioz from
documents.

> Hunoz, Hist. Nvo Mundo, part incdit. T , .

articles from the fleet, and a rumour spread that aig

the ships had perished. When this reached tlij

Sovereigns, they were so overcome with grief th

they shut themselves up for eight days, aiidadJ

milted no one to their presence. The rumour proveijf

to be incorrect : but one ship was lost. The otlien|

assembled again at the island of Gomera in tli«

Canaries, and pursuing their voyage arrived at {

Domingo on the i 5th of April.

'

CHAPTER IV.

PROPOSITION OP COLUnDUS RELATIVE TO THB RBCOVEBT or|

THE HOLY SEPULCHRE.

[ 1S00-I30I. ]

CoLUMBrs remained in the city of Granada
I

upwards of nine months, endeavouring to extricaKJ

his affairs from the confusion into which they

been thrown by the rash conduct of Bobadilla, an

soliciting the restoration of his offices and dignitiei

During this time he constantly experienced the swil^

and attentions of the Sovereigas, and promises wa

repeatedly made him that he should ultimately
I

reinstated in all his honours. He had long sin

however, ascertained the great interval that nia|

exist between promise and performance in a court

Had he been of a morbid and repining spirit, he baij

ample food for misanthropy. He beheld the can

of glory which he had opened, thronged by favouit

adventurers; he witnessed preparations making i

convey, with unusual pomp, a successor to that gin

vernment from which he had been so wrongfully an

rudely ejected ; in the mean while his own carei

was interrupted, and as far as public employ is J

gage of royal favour, he remained apparently in c

grace.

The sanguine temperament of Columbus was i

long to be depressed ; if checked in one direction,!

broke forth in another. His visionary imaginatioi

was as an internal light, which, in the darkest l\m\

repelled all outward gloom, and filled his mind villi

splendid images and glorious speculations. Intliii

time of evil, his vow to furnish, within seven yei

from the time of his discovery, fifty thousand I

soldiers, and five thousand horse, for the recovery a

the holy sepulchre, recurred to hLs memory with[

culiar force. The time had elapsed, but the voij

remained unfulfilled, and the means to perforiiiil

had failed him. The New World, with all its in

sures, had as yet produced expense instead of prolilj

and so far from being in a situation to set armies o

foot by his own contributions, he found himself will

out property, without power, and without employ.

Destitute of the means of accomplishing his
|

intentions, he considered it his duty to incite tin

Sovereigns to the enterprise ; and he felt emboldeiie^

LasCosas, Hist. Ind., lib. ii, v. S. MS.
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to do so, from having originally proposed it as the

great object to which the profits of his discoveries

should be dedicated. He set to work, therefore, with

his accustomed zeal, to prepare arguments for the

purpose. During the intervals of business, he sought

into the prophecies of the holy scriptures, the writ-

ings of the fathers, and all kinds of sacred and specu-

lative sources, for mystic portents and revelations

rvvhich might be construed to bear upon the discovery

f the New World, the conversion of the Gentiles,

ind the recovery of the holy sepulchre : three great

vents which he supposed to be predestined to suc-

;eed each other. These passages, wilh the assistance

fa Carthusian friar, he arranged in order, illustrated

y poetry, and collected into a manuscript volume,

be delivered to the Sovereigns. He prepared, at

llie same time, a long letter, written wilh his usual

fervour of spirit and simplicity of heart. It is one of

Ihose singular compositions which lay open the vision-

ry part of his character, and show the mystic and

peculalive reading with which he was accustomed

;o nurture his solemn and soaring imagination.

In this letter he urged their Majesties to set on foot

crusade for the deliverance of Jerusalem from the

wer of the unbelievers. He entreated them not to

eject his present advice as extravagant and imprac-

icable, nor to heed the discredit that might be cast

ipon it by others; reminding them that his great

heme of discovery had originally been treated with

imilar contempt. He avowed in the fullest manner

is persuasion, that, from his earliest infancy, he had

len chosen by Heaven for the accomplishment of

[hose two great designs, the discovery of the New
orld, and the rescue of the holy sepulchre. For

ibis purpose, in his tender years, he had been guided

ly a divine impulse to embrace the profession of the

la, a mo<le of life, he observes, which inclines a man
inquire into the mysteries of nature ; and he had

:en gifted with a curious spirit, to read all kind of

Ihronicles and works of philosophy. In meditating

pon these, his understanding had been opened by

le Deity, " as with a palpable hand," so as to dis-

iver the navigation to the Indies, and he had been

flamed with ardour to undertake the enterprise.

['Animated by this zeal," he adds, "I came to your

lajeslies : all who heard of my enterprise mocked at

; all the sciences I had acquired profited me no-

[liing; seven years did I pass in your royal court,

lisputing the case with persons ofgreat authority and

earned in all the arts, and in the end they decided

riat all was vain. In your Majesties alone remained

bithand constancy. Who will doubt that this light

fti from the holy scriptures, illumining you as well

i myself with rays of marvellous brightness ?"

These ideas, so repeatedly, and solemnly, and art-

isly expressed, by a man of the fervent piety of Co-
iimbus, show how truly his discovery arose from the

korking of his own mind, and not from information

hmished by others. He considered it a divine inti-

liation, and the fulfilment of what had been foretold

by our Saviour and the prophets. Still he regarded

it but as a minor event preparatory to the great enter-

prise, the recovery of the holy sepulchre. He pro-

nounced it a miracle effected by Heaven, to animate

himself and others to that holy undertaking ; and he
assured their Majesties that, if they had faith in his

present as in his former proposition, they would as-

suredly be rewarded wilh equally triumphant success.

He conjured them not to heed the sneera of such as

might scoff at him as one unlearned, as an ignorant

mariner, a worldly man ; reminding them that the

Holy Spirit works not merely in the learned, but also

in the ignorant ; nay, that it reveals things to come,

not merely by rational beings, but by prodigies in

animals, and by mystic signs in the air and in the

heavens.

The enterprise here suggested by Columbus, how-
ever idle and extravagant it may appear in the pre-

sent day, was in unison with the temper of the times,

and of the court to which it was pioposed. The vein

of mystic eriidhion by which it was (Enforced, likewise,

was suited to an age when the reverses of the cloister

still controlled the operations of the cabinet and the

camp. The spirit of the crusades bad not yet passed

away. In the cause ofthe church, and at the instiga-

tion of its dignitaries, every cavalier was ready to

draw his sword; and religion mingled a glowing and
devoted enthusiasm with the ordinary excitement of

warfare. Ferdinand was a religious bigot; and the

devotion of Isabella went as near to bigotry as her

liberal mind and magnanimous spirit would permit.

Both the Sovereigns were under the influence of ec-

clesiastical politicians, constantly guiding their enter-

prises in a direction to redound to the temporal power

and glory of the church. The recent conquest of

Granada had been considered a European crusade,

and had gained to the Sovereigns the epithet of Ca-

tholic. It was natural to think of extending their

sacred victories still further, and retaliating upon the

infidels their domination of Spain and their long

triumphs over the cross. In fact, the Duke ofMedina

Sidonia had made a recent inroad into Barbary, m
the course of which he had taken the city of Melilla,

and his expedition had been pronounced a renewal of

the holy wars against the infidels in Africa.

'

,

There was nothing, therefore, in the proposition

of Columbus that could be regarded as preposterous,

considering the period and circumstances in which it

was made, though it strongly illustrates his own
enthusiastic and visionary character. II must be

recollected that it was meditated in the courts of the

Alhambra, among the splendid remains of Moorish

grandeur, where, but a few years before, he had

beheld the standard of the faith elev&ted in triumph

• G.-iril)ay, Hist. Esp-tria, 1. xix, c. 6. Among the collections

eximing in the library ofthe late Prince Sebastian, there is a folio

which, among other things, contains a paper or letter, in which

is a calculation of the probable expenses of an army of twenty

thousand men, for the conquest of the holy land. II is dated in

(.W or 1310, and the handwriting appears to l>e of the ume time.
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above the symbols of inndelily. It appears to have

Iwen the ofTspring of one of those moods of hi;;h

excitement, when, as has been observed, his soul

was elevated by the contemplation of his great and

glorious ofHce; when he considered himself under

divine inspiration, imparting the will of Heaven, and

fiiliilling the high and holy purposes for which he

had been pi-edesUned.

CHAPTER V.

PBEPAUATIOMS OP COLUMBUS FOH k rOUHTB tOIAHG OF

DISCOVERV.

[ 4S0I-I502. ]

The speculation relative to the recovery of the

holy sepulchre, held but a temporary sway over the

mind of Columbus. His thoughts soon returned,

with renewed ardour, to their wonted channel. He
became impatient of inaction, and soon conceived a

leading object for another enterprise of discovery.

The achievement of Yasco de Gama, of the long-

attempted navigation to India by the Cape of Good
Hope, was one of the signal events of the day. Pedro

Alvarez Cabral, following in his track, had made a

most successful voyage, and returned with his vessels

laden with the precious commodities of the East.

The riches of Calicut were now the tlieme of every

tongue : the trade in diamonds and precious stones

from the mines of Hindustan ; in pearls, gold, silver,

amber, ivory, and porcelain ; in silken stuffs, costly

woods, gums, aromatics, and spices of all kinds. The
discoveries of the savage regions of the New World,

as yet brought Utile revenue to Spain ; but this route,

suddenly opened to the luxurious countries of the

East, was pouring in immediate wealth upon Por-

tugal.

Columbus was roused to emulation by these ac-

counts. He now conceived the idea of a voyage, in

which, with his usual enthusiasm, he hoped to

surpass not merely the discovery of Yasco de Gama,

but even those of his own previous expeditions. Ac-

cording to his own observations in his voyage to

Paria, and the reports of other navigators, particu-

larly of Rodrigo Bastides, wlio had pursued the

Columbus was not singular in this belief; it was entertained

by many of his zealouii and learned admirers. The erudite lapi-

dary, Jayme Ferrer, in the letter written to Uolunibus in 1495, at

the command of the Sovereigns, observes : " I see in this a great

mystery : the divine and infallible Providence sent the great

St Thomas from the west into the east, to manifest in India our

holy and Catholic faith ; and you, senor, he sent in an opposite di-

rection, from the east into the west, until you have arrived in the

Orient, into the extreme part of Upper India, that the people may
hear that which their ancestors neglected of the preaching of St

Thomas. Thus shall be accomplished what was written, in otti-

nem terram exibit sontu Mrum. "'" And again, " The office

which you hold, senor, places you in the light of an apostle and
ambassador ofGod, sent by his divine Judgment, to make known
his holy name in unknown lands."—Lctra de Mosscn Jayme Fer-

rer.—Navarretc Collection, t. ii, d. 68.
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Though his substantial enterprise diverted his at-
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among the prophecies, in the hands of a devout

of the name of Caspar Gorricio, who s<ssisted
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ary, also, he wrote a letter to Pope Alexander

II. In this letter he apologizes, on account of in-

lispensable occupations, for not having repaired to

ilome, according to his original intention, to give an

iccountof his grand discoveries. After briefly relating

liein, he adds, that his enterprises had been under-

aken with intent of dedicating the gains to the reco-

very of the holy sepulchre. He mentions the vow
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lioutand fool and live thousand horse fur the pur-
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ean. This pious intention, he laments, had been
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hat the government granted him in perpetuity had

n taken from him. He informs his Holiness of his

ing about to embark on anotiier voyage, and pro-
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ithout delay, to relate everything by word of

iioulh, as well as to present him with an account of

lis voyages, which he had kept from the commence-

ment to (he present time; in the style of the Coui-

lentariesof CiEsar.'

It was about this time, also, that he sent his letter

m Ihe subject of the sepulchre to the Sovereigns,

logedier with the collection of prophecies. Wc have

10 account of the manner in which the pro|)Osition

as received. Ferdinand, with all his bigotry, was

shrewd and worldly prince. Instead of a chival-

ous crusade against Jerusalem, he preferred making

pacific arrangement with the grand soldan of Egypt,

nho had menaced the destruction of the sacred edi-

lice. He despatched, therefore, the learned Peter

[artyr, so distinguished for bis historical writings,

ambassador to the soldan, by whom all ancient

rievances between the two powers were satisfac-

orily adjusted, and arrangements made for the con-

the king might doubt lervation of the holy sepulchre, and the protection of

ad the highest opinim a|| Christian pilgrims resorting la it.

hi the mean time Columbus went on with the
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plies necessary in so longan expedition. This, how-

ever, the Sovereigns forbade. They knew that he

had many enemies in the island, and that tlie place

would be in great agitation from the arrival of

Ovando, and the removal of Bobadilla. They con-

sented, however, that he should touch for a short

kio, who assisted to time there on his return, by which time they hoped

the island would be restored to tranquillity. Colum-
us was permitted to take with him in this expedition,

his brother the Adelantado, and his son Fernando,

' Navarrcte, Collcc. Viag., I. il, p. IW.

then in his fourteenth year. He was also permitted

to lake two or three persons learned in Arabic, to

serve as interpreters, in case he should arrive at Ihe

dominions of the grand khan, or of any other eastern

prince where that language might be spoken, or par-

tially known. In reply to letters relative to the ulti-

mate restoration of his rights, and to matters concern-

ing his family, the Soveregns wrote him a letter,

dated March -14, 1302, from Valencia de Torre, in

which they again solemnly assured him that their

capitulations with him should be fulfilled to the let-

ter, and the dignities therein ceded should be enjoyed

by him, and his children after him ; and if it should

be necessary to confirm them anew, they would do

so, and secure them to his son. Beside which, they

expressed tlieir disposition to bestow further honours

and rewards upon himself, his brothers, and bis

children. They entreated him, therefore, to depart

in peace and confidence, and to leave all his concerns

in Spain to the management of his son Diego.

This was the last letter that Columbus received

from the Sovereigns, and the assurances it contained

were as ample and absolute as he could desire. Re-

cent circumstances, however, had apparently rendered

him dubious of the future. During the lime that he

passed in Seville, previous to his departure, he took

measures to secure his fame, and preserve the claims

of his family, by placing them under the guardianship

of his native country. He had copies of all the letters,

grants, and privileges from the Sovereigns, appointing

him admiral, viceroy, and governor of the Indies,

copied and authenticated before the alcaldes of Seville.

Two sets of these were transcribed, together with his

letter to the nnrse of Prince Juan, containing a cir-

cumstantial and eloquent vindication of his rights; and
two letters to the Bank of Saint George's, at Genoa,

assigning to it the tenth of his revenues, to be em-
ployed in diminishing the duties on corn and other

provisions—a truly benevolent and patriotic donation,

intended for the relief of the poor of his native city.

These two sets of documents he sent by different in-

dividuals to his friend. Doctor Nicolo Oderigo, for-

merly ambassador from Genoa to the court of Spain,

requesting him to preserve them in some safe deposit,

and to apprise his son Diego of the same. His dissa-

tisfaction at the conductorthe Spanish court may have

been the cause of this precautionary measure, that an

appeal to the world, or to posterity, might be in the

power of his descendants, in case he should perish in

the course of bis voyage. ' _ ,

• LasCasas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, cap. 4.

• Thesedociiments lay uoltnown in tlieOderigo family until 1670.

tvlien Lorenzo Oderigo presented (hem to the government of

Genoa, and they were deposited in Ihe archives. In Ihe distur-

bances and revolutions of after times, one of these copies was
lalien to Paris, and Ihe other disappeared. In 1816 the latter was

discovered in the library of the deceased Count Michel Angelo

Cambiaso, a senator of (Jcnoa. It was procured by the king of

Sardinia, then sovereign of Genoa, and was given up to the cily

of Genoa by him in 1 821 . A custodia. or monument was erected

in that city (or its preservation, consisting of a marble column suiv

|K)rliiig an urn, surmuuuli'd by a bust u( Columbus. The ducu-
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CHAPTER I.

DIPiRTUBI or COLUMBUS OV HIS rOURTH TOTAGB.

ADXISillO?! TO THB HARBOUR OV SAK DOIINOU.

TO A VIOLBNT TE1PR8T.

RBrUSBO

BIPOSED

[ 1503. ]

OMiieOthorMay, I S02, Columbus sailed flrom Cadiz

on his foui'Ui and last voyage of discovery. His squa-

dron consisted offour caravels, tlielargest of but seventy

tons burden, the smallest of lifty : the crews amounted

in all to one hundred and fifty men. With this little

armament, and these slender barks, he undertook the

search after a strait, which, if found, nmst conduct

him into the most remote seas, and lead to a complete

circumnavigation of the globe. Age was rapidly mak-

ing its advances upon him, when he undertook this

extensive and perilous expedition. He was now about

sixty-six years old. His constitution, originally vi-

gorous in the extreme, had been impaired by hardships

and exposures in every clime, and by the mental

sufferings he had undergone. His frame, once so

powerful and commanding, was crazed by infirmities,

yet strong and majestic even in its decay. His in-

tellectual forces alone retained all their wonted

energy, prompting him, at a period of life when

most men seek repose, to sally forth, with youthful

ardour, on the most toilsome and adventurous of en-

terprises.

In this arduous voyage, however, he had a faithf'.d

counsellor, and an intrepid and vigorous coadjutor, in

bis brother Don Bartholomew, whilst his younger son

Fernando cheered him with his afTectionate sympathy.

He had learnt to appreciate such comforts from being

too often an isolated stranger, surrounded by false

friends and perfidious enemies.

On leaving Cadiz, the squadron passed over to

Ercilla, on the coast of Morocco, where it anchored

on the 13lh. Understanding that the Portuguese

garrison was closely besieged in the fortress by the

Moors, and exposed to great peril, the Sovereigns

had ordered Columbus to touch there, and render all

tlie assistance in his power. On arriving, he found

that the siege had been raised, but that the governor

lay ill, havingbeen wounded in an assault. Columbus

sent his brother, the Adelantado, his son Fernando,

and the captains of the caravels on shore, to wait upon

the governor, with expressions of friendship and civi-

lity, and offers of the services of his squadron. Their

visit and message gave high satisfaction, and several

cavaliers were sent to wait upon the Admiral in re-

turn, some of whom were relatives of his deceased

wife, Dofla Felipa Moiiis. After this exchange of

inents were deposited in tlie urn. These papers liave been publisli-

cd, together with an historical memoir of Columbus, by D. Gio.

Baltista Spotorno, Professor of E!o(iuencc, etc. in the University

of Genoa.

civilities, the Admiral made sail on the aameday, and

continued his voyage.' On the SOth of May, Ik

arrived at the Grand Canary, and remained at thai

and the adjacent islands for a few days, taking in

wood and water. On the evening of the 23th, he

took hitf departure for the New World. The trade

winds were so favourable, that the little squadron

swept gently on its course, without shifting a sail,

and arrived on the 15th of June at one of the Carib-

bee Islands, called by the natives Mantinino.* After

stopping here for three days, to take in wood and

water, and allow the seamen time to wash their

clothes, the squadron passed to the westof the island,

and sailed to Dominica, about ten leagues distant.

From hence Columbus continued along the east side

of the Antilles, to Santa Cruz, then along the south

side of I'orto llico, and steered for San Domingo.

This was contrary to the original plan of the Admiral,

who had intended to steer to Jamaica,' and from

thence to take his departure for the continent, to

explore its coasts in search of the supposed strait. Ii

was contrary to the orders of the Sovereigns also,

prohibiting hitn on his outward voyage to touch at

Hispaniola. His excuse was, that his principal vessd

sailed extremely ill, could not carry any canvass, and

continually embarrassed and delayed the rest of tlie

squadron.* He wished, therefore, to exchange it for

one of the fleet which had recently conveyed Ovaiido

to his government, or to purchase some other vessel

atSan Domingo ; and he was persuaded that he would

not be blamed for departing from his orders, in a case

of such importance to the safety and success of iiis

expedition.

It is necessary to state the situation of the island at

this moment. Ovaiido had reached San Domingooa

the 13th of April. He had been received with the

accustomed ceremony on the shore, by Bobadilla,

accompanied by the principal inhabitants of the town.

He was escorted to the fortress, where bis commission

was read in form, in presence of all the authorities.

The usual oaths were taken, and ceremonial ob-

served ; and the new governor was hailed with great

demoiLstrations of obedience and satisfaction. Ovando

entered upon the duties of his office with coolness and

prudence ; and treated Bobadilla with a courtesy

totally opposite to the rudeness with which the latter

had superseded Columbus. The emptiness of mere

official rank, when unsustained by merit, was shown

in the case of Bobadilla. The moment his authority

wasat anend, all his importance vanished. He found

himself a solitary and neglected man, deserted bj

those whom he had most favoured, and he expe-

rienced the worthlessness of that popularity, which is

' Hist, del Almirante, c. 88.

> Sciior Navarrete supposes this island to be the same at present

called Santa Lucia. From the distance between it and Dominica,

as slated by Fernando Columbus, it was more probably tlie pre-

sent Martinica.

3 Hist, del Almirante, cap. 88.

4 Letter of Columb. from Jamaica. Journal of Porras, Ka-

varrete, t. i.
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and ceremonial ob-

tained by indulging the bad passions of the multi-

tude. Still there is no record of any suit having been

[nilituted against him ; and Las Casas, who was on

\te spot, declares that he never heard any harsh thing

)ken of him by the colonists.

'

The conduct oflloldanand his accomplices, how-

ever, underwent a strict investigation, and many

rere arrested to be sent to Spain for trial. They

ippearcd undismayed, however, trusting to the in-

luence of their friends in Spain to protect them, and

nany relying on the well-known dis|H)silion of the

shop Fonseca to favour all who had been in oppo-

sition to Columbus.

The fleet which had brought out Ovando, was now
eady for sea ; and was to take out a number of the

rincipal delinquents, and many of the idlers and

wonigates of the island. Bobadilla was to embark in

[he principal ship, on board of which he had put an

nmense amount of gold, the revenue collected for

liecrown during his government, and which he con-

Sdently expected would atone for all his faults. There

ras one solid mass of virgin gold on board of this

||iip, which is famous in the old Spanish chronicles.

It had been found by a female Indian in a brook, on

|he estate of Francisco de Garay and Miguel Diaz,

)nd had been taken by Bobadilla to send to the King,

naking the owners a suitable compensation. It

^as said to weigh three thousand six hundred

istellanos.
*

Large quantities of gold were likewise shipped in

he fleet, by (he followers of Roldan, and other ad-

jenturers ; the wealth gained by the sufferings of

|he unhappy natives. Among the various persons

ho were to sail in the principal ship, was the un-

rtunate Guarionex, the once powerful cacique of

lie Vega. He had been confmed in Fort Conception,

!Ter since his capture after the war of Iliguey, and

as now to be sent a captive in chains to Spain. In

me of (he ships, Alonso Sanchez de Carvajal, the

igent of Columbus, had put four thousand pieces of

lid, to be remitted to him ; being part of his pro

ivas hailed with great erty, which had either been recently collected, or
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Journal of Porras, ^a

ecovered from the hands of Bobadilla. ' The pre-

arations were all made, and the fleet was ready to

uttosea, when, on the 29th of June, the squadron

f Columbus arrived at the mouth of the river. He
ntnediately sent Pedro de Terreros, captain of one

f the caravels, on shore to wait on Ovando, and

xplain to him that the purpose of his coming was to

rocure a vessel in exchange for one of his caravels,

rhich was extremely defective. He requested per-

lission also to shelter his squadron in the harbour;

s he apprehended, from various indications, an

iiing storm. This request was refused by

)vando. Las Casas thinks it probable that he had

istruclions from the Sovereigns not to admit Co-

imbus, and that he was further swayed by prudent

' Ija Caaas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, c. 3.

' Las CujHs, cap. 5.

i Las Casas, cap. .1.

ingratitude of mankind

full of grief and uidignation

considerations,—San Domingo being at that moment
crowded with the most virulent enemies of the

Admiral, manyof them in a high stateof exasperation,

from recent proceedings which had taken place

against them.

'

When the ungracious refusal of Ovando was

brought to Columbus, and he found all shelter

denied him, he sought at least to avert the danger of

the fleet, which was about to sail. He sent back the

oflicer therefore to the governor, entreating him not

to permit the fleet to put to sea for several days

;

assuring him that there were indubitable signs of an

impending tempest. This second request was equally

fruitless with the first. The weather, to an inex-

perienied eye, was fair and tranquil ; the pilots and

seamen were impatient to depart. They scoffed at

the prediction of the Admiral, ridiculing him as a

false prophet, and they persuaded Ovando not to

detain the fleet on so unsubstantial a pretext.

It was hard treatment of Columbus, thus to be

denied the reliefwhicli the state of his ships ref|uired,'

and to be excluded in time of distress from the very

harbour he had discovered. It would almost seem

as though his life had been destined to exemplify the

He retired from tlie river

His crew murnmred
loudly at being shut out from a port of their own
nation, where even strangers, under similar circum-

stances, would be admitted. They repined at having

embarked with a commander liable to such (reat-

mcnt; and anticipated nothing hut evil from a

voyage, in whicli they were exposed to the dangers

of the sea, and repulsed from the protection of the

land.

Being confident, from his observations of those na-

tural phenomena in which he was deeply skilled,

that the anticipated storm could not be distant, and

exi)ecting it from the land side, Columbus kept his

feeble squadron close to the shore, and sought for

secure anchorage in some wild bay or river of the is-

land.

In the mean time, the fleet of Bobadilla set sail

from San Domingo, and stood out conlidently to sea.

Within two days, the predictions of Columbus were

verified. One of those tremendous hurricanes, which

sometimes sweep those latitudes, had gradually ga-

thered up. The baleful appearance of the heavens,

the wild look of the ocean, the rising murmur of the

winds, all gave notice of its approach. The fleet had

scarcely reached the eastern point of Hispaniola, when
the tempest burst over it with awful fury, involving

every tiling in wreck and ruin. The ship on board

of which were Bobadilla, Roldan, and a number of

the most inveterate enemies of Columbus, was swal-

lowed up with all its crew, and with the celebrated

mass of gold, and the principal part of the ill-gotten

treasure, gained by the miseries of the Indians.

Many of the ships were entirely lost, some returned

to San Domingo in shattered condition, and only one

• Las Casas, iibi sup.

t^l
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WM enabled lo continue her voyage to Spain. Tliat

one, according lo Fenundo Columbus, was the weak-

val of the fleet, and had on board the four thousand

pieces of gold, llie property uftlie Admiral.

During tlie enrly part of this storm, the little

squadron of Columbus had renuiined tolerably well

sheltered by the land. On the second day, the tem-

pest increased in violence, and tlie night coming on

with unusual darkness, the shi|M lost sight of cacli

other, and were separated. The Admiral still kept

close to the shore, and sustained no damage, 'i'hv

others. Tearful of the land in such a dark and b. ..>-

terous night, ran out fur sea-room, and encountered

the whole fury of the elements. For several days

they were driven about at the mercy of wind and

wave, fearful each moment of shipwreck, and giving

up each other as lost. Tlie Adelantado, who com-

manded that ship, which, as before mentioned, was

scarcely sea-worthy, ran the most imminent liazard,

and nothing but his consummate seamanship enabled

him to keep her afloat. At length, after various vi-

cissitudes, they all arrived safe at Port Ilermoso, lo

the west of San Domingo. The Adelantado had

lost his long-boat : and all the vessels, with the ex-

ception of that of the Admiral, had sustained more or

less injury. When Columbus learnt the signal de-

struction that had overwhelmed his enemies, almost

before his eyes, he was deeply impressed with awe,

and considered his own preservation as little less

than miraculous. ik)th his son Fernando, and the

venerable historian Las Casas, looked upon the event

as one of those awful judgments, which seem at times

to deal forth temporal retribution. 1'hey notice the

circumstance, that while the enemies of the Admiral

were swallowed up by the raging sea, the only ship

of the fleet which was enabled to pursue her voyage,

and reach her port of destination, was the frail bark

freighted with the property of Columbus. The evil,

however, in this, as in most circumstances, over-

whelmed the innocent as well as the guilty. In the

same ship with Bobadilla and lloldan, perished the

captive Guarionex, the unfortunate cacique of the

Vega.'

CHAPTEa U.

VOIAGI ALONG TUB COAST OV UOMIIJaAS.

[ «302. ]

For several days Columbus remained in Port Iler-

moso to repair his vessels, and permit his crews to

repose and refresh themselves after the late tempest.

He had scarcely left this harbour when he was

obliged to take shelter from another storm in Jacque-

mel, or as it was called by tlie Spaniards, Port Brazil.

From hence he sailed on the 44lh of July, steering

for Terra Firma. The weather falling perfectly

calm, he was borne away by the currents until he

• Las Caj<u, Hist. Incl., I. ii, c. 3. Hist, del Alniiraiitc, cap. 88.

found himself in the viclnily of some little islantlil

near Jamaica,' destitute of springs, but where (Iit|

seamen obtained a supply of water by digging IioIqI

in the sand on the beach.

The calm continuing, he was swept away to iIk|

group of small islands, or keys, on the southern omk I

of Cuba, lo which, in 140-f, he had given the namtl

of The Gardens. He had scarcely touched tlierej

however, when the wind sprang up from a favour.f

able quarter, and he was enabled lo make sail on liil

destined course. He now stood to the soulh-wnt,|

nnd aflcr a few days he discovered, on the •lOtli A
July, a small but elevaletl island, agreeable to llieeril

from the variety of trees with which it was covrrdJ

Among these was a great number of lofty pines, rrooi|

which circumstance Columbus nanie<l it Isia <le Pi-I

nos. It has always, however, retained its Indutl

name of Guaiiaga,* which has Itcen extended to il

number of smaller islands that surround il. Tbii|

group is within a few leagues of the coast of liun-l

duras, lo the east of the great bay or gulf of iIhi|

name.

The Adelantado, with two launches full of pco|)l(|

landed on llie principal island, which was extreniflJ

verdant and fertile. The inhabitants resembled tliocl

of other islands, excepting that their foreheads wei

narrower. While the Adelantado was on shore,!

beheld a great canoe arriving as from a distant an

important voyage. He was struck with its magni-

tude and contents. It was eight feet wide, and j

long as a galley, though formed of the trunk of i|

single tree. In the centre was a kind of awning i

cabin of palm leaves, after tlie manner of those ioU

gondolas of Venice, and sufliciently close to excludi

both sun and rain. Under this sat a cacique witj|

his wives and children. Twenty-five Indians rowei

the canoe, and it was filled with all kinds of arlid

of the manufacture and natural production of tlie i

jacent countries. It is supposed that this bark I

come from the province of Yucatan, which is ai)

forty leagues distant from this island.

The Indians in tlie canoe appeared to have no f

of the Spaniards, and readily went alongside of I

Admiral's caravel. Columbus was overjoyed al \i

having brought to him at once, without troubled

danger, a collection of specimens of all the iiiiportai

articles of this part of the New World. He exam

ed, with great curiosity and interest, the contents^

the canoe. Among various utensils and weap

similar to those already found among the natives, li

perceived others of a much superior kind. Ttiei

were hatchets for cutting wood, formed not of stoi

but copper; wooden swords, with channels on eac^

side of the blade, in which sharp flints were fin

fixed by cords made of the intestines of fishes; beii)

the same kind of sword afterwards found among II

Mexicans. There were copper bells, and oilier «l

tides of the same metal, together with a rude kiiidiT

• Supposed to be llie Morant Keys.

' Called in some of the En^liiili maps Buiiacivi.
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>( fonie litlle iilantk

Ingi, ImiI where tlx

Iter by digging liola

|rni<*iltl<* ill wliicli lu iitcit it; variuiM vfNU>lii and

liilt>n.HiN ncally roniied ofriay, orinnrli'o, andof hard

|w<hhI ; nIuh'Is nnd niaiitU>« ofroUon, worl(('«l and dyrd

|wilh varioiif) roloiirM; great iiiianlitiesof racao, a fruit

as yet iinlinown to llie S|>aiiiards, hut wliifh, as Ihoy

i(M>n fuiind, llie nnlivrs licld ingreal<>Mliiiiali(iii, using

lit Imtli as fumi and money. I'liere was a lievoragt;

nlM) extracted from maize or Indian corn, resemltling

Iteer. Their provisions consisted of hread made of

naizp, and roots of various kinds, similar to tliose of

Migpaniola. From among these articles, Columbus

uliected such as were iiiiporlant to send as speci-

mens to Spain, giving the natives European trinkets

|n exchange, with which they were highly satisfied,

riiey ap(>eared to manifest neither astonisliment nor

klarm when on hoard of the vessels, and surround-

M by people who must have been so strange and

voiulerful to them. The women wore mantles, witli

thicli they wrapped themselves, like the female Moors

k Granada, and the men had cloths of cotton around

Uieir loins. Doth sexes appeared more particular aliout

llipse coverings, and to have a (|uicker sense of per-

onal modesty than any Indians that Columbus had

ht discovered.

These circumstances, together with the superiority

kf tlieir implements and manufactures, were held by

|iie Admiral as indications that be was approaching

nore civilized nations. He endeavoured to gain par-

liriilar information from these Indians about the sur-

ounding countries; but as they spoke a different

aiigiiage from that of bis interpreters, he could un-

[lerstand them but imp(>i-fe(;tly. They informed him

hat they had just arrived from a country, ricli, cul-

bvated, and industrious, situated to the west. They

Indeavoiired to impress him with an idea of the

|realtli and magnificence of the regions, and the people

1 that quarter, and urged him to steer in that direction.

IVell would it have been for Columbus bad he followed

lieir advice. Within a day or two he would have

In-ived at Yucatan; the discovery of Mexico and the

Ulier opulent countries of New Spain would have

Jccessarily followed ; the Southern Ocean would have

en disclosed to him, and a succession of splendid

liscoveries would have shed fresh glory on bis de-

Jlining age, instead of its sinking amidst gloom, ue-

|lecl, and disappointment.

The Admiral's whole mind, however, was at pre-

jent intent upon discovering the strait. As the coun-

ties described by the Indians lay to the west, be

apposed that he could easily visit them at some fu-

|ire time, by cunning with the trade-wind along the

est of Cuba, which he imagined must continue on,

I as to join them. At present he was determined

I seek the main land, the mountains of which were

jisible to the south, and apparently not many leagues

jistant :
' by keeping along it stedfastly to the east,

! must at length arrive to where he supposed it to

! severed from the coast of Paria by an inlen'ening

[rail; and passing through this, he should soon make

' Journal of Torras, Navarretc, t. i.

his way lu the Spice Istamlii ami the richnt parts of

India.

lie was encouraged the more to pemist in bis e««t-

em course by infoniialion from the Indians, that

there were many places in that direction which

abounded with gohl. Much of the iafonnation which

he gathered among these people, was derived from

an old man who was more intelligent than the rest,

and appeared to be an ancient navigator of these

seas. (]«)luinbus retained him to serve as a guide

along the coast, and dismissed his companions with

many [N-esents.

Leaving the island of Guanaga, lie stood south-

wardly for the main land, and after sailing a few

leagues, discovered a cape, to which he gave the

name of Caxinas, from its being covered witli fruit-

trees so calle<] by the natives. It is at present known
as Cape Honduras. Here, on Sunday the iMi of

August, the Adelantado landed with the captains of

the caravels and many of the seamen, to attend mass,

which was solemnly performed under the trees on

the sea-shore, according to the pious custom of the

Admiral, whenever circumstances would permit. On
the I7tb, the Adelantado again lande<l at a river

al)out flfleen miles from the point, on the bank of

which he displayed the lianiiers of Castile, taking

possession of the country in the name of their Ca-

tholic Majesties; from which circumstances he named
this the Uiver of Possession. *

At this place they found upwards of a hundretl In-

dians assembled, laden with bread and maize, fish

and fowl, vegetables, and fniits of various kinds.

These they laid down as presents before the Adelan-

tado and his parly, and drew back to a distance with-

out speaking n word. The Adelantado commanded

that there should l)e distributed among them various

trinkets, with which they were well pleased, and ap-

peared the next day in the same place, in greater

numliers, with still more abundant supplies of pro-

visions.

The natives of this neighbourliood, and for a con-

siderable distance eastward, bad higher foreheads

than those of the islands. They were of different

languages, and varied from each other in their deco-

ration. Some were entirely naked; their bodies

marked by means of fire with the figures of various

animals. Some wore coverings aliout the loins;

others short cotton jerkins witliout sleeves : some

wore tresses of hair in front. The chieftains had

caps of while or coloured cotton. When arrayed for

any festival, they painted their faces black, or with

stripes of various colours, or with circles round the

eyes. The old Indian guide assured the Admiral that

many of them were cannibals. In one part of the

coast the natives had their ears bored and hideously

distended ; which caused the Spaniards to call that

region la Costa de la Oreja, or " thecoastofthe Ear." *

• liasCasas, I. ii. c. 20. Letter ofColumbiu from Jamaica.

> Journal of Porras, Navanrcte Collec. t. i.

> Las Casas, lib. ii. c. St. Hi.ot. del Alinirante, cap. 90.
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From the River ofPossession, Columbus proceeded

along what is at present called the coast of Honduras,

beating against contrary winds and struggling with

currents, which swept from the east like the constant

stream of a river. He often lost in one tack what he

had lalwriously gained in two, frequently making

but two leagues in a day, and never more tlian five.

At night he anchored under the land, through fear

of proceeding along an unknown coast in the dark,

but was often forced out to sea by the violence of

the currents.' In all this time he experienced the

same kind of weather that had prevailed on the coast

of Hispaniola, and had attended him more or less for

upwards of sixty days. There was, he says, almost an

incessant tempest of the heavens, with heavy rains,

and such thunder and lightning, that it seemed as if

the end of the world was at hand. Those who know
any thing of the drenching rains, and the rending

thunder of the tropics, will not think his description

of the storms he endured exaggerated. His vessels

were strained so that their seams opened; the sails

and rigging were rent, and the provisions were da-

maged by the rain and by the leakage. The sailors

were exhausted with labour, and harassed with ter-

ror. They many times confessed their sins to each

other and prepared for death. " I have seen many
tempests," says Columbus, " but none so violent or

of such long duration." He alludes to the whole

series of storms which he had experienced for up-

wards of two months, since he had been refused

shelter at San Domingo. During a great part of this

time, he had suffered extremely from the gout, ag-

gravated by his watchfulness and anxiety. His ill-

ness did not prevent his attending to his duties ; he

had a small cabin or chamber constructed on the

stern, from whence, even when confined to his bed,

he could keep a look out and regulate the sailing of

the ships. Many times he was so ill that he thought

his end approaching. His anxious mind was dis-

tressed about his brother the Adelantado, whom he

had persuaded against his will to come on this expe-

dition, and who was in the worst vessel of the squa-

dron. He lamented also having brought with him

his son Fernando, exposing him at so tender an age

to such perils and hardships, although the youth bore

them with the courage and fortitude of a veteran.

Often, too, his thoughts reverted to his son Diego,

and the cares and perplexities into which his death

might plunge him.* At length, after struggling for

upwards of forty days since leaving the Cape of Hon-

duras, to make a distance of about seventy leiigues,

they arrived on the 14th of September at a cape where

the coast, making an angle, turned directly south, so

as to give them an easy wind and free navigation.

Doubling the point, they swept off with flowing sails

and hearts filled with joy; and the Admiral, to com-

memorate this sudden relief from toil and peril, gave

' Hist, del Almirante, c. 91.

> Letter rrom Jamaica. Navarretr, Collec. I i.

to the Cape the name of Graeias a Dios, or Thanks

to God.'

CHAPTER m.

VOYACe ILONn TBE MOSQUITO COAST. AND TRANSA€TIOI»

AT CABIABI.

[ 1303. ]

After doubling Cape Graeias a Dios, Columbin

sailed directly south along what is at present called

the Mosquito shore. The land was of varied cliarac-

t«.r, sometimes rugged, with craggy promontoriei

and points stretching into the sea, at other placa

verdant and fertile, and watered by abundant streams.

In the rivers grew immense reeds, sometimes of the

thickness of a man's thigh : they abounded with

and tortoises, and alligators were seen basking on the

banks. At one place Columbus pas.sed a cluster of

twelve small islands, near the coast of which grewi

fruit resembling the lemon, on which account he

called them the Limonares.'

After sailing about sixty-two leagues along (his

coast, being greatly in want of wood and water, the

squadron an^liored, on the 16th of September, neara

copious river, up which the boats were sent to pro-

cure the requisite supplies. As they were returning

to the ships there was a sudden swelling of the sea,

which, rushing in and encountering the rapid cur-

rent of the river, caused a violent commotion, in

which one of the boats was swallowed up, and alloa

board perished. This melancholy event had a gloomy

effect upon the crews, already dispirited and care-won

from the hardships they had endured, and Coliunbns,

sharing their dejection, gave the stream the sinister

name of cJ Rio del Desastre, or the river of Disaster.

'

Leaving this unlucky neighbourhood, they con-

tinued for several days along the coast, until, iin(liii>

both his ships and his people nearly disabled by iJie

buffetings of the tempests they had experienced, Co-

lumbus, on the 25th of September, cast anchor be-

tween a small island and the main land, in what

appeared to be a most commodious and deliglii

situation. The island was covered with groves of

palm-trees, cocoa-nut trees, bananas, and a delicate

and fragrant fruit which the Admiral continuaijj

mistook for the mirabolane of the East Indies. The

fruits and flowers, and odoriferous shrubs of tlie

island sent forth the most grateful perfumes, so that

Columbus gave it the name of La Huerla, or The

Garden. It was called by the natives Quiribiri,

Immediately opposite, at it short league's distance,

was an Indian viHage, named Cariari, situated on

the bank of a beautiful river. The country around

was fresh and verdant, finely diversified by nobiej

' Las Casas, 1. ii. c. 21. Hidt. del Almirante, c. 91.

> P. Martyr, decad. S, lib. iv. These may have bcealhelliMi|

a small and extremely acid species of the lemon.

' LosCasas, I. ii, c. ai. Hist, del Almirante, c. 91. Joiimalii(|
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hills and forests, with trees of such Iieight, that Las

Casas says tiiey appeared to reach the skies.

When the inhabitants beheld the ships, they ga-

thered together on the coast, armed with bows and

arrows, war-clubs and lances, and prepared to de-

fend their shores. The Spaniards, however, made

no attempt to land during that or the succeeding day,

but remained quietly un board repairing the ships,

airing and drying the damaged provisions, or reposing

from the fatigues of the voyage. When the savages

perceived that these wonderful beings, who had ar-

rived in this strange manner on their coast, were per-

fectly paciflc, and made no movement to molest them,

their hostility ceased, and curiosity began to pre-

dominate. They made various pacific signals, waving

their mantles like banners, and inviting the Spaniards

to land. Growing still more bold, they swam to the

ships, bringing off mantles and tunics of cotton, and

ornaments of the inferior sort of gold, called guanin,

wliich they wore about their necks. These they

[offered to the Spaniards. The Admiral, however,

forbade all traffic, making them presents, but taking

nothing in exchange, wishing to impress them with

favourable idea of the liberality and disintercst-

(Iness of the wlnte men. The pride of the savages

Iwas touched at the refusal of their proffered gifts, and

this supposed contempt for their manufactures and

productions. They endeavoured to retaliate, by

pretending like indifference. On returning to shore

tliey tied together all the European articles which

had been given them, without retaining the least

trifle, and left them lying on the strand, where the

Spaniards found them on a subsequent day.

Finding that the strangers still declined to come on

"ihore, the natives tried in every way to gain their

confidence, and to dispel the distrust w^hich their

hostile demonstrations might have caused. A boat

approaching the shore cautiously one day, in quest of

some safe place to procure water, an ant .^nt Indian,

of venerable demeanour, issued from iimong the

[trees, bearing a white banner on the end of a staff,

in signal of peace, and leading two girls, one about

fourteen years of age, tlie other about eight, having

jewels of guanin about their necks. These he brought

to the boat and delivered to the Spaniards, making

[signs that they were to be detained as hostages while

the sirangers should be on shore. Upon this the

Spaniards sallied forth with confidence and Fdled their

waters-casks, the Indians remaining at a distance, and

[observing the strictest care, neither by word nor

movement to cause any new distrust. When the

[boats were about to return to the ships, the old In-

dian made signs that the young girls should be taken

on board, nor would he n<lmitof any denial. On en-

tering the ships the girls showed no signs of grief or

alarm, though surrounded by what to them must have

been such uncouth and formidable beings. Columbus
wa!! careful that the confidence thus placed in him
should nut be abused. After feasting the young fe-

males, and ordering them to be clothed and adorned

with various ornaments, lie sent them on shore. The
night, however, had fallen, and the coast was desert-

ed. They had to return to the ship, where they re-

mained all night under the careful protection of the

Admiral. The next morning he restored them to

their friends. The old Indian received them with

joy, and manifested a grateful sense of the kind

treatment they had experienced. In the evening,

however, when the boats went on shore, the young

girls appeared, accompanied by a multitude of their

friends, and returned all the presents they had re-

c<;ived, nor could they be prevailed upon to retain any

of them, although they must have been precious in

their eyes, so greatly was the pride of these savages

piqued at having their gifts refused.

Onthefollowingday, as the Adelantado approached

the shore, two of the principal inhabitants, entering

the water, took him out of the Iwat in their arms,

and cari7ing him to land, seated him with great ce-

remony on a grassy bank. Don Bartholomew en-

deavoured to collect information from them respecting

the country, and ordered the notary of the squadron

to write down their replies. The latter immediately

prepared pen, ink, and paper, and proceeded to write;

but no sooner did the Indians behold this strange and

mysterious process, than, mistaking it for some ne-

cromantic spell, intended to be wrought upon them,

they fled with terror. After some time they returne<1,
-

cautiously scattering a fragrant powder in the air,

and burning some of it in such a direction, that the

smoke should be borne towards the Spaniards by the

wind. This was apparently intended to counteract

any baleful spell, for they regarded the strangers as

beings of a mysterious and supernatural order.

The sailors looked upon these counter-charms of

the Indians with equal distrust, and apprehended

something of magic ; nay, Fernando Columbus, who
was present, and records the scene, appears to doubt

whether these Indians were not versed in sorcery,

and thus led to suspect it in others. '

Indeed,not to conceal a foible, which was more

characlei'islic of the superstition of the age than of the

man, Columbus himself entertained an idea of the

kind, and assures the Sovereigns, in his letter from

Jamaica, that the people of Cariari and its vicinity

are great enchanters, and he intimates that .lie two

Indian girls who had visited his ship had magic pow-

der concealed about their persons. He adds that the

sailors attributed all the delays and hardships which

they experienced on that coast to their being under

the influence of some evil spell, worked by the witch-

craft of the natives, and that they still remained in

that belief.

'

For several days the squadron remained at this

place, during which time the .ships were examined

and repaired, and the crews enjoyed repose and the

recreation of the land. The Adelantado, with a band

of armed men, made excursions on shore to collect

' Hist, ltd Almlranlo, cap. 91.

I ttctter front Jaiuaica.
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Information. There was no pare gold to be met with

here, all their ornaments were of guanin ; but the na-

tives assured the Adelantado, tlial in proceeding along

the coast, tlie ships would soon arrive at a country

where gold was in great abundance.

In examining one of the villages, the Adelantado

found, in a large house, several sepulchres. One con-

tained a human body embalmed : in another, there

were two bodies wrapped in cotton, and so preserved

as to he free from any disagreeable odour. They were

adorned with the ornaments which had been most

precious to them when living; and the sepulchres

were decorated with rude carvings and paintuigs re-

presenting various animals, and, sometimes, what
appeared to l)e intended for portraits of the deceased.'

Throughout most of the savage tribes there appears

to have been great veneration for the dead, and an

anxiety to preserve their remains undisturbed.

When about to sail, Columbus seized seven of the

people, two ofwhom, apparently the most intelligent,

he selected to serve as guides ; tiie rest he suffered to

depart. His late guide he had dismissed with pre-

sents at Cape Gracias a Dios. The inhabitants of

Cariari manifested unusual sensibility at this seizure

of their countrymen. They thronged the shore, and

sent off four of their principal men with presents to

the ships, imploring the release of the prisoners.

The Admiral assured them that he only took their

companions as guides, for a short distance along the

coast, and would restore them soon in safety to their

homes. He ordered various presents to be given to

the ambassadors ; but neither his promises nor gifts

could soothe the grief and apprehension of the na-

tives, at beholding their friends carried away by beings

of whom they had such mysterious apprehensions.

'

CHAPTER IV.

TOTAGB ALONO COSTA BICA. SPECULATIOIIS CONCBBNINO TDE

ISTDMUS AT TEBAGUA.

[ t302. ]

On the Sth of October, the squadron departed from

Cariari, and sailed along what is at present called

Costa Rica (or the Rich Coast), from the gold and
silver mines found in after years among its nioun-

tains. After sailing about twenty-two leagues, the

ships anchored in a great bay, about six leagues in

length and three in breadth, full of islands, with

channels opening between them, so as to present

tliree or four entrances. This bay was called by the

natives Caribaro, ' and had been pointed out by the

natives of Cariari as plentiful in gold.

Hist, del Almiranle, c. 91.

Ilisl. del Alrnirante, c. 91. Letter of

' LasCasas, l.ii,c.ai.

* LasCagas, I. il, c. 21.

Columbus from Jamaica.

' In some EnslUh maps lliisbay is called Almirante, orCarna-
baco Bay. Tlie cliamiel liy which Columbus entered is still called

Boca del Almiranle. or the Mouth ot the Admiral.

The islands were beautifully verdant, and covered

with groves which sent forth the fragrance of fruits
I

and flowers. The channels between them were so

deep and free from rocks, that the ships sailed aloti"
|

them, as if they had been canals in the streets of a

city, the spars and rigging brushing the overhanging

branches of the trees. After anchoiing, the boats

landed on one ofthe islands, where they found twenty

canoes. The peo|)le were on shore among the trees.

Being encouraged by the Indians of Cariari, who ac-

companied the Spaniards, they soon advanced with

conlidence. Here, for the lirst time on tliis coast,

the Spaniards met with specimens of pure gold,'

The natives had large plates of it suspended round I

their necks by cotton cords ; they had ornamenij

likewise of guanin, rudely shaped like eagles. One of I

them exclianged a plate of gold, equal in value to ten
[

ducats, for three hawks'-bells.

On the following day, the boats proceeded to the I

main land at the l)ottoni of the bay. The coiintrv

around was high and rough, and the villages were

generally perched on the heights. They met with

ten canoes of Indians, their heads decorated with

garlands offlowers, and coronets formed of the clavs

of l)easts and the ({uills of birds ;
" most of tl.ein had

plates of gold about their necks, but refused to part

with them. The Spaniards brought two of them to I

the Admiral to serve as guides. One had a plate of I

pure gold worth fourteen ducats, another an eagle
[

worth twenty-two ducats. Seeing the great value

which the strangers set upon this metal, tliey assured

them it was to be had in abundance within the dis-

tance of two days' journey; and mentioned various
|

places along the coast, from whence it was procured,

particularly Yeragua, which was about twenty-ii\e
I

leagues distant. ^

The cupidity of the Spaniards was greatly excited I

by the sight of the gold, which seemed so plentiful

among these Indians. They woidd gladly have re-

mained to barter, but the Admiral discouraged al! f

disposition of the kind. He barely sought to collect I

specimens and information of the riches of the coun-

try, and then pressed forward in quest of the great

object of his enterprise, the imaginary strait.

Sailing on the 17th of October, from this bay, or I

rather gulf, he began to coast this region of reputed

wealth, since called the Coast of Yeragua ; and after

sailing aljout twelve leagues, arrived at a lar^'e river,
[

whieli his son Fernando calls the Guaig. Here, on the

boats being sent to land, about two hundred Indiaiu I

appeared on the shore, armed with clubs, lances, and

swords of palm wood. The forests echoed with

the sound of wooden drums, and the blasts of conch

shells, their usual war-signals. They rusiied into

tlie sea up to their waists, brandishing their wea-

pons, and splashed the water at the Spaniards in

token of defiance. They were soon pacified by gentle
|

I Journal of Porras, Navarrcte, t. i.

> P. Martyr, decad. S, lib. ix.

> Columl)u«'8 Letter from Jamaica
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signs, and by the intervention of the interpreters;

and willingly exchanged their ornaments witli the

Spaniards, giving seventeen plates of gold, worth one

{hundred and fifty ducats, for a few toys and trifles.

When the Spaniards returned the next day to re-

Inew their traffic, they found the Indians relapsed

into their hostility, sounding their drums and shells,

and rushing forward to attack the boats. An arrow

Ifrom a cross-bow, which wounded one of them in

Ithe arm, checked their fury, but on the discharge of

la cannon, they fled with terror, thinking the thunder

lof the heavens was falling upon them. Four of the

[Spaniards sprang onshore, pursuing and calling after

Itiiem. They threw down their wea|)ons, and came,

jwe-stnick and gentle as lambs, towards the stran-

ers, bringing three plates of gold, and meekly and

iiankfully receiving whatever was given to them in

exchange.

Continuing along the coast, the Admiral anchored

in the mouth of another river called the Catiba. Here

likewise a warlike alarm attended their arrival, and

jibe sound ofdrums and conchs from among the forests

ave notice that the warriors were assembling. A
noe shortly after came off with two Indians to

liemand who were these strange people, that had

ne upon their coast, and what they wanted. After

lexchanging a few words with the interpreters, they

entered the Admiral's ship with fearless confidence,

ind being satisfied of the friendly intentions of (he

Itrangers, returned to their cacique with a favour-

able report. The boats landed, and the Spaniards

vere kindly received by the cacique. He was naked

like his subjects, nor was he distinguished in any way

from lliem, except by the great deference with which

pe was treated, and by a trifling attention paid to his

ersonal comfort, being protected by an immense leaf

Irom a shower of rain that was falling. He had a large

Mate of gold, which he readily gave in exchange, and

bermitted his people to do the same. Nineteen plates

iir pure gold were procured at this place. Here, for

he first time in the New World, the Spaniards met

vith signs of solid architecture, finding a great mass

^f stucco, formed of stone and lime, a piece of which

iras retained by the Admiral as a specimen,' coii-

|idering it an indication of his approach to countries

khere the arts were in a higher state of cultivation.

He had intended to visit other rivers along this

ast, but the wind coming on to blow freshly, he

an before it, passing in sight of five towns, where
bis interpreters assured him he might procure great

juantities of gold. One they pointed out as Veragua,

k'hich has since given its name to the whole province.

jlere, they said, were the richest mines, and here

nostofthe plates of gold were fabricated. On the

tilowing day, they arrived opposite a village called

;a, and here Columbus was informed that the

ountry of gold terminated.' He resolved not to

eliira to explore it, considering it as discovered, and

' Hist, del Almirantc, cap. !)3.

• lligt.dcl AIniirante, cap. 92..

its mines secured to the crown, and being anxious to

arrive at the supposed strait, which he flattered him-

self could be at no great distance.

In fact, during bis whole voyage &Iong the coast

Columbns bad been under the influence of one of his

frequent delusions. From the Indians whom he had

met with at the island of Guanaga, and who had just

arrived from Yucatan, he had received accounts of

some great, as far as he could understand, civilized

nation in the interior. This intimation had been

corroborated, as he imagined, by the various tribes

with which he had since communicated. In a letter

which he subsequently wrote to the Sovereigns, be

informs them that all the Indians of this coast con-

curred in extolling the magnificence of the country of

Ciguare, situated at ten days' journey, by land, to

the west. The people of that region wore crowns,

and bracelets, and anklets of gold, and garments

embroidered with it. They used it for all their

domestic purposes, even to the ornamenting and

embossing of their seats and tables.. On being shown

coral, the Indians declared that the women ofCiguare

wore bands of it about their heads and necks. Pep-

per and other spices being shewn them,.were equally

said to abound there. They described it as a coimtry

ofcommerce, with grealfairs and sea-ports, in which

ships arrived armed with cannon. The people were

warlike also, armed like the Spaniards with swords,

bucklers, cuirasses, and cross-bow^s, and they were

mounted on horses. Above all, Columbns under-

stood from them that the sea continued round to

Ciguare, and that ten days beyond it was the Ganges.

These may have been vague and wandering ru-

mours concerning the distant kingdoms ofMexico and

Peru, and many of the details may have been filled

up by the imagination of Columbus. They made,

however, a strong impression on his mind. He sup-

posed that Ciguare must be some province belonging

to the grand khan, or some other eastern potentate,

and as tlte sea reached it, he concluded it was on the

opposite side of a peninsula : bearing the same posi-

tion with respect to Veragua that Fontarahia does

with Tortosa in Spain, or Pisa with Venice in Italy.

By proceeding further eastward, therefore, he must

soon arrive at a strait, like that of Gibraltar, through

which he could pass into another sea, and visit this

country ofCiguare, and, of course, amve at the banks

of the Ganges. He accounted for the circumstance

of his having arrived so near to that river, by the idea

which he had long entertained, that geographers

were mistaken as to the circumference of the globe

;

that it was smaller tlian was generally imagined, and

(hat a degree of the equinoctial line was but fifty-six

miles and two-thirds.'

With these ideas Columbus determined to press

forward, leaving the rich country of Veragua unex-

plored. Nothing could evincemore clearly his generous

ambition, than hurrying in this brief manner along a

coast where weaKh was to be gathered at every step,

t LedcrofCoIumbustrom Jamaica. Navarrete Collect., I. i.

!'-
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for the purpose of seeking a strait which, however it

might produce vast benefit to manliind, could yield

little else to himself than the glory of the discovery.

CHAPTER V.

DISCOVEBt OP PUEBTO BELLO IND EL BETBITB. COLDMBUS

ABANDONS THE 8EABCB AVTEB TUB 8TBAIT.

[ IS02. ]

On the second of November, the squadron an-

chored in a spacious and commodious harbour, where

the vessels could approach close to the sliore without

danger. It was surrounded by an elevated and

beautiful country; not covered with thick forests,

but open and cultivated, with bouses within bowshot

of each other, surrounded bj fruit-trees, groves of

palms, and fields producing maize, vegetables, and

tiie delicious pine-apple, so that the whole neighbour-

hood had the mingled appearance of orchard and

garden. Columbus was so pleased with the excel-

lence of the harbour, and the sweetness of the sur-

rounding country, that he gave it the name ofPuerto

Bello. ' It is one of the few places along this coast

which retain the appellation given by the illustrious

discoverer. It is to be regretted that they have so

generally been discontinued, as they were so often

records of his feelings, and of circumstances which

attended the discovery.

For seven days they were detained in this port by

heavy rain and stormy weather. The natives re-

paired from all quarters in their canoes, bringing

fruits and vegetables and balls of cotton, but there

was no longer gold offered in trafTic. The cacique,

and seven of his principal chieftains, had small plates

of gold banging in their noses, but the rest of the

natives appear to have been destitute ofall ornaments

of the kind. They were generally naked and painted

red ; the cacique alone was painted black.

'

Sailing hence on the 9th of November, they pro-

ceeded eight leagues to the eastward, to the point

since known as Nombre de Dios ; but being driven

back for some distance, they anchored in a har-

bour in the vicinity of three small islands. These,

with the adjacent country of the main land, were

cultivated with fields of Indian corn, and various

fr'its and vegetables, from whence Columbus called

the harbour Puerto de Bastimenlos, or Port of Pro-

visions. Here they remained until the 23t'd, en-

deavouring to repair their vessels, which leaked

excessively. They were pierced in all parts by the

teredo, which abounds in the tropical seas. They

are of the size of a man's finger, and bore through

the stoutest planks and timbers, and soon destroy

any vessels that are not well coppered. After

leaving this port, they touched at another called

' Las Ciisas, I. ii, c. 2,'. Hist, del Alinirante.

' P. Marlyr, docad. 5, lib. iv.

Guiga, where above three hundred of the nalivei

appeared on the shore, some with provisions, and!

some with golden ornaments, which they offered iol

barter. Without making any stay, however, the I

Admiral urged his way forward; but rough and!

adverse winds again obliged him to take shelter!

in a small port, with a narrow entrance, not above I

twenty paces wide, beset on each side with reefs oil

rocks, the points of which rose above the surface.!

Within, there was not room for more than fiveotl

six ships
;
yet the port was so deep, that they had no!

good anchorage unless they approached near enough
j

to the land for a man to leap on shore.

From the smallness of the harbour, Columboij

gave it the name of El Reirete, or The Cabinet. Hel

had been betrayed into this inconvenient and dan-l

gerous port by tlie misrepresentations of the seamen!

sent to examine it, who were always glad to comej

to anchor, and have communication with the shore,'

The adjacent country was level and verdant, co-l

vered with herbage, but with few trees. The pott!

was infested with alligators, which basked in ihel

sunshine on the beach, iiiling the air with a powerioil

and musky odour. They were thjurous, and fledl

on being attacked, but the Indians affirmed that ll

they found a man sleeping on the shore they wouldl

seize and drag him into the water. These alligatonl

Columbus pronounced to be the same as the croco-l

diles of the Nile. For nine days the squadron vtasl

detained in this port by tempestuous weather. Tbel

natives of this place were tall, well proportioned,

graceful ; they were of gentle and friendly manners,!

and brought whatever they possessed to exchange for|

European trinkets.

As long as the Admiral had control over the actioiii

of his people, the Indians were treated with justicel

and kindness, and every thing went on amicablr.r

The vicinity of the ships to land, however, enaliMl

the seamen to get on shore in the night willionll

license. The natives received them in their dnellT

ings with their accustomed hospitality; buttherou^l

adventurers, instigated by avarice and lust, sooil

committed excesses that roused their generous iiuslil

to revenge. Every night there were brawls and iiglilil

on shore, and blood was shed on both sides. Tbel

number of the Indians daily augmented by arrivabl

from the interior. They became more powerful id\

daring as they became more exasperated; andseeio;

that the vessels lay close to the shore, approached ii|

a great multitude to attack them.

The Admiral thought at first to disperse them bjl

discharging cannon without ball ; but they were nolj

intimidated by the sound, regarding it as a kind((

harmless thunder. They replied to it by yells and!

bowlings, beating their lances and clubs against IbtJ

trees and bushes in furious menace. The situation o

the ships so close to the shore exposed them to assaullJ

and made the hostility of the natives unusually forj

> Las Cosas, 1. il. c. 23. Hist, del Abniruntc, cap. 93.

iT.,''
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Ridable. Columbus ordered a shot or two, therefore,

be discharged among them. When they saw the

lavoc made by this tremendous artillery, they fled

I
terror, and offered no further hostility.

'

Thecontinuance of stormy winds from the east and

hie north-east, in addition to the constant opposition

|r the currents, disheartened (he companions of Co-

umbus, and they began to murmur against any fur-

lier prosecution of the voyage. The seamen thought

liat some hostile spell was operating, and the com-

handers remonstrated against attempting to force

lieir way in spite of the elements, with ships crazed

jiid worm-eaten, and continually in need of repair.

few of bis companions could sympathize with Co-

limbus in his zeal for mere discovery. They were

ctuated by more gainful motives, and looked back

^ith regret on the rich coast they had left behind, to

I in search of an imaginary strait. It is probable

liat Columbus himself began to doubt the object of

lis enterprise. If he knew the details of the recent

loyage of Baslides, he must have been aware that he

lad arrived from an opposite quarter to about the

llace where that navigator's exploring voyage from

Ve east had terminated; conseipiently that there

Iras but little probability of the existence of the strait

te had imagined.'

At all events he determined to relinquish the fur-

her prosecution of his voyage eastward for the pre-

ent, and to return to the coast of Yeragua, to search

^r those mines of which he had heard so much, and

een so many indications. Should they prove equal

) his hopes, he would have wherewithal to return

I Spain in triumph, and silence the reproaches of his

Inemies, even though he should fail iu the leading

Ibject of his expedition.

Here, then, ended the lofty anticipations which

^ad elevated Columbus above all mercenary interests

;

vhlch had made him regardless of hardships and

erils, and had given an heroic character to the early

art of this voyage. It is true, he had been in pursuit

(fa mere chimera, but it was the chimera of a splendid

nagination, and a penetratingjudgment. If he was

lisappointed in his expectation of finding a strait

birough the Isthmus of Darien, it was because nature

lerself had been disappointed, for she appears to have

litempted to make one, but to have attempted it in

fain.

Las Casas, 1. ii, cap. 23. Hist, del Almirante, cap, 92.

' It appears to me doubtful \vlietlier Columbus was acriuainted

^ith the exact particulars of that voyage, as tbey could scarcely

lave readied Spain previously to his sailing. Baslides had been
kized In llispaniola by Bobadilla, and was on iMard of that very

|cet which was wrecked at Ihe time that Columbus arrived off

Ian Domingo. He escaped the fate that attended mt^t of his com-
ianlons and returned to Spain, where he was rewarded by the

lovcrcigns for his enterprise. Thouj;h some of his seamen liad

leached Spain previous to Ihe sailing of Columbus, and had given

I
general idea of the voyage, it is doubtful whether he hid trans-

pitlcd his papers and charts. Porras, in his journal of the voyage
t Columbus, states that they arrived at the place where the dis-

nverles of Baslides terminated ; but this infonnation be may have
Iblaincd siibswiucutly at Sail Uomingo.

':>'-.:-.!- CHAPTER VI.
'!•';'-'-*' -

RnXRN TO VEBAGUA. THE iDELANTADO EXPLOIIS TBB

COUNTBT. ;, '.'•(

( 1502. ]
^ "'

On the 5th of December, Columbus sailed from £1

Retrete, and, relinquishing his course to the east,

returned westward, in search of the gold mines of
'

Yeragua. On the same evening he anchored in

Puerto Bello, about ten leagues distant ; from whence

departing on the succeeding day, the wind suddenly

veered to the west, and began to blow directly ad-

verse to (he new course he had adopted. For (hree

months he had been longii.g in vain for such a wind,

and now it came merely to contradict him. Here
was a temptation to resume his route to the east, but

he did not dare to trust to the continuance of the

wind, which, in these parts, appeared but seldom to

blow from that quarter. He resolved, therefore, to

keep on in the present direction, trusting that the

breeze would soon change again to the eastward.

In a little while the wind began to blow with dread-

ful violence, and to shift about, in such a manner as

to baffle all seamanship. Unable to reach Yeragua,

the ships were obliged to put back to Puerto Bello,

and wlien they would have entered that harbour, a

sudden veering of the gale drove them from the land.

For nine days they were blown and tossed about, at

the mercy of a furious tempest, in an unknown sea,

and often exposed to the awful perils of a lec-shore.

It is wonderful that such open vessels, so crazed

and decayed, could outlive such a commotion of the

elements. No where is a storm so awful as between

the tropics. The sea, according to the description of

Columbus, boiled at times like a cauldron; at other

times it ran in mountain waves, covered with foam.

At night the raging billows resembled great surges

of flame, owing to those luminous particles which

cover the surface of the water in these seas, and

throughout the whole course of the gulf stream. For

one day and night the heavens glowed as a furnace

with the incessant flashes of lightning ; while the loud

claps of thunder were often mistaken by the afTrighted

mariners for signal-guns ofdistress from their founder-

ing companions. During the whole time, say Co-

lumbus, it poured down from the skies, not rain, but

as it were a second deluge. The seamen were almost

drowned in their open vessels. Haggard with toil

and affriglit, some gave themselves over for lost; they

confessed their sins to each other according to the

rites of the Catholic religion, and prepared themselves

for death; many, in their desperation, called upon

death as a welcome relief from such overwhelming

horrors.

In the midst of this wild tumult of the elements,

they beheld a new object of alarm. The ocean in

one place became strangely agitated. The water

was whirled up into a kind of pyramid or cone, while

,
a livid cloud, tapering to a point, hcul dowti to nieel

1 ';

'i -'
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it. Jofnini^ together, they formed a vast column,

which rapidly approached Ihe ships spinning along

llie surface of llie deep, and drawing up tlie waters

with a nisln'ng sound. Tlie affrighted mariners,

when they belield litis water-spout advancing towards

them, despaired of all human means to avert it, and

began to repeat passages fromSt Jolm the Evangelist.

Tlie water-spout passed close by the ships without

injuring them, and the trembling mariners attributed

their escape to the miraculous eflicacy of their quota-

tions from the Scriptures.'

In this same niglit, they lost sight of one of the ca-

ravels, ami for three dark and stormy days they gave

it up for lost. At length, to their great relief, it re-

joined the squadron, having lost its lK)at, and been

obliged to cut its cable, in an attempt to anchor on a

boisterous coast, and having since been driven to and

fro by the storm. For one or two days, there was

an interval of calm, and the tempest-tost mariners

had time to breallie. They looked upon this tran-

quillity, however, as deceitful, and, in their gloomy

mood, beheld every thing with a doubtful and fore-

boding eye. Great numbers of sharks, so abundant

and ravenous in these latitudes, were seen about the

ships. This was construed into an evil omen ; for

among the superstitions of the seas, it is believed

that tiiese voracious fish can smell dead bodies at a

distance ; that they have a kind of presentiment of

their prey; and keep about vessels which have sick

penons on Iward, or which are in danger of being

wrecked. Several of these lisli they caught, using

large hooks fastened to chains, and sometimes bailed

merely with a piece of coloured cloth. From the

maw of one they took out a living tortoise ; from that

of another the head of a shark, recently thrown from

one of the ships. Such is the indiscriminate voracKy

of these terrors of the ocean. Notwithstanding their

superstitious fancies, the seamen were glad to use a

part of these sharks for food, being very short of pro-

visions. The length of the voyage had consumed

tlie greater part of their sea stores; the heat and hu-

midity of the climate, and the leakage of the ships,

had damaged the remainder, and their biscuit was

so filled with worms, tisat, notwithstanding their

hunger, they were obliged lo eat it in the dark, lest

their stomachs should revolt at its appearance.

'

At length, on the Utli, they were enabled to enter

a port resembling a great canal, where they enjoyed

three days of repose. The natives of this vicinity

built their cabins in trees, on stakes or poles laid from

one branch to another. The Spaniards supiwsed XYU

to be through the fear of wild beasts, or of surpi.: fi

from neighbouring tribes; the different nations of

these coasts being extremely hostile to one another.

It may have been a precaution against inundations

caused by floods from the mountains. After leaving

this port, they were driven backwards and forwards,

by the changeable and tempestuous winds, until the

Las Casas, I. ii, c. 2h. Hist, del Almiranlc, cap. 04.

> Uiiil. del Almlrantc, cap. 94.

day after Christmas; when they sheltered themseKd

in another port, where they remained until the

;

of January, 1503, repairing one of the caravels, an

procuring wood, water, and a supply of maize or lo,

dian com. These measures being completetl, tlin

again put to sea, and on the day of Epiphany, to ili(i|

great joy anchored at the mouth of a river called b

the natives Yehra, within a league or twoof therivJ

Veragua, and in the country said to l»e so rich
gj

mines. To this river, from amving at it on the (

of Epiphany, Columbus gave the name of Belenn

Bethlehem.

For nearly a month he had endeavoured to

;

complish the voyage from Puerto Bello to VeragiiaJ

distance of alwut thirty leagues ; and had encoun(er|

ed so many troubles and adversities, from changeabl

winds and currents, and boisterous tempests, that l

gave this intermediate line of sea-bord the nametl

La Costa de los Contrastes. or The Coast of Contn

dictions.

'

Columbus immediately ordered the mouths of Ihi

Helen, and of its neighlmiring river of Veragua,
ii

be sounded. The latter was found to be too shallnj

to admit his vessels, but the Belen was soniewh

deeper, and it was thought they might enter it wiilj

safety. Seeing a village on the banks of tlu

the Admiral sent Ihe Imais on shore to procure inM

mation. On their approach, the inhabitants issiiei

forth with weapons in hand to oppose their lamliii^J

but were readily pacified. They seemed unwill

to give any intelligence about the gold mines;!

on being importuned, declared that they lay in I

vicinity of the river of Veragua. To that river I

Iwats were despatched on the following day. Tk

met with the reception so frequent along this (

where many of Ihe tribes were fierce and warlikej

and are supposed by some to have been of Cari

origin. As the boats entered the river, the naliva

sallied forth in their canoes, and others assembled o

tlie shores, menacing a jealous defence of their lerriJ

lory. The Spaniards, however, had brouglit vtiln

them an Indian of that coast, who, by his mediatioii,!

put an end to this show of hostility, assuring libl

countrymen that the strangers came only to

with them.

The various accounts of the riches of these partil

appeared lo be confirmed by what the Spaniards sa»l

and heard among these people. They procured inl

exchange for the veriest trifles twenty plates of golJ

with several pipes of the same metal and crude niassal

of ore. The Indians informed them that the inimsl

lay among distant mountains ; and that when tliefl

went in ipiest of it they were obliged lo practise ri-l

gorous fasling ai ,d continence. ' The favourable re-|

' Hist, del Almirantn, c. 94.

> A superstitious notion wllfi respect to Rold appears tolii'fl

been very prevalent among Hie natives. The Indians of lli!iii-|

niola observed tlie same privations when lliey soushl for il, ali-l

siaiiunf; from food and from sexual intercourse. Cohiinliiis, wtal

seemed to look upon Rold as one of llie saci-ed and mystic tn»|

survs oftlie earth, wiiihed to encourage similar ol)»Tvanucsm
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them that the inina

and that when tiiej

)bliged to practise ri-

Tbefavourablere-

irt brought by the boats determined the Admiral

remain in the neighlwurhood. TJie river Belen

iving the greatest depth, two of the caravels enter-

it on the 0th of January, and the two others on

16 following day at high tide, which on that coast

s not rise alMve half a fathom. ' The natives came

tliein in the most friendly manner, bringing them

realquantiliesof iish, with which that river abounded

an extraordinary degree. They brought also va-

is golden ornaments to trafiic; but they continued

aflirrn that Veragua was the place from whence

ore was procured.

The Adelantadu, with his usual activity and enter-

se, set off on the third day, with the boats well

ed, to ascend the Ycragua about a league and a

If, to the residence of the principal raciiiue, whose

me was Quibiaii. The chieftain, hearing of his

ention, descended the river, attended by Ids sub-

ts, in several canoes, and met the boats near the

itranceof the river. lie was of a tall and powerful

ime, and a warlike demeanour : the interview was

reniely amicable. The cacique presented the

lelantado with the golden ornaments which he

re, and received as magnificent presents a few

ropean trinkets. They pfu'led mutually well

ased. On the following day Quibian visited the

ps, where he was hospitably entertained by the

niiral. They could only communicate by signs,

as the chieftain was of a taciturn and cautious

racier, the interview was not of long duration.

iliunbus made him several presents: the followers

,lie cacique exchanged many jewels of gold for the

lal trifles, and Quibian returned, without much

emony, to bis h()me.

he sailors had congratulated themselves on being

:ly sheltered from the tempests and troubles of

sea, but tliey were near being wrecked in port.

the24lh of January, there was a sudden swelling

he river. The waters came rushing from the in-

|iorIlke avast torrent; Ihe sliips were forced from

ir anchors, tossed from side to side, and driven

inst each other; the foremast of the Admiral's

iel was carried away in the shock, and the wb.ole

ladron was in imminent danger of shipwreck.

lie there was this peril in the river, they were

iventcd from rtmning out to sea by a storm which

A without, and by the breakers which beat upon

bar. This sudden rising of the river, Columbus

ibuted to some heavy fall of rain among a range

mountains seen at a distance, the highest of

Ich rose to a peak far above the clouds, and to

ichhe had given the name of the mountains of San

istoval.*

he weather continued extremely boisterous for

ral days. At length, on the 6th of February,

|ct to Rold appears loliirti

Ttie Indians of lli!l*l

lien tticy souslU for il, ali'I

Trcourse. Coluinliiis.wtal

lie sacred and mystic ln*|

iBinillarolwrvanas aiua

Spaniards ; cxhorlin;; ttiem to purify themselves for the re-

p of Itic mines liy fastin;;. prayer, and chastity. It is scarcely

lary to add, that his advice was but little attended to by bis

icious and sensual followers,

plisl. del Almirante, c. 93.

iM Casas, L il, cap. 2.1. Hist, del Almirante, c, 9S.

the sea being tolerably calm, the Adelantado, at-

tended by sixty-eight men well armed, proceeded

in the boats to explore the Veragua, and seek its

reputed mines. When he ascended the river and

drew near to the village of the cacique Quibian,

which was situated on the side of a hill, the cacique

came down to the banks to meet him, with a great

train of his subjects, unarmed, and making signs of

peace. Quibian was naked, and painted after the

fashion of the country. One of his attendants drew
a great stone out of the river, and washed and rub-

bed it carefully, upon which the chieftain seated him-

self as upon a throne. He received the Adelantado

with g'cat courtesy; for the lofty, vigorous, and
iron form of the latter, and his look of resolution and

command, were calculated to inspire awe and re-

spect in an Indian warrior. The cacique, however,

was wary and politic. His jealousy was awakened
by the intrusion of these strangers into his territories

;

but he saw the futility of any open attempt to resist

them. He acceded to the wishes of the Adelantado,

therefore, to visit the interior of his dominions, and

furnished him with three guides to conduct him to

the mines.

Leaving a number of his men to guard the boats,

the Adelantado departed on foot with the remainder,

led on by the guides. After penetrating into the

interior about four leagues and a half, they slept for

the first night on the hanks of a river, which seemed

to water the whole country witli its windings, and

which they had crossed upwards of forty limes. On
the second day, tliey proceeded a league and a half

farther, and arrived among thick forests, where their

guides informed them the mines were situated. In

fact, the whole soil appeared to be impregnated with

gold. They gathered it from among Uie roots of the

trees, which were ofan immense height, and magnifi-

cent foliage. In the space of two hours that they re-

mained there, each man had collected a little quan-

tity of gold, gatheretl from the surface of the earth.

From hence the guides took the Adelantado to the

summit of a high hill, and showing him an extent of

country as far as the eye could reach, assured him
that the whole of it, to the distance of twenty days'

journey westward, abounded in gold, naming to him
several of the principal places. >

The Adelantado and his party returned in high

spirits to the ships, and rejoiced the Admiral with

the favourable report of their expedition. It was
soon discovered, however, that the politic Quibian

had deceived them. His guides, by his instructions,

had taken the Spaniards to the mines of a neighbour-

ing cacique with whom he was at war, hoping by

this stratagem to lead these dangerous intruders out

of his own domains, and divert them into the terri-

tories of his enemy. The Admiral was informed

that the real mines of Veragua were both nearer and

much more wealthy.

' p. Martyr, decad. 3, lib. Iv.

> tetter of tlic Admiral from Jamaica. '

'

i. !
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The indefatigable Adelantado set fortli again on

the 16th of February, with an armed band of fifty-

nine men, marcliing along the coast westward, a boat

with fourteen men keeping [Kiee with him by sea.

In this excursion he explored an extensive tract of

country, and visited the dominionsof various caciques,

by whom lie was amicably received, and hospitably

entertained.

He met continually with proofs of the abundance

of gold in the neighbourhood ; the natives generally

wearing great plates of it suspended round their

necks by cotton cords. There were tracts of land,

also, cultivated with Indian corn—one continuing for

the extent of six leagues; and the country abounded

with exquisite fruits. He again heard of a nation in

the interior advanced in arts and arms, wearing

clothing, and bemg armed like the Spaniards. Either

these were vague and exaggerated rumours concern-

ing the great empire of Peru, or the Adelantado liad

misunderstood the signs of his informants. He re-

turned, after an absence of several days, with a great

quantity of gold, and with the most animating ac-

counts of the country. He had found no port, bow-

ever, equal to the river of Belen, and he was convinced

that gold was nowhere to be met with in such abun-

dance as in tlie district of Yeragua.

CHAPTER Vn.

COMMENCEMENT OF A SETTLEMENT 01 TBS RIVEB BELEN. CON-

SPIBiCY OF THE NATIVES. EXPEDITION OF THE ADELANTADO

TO SUBPBISE QUIBIAN.

[ 1503. 1

The reports brought (o Columbus, from every side,

of the wealth of the neighbourhood, the golden tract

of twenty days' journey in extent, shown to his bro-

ther from the mountain, the rumours of a rich and

civilized country at no great distance, all convinced

him that he had reached one of the most favoured

parts of the Asiatic continent. Again his ardent mind

kindled up with glowing anticipations. He fancied

himself arrived at a fountain-head of riches, at one of

the sources of the unbounded wealth of King Solo-

mon. Josephus, in bis work on the Antiquities of

the Jews, had expressed an opinion, that the gold for

the building of the temple of Jerusalem had been pro-

cured from the mines of the Aurea Chersonesus.

Columbus supposed the mines of Yeragua to be the

same. They lay, as he observed, " within the same

distance from the pole and from the line;" and if

the information which he fancied he had received

from the Indians was to be depended on, they were

situated about the same distance from the Ganges.'

Here, then, it appeared to him, was a place at

which to found a colony, and establish a mart that

should become an emporium of the wealth of a vast

• has Casas, 1. ii, c. 23. Hist, del Aimirante, c. 93.

> LeUcr uf Coliunlnu rroin Jamaica.

tract of mines. Within tlie two first days after bij

arrival in the country, as he wrote to the Sovereig

he had seen more signs of gold than in Hispanic

during four years. That island, so long the obje

of his pride and hopes, had been taken from hioi

and was a scene of confusion ; the pearl coast of PjJ

ria was ravaged by mere adventurers; all his plau

concerning both had been defeated; but here wasj

far more wealthy region than either, and one calci

lated to console him for all his wrongs and deptv

vations.

On consulting with bis brother, therefore, lie
i

solved immediately to commence an establislmieiii{

here, for the purpose of securing the possession
i

the country, and of exploring and working the mines

The Adelantado agreed to remain with the greatdj

part of the people, while the Admiral should retm

to Spain for reinforcements and supplies. The great

est despatch was employed in carrying this plan im

immediate operation. Eighty men were selected i

remain. They were separated into parties of alHii|

ten each, and commenced building bouses on as

eminence, situated on the bank of a creek, about i

bow-shot within the mouth of the river Bclen.

houses were of wood, thatched with the leaves <

palm-trees which grew on the adjacent shore,

larger than the rest was to serve as a magazine, i

receive their ammunition, artillery, and a parti

their provisions. The principal part was stored,

greater security, on board of one of the caravel

which was to be left for the use of the colony,

was true they had but a scanty supply of Europi

stores remaining, consisting chiefly of biscuit, chei

pulse, wine, oil, and vinegar; but the country

|

duced excellent fruits, among which were banani

plaintains, pine-apples, and cocoa-nuts. There <

also maize in abundance, together with various roi

such as were found in Hispaniola. The rivers and U

sea-coast abounded with fish, to take which

were furnished with all the necessary implemenlj

The natives, too, made beverages of various kin

One from the juice of the pine-apples, having a \iij

ous flavour; another from maize, resembling

and another from the fruit of a s[)ecies of palni-l

There appeared to be no danger, therefore, of sulfal

ing from famine. Columbus took pains to concilil

the good-will of the Indians, that they might supj

the wants of the colony during his absence, and 1

made many presents to Quibian, by way of recoij

ing him to this intrusion into his territories.'

The necessary arrangements being made for ll

colony, and a number of the houses being roofed, i

sufficiently finished for occupation, the Admiral
p

pared for his departure, when an unlooked-for i

stacle presented itself. The heavy rains wiiich I

so long distressed him during this expedition had r

cently ceased. The torrents from the niountai

were over ; and the river which had once put him
j

such peril by its sudden swelling, had now !

• Hist, del Almii-aiite, c. 96. » liCHcr from Jamala
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no shallow, that there was not above half a fathom

water on the bar. Though his vessels were small,

it was impossible to draw them over the sands, which

thus choked the mouth of the river, for there was a

swell rolling and tumbling upon them, which would

have dashed his worm-eaten barks to pieces. He
was obliged, therefore, to wait with patience, and

pray for tlie return of those rains which he iiad lately

deplored, that a second inundation might swell the

river, and enable him to get to sea.

In the mean time, Quibian, the cacique of Yera-

gua, belield, with secret jealousy and indignation,

itliese strange intruders erecting habitations, prying

[into the secrets of the land, and manifesting an in-

tention of establishing themselves in his territories.

He was of a bold and warlike spirit, he had a great

force of warriors at his command ; and being ignorant

of the vast superiority of the Europeans in the art

of war, he thought it easy, by a well-concerned ar-

Itifice, to overwhelm and utterly destroy them. He

int messengers round, and ordered all his lighting

len to assemble at his residence on the river Vera-

>na, under pretext of making war ui)on a neigh-

luring province.

Numbers of the Indian warriors passed by the

irbour where the ships were anchored, repairing to

the head-quarters of their chieftain. No suspicion

ras entertained of their real design, by the Admiral

)rhis ofTicers. On board of the s(|uadron, however,

m one Diego Mendez, a man of zeal and spirit, and

inlirely devoted to the Admiral. He had sailed in

[he capacity of chief notary, and was to remain in

the settlement as royal accountant. Mendez being

if a shrewd and prying character, perceived some-

thing in the movements of the Indians, which made

lim doubt that some treachery was intended. He
immunicated his suspicions to the Admiral, and of-

fered to proceed along the sea-coast to the river Ye-

igua, in an armed boat, hi search of the Indian

imp, to make observations. His bold offer was ac-

lepled. Mendez sallied forth from the river, but had

ircely advanced a league along the coast when he

•reeived a large force of Indians upon the shore.

[le immediately landed alone, and ordering that the

)al should be kept afloat, entered intrepidly among

he Indians. There were about a thousand warriors,

|rmed and supplied with provisions, as if for anex-

idilion. Mendez offered to accompany them with

lis armed boat, in quest of their enemies. The In-

lians declined his offer with evident signs of impa-

ience at his intrusion. He returned to his boat, and

[ept watch upon them all the night, until, seeing

hat they were vigilantly observed, they returned to

sua.

Mendez hastened back to the Admiral, with in-

brmalion of what he had seen
;
giving it as his opinion

|iat the Indians had been on their way to surprise the

aniards. The Admiral was loth to believe in such

kaciiery, and was desirous of obtaining clearer in-

prmation, before he took any step that might interrupt

the apparently good understanding that existed with

the natives. The zealous and indefatigable Mendez

now offered to proceed by land with a single com-

panion, and penetrate as a spy to the very head-

quarters of the Indians, to the residence of Quibian.

It was a service of life and death, but such hazardous

enterprises afford delight to men who are calculated

to execute them. Departing with his companion,

one Rodrigo de Escobar, they proceeded on foot along

the sea-shore, to avoid the thick forests, which were

almost impassable to a European; in this way they

came to the mouth of the Yeragua. Here they found

two canoes of Indians, with whom Mendez entered

into conversation by signs. From these he gathered

that his suspicions had been correct. The army
which he had kept a watch upon, had been on the

way to the harbour, to surprise and burn the ships

and houses of the Spaniards, and to make a general

massacre. They had been disconcerted by finding

themselves observed, and had abandoned the attempt

for the time, but intended to resume it within two
days. Mendez requested the Indians to convey him
up the river to the residence of Quibian. They re-

monstrated with him on the certain death to which

he exposed himself, but he overcame their reluctance

by various presents, and they landed him at the village

of the cacique.

It was not compact, but consisted of a number of

detached houses, interspersed among trees on the

banks of the river. The habitation of Quibian was

spacious, and situated above the rest, on a hill which

rose from the water's edge. Mendez found the whole

place in a bustle and stir of warlike preparation. The
arrival of the two Spaniards excited surprise and un-

easiness. When they offered to ascend the hill to the

dwelling of the cacique, they were opposed by the

Indians. Mendez, having heard tliat Quibian had

been wounded in the leg by an arrow, gave himself

out as a surgeon, come to cure the wound ; and dis-

tributing a few presents, was permitted to proceed.

The mansion of the cacique was on the crest of the

hill. A broad level open place extended before it,

around which were three hundred heads of enemies

who had been slain in battle. Undismayed by so

dismal an avenue to the dwelling of this grim warrior,

Mendez and his companion crossed the pluce ; when
a number of women and children who were assembled

round the door began to utter piercing cries, and

fled with terror into the house.

A young and powerful Indian, son to the cacique,

sallied forth in a violent rage, and struck the intruding

Mendez a blow that made him recoil for several paces.

The latter endeavoured to pacify him by gentle

words; and taking out a Iwx of ointment, assured

him that he only came for the purpose of curing his

father's wound. It was with great difficulty that

Mendez lulled his suspicions and pacified his rage,

making him presents of a comb, scissors, and looking-

glass, and teaching him and his Indians to use them

in cutting and arranging their hair, with which they
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were greatly delighted. So singular is it that man,

in a savage state, appears oflener accessible through

his vanity, than through any other foible. Finding

It impossible to gain access to the cacique, and having

gathered proof sufficient to convince him that a dan-

gerous plot was imiiending over the Spaniards, and

about to be carried into effect, he returned with all

haste to the harbour. '

The information of Mendez was confirmed by an

Indian interpreter, a native of (he neighbourhood,

who had become attached to the white men, and

having overheard the designs of his countrymen,

revealed them to the Admiral. ' It was ascertained

tliat Quibian, with a great force of warriors, intended

to assault the ships and houses, in the dead of the

night, to wrap them in flames, and suffer not a Spa-

niard to escape. Strong guards were immediately

appointed to keep watch upon the squadron and the

settlement ; bnt the military spirit of the Adelanlado

suggested a bolder expedient. It was to march at

once to the residence of Qribian, to take liim by sur-

prise, seize upon himself, his family, and principal

warriors, send them prisoners to Spain, and take

possession of the village for the use of the Spaniards.

With the prompt and resolute Adelantado, to con-

ceive a plan was to carry it into immediate execution,

and, in fact, the impending danger admitted of no

delay. Taking with him seventy-four men, well-

armed, among whom was Diego Mendez, and being

accompanied by the Indian interpreter who had re-

vealed the plot, he set off on the 30th of March, in

the boats, to the mouth of the Yeragua, ascended it

rapidly, and before the Indians could have notice of

his movements, landed at thj village ?* the foot of the

hill on which the house of the cacique was situated.

When Quibian heard that the Adelantado was be-

low with a large body of his followers, he sent a mes-

senger, requesting him not to come up to his house

;

not, it is believed, from any apprehension of hostility,

or suspicion that his designs were discovered, but

from fear lest the Spaniards should sec his women

:

for Fernando Columbus intimates that the Indians of

this place were extremely jealous. It is probable

that the conduct of the Spaniards towards their fe-

males had given them abundant cause.

The Adelantado paid no attention to this request

:

but, lest the cacique should take alarm and fly at the

sight of a large force, he ascended the hill, accom-
panied by only five men, among whom was Diego
Mendez; ordering the rest to come on, with great

caution and secrecy, two at a time, and at a distance

from each other. On the discharge of an arquebuss,

they were to surround the dwelling and suffer no
one to escape.

As (he Adelantado drew near to the house, an-

other messenger came forth entreating him not lo

enter, for tliat the cacique would come fortli to meet

• Relation made by Die^ Uendez in lii$ last testament. Navar-
rcte, t. i.

' Letter lh>m Jamaica. Ilitt. del Almlraiite, c. 07.

him, though ill of a woim«l which he had received

from an arrow. Shortly after Quibian came forth,

and seating himself in the portal, desired (he Ade-

lantado to approach singly. Don Bartholomew nuw
ordered Diego Mendez and his four companions to

remain at a little distance, (o keep an eye upon his

movements, and when (hey should see him take th«

cacique by the arm, to rush immediately to his assist-

ance. He then advanced with his Indian interpreter,

(he latter trembling with fear, standing in habilunl

awe of (he powerful chieftain, and doubting (he ca-

pability of the Spaniards lo withstand him. A short

conversation took place, by means of the interpreter,

relative to the surrounding country. The Adelantado

then adverted to the wound of the cacique, and,

pretending to examine it, took him by the arm. At

the concerned signal four of the Spaniards rushed for-

ward, the fifth discharged ilic arquebuss. The ca-

cique attempted to get loose, but was firmly held in

the iron grasp of the Adelantado. Being both men

of great nuiscular power, a violent struggle en.siied.

Don Bartholomew, however, maintained the mastery,

anJ Diego Mendez and his companions coming to liiii

aasisiance, Quibian was hound hand and foot. M
the report of the arqiiebii.«s, the main body of the

Spaniards surrounded the house and seized most o[

those who were within, consisting of fifty persons,

old and young. Among these were the wives and

children of Quibian, and several of his principal sub-

jects. No one was wounded, for there was no re-

sistance, and the Adelantado never permitted wanlou

bloodshed. When the poor savages saw their prinee

a captive, they fille:.^ the air with lamentations; im-

ploring his release, and offering for his ransom a great

treasure, which they said lay concealed in the neigii-

'M)uring forest.'

The Adelantado was deaf to their supplications ami

their offers. Quibian was too dangerous a foe to lie

set at liberty : as a prisoner, he would be a lioslai^c

for the security of the settlement. Apprehensive

that the whole neighbourhood would be in arms, and

anxious to secure his prize, he determined to send the

cacique and the other prisoners on board of the sliips,

while he remained on shore with a part of liLs men

to purbue the Indians who had escaped. Juan San-

chez, the principal pilot of the squadron, a powerful

and spirited man, volunteered to take charge of the

captives. On committing (he chieftain to his care,

the Adelantado warned him to be on his guard agaimt

any attempt at rescue or escape. The sturdy pilot

replied that if the cacique got out of his hands, lie

would give them leave to pluck out his beard, liair

by hair; wilh this vaunt he departed, bearing olf

Quibian bound hand and foot. *On arriving at the

boat, he secured him by a strong cord to one of tlie

benches. It was a dark night. As the boat pro-

ceeded down the river, the cacique complained

plteously of (he painfulness of his bonds, until llie

rough heart of the pilot was touched with compasision.

' Uist. del Almirantc, cap. B7. La» Gims. I. ii, c. 27. -
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When Ihey had nearly arrived at the mouth of the

river, tiierefore, he loosened the coni by which Qui-

liian was tied to the bench, keeping the end of it in

his hand. The wily Indian now watched liis op-

portunity, and when Sanchez was looking another

way, plunged suddenly into the water. It was as

if a rock had fallen into the river. He .sank to the

bultoin and disappeared ; and so violent had been his

plunge, that the pilot had to let go the cord, lest he

should be drawn in after him. The darkness of the

night, and the bustle which took place, in preventing

llie csca|ie of the other prisoners, rendered it impos-

sible to pursue the cacii|ue, or even to ascertain his

fate. Juan Sanchez hnstened to the ships with the

residue of the captivt-s, deeply mortified at being thus

outwitted by a savage.

The Adelantado remained all night on shore. Tlie

following morning, when he beheld the wild, broken,

and mountainous nature of the country, and the

scaltered situation of the habitations, perched on dif-

ferent heights, he gave up the search after the Indians,

among their rocks and fastnesses, and returned lo the

ships with the spoils of the cacique's mansion. These

consisted of bracelets, anklets, and massive plates of

gold, such as were worn round the neck, together

with two golden coronets. The whole amounted to

llie value of three hundred ducats. One fifth of the

booty was set apart for the crown. The residue was

shared among those concerned in the enterprise. To
the Adelantado one of the coronets was assigned, as

a trophy of his exploit.*

CIIAPTEll VUI.

niSlSTKHS OP TUK SETTLEMENT.

[ <303. ]

It was hoped by Columbus that the vigorous mea-

sure of the Adelantado would strike terror into the

Indians of the neighbourhood, and prevent any fur-

ther designs upon the settlement. Quibian had pro-

bably perished. If he survived, he must be disheart-

ened by the loss of his family and several of his

principal subjects, and fearful of their being made
responsible for any act of violence on his part. The
heavy rains, therefore, which fall so frequently

among the mountains of this isthmus, having again

swelled the river, Columbus made his final arrange-

' Equivalent to one tliousand two hundred and eighty-one dol-

lars at llie present day.

• ilist. del Almirante, c. 98- Las Casas, I. it, c. 27. Many of

the particulars of tliis chapter are from a short narrative given by

I
Diego Mendez, and inserted in liis last will and testament. It is

written in a.strain of simple egotism, as he represents himself as

the principal and almost the sole actor in every affair. The facts,

however, have all the air of veracity, and being given on such a

solemn occasion, the document is entitled lo high credit. He
will be foiiiul to distinguish himself on another hazardous and

I

important occasion in llie course of this history. —Vide Navarrete,

Collect., 1. 1.

menis tor the management of the colony, ami having

given much wholesome counsel to the Spaniards who
were to remain, and taken an affectionate leave of

his brother, he got under weigh with three of the

caravels, leaving the fourth for the use of the settle-

ment. As the water was still shallow at the bar, it

was necessary lo lighten the ships of a great part of

their cargoes. They were towed out by the boats in

calm weather, when there was scarcely any swell.

They grounded, however, repeatedly; and had not

llie sand of the bar been very light and shifting, they

must have sustained great injury. When fairly re-

leased from the river, and their cargoes re-shipped,

they remained at anchor within a league of the shore,

wailing for a favourable wind. It was the intention

of the Admiral to touch at Ilispaniola, on his way to

Spain, and send from thence such supplies and rein-

forcements for the settlement as the island might

furnish. The wind continuing adverse, he sent a

boat on shore on the 6th of April, under thecommand
of Don Diego Tristan, captain of one of the caravels,

who was to procure wood and water, and to make
some communications to the Adelantado. The ex-

pedition of this boat proved fatal to its crew, but was
providential to the settlement.

The cacique Quibian had not perished, as some

had supposed. Though both hands and feet were

bonnd, yet in the water he was as in his nalnral

element. Plunging to the bottom of the river, he had

swam below tlie surface until sufficiently distant to

be out of view in the darkness of the night, then

emerging again, he had made his way to shore.

The desolation of his home, and the capture of his

wives and children, filled him with anguish ; but

when he saw the vessels in which they were confined

issuing forth from the river, and bearing them off to

the unknown world from whence these strangers

had come, he was transported with fury and despair,

and determined to wreak a signal vengeance upon

the white men who remained behind. Gathering

together a great number of his warriors, he came

secretly upon the settlement, in that stealthy and

silent manner in which Indians can move unheanl

through the most entangled forests. The little hill

on which the houses of the Spaniards were built,

was surrounded by thick woods, which enabled the

Indians to approach unseen to within ten paces.

The Spaniards, thinking the enemy completely dis-

comfitted and dispersed, were perfectly off their

guard. Some had strayed to the sea-shore, to take

a farewell look at the sliips ; some were on board

of the caravel in the river; others were scatteretl

about the houses : on a sudden the Indians burst

from theur concealment with yells and bowlings.

They rushed upon the houses, launched their javelins

through tlie roofs of palm-leaves, hurled them in at

the windows, or thrust them through the crevices of

the logs which composed the walls. As the houses

were small, several of the inhabitants were wounded.

On the first alarm the Adelantado seized a lance,
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ami tallied forth with seven or eight of his men,

whom he animated by word and example to a vi-

gorous defence. Diego Mendez likewise rallied se-

veral of his companions, and coming to tlie assist-

ance of the Adelanlado, they drove the enemy into

the forest, killing and wounding several. The In-

dians kept up a fire of darts and arrows from among

the trees, and made furious sallies occasionally with

their war-chdis; but (here was no withstanding the

keen edge of the Spanish swords, and a fierce blood-

hound being let loose upon them, completed their

terror. They fled liowling through the forest, leaving

a number dead on the Held, and having killed one

Spaniard and wounded eight. Among the latter was

the Adelantado, who received a slight lln-ust in the

breast from a javelin.

The boat which the Admiral had sent on shore,

arrived during the contest. Diego Tristan, the cap-

tain, however, remained a mere spectator ; fearing

to approach the land, lest the Spaniards might rush

on board in such numbers as to sink his boat. When
the Indians had been put to flight, he proceeded up

the river in quest of fresh water, disregarding the

earnest counsels of those on shore, who warneil him

that he might be cutoff by the enemy in their canoes.

The river was deep and narrow, 8l)Ut in by high

banks and overhanging trees. The forests on each

side were thick and unpenetrable; so that there was

no landing-place, excepting here and there where an

Indian foot-path wound down (o the shore, to some

fishing-ground, or some place where the natives kept

their canoes.

The boat had ascended about a league above the

village to a part of the river where the water became

fresh, and where itwas completely overshadowed by

lofly banks and spreading trees. Suddenly, fearful

yells and war-whoops rose on every side, with the

blasts of conch-shells. Light canoes darted forth in

every direction from the dark hollows, and over-

hanging thickets of the banks. They were each

dexterously managed by a single savage, while others

stood up brandishing their lances, and hurling them

at the Spaniards. Others threw their weapons from

the banks of the river and the branches of the trees.

There were eight sailors in the boat, and three sol-

diers. Galled and wounded by the shower of mis-

siles, confounded by the yellsand the blasts of conchs,

and by the assaults which thickened from every side,

and losing all presence of mind, they neglected to use

either oars or iire-arms, and only sought to shelter

themselves with their bucklers. The captain, Diego

Tristan, had received several wounds; still he dis-

played great intrepidity, endeavouring to rouse and
animate his men, when a javelin, hurled by an Indian,

pierced his right eye, and struck him dead. The
canoes now closed upon the boat, and a general mas-
sacre ensued. But one Sfianiard escaped, named
Juan de Noya, a cooper of Seville, who having fallen

overboard in the middle of the action, dived to the

bottom, and, swimming under water, gained the

bank of the river un|ierceived. <^rom tlrnce Iw

made his way down to the sett 'ent, bririgiii«

tidings of the massacre of his captain ^nd comrades

The Spaniards were lilled with dismay at the d.- n-

gers which were thickening around them. 'J'hey

were few in number, several of them wounded, .md

they were in the midst of tribes of exasperated sa-

vages, far more tierce and warlike in character than

those to whom they had been accustomed. The Ad-

miral was ignorant of their misfortunes, and would

sail away without yielding them assistance; and tliej

should be abandoned to ink l)eneath the overwhelm-

ing force of Imrbarous for , or to perish with hunger

on this inhospitable coast. Thus seized with a sud-

den panic, they determined t. lake the caravel wliicli

had been left with them, and i<) abandon the place

altogether. The Adelantado remonstrated with tliem

in vain, nothing would content them but to nut to sea

immediately. Here a new alarm awaited lliem,

The torrents having subsided, (he river was again

shallow, and it was impossible for the caravel to pass

over the bar. They now took the boat of the caravel,

to bear tidings of their danger to the Admiral, and

to implore him not to abandon them ; but the wind

was boisterous, a high sea was rolling, and a heavy

surf, tumbling and breaking at the mouth of the

river, prevented the boat from getting out. WliiJe

thus cut off from all retreat, and separated from all

relief, horrors increased upon them. The mangled

bodies of Diego Tristan and his men came floaling
I

down the stream, and drifting about the harbour,

while flights of crows, and other carrion birds, were
I

feeding on them, and hovering, and screaming, and

fighting about their prey. The forlorn Spaniards

contemplated this scene with shuddering; it appeared
|

ominous of the fate that awaited themselves.

In the mean time the Indians, elated by (heir tri-

umph over the crew of the boat, renewed their hos-

tilities upon the harbour. Their whoops and yells

answered to each other from various parts of llie

neighbourhood. The dismal sound of conchs and

war-drums was heard in every direction in the deep

bosom of the woods, and showed that the enemy

was continually augmenting in number. They seemed

to fill the adjacent forest, rushing forth upon any

straggling party of Spaniards, and making partial

attacks upon the houses. It was considered no longer

safe to remain in the village which they had built.

The close forest which surrounded it was a covert for

the approaches of the enemy. The Adelantado chose,

Iherefure an open place on the shore at some distance

from the wood. Here he caused a kind of bulwark

to be made of the boat of the caravel, and of chests,

casks, and similar articles. Two places were lell

open as embrasures, in which were placed a couple

of falconets, or small pieces of artillery, in such

manner as to command the neighbourhood. In this

little fortress the Spaniards shut themselves up; its

walls were sufficient to screen them from the darts

and arrows of the Indians, but mostly they depended

rriLSS OV TBI
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lie diaiis were thus kept in olieck fur the present,

Ll iLterred from venturing from the forest ; but the

Lriai'ds, exhausted by constant watching and iii-

ls»i.it alarms, were filled with despondency, and

Itijipaled all kinds of evils when their ammunition

(u'lld be exhausted, or they should be driven forth

hunger to seek for food.'

CIIA1>TER IX.

iTIbiS OV THE ADMIMiL ON BOiHD Of illS 8UIP. ULTIStiTK

ELIEV OP TUE SETTLEnEKT.

r IS03. ]

I
WniLE the Adelantado and bis men were exposed

Isuch imminent peril on shore, great anxiety pre-

liled on board of the ships. Day after day elapsed

Ithout the return of Die^'o Tristan and his parly,

Ll it was feared that some disaster had befallen

Lm. Culiimbus would have sent on shore to make

quiries ; but there was only one boat remaining fur

; service of the squadron, and be did not dare to

it in the rough sea and heavy surf that were pre-

lling. A dismal circumstance occurred to increase

! gloom and uneasiness of the crews. On board

I
one of the caravels were conflned the family and

usehold of the cacique Quibian. It was intended

Icarry lliem to Spain, for as long as they remained

jthe power of the Spaniards, Columbus trusted that

eir tribe would be deterred from further hostilities.

key were shut up at night in the forecastle of the

pavel, the hatchway of which was secured by a

ong chain and padlock. As several of the crew

Ipl upon the hatch, and as it was so high as to be

psideredout of reach of the prisoners, they neglect-

I
to fasten llie chain. The Indians discovered their

gligence, and formed a plan of escape. Collecting

pettier a quantity of stones from the ballast of the

i$el,tliey madea great heapdirectly under the liatch-

^y. Several of the most powerful warriors mounted

Dii the lop, and bending their bpcks, by a sudden

I simultaneous effort, burst open the covert, fling-

;
the seamen who slept upon it to the opposite side

Jlhe ship. In an instant the greater part of the In-

Ins sprang forth, plunged into the sea, and swam
] shore. The alarm being given, several were pre-

iited from sallying forth; others were seized on

deck, and forced back into the forecastle; the

Icliway was carefully chained down, and a guard

|s set for the rest of the night. In the morning, when
S[ianiards went to examine the captives, they

re all found dead. Some bad banged themselves

I

nut. del AlinirantP, cap. 98. Las Ca.sas, 1. it. Letter of

i fruin Jamaica. Hetalion of Diego Mendez, Navai'retc.

Joui-nal of Porras, Navarrctc, t. i.

with the ends of ropes, their knees touching the floor;

others liad strangled themselves by straining Ibe curds

tight with their feet. The most inflexible determina-

tion on death was visible in I' e mode in which they

had destroyed Ihr.Mi-lves; ani the whole presented

a picture of the fierce and un ^nqiierable spirit of

these people, and their horror of the white men.'

The es(*apeufthc prisoners occasioned great anxiety

to the Admiral. He feared they would stimulate their

countrymen to some violent act of vengeance, and
he trembled fur the safety of his brother. Still this

[Kiinful mystery reigned over the land. The boat of

Diego Tristan had not returned, anil the raging surf

prevented all coniniiinicalion. The most sinister ap-

prehensions prevailed aiiiung the seamen for the fate

of their coni|)anion£. At length, one Pedro Ledesma,

a pilot of Seville, a man of about furty-five years of

age, and of great strength of body and mind, pre-

sented himself before the Admiral. He offered, if

the boat would take him to the edge of the surf, to

plunge into it, swim to shore, and bring off news of

their friends. He had been piqued by the achieve-

ment of the Indian captives, in swimming to land

at a league's distance in defiance of sea and surf.

Surely, he said, if they dare venture an much to pro-

cure their individual lil)erties, I ought to brave at

least a |>art of the danger, to save the lives of so

many companions. His offer was gladly accepted

by the Admiral, and was boldly accomplislied. The
boat approached with him as near to the surf as

safety would permit, where it was to await his return,

liere, stripping himself, he plunged into the sea, and

after buffeting fur some time with the breakers, some-

times rising upon their surges, sometimes buried l)e-

neath them, and dashed upon the sand, he succeeded

in reaching the shore.

He found his countrymen shut up in their forlorn

fortress, beleaguered by savage foes, and learnt the

tragical fate of Diego Tristan and his companions.

Many of the Spaniards, in their horror and despair,

bad thrown off all subordination. They had refused

to assist in any measure that had in view their con-

tinuance in this place, anil they thought of nothing

but their escape. When they beheld Ledesma, u

messenger from the ships, they surrounded him with

frantic eagerness. They urged him to implore the

Admiral to take them on board, and not to abandon

them on a coast where tlieir destruction was in-

evitable. They were preparing canoes to take them

to the ships, when the weather should moderate, the

boat of the caravel being too small. If the admiral

refused to take them on board, they swore they would

embark in the vessel which remained with them, as

soon as it could be extricated from the river, and

al)andon themselves to the mercy of the seas, rallier

than remain upon that fatal coast.

The hardy Ledesma, having heard all that his for-

lorn countrymen had to say, and communicated with

the Adcla.itado, and bis officers, set out on his pc-

> lljgt. del Almirantc, cap. 09.
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rilous rctnrn. He again braved the surf and tlie

breakers, readied the boat which was wailing for

him, and was conveyed back to the ships. Tlie dis-

astrous tidings from the land fdled tlie lieart of the

Admiral witli grief and alarm. To leave his brotlier

on shore, was to expose him to tlie mutiny of Idsown
men, and the ferocity of the savages. He could spare

no reinforcement from his ships; the loss of Tristan

and his companions having so much weakened his

crews. Rather than tlie settlement should be broken

up, he would gladly have joined the Adelantado with

all his people; but how then could intelligence be

conveyed to the Sovereigns of this important dis-

covery, and supplies obtained from Spain? There

appeared no alternative, therefore, but to embark all

the people, abandon the settlement for the present,

and return at some future day, with a force compe-

tent to take secure possession of the country. The

state of the weather rendered the practicability even

of this plan doubtful. The wind continncil high, the

sea rough, and no boat could pass betwtm the squa-

dron and the land. The situation of the ships was

extremely perilous. They were feebly manned, craz-

ed by the storms they had endured, and ready to fall

to pieces from the ravages of the teredo. In this

slate they were anchored on a lee-shore, with a bois-

terous wind and sea, in a climate subject to tempests,

and where the least augmentation of the weather

might drive them among llie breakers. Every hour

increased the anxiety of Columbus for his brother,

for his people, and for his ships, yet each succeeding

hour only appeared to render the impending dangers

more imminent. Days of constant perturbation, and

nights of sleepless angnisli, preyed upon a constitu-

tion broken by age and hardships. Amidst the acute

maladies of his body and the fever of his mind, he

appears to have been visited by {partial delirium. The

workings of his diseased imagination, at such times,

he was prone to consider as something mysterious

and supernatural. In a letter to the Sovereigns, he

gives a solemn account of a kind of vision which

comforted him when full of despondency and tossing

on a couch of pain.

" Wearied and sighing," he says, "I fell into a

slumber, when I heard a piteous voice saying to me,
' Oh fool, and slow to believe, and serve thy God,

the God of all ! What did he more for Moses, or for

his servant David ? From the time that thou wert

iwrn, he has ever taken great care of thee. When
he saw thee of a fitting age, he made thy name to

resound marvellously throughout the earth. The
Indies, those ricii parts of the world, he gave thee

for thine own, and empowered thee to dispose of

Ihem to others according to thy pleasure. Of the

gales of the ocean sea, shut up by such mighty chains,

he delivered thee the keys, and thou wert obeyed

ill many lands, and didst acquire honourable fame

among Christians. What did he more fur the great

(leople of Israel, when he led them forth from Egypt ?

> Letter of Columbus fioiu Jamaica.

Or for David, whom, from being a shepherd,

made a king ? Turn to him, then, and acknowlei

thine error ; his mercy is infinite. Thine age shi

be no impediment to any great undertaking. Al

ham was above an hundred years old when he
!

Isaac : and was Sarah youthful ? Thou urgest

pondingly for succour. Answer ! who has affiici

thee so much, and so many times?—God, ori

world ? The privileges and promises which God |

made thee he has never broken ; nor said, after lui|

ing received thy services, that his meaning was i

ferent, and to be understood in a different sen

lie performs to the very letter. He fulfils all that i

promises, and with increase. Such is his ciistoi

I have shown thee what thy Creator has done I

thee, and what he does for all. The present i$i|

reward of the toils and perils thou hast endured
\

serving others. ' I heard all this, " adds Colunil]

"as one almost dead, and had no power to replyij

words so true, excepting to weep for my en

Whoever it was that spake to me, finished by sarin

• Fear not ! Confide ! All these tribulations are wrilii

in marble, and not without cause.
'

"

Such is the singular statement which Coliimlii

gave to the Sovereigns of his supposed vision. Itli

been suggested that this was a mere ingenious tleliti

adroitly devised by him to convey a lesson tol

prince; but such an idea is inconsistent with liiscli)

racter. He was too deeply imbued with aweofti

Deity, and with reverence for his Sovereign, to i

use of such an artifice. The words here spoken
j

him by the supposed voice, are truths which dvij

upon his mind, and grieved his spirit during his \

ing hours. It is natural that they should recur

i

vidly and coherently in his feverish dreams; and]

recalling and relating a dream one is uncoiiscioiii

apt to give it a little coherency. Besides, Culiiinli|

bad a solemn belief that he was a peculiar inslriinuj

in the hands of Providence, which, together willilj

deep tinge of superstition, common to the age,nu(

him prone to mistake every striking dream fur a reij

latinn. He is not to be measured by the sameslif

dardwith ordinary men in ordinary circunistann

It is difficult for the mind to realize his siluation,

to conceive the exaltations of spirit to which hen

have been subject. The artless manner in \vhicb,i

his letter to the Sovereigns, he mingles up therlui

sodies and dreams of his imagination with sin

facts, and sound practical observations, pouring tbi

forth with a kind of scriptural solemnity and poelij

of language, is one of the most striking illuslrati

of a character richly compounded of extraoitliu

and apparently contradictory elements.

Immediately after this supposed vision, and alli

a duration of nine days, the boisterous weather sal|

sided, the sea iiecame calm, and the coinnniniratii

wi(h the land was restored. Il was found impossiii|

to extricate the remaining caravel from the river;!)

every exertion was made to bring off (lie |ieople,

the properly, before there should be a return ofb
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leather. In this, the exertions of the zealous Diego

lendez were eminently efficient. He had been fur

(me days preparing for such an emergency. Cutting

the sails of the caravel, he had made great sacks

receive the biscuit. He had lashed two Indian

Loes together with spars, so that they could not be

(erturned by the waves, and had made a platform

I
them capable of sustaining a great burden. This

|iik of raft was laden repeatedly with the stores,

ns, and ammunition, which had been left on shore,

Ld with the furniture of the caravel, which was en-

[ely dismantled. When well freighted, it was

hved by the boat to the ships. In this way, by con-

^nt and sleepless exertions, in the space of two days

nost every thing of value was transported on board

! squadron, and little else left than the hull of the

Iravel, stranded, decayed, and rotting in the river.

ego Mendez superintended the whole embarkation

(h the most unwearied watchfulness and activity.

V and five companions, were the last to leave the

ore, remaining all night at their perilous post, and

jibarkingin the morning with the last cargo ofeffects.

[Nothingcould equal the transports of the Spaniards,

pen they found themselves once more on board of

ships, and saw a space of ocean l)etween them

I those forests which had lately seemed destined to

j their graves. The joy of their comrades seemed

Itle inferior to their own ; and the perils and hard-

Ips which yet surrounded them, were forgotten for

lime in mutual congratulations. The Admiral was

I

much impressed with a sense of the high services

tidered by Diego Mendez, throughout the late time

I

danger and disaster, that he gave him the com-

pnd ofthe caravel, vacant by the death of the unfor-

pate Diego Tristan.'

CHAPTER X.

DEPABTVIIK FUOM TUE COAST OF VEBARL'A. AHDIVAL AT

JAMAICA. STRANDING OF TIIR .SUIPS.

[ «S05. ]

|The wind at length becoming favourable for his

yage, Columbus set sail, towards the end of April

,

^m the disastrous coast of Veragua. The wretched

ndition of his ships, the enfeebled stateofhis crews,

the scarcity of provisions, determined him to

^ke the best of his way to Hispaniola, where he

gilt refit his vessels and procure the necessary sup-

es for his voyage to Europe. To the surprise of

pilot and crews, however, on making sail, he
I again along the coast to tlie eastward, instead

[steering north, which they considered the direct

lite to Hispaniola. They fancied that Columbus
[ended to proceed immediately for Spain, and mur-

I
lllst. del Almiiinte, cap. 99, 100. Las Casas, I. li, c. 29.

laclmi de Diego Mpiidez. Letter of Columbus from Jamaica,

f
mat of Ponai, Navarrete, Collt'ot., 1. 1.

mured loudly at (he madness of attempting so long a

voyage, with ships destitute of stores and consumed
by the worms. Columbus and his brother, however,
had studied the navigation of those seas with a more
observant and experienced eye. They considered it

advisable to gain a considerable distance to the east

before standing acrpss fur Hispaniola, to avoid being

swept away, far below their destined port, by the

strong current setting constantly to the west.' The
Admiral, however, did not impart his reasons to the

pilots, being anxious to keep the knowledge of his

routes as much to himself as possible, seeing that there

were so many adventurers crowding into the field,

and ready to follow on his track. He even took from
the mariners their charts; and boasts, in a letter lu

the Sovereigns, that none of his pilots would be able

to retrace the route to and from Veragua, nor to

describe where it was situated.*

Disregarding the murmurs of his men, therefore,

Columbus continued along the coast eastward as far

as Puerto Bello. Here he was obliged to leave one of

the caravels, which was so pierced by the teredo,

that it was impossible to keep her afloat. All the

crews were now crowded into two caravels, and these

were little belter than mere wrecks. The utmost

exertions were necessary to keep ihem free from

water; while the incessant labour of the pumps bore

hard on the seamen, who were enfeebled by scanty

diet, and dejected by the various hardships they

had undergone. Continuing onward, they pa.ssed

Port Retreat, and a number of islands to which the

Admiral gave the name of Las Barbas, now termed

the Mulatas, a little beyond Point Bias. Here Co-
lumbus supposed that he had arrived at the province

of Mangu in the territories of the Grand Khan, de-

scribed by Marco Paulo as adjoining to Cathay.^ He
continued on about ten leagues farther, until he ap-

proached the entrance of what is at present called Iho

Gulf of Darien. Here he had a consultation with his

captains and pilots, who remonstrated at his persist-

ing in this struggle against contrary winds and cur-

rents, representing the lamentable plightof the ships,

and the infirm state of the crews.^ Bidding farewell,

therefore, to the main land, he stood northward on

the Ist of May, in quest of Hispaniola. As the wind

waseasterly, with a strong current selling to the west,

Columbus kept as near the wind as possible. So

little did his pilots know of their situation, thai they

supposed themselves to the east of the Caribhee

Islands; whereas (he Admiral feared that, with all

his exertions, he should fall to the westward of

Hispaniola.^ HLs apprehensions proved to be well

founded; for, on the lOtli of the month, he came in

sight of two small low islands to the north-wesl of

Hispaniola, to which, from the great quantilies of

> Hist, del Alitilrantc. Letter from Jamatci.

' Juiu'ual of Porras. Navanvie, CoUec, .,1.1.

3 Letter from Jamaica.

1 Testimony of Peilro do Ledeamii. I'Iciln de Ins Coldiu's,

s Letter from J.iiiiaiea,

m>-
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tortoises seen about ihem, he gave tne name of the

Tortugas; they are now known as the Caymans.

Passing wideoftliese, and continuing directly north,

he found iiimself, on the 30th of May, among the

cluster of islands on the south side of Cuba, to which

he had formerly given the name of the Queen's Gar-

dens; having been carried between eight and nine

degrees west of Iiis destined port. Here he cast

anchor near one of the Keys, about ten leagues from

the main island. His crews were suffering excessively

through hunger and fatigue; nothing was left of the

sea-stores but a little biscuit, oil, and vinegar; and

they were '"^!'';^'ed to labour incessantly .it the pumps,

to keep the vessels afloat. They had scarcely anchored

at these islands, when there came on, at midnight,

a sudden tempest, of such violence, that, according

to the strong expression of Columbus, it seemed as if

the world would dissolve.' They lost three of their

anchors almost immetliately, and the caravel Ber-

muda was driven with such violence upon the ship

of the Admiral, that the bow of the one, and the stern

of the other, were greatly shattered. The sea run-

ning high, and the wind being boisterous, the vessels

chafed and injured each other dreadfully, and it was
with great difficulty that they were separated. One
anchor only remal .d to the Admiral's ship, and this

saved him from being driven upon the rocks; but at

daylight the cable was found nearly worn asunder.

Had the darkness continued an hour longer, he could

scarcely have escaped shipwreck.'

At the end of six days, the weather having mode-

rated, he resumed his course, standing eastward for

Hispaniola : "his people," as he says, "dismayed and

down-hearted, almost all his anchors lost, and his

vessels bored as full of holes as a honeycomb." After

struggling against contrary winds and the usual

currents from the east, he reached Cape Cruz, and

anchored at a village in (he province of Macaca,'

where he had touched in his voyage in 1494, along

the southern coast of Cuba. Here he obtained a

supply ofcassava-bread from the natives, and remain-

ed several days, detained by contrary winds. Making

sail again, he endeavoured to beat up to Hispaniola;

but every effort was in vain. The winds and currents

continued adverse; the leaks continually gained upon

his vessels, though the pumps were kept incessantly

going, and the seamen even baled the water out with

buckets and kettles. The Admiral now stood, in

despair, for the island of Jamaica, to seek some secure

port; for there was imminent danger of foundering

at sea. On the eve of St John, the 23rd of June,

they put into Puerto Bueno, now called Dry Harbour,

but met with none of the natives from whom they

could obtain provisions, nor was there any fresh water

to be had in the neighbourhood. Suffering from

hunger and thirst, they sailed eastward, on the fol-

• Letter from Jamaica.

> Ilisl. del Almirante, c<ip. tOO. Letter ofColiimbus from Ja-

maica.
> Hist, del Almirante. Journal of Porras.

lowing day, to another harbour, to which the Admir

gave the name of Port San Gloria, but which aiiw

sent is known as Don Christopher's Cove.

Here, at last, Columbus had to give up his Ion]

and arduous struggle against the unremitting yen

cution of the elements. His ships, reduced to

wrecks, could no longer keep the sea, and were re

to sink even in port. He ordered them, therefore,
li

be run aground, within a bow-shot of the shore,

:

fastened together, side by side. They soon

with water to the decks. Thatched cabins were llie

erected at the prow and stern for the accommodation

of the crews, and the wreck was placed in the I

possible state of defence. Thus castled in the s

Columbus trusted to be able to repel any sudd

attack of the natives, and at the same time to kei

his men from roving about the neighbourhood aij

indulging in their usual excesses. No one was alloirj

ed to go on shore without a special license, and t

utmost precaution was taken to prevent any olFew

being given to the Indians. Any exasperation

i

them might be fatal to the Spaniards in their presc

forlorn situation. A firebrand thrown into lit

wooden fortress might wrap it in flames, and ieai^

them defenceless amidst hostile thousands.

BOOK XVI.

CHAPTER I.

ABBANOEXENT OF DIEGO MENDEZ WITH TBB CICIQDES

SUPPLIES OP PBOVlSIOnS. SENT TO BAN DONINGO BI

LUMBUS If) QUEST OF BELIEF.

[ 1503. ]

The island of Jamaica was extremely populous a

fertile ; and the harbour soon swarmed with Indiu

who brought provisions to barter with the Spaniati

To prevent any disputes in purchasing or sbari

these supplies, two persons were appointed to supi

intend all bargains, and the provisions thus obtaim

were divided every evening among the people,

arrangement had a happy effect in promoting a
|

ful intercourse. The stores thus furnished, howevi^

coming from a limited neighbourhood of improvida

beings, were not sufflcient for the necessities of I

Spaniards, and were so irregular as often to ienj

them in pinching want. They Teared, too, that II

neighbourhood might soon be exhausted, invlii

case they should be reduced to famine. In i

emergency, Diego Mendez stepped forward withli

accustomed zeal, and volunteered to set off,

three men on a foraging expedition about tlie islai

His offer being gladly accepted by the Admiral, I

departed with his comrades well armed. He

'

every where treated with the utmost kindness byii

^^
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natives. They took him to their Iiouses, set meat

and drink l)efore him and his companions, and per-

formed all the rites of savage hospitality. Mendez

made an arrangement with a cacique of a numerous

tribe, that his subjects should hunt and fish, and

make cassava-bread, and bring a quantity of these

and other provisions every dav to the harbour. They

were to receive, in exchange, knives, combs, beads,

fish-hooks, hawks'-bells, and other articles, from a

Spaniard, who was to reside among them for that

purpose. The agreement being made, Mendez de-

spatched one of his comrades to apprise the Admiral.

He then pursued his journey three leagues further,

when he made a similar arrangement, and despatched

another of his companions to the Admiral. Proceed-

ing onward, about thirteen leagues from the ships,

lie arrived at the residence of another cacique, called

Huarco, where he was generously entertained. The

cacique ordered his subjects to bring a large quantity

of provisions, for which Mendez paid him on the spot,

and made arrangements for a like supply at stated

I intervals. He despatched his third companion with

this supply to the Admiral, requesting, as usual, that

an agent might be sent to receive and pay for the

regular deliveries of provisions.

Mendez was now left alone, but he was fond of

I

any enterprise that gave individual distinction. He
requested of the cacique two Indians to accompany

him to the end of the island, one to carry his pro-

visions, and the other to bear the hamac, or cotton

net in which he slept. These being granted, he

pushed resolutely forward along the coast, until he

reached the eastern extremity of Jamaica. Here he

I
found a powerful cacique of the name of Ameyro.

J Mendez
had buoyant spirits, great address, and an

^ ingratiating manner with the savages. He and the

jc '.^ue became great friends, exchanged names,

i which is a kind of token of brotherhood, and Mendez

engaged him to furnish provisions to the ships. He
Itbeii bought an excellent canoe of the cacique, for

Iwhich he gave him a splendid brass basin, a short

frock or cassock, and one of the two shirts which

Iformed his stock of linen. The cacique furnished him

l^rith six Indians to navigate his bark, and they parted

Imutually well-pleased. Diego Mendez coasted his

|way back, touching at the various places where he

had made his arrangements. He found the Spanish

agents already arrived at them, loaded his canoe with

provisions, and returned in triumph to the harbour,

vhere he was received with acclamations by his

omrades, and with open arms by the Admiral. The
provisions he brought were a most seasonable supply,

' the Spaniards were absolutely fasting ; and thence-

forward Indians arrived daily, well-laden, from the

narts which he had established.

'

The immediate wants of his people being thus

ovided for, Columbus revolved, in his anxious

nind, the means of getting from this island. His

> Relacion por Diego Hendez. Navarrete, t; i.

ships were beyond the possibility of repair, and there

was no hope of any chance sail arriving to his relief,

on the shores of a savage island, in an unfrequented

sea. The most likely measure appeared to be, to

send notice of his situation to Ovando, the governor

atSan Domingo, entreating him to despatch a vessel to

his relief. But how was this message to be conveyed ?

The distance between Jamaica and Hispaniola was
forty leagues, across a gulf swept by contrary cur-

rents; there were no means of transporting a mes-

senger, except in the light canoes of the savages ; and

who would undertake so hazardous a voyage in a frail

bark of the kind ? Suddenly the idea of Diego Men-
dez, and the canoe he had recently purchased, pre-

sented itself to the mind of Columbus. He knew
the ardour and intrepidity of Mendez, and his love of

distinction by any hazardous exploit. Taking him
aside, therefore, he addressed him in a manner calcu-

lated to stimulate his zeal, and flatter his self-love.

Mendez himself gives an artless account of this in-

teresting conversation, which is full of character.

"Diego Mendez, my son," said the venerable Ad-

miral, " none of those whom I have here understand

the great peril in which we ::re placed, excepting

you and myself. We are few in number, and these

savage Indians are many, and of fickle and irritable

natures. On the least provocation they may throw

fire-brands from the shore and consume us in our

straw-thatched cabins. The arrangement which

you have made with them for provisions, and which

at present they fulfil so cheerfully, to-morrow they

may break in their caprice, and may refuse to bring

us any thing ; nor have wc the means to compel them

by force, but are entirely at their pleasure I have

thought of a remedy if it meets with your views. In

this canoe which you have purchased, some one may
pass over to Hispaniola, and procure a ship, by

which we may all be delivered from this great peril

into which we have fallen. Tell me your opinion on

the matter."

" To this," says Diego Mendez, " I replied : Seilor,

the danger in wliich we are placed, I well know, is

far greater than is easily conceived. As to passing

from tliis island to Hispaniola, in so small a vessel as

a canoe, I hold it not merely difficult, but impossible

;

since it is necessary to traverse a gulf of forty leagues,

and between islands where the sea is extremely im-

petuous, and seldom in repose. I know not who
there is would adventure upon so extreme a peril."

Columbus made no reply, but from his looks and

the nature of his silence, Mendez plainly perceived

himself to be the person whom the Admiral had in

view; "Whereupon," continues he, " I added : Seflor,

I have many times put my life in peril of death to save

you and all those who are here, and God has hitherto

preserved me in a miraculous manner. There are,

nevertheless, murmurers, who say that your Excel-

lency intrusts to me all affairs wherein honour is to

be gained, while there are others in your company

who would execute them as well as I do. Therefore

40S .
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I beg that you would summon all the people, and

propose this enterprise to them, to see if among them

there is any one that will undertake it, which I doubt.

If all decline it, I will then come forward and risk

my life in your service, as I many times have done."'

The Admiral gladly humoured the wishes of the

worthy Mendez, for never was simple egotism ac-

companied by more generous and devoted loyally.

Oi the following morning the crew was assembled,

and the proposition publicly made. Every one drew
back at the thoughts of it, pronouncing it the height

of rashness. Upon this Diego Mendez stepped for-

ward. "Seflor," said he, "I have but one life to

lose, yet I am willing to venture it for your service

and for the good of all here present, and I trust in the

protection of God, which I have experienced on so

many other occasions."

Columbus embraced his zealous follower, who im-

mediately set about preparing for his expedition.

Drawing his canoe on shore, he put on a false keel,

nailed weather-boards along the bow and stern, to

prevent the sea from breaking over it; payed it with

a coat of tar; furnished it with a mast and sail; and

put in provisions for himself, a Spanish comrade, and

six Indians.

In the mean timeColumbus wrote letters to Ovando,

requesting that a ship might be immediately sent to

bring him and his men to Hispaniola. He wrote a

letter likewise to the Sovereigns; for, after fulfilling

his mission at San Domingo, Diego Mendez was to

proceed to Spain on the Admiral's affairs. In the

letter to the Sovereigns, Columbus depicted his de-

plorable situation, and entreated that a vessel might

be despatched to Hispaniola, to convey himself and

his crew to Spain. He gave a comprehensive account

of his voyage, most particulars of which have already

been incorporated in this history, and he insisted

greatly on the importance ofthe discovery ofVeragua.

He gave it as his opinion, that here were the mines

of the Aurea Chersonesus, from whence Solomon had

derived such wealth for the building of the Temple.

He entreats that this golden coast may not, like other

places which he had discovered, be abandoned to ad-

venturers, or placed under the government of men
who feel no interest in the cause. "This is not a

child," he adds, " to be abandoned to a step-mother.

I never think of Hispaniola and Paria without weep-

ing. Their case is desperate and past cure; I hope

their example may cause this region to be treated in

a different manner." His imagination becomes heat-

ed. He magnifies the supposed importance of Ve-
ragua, as transcending all his former discoveries ; and

he alludes to his favourite project for the deliverance

of the Holy Sepulchre : " Jerusalem," he says, " and

Mount Sion, are to be rebuilt by the hand of a

Christian. Who is he to be? God, by the mouth of

the Prophet, in the fourteenth Psalm, declares it.

The abbot Joachim * says that he is to come out of

• Relaclon por Diego Mendez. Navarrcte, Collec, (. i.

' Joadilm, native of tlie liurgli of Celico, near Cosenza, travel-

Jss

Spain." His thoughts then revert to the ancient story

of the Grand Khan, who had requested that sages

might be sent to instruct him in the Christian faith.

Columbus, thinking that he had been in the very

vicinity ofCathay, exclaims with sudden zeal, " Who
will ofifer himself for this task ? If our Lord permit

|

me to return to Spain, I engage to take him there,

God helping, in safety."

Nothing is more characteristic of Columbus tlian I

his earnest, artless, at times eloquent, and at times
|

almost incoherent letters. What an instance of soar-

ing enthusiasm and irrepressible enterprise is here I

exhibited! At the time that he was indulging in
|

these visions, and proposing new and romantic enter-

prises, he was broken down by age and infirmities,
I

racked by pain, confined to his bed, and shut upina
[

wreck on the coast of a remote and savage island,

No stronger picture can be given of his situation than
|

that which shorily follows this transient glow of ex-

citement; when, with one of his sudden transition!
I

of thought, he awakens, as it were, to his aclnal
|

condition.

"Until now," says he, "I have wept for others;

have pity upon me Heaven, and weep for me Earth!
<

In my temporal concerns, without a farthing tobe-l

stow; cast away here in the Indies; isolated inmjl

misery—infirm—expecting each day will be my last;!

surrounded by cruel savages; in spiritual concerns,

I

separated from the holy sacraments of the church, sol

that my soul will be lost, if separated here from my I

body! Weep for me, whoever has charity, lrntli,|

and justice. I came not on this voyage to gain hononrl

or estate, for all hope of the kind is dead within me.!

I came to serve your Majesties with a sound intentiool

and an honest zeal, and I speak no falsehood. Ifiil

should please God to deliver me from hence, ll

humbly supplicate your Majesties to permit me to|

repair to Rome, and perform other pilgrimages."

The despatches being ready, and the preparations o(|

the canoe completed, Diego Mendez embarked, vim

his Spanish comrade and his six Indians, and departedl

along the coast to the eastward. This voyage ml
laborious and perilous. They had to make thdrl

way against strong currents. Once they were lakal

by roving canoes of Indians, but made their escape,!

and at length arrived at the end of the island ; a dis-l

tance of thirty-four leagues from the harbour. Henl

they remained, waiting for calm weather to ventoRl

upon the broad gulf, when they were suddenly sn^l

rounded and taken prisoners by a number of hostilel

ted in the Holy Land. Returning lo Calabria, lie tooli the liaiHlill

the Cistercians in the monastery of Corazzo, of whicli he Iiecaul

prior and abbot, and afterwards rose to higher monastic lmiMl-[

ance. He died in 1202, having attained 72 years of age, le9Tia;|

a great number of works ; among the most known are conuneiib

ries on Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the Apocalypse. There an; a

prophecies by him, "which," (says the Uictionnaire nistoriqiie,|

" during Ills life, made him to be admire<I by fools, and dci

by men of sense i at present the latter sentiment prevails. He <

either very weak or very presumptuous, to flatter himself llulbtl

had the keys of things of which God reserves the knowledge lt|

himself."—Die. Hist., t. v, Caen, 4788.
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Indians, who carried them off a distance of three

leagues, where they determined to kill them. Some
dispute arose about the division of the spoils taken

from the Spaniards, whereupon the savages agreed to

settle it by a game of chance. While they were thus

engaged, Diego Mendez escaped, found his way to

his canoe, embarked in it, and returned alone to the

harbour, after fifteen days' alisence. What became

of his companions he does not mention, being sel-

dom apt '0 speak of any person but himself. This

account is taken from the narrative inserted in his

last will and testame.it.

Columbus, though grieved at the failure of his mes-

sage, was rajoiced at the escape of the faithful Mendez.

The latter, nothing daunted by the perils and hard-

ships h3had undergone, offered to depart immediately

on a second attempt, provided he could have persons

to accompany him to the end of the island, and pro-

tect him from the natives. This the Adelantado of-

fered to undertake, with a large party well armed.

Bartholomew Fiesco, a Genoese, who had been cap-

tain of one of the caravels, was associated with Men-

dez in this second expedition. He was a man of

great worth, strongly attached to the Admiral, and

much esteemed by him. Each had a large canoe

under bis command, in which were six Spaniards and

|ten Indians—the latter were to serve as oarsmen.

The canoes were to keep in company. On reaching

Hispaniola, Fiesco was to return immediately to

amaica, to relieve the anxiety of the Admiral and

Ihiscrew, by tidings of the safe arrival of their mes-

flger. In the mean time, Diego Mendez was to

roceed to San Domingo, deliver his letter toOvando,

irocure and despatch a ship, and then to depart for

ipain with the letter to the Sovereigns.

All arrangements being made, the Indians placed

the canoes their frugal provision of cassava-bread,

nd each his calabash of water. The Spaniards,

iside their bread, had a supply of the flesh of utias,

ind each his sword and target. In this way they

launched forth upon their long and perilous voyage,

followed by the prayers of their countrymen.

The Adelantado, with his armed band, kept pace

ith them along the coast. There was no attempt of

lie natives to molest them, and they arrived in safety

.0 the end of the island. Here they remained three

lays before the sea was sufficiently calm for them to

fenture forth in their feeble barks. At length, the

eather being quite serene, they bade farewell to

heir comrades, and committed themselves to the

iroad sea. The Adelantado remained watching

hem, until they became mere specks on the ocean,

nd the evening bid them from his view. The next

lay he set out on his return to the harbour, stopping

t various villages on the way, and endeavouring to

mflrm the good will of the natives.'

• Hist, del Almlrsnte, cap. <0I.

... CHAPTER n.

MUTINY OP P0BBA8.

[ 1.103. ]

It might havebeen thought that the adverse fortune

which had so long persecuted Columbus was now
exhausted. In extremity, we begin to find conso-

lation in the idea that since things cannot be worse,

they must soon change for the better. The envy

which had once sickened at the glory and prosperity

of Columbus could scarcely have devised for him a

more forlorn heritage in the world he had discovered

;

the tenant of a wreck on a savage coast, in an un-

traversed ocean, at the mercy of barbarous hordes,

who, in a moment, from precarious friends, might be

transformed into ferocious enemies ; afOicled, too,

by excruciating maladies which confined him to bis

bed, and by the pains and infirmities which hardship

and anxiety had heaped upon his advancing age.

But Columbus iiad not yet exhausted bis cup of bit-

terness. He had yet to experience an evil worse than

storm or shipwreck, or bodily anguish, or the violence

of savage hordes, in the perfidy of those in whooi he

confided.

Mendez and Fiesco had not long departed when
the Spaniards in the wreck began to grow sickly,

partly from the toils and exposures of the recent

voyage, partly from being crowded in such narrow

quarters in a moist and sultry climate, and partly

from want of their accustomed food, for they could

not habituate themselves to the diet of the Indians,

which was principally of a 'egetable nature. Their

maladies were heightened and rendered more in-

supportable by mental suffering, by that suspense

which keeps up a fretful irritation of spirit, and tha*

hope deferred which gradually corrodes the heart.

Accustomed to a life of bustle and variety, they had

now nothing to do but loiter about the dreary hulk,

and look out upon the sea, and watch for the canoe

of Fiesco, and wonder at its protracted absence, and

doubt its return. A long time elapsed, much more

than sufficient for the voyage, but nothing was seen

or heard of the canoe. Fears were entertained that

their messenger had perished. If so, how long

were they to remain here, vainly looking for relief

which was never to arrive ? Some gradually sank

into deep despondency, others became peevish and

impatient. Murmurs broke forth, and, as usual

with men in distress, murnuirs of the most unrea-

sonable kind. Instead of bympathizing with their

aged and infirm commander, who was involved in

the same calamity, who in suffering traascendedthem

all, and yet who was incessantly studious of their

welfaie, they began to rail against him as the cause

of all their misfortunes.

The factious feeling of an unreasonable multitude

would be of little importance if left to itself, and

might end in idle clamour; it is the industry of one

or two evil spirits that generally directs it to an ob-
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ject an I makes it mischievous. Among the ofUcers

of Columbus were two brothers, Francisco and Diego

de Porras. They were relatives of the royal trea-

surer Morales, who had married their sister, and had

made interest with the Admiral to give them some

employment in the expedition.' To gratify the trea-

surer, he had appointed Francisco de Porras captain

of one of the caravels, and had obtained fur his bro-

ther Diego !he situation of notary and accountant-

general of the squadron. He had treated them, as

he declares, with the kindness of relatives, though

both proved themselves incompetent to their situa-

tions. They were vain and in^iolent men, and like

many others whom Columbus had benefited, requited

his kindness with the blackest ingratitude.*

These men, finding the common people in a highly

impatient and discontented state, mingled among
them, and worked upon them with the most seditious

insinuations. They assured them that all their hopes

of relief through the agency of Mendez were idle.

It was a mere delusion of the Admiral to keep them

quiet, and render themsubservient to his purposes. He
had no desire nor intention to return to Spain ; he was
banished thence. Hispaniola was equally closed to

him, as had been proved by the exclusion of his ships

from its harbour in a time of peril. To him, at pre-

sent, all places were alike, and he was content to

remam in Jamaica until his friends could make in-

terest at court and procure his recall from banish-

ment. As to Mendez and Fiesco, they had been sent

to Spain by Columbus on his own private affairs, not

to procure a ship for the relief of his followers. If

this were not the case, why did not the ship arrive,

or why did not Fiesco return, as had been promised ?

Or if the canoes had really been sent for succour,

the long time that had elapsed without tidings of

them gave reason to believe that they had perished

by the way. In such case, their only alternative

would l)e, to take the canoes of the Indians and en-

deavour to go to Hispaniola. But there was no hope

of persuading the Admiral to such an undertaking;

he was too old, and too helpless from the gout, to

expose himself to the hardships of such a voyage.

What, then, were they to be sacrificed to his interests

or his infirmities?—to give up their only chance for

escape, and to linger and perish with him in this de-

solate wreck? If they succee<led in reaching His-

paniola, they would be the better received for having

left the Admiral behind. Ovando was secretly hostile

to him, fearing that he would regain the government

of the island ; on their arrival in Spain, the Bishop

Fonseca, from his enmity to Columbus, would be

sure to take their part; the brotlters Porras had power-

ful friends and relatives at court, to counteract any

representations that might he made by the Admiral;

and they cited the case of I\oldan's rebellion, to show

that the prejudice? of the public, and ofmen in power,

would always be against him. Nay, (hey insinuated

> lUst. del Almirante, c. 102.

> Letter of Cohuabus to his son Diego. Navarretc, Colled.

that the Sovereigns, who, on that occasion, had de-

prived him of part of his dignities and privileges,

would rejoice at a pretext for stripping him of the

remainder.'

Columbus was aware that the minds of his people

were embittered against him. He had repeatedly

been treated with insolent impatience, and reproached

with being the cause of their disasters. Accustomed,

however, to the unreasonableness ofmen in adversity,

and exercised, by many trials, in the mastery of his

passions, he bore with their petulance, soothed their

irritation, and endeavoured to cheer their spirits by

the hopes of speedy succour. A Htlle while longer,

and he trusted that Fiesco would arrive with good

tidings, when the certainty of relief would put au

end to all these clamours. The mischief, however,

was deeper than he apprehended, a complete mutiny

was organised among his followers.

On the 2nd of January, 1504, Columbus was io

his small cabin, on the stern of his vessel, being con-

fined to his bed by the gout, which had now ren-

dered him a complete cripple. While ruminating on I

his disastrous situation, Francisco de Porras suddenly

entered. His abrupt and agitated manner betrayed

the evil nature of his visit. He had the flurried im-

pudence of a man wiio is about to perpetrate an open

crime. Bursting forth into bitter complaints, at their I

being kept, week after week, and month after month,
|

to perish piecemeal in that desolate place, he accused I

the Admiral of having no intention to return to Spain. I

Columbus suspected something sinister from this un-l

usual arrogance. He maintained, however, his calm-

1

ness, and, raising himself in his bed, endeavoured to I

reason with Porras. He pointed out the impossibiiiljl

of departing until those who had gone to Hispaniolal

should send them vessels. He represented how much
|

more urgent must be his desire to depart, since he I

had not merely his own safety to provide for, buthel

was accountable to God and his Sovereigns fur the I

welfare of all who had been committed to his charge. I

He reminded Porras that he had always consulted I

with them all, as to the measures to be taken for Ihel

common safety, and that what he had done, had beeol

with the general approbation; still, if any other mei-

1

sure appeared advisable, he recommended that tliejl

should assemble together, and consult upon it, andj

adopt whatever course appeared most judicious.

The measures of Porras and his comrades, hov-l

ever, were already concerted, and when men arede>|

termined on mutiny, they are deaf to reason. He[

bluntly replied, that there was no time for furtherl

consultations. " Embark immediately, or remaininl

God's name, were the only alternatives." " For my I

part," said he, turning his back upon the Adnikal,!

and elevating his voice so that it resounded all overl

the vessel, '' I am for Castile ! those who chuse nufl

follow me!" shouts arose immediately from alll

sides, " I will follow you ! and I ! and I
!

" Nurabenl

of the crew sprang upon the ship, brandishing we)-|

• Iliat. del Almirante, c. 102.
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ons and altering mingled threats and cries of rebel-

on. Some called upon Porras for orders what to

r, others shouted "ToCjstile! to Castile!" while,

nidst the general uproar, the voices of some despe-

^does were heard menacing the life of the Admiral.

Columbus, hearing the tumult, leaped from his

«d, ill and infirm as he was, and tottered out of the

^bin, stumbling and falling in the exertion, hoping

' his presence to pacify the mutineers. Three or

^ur of his faithful adherents, however, fearing some

olence might be offered him, threw themselves

jetween him and the throng, and taking him in their

tins, compelled him to return to his cabin.

{The Adelantado had likewise sallied forth, but in

'different mood. He had planted himself, with

Dce in hand, in a situation to take the whole brunt

the assault. It was with the greatest difficulty

at several of tlie loyal part of the crew could ap-

ase his fury, and prevail upon him to relinquish

|s weapon, and retire to the cabin of his brother.

hey now entreated Porras and his companions to

kpart peaceably, since no one sought to oppose

Lem. No advantage could be gained by violence

;

lit should they cause the death of the Admiral, they

|ould draw upon themselves tlie severest punish-

ent from the Sovereigns.'

I
These representations moderated the turbulence of

|e mutineers, and they now proceeded to carry their

^ns into execution. Taking ten canoes which the

dmiral had purchased of the Indians, they em-

Irked in them with as much exultation as if certain

jimmedialely landing on the shores ofSpain. Others

[ho had not l)een concerned in the mutiny, seeing

] large a force departing, and fearing to remain be-

nd, when so reduced in number, hastily collected

eir effects, and entered likewise into the canoes,

this way tbrty-eight abandoned the Admiral,

bny of those who remained were only detained by

|;kness, for, had they been well, must of them

ould have accompanied the deserters.' The few

ho remained faithful to the Admiral, and the sick,

bo crawled forth from their cabins, saw the de-

rture of the mutineers with tears and lamentations,

^ing themselves up for lost. Notwithstanding his

|ilady, Columbus left his bed, mingling among
se who were loyal, and visiting those who were

,
endeavouring in every way to cheer and comfort

ein. He entreated them to put their trust in God,
ho would yet relieve them ; and he promised, on
t return to Spain, to throw himself at the feet of the

|ieen, represent their loyalty and constancy, and
ain for them rewards that should compensate for

I their sufferings.^

|In the mean time Francisco de Porras and his fol-

ders, in their squadron of canoes, coasted the is-

hd to the eastward, following the route taken by

Las casas, Hist. Ind., I. il, cap. 32. Hilt, del Almirante,
V 102.

Hist, del Almirante, cap 402.

Uj Casas, I. ii, c. 32.

Mendez and Fiesco. Wherever they landed, they

committed the greatest wrongs and outrages upon
the Indians, robbing them of their provisions, and of

whatever they coveted of their effects. They endea-

voured to make their own crimes redound to the pre-

judice of Columbus, pretending to act under his au-

thority, and affimring that he would pay for every

thing that they took : if he refused, they told the

natives to kill him. They represented him as an im-

placable foe to the Indians ; as one who had tyran-

nized over other islands, causing the misery and death

of the natives, and who only sought to gain a sway
here for the purpose of inflicting like calamities.

Having reached the eastern extremity of the is-

land, they waited until the weather should be per- .

fectly calm, before they ventured to cross the gulf.

Unskilled as they were in the management of canoes,

they procured several Indians to accompany them.

The sea being at length quite smooth, they set forth

upon their voyage. Scarcely, however, had they

proceeded four leagues from land when a contrary

wind arose, and the waves began to swell. They
turned inunediately for shore. The canoes, from
their light structure, and their keels being nearly

rornd, were easily overturned, and required to be
carefully balanced. They were now deeply freighted

by men unaccustomed to them, and as the sea rose,

they frequently let in the water. The Spaniards

were alarmed, and endeavoured to lighten them, by
throwing overboard every thing that could be spared;

retaining only their arms, and a part of their provi-

sions. The danger augmented with the wind. They
now compelled the Indians to leap into the sea, ex-

cepting such as were absolutely necessary to navigate

the canoes. If they hesitated, they drove them over-

board with the edge of the sword. The Indians were
skilful swimmers, but the distance to land was too

great for their strength. They kept about the canoes,

therefore, taking hold of them occasionally to rest

themselves and recover breath. As their weight dis-

turbed the balance of the canoes, and endangered

their overturning, the Spaniards cut off their hands,

and stabbed them with their swords. Some died by
the weapons of these cruel men, others were ex-

hausted and sank beneath the waves ; thus eighteen

perished ..liserably, and none survived, but such as

had been retained to manage the canoes.'

When the Spaniards got back to land, different

opinions arose as to what course they should next

pursue. Some w<re for crossing to Cuba, for which
island the wind ivas favourable. From thence, it

was thought, thej might easily cross to the end of

Hispaniola. Oth< rs advised that they should return

and make their leace with the Admiral, or take

from him what r| iiained of arms and stores, having

thrown almost every thing overboard during their

late danger. Others counselled another attempt to

cross over to Hispaniola, as soon as the sea should

become tranquil.

• Hist, del Almirante, c. 1 02. Ijs Casas, 1. ii, c. 32.

i^l-
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This last advice was adopted. They remained for

a month at an Indian village near the eastern point

of the island, living on (he sabstance of the natives,

and treating them in the most arbitrary and capri-

cious manner. Wlien at length the weather became

serene, they made a second attempt, but were again

driven back by adverse winds. Losing all patience,

tlierefore, and despairing of the enterprise, they

abandoned their canoes, and returned westward;

wandering from village to village, a dissolute and

lawless gang, supporting themselves by fair means or

foul, according as they met with kindness or hosti-

lity, and passing like a pestilence through the island.'

CHAPTER m.

SCAICrrV op PIOVISIONS. STBiTiOBM OF COLDMBUS TO

OBTilN SUPPLIES PBOH THB NATIVES.

[ «50<. ]

While Porras and his crew were ranging about

with that desperate and joyless licentiousness which

attends the abandonment of principle, Columbus pre-

senter the opposite picture of a man supported by

conscious rectitude, and true to others and to him-

self. When he saw the crews depart which bore

away tlie healthful and vigorous portion of his gar-

rison, he exerted himself to encourage the infirm and

desponding remnant which remained. There were

but few capable of wielding arms in case of an at-

tack, and none to spare from the attendance on the

sick and the guarding of the wreck, to forage about

in search of provisions. Regardless of his own pain-

ful maladies, he was incessant in his attention to al-

leviate the sufferings and re-establish the healtlis of

his followers. By scrupulous good faith and amica-

ble conduct towards the natives, and by a judicious

use of the articles of traffic which remained, he pro-

cured, from time to time, considerable supplies of

provisions. The most palatable and nourishing of

these, together with the small stock of European bis-

cuit that remained, he ordered to be appropriated to

the sustenance of the infirm. Knowing ho\^ much

the body is affected by the operations of the mind,

he endeavoured to rouse the spirits, and animate the

hopes, of the drooping sufferers. Concealing his own
anxiety, he maintained a serene and even cheerful

countenance, encouraging his men by kind words,

and holding forth confident anticipations of speedy

relief. By his friendly and careful treatment, Co-

lumbus soon recruited both the health and spirits of

his people, and brought them all into a condition to

contribute to the common safety. Judicious regula-

tions, calmly, but firmly enforced, maintained every

thing in order. The men became sensible of the ad-

vantages of wholesome discipline, and perceived that

the reslrauils imposed upon them by their commander

• Iliat. del Almirante, c. 102. Las Uaaas, 1. il, c. 51

were for their own good, and ultiioately produciJK

of tlieir own contfort.

Columbus had thns succeeded in guarding agaiiK

the internal ills that tlureatened tite safety of his lilt

community, when alarming evils began to men
from without. The Indians being an improvi(|(

race, unused to lay up any stock of provisions, \

unwilling to subject themselves to extra labour, fou

it difficult to furnish the quantity of food daily i

quired for so many hungry men. The Europ

trinkets, once so precious, lost their value, in

fiortion as tl.ey became common. The imports

of the Admiral had been greatly diminished by i

desertion of so many of his followers; and the niali^

nant instigations of the rebels had awakened jealoit

and enmity in several of the villages, which hadl

accustomed to furnish provisions.

By degrees, therefore, the supplies began to{

off. The arrangements for the daily delivery ofo

tain quantities, made by Diego Mendez, were in

gularly attended to, and at lengtli ceased entirdjj

The Indians no longer thronged to the harbour vi^

provisions, and often refused tliem when applied i

The Spaniards were obliged to forage about the neigl

bourhood for their daily food, but found more i

more difficulty in procuring it; and now, in additi^

to their other causes for despondency, they beganif

entertain horrible apprehensions of famine.

The Admiral heard the melancholy forebodiogsJ

his men, and beheld the growing evil, but wasalj

loss for a remedy. To resort to force was an alle

native full of danger, and of but temporary efllc

It would require all those wIm) were well enough i|

bear arms to sally forth, while he and the rest ofli

infirm would be left defenceless on board of i

wreck, exposed to the vengeance of the natives.

In the mean time, the scarcity daily increi

The Indians perceived the wants of the white i

and had learnt from them the art of making bargai

They asked ten times the former quantity of En

pean articles for any amount of provisions,

brought their supplies in scanty quantities, toenhai

the eagerness of the hungry Spaniards. At lenglt

even this relief ceased, and there was an i

distress for want of food. It appeared that tbejd

lousy of the natives had been universally aroused^

Porras and his followers, and they withheld all pn

sions, in hopes either of starving the Admiral asA^

people, or of driving them from the island.

In this extremity, a fortunate idea suddenly prei

ed itself to Columbus. From his knowledge ofasm

nomy, he ascertained that, within three days, tlu

would be a total eclipse of the moon in the early
[

of the night. He sent, therefore, an Indian oft

island of Ilispaniola, who served as his interprele

to summon the principal caciques to a grand conlj

rence, appointing for it the day of the eclipse. Wli

all were assembled, he told them by his interpn

that he and his followers were the worshippers of
|

Deity who lived in the skies. That this Deily
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ultimately productin lonred such as did well, bat punished all transgres-

ors. That as they must all have noticed, he had

otected Diego Mendez and his companions in their

oyage, they having gone in obedience to the orders

rttieir commander; bnt that, on the other hand, he

ad visited Porras and his companions with all kind

rafflictions, in consequence of their rebellion. That

kis great Deity was incensed against the Indians who
ad refused or neglected to furnish his faithful wor-

mppers with provisions, and intended to chastise

^em with famine and pestilence. Lest they should

isbelieve this warning, a signal would be given that

lery night, in the heavens. They would behold the

on change its colour, and gradually lose its light;

I

token of the fearful punishment which awaited

kem.

JMany of the Indians were alarmed at the solemnity
'

this prediction, others treated it with derision,

—

l|, however, awaited with solicitude the coming of

le night. When they beheld a dark shadow stealing

|rer the moon, they began to tremble. Their fears

creased with the progress of the eclipse; and when

ley saw a mysterious darkness covering the whole

I of nature, there were no bounds to]lheir terror.

^izing upon whatever provisions they could procure,

ey hurried to the ships, uttering cries and lamen-

lions. They threw themselves at the feet of Go-

nbus, implored him to intercede with his God to

(thhold the threatened calamities, and assured him

at thenceforth they would bring him whatever he

qaired. Columbus told them he would retire and

nmune with the Deity. Shutting himself up in

I cabin, he remained tliere during the increase of

I eclipse, the forests and shores all the while re-

|nnding with the bowlings and supplications of the

i. When the eclipse was about to diminish,

] came forth and informed the natives that he had

lerceded for them with his God, who, on condition

I
their fulfilling their promises, had deigned to par-

In them: in sign of which he would withdraw the

Irkness from the moon.

^Vhen the Indians saw that planet restored pre-

ptly to its brightness, and rolling in all its beauty

ongh the firmament, they overwhelmed the Ad-
h\ with thanks for his intercession, and repaired

Ithelr homes, joyful at having escaped such great

lasters. They now regarded Columbus with awe
reverence, as a man in the peculiar favour and

blidence of the Deity, since he knew upon earth

jiat was passing in the heavens. They hastened to

pitiate him with gifts, supplies again arrived daily

|the harbour, and from that time forward, there

I no want of provisions.'

I

Hiat. del Almirante, c. 103. Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I, ii, c. 53

* .

CHAPTER IV.

IMION or DinO DB UGOBiB TO THI UnillAI»

[ iSM. ]

Eight months had now elapsed since the departure

of Mendez and Fiesco, yet no tidings had been re-

ceived of their fate. For a long time the Spaniards

had kept a wistful look-out upon the ocean, flattering

themselves that every Indian canoe, gliding at a dis-

tance, might be the harbinger of deliverance. The
hopes of the most sanguine were now fast sinking into

despondency. What tliousand perils awaited such

frail barks, and so weak a party, on an expedition of

the kind ! Either the canoes had been swallowed up
by boisterous vaves and adverse currents, or their

crews had perished among the rugged mountains and
savage tribes of Hispaniola. To increase their des-

pondency, they were informed that a vessel had been
seen, bottom upwards, drifting with thecnrrents along

the coasts of Jamaica. This might be the vessel sent

to their relief; and if so all their hopes were ship-

wrecked with it. This rumour, it is aflirmed, was
invented and circulated in the island by the rebels,

that it might reach the ears of those who remained
faithful to the Admiral, and reduce them to despair.'

It no doubt had its effect. Losing all hope of aid

troai adistance,and considering themselves abandoned
and forgotten by the world, many of the men grew
wild and desperate in their plans. Another conspiracy

was formed by one Bernardo, an apothecary of Va-
lencia, with two confederates, Alunsj de Zamora
and Pedro de Yillatoro. They designed to imitate

the attempt of Porras, to seize upon the remaining

canoes, and seek their way to Hispaniola.*

The mutiny was on the very point of breaking out,

when one evening, towards dusk, a sail was seen

standing towards the harbour. The transports ofthe

poor Spaniards may be more easily conceived than

described. The vesstl was of small size; it kept out

to sea, but sent its boat to visit the ships. Every eye
was eagerly bent to hail the countenances of Chris-

tians and deliverers. As the boat approached, they

descried in it Diego de Escobar, a man who had been

one of the most active confederates of Roldan in his

rebellion, who had been condemned to death under

the administration of Columbus, and pardoned by
his successor Bobadilla. There was bad omen in such

a messenger.

Coming alongside of the ships, Escobar put a

letter on board from Ovando, governor of Hispaniola,

together with a barrel of wine and a side of bacon,

sent as presents to the Admiral. He then drew off,

and talked with Columbus from a distance. He told

him that he was sent by the governor to express his

great concern at his misfortunes, and his regret at not

having in port a vessel of suflicient size to bring off

himself and his people, but that he would send one

' Hist, del Almirante. c. 404.

> Las Casas, Hist. Ind.. lib. ii, cap. 33.

n
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as soon as possible. Escobar gave (he Admiral as-

surances likewise, that his concerns In Hispaniola had

been faithfully attended to. He requested him, if he

had any letter to write to the governor in reply, to

give it to him as soon as possible, as he wished to re-

turn immediately.

There was something extremely singular in this

mission, but there was no time for comments ; Es-

cobar was urgent to depart. Columbus hastened,

therefore, to write a reply to Ovando couched in the

most friendly terms, depicting the dangers and dis-

tresses of his situation, increased as they were by the

rebellion of Porras, but expressing his reliance on his

promise to send him relief, confiding in which he

should remain patiently on board of his wreck. He
recommended Diego Mendez and Bartholomew Fiesco

to his favour, assuring him that they were not seat to

San Domingo with any artful design, but simply to

represent his perilous situation, and to apply for suc-

cour. ' When Escobar received this letter, he re-

turned immediately on board of his vessel, which

made all sail, and soon disappeared in the gathering

gloom of the night.

If the Spaniards had hailed the arrival of this vessel

with transports, its sudden departure, and the mys-

terious conduct of Escobar, inspired no less wonder

and consternation. He had kept aloof from all com-

munication with them, as if he felt no interest in (heir

welfare, or sympathy in their misfortunes. Co-

lumbus saw the gloom that had gathered in their

countenances, and feared the consequences. He
eagerly sought, therefore, to dispel their suspicions,

professing himself satisfied with the communications

received from Ovando, and assuring them that vessels

would soon arrive to take them all away. In con-

fidence of this, he said, he had declined to depart with

Escobar, because his vessel was too small to take the

whole, preferring to remain with them and share

their lot; and had despatched the caravel in such

haste, that no time might be lost in expediting the

necessary ships. These assurances, and the certainty

that their situation was known in San Domingo,

cheered the hearts of the people. Their hopes again

revived, and the conspiracy, which had been on the

point of breaking forth, was completely disconcerted.

In secret, however, Columbus was exceedingly in-

dignant at the conduct of Ovando. He had left him
for many months in a state of the utmost danger,

and most distressing uncertainty, exposed to the hos-

tilities of the natives, the seditions of his men, and

the suggestions of bis own despair. He had, at length,

sent a mere tantalizing message, by a man known to

be one of his bitterest enemies, witli a present of food,

which, from its scantiness, seemed intended to mock
their necessities.

Columbus believed that Ovando had purposely

neglected* him, hoping that he would perish on the

island, being apprehensive that, should he return in

safety, he would be reinstated in the government of

Las Casas, I. ii, c. 34.

Hisiumiola: and he considered Escobar merely nj
spy sent by the governor to ascertain the state

i

himself and his crew, and whether they were yet
i

existence. Las Casas, who was then at San

mingo, expresses similar suspicions. He says

Escobar was chosen because Ovando was certain th

from ancient enmity, he would have no sympaii

for the Admiral. That he was ordered not to got

board of the vessels, nor to land, neither was heij

hold conversation with any of the crew, or recdij

any letters, except those of the Admiral. In a wo

that he was a mere scout to collect information.

'

Others have ascribed the long neglect of Ovan

to extreme caution. There was a rumour preva

that Columbus, irritated at the suspension of his d

nilies by the court of Spain, intended to transfer l

newly-discovered countries into the hands ofhis r

republic, Genoa, or of some other power. Suchi

mours had long been current, and to their rei

circulation Columbus himself alludes in his lettersi

to the Sovereigns by Diego Mendez. The
plausible apology given is, that Ovando was ah

for several months in the interior, occupied in «i|

with the natives, and that there were no ships at S

Domingo of sufficient burden to take ColumbuM

his crew to Spain. He may have feared Miat,shi

they come to reside for any length of time on i

island, either the Admiral would interfere in

affairs, orendeavour to make a party in his favour;i

that in consequence of the number of his old enfo

still resident there, former scenes of faction and t

bulence might be revived. ' In the mean time thej

tuation of Columbus in Jamaica, while it dUp

of him quietly until vessels should arrive from Spi

could not, he may have thought, be hazardous.

had sufficient force and arms for defence, and liet

made amicable arrangements with the natives rorl

supply of provisions, as Diego Mendez, who I

made those arrangements, had no doubt infon

him. Such may have been the reasoning by wLif

Ovando, under the real influence of his intere$l,n

have reconciled his conscience to a measure liiate

cited the strong reprobation of his contempon

and has continued to draw upon him the su

of mankind.

CHAPTER V.

VOIAOB or DIBGO HBRDEZ AND BARTBOLOMIW VIUCO a\

CANOE TO HISPANIOLA.

[ tso*. ]

It is proper to give here some account of the i

sion of Diego Mendez and Bartholomew Fiesco, i

of the circumstances which prevented the latter fni

reluming to Jamaica. When he had taken leaTef

the Adelantado at the east end of the island, theyo

LasCasag, Hi8t.Iad.,Iii,c.S3. Hist. del AlmiTante,a|vl|

' Las catas, ubi sup. Hist, del Almirante, ubi sup.

sh^
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Hist, del Almirante,(!ip.l|

Almlrante, ubi »up.

linned all day in a direct coarse, animating the In-

jiians who navigated their canoes, and who frequently

oused at ttieir lalwur. There was no wind, tlie sl(y

ras without a cloud, and llie sea perfectly calm ; the

heat, therefore, became intolerable. They had no

khelter from tiie sun, whose burning rays were re-

Pected from the surface of the ocean, and seemed to

orch their very eyes. The Indians, exhausted by

jieat and toil, would often leap into the water to cool

(heir glowing bodies and refresh themselves, and,

liter remaining there a short time, would return with

lew vigour to their labours. At the going down of

|he sun they lost sight of land. During the night the

ndians took turns, one half to row while the others

pept. The Spaniards, in like manner, divided their

hrces: while one half took repose, the others kept

uard with weapons in hand, ready to defend them-

|elves in case of any perfidy on the part of their savage

ompanions.

Watching and toiling in this way through the

light, they were exceedingly fatigued at the return

' day. They beheld nothing around them but sea

nd sky. Their frail canoes, heaving up and down
^ilh the swelling and sinking of the ocean, seemed

arcely capable of sustaining the broad undulations

ra calm ; how would they be able to live amidst the

jfaves and surges, should the wind arise? The
pmmanders did all they could to keep up the flag-

ng spirits of the men. Sometimes they permitted

jiem a respite; at other times they took the paddles

nd shared their toils. But labour and fatigue were

on forgotten in a new source of suffering. During

he preceding sultry day and night, the Indians,

jarched and fatigued, had drunk up all the water.

fhey now began to experience the torments of

lirst. In proportion as the sun arose, their thirst

kcreased ; the calm which favoured the navigation

J
the canoes rendered this misery the more intense.

here was not a breeze to fan the air, or counteract

}e ardent rays of a tropical sun. Their sufferings

lere irritated by the prospect around them—nothing
lit water while they were perishing with thirst. At
lid-day their strength failed them, and they could

lork no longer. Fortunately, at this time the com-
landers of the canoes found, or pretended to find,

Vo small kegs of water, which they had perhaps

«relly reserved for such an extremity. Administer-

|g the precious contents from time to time, in sparing

outhfuls to their companions, and particularly to

le labouring Indians, they enabled them to resume

leir toils. They cheered them witii the hopes of

on arriving at a small island called Navasa, which
' directly in their way, and was only eight leagues

join Hispaniola. Here they would be able to procure

ater (0 allay their thirst, and might take repose.

[For the rest of the day they continued faintly and
eariiy labouring forward, and keeping an anxious

jok out for the island. The day passed away, the

In went down, yet there was no sign of land, not

ren acloud on the horizon that might deceive them

into a hope. According to their calculations, they

had certainly come the distance from Jamaica at

which Navasa lay. They began to fear that they had

deviated from their course. If so, they should miss

the island entirely, and perish with thirst before

they could reach Hispaniola.

The night closed upon them without any sight of

the island. They now despaired of touching at it, for

it was so small and low that, even if they were to

pass near, they would scarcely be able to perceive it

in the dark. One of the Indians sunk and died, under

the accumulated sufferings of labour, heat, and rag-

ing thirst. His body was thrown into the sea.

Others lay panting and gasping at the bottom of the

canoes. Their companions, troubled in spirit, and
exhausted in strength, feebly continued tlieir toils.

Sometimes they endeavoured to cool their parched

palates by taking sea-water in their mouths, but its

briny acrimony rather increased their thirst. Now
and then, but very sparingly, they were allowed a

drop of water from the kegs ; but this was only in

cases of the utmost extremity, and principally to those

who were employed in rowing. The night had far

advancetl, but those whose turn it was to take repose

were unable to sleep, from theintensity of their thirst;

or if they slept, it was but to be tantalised with dreams
of cool fountainsand running brooks, and to awaken
in redoubled torment. The last drop of water had
been dealt out to the Indian rowers, but it bad only

served to irritate their sufferings. They scarce could

move their paddies ; one after another gave up, and

it seemed impossible that they should live to reach

Hispaniola.

The commanders, by admirable management, had

hitherto kept up this weary struggle with suffer-

ing and despair: they now, too, began to despond.

Diego Mendez sat watching the horizon, which was
gradually lighting up with those faint rays which

precede the rising of the moon. As that planet arose,

he perceived it to emerge from behind some dark

mass elevated above the level of the ocean. He im-

mediately gave the animating cry of " land." His al-

most expiring companions were roused by it to new
life. It proved to be the island of Navasa, but so

small, and low, and distant, that had it not been

thus revealed by the rising of the moon, they would

never have discovered it. The error in their reckon-

ing with respect to the island, had arisen from rais^

calculating the rate of sailing of the canoes, from not

making sufficient allowance for the fatigue of the

rowers and for the opposition of the current.

New vigour was now diffused throughout the

crews. They exerted themselves with feverish im-

patience ; by the dawn of day they reached the land,

and, springing on shore, returned thanks to God for

such signal deliverance. The island was a mere

mass of rocks, half a league in circuit. There was

neither tree, nor shrub, nor herbage, nor stream,

nor fountain. Hurrying about, however, with anx-

ious search, they fbund to their joy abundance of

406
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raiii-waler in Uie liollows of the rocks. Ea^rly

wooping it up willi their calabashes, Ihey quenclied

their burning lliirst by immoderate draughts. Itwas

in vain lliat tlie more prudent warned the others of

llieir danger. Tlie S|Hmiards were in some degree

restrained; but tlie poor Indians, whose toils liad

increased the fever of flicir thirst, gave way to a kind

of frantic indulgence. Several died upon (he spot,

and others fell dangerously ill.

Having allayed their thirst, they now looked about

in search of food. A few sliell-tish were found along

the sliore, and Diego Mendez, striking a light, and

gathering drift wood, they were enabled to boil them,

and to make a delicious banquet. All day they re-

mained reposing in the sliadeof the rocks, refreshing

themselves after their intolerable sufferings, and gaz-

ing upon Hispaniola, whose mountains were seen

rising alwve the horizon, at eight leagues' distance.

In the cool of the evening tliey once more embark-

ed, invigorated by repose, and arrived safely at Cape
Tiburon on the following day, the fourth since their

departure from Jamaica. Here tliey landed on the

banks of a beautiful river, where ttiey were kindly

received and treated by the natives. Such are the

particulars, collected from different sources, * of this

adventurous and interesting voyage, on the precarious

success of which depended the deliverance of Colum-
bus and his crews. The voyagers remained for two
days among the hospitable natives on the banks of

the river, to refresh themselves. Fiesco would have

returned to Jamaica according to promise, to give

assurance to the Admiral and his companions of the

safe arrival of their messenger; but both Spaniards

and Indians had suffered so much during the voyage,

tliat nothing could induce them to encounter the

perils of a return in the cunoes.

Parting with his companions, Diego Mendez look

six Indians o' the island, and set off resolutely to

coast in his canoe one hundred and thirty leagues to

San Domingo. After proceeding for eighty leagues,

with inlinile toil, always against the currents, and
subject to perils from the native tribes, be was in-

formed that the governor had departed for Xaragua,
fifty leagues distant. Still undaunted by fatigues and
difOcullies, he abandoned his canoe, and proceeded
alone and on foot through forestsand over mountains,

until he arrived at Xaragua, achieving one of the

most perilous expeditions ever undertaken by a de-
voted follower for the safety of his commander.
Ovando received him with great kindness, express-

ing the utmost concern at the unfortunate situation

of Columbus. He made many promises of sending

immediate relief, but sufferedday after day, week after

week, and even month after month to elapse, without

Not far from tJie island of Navasa there gushes up in the sea
a pure fountain of fresh water that sweetens the surface for some
disUuce : this circumstance was of course unknown to the Spa-
niards at the time. ( Oviedo. Cronica, 1. vi, c. 12.

)

> Hist, del Almirantc, c. t05. Las Casas, 1. ii, g. 31 . Testament
of Dipgo Mendez. Navarri'te, t. i.

carrying his promises intocffect. He was at lliailinKl

completely engrosMctl with his wars with tlie iialivn,!

and had a ready plea, that there were no shipsJ
sufficient burden at San Domingo. Had he felt|l

proper zeal, however, for the safety of a man li|i(|

Columbus, it would have been easy, within

months, to liave devised some means, if not of dt'liverj

ing him from his situation, at least of conveying i||

him ample reinforcements and supplies.

The faithful Mendez remained for seven nmijk

in Xaragua, detained there under various preteiJ

by Ovando, who was unwilling that he should pi^l

ceed to San Domingo
;

partly, as is intimated, froal

his having some jealousy of his lieing employed i||

secret agency for the Admiral, and partly from J
desire to throw impediments in the way of his ijA

tainin^ the required relief. At length, by daily ig.!

portunity, he obtained permission to go to San D»l

mingo, and await the arrival of certain ships \\hi\

were expected, of which be proposed to purclit

one on the account of the Admiral. He immediate

set out on foot, a distance of seventy leagues, partij

his toilsome journey lying through forests and an

mountains infested by hostile and exasperated Indiaui|

It was after his departure that Ovando despatclied i

caravel commanded by the pardoned rebel EscGbvJ

on that singular and equivocal visit, which, in i

eyes of Columbus, had the air of a mere advenlun

expedition to spy into the camp ofan enemy.

CHAPTER VI.

OVEITURES OP CflLUMBDS TO TOE MUTINEEHS. IIATni(1l|

TOE ADELiNTADO WITU P0BBA8 AND UIS VOLLOWCBS,

[ tsos. ]

When Columbus had soothed the disappoinin

of his men, at the brief and unsatisfactory visit a

sudden departure of the vessel of Escobar, he euiie

voured to turn the event to some advantage with ll

rebels. He knew them to be disheartened by I

inevitable miseries attending a lawless and dissoid

life, that many longed to return to the safe and qoitj

path of duty, and that the most malignant, seei^

how he had foiled all their intrigues among the i

tives to produce a famine, began to fear his uitiiKlj

triumph and his consequent vengeance. A fav»

able opportunity, he thought, now presented to t

advantage of these feelings, and by gentle means I

bring them back to their allegiance. He sent twoii|

his people, therefore, who were most intimate vill|

the rebels, to inform them of the recent arrival ofj

vessel with letters from the Governor of Hispaiiiolii

promising him a speedy deliverance from the islai

He now offered a free pardon, kind treatment,

a passage witli him in the expected ships, on con

tion of their inunediate return to obedience. To c

vince them of the arrival of the vessel, he sent th
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I
part of the luicon which had been bruughl by Es-

ubar.

On the npproacli of these amhasiMidors, Francisco

^le I'urras came fortli to meet them, accom|>anie(l

M)lely by a few of (lie ringieadcni of liis parly, lie

]ina;{ine<l lliat tliere niiglit lie some propoHitions from

Ihe Admiral, and he was fearful of their bein^ heard

Ly the niasH of liis people, who, in tiieir dissatislied

Ind repentant niooil, would lie Ukely to desert him

L the least prospect of |>ardon. Having' listened to

(lie tidings and overtures brought by the messengers,

Porras and his conlidential confederates consulted for

Hne time together. Perfidious in their own nature,

Ijiey suspected the sincerity of the Admiral; and,

lonscious of the extent of their offences, they doubled

Lis having the mat^nanimily (o [liirdon them. They
leterniined, therefore, not to confide in his proffered

[ninesly. They replied to the messengers, tliat they

(ad no wish to return to the ships, but preferred liv-

ngal large about the island. They offered to engage,

Lowever, to conduct themselves peaceably and amica-

lly, on receiving a solemn promise from the Admi-

al, that should two vessels arrive, they should have

|ne to depart in ; should but one arrive, the half of it

houid be granted to them ; and that, moreover, the

Admiral should share with (hem the stores and (lie

|rticles of Indian traffic which remained in the ships,

hey having lost all that they had in the sea. When
1 was observed that these demands were extravagant

nd inadmissible, they replied insolently that, if they

Irere not peaceably conceded, they woultl take them

|y force; and with this menace they di.^missed the

mlKissadors.

'

This conference was not conducted so privately,

ut that (he rest of the rebels learnt the whole pur-

ort of the mission, and the offer of pardon and de-

Iverance occasioned the greatest '.umull and agita-

|on. Porras, fearfid of their desertion, had resort

I all his elo(|uence, and to the most desperate false-

ds (0 delude them. He told them that these offers

r (he Admiral were all deceitful, that he was natu-

blly cruel and vindictive, and only sought to get

liem into his power to wreak on (hem his vengeance.

le exhor(ed them to persist in their opposition to his

rranny ; reminding them, that those who had for-

perly dune so in Hispaniola, had eventually triumph-

1, and sent him home in irons ; he assured them
|int they might do the .same, and he again made
aiinting promises of protection in Spiiin, through (he

hflaence of his relatives. But tiie Iwldest of his as-

prtions was with respect to the caravel of Escobar.

1 shows the ignorance of (he age, and the supersti-

ousawe which the common people entertained with

jespect (0 Columbus and his astronomical know-
^dge. Porras assured (hem that no real caravel had

rived; that it was a mere phantasm conjured up by
|ie Admiral, who was deeply versed in necromancy.

^1 proof of this, he adverted to its arriving in (he

Las Caous, I. ii, cap. 35. Hist. OqI Almirante, c. 106.

dusk of the evening : Us holding commnnicalion witli

no one but the Admiral, and its sudden disappearance

in the night. Had it been a real caravel, the people

of it would have sought to talk with their coantry-

men ; the Admiral, his son, and lirother, would have

eagerly endurked on board : and it would, at any

rate, have remained a little while in port, and not

have vanished so suddenly and mysteriously.

'

My these and similar delusions, Porras succeeded

in workuig upon tlie feelings and credulity of his fol-

lowers. Fearful, however, tiiat they might yield tu

after reflection, and to further offers from the Ad-

miral, he determine<i to involve them in some act of

violence that should conrniit tliem beyond all hope of

forgiveness. lie marched them, tlierefore, one day,

to an Indian village, called Maima,* where after-

wards was built a town called Seville, and which was
about a quarter of a league from the ships. His in-

tention is said to have been to plunder the stores re-

maining onboard the wreck, and to take the Admiral

pris(mer. '

Columbus had notice of the designs of the rebels,

and of their approach. Being confined hy his iniirm-

ities, he sent his brodier to endeavour with mild

words to persuade them from their purpose, and to

win them to oliedience; but with sufficient force to

resist any violence. The Adelantado, who was ge-

nerally a man rather of deeds than of words, took

with him fifty followers, several of them men of tried

resolution, and ready to fight in a^y cause. They
were well armed and full of courage, though many
were pale and debilitated from recent sickness, and

from long confinement to the ships. Arriving on the

side of a hill within a bow-shot of the village, the

Adelantado discovered the rebels, and despatched

the same two messengers to treat with tliem, who
had already carried them the offer of pardon. Porras

and his fellow-leaders, however, would not permit

them to approach. They confided in the superiority

of their numbers, in their men being, for the most

part, hardy sailors, rendered robust and vigorous by

tlie roving life they had been leading in tlie forest and

the open air. They knew that many of tliose who
were with the Adelantado were men brought up in a

softer mode of life. They pointed to their pale coun-

tenances, and persuaded iJieir followers (hat they were

mere household men, fair-weather troops, who could

never stand before them. Tliey did not reflect that,

with such men, pride and lofty spirit often more than

supply the place oi bodily force, and they forgot that

(heir adversaries had the incalculable advantage of

justice and law upon their side. Deluded by their

words, their followers were excited to a transient

glow of courage, and, brandishing their weapons, re-

fused to listen to the messengers.

Six of the stoutest of the rebels made a league t»

sland by one anoUier and to attack Uie Adelantado,

• Hist, del Almirante, c. 106.

> At present, Mammec Bay.

> Hint. de( Almirante, iibi s«p.

LaaCasat, I. ii, c. 53.
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for, he being killed, the rest would be easily defeat-

ed. The main body formed themselves into a squa-

dron, drawing their swords and shaking their lances.

Thej^did not wait to be assailed, but, uttering shouts

and menaces, rushed upon the enemy. They were

so well received, however, that at the first shock

four or five were killed, most of them the confede-

rateswho had leagued to attack the Adelantado. The
latter, with his own hand, killed Juan Sanchez, the

same powerful mariner who had carried off the ca-

cique Quibian, and Juan Barber also, who had first

drawn a sword against the Admiral in this rebellion.

The Adelantado with his usual vigour and courage

was dealing his blows about him in the thickest of the

affray, where several lay killed and wounded, when

he was assailed by Francisro de Porras. The rebel

with a blow of his sword cleft the buckler of Don
Bartholomew, and wounded him in the hand which

grasped it. The sword remained wedged in the

shield, and before Porras could withdraw it, the Ade-

Ii^ltado closed upon him, grappled him, and being

assisted by others, after a severe struggle, succeeded

in taking him prisoner.

'

When the rebels beheld their leader a captive, their

transient courage was at an end, and they fled in con-

fusion. The Adelantado would have pursued them,

but was persuaded to let them escape with the pu-

nishment they had received; especially as it was ne-

cessary to guard against the possibility of an attack

from the Indians.

The latter had taken arms and drawn up in battle

array, gazing with astonishment at this fight between

white men, but without taking part on either side.

When the battle was over, they approaclied the field,

gazing upon the dead bodies of the beings they had

once fancied immortal. They were curious in exa-

mining the wounds made by the Christian weapons.

Among the wounded insurgents was Pedro Ledesma,

the same pilot who so bravely swam asliore at Yera-

gua, to procure tidings of the colony. He was a man
of prodigious muscular force and a hoarse deep voice.

As the Indians, who thought him dead, were inspect-

ing the wounds with which he was literally covered,

he suddenly uttered an ejaculation in his tremendous

voice, at the sound of which the savages fled in dis-

may. This man having fallen into a cleft or ravine,

was not discovered by the white men until the dawn-

ing of the following day, having remained all that

time without a drop of water. The number and se-

verity of the wounds he had received appeared incre-

dible, but they are mentioned by Fernando Columbus,

who was an eye-witness, and by Las Casas, who had

the account from Ledesma himself. For want of

proper remedies, his wounds were treated in the

roughest manner; yet, through the aid of a most vi-

gorous constitution, he completely recovered. Las

Casas conversed with him several years afterwards

at Seville, when he obtained from him various parti-

culars concerning this voyage ofColumbus. Some few

' Hist. del Aliiiiraiile,c. 107. La8CiuaB,Hi8t.Ind.,lib.ii,c.3S.

days after this conversation, however, he heard thatj

Ledesma had fallen under the knife of an assassin.'

The Adelantado, after his victory, returned igl

triumph to the ships, where he was received by |)k|

Admiral in the most affectionate manner, thankinjl

him as his deliverer. He brought Porras and sevenll

of his followers prisoners. Of his own party only twgl

had been wounded; himself in the hand, and the Ad-I

miral's steward, who had received an appareniijl

sligiit wound with a lance, equal to one of the mMl
insignificant of those with which Ledesma was cover-|

ed ; yet, in spite of careful treatment, he died.

On tlie next day, the 20Ui of May, the fugitiral

sent a petition to the Admiral, signed with all theotl

names, in which, says Las Casas, they confessed all

their misdeeds, and cruellies, and evil intentions,!

supplicating the Admiral to have pity on them anil

pardon them for their rebellion, for which God hajl

already punished them. They offered to return lol

their obedience and to serve him faithfully in future^ I

making an oath to that effect upon a cross and amit-l

sal, accompanied by an imprecation worthy of beiii;|

recorded :
" They hoped, should they break theirj

oath, that no priest, or other Christian might ever I

confess them, that repentance might be of no aval,!

that they might be deprived of the holy sacramenlil

of the church, that at their death they might receivtl

no benefit from bulls or indulgences, that their bodinl

might be cast out into the fields like those of herelicsl

and renegadoes, instead of being buried in iioljl

ground ; and that they might not receive absolulioil

from the pope, nor from cardinals, nor archbisliopsl

nor bishops, nor any other Christian priests."' Sucbl

were the awful imprecations by which these menl

endeavoured to add validity to an oath. The worlh-l

lessness of a man's word may always be knowDLj|

the extravagant means he uses to enforce it.

The Admiral saw by the abject nature of this pe-l

tition, how completely the spirit of' these misguidedl

men was broken ; with his wonted magnanimity, bel

readily granted tlieir prayer, and pardoned their oF^I

fences; but on one condition, that their ringleader,

[

Francisco Porras, should remain a prisoner.

As it was difficult to maintain so many persons on I

board of the ships, and as quarrels might take place
|

between persons who had so recently been at blows,!

Columbus put the late followers of Porras under the I

command of a discreet and faithful man; and giviiij|

in his charge a quantity of European articles for the I

purpose of purchasing food of the natives, he directed I

him to forage about the island until the expected ves-|

sels should arrive.

At length, after a long year of alternate hope and I

despondency, the doubts of the Spaniards were jof-f

fully dispelled by the sight of two vessels standin;!

into the harbour. One proved to be a ship wiiicbl

had been hired and well victualled, at the expense oil

the Admiral, by the faithful and indefatigable Diegoj

> Las Casag, Hist. Ind., 1. li. c. 33.

' hM Casas, Hial. Ind., I. ii, c. 33.
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fendez; the other bad been subsequently fitted out

ky Ovando, and put under the command of Diego de

alcedo, the Admiral's agent employed to collect his

ents in San Domingo.

The long neglect of Ovando to attend to the relief

Lf Columbus had, it seems, roused the public indig-

ation, insomuch that animadversions had been made

Lpon bis conduct even in the pulpits. This is af-

prmed by Las Casas, who was at San Domingo at

lie time. If the governor had really entertained

kopes that, during the delay of relief, Columbus

night perish in the island, the report brought back

Ly Escobar must have completely disappointed him.

]jo time was to be lost if he wished to claim any

neril in his deliverance, or to avoid the disgrace of

paving totally neglected him. He exerted himself,

lierefore, at the eleventh hour, and despatched a

aravelatthe same time with the ship sent by Diego

llendez. The latter having faithfully discharged this

art of his mission, and seen the ships depart, pro-

eded to Spain on the further concerns of the

kdmiral.

'

BOOK xvn.

CHAPTER I.

DimiSTBiTIOIl OP OTANDO IN IIISPANlOLi. OPPBESSION OF

TUG NATIVES.

[ ISOS. ]

Before relating the return of Columbus to Hispa-

tiola, it is proper to notice some of the principal oc-

urrences in that island, which took place under the

Some briefnotice of the furtherrortuncs of Diego Mendez may
e interesting to the reader. When King Ferdinand heard of his

litlilu! servlees. says Ovicdo. he bestowed rcwanis upon Mendez,

nil permitted liim to bear a canoe in his coat of arms, as a mc-

Icntoof his loyalty. He continued devotedly attached to the Ad-

liral, serving him zealously after his return to Spain, and during

Is last illness. Columbuiirelaincdthemost gratefuland affection-

le sense of his thlclity. On his death-bed he promisetl Mendez,

]ial, in reward for his services, he should be apiiointed principal

guazll of the island of Hispaiiiola; an engagentent which the

|(linir.irs son Dim Diego, who was present, cheerfully undertook

1 perform. A few years afterwards, when the latter succeeded to

fe office of his father, Mendez reminded him of the promise, but

Un Diego informed him that he had given the office to his uncle

On Bartholomew; he assured him, however, that he should re-

kive something eiiuivalent. Mendez shrewdly replied that the

jiuivalent had l)etler be given to DonBardiolomew and the office

I himself, according to agreement. The promise, however,

fcmained unperformed, and Diego Mendezunrewarded. He was

Iterwanls engaged on voyages of discovery in vessels of his own,
lit met with many vicissitudes, and ap|)ears to have died in

piioverished circumstances. His last will, from which these

hrticulars are principally gathered, was dated in Valladolld, the

HI) of June, 1330, by which it is evident he must have been in

ke prime of life at the time of his voyage with the Admiral. In

fawM he reijuested that the reward which had been pniinisod

I him should be paid to hli cMldren, by making his eldest son

k'incipal alguazll for life of the city of San Domingo, and his other

government of Ovando. A great crowd of adven-

turers of various ranks had thronged his fleet—eager

speculators, credulous dreamers, and broken-down

gentlemen of desperate fortunes; all expecting to en-

rich themselves suddenly in an island where gold

was to be picked up from the surface of the soil, or

gathered from the mountain -brooks. They had

scarcely landed, says Las Casas, who accompanied

the expedition, when they all hurried off to the mines,

which were about eight leagues' distance. The
roads swarmed like ant-hills, with adventurers of all

classes. Every one had his knapsack of biscuit or

flour, and his mining implements on his shoulders.

Those hidalgos, or gentlemen, who had no servants

to carry their burdens, bore them on their own backs,

and lucky was he who had a horse for the journey

;

he would be able to bring back the greater load of

treasure. They all set out in high spirits, eager who
should first reach the golden land, thinking they had

but to arrive at the mines, and collect riches; "for

they fancied," says Las Casas, "that gold was to be

gathered as easily and readily as fruit from the trees."

When they arrived, however, they discovered, to

their dismay, that it was necessary to dig painfully

into the bowels of the earth—a labour to which most

of them had never been accustomed ; that it required

experience and sagacity to detect the veins of ore

;

that, in fact, the whole process of mining was ex-

ceedingly toilsome, demanding vast patience, much
experience, and, after all, being full of uncertainty.

They digged eagerly for a time, but found no ore.

They grew hungry, threw by their implements, sat

down to eat, and then returned to work. It was all

in vain. "Their labour," says Las Casas, "gave

them a keen appetite and quick digestion, but no

gold." They soon consumed their provisions, ex-

hausted their patience, cursed their infatuation, and

in eight days set off drearily on their return along the

son lieutenant to the Admiral for the same city. It does not appear

whether this request was complied with under the successors of

Don Diego.

In another clause ri hs will, he desired that a large stone should

be placed upon his sepulchre, on which should be engraved,

" Here lies the honourable Cavalier Diego Mendez, who served

greatly the royal crown of Spain, in the conquest of the Indies,

with the Admiral Don Christopher Columbus, of glorious memory,

who made the discovery ; and afterwards by himself, with ships at

his own cost. He died, etc., etc. Bestow in charity a Paler

noster, and an Ave Maria."

He ordered that in the midst of this stone, there should be carved

an Indian canoe, as given him by the King fur armorial bearings

in memorial of his voyage from Jamaica to Uispaniola, and above

it should be engraved in large letters, the word " CA«OA." He
enjoined n|K)n his heirs loyalty to the Admiral (Don Diego Colnm-

bus ), and his lady, and gave them much ghostly counsel, mingled

with pious benedictions. As an heir-loom in his family he be-

queathed his library, consisting ofa few volumes, which accom-

iwnied him in his wanderings : viz. " The Art of Holy Dying, by

lirasmus ; A Sermon of the same author, in Spanish j The Lingua

and the Ctilloquies of the same i the History of Josephus ; The mo-

ral Philosophy of Aristotle ; the Book of Uie Holy Land ; a Book

called the Contemplation of the Passion of our Saviour; a Tract

on the Vengeance of the Death of Agamemnon ; and several other

short treatises. " This curious and characteristic te«takTient is lii

the archives of the Duke of Veragua, in Madrid*
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roads they had lately trod so exultingly. They ar-

rived at San Domingo without an ounce or gold, half

famished, downcast, and despairing.* Such is too

often the case of those who ignorantly engage in

mining—of all speculations the most brilliant, pro-

mising, and fallacious.

Poverty soon fell upon these misguided men. They

exhausted the little property they had brough'd from

Spain. Many suffered extremely from hunger, and

were obliged to exchange even their apparel for

bread. Some formed connexions with the old set-

tlers of the island, but the greater part were like men
lost and bewildered, andjust awakened from a dream.

The miseries of the mind, as usual, heightened the

sufferings of the body. Some wasted away and died

broken-hearted ; others were hurried off by raging

fevers, so that there soon perished upwards of a liiou-

sand men.

Ovando was reputed a man of great prudence and

sagacity, and he certainly took several judicious mea-

sures for the regulation of the island, and the relief

of the colonists. He made arrangements for distri-

buting the married persons and the families which

bad come ont in his fleet, in four towns in the in-

terior, granting them important privileges. He re-

vived the drooping zeal for mining by reducing the

royal share of the product from one-half to a third,

and shortly after to a fifth; but he empowered the

Spaniards to avail themselves, in the most oppressive

manner, of the labour of the unhappy natives in work-

ing the mines. The charge of treating the natives

with severity had been one of those chiefly urged

against Columbus. It is proper, therefore, to notice,

in this respect, the conduct of his successor, a man
chosen for bis prudence, and his supposed capacity

to govern. It will be recollected, that when Co-

lumbus was in a manner compelled to assign lands to

the rebellious followers of Francisco lloldan in 1491),

he had made an arrangement, that the caciques in

their vicinity should, in lieu of tribute, furnish a

number of their subjects to assist them in cultivating

their estates. This, as has been observed, was the

commencement of the disastrous system of rcparti-

mienlos, or distributions of the Indians. When Bo-

badilla administered the government, he constrained

the caciques to furnish a certain number of Indians

to each Spaniard, for the purpose of working the

mines, where they were employed like beasts of bur-

den. He made an enumeration of the natives, to

prevent evasion, reduced them into classes, and dis-

tributed them among the Spanish inhabitants. The
enormous oppressions which ensued have been no-

ticed. They roused the indignation of Isabella, and

when Ovando was sent out to supersede Bobadilla,

in 1302, the natives were pronounced free. They
immediately refused to labour in the mines.

Ovando represented to the Spanish Sovereigns, in

1503, that ruinous consequences resulted to the co-

lony from this entire liberty granted to the Indians.

Las Casus, Hist . Ind., I. li, c. 6.

He stated that the tribute could not be collected, fori

the Indians were lazy and improvident; that then^l

tives could only be kept from vices and irregulariiial

by occupation ; that they now kept aloof from tiie|

Spaniards, and from all instruction in the Chri$tiai|

faith.

The last representation had an influence with Isi.|

bella,and drew a letter from the Sovereigns to Ovandi|

in 1S03, in which he was ordered to spare no paiml

to attach the natives to the Spanish nation and llie|

catholic religion. To make them labour moderatelyJ

if absolutely essential to their own good ; but to tenhl

per authority with persuasion and kindness. To pajl

them regularly and fairly for their labour, and to have)

tiiem instructed in religion on certain days.

Ovando availed himself of the powers given hinl

by this letter, in their fullest extent. He assigned it I

each Castilian a certain number of Indians, accurdintl

to tho quality of the applicant, the nature of theap-l

plication, or his own pleasure. It was arranged ii|

the form of an order on a cacique for a certain num-l

her of Indians, who were to be paid by their em-l

ployer, and instructed in the catholic faith. The payl

was so small as to be little better than nominal; thel

instruction was little more than the mere ceremoii;!

of baptism; and the term of labour was at firstsjil

months, and then eight months in the year. Undal

cover of this hired labour, intended for the good boi|||

of their bodies and their souls, more intolerable toill

was exacted from them, and more horrible cruellie)|

were inflicted than in the worst days of Bolwdillil

They were separated often the distance of several)

days' journey from their wives and children, doomed I

to intolerable labour of all kinds, extorted by thel

cruel infliction of the lash. For food they had lliel

cassava-bread, an unsubstantial support for nml

obliged to labour; sometimes a scanty portion of port
|

was distributed among a great number of tlieni-

scarce a mouthful to each. When the Spaniardsl

who superintended tlie mines were ai their repasj

says Las Casas, the famished Indians scrambled un-[

der the table, like dogs, for any bone that might bel

thrown to them. After they had gnawed and siickedl

it, they pounded it between stones and mixed it villi|

their cassava-bread, that nothing of so precious a
[

morsel might Ite lost. As to those who lalH)iired ill

the fields, they never tasted either flesh orlish;al

little cassava-bread and a few roots were tlieir sup-l

port. While the Spaniards thus withheld the iiuu-F

rishment necessary to sustain their henltli andl

strength, they exacted a degree of labour surficienll

to break down the most vigorous man. If the In-I

dians fled from this incssant toil and barbarous con"

I

cion, and look refuge in the mountains, they viml

hunted out like wild beasts, scourged in tlie ninsl iu-l

human manner, and laden with chains to prevent il

secotid escape. Many perished long before their tennl

of labour had expired. Those who survived tlieiti

term of six or eight monlhl, were permitted to rr-l

turn to their homes, until the next term conintencedT

m
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ut their homes were often forty, sixty, and eighty

ta<niea distant. They had nothing to sustain them

hiroiigli liie journey but a few roots or agi peppers,

a little cassara-bread. Worn down by long toil

\nA cruel hardships, which their feeble conslilutions

irere incapable of sustaining, many had not strength

|o perform the journey, but sank down and died by

llie way; some by the side of a brook, others under

he shade of a tree, where they had crawled for shel-

er from the sun. " I have found many dead in the

ad," says Las Casas, "others gasping under the

Lees, and others in the pangs of deatli, faintly crying

lunger ! hunger
! "

' Those who reached their homes

nost commonly found them desolate. During the

Lglil months that they had been absent, their wives

Ind children had either perished or wandered away;

Die fields on which they depended for food were

Iverrun with weeds, and nothing was left them but

I lie down, exhausted, and despairing, and die at

lie threshold of their habitations."

It is impossible to pursue any further the picture

jrawn by the venerable Las Casas, not of what he

lad heard, but of what he had seen—nature and

luinanity revolt at the details. Suffice it to say that,

intolerable were the toils and sufferings inflicted

Ipon this weak and unoffending race, that they sunk

Inder them, dissolving as it were from the face of

he earth. Many killed themselves in despair, and

wen mothers overcame the powerful instinct of na-

|ire, and destroyed the infants at their breasts, to

are them a life of wretchedness. Twelve years

lad not elapsed since the discovery of the island, and

leveral hundred thousands of its native inhabitants

1 perished, miserable victims to the grasping avarice

Ifthe white men.

CHAPTER U.

MASSACBE AT XABAGUA. FATE OP ANACAONA.

[ «303. ]

I

The sufferings of the natives under the civil policy

JOvando have been briefly shown : it remains to give

Iconcise view of the military operations of this com-

|ander, so lauded by certain of the early historians for

i prudence. By this notice a portion of the eventful

story of this island will be recounted which is con-

«te(l with the fortunes of Columbus, and which

|>inprises the thorough subjugation, and, it may al-

it be said, extermination of the native inhabitants.

nd first, we must treat of the disasters of the beau-

lul province of Xaragua, the seat of hospitality, the

|fage of the suffering Spaniards, and of the fate of

le female cacique Anacaona, once the pride of the

land, and the generous friend of the white men.

JBehechio, the ancient cacique of this province,

< Lao Casas, Hist. Ind., 1. ii, cnp. M. MS.
' La8CMa!),ubiiiip.

being dead, Anacaona, his sister, had sacceeded to

the government. The marked partiality which she

had once manifested for theSpaniards hadbeen greatly

weakened by the general misery they had produced

in her country, and by the brutal profligacy exhibited

in her immediate dominions by the followers of Rol-

dan. The unhappy story of the lover of her beau-

tiful daughter Higuamota with the young Spaniard

Fernando de Guevara, had also caused her great

affliction; and. Anally, the various and enduring

hardships inflicted on her once happy subjects by the

grinding systems of labour enforced by Bobadilla and

Ovando, had at length , it is said, converted her friend-

ship into absolute detestation.

This disgust was kept alive and aggravated by the

Spaniards who lived in her immediate neighbour-

hood, and had obtained grants of land there ; a rem-

nant of the rebel faction of Roldan, who retained the

gross licentiousness and open profligacy in which they

had been indulged under the loose misrule of that

commander, and who made themselves odious to the

inferior caciques, by exacting services tyrannically

and capriciously under the baneful system of reparli-

mientos.

The Indians of this province were uniformly re-

presented as being a more intelligent, polite, and

generous-spirited race than any others of the islands.

They were the more prone to feel and resent the

overbearing and insulting treatment to which they

were subjected. Quarrels sometimes look place be-

tween the caciques and their oppressors. These were

immediately reported to the governor as dangerous

mutinies; and a resistance to any capricious and

extortionate exaction was magnified into a rebellious

resistance to the authority of government. Com-
plaints of this kind were continually pouring in upon
Ovando, until he was persuaded by some alarmist,

or some designing mischief-maker, that there was a

deep-laid conspiracy among the Indians of this pro-

vince to rise upon the Spaniards.

Ovando immediately set out for Xaragua at the

head of three hundred foot-soldiers, armed with

swords, arquebusses, and cross-bows, and seventy

horsemen, with cuirasses, bucklers, and lances. He
pretended that he was going on a mere visit of friend-

ship to Anacaona, and to make arrangements about

the payment of tribute.

When Anacaona heard of the intended visit, she

sent to all her tributary caciques, and to all her prin-

cipal subjects, to assemble at her chief town, that

they might receive the commander of the Spaniards

with becoming homage and distinction. As Ovando,

at the head of his little army, approached, she went
forth to meet him, according to the custom of her

nation, attended by a great train of her most distin-

guished subjects, male and female, who, as has been

before observed, were noted for superior grace and

beauty. They received the Spaniards with their

popular areytos, their national songs; the young

women waving palm branches and dancing lieforu

Ifi
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them, in the same way that had so mach charmed

the followers of the Adelantado, on his first visit to

the province.

Anacaona treated the governor with that natural

graciousness and dignity for which she was cele-

brated. She gave him the largest house in the place

for his residence, and his people were quartered in

the houses adjoining. For several days the Spaniards

were entertained with all the natural luxuries tiiat

the province afforded. National songs and dances

and games were performed for their amusement, and

there was every outward demonstration of the same

hospitality, the same amity, that Anacaona had uni-

formly shown to white men.

Notwithstanding all this kindness, and notwith-

standing her uniform integrity of conduct, and open

generosity of character, Ovando was persuaded that

Anacaona was secretly meditating a massacre of him-

self and his followers. Historians tell us nothing of

the grounds for such a belief. It was too probably

produced by the misrepresentations of the unprinci-

pled adventurers who infested the province. Ovando
should have paused and reflected before he acted

upon it. He should have considered the improbability

of such an attempt by naked Indians against so large

a force of steel-clad troops, armed with European

weapons ; and he should have reflected upon the ge-

neral character and conduct of Anacaona. At any

rate, the example set repeatedly by Columbus and his

brother the Adelantado, should have convinced him
that it was a sufficient safeguard against the machi-

nations of the natives, to seize upon their caciques

and detain them as hostages. The policy ofOvando,

however, was of a more rash andsanguinary nature;

he acted upon suspicion as upon conviction. He de-

termined to anticipate the alleged plot by a counter-

artifice, and to overwhelm this defenceless people in

an indiscriminate and bloody vengeance.

As the Indians had entertained their guests with

various national games, Ovando invited them in re-

turn to witness certain games of his country. Among
these was a tilting-match or joust with reeds, a chi-

valrous game which the Spaniards had learnt from

the Moors of Granada. The Spanish cavalry in those

days were as remarkable for the skilful management,

as for the ostentatious caparison of their horses.

Among the troops brought out from Spain by Ovando,

one horseman had disciplined his steed to prance and

curvet in time to the music of a viol. ' The joust

was appointed to take place on a Sunday after dinner,

in the public square, before the house where Ovando
was quartered. The cavalry and !bot-soldiers had
their secret instructions. The former were to pa-

rade, not merely with reeds or blunted tilting lances,

but with weapons of a more deadly character. The
foot-soldiers were to come apparently as mere spec-

tators, but likewise armed, and ready for action at

a concerted signal.

At the appointed time the square was crowded
''" >' « LasCasas, Hist. lad.. I. ii. c. B.

'*''>

with the Indians, waiting to see this military sp(^l

tacle. The caciques were assembled in the house g

Ovando, which looked upon the square. None werel

armed ; an unreserved confidence^|KTailed amou
them, totally incompatible with the dark treaclien

of which they were accused. To prevent ail siu-l

picion, and take off all appearance of sinister desi%|

Ovando, after dinner, was playing at quoits with sootl

of his principal officers, when the cavalry having ajJ

rived in the square, the cuciques begged the governorl

to order the joust to commence. ' Anacaona, anil

her beautiful daughter Higuamota, with several
i.

her female attendants, were present, and joined il

the request.

Ovando left his game, and came forward to a coo-l

spicuous place. When he saw that everything vA
disposed according to his orders, he gave the faij|l

signal Some say it was by taking hold of a piece oil

gold which was suspended about his neck j
• oihenyl

by laying his hand on the cross of Alcantara, wliitl|

was embroidered on his habit.' A trumpet \n|
immediately sounded. The house in which Anj-I

caona and all the principal caciques were assembul

was surrounded by soldiery, commanded by DiegovJ
lasquez and Kodrigo Mexiatrillo, and no one wasptrl

mitted to escape. They entered, and seizing upoil

the caciques, bound them to the posts which sf|
ported the roof. Anacaona was led forth a prisoner!

The unhappy caciques were then put to horrible tori

tures, until some of them, in the extremity of anguisl

were made to accuse their queen and themselves
i

the plot with which they were charged. WhentI

cruel mockery of judicial form had been execule(l,|

instead of preserving them for after-examination, lin|

was set to the house, and all the caciques perisM|

miserably in the flames.

While these barbarities were practisecl upon ilii|

chieftains, a horrible massacre took place among tb

populace. At tiie signal of Ovando, the liorsemal

rushed into the midst of the naked and derencela|

throng, trampling them under the hoofs of ili«|

steeds, cutting them down with their swords, anJ

transfixing them with their spears. No mercy w»|

shown to age or sex ; it was a savage and >inii»

criminate butchery. Now and then a Spanish lion

man, either through an emotion of pity or an in

pulse of avarice, caught up a child to I)ear it oiTal

safety, but it was barbarously pierced by the lance

of his companions. Humanity turns with lion

from such atrocities, and would fain discredit tbeoj

but they are cnoumstantially and still more minute!

recorded by the venerable bishop Las Cases, via

was resident in the island at the time, and conv^

with the principal actors in this tragedy. He i

have coloured the picture strongly, in his usual iij

dignation when the wrongs of the Indians are i

question; yet, from all concurring accounts,

• Oviedo, Cronica de laslndias, lib. ill, u. <3.

• Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, c. 9.

> Charlevoix, Hint. San Domingo, I. xiiv, p. 2U,

*^
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om many precise facts which speak for themselves,

|ie scene must have been most sanguinary andatro-

ous. Oviedo, who is loud in extolling; the justice,

|id devotion, and charity, and meekness ofOvando,

J)d Ills kind treatment of the Indians, and who vi-

Ited the province of Xaragua a few years afterwards,

ords several of the preceding circumstiinces; es-

ciaily the cold-blooded game of quoits played by

Le governor on the verge of such a horrible scene,

hd the burning of the caciques, to the number, he

lys, of more than forty. Diego Mendez, who w.ns

] Xaragua at the time, and doubtless present on sucu

I
important occasion, says incidentally, in his last

lill and testament, that there were eighty-four Ca-

nnes either burnt or hanged. Las Casas says,

at there were eighty who entered the house with

acaona. The slaughter of the multitude must

^ve been great ; and this was inflicted on an un-

ned and unresisting throng. Several who escaped

bm the massacre fled in their canoes to an island

out eight leagues distant, called Guanabo. They

Jere pursued and taken, and condemned to slavery.

lAs to the princess Anacaona, she was carried in

tains to San Domingo. The mockery of a trial was

}en her, in which slie was found guilty on the con-

sions which had been wrung by tortures from her

bjects, and on the testimony of their butchers; and

! was ignominiously hanged in the presence of the

bple whom she had so long and so signally be-

lended.* Oviedo has sought to throw a stigma on

! character of this unfortunate princess, accusing

of great licentiousness ; but he was prone to cri-

nate the character of the native princes who fell

Itinis to the ingratitude and injustice of his coun-

Imen. Contemporary writers of greater authority

Ve concurred in representing Anacaona as remark-

le for her native propriety and dignity. She was

pred by her subjects, so as to hold a kind of domi-

lii over them even during the life-time of her bro-

K : she is said to have been skilled in composing the

lylos, or legendary ballads of her nation, and may
Ve conduced much towards producing that superior

^ree of reflnement remarked among her people,

grace and beauty had made her renowned

loughout the island, and had excited the admiration

Ih of the savage and the Spaniard. Her magnani-

lus spirit v^as evinced in her amicable treatment

Ihe white men, although her husband, the brave

|)nabo, had perished a prisoner in their hands, and

tnceless parties of them had been repeatedly in

|power, andlived at large in her dominions. After

|ing, for several years, neglected all safe opportu-

es of vengeance, she fell a victim to the absurd

Irge of having conspired against an armed force of

Irly four hundred men, seventy ofthem horsemen,

lugh to have subjugated large armies of naked
|ians.

Relacionhecliapor Don DiegoMendcz. Navar., Col., 1. 1, p. SI4.

Uviedo, Cron. cle lai Indies, lib. lii, c. IS. Im Casai, liist.

I.ii,c.9.

After the massacre of Xaragna, the destruction of

its inhabitants still continued. The favourite nephew

of Anacaona, the cacique Guaora, who had fled to the

mountfins, was hunteid like a wild beast antil he was

taken, and likewise hanged. For six montlis the

Spaniards continued ravaging the country with horse

and foot, under pretext of quelling insurrections; for

wherever the affrighted natives took refuge in their

despair, herding in dismal caverns and in their fast-

nesses of the mountains, they were represented as

assembling in arms to make a head of rebellion. Hav-

ing at length hunted them out of their retreats,

destroyed many, and reduced the survivors to the

most deplorable misery and abject submission, the

whole of that part of the island was considered as

restored to good order ; and in commemoration of

this great triumph, Ovando founded a town near to

the lake , which he called Santa Maria de la Yerda-

dera Paz (St Mary of the True Peace).'

Such is the tragical history of the delightful region

of Xaragua, and of its amiable and hospitable people;

a place which the Europeans, by their own account,

found a perfect paradise, but which, by their vile

passions, they filled with horror and desolation.

CHAPTER m.

WAR WrrB TDE NATIVES OF HIGUET.

[ 1304. ]

The subjugation of four of the Indian sovereign-

ties of Hispaniola, and the disastrous fate of their

caciques, has been already related. Under the ad-

ministration of Ovando was also accomplished the

downfall of Higuey, the last of those independent

d'stricts; a fertile province, which comprised the

eastern extremity of the island.

The people of Higuey were of a more warlike

spirit than those of the other provinc<>s, having learned

the effectual use of their weapons from frequ«?nt con-

tests with their Carib invaders. They were go-

verned by a cacique named Gotabanama. Las Casas

describes this chieftain from actual observation, and

draws the picture of a native hero, ^e was, he says,

the strongest of his tribe, and more perfectly formed

than one man in a thousand of any nation whatever.

He was taller in stature than the tallest of his coun-

trymen, a yard in breadth from shoulder to shoulder,

and the rest of his body in admirable proportion.

His aspect was not handsome, but grave and cou-

rageous. His bow was not easily bent by a common
man, his arrows were three-pronged with the bones

of fishes, and his weapons appeared to be intended

for a giant. In a word, he was so nobly propor-

tioned, as to be the admiration even of the Spaniards.

While Columbus was engaged in his fourth voyage,

and shortly after the accession of Ovando to office,

' Oviedo, Cronlcadc las Indias, I. iii, r. 12.

,*'
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there wasaninsurrection ofthiscaciqueand his people.

A shallop, with eight Spaniards, wai surprised at the

small island of Saona, adjacent to Higucy, and all the

crew slaughtered. This was in revenge for the death

of a cacique, torn to pieces by a dog wantonly set

upon him by a Spaniard, and for which the natives

Iiad in vain sued for redress.

Ovando immediately despatched Juan de Esqnibel,

a courageous oflicer, at the head offour hundred men
to quell the insurrection, and punish the massacre.

Cotabanama assembled his warriors, and prepared

for vigorous resistance. Distrustful of the mercy of

the Spaniards, the chieftain rejected all overtures

of peace, and the war was prosecuted with some
advantage to the natives. The Indians had now
overcome their superstitious awe of the white men as

supernatural beings, and though they could ill with-

stand the superiority of European arms, yet they ma-

nifested a courage and dexterity that rendered them

enemies not to be despised. Las Gasas and other

historians relate a bold and romantic encounter he-

tween a single Indian and two mounted cavaliers

named Valtenebro and Portevedra, in which the In-

dian, though pierced through the body by the lances

and swords of both his assailants, retained his flerce-

ness, and continued the combat, until he fell dead

in possession of all their weapons.' Tiiis gallant ac-

tion, says Las Casas, was public and notorious.

The Indians were soon defeated and driven to their

mountain retreats. The Spaniards pursued them into

their recesses, discovered their wives and children,

wreaked on them the most indiscriminate slaughter,

and committed their chieftains to the flames. An
aged female cacique of great distinction, named Ui-

gnanama, being taken prisoner, was hanged.

A detachment was sent in a caravel to the island

ofSaona, to take particular vengeance for the destruc-

tion of the shallop and its crew. The natives made a

desperate defenceand fled. The island was mountain-

ous, and full ofcaverns, in which the Indians vainly

sought for refuge. Six or seven hundredwere imprison-

ed in a dwelling, and all put to thesword orponiarded.

Those of the inhabitants who were spared were car-

ried off as slaves ; and tlms, says Las Gasas, was that

island left desolate and deserted.

The natives of Higuey were driven to despair, see-

ing that there was no escape for them even in the

bowels of the earth : * they sued for peace, which was
granted them, and protection promised on condition

of their cultivating a large tract of land, and paying

a great quantity of bread in tribute. The peace being

concluded, Gotabanama visited the Spanish camp,

where his gigantic proportions and martial demeanour

made him an object of curiosity and admiration. He
was received with great distinction by Esquibel, and

they exchanged names; an Indian league of fraternity

and perpetual friendship. The natives thenceforward

called the cacique Juande Esquibel, and the Spanish

• IM Casas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, cap. 8.

> Las Canas, ubi snp.

commander Cotabanama. Esquibel then built
i

wooden fortress in an Indian village near the sea, ai^

left in it nine men, with a captain, named Martin

d

Yillaman. After this the troops dispersed, every i

returning home, with his proportion of slaves gain

in this expedition.

The pacification was not of long continua

About the time that succours were sent to Colun

to rescue him from the wrecks of his vessels at]

maica, a new revolt broke out in Higuey, in

quence of the oppressions of the Spaniards, aodj

violation of the treaty made by Esquibel. Martin^

Yillaman demanded that the natives should nolo

raise the grain stipulated for by the treaty, but conrt

it to San Domingo, and he treated them with i

greatest severity on their refusal. He connived)

at the licentious conduct of his men towards the I

dian women; the Spaniards often taking from I

natives their daughters, their sisters, and even t

wives.' The Indians, roused at last to fury, rosei

their tyrants, slaughtered them, and burnt

wooden fortress to the ground. Only one oft

Spaniards escaped, and bore the tidings of this call

trophe to the city of San Domingo.

Ovando gave immediate order*! to carry fire i

sword into the province of Higuey. The Spaa

troops mustered from various quarters on the con

of that province, when Juan de Esquibel tookll

command, and had a great number ofIndian wan

with him as allies. The towns of Higuey werej

rally built among the Liountains. Those monnia

rose in plains, or terraces, from ten to fifteen leagk

in length and breadth; rough and rocky, interspeis

with glens of a red soil, remarkably fertile, wbi

they raised their cassava-bread. The ascent I

plain to plain was about Xifly feet ; steep and pn

pilous, formed of the living rock, and resembiin^l

wall wrought with tools into rough diamond
|

Each village had four wide streets, a slone's-throw|

length, forming a cross; the trees being cleared an

from them, and from a public square in the cenlrt|

When the Spanish troops arrived on the fronlifl|

alarm-fires were made along the mountains b;ll

natives, and columns of smoke spread the intelliga

by day. The old men, the women, and chili

were sent off to the secret places of the foresti

caverns, and the warriors prepared for battle.

Caslilians paused in one of the plains clear of for

where their horses could be of use. They naiif

soners of several of the natives, and tried to I

from them the plans and forces of the enemy,

applied tortures for the purpose, but in vain, soij

voted was the loyalty of these people to their caciqi

The Spaniards penetrated into the interior,

found the warriors of several towns assembled i

one, and drawn up in the streets with their bomij

arrows, but perfectly naked, and without defea

armour. They uttered tremendous yells,

charged a shojver of arrows; but from such a 1

> l,M C.i«n, ubI sup.
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e, Ihat they fell short of their foe. The Spaniards

[(plied witli their cross-bows, and with two or three

quebosses, for at this time they had but few Tire-

When the Indians saw several of their com-

des fall dead, they took to flight, rarely wailing for

lie attack with swords : some of the wounded, in

Ihose bodies the arrows from the cross-bows had

bnetrated to the very feather, drew Ihem out with

(eir hands, broke them with their teeth, and hurling

em at the Spaniards with impotent fury, fell dead

on the spot.

[ The whole force of the Indians was routed and

ersed, each family, or band of neighliours, fled in

town direction, and concealed itself in the fast-

of the mountains. The Spaniards pursued

em, but found the chase difficult amidst the close

jrests, and the broken and stony heights. They

^k several prisoners as guides, and inflicted incre-

ble torments on them to compel them to betray

eir countrymen. They drove them before them,

^ored by cords fastened round their necks; and

ne of them, as they passed along the brinks of

cipices, suddenly threw themselves headlong

iwii, in hopes of dragging after them the Spa-

\tis. When at length the pursuers came upon

unhappy Indians in their concealments, they

^red neither age nor sex ; even pregnant women,

mothers with infants in their arms, fell beneath

bir merciless swords. The cold-blooded acts of

taelty which followed this first slaughter, it would

I
shocking to relate.

From hence Esquiltel marched to attack the town

re Cotabanama resided, and where that cacique

i collected a great force to resist him. He pro-

ded direct for the place along the sea-coast, and

ne to where two roads led up the mountain to the

m. One of the roads was open and inviting ; the

inches lopped, and all the underwood cleared

lay. Here the Indians had stationed an ambus-

|e to take the Spaniards in the rear. The other

was almost closed up by trees and bushes cut

m and thrown across each other. Esquibel was

^ry and distrustful ; he suspected the stratagem,

chose the encumbered road. The town was

but a league and a half from the sea. The Spa-

Irds made their way with great difficulty for the

It hair league. The rest of the road was free from

I
embarrassment, which confirmed their suspicion

I stratagem. They now advanced with great ra-

lity, and, having arrived near the village, they sud-

ply turned into the other road, took the party in

ish by surprise, and made great havoc among
I with their cross-bows.

The warriors now sallied from their concealment,

I nished out of the houses into the streets, and

bharged flights of arrows, but from such a distance

tenerally to fall harmless. They tlien approached

Irer, and hurled stones with their hands, being

Acquainted with the use of slings. Instead of being

iiyed at seeing their companions fall, it ratlsor

increased their fury, and they uttered the most fear-

ful yells. An irregular battle, probablylitlie else than

wild skirmishing and brisk fighting, was kept up

from two o'clock in the afternoon until night. Las

Casas was present on the occasion, and, firom his

account, the Indians must have shown instances of

great personal bravery, though the inferiority of their

weapons, and the want of all defensive armour, ren-

dered their valour totally beffectual. As the evening

shut in, their hostilities gradually ceased, and they

disappeared ia the profound gloom and close thickets

of the surrounding forest. A deep silence succeeded

to their yells and war-whoops, and throughout the

night the Spaniards remamed in undisturbed posses-

sion of the village.

.-.^w";

CHAPl'ER IV.

CLOSB OP TBS WiH WITH RIGUKY. FATI OP COTABMAHA.

[ 1504. ]

On the morning after the battle, not an Indian was
to be seen. Finding that even their great chief, Co-

tabanama, was incapable of vying vith the prowess

of the white men, they had given up the contest in

despair, and Iiad all fled to the mountains. The
Spaniards, separating into small parties, hunted them

like wild beasts; their object was to seize the ca-

ciques, and, above all, Cotabanama. They explored

all the glens and concealed [laths that led into the wild

recesses where the fugitives had taken refuge. The
Indians were cautious and stealthy in their mode of

retreating, treading in each otlter's foot-prints, so

Uiat twenty would make no more track than one, and

stepping so lightly as scarce to disturb the herbage

;

yet there were Spaniards so skilled in hunting In-

dians, that they could trace them even by the turn of

a withered leaf, and among the confused tracks of a

thousand animals.

They could scent afar off, also, the smoke of the

fires which the Indians made whenever they halted,

and thus they would come upon them in their most

secret haunts. Sometimes they would hunt down a

straggling Indian, and compel him, by torments, to

betray the hiding-place of his companions, binding

him and driving him before them as a guide. Wher-
ever they discovered one of these places of refuge,

filled with the aged and tlie infirm, with feeble wo-
men and helpless children, they massacred them with-

out mercy. They wished to inspire terror throughout

the land, and to frighten the whole tribe into sub-

mission. They cut off the hands of those whom they

took roving at large, and sent them, as they said, to

deliver them as letters to their friends, demanding

their surrender. Numberless were those, says Las

Casas, whose hands were amputated in this manner,

and many of them sank down and died by the way,

through anguish and loss of blood..

The conquerors delighted in exercising strange and

*
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ingenious cnielties. They mingled horrible levity

witli their bloodthirstiuess. They erected gibbets

long and low, so that the feet of the sufferers might

reach (he ground, and their death be lingering. They

hanged thirteen together, in reverence, says the in-

dignant Las Casas, of our blessed Saviour and the

twelve apostles. While (heir victims were suspend-

ed, and still living, they hacked them with their

swords, to prove the strength of their arms and the

edge of their weapons. They wrapped them in dry

straw, and setting fire to it, terminated their exist-

ence by the fiercest agony.

^ These are horrible details, yet a veil is drawn over

others still more detestable. They are related by the

venerable Las Casas, who was an eye-witness of the

scenes he describes. He was young at the time, but

records them in his advanced years. "All these

things, " says he, " and others revolting to human

nature, my own eyes beheld ; and now I almost fear

to repeat them, scarce believing myself, or whether

I have not dreamt them. "

'

These deUiils would have been withheld from the

present work as disgraceful to human nature, and

from an unwillingness to advance anything that might

convey a stigma upon a brave and generous nation.

^ . But it would be a departure from historical veracity,

j^
' having the documents before my eyes, to pass silently

over transactions so atrocious, and vouched for by
" ' witnesses beyond all suspicion of falsehood. Such

occurrences show the extremity to which human

cruelty may extend, when stimulated by avidity of

gain, by a thirst of vengeance, or even by a pervert-

ed zeal in the holy cause of religion. Every nation

has in turn furnished proofs of this disgraceful truth.

As in the present instance, they are commonly the

crimes ofindtviduals rather than of the nation. Yet

it behoves governments to keep a vigilant eye upon

those to whom they delegate power in remote and

helpless colonies. It is the imperious duty of tiie his-

torian to place these matters upon record, that they

may serve as warning beacons to future generations.

Juan de Esquihel found that, with all his severities,

it would be impossible to subjugate the tribe of Iliguey

,

as long as the cacique Colabanama was at large.

That chieftain had retired to the Utile island of Saona,

about two leagues from the coast of Iliguey, in the

centre of which, amidst a labyrinth of rocks and fo-

rests, he had taken shelter with his wife and children

in a vast cavern.

A caravel, which had recently arrived from the

city of San Domingo with supplies for the camp, was

employed by Esquibel to entrap the cacique. He

knew that the latter kept a vigilant look out, station-

ing scouts upon the lofty rucks of his island to watch

the movements of the caravel ; Esquibel departed by

night, therefore, in the vessel, with fifty followers,

and, keeping under the deep shadows cast by the

land, arrived at Saona unperceived, at the dawn of

morning. Here he anchored close in with the shore,

Las Conas, lib. ii, c. 17. MS.

hid by its cliffs and forests, and landed fbrty toA

before the spies of Gotabanama had taken their
i

(ion. Twoof(hese were surprised and brought
t

Esquibel, who, having learnt from them that tlieg

cique was at hand, poniarded one of (he spies,

bound (he other, making him serve as guide.

A number ofSpaniards ran in advance, each anx

to signalise himself by the capture of the caciqi

They came to two roads, and the whole parly pur

that to (he right, excepting one Juan Lopez, a pons.!

ful man, skilful in Indian warfare. He proceeded^

a footpath to the left, winding among little hill$,|

thickly wooded, that it was impossible to see anyn

at the distance of half a bow-shot. Suddenly, iml

narrow pass, overshadowed by rocks and trees, Ii||

encountered twelve Indian warriors, armed
bows and arrows, and following each other in sin^l

file according to their custom. The Indians ngj

confounded at the si^Mit of Lopez, imagining
i

there must be a parly of soldiers behind him. Tbi

might readily have transfixed him with their arroT^|

but they had lost all presence of mind. He deman

their chieftain. They replied that he was beliia

and, opening to let him pass, Lopez beheld the (

cique in the rear. At sight of the Spaniard,

banama bent his gigantic bow, and was on the
|

of darting one of his three-pronged arrows, but I

rushed upon him and wounded him with his sm
The other Indians, struck with panic, had alread

fled. Colabanama, dismayed at lite keenness of il

sword, cried out that he was Juan de Esquibel, claig

ing respect as having exchanged names with IheSpi

nish commander. Lopez seized him with one hai

by the hair, and with the other aimed a thrust at lij

body ; but the cacique struck down the sword will

his hand, and, grappling with his antagonist, tlir

him with his back upon (he rocks. As they m
l)oth men of great power, the struggle was long a

violent. The sword was beneath them, but!

banama, seizing the Spaniard by the throat witli I

mighty hand, atlenipted to strangle him. Tliesoan^

of the contest brought the other Spaniards to thespt

They found their companion writhing and gaspin;

and almost dead, in the gripe of the gigantic Indian

They seized the cacique, bound him, and carried I

cap'ive to a deserted Indian village in the viclDitil

They found the way to his secret cave, but \m wiij

and children had received notice of his capture Ly II

fugitive Indians, and had taken refuge in anutln

part ofthe island. In the cavern was found the chi

with \ 'lich a number of Indian captives had I

bound, who had risen upon and slain three Spatiiai

who had them in charge, and had made their isid

to this island. There were also the swords ofthesan

Spaniards, which they had brought off as tropbi(sl|

their cacique. The chain was now employed to i

nacle Colabanama.

The Spaniards prepared to execute IhechieftaiRd

the spot, in the centre of the deserted village. F^

this purpose a pyre was built of logs of wood I
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sways, in form of a gridiron, on which he was to

s slowly broiled to death. On further consultation,

ovever, they were induced to forego the pleasure

lof this horrible sacrifice. Perhaps they thought the

acique too important a personage to be executed thus

Lbscurely. Granting him, therefore, a transient re-

prieve, they conveyed him to the caravel, and sent

I), bound with heavy chains, to San Domingo,

tvando saw him in his power, and incapable of doing

Irnrther harm, but he had not the magnanimity to

ibrgive a fallen enemy, whose only crime was the de-

lence of his native soil and lawful territory. He

lordered him to be publicly hanged like a common

culprit. ' In this ignominious manner was the ca-

cique Golabanama executed, the last of the five so-

vereign princes of Hayli. His death was followed

hy the complete subjugation of his people, and sealed

khe last struggle of the natives against their oppressors.

The island was almost unpeopled of its original in-

liabitants, and meek and mournful submission and

knute despair settled upon the scanty renmant that

liurvived.

Such was the ruthless system which had been pur-

Laed, during the absence of the Admiral, by the com-

nander Ovando, this man of boasted prudence and

Loderalion, who was sent to reform the abuses of

khe island, and, above all, to redress the wrongs of

llhe natives. The system of Columbus may have

borne hard upon the Indians, horn and brought up

lin untasked freedom, but it was never cruel nor san-

Igninary. He inflicted no wanton massacres nor

vindictive punishments; his desire was to cherish and

Icivilize the Indians, and to renderthem useful subjects,

liiot to oppress, and persecute, and destroy them.

When he beheld the desolation that had swept them

Ifrom the land during his suspension from authority,

he could not restrain the strong expression of his

feelings. In a letter written to the King after his

Ireturn to Spain, he thus expresses himself on the

Isubject. "The Indians of Ilispaniola were and are

the riches of the island; for it is they who cultivate

land make the bread and the provisions for the Chris-

Itians, who dig the gold from the mines, and perform

lalltheoOicesand labours both of men and beasts.

Il am informed that, since I left this island, six parts

lout of seven of the natives are dead, all through ill

I
treatment and inhumanity ; some by the sword, others

by blows and cruel usage, others through hunger.

I
The greater part have perished in the mountains and

glens, whither they had fled, from not being able to

support the labour imposed upon them." For his

own part, he added, although he had sent many In-

dians to Spain to be sold, it was always with a view

to their being instructed in the Christian faith, and in

civilized arts and usages, and afterwards sent back to

I

their islarid to assist in civilizing their countrymen.

'

The brief view that has been given of the policy of

I

Ovando in certain points on which Culunibus was

> Las Casas, Hiit. Ind., I. il, c. 18.

> Las Cosas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, u. 56.

censured, may enable the reader t > judge more cor-

rectly of the conduct of the lattei It is not to b«

measured by the standard of ri and wrong es-

tablished in the present more enliintened age. We
must consider him in connexion with the era in which

he lived. By comparing his measures with those of

men of his own times, praised for their virtues and

abilities, placed in precisely his own situation, and

placed there expressly to correct bis faults, we shall be

the better enabled to judge how virtuously and wisely,

under the peculiar circumstances of tlie case, he may

be considered to liave governed.

BOOK XVUI.

CHAPTER I.

DEPiBTUHB OP COLUHBUS VCR ST DOMINOO.

SPAIN.

UIS HCTVBN Til

[ 1304. 1
'

On the 28th of June Columbus took a joyful leave

of the wreck in which he had been so long immured,

and all the Spaniards embarked, friend and foe, on

board of the vessels, which made sail for St Domingo.

Oviedo says, that the Indians wepl when they beheld

their departure; for they considered them as beings

from the skies. From the Admiral, it is true, they

had experienced nothing but kind treatment and

continual benefits; and the idea of his immediate

influence with the Deity, manifested by his predic-

tion of the eclipse of the moon, may have made them

consider his presence propitious to their island ; but

it is not easy to believe that a lawless gang, like that

of Porras, could have been ranging for months among

their villages without giving cause for the greatest joy

at their departure.

The adverse winds and currents, which had op-

posed Columbus throughout this ill-starred expe-

dition, still continued to harass him. After a weary

struggle of several weeks, lie reached, on the 5d of

August, the little island of Beata, on the coast of His-

paniola. Between this place and St Domingo the

currents are so violent, that vessels are often detained

months, waiting for sufficient wind to enable them

to stem the stream. From hence Columbus de-

spatched a letter by land to Ovando, to inform him

of his approach, and to remove certain absurd sus-

picions of his views, which he had learnt from Sal-

cedo were still entertained by the governor, who

feared his arrival in the island might lead to factions

and disturbances. In this letter he expresses, with

his usual warmth and simplicity, the joy he felt at his

deliverance, which was so great, he says, that, sinco

the arrival of Diego de Salcedo with succoiu', he had

scarcely been able to sleep. . ,,
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A favourable wind springing op, tlie vessels again

made sail, and on Ihe 4Slh of August anchored in the

harbour of St Domingo. Whatever hirking enmity

to Columbus (here might be in the place, it was over-

powered by the popular sense of his recent disasters.

Misfortune atones for a multitude of faults, whereas

the very merits of a prosperous man excite detrac-

tion. St Domingo, where Columbus in the day of his

power had been surrounded by foes; from whence
he had been ignominiously sent in chains, amidst the

shouts and taunts of the rabble; from whence he

had been excluded in a time of peril, when com-
mander of a squadron; now that he arrived in the

harbour of St Domingo, a broken-down and ship-

wrecked man, all forgot their past hostility, and were

aroused to sudden enthusiasm in his favour. What
had been denied to his merits was granted to his mis-

fortunes ; and even the envious, appeased by his pre-

sent reverses, seemed to forgive him for having once

been so triumphant.

The governor and all the principal inhabitants

came forth to meet him, and received him with signal

distinction. He was lodged as a guest in the house

of Ovando, who treated him with the utmost courtesy

and attention. The governor was a shrewd and dis-

creet man, and much of a courtier ; but there were

too deep causes of jealousy and distrust between him
and Columbus for their intercourse to be cordial.

Both the Admiral and his son Fernando always pro-

nounced the civility ofOvando overstrained and hypo-

critical, intended to obliterate the remembrance of

past neglect, and to conceal his lurking enmity.

While he professed the utmost friendship and sym-
pathy for the Admiral, he set at liberty the traitor

Porras, who was still a prisoner, to be taken to Spain

for trial. He also talked of punishing those of the

Admiral's people who had taken arms in his defence,

had killed several of the mutineers, and taken others

prisoners. These circumstances were loudly com-
plained of by Columbus ; but, in fact, they rose out

of a question of jurisdiction between him and the

governor. Their powers were so defmed as to clash

with each other, and they were both in a situation to

be extremely punctilious. Ovando assumed a right

to take cognizance of all transactions at Jamaica, as

happening within the limits of his government, which

included all the islands and terra firma. Columbus,

on the other hand, asserted the absolute command,
and the jurisdiction both civil and criminal given to

him by the Sovereigns, over all persons who sailed

in his expedition, from the time of departure until

their return to Spain. To prove this, he produced

his letter of instructions. The governor heard him
with great courtesy and a smiling countenance; but

observed, that the letter of instructions gave him
no authority within the bounds of his govemmtnt.'

He relinquished the idea, however, of investigatmg

the conduct of the followers of Columbus, and sent

• Letter of Columbus loliis son Die^o, Seville, Nov. 21, 1304.

Aavari'cle, Coll., t. i.

Porras to Spain, to be examined by the board which
|

had the charge of the affairs of the Indies.

The sojourn of Columbus at St Domingo was bui I

little calculated to yield him satisfaction, llewu

grieved at the desolalion of the island by the opprei-

1

sive treatment of the natives, and the horrible mas-

sacre which had been perpetrated by Ovando and liit I

agents. Columbus had fondly hoped, at one time,

to have rendered the natives civilized, industrious,

and tributary subjects to the crown, and to have de-

1

rived from their well-regulated labour a great and

steady revenue. How different had been the event!

The five great tribes which had peopled the moun-

tains and the valleys at the time of the discovery, and

had rendered, by their mingled towns and villages

and tracts of cultivation, the rich levels of the Vegas

so many " painted gardens," had almost all passed

away, and the native princes had perished chiefly bj

violent or ignominious deaths. Columbus regarded

the affairs of the island with a different eye from

Ovando. He had a paternal feeling for its prosperity,

and his fortunes were implicated in its judicious im-

nagement. He complained, in subsequent letters to
|

the Sovereigns, that all the public affairs were ill-

conducted ; that the ore which was collected lay un-

1

guarded in large quantities in houses slightly built I

and thatched, inviting depredation; that Ovando was I

unpopular, the people were dissolute, and the pro-

1

perty of the crown and the security of Ihe island in

continual risk from mutiny and sedition.' While bt I

saw all this, he had no power to interfere, and any I

observation or remonstrance on his part wo: apt to
(

be ill received by the governor.

He found his own immediate concerns in great I

confusion. His rents and dues were either uncollect-

ed, or he could not obtain a clear account and a foil

liquidation of them. Whatever he could collect vat I

appropriated to the fitting out of the vessels wiiicli I

were to convey himself and his crews to Spain. Ht

accuses Ovando, in Ids subse(|uent letters, of having

neglected, if not sacrificed, his interests during his

long absence, and of having impeded those who wen I

appointed to attend to his concerns. That be had I

some grounds for these complaints would appear fronj

two letters still extant,' written by Queen Isabella to

Ovando, on the 27th of November, 4 305, in wliicii

she informs him of the complaint of Alonso Sanchez

de Carvajal, that he was impeded in collecting the

rents of the Admiral; and expressly comniandi

Ovando to observe the capitulations granted to Co-

lumbus, to respect his agents, and to facilitate instead

of obstructing his concerns. These letters, while

they imply ungenerous conduct on the part of the go-

vernor towards his illustrious predecessor, evince like-

wise the personal interest taken by Isabella in the af-

fairs of Columbus, during his absence. She had, in

fact, signified her displeasure at his being excluded
|

' Letter of Columbus to his son Diego, dated Seville, Srd Dec.

I,W«. Navarrete. I. i,p.54l.

> Navarrete, Collcc, t. ii. Decalf ISI, 132.
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JO, (lalcd Seville, 5nl Dec.

from the port of St Domingo, when lie applied tliere

I for succour for hb aquadron, and for shelter from a

Islorm; and had eenaored Ovando for not taking his

I
advice and detaining the fleet of Bobadilla, by which

I
it would have escaped its disastrous fate. ' And here

liimaybeobser^'ed, that the sanguinary acLs ofOvando

Itowards the natives, in particular the massacre at

Ixaragua, and the execution of the unfortunate Ana-

Iraona, awakened equal horror and indignation in Isa-

Ibeila; slie was languishing on her death-bed when
Islie received the intelligence, and with her dying

Jlireath slie exacted a promise from King Ferdinand

Itiiat Ovando should inunediately be recalled from his

overnment. The promise was tardily and reluctantly

fulfilled, after an interval of alwut four years, and not

until induced by other circumstances; for Ovando
|contrived to propitiate the monarch, by forcing a re-

venue from the island.

The continual misunderstandings which took place

etween the Admiral and the governor, thougli al-

vays qualified on the part of the latter with great

omplaisance, induced Columbus to hasten as much
bs possible his departure from the island. The ship

in which he had returned from Jamaica was repaired

jand fitted out, and put under the command of the

yelantado; another vessel was freighted, in which

Columbus embarked with his son and his domestics.

[I'he greater part of his late crews remained at St Do-

lingo; as they were in great poverty, he relieved

Iheir necessities with his own purse, and advanced

I'ne funds necessary for the voyage home of tiiose who
chose to return. Many thus relieved by his genero-

sity had been among the most violent of the rebels.

On the 12th of September, he set sail; but had

«arcely left the harbour when, in a sudden squall,

he mast ofhis ship was carried away. He immediate-

ly went with his family on board of the vessel com-
manded by the Adelantado, and, sending back the

pamaged ship to port, continued on his course.

Throughout the voyage he experienced the most tem-

estuous weather. In one storm the mainmast was

Sprang in four places. The Admiral was confined to

his bed at the time by the gout; by his advice, how-
ever, and the activity of the Adelantado, the damage
vas skilfully repaired : the mast was shortened; the

reak parts were fortified by wood taken from the

astles or cabins, which the vessels in those days car-

ded on the prow and stern; and the whole was well

^ecured by cords. They were still more damaged in

I SQcceeding tempest ; in which the ship sprung her

loremast. In this crippled state they had yet to tra-

kerse seven hundred leagues of a stormy ocean.

Fortune continued to persecute Columbus to the end
|)f this, his last, and most disastrous expedition. For
everal weeks he was tempest-tost—suffering at the

ame time the most excruciating pains from his ma-
*dy—until, at length, on the seventh day of No-
vember, his crazy and shattered bark anchored in

|iie harbour of San Lucar. From hence he had

' Herrera, Hlsi. Ind., dccad. i, I. v, c. <2.

himself conveyed to Seville, where he hoped to enjoy

repose of mind and body, and to recruit his health

after such a long teries of fatigues, anxieties, and

hardships.

'

CHAPTER U.

ILLNESS OP COLUXIUS iT BKTILLI. APTLICATIOn TO THK

CROWK FOR k BSTITUTIOFI Ot BIS BONOUU. DIATB OP
ISABELLA.

[ IS04. ]

Broken by age and infirmities, and worn down by
the toils and hardships of his recent expedition, Co-
lumbus had looked forward to Seville as to a haven
of rest, where he might repose awhile from his

troubles. Care and sorrow, however, were destined

to follow him by sea and land. In varying the

scene he but varied the nature of his distress. "Weari-
some days and nights " were appointed to him for the

remainder of his life ; and the very margin of his

grave was destined to be strewed with thorns.

On arriving at Seville, he found all his affairs in

confusion. Ever since he had been sent home in

chains from San Domingo, when bis house and
effects had been taken possession of by fiobadilla, his

rents and dues had never been properly collected

;

and such as had been gathered had been retained in

the hands of the governor Ovando. " I have much
vexation from the governor," says he, in a letter to

his son Diego. ' "All tell me that I have there

eleven or twelve thousand castellanos; and I have

not received a quarto.**** I know well, that, since

my departure, he must have received upwards of five

thousand castellanos." He entreated that a letter

might be written by the King, commanding the pay-

ment of these arrears without delay ; for his agents

would not venture even to speak to Ovando on the

subject, unless empowered by a letter from the So-

vereign.

Columbus was not of a mercenary spirit; but his

rank and situation required large expenditure. The
world thought him in the possession of sources of in-

exhaustible wealth, but to him, as yet, those sources

had furnished but precarious and scanty streams.

His last voyage had exhausted his finances, and in-

volved him in perplexities. All that he had been

able to collect of the money due to him in Hispaniola,

to the amount of twelve hundred castellanos, had

been expended in bringing home many of his late

crew, who were in distress; and for the greater

part of the sum the crown remained his debtor.

While struggling to obtain his mere pecuniary dues,

he was absolutely suffering a degree of penury. He
repeatedly urges the necessity of economy to his

son, Diego, until he can obtain a restitution of his

properly, and the payment of his arrears. " I re-

ceive nothing of the revenue due to me," says he, in

' Hist, del Almirante, c. (08, Las Casas, Hist. Ind.. I. ii, c. 30.

> Let. Seville, 13th Dec. <304. Navarrale. v. t, p. S4S.

t'
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one letter ; " I live by borrowing." " Little have I

profited," he adds, in anotlier, " by twenty years

of service, with such toils and perils ; since, at pre-

sent, I do not own a roof in Spain. If I desire to eat

or sleep, I have no resort but an inn ; and for the

most limes, have not wherewithal to pay my bill."

Yet in the midst of these personal distresses, he

was still more solicitous for tiie payment of liis sea-

men than of liimself. He wrote strongly and re-

peatedly to the Sovereigns, entreating the discharge

of their arrears ; and he urged his son, Diego, who
was at court, to exert himself likewise in their behalf.

"They are poor," said lie, "and it is now nearly

three years since they left their homes. They have

endured infinite toils and perils, and they bring in-

valuable tidings, for which their Miijesties ought to

give thanks to God and rejoice." Notwithstanding

his generous solicitude for these men, he knew se-

veral of them to have been his enemies ; nay, that

some of them were at this very lime disposed to do

him harm rather than good ; such was the magnani-

mity of his spirit, and bis forgiving disposition.

The same zeal, also, for the interests of his Sove-

reigns, whicli had ever actuated hisloyal mind, mingled

with his other causes of solicitude. He represented

in bis letter to the King, the mismanagement of the

royal rents in Hispaniola, under the administration of

Ovando. Immense quantities of ore lay unprotected

in slightly built houses, and liable to depredations. It

required a person of vigour, and one who had an in-

dividual interest in the property of the island, to

restore iLs affairs to order, and to draw from it the

immense revenues which it was capable of yielding

;

and Columbus plainly intimated that he was the pro-

per person.

In fact, as to himself, it was not so much pecuniary

indemnification that he sought, as the restoration of

his offices and dignities. He had received the royal

promise that he should be reinstated in them ; he

regarded them as the trophies of his illustrious

achievements ; and he felt that as long as they were

withheld, a tacit censure rested upon his name. Had
he not been proudly impatient on this subject, he

would have belied the loftiest part of his character
;

for he who can be indifferent to the wreath of tri-

umph, is deficient in the noble ambition that incites to

glorious deeds.

The unsatisfactory replies which he received to his

letters disquieted the mind of Columbus. He knew
that he had active enemies at court ready to turn all

things to his disadvantage ; and he felt the import-

ance of being there in person to defeat their machi-

nations ; but his infirmities detained him at Seville.

He made an attempt to set forth on the journey, but

the severity of the wmter and the virulence of his

malady obliged him to relinquish it in despair. All

that he could do was to reiterate his letters to the

Sovereigns, and to entreat the intervention of his few

but faithful friends. He feared the disastrous occur-

rences of the last voyage might be represented to his

prejudice iM great object of the expedition, ihi|

discovery of a strait in the Isthmiu of Darien, had I

failed. The secondary object, the acquisition of gold,

had not been completed. He had discovered the gold

mines of Yeragua, it is true, but he bad broiij^hil

home no treasure; because, as he said in one of hi I

letters, "I would nut rob or outrage the country;

I

since reason requires that it should be !>. "'eil, ani\

then the gold may be procured without violence."

He was especially apprehensive that the violent I

scenes in the island of Jamaica might, by the per. I

versity of his enemies, and the effrontery of the delin-

quents, be wrested into matters of accusation a>{ainit
|

him, as had Iteen the case with the rebellion of Roidan.

Porras, the ringleader of the late faction, had betg I

sent home by Ovando, to appear before the Board of I

the Indies ; but without any written process, setlintl

forth the offences charged against him. While n
Jamaica, Columbus had ordered an inquest of the I

affair to be taken ; but the notary of tlie squadron

who took it, and the papers which he drew up, were I

onboard of a ship in which the Admiral hadsail«l|

from Hispaniola, and which had put back disnia.ste(l.
[

No cognizance of the case, therefore, was takenM
the Council of the Indies; and Porras went at hr^A

armed with the power and the disposition todomji-l

chief. Being related to Morales, the royal treasurer, I

he had access to people in place, and an opporlunilH

of enlisting their opinions and prejudices on his side,
[

Columbus wrote to Morales enclosing him a copy of I

the petition which the rebels had sent to him when
[

in Jamaica, acknowledging their culpability, andim-l

ploriiig his forgiveness : and he entreated the tm-

1

surer not to be swayed by the representations of hi I

relation, nor to pronounce an opinion nnfavourableto|

him, until he had an opportunity of being heard.

The faithful and indefatigable Diego Mendez was I

at tiiir. lime at the court, as well as Alonso Sandieil

de Carvajal, and an active friend of Columbus named I

Geronimo. He requested his son Diego to excite I

them all to support his interests, being capable ofl

bearing the most important testimony as to his con-
[

duct. " I trust," said he, "that the truth and dili-l

gence of Diego Mendez will be ofas much avail aslbe I

lies of Porras." Nothing can surpass the afTeclinjI

earnestness and simplicity of his general declaration I

of loyalty, contained in one of his letters. "liiavel

served their Majesties," says he, "with as much zeal
|

and diligence as if it had been to gain Paradise;

if I have failed in anything, it has been because my
|

knowledge and powers went no further."

Whilst reading these touching appeals, we can I

scarcely realize the fact, that they should be written I

by Columbus; by the same extraordinary manwhol

but a few years before had been idolized at this court
{

as a benefactor, and received with almost royal lio-|

nours. We can scarcely believe, that this is the dis-j

coverer of the New World, broken down by infirmi-f

ties, and im|)Overished in his old age by his Teryl

success; that the man who added such vast 9iul|
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Ualthy regions to the crown, is the individual thus

[earily and vainly applying to the court of Spain for

Kj rights, and pleading almost like a culprit, in cases

[iierein he hail heen su flagrantly ii\jured.

] At length the caravel hring-ntr the oflicial proceed-

Li^ relative to the brothers Purras arrived at the

lljCarves, in Portugal, and Columbus looked forward

|illi hope that all matters would soon l)c placed in a

oper liglit. His anxiety to get to court became

lery day more intense. A litter was provided to

[nvey him thither, and was actually at the door, but

I
was again obliged to dundon the journey from the

clemency of the weather and his increasing inlirnii-

llis resource of letter-writing began to fail

; he could only write at night, for in the day-

ne the severity of his malady ileprived him of the

: of his hands. The tidings from the court were

hry <lay more and more adverse to his hopes : the

|tri;!iies of his enemies were prevaiUiig; the cold-

karl'Hl Ferdinand treated all his applications with

Itlilference ; the generous Isabella lay dangerously

On her justice and magnanimity he still relied

' the full restoration of his rights, and the redress

aliiiis grievances. "May it please the Holy Truiily,"

^s he, "to restore our sovereign Queen to health

;

rby her will every thing be adjusted which is now
Iconfiision." Alas ! while writing that letter, his

ble benefactress was a corpse !

The health of Isabella had long been undermined

I

the shocks of repeated domestic calamities. The
pth ofher only ! on, the Prince Juan ; of lier beloved

ugliter and bosom friend, the Princess Isabella

;

I of her grandson and prospective heir, the Prince

;uel, had been three cruel wounds to a heart full

|lhe tenderest sensibility. To these, was added the

stant grief caused by the evident inlirmity of in-

lect of her daughter Juana, and the domestic un-

ppiness ofthat princess with her husband, the Arch-

lie Philip. The desolation which walks through

|aces admits not the familiar sympathies and sweet

olations which alleviate the sorrows of common
Isabella pined in state, amidst the obsequious

nages of a court, surrounded by the trophies of a

|rious and successful reign, and placed at the sum-
i of earthly grandeur. A deep and incurable me-
choly had settled upon her, which undermined

constitution, and gave a fatal acuteness to her

pily maladies. After four months of illness, she

on the 26lh of November, 1 304, at Medina del

npo, in the iifty-fourth year of her age; but long

breher eyes closed upon the world, her heart had
ion all its pomps and vanities. " Let my body,"

she in her will, " be interred in the monastery

an Francisco, which is in the Alhambra of the

of Granada, in a low sepulchre, without any
nument except a plain stone, with the inscription

I

on it. ButI desire and command, that if the King,

I

lord, should chuse a sepulchre in any church or

nastei^ in any. other part or place ofthese my king-

ns, that my body shall be transported thither, and

buried beside the body of his highness, so that the

union we have enjoyed while living, and iirhich,

through the mercy of God, we hope our souls will

experience in heaven, may be represented by >:«ur

bo<lies in the earth."

Such was one of several passages in the will of this

admirable woman, which bespoke the chastenedhumi-

lity of her heart ; and in wliich, as has been well ol>-

served, the affections of conjugal love were delicately

entwined with piety and with the most tender me-
lancholy.' She was one of the purest spirits that

ever ruled over the destinies of a nation. Had she

been spared, her benignant vigilance would have

prevented many a scene of horror in the colonization

of the New World, and have softened the lot of its

native inhabitants. As it is, her fair name will ever

shine with celestial radiance in the early dawning of

its history.

The news of the death of Isabella reached Colum-
bus when he was writing a letter to his son Diego.

He notices it in a postscript or memorantlum, written

in the haste and brevity of the moment, but in beau-

tifully touching and mournful terms. "A memorial,"

he writes, "for thee, my dear son Diego, of what is

at present to be done. The principal thing is to com-

mend affectionately, and with great devotion, the

soul of the Queen uur Sovereign to (^. Her life

was always catholic and holy, and prompt to all

things in his holy service r for this reason we may
rest assured that she is receivetl into his glory, and

beyond the cares of this rough and weary world.

The next thing is to watch and labour in all matters

for the service of our Sovereign the King, and to en-

deavour to alleviate his grief. His Majesty is the

head of Christendom. Remember the proverb which

says, when the head suffers, all the members suffer.

Therefore all good Christians should pray for his

health and long life ; and we, who are in his employ,

ought more than others to do this with all study and

diligence."*

It is impossible to read without emotion this simply

eloquent and mournful letter; in which, by ^uch art-

less touches, Columbus expresses his tenderness for the

memory of his benefactress, his weariness under the

gathering cares and ills of life, and his persevering

and enduring loyalty to the Sovereign who was so un-

gratefully neglecting him. It is in these unstudied

and confidential letters that,we read the heirt of Co-

lumbus.

< Eloglo (Ic la neina Cat6lica, por D. Diego Clemencla. Illus-

tration 1 9.

> Letter to his son Diego, Dec. 5, 1804. J\^|

I

.-c •. .' •-
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The death of Isabella was a fatal blow to the for-

tunes of Columbus. While she lived, he had every

tiling to anticipate from her high sense ofjustice, her

regard for her royal word,.her gratitude for his ser-

vices, and her admiration of his character. Witli lier

illness, however, his interest had languished, and

when she died, he was left to the justice and genero-

sity of Ferdinand.

During the remainder of the winter and a part of

the spring, he continued at Seville, detained by pain-

ful illness, and endeavouring to obtain redress from

the government by ineffectual letters. His brother

the Adelantado, who supported him with his accus-

tomed fondness and devotion through all his trials,

proceeded to court to attend to his interest, talcing

with him the Admiral's younger son Fernando, then

aged about seventeen. The latter the affectionate

father repeatedly represents to his son Diego as a man
in understanding and conduct, though but a strip-

ling in years; and inculcates the strongest fraternal

attachment, alluding to his own brethren with one of

tliose beautifully artless and affecting touches which

speak the kindness of his heart. " To thy brother

conduct thyself as the elder brother should unto the

younger. Thou hast no other, and I praise God that

this is such a one as thou dost need. Ten brothers

would not be too many for thee. Never have I found

a better friend than my brothers."

Among the persons whom Columbus employeil at

this time in his missions to the court, was Amerigo

Vespucci. He describes him as a worthy but unfor-

tunate man, who had not profited as much as he de-

served by his undertakings, and who had always been

disposed to render him service. His object in em-
ploying him appears lo have been to prove the value

of his last voyage, and that he had been in the most

opulent parts of the New World ; Vespucci having

since touched upon the same coast, in a voyage with

Alonso de Qjeda.

One circumstarice occurred at this time which shed

a gleam of hope and consolation over the gloomy

prospects of the Admiral. His ancient and tried

friend, Diego de Deza, who had been some time

Bishop ofPalencia, was expected at court. This was
the same worthy friar who had aided him to advocate

his theory before the board of learned men at Sala-

manca, and had assisted him with his purse wlien

making his proposals to the Spanish court. He had
just been promoted and made archbishop of Seville,

but had not yet been installed in his new office. Co-
lumbus directs his son Diego to entrust his interests

to this worthy prelate. " Two things," says he,

"require particular attention. Ascertain whether
the Queen, who is now with God, has said any thing

concerning me in her testament, and stimnlate ihel

bishop of Palencia; he who was the cause that UmqI

Highnesses obtained possession of the Indies, wIiq ig,!

duced me to remain in Castilf when I was on tliel

road to leave it." In another letter he says, "J
the Bishop of Palencia has arrived, or should arriTtI

tell him how much I have been gratified by his pni|.|

perity, and that if I come, I shall lodge with bil

Grace, even though he sliculd not invite me, for «||

must return to our ancient fraternal affection."

The incessant applicniions of Columbus, bothbtl

letter and by the intervention of friends, appear J
have been listened to with cool indifference. i\'J

compliance was yielded tu his requests, and no iffA

rencc was paid to his opinions on various points, cog.!

cerning which he interested himself. New inslriK-l

tions were sent out to Ovando, but not a wor(t«|

their purport was mentioned to the Admiral. It vil

proposed to send out three bishops, and he enlreatdl

in vain to be heard previous to their election. Iil

short, he was not in any way consulted in the affainl

of the New World. He felt deeply this neglect, aii

became every day more impatient of his absence fnnl

court. To enable himself to perform the jounK|l

with more ease, he applied fur permission to use J
mule, a royal ordinance having prohibited the en

ployment of those animals under the saddle, in c

sequence of their universal use having occasioned^

decline in the breed of horses. A royal pennissio

was accordingly granted to Columbus, in considen

lion that liis age and infirmities incapacitated

from riding on horseback ; but it was a consideraU

time before the state of his health would permit liiij

to avail himself of that privilege.

The foregoing particulars, gleaned ft-oni Ietteni|

Columbus recently discovered, show the real staled

his affairs, and the mental and bodily ariliction I

sustained during his winter's residence at Seville, (.

his return from his last disastrous voyage. Heb

generally been represented as reposing there fromli|

toils and troubles. Never was honourable repose t

merited, more desired, and less enjoyed.

It was not until the month of May that the Adj

miral was able, in company with his brother the Aii(

lantado, to accomplish his journey to court, wh

was at that lime held at Segovia. He who but a I

years before had entered the city of Barcelona in t

umph, attended by the nobility and chivalry of £

and hailed with rapture by the multitude, nowi

rived within the gates ofSegovia, a wayworn, mela

choly, and neglected man; oppressed more hy

s

row than even by his years and infirmities. Wh

he presented himself at court, he met with none^

that distinguished attention, that cordial kiiidnes

that cherishing sympathy, which his unparallel

services and his recent sufferings had merited.

'

The selfish Ferdinand had lost sight of all hisp

Letter of D«;cenil)er 21, IS04. Navarretc, t. i, p. 316,

> LasCasas, Hist. Ind., I. it, c. 37. Herrera. Hist- Io<l.,il

I, lib. vi. c. «.
,
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vices, in what appeared lo him the inconvenience

this present demands. He received him with many

ofessions of kindness ; hut with those cold inefTec-

ai smiles, which pass like wintry sunshine over the

antenance, and convey no warnuli to the heart,

he Admiral now gave a particular account of his

Ite voyage ; describing the great tract of Terra

lirma, which he had explored, and the riches of the

evince of Veragua. He related also the disaster

;liad sustained in the island of Jamaica ; the insur-

ctioii of the Porras and (heir hand ; and all the

llier griefs and troubles of this unfortunate expedi-

JDn. He had but a cold-hearted auditor in the King

;

dd the benignant Isabella was no more at hand to

uilie him with a smile of kindness, or a tear of sym-

kthy. "I know not," says the venerable Las Casas,

Ivliat could cause this dislike and this want of

Ijncely countenance in the King, towards one who

Id rendered him such pre-eminent benefits, unless

|was that his mind was swayed by the false testi-

fies which had been brought against the Admiral

;

[which I have l)een enabled to learn something from

Irsons much in favour with the Sovereign."

jAfler a few days iiad elapsed, Columbus urged his

lit in form : reminding the King of all lliat he had

}ne,'and all that had been promised him under the

yal word and seal, and supplicating that the resti-

kions and indemnifications which had been so fre-

lently solicited, might be awarded to Iiim ; offering

I
return to serve his Majesty devotedly for the short

he had yet to live; and ti-usting, from what lie

II within him, and from what he thought he knew

pth certainty, to render services which should sur-

sall that he had yet performed a Imndredfold. The
Ing, in reply, acknowledged the greatness of his

pits, and ol^erved, that the matters in question

puld be left to the decision of some discreet and

le person. The Admiral agreed, ami proposed as

piter the Archbishop of Seville, Don Diego de Deza,

p had always taken great interest in the affairs of

I New World. The King consented to his arbi-

|lton; but the Admiral observed, that it was only

(question of revenues and rents which he was will-

;to submit to the decision of learned men, not the

jestionuf the government of (he Indies. " By which

nderstand," says Las Casas, " that he did not think

hecessary to put the latter point in dispute, his right

[t heing too clearly manifest." In fact, it was on

\ subject of his d jnities that Columbus was pecu-

lly tenacious; all other matters he considered as

[minor importance. In a conversation with the

pg, he declared that he had no desire to enter into

' process or pleading. He was willing to put all

[privileges and writings into the hands of Uie King,

1 to receive out of the dues arising from them what-
Ir his Majesty thought proper. He prayed only

It the matter miglit he speedily decided ; that he
^lit retire to some quiet corner, and seek that re-

hm Casas, Hist. Ind., (. ii, c. 37. US.

pose which his great fatigues and infirmities required.

Ferdinand, however, replied with mere compliment*,

and general evasive promises. "As far as aictions

went," observes Las Casas, "the King not merely

showed him no signs of favour, but, on the contrary,

discountenanced him as much as possible
;
yet he was

never wanting in complimentary expressions."

Many months were passed by Columbus in un-

availing attendance upon the court, lie continued to

receive outward demonstrations of respect from the

King, and was noticed with due attention by the

Cardinal Ximenes, Archbishop of Toledo, and other

principal personages ; but he had learned to appre-

ciate and distrust the hollow civilities of a court. His

claims were referred to a tribunal called "The coun-

cil of the discharges of the conscience of the deceased

Queen, and of the King." This is a kind of tribunal

commonly known by the name of the 3 unta de Descar-

gos, composed of persons nominated by the Sovereign,

to superintend the accomplishment of the last will of

his predecessor, and the discharge of his debts.

Two consultations were held by this hotly, but

nothing was determined. The wishes of the King

were too well known to be thwarted. " It was be-

lieved," says Las Casas, "that if the King could

have done so with a safe conscience, and without de-

triment to his fame, he would have respected few or

none of the privileges which he and the Queen had

conceded to the Admiral, and which had been so

justly merited."

Columbus still flattered himself that, his claims

being of such importance, and touching a question of

sovereignly, the adjustment of them might he only

postponed by the King until he could consult with

liis daughter Juana, who had succeeded to her mo-

ther as Queen of Castile, and who was daily expected

from Flanders, with her husband, King Philip. He
endeavoured, therefore, to bear bis delays with pa-

tience ; but lie had no longer the physical streng(h

to contend with difficulties, and the glorious antici-

pations to bear him above mortifications, which had

once sustained him through his long application at

this court. Life itself was drawing to a clo.se.

He was once more confined to his bed by a tor-

menting attack of the gout, aggravated by the sor-

rows and disappointments which preyed upon his

heart. From tliis couch of anguish he addressed one

more appeal to the justice of the King. He no longer

petitioned for himself: it was for his son Diego that he

interceded. Nor did he dwell upon his pecuniary dues

;

it was the honourable trophies of his services, which

he wished to secin-e and perpetuate in his family.

He entreated that his son Diego might be appointed,

in his place, to the government of which he had been

so wrongfully deprived. " This," he said, " is a mat-

ter which concerns my honour ; as to all the rest, do

as your Majesty thinks proper; give or withhold, as

may be most for your interest, ant Ishallbeconlent. I

Las Casas, Hist. Init., Ub. li, cap. 37.

.Y
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believe it is tlie anxiety caused by ttie delay of this

affair which is the principal cause of my ill health."

A petition to the same purpose was presented at the

same time by his son Diego, offering to take with him

such persons for counsellors as the King should ap-

point, and to he guided by their advice.

These petitions were treated by Ferdinand with

his usual professions and evasions. '' The more ap-

plications were made to him," observes Las Casas,

"the more favourably did he reply; but still he de-

layed, hoping, by exhausting their patience, to induce

them to wave tlieir privileges, and accept in place

thereof titles and estates in Castile." Columbus re-

jected all propositions of the kind with indignation,

as calculated to compromise those titles which were

the trophies of his achievements. He saw, however,

that all further hope of redress from Ferdinand was

vain. From the bed to which he was coniined, Ite

addressed a letter to his constant friend Diego de

Deza, expressive of his despair. "It appears that

his Majesty does not think iit to fulfil that which he,

with the Queen, who is now in glory, has promised

me by word and seal. For me to contend for (he

contrary, would be to contend with the wind. I

have done ail that I could do. I leave the rest to

God, whom I have ever found propitious to me in

ray necessities."

'

The cold and calculating Ferdinand beheld this

illustrious man sinking under infirmity of body,

heightened by that deferred hope which "maketh

the heart sick." A little more delay, a little more

disappointment, and a little more iniliction of ingra-

titude, and this loyal and generous heart would cease

to beat; he should then be delivered frum the just

claims of a well-tried servant, who, in ceasing to be

useful, was considered by liim to liave become im-

portunate.

CHAPTER IV.

DEATH OF COLDHBUS.

In the midst of illness and despondency, when
both life and hope were expiring in the bosom of

Columbus, a new gleam was awakened and blazed

up for (lie moment with characteristic fervour. He
heard with joy of the landing of King Philip and

Queen Juana, who had just arrived frum Flanders to

take possession of their throne of Castile. In the

daugliter of Isabella he trusted once more to find a

patroness and a friend. King Ferdinand and all (he

court repaired to Loredo to receive the youthful Sove-

reigns. Columbus would gladly have done the same,

but he was confined to his bed by a severe return of

his malady ; neither could he dispense with the aid

and ministry of his son Diego, in his painfid and

helpless situation. His brother, the Adelantado,

therefore, his main dependence in all emergencies,

• ^'avar^cle, CoUcc, i. i.

was sent to represent him, and to present his iionu^l

and congratulations. Columbus wrote by him totlie|

new King and Queen, expressing his grief at beii^

I

prevented by illness from coming in person to mai

fest his devotion, but begging to be considered an

the most faithful of their subjects. He expressed)

hope that he should receive at their hands the re;

tution of his honours and estates; and assured tiien,!

that, though cruelly tortured at present by disease;!

he should yet be able to render them services,
i

like of which had never been witnessed.

Such was the last sally of his sanguine and uncog.!

querable spirit; which disregarding age and iniitQ.!

ilies, and all past sorrows and disappointmeou

spoke from his dying bed with all the confidence
g

youthful hope ; and talked of still greater enterpri

as if he had a long and vigorous life before him.

Adelantado took leave of his brother, whom lievii

never to behold again, and set out on his mission t

the new Sovereigns. He experienced the most
j

cious reception. The claims of the Admiral ven

treated with great attention by (he young King j

Queen, and flatlering hopes were given of asp

and pi'osperous termination to his suit.

In the mean lime the cares and troubles of (

lumbus were drawing to a close. The moineuu

fire which had recently reanimated him soon expb

quenched by his accumulating infirmities. In

dialely after the departure of the Adelantado,!

illness increased in violence. His last voyage
I

shattered beyond repair a frame already worn i

wasted by a life of hardship ; and, since his relui

a series of anxieties had robbed him of (hat svoj

repose so necessary to recruit the weariness andd

bility of age. The cold ingratitude of his Sorereij

liad chilled his heart. The continued suspensioD^

his honoui-s, and the enmity and defamation he c

perienced at every turn, seemed to have thromif

deep shadow over that glory which had been t

great object of liis ambition. This shadow, it is t

could be but of transient duration ; but it is (

for the most illustrious man to look beyond the
f

sent cloud which may obscure his fame, and anlitj

pate its permanent lustre in the admiration of
[

terily.

Being admonished by his failing strength and k

increasing sufferings that his end was approacliii

he prepared to leave his affairs in order for tbeb

nefit of his successors.

It is said that on the 4th of May he wrote an I

formal testamentary codicil on the blank page olj

little breviary, which had been given him by \

Alexander VI. In this he bequeathed (hat bookj

the republic of Genoa, which he also appointed si

cessor to his privileges and dignities, on the exiia

tion of his male line. He directed likewise thee

lion of an hospital in that city with (he produce!

his possessions in Italy. The authenticity of lliisf

cument is questioned, and has become a point of ««

contest among commentators. It is now, bov«
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of much importance. The paper is such as might

readily have been written by a person like Columbus

in the paroxysm of disease, when he imagined his

end suddenly approaching, and shows the affection

\rilh which his thoughts were bent on his native city.

It is termed among commentators a military codicil,

because testamentary dispositions of this kind are

executed by the soldier at the point of death, wilh-

I

out the usual formalities required by the civil law.

About two weeks after, on the eve of his death, he

executed a final and regularly authenticated codicil,

in which he bequeathed his dignities and estates with

I

better judgment.

In these last and awful moments, when the soul

I

has but a brief space in which to make up its accounts

between heaven and earth, all dissimulation is at an

end, and we read the most unequivocal evidences of

the character. The last codicil of Columbus, made

at the very verge of the grave, is stamped with his

I
ruling passion and his benignant virtues. He repeats

and enforces several clauses of his original testament,

constituting his son Diego his universal heir. The
entailed inheritance, or mayorazgo, in case he died

I
without male issue, was to go to his brother Don
Fernando, and from him, in like case, to pass to his

uncle Don Bartholomew, descending always to the

[nearest male heir ; in failure of which it was to pass

I
to the female nearest in lineage to the Admiral. He

I
enjoined upon whoever should inherit his estate never

to alienate or diminish it, hut to endeavour by all

I
means to augment its prosperity and importance.

I
He likewise enjoined upon his heirs to be prompt and

I
devoted at all times, with person and estate, to serve

I their Sovereign and promote the Christian faith. He
I ordered that Don Diego should devote one-tenth

lof the revenues which might arise from his estate,

when it came to be productive, to the relief of

indigent relatives and of other persons in necessity

;

that, out of the remainder, he should yield certain

lyeaiiy proportions to his brother Don Fernando, and

Ihis uncles Don Bartholomew and Don Diego ; and

[that the part allotted to Don Fernando should be

settled upon him and his male heirs in an entailed and

iinalienable inheritance. Havuig thus provided for

Ithe maintenance and perpetuity of his family and dig-

nities, he ordered that Don Diego, when his estates

should baa^ficiently productive, sliould erect a cha-

el in th^Rand of Hispaniola, which God had given

jto him so marvellously, at the town of Conception,

iu the Vega, where masses shoukl be daily performed

|for the repose of the souls of himself, his father, his

nollier, his wife, and of all who died in the faith.

Another clause recommends to the care of Don Diego,

eatrix Enriquez, the mother of his natural son Fer-
bando. His connexion with her had never been sanc-

lioned by matrimony, and either this circumstance,

prsome neglect of her, seems to have awakened deep
fcompunclion in his dying moments. He orders Don
Jiego to provide for her respectable maintenance;

I'
and let this be done," he adds, " for the discharge

of my conscience, for it weighs heavy on my soul."

Finally, he noted with his own hand several minute

sums, to lie paid to persons at different and distant

places, without their being told from whence they

received them. These appear to have been trivial

debts of conscience, or rewards for petty services re-

ceived in times long past. Among them is one of

half a mark of silver to a poor Jew, who lived at the

gate of the Jewry, in the city of Lisbon. These mi-

nute provisions evince the scrupulous attention to

justice in all his dealings, and that love of punctuality

in the fulfilment of duties, for which he viaa remarked.

In the same spirit, he gave much advice to his son

Diego, as to the conduct of his affairs, enjoining upon

him to take every month an account with his own
hand of the expenses of his household, and to sign it

with his name; for a want of regularity in this, he
observed, lost both property and servants, and turned

the last into enemies. * Hisdying bequests were made
in presence of a few fai \ 'd followers and servants,

and among them we fir he name of Bartholomew

Fiesco, who had accompanied Diego Mendez in the pe-

rilous voyage in a canoe from Janiaica to Hispaniola.

Having thus scrupulously attended to all the claims

of affection, loyally, and justice upon earth, Columbus

turned his thoughts to heaven ; and having received

the holy sacrament, and performed all the pious of-

fices of a devout Christian, he expired with great

resignation, on the day of Ascension, the 20th of May,

IS06, being about seventy years of age.' His last

words were, ''Jtimanus tuas, Domine, commendo
spiritum meum :" Into thy hands, O Lord, I com-

mend my spirit. 4

His body was deposited in the convent of St Fran-

cisco, and his obsequies were celebrated with fune-

real pomp in the parochial church of Santa Maria de

la Antigua de V; .'.adolid. His remains were trans-

ported afterwart s 'n 1513, to the Carthusian mo-
nastery of Las Cuftva of Seville, to the chapel of St

Ann or of Santo Cliristo, in which chapel were like-

wise depositee^ thoKe of his son Don Diego, who died

in the village of Montalban, on the 23d of February,

1526. In the year 1336 the bodies of Columbus

and his son Diego were removed to Hispaniola, and

interred in the principal chapel of the cathedral of

the city of St Domingo; but even here they did not

rest in quiet, having since been again disinterred and

conveyed to the Havanna, in the island ofCuba.

A cheap honour was decreed to Columbus by Fer-

duiand after his death. He ordered a monument to

< Diego, ttie son of llie Admiral, notes in Ills own testamcLt this

bequest of his fattier, and says, that he was charged by him to pay

Beatrix Knriqurz 10.000 inaravedies a-year, which for some time

he had faithfully performed; but as !ie believes that fur three or

four years previous to her death he neglected to do so, he orders

that the deficiency shall be ascertained and paid to her heirs.

{ Memorial ajuslado sohre la proprlcdad del niayorazgo que fuud6

D. Christ. Colomb. S 243.)

' llemorial ajuslado, S 248.

3 Ciira de los Palaclos, cap. 121.

i Las Casas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, c. 38. Hist, del Almirante, c. 108.
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be erected to liis memcry, with this inscription:

FOB CASTILLi T POK LEON

NUBVO HONDO tULL6 COLON.

For Castile and Leon Columbtts found a New World.

a record of the great debt of gratitude due to the

discoverer, wliich the monarch had so faithlessly ne-

glected to discliarge. Attempts have been made, in

recent days, by loyal Spanish writers, to vindicate

the conduct of Ferdinand towards Columbus. They
were doubtless well intended, but they have been

futile, nor is their failure to be regretted. To screen

such injustice in so eminent a character from the

reprobation of mankind, is to deprive history of one

of its most important uses. Let the ingratitude of

Ferdinand stand recorded in its fuU extent, and

endure throughout all time. The dark shadow which

it casts upon his brilliant renown, will be a lesson to

all rulers, teaching them what is important to their

own fame in their treatment of illustrious men.

CHAPTER V.

OBSEBVATIONS ON THE COiBlCTEB OF COLUMBUS.

• In narrating the history of Columbus, it has been

the endeavour of the author to place him in a clear

and familiar point of view, detailing actions, how-

ever trivial, which appeared to develop his charac-

ter ; and seeking, by collateral illustrations, to throw

light upon his views and motives. M.my circum-

stances have been detailed which may be deemed

gross errors of conduct, and which may have hitherto

either l)een passed over in silence, or vaguely noticed

by historians; but he who paints a great man merely

in great and heroic traits, though he may produce a

fine picture, will never present a faithful portrait.

Distinguished men are composed of great and little

qualities. Much of their greatness arises from their

struggles against the imperfections of their nature,

and their noblest actions are sometimes struck forth

by the collision of their virtues imd their foibles.

Columbus was a man of great and inventive ge-

nius. The operations of his mind were energetic,

but irregular ; bursting forth at times with that irre-

sistible force which characterises intellects of such an

order. His mind had grasped all kinds of knowledge

connected with his pursuits ; and though his informa-

tion may appear limited at the present day, and

some of liis errors palpable, it is because that know-

ledge, in his peculiar department of science, was but

scantily developed in his time. His own discoveries

enlightened the ignorance of tliat age, guided con-

jecture to certainty, and dispelled numerous errors

with which he himself had been obliged to struggle.

His ambition was lofty and noble. He was full of

high thoughts, and anxious to distinguish himself by

great achievements. It has been said that a mer-

cenary feeling mingled witli his views, and that his

stipulations with the Spanish court were selfish and

avaricious. The charge is inconsiderate and unjust,

He aimed at dignity and wealth in the same lofty

spirit in which lie sought renown; but they were to

arise from the territories he should discover, and be
j

commensurate in importance. No condition could
j

be more just. He asked nothing of the Sovereigns

but a command of the countries he hoped to give

them, and a share of the proflts to support the dignity

of his command. If there should be no country dig-

covered, his stipulated viceroyally would be of no

avail ; and if no revenues should be produced, hii
j

labour and peril would produce no gain. If his com-

mand and revenues ultimately proved magniHcent,

it was from the magnilicence of the regions he liad

attached to the Caslilian crown. What monarcji

would not rejoice to gain empire on such conditions?

But he did not merely risk a loss of labour, and a dis-

ap|)ointment of ambition, in the enterprise ;—on iiit
|

motives being questioned, he voluntarily undertook,

and, with the assistance of his coadjutors, actually I

defrayed one-eighth of the whole charge of the first
|

expedition.

The gains that promised to arise from his dis-

1

coveries, he intended to appropriate in the samel

princely and pious spirit in which they were d^

manded. He contemplated works and achievemenli

of benevolence and religion: vast contributions lor

the relief of the poor of his native city; the founda-

tions of churches, where masses should be said for

the souls of the departed ; and armies for the recovery
|

of the holy sepulchre in Palestine.

In the discharge of his office he maintained the I

state and ceremonial of a viceroy, and was tenacioiu

of his r<.'nk and privileges ; . not from a mere vulgar

love of titles, but because he prized them as tesli-

1

monials and trophies of his achievements:

he jealously cherished as his great rewards, hi hii I

repeated applications to the King, he insisted merely I

on the restitution of his dignities. As to hispecu-l

niary dues, he would leave them to arbitration, oti

even to the disposition of the King; "but these I

things," said he, nobly, " affect my honour." Inl

his testament, he enjoined on his son Diego, and who-

1

ever after him should inherit his estates, wliateverl

dignities and titles might afterwards be granted byj

the King, always to sign himself simpb^" the Ad-

[

miral," by way of perpetuating in the flmly its reajj

source of greatness.

His comluct was characterised by the grandeur oil

his views, and the magnanimity of his spiriu histeadl

of traversing the newly-found countries, like a^rasihl

ing adventurer eager only for immediate gain, aswatl

too generally the casH with contemporary discoverers, I

he sought to ascertain their soil and productions,!

their rivers and harbours : he was desirous of co-l

Ionising and cultivating them ; of conciliating andl

civilising the natives; of building cities, introducin;!

the useful arts, subjecting every thing to the contnii|

I
of law, order, and religion ; and tlius of foun
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regalar and prosperous empires. In this glorious

plan he was conslanlly defeated by the dissolute tab-

Ible which it wac his misfortune to command ; with

Iwhom all law was tyranny, and all order restraint.

ITliey interrnpteil all useful works by their seditions;

[provoked the peaceful Indians to hostility ; and after

jthey Itad thus heaped misery and warfare upon their

(own heads, and overwhelmed Columbus with the

Iruins of the ed'..'ice he was building, they charged

him with being the cause of the confusion.

Well would it have been for Spain had those who
Ifollowed in the track of Columbus possessed his sound

olicy and liberal views. The New World, in s;ich

se, would have been settled by pacific colonists,

^nd civilised by enlightened legislators; instead of

eing overrun by desperate adventurers, and deso-

lated by avaricious concpierors.

Columbus was a man of quick sensibility, liable to

treat excitement, to sudden and strong impressions,

1D(1 powerful impulses. He was naturally irritable

knd impetuous, and keenly sensible to injury and in-

lustice; yet the quickness of his temper was coun-

eracted by the benevolence and generosity of his

lieart. The magnanimity of his nature shone forth

hrough-all the troubles of his stormy career. Though

ontinually outraged in his dignity, and braved in the

[xercise of his command ; though foiled in his plans,

jnd endangered in his person, by the seditions of

urbulent and worthless men, and that too at times

then suffering under anxiety of mind and anguish

|f body sufficient to exasperate the most patient,, he

estrained his valiant and indignant spirit, and, by

lie strong powers of his mind, brought himself to

|)rbear, and reason, and even to supplicate: nor

hould we fail to notice how free he was from all feel-

bg of revenge, how ready to forgive and forget, on

)ie least signs of repentance and atonement. He has

en extolled for his skill in controlling others,; but

kr greater praise is due to him for the firmness he

psplayed in governing himself.

His natural benignity made him accessible to all

jinds of pleasurable sensations from external objects.

his letters and journals, instead of detailing cir-

umstances with the technical precision of a mere

avigator, he notices the beauties of nature with the

nihusiasm of a poet or a painter. As he coasts the

puresof the NewWorld, the reader participates in the

njoymentwilhwhich hedescribes, in his imperfectbut

tcturesque Spanish, the varied objects around him

;

he blandness of the temperature, the purity of the

Imosphere, the fragrance of the air, '* full of dew
pd sweetness," the verdure of the forests, the mag-
jflcence of the trees, the grandeur of the mountains,

pd the limpidityand freshnessof the running streams.

ew delight springs up for him in every scene. He
Reclaims that each new discovery is more beautiful

an the last, and each the most beautiful in the

orld; until, with his simple earnestness, he tells

Sovereigns, that, having spoken so highly of the

ling islands, he fears that they will not credit

him, when he declares that the one he is actually

describing surpasses them all in eiceellence.

In the same ardent and unstudied way he expresses

his emotions on various occasions, readily affected by
impulses of joy or grief, of pleasure or indignation.

When surrounded and overwhelmed by the ingra-

titude and violence of worthless men, he often, in the

retirement of bis cabin, gave way to bursts of

sorrow, and relieved bis overladen heart by sighs

and groans. When he returned in chains to Spain,

and came into the presence of Isabella, instead of

continuing the lofty pride with which he had hitherto

sustained his injuries, he was touched with grief and
tenderm is at her sympathy, and burst forth into sobs

and tears.

He waj devoutly pious : religion mingled with the

whole course of his thoughts and actions, and shines

forth in all his most private and unstudied writings.

Whenever he made any great discovery, he celebrat-

ed it by solemn thanks to God. The voice of prayer

and melody of praise ruse from his ships when they

first beheld the New World, and his first action on
landing was to prostrate hiqfiself upon the earth and
return thanksgivings. Every evening, tlie Sahe Re-

(jina, and other vesper hymns, were chanted by his

crew, and masses were performed in the beautiful

groves that l)ordered the wild shores of this heathen

land. The religion thus deeply seated in his soul,

diffused a sober dignity and a benign composure over

his whole demeanour. His language was pure and

guarded, free from all imprecations, oaths, and other

irreverent expressions. All his great enterprises

were undertaken in the name of the Holy Trinity,

and he partook of the holy sacrament previous to em-
barkation. He observed the festivals of the church

in the wildest situations. The sabbath was with him
a day of sacred rest, on which he would never set

sail from a port unless :n case of extreme necessity.

He was a firm believer in the efficacy of vows and

penances and pilgrimages, and resorted to them in

times of difficulty and danger ; but he carriei! his re-

ligion still further, and his piety was darkened by

the bigotry of the age. He evidently concurred in

the opinion that all the nations who did not ac-

knowledge the Christian faith were destitute of

natural rights ; that the sternest measures might be

used fur their conversion, and the severest punish-

ments inflicted upon their obstinacy in unbelief. In

this spirit of bigotry he considered himselfjustified in

making captives of the Indians, and transporting them

to Spain to have them taught the doctrines of Chris-

tianity, and in selling them for slaves if they pre-

tended to resist bis invasions. In doing the latter,

he sinned against the natural goodness of his character,

and against the feelings which he had originally en-

tertained and expressed towards this gentle and

hospitable people; but he was goaded on by the

mercenary impatience of the crown, and by the sneers

of his enemies at the unprofitable result of his en-

terprises. It is but justice to his character to observe,

• I
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that the enslavement of the Indians thus taken in

battle was at lirst openly countenanced by the crown,

and that, when the question of right came to be dis-

cussed at the entreaty of the Queen, several of the

most distinguished jurists and theologians advocated

the practice; so that tlie question was finally settled

in favour of the Indians solely by the humanity of

Isaliella. As the venerable bishop Las Gasas observes,

where the most learned men have doubted, it is not

surprising that an unlearned mariner should err.

These remarks, in palliation of the conduct of Co-

lumbus, are required by candour. It is proper to

show him in connexion with the age in which he lived,

lest the errors of the times should be considered as

his individual faults. It is not the intention ofthe au-

thor, however, to justify Columbus on a point where

it is inexcusable to err. Let it remain a blot on his

illustrious name, and let others derive a lesson from it.

A peculiar trait in his rich and varied character

remains to be noticed—that ardent and enthusiastic

imagination which threw a magnificence over his

whole course of thought. Herrera intimates that

he had a talent for poetry, and some slight traces of

it are on record in the book of prophecies which

he presented to the Catholic Sovereigns. But his

poetical temperament is discernible throughout all

his writings and in all his actions. It spread a golden

and glorious world around him, and tinged every

thing with its own gorgeous colours. It betrayed

him into visionary speculations, which subjected him

to the sneers and cavillings ofmen ofcooler and safer,

but more groveling minds. Such were the conjec-

tures formed on the coast of Paria about the form of

the earth, and the situation ofthe terrestrial paradise;

about theminesofOphirin Hispaniola, and the Aurea

Chersonesus in Yeragua ; and such was the heroic

scheme of a crusade for the recovery of the holy

sepulchre. It mingled with his religion, and filled

his mind with solemn and visionary meditations on

mystic passages of the scriptures, and the shadowy

portents of the prophecies. It exalted his oflice in

bis eyes, and made him conceive himself an agent

sent forth upon a sublime and awful mission, subject

to impulses and supernatural intimations from the

Deity; such as the voice which he imagined spoke to

him in comfort amidst the troubles of Hispaniola, ind

in the silence of the night on the disastrous coas> of

Veragua.

He was decidedly a visionary, but a visionary "

an uncommon and successful kind. The manner iti

which his ardent imagination and mercurial nature

was controlled by a powerful judgment, and directed

by an acute sagacity, is the most extraordinary fea-

ture in his character. Thus governed, his imagina-

tion, instead of exhausting itself in idle flights, lent

aid to his judgment, and enabled him to form con-

clusions at which common minds could never have

arrived, nay, which they could not perceive when
pointed out.

To his intellectual vision it was given to read the

signs of tlie times, and to trace, in tlie conjectur«ji

and reveries of past ages, the indications of an un-

known world ; as soothsayers were said to read pre-

dictions in the stars, and to foretell events from the I

visions of the night. " His soul," observes a Spanish
|

writer, "was superior to the age in which he lived,
j

For him was reserved the great enterprise of traven-

1

ing that sea which had given rise to so many fables,

and of deciphering the mystery of his age." '

With all the visionary fervour of his imagination,

its fondest dreams fell short of the reality. He died

in ignorance of the real grandeur of his discovery.

Until his last breath he entertained the idea that he
j

had merely opened a new way to the old resorts of

opulent commerce, and had discovered some of tlw I

wild regions of the East. He supposed Hispaniola to be

the ancient Ophir which had been visited by the ships I

of Solumon, and that Cuba and Terra Firraa were
(

but remote parts of Asia. What visions of glory

wodid have broken upon his mind could he hare

known that he had indeed discovered a new conii-

1

nent, equal to the whole of the old world in magni-

tude, and separated by two vast oceans from all the I

earth hitherto known by civilised man! Andi)oir|

would his magnanimous spirit have been consoled,

,

amidst the afflictions of age and the cares of penury,!

the neglect of a fickle public, and the injustice of at I

ungrateful king, could he have anticipated the splendid I

empires which were to spread over the beautiful I

world he had discovered; and the nations, and ton-

1

gues, and languages which were to fill its lands with

his renown, and to revere and bless his name to the
|

latest posterity

!

APPENDIX,

CONTAiniNG

ILLUSTRATIONS AND DOCUMENTS.

No I.

TBiN8P0BT4TI0N OF TDE BEHilNS OP COLUMBUS FKOI

ST DOMINGO TO TOE BiVANNi.

At the termination of a war between France andl

.'';>ain, in HOS, all the Spanish possessions in Ibel

island of Hispaniola were ceded to the French croni

by tli? r.Hilh article of the treaty of peace. To assi^l

in the a'"-omplisliment of this cession, a Spanish squi-l

dron was despatched to the island at the appoinleil|

time, commanded by Don Gabriel de Aristiz

lieutenant-general of the royal armada. On tlie illl|

December, 1793, that commander wrote to the liel

marshal and governor, Don Joaquin Garcia, resideilj

at St Domingo, that, being informed that the remaiiii|

of the celebrated Admiral Don Christopher Colunib

lay in the cathedral of that city, he felt it incumbi

• Cladera, Investigaciones Hl8l6ricas, p. 43.

•s
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n bim, as a Spaniard, and as commander-in-chief of

jig Majesty's squadron of operations, to solicit the

[moval of the mortal remains of that hero to the bland

Cuba, which had likewise been discovered by

1, and where he had first planted the standard of

^e cross. He expressed a desire that this should be

)De officially, and with great care and formality,

It it might not remain in the power of any one, by

irelessness or negligence, to lose a relique connected

an event which formed the most glorious epoch

Spanish history; and that it might be manifested

all nations that Spaniards, notwithstanding the

of ages, never cr-'>sed to pay all honours to the

emory of that " worthy and adventurous general of

seas;" nor abandoned them when the various

Iblic bodies representing the Spanish dominion emi-

tted from the island. As he had not time, without

It inconvenience, to consult the Sovereign on this

bject, he had recourse to the governor, as royal

>-palron of the island, hoping that his solicitation

jbt be granted, and the remains of the Admiral

|mmeil and conveyed to the island of Cuba, in t\K

Ip San Lorenzo.

Che generous wishes of this high-minded Spaniard

^t with warm concurrence on the part of the gover-

He informed him, in reply, that the Duke of

|ragua, lineal successor of Columbus, had mani-

jled the same solicitude, and had sent directions

|t the necessary measures should be taken at his

;nse; and had, at the same time, expressed a wish

it the bones of the Adelantado, Don Bartholomew

lumbus, should likewise be exhumed—transmit-

;
inscriptions to be put upon the sepulchres of both,

[addi d, that although the King had given no orders

(the subject, yet the proposition being so accordant

|h the grateful feelings of the Spanish nation, and

pting with the concurrence of all the authorities

|he island, he was ready, on his part, to carry it

) execution.

the commandant-general, Aristizabal, then made

pnilar communication to the Archbishop of Cuba,

Fernando Porlilito y Torres, whose metropolis

(then the city of St Domingo, hoping to receive his

ntenance and aid in this pious undertaking.

the reply of the archbishop was couched in terms

^igh courtesy towards the gallant commander, and

reverence for the memory of Columbus, and

Iressed a zeal in rendering this tribute of gratitude

respect to the remains of one who had done so

bh for the glory of the nation.

ihe persons empowered to act for the Duke ofVe-

pa, the venerable dean and chapter of the cathe-

and all the other persons and authorities to

bbiDon Gabriel de Aristizabal made similar com-

pications, manifested the same eagerness to assist

he performance of this solemn and affecting rite.

Ihe worthy commander, Aristizabal, having taken

nese preparatory steps with great form and punc-

,
so as thai the ceremony should be performed in

Iblic and striking manner, suitable to the fame of

Columbus, the whole was carried into effect with

becoming pomp and solemnity.

On the 20th of December, 4795, Ihe most distin-

guished persons of the place, the dignitaries of the

church, and civil and military officers, assembled in

the metropolitan cathedral. In the presence of this

august assemblage a small vault was opened above

the chancel, in the principal wall on the right side of

the high altar : within were found the fragments of a

leaden coffin, a nnmber of bones, and a quantity of

mould, evidently the remains ofahuman body. These

were carefully collected and put into a case of gilded

lead, about half an ell in length and breadth, and a

third in height, secured by an iron lock, the key of

which \ras delivered to the archbishop. The case

was enclosed in a coffin covered with black velvet,

and ornamented with lace and fringe of gold. The
whole was then placed in a temporary tomb or mau-
soleum.

On the following day there was another grand

commemoration at the cathedral, when the vigils and
masses for the dead were solemnly chanted by the

archbishop, accompanied by the commandant-general

of the armada, the Dominican and Franciscan friars,

and the friars of the Order of Mercy, together with
the rest of the distinguished assemblage. After this a

funeral sermon was preached by the archbishop.

On the same day, at four o'clock in the afternoon,

the coffin was transpoited to the ship with the utmost

state and ceremony, with a civil, religions, and mi-

litary procession, banners covered with crape, chants

and responses, and discharges of artillery. The most

distinguished persons of the several orders took turn

to support the coffin. The key was taken, with great

formality, from the hands of the archbishop, by the

governor, and given into the hands of the commander
of the Havanna, to be held in deposit until the plea-

sure of the king sliould be known. The coffin was
received on board of a brigantine called the Dis-

coverer, which, with all the other shipping, displayed

mourning signals, and saluted the remains with the

honours paid to an admiral.

From the port of St Domingo the coffin was con-

veyed to the bay of Ocoa, and there transferred to

the ship St Lorenzo. It was accompanied by a por-

trait of Columbus, sent from Spain by the Duke of

Yeragua, to be suspended close by the place where
the remains of his illustrious ancestor should be de>-

posited.

The ship immediately made sail, and arrived at

Havanna, in Cuba, on the 15th of January, 1796.

Here the same deep feeling of reverence to the me-
mory of the discoverer was evinced. The principal

authorities repaired on board of the ship, accompanied

by the superior naval and military officers. Every

thmg was conducted with the same circumstantial

and solemn ceremonial. The remains were re-

moved with great reverence, and placed in a fe-

lucca, in which they were conveyed to land in the

midst of a procession of three columns of feluccas
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.-tad boats in the royal service, all properly decorated,

containing distinguished military a:id ministerial of-

ficers. Two feluccas followed, in one of which was

a marine guard of honour, with mourning-baimers

and mnnied drums; and in the other were the com-

mandant-general, the principal minister of marine,

tmd the military staff. In passing the vessels of war

in the harbour, they all paid the honours due to an

admural and captain-general of the navy. On arriv-

ing at the mole, the remains were met by the go-

vernor of the island, accompanied by the generals

and the military staff. The coffin was then con-

veyed between files of soldiery which lined the streets

to the obelisk on the Parade, where it was received

in a hearse prepared for the purpose. Here the re-

mains were formally delivered to the governor and

captain-general of the island, the key given up to

him, the coffin opened and examined, and the safe

transportation of its contents authenticated. This

ceremony being concluded, it was conveyed in grand

procession, and with the utmost pomp, to the ca-

thedral. Masses, and the solemn ceremonies of the

dead, were performed by the bishop, and the mortal

remains of Columbus deposited with great reverence

in the wall, on the right side of the grand altar.

" All these honours and ceremonies," says the docu-

ment from whence this account is taken,' " were at-

tended by the ecclesiastical and secular dignitaries,

the public bodies, and all the nobility and gentry of

Havanna, in proof of tlie high estimation and respect-

ful remembrance in which they held the hero who
had discovered the New World, and had been the

first to plant the standard of the cross on that island."

This is the last occasion that the Spanish nation

has had to testify its feelings towards the memory of

Columbus ; and it is with deep satisfaction that the

author of this work has been able lo cite at large a

ceremonial so solemn, affecting, and noble in its de-

tails, and so honourable to the national character.

When we read of the remains of Columbus, thus

conveyed from the port of St Domingo, after an in-

terval of nearly three hundred years, as sacred na-

tional reliques, with civil and military pomp and high

religious ceremonial, the most dignified and illustrious

men striving who most should pay them reverence,

we cannot but reflect that it was from this very port

he was carried off loaded with ignominious chains,

blasted apparently in fame and fortune, and followed

by the reviliugs of the rabble. Such honours, it is

true, are nothing to the dead, nor can they atone to

the heart, now dust and ashes, for all the wrongs
and sorrows it may have suffered; but they speak

volumes of comfort to the illustrious yet slandered

and persecuted living, encouraging them bravely to

bear with present injuries, by showing them how
true merit outlives all calumny, and receives its glo-

rious reward in the admiration of after ages.

' NaTarfetc, CoUec, t. 2, p. MS.

m-'-
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ACCOUNT or tub desceidints or coLunBiis.

On the death of Columbus, his son Diego
i

ceeded to his rights, as viceroy and governor of i

New World, according to the express capitulalia

between the Sovereigns and his father. He appta

by the general consent of historians, to have beeoJ

man of great integrity, of respectable talents, and^

a frank and generous nature. Herrera speaks

peatedly of the gentleness and urbanity of his i

ners, and pronounces him of a noble disposilionj

without deceit. This absence of all guile frequeiu

exposed him to the stratagems of crafty men, gni«i

old in deception, who rendered his life a continu

series of embarrassments; but the probity oft

character, with the irresistible power of truth,

him through difficnlties in which more poiiiic i

subtle men would have been entangled and

pletely lost.

Immediately after the death of the Admiral, I

Diego came forward as lineal successor, and

the restitution of the family offices and ipt'nWt^

which had been suspended during the latter yean^

his father's life. If the cold and wary Ferdinai

however, could forget his obligations of gratitude i

justice to Columbus, he had less difficulty in Uirni

a deaf ear to the solicitations of his son. For I

years Don Diego pressed his suit with fruitless (

gence. He felt the apparent distrust of the mona

the more sensibly from having been brought upi

der his eye, as a page in the royal household, whi

his character ought to be well known and appi

ciated. A t. length, on the return of Ferdinand I

Naples, in 1508, he put to him a direct queslii^

with the frankness attributed to liis character,

demanded " why his Majesty would not grant (olii

as a favour, that which was his right, andwli)fl[

hesitated to confide in the fidelity of one who I

been reared in his house ?" Ferdinand replied, i

he could fully confide in himself, but that he (

not repose so great a trust, at a venture, in liisc

dren and successors. To this Diego rejoined, lhil|

was contrary to all justice and reason to make i

suffer for the sins of his children, who never i

be born.

Still, though he had reason and justice on his§

the young admiral found it impossible to brinjil

wary monarch to a compliance. Finding all a|i|

to his ideas of equity or sentiments of generosilfl

vain, he solicited permissicn to pursue his claiDil

the ordinary courts of law. The King could i

refuse so reasonable a request, and Don Diego c

menced a process against King Ferdinand before I

Council of the Indies, founded on the repeated^

pitulations between the crown and his father,

comprehending all the dignities and immunities (

by them.

One ground of opposition to these claims was, I

if the capitulation made by the Sovereigns, in fH
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granted a perpetual viceroyally to tlie Admiral

I his heirs, such grant could not stand ; being con-

jry to the interest of the state, and to an express

Lff, promulgated in Toledo in 1480, wherein it was

jained that no offce, involving the administration

[jwtice, should be given in perpetuity; therefore

It the viceroyalty granted to the Admiral could

nly have been for his life ; and that, even during

jlterm, it had justly been taken from him for his

onduct. That such concessions were contrary to

I
inherent prerogatives of tlie crown, of which the

i)Ternment could not divest itself. To this Don

iego replied, that as to the validity of the capitu-

[tion, it was a binding contract, and that none of its

vileges ought to he restricted. That as by royal

[hedules, dated Villa Franca, June 2d, 1506, and

jlmazan, August 28th, 1507, it had been ordered

It he, Don Diego, shoi^!d receive the tenths, so

Ijually ought the other privileges to be granted to

|m. As to the allegation that his father had been

prived of his viceroyalty for his demerits, it was

ntrary to all truth. It had been audacity on the

^rt of Bobadilla to send him a prisoner to Spain, in

9, and contrary to the will and command of the

Lereigns, as was proved by their letter dated from

jaleiicia de la Torre, in 1S02; in which they ex-

ssed grief at his arrest, and assured him that it

ould be redressed, and his privileges preserved en-

I to himself and his children.'

[This memorable suit was commence<l in 1508, and

ntinued for several years. In the course of it the

bims of Don Diego were disputed, likewise, on the

ca that his father was not the original discoverer

iTerra Firma, but only subsequently, of certain por-

\ni of it. This, however, was completely contro-

rted by overwhelming testimony. The claims of

1 Diego were minutely discussed and rigidly exa-

|ned, and the unanimous decision of the Council of

{Indies in his favour, while it reflected honour on

I jnstice and independence of that body, silenced

^ny petty cavillers at the fair fame of Columbus.'

^withstanding this decision, the wily monarch

fnled neither means nor pretexts to delay the

^ing of such vast powers, so repugnant to his cau-

as policy. The young admiral was fmally in-

hted for his success in this suit to previous success

ained in a suit of a different nature. He had

ome enamoured of Doha Maria de Toledo,

lighter of Ferdinando de Toledo, grand comman-
"of Leon, and niece to Don Fadriqiie de Toledo,

celebrated Duke of Alva, chief favourite of the

|ig. This was aspiring to a high connexion. The
her and uncle of the lady were the most powerful

[ndees of the proud kingdom of Spain, and cousins-

nan to Ferdinand. The glory, however, which
lumbus had left behind rested upon his children,

Eilracls from IIih Minutes of llic Process, lakoii by (lie liisto-

IMuiioz. MS.

(Further mention wilt Ik' foiinrt of litis lawsuit In the article

Imerigo Vespucci.

and his claims, recently confirmed by the council,

involved dignities and wealth sufficient to raise Diego

to a level with the loftiest alliance. He found no

difTicidty in obtaining the hand of the lady, and

thus was the foreign family of Columbus engrafted

on one of the proudes . races of Spain. 'Jlie natural

consequences followed. Diego had secured that ma-

gical power called "connexions," ami the favour of

Ferdinand, which had so long l)een withheld from

him as the son of Columbus, shone upon him, though

coldly, as the nephew of the Duke of Alva. The
father and uncle of his bride succeeded, though with

great diRicidty, in conquering the repugnance of the

monarch, and, after all, he but granted in part the

justice they required. He ceded to Don Diego merely

the dignities and powers enjoyed by Nicholas de

Ovando, who was recalled, and he cautiously with-

held the title of viceroy.

The recall of Ovando was not merely a : ,ei sure to

make room for Don Diego, it was the tardy pi rform-

nnce of a promise made to Isabella on her death-

bed. The expiring Queen had demanded it as a

punishment for the massacre of her poor Indian sub-

jects at Xaragua, and the cruel and ignominious exe-

cution of the female cacique Anacaona.

In complying with the request ofthe Queen, how-
ever, Ferdinand was favourable towards Ovando.

He did not feel the same generous sympathies with

his late consort, and, however Ovando had sinned

against humanity in his treatment of the Indians, he

had been a vigilant officer, and his very oppressions

had in general proved profitable to the crown. Fer-

dinand directed that the fleet which took out the new
governor should return under the command of

Ovando, and that he should retain undisturbed en-

joyment of any property or Indian slaves that might

be found in his possession. Some have represented

Ovando as aman far from mercenary ; that the wealth

wrung from the miseries of the natives was for his

Sovereign, not himself; and it is intimated that one

secret cause of his disgrace was his having made an

enemy of the all-powerful and unforgiving Fonseca.'

The new admiral embarked at San Lucar, June 9,

1509, with his wife, his brother Don Fernando, who
was now grown to man's estate, and had been well

educated, and his two uncles Don Bartholomew and

Don Diego. They were accompanied by a numerous

retinue of cavaliers, with their wives, and young

ladies of rank and family, more distinguished, it is

hinted, for high blood than large fortune, and who
were sent out to find wealthy husbands in the New
Worid.»

Though the King had not granted Don Diego the

dignity of viceroy, the title was generally given to

him by courtesy, and hi-> wife was universally ad-

dressed by that ofvice-queen.

Don Diego commenced his ride with a degree of

splendour hitherto unknown in the colony. The vice-

' Charlevoix, ut supra, c. v, i, p. 272, id. 274.

> l.as Casas. I. ii, cap. t9. MS.

*J
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queen, who was a lady of great dnert, surrounded

by the noble cavaliers and the young ladies of family

who had come in her retinue, established a sort of

court which threw a degree of lustre over the half-

savage island. The young ladies were soon married

to the wealthiest colonists, and contributed greatly to

soften those rude manners which had grown up in a

state of society, destitute hitherto of the salutary re
straint and pleasing decorum produced by female in-

. fluence.

Don Diego had considered his appointment in the

light of a viceroyalty ; but the King soon took mea-

sures which showed that he admitted of no such pre-

tension. Without any reference to Don Diego, he

divided the Isthmus of Darien into two great pro-

vinces, separated by an imaginary Ime running

through the Gulf of Uraba; appointing A lonso de

Ojeda governor of the eastern province, which he

called New Andalusia; and a cavalier, named Diego

de Nicuessa, governor of the western province, which

included the rich coast of Yeragua, and which he

called Castilia del Oro, or Golden Castile. Hr.d the

monarch been .<;wayed by piinciples of justice and

gratitude, the settlement of this coast would Nave

been given to the Adelantado Don Bartholomew Co-

lumbus, whohad assisted in the discovery of the coun-

try, and, together with his brother the Admiral, had

suffered so greatly in the enterprise. Even his su-

perior abilities for the task should have pointed him

out to the policy of the monarch; but the cautious and

calculating Ferdinand knew the lofty spirit of the

Adelantado, and that he would be disposed to de-

mand high and dignified terms. He passed him by,

therefore, and preferred more eager and accommo-

dating adventurers.

Don Diego was greatly aggrieved at this measure,

thus adopted without his participation or knowledge.

He justly considered it an infringement of the capitu-

lations granted and repeatedly confirmed to his father

and his heirs. He had further vexations and diffi-

culties with respect to the government of the island

of St Juan, or Porto Rico, which was conquered and

settled about this time ; but, after a variety of cross-

purposes, the officers whom he appointed were ulti-

mately recognised by the crown.

Like bis father he had to contend with malignant

factions in his government; for the enemies of the

father transferred their enmity to the son. There

was ont; Miguel Passamonte, the King's treasurer,

who became his avowed enemy under the support

and chiefly at the instigation of the bishop Fonseca,

who continued to the son the implacable hostility

which he had manifested to the Admiral. A variety

of trivial circumstances contributed to embroil him
with some of the petty officers of the colony; and

there was a remnant of the followers of Roldan who
arrayed themselves against him.'

Two factions soon arose in the island, one of the

Admiral, the other ofthe treasurer Passamonte. The

' Herrera, decad. 1. 1, vli, c. <2.

latter affected to call themselves the party ofthe Kji^l

They gave all possible molestation to Don Diego, j

sent home the most virulent and absurd misrepre

tations of his conduct. Among others, they re;

senled a large house with many windows, wliich^

was building, as intended for a fortress, and as

that he had a design to make himself sovereign oru

island. King Ferdinand, who was now advanced!

years, had devolved (he affairs of the Indies in a
j

measure on Fonseca,' who had superintended lb

from the first, and he was greatly guided by ihei

vice of that prelate, which was not likely tn |

favourable to the descendants of Columbus,

complaints from the colonies were so artfully enrw

therefore, tliat he established, in iSiii, a soven

court at St Domingo, called the royal audience,!

which an appeal might be made from &1I senteocaij

the admiral, even in cases reserved hitherto eid

sively fur the crown. Don Diego considered tlikj

suspicious and injurious measure, intended to dtn

lisli his authority.

Frank, open, and unsuspicious, the young ad

was not formed for a contest with the crafty
i

ticians arrayed against him, who were readv

adroit in laying hold of his slightest errors, andi

iiifying them into crimes. Difiiculties were nml

plied in his path which it was out of his |)overij

overcome. He had entered upon office full of i

nanimous intentions, determined to put an endij

oppression and correct all abuses; all good i

therefore, had rejoiced at his appointment; but!

soon found that he had overrated his strength, i

undervalued the difficulties awaiting him. Hee

culated from his own good heart, but he had no k

of the wickedness of others. He opposed the

partimientos" of Indians, that source of all kindsij

inhumanity; but he found all the men of wealllii{

the colony, and most of the important persons of ll

court, interested in maintaining them. He perceift

that the attempt to abolish them would he dangen

and the result questionable : at the same time, i

injustice was a source of immense profit to hin

Self-interest, therefore, combined with other i

derations, and what at first appeared difficult,!

ed presently impracticable. The " repaitimienli^

continued in the state in which he found tiiem, (

cepling that he removed such of the superintend

as had been cruel and oppressive, and substiliil

men of his own appointment, who probably
|

equally worthless. His friends were disappoinla

his enemies encouraged; a hue and cry was i

against him by the friends of those he had displai

and it was even said that if Ovando had not died a

this time, he would have been sent out to supj

Don Diego.

The subjugation and settlement of the islandj

Cuba in iSiO, was a fortunate event in the i

tration of the present admiral. He congratuliij

King Ferdinand on having acquired the largest)

llci-m'a, decad. i, I. vii, c. U.

.
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Iinost beaulihil island in (he world, without losing a

iJDgle man. Tlie intelligence was highly acceptable

|to the King; but it was accompanied by a great nnm-
of complaints against the admiral. Little affec-

as Ferdinand felt for Don Diego, he was still

^ware that most of these representations were false,

nd had their origin in the jealousy and envy of his

«D)ies. He judged it expedient, however, in 1512,

|io send out Don Bartholomew Columbus, witli minute

istructions to Ids nephew, the admiral.

Don Bartholomew still retained (he ofnce of Ade-

^antado of the Indies, allhough Ferdinand, through

eltish motives, detained liim in Spain, while he em-

Uoyed inferior men in voyages of discovery. He
pow added to his appuinlmeiils the property and

overnment of the little island of IVIona during life,

^nd assigned him a repartimiento of two hundred

ndians, with the superintendence of the mines which

night be discovered in Cuba; an offlce which proved

|rery lucrative.'

Among the instructions given by the King to Don

Diego, he directed, that, in consequence of the repre-

«ntations of the Dominican friars, the labour of the

atives should be reduced one-third ; that negro slaves

kliould be procured from Guinea as a relief to the

pndians ;* and that Carib slaves should be branded on

be leg to prevent other Indians from being confounded

villi them, and subjected to harsh treatment.'

The two governors, Ojeda and Micuessa, whom
khe King had appointed to colonize and command at

|he Isthmus of Darien, in Terra Firma, having failed

I their undertaking, the Sovereign, in 1514, wrote

) llispaniola, permitting the Adelantado, Don Bar-

bolomew Columbus, if so inclined, to take charge of

ettling the coast of Yeragua, and to govern that

ountry under the Admiral Don Diego, conformably

his privileges. Had the JKing consulted his own
merest; and the deference due to the talent and

ervices of the Adelantado, this measure would have

een taken at an earlier date. It was now too late

:

illness prevented Don Bartholomew from executing

Uie enterprise, and liis active and toilsome life was
pwing to a close.

Many calumnies having been sent home to Spain

by Passamonte and other enemies of Don Diego, and

rarious measures being taken by government which

jie conceived derogatory lo his dignity and injurious

)his privileges, he requested and obtained permission

> repair to court, that be might explain and vindi-

kate his conduct. He departed accordingly on April

fth,15l5, leaving (he Adelantado with the vice-queen,

oila Maria. He was received with great honour by
he King, and he merited such a reception. He had

ucceeded in every enterprise he had undertaken or

lirected. The pearl fishery had been successfully

stablished on the coast of Cubagua ; the islands of

puba and Jamaica had been subjected and brought

' Cliarlevoiic, Hist. St Domingo, p. 531.

> Herrera, Hist. Iiid., decad. I, I. ix, c. S.

* Ibidem.

under cultivation witliout bloodslied; his conduct ai

governor bad been upright; and he had only excited

the re(iresentalions made against him by endeavour-

ing to lessen the oppression of the natives. The King

ordered that all processes against him in the court of

appeal and elsewhere, for damages done to individuals

in regulating the reparlimientos, should be discon-

tinued, and the cases sent to himself for consideration.

But Willi all these favours, as the admiral claimed a

share of the prolits of the provinces of Caslilla del

Oro, saying that it was discovered by his father, as

the names of its places, such as Nomhre de Dios,

Puerto Bello, and £1 Ketrete, plainly proved, the

King ordered that interrogatories should be made
among the mariners who had sailed with Christopher

Columbus, in the hope of proving that he bad not

discovered the coast of Darien, or the Gulf of Uraba.
" Thus," adds Herrera, " Don Diego was always in-

volved in litigations with the fiscal, so that he might

truly say he was heir to the troubles of his fatlier."

Not long after the departure of Don Diego from

San Domingo, his uncle Bartholomew ended his ac-

tive and lal)orious life. No particulars are given of

his death, nor is there mendon made of bis age,

which must have been great. King Ferdinand is said

to have expressed great concern at the event, for he

had a high opinion of the character and talents of the

Adelantado. " He was a man," says Herrera, " of

not less worth than his brother the Admiral, and who,

if he liad been employed, would have given great

proofs of it, for he was an excellent seaman, valiant,

and of a noble mind."' Charlevoix attributes the

inaction in which Don Bartholomew had been suf-

fered to remain for several years, to the jealousy and

parsimony of the King. He found the family already

too [lowerful; and the Adelantado, had he discovered

Mexico, was a man to make as good conditions as had

been made by the Admiral his brother. '

It was said, observes Herrera, that the King rather

preferred to employ him in his European affairs,

though it could only have been to divert him from

other objects. On his death the King resumed the

government ofthe island of Mona, which he had given

to him for his life, and transferred his repartimiento of

two hundred Indians to the vice-queen, Dorio Maria.

While the admiral, Don Diego, was pressing for

an audience in his vindication at court, King Fer-

dinand died, on the 25<I of January, 151G. His

grandson and successor, Prince Charles, afterwards

the emperor Charles V, was in Flanders. The go-

vernment rested for a time with Cardina! Ximenes,

who would not undertake to decide on the repre-

sentations and claims of the admiral. It was not

until 1530, that he obtained from the emperor,

Charles V, a recognition of his innocence of all the

charges against him. The emperor, finding that

what Passamonte and his parly had written were

Herrera, dccad. 2, lib. i, c. 7.

1 Ilcrrera, dccad. I, lib. X, c. 1(i.

> Charlevoix, nisi. SI Iloininqd, 1. V.
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iiolorioiM caliiinnie*, ordered Don Diefifo to resume

hb charge, altliough the process with the liscal was

still pending, and tliat PatuuinnHite shotdd be writtt>n

to, requesting hini to forget all past vexations and

differences, and to enter into amicable intercourse

with Don Diego. Among other acts of iiulenini-

licalion, he ackno\vlc<lged IiIm rights to exercise the

ofdce of viceroy and governor in the island of llis-

paniula, and in all places discovered by his father.'

His authority was, however, much diminished by

new regulations, and a suftervisor appointed over him,

with the right to give information to the councils

against him, but with no other powers. Don Diego

sailed in the beginning of September, 1520, and on

his arrival in St Domingo, linding that several of the

governors, presuming on his long absence, bad arro-

gated to themselves independence, and had abused

their powers, he immediately sent persons to su|)cr-

sede them, and demanded an account of tlieir ad-

ministration. This made him a host of active and

iwvverfnl enemies, liotii in tlie colonies and in Spain.

Considerable changes had taken place in the island

of llispaniola during the absence of tiie admiral.

The mines had fallen into neglect; the cultivation of

the sugar-cane having been found a more certain

source of wealth. It became a by-word in Spain,

that the magnificent palaces creeled by Charles V at

Madrid and Toledo, were built of the sugar of llis-

paniola. Slaves had been imported in great num-

bers from Africa, Iwing found more serviceable in

the culture of the cane than the feeble Indians. The

treatment of the poor negroes was cruel in the ex-

treme, and they seem to have had no advocates even

among the humane. The slavery of the Indians had

been founded on the right of the strong; but it was

thought that the negroes, from their colour, were

born to slavery ; anil that from being bought and

sold in their own country, it was their natural con-

dition. Though a patient and enduring race, the

barbarities inflicted on them at length roused the ne-

groes to revenge; and on the 27th of December, IS22,

there was the first African revolt in Hispaniola. It

began in a sugar-plantation of the Admiral Don Die-

go, where about twenty slaves, joined by an equal

nnml)er from a neighbouring plantation, got jwsses-

sion of arms, rose against their masters, massacred

them, and sallied forth upon the country. It was

their intention to pillage certain plantations, to kill

the Spaniards, reinforce themselves by freeing their

countrymen, and either to possess themselves of the

town of Agua, or to escape to the mountains.

When tidings were brought to Don Diego at St

Domingo of this revolt, he set out in search of the

rebels, followed by several of the principal inhabit-

ants. On the second day he stopped on the bank of

the river Nizao to rest his parly, ami to give time for

reinforcements to overtake him. Here one IWelchor

de Castro, who accompanied the admiral, learnt that

the negroes had ravaged his plantations, sacked his

• Herrera, decad. 2, 1, ix, c. 7.

house, killed one of his men, and carried off his In.

dian slaves. Without asking leave of the admini,

he departed in the night with two companions, vi-

sited his plantations, found all in confusion, and pur-

1

suing the negroes, sent to the admiral for aid. Kij^hil

horsemen were hastily des|)atched to his assistance,
(

armed with bucklers and lances, and having six oil

the infantry mounted liehind them. De Castro hail

three horsemen l)esides this reinforcement, and at the I

hi-ad of this little liand overtook the negroes at lireaj

of day. The insurgents put themselves inlKittlearl

ray, armed with stones and Indian spears, and ut-

tering loud shouts and outcries. The Spanisii llors^|

men braced their bucklers, couched their lances, anjl

charged them at full speed. The negroes weresoml

routed, and lied to the rocks, leaving six dead anij I

several wounded. De Castro also was wounded ig

I

the arm. The admiral coming up, assisted hiniiil

the pursuit of the fugitives. As fast as they wen I

taken, they were hanged on the nearest trees, and k-I

mained suspended, as spectacles of terror to their cuuo-
[

trymen. I'his prompt severity checked all furtli(r|

attempt at revolt among the African slaves.'

In tlie mean lime the various enemies wliotn D-joj

Diego had created, lM)tli in the colonies and in Spain,!

were actively and successfully employed. His old I

antagonist, the treasurer Passamonte, had cliarjmil

him with usurping almost all the powers of tlie torn

audience, and with having given to the royal deda-

1

ration, re-establishing him in his office of viceroy,

»n extent never intended by the Sovereign. T!i««l

representations had weight at court; and in I'iSl

Don Diego received a most severe letter from iIk I

Council of the Indies, charging him with thevarioal

abuses and excesses alleged against him, and com-

1

manding him, under penally of forfeiting all his ptj-
[

vileges and titles, to revoke the innovations he hadl

made, and to restore things to their former state. To I

prevent any plea of ignorance of this mandate, tlie|

royal audience was enjoined to promulgate it, audi

call upon all persons to conform to it, and toseetiuil

it was properly obeyed. The admiral received alsil

a letter from the council, infonning him that his pre-j

sence was necessary in Spain to give informalion ail

to the foregoing matters, and advice relative to Ihel

reformation of various abuses, and to the treatmeiil|

and preservation of the Indians ; he wasreqiiesleilJ

therefore, to repair to court without waiting forfiir[

ther orders.*

Don Diego understood this to be a peremptory it-l

cal, and obeyed accordingly. On his arrival in Spain, I

he immediately presented himself before the court all

Victoria, with the frank and fearless spirit ofal

upright man, and pleaded his cause so well that Ihel

Sovereign and council acknowledged his iunocenal

on all the points of accusation. He convinced iIh,|

moreover, of the fidelity with which he had (liscliargi

ed his duties; of his zeal for the public good aiHlliKJ

> Ilerrera, Hist. Ind., decad. iii, I. iv. c. 9.

' Herrai'u, decad. i, lib. v, c. 4.
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L|ory of the crown ; and Ihal all the representations

L;ain»l him aroeie from the Jealotisy and enmity of

iPatisamonte and other royal oflicers in the colonies,

fhu were impatient of any superior authority in the

land to restrain them.

Having completely established his innocence and

Exposed the calunmies of his enemies, Don Diego

trusted that he would soon obtain justice as to ail his

clainis. As these, however, involved a participation

^n tlie profits of vast and richly productive provinces,

le experienced the delays and difiiculties usual with

;h demands; for it is only when justice costs no-

thing that it is readily rendered. His earnest solicita-

tions at length obtained an order from the emperor,

|hat a commission should be formed, composed of the

rand chancellor, the friar Loyasa, confessor to the

toiperor and president of the royal Council of the

Indies, and a number of other distinguished person-

They were to impiire into the various points

[dispute between the admiral and the fiscal, and into

the proceedings which had taken place l)efore the

louncil of the Indies, with the power of determining

hat justice required in the case.

The affair, however, was protracted to such a

!nglli, and accompanied by so many toils, vexations,

\ni disappointments, that the unfortunate Diego,

|ke his father, died in the pursuit. For two years

had followed the court from city to city during its

ligratiuiis; from Victoria to Burgos, Valladolid, Ma-

|rid, and Toledo. In the winter of 1525, the em-

iror set out from Toledo for Seville. The admiral

indertook to follow him, though his constitution was

iroken by fatigue and vexation, and he was wasting

way under the attack of a slow fever. Oviedo the

jistorian saw him at Toledo, two days before his de-

irture, and joined with bis friends in endeavours to

jissiiade him from a journey in such a state of health,

id at such a season. Their persuasions were in

lin. Don Diego was not aware of the extent of his

laiady : he told them that he should repair to Seville,

issing by the church of our Lady of Guadaloupe, to

fer up his devotions at that shrine ; and he trusted,

irough the intercession of the Mother of God, soon

be restored to health.' He accordingly left Toledo

a litter on the 21st of February, 1526, having pre-

iously c . 'essed and taken the communion, and ar-

jved the same day at Muntalvan, distant about six

igues. There his illness increased to such a de-

ee, that he saw his end approaching. He employed

le following day in arranging the affairs of his con-

tience, and expired on February 23d, being little

|ore than fifty years of age; his premature death

iving been hastened by the griefs and troubles he

id experienced. '• He was worn out," says Her-

tra, "by following up his claims, and defending

!lf from the calumnies of his competitors, who,
ith many stratagems and devices, sought to obscure

glory of the father, and the virtue of the son."

'

Cliarlevoix, Uist. St Domint;., I. 6.

> Herrera, decatl. 3, 1. viii, c. 45.

We have seen how the discovery of llie New
World rendered the residue nf the life of Columbus

a tissue of wrongs, hardships, and afllictions; and

bow the jealousy and enmity he had awakened were

inherited by Ins son. It remains to show briefly in

what degree the anticipations of perpetuity, wealth,

and honour to his family were fiillilled.

When Don Diego Columbus died, his wife and

family were at St Domingo. He left two sons, Luis

and Christopher; and three daughters, Maria, who
afterwards married Don Sancho de Cordova, Juana,

who married Don Luis de Cuera, and Isabella, who
married Don George of Portugal, Count of Gelves.

He bad also a natural son named Christopher.'

After the death of Don Diego, bis noble-spirited vice-

queen, left with a number of yonng children, endea-

voured to assert and maintain the rights of the family.

Understanding that, according to the privileges ac-

corded to Christopher Columbus, they had a just

claim to the viceroyalty of the province of Veragua,

as having been discovered by him, she demanded a

license from the royal audience of Hispaniola, to re-

cruit men and lit out an armada to colonize that

country. This the audience reftised, and sent infor-

mation of the demand to the emperor. He replied

that the vice-queen should be kept in suspense until

the justice of her claim could be ascertained; as, al-

though he had at various times given commission to

different persons to examine the doubts and objec-

tions which had been opposed by the fiscal, no deci-

sion had ever been made.' The enterprise thus con-

templated by the vice-queen was never carried into

efl'ect.

ShOkily afterwards she sailed for Spain to protect the

claim of the etuest son. Dor. Luis, then six years of

age. Charles V was absent, but she was most gra-

ciously received by the empress. The title of Admi-

ral of the Indies was immediately conferred on her

son Don Luis, and the emperor augmented his re-

venues, and conferred other favours on the family.

Charks V, however, could never be prevailed upon

to give Dun Luis the title of viceroy, although that

dignity had been decreed to his father, a few years

previous to bis death, as an hereditary right.^

In 1538 the young admiral, Don Luis, then alM>ut

eighteen years of age, was at court, having instituted

proceedings before the proper tribunals for the reco-

very of the viceroyalty : two years afterwards, the

suit was settled by arbitration, his uncle Don Fer-

nando and Cardinal Loyasa, president of the Council

of the Indies, being umpires. By a compromise,

> Memorial ajiistado sobre el Estado <le Veragua.—Cliarlevoix

mentions anollier son named Diego, and calls one of the daughters

Phitippine. Spotomo says that ttie daughter Maria took the veil,

confounding her with a niece. These are trivial errors, merely

noticed to avoid the imputation of Inaccuracy. The account of

the descendants of Columbus here given accords with a genealo-

gical tree of the family, produced before the Council of the Indies

in a great lawsuit for the estates.

' Herrera, decad. iv, lib. ii, c. C.

» Charlevoix, Hist. St Domingo, I. vi, p. 44."!. ..i^^.
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Don Luis was declared captain-general of Hispanlola,

but witli such limitations that it was little more than

a bare title. Don Luis sailed for Hispaniola, but did

not remain there long. He found his dignities and

privileges mere sources of vexation, and finally enter-

ed into a compromise, which relieved himself and

gratified the emperor. He gave up all pretensions

to the viceroyally of the New World, receiving in its

stead the titles of Duke of Veragua and Manjuis of

Jamaica.' He commuted also ihe claim to a tenth of

the produce of the Indies for a pension of one thou-

sand doubloons of gold.*

Don Luis did not long enjoy this substitution of a

certain though moderate revenue, for a magnificent

but unproductive claim. He died shortly afterwards,

leaving no other male issue than an illegitimate son,

named Christopher. He left two daughters by his wife

Dofla Maria de Mosquera, one named Philippa and

the other Maria, who became a nun in the convent of

St Quirce, at Yalladolid.

Don Luis having no legitimate son, was succeeded

by his nephew Diego, son to his brother Christopher.

A litigation took place between this young heir and

his cousin Philippa, daughter of the late Don Luis.

The convent of St Quirce also put in a claim on behalf

of its inmate Dofia Maria, who had taken the veil.

Christopher, natural son to Don Luis, likewise be-

came a prosecutor in the suit, but was set aside on

account of his illegitimacy. Don Diego and hiscousin

Philippa soon thought it better to join their claims

and interests in wedlock, than to pursue a tedious

contest. They were married, and their union was

happy, though not fruitful. Diego died without issue

in 1578, and with him the legitimate male line of

Columbus became extinct.

One of the most important lawsuits that the world

has ever witnessed now arose for the estates and

dignities descended from the great discoverer. Don
Diego had two sisters, Francisca and Maria, the former

of whom, and the children of the latter, advanced

their several claims. To these parties was added

Bernard Colombo, of Cogoleto, who claimed as lineal

descendant from Bartholomew Columbus, the Ade-
lantado, brother to the discoverer. He was, how-
ever, pronounced ineligible, as the Adelantado had

no acknowledged, and certainly no legitimate off-

spring.

Baldasser or BalUiasar Colombo, of the house of

Cuccaro and Conzano, in the dukedom of Montfcr-

rat, in Piedmont, was an active and persevering

claimant. He came from Italy into Spain, where he

devoted himself during many years to the prosecution

of this suit. He produced a genealogical tree of his

family, in which was contained one Dominico Co-

lombo, lord of Cuccaro, whom he maintained to be the

identical father of Christopher Columbus the Admi-
ral. He proved that this Dominico was living at the

requisite era, and produced many witnesses, who

• Charlevoix, Hist. St Domingo, c. i, lib. vi, pp. A46-7.

' Spotoriio, Hint. Colomb., p. 123.

had heard that the navigator was born in the castle
|

of Cuccaro; from whence, it was added, he and
I

two Lvothers had eloped at an early age, and had I

never returned.' A monk is also mentioned ainon;

the witnesses, who made oath that Christopher and
|

his brothers were born in that castle of Cuccaro.

This testimony was afterwards withdrawn by the I

prosecutor, as it was found that the monk's recollec-

tion must have extended hack considerably upwards

of a century.' The claim of Ballhasar was negatived.

His proofs that Christopher Columbus was a nativeof

Cuccaro were rejected, as only hearsay or traditioiiarr

evidence. His ancestor Dominico, it appeared from

his own showing, died in 1456; whereas it was esla-
j

blished that Dominico, the father of the Admiral, was
|

living upwards of thirty years after that dale.

The cause was finally decided by the Council of the I

Indies on the 2d of December, 1 008. The male line

was declared to be extinct. Don Nufio or Nugno

Gelves de Portugallo was put in possession, and

became Duke of Veragua. He was grandson to Isa-

bella, third daughter of Don Diego (son of lhedis-|

coverer), by his vice-queen Dofta Maria de Toledo,

The descendants of the two elder sisters oflsaLeiiaj

had a prior claim, but their progeny became e.xtiiict|

previous to this decision of the suit. The first named, I

Isabella, had married Don George of Portugal, Couul I

of Gelves. " Thus," says Charlevoix, "the dignities I

and wealth of Columbus passed into a branch of tlie I

Portuguese house of Biaganza, established in Spain, I

of which the heirs are entitled De Portiujallo, Co/on,
|

Dxike de Verayua, Marquis de lu Jamaica, y Ahi-

rante de las Itidias." '

The suit of Balthasar Colombo of Cuccaro ml
rejected, under three different forms, by the Council I

of the Indies; and his application for an allowance oil

support under the legacy of Columbus, in favour ofl

poor relations, was also refused, although the ollietf

parlies had assented to the demand.'^ He died in I

Spain, where he hitd resided many years in prosecii-[

tion of this suit. His son returned to Italy, per$i$lio;|

in the validity of his claim; he said that it was in vaiDl

to seek justice in Spain; they were too much inle-l

rested to keep those dignities and estates among lliem-l

selves. But he gave out that he had received IwelTel

thousand doubloons of gold in compromise from the I

other parties. Spotorno, under sanction of Ignaziol

de Giovanni, a learned canon, treats this assertion si

a bravado to cover his defeat, being contradicted bjl

his evident poverty.' The family of Cuccaro, liowT

ever, still maintain their right, and express great vene-l

ration for the memory of their iliu.striousancesturlliel

Admiral; and travellers occasionally visit their oUl

castle in Piedmont, with great reverence, as lhebirlh[

place of the discoverer of the New World.

' Boss!, Hlsl. Columb. Dissertations, p. 67.

> Ibidem, p. 63.

3 Charlevoix. Hist. St Domingo, 1. 1, 1, vi, p. 479.

4 Bossi, Dissertation on the Country of Coliiirhii.«.

> S|iotornn, p. cxxvli.
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K» III.

I PEBNANDO COLUXUUS.

Fernando Columbus (or Colon, as he is called in

Spain), the natural son and the historian of the Ad-

miral, was bom in Cordova. There is an uncertainty

about the exact time of his birth. According to Iiis

epitaph, it must have been on the 28th September,

^488, but, according to his original papers, preserved

in the church at Seville, anil which were examined

by Don Diego Ortiz de Zuniga, historian of that

city, it would appear to have been on the 29th of Au-

gust, 1487. His mother, Doiia Beatrix Enriquez,

was of a respectable family, but was never married

to the Admiral, as has been si'Pted by some of his bio-

graphers.

Early in 1 494 Fernando was carried to court, to-

I

gether with his elder brother, Diego, by his uncle,

I

Don Bartholomew, to enter the royal household in

quality of page to the prince, Don Juan, son and heir

to Ferdinand and Isabella. He and his brother re-

mained in this situation until the death of the prince,

when they were taken by Queen Isabella as pages

into her own service. Their education of course was

well attended to, and Fernando, in after life, gave

I
proofs of being a learned man.

In the year 1502, at the tender age of thirteen or

J
fourteen years, Fernando accompanied his father in

J his fourth voyage of discovery, and encountered all its

i singular and varied hardships with a fortitude that is

I
mentioned with praise and admiration by the Admiral.

After the death of his father, it would appear that

iFernando made two voyages to the New World ; he

also accompanied the emperor Charles Y to Italy,

iFlanders, and Germany ; and, according to Zuitiga

I(Analesde Sevilla, de 1395, N" 3), travelled over all

iFurope, and a part of Africa and Asia. Possessing

Jtalents, judgment, and industry, these opportunities

Rwere not lost upon him, and he acquired much in-

Tformalion in geography, navigation, and natural his-

kory. Being of a studious habit and fond of books,

lie formed n select yet copious library of more than

penty thousand volumes, in print and in manu-
cript. AVith the sanction of the emperor Charles V,
fie undertook to establish an academy and college of

iiathematics at Seville; and for this purpose coin-

nenced the construction of a sumptuous edifice with-

but llie walls of the city, facing the Guadalquivir, in

llie place where the monastery af San Laureano is

now situated. Ills constitution, however, had been
broken by the sufferings he had experienced in his

Iravelsand voyages, and a premature death prevent-

Id the completion of his plan of the academy, and
proke off other lalwurs. He died at Seville on the
l2tli July,1S39, at the age, according to his epitaph,
|f lifty years, nine months, and fourteen days. He
pft no issue, and was never married. His body was
ntened, according to his request, in the cathedr.il

|lundi of Seville. He bequeathed his valuable li

brary to the same establishment. " It was put,"

says Zuniga, "in the Chapter-House of the church,

a building which had formerly served for a royal

chapel, and is adorned with book-cases of mahogany,

beautifully carved, and the walls and vaults are

painted in fresco; in which it remains, forgotten and

neglected, yet withheld from the world. '

Don Fernando devoted liimself much to letters.

According to the inscription on his tomb, he com-

posed a work in four books or volumer, the title of

which is defaced on the monument, and the work

itself is lost. This is much to be regretted, as, ac-

cording to Zufiiga, the fragments of the inscription

specify it to have contained, among a variety of mat-

ters, historical, moral, and geographical, notices of

the countries he bad visited, but especially of the

New World, and of the voyages and discoveries of

his father.

His most important and permanentwork, however,

was a history of the Admiral, which he composed in

Spanish. It was translated into Italian by Alonso do

Ulloa ; and from this Italian translation, or rather from

the version of it again into Spanish, have proceeded

the editions which have since appeared in various

languages. It is singular that the work only exists

in Spanish in form ofa retranslatinn from that of Ulloa,

audit is full of errors in the orthography of proper

names, and in dates and distances.

Don Fernando was un eye-witness of some of the

facts which he relays, particularly of the fourth

voyage, wherein he accompanied his father. He had

also the papers and charts of his father, and recent

documents of all kinds, to extract from, as well as

familiar acquaintance with the principal personages

who were concerned in the event which he records.

He was a man of probity and discernment, and writes

more dispassionately than could be expected, when

treating of matters which :\ffecled the honour, the

interest, and happiness of his father. It is to be re-

gretted, however, that he should have suffered the

whole of his father's life, previous to his discoveries,

a period of about fifty-six years, to remain in obscu-

rity. He appears to have wished to cast a cloud over

it, and only to have presented his father to the reader,

after he had rendered himself illustrious by his ac-

tions, and his history had become in a manner iden-

tified with the history of the world. His work,

however, is an invaluable document, entitled to great

faith, and is the corner-stone of the history of Uie

American coniir»ent.

N« IV.

linejiok of columdu^.

TiiK ancestry of Christopher Columbus has formed

a point of zealous controversy, which is not yet satis-

' Zuui«a, Aiialcsili- Scvilta, 1. xiv, p. 4(M>.
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factorlly settled. Several honourable families, pos-

sessing domains in Placentia, Montferrat, and the

different parts of tlie Genoese territories, claim him

as belonging to their houses ; and to these has re-

cently been added the noble family of Culombo in

Modena. ' The natural desire to prove consanguinity

with a man of distinguished renown has excited this

rivalry ; but it has been heightened, in particular in-

stances, by the hope of succeeding to titles and situa-

tions of wealth and honour, when his male line of

descendants became extinct. The investigation is

involved in particular obscurity, as even his imme-

diate relatives appear to have been in ignorance on

the subject.

Fernando Columbus, in his biography of the Ad-

miral, after a pompous prelude, in which he attempts

to throw a vague and cloudy magnificence about the

origin of his father, notices slightly the attempts of

some to obscure his fame, by making him a native of

various small and insignificant villages ; and dwells

with more complacency upon others, who make him

a native of places in which there were persons of

much honour of the name, and many sepulchral

monuments with arms and epitaphs of the Colombos.

He relates his having himself gone to the castle of

Cugureo, to visit two brothers of the family of Co-

lombo, who were rich and noble, the youngest of

whom was above one hundred years ot age, and who
he had heard were relatives of his father; but they

could give him no information upon the subject;

whereupon he breaks forth into his piofossed con-

tempt for these adventitious claims, declaring, that

he thinks it better to content hiirself with dating

from the glory of the Admiral, than to go about in-

quiring whetlier his father " were a merci:.int, or one

who kept his hawks;' since, adds he, of persons

of similar pursuits there are thousands who die every

day, whose memory, even among their own neigh-

bours and relatives, perishes immediately, without its

being possible afterwards to ascertain even whether
they existed.

After this and a few more expressions of similar

disdain for these empty distinctions, he indulges in

vehement abuse of Agostino Giiistiniani, whom he
calls a false historian, an inconsiderate, partial, or

malignant compatriot, for having in Ins Psalter tra-

duced his father, by saying that in his youth he had
been employed in mechanical occupations.

As, after all this discussion, Fernando leaves the

question of his father's parentage in all its original

obscurity, yet appears irritably sensitive to any de-

rogatory suggestions of othcis, his whole evidence

tends to the conviction that he really knew nolhin"'

to boast of in his ancestry.

Of the nobility and antiquity of the Colombo fa-

mily, of which the Admiral probably was a remote

' Spotorno, Hist. Mem., p. 3.

' Literally, in ilie original, Ciizador rfc rolateriii, a falconrr.

HawkiuK wa« in lliose days an amiiseincnl of llic liiglicst classes

anil In keep hawkj was almost a sign of nobility.

descendant, we have some account in Herrera. "We
learn," he says, " that the emperor Otto the Se-

cond, in 940, conflrmed to the counts Pietro, Gio-

vanni, and Alexandro Colombo, brothers, the

feudatory possessions which they held within the

jurisdiction of the cities of Ayqui, Savona, Aste,

Montferrato, Turin, Yiceli, Parma, Cremona, and

Bergamo, and all others which they held in Italy. It

appears that the Colombos of Cuccaro, Cucureo, and

Placentia were the same, and that the emperor in

the same year '940,' made donation to the said

three brothers of the castles of Cuccaro, Conzano,

Ilosignanu, and others, and of the fourth part of

Bislanio, which appertained to the empire."

One of the boldest attempts of those biogra-

phers bent on ennobling Columbus, has been to

make him son of the lord of Cuccaro, a burgh of

Monlferrat in Piedmont, and to state that he was

born in his father's castle at that place. From

hence it is said Columbus and his brothers eloped at

an early age, and never returned. This was as-

serted in the course of a suit, instituted by a certain

Baldassare, or Balthasar Colombo, resident in Genoa,

but originally of Cuccaro, claiming (he title and

estates on the death of Diego Colon, Duke of Vera-

gua, in -lo78, the great-grandson and last legitimate

male descendant of the Admiral. The Council of

the Indies decided against this claim to relationship.

Some account of the lawsuit will be found in another

part of this work.

This romantic story, like all others of the nobility

of his parentage, is at utter variance with the .sub-

sequent events c.f the Admiral's life, his long strug-

gles with indigence and obscurity, and the difticiilties

lie endured from the want of family connexions.

How can it be believed, says Bossi, that this same

man, who, in his most cruel adversities, was inces-

santly taunted by his enemies with the obscurity of

his birth, should not reply to this reproach by de-

claring his origin, if he were really descended fioi;

the lords of Cuccaro, Conzano, and llosignano? h

circumstance which would have obtained him the

highest credit with the Spanish nobility.''

The different families of Colombo which lay claim

to the great navigator, seem to be various branches

of one tree, and there is little doubt of his appertain-

ing remotely to the same r .',«pectable st0 2k.

It appears probable, liowever, tl.at (jolunibus

sprang innncdiately from a line of hi.mble but in-

dustrious citizens, which had existed n 7°noaeven

from the time of Giacomo Colombo, the wool-cuider,

in lot I , incnlioned by Spotorno ; nor is ll i any

wise incompatible with llie intimation of Fernando

Cohunbus, that th*- family had been reduced fiom

high estate to great poverty by the wars of l.om-

bardy. The feuds of Italy, in those ages, had broken

down and scattered many of tlit noblest families;

and while some iiranches remained in the lordly lieiii-

' Ilerreru, decad. i, I. i, c. 7.

' Dissertation, etc.
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age of castles and domains, others were confounded

with the humblest population of the cities.

NO V.

BIRTB-PLACR OF COLUMBUS.

There has been much controversy about the birth-

place ofColumbus, The greatness of his renown has

induced various places to lay claim to him as a native,

and from motives of laudable pride; for nothing

reflects greater lustre upon a city than to have given

birth to distinguished men. The original and long

established opinion was in favour of Genoa; but such

strenuous claims were asserted by the stales of Pla-

centia, and in particular of Piedmont, that the Aca-

demy of Sciences and Letters of Genoa was induced,

in 1812, to nominate three of its members, Signon<

Serra, Carrega, and Piaggio, counnissioners, to exa-

mine into these pretensions.

The claims of Placentia had been Hrst advanced in

1662, by Petro Maria Campi, in the ecclesiastical

history of that place, who maintained that Columbus

was a native of the village of Pradello in that vicinity,

it appeared probable, on investigation, that Ikrlolino

Colombo, great-grandfather to the Admiral, bad

owned a small properly in Pradello, the rent of which

had been received by Dominico Colombo of Genoa,

and after his death by his sons Christopher and Bar-

tholomew. Admitting this assertion to be correct,

there was no proof that either the Admiral, his father,

or grandfatlier, had ever resided on that estate. The

very circumstances of the case indicated, on the con-

trary, that their home was in Genoa.

The claim of Piedmont was maintained with more

plausibility. It was shown that a Dominico Colombo

was lord of the castle of Cuccaro in Montferrat, at

the time of the birth of Christopher Columbus, who,

it was asserted, was his son, and born in his castle.

Ballliasar Colombo, a desciudantof this person, insti-

tuted a lawsuit before the Council of the Indies for

the inheritance of the Admiral when his male line

became extinct. The Council of the Indies decided

against him, as is shown in the pieoeding account of

his claim. It was proved that iJominico Colombo,

father of the Admiral, was resident in Genoa both

before and many years after the death of this lord of

Cuccaro, who bore the same name.

The three commissioners appointed by the Aca-

demy of Sciences and Letters of Genoa to examine

into these pretensions, after a long and diligent inves-

tigalioi! gave a voluminous and circumstantial report

in favour ofGenoa. An ample digest of their inquest

may be found in the History of Columbus by Signor

liossi, who, in an able dissertation on the question,

roiidrnis their opinion. It may be added, in further

eorroboratiou, that Peter Martyr and Harthoiomew Las
(iasas, who wore conleniporaiics and acquaintances

of Columbus, and Juan de Barros, the Portuguese

historian, all make Columbus a native of the Genoese
territories.

There has been a question fruitful of discussion

among the Genoese themselves, whether Columbus
was born in the city of Genoa, or in some other part

of the territory. Finale, and Oneglid and Savona,

towns on the Ligurian coast to the west, boggiasco,

Cogoleto, and several other towns and villages, claim

him as their own. His fami'y possessed a small pro-

perty ai a village or hamlet between Quinto and I^ervi,

which bears the title of Torre dei Colombi.'

Bartholomew Columbus, brother to the Admiral,
styled himself of Terra Rubra, in a Latin hiscription

on a map which he presented to Henry VII of Eng-
land ; and Fernando Columbus states, in his history

of the Admiral, that he was accustomed to subscribe

himself in the same manner before he attained lo his

dignities.

Cogoleto at one time bore away the palm. The
families there claim the discoverer, and preserve a

portrait of him. One or both of the two admirals

named Colombo, with whom he sailed, are staled to

have come from that place, and to have been con-

founded with him, so as to have given support to this

idea.'

Savona, a city in the Genoese terriiories, has claim-

ed the same honour, and this claim has recently been

very strongly brought forward. Signor Giovanni

Baltista Bclloro, an advocate of Savona, has stre-

nuously maintained this claim in an ingenious dispu-

tation, dated May i2th, 182(5, in form of a letter to

the Baron du Zach, editor of a valuable astronomical

and geographical journal.^

Signor Belloro claims it as an admitted fact, that

Dominico Colombo was for many years a resident and
citizen of Savona, in which place one Christopher

Columbus is shown to have signed a document in

UV2.

He states that a public square in that city bore the

name of Platea Columhi, towards the end of the four-

teenth century ; that the Ligurian government gave

the name of " Jurisdizione di Coiumbi " to that dis-

trict of the republic, under the persuasion that the

great navigator was a native of Savona, and that Co-

lumbus gave the name of Savona to a little island

adjacent to Hispaniola, among his earlivst discove-

ries,

^'"quotes many Savonese writers, principally poets,

and arious historians and poets of other countries;

and thus established the point that Columbus was held

to be a native of Savona by persons of respectable

authority.

He lays particular stress on the testimony of Ihc

magnifico Francisco Spinola, as related by the learned

prelate Felippo Alberto Pollero, stating that he had

' Boss), Frencli translation. Parin, <824, p. fiQ.

' Iflcm.

' Correspondence Astronotn. Gcograpti. du Bavon d'l Zach,

vol M, calilcr 0, IcUr.- 29. (SiKi.
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seen the sepulchre of Christopher Columbus in ihe

cathedral at Seville, and that the epitaph states him

expressly to be a nalive of Savona : — " Hie jacet

Chrislophorus Columbus Savonensis."

'

The proofs advanced by Signer Belloro show his

zeal for the honour of his native city, but do not au-

thenticate the fact he undertakes to establish. He
shows clearly that many respectable writers believed

Columbus to be a native of Savona; but a far greater

number can be adduced, and many of them contem-

porary with the Admiral, some of them his intimate

friends, others his fellow-citizens, who state him to

have been born in the city of Genoa. Among the

Savonese writers, Giulio Salinorio, who investigated

the subjot, comes expressly to the same couclusiou

— " Genova, cittii nobiltssima, era. lapatria di Co-

lomlo.

"

Signer Belloro appears to be correct in staling that

Dominico, the father of the Admiral, was several

years resident in Savona. But it appears from his

own dissertation, that llieChrislopher who witnessed

the testament in <472 styled himself of Genoa:

—

" Christophervs Columhis Lunerius de Janua."

This incident is slated by other writers, who pre-

sume this Christopher to have been the navigator,

when on a visit to his father, in the interval of his early

voyages. In as far as the circumstance bears on the

point, it supports the idea that he was horn at Genoa.

The epitaph, on which Signer Belloro places his

principal reliance, entirely fails. Christopher Co-

lumbus was not interred in the cathedral of Seville,

nor was any monument erected to him in that edifice.

The tomb to which the learned prelate Felippo Al-

berto Pollero alludes, may have been that of Fernando

Columbus, .son to the Admiral, who was buried in

the cathedral of Seville, to which he bequeathed bis

noble library. A monument was erected to his me-

mory in that church. The inscription quoted by

Signor Belloro may have been erroneously written

down from memory by the magnifico Francisco Spi-

nola, under the mistaken idea tliat he had beheld the

sepulchre of the Admiral. As Fernando was born at

Cordova, the term Savonensis must have been an-

other error of memory in the magnifico.

This question of birth-place has also been inves-

tigated with considerable minuteness, and a decision

given in favour of Genoa, by D. Giovan' Batista Spo-

torno, of the royal university in that city, in his his-

torical memoir of Columbus. He shows that the

family of the Colombi had long been resident in

Genoa. By an extract from the notarial register, it

appeared that one Giacomo Colombo, a wool-carder,

resided without the gate of St. Andrea, in the year

4."5I I . An agreement also, published by the academy

of Genoa, proved tliat, in 1489, Dominico Colombo
possessed a house and shop, and a garden with a

well, in the street of St Andrew's-gate, anciently

' Felippo Allwrlo Pollrco, Kplclierema, cioo biT^cdiscr rso per

•llfcsa (il sua persona c carattrrr. Torino, pcrGio. BaltislaZnppala.

^lODXnvrfrcad 1094). in ^lo, p. 47.

without the walls, presumed to have been the same

residence with that ofGiacomo Colombo. He rented

also another house from the monRs of St Stephen, in

the Via Mulcento, leading from the street of St An-

drew to the Strada Giulia.

Signor Bossi states, that documents lately found in

the archives of the monastery of St Stephen, present

the name of Dominico Colombo several limes, from

I {36 to MS9, and designate him as son of Giovanni

Colombo, husband of Susanna Fontanarossa, and

father of Christopher, Bartholomew, and Giacomo '

(or Diego). He states also, that the receipts of the

canons she < that the last payment of rent was made

by Dominico Colombo for his dwelling in 1489. He

surmises that .iie Admiral was born in a house be-

longing to the monks, situate in Via Mulcento, ami

that he was baptised in the church of St Stephen. He

adds that an ancient manuscript was submitted to the

commissioners of the Genoese academy, in the mar-

gin of which the notary had stated that the name of

(Christopher was on the register of the parish as hav-

ing been baptised in that cluirch. ^

Andreas Bernaldez, the curate of Los Palacios,

who was an intimate friend of Columbus, says that

he was of Genoa. 4 Agostino Giusliniani, a contem-

porary of Columbus, likewise asserts it in his Polyglot

Psalter, published in Genoa in t516. Antonio de

llerrera, an author of great accuracy, who, thougii

not a contemporary, had access to the best documents,

asserts decidedly that he was born in the city of

(ienoa.

To these names may be added that of Alexander

Geraldini, brother to the nuncio, and instructor lo

the children of Ferdinand and Isabella, a most in-

timate friend of Columbus; ' also Antonio Gallo, "^

Barlholomeo Seneraya, ' and Uberlo Foglielto, ' all

contemporaries with the Admiral, and natives of

Genoa, together with an anonymous writer, who

published an account of his voyage of discovery at

Venice in 1509. » It is unnecessary to mention his-

torians of later date agreeing in the same fact, as lliey

nuist have derived their information from some of

these authorities.

The question in regard to the birth-place of Co-

lumbus has been treated thus minutely, because it

has been, and still continues to be, a point of warm

controversy. It may be considered, however, as

conclusively decided by the highest authority, the

evidence of Columbus himself. In a will execiite<l

in I4i)8, which has been admitted in evidence before

tiie Spanish tribunals in certain lawsuits amonj,' his

descendants, he twice declares that lie was a nalive

• Spotorno, EnR. transl., p. xi, xii.

» Bossi, l-'tcncli ti-ansl., p. 76.

3 Bossi, French trausl., p. 88.

4 Cnradnl.Ds I'alacios, MS. c. 118.

5 Alex. Grralilliil. Ilin. ad Beg. st* .««wfnor.

e Antonio Gallo, Annals of Genoa. M*aalori, t. 0.

7 Senaraya. Mnratori, t. 24.
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Rnvitori, t 8S.

fthe city of Genoa: "SicJido yo nacido in Genom"
I being born in Genoa;" and again he repeats the

gserlion, as areason for enjoiningcertain conditions on

lis heirs, wliich manifest the interest he lakes in bis

ilive place. " I command the said Don Diego, my
III, or the person who inherits the said mayorazgo

or entailed estate) that he maintain always in the

fiiy of Genoa a person of our lineage (who shall be

oniit'iled there with his wife), and to furnish him
ilii an income on which be can live decently, as a

rson connected M-itli our family, and hold footing

lid root in that city as a native of it, so that he may
lave aid and favour in Ibat city in case of need, for

01)1 iheiice I came and there uas born." '

III another part of his testament he expresses bim-

f|fwi<b a filial fondness in respect to Genoa. "I
oniinand the said Don Diego, or whoever shall pos-

ess the said mayorazgo, that be labour and strive

ways for the honour, and welfare, and increase of

le city of Genoa, and employ all bis abilities and

wans in defending and augmenting the welfare and

onour of her republic, in all matters which are not

jnlrary to the service of tiie church of God, and the

ale of the Kingand Queen our sovereigns, and their

nccessors."

An informal codicil, executed by Columbus at Val-

idoiid, May -itb, iiUMi, sixteen days before his death,

as discovered, about I78S, in the Corsini Library at

lome. It is termed a military codicil, from being

lade in the manner which the civil law allows to the

jldier who executes such an instrument on the eve of

allle, or in expectation of death. It was written on

le blank page of a little breviary presented to Co-

imbus by Pope Alexander VII. Columbus leaves

lehook "to his beloved country, the republic of

enoa."

He directs the erection of an hospital in that city

r the poor, with provision for its support, and ii.<;

eclares that republic bis successor in the admiralty

fthe Indies, in the event of bis male line becoming

Ktinct.

The authenticity of this paper has been questioned,

; has been said that there was no probability of Co-

inihns having resort to a usage with which be was
lost likely unacquainted. The objections are not

igent. Columbus was accustomed to the pecu-

arities of a military life, and be repeatedly wrote

Iters, in critical moments, as a precaution against

)nie fatal occurrence tiiat seemed to impend. The
resent codicil, from its dale, nnist have been written

few days previous to his death, perbapsata moment
lien he imagined himself at extremity. This may
count for any difference in the hand-writing, es-

'Itcin,—Mando el dictio Don DicRo mi hijo, 6 ii la persona
Be herodaic eldlclio mayor. ..^'o, que tensa y soslenga sleinpro

\ la ciiulad dc Gciiova una persona de nucstro linage (pie tcnga
Ii casa y nmscr, e le ordcne i-cnli con (pie pucda vivir lionesta-

pilc, cuinii persona I ! llcgada a iiucstro linage, y haga pic y
Izni ladichacind.-i.! como natural della, porquc iwdra lialwr de
Wirlia ciiidad aynda c favor en las cnsas del mcnestcr suyo, fines

I liflin tail y (n I llri nni i.

"

pecially as he was at times so affected by the gout in

iiis hands as not to be able to write except at night.

Particular stress has been laid on the signature ; but

it does not appear that be was uniform in regard to

that, and it is a point to which any one who attempt-

ed a forgery would be attentive. It does not appear

likewise that any advantage could have been obtained

by forging the paper, or that any such was attempt-

ed.

In ^'102, when Columbus was about to depart on

bis fourth and last voyage, he wrote to his friend,

Doctor Nicolo Oderigo, foniierly ambassador from

Genoa to Spain, and forwarded to him copies of all

his grants and commissions from the Spanish Sove-

reigns, authenticated before the alcaldes of Seville. He
at the same time wrote to the bank of San Giorjio,

at Genoa, assigning a tenth of his revenues to be paid

to that city, in diminution of the duties on corn,

wine, and other provisions.

Why should Columbus feel this strong interest in

Genoa, had he been born in any of the other

Italian stales which have laid claim to him? He
was under no obligation to Genoa. He had resided

there but a brief portion of his early life, and

his proposition for discovery, according to some
writers, had been scornfully rejected by that republic.

There is nothing to warrant so strong an interest in

Genoa, but the filial tie which links the heart of a

man to his native place, however he may be separated

from it by time or distance, and however little he

may be intiebted to it for patronage.

Again : had Columbus been born in any of the

towns and villages of the Genoese coast rtiiich have

claimed him for a native, why should he have made
these bequests in favour of the city of Genoa, and
not of bis native town or village ?

These bequests were evidently dictated by a

mingled sentiment of pride and affection, which

would be without all object if not directed to his na-

tive place. He was at this time elevated above all

petty pride on the subject. His renown was so

brilliant that ii would have shed a lustre on any

hamlet, however obscure; and the strong love of

country here manifested would never have felt satis-

fied, until it had singled out the spot, and nestled

down in the very cradle of his infancy. These ap-

pear to be powerful reasons, drawn from natuia!

feeling, for deciding in favour of Genoa.

NO VI.

TUB COLOMDOS.

During the early part of the life of Columbus,

there were two other navigators, hearing the same
name, of some rank and celebrity, with whom he oc-

casionally sailed. According to Fernando Columbus
(Hist, del Almirante, oh. 4) they were relatives of his
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fattier ; and Columbus, in one of his letters, says, *' I

am not the first admiral of our family."

These two were uncle and nephew : the latter is

termed by historians, Colombo the younj^er (by the

Spanish historians, Colombo el Mozo).

The elder of them was in (he French service; pro-

bably he entered it at the time that Genoa was under

the protection, or rather the domination, of France.

It is said that he was engaged in the expeditions of

John of Anjou against Naples, and that Columbus

sailed with him.

Mention is made of the elder Colombo in Zurita's

Annals of Aragon (I, xix, p. 2(il), in the war be-

tween Spain and Portugal, on the subject of the claim

of the Princess Juana to the crown of Castile. In i 470,

the King of Portugal determined to go to the Mediter-

ranean coast of France, to incite his ally Lciis XI to

prosecute the war in the province of Guipuzcoa.

The king left Toro, says Zurila, on the 18th June,

and went by the river to the city of Porto, in order

to await the armada of the King of France, the cap-

tain of which was Colon (Colombo), who was to na-

vigate by the straits of Gibraltar to pass to Marseilles.

After some delays, Colombo arrived, at the latter

part of July, with the French armada, at Bormeo, on

the coast of Biscay, where he encountered a violent

storm, lost his principal ship, and ran to the coast of

Galicia with an intention of attacking Ribaldo, and

lost many of his men. From thence he went to Lis-

bon to receive the King of Portugal, who embarked

in the fleet in August with a number of his noblemen,

and took two thousand two hundred foot-soldiers,

and four hundred and seventy horse, to strengthen

the Portuguese garrisons along the Barbary coast.

There were in the squadron twelve ships and five ca-

ravels.

After touching at Ceuta, the fleet proceeded to

'Colibre, where the King disembarked in the middle

of September, the weather not permitting them to

proceed to Marseilles (Zurita, I. xix, c. SI).

This Colombo is evidently the naval commander of

whom the following mention is made by Jacques

Georges Chauffepie, in his Supplement to Bayle (vol.

ii, p. 120).

" I do not know what dependence, " says Chauffe-

pid, " is to be placed on a fact reported in the Du-

catiaHtt (part, i, p. 143), that Columbus was, in 1474,

captain of several ships for Louis XI, and that, as the

Spaniards bad made at that time an irruption into

Roussillon, he thought that for reprisal, and without

contravening the peace between the two crowns, he

could run down Spanish vessels. He attacked, there-

fore, and took two galleys of that nation, freighted

on the account of various individuals. On complaints

of this action being made to King Ferdinand, he

wrote on the subject to Louis XI : bis letter is dated

the i>th I )ecember, 1 474. Ferdinand terms Christopher

Culumbus a subject of Lonis; tliis was because, as is

well knov n Columbus was a Genoese, and Louis

was sovereign of Genoa, although that city and Sa-

vona were held of him in fief by the duke of Milan.

It is highly probable that il was the squadron
ol

this same Colombo which appeaicd in the Levant in

1475 and I47(), and on one occasion attacked the Ve.|

netian squadron stationed to protect the island ol

Cyprus ; mention of which was made in a letter ol

two Milanese gentlemen to the duke of Milan, dated!

1470, cited by Bossi, and after him by Spotorno.

The nephew of this Colombo, called by the Spa.

niards Colombo el Mozo, commanded likewise, a fevj

years afterwards, a squadron in the French service

and became formidable in the Mediterranean, as wi||

appear in a subsequent illustration. The names ol

these two Colombos, uncle and nephew, appearin

vaguely at intervals during the obscure period of ihi

Admiral's life, have been confounded with bis nan

by historians. Fernando Culumbus says that his fa-

ther sailed for several years with Colomlw tin

younger." It is probable that he may, at varioi

times, have had an inferior command in the squadroi

of both uncle and nephew, and that he may liav

been present on the above-cited occasions.

^o viF.

EXPEDITION OP JOUN OP ANJOU.

About the time that Columbus had attained lig

twenty-fourth year, his native city was in a stale o|

great alarm and peril from the threatened invasiotK

Aipbonso V of Aragon, King of Naples. Findiu

itself too weak to contend singly with such a foe,

having in vain looked for assistance from Italy,
\\

placed itself under the protection of Charles YIIi

France. That monarch sent to its assistance Jolini

Anjou, son of Rene, or Renato, King of Naples, nlK

had been dispossessed of his crown by Alplionsi

John of Anjou, otherwise called the Duke ofC»

labria, ' immediately took upon himself the coinmaii

of the city, repaired its forlilicalions, and defende

the entrance of the harbour with strong chains. Iij

the meantime Alphonso had prepared a large Ian

force, and had assembled an arniameiil of l\\n\\

ships and ten galleys at Ancona, on the frontiers

Genoa. The situation of the latter was consider

imminently perilous, when Alphonso suddenly fellill

of a calenture and died, leaving the kingdoms uf Araj

gon and Sicily to his brother John, and the king

(loin of Naples to his son Ferdinand.

The death of Alphonso and the subsequent divisio

of his dominions, while they relieved the fears of Ih

Genoese, gave rise to new hopes on the pari of Ih

house of Anjou; and the duke John, encounjief

emissaries from various powerful partisans aiiunf;i

Neapolitan nobility, determined to make a \w^>\

' Hist. (Id Almirantc, nap. v.

' niikc orCiilihri.Mvas llio lill"of tlicson .iiid li(!irofllicliil|
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j
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he may, at variou!

Itempt upon Naples for the recovery of the crown.

iThe Genoese entered into his cause with spirit, fur-

Inishing him willi sliips, galleys, and money. His

Ibllier, Ren($, or Renato, litteiloiit twelve galleys fur

llhe expedition in the harbour of Marseilles, and sent

Ihim assurance of an abundant supply of money, and

lof (he assistance of the King of France. The brilliant

Inaliu'e of the enterprise attracted the attention of the

lilaring and restless spirits of the times. The chival-

Irons nobleman, the soldier of fortune, the hardy cor-

Isair, the bold adventurer, or the mercenary parlizan,

Idilistfd under the banners of the Duke of Calabria,

lit is slated by historians that Columbus served in the

larmamenl from Genoa, in a s<|uadron commanded

by one of the Colombos, his relations.

The expedition against Naples sailed in October,

j44o9, and arrived off Sessa, between the mouths of

nlie Garigliano and the Yollurno. 1'he news of its

jirrival was (he signal of universal revolt; the factious

larons and (heir vassals hastened to join the standard

lorAnjou; and the duke soon saw the iincst pro-

vinces of the Neapolitan dominions at his command,

bml widi his army and squadron menaced the city

|)r Naples itself.

In (he history of (his expedhion, we meet with

kne hazardous action of the fleet in which Columbus

M embarked.

The army of John of Anjou being closely invested

by a superior force, was in & perilous predicament at

llie mouth of the Sarno. In this conjuncture, the

»plain of the armada landed with his men and oc-

flliied the neighbourhood, hoping to awaken in the

opulace their former enthusiasm for (he banner of

linjou, and perhaps to take Naples by surprise. The

toops from (he fleet were sent against ihem . Having

iUle of the discipline of regular soldiery and much

If the freebooting disposition of maritime rovers, they

lad scattered themselves about the country, inlenl

hiefly upon spoil. They were attacked by the in-

jiiitry and put to the rout, with the loss of many

lilled and wounded. Endeavouring to make their

Ifay i)aok to the ships, they found (he passes seized

uul hlocked up by the people of Soreiilo, who as-

BJied Ihem with dreadful havoc. Their iliiihl now

pame desperate and headlong ; many, it is said,

fized with the madness of despair, threw themselves

|om rocks and precipices into the sea, and but a

nail portion regained the ships.

[The contest of John of Anjou for the crown of

laples lasted four years. For a time fortniit.' fiivoured

lin, and the prize seemed ahiiosl within his grasp :

bt reverses succeeded ; lie was defeated at various

bints; Ihe factious nobles, one by one, deserted him

kd rolurncd (o their allegiance to Alplionso, and the

pke was finally compelled to retire to the island of

Ichin. Here he remained for some (inio, guarded

feiijlil sjalleys. >\liicli likewise harassed the Pay of

^jtles.' In this s«iuadron, which loyally adhered

' Colmino, Hint. Cip., 1. vii. r. 17.

to him until lie ultimately abandoned this unfor-

tunate enterprise, it is supposed Columbus may have

served.

NO vni.

CiPTUBK OB TUK VE^IKTUN GALLEYS BY COLOMBO TUB

lOLNGEU.

As the account of the sea-fight by which Fernando

Columbus asserts that his father was first thrown

upon the shores of Portugal has been adopted by va-

rious respectable historians, it is proper to give par-

ticular reasons for discrediting it.

Fernando expressly says that it was in an action

mentioned by Marco Antonio Sabelico, in the eighth

book of his tenth Decade; that the squadron in which

Columbus served was commanded by a famous cor-

sair called Columbus the younger (Colombo el Mozo)

;

and that an embassy was sent from Venice to thank

the King of Portugal for the succour he afforded tu

the Venetian captains and crews. AH this is cer-

tainly recorded in Sabellicus; hut the battle took

place in l-iSS, a year after Columbus had left Por-

tugal. Zurita, in his Annals of Aragon, under the

dateof 448S, mentions this same acdon. He says,

" At (his time four Venetian galleys sailed from the

island of Cadh-, and took (he route for Flanders;

they were laden with merchandise from (he Levant,

especially from the island of Sicily, and, passing by

Cape St Viiicen*, they were attacked by a French

corsair, son of Caj-.tain Colon (Colombo), who had

seven vessels in Ids armada; and the galleys were

captured the twenty-lirst of August."

A much fuller account is given in Ihe life of King

John II of Portugal, by Garcia de Reesendc, who
likewise records it as happening in MHS. He says

the Venetian galleys were taken and robbed by the

French, and the captains and crews, wounded, plun-

dered, and maltreated, were turned on shore at Cas-

coes. Here they were succoured by Dona Marir
'

Meneses, countess of Monsanto. When Kiiv.' ' !\n

IT heard of the circumstance, being nun i: p;! icved

that such an event should have happened on hi^ orc^t,

and being disposed to show his friendship for ihe «e-

puhlie of Venice, he ordered that the ^"enetiall cap-

tains should he furnished with rich raiment of silk

and costly cloths, and provided with horses and mules,

that they might make their appearance befctre him

in a style helilling themselves and their coimlry. He
received then wilh great kindness and distinction,

expressing himself willi princely courtesy, both as

to themselves and the republic of Venice; and hav-

ing heard their account of Ihe battle, and of their

destilulesitualion, he .issisted llicni with a large sum
of money to ransoin llieir galleys from the French

cruisers. The laller took all the merchandise on

hoard of their ships; hnl King John prohibited any

' Zurila, lili. XX, c. fi<.
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of the spoil from being purchase<1 witliin his domi-

nions. Having thus generously relieved and assisted

the captains, and administered to the necessities of

their crews, he enabled litem all to return in their

own galleys to Venice.

The dignitaries of the republic were so highly

sensible of this muniiicence on the part of King John,

that they sent a stately embassy to that monarch with

rich presents and warm expressions of gratitude,

(icronimo Donalo was charged with this mission, a

man eminent fur learning and eloquence. He was

honourably received and entertained by King John,

and dismissed with royal presents, among which

were genets and mules, with sumptuous trappings

and caparisons, and many negro slaves richly clad.

The following is the account of this action, as given

by Sabellicus in his History of Venice :
•

''Erano andate quatro Galee delle quali Rarlolo-

meo Minio era capitano. Queste navigando per I'lbe-

rico mare, Colombo il pin giovane, nipote di (|uel

Colombo famoso corsale, fecesi incontro a' Veneliani

di nutte appresso il Sacro Promontorio, die chiamasi

bora Capo di San Yicenzo, con sette navi guarnite da

combaltere. Egli qunnlunque nel primo incontro

avesse seco disposlo d'opprimere le navi Veneziane,

si ritenne per6 dal combaltere sin al giorno, tutlavia

per esser alia battaglia piu acconcio cosi le seguia, die

ie prode del corsale toccavano le poppe de' Veneziani.

Venuto il giorno incontanente i Karbari diedero I'as-

salto, sostennero i Veneziani allora Tempilo del ne-

mico, per numero delle navi e de' conibatlenli supe-

riore, e duro il conilitto atroce per niolle ore. Rare

fiate fu combattuto contro simili nemici con tantu

uccisione, perch^ a pena si costuma d' altacarsi con-

tro di loro se non per occasione. AfTermano alcuni,

che vi furono present!, esser morli delle ciurme Ve-
neziane da trecento uomini.

"A!lri dicono che fu meno. Mcrt in quella zuffa

Lorenzo Michele capitano d'una galera, e Giovanni

Delfmo d'altro capitano fratello. Eia durata la zuffa

dal fare del giorno fin' ad ore venti, ed trano le genii

Veneziane mal traltate. Era giii la nave Deitina in

polere de' nemici quando le altre ad una si rende-

rono. Narrano alcuni, che furono di quell' aspro con-

flitlo partecipi, aver numeralo neli loro navi da proda

a poppa ottanta valorosi uomini estinli, i quuli dal

nemico veduti, lo mossero a gemere c dire con is-

degno, che cosI avevano voluto i Veneziani. I corpi

morli furono gettali nel mare, e i ferili posti nel lido.

Quel cbc remasero vivi, seguirono con le navi il Ca-

pitano viilorioso sin' a Lisbona ed ivi ftuono lutti

Ohras do Garcia dc llc'csPHdo, c. 38. Kvora, I "ij'l.

= Marco AiitunioCocci'io, belter kiiowrmndcr (lie name of Sa-

bellicus,—a cosiionicti wliicli lie adopted on lieins crowned poel

in liic (ledantic academy of Poiiiponius La'tiis. lie was a con-

lennMH'ary of Coliiinhiis. and makes lirief menliou of his discove-

ries II Hiecisldli liookofllielenlli decade ofliisllnivci-salllislory.

Bv -<»mowrileixlieis called (he Livy of his lime; olhi rs accuse

liiniofbcin!; fullof misrcprcsciUalions in favour of Venice. The
elder Seah^iTcharses him Willi venalily, and with licing inflii-

ciiccd liy ^ I iietiaii t'^old.

licenciati. * * * 4 *

Quivi furono i Veneziani benignamente recevuli dal

He, gli infermi furono medicati, gli allri ebbcroabiii

e denari secondo la loro condizione. * *

Oltre ci6 vieto in iHtto il Regno, che alcuno non

comprasseae'la predu V^eneziana, portata da i corsalj.

La nuova dell' avula rovina non poco aftlisse la cilij,

erano perduli in quella mercatanzia da ducento mila

diicati; ma il danno parlicolar degli uomini iiccisj

diede maggior afllizione."

Marc. Ant. Sabelico, Hist. Fcnet. Decad. If, I. 3.

N" rx.

AMEBIGO VESPUCCI.

Among the earliest and most intelligent of ihe na

vigalors who followed the track of Columbus, \va$|

Amerigo Vespucci. He has been considered bjl

many as the lirst discoverer of the southern coiuiiiciii,

and, by a singular caprice of fortune, bis name liai

been given to Ihe whole of the New World. It haj

been strenuously insisted, however, that he had nol

claim lo the title of a discoverer ; that he nieidyl

sailed in a subordinate capacity, in squadrons eoin-l

manded by others ; that the account of his fust voj-

age is a fabrication ; and tliat be did nut visit lliel

main land until after it had been discovered and

coasted by Columbus As this question lias been!

made a matter of warm and voluminous controversy,!

it is proper to lake a summary view of it in the pre-l

sent work.

Ameiigo Vespucci was born in Florence, Marclil

9th, L{5I, of a noble, but not al that time a wpdllliyl

family: his father's name was Anastacio; hhm]
ther's was Elisabella Mini. He was the third of iheir

sons, and received an excellent education under I

uncle, Georgio Antonio Vespucci, a learned friar

the fraternity of San Marco, who was instructor 1^

several illustrious personages of that period.

Amerigo Vespucci visited Spain, and took up

residence in Seville, to attend lo some comnicrciall

transactions on account of the laniily of the Medici 1

Florence, and lo repair, by his ingenuity, the losse

and misfortunes of an unskilful brother.

The date of his arrival in Spain is uncertain; h\

from comparing dates and circumstances ineiilione

in his letters, he must have been at Seville when Co

lunibus returned from his first voyage.

Padre Stanislaus Canovai, professor of matliemalic

at Florence, who has published the life and voyaje

of Amerigo Vespucci, says that he was conimissione

by King Ferdinand, and sent with Columbus in ii

second voyage in fW3. He stales Ibis on the aiiJ

tliority of a passage in the Cosmography of Sebasliaj

Munsler, published al Dasle in looO.' lul MiUiSle

Ilandiiii, Vila d Ami ri^o Vespucci.
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mentions Vespucci as having accompanied Columbus

in bis first voyage ; the reference of Canovai is there-

fore incorrect ; and the suggestion of Munster is dis-

proved by the letters of Vespucci, inwiiiclibe stales

Ills leaving been stimulated by the accounts brought

of the newly-discovered regions. He never mcnlions

such a voyage in any of bis letters, which be most

probably would have done, or rather would have

made it the subject of a copious letter, had he ac-

tually performed it.

The first notice ofa positive form which we liave of

Vespucci as resident in Spain, is early in ^i!)0. lie

appears, from documents in the royal archives at

Seville, to have acted as agent or factor for the house

of Juanoto Berardi, a rich Florentine merchant, resi-

dent in Seville; who had contracted to furnish the

Spanish Sovereigns with three several armaments, of

four vessels each, for the service of the newly-disco-

vered countries. lie may have l)een one of the prin-

cipals in this affair, which was transacted in the

name of this established bouse. Berardi died in De-

cember, 1405, and in the following January we find

Amerigo Vespucci attending to the (:oncerns of the

expeihtion, and settling wilh the masters of the ships

for their pay and maintenance, according to the

agreements made between them and the late Juanoto

Perardi. On the I2th of January, I49G, be received

on this account 10,00()maravedies from Bernardo Pi-

nelo, the royal treasurer. He went on preparing all

tilings for the despatch of four caravels, to sail under

the same contract between the Sovereigns and the

house of Berardi, and sent Uiem to sea on the 3d of

February, 1496; but, on the 1 8th, they met with a

storm, and were wrecked; the crews were saved,

with the lossof only three men.' While thus employ-

ed, Amerigo Vespucci, of course, had occasional

opportunities of conversing with Columbus, wilh

whom, according to the expression of the Admiral

himself, in one of bis letters to his son Diego, he appears

to have been always on friendly terms. From these

conversations, and from his agency in these expedi-

tions, be soon became excited to visit the newly-dis-

covered countries, and to phrticipate in enterprises

which were the theme of every tongue. Having made

himself well acquainted with geographical and nau-

tical science, he prepared to launch into the career of

discovery. It was not very long before he carried

this design into execntion.

In 1498, Columbus, in his third voyage, discovered

the coast of Paria, on Terra Firma; which he at that

lime imagined to be a great island, but that a vast

continent lay immediately adjacent. He sent to Spain

specimens of pear!s found on this coast, and gave the

most sanguine accounts of the supposed riches of the

country. :.'''' '

In 4499, an expedition of four vessels, nnder com-

mand of Alonso de Ojeda, was fitted out from Spain,

and sailed for Paria wilh the assistance of charts and

' These particulars are from manuscript incinoranda, cxlracted

from the myal arcliivcs, l)y tho late accurate liistorlan Mufioz-

letters sent to the government by Columbus. These

were communicated to Ojeda by his patron, the

bishop Fonseca, who had the superintendence of In-

dian affairs, and who furnished him also with a war-

rant to undertake the voyage.

It is presumed that Vespucci aided in fitting out

the armament, and sailed in a vessel belonging to the

house of Berardi, and in this way was enabled to take

a share in the gains and losses of the expedition; fur

Isabella, as Queen of Castile, had strictly forbidden

all strangers from trading wilh her transatlantic pos-

sessions, not even excepting tlie natives of the king-

dom of Aragon.

This squadron visited Paria and several hundred

miles of tlie coast, which they ascertained to be terra

firma. They returned in June, 1S0O, and on the

18th of July, in that year, Amerigo Vespucci wrote

an account of his voyage to Lorenzo di Pier Francisco

de Medici, of Florence, which remained concealed

in manuscript, until brought to light and published

by Bandini, in 1745.

In his account of this voyage, and in every other

narrative of his different expeditions, Vespucci never

mentions any other person concerned in the enter-

prise. He gives the time of bis sailing, and states

that he went with two caravels, which were pro-

bably his share of the expedition, or rather vessels

sent by the house of Berardi. He gives an interest-

ing narrative of the voyage, and of the various trans-

actions with the natives, which corresponds in many
substantial points with the accounts furnished by

Ojeda and his mariners of their voyage, in a lawsuit

hereafter mentioned.

In May, 1501 ,Vespucci, having suddenly left Spain,

sailed in the service of Emanuel, King of Portugal;

in the course of which expedition be visited the coast

of Brazil. He gives an account of this voyage in a

second letter to Lorenzo di Pier Francisco de Medici,

which also remained in manuscript, until published

by Bartolozzi, in 1789.'

No record or notice of any such voyage, under-

taken by Amerigo Vespucci, at the command ofEma-
nuel, is to be found in the archives of the Torre do

Tombo, the general archives of Portugal, which have

been repeatedly and diligently searched for the pur-

pose. It is singular, also, that bis name is not to l)e

found in any of the Portuguese historians, who in

general were very particular in naming all navigators

who held any important station among them, or ren-

dered any distinguished services. That Vespucci did

sail along the coasts, however, is not questioned.

His nephew, after his death, in the course of evidence

on some point in dispute, gave the correct altitude of

Cape St Augustine, which he said he had extracted

from bis uncle's journal.

In 1504, Vespucci wrote a third letter to the same

Lorenzo de Medici, containing a more extended

account of the voyage just alluded to, in the service of

Portugal. This was the fi-st of his narratives that

> Bartolo/7.i, Rlcerclie Ilistorlclie. Firenzc, 4789.
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appeared in print. It appears to liave lieen published

in Latin at Sirasliurgli, as early as iSHVi, under tlie

title of "AmericHs Vespiitius, dc ()rl)e Antarctica per

Uegeni Porliigalli.T pridem invento."

'

An edilioii of this letter was printed in Vicenza,

in iSKfl, in nn anonymous collection of voyages,

edited by Fram-nnzio di Monte Allwddo, an inliabi-

lant of Viccnza. It was reprinted in Kalian, in l.'i'W,

at Milan ; and also in Latin, in a book entitled Iline-

rariuin Porlngalcnsiuin. In making tlic present il-

lustration, tlie Milan edition in Italian* lias l>een

eonsulted, and also a Latin translation of it, by Simon

Grin<Tus, in bis Novus Orbis, published at Itasle, in

<S32. It relates entirely to the lirst voyage of Ves-

imeci, from Lisbon to the Brazils, in t!U)\.

It is from Ibis voyage to the Brazils that i. lerigo

Vespucci was first considered the discoverer of Temi
Finna; and bis name was at first applied to these

soulbem regions, though afterwards extended to the

whole continent. The merits of bis voyage were,

however, greatly exaggerated, 'i'be Brazils liad been

previously discovered, and formally taken possession

of for Spain, in iSOO, by Pinzon , and also in the same

year, by Pedro Alvarez Cabral, on the part of Por-

tugal ; circumstances unknown, however, to Vespucci

and his associates. The country remained in posses-

sion of Portugal, in conformity to the line of demar-

cation agreed on between the two nations.

Vespucci made a second voyage in the service of

Portugal. He says, that be conunanded a caravel

in a scpiadron of six vessels, destined for the discovery

of Malacca ; which they had heard to l)e the great

t\e\\dl and magazine of all the trade between the

Ganges and the Indian Sea. Such an expedition did

sail about this time, nnder the command of Gonzalo

Coelbo. The s(piadron sailed, accoriling to Vespucci,

on the lOtb of May, 1503. It stopped at the Cape

de Verde Islands for refi'esbments, and afterwards

sailed l)y the coast of Sien'a Leone ; but was prevent-

ed from landing by contrary winds and a turbulent

sea. Standing to the south-west, they ran three hun-

dred leagues, until they were three degrees to the

southward of the equinoctial line, wbere tliey disco-

vered an uninhabited island, about two leagues in

• Panzer, lorn, vi, p. S3, .ipud Esatnc Critico, p. 88. Anotazione i.

> This rare hook, in the possession ofO. Rich, Esq., is lielievcd

to l>c the oldest [irinted collection of voyages extant. It has not

the pages numbereti, the slieets are merely marlied with a letter

ofthealphab(!t attlie font of each eighth page. It contains the

t'ariicst account of flie voyages of Columbus, from his first depar-

ture, until his arrival at Cadiz in chains. The letter of Vespucci,

lo Lorenzo <le Medici, occupies the fifth book of this little volume.

It is staled to have been oi-iginally written in Spanish, and trans-

lated into Italian by a person of the name of Jncondo. An earlier

edition is stated to have been printed in Venice, by Alberto Ver-

neilese. inlS04. ThcauthorissaidtohavcbeenAngcloTrivlgiani,

secretary lo the Venetian ambassador in Spain. Tliis Trivigiani

appears to have collected many of the particulars of Iho voyages

of Cotumbuit from the manuscriiit Decades of Peter Martyr, who
erroneously lays the charge of the plagiarism lo Aloysius Cada-

inosto, whose voyages are inserted in the same collection. The
book was entitled, "Libreltodl tiitla In Nnvigaziom dfl flf dr.

i-spagna, delle isolf, e Terreni niiovnmrnte tiorali." w

Icnglli and one in breadth. Here, on the 10th of

August, by mismanagement, the commander of the

stpiadron ran bis vessel on a rock, and lost her.

While the oilier vessels were assisting to save Ww

crew and property from the wreck, Amerigo Vespurri

was despatched in his caravel, lo search for a safe

hnrlMHir in the island. He departed in his vessel,

without his long-boat, and Willi less than lialfof liis

crew, the rest having gone in the boat to the assis-

tance of the wreck. Vespucci found a barlwur, but

wailed in vain for several days for the arrival of llu-

ships. Staiuling out to sea, he met with a "solitary

vessel, and learnf that the ship of the commander had

sunk, and the rest had proceeded onwards. In com-

pany with this vessel, he stood for the Brazils, accord-

ing to a command of the King, In case that any vessel

should be parted from the fleet. Arriving on the

coast, he discovered the famous Bay of All Sainis,

wbere he remained upwards of two months, in hopes

of being joined by the rest of the fleet. He at length

ran 200 leagues farther south, where be reinainal

five months, building a fort, and taking in a cargo of

Brazil wood. Then, leaving in the fortress a garrison

of twenty-four men, with arms and ammunition, he

set sail for Lislwn, where be arrived in June, VM.<

The commander of Ibe scpiadron, and the other four

ships, were never beard of afterwards.

Vespucci does not appear to have received the re-

ward from the King of Portugal that his services

merited; for we find him al Seville early in IS03, on

his way to the Spanish court inquest ofemploymenl;

and be was Iwarer of a letter from Columbus to Im

son Diego, dated February 5, which, while it speaks

warmly of him as a friend, intimates his having lieen

unfortunate. The following is the letter

:

"Mv Dear Son,

" Diego Mendez departed from hence on Monday

the Ibird of this month. After bis departure, I con-

versed with Amerigo Vespucci, the bearer of this,

who goes there (to court), summoned on alTairs of

navigation. Fortune has been adverse to him, as lo

many others. His lalwurs have not profited him so

much as tltey reasonably should have done, lie goes

on my account, and with mncb desire todosomelliing

that may result to my advantage, if within his [lower.

I cannot ascertain here in what I can employ him

that will be serviceable to me, for I do not know

what may be there required. He goes with the de-

termination to do all that is possible for me. See in

what he may l)e of advantage, and co-operate with

him ; that be may say and do every thing, and pul

bis plans in operation; anil let all he done .secretly,

that be may not be suspected. I have said every

thing to him that I can say touching the business;

and have informed bim of the pay I have received,

and what is due, etc. " ' .,, i.-. ... , v, . ,, ,

' Lctlcr of Vespucci to Soderini or noni*. Edit, of Cinovni.

^ NavaiTcte, Collcc. Alug.. t. I, p. *'il-
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About this lime Amerigo Vespucci received tellers

uf nuturalizaliou from king Fenlinand, and shortly

afterwards he and I'inzon were name<l captains of an

armada aljout :o lie sent out in the spice trade, and

tu make discoveries. There is a royal order dated

Toro, 1 lib April, ixH)^, for 42,0(M)maravedics, as an

outlil for *' Amerigo de Vespuche, resident of Se-

ville.
" Preparations were made for litis voyage, and

vessels procured and fitted out; but it was eventually

alwndoned. There are memoranda existing concern-

ing it, dated in IfiOS, 1^)7, and iiHtSj from which

it appears that Amerigo Vespucci remained atSeville,

attending to the fluctuating concerns of this stpia-

drun, until the destination of the vessels was changed,

llieir equipments sold, and the accounts settled. Dur-

ing this time be bad a salary of 3(),(MMI maravedies.

On the 22d of March, UHW, he received the appoint-

ment of principal pilot, wuh a salary of 75,000 mara-

vedies. His chief duties were to prepare charts,

examine pilots, superintend the fitting out of expedi-

tions, and prescribe the route that vessels were to

pursue in Iheir voyages to the New World. He ap-

|iears to have remained at Seville, and to have re-

tained this office until bis death, on the 22d of Fe-

bruary, 4ol2. His widow, Maria Corezo, enjoyed a

pension of 10,000 maravedies. After iiis death, his

nephew, Juan Vespucci, was nominated pilot, with

a salary of 20,000 maravedies commencing on the 22d

ufMay, 1ol2. Peter Martyr speaks with high coin-

niemiationof this young mar. ''Young Vesputius

" is one to whom Americus Vesputius, his uncle,

" lell the exact knowledge of the mariner's faculties,

" as it were by inheritance, after his death ; fur be

" was a very expert master in the knowledge of

" his carde, bis compasse, and the elevation of the

" pole starre by the quadrant.* * * * Vesputius is my
" very familiar friend, and a wiltie young man, in

" whose company I take great pleasure, and ibere-

" fure use him oflentymes for my guest. He bath

" also made many voyages into these coasts, and
" diligently noted such things as he bath seen."

Vespucci the nephew continued in this situation

•Hiring the lifetime of Fonseca, who bad l>een the

patron of his uncle and bis family. He was divested

of his pay and his employ, by a letter of the council,

dated the 18th of March, 1525, shortly after the death

of the bishop. No further notice of Vespucci is to

be found in the archives of the Indies.

Such is a brief view of the career of Amerigo

Vespucci ; it remains to notice the points in contro-

versy. Shortly after bis return from his last expe-

dition to the Brazils, be wrote a letter, dated Lisbon,

!th of September, loOi, containing a summary ac-

count of all his voyages. This letter is of s[>ecial

importance to the matters luuler invesligalion, as it

is Mie only one known that relates the disputed

voyiige, which would establish bini as the discoverer

nfrerra Firnia. It appears to have been written in

i.alin, and was addressed to lienc, Duke of Lorr.iijic,

' r, JIailyr, dccail. r>, 1. 3—Eden's Englisli Transl.

who assumed Ihc title ofKingofSicily and Jerusalem.

The earliest known edition of this letter was pu-

blished in Latin in iSffl, at St Diez, in Lorraine. A
copy of it has been found in the library of the Vati-

can (No «G«8), by the Abb<5 Cancellieri. In prepar-

ing the present illustration, a reprint of this letter in

Latin has been consulted, inserted in the Noviis

Urbis nf Grinwus, published at Basle in 1532. Thu

letter contains a spirited narrative of four voyages,

which he asserts tu have made to the New VVoild,

In the prologue he excuses the lil)erty of addressing

King Ilen^, by calling to his recollection th^ancieiit

intimacy of their youth, when studying the rudiments

of science together, under the paternal uncle of the

voyager; and adds, that if the present narratives

shoidd not altogether please his majesty, be nnist

plead to him, as Pliny said to Maieenas, "that he

used formerly to be amused with bis triflings."

In the prologue to this letter, he informs Rene that! .

affairs of commerce bad brought him tu Spain, where -

be bad experienced the various changes of fortune

attendant on such transactions, and was induced tu

abandon that pursuit, and direct bis labours to objects

of a more elevated and stable nature. He therefore

purposed to contemplate various parts of the world,

and to behold the marvels which it contains. 1 o

this object both time and place were favourable; for

King Ferdinand was then preparing four vessels for

the discovery of new lands in the wesl, and appoint-

ed him among the number of those who went in the

expedition. " We departed," he adds, " from the

port of Cadiz, May 20, 1 ^97, taking our course on

the great ocean; in which voyage we employed eigh-

teen months, discovering many lands and innumera-

ble islands, chiefly inhabited, unknown to antiquity."

A duplicate of this letter appears to have been sent

at the same time (written, it is said, in Italian) to

Piere Soderini, afterwards gonfalonier of Florence,

which was some years subsequently published in

Italy, not earlier than 1510, and entitled "Leltera

da Amerigo Vespucci, delle Isole nuov.imenle trovate

in quatro suoi viaggi." We have consulletl the edi-

tion of this letter in Italian, inserted in the publica-

tion of Padre Stanislaus Cauovai, already referred to.

It has been suggested by an Italian writer, that

this letter was written by Vespucci to Soderini only,

and the address altered to King UentS through the

flattery or mistake of the Lorraine editor, without

perceiving how unsuitable the reference to former

intimacy intended for Soderini was when applietl

to a sovereign. The person making this remark can

hardly have read the prologue to the Latin edi-

tion, in which the title of "your majesty" is fre-

quently repeated, and the term "illustrious king"

employed. It was first published also in Lorraine,

the domains of Reue ; and the publisher would not

probably have presumed to take such a lilMjrty with

his sovereign's name. It Incomes a question, whe

ther Vespucci addressed the same letter to Kin;z

Rene «ud to Picre Soderini, both of them haviui;

I
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been educaled wilh liim, ur wliellier he sent a copy

uf tliis letter to Soderiiii, which subsequently found

iU way into print. The address to Soderini may
havejjeen substituted through mistake by the Italian

publisher. Neither of the publications could have

been made uiider the supervision of Vespucci.

The voyage specified iu this letter, as having taken

place in 1497, is the great point ia controversy. It

is strenuously asserted that no such voyage took place;

and that the flrst expedition of Vespucci to the coast

of Paria was in the enterprise commande<l by Ojeda

in 1490! The log-books of the armada existing in

the archives of the Indies at Seville have been dili-

gently examined; but no record of such voyage has

been found, nor any ofTicinl documents that relate to

it. Those most experienced in Spanish colonial re-

gulations insist that no command like tiiat pretended

by Vespucci could have been given to a stranger,

•until he had first received letters of naturalization
' from the Sovereigns for the kingdom of Castile; and

he did not obtain such until ISUiS, when they were

granted lo him as preparatory io giving him the com-

mand in conjunction wilh Pinzon.

His account of a voyage made by him in 4407,

therefore, is alleged to be a fabrication, for the pur-

pose of claiming the discovery of Paria ; or rather it

is affirmed, that he li<ts divide'.* the voyage which he

actually made with Ojeda in i 499 into two ; taking a

number of incidents from his real voyage, altering

them a little, and enlarging them with descriptions

of the countries and people, so as lo make a plausible

narrative, which he gives as a distinct voyage; and

antedates his departure to 1497, so as to make him-

self appear the first discoverer of Paria.

In support of this cliarge, various coincidences

have been pointed out between his voyage said to

have taken place in 4497, and that described in his

first letter to Lorenzo dc Medici as being made

in 4499. These coincidences are with respect to

places visited, transactions and battles with the na-

tives, and the number of Indians carried to Spain and

sold as slaves.

But the credibility of this voyage has been put to

a stronger test. About 4506, a suit was instituted

against thj crown of Spain by Don Diego, son and

heir of Columbus, for the government of certain parts

of Terra Firma, and for a share in the revenue aris-

ing from them, conformably to the capitulations made
))etween the Sovereigns and his father. It was the

object of the crown to disprove the discovery of the

coast of Paria and the Pearl Islands by Columbns, as

it was maintained that unless he had discovered

them, the claim of his heir wilh respect to them
would be of no validity.

In the course of this suit, a particular examination

of witnesses took place in i!i\'i-\5, in the fiscal court.

Alonso de Ojeda, and nearly a hundred other per-

sons, were interrogated on oath; that voyager having

been the first to visit the coast of Paria after Cuhun-

bus had left it, and that within a very few months. I

The depositions of these witnesses are still extant in

the archives of the Indies at Seville, amongst the pa-

pei-8 belonging to the Admiral Don Luis Colon, and

forming part of the proceedings relating to the pre-

servation of his privileges, from 4SIS to 4564. The

author of the present work has two several copies of

those interrogatories lying before him ; one made by

the late historian Mufioz, and the other made in 483H,

and signed by Don Tote de la Hignera y Lara, keeper

of the general archives of the Indies in Seville. In

the course of this testimony, the fact that Amerigo

Vespucci accompanied Ojeda in this voyage of 4499

appears manifest, first from the deposition of Ojeda

himself. The following are the words of the record

:

"In this voyage, which this said witness made, he

took with him Juan de la Cosa and Morigo Vespuche

(Amerigo Vespucci), and other pilots." Another

argument is drawn from the coincidence of many

parts of the narrative of Vespucci with events in this

voyage of Ojeda. Among these coincidences, one

is particularly striking. Vespucci, in his letter to

Lorenzo de Medici, and also in that to Rene or So-

derini, says that his ships, after leaving the coast of

Terra Firma, stopped at Ilispaniola, where they re-

mained about two months and a half procuring pro-

visions ; during which time, he adds, we had many

perils and troubles with the very Christians who

were in that island with Columbus (and I believe

through envy).»

Now it is well known that Ojeda passed some time

on the western end of the island, victualling his ships;

and that serious dissensions took place between him

and the Spaniards in those parts, and the party sent

by Columbus under the command of Roldan lo keep

a watch upon his movements. If then Vespucci, as

is staled upon oath, really accompanied Ojeda in this

voyage, the inference appears almost irresistible, that

he had not made the previous voyage in 4497. For

the fact would have been well known to Ojeda; he

would have considered Vespucci as the original dis-

coverer, and would have had no motive for depriving

him of the merit of it to give it to Columbus, witii

whom Ojeda was not upon friendly terms.

Ojeda, however, expressly declares that the coast

had been discovered by Columbus. On being asked

how he knew the fact, he replied, because he saw

the chart of the country discovered, which Columbus

sent at the lime to the King and Queen, and that he

came ofP immediately on a voyage of discovery, and

found wl. t was therein set down as discovered by

the Admiral was correct.'

Another witness, Dernaldo de Haro slates, that lie

• Un rste via^e que estctliclio testigotiizo Irujo consigo a Juan

dc In Cosa pilolo i Morigo Vespuche i otros pilotos.

' Per la ncccssiU del inaiiteiiimicnto riimmo all' Isola d'AiitiglU

( Ilispaniola) die « iiiiCKta che discoperse Ciigloval ColoiniM) jiiii

anni fa, dove faceinmo molto manteiiiinlento e steinino duo luesi e

17 giurni, dove passammo luolti pericoll e Iravagli con li midetiini

Ci'Istiaiil clie in quests isola stavanocol Colombo (ci-cdu iR'iin-

vidia).—Letter of Vespucci. Kdi«. of Canoval.
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liad been with the Admiral, and had written (or ra-

ler copied) a letter for the Admiral to the King and

Queen, designating, in an accompanying chart, the

track by which he had arrived at Paria ; and that this

witness had heard that from this chart others had

leen made, and that Pedro Alonso, Kiftu, and Ojeda,

and others who had since visited these countries, had

leen guided by the same.'

Francisco de Morales, one of the best and most

credible of all the pilots, testified that he saw a sea-

cliart which Columbus liad made of the coast of Pa-

ria, and he believed that all governed themselves by it.

Numerous witnesses examined in this suit testify

10 the fact that Paria was first discovered by Colum-

Las Casas, who has been at the pains of counting

lliem, says that the fact was established by twenty-

live eye-witnesses, and sixty ear-witnesses. Many

gf them testify also, that the coast south of Paria, and

Ihat extending west to the island of Margarita away

lo Venezuela, which Vespucci states (c have been dis-

covered by himself in 1497, was now first discovered

by Ojeda, and had never before been visited either

ly the Admiral, '' or any other Ciiristian whatever."

Alonso Sanchez de Carvajal says, that all the

loyages of discovery which were made to the Terra

Firma, were made by persons who had sailed with

he Admiral, or Iteeii benefited by his instruction

ind directions, following the coiu'se he had laid

lownj' and the same is testified by many other

ilols and mariners of reputation and experience.

II woidd be a singular circumstance if none of

hese witnesses, many of whom must have sailed in

he same s(|uadron with Vespucci along this coast in

MOO, should have known that he had discovered and

explored it two years previously. If that had really

leen the case, wiiat motive could he have for conceal-

iig (he fact? and why, if they knew it, should they

lot proclaim it ? Vespucci states his voyage in \ 497 to

lave been made with four caravels ; that they return-

ed in October, 1498, and that he sailed again with

wo caravels in May, 1 499 (the date of Ojeda's de-

Hrture). Many of the mariners would therefore have

beenpresent in both voyages. Why, too, should Ojeda

Mil!0 la flgura que el diclio AIniiranIc at diclio (Icnipo envi6 &

Cajtilla al llcy i nelna Nucstros Senores dc lo que liabia descu-

ricrlo, y poniuc csic legtigo luego vino a desciibrir y lialtu que era

rtiniad lo que diclio ticno que el dichn Almiranle dcscubrio.

MS. rvocets of D, Diego coloti, pregunla 2.

Me (callgo C8cribi6 una carta quo el Almirantc escribtera al

Hoy i Rclna N.N.S.S. haeiOndolcs saber lag perlax 6 cosas que
lalila hallado, y le cmbiu senulado con la diclia carta en una carta

k marcar, log rumlwe i vicnlos por donde liabia llcgado h la

^aria, y (|iie csle testigo oy6 decir conio por a(|uella carta se habian
icclio olias 6 ijor cllaa liabian vcnido Pedro Alonso Merino CNino)

! Ojeda, yolros que dcspues han Ido a aqucllas partes.

;il.V. Process of O. Diego Coloti, prcgnnla ».

Que en lodos los viagcs que algunos bicieron dcscubrlcndo en
"ilidia liciTa (|ue ovieron navcpiado con el dlcho Almiranle y a

to mosliVi inuclias cosas de marear, y elloi por iinilacton 6 in-

liMi'Ja del diclio Almirantc las aprcndian y aprendieron e segueii-

'oago, que el diclio Almirantc log liabia inostrado, hicieron log

i»UM que dcscubrieron en la Tierra KIrnio.

rrnrfss. pir|<un(a 10.

and the other pilots guide themselves by the chart*

ofColumbus, when ihey had a man on board so learn-

ed in nautical science, and who, from his own recent

observation, was practically acquainted with the

coast? Not a word, however^, is mentioned of the

voyage and discovery of Vespucci by any of the pilots,

though every other navigator and discoverer is cited:

nor does there ever a seaman appear who has a(jcom-

panied him in his asserted voyage.

Another strong circumstance against the reality of

this voyage is, that it was not brought forward in this

trial lo defeat the claims of the heirs of Columbus.

Vespucci states the voyage to have been undertaken

with the knowledge and countenance of King Ferdi-

nand; il must therefore have been avowed and no-

torious. Vespucci was living at Seville in 4508, at

the time of the commencement of this suit, and for

fonr years afterwards, a salaried servant of the crown.

Many of the pilots and mariners must have been at

hand who sailed with him in his pretended enter-

prise. If this voyage had once been proved, it would

completely have settled the question, as far as con-

cerned the coast of Paria, ir. favour of the crown.

Yet no testimony appears ever to have been taken

from Vespucci while living; and when the interro-

gatories were made in the fiscal court in 1512-13,

not one of his seamen is brought up to give evidence.

A voyage so important in its nature, and so essential to

the question in dispute, is not even alluded lo; while

useless pains are taken to wrest evidence from the

voyage of Ojeda, undertaken at a subsequent period.

It is a circumstance worthy of notice, that Ves-

pucci commences his first letter to Lorenzo de Medici

in 1500, within a month after his return from the

voyage he had actually made to Paria, and apologizes

for his long silence, by saying that nothing had oc-

curred worthy of mention ('^igran tempo die non
ho scritto a vostra magnificenza, e non lo ha causato

altra cosa nessuna, salvo non mi essere accorso cosa

degna di memoria"), and proceeds eagerly to tell

him the wonders he had witnessed in the expedition

from which he had butjust returned. It would be a

singular I'orgetfidness to say that nothing had occur-

red of importance, if lie had made a previous voyage

of eighteen nionllis in 1497-8 lo this newly disco-

vered world ; and it would be almost equally strange

that he should not make the slightest allusion to it in

this letter.

It has been the endeavour of the author to examine

this question dispassionately ; and after considering

tlie statements and arguments advanced on either

side, he cannot resist a conviction that the voyage

staled to have been made in 1497 did not take place,

and.that Vespucci has no title to the first discovery of

the coast of Paria.

The question is extremely perplexing, from the

difliculty of assigning sufficient motives for so gross a

deception. When Vespucci wrote his letters, there

was not doubt entertained but that Columbus bad

discovered the main land in his first voyage; Cubii

I !
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being always consideretl llie extremity of Asia, until

circumnavigated in 1308. Vespucci may have sup-

posed Brazil, Paria, and the rest of that coast part of

a distiuct continent, and have been anxious to arro-

gate to himself the faiye of its discovery. It has been

asserted, that, on his return from his voyage to the

Kraziis, he prepared a maritime chart, in which he

gave his name to that pari of (he main land ; but this

sissertion does not appear to be well substantiated.

It would rather seem that his name was given to

that part of Uie continent by olhei-s, as a tribute paid

to his supposed merit, in conse<|ucnce of having read

his own account of his voyages.

'

It is singular that Fernando, the son of Columbus,

in his biography of his father, should bring no charge

against Vespucci of endeavouring to supplant the Ad-

miral in this discovei^. Ilerrera has been cited as

the first to bring the accusation, in his History of the

Indies, first published in 1601 ; and has been much

criticised in consequence by the advocates of Ves-

pucci, as making the charge on his mere assertion.

But, in fact, Ilerrera did but copy what he found

written by Las Casas, who had the proceedings of

the fiscal court lying before him, and was moved to

indignaliou against Vespucci, by what he considered

proo6 of great imposture.

It has Leen suggested, that Vespucci was instigat-

ed to this deception at the time when he was seeking

employment in the colonial service of Spain; that he

did it to conciliate (he bishop Fonseca, who was de-

sirous of any thing that miglit injure the interests of

Columbus. In corroboration of this opinion, the pa-

tronage is cited which was ever shown by Fonseca to

Vespucci and his family. This is not, however, a

satisfactory reason, since it does not appear that the

bishop ever made any use of the fabrication. Perhaps

some other means might be found of accoimting for

this spurious narration, without implicating the ve-

racity of Vespucci. It may have been the blunder

of some editor, or the interpolation of some book-

maker, eager, as in the case of Trivigiani with the

manuscripts of Peter Marlyr, to gather together dis-

jointed materials, and fabricate a work to gratify the

prevalent passion of (he day.

In (he various editions of the letters of Vespucci,

the grossest variations and inconsistencies in dates

will be found, evidently (he errors of hasty and care-

less publishers. Several of these have been judiciously

corrected by (he modern authors who have in8er(ed

these letters in their works. * The same disregard to

• The nnt suggestion ofllie name api)carg to have Iwcn in llie

Latin viovk ad-cady citcil, piihlished in St Ulez in Lorraine in 1507,

in which was inserted the letter of Vespucci to King llend. The
author, atlcr sipealiing of the oilier three parts o( Uie world, Asia,

Africa, and Kuropc, rccoinniends that llie fourth shall he called

Anierlge or America, after Vespucci, whom he imagine<l its dis-

coverer.

> An instance of these criiirx may be cited in the edition of the

leUer of Anierigii Vespucci to Kill); ileiie, insertetl by (!rina>u8iii

liiii NoviuOrbiKin 1532. In this Vespucci is made to stale Hint

he sailed from Cadiz, nti May 20, MCCCCXCVli (M97), that he

Wis eighteen nioiithi absent and retuniotl to Cadiz, Uclulter Vi.

exactness which led to these blunders may have pro.

diiced (he interpolation of this voyage, garbletl outor

(he le(ters of Vespucci, and the accounts of o(her

voyagers. This is merely sii^ested as a possible

mode of accounting for what appears so decidedly to

be a fabrication, yet which we are loth to attribute lo
|

a man of the good sense, the character, and the re-

puted merit of Vespucci.

After all, (his is a (|ues(ion more of curiosity (ban I

of real moment, although it is one of those perplexing

points about which grave men will continue to write

weary volumes, until (he subject aapures a ficdtiow

impor(ance from (he mountain of controversy heaped

upon it. It has become a question of local pride with

the literati of Florence ; and they emulate each other

with patriotic zeal to vindicate the fame of their dis-

tinguished countryman. This zeal is laudable wlien

kept within proper limits; but it is to be regretted
|

(hat some of them have so far been heated by con-

troversy, as to become irascible against the very I

memory of Columbus, and to seek to disparage bin

general fame, as if the ruin of it would add any Uiinj

to the reputation of Vespucci. This is discreditable

to their discernment and their liberality; it injures

their cause, and shocks the feelings of mankind, wIm

will not willingly see a naiiie like that of Columbui

lightly or petulantly assailed in the course of lliese

literary con(es(s. It is a itame consecrated in liis-

tory, and is no longer the properly of a cily, or a
|

state, or a nation, but of the whole world.

Neither should those who have a proper setiseofj

the merit of Columbus put any part of his great re-

nown at issue upon thisjninor dispute. Whelherw

I

not he was the first discoverer of Paria was a qiies-

1

lion of interest to his heirs, as a share in (he goveni-

ment and revenues of that country depended iipoti it; I

but it is of no importance to his fame. In fact, the I

European who first reached the main land of llie I

New World was most probably Sebaslian Cabot, )|

na(ive of Venice, sailing in the employ of Eiiglaiid.

In 4497 he coasted its shores from Labrador (oFlo-l

rida
;
yet neither tl^e Venetians nor the English luTel

set up any pretensions on his account. The glory I

of Columbus embraces the discovery of the wbolel

western world ; others may subdivide it. Wilb re-

1

spect to him, Vespucci is as Yailez Pinzon, UaslidesJ

Ojeda, CalH)l, and (he crowd of secondary discover-

ers (hat followed in his track. When Columbus rirstl

touched the shore of the western hemisphere, he iud I

achieved his enterprise, he had accomplished all liutl

was necessary lo liis fame : the great problem \vas|

solved, (he New World was discovered.

MCCCCXC|\(M99). which would constitutcanahseiiceorinculif-l

nine months. He states his de|iarlui'C from Cadiz, on Ms tecondl

voyage, Sunday, May II, MCCCCLXXXIX ( US9), whicliwouUl

have made his second voyage precede his lirst by eight ycaii. Hi

we gubstilulc M!)9 for 1489, the di'iiartui-c on bis seconil vojaiel

would still precede his return from bis itrsi by Ave inonlhs. Ci-I

novai, in his edition, haii altered the date of the lirst letuiii tu I i%|

lo limit the voyage to eighteen months.
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AHTH ALONZO PINZON.

In the course of the trial in the fiscal court lietween

Don Diego and the crown, a feeble attempt was made

10 depreciate the merit of Columbus, and to ascribe

llie success of the great enterprise of discovery to the

int<!lligence and spirit of Martin Alonso Pinzon.

Arias Perez Pinzon, son of Martin Alonso, de-

clareil, that "lieing once in RomewiMi his father

un commercial affairs, before the time of the disco-

very, they had frequent conversations with a person

learned in cosmography, who was in the service of

Pope Innocent YIII, and that, being in the library

lot the Pope, this person showed them many manu-

scripts, from one of which his father gathered inti-

mation of these new lands ; for there was a |>assage

[by an hbtorian as old as the time of Solomon, which

id, 'Navigate the Mediterranean Sea to the end of

Spain, and thence towards the setting of the sun in a

lirection between north and south, until ninety-Pive

legrees of distance, and you will And the land of Ci-

ingo, fertile and abundant, and in greatness equal

10 Africa and Europe.' A copy of this writing," he

idded, "his father brought from Home, with an in-

ntion of going in search of that land, and frequently

pressed such delemiinaliun ; and that, when Co-

lombuscame to Palos with his project of discovery,

lartin Alonso Pinzon showed him the manuscript,

hich encouraged him greatly in his enterprise; and

reover he furnished him with money to go to

irt to make his propositions." It is probable that

lis manuscript, of which Arias Perez gives so vague

II account from recollection, may have been the

irk of Marco Polo, which Columbus had already

with accompanying speculations concerning

ir and Tarshish, and the voyages made by the

lips ofSolomon ; and it is also questionable whether

lis visit of Martin Alonso Pinzon to Rome was not

ifter Ills mind had been healed by conversations with

Inmbiis in the convent of La llabida : Arias Perez

jlways mentions the manuscript as imparted to Co-

mbos after he had come to Palos, with an intention

proceeduig on the discovery.

Several witnesses concur in declaring that Martin

ilonso Pinzon was all-eflicient in procuring ships and

iriners for Colundms. Among others, Francisco

arcia Yallego testified, that, had it not been for

lartin Alonso Pinzon, who aided him in tlie enter-

together with his relations and friends, the

dmiral could never have sailed on his voyage, for

ly would have gone with him; but that through

great desire which Martin Alonsohad to serve the

ivereigns, he entreated his brother and this witness,

other persons, to go with him, and that therefore

lis witness engaged in the voyage.

The son of Pinzon, and his friend and adherent,

lis same Francisco Garcia, went so far as to intimate,

I had it not been for Martin Alonso, the Admiral

wonid have turned back in the course of his voyage,

when he had run seven or eight hundred leagues

without finding land, and was threatened with mutiny

and open rebellion on board of his ship. The clia-

racteristic fortitude and perseverance of Columbus,

as well as the daily minutes of his journal, furnish

sufiicientrefutationofthiscliarge, which the partisans

ofPinzon would liavebeen much gratified to establish.

It appears beyond a doubt, however, tliat Martin

Alonso Pinzon was an able and enterprising navi-

gator; that he entered with zeal into the great idea

of Columbus, and was of essential service in fitting

out the armament. In the whole course of tlie voy-

age out he acted with spirit and fidelity, seconding

and encouraging the Admiral when harassed by the

murmurs and menaces of bis crew. Is was only after

land had been discovered, and when the prospect of

immediate treasures was held out, that the cupidity

of Pinzon became aroused, that he forgot the subor-

dination so indispensable to the success of every enter-

prise, and of such vitjl importance in an expedition

of this extraordinary and critical nature. :

"

. ! . .ivr .(. ,'.

N» XI. "
'^">' "*'•- '''' '•

niisotn ov tok pilot said to date Dint in the iioiisi

OP coujiiaiis.

Among the varions attempts to injure Columbus

by those who were envious of his fame was one in-

tended to destroy all his merit as an original discoverer.

It was said that he had received information of tlie

existence of land in the western parts of the ocean,

from a tempest-lost pilot, who had been driven tliere

by violent easterly winds, and who, on his return

to Europe, had died in the liouse of Columbus, leav-

ing in his possession the chart and journal of his voy-

age, by which lie was guided to bis discovery.

This story was first noticed by Oviedo, a contem-

porary of Columbus, in bis history of the Indies,

pnblished in 453.'). He mentions it as a rumour cir-

culating among the vulgar, without foundation in

truth.

Fernando Lopez de Gomara first brought it for-

ward against Columbus, in his History of tlie Indies,

published in I fiSS. He refieats tiierumour in the vagnest

terms, manifestly from Oviedo, but without the con-

tradiction given to it by that author. He says tiiat

the name and country of the pilot were unknown,

sr.me terming him an Andalusian, sailing between

the Canaries and Madeira, others a Biscayan trading

to England and France; and others a Porttiguese,

voyaging between Lisbon and Mina, on the coast of

Guinea. He expresses equal uncertainty whether

the pilot brought the caravel to Portugal, to Madeira,

or to one of the Azores. The only point on which the

circulators of the rumour agreed, was that he died in

the house of Columbus. Gomara a(k\», that by this

:f

I

1
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event Columbus was led to undertake bis voyage to

tbe new countries.'

The otiier early bistorians wbo mention Columbus

and his voyages, and were bis contemporaries, viz,

Sabellicus, Peter Martyr, Giusliniani, Bernaldes,

commonly called llie curate of Los Palacios, Las

Casas, Fernando tlie son of the Admiral, and the ano-

nymous autlior of a voyage of Columbus, translated

from tbe Italian into Latin, by Madreguno,' are all

silent as to this report.

Benzoni, whose History of die New World was

published 1563, repeats the story from Gomara, with

whom he was contemporary, but decidedly expresses

his opinion, thatGomara had mingled up much false-

hood with some truth, for the purpose of detract-

ing from the fame of Columbus, through jealousy that

any one but a Spaniard should enjoy the honour of

tlie discovery.'

Acosta notices the circumstance slightly in his Na-

tural and Moral History of the Indies, published in

ISOl, and takes it evidently from Gomara.*

Mariana, in his History ofSpain, published in 4502,

also mentions it, but expresses a doubt of its truth,

and derives his information manifestly from Gomara.^

Herrera, who published his History of the Indies

in 4601 , takes no notice of the story. By not notic-

ing it he may be considered as rejecting it; for he is

distinguished for his minuteness ; and he was well

acquainted withGomara's history, which he expressly

contradicts on a point of considerable interest.^

Garcilasso de la Vega, a native of Cusco in Peru,

revived the tale with very minute particulars, in his

Commentaries of the Incas, published in 4G(M). He

tells it smoothly and circumstantially; fixes the date

of the occurrence, 1484, "one year more or less;"

states the name of tbe unfortunate pilot, Alonso San-

chez de Huelva; tbe destination of bis vessel, from

the Canaries to Madeira ; and the unknown land to

which they were driven, the island of Hispaniola.

The pilot, lie says, landed, took an altitude, and wrote

an account of all he saw, and all that had occurred

in the voyage. He then took m wood and water,

and set out to seek bis way home. He succeeded in

returning, but the voyage was long and tempestuous,

and twelve died of hunger and fatigue, out of seven-

teen, the original number of the crew. The five

sumvors arrived at Terceira, where they were hos-

pitably entertained by Columbus, but all died in his

bouse, in consequence of the hardships which they

had sustained, the pilot last, leaving his host heir to

• Gomara, Hist. Ind., c. 44.

• Navlgalio Christophori Columbi, Madnignano iDleiprcte. It

is contained in a collection of voyages, called Novus Orbis Hegio-

num, edition of IXt5, but was originally published in Kalian, as

written by Moutalbodo Francanzana ( orFrancapanodc Monlaldo)

in a collection of voyages, entitled Nuevo Mundo, in Viccnu, i 507.

> Girolamo Benconi, Hist, del Nuevo Hundo, 1. 1, fo. 12, in Ve-
nelia. 1372.

4 Padre Joseph de Acosta. Hist. Ind., I. i, c. 49.

• Juan de Mariana, Hist. Espafia, 1. 26, c. 3.

« llnrtra, Hist. Ind. , dccad. 3, 1. lU, c. 4

.

his papers. Columbus kept them profoundly secret

and, by pursuing the route therein prescribed, obtain-

ed the credit of discovering the New World.'

Such are the material points of the circumslaniial

relation furnished by Garcilasso de la Vega, 420 years

after the event. In regard to authority, he recollecii

to have heard the story when he was a child, as a sub-

ject of conversation between his father and the neigh.

hours, and he refers to the histories of the Indies by

Acosta and Gomara for confirmation. As liie con-

versations to which he listened must have taken plact

sixty or seventy years after the dale of the report,

there had been sufficient time for the vague rumoon

to become arranged into a regular narrative; and

thus we have not only the name, coimlry, and des-

tination of the pilot, but also the name of ilie uo.

known land to which his vessel was driven.

This account, given by Garcilasso de la Yega, jiju

been adopted by many old historians, who have fell

a confidence in the peremptory manner in which lit

relates it, and in the authorities to whom he refers.'

These have been echoed by others of more recent]

date, and thus a weighty charge of fraud and im-

posture has been accumulated against Columbai,

apparently supported by a crowd of respectaUcj

accusers.

The whole charge is to be traced to Gomara, wbol

loosely repealed a vague rumour, without nolicinj

the pointed contradictions given to it seventeen yeari

before, by Oviedo, an ear-witness, from whose boolj

he appears to have actually gathered the report

It is to be remarked that Gomara bears ihe cl»

racier among historians, of inaccuracy and of greai

credulity in adopling unfounded stories. '

It is unnecessary to give further refutation to (hi

charge, especially as it is clear that Coluini)us corn

municated his idea of discovery to Paulo Toscanell

of Florence in 4474, ten years previous to thedal

assigned by Garcilasso de la Vega tor this occurrence,

' Comcntariosde los Incas, lib. i, c. 3.

> Names of bistorians wliu have either adopted thisslorjind

tall, or Ihe charge against Columbus drawn from it:

Bernardo Aldrete, Aniiguedad de Espafia, 1. 4, c. 17. f. 567-

Rodcrlgo Caro, Aniiguedad, lib. 3, cap. 76.

Juan dcSolorzano, Ind. Jure, tom. 1, 1. 4, c. S.

Fernando Pizarro. Varones Illnst. del Nuevo Mundo. c. 3.

Agostino Tornicl, Annual. Sacr., tom. i. Ann. Mund. 1031,

1

48.

Pet. Damarei, or De Hallz, dial. 4, de Var. Hist. , cap. 4.

Gregorio Garcia, Orig. de los Indios, lib- i, c. 4, $ (.

Juandc Torqucmada, Blonarcli. Ind., I. 48, c. I-

John Bapliste Hiccioii, Geograph. Reform., 1. 3.

To this list of old authors may be added many ollicn of a

recent date.

> Hijos de Sevilla, No 2, p. 42, let. F. The same Is stated inl

theca Ijispaiia Nova, I. i, f. 437. Bemal Maz del Castillo, Hiil.d

la Conquista do la Nueva Espana, flu de cap. 48. Juan Biullii

llunoz, Hist. N. Hundo, Frologo xvui.
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N» xn.

MAHTIN BEHKX.

Thls able geographer was Imm in Nuremberg, in

Germany, about the connnencementof the year 1430.

His ancestors came from the circle uf Pilsner, in lio-

liemia ; hence lie is called by some writers, Martin

of Bohemia ; and the resemblance of his own name

to that of the country of his ancestors fre(|uently oc-

casions a confusion in the appellation.

II has lieen said by some that he studied under

Piiilip Bervalde the elder, and by others, under John

Mulier, otherwise called Regioinontanus ; though

De Murr, who has made diligent inquiry into his

history, discredits Ijoth assertions. According to a

corres|)ondence between Beheiii and his uncle, dis-

covered of late years by De Murr, it appears that the

early part of his life was devoted to commerce. Some

have given him the credit of discovering the island

of Fayal ; but this is an error, arising probably from

the circumstance, that Job de Iluertar, father-in-law

of Bcliem, colonized that island in 14(16.

He is supposed to have arrived at Portugal in 1481

,

wliile Alphonso Y was still on the throne : it is cer-

I

tain, that, shortly afterwards, he was in high repute

for his science in the court of Lislion, insonuich that

he was one of the council appointed by King John II

I

to improve the art of navigation ; and by some he has

received the whole credit of the memorable service

rendered to commerce by that council, in the intro-

I
diiction of the astrolabe into nautical use.

In 1484, King John sent an expedition under Diego

I Cam, as Barros calls him, Cano according to others,

to prosecute discoveries along the coast of Africa. In

this expedition Behem sailed as cosmographer. They
Icros-sed the equinoctial line, discovered the coast of

I
Congo, advanced to twenty-two degrees forty- five

minntes of south latitude,' and erected two columns.

Ion wiiich were engraved the arms of Portugal, in the

I
mouth of the river Zagra, in Africa, which thence,

I
for some time, took the name of the river of Columns.

For the services rendered on this and on previous

[occasions, it is said that Behem was knighted by

iKing John in 148S, though no mention is made of

I
such a circumstance in any of the contemporary his-

Itorians. The principal proof of his having received

this mark of distinction is his having given himself

|the title, on his own globe, of Eques Ltisitanus.

In 1486 he married, at Fayal, the daughter of Job

Ide Huertar, and is supposed to have remained there

Ifor some few years, where he had a son, named Mar-

Itin, bom in 1489. During his residence at Lisbon

land Fayal, it is probable the acquaintance took place

Ibetween him and Columbus to which Ilerrera and
lotliers allude; and the Admiral may have heard from

Ihb some of the rumours current in the islands, of

Ithe productions of western lands floating to their

Ithores.

• Murr, Notluc siir M. Bcliaim.

In 1401 he returned to Nuremberg to see his fa-

mily, and while there, in 1402, he finished a terres-

trial glol)e, considered a master-piece in those days,

which he had undertaken at the re(|uest of the prin-

cipal magistrates of his native city.

Ill 1403 he returned to Portugal, and from thence

proceeded to Fayal.

In 1404, King John II, who had a high opinion of

him, sent iiim to Flanders to his natural son Prince

George, the intended heir of his crown. In the course

of his voyage, Behem was captured and carried to

England, where he remained for three months de-

tained by illness. Having recovered, he again put

to sea, but was again captured by a corsair, and car-

ried to France. Having ransomed himself, he pro-

ceeded to Antwerp and Bruges, but returned almost

immediately to Portugal. Nothing more is known
of him for several years, during which time it is sup-

posed he remained with his family in Fayal, too old

to make further voyages. In 15(10 he went from

Fayal to Lisbon, where he died.

The assertion that Behem had discovered the

Western World previous to Columbus, in the course

of the voyage with Cam, was founded on the misin-

terpretation of a passage interpolated in the chro-

nicle of Hartmann Schedel, a contemporary writer.

This passage mentions, that when the navigators

were in the Southern Ocean, not far from the coast,

and had passed the line, they came into another he-

misphere, where, when they looked towards the east,

their shadows fell towards the south, on their right

hand; that here they discovered a new world, un-

known until then, and which for many years had

never been sougitt, except by the Genoese, and by

them unsuccessfully.

" Hii duo, bono Deonim auspicio, mare meridio-

nale sulcantes, a littore non longe evagantes, superato

circulo equinocciali, in alterum orbcm excepti sunt.

Ubi ipsis stantibus orientem versus, umbra ad me-

ridiem et dextram projiciebatur. Aperu«?re igitur sud

industriit alium orlieni hactenus nobis incognitum et

multis annis, a nullis quam Jauuensibus, licet frustra

temptatum."

I'hese lines are part of a i>assage which it is said

is interpolated, by a different hand, in the original

manuscript of the chronicle of Schedel. De Murr

assures us they are not to be found in tlie German

translation of tliis book by George Alt, which was

finished the Sth of October, 1403 : but even if they

were, they merely relate to the discovery which

Diego Cam made of the southern hemisphere, pre-

viously unknown, and of the coast of Africa beyond

the equator, all which appeared like a new world,

and as such was talked of at the time. The Genoese

alluded to, who had made an unsuccessful attempt,

were Antonio de Nolle, with Bartholomew his bro-

ther, and Raphael de Nolle his nephew. Antonio

was of a noble family, and, for some disgust, left his

country and went to Lisbon with his before-men-

tioned relatives, in two caravels; from whence, sail-

112
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ing in the employ of Portugal, they discovered the

island of St Jago, etc
This interpolated passage of Schedel was likewise

inserted into the work De Eiiropft sub Frederico III,

of vEneas Silvius, afterwards pope Pius II, who died

in 1464, lung before the voyage in question. The

misinterpretation of this passage first gave rise to the

incorrect assertion that Behem had discovered the

New World prior to Columbus; as if it were possible

(hat such a circumstance could have happened with-

out Beheni's laying claim to the glory of the dis-

covery, and without the worldimmediately resounding

with so important an event! This error had been

adopted by various authors without due examination;

some of whom had likewise taken from Magellan the

credit of having discovered the strait which goes by

his name, and had given it to Behem. The error was

loo palpable to be generally prevalent, but it was sud-

denly revived, in the year 1786, by a French gentle-

man of highly respectable character, of the name of

Otto, then resident in New York, who addressed a

letter to Dr Franklin, to be submitted to the Philoso-

phical Society of Philadelphia, in which he under-

took to establish the title of Behem to the discovery

of the New World. His memoir was published in

the Transactions of the American Philosophical So-

ciety, vol. ii, for 1786, article No SS, and has been

copied into the journals of most of the nations of Eu-

rope.

The authorities cited by M. Otto in support of his

assertion are generally fallacious, and for the most

part given without particular specification. His as-

sertion has been diligently and satisfactorily refuted

by Don Ghristoval Cladera.-

The grand proof of M. Otto is a globe which Be-

hem made during his residence in Nuremberg, in

1492, the very year that Columbus set out on his

first voyage of discovery. This globe, according to

M. Otto, is still preserved in the library of Nurem-
berg, and on it are pamted al! the discoveries of

Behem, which are so situated that they can be no

other than the coast of Brazil and the Straits of Ma-

gellan. This authority staggered many, and, if sup-

ported, would demolish (he claims of Columbus.

Unlnckily for M. Otto, in his description of the

globe, he depended on the inspection of a corres-

pondent. The globe in the library of Nuremberg

was made in 1S20, by John Schoener, professor of

Mathematics, > long after the discoveries and death of

Columbus and Behem. The real globe of Behem,

made in 1492, does not contain any of the islands or

shores of the New World, and thns proves that he

was totally unacquainted with them. A copy or

planisphere of Behem's globe is given by Cladera in

his Investigations.

Barros, decad. i, I. ii, c. t. Lisbon, tS82.

> Investigaciones Ilistdricas, Madrid, 1704.
'->"--

3 Cladera, rnve«tlg. Hint. , p. «5.

N« XIII.

vflViOKi; or thk sniNDniViiNR.

Many elaborate dissertations have been wrilten to

prove that discoveries were made by the Scandina-

vians on the northern coast of America long berore

the era of Columbus ; but the subject appears still to

be wrapped in much doubt and obscurity.

It has been asserted (hat the Norwegians, as eariy

as (he ninth century, discovered a great tract of land

to the west of Iceland, which they calletl Grand Ice-

land, but this has been pronounc(>d a fabulous tra-

dition. The most plausible account is one given by

Snorro Sturleson, in his Saga or Chronicle of King

Olaus. According to this writer, one Biorn of Ice-

land, sailing to Greenland in search of his fatiier,

from whom he had been separa(ed by a storm, wu
driven by tempestuous weather far to the south-

west, until he came in sight of a low country, covered

with wood, with an island in its vicinity. The wea-

ther becoming favourable, he turned to the north-

east without landing, and arrived safe at Greenland.

His account of the coimtry he had beheld, it is said,

excited the enterprise of Leif, son of Eric Rauda, or
|

Redhead, the first settler of Greenland. A vessel

was fitted out, and Leif and Biorn departed together
1

in quest of this unknown land. They found a rocky

and sterile island, to which thay gave the name oil

Helleland ; also a low sandy country covered with

wood, towhich they gave (he name of Markland ; ami

two days afterwards they observed a continuance of I

the coast, with an island to the north of it. This last I

they describeil as fertile, well wooded, prodncing|

agreeable fruits, and particularly grapes, a fniit with

which they were unacquainted. On lieing informed

by one of their companions, a German, of its qualities

and name, they called the country, from it, Vinland,
[

They ascended a river well stored with fish, particu-

larly salmon, and came to a lake from which (he I

river took its origin, where they passed the winter.

The climate appeared to (hem mild and pleasant,]

beingaccustomed to the rigorous climates of the north.

On the shortest day, the sun was eight hours above I

the horizon: hence it has been concluded that the

country was about the 49th degree of north latitude,!

and was either Newfoundland, or some part of the|

coast of North America, about the Gulf of St Law-

rence. It is added that the relatives of Leif nudel

several voyages to Vinland ; that they traded with ibei

natives for furs; and that, in 1121, a bishop named

|

Eric went from Greenland to Vinland to convert tlial

inhabitants to Christianity. From this time, sajsl

Forster, we know nothing of Vinland ; and there isl

every appearance that the tribe which still exists iul

the interior of Newfoundland, and which is so dif-f

ferent from the other savages of North Americi,!

both in their appearance and mode of living, andai-|

ways in a state of warfare with the Esquimaux ofth

Foreter's Norllicm Voyages, b. ii. c. 2.
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iiorlliern coast, are (leMeiiUanU of tlie ancient Nor-

mans.

The author of the present work lias not had the

nieans of tracing tliis story to its original sources,

lie f^ives it on the authority of M. Malte-Bnni and

Mr I'urster. The latter extracts it from tlie Saga or

ClirunicleofSnorro, who wasbom in 1170, and wrote

in 1215; so that his account was formed long after the

event is said to have taken place. Forster says, the

facts which we report have been collected from a

great number of Icelandic manuscripts, and trans-

mided to us by Torfieus in his two works entitled,

Veleris Gra>nlandije Descriptio, Ilafnia, 170V, and

Historia Winlandix Antiqux, Ilafnia, 470S. Forster

appears to have no doubt of (he authenticity of the

facts. As far as the author of the present work has

liad experience in tracing these stories of early disco-

veries of portions of the New World, he has gene-

rally found them very coniidcnt deductions, drawn

from very vague and (|uestional)le facts. Learned

men are too prone to give substance to mere shadows,

wlien tiiey assist some preconceived theory. Most of

these accounts, when divested of the erudite com-

ments of their editors, have proved little better than

tlie iradiliouary fables, noticed in another part of

tills work, respecting the imaginary islands of St

Brandan and of the Seven Cities.

Tiiere is no great improbability, however, that

such enterprising and roving voyagers as the Soandi-

navians may have wandered to the northern shores

of America about the coast of Labrador, or the shores

of Newfoundland; and if the Icelandic manuscripts,

gaid to lie of the thirteenth century, can be relied

upon as genuine, free from modem interpolation,

and correctly quoted, they would appear to prove the

fact. But granting the truth of the alleged disco-

veries, they led to no more result than would the

inlercliange of communication between the natives of

Greenland and the Es(iuimaux. The knowledge of

them appears not to have extended beyond their own
.^ilion, and to have been soon neglected and forgotten

by tiiemselves.

Another pretension to an early discovery of the

American continent has been set up, founded on an

allied map and narrative oftwo brothers of the name

ofZeno, of Venice; but it seems more invalid than

thosejnsl mentioned. The following is the substance

of this claim.

Mcolo Zeno, a noble Venetian, is said to have

made a voyage to the north, in 43SO, in a vessel fitted

out at his own cost, intending to visit England and

Flanders ; but, meeting with a terrible tempest, was

(kiven fur many days he knew not whither, until he

was castaway upon Friseland, an island much in dis-

pale among geographers, but supposed to be the

ardiipelago of the Feroe Islands. The shipwrecked

voyagers were assailed by the natives, but rescued

byZiclimni, a prince of the islands lying on the south

side of Friseland, and duke of another district lying

oYer-a<;ainst Scolland. Zenn entered into the ser-

vice of this prince, and aided him in conquering

Friseland and other northern Islands. He was soon

joined by his brother, Antonio Zeno, who remained

fourteen years in those countries.

During his residence in Friseland, Antonio Zeno

wrote to his brother Carlo , in Venice, giving an ac-

count of a report brought by a certain fisherman

about a land to the westward. According to the tale

of this mariner, he had been one ofa parly who sailed

from Friseland about twenty-six years before, in four

fishing-boats. Being overtaken by a mighty tempest

,

they were driven about the sea for many days, until

the boat containing himself and six companions was
cast upon an island called Estoliland, about one thou-

sand miles from Friseland. They were taken by the

inhabitants, and carried to a fair and populous city,

where the king sent for many interpreters to converse

with them, but none that they could understand,

until a man was found who had likewise been cast

away upon the coast, and who spoke Latin. 'J'liey

remained several days upon the island, which was
rich and fruitful, abounding with all kinds of metals,

and especially gold. There was a high mountain

in the centre, from which flowed four rivers, which

watered the whole country. The inhabitants were

intelligent, and acquainted with the mechanical arls

of Europe. They cultivated grain, made beer, and

lived in houses liuilt of stone. There were Latin

Iwoks in the king's library, though the inhabitants

had no knowledge of that language. They had many
cities and castles, and carried on a trade with Green-

land for pitch, sulphur, and peltry. Though much
given to navigation, they were ignorant of the use of

the compass, and finding the Friselanders acquainted

with it, held them in great esteem ; and the king sent

them with twelve barks to visit a country to the south

called Drogeo. They nearly perished in a storm,

but were cast away upon the coast of Drogeo. They

found the peor'^ to be cannibals, and were on the

point of being li'^d and devoured, but were spared

on account of tli
'. ^'reat skill in fishing.

The fisherman descrilted this Drogeo as being a

country of vast extent, or ratliera new world; that

the inhabitants were naked and barbarous, but that

far to the south-west tliere was a more civilized re-

gion and temperate climate, where (he inhabitants

had a knowledge of gold and silver, lived in cities,

erected splendid temples to idols, and sacrificed hu-

man victims to them, which they afterwards de-

voured.

After the fisherman had resided many years on

this continent, during which lime lie had passed from

the service of one chieftain to another, and traversed

various parts of it, certain boats of Estotiland arrived

on the coast of Drogeo. The fisherman went on board

of them, acted as interpreter, and followed the trade

• This account m taken from Hacfcluyt, vol. ill, p. 123. Thn

passage about gold and other metals Is not to be found in the ori-

ginal lUlian of Ramusio ( t. ii, p. 25 ). and Is probably an Interpo-

lation.

'hi-'I-
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Itetween the main land and Estotiland for some (ime,

until he became very rich ; then he lilted out a bark

of his own, and, with the assistance of some of the

people of the island, made his way back across tlie

thousand intervening miles of ocean, and arrived safe

at Friseland. The account he gave of these countries

determined Ziclimni, the prince of Friseland, to send

an expedition thither, and Antonio Zcno was to com-

mand it. Just before sailing, the fisherman, who was

to have acted as guide, died ; but certain mariners

who had accompanied him from Estotiland were

taken in his place. The expedition sailed under the

rommand of Ziclimni ; the Venetian Zeno merely ac-

companied it. It was unsuccessful. After having

discovered an island called Icaria, where they met

with a rough reception from the inhabitants, and

were obliged to withdraw, the ships were driven by

a storm to Greenland. No record remains of any fur-

ther prosecution of the enterprise.

The countries mentioned in the account of Zeno

were laid down on a map originally engraved on

wooil. The island of Estotiland has been supposed,

by M. Malte-Brun, to be Newfoundland ; its partially

civilized inhabitants, the descendants of the Scandi-

navian colonists of Yinland ; and the Latin books in

the king's library, to be the remains of the library

of the Greenland bishop who emigrated thither in

1121. Drogeo, according to the same conjecture,

was Nova Scotia and New England. Tlie civilized

people to the south-west, who sacrificed human vic-

tims in rich temples, he surmises to have been the Mexi-

cans, or some ancient nation of Florida or Louisiana.

The premises do not appear to warrant this deduc-

tion. The whole story abounds with improbabilities,

not the least of which is the civilization prevalent

among the inhabitants, their houses of slone, their

European arts, the library of their king, no traces of

which were to be found on this subsequent discovery.

Not to mention the information about Mexico, pene-

trating through the numerous savage tribes of a vast

continent; it is proper to observe that this account

was not published until iSSS, long after the disco-

very of Mexico. It was given to the world by Fran-

cisco Marcolini, a descendant of the Zeni, from the

fragments of letters said to have been written by An-

tonio Zeno to Carlo his brother. "It grieves me, "

says the editor, " that the book and divers other

writings concerning these matters are miserably lost;

for being but a child when they came to my hands,

and not knowing what they were, I tore them and

rent them in pieces, which now I cannot call to re-

membrance without exceeding grief. " *

This garbled statement by Marcolini derived con-

siderable authority by being introduced by Abraham
Orteliiis, an able geographer, in his Theatrum Orbis;

but the whole story has been condemned by able

commentators as a gross fabrication. Mr Forster

resents this as an instance of obstinate incredulity,

saying that it is impossible to doubt the existence of

Hackluyl, Collect., vol. iii, p. <Z7.

the country of which Carlo Nicolo and Antonio Zenu

talk : as original acts in the archives of Venice prove

that the chevalier undertook a voyage to the north;

that his brother Antonio followed him; (hat Antonio

traced a map which he brought back and hung up in

his house, where it remained subject to public exa-

mination imlil the time of Marcolini, as an incontest-

able proofof the truth of what he advanced. Grant-

ing all Ibis, it merely proves that Antonio and hu

brother were at Friseland and Greenland. Their

letters never assert that Zeno made the voyage to

Estotiland. The fleet was carried by a tempest to

Greenland, after which we hear no more of him;

and his account of Estotiland and Drogeo rests simply

on the tale of the fisherman, after whose descriptions

his map must have l>een conjeclurally projected. The

whole story resembles much the fables circulated

shortly after the discovery of Columbus, to arrogate

to other nations and individuals the credit of the

achievement.

M. Malte-iirim intimates, that the alleged disco-

very of Vinland may have been known to Columbus

when he made a voyage in the North Sea in H77,'

and that the map of Zeno being in the national li-

brary at London, in a Danish work, at the lime when

Bartliolomew Columbus was in that city employed

in making maps, he may have known something of

it, and have communicated it to his brother. > Had

M. Malte-Brun examined the history of Columbus

with his usual aceinncy, he would have perceived,

that, in his correspondence with Paolo Toscanelii

in 1474, he had expressed his intention of seeking

India by a route directly to the west. His voyage lo

the north did not take place until three years after-

wards. As to the residence of Bartholomew in Lou-

don, it was not until after Columbus had made his

propositions of discovery to Portugal, if not to the

courts of other powers. Granting, therefore, that

he had subsequently heard the dubious stories of Yin-

land and of the fisherman's adventures, as related by

Zeno, or at least by Marcolini, they evidently could

not have influenced him in his great enterprise. His

route bad no reference to them, but was a direct

western course, not towards Vinland and Estotiland

and Drogeo, but in search of Cipango and Cathay,

and the other countries described by Marco Polo as

lying at the extremity of India.

NO XIV.

ClBCUMNiVIOATION OP AFBICA BT THE ARCIKN''^.

The knowledge of the ancients with respect lo

the Atlantic coast of Africa is considered by modem

investigators much less extensive than had been inia-

• Malte-Brun, Hist, dc G^og., t. i, 1. <7.

> Id.,Utog., Univcrselle, t. xiv, note sur la dicouvcrtotld'A-

m^riqiie.

I'iiny,

after a ri'^ii
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jriiied, and it is doubted whether they had any prac-

tical authority for the belief that Africa was circum-

iiavigable. The allegetl voyage t lindoxus ofCyzicus

front the Keil Sea to (Gibraltar, though recorded by

I'liny, Pomponius Mela, and others, is given entirely

on the dictum of Cornelius Nepos, who does not tell

from whence he derived his information. Possido-

nius (cited by Stralm) gives an entirely different ac-

count of this voyage, and rejects it with contempt.

Tlie famous voyage of ilannothe Carthaginian is sup-

poscdlohave taken place aboula thousand years before

the Christian era. The Periphis Ilaimonis remains

a brief and obscure recoi'd of this expedition, and a

subject of great comment and controversy. By some

it has been pronounced a fictitious work, fabricated

among the Greeks, but its authenticity has been ably

vindicated. It appears to be satisfactorily proved,

liowever, that the voyage of this navigator has Iteen

greatly exaggerated ; and that he never circumnavi-

gated the extreme end of Africa. IVIons. de Bougain-

ville ' traces his route to a promontory, which he nam-

ed the West Horn, and which was supposed to he

Cape Palmas, about live or six degrees north of the

equinoctial line ; from whence he proceeded to an-

other promontory, under the same parallel, which he

called the South Horn, supposed to be Cape de Tres

Punlas. Mons. Gosselin, however, in his Researches

into the Geography ofthe Ancients ( 1. 1 , p. 162, etc.)

after a rigid examination of the Periphis of Hanno,

determines that he had not sailed farther south than

Cape Non. Pliny, who makes Hanno range the

whole coast of Africa, from liie Straits to the confines

of Arabia, had never seen his Periphis, but took his

idea from the works of Xenophon of Lampsaco. The

Greeks surcharged the narration of the voyager with

all kinds of fables, and on their unfaithful copies

Strabo founded many of his assertions . According to

M. Gosselin, the itineraries of Hanno, of Scylax, Po-

lyhius, Statius, Sel)osiis, and Juba; the recitals of

Plato, of Aristotle, of Pliny, ofPlutarch, and the tables

of Ptolemy, all bring us to the same results, and,

notwithstanding their apparent contradictions, fix the

limits ofsouthern navigation about the neighbourhood

of Cape Non, or Cape Bojador.

The opinion that Africa was a peninsula, which

existed among the Persians, the Egyptians, and,

perhaps, the Greeks, several centuries prior to the

Christian era, was not, in his opinion, founded upon

any known facts, but merely on conjecture, from con-

sidering the immensity and unity of the ocean ; or,

perhaps, on mere ancient traditions; or on ideas pro-

duced by the Carthaginian discoveries beyond the

Straits ofGibraltar, and those ofthe Egyptians beyond
the Gulf of Arabia. He thinks that there was a very

remote period when geography was much more per-

fect tlian in the tiineof thePh(i^niciansand theGreeks,

whose knowledge was but confused traces of what
had previously been better known.
The opinion thai liie Indian Sea joined the ocean

' M^moircs dc I'Acad. dcs Inscript., t- xxvi.

was admitted among the Greeks, and in the school of

Alexandria, until the time of Hipparcbus. It seemed

authorized by the direction which the coast of AfHca
took after Ca|)e Aromata, always tending westward,

as far as it had been explored by navigators. It was

supposed that the western coast of Africa roundeii

off to meet the eastern, and that the whole was bound-

ed by the ocean much to the northward ofthe equa-

tor. Such was the opinion of Crates, who lived in

the time of Alexander; ofAratus, of Cleanthes, of

Cleomedes, of Strabo, of Pomponius Mela, of Macro-

bins, and many others.

Hipparcbus proposed a different system, and let the

world into an error which for a long time retarded

the maritime communication of Europe and India.

He supposed that the seas were separated into distinct

basins; and that the eastern shores of Africa made
a circuit round the Indian Sea, so as to join those of

Asia beyond the mouth of the Ganges. Sul>sequent

discoveries, instead of refuting this error, only placed

the junction of the continents at a greater distance.

Nariniiis of Tyre and Ptolemy adopted Ibis opinion

in their works, and illustrated it in their maps, which
for centuries controlled the general beliefofmankind,

and perpetuated the idea that Africa extended onward
to the south pole, and that it was impossible to arrive

by sea at the coasts of India. Still there were geo-

graphers who leaned to the more ancient idea of a

communication between the Indian Sea and the

Atlantic Ocean. It had its advocates in Spain, and
was maintained by Pomponius Mela, and by Isidore

of Seville. It was believed also by some of the learn-

ed in Italy in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fiileenth

centuries, and thus was kept alive until it was acted

upon so vigorously by Prince Henry of Portugal, and
at length triumphantly demonstrated by Yasco de
Gama, in bis circumnavigation of the Cape of Good
Hope.

N" XV.

OF TUB SHIPS OF COLUMBUS.

In remarking on the smallness of the vessels with

which Columbus made his first voyage, Dr Robertson

observes, "that in the fifteenth century the bulk and
construction of vessels were accommodated to the

short and easy voyages along the coast, which they

were accustomed to perform." We have many
proofs, however, that, even anterior to the fifteenth

century, there were large ships employed by the

Spaniards, as well as by other nations. In an edict

published in Barcelona, in 1354, by Pedro lY, en-

forcing various regulations for the security of com-
merce, mention is made of Catalonian merchant-ships

of two and three decks, and from 8,000 to 12,000

quintals burthen.

In ^4\9, Alonso of Aragoii hired several mer-
cliaiU-ships to transport artillery, horses, etc. from
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Barcelona (o Italy; among which were two, each of

which carried one hundred and twenty hones, which

it is computed would require a vewel of at least MM)

ton*.

In 1465, mention in made of a Venetian ship wliicii

arrived at Barcelona from England laden with wheat,

and being of 700 tons burthen.

In 1407, a Caslilian vessel arrived there, of 42,000

quintals burthen. These arrivals, incidentally men-

tionetl among others of similar size, us happening at

one port, show tliat large ships were in use in those

days.' Indeed, at the time of litling out the second

expedition of Columbus, there were prepared in llie

port of Borneo a carraco of i2Si) tons, and four ships

of from ISO to 4^ tons burthen. Their destination,

however, was altered, and they were sent to convey

Muley Boabdil, tlie last Moorish king of Granada,

from the coast of his conquered territory to Africa.'

It was not for want of large vessels in the Spanish

ports, therefore, that tiiose of Columbus were of so

small a size. He considered them heat adapted lo

voyages ofdiscovery, as they required but little depth

of water, and therefore could more easily and safely

coast unknown shores, and explore bays and rivers.

He had some purposely constructed of a very small

size for this service; sucli was the caravel which, in

his thini voyage, he despatched to look out for an

opening to the sea at the upper part of the gulf of

Paria, when the water grew too shallow for his ves-

sel of one hundred tons burthen.

The most singular circumstance with respect lo

tlie ships of Columbus is, that they should be open

vessels; for it seems didicult to believe llial a voya|;e

of such extent and peril should be attempted in barks

of so frail a construction. This, however, is express-

ly mentioned by Peter Martyr in his Decades, written

at the time; and mention is made occasionally in the

memoirs relative to the voyages, written by Columbus

and his son, of certain of his vessels being without

decks. He sometimes speaks of the same vessel as a

ship and a caravel. There has been some discussion

of late as to the precise meaning of the term caravel.

The Chevalier Bossi, in his Dissertations on Colum-

bus, observes that, in the Mediterranean, caravel de-

signates the largest class of ships of war among the

Mussulmans ; and that in Portugal it means a small

vessel of from 420 to 140 tons burthen ; but Columbus

sometimes applies it to a vessel of forty tons.

Du Cange, in his Glossary, considers it a word of

Italian origin. Bossi tliinks it either Turkish or

Arabic, and probably introduced into the European

languages by the Moors. Mr Edward Everett, in a

note to his Plymouth Oration, considers that the true

origin of the word is given in Ferrarii Origines Lin-

gua; Italicx : "Caravela, navigii minoris geuus. Lat.

Carabus ; GraH;e Kapa6o;."

Tliat the word caravel was intended to signify a

vessel of a small size, is evident from a naval classifi-

: • tiapomani, CuesUoncs Criticas, ciie«l. 6.

' An;hives dc Ind. en Sovllla.

cation made by King Alonao in tlie middle of itx

thirteenth century. In the flrat class he enumerates

iVaos. or large ships, which go only with sails; MmM!

of which liave two masts, ami others but one. In

the secoiui class, smaller vessels, as Caraccas, l'u»ta>,

Ballenares, Pinazas, Carabelas, etc. In the IliinI

class, vessels with sails and oars, as Galleys, Galeou,

Tardantes, and Seatias.*

Bossi gives a copy of a letter written by Columbua

to Don Raphael Xansis, treasurer of the King uf

Spain ; an edition of which exists in the public li-

brary at Milan. With this letter he gives several

wood-cuts of sketches made with a pen, which ac-

companied this letter, and which he supposes tu have

been from the hand of Columbus, In these arc re-

presented vessels which are probably caravels. They

liave high bows and sterns, with castles on the lat-

ter. I'liey have short masts, with large square m\».

One of them, l)esides sails, has lienches of oars, and

is proliably intended to represent a galley. 'I'liey

are all evidently vessels of small size and light con-

struction.

In a work caileil " Recherches sur le Commerce,"

published in Amsterdam, 1770, is a plate representinit

a vessel of the latter part of the 4 'ilh century. Il is

taken from a picline in the church of S. Giovanni

e

Paolo in Venice. The vessel bears nuich resem-

blance to those said lo have been sketched hy Co-

lumbus : it has two masts, one of which isexlremeh

small, wilh a latine sail. The main-mast has a lar|,^•

square sail. The vessel has a high poop and prow,

is decked at each end, and is open in the centre.

It appears to l)c the fact, therefore, that moslorilie

vessels wilh which Cuhunbus undertook his lon<,' anil

perilous voyages were of this light and frail con-

struction ; and little superior to the small craft wliicli

ply on rivers and along coasts in modern days.

N» XVI.

ROUTK or COLUMBUS IN U18 FIBRT VOViGE.^

It has hitherto been supposed that one of the l)a-

hama Islands, at present l)earing the name of San

Salvador, and which is also known as Cat Island,

was the first point where Columbus came in coiilact

with the New World. Don Martin Navarrete, liow-

ever, director of the hydrographical d^p6t at Madrid,

etc., etc., in his introduction to the " Collection of

Spanish Voyages and Discoveries," recently pub-

lished at Madrid, has endeavoured to show that it

must have been Turk's lsland,oneofthe same group,

situated about 100 leagues (of 20 to the degree) S.E.

' Capoinani, Cueat. Crit.

• The author of this work ig indebted for Ihw able examination

of the route of Columbus to an oflicer of the navy of tlie Unilal

Stales, whose name he regrets the not being at lil)erty lo mrutioa.

He has been greatly bcncflled, in various pans of this history, li*

nautical information from the same intelligent source.
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tif San SalnHlor. Great o.ire has lieen taken to ex-

amine candidly the opiiii.>ii of Navarrele, comparing

it with the journal of Columbiis, as pidiHsbed in the

alwvc-menlioned work, and with (be personal obser-

vations of Ihe writer of this article, who has been

much among these islands.

Columbus describes Guanabani, on which be

landed, and to which be gave the name of San Sal-

vador, as being a beautiful island, and ^evy large ;

as being level, and covered with forests, many of the

trees of which l)ore fruit ; as having abundance of

fresli water, and a large lake in the centre ; tlint it

was inhabited by a numerous popidalion ; that he

pri)ceeded fiH* a considerable distance in his boats

along the shore, which tendeil to the N.N.E., atid as

he passed, was visited by the inhabitants of several

villages. Turk's Island does not answer to this

description.

'I'luk's island is a low key composed of sand and

rocks, and lying north and south, less than two

leagm<s in extent. It is utterly destitute of wood,

and lias not a single tree of native growth. It has no

fresh water, the inhabitants depending entirely on

cisterns and casks in which they preserve the rain

;

neillier has it any lake, but several salt p*mds, which

furnish the sole production of the island. Turk's

Island cannot be approached on the east or north-

east side, in consequence of the reef that surrounds

it. It has no harbour, but has an open road on the

west side, which vessels at anchor there have to leave

and put to sea whenever the wind comes from any

other quarter than that of the usual trade breeze of

N. E. which blows over the island ; for the shore is

so bold that there is no anchorage except close to it

;

and when the wind ceases to blow from Ihe land,

vessels remaining at their anchors would be swung

a;i:aiiist the rocks, or forced higli upon the shore, by

(he terrible surf that then prevails. The unfre-

quented road of the Hawk's Nest, at tlie south end

of the island, is even more dangerous. This island,

which is not susceptible of the slightest cultivation,

furnishes a scanty subsistence to a few sheep and

horses. The inhabitants draw all their consumption

from abroad, with the exception of fish and turtle,

which are taken in abundance, and supply the prin-

cipal food of the slaves employed in the salt-works.

The whole wealth of the island consists in the pro-

duce of the salt-ponds, and in the salvage and plun-

der of the many wrecks which takeplace in the neigh-

bourhood. Turk's Island, therefore, would never be

inhabited in a savage state of society, where com-

merce does not exist, and where men are obliged

to draw their subsistence from the spot which they

people.

Again : when abont to leave Guanabani, Colum-
bus was at a loss to chuse which to visit of a great

number of islands in sight. Now there is no land

I

visible from Turk's Island, excepting the two salt

keys which lie south of it, and with it form the group

1
known as Turk's Islands. The journal of Columbus

does not tell lis wliat courae lie steered in going from

Guanabani to Concepcion, but he states, that it was
Ave leagues distant from the former, and that the

current was against him in sailing to it : whereas, the

distance from Turk's Island to the Gran Caico, sup-

posed by Navarrele lobe the Concepcion ofColiimlius,

is nearly double, and thecurrent selscunstantly to the

W. N. W. among these islands, which would be fa-

vourable in going from Turk's Island to tlie Caicos.

From Concepcion Columbus went next to an is-

land which he saw nine leagues off in a westerly

direction, to which he gave thenameof Femandina.
This Navarrele takes lo be Little Inagua, distant no
less than Iwenty-lwo leagues from Gran Caico. Be-

sides, in going lo Little Inagua, it would be necessary

lo pass quite close to three islands, each larger than

Turk's Island, none of which are mentioned in tlie

journal. Columbus describes Femandina as stretcli-

ing twenty-eight leagues S. E. and N. W. : whereas

Little Inagua has its greatest length of four leagues

in a S. W. direction. In a word, tlic description of

Fernandina has nothing in common with Little Ina-

gua. From Fernandina Columbus sailed S. E. to

Isaliella, which Navarrele takes to lie Great Inagua

:

wliereas this latter bears S. W. from Little Inagtia,

a course differing iW from Ihe one followed by Co-

lumbus.

Again : Columbus, on the 20th of November, takes

occasion to say that Guanabani was distant eight

leagues from Isabella: whereas Turk's Island is

thirly-iive leagues from Great Inagua. leaving Isa-

bella, Columbus stood W. S. W. for the island of

Cuba, ami fell in with the Islas Aunas. This course

drawn from Great Inagua, would meet the coast of

Culia about Port Nipe: whereas Navan-ete supposes

that Columbus next fell in with Ihe keys south of the

Jumenlos, and which bear W. N. W. from Inagtia;

a course differing 43" from the one steered by the

shifKi. After sailing for some time in the neighbour-

hooil of Cuba, Columbus finds himself, on the I4lh

of November, in the sea of Nuestra Sefiora, sur-

rounded by so many islands that it was impossible to

count Ihem : whereas, on the same day, Navarrele

places him off Cape Moa, where tliere is but one

small island, and more than fifty leagues distant

from any group that can possibly answer the de-

scription.

Columbus informs us that San Salvador was dis-

tant from Port Principe forty-five leagues : whereas

Turk's Island is distant from the point, supposed by

Navarrele to be the same, eighty leagues.

On taking leave of Cul)a, Columbus remarks that

he had followed its coast for an extent of 190 leagues.

Deducting twenty leagues for his having followed its

windings, there still remain 100. Now, Navarrele

only supposes him to have cOasted this island an ex-

tent of seventy leagues.

Such are the most important difficnllies which the

theory of Navarrele offers, and which appear insur-

mountable. Let ns now lake np the route of Colum-
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bus as recorded in lib journal, and, with tlie best

charts before us, examine liow it agrees with the

(lopular and traditional opinion, that he first landed

on the island of San Salvador.

We learn from the journal of Columbus that, on

the 44 th of October, 4492, he continued steering

W. S. W. until sunset, when he returned to his old

course of west, the vessels running at Ihe rate of

three leagues an hour. A t ten o'clock he and sevei al

of his crew saw a light, which seemed like a torch

carried almit on land. He continued running on

four hours longer, and had made a distance of twelve

leagues farther west, when at two in (he morning

land was discovered a-head, distant two leagues.

The twelve leagues which hey ran since ten o'clock,

with the two leagues' distance from the land, form a

total, corresponding essentially with the distance and

situation of Watling's Island from San Salvador; and

it is thence presumed, that the light seen at that hour

was on Watling's Island, which lliey were then pass-

ing. Had the light been seen on land a-head, and

they )iad kept running on four hours, al (he rate of

three leagues an hour, (hey nnisl have run high and

dry on shore. As Ihe Admiral himself received the

royal reward for having seen this light, as the first

discovery of land, Watling's Island is believed to he

the point for which this premium was granted.

On making land, the vessels were hove to until

daylight of the same 42th of October; they then an-

chored off an island of great beau(y, covered \vilh

forests and extremely populous.

It was called Guanahani by the natives, but Co-

lumbus gave it the name of San Salvador. Exploring

its coast, where it ran to the N. N. E., he found a har-

bour capable of sheltering any number of ships. This

description < /responds minutely with llie S. E. part

of the island kr.jwn as San Salvador, or Cat Island,

which lies east and west, l)ending at its eastern ex-

tremity to the N. N. E., and has (he same verdant and

fertile appearance. The vessels had proba1)ly drifted

inio t'.iis bay at the S. E. side of San Salvador, on the

morning of (he 42lh, while lyins? to for daylight; nor

did Columbus, while remaining a! the island, or

wnen sailing from i(, open (he land so as to discover

that what he had taken for its whole length was but

a bend al one end of it, and that the main body of the

island lay behind, s(re(ching far (o the N. W. From
Guanahani, Columbus saw so many other islands that

he was at a loss which next to visit. The Indians

signified that they were innumerable, and mentioned

the names of above a hundred. He determined (o

go to the largest in sight, which appeared to be about

five leagues distant; some of the others were nearer,

and some further off. The island thus selected, it is

presumeu, was the present island of Concepcion; and

that the others were that singular belt ofsmall islands,

known as La Cadcna (or the chain), stretching past

the island of San Salvador in a S. E. by N. W. di-

rection: the nearest of Ihe group being nearer llian

Concepcion, while Ihe rest are more distant.

Leaving San Salvador in the afternoon of the 1{iii

for (he island (hus selected, (he ships lay by during

the night, and iliil not reach it until late in (he follow-

ing day, being retarded by adverse currents. Colum-

bus gave this island the nane of Santa Maria de la

Concepcion : he does not mention either its beariii»i

from San Salvador, or the course which he steered

in going (o it. We know that in all this neiglilwur-

hood the current se(s s(rongly and conslantly lu tlie

W.N.W.; and since Columbushad (he current aguinst

him, he must have l)een sailing in an opposite ilirec-

(ion, or to (he E. f E. Hesides, when near Concep-

cion, Columbus sees another island to the westward,

the largest he had yet seen; bui. he tells us (hat \\(

anchored off Concepcion, and did no( s(and for (lii$

larger island, because he could not have sailed to liie

west. Hence it is rendered certain that Columbus

did not sail westward in going from San Salvador to

Concepcion ; for, from tJF opposition of the wind,

as there could he no othe. .ause, he could not sail

towards that tjuarlcr. No^. , on reference to the cliarl,

we find the islaiul al prc^t.^l known as Concepcion

situated E. S. E. from San Salvador, and at a corres-

ponding distance of live leagues.

Leaving Concepcion on (he 40lh October, Colum-

bus steered for a ve: y large island seen to tlie west-

ward nine leagues off, " d which extended itself

Iwcnly-eighl leagues in .i h. E. and N. W. direeliou.

He was becalmed the whole day, and did not rearii

the island until the following morning, 47th October.

He named it Fernandina. At noon he made sail

again, with a view to rur round it, and rencli an-

other island called Sam'

S. E. by S., (he course I

signified that it would

.1; but the wind being al

wished to steer, the natives

e easier to sail round this

island by running lo t N. W. wi(h a fair wind.

He therefore bore ur > the N. W., and having run

two leagues found narvellous port, with a narrow

entrance, or lalli .vith two entrances, for (here was

an island which •( <* hi completely, forming a noble

hasin within. <iling out of ihis harbour hy lite op-

posite entrance ai ne N. W., he discovered that part

of the island which runs east and wesl. The natives

signified (o him (hat (his island was smaller than Sa-

moet, and that it would be heder to return towards

the latter. It had now become calm, butshorll;

after there spriuig up a breeze from W. IN. \V.,

which was a-head for the course (hey had been steer-

ing; so they bore up and s(ood (o the E. 8. E. in

order to gel an offing; for the weather threatened a

storm, which however dissipated i(self in rain. The

next day, being the 48lh October, (hey anchored op-

posite the extremity of Fernandina.

Ihe whole of this description answers most ac-

curately lo the island of Exuma, which lies south froui

San Salvador, and S. W. hy S. from Concepcion.

The only inconsistency is, that Columbus stales liial

Fernandina bore nearly west from Concepcion, and

was twenty-eight leagues in extent. This mistake

must have proceeded from his having taken (he lo
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nliain of keys called La Cadena for part of the same

Exuma; which continuous appearance they naturally

assume when seen from Concepcion, for they run in

the same S. £. and N. W. direction. Their bear-

ing, when seen from the same point, is likewise

westerly as well as south-westerly. As a proof that

snch was the case, it may be observed, that after hav-

ing approached these islands, instead of the extent of

Femandina being increased to his eye, he now re-

marks that it was twenty leagues long, whereas be-

fore it was estimated by him at twenty-eight ; he now
discovers that instead of one island there were many,

and alters his course southerly to reach the one that

was most conspicuous.

The identity of the island here described with

Exuma is irresistibly forced upon the mind. The
distance from Concepcion, the remarkable port with

an island in front of it, and farther on its coast turn-

ing off to the westward, are all so accurately delineat-

ed, that it would seem as ll'ough the chart had been

drawn from the description of Columbus.

On the '19th October, the ships left Fernandina,

steering S. E. with the wind at north. Sailing three

hours on this course, they discovered Samoet to the

east, and steered for it, arriving at its north point be-

fore noon. Here they found a little island surrounded

by rocks, with another reef of rocks lying between it

and Samoet. To Samoet Columbus gave the name

of Isabella, and to the point of it opposite the little

island, that of Cabo del Isleo ; the cape at the S. W.
point of Samoet Columbus called Cabo de Laguna,

and off this last his ships were brought to anchor.

The little island lay in tlie direction from Fernandina

to Isabella, east and west. The coast from the small

island lay westerly twelve leagues to a cape, which

Columbus called Fermosa from its beauty; this he

believed to be an island apart from Samoet or Isa-

liella, with another one lietween them. Leaving

Cabo Laguna, where he remained until the 20th Oc-

tober, Coh.mbus steered to the N. E. towards Cabo

del Isleo, but meeting with shoals inside the small

island, he did not come to anchor until the day fol-

lowing. Near this extremity of Isabella they found

a lake, from which the shipswere supplied with water.

This island of Isabella, or Samoet, agrees so ac-

curately in its description with Isia Larga, which lies

east of Exuma, that it is only ne<'essary to read it

with the chart unfolded to become convinced of the

identity.

Having resolved to visit the island which the na-

tives called Cuba, and described as bearing W.S.W.
from Isabella, Columbus left Cabo del Isleo at mid-

night, the commencement of the 24 th October, and

shaped his course accordingly to the W.S.W. The
wind continued light, with rain, until noon, when it

freshened up, and in the evening Cape Ferde, the

S.W. point of Fernandina, bore N.W. distant seven

leagues. As the night became tempestuous, he lay

to until morning, drifting according to the reckoning

oidy two leagues.

On the morning of the 35lli he made sail again to

W.S.W., until nine o'clock, when he had run five

leagues; he then ste 7ed west until three, when he

had run eleven leagues, at which hour land was dis-

covered, consisting of seven or eight keys lying north

and south, and distant live leagues from the ships.

Here he anchored the next day, south of these islands,

which he called Islas de Arena ; they were low, and

live or six leagues in extent.

The distances run by Columbus, added to the de-

parture taken from Fernandina and the distance from

these islands of Arena at the time of discovering, give

a sum of thirty leagues. This sum of thirty leagues

is about three less than the distance from the S.W.
point of Fernandina or Exuma, whence Columbus
took his departure, to the group of Mucaras, which
lie east of Cayo Lobo on the grand bank of Bahama,

and which correspond to the description of Columbus.

If it were necessary to account for the difference of

three leagues in a reckoning where so much is given

on conjecture, it would readily occur to a seaman,

that an allowance of two leagues for drift, during a

long night of blowy weather, is but a small one.

The course from Exuma to the Mucaras is about S.W.
by W. The course followed by Columbus differs a

little from this, but as it was his intention, on setting

sail from Isabella, to steer W. S.W., and since he

afterwards altered it to west, we may conclude that

he did so in consequence of having been run out of

his course to the southward, while lying to the night

previous.

Oct. 27.—At sunrise Columbus set sail from the

isles Arenas or Mucaras, for an island called Cuba,

steering S. S.W. At dark having made seventeen

leagues on that course, he saw the land, and hove

his ships to until morning.

In this part of the journal, Columbus does not de-

scribe the localities with that accuracy with which he

had hitherto noted every thing; tlie text also is in se-

veral places obscure.

The ships havuig remained hove to until morning,

they made sail on the 28lh, at S. S.W. entering a

beautiful river with a fine harbour, which they named

San Salvador. This part of San Salvador we take to

be the one now known as Caravelas Grandcs, si-

tuated eight leagues west of Nuevitao del Principe.

Its bearings and distance from the Mucaras coincide

exactly with those run by Columbus; and its descrip-

tion coincides, as far as can be ascertained by charts,

with the port which he visited.

Oct. 29.—Leaving this port, Columbus stood to

the west, and having sailed six leagues, he came to

a point of the island running N. W., which we take

to be the Punta Gorda ; and, ten leagues farther, an-

other stretching easterly, which will be Punta Cu-

riana. One league farther he discovered a small

river, and beyond this another very large one, to

which he gave the name of Rio de Maus. This river

emptied into a fine basin in the form of a lake, hav-

ing a bold entrance : il had for land-marks two round
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mountains at the S.W., and to the W. N.W. a bold

proinonlory, suitable for a fortification, which pro-

jected far into the sea. This we take to be the fine

harbour and river situated west of Point Curiana;

its distance corresponds with that run by Columbus

from Carave!<i8 Grandes, which we have supposed

identical with ihc port of San Salvador. Leaving

Rio de Maus the 50th of October, Columbus stood to

the N.W . for fifteen leagues, when he saw a cape, to

which he gave the name of Cabo de Palmas. This,

we believe, is the one which forms the eastern en-

trance to Laguna de Moron. Beyond this cape was
a rivci, distant, according to the natives, four days'

journey from the town of Cuba ; Columbus deter-

mined therefore to make for it.

Having lain to all night, he reached the river on

the 31st of October, but found that it was too shal-

low to admit his ships. This is supposed to be what

is now known as Lagima de Moron. Beyond this

was a cape surrounded by shoals, and another pro-

jected still farther out. Between these two capes

was a bay capable of receiving small vessels. The
identity here of the description with the coast near

Laguna de Moron seems very clear. The cape east

of Laguna de Moron coincides with Cape Palmas,

the Laguna de Moron with the shoal river described

by Columbus; and in the western point of entrance,

with the island of Cabrion opposite it, we recognise

the two projecting capes he speaks of, with what

appeared to be a bay between them. This all is a

remarkable combination, difficult to be found any

where but in the same spot which Columbus visited

and described. Further, the coast from the port of

San Salvador had run west to Rio de Maus, a dis-

tance of seventeen leagues, and from Rio de Maus
it had extended N. W. fifteen leagues to Cabo de

Palmas; all ofwhich agrees fully with what has been

here supposed. The wind having shifted to north,

which was contrary to the course they had been steer-

ing, the vessels bore up and returned to Rio de Maus.

On the i2tU ofNovember the ships sailed out of Rio

de Maus to go in quest of Babeque, an island believed

to abound in gold, and to lie E. by S. from that

port. Having sailed eight leagues with a fair wind,

they came to a river, in which may be recognised

the one which lies just west of Punta Gorda. Four

leagues farther they saw another, which they called

Rio del Sol. It appeared very large, but they did

not stop to exr.tnine it, as the wind was fair to ad-

vance. This we take to be the river now known as

Sabana. Columbus was now retracing his steps,

and had made twelve leagues from Rio de Maus;

but in going west from port San Salvador to Rio de

Maus, he had run seventeen leagues. San Salvador

therefore remains five leagues east of Rio del Sol

;

and accordingly, on reference to the chart, we find

Caravelas Grandes situated a corresponding distance

from Sabana.

Having run six leagues from Rio del Sol, which

makes in all eighteen leagues from Rio de Maus,

Columbus cnme to a cape which he called Cabo de

Cuba, probably from supposing it to be the extremity

of that island. This corresponds precisely in distance

from Punta Casiana with the lesser island of Gua-

Java, situated near Cuba, and between which and

the greater Guajava Columbus must have passed in

running in for Port San Salvador. Either he did not

notice it, from his attention being engrossed by th<>

magnificent island before him, or, as is also possible,

his vessels may have been drifted through the passa;;e,

which is two leagues wide, while lying to the night

previous to their arrival at Port San Salvador.

On the 13th of November, having hove to all night,

in the morning the ships passed a point two leagues

in extent, and then entered into a gulf that made

into theS.S.W., and which Columbus thought se-

parated Cuba from Bohio. At the bottom of the gulf

was a large basin between two mountains. He could

not determine whether or not this was an arm of the

sea ; for not finding shelter from the north wind, he

put to sea again. Hence it would appear that Co-

lumbus must have partly sailed round the smaller

Guajava, which he took to be the extremity of Cuba,

without being aware that a few hours' sail would

have taken him, by this channel, to Port San Salva-

dor, his first discovery in Cuba, and so back to tiie

same Rio del Sol which he had passed the day pre-

vious. Of the two mountains seen on both sides of

this entrance, the principal one corresponds with (he

peak called Alto de Juan Daune, which lies seven

leagues west of Punta de Maternillos. The wind con-

tinuing north, he stood east fourteen leagues from

Cape Cuba, which we have supposed the lesser is-

land of Guajava. It is here rendered sure that the

point of Little Guajava was believed by him to be

the extremity of Cuba ; for he speaks of the land

mentioned as lying to leeward of the above-men-

tioned gulf as being the island of Bohio, and says that

he discovered twenty leagues of it running E.S.E.

and W. N.W.
On the i 4th November, having lain to all night with

a N. E. wind, he determined to seek a port, and if

he found none, to return to those which he iiad left

in the island of Cuba ; for it will be remembered that

all east of Guajava he supposed to be Bohio. He

steered E. by S. therefore six leagues, and then stood

in for the land. Here he saw many ports and islands;

but as it blew fresh, with a heavy sea, he dared not

enter, but ran the coast down N.W. by W. for a

distance of eighteen leagues, where he saw a clear

entrance and a port, into which he stood S. S.W. and

afterwards S. E., the navigation being all clear and

open. Here Columbus beheld so many islands that

it was impossible to count them. They were very

lofty, and covered with trees. Columbus called the

neighbouring sea Mar de Nuestra Seftora, and to

the harbour near the entrance to these islands he

gave the name of Port Principe. This harbour, he

says, he did not enter until the Simday follow-

ing, which was four days after. This part of the
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This part of the

text of Columbus's journal is confused, and there

are also anticipations, as if it had been written sub-

sequently, or mixed together in copying. It appears

tiviident, that while lying to the night previous, with

liie wind at N. E., the ships had drifted to the N.W.,

and been carried by the powerful current of the Ba-

hama channel far in the same direction. When they

bore up, therefore, to return to the ports which they

had left in the island of Cuba, they fell in to leeward

of them, and now first discovered the numerous group

ofislands ofwhich Cayo Romano is the principal. The
i-urrent of this channel is of itself sufficient to have

carried the vessels to the westward a distance of 20

leagues, which is what they had run easterly since

leaving Cape Cuba, or Guajava, for it had acted upon

tlieni during a period of thirty liours. There can be

no doubt as to the identity of these keys with those

about Cayo Romano; for they are the only ones in

the neighbourhood ofCuba that are not of a low and

swampy nature, but large and lofty. They enclose

a free, open navigation, and abundance of fine har-

bours, in late years the resort of pirates, who found

security and concealment for tliemselves and their

prizes in the recesses of these lofty keys. From the

description of Columbus, the vessels must have enter-

ed between the islands ofBariland Pacedon, and sail-

ing along Cayo Romano on a S.E. course, have reached

in auolher day their old cruising-ground in the neigh-

bourhood of lesser Guajava. Not only Columbus

does not tell us hereof his having changed his anchor-

age amongst these keys, but his journal does not even

mention his having anchored at all, until the return

from the ineffectual search after Babeque. It is clear,

from what has been said, tliat it was not in Port Prin-

cipe that lite vessels anchored on this occasion ; but

it could not have been very distant, since Columbus

went from the ships in his boats on the 48lh Novem-

ber, to place a cross at its entran(;e. lie had probably

seen the entrance from without, when sailing east

from Guajava on the 15th of November. The identity

uf this port with the one now known as Nuevitas el

Principe seems certain from the description of its en-

trance. Columbus, it appears, did not visit its in-

terior.

On the I9tli November the ships sailed again, in

quest of Babeque. At sunset Port Principe bore

S. S. W. distant seven leagues, and having sailed all

ni|;hl at N. E. by N. and until ten o'clock of the next

day (20th November), they had run a distance of

lifleen leagues on that course. The wind blowing

from E. S. E., which was the direction in which Ba-

beque was supposed to lie, and the weather being

foul, Columhus determined to return to Port Prin-

cipe, which was then distant twenty-five leagues. He
did not wish to go to Isabella, distant only twelve

leagues, lest the Indians whom he had brought from

San Salvador, which lay eight leagues from Isabella,

sliuuhl make their escape. Thus in sailing N. E. by N

.

from near Port Principe, (Columbus had approached

within a short distance of Isabella. That island was

then, according,, to his calculations, thirty-seven

leagues from Port Principe; and Sau Salvador was
forty-five leagues from the same point. The first

differs but eight leagues from the truth, the latter

nine; or from the actual distance of Nuevitas el Prin-

cipe from Isia Larga and San Salvador. Again, let

us now call to mind the course made by Columbus in

going from Isabella to Cuba; it was first W.S.W.,
then west, and afterwards S.S.W. Having conside-

ration for tlie different distances run on each, these

yield a medium course not materially differing from

S. W. Sailing then S.W. from Isabella, Columbus

had reached Port San Salvador, on the coast ofCuba.

Making'afterwards a course of N. E. by N. from off

Port Principe, he was going in the direction of Isa-

bella. Hence we deduce that Port San Salvador, on

the coast of Cuba, lay west of Port Principe, and the

whole combination is thus bound together and esta-

blished. The two islands seen by Columbus at ten

o'clock of the same 20th November, must have l)een

some of the keys which lie west of the Jumentos.

Running back towards Port Principe, Columbus made

it at dark, but found that he had been carried to the

westward by the currents. This furnishes a sufficient

proof of the strength of the current in the Bahama

channel; for it will be remembered that he ran over

to Cuba with a fair wind. After contending for four

days, until the 24th November, with light winds

against the force of these currents, he arrived at length

opposite the level island whence he had set out the

week before when going to Bal)eque.

We are thus accidentally informed that Ihe point

from which Columbus started in search of Babeque

was the same island of Guajava the lesser, which lies

west ofNuevitasel Principe. Furtlier : atfirst he dared

not enter into the openingbetween the two mountains,

for it seemed as though the sea broke upon them; but

having sent the boat a-head, the vessels followed

in at S. W. and then W. into a fine harbour. The

level island lay north of it, and with anc '.ler island

formed a secure basin capable of sheltering all the

navy of Spain. This level island resolves itself then

into our late Cape Cuba, which we have supposed to

be Little Guajava, and the entrance east of it becomes

identical with tlie gulf above-mentioned which lay

between two mountains, one of which we have sup-

posed the Alto de Juan Daune, and which gulf ap-

peared to divide Cuba from Bohio. Our course now
becomes a plain one. On the 2(ith of November, Co-

lumbus sailed from Santa Catalina (the name given

by him to the port last described) at sunrise, and stood

for the cape at the S. E. which he called Cabo de

Pico. In this it is easy to recognise the high peak

already spoken of as the Alto de Juan Daune. Ar-

rived off this he saw another cape, distant fifteen

leagues, and still farther another five leagues beyond

it, which he called Cabo de Canipana. The lirst

must be that now known as Point Padre, the second

Point Mulas : their distances from Alto de Juan Dnune

are underrated ; but it requires ito little experience to

:;t!
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estimate correctly the distances of the bold head-lands

ofCnha, as seen through the pure atmospliere that

surrounds the island.

Having passed Point Mulas in the night , on the 27th,

Ck>lunibu8 looked into the deep bay lliat lies S. E. of

it, and seeing the bold projecting head-land thatmakes

out between Port Nipe and Port Banes, with those

deep bays on each side of it, he supposed it to be an

arm of the sea dividing one land from another with

an island between them.

Having landed at Taso for a short time, Columbus
arrived in the eveningofthe 27th at Baracoa, to which
he gave the name of Puerto Santo. From Cabo del

Pico to Puerto Santo, a distance of sixty leagues, he
had passed no fewer than nine good ports and five

rivers to Cape Campana, and thence lo Puerto Santo

eight more rivers each with a good port ; all of which
may be found on the chart between Alto de Juan

Daune and Baracoa. By keeping near the coast he
had been assisted to the S. E. by the eddy current of

the Bahama channel. Sailing from Puerto Santo or

Baracoa on the ^l\\ of December, he reached the ex-

tremity of Cuba the following day, and striking off

upon a wind to the S. E. in search of Babeque which
lay to the N. E., he came in sight of Bohio, to which
he gave the name of Espaniola.

On taking leave of Cuba, Columbus tells us that

he had coasted it a distance of 120 leagues. Allow-

ing twenty leagues of this distance for his having fol-

lowed the undulations of the coast, the remaining

100 measured from Point Maysi fall exactly upon Ca-

brion Key, which we have supposed the western

boundary of his discoveries.

The astronomical observations of Columbus form

no objection to what has been here advanced ; for he
tells us that the instrument which he made use of to

measure the meridian altitudes of the heavenly bodies

was out of order and not to be depended upon. He
places his first discovery, Guanahani, in the latitude

of Ferro, which is about 27" SO' north. San Sal-

vador we find in 21" 30', and Turk's Island in 21"W

:

both are very wide of the truth, but it is certainly

easier to conceive an error of three than one of six

degrees.

Laying aside geographical demonstration, let us

now examine how historical records agree with the

opinion here supported, that the island of San Sal-

vador was the first point where Columbus came in

contact with the New World. Herrera, who is con-

sidered the most faithful and authentic of Spanish

historians, wrote his History of the Indies towards the

year 1600. In describing the voyage of Juan Ponce

de Leon, made to Florida in 1512, he makes the fol-

lowing remarks : ' " Leaving Aguada in Porto Rico,

they steered to the N. W. by N., and in five days ar-

rived at an island called el Yiejo, in latitude 22"W
north. The next day they arrived at a small island

of the Lucayos, called Caycos. On the eighth day

• Heirera's lliHl. Ind., tiecad. i, I. ix, c. to.

they anchored at another island called Yagnna in 24°,

on the eighth day out from Porto Rico. Thence they

passed to the island of Manuega, in 24° SO', and on

the eleventh day they reached Guanahani, which is

in 25"40' north. This island of Guanahani was the

first discovered by Columbus on his first voyage, and

which he called San Salvador." This is the substance

of the remarks of Herrera, and is entirely conclusive

as to the location of San Salvador. The latitudes, it

is true, are all placed higher than we now know them

to be; that of San Salvador being such as to corres-

pond with no other land than that now known as the

Berry Islands, which are seventy leagues distant from

the nearest coast of Cuba : whereas Columbus tellsm
that San Salvador was only forty-five leagues from

Port Principe. But in those infant days of navigation,

the instniments for measuring the altitudes of the

heavenly bodies, and the tables of declinations for de-

ducing the latitude, must have been so imperfect as to

place the most scientific navigator of the time below

the most mechanical one of the present.

The second island arrived at by Ponce de Leon, in

hit orth-western course, was one of the Caycosj the

firsi le, then, called El Viejo, must have been Turk's

Islanci, which lies S. E. of the Caycos. The third

island they came to was probably Mariguana; the

fourth. Crooked Island; and the fifth, Isla Larga.

Lastly they came to Guanahani, the San Salvador of

Columbus. If this be supposed identical with Turk's

Island, where do we find the succession of islands

touched at by Ponce de Leon on his way from Porlo

Rico to San Salvador ?
' No stress has been laid, in

these remarks, on the identityofname which has been

preserved to San Salvador, Concepcion, and Port Prin-

cipe, with those given by Columbus, though tradi-

tional usage is of vast weight in such matters. Geo-

graphical proof, of a conclusive kind it is thought, has

been advanced, to enable the world to remain in its

old hereditary belief that the present island of San

Salvador is tlie spot Avhere Columbus first set foot

upon the New World. Established opinions of the

kind should not be lightly molested. It is a good old

rule, that ought to be kept in mind in curious re-

search as well as territorial dealings, " Do not dis-

turb the ancient landmarks."

NO XVU.
. 'i ;>.;,. ...i ,
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PRinCIPLES UPON WBICB TBE SUMS MENTIONED IN THIS WOII

HiVB BEEN BEDUCED INTO HODKRN CUBBBNCT.

In the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, the mark

of silver, which was equal to eight ounces, or to fifty

castillanos, was divided into sixty-five reals, and each

' In llie firat chapter of Herrera's description of tlie Indies,

appended lo Iiis history, is another scale of the Bahama Islands,

which corroborates the above. II begins at the opposite end, at

the N. W., and runs down to the 8. E. It is IhouKht unnecessary

to cite it particularly.
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IKRN CUBBENCT.

Isabella, the mark

lit ounces, or to fifty

-five reals, and each

Itcriptioii of tlic Indies,

) of the Bahama Islands.

J at Ihc opposite end, at

It is thought iiiiiiecesury

real into Ihirty-four maravedies; so that there were

!,21U maravedies in the mark of silver. Among other

lilver coins, there was the real of eight, which, con-

iisting of eight reals, was, within a small fraction,

[he eighth part of a mark of silver, or one ounce. Of

18 gold coins then in circulation, the ;castillano, or

)bla de la Vanda, was worth 490 maravedies, and

Ibe ducado 393 maravedies.

If the value of the maravedi had remained un-

ibanged in Spain down to the present day, it would

easy to reduce a sum of the time of Ferdinand and

ibella into a correspondent sum of current money;

int by the successive depreciations of the coin of

i^'ellon, or mixed metals, issued since that period, the

real and maravedi of Vellon, which have replaced

[he ancient currency, were reduced, towards the

fear 1700, to about a third of the value of the old real

id maravedi, now known as the real and maravedi

if silver. As, however, the ancient piece of eight

lals was equal approximately to the ounce of silver,

id the duro, or dollar of the present day, is likewise

jual to an ounce, they may be considered identical.

Indeed, in Spanish America, the dollar, instead of

eing divided into twenty reals, as in Spain, is divided

itoonly eight parts, called reals; which evidently re-

iresentthe real of the time of Ferdinand and Isabella,

|slhe dollar does the real of eight. But the ounce of

ilverwas anciently worth 2JG'U maravedies; the

illar, therefore, is likewise equal to arO'A mara-

dies. By converting, then, the sums mentioned in

lis work into maravedies, they have been afterwards

luced into dollars by dividing by 27G74.

There is still, however, another calculation to be

ide, before we can arrive at the actual value of any
im of gold and silver mentioned in former times.

b necessary to notice the variation which has taken

ace in the value of the metals themselves. In Eu-
ipe, previous to the discovery of the New World,
lonnceof gold commanded an amount of food or

hour which would cost three onnces at the present

ly; hence an ounce of gold was then estimated at

iree times its present value. At the same time an
ince of silver commanded an amount which at pre-

nt costs four ounces of silver. It appears from this,

atthe value of gold and silver varied with respect

each other, as well as with respect to all other

mmodities. This is owing to there having been
uchmore silver brought from the New World, with
ipect to the quantity previously in circulation, than
ere has been of gold. In the fifteenth century,

le ounce of gold was equal to about twelve of silver;
' now, in the year 1827, it is exchanged against

[teen.

[Hence, in giving an idea of the relative value of
sums mentioned in this work, it has been found
!essary to multiply them by 3, when in gold, and
4, when expressed in silver.

lit is expedient to add, that the dollar is reckoned

I See Caballero, Pesos y Mcdidas. J, B. Say. Economle Poll-

in this work at 100 centsof the United SUtes ofNorth
America, and four shillings and sixpence of England.

N«xvni.

HiBCO POLO. - '*>.*?->-, * -I

The travels of Marco Polo, or Paolo, furnish a key
to many parts of the voyages and speculations of Co-
lumbus, which, without it, would hardly be compre-
hensible.

Marco Polo was a native of Venice, who, in the
thirteenth century, made a journey into the remote,
and, at that time, unknown regions of the East, and
filled all Christendom with curiosity by his account of
the countries he had visited. He was preceded in his

travels by his father, Nicholas, and his uncle, Malteo
Polo. These two brothers were of an illustrious fa-

mily in Venice, and embarked, in the year 1230,' on
a commercial voyage to the East. Having sailed up
the Mediterranean and through the Bosphorus, they

stopped for a short time at Constantinople. From
hence they proceeded by the Euxine to Armenia,
where they remained for a year, entertained with
great favour at the court of a Tartar prince. A war
breaking out between their patron and a neighbour-
ing potentate, and the former being defeated, they
were embarrassed how to extricate themselves from
the country, and return home in safety. After various

wanderings, they at length reached Bochara, in the

Gulf of Persia, where they resided for three years.

While here, there arrived an ambassador from one of
the inferior Tartar powers on his way to the court
of the great khan. Finding that the two brothers

were well acquainted with the Tartar tongue, he pre-
vailed upon them to accompany him. After a march
of several months, being delayed by snows and inun-
dations, they arrived at the court of Cublai, other-

wise called the great khan, which signifies king of
kings, being the sovereign potentate of the Tartars.

This magnificent prince received them with great

distinction; he made inquiries about the countries

and princes of the West, their civil and military go-
vernment, and the manners and customs of the Latin

nations. Above all he was curious on the subject of

the Christian religion. He was so mueli struck by
their replies, that, after holding a council with the

chief persons of his kingdom, he entreated the two
brothers to go on his part as ambassadors to the pope,

to entreat him to send a hundred learned men, well
instructed in the Christian faith, to impart a know-
ledge of it to the sages of his empire. He also en-

treated them to bring him a little oil from the lamp
of our Saviour in Jerusalem, which he concluded

must have marvellous virtues. Having given them
letters to the pope, written in the Tartar language,

he appointed one of the principal noblemen of his

> namiisio, loine ii. p. 17, ctl. Vonet. 1C06. '*""'
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court to accompauy them in Uieir mission. On Ui«ir

taking leave, be furnislied them wilii a tablet ofgold,

on which was engraved the royal arms ; this was to

nerve as a passport, at siglil of which the governors

of the various provinces were lo entertain them, lo

furnish Ihem with escorts lhroug;h dangerous places,

and render them all otiier necessary services at tlie

expense of the great khan.

They had scarce proceeded twenty miles when the

nobleman who accompanied them fell ill, and they

were obliged to leave himand continue on their route.

Their golden passport procured them every atten-

tion and facility throughout the dominions of the

great khan. They arrived safely at Acre, in April,

1369. Here they received news of the recent death

of pope Clement IV, at which they were much griev-

ed, fearing it would cause delay in their mission.

There was at that time in Acre a legate of the holy

cliair, Tebaldo de Visconti of Placentia, lo whom they

gave an accountof their embassy. He heard them with

great attention and interest ; and advised them (oawait

the eleclion of a new pope, which must soon take place,

before they proceeded lo Home on their mission.

They accordingly departed for Negropont, and from

thence to Venice, where great changes had taken

place in their domestic concerns during their long

alisence. The wife of Nicholas, whom he had left

pregnant, had died in giving birth lo his son Marco,

wlio was now nineteen years of age.

As Uie contested election for the new pontiff re-

mained pending for two years, they began to be uneasy

lest the Emperor of Tartary should grow impatient

at so long a postponement of the conversion of himself

and his people; they determined, therefore, not lo

wait the eleclion of a pope, but to proceed to Acre, and

get such despatches and such ghostly ministry for the

grand khan as liie legale could furnisli. On this second

journey, Nicholas Polo look with bun his sou Marco,

who afterwards wrale an account of these travels.

They were again received wilh great favour by the

legate Tebaldo, who, anxious for the success uf their

mission, furnbhed them wilh letters to the grand

khan, in which the doctrines of the Clirislian faith

were fully expounded. With these, and with a sup-

ply of the holy oil from the sepulctire, they once

more set out, in September, 1271, for the remote

parts of Tartary. They had not long departed, how-

ever, when missions arrived from Rome, informing

the legale of his own eleclion lo the holy chair. He

took the name of Gregory X, and decreed that, in

future, on the death of a pope, the Cardinals should

be shut up in conclave until they elected a succesisor

;

a wise regulation, which hassinceconlinued, enforc-

ing a prompt decision, and preventing intrigue.

Immediately on receiving intelligence of his elec-

tion, he desi>alched a courier to the King of Armenia,

requesting that the two Venetians might be sent back

to him if they had not departed. They joyfully re-

turned, and were furnished wilh new letters lo the

khan. Two eloquent friars also, Mchuias Vincenli

and Gilbert de Tripoli, were sent with tlieni, wij
powers to ordain priests and bishops, and lo grml

absolution. They had presents of crystal vases m^l

other costly articles, to deliver to the grand klianT

and thus well provided, they once more set furtli <n\

their journey.'

Arriving in Armenia, they ran great risks of tlwil

lives from the war which was raging, the soidantll

Babylon having invaded the country. They toukn'!

fuge for some lime wilh the superior of a monasieryl

here the two reverend fathers, losing all courage
I

J

prosecute so perilous an enterprise, delermind A
remain, and the Venetians continued their juuriiejJ

They were a long time on llie way, and exposed iil

great hardships and sufferings from floods and snow-l

storms, it being the winter season. At length liwrl

reached a town in the dominions of the khan. \Vla|

thai potentate heard of their approach, he sent oJ

ficers lomeel them at forty days' distance from ll(|

court, and to provide quarters for them during ilierl

journey.' He received them with great kiiidntssl

was highly gratified ^wilh the result of their inissiot,!

and with the letters of the pope ; and having recti<-l

ed from them some oil from the lamp of liie IwlJ

sepulchre, he had it locked up and guarded as apK'l

cious treasure.

The three Venetians, father, brother, and son, va

treated wilh such distinction by the khan, tlialU

courtiers were filled wilh jealousy. Marco soon, Low-|

ever, made himself popular, and was particulai

esteemed by the emperor. He acquired the varim

languages of the country ; and wasofsuch remarkal

capacity, that, notwithstanding his youth , llie klu

employed him in various missions and in imporl

alfairs. In this way be gathered all kinds of infun

lion respecting that vast empire.

Afler residing many years in Tartary, the Veix

tians at length longed lo return lo their native cuuntryl

It was with great difficulty that the khan could I

prevailed on to part with them. They set out i

their return in the suite of certain envoys of liie kin|

of the Indies, who were conveying home a prin

uf Tartary to be espoused to their monarch. Tin

were again provided by the munificent khan viil

tablets of gold, lo serve, not merely as passpoili

but as orders upon all commanders in his lerrilii|

ries for all necessary accommodations and supplio

They embarked in a fleet of fourteen sail, and cuasti

the shores ofAsia to an island which they called Jan

from thence they traversed the Indian Sea, and i

rived at the court of the monarch of the Indie

After passing some time here, they had fresh tabid

of gold given them by that sovereign lo carry Ihtj

in safely and honour through his kingdom,

had a long and difficult journey to Constanliimpi

> Ramusio, t. iii.

> Bergeron, by a blunder in liis translation rroiii Ihv imi

l^tin, has stated tliat the khan sent 40,000 men to escort tin:

This has drawn the ire of the critics u|iun Marco I'olu, vhuli

cited it as one uf his nionslrous exagRcralions.
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[roin whence they set sail for Venice, and arrived

lere in 12»5, in good health, and literally laden with

iciies.

Ramusio, in his preface to the narrative of Marco

do, gives a variety of particulars concerning their

irrival, which he compares to that of Ulysses. They

ere poorly clad, in coarse clothes made after the

sliion of the Tartars. When they arrived at Ve-

lice, they were known by nobo<ly. So many years

lad elapsed since their departure without any tidings

ftliem, that they were either forji;otlen or consider-

dead. Beside their foreign garb, the influence of

iiilhern suns, and the similitude which men acquire

those among whom they reside for any length of

ime, had given them the look of Tartars rather than

ilians.

They repaired to their own honse, which was a

ible palace, afterwards known by the name of La

rte de la Milione. 'J1iey found several of their

ilatives still inhabiting it; hut they were slow in re-

llecting the travellers, not knowing of their wealth,

id probably considering them poor adventurers, re-

imed to be a charge upon their families. The

, however, took an effectual mode of quickening

le memories of their friends, and ensuring them-

ijves a loving reception. They invited them all to

rand banquet. When their guests arrived, they

ived them richly dressed in garments of crimson

in of oriental fashion. When the company were

immoned to table, the travellers, who had retired,

ared again in still richer robes of crimson damask.

le first dresses were cut up and distributed among

servants, being of such length that they swept

ground; "which," says Ramusio, "was the

lie in those days with dresses worn within doors."

ler they had tasted of the viands they again retired,

came in dressed in crimson velvet, the second

being likewise given to the domestics; and

same was done at tlie end of the feast with their

[vet robes, when they appeared in the Venetian

of the day. The guests were lost in astonish-

it, and could not comprehend the meaning of this

isquerade; when, having dismissed all the attend-

:s, Marco Polo brought forth the coarse Tartar

in which they had arrived : slashing these in

eral places with a knife, and ripping open the

ims and lining, there fell out a vast quantity of pre-

is jewels, such as rubies, sapphires, emeralds, and

. The whole table glittered with ines-

lable wealth, which they had acquired from the

inificence of the grand khan, and which they had

secretly conveyed through the perils of their

journey.

'The company," observes Ramusio, "were filled

amazement, and now clearly perceived, what

had at first doubted, that these in very truth

those honoured and valiant gentlemen the Polos,

I, accordingly, paid them great respect and reve-

ice."

he account of this curious feast is from Ramusio,

who gives It on traditional authority ; having heard it

many times related by the illustrious Gasparo Mali-

piero, a very ancient gentleman and a senator, who
had it from his father, who had it from his grand-

father, and so on up to the fbuntain-head.

When the fame of this banquet came to be divulged

throughout Venice, and the wealth also of the tra-

vellers, all the city, noble and simple, crowded to see

the Polos, to caress and honour them. Matteo, who
was the eldest, was admitted to the dignity of the

magistracy. The youth of the city came every day
to visit and converse with Marco Polo, who was ex-

tremely amiable atid communicative. They were in-

satiable in their inquiries about Cathay and the grand
khan, which he answered with great courtesy, and
gave them details with which they were vastly de-

lighted; and as he always spoke of the wealth of the

grand khan in round numbers, they gave him the

name of Messer Marco Milioni.

Some months after their return, Lampa Doria,

commander of the Genoese navy, appeared in the vi-

cinity of the island of Cnzzola with seventy galleys.

Andrea Dandolo, the Venetian Admiral, was sent

against him. Marco Polo commanded a galley of the

fleet. His usual good fortune deserted him. Ad-
vancing the first in the line with his galley, and not

being properly seconded, he was taken prisoner,

thrown in irons, and carried to Genoa. Here he was
detained for a long time in prison, and all offers of

ransom rejected. His imprisonment gave great

uneasiness to his father and uncle, fearing that he

might never return. Seeing themselves in this un-

happy state, with so much treasure and no heirs, they

consulted together. They were both very old men,
but Nicolo, observes Ramusio, was ofa galliard com-
plexion : it was determined he should tiike a wife.

He did so; and, to the wonder of his friends, in four

years had three children.

In the meanwhile the fame of Marco Polo's travels

had circulated inGenoa. His prison was daily crowded

with nobility, and he was supplied with every thing

that could cheer him in his confinement. A Genoese

gentleman, who visited him every day, at length pre-

vailed upon him to write an account of what he had

seen. He had his papers and journals sent to him

from Venice, and, with the assistance of his friends,

produced the work which afterwards made such a

noise throughout the world.

The merit of Marco Polo at length procured him
his liberty. He returned to Venice, where he found

his father with a housn full of children. He took it

in good part, followed the old man's example, mar-

ried, and had two daughters, Moretta and Fantina.

The three sons of his father by the second marriage

died without male issue, and the family of Polo was

extinguished in 1417.

Such are the principal particulars known of Marco

Polo; a man whose travels for a long time made a

great noise in Europe, and wiH be found to have had

a great effect on modern discovery. His splendid

i y;.;-
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account of the extent, wealth, and population of the

Tartar territories, filled every one with admiration.

The possibility of bringing all those regions under the

dominion of the church, and rendering the grand

khan an obedient vassal to the holy chair, was for a

long time a favourite topic among the enthusiastic

missionaries of Christendom ; and there were many
who undertook to effect the conversion of this mag-

nificent infidel.

Even at the distance of two centuries, when the

enterprises for the discovery of a new route to India

had excilea so many speculations about these remote

regions of the Lasii, llie conversion of the grand khan

became again a popular theme; and it was loo specu-

lative and romantic an enterprise not to catch the

vivid imagination of Columbus. In all his voyages

he will be found continually to be seeking after the

territories of the grand khan ; and even after his last

expedition, when nearly worn out by age, hardships,

and infirmities, he offered, in a letter to the Spanisii

monarchs, written from a bed of sickness, to conduct

any missionary to tiie territories of the Tartar em-

peror who would undertake his conversion.

.«!:...) NO XIX.

THE WOBK OF MABCO POLO.

The work of Marco Polo is slated by some to have

been originally written in Latin,' though the most

probable opinion is that it was written in Italian.

Copies of it in manuscript were multiplied and ra-

pidly circulated ; translations were made into various

languages, until the invention of printing enabled it

to be widely diffused throughout Europe.

In the course of these translations and successive

editions, the original text, according to Purclias, has

been much vitiated ; and it is probable many extrava-

gancies in numbers and measurements, with which

Marco Polo is charged, may be the errors of trans-

lators and printers.

When the work first appeared, it was considered

by some as made up of fictions and extravagancies

;

but Yossius assures us that it was at one time highly

esteemed among the learned.

Francis Pepin, author of the Brandenburgh version,

styles Polo a man commendable for his devoutness,

prudence, and fidelity. Alhanasius Kircher, in his

account of China, says, that none of the ancients have

described the kingdoms of the remote parts of the

East with more exactness. Various oilier learned

men have borne testimony to his character, and most

of the substantial points of his work have been au-

thenticated by subsequent travellers. It is manifest,

however, that he dealt much in exaggeration. The
historical part of his work is full of errors and fables.

He confuses the names of places, is very inexacl as to

PrevMt, Hist, det Voyages, t. xxvii, I. 4, ch. 3. Paris, 1349.

distances, and gives no latitudes of the places IkI

visited.

It has been strongly doubled whether he reallrl

visited all the countries he described, and whether hij I

account of Tarlaryand Cathay, and of different parijl

of India and the African coasts, were not taken rroml

Mahometan narrations.

Ramusio thinks that a great part of the third boot I

was collected by him from narrations of mariners of I

the Indian seas. Alhanasius Kircher is at a loss (of

know why he makes no mention of the great wallofl

China, which he nuist have passed, unless he visited

[

that country by water.

The most probable opinion given concerning him I

is, that he really visited part of the countries wliic||[

he describes, and collected information from varioul

sources concerning the others; that he kept no r^|

gular journal, but after his return home conipnsdjl

his work from various memorandums, and from nif|

mory. Thus what he had seen and what he had I

heard became mixed up in his mind; and ttoitiiA

fables of the East were noted down with as muck |

gravity and authority as well ascertained facts. Muckl

has been said of a map brought from Cathay by Maml

Polo, which was preserved in the convent of St Mi-I

chael de Murano in the vicinity of Venice, and iil

which the Cape of Good Hope and the island of Mt-I

dagascar were indicated ; countries which the PonoJ

guese claim the merit of having discovered two ceii-|

luries afterwards. It has been suggested also tli!

Columbus bad visited the convent and examined tliJ

map, from whence he derived some of his ideas con-1

cerning the coast of India. According to RamusioJ

however, who had been at the convent, and m
well acquainted with the prior of it, the map pn

served there was one copied by a friar from the oiv|

ginal one of Marco Polo, and many alterations am

additions had since been made by other hands,

that for a long time it lost all credit with judicion^

people, until, in company with the work of Man

Polo, it was found in the main to agree witli his dtj

scriptions. The Cape of Good Hope was doubllei

among the alterations made subsequent to the (

coveries of the Portuguese. Columbus maites i

mention of this map, which he most probably woul

have done had he seen it. He seems to have t

entirely guided by the one furnished by Paulo To^

canelli, and which was apparently projected after li

original map, or after the descriptions of Marco I

and the maps of Ptolemy.

When the attention of the world was luriM

towards the remote parts of Asia in the fifleenl

century, and the Portuguese were making their)

tempts to circumnavigate Africa, the narration

|

Marco Polo again rose to notice. This, with <

travels of Nicolo le Conte, the Venetian, and of Hij

ronimo da San Slefano, a Genoese, are said to liaj

afforded the information by which the Portugtie[

guided themselves in their voyages.

'

• Ramiuio, v. ii, p. 17. > Hist, cics Voyages, I. xl. I. ll.i^J
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Above all, tlie influence which the work of Marco

Polo had over the mind of Columbus gives it parti-

cular interest and importance. It was evidently an

oracular work with him. He is supposed to have

had a manuscript copy by him. He frequently quotes

it; and on his voyages, supposing himself to be on

tlie Asiatic coast, he is continually endeavouring to

discover the islands and main lands described in it,

and to find the famous Cipango.

It is proper therefore to specify some of those

places, and the manner in which they are descrilied

by the Venetian traveller, that the reader may more

fiilly understand the anticipations which were haunt-

ing the mind of Columbus in his voyages among the

West Indian islands, and along the coast of Terra

Firma.

The principal residence of the great khan, accord-

ing to Marco Polo, was in the city ofCambalu, (siince

ascertained to be Pekin,) in the province of Cathay.

This city, he says, was twenty-four miles square, and

admirably built. It was impossible, according to

Marco Polo, to describe the vast amount and variety

of merchandise and manufactures brought there ; it

would seem as if there were enough to furnish the

universe.

" Here are to l)e seen in wonderful abunda..ce the

precious stones, the pearls, the silks, and the diverse

perfumes of the East : scarce a day passes that there

does not arrive nearly a thousand cars laden with

silks, of which they make admirable stuffs in this

city.

"The palace of the great khan is magnificently

bnilt, and four miles in circuit. It is rather a group

of palaces. In the interior it is resplendent with gold

and silver; and in it are guarded the precious vases

and jewels of the sovereign." All the appointments

of the khan for war, fur the chase, for various festivi-

ties, are described in gorgeous terms.

But though Marco Polo is magnificent in his descrip-

tion of the proviiinf* of Cathay and its imperial city of

Cambalu. he outdoes himself when he comes to de-

scribe tlu province of Mangi. This province is sup-

posed to be the southern part of China. It contained,

lie says, twelve hundred cities. The capital, Quinsai,

supposed to be the city of Hang-cheu, was twenty-

five miles from the sea; but communicated by a river,

with a port situated on the sea-eoast, and had great

trade with India.

The name Quinsai, according to Marco Polo, signi-

fies the city of heaven ; he says he has been in it, and

examined it diligently, and affirms it to be the largest

in the world; and so it undoubtedly is, if the mca-

suremenlofthe traveller is to be taken for truth. He
declares that it is one hundred miles in circuit ; that it

is built upon little islands like Venice, and has twelve

thousand stone bridges,' the arches of which are so

M.indcvillc, speaking orcam1)aIu, says it is ten miles of Lorn-

banly in circuit, wliicli inalics eight miles.

' Aiiutliui' blunder in translation lias drawn tipon Marco Polo

llic iiidigiiaiion of Georgi* Ilornlus. ulio, iuiiis Origin uf Aineri-

high that the largest vessels can pass under them
without lowering their masts. It has three thousatul

baths. It has six himdred thousand families. It

aliounds with magnificent houses, and has a lake

thirty miles in circuit within its walls, on the banks of

which are superb palaces of people of rank. The
inhabitants ofQiunsai are very voluptuou8,and indulge

in all kinds of luxuries and delights, particularly the

women, who are extremely beautiful. There are

many merchants and artisans; but the masters do not

work, they employ servants to do all their labour.

The province of Mangi was conquered by the great

khan, who divided it into nine kingdoms, appointuig

to each a tributary king. He drew from it an immense
revenue, for the country abounded in gold, silver,

silks, sugar, spices, and perfumes.

Zn»ANGU, ZIPANGRI, OR CIPANGO.

Fifteen hundred miles from the shores of Mangi,

in the ocean, lay the great island of Zipangri, or as

Columbus writes it, Cipango, and which is supposed

to be Japan. Marco Polo describes it as alMundin^

in gold, which, however, the king seldom permits to

be transported out of the island. The king has a

magnificent palace covered with plates of gold, as in

other countries the roofs of the palaces are covered

with sheets oflead or copper. The halls and chambers

are likewise covered with gold; the windows adorned

with it; the very floors paved with it, sometimes in

plates of the thickness of two fingers. The island also

produces vast quantities of the largest and finest

pearls, together with a variety of precious stones, so

that in fact it abounds in riches. The great khan

made several attempts to conquer this island, but in

vain ; which is not to be wondered at if what Marco

Polo relates be true, that the inhabitants had certain

stones of a charmed virtue lied to their arms, which,

through the power of diabolical enchantments, ren-

dered them invulnerable. The island of Cipango was

an object of diligent search to Columbus.

About the island of Zipangri or Cipango, and be-

tween it and the roast of Mangi, the sea, according

to Marco Polo, is studded with small islands, to the

number of seven thousand four hundred and forty-

eight, of which the greater part are inhabited. There

is not one which does not produce odoriferous trees,

and perfumes in abundance. Columbus thought him-

self at one time in the midst of these islands.

These are the principal places, described by Marco

Polo, which occur in the letters and journals of Co-

lumbus. The island of Cipango was the first land lie

expected to make, and he intended lo visit afterwards

ca. iv, ."5, excLiims, " Wtio can Iwlicvc all that tie says of tlic city

of y uin.say ? As for example, tliat it lias stone bridges twelve Ihou-

santl mites liigti
!

" etc. 11 is probable lliat many of the exaggera-

tions in the accounts of Marco I'olo Jii-e in fact tho errors of his

translaloi-s. Mandcvilte, speaking of thissame city, which he calls

Ciuisai, says it is hnill on ilie sea like Venice, and has 1200 bridge*

,

on each of wliich is a lower.

1

1

mifm
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the province ofMangi, and to seek the great khan in

his city of Cambalii in the province of Cathay.

Unless the reader iiears In mind tliese snmptitons

descriptions of Marco Polo, of countries teeming with

wealth, and cities whose very domes and palaces flam-

ed with gold, he will have but a faint Idea of the

splendid anticipations of Columbus, when he disco-

vered, as he supposed, the extremity of Asia.

It was this confident expectation of soon arriving at

these countries, and realizing the account of the Vene-

tian, that induced him to hold forth those promises

of immediate wealth to the Sovereigns which caused

so much disappointment, and brought upon him the

frequent reproach of exciting false hopes and indulg-

ing in wilful exaggeration.

N»XX.

8IR JOHN VANDIVILLK.

Nbxt to Marco Pc'o, the travels of Sir John Mande-
ville, and his account of the territories of the great

khan along Ihe coast of Asia, seem to have been trea-

sured up in the mind of Columbus.

Mandeville was born in the town of St Albans.

He wcrj devoted (o study from his earliest childliood,

and, after finishing his general education, applied

liimself to medicine. Having a great desire to see

the remotest parts of the earth then known, that is

to say, Asia and Africa, and aliove all to visit the

Holy Land, he left England in 1332, and, passing

through France, embarked at Marseilles. According

to his own accoimt, he visited Turkey, Armenia,
Egypt, Upper and Lower Libya, Syria, Persia, Chal-

dea, Ethiopia, Tartary, Amazonia, and the Indies,

residing in their principal cities. But most, be says,

he delighted in the Holy Land, where he remained
for a long lime, examining it with the grealest mi-

nuteness, and endeavouring to follow all the traces of

our Saviour. After an absence of thirty-four years

he returned to England, but found himself forgotten

and unknown by the greater part of his country-

men, and a stranger in his native place. He wrote
a history of bis travels in three languages, English,

French, and Latin, for he was master of many
tongues. He addressed his work to Edward III, His

wanderings do not seem to have made him either

pleased with the world at large, or contented with his

home. He railed at the age, saying that there was
no more virtue extant; that the church was ruined,

error prevalent among the clergy, simony upon the

throne, and, in a word, that the devil reigned triumph-

ant. He soon relumed to the continent, and died

at Liege in 1372. He was buried in the abbey of

the Guliehniles, in the suburbs of that city, where
Ortelius in bis Ilinerarium Belgia; says that he saw
his monument, on which was the effigy, in stone, of I

a man with a forked beard and his hands raised 1

towanis his head, probably folded as In prayer, ac-

cording to the manner of old tombs, and a lion at his

feet. There was an inscription stating his name,

quality, and calling, viz. professor of medicine, ihnt

he was very pious, very learned, and very charitable

to the poor, and that, after having travelled over the

whole world, he had died at Liege. The people of

Ihe convent showed also his spurs, and Ihe housini;

of the horses which he had ridden on his travels.

The descriptions given by Mandeville of the gram!

khan, of Ihe province of Cathay, and the city o{

Cambalu, are scarcely less extravagant than those of

Marco Polo. The royal palace was more than two

leagues in circumference. The grand hall had

twenty-four columns of copper and gold. There

were more than three hundred thousand men occu-

pied, and living in and about the (xdace, of wliirii

more than one hundred thousand were employed in

laking care of the elephants, of which there were ten

thousand, and of a vast variety of other animals,

birds of prey, falcons, parrots, and parroquels. On
days of festival there were even twice Ihe number of

men employed. The title of this potentate in iiis

lellers was, " Khan, the son of God, exalted [tos-

sessor of all the earth, master of those who are mas-

ters of others." On his seal was engraved, " God

reigns in heaven, Khan upon earth."

Mandeville has become proverbial for indulging in

a traveller's exaggerations; yet his accounts of tiie

countries which lie visited have been found far more

veracious than had been imagined. His descriptions

of Cathay, and the wealthy province of Mangi,

agreeing with those of Marco Polo, had great auliio-

rity wilh Columbus.

N« XXI.

THB ZONES.

The zones were imaginary bands or circles in the

heavens, producing an effect ofclimate on correspond-

ing belts on the globe of the earlh. The polar cir-

cles and the tropics mark these divisions.

The central region lying beneath the track of the

sun, was termed the torrid zone; the two regions

between the tropics and Ihe polar circles were termed

the temperate zones; and the remaining parts, lie-

tween the polar circles and the poles, the frigid /ones.

The frozen regions near the poles were considered

uninhabitable and unnavigable, on account of the e%-

Ireme cold. The burning zone, or rather the central

part of it, immediately about the equator, was con-

sidered uninhabitable, unproductive, and impassable,

in consequence of the excessive heat. The temperate

zones, lying between them, were supposed to lie fertile

and salubrious, an<l suited to the purposes of life.

The globe was divided into two hemispheres by

the equator, an imaginary line encircling it at equal
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dittance from tlie poles. The whole of the world

known to the ancients was contained in the temperate

zone of tlie nortliern hemisphere.

It was imagined, tliat if there should be inhabitants

in the temperate zone of the southern hemisphere,

there could still be no communication with them on

account of the burning zone which intervened.

Parmenides, according to Strabo, was the inventor

uf tliis theory of the live zones, but he made the

torrid zone extend on each side of the equator beyond

the tropics. Aristotle supported this doctrine uf the

zones. In his time, nothing was known of the ex-

treme northern parts of Europe and Asia, nor of in-

terior Ethiopia, and the southern part of Africa, ex-

tending beyond the tropic of Capricorn to the Cape

of Good Hope. Aristotle believed that there was

liabitable earth in the southern hemisphere, but that

it was for ever divided from the part of the world

already known, by the impassable zone of scorching

heat at the equator.*

Pliny supported the opinion of Aristotle concerning

the burning zones. " The temperature of the cen-

tral region of the earth," he observes, " where the

sun runs his course, is burnt up as with fire. The
temperate zones, which lie on either side, can have

no communication with each other in consequence of

the fervent heat of this region."*

Strabo (lib. ii), in mentioning this theory, gives it

likewise his support; and others of the ancient phi-

losophers, as well as the poets, might be cited, to

show the general prevalence of the belief.

It must be observed that, at the time when Co-

lumbus defended his proposition before the learned

at Salamanca, the ancient theory of the burning zone

liad not yet been totally disproved by modern dis-

covery. The Portuguese, it is true, had penetrated

within the tropics; but though the whole of the space

between the tropic of Cancer and that of Capricorn

in common parlance was termed the torrid zone, the

uninhabitable and impassable part, strictly speaking,

according to the doctrine of the ancients, only ex-

tended a limited number of degrees on eadi side of

tlie equator, forming alMut a third, or at most the

half of the zone. The proofs which Columbus en-

deavoured to draw, therefore, from the voyages made
to St George la Mina, were not conclusive with those

Tvbo were bigoted to the ancient theory, and who
placed this scorching region still farther southward

and immediately about the equator.

NO XXU.

or TUB ATALiNTlS OP PLATO.

The island of Atalantis is mentioned by Plato in

Ills dialogue of Timaens. Solon, the AUienian law-

• Arislolln, Mut. ii, cip. 5.

• Pliny, lib. i, c. 01.

giver, is supposed to have travelled into Egypt, lie

is in an ancient city on the Delta, the fertile island

formed by the Nile, and is hohling converse with

certain learned priests on the anliqiiilies uf remote

ages, when one uf them gives him a description of

the island of Atalantis and of its destruction, which
he describes as having taken place befc^e the con-

flagration of the world by Phaelon.

This island, he was told, had lieen situated in the

Western Ocean, opposite to the Straits of Gibral-

tar. There was an easy [tassage from it to other is-

lands, which lay adjacent to a large continent, ex-

ceeding in size all Eurn|ie and Asia. Neptune settled

in this island, from whose son. Atlas, its name was
derived, and he divided it among his ten sons. His
descendants reigned here in regular succession for

many ages. They made irruptions into Europe and
Africa, subduing all Libya as far as Egypt, and all

Europe to Asia Minor.

They were resisted, however, by the Athenians,

and driven back to their Atlantic teiTitories. Shortly

after this there was a tremendous earthquake, and
an overflowing of the sea, which continued for a

day and a night. In the course of this, the vast is-

land of Atalantis and all its splendid cities and war-
like nations were swallowed up and sunk to the bot-

tom of the sea, which, spreading its watei-s over the

chasm, formed the Atlantic Ocean. Fur a long

time, liowever, the sea was not navigable, on ac-

count of rocks and shelves, of mud and slime, and
of the ruins of that drowned <-ouutry.

Many, in modern times, have considered this a

mere fable : ethers suppose tliat Plato, while in Egypt,

had received some vague accounts of the Canary Is-

lands; and, on his return to Greece, finding those

islands so entirely unknown to his countrymen, had
made them the seal of his political and moral specu-

lations. Some, however, have been disposed to give

greater weight to this story of Plato. They imagine

that such an island may really have existed, filling

up a great |>art of the Atlantic, and that the conti-

nent beyond it was America, which, in such case,

was not unknown to the ancients. Kircher supposes

it to have been an island extending from the Ca-
naries to the Azores : that it was really ingulfed in

one of the convulsions of the glol)e, and that those

small islands are mere shattered fragments of it.

As a further proof that the New World was not

unknown to the ancients, many have cited the sin-

gular passage in the Medea of Seneca, which is won-
derfully apposite, and shows at least how nearly the

warm (imagination of a poet may approach to pro-

phecy. The predictions of the ancient oracles were

rarely so unequivocal.

Venient annis

Saicula seris, qulbus Oceanus

Vincnla reruni laxet, ct ingens

I'aleat tcllus. Typhis(|ue iiovim

Dclegal orlics, iiec sit lei'i'iN

Ultima Tluile. _. ,

I !
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GoMclin, in liU able research into Ihe voyages of

the nnoienis, iiiipp*)!^^ the AlalniUis of Plato to linvc

been iiotliin;; more nor less llian one of the nrareNi

of Ihe Canaries, viz. Forlavenlura or Lancerote.

N'XXIIT.

Tim IMiUINtlT I8L1ND Or IT DliflDA:!.

Onk of the most singnlar geographical ilinsions on

record is that wliicli, for a long wliilo, hannletl Ihe

imaginations of Ihe inhabitants of Ihe Canarirs. They
fancied tliey beheld a nioinilainons island, of about

ninety leagues in length, lying far to llie westward.

It was only seen at intervals, though in perfectly

clear and serene weather. To some it seemed one

hundred leagues distunl, to others forty, to others

only lifleen or eighteen.

'

On attempting to reach it, however, it somehow
or other eluded the search, and was nowhere to be

found. Still there were so many persons of credibility

who concurred in testifying to their having seen it,

and the testimony of the inhabitants of difTerent is-

lands agreed so well as to its form and position, that

its existence was generally believed ; and geogra-

phers inserted it in their maps. It is laid down on

Ihe globe of Martin Behem, projected in 1402, as de-

lineated by M. dc Murr, and it will be found in most

of the maps of the time of Columbus, placed com-

monly alMut two hundred leagues west of the Cana-

ries. During the time that Columbus was making

his proposition to the court of Portugal, an inhabitant

of the Canaries applied to King John II for a vessel

to go in search of this island. In ilie archives of the

Torre di Tombo, ' also, there is a record of a contract

made by the crown of Portugal with Fernando de

Ulmo, cavalier of the royal household, and captain

of the island of Terceira, wherein he undertakes to

go, at his own expense. In quest of an island, or

islands, or terra Pirma, supposed to be the Island of

the Seven Cities, on condition of having jurisdiction

over the same, for himself and his heirs, allowing

one-tenth of the revenues to the Kin^. This Ulmo,

finding the expedition above his capacity, associated

one Juan Alphonso del Estreito in the enterprise.

They w^ere bound to be ready to sail with two cara-

vels in the month of March, 1487.^ The fate of their

enterprise is unknown.

The name of St Brandan, or fiorondan, given to

this imaginary island from time immemorial, is said

10 be derived from a Scotch abbot, who flourished in

llie sixth century, and who is called sometimes by

the foregoing appellations, sometimes St Blandano or

St Blandanns. In the martyrology of the order of

Si Augustine, he is said to have been the patriarch of

Teyjoo, Tlieatro Ci-itlco, (omciv, il. 10, S 29.

> Lib. iv. de la Cliancclaria del Rey Don Juan II, M. 101

.

J Torrp dl Tombo. Lib. das Ylha-s, f. 1 19.

.1,000 monks. Alwut the middle of the sixth century,

he accompanied his disciple, St Maclovio or St Malo,

in search of certain islands, |KMsessing the delights of

paradise, which they were told existed in Ihe midst

of the ocean, and were inhabited by infidels. After

these most .idveiilurous saints-eiTant had wandered
for a long time upon the ocean, they at length landed

upon an island called Tma. Here St Malo found the

body of a giant lying in a sepulchre. He resuscitated

him, and had much interesting conversation with

liim, the giant informing him that the inhabitants of

lliat island had some r :ions of Ihe Trinity, and

moreover giving him an account of the torments

which Jews and pagans sufiered in Ihe infernal re-

gions. Finding the giant so docile and reasonable,

St Malo expounded to him the doctrines of the Chris-

tian religion, converted him, and luptized him by

the name of Mildum. The giant, liowever, eillier

through weariness of life, or eagerness to ei^joy the

lieneiils of his conversion, begged permission, at the

end of nriern days, to die again, which was granted

him.

According to another account, the giant told llietn

he knew of an island in Ihe ocean defended by walls

of burnished gold, so resplendent thai they shone like

crystal, but to which tJiere was no entrance. At

their request he undertook to guide them to it, and

taking tlie cable of their ship, threw himself into the

sea. lie had not proceeded far, however, when a

tempest arose and obliged them all to return, and

shortly after the giant died. ' A third legend makfg

the saint pray to Heaven, on Easter-day, that they

may be permitted to find land where they may cele-

brate the offices of religion with becoming state : an

island immediately appears, on which they land,

perform a solemn mass, and the sacrament of the

Eucharist; after which, re-embarking and making

sail, they behold to their astonishment the supposed

island suddenly plunge to the bottom of the sea, being

nothing else than a monstrous whale.' When Ihe

rumour circulated of an island seen from the Cana-

ries, which always eluded the search, the legends of

St Brandan were revived, and applied to this unap-

proachable land. We are told also, that there was

an ancient Latin manuscript in llie archives of the

cathedral church of the Grand Canary, in which the

adventures of these saints were recorded. Through

carelessness, however, this manuscript has disap-

peared.' Some have maintained that this island

was known to the ancients, and was the same men-

tioned by Ptolemy among the Fortunate or Canary

Islands, by the name of Aprositus,* a Greek word,

signifying inaccessible; and which, according to friar

Diego Philipo, in his book on the incarnation of

Christ, shows that it possessed the same quality in

ancient times of deluding Ihe eye, and being unat-

' Fr. Grcgorio Garcia. Driven de los Indios, I. i, c. 9.

> Sigel>erto, Epist. ad Teilinar. Ahbal.

3 Niifinz dc la Pefia, Conquist dc la Gran Caiiaria.

» rtolciny, 1. iv, I. i.
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Linable to the feet of mortals. ' But whatever belief

IjH! ancients may have had on the subject, it is certain

Ihal it look a strong Iwld on the faitli of the moderns

during the prevalent rage for discovery ; nor did it

lack abundant testimonials. Don Juscph de Viera y

[:iavijo says, there never was a morediflicult parodox

hr problem in the science of geography ; since to af-

lirni llie existence of this island is to trample ti|ion

oiiiid criticism, judgment, and reason; and to deny

It, one must abandon tradition and experience, and

liippose iliat many (m-isoiis of credit had not the pro-

er use of their senses.

'

The belief in this island has continued long since

IIh* lime of Columbus. It was repeatedly seen, and

liy various persons at a time, always in the same

liace and the same form. In tSUO, an expedition

ft off from the Canaries in quest of it, commanded by

trmando de Troyo and Fernando Alvnrcz. They

Iruised in the wonted direction, but in vain ; and llieir

liilure ought to have undeceived tlie public. " The

Ithanlasm of the island, however," says Viera, "liad

ucli a secret enchantment for all who beheld it, tliat

[lie public preferred doubting the good conduct of the

[jiplorers ttian their own senses." In 1570 the ap-

learances were so re|ieated and clear, that there was

\
universal fever of curiosity awakened among the

«ople of the Canaries, and it was determined to send

|)rlh another expedition. That they might not ap-

«ar to acl upon light grounds, nn exact investigation

Iras previously made of all the persons of talent and

Ledibility who had seen these apparitions of land, or

|rlio had other proofs of its existence.

Aionsode Espinosa, governor of the island ofFerro,

jccordlngly made a report, in which more than one

kindred witnesses, several of them persons of the

|igliest respectability, deposed tliat they had beheld

I unknown island about forty leagues to the iiorth-

Irest of Ferro ; that they had contemplated it with

Jalinness and certainty, and had seen the sun set be-

lind one of its points.

1 Testimonials of still greater force came from the

llands orPalma and Teneriffe. There were certain

lurtuguese who affirmed that, being driven about by

] tempest, they had come upon the island of St Bo-

ndon. Pedro Velio, who was the pilot of the vessel,

erled, that, having anchored in a bay, he landed

\\\\\ several of the crew. They drank fresh water

I a brook, and beheld in the sand the print of foot-

leps, double the size of those of an ordinary man,
lid the distance between them was in proportion.

they found a cross nailed to a neighbouring tree,

lear to which were three stones placed in form of a

jiangle, with signs of fire having been made among
lein, probably to cook shell-fish. Having seen mnch
kllle and sheep grazing in the neighbourhood, two

I their party, armed with laitces, went into the

|oo(ls in |iursuit of them. The night was approach-

g, llie heavens began 1 lower,'' ..nd a harsh wind

' I'r. D. rhilipo, lib. viii. '
il. 25.

> Hist. Isl. Can., I. I,c. -..

arose. The people on board the ship cried out that

she was dragging her anchor, whereupon Velio enter-

ed (he Iwat, and hin-ried on board. In un instant

they lost sight of land, being, as it were, swept away
in the hurricane. When the storm had passed away,

and sea and sky were again serene, they searched in

vain for the island ; not a trace of it was to be seen,

and they had to pursue their voyage, lamenting the

loss of their two companions who had been abandon-

ed in the wood.

'

A learned lirtntiate, Pedro Ortiz de Funez, in-

quisitor of the drand Canary, while on a visit at

Teneriffe, summoned several persons liefore him, who
testified having seen the island. Among them was
one Marcos Verde, a man well known in those parts.

He slated, that in returning from Barbary, and ar-

riving in llie neighhourliooil of the Canaries, he be-

held land, which, according to his maps and calcula-

tions, could not be any of the known islands. He
concluded it to be Ihe far-famed St Borondon. Over-
joyed at having discovered this land of mystery, he
coasted along its spell-bound shores, initil be ancliore<i

in a l>eautiful harlwur, formed by the month of a

mountain ravine. Here he landed with several of bis

crew. "It was now, "he said, "the hour of the

Ave-Maria, or of vespers. The sun being set, the

shadows began to spread over Ihe land. The navi-

g.ilors having separated, wandered about in different

directions, until oulof hearing of each other's shouts.

Those on board, seeing Ihe night approaching, made
signals to summon back the wanderers to the ship.

They re-embarked, intending to resume Iheir investi-

gations on the following day. Scarcely were Ihey nn
lioard, however, when a whirlwind came rushing

down Ihe ravine with such violence as to drag the

vessel ft'om her anchor, and hurry her out to sea
;

and Ihey never saw any thing more of this hidden

and inhospitable island.

"

Another testimony remains on record in a manu-
script of one Abreu Galindo; but whether taken at

this lime does not .nppear. It was that of a French
adventurer, who, many years before, making a voyage
among the Canaries, was overtaken by a violent storm
which carried away his masts. At length the furious

winds drove him to the shores of an unknown island

covered with stately trees. Here he landed Avith

part of his crew, and chusing a Iree proper for a mast,

cut il down, and began to shape it for his purpose.

The guardian power of the Island, however, resented

as usual this invasion of his forbidden shores. I'he

heavens assumed a dark and threatening aspect ; the

night was approaching; and the mariners, fearing

some impending evil, abandoned their labour, and re-

turned on Iward. They were borne away as nsual

fiom the coast, and the next day arrived at the island

of Palma.'

Tlie mass of testimony collected by official authority

in I.WO seemed to satisfactory, lliat another expedi-

NuiiczdclaPefia.I. i,c. I. Vicr.i, Ilisl. Isl. Can., t. i, c.2S.

' Nunez, Conqiiist de la ciran Canaiia. Vicia, Hist., rlc.
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lion was fitted out in tlie same year in tlie island of

Palma. It was commanded by Fernando de Yillalo-

bos, regidorof the island; but was equally fruiliess

with tlie preceding. St Borondon seemed disposed

only to tantali/e the world with distant and serene

glimpses of his ideal paradise, or (o reveal it amidst

storms to tempest-tost mariners ; but to hide it com-

pletely from the view of all who diligently sought it.

Still tike people of Palma adhered to their favourite

chimera. Thirly-four years afterwards, in UiOS, they

sent another ship on the quest, commanded by Gas-

par Perez de Acosta, an accomplished pilot, accom-

panied by the Padre Lorenzo Pinedo, a holy Fran-

ciscan friar, skilled in natural science. San Borondon,

however, refused to reveal his island to either monk
or mariner. After cruising about in every direction,

sounding, observing tlie skies, the clouds, the winds,

every thuig that could furnish indications, they re-

turned without having seen any thing to authorize a

hope.

Upwards of a century now elapsed without any

new attempt to seek this fairy island. Every now
and then, it is true, the public mind was agitated by

fresh reports of its having been seen. Lemons and

other fruits, and the green branches of trees, which

floated to the shores of Gomara and Ferro, were pro-

nounced to be from the enchanted groves of San

Borondon. At length, in 1721, the public infatuation

again rose to such a height, that a fourth eypedition

was sent, commanded by Don Gaspar Domiuguez, a

man of probity and talent. As this was an expedition

of solemn and mysterious import, he had two holy

friars as apostolical chaplains. They made sail from

the island of Teneriffe towards the end of October,

leaving the populace in an indescrilMble state of

anxious curiosity. The ship, however, returned from

its cruise as unsuccessful as all its predecessors.

'

We have no account of any expedition being since

undertaken, though the island still continued to l)e a

subject of speculation, and occasionally to reveal its

shadowy mountains to the eyes of favoured indivi-

duals. In a letter written from the island ofGomara,

1759, by a Franciscan monk to one of his friends, he

relates having seen it from the village of Alaxero, at

six in the morning of the third of May. It appeared

to consist of two lofty mountains, with a deep valley

between; and on contemplating it with a telescope,

the valley or ravine appeared to be filled with trees.

He summoned the curate, Antonio Joseph Manrique,

and upwards of forty other persons, all of whom be-

held it plainly.

'

Nor is this island delineated merely in ancient

maps of the lime of Columbus. It is laid down as

one of the Canary Islands in a French map publisiied

in n04; and Mons. Gaulier, in a geographical chart

annexed to his Observations on Natural History, pu-

blished in 1755, places it five degrees to the west of

the island of Ferro, in the 2!)tli degree of N. latitude.'

Vicra, Hist. Isl. Can., t. i, c. 28.

Vicra, llisl. Isl. Can., t. i. c 28. 3 Ibid.

Such are the principal facts existing relative lo iliel

island of St Brandan. Its reality was for a lonjj; [\nA

a matter of firm lielief. It was in vain that repeated!

voyages and investigations proved its non-existence

;

the public, after trying all kinds of sophistry, uxA

refuge in the supernatural, to defend their favouritil

chinieia. They maintained that it was rendered inJ

accessible to mortals, by divine providence, or [n|

diabolical magic. Most inclined to the former. M
kinds of extravagant fancies were indulged concern-

[

ing it : some confounded it with the fabled islanll

of the Seven Cities, situated somewhere in the bosonl

of the ocean, where, in old /ones, seven bishops anil

their followers had taken refuge from (he Moots,l

Some of the Portuguese imagined it to be the abodfl

of tlieir Ios> king Sebastian. The Spaniards pretend-l

ed that Rotlerick, the last of their Gothic kings, hadl

fied thither from the Moors, after the disaslrooil

battle of the Guadalete. Others suggested that it|

might he the seat of the terrestrial paradise; tliepladl

where Enoch and Elijah remained in a state of liless-l

cdness until the final day; and that it was made ail

times apparent to the eyes, but invisible lo tlie$eartli|

of mortals. Poetry, it is said, has owed to lliigpo-l

pular belief one of its beautiful fictions: and tliegvT

den of Armida, where Rinaldo was detained enchant-l

ed, and which Tasso places in one of the Canaijl

Islands, has been identified with the imaginary Su|

Borondon.'

The learned father Feyjoo > has given a pliiloto.!

pliical solution to this geographical problem. Heal-[

tributes all these appearances, which have beenttj

numerous and so well authenlicated as not to adniitl

of doubt, to certain atmospherical deceptions, likel

that of the Fata Morgana, seen at times in tlieSlraiiil

of Messina, where the city of Reggio and its suri'ound-l

ing country is reilected in the air above the neighT

bouring sea; a phenomenon which has likewise l)««t|

witnessed in front of the city of Marseilles. As i

the tales of the mariners who had landed on ihei

forbidden shores, and been hurried from thence iiij

whirlwinds and tempests, he considers Iheni as mere

fabrications.

As the populace, however, reluctantly give iipanyl

thing that partakes of the marvellous and inysterioiu,!

and as the same atmospherical phenomena wbicli|

first gave birth to the illusion may still continue, it ij

not improbable that a belief in the island of St l)raii-|

dan may still exist among the ignorant and creduloi

of the Canaries, and that they at times behold it8|

fairy mountains rising above the distant horizon i

the Atlantic.

' Vicra, iibl Slip.

• Virr.i, Hist. Isl. Can.

} Tlieatro Crilico, t. iv, tl. 10.
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NO XXIV.

TBI ISUND OF TRB 8KTEN CITIU.

One of the popular traditions concerning the ocean

rhicli were current during the time of Cohiinhiis,

ras that of the island of the Seven Cities. It was

;or(led in an ancient legend, that al the time of the

(onqHest of Spain and Portugal by the Moors, when

le inhabitants fled in c-erv '.'.irection lo escape from

lavery, seven bishops, followed by a great umber

if their people, took shipping, and abandoned them-

ilves to their fate on the high seas. After tossing

ibout for some time, they landed upon an unknown

(land in the midst of the ocean. Here the bishops

imt the ships to prevent the desertion of their fol-

)wers, and founded seven cities. Various pilots of

>orlugal, it was said, had reached that island at dif-

>rent limes, but had never returned to give any

Ififormation concerning it, having been detained

,

ording to subsequent accounts, by the successors of

||ie bishops, to prevent pursuit. At lenglh, according

I common report, at the time that Prince Henry of

krtngal was prosecuting his discoveries, several sca-

rring men presented themselves one day before him,

nd staled that they had just relumed from a voyage,

1 the course of which they had landed upon the

^land. The inhabitants, they said, spoke their lan-

aage, and carried them immediately to church, to

ertain whether Ihey were Catholics, and were

lejoicedal finding them of the true faith. They then

ade earnest inquiries to know whether the Moors

kill retained possession ofSpain and Portugal. While

I
part of the crew were at church, the rest gathered

find on the shore for the use of the kitchen , and

und, lo their surprise, that one-third of it was gold,

t'he islanders were anxious that the crew should

nain with them a few days, until the return of their

jovernor, who was absent ; but the mariners, afraid

JTbeing detained, embarked and made sail. Such was

! story they told to Prince Henry, hoping to receive

knard for their intelligence. The prince, it is said,

tpressed displeasure at their hasty departure from

I island, and ordered them to return and procure

ynlier information; but the men, apprehensive no

^abt of having the falsehood of their tale discovered,

ade their escape, and nothing more was heard of

lem.'

This story had much currency. The island of the

leven Cities was identified with the island mentioned

Aristotle as having been discovered by the Car-

kaginians; and was inserted in the early maps about

jetiine of Columbus under the name of Aiitilla.

At the lime of the discovery of New Spain, exlra-

pnl roporls were brought lo Hispaniola of the civi-

ation of llie country ; that the people wore clothing,

lat liieir houses and temples were solid, spacious,

pdoflen magnificent, and that crosses were occasion-

|iy fuiiiid among them. Juan de Grivaija being de-

Ui!>i. (Id Aliniranle, c. 10.

spatched to explore the coast of Yucatan, reported

that in sailing along it, he beheld with great wonder

stately and beautiful edilices of lime and stone, and

many high towers that shone al a distance.' For a

time the old tradition of the Seven Cities was revived,

and many thought that they were lo be found in the

same part of New Spain.

N» XXV.

DISCOVEHV Oil THE ISLAND OP MADRIBA.

The discovery of Madeira by Macham rests prin-

cipally upon the authority of Francisco Alcaforado,

an esquire of Prince Henry of Portugal, who com-
posed an account of it fur that prince. It does not

appear to have obtained much faith among Portuguese

historians. No mention is made of il in Barros : he

allribiiles the flrst discovery of the island to Joam
Gonsalez and Tristam Yaz, who, he said, descried it

from Porto Santo, resembling a cloud in the hori-

zon.'

The Abb6 Prevosl, however, in his General His-

tory of Voyages, vol. vi, seems inclined lo give credit

lo the account of Alcaforado. " It was composed,"

he observes, "at a time when the attention of the pub-

lic would have exposed the least falsities; and no one

was more capable than Alcaforado of giving an exact

detail of this event, since he was of the number of

those who participated in the second discovery." The
narrative, as originally written, was overcharged with

ornaments and digressions : il was translated into

French, and published in Paris in IG7I . The French

translator had retrenched the ornaments, but scru-

pulously retained the facts. The story, however, is

cherished in the island of Madeira, where a painting

in illustration '
il is still to be seen. The following

is the purport of the French translation : I have not

been able lo procure the original of Alcaforado.

During thereign ofEdward III of England, a young

man of great qourage and talent, named Robert Ma-
cham, fell in love with a young lady of rare beauty,

of the name of Anne Dorset. She was his superior

in birth, and of a proud and aristocratic family ; but

the merit ofMacham gained him the preference over

all his rivals. The family of the yuung lady, to pre-

vent her making an inferior alliance, obtained an order

from the King lo have RIacham arrested and confined,

until, by arbitrary means, tlicy married his mistress

to a man of quality. As soon as the nuptials were

celebrated, Ihe nobleman conducted hisbeauliful and

afllicted bride to his seal near Bristol. Macham was

now restored to liberty. Indignant al the wrongs

he had suffered, and certain of the affections of

his mistress, he prevailed upon several friends to

> Torqiiemacla, Monnrquitt Indiana, I. Iv, c. 4. Origcn dc low

Imllcs, iwr Fr. Oiogorio Garcia. 1. iv. cyp. 20.

,

» Dart-US, Asia, dccad. i, 1. 1, cap. 5. |iP
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assist him in a project for the gratification of liis love

and liis revenge. Tiiey followed hard on the traces

of the new-married couple (o Bristol : one of the

friends obtauied an introduction into the family of

the nobleman in quality of a groom : he found Uie

young bride full of tender recollections of her lover,

and of dislike to the husband thus forced upon her.

Through the means of this friend, Macham had se-

veral communications with her, and concerted means

for their escape to France, where they might enjoy

their mutual love unmolested.

When all things were prepared, the young lady

rode out one day, accompanied only by the fictitious

groom, under pretence of taking the air. No sooner

were they out ofsightof the house than ihey gal-

loped to an appointed place on the shore of the Chan-

nel, where a boat awaited them. They were con-

veyed on board a vessel which lay with anchor a-trip

and sails unfurled, ready to put to sea. Here the

lovers were once more united. Fearful of pursuit,

the ship immediately weighed anchor; (hey made
their way rapidly along the coast of Cornwall, and

Macham anticipated (he triumph of sonn landing wi(h

his beautiful prize on the shores of gay and gallant

France. Unfortunately, an adverse and stormy

wind arose in the night ; at day-break they found

themselves out of sight of land ; the mariners were

ignorant and inexperienced ; (hey knew nothing of

the compass, and it was a time when men were un-

accustomed to traverse (he high seas. For thirteen

days the lovers were driven almul on a tempestuous

ocean, at the mercy of wind and wave. The fugidve

bride was filled wi(h terror and remorse, and looked

upon thisuproarof the elements as the anger of Hea-

ven directed against her. All the efforts of her lover

could not remove from her mind a dismal presage of

some approaching catastrophe.

At length the tempest suicided. On (he four-

teenth day, at dawn, the mariners perceived what

appeared to be a tuft of wood rising out of the sea;

they joyfully steered for it, supposing it to be an

island; they were not mistaken. As they drew near,

the rising sun shone upon noble forests, the trees of

which w^ere of a kind unknown to Ihem ; flights of

birds also came hovering about (he ship, and perched

upon the yards and rigging without any signs of fear.

The boat was sent on shore to reconnoitre, and

soon retiu'ned wi(h such accounts of the beauty of

the country, that Macham determined (o take his

drooping companion to the land, in hopes her beallh

and spirits might be restored by refreshment and re-

pose. They were accompatiicd on shore by (he faith-

ful friends who had assisted in their flight : (he ma-

riners remained on board (o guard the sliip.

Tlie country was indeed delightful : the forests

were stalely and magnificent ; (here were trees laden

with excellent fruits, others with aromatic flowers;

the waters were cool and limpid; (he sky serene;

and (here was a balmy sweetness in (he air. The
animals dial (hoy met with showed no signs of alarm

or ferocity; from which they concluded that (Ik

island was uninhabi(ed. On penetrating a litde dis-

tance they found a beautifully sheltered meadow, tlx

green bosom of which was bordered by laurels, and

refreshed by a mountain brook which ran sparklin;

over pebbles in the centre was a majestic tree, (Ik

wide branches of which afforded shade from the rayi

of the sun. Here Macham had Iwwers construct.

ed, and determined to pass a few days, hoping tlut

the sweetness of the country, and the serene (ran-

quillity of this delightful solitude, would recruit tht

drooping health and spiri(s of his companion.

Three days, however, had scarcely passed, wliei

a violent storm arose from the north-east, and raged

all night over the island. On the succeeding morn-

ing Macham repaired to the sea side, but nothing ol

(he ship was to be seen, and he concluded that it liad

foundered in the tempest.

Consternation fell upon the little band thus left in

an uninhabited island in (he midst of (he ocean. Tiie

blow fell most severely on the timid and repentant

bride. She had reproached herself with being tiie

cause of all their misfortunes, and from the first had

been haunted by dismal forebodings. Slie now con-

sidered them about to be accomplished, and lier hor-

ror was so great as to deprive her of speech : she

expired in three days, without uttering a word.

Macham was struck with despair at beholding tlie

tragical end of this tender and beautiful being. He

upbraided himself in the transports of his grief, \(ilh

tearing her from her home, her country, and her

friends, to perish upon a savage const : all the efToiis

of his companions (o console him were in vain ; he

died within five days, broken-hearted, begging, as

a last request, that his body might be interred beside

that of his mistress, at the foot of a rustic altar whicb

(hey had erected under (he great (ree. They set up

a large wooden cross on the spot, on wliicii wai

placed an inscription written by Macham himself,

relating, in a few words, his piteous adventure, am

praying any Christians who might arrive tliere to

build a chapel in the place, dedicated to Jesus tiu

Saviour.

After the death of their commander, his followen

consulted about the means to escape from the island,

The ship's boat remained on the shore : tlicy re

paired it, and put it in a state to liear a voyage, aw

then made sail, intending to return to England. Ig

norant of their situation, and carried about by tlu

pilot, a
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he listened to their story with great interest, inquired

into the situation and description of the island they

had discovered, and subsequently, on his redemption

from prison, communicated the circumstances, it is

said, to Prince Henry of Portugal.

There is a difficulty in the above narrative of Alca-

forado in reconciling dates. The voyage is said to

have taken place during the reign of Edward III,

which commenced in '1327, and ended in ^378.

Morales, to whom the English communicated their

voyage, is said to have been in the service of the Por-

tuguese on the second discovery of Madeira in 4418

and 1420. Even if the voyage and imprisonment

had taken place in the last year of King Edward's

reign, this leaves a space of forty years.

Hackluyt gives an account of the same voyage,

taken from Antonio Galvano : he varies in certain

particulars. "It happened," he says, " in the year

1344, in the time of Peter IVof Aragon. Macham

cast anchor in a bay since called after him Machio.

The lady being ill, he took her on shore, accompanied

bysomeof his friends, and the ship sailed without

tliem. After the death of the lady, Macham made a

canoe out of a tree, and ventured to sea in it with his

companions : they were cast upon the coast of Africa,

where the Moors, considering it as a kind of miracle,

carried them to the king of their country, who sent

him to the King of Castile. In consequence of the

I

traditional accounts remaining of this voyage, Henry

II of Castile sent people, in 4393, to rediscover the

1
island."

NO XXVI.

LAS ClSiS.

Bartholomew Las Casas, bishop of Chiapa, so

lonen cited in all histories of the New World, was

Iborn at Seville, in 4474, ami was of French extrac-

Ition. The family name was Casaus. The first of the

Iname who appeared in Spain served under the stan-

Idard of Ferdinand III, surnamed the Saint, in his wars

Iviih the Moors of Andalusia. He was at the taking

icf Seville from the Moors, when he was rewarded by

jthe King, and received permission to establish him-

«irthere. His descendants enjoyed the prerogatives

jof nobility, and suppressed the letter u in their name,

) accommodate it to the Spanish tongue.

Antonio, the father of Bartholomew, went to His-

|ianiola with Columbus, in 4403, and returned rich

I Seville in 4408.' It has been stated by one of the

<^raphers of Bartholomew Las Casas that he ac-

npanied Columbus in his third voyage, in 4498,

nd returned with him in 4300. This, however, is

|Dcorrect. He was during that time completing his

ducalion at Salamanca, where he was instructed in

atln, dialectics, logic, metaphysics, ethics, and

Navarrete, CoUvc. Viag., (. I. IiUitxl. p. Ixx.

physics, after the supposed method and principles of

Aristotle. While at the university, he had as a ser-

vant an Indian slave given him by his father, who
had received him from Columbus. When Isabella,

in her transport of virtuous indignation, ordered the

Indian slaves to be sent back to their country, this

one was taken from Las Casas.' The young man was
aroused by the circumstance, and, on considering the

nature of the case, jecame inflamed with a zeal in

favour of the unhappy Indians, which never cooled

throughout a long and active life. It was excited to

tenfold fervour when, at about the age of twenty-

eight years, he accompanied the commander Ovando
to Hispaniola, in 4502, and was an eye-witness lo

many of the cruel scenes which took place under his

administration. The whole of his future life, a space

exceeding sixty years, was devoted to vindicating the

cause and endeavouring to ameliorate the sufferings

of the natives. As a missionary, he traversed the

wilderness of the New World in various directions,

seeking to convert and civilize them ; as a protector

and champion, he made several voyages to Spain,

vindicated their wrongs before courts and monarchs,

wrote volumes in their behalf, and exhibited a zeal,

and constancy, and intrepidity, worthy of an apostle.

He died at the advanced age of ninety-two years, and

was buried at Madrid, at the church of the Dominican

convent of Atocha, of which fraternity he was a

member.

Attempts have been made to decry the co:isistency

and question the real philanthropy of Las Casas, in

consequence of one of the expedients to which he re-

sorted to relieve the Indians from the cruel bondage

imposed upon them. This occurred in 4347, when
he arrived in Spain on one of his missions to obtain

measures in their favour from government. On his

arrival in Spain he found Cardinal Ximenes, who had

been left regent on the death of King Ferdinand, too

ill to attend to his affairs. He repaired therefore to

Valladolid, where he awaited the coming of the new

monarch, Charles, archduke of Austria, afterwards

the emperor Charles Y. He had strong opponents

to encounter in various persons high in authority,

who, holding estates and repartimientos in the colo-

nies, were interested in the slavery of the Indians

;

among those, and not the least energetic, was the

bishop Fonseca, president of the Council of the

Indies.

At length the youthful sovereign arrived, accom-

panied by various Flemings of his court, particularly

his grand chancellor. Doctor Juan de Salvagio, a

learneil and upright man, whom he consulted on all

affairs of administration and justice. Las Casas soon

became intimate with the chancellor, and stood high

in his esteem ; but so much opposition arose on every

side, that he found his various propositions for the

relief of the natives but lillle attended to. In his doubt

and anxiety, he had now recourse to an expedient

which he considered asjustified by the circumstances

J. A. Horcntc, CEuvres de Las Casas, p. tl- Paris, 1822.
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of ihe case.' Tlie chancellor Salvagio and the other

Flemings, wlio had accompanied tlie youthful sove-

reign, had ohiaincd from him, before quilting Flan-

ders, licenses to import slaves from Africa to the

colonies : n measure which had recently, in ISIO,

heen prohibited by a decree of Cardinal Ximenes,

while acting as regent. The chancellor, who was a

humane man, reconciled it to his conscience by a

popular opinion that one negro would perform, with-

out detriment to his health, the labour of several In-

dians, and that, therefore, it was a great saving of

hnman suffering. So easy it is for interest to wrap

itself up in plausible argument ! lie might moreover

have thought ihe welfare of the Africans but little

affected by the change. They were accustomed to

slavery in their own country, and they were said to

thrive in Ihe New World. " The Africans," observes

Herrera, " prospered so much in the island of Ilis-

paniola, that it was the opinion, unless a negro should

happen to be hanged, he would never die ; for as yet

none had been known to perish from infirmity.

Like oranges, they found their proper soil in II is-

paniola, and it seemed even more natural to them

than their own native Guinea."''

Las Casas, (inding all other means ineffectual, en-

deavoured to turn these interested views of the grand

chancellor to Ihe benefit of the Indians. He pro-

posed that the Spaniards resident in the colonies might

be permitted to procure negroes for the labour of Ihe

farms and the mines, and other severe toils, which

were above the strength and destructive of the lives

of the natives.' He evidently considered the poor

Africans as Utile better than mere animals; and he

acted like others, on an arithmetical calculation of

diminishing human misery, by substituting one strong

man for three or four of feebler nature. He more-

over esteemed the Indians as a nobler and more in-

tellectual race of beings, and their preservation and

welfare of higher importance to the general interests

of humanity.

It is this expedient of Las Casas which has drawn
down severe censure upon his memory. He has been

charged with gross inconsistency, and even with hav-

ing originated " this inhuman traffic in the New
World." This last is a grievous charge; but historical

facts and dates remove the original sin from his door,

and prove that Ihe practice existed in the colonies,

and was authorized by royal decrees, long before he

look a part in the question.

Las Casas did not-go to the New World until IS02.

ny a royal ordinance passed in 4 SOI, negro slaves

were permitted to be taken there, provided they had

Herrera states this as an expedient adopted when all others

faded. " Bartholome de las Casas, vicndo que sus conceptnn lialla-

ban en todas partes dificultad, y que las opinioncs que tenia, |)or

iniicha famiUaridad que habia seguido, y gran ci'tidito con el gran

eanclUiJr, no podian habcr efeutu, se volvid a otros expedicntes,"

etc.—Uecad. 2, 1, il, c. 20.

' Herrera, Mist. Ind., d. 2, U iii, cap. 4.

' Idem, d. 2, 1, ii, v.. 20. i i

been born among Christians.' By a letter wriltm

by Ovando, dated 151)3, it appears that there were

numbers in tiie island of Ilispiiniola at that time, and

he entreals Ihat none more might be permitted to be

brought. In ISCti, the Spanish government forbadu

the introduction of negro slaves from the Levant, or

those brought up amongst the Moors, and stipulated

that none should be taken to the colonies but those

from Seville, who had l)een instructed in the Clirus-

tian faith, that they might contribute to the conver-

sion of Ihe Indians.* In 1310, King Ferdinand, being

informed of the physical weakness of the Indians, or-

dered fifty Africans lo be sent from Seville to labour

in the mines.' In I5II, he ordered that a great

number should be proei\red from (lUinea, and trans-

ported to Hispaniola, understanding that one negro

could perform the work of four Indians.* In io\i

and 151 3, he signed further orders relative lo the

same subject. In 1516, Charles V granted licenses

to ;he Flemings to import negroes to the colonies.

It was not until the year 1517 that Las Casas gave

his sanction to the traflic. It already existed, and lie

countenanced it solely with a view to having tlie

hardy A fi leans substituted for the feeble Indians. It

was advocated at the snine lime, and for the same

reasons, by the Geronlniile friars, who wt-re luis-

sionaries in Ihe colonies. The motives of Las Casas

were purely benevolent, though founded on erroneous

notions of justice. He thought to permit evil, ijiat

good might spring out of it ; to chuse between tno

existing abuses, and to eradicate the greater by re-

sorting to the lesser. His reasoning, however falla-

cious it may be, was considered satisfactory and liii-

mane by some of the most learned and benevolent

men of the age, among whom was the Cardinal

Adrian, afterwards elevated to the papal chair, and

characterized by gentleness and humanity. The traflic

was permitted ;^inquiries were made as lo the number

of slaves required, which was limited lo four llioii-

saiid; and the Flemings obtained a monopoly of the

trade, which they afterwards farmed out to the Ge-

noese.

Dr Roberlson, in noticing this affair, draws a con-

trast between the conduct of the Cardinal Ximenes,

and that of Las Casas, strongly to the disadvantage

of the latter. " The cardinal," he observes, " when

solicited to encourage this commerce, peremptorily

rejected the proposition, because he perceived the

iniquity of reducing one race of men to slavery, when

he was consulting about the means of restoring li-

berty to another; but Las Casas, from the inconsis-

tency natural to men who hurry with headlong im-

petuosity towards a favourite point, was incapable of
j

making this distinction. In the warmth of his zeal

to save the Americans from the yoke, lie pronounced

• Herrera, Hist. Ind., dcc.ad. 2, 1, ii. c. t.

> Idem, d. 1,1. vi,c. 20.

3 Idem. d. I, I. viii. e.U.

4 Idem, d. I. I. ix, c. K- -'!.,.f -vi i
>
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it to be lawful and expedient lo impose one still

heavier upon the Africans." '

This dislribulion of praise and consure is not per-

fectly correct. Las Casas had no idea that he was

imposing a heavier, or so heavy, n yoke upon the

Africans. 'J'he latter were considered more capable

of labour, and less impatient of slavery. While the

Indians sunk under their tasks, and perished by thou-

sands in Ilispaniola, the negroes, on the contrary,

throve there. Ilerrera, lo whom Dr Kobertson re-

fers as his authority, assigns a different motive, and

one of mere finance, fur the measure of Cardinal

Ximenes. lie says that he ordered that no one

should take negroes to the Indies, because, as the

natives were decreasing, and it was known that one

negro did more work than four of them, there would

proliahly be a great demand for African slaves, and

a tribute might i)e imposed upon the Iraile, from

which profit would result to the royal treasuiy."

This measure was presently after carried into effect,

though subsequent to the death of the cardinal, and

licenses were granted by the sovereign for pecuniary

considerations. Fiechier, in his life of Ximenes, as-

signs another but a more political motive for this pro-

hibition, ihe cardinal, he says, ui)jecled to the

importation of negroes into the colonies, as he feared

they would corrupt the natives, and by confederacies

with them render them formidable lo government.

De Marsolier, another biographer of Ximenes, gives

eqnal'y politic reasons for this proliibilion. He cites

a letter written by the cardinal on the subject, in

wliich he observed that he knew the nature of the

negroes : they were a people capable, it was true,

of great fatigue, but extremely prolific and enter-

prising; and that, if they had lime to multiply in

America, they would infallibly revolt, and impose

on the Spaniards the same chains which they had

compelled them to bear.^ These facts, while they

take from the measure of the cardinal that credit for

exclusive philanthropy which has been bestowed upon

it, manifest the clear foresight of that able politician,

whose predictions, with respect to negro revolt, have

lieen so strikingly fulfilled in the island of Ilispa-

niola.

Cardinal Ximenes, in fact, though a wise and
npriglit statesman, was not troubled with scruples of

conscience on these questions of natural right ; nor

did be possess more toleration than his contempora-

ries towards savage and infidel nations. lie was
grand inquisitor of Spain, and was very efficient,

(luring the latter years of Ferdinand, in making slaves

of the refractory Moors of Granada. He authorized,

by express instructions, expeditions lo seize and en-

nol)erlson. Hi»t. Ainorica, p. 5.

' " Poniuc como il>an fattando Ids Indies, y se conocia que un
negro trabi(jaba masque cualro.por lo ciial liabia gran itcinanUa
lie cllos. iwrecia cjue se podia ponnr aJRun Iributo en la saci , de que
rcsnllaria provecho .'i la real liacienda. "— llcriera. duKid. 2, 1. 11,

c.».

' De Marsolier, Hist, du MliiiMt re dii CardUial Xinienr.s, I. vl.

TiMlluiliie, n!9».

slave Ihc Indians of the Caribl)ee Islands, whom he

tcrmeil only suited to labour, enemies of the Chris-

tians, and cannibals. Nor will it be considered a

proofofagentle and tolerant [K)licy, thai he introduced

the tribunal of the Iiupiisition into the New World.

These circumstances are not cited to cast reproach

upon Ihe character of Cardinal Ximenes, but tosluiw

how incorrectly he has been extolled at the expense

of Las Casas. Both of Ihem must he judged in con-

nexion with the customs and opinions of the age in

which they lived.

Las Casas was the atithor of many works, but few

of which have been printed. The most important is

u General History of the Indies, from their discovery

lo the year 1520, in three volumes. It exists only iii

manuscript, but is the fountain from which Herrcra

and most of the other historians of the New World
have drawn large supplies. The work, though pro-

lix, is valuable, as Ihe author was an eye-witness of

many uf Ihe facts, had others from persons who were

concerned in the transactions recorded, and pos-

.sessed copious documents. It displays great eru-

dition, though somewhat crudely and diffusely in-

troduced. His history was commenced in 1527, at

fifty-three 3'ears of age, and was finished in 1559,

when eighty-five. As many things are set down
from memory, there is occasional inaccuracy; but

the whole hears the stamp of sincerity and truth.

The author of the present work, having had access to

this valuable manuscript, has made great use of it,

drawing forth many curious facts hitherto neglected;

hut be has endeavoured to consult it with caution,

collating it with other autiioriiies, and omitting what-

ever appeared to be dictated by prejudice or over-

heated zeal.

Las Casas has been accused of high colouring and

extravagant declamation, in those passages which

relate to the barbarities practised on Ihe natives ; nor

is the charge entirely without foundation. The same

zeal in the cause of the Indians is expressed in liis

writings that shone forth in his actions; always

pure, often vehement, and occasionally nnseasonable

;

still, however, when he errs, it is in a generous and

righteous cause. If one-tenth part of what he says

he "witnessed with his own eyes" be true, and his

veracity is above all doubt, he would have been

wanting in the natural feelings of humanity, had he

not expressed himself in terms of indignation and

abhorrence.

In the course of his work, when Las Casas men-

tions the original papers lying before him, from which

he drew many of his facts, it miikes one lament that

they shou!d l)e lost lo the world. Besides the jour-

nals and letters of Columbus, he says he had numbers

of Ihe letters of the Adelantado Don Bartholomew,

who wrote better than his brother, and whose writ-

ings must have been full of energy. Above all, be

had the map, formed from study and conjecture, by

which Columbus sailed on his first voyage. What

a preciou.s document would this be for the world

!
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These writings may still exist neglected and for-

gotten among tlie nibbisli of some convent in Spain.

Little hope can be entertained of discovering them in

the present state of degeneracy of the cloister. The

monksof Atocha, in a recent conversation with one

of the royal princes, betrayed an ignorance that this

illuslrions man was buried in their convent, nor can

any of the fraternity point out this place of sepulture

to (he stranger.

The publication of this work of Las Casas has not

been permitted in Spain, where every book must

have the sanction of a censor before it is committed

to the press. The horrible pictures it exhibits of the

cruelties inflicted on the Indians would, it was ima-

gineii, excite an odium against their conquerors. Las

Casas himself seems to have doubted the expediency

of publishing it; for, in 1500, he made a note with

his own hand, which is preserved in the two first

volumes of the original, mentioning that he left them,

in confidence, to the college of the order of (he Predi-

cadores of St Gregorio in Valladolid, begging of its

prelates that no secular pei-son, nor even the col-

legians, should be permitted to read his history for

the space of forty years ; and that after that term it

might be printed, if consistent with the good of the

Indians and of Spain.*

For the foregoing reason the work has been cau-

tiously used by Spanish historians, passing over in

silence, or with brief notice, many passages of dis-

graceful import. This feeling is natural, if not com-

mendable; for the world is not prompt to discriminate

between individuals and the nation of whom they

are but a part. The laws and regulations for the

government of the newly-discovered coimlries, and

the decisions of the Council of the Indies on all con-

tested points, though tinctured in some degree with

the bigotiy of the age, were distinguished for wis-

dom, justice, and humanity, and do lionour to the

Spanish nation. It was only in the abuse of them by

individuals to whom the executiot of the laws was

intrusted, that these atrocities were committed. It

sliould be remembered also, that the same nation

which gave uirth to the sanguinary and rapacious

adventurers who perpetrated these cruelties, gave

birth likewise to the early missionaries, like Las Ca-

sas,who followed the sanguinary course of discovery,

binding up the wounds inflicted by their country-

men : men who, in a truly evangelical spirit, braved

all kinds of perils and hardships, and even death itself,

not through a prospect of temporal gain or glory, but

through d desire to ameliorate the condition and save

the souls of barbarc.is and suffering nations. The
dauntless enterprises and fearful peregrinations of

many of these virtuous men, if properly appreciated,

would be found to vie in romantic daring with the

I In this notice, (lie author has occasionally availed himself of

(he interesting memoir of Mons. J. A. Llurentc. prefixed to liis col-

lection of the worlds of Las Casas ; collating it with Uic History of

llerrera, from which its facbi ai-e principally derived.

• Navarretc, Collec. Viag., t. i, Inlr.Hl. p. Ixxv.

heroic achievements of chivalry, excited by motivei

of a purer and far more exalted nature.

NO XXVII.

PKTEH MAarVB.

Peter Martik, or Marttr, of whose writings

much use has been made in this history, was born at

Anghierra, in tlie territory of Milan, in Italy, on the

second of February, I -{53. He is commonly termed

Peter Martyr of Angletia, from the Latin name of

his native place. He is one of the earliest historianj

that treat of Columbus, and was his contemporary

and intimate acquaintance. He was educated at

Rome; and in 1487, having acquired a distinguished

reputation for learning, he was invited by the Spa-

nish ambassador, the Count de Tendilla, to accom-

pany him to Spain. He willingly accepted (he

invitation, and was presented to the Sovereigns at

Saragossa. Isabella, amidst the cares of the war Willi

Granada, was anxious for the intellectual advance-

ment of lier kingdom, and wished to employ Marlyr

to instruct the young nobility of the royal household.

With her peculiar delicacy, however, she first made

her confessor, Hernando de Talavera, inquire of

Martyr in what capacity he desired to serve lier.

Contrary to her expectation. Martyr replied, " in Ihe

profession of arms." The Queen complied ; and he

followed her in her campaigns, as one of her hou8^

hold and military suite, b((t without distinguishing

himself, and perhaps without having any parlicniar

employ in a capacity so foreign to his talents. After

the surrender of Granada, when the war was ended,

the Queen, through the medium of the grand cardinal

of Spain, prevailed upon him to undertake the in-

struction of the young nobles of her court.

Martyr was acquainted with Columbus while

making his application to the Sovereigns, and \ras

present at his triumphant reception by Ferdinand and

Isabella in Barcelona, on his return from liis first

voyage. He was continually in the royal camp dur-

ing the war with the Moors, of which his letters
|

contain many interesting particulars. He was sent

ambassador extraordinary by Ferdinand and Lsatella

in 1501 to Venice, and thence to the grand soldanof

Egypt. Thesoldan, in 1490 or 1491, had sent an

eml)assy to the Spanish Sovereigns, threatening thai,

unless they desisted from the war against Granada,

he would put all the Chr u?''!S in Egypt and Syria to

death, overturn all tm.'' iemples, and destroy the

holy sepulchre at Jerusalem. Ferdinand and Isihella

pressed the war with tenfold energy, and bro igiil it

to a triumphant conclusion in the next canpaign,

while the soldan was still carrying on a similar ne-

(^olialion with the Pope. They afterwards sent Peler

Martyr ambassador to the soldan to explain and jus-

tify their measure. Martyr discharged the duties of
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Ids embassy with great ability; obtained permission

from the soldan to repair (he holy places at Jerusa-

lem, and an abolition of various extortions to which

Christian pilgrims had been subjected. While on this

embassy he wrote his work De Legatione Babylonica,

which includes a history of Egypt in those times.

On his return to Spain, he was rewanled with

places and pensions, and in iSii was appointed a

minister of the Council of the Indies. His principal

work is an account of the discoveries of the New
World, in eight decades, each containing ten chap-

ters. They are styled Decades of the New World,

or Decades of the Ocean, and, like all his other works,

were originally written in Latin, though since trans-

lated into various languages. He had familiar access

to letters, papers, journals, and narratives of the

early discoverers, and was personally acquainted

with many of them, gathering particulars from their

conversation. In writing his Decades, he took great

pains to obtain information from Columbus himself,

and from others, his companions.

In one of his epistles (N"IS5, January 1494, to

Pomponius Lactus) he mentions having just received

a letter from Columbus, by which it appears he was

in corres|)ondence with him. Las Casas says that

great credit is to he given to hiui with respect to

those voyages of Columbus, although his Decades

contain some inaccuracies relative to subse(|nent

levents in the Indies. Murioz allowed him great

credit as a contemporary author, grave, well culti-

vated, instructed in the facts of which he treats, and

[of entire probity. He observes, however, that his

writings, being composed on the spur or excitement

•f the moment, often related circumstances which

inbsequently proved to be erroneous; that they were

ritten without method or care, often confusing

lates and events, so that they must be read with

me caution.

Martyr was in the daily habit of writing letters to

iislinguisheil persons, relating the passing occur-

ences of the busy court and age in which he lived.

n several of these Columbus is mentioned, and also

ime of the chief events of his voyages, as pronuU-

ated at the very moment of his return. These let-

!rs not being generally known or circulated, or fre-

uently cited, it may be satisfactory to the reader to

ave a few of the main passages which relate to Co-

lumbus. They have a striking effect in carrying us

ick to the very lime of the discoveries.

In one of his epistles, dated Barcelona, May 1st,

4i)3, and addressed to C. Borromeo, he says, "With-
in these few days a certain Christopher Columbus has

rrived from the western antipodes : a man of Liguria,

horn my Sovereigns reluctantly intrusted with three

lips, to seek that region ; for they thought that what
le said was fabulous. He has returned and brought
cimens of many precious tilings, but particularly

|old, which those countries naturally produce."'

In another letter, dated likewise from Barcelona

«)piis Epl«t. p. Jiartyris Anglcrii. ICpiet. 151.

in September following, he gives a more particular

account. It is addressed to Count Tendilla, gover-

nor of Granada, and also to Hernando Talavera, arch-

bishop of that diocese, and the same to whom the

propositions of Columbus had been referred by the

Spanish Sovereigns.
*' Listen," says Peter Martyr in his epistle, " to a

new discovery. You remember Columbus the Ligu-

rian, appointed in the camp by our Sovereigns to

search for a new hemisphere of land at the western

antipodes. You ought to recollect, for yon had some
agency in the transaction; nor would the enterprise,

as I think, have been undertaken without your coun-

sel . He has returned in safety, tnd relates the won-
ders he has discovered. He exhibits gold as proof of

the mines in those regions; gosampine cotton also,

and aromatics, and pepper more pungent than that

from Caucasus. All these things, together with

scarlet dye-wood, the earth produces spontaneously.

Pursuing the western sun from Gades live thousand

miles, as he relates, he fell in with sundry islands,

and took possession of one of them, of greater circuit,

he asserts, than the whole of Spain. Here he found

a race of men living contented in a slate of nature,

subsisting on fruits and vegetables, and bread formed

from roots. These people have kings, some greater

than others, and they war occasionally among them-

selves, with bows and arrows, or lances sharpened

and hardened in the lire. The desire of command
prevails among them, though they are naked. They
liave wives also. What they worship, except the

divinity of heaven, is not ascertained," etc.

In another letter, dated likewise in September,

1495, and addressed to tlie cardinal and vice-chan-

cellor Ascanius Sforza, he says :

" So great is my desire to give you satisfaction,

illustrious prince, that I consider it a gratifying OC'

currence in the great fluctuations of events, when
any thing takes place among us in which yon may take

an interest. The wonders of this terrestrial globe,

round which the sun makes a circuit in the space of

four-and-twenty hours, have, until our time, as you

are well aware, been known only in regard to one

hemisphere, merely from the golden Chersonesus to

our Spanish Gades. The rest has been given up as

unknown by cosmograpliers; and if any mention of it

has been made, it has been slight and dubious. But

now, O blessed enterprise ! under the auspices of our

Sovereigns, what has hitherto lain hidden since the

first origin of things, has at length begun to be deve-

loped. The event has thus occurred. Attend, il-

lustrious prince ! A certain Christopher Columbus,

a Ligurian, despatched to those regions with three

vessels by my Sovereigns, pursuing the western sun

above five thousand miles from Gades, achieved his

way to the antipodes. Three-and-thirty successive

days they navigated, with nought t)ut sky and water.

At lengtli, from the mast-head of the largest vessel,

in which Columbus himself sailed, those on the look

> opua Kpist. P. Marlyris Angtcril. Episl. 134.
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out prockiimed Uie si^^lit of land. lie roasted along

six islands, one of tliem, as all his followers declare,

beguiled perchance by Ihe novelty of the scene, is

larger than Spain. " Martyr proceeds to give the

usual account of the productions of the islands, and

the manners and customs of the natives, particu-

larly the wars which occurred among them ;
" as if

«n«u»i and tuum had been introduced among them
as among us, and expensive luxuries, .-ind Ihe desire

of accumulating wealth ; for what, you will think, can

bethe wants of naked men ? What furthermay take

place," he adds, " I will in future relate. Farewell."'

In another letter, dated Yalladulid, February 1st,

'1494, to Hernando dc 'i'alavera, Archbishop of Gra-

nada, he observes, '' The King and Queen, on the

return of Columbus to Barcelona, from his honour-

able enterprise, appointed him admiral of the ocean

sea, and caused him, on account of bis illustrious

deeds, to be sealed in their presence ; an honour and

a favour, as you know, the highest with our Sove-

reigns. They have despatched him again to those

regions, furnished with a fleet of eighteen ships.

There is prospect of great discoveries at the western

antarctic antiptxles. "

'

In a subsequent letter to Pomponius Ltnelus, dated

from Alcala de Ilenares, December 9th, 1494, be

gives the flrst news of the success of this expedition.

" Spain, " says he, " is spreading her wings, aug-

menting her empire, and extending her name and

glory to the antipodes. *****
Of eighteen vessels despatched by my Sovereigns

with the Admiral Columbus, in his second voyage to

the western hemisphere, twelve have returned, and

have brought gosampine cotton, huge trees of dye-

wood, and many other articles held with us as pre-

cious, the natural productions of that hitherto bidden

world; and, besides all other things, no small quantity

of gold. U[(on the surface of that earth are found

rude masses of native gold, of weight almost passing

belief. Some weigh 25U ounces, and they hope to

discover others of n much larger size, from what the

naked natives intimate, when they extol their gold to

our people. Nor are the Lestrigonians nor Polyphemi,

who feed on human flesh, any longer doubtful. When
he proceeded from the Fortunate Islands, now term-

ed Ihe Canaries, to liispaniola, the island on which

be flrst set foot, turning his prow a little towards the

Kouth, be arrived at innumerable islands of savage

men, whom they call cannibals, or Caribbees ; and

these, though naked, are courageous warriors. They

light skilfully with bows and clubs, and have boats

hollowed from a single tree, yet very capacious, in

which they make fierce descents on neighbouring

islands, inhabited by milder people. They attack

their villages, from which they carry off the men and

devour them. "

'

Another letter to Pomponius Ltclus on the same

' 0(1119 Epist. P. Marlyris i\ii;;li.'i'ii.

I liliMii. KiiIkI. m.
' lilrni, Kpisl. 1»". ',-.:F .

E|iisl. 13.^.

subject has been cited at largo in the body of ilijj

work. It is true these extracts give nothing that has

not been stated more at large in the Decades of the

same author ; but they are curious as the very (irsi

announcemenis of the discoveries of Columbus, aiui

as showing the flrst stamp of these extraordinary

events upon the mind of one of the most learned and

liberal men of the age.

A collection of the letters of Peter Martyr was pu.

blished in 1S50, under the title of Opus Epistolariuiu

Petri Marlyris Anglerii. It is divided into liiirty-

eight liooks, each containing the letters of one year,

The same objections have been made to his letiei-s as

to his Decades, but they bear the same stamp of can-

dour, probity, and great information. They posmi

peculiar value from being written at the munient,

l)ef(ire the facts they record were distorted or disco-

loured by prejudice or misrepresentation. His worls

abound in inleresling particulars, not to be found in

any contemporary historian. They are rich in thought,

but still richer in fact, and are full of urbanity, andof

the liberal feeling of a scholar who has mingled with

the world. He is a fountain from which others draw,

and from which, with a little precaution, they may

draw securely. He died in Yalladolid, in 4520.

>o xxvm.

OVIKDO.

GoNZALo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes, com-

monly known as Oviedo, was l)orn in Madrid, 1478,1

and died in Yalladolid, in -1557, aged sevenly-niiicl

years. He was of a noble Asturian family, and iiil

his boyhood (in 1490) was appointed one of tiie iiiigrsl

to Prince Juan, heir-apparent of Spain, the only sunl

of Ferdinand and Isabella. He was in this silualionl

at the time of the siege and surrender of Granad3,[

was consequently at court at the time that Coliiinl)iis|

made his agreement with the Catholic Sovereigns,!

and was in the same capacity at Barcelona, and wil-f

nessed the triumphant entrance of the discoverer,

attended by a number of the natives of the nenly-

found countries.

In 1513 he was sent out to the New World byl

Ferdinand to superintend the gold founderies. Fori

many years he served there in various offlces of IrustI

and dignity, both under Ferdinand and his grandsoiil

and successor Charles Y. In 153S he was madel

alcayde of the fortress of St Domingo, hi ]]ispaniola,|

and afterwards was appointed historiographer of llit

Indies. At the time of his death he had served

crown upwards of forty years, thirty-four of wliid

were passed in the colonies ; and he had crossed tli^

ocean eight times, as be mentions in various parts o

his writings. He wrote several works : liic moj

iui|)ortant is a Chronicle of Ihe Indies, in fifty l)oois|

divided iuto three parts. 'J'lie lirsl purl, conlainiic
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nineteen books, was printed at Seville in 1533, and

reprinted in 1547 at Salamanca, augmented by a

twentieth book containing shipwrecks. The re-

]
niainder of the work exists in manuscript. The

printing of it was commenced at Valladolid in 1357,

bdtwas discontinued in conseqiienceof hisdeath. It

is one of the nnpublished treasures of Spanish colo-

I
nial history.

He was an indefatigable writer, laborions in col-

I

iecting and recording facts, and com[M)sed a multitude

of volumes, which are scattered through the Spanish

I
libraries. His writings arc full of events which hap-

1 pened under his own eye, or were communicated lo

lliim by eye-witnesses; but he was delicient in judg-

Inient and discrimination. He collected bis facts

I
without caution, and often from sources unworthy of

I
credit. In his account of the first voyage of Co-

lliinibus he falls into several egregious errors, in con-

Isequence of taking the verltal information of a pilot

Inamed Herman Perez Matheo, who was in the in-

Iterest of tlie Pinzons, and adverse to the Admiral.

)lli$ workisnot much to be depended upon in matters

jrelative to Columbus. When he treats of a more

ladvanced period of the New World, from his own
laclual observation, he is much more satisfactory,

Ihougli he is accused of listening too readily to popu-

lar fables and misrepresentations. His account of

Itlie natural productions of the New World and of

Itiie customs of its inhabitants, is full of curious par-

liculars; and the best narratives of some of the minor

voyages which succeeded those of Columbus are to

! found in the unpublished part of his work.
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NO XXIX.

CUBA DB LOS PALACI08.

Andhez Berisaldez, or Bernal, generally known
by the title of the Curate of Los Palacios, from hav-

ing been curate of the town of Los Palacios from

liliout 1488 to 1513, wasborn in the town of Fuentes,

knd was for sometime chaplain to Diego Deza, Arch-

pisliop of Seville, one of the greatest friends to the

|pplication of Columbus. Bernaldez was well ac-

puainled with the Admiral, who was occasionally

tis guest, and, in 1496, left many of his manuscripts

^nd journals with him, which the curate made use of

I a history of the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella,

I which he introduced an account of the voyages of

^lunibu«. In his narrative of the Admiral's coast-

bg along the southern side of Cuba, the curate is

bore minute and accurate than any other historian,

pis work exists only in manuscript, but is well known
) historians, who have made frequent use of it. In

he possession of O. Rich, Esq. of Madrid, is a very

firioiis manuscript chronicle, already quoted in this

fork, made up from this history of the Curate of Los

lalarifls, and IVom various other historians of the

times, by some contemporary vrriler. In his account

of the voyage of Columbus, lie differs in some trivial

particulars from (he regular copy of liie manuscript

of the curate. These variations have been carefully

examined by the author of this work, and wherever

they appear to have been for the belter, have been

adopted.

No XXX.

"navigationb del rk de castiglia dellb isole b paesb

nijovame.^tk hitkovate."

"NAVIGATIO CBRIirrOPBOBI COLOMDI."

The above are the titles, in Italian and in Latin, of

the earliest narrative uf the first and second voyages of

Columbus thatappeared in print. It was anonymous,
and there are some curious particulars in regard to it.

It was originally written in Italian by Montalbodo

Fracanzo, or Fracanzano, or by Francapano de Mon-
labaldo, for writers differ in regard lo the name, and

was published in Yicenza, in 1507, in a collection of

voyages entitled, Mondo Novo, e Paese Nuovamenle
Ilitrovate.

The collection was republished at Milan, in 1508,

both in Italian and in u Latin translation made by

Archangelo Madrignano, under the tilleofltinerariuni

Portugallensium ; this title being given because the

work related chiefly to the voyages of Luigi Cada-

mosto, a Venetian in the service of Portugal.

The collection was afterwards augmented by Simon

Grinxus with other travels, and printed in Latin, at

Basle, in 1533,' by Ilervagio, entitled, Novns Orbis

Regionum, etc. The edition of Basle, 1555, and the

Italian edition of Milan in 1308, have been consulted

in the course of this work.

Peter Martyr (decad. II, cap. 7 ) alludes to this

publication under the first I^lin title of the book,

Ilinerarium Portugallensium ; and accuses the author,

whom by mistake be terms Cadamoslo, of having

stolen the materials of his book from the three first

chapters of his first Decade of the Ocean, of which be

says be granted copies in manuscript to several per-

sons, and in particular lo certain Venetian ambas-

sadoi-s. Martyr's Decades were not published until

1516.

This narrative of the voyages of Columbus is re-

ferred lo by Geo. Batista Spotorno, in his Historical

Memoir of Columbus, as having been written by a

companion of Columbus.

It is manifest, from a perusal of the narrative, that

though the author may have helped himself freely

from the manuscript of Martyr, he must have had

other sources of information. His description of the

person of Cohimbus, as a man tall ofstature and large

of frame, of a ruddy complexion and lengthened

visage, is not copied from Martyr, nor from any oilier

writer. No historian had indeed preceded him ex-

> Bihilottircn Pini-lln.
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cept Sabellicns, in 1504, and the portrait agrees will)

that subseqoenlly given ofColumbus in the biography

written by liis son.

It is probable that this narrative, which appeared

only a year after the death of Columbus, was a piece

of literary job-work, written for the collection of

voyages published at Yicenza ; and (hat the materials

were taken from oral communication, from the ac-

count given by Sabellicus, and particularly from the

manuscript copy of Martyr's first decade.

NO XXH.

' Anromo db dkbbkba.

Antonio Herreha de Tordesillas, one of the au-

thors most frequently cited in this work, was born in

4565, of Roderick Tordesillas and Agnes de Herrera,

his wife. He received an excellent education, and

entered into the employ of Vespasian Gonzaga,

brother to the Duke of Mantua, who was viceroy of

INaples for Philip the Second of Spain. He was lor

some time secretary to this statesman, and intrusted

with all his secrets. He was afterwards grand his-

toriographer of the Indies to Philip II, who added to

that title a large pension. He wrote various books;

but the most celebrated is a General History of the

Indies, or American Colonies, in four volumes, con-

taining eight decades. When he undertook this

work, all the public archives were thrown open to

him, and he had access to documents of all kinds.

He has been charged with great precipitation in the

production of his two first volumes, and with negli-

gence in not making sufflcient use of the indisputable

sources of information thus placed within his reach.

The fact was, that he met with historical tracts lying

in manuscript which embraced a great part of the

first discoveries, and he contented himself with stat-

ing events as he found them therein recorded. It is

certain that a great part of his work is little more than

a transcript of the manuscript history of the Indies by

Las Casas, sometimes reducing and improving the

language when tumid; omitting the impassioned

sallies of the zealous father, when the wrongs of the

Indians were in question ; and suppressing various

circumstances degrading to the character of the Spa-

nish discoverers. The author of the present work

has, therefore, frequently put aside the history of

Herrera, and consulted the source of his information,

the manuscript history of Las Casas.

Muiioz observes, " titat in general Herrera did

little more than join together morsels and extracts,

taken from various parts, in the way that a writer

arranges chronologically the materials from which he

intends to compose a history. " He adds, " that had

not Herrera been a learned and judicious man, the

precipitation with which he put together these ma-

terials would have led to innumerable errors." The

remark isjust; yet it is to be considered, that to select

and arrange such materials judiciously, and treat

them learnedly, was no trilling merit in the historian.

Herrera has been accused also of flattering his na-

tion; exalting the deeils of his countrymen, and s.ifl.

ening and concealing their excesses. There is nothing

very serious in this accusation. To illustrate t||«

glory of his nation Is one of the noblest oftices of the

historian ; and it is difllcult to speak too highly of

the extraordinary enterprises and splendid actions

of the Spaniards In those days. In softening their ex-

cesses, he fell into an amiable and pardonable error, if

it were indeed an error for a Spanish writer to en-

deavour to sink them in oblivion.

Yossius passes a high eulogium on Herrera. "No

one," he says, "has described with greater industry

and fidelity the magnitude and boundaries of pro-

vinces, the tracts of sea, position ofcapes and Islands,

of ports and hartiours, the windings of rivers ami

dimensions of lakes, the situation and peculiariliM

of regions, with the appearance of the heavens, and

the designation ofplaces suitable for the establishment

of cities." He has been called among the Spaniards

the prince of the historians of America; and it is

added, that none have risen since his time capable of

disputing with him that title. Much of this praise

will appear exaggerated hv such as examine tiie ma-

nuscript histories, from which he transferred cliap-

ters and entire books, with very little altenition, lo

his volumes; and a great part of the euloglums pass-

ed on him for his work on the Indies will l)e fonnd

really due to Las Casas, who has too long been eclips-

ed by his copyist. Still, Herrera has left voJiiniiDous

proofs of industrious research, extensive informatioii,

and gre '(. Hterary talent. His works bear the marii

of candour, integrity, and a siiicere desire to record

the truth.

He died in 1625, at sixty years of age, after having

obtained from Philip IV the promise of the first place

of secretary of state that should become vacant.

• No xxxn.

BISnOP F0N8ECA.

The singular malevolence displayed by Bishop Jnanl

Rodriguez de Fonseca towards Columbus and liisl

family, and which was one of the secret and princi-f

pal causes of their misfortunes, has been frequenll]]

noticed in the course of this work. It origiiiatt

has been shown, in some dispute between the Admi'l

ral and Fonseca at Seville, in 1495, on account of tin

delay in fitting out (he armament for the second voyf

age, and in regard to the number of domestics l

form the household of the Admiral. Fonseca receive

a letter from the Sovereigns, tacitly reproving kiin|

and ordering him to show all possible attention li

the wishes of Columbus, and to see that he was lieai

J '^i
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ed with lionour and deference. Fonseca never forgot

this affront, and, what with him was the same thing,

never forgave it. His spirit appears to have been of

that ungracious kind wliich has none of the balm of

forgiveness, and in which a wound once made for

ever rankles. The hostility thus produced continued

with increasing virulence throughout the life of Co-

lumbus, and at his death was transferred to his son

and successor. This persevering animosity has been

illustrated in the course of this work by facts and

observations cited from authors, some of them con-

temporary with Fonseca, but who were apparently

restrained, by motives of prudence, from giving full

vent to the indignation which they evidently felt. Even

at the present day, a Spanish historian would be cau-

tious of expressing his feelings freely on the subject,

lest they should prejudice his work in the eyes of the

ecclesiastical censors of the press. In this way Bishop

Fonseca has, in a great measure, escaped the general

odium his conduct merited.

This prelate had the chief superintendence of Spa-

nish colonial affairs, both under Ferdinand and Isa-

bella, and the emperor Charles Y. He was an active

and intrepid, hut selllsh, overbearing, and perfidious

man. His adniinislralion bears no marks uf enlarged

and liberal policy ; but is full of traits of arrogance

and meanness. He o|>posed the l)enevolcnt attempts

ofLas Casas to ameliorate the condition of the Indians,

and to obtain the abolition of repartimientos ; treat-

ing him with personal haughtiness and asperity.'

The reason assigned is, that Fonseca was enriching

himself by those very abuses, retaining large numbers

of the miserable Indians in slavery to work in his

possessions in the colonies.

To show that his character has not been judged

with undue severity, it is expedient to point out his

invidious and persecuting conduct towards Hernando

Cortez. The bishop, while ready to foster rambling

adventurers who appeared under his patronage, had

never the head or the heart to appreciate the merits

of illustrious commanders like Columbus and Cortez.

At a time when disputes arose between Cortez

and Diego Velasquez, governor of Cuba, and the

latter sought to arrest the conqueror of Mexico in the

midst of his brilliant career, Fonseca, with entire

disregard of the merits of the case, took a decided

part in favour of Velasquez. Personal interest was

at the bottom of this favour ; for a marriage was ne-

gotiating between Velasquez and a sister of the

bishop.' Complaints and misrepresentations had

been sent to Spain by Velasquez of the conduct of

Cortez, who was represented as a lawless and un-

principled adventurer, attempting to usurp absolute

authority in New Spain. The true services of Cortez

had already excited admiration at court; but such

vas the influence of Fonseca, that, as in the case of

Cktlnmbus, he succeeded in prejudicing the mind of

the sovereign against one of the most meritorious of

Ilia subjects. One Christoval de Tapia, a man desti-

tute of talent or cliaracter, but whose great recom-

mendation was his having been in the employ of the

bishop,' was invested with powers similar to those

once given to liobadilla, to the prejudice of Colum-

bus. He was to inipiire into the conduct of Cortez

;

and in case he thought (it, to seize him, seciuestrale

his property, and supersede him in command. Not

content with the regular oflieial letters furnished to

Tapia, the bishop, shortly after his departure, sent

out Juan Bono de Quexo with blank letters, signed

by his own hand, and with others directed to various

'

persons, charging them to admit Tapia for governor,

and assuring them that the King considered the con-

duct of Cortez as disloyal.' Nothing but the sagacity

and firmness of Cortez prevented this measure from

completely interrupting, if not defeating, his enter-

prises.

When the disputes between Cortez and Velasquez

came to be examined and decided upon in Spain, the

father of Cortez and his lawyers objected loFonseca's

being one of the arbitrators, alleging his enmity lo

Cortez, his patronage of Velascjuez, and his being on

the point of giving his sister in marriage to the lat-

ter. Cardinal Adrian examined the matter tho-

roughly, and decided that their request ought to be

granted. Fonseca was ordered, therefore, not to

preside in these affairs ;
" it being likewise alleged,"

says Herrera, " that he had publicly called Cortez a

traitor ; that he had prevented his representations

from being attended to in the Council of the Indies

;

and had declared that they should never come there

while he lived ; that he had not given the King com-

plete information in matte's relative to these points

of service ; and that he had ordered the India-house

at Seville not to permit arms, merchandise, or people,

to go to New Spain."^ Cortez himself subsequently

declared, " that he had experienced more trouble

and difliculty from the menaces and affronts of the

ministers of the King, than it had cost him to earn

his victory."*

A charge of a still darker nature against Fonseca

may be found lurking in the pages of Herrera, though

so obscure as to have escaped the notice of succeed-

ing historians. He iraints to the bishop as the insti-

gator of a desperate and perlidious man, who con-

spired against the life of Hernando Cortez. This was

one Antonio de Villafafia, who fomented a conspiracy

to assassinate Cortez, and elect Francisco Verdugo,

brother-in-law of Velasquez, in his place. While the

conspiratorswere waiting for an opportunity to poniard

Cortez, one of them, relenting, apprised him of his

danger. Villafana was arrested. He attempted to

swallow a paper containing a list of the conspirators

;

but being seized by the throat, a part of it was forced

from his mouth containing fourteen names of persons

Herrera, decad. 2, 1, ii. c. 3.

Idem, decad. 3, t. Iv, c. 9.

•I

i

mi

> Herrera, Hist. Ind., d. 3, 1, i, c. 13.

> Idem, d. 3, 1, iii, c. <6.

3 Idem, d. 5. 1. iv, c. 13. ., , ,,

4 Idem, d. 3,1. i, C.I

.

,
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uf imporlancc. VillafaAa confessed liis guilt ; but

l<irturt>ii could not make him inculpate the persons

whose names were on the list, who lie declared were

ignorant of the plot. He was hanged by order of

Corlez.' In the investigation of the disputes t)e-

tween Cortez and Velas(|iiez, which took place in

isa before a special tribunal, composed of the grand

chancellor and other persons of note, this execution

of VillafaAa was magnified into a cruel and wanton

act of power; and in their eagerness to criminate

Cortez, the witness on the part of Alvarez declared

that Villafana bad been instigated to what be bad

done by letters from Hisbop l-'onseca (que se movio a

lo que hizo om cartas del Obispo de Burgos).' It

is not probable that Fonseca had recommended assas-

sination; but it shows the character of his agents,

and what must have been the malignant nature of

bis instructions, when these men thought that such

an act would accomplish his wishes.

FcMseca died at Burgos on the 4th of November,

1524, and was interred at Coca.

No XXXIII.

ON THE SITViTIO^ OP TUB TIRBESTRUL PAHADISR.

TiiK speculations of Columbus on the situation of

the terrestrial paradise, extravagant as they may ap-

pear, were such as have occupied many grave and

learned men. A slight notice of their opinions on

this curious subject may be acceptable to the general

reader, and may lake from the apparent wildness of

the ideas expressed by Columbus.

The abode of our first parents was anciently the

subject of anxious inquiry; and indeed, mankind
have always been prone to picture some place of per-

fect felicity, where the imagination, disappointed in

the coarse realities of life, might revel in an elysium

of its own creation. It is an idea not confined to

oar religion, but is found in Ibe rude creed of the

most savage nations, and it prevailed generally among
the ancients. The speculations concerning the si-

tuation of the garden of Eden resemble those of the

Greeks concerning the garden of the Hesperides;

that region of delight, which they for ever placed

on the most remote verge of the known world, wiiicb

their poets embellished with all the charms of fiction,

after which they were continually longing, and which
they could never find. At one time it was in the

grand Oasis of Arabia. The exhausted travellers,

after crossing the parched and sultry desert, hailed

this verdant spot with raptare ; they refreshed them-
selves under its shady bowers and beside its cooling

streams, as the crew of a tempest-tost vessel repose

on the shores of some green island in the deep; and
from its being thus isolated amidst an ocean of sand,

• Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. 3, 1, i, c. I.

' Idem, dccad. 3, 1, iv, c. 5.

they gave it the nam*; of Ibe Island of the Bleuetl.

As geographical knowletlgc increased, the situation

of the Hesperian gardens was continually removed to

a greater distance. It was transferred to the borders

of the great SyrI is, in the neighbourhu<Hl of Mourn

Atlas. Here, after traversing Ibe friuhlful deserts uf

Barca, the traveller found himself in u fair and fertile

country, watcretl by rivulets and gushing fouiitaing.

The oranges and citrons transported hence to (iree(%,

where they were as yet unknown, delighted the

Athenians by their golden beauty and deliciou.i tja-

vonr, and they thought none but the garden of tlie

Hesperides could produce such glorious frii!>. }n

this way Ibe happy region of the ancients was tram

porteil from place to place, but still in the most re-

mole and obscure extremity of the world, until it was

fabled to visit the Canaries, thence called the Fur

tunate, or the Hesperian Islands. Here it remained,

l)ccause discovery advanced no farther, and because

these islands were so distant, and so little known, as

to allow full latitude to the fictions of the poet.'

In like manner, the situation of the terrestrial pa-

radise or garden of Eden, was long a subject of cu-

rious disputation, and occupied the laborious attention

of Ibe most learned theologians. Some placed itjn

Palestine, or the Holy Land; others in Mesopotamia,

in that rich and beautiful tract of country embraceti

by the wanderings of the Tigris and the Euphrates;

others in Armenia, in a valley surrounded by preri-

pilous and inaccessible monntains, and imagined tliat

Enoch and Elijah were transported thither, out of

the sight of mortals, to live in a stale of terrestrial

bliss, until the second coining of our Savionr. Tliere

were others who gave it situations widely remote,

such as in the Taprobana of the ancients, at present

known as the island of Ceylon ; or in the island of

Sumatra; or in the Fortunate or Canary Islands; or

in one of Ibe islands of Sunda; or in some favoured

spot under the equinoctial line.

Great difficulty was eiiconnlered by these specu-

lators to reconcile the allotted place with the descrip-

tion given in Genesis of the garden of Eden
;
particu-

larly of the great fountain which watered it, and

which afterwards divided itself into four rivers, the

Pison or Phison, the Gihon, the Euphrates, and the

Heddekel. Those who were in favour of the Holy

Land, supposed that the Jordan was the great river

which afterwards divided itself into the Phison, Gi-

hon, Tigris, and Euphrates ; but that the sands hare

choked up the ancient beds by which those streams

were supplied ; that originally the Phison traversed

Arabia Deserta and Arabia Felix, from whence it

.

pursued its course to the Gulf of Persia ; tliat tlie

Gihon bathed northern or Stony Arabia, and fell into

the Arabian Gulf or the Red Sea; that the Euphrates

and the Tigris passed by Eden to Assyria and Chaldea,

from whence they discharged themselves into the
|

Persian Gulf.

By most of the early commentators, the river Gihon
|

• Gossclyii, Rechercli. sur la G6og. de« Anciens, l.i.

'%\
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was known, Uil >«'as evidently far distant from Ihe

tpol« >m wh*'<)t;e the 'I'igris and Ihe Kupliratt's

arose. I'iiis dilli'tiiity, however, was ingeniously

overcome, by giving il a subterranean course of some

hundreds of lep,{ues from Ihe conunon fountain, until

it issued forth lo day-light in Abyssinia.' In like

manner sublerrancnn courses were given to Hit- Ti-

gris and Euphrates, passing mulcr tiie lied Sea,

until they sprang forth in Arinenia, as if just issuing

fruni one conunon soin-ce. So, also, those who

placed the lerre.strial paradise in islands, supposed

that the rivers which Lssiu'd from it, and formed

Ihase heretofore named, either traversed the surface

of the sea, as fresh water, by its greater lightness,

may float above (he sidt; or (lia( (hey (lowed (lirough

deep veins and chaimels of (he earth, as the fountain

uf Arelhusa was said to sink into Ihe grotnul in

Gieece, and rise in the island of Sicily ; while the

river Alpheus, pursuing it, but with less perseverance,

rose somewhat short of it in the sea.

Some contended that the deluge had destroyed the

^'arden of Eden, and altered the whole face of Ihe

earth; so that the rivers hati changed their beds, and

had taken different directions from those mentioned

in denesis. Others, however, amongst whom was

St Augustine, who, in his Conmienlary u|>on the

llook of Genesis, maintained that the terrestrial pa-

radise still existed, with its original beauty and de-

lights, but that it was inaccessible to mortals, being

on die summit of a mountain of stupendous height,

reaching into the third region of the air, and ap-

proaching the moon ; being thus protected by its ele-

vation from the ravages of the deluge.

By some this moimtain was placed under the equi-

noctial line, or under that band of the heavens metiV

pliorically called by the ancients " the lable of the

sun," ' comprising Ihe space between the tropics uf

Cancer and Capricorn, beyond which the sun never

passed in his annual course. Here would reign a

uniformity of nights and days, and seasons, and the

elevation of the mountain would laise it above the

heats and storms of the lower regions. Others

transported the garden l)eyond the equinoctial line,

and placed it in the southern hemisphere, supposing

tiiat the torrid zone might l)e (he tlaming sword ap-

pointed to defend its entrance against mortals. They

liad a fanciful train of argument to support their

tlieory. They observed that the terrestrial paradise

must lie in the noblest and happiest part of the globe

;

tlial part must be under the noblest part of the hea-

vens; as the merits of a place do nolsonmch depend

upon Ihe virtues of tlie earth as upon the happy in-

fluences of the stars and the favourable and benign

aspect of the heavens. Now, according to philoso-

phers, the world was divided into two hemispheres.

The southern they considered the head, and the

northern the feet or under |iart ; the right hand Ihe

Teyjoo, Theairo Criticu, lib. vii,

' lloroclol. I. iii. Virfiil. ncorp. i

S2.

Pomp, Mela, I. iil. r. to.

east, from wlience ronmw'nceil Ihe nMivem^nl of llie

primuin nmliile, and the left the west, towards wliieh

It rnovc<l. This supposed, they oliserved that it was

manifest, that as Ihe head of all things, natural ami

artilicial, is always Ihe In'sI and noblest p "
'. govern-

ing the other parts of Ihe iNHiy, so Ihe south, lieing

the hea<l of the earth, ought to lie su|M>rior and

nobler than either east, or west, or north ; and, in

accordance with this, they cited the opinionof various

philosophers among (he ancienis, anilmore es|)eeially

uf Ptolemy, thatthestarsof the southern hemisphere

were larger, more n>splen«lent, more perfect, and of

course of greater virtue aiul efficacy than those of

the northern ; an error universally prevalent until

dis|>ruved by modern discovery. Hence they con-

cluded, that in this southern hemisphere, in this

head of the earth, under this purer and brighter sky,

and these more potent and lienignant stars, was placed

the terrestrial paradise.

Various itieas were entertained as lo the magni-

tude of ihis blissful region. As Adam and all his

progeny were lo have lived there, had he not sinned,

and as there would have l)een no such thing as death

lo thill the number of mankind, it was inferred that

the terrestrial paradise nmst be of great extent to

contain ihein. Some gave il a size etpial to Eu-

ro|)e or Africa, others gave it the whole soulhern

hemisphere. St Augustine sup|H)sed that as man-

kind multiplied, numbers would lie translated, with-

out death, to heaven; the parents, perhaps, when
their children had arrived at mature age, or portions

of the human race at the end of certain periods, and

when Ihe population of the terrestrial paradise had

attained a cer(aui amount. Others supitosed that

mankind, remaining in a state of primitive innocence,

would not have required so much space as at present.

Havingno need of rearing animals for subsistence, no

laiul would have been required for pasturage ; and

the earth not being cursed with sterility, there would

have been no need of extensive tracts of country to

permit of fallow land and the alternation of crops

required in husbandry. The spontaneous and never-

failing fruits of the garden would have been abun-

dant for the simple wants of man. Still, that the

human race might not be crowded, but might have

ample space for recreation and enjoyment, and the

charms of variety and change, some allowed at least

a hundred leagues of circumference to the garden.

St Basil,' in his eloquent discourse on paradise,

expatiates with rapture on the joys of this sacred

abode, elevated to Ihe third region uf the air, and

under inc happiest skies. There a pure and never-

failing pleasure is furnished to every sense. The

eye delights in the admirable clearness of the atmo-

sphere, in the verdure and beauty of the trees, and

the never-withering bloom of the flowers. The ear

' St Bazit was called the Great. His works were read and

.idiniml by all (lie world, oven by Pagans. They are written in

an clevalcd and ni^cslic stylo, wttli great splendour of Idea and

vast erudition.
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is regaled willi ihe singing of tlie birds, Uie sense of

smelling witli the aromatic odours of the land. In

like manner, the other senses have each their pecu-

liar enjoyments. There the vicissitudes of the sea-

sons are unknown, and the climate unites the fruit-

Ailness of summer, the joyful abundance of autumn,

and the sweet freshness and tranquillity of spring.

There the earth is always green, the flowers ever

blooming, the waters limpid and pure, not rushing

in rude and turbid torrents, but welling up in crystal

fountains, and winding in peaceful and silver streams.

There no harsh and boisterous winds are permitted

to shake and disturb the air, and ravage the beauty of

the groves ; there prevails no melancholy nor dark-

some weather; no drowning rain, nor pelting hail ; no

forked lightning, nor rendingand resounding thunder;

no wintry pinching cold, nor withering and panting

summer heat; nor any thing else that can give pain,

or sorrow, or annoyance; but all is bland, and gen-

tle, and serene : a perpetual youth and joy reigns

throughout all nature, and nothing decays and dies.

The same idea is given by St Ambrosius in his

book on paradise, an author likewise consulted and

cited by Columbus. He wrote in the fourth century,

and his touching eloquence and graceful yet vigorous

style ensured great popularity to his writings. Many
of these opinions are cited by Glanville, usually

called Barlholomeus Anglicus, in his work De Pro-

prietatibus llerum, a work with which Columbus

was evidently acquainted. It was a species of ency-

clopedia of the general knowledge current at the

time, and likely to recommend itself to a curious and

inquiring voyager. This author cites an assertion as

made by St Basilius and Ambrosius, that the water of

the fountain which proceeds from the garden of

Eden falls into a great lake, with such a tremendous

noise, that the inhabitants of the neighbourhood are

born deaf, and that from this lake proceeds the four

chief rivers mentioned in Genesis.

'

This passage, however, is not to be found in the

Hexameron of either Basilius or Ambrosius, from

which it is quoted; neither is it in the Oration on

Paradise by the former, nor in the letter on the same

subject, written by Ambrosius to Ambrosius Sabinus.

It must be a misquotation. Columbus, however,

appears to have been struck with it, and Las Casas

is of opinion ^ that he derived thence his idea that

the vast body of fresh water, which filled the gulf of

La Ballena, or Paria, flowed from the fountain of

Paradise, though from a remote distance ; and that

in this gulf, which he supposed in the extreme part

> St Ambros. Opera, edit. Coignard. Parisiis, 1690.

> * Paradisii.'^ ^'<;cm in Orientc, in altisgimo monle, de ciijus ca-

cuininc cadentcs aqiix, maximum faciunt lacum, quic in suu casu

tantum faciunt strcpitum ct rragureni, quod omncs iacolx, juxta

praidictuni lacum, uascuntur surdi, ex immoderatosonitu scu fra-

gore sensum auditus in parvulis corrumpcntc. lit dicil Basilius

in Hexameron, similiter et Ambros. Ex illo lacu, velut ex uno
fontc, procedunt ilia flumina quatuor, Fhlson qui ct Ganges, Gyou
quiet Nilusdicltur, ct Tigris ac Euplirales."—Bartholomxi An-

gllci dc Proprictatilms Rerum, lib. xv, c. cxii. Francofurti, IS<0.

3 Las Casas, llisl. Ind., c. cxli.

of Asia, originated the iVile, the Tigris, the Euphra-

tes, and the Ganges, which might be conducted un-

der the land and sea, by subterraneous channels, to

the places where they spring forth on the earth, and

assume their proper name.

I forbear to enter into various other of the volumi-

nous speculations which have been formed relative to

the terrestrial paradise; and, perhaps, it may be

thought that I have already said too much on so fan-

cifi:! a subject; but to illustrate clearly the character

of Columbus, it is necessary to elucidate those veins

of thought passing through his mind while consider-

ing the singular phenomena of the unknown regions

he was exploring, and which are often but slightly

and vaguely developed in his journals and letters.

These speculations, likewise, like those concerning

fancied islands in the ocean, carry us back to the

time, and make us feel the mystery and conjectural

charm that reigned over the greatest part of tlie

world, and which have since been completely dis-

pelled by modern discovery. Enough has been cited

to show, that, in his observations concerning the

terrestrial paradise, Columbus was not indulging in

any fanciful and presumptuous chimeras, the olT-

spring of a heated and disordered brain. However

visionary his conjectures may seem, they were all

grounded on written opinions held little less than

oracular in his day ; and they will be found on exa-

mination to be far exceeded by the speculations and

theories of sages, held illustrious for their wisdom

and erudition in the school and the cloister.

N» XXXIV.

WILL OP COLUMBUS.

In the name of the most holy Trinity, who inspired

me with the idea, and afterwards made it perfectly

clear to me, that I could navigate and go to the Indies

from Spain, by traversing the ocean westwardly;

which I communicated to the King Don Ferdinand

and to the Queen Dofia Isabella, our Sovereigns; and

they were pleased to furnish me the necessary equip-

ment of men and ships, and to make me their admi-

ral over the said ocean, in all parts lying to the vest

ofan imaginary line drawn from pole to pole, a hun-

dred leagues west of the Cape dc Verde and Azore Is-

lands; also appointing me their viceroy and governor

over all continents and islands that I might discover

beyond the same line westwardly; with the right of

being succeeded in the said offices by my eldest son

and his heirs for ever ; and a grant of the tenth part

of all things found in the said jurisdiction; and of all

rents and revenues arising from it; and the eighth of

all the lands and every thing else, together with the

salary corresponding to my rank of admiral, viceroy,

and governor, and all other emoluments accruing

thereto, as is more fully expressed in the title and

agreement sanctioned by their Highnesses.
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OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

And it pleased the Lord Almighty that in the year

[6 thousand four hundred and ninety-two, I should

rraneous channels, to Bscover the continent of the Indies and many islands,

)rlh on the earth, and nong them Hispaniola, which the Indians call Ay te,

gd the Monicongos, Cipango. I then returned to

^lile to their Highnesses, who approved of my nn-

irtaking a second enterprise for further discoveries

id settlements; and the Lord gave me victory over

le island of Hispaniola, which extends six hundred

agues, and I conquered it and made it tributary;

id I discovered many islands inhabited by cannibals,

id seven hundred leagues to the west of Hispaniola,

long which is Jamaica, which we call Santiago;

id three hundred and thirty-three leagues of conti-

•nt from south to west, besides a hundred and seven

the north, which I discovered in my first voyage

;

^ether with many islands, as may more clearly be

len by my letters, memorials, and charts. And as

e liope in God that before long a good and great

ivenae will be derived from the above islands and

intinent, of which, R)r the reasons aforesaid, belong

me the tenth and the eighth, with the salaries and

noluments specified above; and considering that

e are mortals, and that it is proper for every one to

!tlle his affairs, and to leave declared to his heirs

id successors the property he possesses or may have

right to : Wherefore I have concluded to make an

itailed estate (mayorazgo) out of the said eighth of

e lands, places, and revenues, in the manner which

now proceed to slate.

In the first place, Iam to be succeeded byDon Diego,

ly son, who in case of death without children is to

e succeeded by my other son, Ferdinand ; and should

lOd dispose of him also without having children, and

ithout my having any other son, then my brother,

on Bartholomew, is to succeed, and after him his

dest son; and ifGod should dispose ofhim without

eirs, he shall be succeeded by his sons from one to

lotlier for ever ; or, in the failure of a son, to be suc-

eded by Don Ferdinand, after the same manner,

mnson to son successively; or, in their place, by

y brothers Bartholomew and Diego. And should

please the Lord that the estate, after having conti-

led some lime in the line of any of the above stre-

ssors, should stand in need of an immediate and

wful male heir, the succession shall then devolve to

e nearest relation, being a man of legitimate birth,

id bearing the name of Columbus, derived from his

iher and his ancestors. This entailed estate shall

no wise be inherited by a woman, except in case

at no male is to be found, either in this or any other

larter of the world, of my real lineage, whose name
well as that of his ancestors shall have always been

)lumbus. In such an event (which may God fore-

nd), then the female of legitimate birth most nearly

lated to the preceding possessor of the estate shall

cceed to it ; and this is to be under the conditions

rein stipulated at foot, which must be understood

extend as well to Don Diego, my son, as to the

iresaid and their heirs, every one of them, to be

MBUS.
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fulfilled by them; and failing to do so, they are to be

deprived of the succession, for not having complied

with what shall herein be expressed ; and the estate

to pass to the person most nearly related to the one

who held the right : and the person thus succeeding

shall in like manner forfeit the estate, should he also

fail to comply with the said conditions ; and another

person, the nearest of my lineage, shall succeed, pro-

vided he abide by them, so that they may be observed

for ever in the form prescribed. This forfeiture is not

to be incurred for trifling matters, originating in law-

suits ; but in important cases, when the glory of God,
or my own, or that of my family, may be concerned,

which supposes a perfect fulfilment of all the things

hereby ordained; all which I recommend to the courts

of justice. And I supplicate his holiness who now is,

and those that may succeed in the holy church, that

if it should happen that this my will and testament

has need of his holy order and command for its ful-

niment, that ruch order be issued in virtue of obe-

dience, and under penalty of excommunication, and

that it shall not be in any wise blemished. And I

also pray the King and Queen, our sovereigns, and

their eldest born, the Prince Don Juan, our lord, and

their successors, for the sake of the services I have

done them, and because it is just, that it may please

them not to permit this my will and constitution of

my entailed estate to be in any way altered, but to

leave it in the form and manner which I have ordain-

ed, for ever; for the greater glory of the Almighty,

and that it may be the root and basis of my lineage,

and a memento of the services I have rendered their

Highnesses; that, being born in Genoa, I came over

to serve them in Castile, and discovered, to the west

of Terra Firma, the Indies and islands before men-
tioned. I accordingly pray their Highnesses to order

that this my privilege and testament be held valid,

and be executed summarily and without any oppo-

sition or demur, according to the letter. I also pray

the grandees of the realm, and the lords of the coun-

cil, and all others having administration of justice, to

be pleased not to suffer this my will and testament to

be of no avail, but to cause it to be fulfilled as by me
ordained ; it being just that a noble, who has served

the King and Queen, and the kingdom, should be re-

spected in the disposition of bis estate by will, testa-

ment, institution of entail or inheritance, and that

the same be not infringed either in wliole or in part.

In the first place, my son, Don Diego, and all my
successors and descendants, as well as my brothers,

Bartholomew and Diego, shall bear my arms, such

as I shall leave them after my days, without inserting

any thing else in them; and they shall be their seal

to seal withal. Don Diego, my son, or any other

who may inherit this estate, on coming into posses-

sion of the inheritance, shall sign with the signature

which I now make use of, whicli is an X. witli an S.

over it, and an M. with a Roman A. over it, and

over that an S., and then a Greek Y. with an S. tiver

it, with its lines and points, as is my custom, as may

i
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be seen by my signatures, of wliich there are many,

and it will be seen by the present one.

He shall only write " the admiral," whatever other

titles the King may have conferred on him. This is to

be understood as respects hissignature, butnottheenu-

meration of his titles, which he can make at full length,

if agreeable ;ouly the signature is to be" the admiral."

The said Don Diego, or any other inheritor of this

estate, shall possess my ofBces of admiral of the

ocean, which is to the westofan imaginary line, which

his Highness orderal to he drawn, running from

pole to pole a hundred leagues heyc ti<^ the Azores,

and as many more beyond the Cape de Verde Islands,

over all which I was made, by his order, the admiral

ofthe sea, with ail the privileges enjoyed by Donllen-

rique in the admiralty of Castile; and they made me

their governor and viceroy perpetually, Knd for ever,

over all the islands and main land discovered, or to

be discovered, for myself and heirs, as is more fully

shown by my treaty and privilege as above-mentioned.

Item,—The said Don Diego, or any other inheritor

of this estate, shall distribute the revenue which it

may please our Lord to grant him in the following

manner, under the above penalty.

First, of the whole income of this estate, i.^^v and

at all times, and of whatever may be had or collected

from it, he shall give the fourth part annually to my
brother, Don Bartholomew Columbus, Adelantado of

the Indies ; and this is to continue till he shall have

acquired an income of a million of maravedies for his

support, and for the services he has rendered and will

continue to render to this entailed estate ; wliich mil-

lion he is to receive, as stated, every year, if the said

fourth amount to so much, and that he have nothing

else; but if he possess a part or the whole of that

amount in rents, that henceforth he shall not enjoy

the said million, nor any part of it except that he shall

have in the said fourth part unto the said quantity of

a million, if it should amount to so much ; and as

much as he shall have of revenue besides the fourth

part, whatever sum of maravedies of known rent

from property or perpetual offices, the said quantity

of rent or revenue from property or oflices shall be

discounted ; and from the said million shall lie re-

served whatever marriage portion he may receive

with any female he may espouse ; so that, whatever

he may receive in marriage with his wife, no deduc-

tion shall be made on that account from the said

million, but only for whatever he may acquire, or

may have, over and above his wife's dowry. And

when it shall please God that he or his heirs and

descendants shall derive from their property and of-

fices a revenue of a million arising from rents, neitlier

he nor his heirs shall enjoy any longer any thing from

the said fourth part ofthe entailed estate, which siiall

remain with Don Diego, or who may inherit it.

Item,—From the revenues of the said estate, or

from any other fourth part of it (should its amount be

adequate to it), shall be paid every year to my son

Ferdinand two millions, till such lime as his revenue

shall amount to two millions, in the same form nA
manner as in the case of Bartholomew, who as veil

as his heirs are to have the million, or the part \!ttt\

may be wanting.

Item,—The said Don Diego or Don BartholonKi|

shall make, out of the said estate, for my brolh

Diego, such provision as may enable him lo live(l^|

cently, as he is my brother, to whom I assign m|

particular sum, as he has attached himself to i

churcli, and that will be given him which is righil

and this to be given him in n mass, and before anJ

thin.<; shall 'lave been received by Ferdinand my son,!

or Bartholomew my brother, or their heirs, and als

according lo the amount of the income of the eslat(J

And in case of discord, the case is to be referred
ti

two of our relations, or other men of honour; an

should they disagree among themselves, they wilj

chuse a third person as arbitrator, being virtuous a

not distrusted by either party.

Item,—All this revenue which I bequeath loBar|

tholomew, to Ferdinand, and to Diego, shall bed

vered to, and received by, ihem as prescribed, uinle

the obligation of being faithful and loyal to DiegonJ

son or his heirs, they as well as their children :an(

should it appear that they, or any of them, had pro

ceeded against him in any thing touchuig his lionaiii|

or the prosperity of the family, or of the estate, <

in word or deed, whereby might cornea scandal agj

debasement to my family, and a detriment lo my (

tale|; in that case nothing further shall be given toll

or him, from that time forward, inasmuch as tlieyaij

always to be faithful to Diego and to his successors.
|

Item,—As il wasmy intention, when I first inslild

ed this entailed estate, to dispose, or that my son Die

should dispose for me, of the tenth part of the iiio

in favour of necessitous persons, as a tithe, and il

commemoration of the Almighty and Eternal G(Ni|

and persisting still in this opinion , and hoping that h

high Majesty will assist me and those who may iniia

it in Ibis or the New World, I have resolved tliatU

said tilhe shall be paid in the manner following

:

First,—Il is to be understood that the fourth
[

of the revenue of the estate which I have ordain

and directed to be given to Don Bartholomew, lilllj

have an income of one million, includes the tenlii^

the whole revenue of Iheestate; andtlialiiiproporlii

as the income of my brother Don Barlliolomew sbi

increase, as il has to be discounted from the revend

of lite fourth part of the entailed estate, liiat thesi|

revenue shall be calculated, to know how mucli I

tenth part amounts to ; and the part which em

what is necessary lo make up the million for I

Bartholomew shall be received by such of my fam

as may most stand in need of it, discounting it f

the said tenth, if their income do not amount to filj

tl;;.uadiid maravedies; and should any of

come to have an income to this amount, sucbl

pan shall be awarded them as two persons, chosenf

llic purpose, may determine along with Don niei,^!

his heirs. I'hus it is to lie understood that the millif
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istwo persons, chosen
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Indcrslood that the

hicli I leave to Don Barlholomcw comprehends the

inih of liie whole revenue of the estate ; which re-

nue is to be distributed among my nearest and most

edy relations in tlie manner I have directed ; and

ben Don Bartholomew shall have an income of one

liliion, and that nothing more shall be due to him

account of said fourth part, then Don Diego my

m or the person who may he in possession of the

itate, along with two other persons which I shall

fein point out, shall inspect the accounts, and

direct that the tenth of the revenue shall still con-

ue to he paid to the most necessitous members

my family that may be found in this or any other

garter of the world, who shall diligently be sought

it- and they are to be paid out of the fourth part,

iDi which Don Bartholomew is to derive his million;

liiich sums are lo be taken into account and deducted

iin the said tenth, which, should it amount to more,

le overplus, as arises from the fourth part, shall be

en to the most necessitous persons, as aforesaid;

id should it not be suflicienl, that Don Bartholomew

lall have it until his own estate goes on increasing,

iving the said million in part or in the whole.

Item —The said Don Diego my son, or whoever

y he the inheritor, shall appoint two persons of

ience and authority, and most nearly related to

family, who are to examine Ihe revenue and its

mnt carefully, and to cause the said tenlh to be

lid out of the fourth from which Don Bartholomew

oreceive his million, lo the most necessitous mem-

irs of my family that may be found here or else-

lere, wliom they shall look for diligently, upon

jr consciences ; and as it might happen that the

Don Diego, or others after l-im, for reasons which

ly concern their own welfare, or the credit andsup-

t of the estate, may be nnwi'li..^ to make known

fall amount of the income; nevertheless, I charge

II on his conscience to pay the sum aforesaid ; and

liiarge them on their souls and consciences not to de-

nce or make it known, except with the consent of

n Diego, or the person that may succeed him ; but let

above lithe be paid in Ihe manner I have directed.

Item,—In order to avoid all disputes in the choice

Ihe two nearest relations who are to act with Don
I, or his heirs, I hereby elect Don Bartholomew

brother for one, and Don Fernando my son for

otiier ; and when these two shall enterupon the bu-

they shall chuse two other persons among the

it trusty and most nearly related, and these again

ill elect two others when it sha<! be question of corn-

icing the examination ; and thus it shall bemanaged
ilidiligence from one to the other, for the serviceand

y of God, and the benefit of the said entailed estate,

tem,—I also enjoin Diego, or any one that may
lerit the estate, to have and maintain in the city of

a one person of our lineage, to reside there

III his wife, and appoint him a suflicienl revenue,

nable him lo live decently, as a person closely

inected with the family, of which he is to be the

and basis in that city ; from which great good

may accrue to him, inasmuch as I was born (here

and came from thence.

Item,—The said Don Diego, or whoever shall in-

herit the estate, must remit in bills, or in any other

way. nil such sums as he may be able (o save out of

the I cvenue of the estate, and direct purchases to be

made in his name, or that of his heirs, in a stock in

the Bank of St George, which gives an interest of

six per cent, and is secure money ; and this shall be

devoted to the purposes I am about to explain.

Item,—As it becomes every man of rank and pro-

perty to serve God, either personally or by means of

his wealth, and as all moneys deposited with St George
are quite safe, and Genoa is a noble city and power-
ful by sea, and as at the time that I undertook to set

out upon the discovery of the Indies it was with the

intention of supplicating Ihe King and Queen, our

lords, that whatever money should be derived from

the said Indies should be invested in the conquest of

Jerusalem, and as I did so supplicate them ; if they

do this, it will be well : if not, at all events the said

Diego, or such person as may succeed hiin in this

trust, to collect together all the money he can, and

accompany the King our lord, should he go to the

conquest of Jerusalem, or else go there himself with

all llie force he can command ; and in pursuing this

intention, it will please the Lord to assist towards the

accomplishment of the plan ; and should he not be

able to effect the conquest of Ihe whole, no doubt he

will achieve it in part. Let him, therefore, collect

and make a fund of all his wealth in Si George of

Genoa, and let it multiply there till such time as it

may appear lo him that something ofconsequence may
be effected as respects the project on Jerusalem ; for

I believe, that when their Highnesses shall see that

this is contemplated, they will wish to realize it them-

selves, or will afford him, as Iheir servant and vassal,

the means of doing it for them.

Item,—I charge my son Diego and my descen-

dants, especially whoever may inherit this estate,

which consists, as aforesaid, of the tenth of what-

soever may be had or found in the Indies, and the

eighth part of the lands and rents, all which, toge-

ther with my rights and emoluments as admiral,

viceroy, and governor, amount to more than twenty-

five per cent.,—I say, that I require of him to employ

all this revenue, as well as his person and all the

means in his power, in well and faithfully serving

and supporting their Highnesses or their successors,

even to the loss of life and properly ; since it was their

Highnesses, next to God, who first gave me the

i.ieans of getting and achieving this property, al-

though it is true I came over to these realms to invite

them to the enterprise, and that a long time elapsed

before any provision was made for carrying it into

execution ; which, however, is not surprising, as this

was an undertaking of which all the world was igno-

rant, and no one had any faith in it ; wherefore I am by

so much the more indebted to them, as well as l)ecause

they have since also much favouretl and promoted me.

r -
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Item,—I also require of Die?;o, or whomsoever

may be in possession of the estate, that in tiie case of

any schism taking pi&ce in the church of Goil, or that

any person of whatever class or condition sliould at-

tempt to despoil it of its property and honours, they

hasten to offer at the feet of his holiness, that is, if

they are not heretics (which God forbid), their per-

sons, power, and wealth, for the purpose of suppress-

ing such schism, and preventing any spoliation of the

honour and property of the church.

Item,—I command the said Diego, or whosoever

may possess the said estate, to labour and strive for

the honour, welfare, and aggrandizement of the city

of Genoa, and lo make use of all his power and means

in defending and enhancing the good and credit of

that republic, in all things not contrary to the service

of the church of God, or the high dignity of the King

and Queen our lords, and their successors.

Item,—The said Diego, or whoever may possess,

or succeed to the estate, out of the fourth part of the

whole revenue, from which, as aforesaid, is to be

taken the tenth, when Don Bartholomew, or his

heirs, shall have saved the two millions, or part of

them, and when the time shall come of making a

distribution among our relations, shall apply and

invest said tenth in providing marriages for such

daughters of our lineage as may require it, and in

doing all the good in their power.

Item,—When a suitable time shall arrive, he shall

order a church to be built in the island of Hispaniola,

and in the most convenient spot, to be called Santa

Maria de la Concepcion ; to which is to be annexed

an hospital, upon the best possible plan, like those

of Italy and Castile ; and a chapel is to be erected to

say mass in for the good of my soul and those of my
ancestors and successors, with great devotion, since

no doubt it will please the Lord to give us a sufficient

revenue for litis and the afore-mentioned purposes.

Item,—I also order Diego my son, or whomsoever

may inherit after him, to spare no pains in having

and maintaining in the island of Hispaniola four good

professors of theology, to the end and aim of their

studying and labouring to convert to our holy faith

the inhabitants of the Indies ; and in proportion as,

by God's will, the revenue of the estate shall in-

crease, iu the same degree shall the number of teach-

ers and devout persons increase who are to strive to

make Christians of the natives, in attaining which no

expense should be thought too great. And in com-

memoration of all that I hereby ordain, and of the

foregoing, a .nonument of marble shall be erected

in the said c'uirch of La Concepcion, in the most con-

spicuous pl'<ce, to serve as a record of what I here

enjoin on tlu said Diego, as well as to other persons

who may look upon it ; which marble shall contain

an inscription to the same effect.

Item,—I also require of Diego my son, and whom-

soever may succeed him in the estate, that every tune

and as often as he confesses, he first show this

gation, or a copy of it, to the confessor, praying
hji],

to read it through, that he may be enabled to inquire

respecting Hj, fulfilment; from which will redound

great good and happiness to his soul.

s.

S. A. S.

X. M. Y.

El Albubakte.

N" XXXV.

SIGRATURE OF COLUMBUS.

As every thing respectuig Columbus is full of in

terest, his signature has been a matter of some dis-

cussion. It partook of the pedantic and bigoted tk-

racter of the age, and perhaps of the peculiar charac-

ter of the man, who considering himself myslerioush

elected and set apart from among men for certain

great purposes, adopted a correspondent formality and

solemnity in all his concerns. Ua signature was aj

follows

:

s.

s. A. s.

X. M. Y.
XPO FERENS.

The first halfof the signature,XPO (for CHRISTOj

is in Greek letters ; the second, FERENS, is ij

Latin. Such vas the usage of those days ; and ereg

at present both Greek and Roman letters are used io

signatures and inscriptions in Spain.

The ciphers or initials above the signature are sni

posed to represent a pious ejaculation. To read tbei

one must begin with the lower letters, and conni

them with those above. Signor Geo. Batista Spotnni

conjectures them to mean either Xristus (Christiu!

Sancta Maria, Yosephus, or Salva me, Xristus, Mi

Yosephus. The North-American Review for April

4827, suggests the substitution of Jesus forYoseptii

which appears an improvement on the suggestion

Spotorno.

It was an ancient usage in Spain, and it has

entirely gone by, to accompany the signature wi!

some words of religious purport. One object of

practice was to show the writer to be a Christian. Tl

was of some importance in a country in which Ji

and Mahometans were proscribed and persecuted,

Don Fernando, son to Columbus, says that liLs

ther, when he took his pen in hand, usually

menced by writing " Jesus cum Maria sit nobis

via;" and the book which the Admiial prepared

sent to the Sovereigns, containing the prophi

which he considered as referring to his discoverii

and to the rescue of the holy sepulchre, begins n

the same words. This practice is akin to liiat

placing the initials of pious words above the »gnatai

and gives great probability lo the mode in w

they have been deciphered.
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INDEX.

AcD&a, Don Alonso de, summons Columbus to give an ac-

count of himself, on his return from the New World,

675.

Address ofan Indian of Cuba to Columbus, 724.

Adelantado, title of, given to Bartholomew Columbus, 728

;

conflrmed by the King, 751

.

Admiral, the, « title granted to Columbus and his descen-

dants, 751

.

Adrian de Moxica, 780.

Africa, essay on the navigation of, by the ancients, 892.

Agoado, Juan, recommended to the Spanish government

by Columbu!!, 703 ; appointed commissioner to inquire

into the conduct of Columbus, 742 ; arrives at Isabella,

ib.; his insolent behaviour, 743 ; his interview with Co-

lumbus, ib.; the Caciques having preferred complaints

against Columbus, he determines on returning to Spain,

7«.

JAleiaader VI, Pope, famous bulls of, relative to the New
World, 682 ; letter of Columbus to, 8H

.

|A1I Saints, discovery of the bay of, 882.

lODZo, Don, heir apparent of Portugal, bis marriage with

the Princess Isabella, 630.

llphaand Omega, the extreme point of Cuba, 658; 7 IS.

Its, Duke of, Don Diego Columbus marries his niece,

867; he assists in obtaining justice for his nephew, ib.

Itaro, Don, de Portugal, attack upon, in the royal tent,

629.

Iftmaions, an island of, supposed, 669 ; warlike women of

IheCaribbee Islands, 691, 693 ; 743, 746.

-, river of, discovered by Vicente Pinzon, 804.

|lmber, specimens of, among the mountains of Ciliao, 707.

acaona, wife to Caonabo, 736 ; retires with her brother

Beliechio, after the great battle of the Vega, 738 ; com-

poses legendary ballads, 765; her admiration of the

Spaniards, ib.; counsels her brother to conciliate the

friendship of tLe Spaniards, ib.; her reception of the Ade-

lantado, 766 ; her wonder and delight at seeing a Spanish

[),770 ; her griefat thcdeparture of the Adelantado, ib.;

I

herconduct in respect to herdaughter and Guevara, 791

;

I

her admiration of the Spaniards turned into detestation,

847; receives a visit from Ovando, ib. ; is seized, 848

;

carried in chains to St Domingo, 849; and ignominiously

I

hanged, ib. ; her fine character, ib.

ma, or the pine-apple, first met with, 690.

gel, Luis de St, his remonstrance with the queen relative

I

to the project of Columbus, 634 ; succeeds, ib.

pligua, island of, discovered, 693.

ktHles, the, discovered, 690 ; taken possession of, ib.

Btipodes, passages quoted and arguments brought against

[the possibility of there being, 627.

aritions, ideas of the Haytians in respect to, 710.

eodix, containing illustrations and documents, 864.

ina, Diego de, left in charge of Hispaniola, during the
Ifint absence of Columbus, 667 ; history of the disaster

[which occurred to him after the departure of Columbus,
\m, 698.

-, Pedro de, commander of one of Columbus's ships

lonhte third voyage, 754. ... n,,,,,

Architecture, Ont signs of solid, found in the New World,

819.

Areytos, or ballads, of the Haytians, 7t I

.

Aristizabal, Don Gabriel de, solicits the removal of the

remains of Columbus, 864-5.

Arriaga, Luis de, is shut up within the walls of Magdalena,

731.

Astrolabe, the, applied to navigation, 619.

Atalantis, Plato's, observations on, 907.

Audience, royal, court of, established, 868.

Augustine, St, his arguments against the existence of Anti-

podes, 627.

, Cape of, discovered by Pinzon, 804.

Aurea Chersonesus, the place whence Solomon is supposed

to have had gold, 824.

Azores, the, when discovered, 612; arrival at by Columbus

on bis return from his first voyage, 675.

Babeque, a supposed island, Columbus goes in search of,

657, 716.

Bahama Islands, discovery of, 649 ; cruise among the, ib.

Ballads of the Haytians, 7H , 739.

Ballester, Miguel, his conduct during the conspiracy of

Roldan, 772, 773; receives a letter from Columbus, 780;

his character, ib.; interview with Roldan, ib. ; second in-

terview, 782; sends advice to the Admiral,783 ; isbesieged

in the fortress of Conception, ib.; sails for Spain, 787.

Barbas, Las, islands of, discovered, 831.

Barrantes, Garcia de, his conduct dtuing the conspiracy of

Roldan, 772 ; sails for Spain, 787.

Barros, Joam de, his account of Columbus's i^roposition to

John n. King of Portugal, 620.

Basil, St, his description of Paradise, 923.

Bastides, Rodrigo, of Seville, explores the coast of Terra

Firma, 804 ; arrives at Hispaniola, whens he is imprison-

ed by Bobadilla, ib.

Baza, surrender of, 630.

Beata, Cape, sailors of Colnmbns climb the rock of, 726,

761.

Bchechio assists Caonabo, and kills one of the wives ofGua-

canagari, 732; the only Cacique who does not sue for

peace, 738; receives a visit from Bartholomew Columbus,

765; his reception of him, 766; consents to pay tribute,

ib.; invites the Adelantado to come and receive it, 769;

bis astonishment at visiting a Spanish ship, 770.

Behem. Martin, his planisphere, 639; an account of, 880

;

the assertion relative to his having discovered the western

world, previous to Columbus, considered, ib.

Belen, river of, discovered, 822; abounds in fish, 824; Co-

lumbus commences a settlement on its banks, ib.

Bell of Isabella, the superstitious ideas of the Haytians in

respect to, 733.

Belvis, Pablo, sent to Hayti in the place of Fermin Zedo,

742.

Berahona, condemned to death for having violated the wife

of the Cacique of the Vega, 77i ; is pardoned, ib.

Bemaldez, Andrez, a short aca>unt of his life and writings,

919.
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Bernardo of Valentia, his conspiracy at Jamaica, 839.

Blood-hounds, first use of in the New World, 717; em-

ployed by Columbus in his wars with the Ilaytians, 738.

Bobadilla, Don Francisco de, charged with a commission to

Ilispaniola to inquire into the conduct of Columbus,

795; his character, ib; instructions with which he is

charged, ib.; sails, 796; arrives at St Domingo, ib.; his

judgment formed before he leaves bk ship, ib.; assumes

power on landing, 797 ; storms the fortress of St Do-

mingo, ib.; assumes the government before he investi-

gates the conduct of Columbus, 798 ; seizes bis arms,

goods, secret papers, etc., ib.; summons Columbus to

appear before him, ib.; his basenessin collecting evidence,

799; puts Don Diego in chains, ib.; also Columbus, ib.;

his fears in respect to the Adelantado, ib.; puts him in

irons, 800; his mal-administration, 806; a saying of his,

ib.; superseded in his government by Ovando, 812; sails

for Spain, and is lost, with all his crew, in a violent hur-

ricane, 8<3.

Boca del Sierpe, 757.

Borgoiion, Juan, labours to convert the Ilaytians, 767.

Boyle, Bernardo, friar, appointed apostolical vicar for the

New World, 684 ; bis advice to Columbus in respect to

Guacanagari, 699; confirms the accounts sent home by

Columbus, 703; consecrates the first church at Isabella,

704; his character and conduct, 7f3; his hatred of Co-

lumbus, 730; encourages the misconduct of Margarite,

ib.; forms the plan of seizing Bartholomew Columbus's

ships and returning to Spain, ib.; sets sail, lb.; his a<>

cusaiions ofColumbus at the court of Madrid, 740.

Brandan,St, imaginary island of, 908.

Brazils, the, discovered by Vicente Pinzon, 804 ; a part dis-

covered and taiien possession of for the Portuguese cron n

byCabral,80S.

Breviesoa, Xinieno de, a worthless hireling, 753 ; his conduct

and punishment, ib.

Bucklers, used by the natives of Trinidad, 756.

Bull ofPartition issuedby PopeMartuiV, 682 ; relative to the

New World, issued by Pope Alexander YI, ib.

of Demarcation, ib.

Burgos, the court held at, 749. ;

Butios, the priests of the Haytians, 709.

Butterflies, clouds of, seen on the southern coast of Cuba,

721.

..

,C,

Gabot, Sebastian, discovers Labrador, 804 ; supposed to be

the first that visited themainlandof theNew World, 88G.

Cabral, Pedro Alvarez de, discovers part of the Brazils,

and takes possession of it in the name of the King of Por-
tugal, 803.

Cabron, Cape, 669.

Caciques, seizure of fourteen, in the night, by Bartholomew
Columbus and his officers, 769.

Cado, Fermin, his opinion in respect to the gold found in

Hispaniola, 704.

Canaries, an optical delusion seen by the people of the,

614; arrival of Columbus at, in his first voyage, 639.

Canoes, capable of containing ISO persons, seen at Puerto
Santo, 658 ; large size of those at Jamaica, 7<7.

Caonabo, character and conduct of, 697; takes the forh«ss

at La Navidad, 698 ; and massacres the Spaniards, ib.;

assembles his warriors, 712; Columbus leaves directions

with Marprite to surprise, 714; besieges Ojeda, 731

;

qives up the siege and retires, 732; forms n plan of exter-

minating the Spaniards, ib.; invades the territories of
Guacanagari, ib.; character of, 733; is visited by Ojeda,

with a design to entrap him, 735 ; agrees to wait upon Co-

lumbus, and sets forward, ib.; is taken by stratagem, 75t

;

is chained, ib.; his conduct when in the presence of Co-

lumbus, ib.; emliarks for Spain, 746; a Guadaloupe wo-

man falls in love with him, 747 ; dies, ib.; character of, ib,

Caracol, Island of, 760.

Cariari, transactions at, 817.

Caribbce Islands discovered, 690.

Caribs, character of the, 694 ; origin of, ib.

Caravajal, Don Garcia Lopez de, his embassy to Porlugil,

683.

Carracks, description of, 688.

Carvajal, Alonso de, commander of one of Columbus's ships,

on his third voyage, 754 ; arrives at Hispaniola, 779;

volunteers to endeavour to bring the rebeb of Xaragiu

to obedience, ib.; his ship strikes on a sand-bank, ib,;

aiTivcsat St Domingo by land,ib.;su8picionsenter(aiiHd

against him, 782; takes a letter from the Admiral to

Koldan, ib.; lakes propositions from Roldan to the Ad-

1

miral, 783 ; another interview with Roldan, ib.; appoioted

factor to Columbus, 808; his evidence relative to Ibe
|

discovery of the coast of Paria by Columbus, 885.

Casas, Las, his character ofDon Diego Columbus, 705 ; bit I

observation relative to Ilayli, 706 ; his account of Ha

Spaniards, 713; his picture of the consequences of Ik

admiaistration ofOvando, 846-7 ; his account of a combat I

between one Indian and two mounted cavaliers, "ii); jj I

present ata battle in Higuey,832; his remark o^ the coU I

reception of Columbus by the King, 859; his remark in I

respect to the injustice of Ferdinand, ib. ; an account or,
[

913 ; his zeal in behalf of the slaves, ib. ; his dubious ei-

1

pedient to lessen the quantum of human misery, 914;
|

character of his General History of the Indies, 913.

Castaneda, Juan de, his disgraceful reception of Coluinbiii|

on his return from the New World, 675; cause of hi)
|

conduct, 674.

Catalina, a Carib, admiration of Guacanagari for, 699;

I

proposes to her captive companions an attempt toregiin|

their liberty, 700; escapes by swimming, ib.

, a female Cacique, faUs in love with Miguel Din,!

744-743; imparts to him a knowledge of the gold niiiiei|

of Hayna, 745.

Cathay, accounts of Marco Polo, in respect to, 005; ofSir|

John Mandeville, 906.

Catherine, St, discovery of, 658.

Cavern, near Cape Francois, description of, 709.

Caymans, islands of, 832.

Ceula, the bishop of, his arguments against the propotilio

of Columbus, 620; proposes to the council to keep Coj

lumbus in suspense, and in the mean time to send a slq

in the route proposed. 621 ; this advice acted upon, i.^

and fails, ib.

Chanca, Dr, confirms the accounts sent home by Columbi

703.

Charles YIII, King of France, his kindness to Bartholoi

Columbus, 728.

Charles V succeeds his grandfather Ferdinand, 869; i

cognizes the innocence of Don Diego Columbus, ib.;

knowledges the right of Don Diego to exercise the olD

of viceroy, etc., 870; his orders in respect to the cl«iii|

ofDon Diego's widow, 87 1 ; his ordinances relative toll

slave trade, 914.

Charlevoix, his description of the sea of the Antilles, 6531

Chanffepi^, Jacqnes Georges, a passage firom, in respettf

the Colombos, 878.

C:hristoval, St, fortress of, erected by Bartholomcvf <

lumbus, 764 ; moimtains of, 825.
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Cibao, Columbus's expedition to the mountains of, 70'>;

meaning of the word Cibao, 707; Luian's description of

the mountains, 708.

Ciguare, country of, extolled by the natives of Veragua,

819.

Ciguay, mountains of, 776; character of its inhabitants, ib.

Ciguayans, a warlike Indian tribe, account of, 670.

f^intra, rock of, arrival at, by Columbus on bis return from

theNewWorid,674.

Cipango (or Japan), Marco Polo's account of, 905.

Cities, island of the seven, 911.

Cladera, Don Christoval, bis refutation of a letter written

liy M. Otto to Dr Franklin, 890.

Culoinbo, the old Genoese Admiral, conveys the King of

Portugal to the Mediterranean coast of France, 610.

, the younger (nephew to the old Admiral), a

famous corsau-, 610.

iBalthasar, of Cuccaro, loses his cause in respect

to the heirship of Columbus, 872.

, Juan, commander of one of Columbus's ships on

Ills third voyage, 754.

Culombos, the navigators, an account of, 877 ; capture of

tlie Venetian galleys, 879.

Colon, F., see Columbus, Fernando.

, Diego, acts as interpreter, 715, 710, 724; bis

speech to the natives of Cuba, 724 ; man-ies the daughter

of the Cacique Guarionex, 753.

Columbus, Bartholomew, accompanies Bartholomew Diaz

alODg the coast of Africa, 622 ; an account of his pro-

ceedings, 727; arrives at Valladolid, 728; sent to assist

his iirother with three ships, ib.; character of, ib; is

invested by Columbus with the title and authority of

Adelantado, il). ; attends his brother in his expedition

against the Indians of the Vega, 737 ; goes to the mines

of Ilayna, 745 ; is invested with the command on the

return of Columbus to Spain, 746 ; sails to meet his

brother, 76i ; account of bis administration during the

absence of Columbus, 764 ; sends 500 Indians to Spain

to be sold as slaves, ib. ; erects the fortress of San Do-

mingo, 765; pays a visiltoBehechio, ib.; bis reception,

ib. ; demands a tribute, 766; establishes a chain of

miliiary posts, 767; causes several Indians who had

broken some Christian images, etc. to be burnt, 768;

marches against the Caciques who had formed a con-

spiracy against the Spaniards, ib.; causes them to be

Kiied, 769 ; pardons most of them, ib. ; again vbits

Bebechio to receive the tribute of cotton, ib. ; bis skill

In government, 770;. a conspiracy formed against him

by Holdan, 771 ; narrowly escapes assassioation, ib; re-

pairs to the Vega in relief of Fort Conception, 772 ; his

interview with Roldan, 773; is shut up in Fort Con-
ception, 774 ; relieved by the arrival of Coronal, ib.

;

publishes an amnesty to all who return to their duty,

775; marchesagainstGuarionex who has rebelled, ib.

;

bis campaign in the mountains of Ciguay, 776 ; releases

the wife of one of the Caciques whom he had taken with

Hayobanex, 777; favourable consequences of this, ib.;

his vigorous proceedings against the rebels engaged in

the conspiracy of Guevara and Moxica, 792 ; is put in

irons by Bobadilla, 800 ; accompanies Columbus on his

fourth voyuge, 81 1 ; waits on the governor of Ercilla,

812 : takes possession of Cape Honduras in the name of

the Sovereigns of Castile, 815; lands at Cariari, 817;

his interview with the Cacique of Veragua, 823; second

interview, ib. : explores the count -7,824; forms a plan

to seixe Quibian, 826 ; docs so, wilh his wives aud chil-

dren, 826; Quibian escapes, 827; and attacks in return,

ib. ; is finally compelled to remove the settlement to

another place, 828 ; is in great danger, ib. ; compelled

to embark with his brother and all his men, 830-1 ; takes

Porras prisoner, 844 ; sets sail from St Domingo for

Spain with his brother, 855 ; proceeds to court to urge

the justice of the King, 858 ; accompanies his brother to

court, ib. ; goes to represent his brother on the arrival

of the new King and Queen of Castile, 860; is sent out

to St Domingo by Ferdinand to admonish his nephew,

Don Diego, 860; is presented with the property and

government of Mona for life, etc., ib.; dies at St Do-

mingo, ib. ; his character, ib.

Columbus, Christopher, account of his birth, parentage,

and education, 607, 873, 873; early Ufc of, 608 ; his first

voyage, 609; engages in the service of Reinier, King

of Naples, ib. ; alters the point of the compass of his

ship to deceive his discontented crew, ib. ; engaged in

the Mediterranean and the Levant, 610; said to be ap-

pointed captain of several Genoese ships in the service of

Louis XI, ib. ; bis gallant conduct when sailing wilh

Colombo the younger, il).; goes to Lisbon, where he

takes up his residence, ib., 613; picture of his person,

613; early character, ib. ; becomes enamoured of Dona

Felipa Monis de Palestrello, whom be marries, ib. ; lie-

comes possessed of his fathei-in-law's charts, journals,

etc., ib. ; removes to the island of Porto Santo, 614 ;

becomes acquainted with Pedro Correo, a navigator of

note, ib. ; is animated with a wish to make discoveries,

ib.; grounds on which he founds his belief of the exist-

ence of undiscovered countries in the West, 615; cor-

respondence of Columbus wilh Paolo Toscanelli, 617;

makes a voyage to the north of Europe, 618; the as-

trolabe having been applied to navigation, Columbus

proposes a voyage of discovery to John II, King of

Portugal, 619; this proposition is referred to a junto

charged with all matters relating to maritime discovery,

620 ; who regard the project as visionary, ib. ; the King

then refers it to his council, ib. ; by whom it is con-

demned, ib. ; a ship is secretly sent in the direction pro-

posed, but returns, 621 ; Columbus's indignation, ib.

;

loses bis wife, ib. ; quits Portugal, ib. ; goes to Genoa

and proposes bis project to the government, ib. ; it is

rejected, ib. ; supposed by some to have carried bis plan

to Veniee, 622 ; vis'.ts his father, ib. ; arrives in Spain,

and requests a little bread and water at a convent ofFran-

ciscan friars, ib. ; the prior detains him as a guest, ib.

;

and invites Garcia Fernandez to meet him, ib. ; gives

bim a letter of introduction to Fern, .ido de Talavcra,

Queen Isabella's confessor, 623; sets out for Cordova,

ib. ; arrives there, 625 ; finds it impossible to obtain a

bearing, ib. ; the queen's confessor regards his plan as

impossible, ib. ; maintains himself by designing maps

and charts, ib. ; is received into the house of Alonso de

Quintanilla, ib. ; introduced to the archbishop of Toledo,

ib.; who gives him an attentive hearing, 626; becomes

his friend and procures him an audience oftbeKiug, ib.

;

who desires the prior of Prado to assemble astronomers,

etc., to hold conference with him, ib. ; ColumlHis ap-

pears before the council at Salamanca, ib.; arguments

against bis theory, 627; his reply, 628; the subject

experiences procrastination and neglect, ib. ; is com-

pelled to follow the movements of the court, ib. ; his plan

recommended to Queen Isabella by the Marchioness of

Moya,629; receives an invitation to return to Portugal

from John II , ib. ; refuses to go, ib. ; receives a favourable

letter from Henry VII of England, ib. ; distinguishes

•I ' 1
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himself in the campaign of i 489, and ii impretwd deeply

with the arrival and message of two friars from the Soldan

ofEgypt relative to the Holy Land, 630; determines to

devote the proflis arising from his intended discovery to

the purpose of rescuing the holy sepulchre from the

han«ls of the infldels, ib. ; council of learned men again

convened, ib.; who pronounce the scheme vain and im-

possible, ib. ; receives a message from the Sovereigns,

ib.; has an audience of the Sovereigns, 651; leaves

Seville in disgust, ib. ; forms a connexion with Beatrix

Enriquez, ib. ; applies to the Duke of Medina Sidonia,

who rejects his plan, ib. ; applies to the Duke of Medina

Celi, who is prevented from acceding to his plan from

a fear of the court, ib. ; receives a letter ot encouragement

from the King of France, ib. ; returns to the convent of

La Rabida, ib. ; Alonso Pinzon offers to pay his expenses

in a renewed application to the court, 632 ; returns at

the desire of the queen, ib.; witnesses the surrender of

Granada to the Spanish arms, ib.; negotiation with

persons appointed by the Sovereigns, 633; his propo-

sitions are considered extravagant, ib. ; his terms are

pronounced inadmissible, ib. ; lower terms are offered

him, which he rejects, ib. ; the negotiation brol en off,

ib.; quits Santa F^, ib.; Luis de St Angel reasons

with the queen, 634 ; who at last consents, ib. ; a mes-

senger despatched to recall Columbus, ib. ; he returns

to Santa F6, ib.; arrangement with the Spanish Sove-

reigns, ib.; his son appointed page vj Prince Juan, 636;

be returns to La Rabida, ib. ; preparations at the port

of Palos, and apprehensions there relative to the expe-

dition, ib. ; not a vessel can bo procured, ib. ; they are

at last furnished, 637 ; Columbus hoists his flag, ib.

;

sails, 638 ; prologue to his voyage, ib. ; anaccount of the

map he had prepared previous to sailing, 639 ; difflculties

begin to arise, ib. ; arrives at the Canaries, ib.; conies

in sight of Mount Teneriffe, ib. ; arrives at Gomara,

ib.; the news which reached him there, ib. ; alarm of

his sailors on losing all sight of land, 640; begins to

keep two reckonings, ib. ; falls in with part of a mast,

ib. ; notices a variation of the needle, ib. ; his opinion

relative to that phenomenon, ib. ; they are visited by two

birds, 641; fall in with the trade wind, ib.; see large

patches of weeds, ib.; his situation becomes more cri-

tical, 643 ; part of his crew determine, should he refuse

to return, to throw bun into the sea, 644 ; false appear^

ance of land, ib., 645; bis crew become exceedingly

damorous, 645 ; the assertion that he capitulated with

them disproved, ib. ; his address to the crew, 646 ; sees

a light, ib. ; land discovered, ib. ; the reward for " land"

adjudged to him, ib. ; lands on the island of St Salvador,

647 ; which he takes possession of in the name of the

Castilian Sovereigns, ib. ; the surprise of the natives, ib.

;

gold flrst discovered, 648; reconnoitres the island, 649;

takes seven of the inhabitants to teach them Spanish that

they might become interpreters, ib. ; discovers Santa Ma-
ria de la Concepcion, ib. ; discovers Exuma, 630 ; disco-

vers Isabella, 651 ; hears of two islands called Cuba and

Bohio, ib.; sails in search of the former, 652; discovers

it, ib.; takes formal possession, ib.; sends two Spaniards
up the country, 654 ; collects information, ib. ; return

of the Spaniards with their report, 655; goes in search

of the supposed island of Babeque, 657; discovers an
archipelago, to which he gives the name of the King's

Garden, ib. ; desertion of Alonso Pinzon, ib.; discovers

St Catherine, in which he flnds stones veined with gold,

658 ; specimen of his style in description, ib. ; reaches

what he supposes to be the eastern extremity of Asia, ib.

;

discovers Hispaniola, 658; its transcendent appearance,

ib.; enters a harbour, to which he gives the name of

St Nicholas, ib. ; a female brought to him who wore an

ornament of gold in her nose, 659 ; coasts along the

shores, 660; is visited by a Cacique, 661 ; receives a

message from Guacanagari, ib.; his ship strikes upon a

sand Itank in the night, 662; some of his crew desert in

a lioat, ib.; the ship becomes a wreck, and he takes

refuge on lH)ard a caravel, 663; receives assistance

from Guacanagari, ib. ; transactions with the natives,

ib. ; is invited to the residence of Guacanagari, ib. ; his

affectionate reception of him, ib. ; bis people desire to

have permission to remain in the island, 665 ; he f(vnis

the plan of a colony and the design of constructing a

fortress, ib. ; and of returning to Spain for reinfurce-

ments, ib. ; entertained in the most hospitable manner

by Guacanagari, ib.; who procures for him a great

quantity of gold previous to his departure, 666 ; his ad-

dress to the people, 667 ; gives a feast to the chieftains,

ib. ; sails, ib. ; coasts towards the eastern end of Ili».

paniola,ib.; meets with Pinzon, 668; Pinzon's apology,

ib. ; account of the Ciguayans, 669; the first native

blood shed by the whiles, 670; account of the return

voyage, ib.; encounters violent storms, 67i ; the crew

draw lots who shall perform pilgrimages, ib. ; two of

the lots fall to the Admiral, ib. ; vows made, 672; com-

mits an account of his voyage in a barrel to the sea, ib.;

land discovered, ib. ; which proves to be the Azores,

673; transactions at St Mary's, ib. ; receives supplia

and a message from the governor, ib.; attempted

performance of the vow made during the storm, ib,;

the seamen taken prisoners by the rabble, headed by the

governor, ib.; the governor's disgraceful eonduct.ib.;

seamen liberated, 674; cause of Ibegovernor's conduct,

ib. ; violent gales, ib. ; lots for pilgrimages aguin cast,

ib. ; aiTives off Cintra in Portugal, ib. ; writes to the

Sovereigns and the King of Portugal, 675 ; is summoned

by a Portuguese Admiral to give an account of himself,

ib.; effect of his return at Lisbon, ib.; receivesan imi-

tationfrom the King of Portugal, ib. ; interview with the

King, ib. ; jealousy of the King excited, ib. ; a propo-

sition to the King by some of his courtiers to assassinate

Columbus and take advantage of his discoveriu, 676;

rejected by the King, ib. ; disgraceful plot of the King to

rob Spain of the newly-discovered possessions, ib.; his

interview with the Queen of Portugal, ib.; enters the

harbour of Palos, 677; account of his reception there,

ib. ; arrival of Pinzon, ib. ; receives an invitation from

the Sovereigns at Barcelona, 678; his reception on the

road, 679 ; is received in a magniflce/ 1 manner by the

courtiers, ib. ; and the Sovereigns, ib. ; his vow in re-

spect to the holy sepulchre, 680; the manner in which

his discoveries were received throughout Europe, ib.;

a coat of arms given him, 68t ; the manner in which he

receives the honours paid to him, ib. ; preparations for

a second voyage, 682; agreement made with the SoT^

reigns, 684 ; powers with which be is invested, ib.; takes

leave of the Sovereigns at Barcelona, ib. ; arrives at

Seville, 686; prepares for the voyage, ib. ; ideas of Co-

lumbus and the people relative to the New World, ib.;

insolence of Juan de Soria, 687 ; conduct of Fonseca,

ib.; departure on his second voyage, 688; anchors at

Gomera, 689 ; gives sealed instructions to the commander

or each vessel, ib.; sees a swallow, ib.; encounters a

storm, ib.; sees the lights of St. Elmo, ib. ; discovert

the Caribbee islands, 690 ; lakes possession of them, ib,

;

discovers Guadaloupe, ib.; transactions there, 691;
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cmbei among the Caribbee Islands, 692; arrives at

Ilispaniola, 695; at the gulf of Semana, ib. ; anchors at

Monte Cbristi, ib. ; arrives at La Navidad, ib. ; is visited

by a cousin of the Cacique, ib. ; learns a disaster which

had occurred at the forbress, 696; visits Guacanagari,

698; abandons La Navidad, 700; founds the city of

babella at Monte Cbristi, 701; falls sick, ib.; sends

Alonso de Ojeda to explore the interior of the island, 702;

despatches twelve ships to Spain, 703 ; requests fresh

supplies, ib. ; recommends Pedro Margarite and Juan

Aguado to the patronage of the government, ib. ; recom-

mends a curious plan in respect to an exchange of Caribs

for live stock, ib.; recommendation of Columbus in

respect to the Caribs, ib. ; his conduct in respect to Diaz's

mutiny, 705; consequences, ib.; sets out on an expedi-

tion to the mountains of Cibao, ib. ; erects a fortress of

woodamong the mountains, 707 ; returns to Isabella , 7 12

;

receives unpleasant intelligence from Pedro Margarite,

ib. ; sickness in the colony, ib. ; puts his people on short

allowance, 713 ; offends the Hidalgos, by making them

bare the common labours of the colony, ib. ; distributes

bis forces in the interior, 714; gives the command of

them to Pedro Margarite, ib.; his instructions to that

olBcer, ib.; instructs Margarite to surprise and secure

Caonabo, ib. ; his conduct in respect to Ilaytian thieves,

lb.; sails for Cuba, 715; visits La Navidad, ib. ; arrives

at San Nicholas, ib. ; lands at Guantanamo, ib. ; anchors

atStJago,7(6; sailsinsearchofBabeque, ib.; discovers

Jamaica, ib.; received in a hostile manner, 717; takes

possession of the island, ib. ; amicable intercourse with

the natives, ib.; returns to Cuba, 718; lands atCabo

de la Cruz, ib. ; encounters a storm, ib. ; becomes en-

gaged in a most difficult navigation, ib. ; discovers an

archipelago, to which he gives the name of the Queen's

Gardens, ib.; bears of a province called Mangon, which

greatly excites his attention, 719 ; coasts along the south-

em side of Cuba, ib. ; encounters a dangerous navigation

in a white sea, 720 ; sends parties to explore the interior

of the country, 721 ; deceives himself in respect to wLat

be wishes, ib. ; fancies be has arrived on that part of

Asia which is beyond the boundaries of the Old World,

laid down by Ptolemy, 722; anticipates returning to

Spain by the Aurea Cbersonesus, Taprobana, the Straits

of Babelmandel,and the Red Sea, or the Coast of Africa,

ib. ; returns along the southern coast of Cuba, in the

assurance that Cuba was the extremity of the Asiatic con-

tinent, ib. ; discovers the island of Evangelista, 723 ; his

ship runs aground, ib. ; sails along the province of Or-

nofay, ib. ; erects crosses in conspicuous situations to

denote his discoveries, 724 ; is addressed by an Indian,

Ih.; takes an Indian with him, ib.; his ship leaks, 723

;

reaches Santa Cruz, ib. ; coasts along the south side of

Jamaica, ib. ; his ship visited by a Cacique and his whole

family, ib. ; who offer to accompany him to Spain to do

homage to the King and Queen, ib. ; he evades this

I

offer, 726 ; coasts along the south side of Ilispaniola, ib.

;

makes an error in reckoning, ib. ; arrives at Mona, 727 ;

b suddenly deprived of all his faculties, ib. ; arrives at

Isabella, ib. ; is joined by bis brother Bartholomew, ib.

;

invests him with the title and authority of Adelantado,

|728; is visited by Guacanagari, who informs him of a

league formed against him by tbe Haytian Caciques,

132; his measures to restore the quiet of tbe island, ib.

;

Uinaover Guarionex, and prevails upon him to give his

Idaughter in marriagd to Diego Colon, 733 ; builds a

Jfortress in the territories of Guarionex, ib. ; Caonabo is

[delivered into his hands by Ojeda, 734 ; he puta biro in '

chains, 734; his interview with bim, ib.; his anxiety

relieved by the arrival ofAntonio de Torres, 735; lenda
home specimens of gold, plants, etc. and five hundred
Indian prisoners to be sold as slaves, 736; undertakes an
expedition against the Indians of the Vega, ib. ; a battle

ensues, 737; the Indians defeated, 738; makes a military

tour through various parts of the island, and reduces it

to obedience, ib. ; hnposes a tribute, ib. ; refuses the

offer of Guarionex to cultivate graid, instead of paying in

gold, 739; erecU forts, ih. ; the natives having destroyed
the crops, are hunted and compelled to return to their

labours, 740; account of the intrigues against Columbus
in the court ofSpain, ib.; charges brought against him, ib.;

his popularity declines in consequence, 741 ; measures
taken in Spain, ib. ; Aguado arrives at Isabella to collect

information relative to the slate of tbe colony, 742

;

his dignified conduct at his first mterview with Aguado,
743 ; the Caciques prefer, complauils against him, 744

;

he resolves on returning to Spain, ib. ; a violent hur-
ricane occurs previous to his departure, which sinks six

caravels, ib. ; pleased with the discovery of the gold
mines of Hayna,745; orders a fort to be erected, ib.;

invests his brother with the conunand, 746; sails for
Spain, ib. ; arrives pt Guadaloupe, ib. ; his politic con-
duct there, 747 ; leaves Guadaloupe, ib. ; a famine on
board the ships, ib. ; his magnanimous conduct, ib.

;

arrives in Spain, ib. ; his representation of things, 748

;

writes instructions for the conduct of Bartholomew, ib.

;

invited to court, ib. ; favourably received, 749 ; proposes
a third voyage of discovery, ib. ; the king promises him
ships, ib.; delays and their causes, ib.; refuses the title

of Duke or Marquess, and a grant of lands in Uispaniola,

750; terms on which he was to sail, 751 ; honours be-
stowed upon him, ib.; makes bis will,ib.; bis respect

and love for Genoa, ib. ; odium thrown upon bis enter-

prises, 7S2 ; plan to which he was compelled to resort to
procure men for his third voyage, ib. ; in consequence
of delays, he almost resolves to give up aU further enter-

prise, 753; chastises a minion of Fonseca, ib. ; conse-

quences of this chastisement, ib. ; sets sail, ib. ; his opi-

nion in respect to a continent in the Southern Ocean
754 ; arrives at Gomara, ib. ; takes a French ship, ih.

;

is seized with a fit of tbe gout, ib. ; arrives among the

Cape de Verde Islands, 755 ; sees the island ofDelFuego,

ib. ; arrives under the line, ib. ; the heat becomes in-

tolerable, and he alters his course, ib. ; and discovers

Trinidad, 756 ; discovers Terra Firma, ib. ; steers along

the coast of Trinidad, ib. ; difficulty in respect to a rapid

current, 757 ; enters the Gulf of Paria, ib. ; suffers from

a complaint in the eyes, 760 ; discovers the Islands of

Margarita and Cubagua, ib. ; exchanges plates, etc., for

pearls, ib. ; his complaint in the eyes increases, 761

;

arrives at Hispaniola, ib. ; bis brother sails to meet him,

ib. ; bis constitution seems to give way, ib.; his specu-

lations relative to the coast of Paria, ib. ; arrives at San
Domingo, 777 ; state of his health on arriving at His-

paniola, 778; state of the colony, ib.; negotiates with

the rebels, 780; offers free passage to all who desire to

return to Spain, ib. ; offers a pardon to Roldan, which is

received with contempt, ib. ; writes to Spain an account

of the rebellion, etc., and requires to be sent out a judge

and some missionaries, 781 ; writes a concilialingletter to

Roldan, 782; interviews with Roldan, 783; issues a

proclamation of pardon, ib. ; receives proposals, which

he accedes to, ib. ; goes on a tour to visit the various sta-

tions, 784 ; receives a cold letter from the Sovereigns,

writtenby Fonseca, 785; the former arrangement with

t ;
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Roldan not having been carried into effect, enter* into a

Mcond, 785) grant* lands to Roldan's follower*, 780;

conaidon lliipaniola in the light of a conquered country,

ib. I reduces the native* to the condition of villain* or

vasaals, ib. ) grant* land* to Holdau, ib. ; detcrrniuei on

returning to Spain, ib.; but is prevented by circuinstanoes,

787; writes to the Sovereigns, entreating them to inijuiru

into the truth of the late transactions, ib. ; rctjucsts that

his son, Diego, might be sent to him, ib. ; sends Koldan

to Alonso de Ojeda, who has arrived on the western

coast on a voyage of discovery, 788; his indignation at

the breach of prerogative implied by this voyage, 789;

hears of a conspiracy entered into against him by Gue-

vara and Moxica, 793 ; seize* Moxica, ib. ; and orders

him to be flung headlong from tiie battlements of Fort

Conception, ib. ; vigorous proceedings against the rebels,

ib.; beneficial consequences, 703; representations at

court against him, ib. ; his sons insulted at Granada, 791

;

the queen is offended at his pertinacity in making slaves

of those taken in warfare, 795 ; and consents to the send-

ing out a commission to investigate his conduct, ib.;

Bobadilla is sent out, 796; and arrives at St Domingo,

ib. ; his judgment formed before he leaves his ship, ib.;

he seises upon the government before he investigates the

conduct of Columbus, 798 ; Columbus is summoned to

appear before Bobadilla, ib. ; goes to St Domingo with-

out guanis or retinue, and is put in irons and conflned in

the fortress, 799 ; his magnanimity, ib. ; charges against

him, 800 ; jubilee of the miscreants on bis degradation,

801 ; his colloquy with Villejo, previous to their sailing,

ib. ; sails, ib. ; arrive* at Cadiz, 802 ; sensation in Spain

on hi* arrival in irons, ib. ; sends a letter to Doiia Juaua

de la Torre, with an account of his treatment, ib. ; indig-

nation of the Sovereigns at reading this account, ih.

;

is invited to court, 803 ; his gracious reception there, ib.

;

his emotion, ib. ; is promised a full restitution of bis pri-

vileges and dignities, ib. ; disappointed in receiving them,

ib. ; causes, 803, 805 ; his interestsordered to be respected

in Ilispaniola by Ovando, 807 ; remembers bis vow to

furnish an army wherewith to recover the Holy Sepul-

chre, 808; endeavours to incite the Sovereigus to the

enterprise, 809 ; forms the plan ofa fourth voyage, which

is to eclipse all former ones, 810; writes to Pope Alex-

ander VI, 81 1 ; takes measures to secure his fame by

placing it under the guardianship of his native country,

ib.; sails irom Cadiz, ib. ; arrives at Erciila, 812; at the

Grand Canary, ib. ; at St Domingo, 813; requests per-

mission to shelter in the harbour, as he apprehends a

storm, ib.; his retjiiest refused, ib. ; a violent hurricane

soon after sweeps the sea, in which he and his property

are preserved, and several of bis bitterest enemies over-

whelmed, ib. ; encounters another storm, SM; dis-

covers Guanaga, ib. ; a Cacique comes on board his

ship with a multitude of articles, the produce of the

country, ib. ; selects some to send them to Spain, 815 ; is

within two days' sail of Yucatan, ib.; natives different

from any he had yet seen, ib. ; voyages along the coast

of Honduras, 816; encounters violent storms of thunder

and lightning, ib. ; voyages along the Mosquito shore,

ib. ; passes a cluster of islands, to which he gives the name
of Limonares, ib. ; comes to an island to which he gives

the name of La Huerta, or the Garden, ib. ; transac-

tions at Cariari, 817; voyage along Costa Rica, 818;

speculations concerning the isthmus of Veragua, 819;

discovery of Puerto Bello, 820; discovery of £1 Helrelc,

ib. ; disorders of liis men at this port, and tlie conse-

quences, ib. ; relinquishes the further prosecution of his

voyage eastward, 821 ; returns to Puerto Bello, ih,; en-

counters a furious tempest, ib. ; is near being drowu«(j

by a waler-spout, 822 ; return* to Veragua, ib. ; re.

gards gold as one of the mystic treasures, ib.; is nvariv

being wrecked in port, 823 ; gives bis name to iIk

mountain* of Veragua, ib.; semis his brother to cxplnre

the country, ib. ; wliicti ap|)oars to lie inq)roguatcd niih

gold, ib. ; believes that lie has reached one of the niosi

favoured parts of the Asiatic continent, 82 1 ; commeures

a settlement on the river Belen, ib. ; determines on nv

turning to Spain for rtiinforccnicnts, ib. ; sends liii

brother to surprise QuUiiau, 826 ; who is seized, ib. ; and

afterwards escapes, 827 ; disasters at the settlement slop

his sailing, 829 ; some of his prisoners escape, and olhen

desln>y themselves, ib. ; his anxiety produces delirium,

830; is comforted by a vision, ib. ; the settlement h

abandoned, and all the Spaniards embark for Spain,

831 ; departure from the coast of Veragua, ib.; sails

for Hispaniola, ib. ; arrives at Puerto Bello, ib. ; at (be

entrance of the GulfofDarien,ib.; at theQueen'sGv-

dens, 832 ; encounters anotiier violent tempest, ib.; ar-

rives at Cape Cruz, ib. ; at Jamaica, ib. ; runs bis abipt

on shore, ib. ; arranges with the natives for supplies rf

provisions, 833; bis convei-sation with Diego Meudei tu

induce him to go in a canoe to St Domingo, ilt. ; Meit

dez offers to go, 8.3 {; Colunibus writes to Ovaudufora

ship to take him and bis crew to Hispaniola, ib. ; nrilei

to the Sovereigns, ib. ; Mendez embarks, ib. ; the I'umu

engage in a nmliny, HSd; ttie nmtiuy becomes general, ib.

be is conflned by the gout, ib. ; rushes out to quell llie

mutiny, but is borne back to the cabin by the lew vh

remain faithful, 837 ; the mutineers embark ou boanj

ten Indian canoes, ib. ; provisions become exceeding!)

scarce, 838 ; employs a stratagem to obtain supplies from

the natives, ib. ; another conspii-acy is formed, 83);

an'ival of Diego de Escobar from Hispaniola on a mmm
from the governor, promising that a ship shall soon liej

sent to his relief, ib.; the governor delays sending ouefw

eight months, 842; overtures of the Admiral to tbeinu-[

tiueers, ib. ; not accepted, 843 ; they send a petition ft

pardon, 844 ; it is granted, ih.; two ships arrive taj

Hispaniola, ib.; departure of Columbus, 833; arrit

at Beata, ib. ; anchors in tlie harbour of St l)omingu,{

854 ; is enthusiastically received by the people, ili.;

grieved at the desolation he sees every where aruiiiulliiig,

ib. ; finds that his interests had been disregarded, ib,

sets sail for Spain, 855; encounters several tempests, ib,

anchors in the harbour of St Lucar, ib. ; causes hii

self to be conveyed to Seville, ib.; finds all his affairs

contusion, ill. ; is compelled to live by borrowiug, U\

writes to King Ferdinand, ib.; but, receiving uusal

factory replies, would have set out from Seville, lHiti{

prevented by his infirmities, ib. ; death of Queca li

bella, 837 ; is left to the justice of Ferdinand, 8^8;

with his brother to court, then held at Soguvia, ib.;

received in a very cold manner, 859 ; Don Diego de

is appointed arbitrator between the King and tbe

miral, ib.; his claims are referred to the Junta de

cargos, ih. ; is confined with a violent attack of tlicgoi

ib.; petitions the King, that his son Diego maybe

pointed, in his place, to the government, of wliicti he

been so long deprived, ib. ; his petition remains ui

tended to, 860; writes to the new King and Quern

Castile, ib.; who promise a speedy and prospei

termination to his suit, ib. ; his last illness, ib. ; wrilal

testamentary codicil on the blank (Mge of a little

viary, ib. ; writes a final codicil, 861 ; receives the
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cramcnt, 861 ; dies, ib. ; ,bnrial of, ib. ; bis remains re-

moved lo Iliipaniola, ib. t disinterred and conveyed to

the liavanna, ib. ; epitaph, 862 ; nlwervations on his cha-

racter, ib. : his remaiiu removed with ^roat ceremony

lo Cuba, 865; reflections theroon,8(Mi; historical ac-

count of his descendants, lit.; the male line becomes

eilinct, 872 ; an important lawsuit relative to the heirship

(in the female Hue) lo the family titles and property,

ib. ; decided in lEavour of Don Nuno Celvcs do I'or-

liigallo, ib. ; an account of his lineage, 873; an account

of his birth-place, 875'; an account of the ships ho used,

N93 ; an examination of his route in the flrst voyage, 89 i

;

Ihe effect of the travels of Marco Polo on his mind, 94)5;

bis belief in the imaginary island of St Brandan,908 ; an

sa'ount of the earliest narratives of bis first and se-

cond voyages, 919; his ideas relative to the situation of

Ihe terrestrial paradise, 922; his will, 924; his signa-

ture, 928.

Columbus, Don Diego, character of, 703 ; intrusted with

the command of the ships during the expedition of Co-

lumbus to the mountains of Cibao, ib. ; made president

of the junta, 715 ; reproves Pedro Margarile for his irre-

Kularities, 729 ; the Hidalgos f(»rm a faction against him

diuing the alMonce of his brother, 730 ; returns to Isa-

l)eUa,712: a conspiracy formed against hini by Roldan,

771 ; left in command at St Domingo, during the tour

of Columbus, 781 ; his conduct on the arrival of Boba-

dilla, 797 ; seized by orders of Bobadilla, thrown in irons,

and confined on board of a caravel, 799.

Columbus, Diego (son to Christopher), educated at the

convent of La Rabida, 623; appointed page to Prince

Juan, 636 ; embarks with his father in his second expedi-

tion,689; left in charge with his father's interests in

Spain, 81 1 ; his ingratitude to Mendez, and falsification

of his promise, 845; his character, 866 ; succeeds to the

rights of his father, as viceroy and governor of the New
World, ib. ; urges the king to give him those rights, ib. j

commences a process against the king before the council

of the Indies, ib. ; the defence set up, ib.; the suit

lasts several years, 867 ; becomes enamoured of Dona

Maria dc Toledo, ib. ; a decision, in respect to pari of his

claims, raises him to great wealth, ib. ; marries Dona

Maria, niece to the Duke of Alva, ib. ; through this con-

nexion he obtains the dignities and powers enjoyed by

Nicholas de Ovando, ib. ; embarks for Ilispaniola, ib.

;

keeps up great state, ib. ; becomes embroiled with some

of his father's enemies, 868 ; the court of royal audience

established as a check upon him, ib. ; opposes the repar-

timientos, ib. ; his virtues make bim unpopular, ib.

;

tuhjugates and settles Ihe island of Cuba without the

lo«i of a single man, ib. ; sails for Spain to vindicate

hit conduct, 869; is well received, ib.; the death of Fer-

dinand, ib. ; obtains a recognition of bis innocence of

all charges apinst him from Charles V,ib. ; and has his

right acknowledged to exercise the ofllce of viceroy and

governor in all places discovered by his father, 870; sails

for St Domingo, where he arrives, ib.; difficulties hehas

to encounter, ib. ; African slaves having been introduced,

and most cruelly used, they revolt, ib. ; are subdued,

ib.; is accused of usurping too much power, ib. ; re-

ceives, in consequence, a severe letter from the council of

Ihe Indies, ib. j and is desired to repair to court to vindi-

cate himself, lb. ; sails, lands, and appears before the

court at Victoria, ib. ; clears himself, 871 ; prosecutes

his claims, ib.; follows the court from city to city, ib.

;

is attacked by a slow fever, ib.; die8,ib.; his family, ib.

ifllumbus, Fernando (ton to Chriatopber), accompanies

his father on his fourth voyage, 84 1 ; his Dither'i eneo-

miiun on hhn,858; embarks for liispanlDia with Don
Diego, 867 ; an account of bim, 875 ; writes a history of

his father, ib.

Columbus, Don Luis ( son to Don Diego), prosecutes the

claims of his fother and grandfiilher, 871 ; compromises

all claims for two titles and a pension, 872 ; dies, ib.

Conmiercc, despotic influence of the Spanish crown in re-

spect to, 685.

Compass, the, brought into more general use, 6I&.

Concepcion, Santa Maria de la, discovery of, 649.

, Fort, erected by Columbus, 739.

Contradictions, the coast of, 822.

Convicts who had accompanied Columbus, conduct of, in

Ilispaniola, 806.

Copper halchels seen among Ihe Indians of Guanaca, 8M.
Coral found in Veragua, 819.

Cormorants, large flights of, seen on the south coast of

Cuba, 721.

Coronal, Pedro Fernandez, sails for Ilaytl with two ships,

752 ; arrives at St Domingo with supplies, 774 ; is sent

to persuade Roldan to return to his duty, 775.

Correo, Pedro, a navigator of note with whom Columbus
iMiconics ac(|uaintcd, 614.

Cortez, Hernando, conduct of Fonseca to, 931. - -

Cosia Rica, Columbus sails along the, 818.

Cotabanama, Cacique of Higuey, 729; massacres eight

Spaniards, 850; Esquibel marches against bim, ib.;

sues for peace, ib. ; visits the Spanish camp, ib. ; au-

olher war ensues, ib. ; takes shelter with his wife and

children in a large cavern, 852 ; bis rencounter with

Juan Lopez, ib.; is overpowered and chained, ib.

;

sent to St Domingo and hanged, 853.

Cotton, where flrst seen iu the western hemisphere, 648;

seen iu large quantities in Cuba, 636; tribute of, 758.

Cranes, flocks of large, seen in Cuba, 721.

Creation, ideas in respect to the, entertained by the Hay-

tians, 709.

Crocodiles found at El Retrete similar to those of the Nile,

820.

Crosses erected by Columbus to denote bis discoveries, 724.

Crusade to recover the holy sepulchre proposed by Co-

lumbus, 808. 11, .i .5ij;.v.J

Cruz, Caho de la, so named by Columbus, 718.

Cuba, island of, Columbus hears of, 651 ; sails in quest of

it, 652; discovery of, ib.; description of its appearance,

ib. ; hurricanes seldom known in, 653; belief of the in-

habitants in a future state, 656; Columbus revisits Ihe

coast of, 7 1 5 ; natives of, 7 16 ; Columbus coasts along the

southern side, 719; natives, 720, 721 ; subjugated and

settled by Don Diego Columbus, 868 ; the remains of

Columbus removed to, 865.

Cubagua, isle of, discovery of, 760; natives, ib.

Cubiga, a village in Veragua where the country of gold was

supposed to terminate, 819.

Currency ; principles on which the sums mentioned in this

work have been reduced to modem currency, 900.

Dances of the ITiiytiiins, 7(0, .\:\.y

Darien, Gulfof, 831. ',

Dead, manner of tretiting the, by the Haytians, 7<0.

Deluge, universal, ideas entertained by the Hay^iaos in re-

spect to, 710.

Deza, Diego de, character of, 628; coincides with Colum-

bus at the council at Salamwioa, ib.; a&sists him with bis

!|.

:i:i
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pune, 629; made arehbiihop of Serine, 858) b chuMii

•rUtralor betweea the King and Columbiu, 859.

Dias, Bartholomew, account of fail diicoveries, 727.

, Miguel, hi« romantic history, 741 ; ditr^tvern the gold

minei of Ilayna, 745; commauda the furtreu of St Do-

mingo at the time Bobadiila arriTM, 797 ; hi* conduct on

being desired to gire up his prisoners, ib.

—— de Pisa, mutiny of, 704 ; confined on board one of the

ships, 705.

Disaster, river of, 816.

Discovery, progress of, under Prince Henry of Portugal,

610.

Dogs, dumb, found at Santa Maria, 718.

Dolphhi, island of, 760.

Domingo, San, foundation of the city of, 765.

Dominica, island of, discovered, 690.

Doves, stocl(, presented to Columbus by the natives ofCuba,

719.

Drogeo, a vast country, fabled to have been discovered by

some fishermen of Friseland, 891

.

Drum, a species of, used by the Ilaytians, 709.

Dying, manner of treating the, 710.

E.
Ear, coast of the, 815.

Eden, garden of, speculation of Columbus in respect to,

765.

Egg, anecdote of the, 681.

Egypt, Soldan of, his message to Ferdinand, 650.

Elmo, St, electrical lights seen by Columbus, 689.

Enchanters, the natives of Cariari taken to be, 817.

Enriquei, Beatrix, her connexion with Columbus, 651

;

Columbus's legacy to, 861

.

Escobar, Diego de, arrives at Jamaica on a mission to Co-

lumbus from the Governor of Uispaniola, 859 ; returns

to his ship immediately, 840.

' Koderigo de, chief notary to Columbus's first expe-

dition, 658.

Escobido, Rodrigo de, his conduct after the departure of

Columbus, 697 ; death of, ib.

Espinal, Antoniode, the first prelatesentto tbeNetr World,

807.

Esquibel, Juan de, employed against the natives of Higuey,

850; his atrocious conduct to his prisoners, ib. ; causes

the natives to be hunted lilce wild beasts, 851.

Estotiland, a supposed island on the coast of North Ame-
rica, said to have been discovered by some fishermen of

Friseland, 891.

Eodoxus, remarks on his voyage, 895.

Evangelisia, island of, discovered by Columbus, 725.

Exuma, discovery of, 650.

F.

Ferdinand, King of Aragon and Castile, character of, 625;

engagements of, on the arrival of Columbus at Cordova,

625 ; lays siege to the city of Loxa, ib.; grants an audience

to Columbus, €26; desires the Prior ofPrado to assemble

men of science to consider his plan, ib.; attempt to as-

sassinate him, 629 ; takes Malaga, ib.; forms an alliance

with Henry VQ of England, ib.; one of the rival Kings

of Granada surrenders his pretensions, 650; receives a

message from the Soldan of Egypt, ib.; his message to

Columbus on learning the unfavourable decision of the

council, ib.; refers his plan to persons of confidence,

655; his reluctance to the plan after the queen has

consented, 654 ; his joy on learning the success of Co-

1

lumbus, 678; his reception of him, 070 ; prepares a i;.

cond expedition, 685; his negotiations with John II, |q

respect to the new discoveries, 684 ; listens to the chargei

against Columbus, 741 ; bis conduct, ib.; hia reception of

Columbus on his second return, 749; lays the foundalloa

of the power of Charles V, ib.; promises Columbiu to

furnish him with ships for a third voyage, 750; diiq>.

pointed that his newly-discovered possessions have not

become a source of profll, 704 ; assaulted by the clainoun

of rufflaus who had returned fh)m llispaniohi, ib. ; hb

ingratitude to Columbus becomes evident, ib.; sends out

Bobadiila to imiuire into the conduct of Columbus, 793;

reprobates the conduct pursued against Columbus, ud
invites him to court, 802, 805; promises to restore hio

to all his rights and privileges, 805; his jealousy awalieoed

at the discoveries of the English and Portuguese, 805;

his ingratitude to Columbus, ib.; listens to the projtet

of Columbus for a fourth voyage, 810; his ingratitudt

more evinced on the return of Columbus from hit Im

voyage, 857, 859, 860; erects a monument over Co.

lumbus, 861-2; his conduct to Don Diego, Columlxii'i

son, 866 ; consents that Don Diego should commence i

process against him before the Council of the Indies, ib,;

the defence set up, ib. ; separates the Isthmus of Darin

into two great provinces, 868; death, 869.

Fernandez, Garcia, physician of Palos, his account of Co-

lumbus at the gate of the convent on his first arrivsi in

Spain, 622.

Ferrer, Jayme, an eminent lapidary, substance of bit let-

ter to Columbus, 7S4.

Festival, religious, of a Ilaytian Cacique, description of,
|

709.

Fiesco, Bartholomew, embarks with Mendei from Jamaid

to Hispaniola, 835 ; attends the last moments of Coluin-
j

bus, 861.

Fishing, curious method of, 719.

Fonseca, Juan Rodriguez de, appointed superintendent of I

Indian affairs, 683; his character, ib.; his difference vilb I

Columbus, 687; his conduct to Diego Columbus in re-

spect to some gold, 742 ; his hatred to Columbut, ill.;

impedes the affairs of Columbus, 752; writes a cold letter

to Columbus, by order of the Sovereigns, 785 ; thon

Columbus's letter to Alonso de Ojeda, 788 ; his baseoes

fully displayed, 789; supposed to have instigated the

violent measures of Bobadiila, 801 ; throws impedimenli

in the way of Columbus's fourth voyage, 81 1 ; suppoied

to have been the cause of Ovando's disgrace, 867; by or-

der of Ferdinand, establishes a court, called the Ro;il I

Audience, 868 ; becomes interested in continuing Uk I

slave trade, 915; his opposition to Las Casas, ib.; nl

account of, 920 ; character of, 921 ; his conduct to Corlei, I

ib. ; accused of htving fomented a conspiracy to assassiiiile
|

Cortez, ib.

Franciscans, the order first infaroduced into the New WorU,
|

807.

Fuego, del, island of; seen by Columbus, 755.

G.

Galleys, Venetian, capture of, by Colombo the younger,
|

879.

Gama, Vasco de, doubles the Cape of Good Hope, aiiil|

opens a new road for the trade of the East, 612, 804.

Gardens, the, coast so called, 758.

, King's, islands of, 657.

, Queen's, islands of, 718.

, the Hesperian, observations in respect to, 921

1
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I*

Ctions in respect to,

Galo, Paulo, a species of monkey, 7C0.

Cienoa, Culumlius showN great respect to, 751.

('entlcmcu, the pass of, a rnnil so i-allcd, 706.

(^ratdini, Alexander ami Antonio, warmly enter into the

views ofColumbus, 62.1; they introduce hiui to the arcli-

biiihop of Toledo, 11).

Codtof the llaytians, 709.

Ciold (Western), discovered llratin St .Salvador, MH ; spe-

rimensof virgin ore found in the interior ofliispanlola,

702 ;
iMrlicles found in thestreaniH, lit.; and pleees, 707.

, tribute of, 7.W.

mine discovered In Ha) ti, 7 15 ; a solid mass of, wliich

weiglicd 5600 castellanos, 8l.f; huperslitious notions in

rrs|H!ct to, 822 ; gathered from the roots of the trees in

Vcragua, 823.

(ioklen river, arrival at, in second voyage, 695.

fioniara, Fernando Lopez de, cxaniination of his charge

relative to a pilot's having died in the house ofColumbus,

887.

Gorvalan, explores part of the interior ofllispaniola, 702;

returns lo Spain, ib.

Gourdi* introduced to Ilaytl, 7f 2.

(iracias a Dios, capo of, 816.

Granada, surrender of, 652.

, island of, discovery of, 760.

Grape-vines, very luxuriant, found in Cuba, 721.

iGreenland, assertions relative to its discovery by the Scan-

dinavians, 890.

[Guacanagari, Cacique of IIis])aniola, sends a message to

Columbus, 661 ; receives the Spaniards with great cour-

tesy, 662 ; sheds tears on learning the shipwreck of Co-

lumbus, 665; his assistance, ib.; and kindness, ib.; invites

Columbus to his residence, ib.; manners of, ib.; hospita-

lity, 666 ; procures a great <|uantity of gold for the Ad-

miral previous to his departure, ih.; sends his cousin to

lireet Columbus on his second arrival, 698; his conduct

during the disaster at La Nuvidad, lb.; his suspicion.s

conduct, 699 ; visits Colurabus'sship, lb.; admires a captive

Carib woman, lb.; his Uight into the interior, 700; his

mviterious conduct contiuued, 715 ; refuses to partake in

the plan, formed by Caonabo, of exterminating the Spa-

niards, 732 ; incurs the hostility of his fellow Caciques,

ib.; visits Columbus d'iring his sickness, and informs him

of a league formed against him, ib.; assists Columbus in

his expedition against the Indians of the Vega, 737 ; is

present at a battle, 758 , incurs the hatred of all the Ca-

ciques, ib. ; is nevertheless compelled to pay tribute,

IW; takes refuge in the mountains and dies in misery,

11).; his character, ib.

luadaloupe, island of, discovered, 690; houses, funiiture,

etc., of the natives, ib. ; supposed to bo cannibals, 691

;

description of the island, 692; Columbus revisits it, 747

;

women of, ib. I

luana, regarded with disgust by the S|)aniards, 715; they

conquer their prejudice, 766.

loanaga, discovery of, 814.

inantanamo, harbour of, 715.

iuaora. Cacique, hunted like a wild beast, and afterwards

banged, 849.

inarionex, Cocique of the Royal Vega, "29; visits Colum-
bus, and is prevailed on to give his daughter to Diego

Colon, the interpreter, 755 ; permits Columbus to build

a fortress, ib. ; character of, 758 ; submits to the domi-

nation of the Spaniards, ib. ; compelled to pay tribute,

iS9; offers to cultivate grain, ib.; refused, ib.; learns

the Pater-noster, Ave-Maria, etc., 767 ; relapses, and the

lauscof it, ib. ; becomes incensed at several ludiansbeing

burnt fur desti-«>ying some images, 768; lakes arms, ib.

;

couspircs to assassinate the Spaniards, ib. ; is seised, 7Ut

;

is pardoned, Ib. ; enters into a conspiracy with Huldaii

against the Adelanlado, 775; puts a Cacique to death,

ib. ; Hies to the mountains of Cigiiay, ib. ; is cum|telled tu

retire into the most desolate places, 777 ; is seixml ami

taken in chains to Fort Conception, ib.; lust in a hur-

ricane, 814.

(uatiguana, a Cacique of Hayti, puts teu S|>auiards to

death, and sets lire to a house, 7.VI, 751

.

Guevara, Don Fernando de, falls in love with Iliguamola,

791; isKei/etliuttiedwellingof AuacAuua, 792; audscul

to ,San Domingo, ib.

Gulfstream,7(il.

(intieiTez, Pedro, his conduct after the departure of Co-

lumbus, 697 ; death of, ib

II.
"

,,,./...

Hanno, remarks on the peripliis of, 895.

liaro, Rernaldo de, his evidence relative to the discovery of

the coast of Paria by Columbus, 88<-5

.

IIntchet< of iron, said IoIh; found at Guadaloupc, 746.

Ilawks'-bells, delight of the llaytians on wearing, 665-4.

llayna, mines of, discovered, 744.

Ilaytl (sec liispaniola), discovery of, 6.')8. " '

Haytians, description of their manners, customs, religion,

etc., 709, 710; their character, 711; defeated in the

battle of the Vega, 758 ; subjugated, ib. ; a tribute im-

posed upon them, ib.; their despair, ib. ; they enter

into an association to destroy the crops, ib.; the evils

fall upon themselves, 740 ; at the fourth airival of Co-

lumbus six out of seven are found to Ite destroyed during

his absence, S.Vi.

Henry, Prince o." Portugal, progress of discovery under,

61 1 ; account ot, ib. ; considers Africa to be cii-cum-

navigable, ib. ; conceives the Idea ol turning the trade of

the East, ib.
;
, establishes a naval college at Sagres, 612

;

death, ib.

Henry Vlt of England, forms an alliance with Ferdinand

and Isabella, 629 ; writes a favourable letter lo Colum-

bus, ib.

Herbs, European, introduced to Hispaniola, 712.

Herrera, Antonio de, a short account of his life and writ-

ings, 920 ; Vossius's eulogium on,ib.

, Don Lope de, his mission to the court of Lisbon,

685.

Hidalgos, compelled at llayti to share the common laboui-s

of the settlement, 715 ; character of the, ib. ; form a fac-

tion against Dingo Columbus, during the absence of his

brother, 750.

Higuamota, daughter of Caonabo, falls in love with Don

Fernando de Guevara, 791.

Iliguanama, a female Cacique, hanged by order of Ova ido,

850.

Higuey, domain of, 729; character of its inhabitants, ib.

;

Ovando's war with the natives, 849 ; martial character

of the people, ib. ; multitudes of them destroyed, 850

;

sue for peace, ib. ; again revolt, ib. ; and slaughter tlieii-

tyrants, ib. ; situation of their towns, ib. ; are derented

and compelled to conceal themselves in the fastnesses,

851 ; are hunted like wild beasts, ib.

Ilipparchus, error of, in respect to Africa and India, 89.^.

Hispaniola, discovery of, 658; cause of its being so calltd,

659; description of the inhabitants, 660; of the country,

661 ; Ironsactions with the natives, 665; form of govern-

ment, 664 ; olarm created by a discharge of cannon, ib.

;

general description of, 708 ; domains into which U was

118
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dividecf, 72!):; mado the metropolis of the Now Worid,

805; an aremint of Ihe nunilierii of the natives who pe-

rished, Tietinn ki the avarire of the whites, 847 ; eetled

to Ihe Freiicli, mi.
Honduras, cape of, discovered by Colnmbm, 8f5; inha-

bitants, ill.

Honey amlwax found atGnadDlonpe,746.

Horses, fear of the Haytians of, 712,715; terror inspired

by them at the Imttlc of the Vega, 738 ; a renrarlralile

one which made curvets to the music of a viol, 848.

Huelva, Alonso Sanchez dc, the pilot, fabled to have died in

the house of Columbus, 887-8.

Huerta, La, delightful island of, 816 ; inhabitants of, 817.

Humboldt, his account of the present condition of the

southern side of Cuba, 720.

Hurricanes, seldom known in Cuba, 653 ; a violent one in

Hayti, 744; reflections of the Haytians subsequent

toit,ib.

!.

V,
''''-.'',

.

Iceland, Columbus supposed to have vi8ited,6<8; assertions

relative to its discovery by the Scamlinaviaus, 890.

Impressment resorted to on Columbus's third voyage, 752.

Indians, six, taken from IheNewWorld; arrival ofin Spain,

679; are baptized, 684.

of the (iiilf of Semaoa landed, and never seen or heard

ofancr,695.

, an, of Jamaica desires Columbus to take him to Spain,

7J.7,

Iron, a pan of, seen at Guadaloupe, 690. , ,i
,

:

Isabella, discovery of the island of, 651.

, Princess, maniage of, with the heir-apparent of

Portugal, 650.

-, Queen of Aragon and Castile, character of, 624

;

engagements of, on the arrival of Columbus in Spain,

625 ; repairs to Ihe scat of war in Granada, ib. ; thence

to Gallicia and Salamanca, ib. ; an attcnipt to assassinate

her, 629 ; Columbus recommended to ner by the Mar-

chioness ofMoya, ib. ; her ability in military aflairs, 630;

receives a letter from the prior of La Rabida,632; invites

Colmnbus to court, ib. ; Luis de St Angel reasons with

her, 634 ; signifies her assent, ib. ; declares her resolu-

tion to pawn her Jewels to defray the expenses, ib. ; her

enthusiasm in the cause, ib. ; her motives, 635 ; her joy at

learning the success of Columbus, 678; her reception of

him, 679 ; her zeal for the welfare of the Indians, 684

;

ber anxiety inrespecit to the conversion of the Haytians,

742; humanely prevents the Uaytlan slaves from being

sold to slavery, ib. ; orders them to be sent liackto Hayti,

ib. ; enters into the views of Columbus in respect to a

third voyage, 730; her humane directions, 732 ; death

of her son, Prince Juan, ib. ; makes Columbus's twosons

her pagcs.ib. ; begins to doubt the conduct ofColumbus,

794 ; offended at his pertinacity in making slaves of (he

Indians taken in war, 795 ; orders all those sent to Spain

to be restored to their country and friends, ib.; consents

to the sendins; outa commission to investigate his conduct,

ib. ; filled with sympathy and indignation on reading

Columbus's letter to Dona de la Torre, 802 ; invites him
to court, 803; is moved to tears at beholding bim, ib.;

her concern for the welfare of the Indians, 807 ; listens

with complacency to the proposition of Columbus for n

fourth voyape, 810 ; receives the news of the sanguinary

acts of Ovaudo with horror and indignation, 855 ; exacLs

a promise Irom the kiug tliat he sliall lie superseded in the

government, ib. ; cai;ses of the melancholy under which
she laboured, 837 ; her death, ib. ; and character, ib.

Jamaica, discovered by Columbus, 716; the natives receive

Cohuubus in a hostile manner, ib. ; Columbus takes pos.

session of it, 717 ; amicable intercourse with the natives,

ib.; theb- character, ib.; their canoes, ib.; subjugaleti

by Don Diego, 869.

, Cacique of, visits Columbus and offers to accom-

pany him and go to do homage to the King and Queen of

Spain,725 ; this offer evaded by Columbus, ib.

Japan (Cipango), Marco Polo's account of, 905.

Jasper, specimens found among the mountains of Cibao,

707.

Jerez, Rodrigo dc, sent up the island of Cuba by Columbus,

654 ; account of hisjourney, 655.

Jews not allowed to establish themselves in the colonies, or

undertake voyages of discovery, 807.

Jol n of Anjuu, an account of his expedition against Ka-

jilcs, 878.

II, King of Portugal, Ibc passion for maritime dis-

covery revives under, 610; sends missions in quest o[

Prester John, ib. ; receives a proposition of a voyage o(

discovery from Columbus, 619; refers it to a junto anil

bis council, w ho report it to be visionary, 620 ; cuiisenl$

to use an unwairanlable stratagem, 621 ; desires to re-

new the negotiation with Columbus, ib. ; who rerusa,

»nd quits Portugal, ib. ; invites Columbus to Porlucal,

and promises proteclii)n, 629 ; invites Columbus on bis

return from the New World, 675 ; his jealousy cscitcd,

ib.; his armameut, 684 ; his negotiations with Ferdioand

in respect to the new discoveries, ib. ; his idea in respcci

to a continent in the southern ocean, 734.

Josepbus, bis opinion relative to the gold used in tlie tenpl;

of Jerusalem, 824.

Juan, Prince, his nuptials, 750 ; his death, 752.

Juaua (Cuba), see (]uba.

——.Queen of Castile, arrival of, 860; promises a pros-

perous termination to the suit of Columbus, ib.

Junta de Dcscargos, the claims of Columbus referred lo

the, 839.

Kings, Moorish, of Granada, one of them surrenders liLi

pretensions to Ferdinand, 630; the other surrender)

(iranada, 632.

Ku'cher, Athanasius, his opinion relative to the travels olj

Marco Polo, 904.

Labrador, discovered by Sebastian Cabot, 804.

Lactantius, passage quoted from, to prove the im|)ossil)ii) I

of there beiug antipodes, 627.

iLapis lazuli, specimens found among the mouutaius ol|

Cibao, 707.

Ledesma, Pedro, his gallant conduct, 829, 830 ; invoiml

himself in Porras's mutiny, and receives a multitude of|

wounds, 844 ; is assassinated, ib.

Lepe, Diego, sails on a voyage and discovers more orilKl

southern conlir.ciit than any voyager of bis day, 804.

Letters, the opinion of the Haytians that they could speal,|

768.

Lineage of Christopher Columbus, an account of, 873.

Lombards, the extent of their trade, 611.

Lopez, Juan, his i-cncontre with Colabanamo, 832.

Lots forPilgrimages, drawing of, 671,674.

Luxan, Juan de, his excursion among Ihe mountaini d^

Cilwo, 708.
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Macham, discoverer of Madeira, 614); an account of bis

adventures and the discovery of Madeira, 91 1

.

Madeira, an account of the discovery of the island of, 9 II

.

Magellan, electrical lights seen during his voyage on the

masts of ships, 689. „ , . ,

Magnana, domain of, an account of, 729. .

,

Mabogany, canoes made of,7l7. <; ;., .

Maladies of the Spaniards inllayti, 701, 712.

Malaga, siege and capture of, 629.

Maldonado, Don Alonso, appointed alguaiil-mayor in the

place ofRoldan, in Ilispaniola, 808.

Maklcnado, Melchor, visits Guacanagari, 698; proceeds

along the coast, 700.

Malte-Brun, bis conjecture relative to Colmnbus considered,

892.

Mao, origin of, according to Ihe Ilaytians, 710.

MandeviUe, Sir John, a short account of his travels, 906;

held in great authority by Columbus, ib.

Manicaotex, succeeds Baonabo, 736; commands in a battle,

737; is conquered and sues for peace, 738; couipelled to

pay lialf a calabash of gold every three months, ib. ; as-

sembly of the Caciques at his house to prefer complaints

against Columbus, 744.

I

Mangon, aprovinceofCuba, 719.

Itlaps, a great improvement made in, 612.

I
Marble, masses of, found among the mountains of Cibao,

707.

I

Marcolini, his account of Estotiland and Drogeo, 892.

I
Margarita, island of, discovery of, 760.

— of Austria, her nuptials with Prince Juan, 7S0.

I

Margarite, Pedro, recommended to a command by Colwn
bus, 703 ; made commander of the fortress ofSt Tbonias,

708; sends an account of the conduct of his colony,

712; is invested with the command of tlic forces, 714;

disregards his instructions, ib.; bis misconduct during

the absence of Columbus, 729; is censured by DiegoCo-

Inrabos, ib. ; forms a plan of returning to Spain, 730

;

sets sail, ib. ; his accusations of Columbus at Madrid, 740.

I

Marque, Diego, missed atGuadaloupe, 691 ; his retu(*n, 692;

is placed under arrest, ib.

iMaria, Santa, discovery of, 693. •

Marien, domain, account of, 729.

Marigalantc, island of, discovery of, 690.

Marta, Santa, discovery of, 718, 719.

[Martin V, Pope, concedes to the crown of Portugal all the

lands it might discover from Cape Bojador to the Indies,

682.

jMartin, San, island of, discovered, 693.

Uartyr, Peter, his description of the natives of Ilispaniola,

£60; short account of his life and writiugs,^l6 ; passages

from his letters relative to Columbus, 917 ; his character

of Juan Vespucci, 883. ,,,

lary's, St, island of, transactions at, 673.

iteo, Juan, a Ilaytian, convierled to Christianity, 767.

Uauro, constructs a celebrated map, 613.

Hayobancx, Cacique of the Ciguayans, 670; Guarioncx flies

lobini for refuge, 77S; bis answer to the Adelantado,

when desired to give up Guaiionex,776; is deserted in

his need, ib. ; compelled to fly, ib. ; is seized with his

\«ife and children, 777.

Uediaa Celi, Duke of, entertains Columbus, 629 ; spplica-

tioi! of Columbus to, 631 ; decUnes, ib.; writes to the

Queen, 632.

'iediiia Sidouia, Duke of, ap|)lication of Columbus to, 631

;

plan i-ejocled, ib. ; makes an inroad iutuBarbary, HOtl.

Melons introduced to Ilayti, 712.

Mendez, Diego, his Ixild conduct at Veragua, 825, 826,831

;

his reward, 831 ; his meritorious conduct at Jamaica, 832;

his conversation with Columbus, 833 ; undertakes to go

in a canoe to St Domingo, 834 ; departs with one Spaniard

and six Indians, ib. ; narrowly escapes being murdered

by the Indiaas of the coast, and returns, 835 ; account of

his voyage, 840; sails for Spain, 845; subsequent history,

ib.

Mendoza, Pedro Gonzalez de,—see Toledo, Archbishop of.

Meneses, Don Pedro de, his answer to the bishop of Ceuta

in respect to the propriety of maritime discoveries, 620.

Mermaids, three supposed, seen by Columbus, 668.

Mexiatrillo, Rodrigo, commands the soldiery at the mas-

sacre of Xaragua, 848.

Misa, Riodela,724. ; '

Mock battle in Xaragua, 766.

Monis de Palestrello, Doiia Felipa, her marriage with Co-

lumbus, 613.

Monte Christi, description of, 701 ; Columbus founds the

cily of Isabella, ib.

Montserrat, discovery of, 693.

Moors, war against the, 625. -'

—— , none permitted to establish themselves In the colo-

nies or go on voyages of discovery, 807.

Morales, Francisco, his evidence relative to the discovery of

Ihe coast of Paria by Columbus, 883.

Mother-of-pearl found on the coast of Paria, 758. ' '

Moxica, Adrian d>;, conspiracy of, 792 ; meditates the death

of the Admiral and of Roldan, ib.; is seized, ib.; and flung

headlong from the battlements of Fort Conception, ib.

Moya, Marchioness of, becomes a friend to Colmnbus,

629; and recommends his suit to the Queen, ib.; also,

632.

Mulatas, islands of, discovered, 831

.

Mules, the employment of, under the saddle, prohibited in

Spain, 858.

Music of the Ilaytians, 711. '

,-.
• , . vr.^.i

Musicians sent to Hayti to enliven the spirits of the colony,

753.

Names, exchanging, an Indian league of fraternity, 850.

Navarrete, his opinion relative to the island Orst discovered

by Columbus,894

.

Navasa, island of, 841

.

Navidad, La, or the IVativity , construction ofthe fortress of,

665; disasters at the fortress, 093; aluindoned by Colum-

bus, 700.

Needle, variation of the, flrst noticed, 640 ; Inclines a whole

point, 762; Columbus's speculation in respect to, ib.

Negotiations, diplomatic, between the courts of Spain and

Portugal, with respect to the new discoveries, 684.

Negroes of Africa introduced into Ilispaniola, 807 ; their

flrst revolt, 870.

Newfoundland, assertions relative to the discovery of, by

the Scandinavians, 890.

Nicholas, St, harbour of, 638.

Nicuessa, Diego de, appointed governor of Golden Castile,

868; fails in his undertaking (o colonise, 869.

Niiio, Pedro Alonso, sails for Hay ti, 748; undertakes a

voyage of discovery, and returns from the Pearl coast

after a lucrative voyage, 803, 804 ; arrives at Cadiz from

Ilispaniola, with a niirnhci' of Indian prisoners, ib.

^oya, Juan de.liis escape by diving, 828.
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Ocean, line of demarcation of the, between Spain and Por-

tu(!al, 682.

Oderi|;o, documents in tlie possession of the family of, re-

lative to Columbus, 811.

Ojeda, Don Alooso de, account of, 687 ; anecdote of, ib.

;

goes in search of Diego Marque, at Guadaioupe, 692 ; his

expedition to explore the interior of Ilispaniola, 702

;

sallies from Isabella, 7 1 4 ; his conduct iu respect to some

Haytian thieves, ib. ; character of, 751 ; is besieged by

Caonabo, ib. ; anecdote of, ib. ; undertakes to seize

Caonabo, and deliver him alive into the hands of Colum-

bus, 733; visits him, ib. ; offers him the he\\ of Isabella,

ib. ; his stratagem to take him off, 734 ; conquers in an

engagement with a brother of Caonabo, 735 ; bis con-

duct at the battle of the Vega, 738; arrives at the west-

em part of Hispaniola on a voyage of discovery, 788;

cause of his voyage, ib. ; his manoeuvre with Roldan,

790; leaves the island with a threat, ib. ; returns to

Spain with a drove of slaves, ib. ; appointed governor of

New Andalusia, 868; fails in his undertaking to colonise

that country, 869; his evidence relative to the discovery

of the coast of Paria by Columbus, 884.

Oro.Rio del, or Santiago, river of, discovered, 668.

Otto, Mons., remarks on his letter to Dr. Franklin relative

to Martin Behem, 890.

OvanJo, Don Nicholas de, chosen to supersede Bobadilla,

806; character of, ib.; great privileges granted to, 807

;

his fleet, 808; allowed to wear silk, precious stones, etc.,

ib.; sails, ib. ; reaches St Domingo and assumes the

government, 812 ; refuses to let Columbus take shelter,

813; his mysterious conduct to Columbus in his distress

at Jamaica, 839 ; an account of bis administration and

oppression, 845 ; sufferings of the natives under the civil

policy of, ib. ; view of the military operations of, 847

;

visits Anacaona, ib. ; takes it into his head that she in-

tends to massacre bim and all his attendants, 848 ; seizes

Anacaona and bums all the Caciques, ib. ; massacres

the populace, ib.; and causes Anacaona to Ite ignomi-

niously hanged, 849 ; his further atrocious conduct to

the unfortunate Indians, ib. ; founds Santa Marin in com-

memoration of his atrocities, ib.; wages war against

the natives of Iliguey, ib. ; causes many of them to be

slaughtered and their chieftains to be burnt, 850 ; hangs a

female Cacique of distinction, ib. ; causes 600 Indians of

Saona to be imprisoned in one dwelling and put to the

sword, ib.; receives Columbus on his arrival at St Do-

mingo with a hypocritical politeness, 854; is superseded

by Don Diego Columbus, but permitted to retain posses-

sion of all hispropcrty, 867.

Oviedo, Gonzalo Fernandez de, a short account of his life

and writings, 918.

Oysters in the GulfofParia, round the rootsof the mangrove

trees, 760.

Ozema, river of, and the country through which it (lows,

764.

.^ ^:'
.
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Palms, Cape of, discovered, 633.

Pains, the port, whence Columbus sailed on his first expedi-

tion, 636 ; present state of, 678.

Pane, Roman, labours to convert the Ilaytians, 767.

Paradise, ol)servations on the situation of the terrestrial,

922; of the Ilaytians, 710.

Paria, Gulf of, Columbus's voyage through the, 736; de-

scription of Ihe const of, 738 ; manners of the natives, ib.

Parrots, first seen in the western Jiemisphere, 648 ; large

flights of, seen, 690 ; found on the coast of Pai-ia, 759.

Partition, papal bull of, 682.

Passamonte, Miguel, becomes an enemy to Don Diego

Columbus, 868.

Pearls, the Gulfof, 759.

ofCubagua,760.

Pepperagi,655, 671.

Perez, Alonso, discovers land in Columbus's third voyage,

755-6.

, Fray Juan, prior of the convent of La Rabidj,

entertains Cohimbus on his first entry into Spain, 622;

gives him letters of introduction to the queen's confessor,

and educates his son, 623; second reception of Coluinbos,

63<; writes toQueen Isabella, 632; invited to court, ib.;

pleads the cause of Columbus, ib. ; receives a visit from

Columbus after bis success, 636.

Philip, King of Castile, listens to the request of Columbos,

and promises a prosperous termination to his suit, 860.

Pigeons, wood, vast numbers seen on the south sideot

Cuba, 721.

Pilgrimages, lots for, drawing of, 671 , 674.

Pilot, observations on the rumour of a pilot having diedii
|

the house of Columbus, 887.

Pine-apple first met with, 690.

Pines, island of, discovered by Columbus, 725.

Pinos, Isia de, discovery of, 81 4.

Pinzons, family of; they enable Columbus to offer to besr I

one eightn of the charge of bis first expedition, and to

add a third ship to the armament, 635; their actiTilr

and interest in the voyage, 637 ; furnish Columbus vilb

money to defray the eighth share of the expense, ib.;
[

account of their family, 678.

Pinzon, Martin Alonso, offers to bear the expenses of Co-

1

Inmbus in a renewed application to the court, 632; bis
|

opinion relative to the nearness of land, 644

;

to lose confidence in the coiu^e they are pursuing, ib.; I

crediting the actounts of the Indians in respect to a very I

rich island, deserts and goes in search of it, 637; Co-[

lurabus meets him, 668; his apology, ib. ; account of I

his proceedings, ib. ; his duplicity becomes more t\\- 1

dent, 669 ; his arrival at Palos, 677 ; effect of his tre>-

1

cherous conduct, ib. ; observations relative to the sup-

1

posed idea of Columbus owing to him the success of hit I

great enterprise, 887 ; his character, ib.

Vicente Yaiicz, obtains a licence for voyages of I

discovery, 741 ; sails on a voyage of discovery, 8fli;l

discovers the Brazils, ib. ; discovers the river of Ama-

1

zons, ib. ; is allowed, as a reward, to colonise and goveni
|

the lands which he had discovered, ib.

Planisphere of Martin Behem, 639.

Pliny, his notice of electrical lights on the masts of ships,
|

999«

Poetry of the Ilaytians, 71 (

.

Polo, Nicholas and Matteo, an account of their travels into I

the East, 901 ; their first journey, ib. ; return, 902; Ibeirl

second jom-ney, ib.; their return, 903; invite their n!-|

latives to a splendid lianquet, ib.

, Marco, influence of his travels on the mind of to I

lumbus,617, 905 ; short account of his travels, 902; hii I

return, 903; commands a galley at the Iwttleof Cmjotej

ib. ; is taken prisoner and sent in chains to Genoa, ib.;|

writes an account of his travels, ib.; is liberated iiDit|

returns to Venice, Ib. ; an account of his work, 904.

Porras, Francisco de, engages in a mutiny at Jamaica, (135;|

he embarks with most of Columbus's crew in ten Indinnl

canoes, 837 ; is driven l«ck, ib. ; aud with his compa-j
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Hrn,903; invite theirre-

nions roves about the island, 838 ; refuses an offer of

pardon, 843; attacks the Admiral and Adelantado, ib.

;

taken prisoner, 844 ; is set at liberty by Ovando, 854

;

and sent to Spain to be examined by the Indian Board, ib.

Porto Rico, discovery of, 693.

Portugal and Spain, diplomatic negotiations between the

courts of, with respect to the new discoveries, 684.

Prado, prior of,—seeTalavera.

Presier John, an imaginary Christian King, 619.

Priests of the Haylians, 709.

Ptolemy, difficulty at the council of Salamanca to reconcile

the tbeory of Columbus with that of, 628.

Puerto de Bastimentos, harbour of, 820.

I

— Hello, discovery of, by Columbus, 820.

— Santo, Columbus's description of, 638.

Q.

I Queen'sGardens, Columbus's arrival at, in his third voyage,

718. *

I

Question, the territorial, how settled, 688.

Quibian, Cacique of Veragua, interview with Bartholomew

Columbus, 823; second interview, ib.; determines on

preventing the Spaniards from obtaining a settlement in

his territories, ib. ; conspires to burn their houses and

murder them, 825; is seized by the Adelantado with his

\(iTesand children, 826 ; escapes in a very extraordinary

manner, 827 ; attacks the Spaniards and is defeated, 827-8.

iQuinsai, Marco Polo's account of, 903.

iQuintanilla, Alonso de, receives Culunibus into his house.

LvelsonthemindofC*

It of his travels, 902; bii

rfatthelMittleofCuziola,

J in chains to Genoa, ib.;

lis, ib.; is liberated H
lint of his work, 004.

Vmutlny at Jamaica, 835;

Uus'screwintenlndw

and with his comi*]

R.

Rabida, La, convent of, Columbus is entertained at, on his

flrst arrival in Spain, 622 ; present slate, 678.

Reeds, river of, 706.

—, immense, seen on the Mosquito coast, 816.

Reinier, King of Naples, Columbus engages inhisservice,

609.

jReligion of the natives of IIayti,709.

Repartimientos, origin of, 786; opposition of Don Diego

Columbus to the, 868.

iev^ards and punishments, ideas of the Ilaytians in respect

to, 710.

lio Verde, or the Green River, 706-7.

iqucliue, Pedro, makes his house the head-quarters of the

rebels at Ilispaniola, 780 ; made Alcalde by Uoldan, 786

;

joins in a conspiracy with Adrian de Moiica, 792 ; is taken,

ib.

lOad, the flrst constructed by Europeans in the New
World, 706.

odriguez, Sebastian, takes a letter from the prior Perez

lolhc queen, 632.

ioldan, Francisco, history and character of, 771 ; an ac-

count of his conspiracy, ib. ; takes possession of Xa-

ragua, 778 ; his conduct in respect to the ships sent for-

ward by Columbus, 779 ; promises to repair to St. Do-

mingo on tlie arrival of Columbus, ib. ; his interview

with Ballester, 780; rejects an offer of pardon, ib.

;

demands his discharge, 783; his interview with Carvajal,

etc., 782; determines on going to the Admiral, 783;

interviews with the Admiral, ib. ; sends propositions by

Carvajal, ib. ; which are accepted, ib. ; circumstances

prevent their being acted upon, 784 ; makes a second

arrangement with the Admiral, 785; is permitted to

resume hisoftlco of Alcalde-mayor, 786; receives a grant

of lands, jb. ; visits his Inmis, ib. ; assumes new authority,

786; is sent to meet Alonso de Ojeda, 788 ; his manoeu-

vres with him, 790; his rivalship with Guevara, 791

;

seizes bim in the dwelling of Anacaona, 792; treated

with confidence by Bobadilla, 801 ; his conduct Investi-

gated by Ovando, 813; sails for Spain, and is lost in a

violent hurricane, ib.

Roman, Friar, his account of the natives of Ilispaniola, 708.

S.

Sabellicus, bis account of the capture of the Venetian gal-

leys, 880.

Salamanca, the learned assemble at, to consider the pro-

position of Colurabas, 626 ; pronounce the plan to be

vain and impossible, 628.

Salcedo, Diego de, arrives at Jamaica with succours from
Ovando, 845.

Salvador, St, discovery of, 647; awe and surprise of the

natives on flrst beholding the ships of Columbus, ib.

;

description of them, ib. ; gold flrst discovered in this

Lsland, 648.

Sanchez, Juan, takes charge of Quibian, 826 ; who escapes,

827 ; killed in battle by the Adelantado, 844.

Sande, Don Ruy de, his mission to the Spanish court, 684.

Santa, La Isia, discovery of, 756.

Cruz, Island of, discovery of, 693.

Gloria (St Ann's Bay), discovered by Columbus,

716.

Santiago. See Jamaica.

, river of, discovered, 668.

Saona, island of, discovered, 726.

Scandinavians, an essay relative to the voyages of, 890.

Schedel, remarks on an interpolation in his chronicle, 889.

Semana, Gulf of, discovered, 670.

Seneca, his notice of electrical lights on the masts of ships,

689.

Serafln, Point, 720.

Sharks, a multitude of, seen on the coast of Veragua, 822

;

curious method of taking them, 719.

Ships, observations relative to the size of those employed

by Columbus, 893.

Slaves, five hundred are sent to Spain, 736 ; three hun-

dred sent by Bartholomew Columbus, 764 ; arrival in

Spain, 742 ; Queen Isabella interests herself in their fa-

vour, ib. ; orders them to be sent back to Ilnyti, ib.

:

negroes first inlroduced to the New World, 807 ; Ilis-

paniola the flrst island to exhibit an awful retribution,

ib. ; regulations in respect to, 869.

Solomon, the gold used in the temple of, 824. ^ • - '

Soria, Juan de, his insolence to Columbus, 687.

Soul, ideas of the Ilaytians in respect to the, 710; theafter

state of, believed by the natives of Cuba, 724.

Spain and Portugal, diplomatic negotiations between the

courts of, with respect to the new discoveries, 684.

Spotorno, Gio., publishes documents relative to Columbus,

812.

Sugar-cane inlroduced to Hayti, 712.

Swallow, a, circles about the ships of Columbus, 689.

Talavera, Fernando de, prior of Prado and confessor to

Queen Isabella, 623 ; esteemsColumbus's plan impossible,

625 ; he is desired by the King to assemble men of science

to consider the matter, 626 ; reports to the King that the

council had pronounced the plan vain and impossible,

630; takes a message from the King, ib.; disgusted nt Ihc

liigh terms insisted on by Columbus, ii'tS.
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Tencrifle, fears of the crew at Iteholding Mount, 639.

Teredo, tlie, injures Columbus's ships, 820.

Territory, question of, bow settled, 688.

Tbcmas, St, fortress of, erected, 707 ; conduct of the colo-

nists there, 712.

Tobacco, first seen in the island of Cuba, 6S5.

Tobago, discovery of, 760.

Toledo, archbishop of, his character, 623 ; gives Columbus

an attentive hearing, 626 ; and procures him an audience

of the King, iu. ; his reception of Columbus on his re-

turn, 684

.

Toledo, Doi1a Maria de, Diego Columbus becomes ena-

moured of, 867 ; their marriage, ib.; and embarkation

for llispaniola, ib.; is left as vice-tpieen at St Domingo on
the sailing of Don Diego for Spain, 869 ; becomes a

widow, 871.

Torre, Dona Juana do la, receives a letter from Columbus

with an account of his treatment, 802.

Torres, Antonio de, despatched from Hispaniola, with

twelve ships, to Spain, 703; arrives at Cadiz, 741 ; dis-

missed from olTice, 752.

, Luis de, sent up the island of Cuba by Columbus,

654 ; account of his journey, 635.

Tortoises, sea covered with, on the southern coast ofCuba,

721; curious method of taking,7 1 9; a living one taken out

of the maw of a shark, 822.

Tortugas, beautiful island of, discovery of, 660.

Toscanelli, Paulo, his correspondence with Columbus, 617.

Trade of the colonies monopolized by tbe crown of Spain,

807; the Spanish system thescoff ofmodern times, ib.

Trasierra, Juan de, 799.

Triana, Rodrigo de, flrst sees the land ofthe western world,

646.

Tribute imposed upon the Haytians, 738.

Trinidad, island of, discovered, 756; description of its ap-

pearance, ib. ; natives of, ib.

Tristan, Diego, 827 ; is killed, 828.

Tudela, Benjamin, travels of, 619.

Turk's Island, observations relative to, 894-5.

,.. _._.^ ..u..

Ursula, Santa, island of, discovered, 695.

Vagouiana, a Cacique; one of his subjects supposed to be
turned into a bird, 7f 0.

Vassals, natives of Hispaniola reduced to tfae condition of,

786.

Vega, Garcilasso de la, his tale relative to a pilot having

died in the house of Columbus, 888.

Real, the Royal plain, 706,711 ; account of, 729.

Velasco, Pedro de, his voyage to Ireland, 623.

Velasquez, Francisco, 799.

Velasquez, Diego, commands the soldiery at the massacre of

Xaragua, 848.

Venezuela, gulf of, discovery of, 789.

\cragua, coast of, discovery of, 818; warlike spirit of the

inhabitauLs, ib. ; soil appears to be impregnated willi

gold, 825.

Veragua, Duke of, consents to have the remains of Culimi.

bus removed to Cuba, I'^vl.

, the heirship toC<dnmbus decided in iib

favour, 872.

Verde, Cape de, islands of, discovered, 612.

Vespucci, Amerigo, first notice of his expedition, 789 ;

»

account of, 880; a summary view of lus claim to the title
|

of a discoverer, 881 ; the voyage whence his name ««
given to the American continent, 882 ; Columbus's letter

to his son relative to the merit and raisl'ortunes of, lb,;

Peter ^lartyr's character of bis nepiiew, 883 ; his letter to

Rend, Duke of Lorraine, ib. ; observaUoiis relative lo

the points in controversy, ib. ; author's conclusion, that

the voyage asserted to have been made by Amerigu Vet-

1

pucci never took place, 883.

Vessel, stern post of a, fomid in one of the houses at Guada-

1

loupe, 690.

Villains, natives of Hispaniola reduced to the conditioner,

786.

Villeju, Alonso de, appointed to carry Columbus to Spain,
i

801 ; character of, ib.; his colloiiuy with Coluuibiis pre-

vious to their sailing, ib.

Vines introduced to Ilayti, 712. ..• .^.

Vinland, a supposed dis(»ven', 890.

Virgins, the eleven thousand, islands of, discovered, 695.

Vows made in a stonn by Columbus and bis crew, 671,671;

attempt at lulfibuent, 673.

.-.. i./irt^fvV..,

W.

Water-spout, a remarkable, seen on the coast of Veragua, I

821.

Wax, cake of, presented to the Sovereigns by Colnmbnj,

038.

Wheat introduced to Ilayti, 712.

Wolves, sea, several killed on the coast of Hispaniola, 726,

Woman, account of a very strong, of Guadaloupe, 7H;

taken to Columbus's ship, ib. ; falls in love with Caonabo,
j

and refuses to return on shore, ib.

Women, origin of, accoi-ding to the Haytians, 710.

Writing; fear of the Indians of Cariari at seeing tbe Spa-

1

niards write, 817.

Xagua
,
gulfof, 720 ; coast of, once populous, now a desert, ib. I

Xaragua, domain of, an account of, 729, 765; description
|

of its inhabitants, 729; Roldan takes possession of, 778;

massacre at, 848.

Xerif al Kdrizi, his description of the Atlantic, 606.

Ximencs, cardinal, 869; prohibits licences toimpurtshvol

from Africa to the ccrfonies, 914-5.

Yanique, river of, 707.

Y.

Z.

Zemcs, inferior deities of the Haytians, 700.

Zeno, Mcolo, an account of his claim to the first disi'ovcrf|

of the American continent, 89 1

.

Zipangn (Japan), Marco Polo's account of, 903.

Zones, the, observations relative to, 906.

I'i
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VOYAGES AND DISCOVERIES

OF THE

COMPANIONS OF COLUMBUS.

•'I'ff'

" To declare my opinion licrein. wliatsoever hath hereto-

fore Iteen dlsicovered by the famous travayles c'Salurnus and

Hercules, witli suuli other n horn the antiquitie for their heroi-

cal acts liimoured as Guds, sttenieth but little and olMcure, 1(

it be compared to tlie vicloriuus labours of the Spaniards."

V. DUbtvb, decad. iii, c. 4. Ixik's translation.

1 't.'

INTRODUCTIOIV.

vtians, 709.

llaim to the first discovcrl|

count of, 905,

|lo,906.

Pbe Drst discovery of the Western Hemisphere has al-

ady been related by the Author in his History of Colum-

lus. It is proposed by him, in the present worit, to narrate

[the enterjjrises of certain of the companions and disciples

fthc Admu-al, who, enkindled by his zeal, and instructed

ly his example, sallied forth separately in the vast region of

idtenture to which be had led the way. Many of them

lugbt merely to skirt the continent wliich he had partially

isited ; to secure the flrst-fruits of the pearl fisheries of Paria

ind Cubagua; or to explore the coast of Veragua, which he

J represented as the Aurea Chersonesus of the ancients.

Ihers aspired to accomplish a gi-and discovery which he

meditated towards the close of his career. In the course

if his expeditions along tho coast of Terra Firma, Colum-

had repeatedly received information of the existence ofa

ast sea to the south . He supposed i t to bo the grea t Indian

in, the region of the oriental spice islands, and that it

lust communicate by a strait with the Caribbean sea. His

il and most disastrous voyage was made for the express

rpose of discovering that imaginary strait, and making

lis way into this Southern Ocean. The illustrious naviga-

ir, however, was doomed to die, as it were, upon the

ihold of his discoveries. It was reserved for one of his

lowers, Vasco Kufiez de Balboa, to obtain the first view

the promised ocean, from the lofty mountains of Darien,

me years after the eyes of the venerable Admiral had

a closed in death. The expeditions here narrated,

lerefore, may be considered as springing unmediatcly out

the voyages of Columbus, and fulfilling some of his grand

signs. They may be ccmpared to the attempts of ad-

inlnrous knights-errant to achieve the enterprise left uu-

lished by some illustrious predecessor. Neither is this

iparison entirely fanciful : on the contrary, it is a curious

well worthy of notice, that the spirit of chivalry entered

!ly into the early expeditions of the Spanish discoverers,

jviiig thcni a character wholly distinct from similar entcr-

ises, undertaken by other nations. It will not, perhaps,

considered far-sought, if we trace the cause of this pc-

irily to the domestic history of the Spaniards during

middle ages, ..- -

Eight centuries of incessant warfare with the Moorish

usurpers of the Peninsula, produced a deep and lasting ef-

fect upon Spanish character and manners. The war l)eing

ever close at home, mingled itself with the domestic habits

and concerns of the Spaniard. He was born a soldier.

The wild and predatory nature of the war also made him a

kind of chivalrous marauder. His horse and weapon were

always ready for the field. His delight was in roving in-

cursions and extravagant exploits ; and no gain was so glo-

rious in his eyes as the cavalgada of spoils and captives

driven home in triumph from a plundered province. He-

ligion, which has ever held great empire over the Spanish

mind, lent its aid to sanctify these roving and ravaging pro-

]>ensitics, and the Casti'ian cavalier, as he sacked the towns,

and laid waste the fields of bis Moslem neighbour, piously

beUpved be was doing God service.

The conquest of Granada put an end to the peninsular

wars between christian and infidel : the spirit of Spanish

chivalry was thus suddenly deprived of its wonted sphere

of action; but it bad been too long fostered and excited, to

be as suddenly appeased. The youth of the nation, bred

up to daring adventtu'c and heroic achievement, could not

brook the tranquil and regular pursuits of common life,

but panted for some new field of romantic enterprise.

It was at this juncture that the grand project of Colum-

bus was carried into effect. His treaty with the sovereigns

was, in a manner, signed with the same pen that had suli-

scribed the capitulation of the Moorish capital ; and his first

expedition may almost l)o said to have departed from Ik*-

neatli the walls ofGranada. Many of the youthful cavaliers,

who had fieshed their swords in that memorable war,

crowded the ships of the discoverers, thinking a new career

of arms was to be opened to them — a kind ofcrusade into

splendid and unknown regions of infidels. The very

weapons and armour that had l)een used against the Moors,

were drawn from the arsenals to equip the heroes of these

i-emoter adventures ; and some of the most noted of the

early commanders in the New World, will be founu to

have made their first essay in arms, under the lunner of

Ferdinand and Isabella, in their romantic campaigns

among the mountains of Andalusia.

To these circumstances may, in a great measure, be as-

cribed that swelling chivalrous spirit which will be found

continually mingling, or rather warring, with the technical

t
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9M VOYAGES AND DISCOVERIES

habits of the seaman and the sordid schemes of the merce-

nary adventurer, in these early Spanish discoveries. Chi-

valry had left the land and launched upon the deep. The

Spanish cavalier had embarked in the caravel of the dis-

coverer. He carried among the tracldess wildcrnessies of

the Mew World the same contempt ofdanger and fortitude

under sufTering ; the same restless roaming spirit ; the

same passion for inroad and ravage and vain-glorious ex-

ploit; and the same fervent, and often bigoted, zeal for the

propagation of his faith, that had distinguished bun during

bis warfare with the Moors. Instances in point will Ite

found in the extravagant career of the daring Ojeda, parti*

cularly in his adventures along the coast of Terra Firma,

and the wild shores of Cului ;—in the sad story of the " un-

fortunate Nicuesa," graced as it is with occasional touclies

ol high-bred courtesy ;—in the singular cruise of that brave

but credulous old cavalier, Juan Ponce de Leon, who fell

upon the flowery coast of Florida in his search after an

imaginary fountain of youth ,—and above all, in the che-

quered fortunes of Vasco Nunez de Balboa, whose dis-

covery of the Paciflc Ocean forms one of the most beau-

tiful and striking incidents in the history of the New World,

and whose fate might furnish a theme of wonderful interest

for a poem or a drama.

The extraordinary actions and adventures of these men,

while they rival the exploits recorded in chivalric romance,

have the additional interest of verity. They leave us in

admiration of the Itold and heroic qualities inherent in tlie

Spanish character, which led that nation to so high a pitch

of power and glory ; and which are still discernible in the

great mass of that gallant people, by those who have an

opportunity of judging of them rightly.

Before concluding those prefatory remarks, the Author

would acknowledge how much he has been indebted to the

third volume of the invaluable Historical Collection of Don

Martin Fernandez de Navarrete, wherein that author has

exhibited his usual industry, accuracy, and critical acumen.

He has likewise proOtcd greatly by the second volume of

Oviedo's General History, which only exists in manuscript,

and a copy of which he found in the Columbian Library

of the Cathedral of Seville.

He has had some assistance also from the documents of

the law case between Don Diego Columbus and the crown,

which exists in the arcliives of the Indias, and for an in-

spection of which he is much indebted to the permission of

the government and the kind attentions of Don Josef de la

Higuera y Lara, the intelligent keeper of the Archives.

These, with the historical works of IleiTera, Las Casas,

Gomara, and Peter ^lartyr, have been his authorities for the

facts contained in the following work, though lie has not

thought proper to refer to them continually at the bottom

of his page.

While his work was going through the press, he re-

ceived a volume of Spanish Biography, written with great

elegance and accuracy, by Don Manuel Josef Quintana,

and containing a life of Vasco Nin^iez de Balboa. He was

gratified to find that his own arrangement of facts was

generallycorroborated by this work ; though he was enabled

to correct his dates in several instances, and to make a few

other emendations from the volume of Senor Qiiin'ana,

whose position in Spain gave him tlie means of attaining

superior exactness on tiiese points.

ALONSO DE OJEDA,-

UlS FIRST VOYAGR,

IN wnicn HE Wis accompanied bv

AMERIGO VESPLCCr.>

CHAPTER L

SOME ACCOUNT OP OJKUA. OF JUAN DE LA COSA. OP kit-

BIOO VESPUCCI. PBEPAOATIONS FOB THE VOYAGE.

[1499.] .
I ,

Those wIjo have read the History of Columbus

will, donbtless, remember tlie character and exploiis

of Alonso de Ojeda ; as some of the readers of the

following pages, however, may not have perused that

work, and as it is proposed at present to trace the

subsequent fortunes of this youtliful adventurer, a

brief sketch of liim may not be deemed superfluous.

Alonso de Ojeda was a native of Cuenca, in Nev

Castile, and of a respectable family. He was brouglit

up as a page or es(|uire, in the service of Don Luis

de Cerda, Duke of Medina Celi, one of the inosi

pov^'erfiil nobles of Spain : the same Avho for sometime

patronized Columbus during his application to the

Spanish court. ^

In those warlike days, when the peninsula wasdis-

tracteiJ by contests between the christian kingdoms,

by feuds between the nobles and the crown, and br

the incessantand marauding warfare with the Moors,

the houseliold of a Spanish nobleman was a conipiele

school of arms, where the youth of the country were

sent to be trained up in all kinds of hardy exercises,

and to be led to battle under an illustrious banner.

Such was especially the case with the service of tlie

Duke of Medina Celi, who possessed princely d»-|

mains, whose household was a petty court, who led

legions of armed retainers to the field, and wl>o ap-

peared in splendid state and with an immense retinue,

more as an ally of Ferdinand and Isabella, than as a

subject. He engaged in many of the roughest expe-

ditions of the memorable war of Granada, always

insisting on leading his own troops in person, wlieo

the service was of peculiar difiiculty and dnn^^er,

Alonso de Ojeda was formed to signalize himself in

such a school. Though small of stature, he was veil

made, and of wonderful force and activity, >Yilha

towering spirit and a daring eye that seemed to make

up for deficiency of height. He was a bold and grace-l

ful horseman, an excellent fool soldier, dexteiw]

with every weajion, and noted for his extraordinat

skill and adroitness in all feats ofstrength and <i

He must have been quite young when he followe

the Duke of Medina Celi, as page, to the Mooris

wars; for he was but about twenty-one years of i

Ojeda Is pronounced in SpanLsh Oheda, witli a stron; aspic

tion of tlie h.

' Vespucci, pronounced Vespnchy.
3 Varones lluslics. por F. Pizanoy Orcll.ina, p. 41. LasCas

Hist, liul., I. i. c. 82.
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Iwhen he accompanied Columbus in his second

Ivoyage; he liad already, liowever, distinguished hini-

elf by his enterprising spirit and headlong valour

;

Lnd Ids exploits during that voyage contributed to

{enhance his reputation. He returned (o Spain with

[;olunibus, but did not accompany him in his third

Lyage, in the spring of 1498. He was probably

impatient of subordination, and ambitious of a sepa-

ile employment or command, which the influence

I his connections gave him a great chance of obtain-

Ile bad a cousin german of his own name,

pie reverend Padre Alonso de Ojeda, a Dominican

r, who w^as one of the first incpiisitors of Spain,

id a great favourite with the Catholic Sovereigns.

[lis father inquisitor was, moreover, an intimate

endofthe bishop Don Juan Rodriguez Fonseca, who

lad the chief management of the affairs of the Indies,

iler which general name were comprehendeil all

lecountries discovered in the New World. Through

e good offices of his cousin inipiisitor, therefore,

jeda had l)een introduced to the notice ofthe bishop,

lio took him into his especial favour and patronage,

lention has already been made, in the History of

lumhiis, of a present made by the bishop to Ojeda

a small FleiT^ish painting of the Holy Virgin.

Ills the young adventurer carried about with him as

protecting relic, invoking it at all times of peril,

jbetliei' by sea or land; and to the especial care of

Virgin he attributed the remarkable circimistance

il he had never been wounded in any of the innu-

irible brawls and battles into which lie was conti-

lally betrayed by his rash and fiery temperament.

While Ojeda was lingering about the court, letters

!re received from Columbus, giving an account of

events of his third voyage, especially of his dis-

ery of the coast of Puria, which he described as

with

er, and precious

punding drugs and spices, with gold and

stones, and, above all, with

nlal pearls, and which he supposed to be the

lers of that vast and unknown region of the East,

lerein, according to certain learned theorists, was

ated the terrestrial paradise. Specimens of the

lis, procured in considerable quantities from the

lives, accompanied bis epistle, together with charts

riptive of his route. These tidings caused a

at sensation among the maritime adventurers of

in; but no one was more excited by them than

nso de Ojeda, who, from his intimacy with the

p, had full access to the charts and correspond-

of Columbus. He immediately conceived the

ject of making a voyage in the route thus marked
by the Admiral, and of seizing upon the first fruits

iscovery which he had left ungathered. His

me met with ready encouragement irom Fonseca,

', as has heretofore been shown, was an impla-

le enemy to Columbus, and willing to promote

measure that might injure or molest him. The
lop accordingly granted a commission to Ojeda,

< Plzarro. VaroneK Iliulrcs.

authorising liim to fit out an armament and proceed

on a voyage of discovery, with the proviso merely

that he should nut visit any territories appertaining

to Portugal, or any of the lands discovered in the

name of Spain previous to the year 1495. The latter

part of this provision appears to have been craftily

worded by the bishop, so as to leave the coast of

Paria and its pearl fisheries open to Ojeda, they hav-

ing been recently discovered by Columbus in 1498.

The commission was bigned by Fonseca alone, in

virtue of general powers vested in him for such pur-

poses, but the signature of the Sovereigns did no|

appear on the instrument, and it is doubtful whether
their sanction was sought on the occasion. He knew
that Columbus had recently remonstrated against a

royal mandate issued in 1495, permitting voyages of

discovery by private adventurers, and that the So-

vereigns had in consequence revoked their mandate

wherever it might be deemed prejudicial to the sti-

pulated privileges of the Admiral.* It is probable,

therefore, that the bishop avoided raising any ques-

tion that might impede the enterprise ; being con-

fident of the ultimate approbation of Ferdinand, who
would be well pleased to have his dominions in the

New World extended by the discoveries of private

adventurers, undertaken at their own expense. It

was stipulated in this, as well as in subsequent li-

censes for private expeditions, that a certain propor-

tion of the profits, generally a fourth or fifth, should

be reserved for the crown.

Having thus obtained permission to make the voy-

age, the next consideration with Ojeda was to find

the means. He was a young adventurer, a mere

soldier of fortune, and destitute of wealth; but he

bad a high reputation fur courage and enterprise, and

with these, it was thought, would soon make his way
to the ricliest parts of the newly discovered lands,

and have the wealth of the Indies at his disposal.

He had no difficulty, therefore, in finding monied

associates among the rich merchants of Seville, who,

in that age of discovery, were ever ready to stake

their property upon the schemes of roving navigators.

With such assistance he soon equipped a squadron of

four vessels at Port St Mary, opposite Cadiz. Among
the seamen who engaged with him were several who
had just returned from accompanying Columbus in

his voyage to this very coast of Paria. The principal

associate of Ojeda, and one on whom be placed great

reliance, was Juan ^le la Cosa; who accompanied

him as first mate, or, as it was termed, chief pilot.

This was a bold Biscayan, who may be regarded as Si

disciple of Columbus, with whom he had sailed in his

second voyage, when he coasted Cuba and Jamaica,

and he bad since accompanied Rudrigo de Rastides,

in an expeditson along the coast of Terra Firma.

The hardy veteran was looked up to by bis contem-

poraries as an oracle of the seas, and was pronounced

one of the most able mariners of the day ; he may

i^

1:1:
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• Navarrete, I. ii. Docnmcnl cxili.

I1U
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be excused, Uierefore, if, in his harmiess vanity, he

considered liitnself on a par even with Colnmbus.'

Another conspicuous associate of Ojeda, in this

voyage, was Amerigo Vespucci, a Florentine mer-

chant, induced by broken fortunes and a rambling

disposition, to seek adventures in the New World.

Whether he had any pecuniary interest in the expe-

dition, and in what capacity he sailed, docs not ap-

pear. His importance has entirely arisen from sub-

sequent circumstances ; from his having written and

published a narrative of his voyages, and from his

name having eventuallybeen given to theNew World.

CHAPTER n.

DEPABTVBE PBOH SPAIN. ABBIVAL ON THE COAST OF PABIA.

CUSTOMS OP THE NATIVES.

Ojeda sailed from Port St Mary on the 20th of

May, 1490, and, having touched for supplies at the

Canaries, took a departure from Gomara, pursuing

the route of Columbus in his third voyage, being

guided by the chart he had sent home, as well as by

the mariners who had accompanied him on that occa-

sion. At the end of twenty-four days he reached the

continent of the New World, about two hundred

leagues farther south than the part discovered by
Columbus, being, as it is supposed, the coast of

Surinam.'

From hence he ran along the coast of the Gulf of

Paria, passing the mouths of many rivers, but espe-

cially those of the Esquivo and the Oronoko. These,

to the astonishment of the Spaniards, unaccustomed

as yet to the mighty rivers of the New World, poured

forth such a prodigious volume of water, as to freshen

the sea for a great extent. They beheld none of the

natives until they arrived at the Island of Trinidad,

on which island they met with traces of the recent

visit of Columbus.

Vespucci, in his letters, gives a long description of

the people of this island and of the coast of Paria, who
were of Carib race, tall, well made, and vigorous,

and expert with the bow, the lance and the buckler.

His description, in general, resembles those which
have frequently been given of the Aboriginals of the

New World; there are two or three particulars,

however, worthy of citation.

They appeared, he said, to believe in no religious

creed, to have nv, place of worship, and to make no
prayers or sacrifices; but, he adds, from the volup-

tuousness of their lives, they might be considered

Epicureans.^ Their habitations were built in the

shape of bells ; of the trunks of trees, thatched with
palm leaves, and were proof against wind and wea-
ther. They appeared to be in common, and some
of them were of such magnitude as to contain six

' Navarrete, CoUec. Viag., t. ili, p. *.

> Kavarrete, t. Iti, p. 9.

5 Viagesde Vespucci. Navarrete, t. iii, p. 2(1.

hundred persons : in one place there were eight prin-l

cipal houses capable of sheltering nearly ten thousandl

inhabitants. Every seven or eight years the nativesl

were obliged to change their residence, from the ma-l

ladies engendered by the heat of the climate in theiti

crowded habitations.

Their riches consisted in beads and ornaments nudel

from tiie Iwnes of fishes; in small white and gretof

stones strung like rosaries, with which they adurnn

their persons, and in the beautiful plumes of varioiu

colours for which the tropical birds are noted.

The Spaniards smiled a^ their simplicity in atlad

ing an extraordinary value to such worthless trifles;!

while the savages, in all probability, were eqnalljl

surprised at beholding the strangers so eager all

gold, and pearls, and precious stones, which lo ihem

selves were objects of indifference.

Their manner of treating the dead was similar i

that observed among the natives of some of the »J

lands. Having deposited the corpse in a cavern (

sepulchre, they placed a jar of water and a few eatj

ables at its head, and (hen abandoned it wilhoi

moan or lamentation. In some parts of the

when a person was considered near his end, his neaf|

est relatives bore him to the woods, and laid hiniii

a hammock suspended lo the trees. They then danct

round him until evening, when, having left wilhi

his reach sufficient meat and drink to sustain iiimli

four days, they repaired to their habitations. If I

recovered and returned home, he was received nill|

much ceremony and rejoicing ; if he died of his i

lady or of famine, nothing more was thought of kin

Their mode of treating a fever is also worlhjf i

mention. In the height of the malady they piungi

the patient in a bath of the coldest water, after wlii

they obliged him to make many evolutions round i

great fire, until he was in a violent heat, when Ibi

put him to bed, that he might sleep : a treatmeol

adds Amerigo Vespucci, by which we saw mai

cured.

CHAPTER m.

COASTING OP TEBBA FIBMA. HILITABY EXPEDITION OF OID

After >9uching at various parts of Trinidad

i

the Gulf of Paria, Ojeda passed through the strait]

the Boca del Drago, or Dragon's Mouth, whicii (

lumbus had found so formidable, and then sleeredlj

course along the coast of Terra Firma, landing

o

sionally until he arrived at Curiana, or the Gulfl

Pearls. From hence he stood to the opposite island|

Margarita, previously discovered by Cohnnbus,

since renowned for its pearl fishery. This, as \

as several adjacent islands, he visited and exploi

after which he returned to the main land, and loud

at Cumana and Maracapana, where he found thej

vers infested with alligators resembling the cro

of the Nile.
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Finding a convenient harbour at Maracapana, he

unloaded and careened his vessels there, and buiU a

small brigantine. The natives came to him in great

numbers, bringing abundance of venison, lish, and

Icassava bread, and aiding the seamen in their labours.

Their hospitality was not certainly disinterested, for

they sought to gain the protection of the Spaniards,

|«hom they reverencal as superhuman l)eings. When
liey thought they had sufliciently secured their fa-

lour, they represented to Ojeda that their coast was

)ject to invasion from a distant island, the inha-

lilants of which were cannibals, and carried their

iple into captivity, to be devoured at their unna-

tural banquets. They besought Ojeda, theretbre, to

ivenge them upon these ferocious enemies.

The request was gratifying to the fighting propen-

lies of Alonso de Ojeda, and to his love of adven-

iure, and was readily granted. Taking seven of the

latives on board of his vessels, therefore, as guides,

le set sail in quest of the cannibals. After sailing

. seven days he came to a chain of islands, some of

liich were peopled, otiiers uninhabited, and which

supposed to have been the Garibbee islands. One

I these was pointed out by his guides as the Iiabita-

iion of their foes. On running near the shore he

ibeld it thronged with savage warriors, decorated

ith coronets of gaudy plumes, their bodies painted

ith a variety of colours. They were armed with

iws and arrows, with darts, lances, and bucklers,

ind seemed prepared to defend their island from in-

'asion.

This show of war was calculated (o rouse the mar-

ial spirit of Ojeda. lie brought his ships to anchor,

irdered out his boats, and provided eacli with a pa-

rero or small cannon. Besides the oarsmen, each

lat contained a number of soldiers, who were told

crouch out of sight in the bottom. The boats then

lulled in steadily for the shore. As they approached

le Indians let fly a cloud of arrows, but without

uch effect. Seeing the boats continue to advance,

lie savages threw themselves into the sea, and brand-

lied their lances to prevent their landing. Upon
his, the soldiers sprang up in the Iwats and dis-

harged the patereroes. At the sound and smoke of

Ihese unknown weapons, the savages abandoned the

ater in affright, while Ojeda and his men leaped on
iliore and pursued them . The Carih warriors rallied

in the banks, and fought for a long time with that

lurage peculiar to their race, but were at length

riven to the woods, at the edge of the sword, leav-

ig many killed and wounded on the field of battle.

On the following day the savages were seen on
e shore in still greater numbers, armed and painted

id decorated with war plumes, and sounding, de-

iance with their conchs and drums. Ojeda again

ided with fifty-seven men, whom he separated into

rcompanies and ordered them to diarge the enemy
nri different directions. The Caribs fought for a

le hand to hand, displaying great dexterity in

overing themselves with their bucklers, but were

at length entirely routed, and driven, with great

slaughter, to the forests. The Spaniards had but one

man killed and twenty-une wounded in tliese com-

bats,—such superioi' advantage did their armour give

them over the naked savages. Having plundered and

set fire to the houses, they returned triumphantly to

their ships, with a number of Carib captives, and

made sail for the main land ; Ojeda bestowed a part

of the spoil upon the seven Indians who had accom-

panied him as guides, and sent them exulting to

their bonnes, to relate to their countrymen the signal

vengeance that had been wreaked upon their foes.

He then anchored in a bay where he remained for

twenty days until his men had recovered from (heir

wounds.'

CHAPTER IV.

DISCOTEBT OF TOE GULV OF VENBIDELi. TB\NS*CTI0N8 TBBBE.

OJEDi EXPLOBES THE GULF. PENBTBiTES TO MiBACAIBO.

His crew being refreshed and the wounded suffi-

ciently recovered, Ojeda made sail, and touched at

the island of Gurazao, which, according to the ac-

counts of Vespucci, was inhabited by a race of giants,

" every woman appearing a Penthesilea, and every

man an Antffius."' As Vespucci was a scholar, and

as he supposed himself exploring the regions of the

extreme East, the ancient realm of fable, it is pro-

bable his imagination deceived him, and construed

the formidable accounts given by the Indians of their

cannibal neighbours of the islands, into something

according with his recollections of classic fable. Cer-

tain it is that the reports ofsubsequent voyagers prov-

ed the mhabitants of the island to be of the ordinary

size.

Proceeding along the coast he arrived at a vast deep*

gulf, resembling a tranquil lake; entering which, he

beheld on the eastern side a village, the construction

of which struck him with surprise. It consisted of

twenty large houses, shaped like bells, and built on.

piles driven into the bottom of the lake, which in

this part was limpid and of hut Utile depth. Each

house was provided witli a drawbridge, and with

canoes by which the communication was carried on.

From these resemblances to the Italian city, Ojeda

gave to the bay the name of the Gulf of Venice : and

it is called at the present day Venezuela, or little

Venice : the Indian name was Coquibacoa.

When the inhabitants beheld the ships standing

into the bay, looking like wonderful and unknown

apparitions from the deep, they fled witli terror to

their houses, and raised the drawbridges. The Spa-

niards remained for a time gazing with admiration at

• There is some discrepancy in the early accounis of thisba^ae,

as to tlie time and place of its occurrence. The author has collated

tlic narratives of Vespucci, Las Casas, Herrera, and Peter Martyr,

and llie evidence given in Hie law suitof Diego Columbus, and has

endeavoured as much as possible to reconcile them.

> Vespucci.—Letter to Lorenzo de Pier Francisco dc Mctlicis.
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this ampliibiuus villye, when a stiuadron of canoes

filtered the harbour from the sea. On beholding the

ships they paused in mute amazement, and on the

Spaniards attempting to approach them, paddled

swiftly to shore, and plunged into the forest. They
soon returned with sixteen young girls, whom they

conveyed in their canoes to the ships, distributing

four on l)oard of each, either as peace offerings or as

tokens of amity and confldence. The best of under-

standing now seemed to be established; and the in-

habitants of tiie village came swarming about the

ships in their canoes, and others swimming in great

numb .>rs from the shores.

The friendship of the savages, however, was all

delusive. On a sudden several old women at the

doors of the houses uttered loud shrieks, tearing their

hair in fury. It appeared to be a sii^nal for hostility.

The sixteen nymphs plunged into the sea and made

for shore ; the Indians in the canoes caught up their

bows and discharged a flight of arrows, and even

those who were swimming brandished darts and

lances, which they had hitherto concealed beneath

the water.

Ojeda was fur a moment surprised at seeing war
thus starting up on every side, and the very sea brist-

ling with weapons. Manning his boats, he imme-

diately charged amongst Ihethickestofthe enemy, shat-

tered and sunk several of their canoes, killed twenty

Indians and wounded many more, and spread such a

panic among them, that most of the survivors Hung

themselves into the sea and swam to shore. Tiiree

of them were taken prisoners, and two of the fugitive

girls, and were conveyed on board of the ships, where
the men were put in irons. One of them, however,

and the two girls succeeded in dexterously escaping

the same night.

Ojeda had hut live men woanded in the affray ; all

of whom recovered. He visited the houses, but found

them abandoned and destitute ofbooty ; notwithstand-

ing the unprovoked hostility of the inhabitants, he

spareil the buildings, that he might not cause useless

irritation along the coast.

Continuing to explore this gulf, Ojeda penetrated

to a port or harbour, to which he gave the name of

St Bartholomew, but which is supposed to be the

same at present known by the original Indian name
ofMaracaibo. Here, in compliance with the entreaties

of the natives, he sent a detachment of twenty-seven

Spaniards on a visit to the interior. For nine days

they were conducted from town to town, and feasted

and almost idolized by the Indians, who regarded them
as angelic beings, performing their national dances

and games, and chaunting their traditional ballads for

their entertainment.

The natives of this part were distinguished for the

symmetry of their forms ; the females in particular

appeared to the Spaniards to surpass, all others that

they had yet beheld in the New World for grace and
beauty. Neither did the men display in the least

degree that jealousy which prevailed in the other

parts of the coast ; hut, on the contrary, permitted the

most frank and intimate intercourse with their wtvo

and daughters.

By the time the Spaniards set out on their return

to the ship, the whole country was aroused, pouring

forth its population, male and female, to do them ho-

nour. Some bore them in litters or hammocks, tlut

they might not be fatigued with the journey, and

hiippy was the Indian who had the honour of l)earini;

a Spaniard on his shoulders across a river. Others

loaded themselves with the presents that had been

bestowed on their guests, consisting of rich pliinies,

weapons of various kinds, and tropical birds and ani-

mals. In this way they returned in triumphant pro-

cession to the ships, the woo<ls and shores resounding

with their songs and shouts.

Many of the Indians crowded into the boats that

took the detachment to the ships ; others put off in

canoes, or swam from shore, so that in a little while

the vessels were thronged with upwards of a then-

sand wondering natives. While gazing and mar-

velling at the strange objects around them, Ojedi

ordered the cannon to be discharged, at the soundof

which, says Vespucci, the Indians " plunged into

the water like so many frogs from a bank." Per-

ceiving, however, that it was done in harmless mirtii,

they returned on board, and passed the rest of tlie

day in great festivity. The Spaniards brougiit away

with them several of the beautiful and hospitable fe-

males from this place, one of whom, named by them

Isabel, was much prized by Ojeda, and accompanied

him in a subsequent voyage.

'

CHAPTER V.

PHOSECUTION OF THE VOViGE. HETUBN TO SPII^.

Leavi>g the friendly port of Coquibacoa, Ojeda

continued along the western shores of the gulf of

Venezuela, and standing out to sea, and doubiin;

Cape Maracaibo, he pursued his coasting voyage from

port to port, and promontory to promontory, of this

Navarrete, t. ill, p. 8. Idem, pp. 107, 108.

It is worthy of particular mention lliat Ojeda, in liis rcporl ol

his voyage to the Sovereiffns, informed them of liis having md

with English voyagers in the vicinity of Coquibacoa, anil that the

Spanish government attached such importance to his infonnatin

as to lake measures to prevent any intrusion into those parts b;

the English. II is singular that no record should exist of tbii

early and extensive expedition of English navigators. Ifitwa

undertaken in the service of the Crown, some documcnl inighth

found concerning it among the archives of the reign ofHenry VU.

The English had already discovered the continent of Nurtli An»

rica. This had been done in 1497, by John Caliot. a Veneliu,

accompanied by Ills son Sebastian, who was born in Brislul. TlKf

sailed under a license of Henry Vll, who was to have a fifth odh

profits of the voyage. On the 24th June they discovered Ne»'

foundland, and afterwards coasted the continent quite lo Floridi

bringing back to England a valuable cargo and several of the u-

lives. This was tlie lirst discovery of the mainland of Ameria

The success of this expedition may have prompted the one wliitf

Ojeda eucouutcred in the neighbourhood of Coquibacoa.

at length
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unknown continent, until he reached that long atretch-

ing headland called Cape de la Vela. There the state

of his vessels, and perhaps the disappointment of his

hopes at not meeting with abundant sources of im-

mediate wealth, induced him to abandon all further

voyaging along the coast, and changing his course,

he sluod across the Caribbean Sea for Hispaniola.

The tenor of his commission forbade his visiting that

island ; but Ojeda was nut a man to stand upon trifles

when his interest or inclination prompted the con-

trary. He trusted to excuse the infraction of his orders

by the alleged necessity of touching at the island to

caulk and relit his vessels, and to procure provisions.

His true object, however, is supposed to have been to

cut (lye-wood, which abounds in the westcrti part of

Hispaniola.

lie accordingly anchored at Yatiuimo ut Septem-

ber, and landed with a large party of his men. Co-

lumbus at that time held command of the island, and,

hearingof this unlicensed intrusion, despatched Fran-

cisco Roldan, the quondam rebel, to call Ojeda to

account. The contest of stratagem and management

that took place between these two adroit and daring

adventurers, has been already detailed in the History

of Columbus. Roldan was eventually successful, and

Ojeda, being obliged to leave Hispaniola, resumed

his rambling voyage, visiting various islands, from

whence he carried off numbers of the natives. He
at length arrived ai Cadiz in June, 4500, with his

I
ships crowded with ::aptives, wiiom he sold as slaves.

So meagre, however, -ivas the result of this expe-

Idilion, that we are told, when all the expenses were

I
deducted, but 500 ducats remained to be divided

|l)etween lifty-five adventurers. What made this

I result the more mortifying was, that a petty arina-

Iment, which had sailed some lime after that of Ojeda,

Iliad returned two months before him, rich with the

I
spoils of the ISTew World. A brief account of this

llalter expedition is necessary to connect this series of

loiinor discoveries.

PEDRO ALONSO NINO '

AND

CHRISTOVAL GUERM.

[1499. ]

The permission granted by Bishop Fonseca to

Lionso de Ojeda to undertake a private expedition to

ilie New World, roused the emulation of others of

|lie followers of Columbus. Among these was
Pedro AlonsoNiflo, a hardy seaman, nativeof Moguer

1 the vicinity of Palos, who had sailed with Colum-
pus, as a pilot, in his first voyage, and also in his

pisings along the coasts of Cuba and Paria. ' He

Pronoanced Ninyo. The N In Spanish ia always pronounced
pif followed by the letter y.

' TettimoRy of Baslides in Ihe law suit ot Diego Columbus.

soon obtained firom the bishop a similar license to th«t

given to Ojeda, and like the latter, oought tot some
monied confederate among the rich merchants of

Seville. One of these, named Luis Gaerrs, offered

to fit out a caravel fur the expedition ; but on condi-

tion that his brother, Chrisloval Guerra, should have

the command. The poverty of MAo compelled him

to assent to the stipulations of the man of wealth,

and he sailed as subaltern in his own enterprise; but

his nautical skill and knowledge soon gained him the

ascendancy; he became virtually the captain, and

ultimately enjoyed the whole credit of the voyage.

The bark of these two adventurers was but of fifty

tons burthen ; and the crew thirty-three souls, all

told. With this slender armament they undertook

to traverse unknown and dangerous seas, and to ex-

plore the barbarous shores of that vast continent

recently discovered by Columbus;—such was the

daring spiri' of the Spanish voyagers of those days.

It was about the beginning of June, 4400, and but

a few days after the departureof Ojeda, that they put

tosea. They sailed from the little port of Palos, the

original cradle of American discovery, whose brave

and skilful mariners long continued foremost in aU

enlerprizes to the New World. Being guided by

the chart of Columbus, they followed his route, and

reached the southern continent, a little beyond Paria,

al)out fifteen days after the same coast had been

visited by Ojeda.

They then proceeded to the Gulf of Paria, where
they landal to cut dye-wood, and were amicably en-

tertained by the natives. Shortly after, sallying from

the gulf by the Boca del Drago, they encountered

eighteen canoes of Caribs, the pirate rovers of these

seas, and the terror of the bordering lands. This

savage armada, instead of being daunted, as usual, by
the sight of a European ship, with swelling sails, re-

sembling some winged monster of the deep, consi-

dered it only as an object of plunder or hostility, and

assailed it with showers of arrows. The sudden

burst of artillery, however, from the sides of the

caravel, and Ihe havoc made among the Caribs by
this seemhig thunder, struck them with dismay, and

they fled in all directions. The Spaniards succeeded

hi capturing one of the canoes, with one of the war-

riors who had manned it. In the bottom of Ihe canoe

lay an Indian prisoner, bound hand and foot. On
being liberated he informed tlie Spaniards, by signs,

that these Caribs had been on a marauding expedi-

tion along the neighbouring coasts, shutting them-

selves up at night in a stockade which they carried

with them, and issuing forth by day to plunder the

villages and to make captives. He had been one of

seven prisoners ; his companions had been devoured

before his eyes at the cannibal banquets of these sa-

vages, and he had been awaiting the same miserable

fate. Honest Niilo and his confederates were so in->

dignant at this recital, that, receiving it as established

fact, they perfoinied what they considered an act of

equitable justice, by abandoning the Carib to the

4
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i-i ;,:

discretion of liis late captive. The latter fell upon
the defenceless warrior with flst and foot and cndgel

;

nor did liis rage subside even after the breath had

been mauled out uf his victim, but, tearing the grim

head from tiie body, he placed it on a pole, as a tro-

phy of his vengeance.

Nino and liis fellow-adventurers now steered for

the island of Margarita, where they obtained a con-

siderable quantity of pearls by barter. They after-

wards skirted the opposite coast of Cumana, trading

cautiously and shrewdly, from port to port; some-

tbnes remaining on board of their little bark, and

obliging the savages to come off to them, when the

latter appeared too numerous; at other times ven-

turing on shore, and even into the interior. They
were invariably treated with amity by the natives,

who were perfectly naked, excepting that they were

adorned with necklaces and bracelets of pearls.

These they sometimes gave freely to the Spaniards,

at other times they exchanged them for glass beads

and other trinkets, and smiled at the folly of the

strangers in making such silly bargains.

The Spaniards were struck with Ihe grandeur and

density of the forests along this coast; for in these

regions of heat and moisture vegetation appears in

its utmost magnificence. Tliey heard also the cries

and roarings of wild and unknown animals in the

woodlands, which, however, appeared not to be very

dangerous, as the Indians went about the forest

armed solely with bows and arrows. From meeting

with deer and rabbits, they were convinced that that

was a part of Terra Firma, not having found any

animals of the kind on the islands.*

Nifio and Guerra were so well pleased with the

hospitality of the natives of Cumana, and with the

profitable traffic for pearls, by which tliey obtained

many of great size and beauty, that tliey remained

upwards of three months on the coast.

They then proceeded westward to a country called

Cauchieto, trading, as usual, for pearls, and for the

inferior kind of gold called guanin. At length they

arrived at a place where there was a kind of a fort-

ress protecting a number of houses and gardens si-

tuated on a river, the whole forming, to the eyes of

the Spaniards, one of the most delicious abodes ima-

ginable. They were about to land and enjoy the

pleasures of this fancied Paradise, when they beheld

upwards of a thousand Indians, armed with bows
and arrows and war clubs, preparing to give them

a warm reception ; having been probably incensed

by the recent visit of Ojeda. As Nifio and Guerra

had not the fighting propensities of Ojeda, and were

in quest of profit ratlier than renown, having more-

over, in all probability, the fear of tlie rich mercliant

of Seville before their eyes, they prudently abstained

from landing, and, abandoning this hostile coast, re-

turned forthwith to Cumana, to resume their trade

for pearls. They soon amassed a great number,

Las Casas, Hist. Ind., 1. i, c. 171.

< Navarrctc, t. iii, p. n.

many of which were equal in size and beauty to the

most celebrated of the east, though they had been

injured in boring from a want of proper impleme>ug.

Satisfied with their success, they now set sail fur

Spain, and piloted their little bark safely to Uayoiine

in Gallicia, where they anchored about Ihe middle of

April, 1500, nearly two months before the arrival of

Ojeda and his associates. La Cosa and Vespucci.'

The most successful voyagers to the New World

were doomed to trouble from their very success,

The ample amount of pearls paid to the treasury, as

the royal portion of the profits of tliis expedition,

drew suspicion instead of favour upon Ihe two ad-

venturers. They were accused of having concealed

a great part of the pearls collected by them, thus de-

frauding their companions and the crown. Pedro

Alonso Niilo was actually thrown into prison on this

accusation, but, nothing being proved against him,

he was eventually set free, and enjoyed the enviahle

reputation of having performed the richest voyage tlial

had yet been made to the New World.'

VICENTE YANEZ PINZON.

[ M99. ]

AMONti the maritime adventurers of renown who

were roused to action by the licenses granted for

private expeditions of discovery, we find conspicuons

the name of Vicente YaHez Pinzon ofPalos, one of the

three brave brothers who aided Columbus in his first

voyage, and risked life and fortune with hiiu in liis

doubtful and perilous enterprise.

Of Martin Alonso Pinzon, the eldest and most im-

portant of these tliree brothers, particular mention

has been made in the History ofColumbus, and of tlie

unfortunate error in conduct which severed him from

the Admiral, brought on him the displeasure of the

sovereigns, and probably contributed to liis premature

and melancholy death.

Whatever cloud of disgrace may have overshadow-

ed his family, it was but temporary. The deatii of
|

Martin Alonso, as usual, atoned for his faults, and
|

his good deeds lived after him. The merits and ser-

vices of himself and his brothers were acknowledged, I

and the survivors of the family were restored to royal

confidence. A feeling of jealous hostility prevented

them from taking a part in the subsequent voyages of

Columbus; but the moment the door was thrown

open for individual enterprise, they pressed forward

for permission to engage in it at their own risk and

expense—and it was readily granted. In fact, their

supposed hostility to Columbus was one of the surest

recommendations thsy could have to the favour of tlx I

Bishop Fonseca, by whom the license was issued for
|

their expedition.

> Peter Martyr. Other tiistorians give a difTcrent date for lbclr|

arrival. Ilerrera says Feb. 6.

> Navarrele, Collect., t. iii, p, II. Herrera, d. i, t. iv, c. s
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OF TIIE COMPANIONS OF COLUMBUS. INH

Vicente Yanez Pinzon was the leader of this new

enterprise, and he was accompanied by two nephews,

named Arias Perez and Diego Fernandez, sons of his

late brother, Martin Alonso Pinzon. Several of his

sailors had sailed with Columbus in his recent voyage

tul'aria, as had also liis three principal pilots, Juan

Quintero, Juan de Umbria, and Juan de Jerez. Thus

iliese minor vc;-><re8 seemed all to emanate from the

great expeditions of Columbus, and to aim at rcalizinft

Ihe ideas and speculations contained in the papers

transmitted by him to Spain.

The armament consisted of four caravels, and was

fitted out at the port of Palos. The funds of Vicente

Yaitez were completely exhausted before he had fitted

out his little 8(|uadron ; he was obliged, therefore, to

purchase on credit the sea stores and articles of traflic

necessary for (he enterprise. The merchants of

Palos seem to have known how to profit by the careless

nature of sailors and the sanguine spirit ofdiscoverers.

In their bargains they charged honest Pinzon eighty

and a hundred per cent, above the market value of

their merchandize, and in the hurry ami urgency of

the moment he was obliged to submit to the impo-

sition.'

The squadron put to sea in the beginning of De-

cember, 1 400, and after pa.ssing the Canary and Cape

de Verde Islands, stood to the southwest. Having

sailed about seven hundred leagues, they crossed the

equator and lost sight of the north star. They had

scarcely passed the equinoctial line when they en-

countered a terrible tempest, which had well nigh

swallowed up their slender barks. The storm passed

away, and the firmament was again serene; but the

mariners remained tossing about in confusion, dis-

mayed by the turbulence of the waves and the strange

aspect of the heavens. They looked in vain to the

south for some polar star by which to shape their

course, and fancied that some swelling prominence of

llie globe concealed it from (heir view. They knew

nothing as yet of the firmament of that hemisphere,

nor of that beautiful constellation the southern cross,

but expected to find a guiding star at the opposite

pole, similar to the cynosure of the north.

Pinzon, however, who was of an intrepid spirit,

pursued his course resolutely to the west, and after

sailing about two hundred and forty leagues, and

being in the eighth degree of southern latitude, he

beheld land afar off on the 28th of January, to which

he gave the name of Sania Maria de la Consolacion,

from the sight of it having consoled bun in the midst

of doubts and perplexities. It is now called Cape

St Augustine, and forms the most prominent part of

tlie immense empire of Brazil.

The sea was turbid and discoloured as in rivers,

and on sounding they had sixteen fathoms water.

Pinzon landed, accompanied by a notary and wit-

nesses, and took formal possession of the territory

for the CastiUan crown; no one appeared to dispute

Navarrete, vol. ili. Sec Doc. No. 7, where Vicente Vaiiez

Pinzon petitions for redress.

Ids pretensions, bnt ho observetl on the beach the

print of footsteps, which seemed of gigantic size.

At night there were tires lighted upon a neigh-

bouring part of the coast, which induced Pinzon on
l>ii> following morning to send forty men well armed

to the spot. A band of Indians, of about equal

number, sallied forth to encounter them, armed with

bows and arrows, and seemingly of extraordinary

stature. A still greater number were seen in the

distance, hastening to the support of their compa-
nions. The Indians arrayed themselves for combat,

and the two parties remainol for a short time eyeing

each other with mutual curiosity and distrust. The
Spaniards now displayed looking glasses, l)ead8, and

other trinkets, and jingled strings of hawks'-bells, in

general so captivating (o an Indian ear; but the

haughty savages treated all their overtures with con-

tempt, regarding these offerings carelessly for a short

lime, and then stalking off witli stoic gravity. They

were ferocious of feature, and apparently warlike in

disposition, and are supposed to have been a wander-

ing race of unusual size, who roamed about in tite

night, and were of tlie most fierce untractahle nature,

liy nightfall there was not an Indian to be seen in

the neighlwurliuod.

Discouraged by tlie inhospitable character of the

coast, Pinzon made sail and stood to the northwest,

until he came to the mouth of a river too shallow to

receive his ships. Here he sent his Iwats on shore

with a number of men well anned. They landed on

the river banks, and beheld a multitude of naked In-

dians on a neighbouring hill. A single Spaniard,

armed simply with sword and buckler, was sent to

invite them to friendly intercourse. He approached

them with signs of amity, and threw to them a hawk's-

bell. They replied to him with similar signs, and

threw to him a small gilded wand. The soldier

stooped to pick it up, when suddenly a troop of sa-

vages rushed down to seize him ; he threw himself

immediately upon the defensive, with sword and

target, and though but a small man, and far from

robust, he handled his weapons with such dexterity

and fierceness, that he kept the savages at bay, mak-
ing a clear circle round him, and wounding several

who attempted to break it. His unlooked-for prowess

surprised and confounded his assailants, and gave

time for his comrades to come to his assistance. The
Indians then made a general assault, with such a

galling discharge ofdarts and arrows that almost im-

mediately eight or ten Spaniards were slain, and

many more wounded. The latter were compelled

to retreat to their Iwats, disputing every inch of

ground. The Indians pursued them even into the

water, surrounding the boats and seizing hold of

the oars. The Spaniards made a desperate defence,

thrusting many through with their lances, and cut-

ting down and ripping up otliers with their swords

;

but such was the ferocity of the survivors, that they

persisted in their attack nntil they overpowered the

crew of one of the boats, and bore it off in triumph.

i •

'i,
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With this they retired from the combat, and the

Spaniards returned defeated and disheartened to

their ships, having met with the roughest reception

that the Europeans had yet experienced in the New
World.

Pinzon now stood forty leagues to the northwest,

until he arrived in the neighbourhood of the equi-

noctial line. Here he found the water of the sea so

fresh that he was enabled to replenish his casks with

it. Astonished at so singular a phenomenon he stood

in for the land, and arrived among a number of fresh

and verdant islands, inhabited by a gentle and hos-

pitable race of people, gaily painted, who came off to

the ships with the most frank and fearless confidence.

Pinzon soon found that these islands lay in the mouth

of an immense river, more tiian thirty leagues in

breadth, the water of wliich entered upwards of forty

leagues into the sea before losing its sweetness. It

was, in fact, the renowned Marufion since known as

the Orellana and the Amazon. While lying in the

mouth of (his river there was a sudden swelling of

the stream, which, being opposed by the current of

the sea, and straitened by the narrow channels of the

islands, rose more than five fathoms, with mountain

waves, and a tremendous noise, threatening the de-

struction of the ships. Pinzon extricated his little

squadron with great difficulty from this perilous situa-

tion, and linding there was but little gold, or any

thing else of value to be found among the simple

natives, he requited their hospitality, in the mode too

common among the early discoverers, by carrying off

thirty-six of them captive.

Having regained the sight of the Polar Star, Pinzon

pursued his course along the coast, passing the mouths

of the Oronoko, and entering the Gulf of Paria, where

he landed and cut Brazil wood. Sallying forth by

the Boca del Drago, he reached the island of Hispa-

niola about the 23lh of June, from whence he sailed

for the Bahamas. Here, in (he month of July, while

at anchor, there came such a tremendous hurricane

that two of the caravels were swallowed up with all

their crews in the sight of their (errilied companions;

a third par(ed her cables and was driven out (o sea,

while (he fourth was so furiously beaten by the tem-

pest that the crew threw themselves into (he boats

and made for shore. Here they found a few naked

Indians, who offered them no molestation; but fear-

ing that they might spread the tidings of a handful of

shipwrecked Spaniards being upon the coast, and thus

bring (he savages of the neighbouring islands upon

them, a council of war was held whether it would

not be a wise precaution to put these Indians to death.

Fortunately for the latter, the vessel which had been

driven from her anchors returned and put an end to

the alarm, and (o the council of war. The odier

caravel also rode out the storm uninjured, and the

sea subsiding, the Spaniards returned on board, and
made the best of their way to the Island of Ilispaniola.

Having repaired the damages sustained in the gale,

they again made sail for Spain, and came to anchor

in the river before Palos, about the end of Septem-

ber.

Thus ended one of the most chequered and disas-

trous voyages that had yet been made to the New
World. Yafiez Pinzon had lost two of his ships, and

many of his men; what made the loss of the latter

more grievous was, that they had been enlisted from

among his neighbours, his friends, and relatives, hi

fact, the expeditions to the New World must have

realized the terrors and apprehensions of the people

of Palos by filling that little community with widows

and orphans. When the rich merchants, who liad

sold goods to Pinzon at a hundred per cent, advance,

beheld him return in this sorry condition, with two

shattered barks and a handful of poor, tattered, wea-

ther-beaten seamen, they began to tremble for (heir

money. No sooner, therefore, had he and his nephews

departed to Granada, to give an account of (heir

discoveries to the sovereigns, than the merchanis

seized upon their caravels and cargoes, and began to

sell them, to repay themselves. Honest Pinzon im-

mediately addressed a petition to the governnieni,

stating the imposition that had been practised upon

him, and the danger he was in of imprisonment and

utter ruin, should his creditors be allowed to sacriiiee

his goods at a public sale. He petitioned that they

might be compelled to return the property thus seized,

and that he might l)e enabled to sell three bundled

and fifty quintals ofBiasil wood, which be had brouglil

back with him, and which would be sufficient to satisfy

the demands of his creditors. The sovereigns granted

his prayer. They issued an order to the civil autliorities

of Palos to interfere in the matter, with all possible

promptness and brevity, allowing no vexatious delay,

and administering justice so impartially thatneillieror

the parties should have cause to complain.

Pinzon escaped from (he fangs of his creditors,

but, of course, must have suffered in purse from the

expenses of the law; which, in Spain, is apt (o bury

even a successful client, under an overwhelming

mountain of dociunents and writings. We infer tliis

in respect to Pinzon from a royal order issued in tlie

following year, allowing him to export a quantity of

grain, in consideration of the heavy losses he had

sustained in his voyage of discovery. He did bill

share the usual lot of the Spanish discoverers, wiiose

golden anticipations too frequently ended in penury;

but he is distinguished from among the crowd of

them by being the first European who crossed the

equinoctial line, on the western ocean, and by dis-

covering the great kingdom of Brazil.'

> On tlic 3lh of Septeinl)er, 1301, a Royal pennission wasgiTen

to Vicente Yancz Pinzon to colonise and govern ttielanJs liitliail

discovered, licginning a little north of the river Amazon, and ci-

tending to Cape St Augustine. The ol^ect of Uie govornincnt in

this permission was to establish an outpost and a rcsolulu cum-

niandcr on litis southern frontier, that should check any inlriislons

the Portuguese might make in conseiiuenco of Uie accidental dli-

covery of a part of the coast of Brazil by Pedro Alvarez Cabral, in

1900. The subsequent arran!;cmcnt of a partition line between

the two countries prevented the necessity of this precaution, anl

mafters.
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DIEGO 1)E LEPE

AMI)

RODUIGO DE BASTIDES.

[1500. ]

NoTWiTiisTAXDi.vr. the hardships and disasters

that had beset the voyagers to the New World, and

the penury in which their golden anticipations had

too freiiuently terminated, adventurers continued lo

press forward, excited by fresh reports of newly di.s-

fovered regions, each of which, in its turn, was re-

presented as the real land of promise. Scarcely had

Vicente Yafiez Pinzon departed on the voyage recently

narrated, when his townsman Diego de Lepe likewise

set sail with two vessels from the busy little port of

Palos, on a like expedition. No particulars of im-

portance are known of this voyage, excepting (hat

lepe doubled Cape St Augustine, and beheld the

southern continent stretching far lo the southwest.

On returning to Spain he drew a chart of the coast

lor the Bishop Fonseca, and enjoyed the reputation,

for upwards of ten years afterwards, of having ex-

tended his discoveries further south than any other

voyager.

Another contemporary adventurer to the New
World was Rodrigo de IJastides, a wealthy notary of

I

Triana, the suburb of Seville inhabited by the mari-

time part of its population. Being sanctioned by (he

I
sovereigns, to whom he engaged lo yield a fourth of

I

Ills profits, he fitted out two caravels in October, \IH)Q,

[
to go in quest of gold and pearls.

Prudently distrusting his own judgment in nautical

I

matters, this adventurous notary associated with him
the veteran pilot Juan de la Cosa, the same hardy

Biscayan who liad sailed with Columbus and Ojeila.

JA general outline of their voyage has already been

L'iven in the life of Columbus ; it extended the dis-

Icoveries of the coast of Terra Firma from Cape de la

Ivela, where Ojeda had left off, quite to the port of

iNombre de Dios.

Baslides distinguished himself from the mass of

It (lops not appear that Vicente Yancz Pinzon made any second

f
oyago to lliose parts.

In 1306 he undertook an expedition in coni|iany with Juan niaz
He Solis, a native of Lebrija, the olyecl of w liicli was lo endeavour
jo find the strait or passase siipiiosed liy Coluinlius to lead from
llic Allanlic to a Southern Ocean. It was necessarily \ iihoul
liiccess, as was also another voyage made hy ihem, for the saoK!
lurpose, in 1S08. As no such passage exists, no blame could
lliach to those able navigators for being foiled in the object of
llicir search.

In eonse(picnce of Ihc distinguished merits and sc •vices of the
rinzon family they were raised, by llie Kmpei-or Charles V.. to
liediRnity of a llidalguia. or nobility, without any express litl(>,

Ind a coat of arms was granted them, on which wei-e emblazoned
lirep ciravels, with a hand at the stern pointing lo an island co-
lored with savages. This coat of arms is still maintained by the
Tinily. who have .added to it the motto granted lo CoIuml)iis,
|iTOly substituting Uic name of Pinzon for lliat of the Admiral,

A Castile y a Leon
i>'uevo Mundo dio Pinzon,

discoverers by his kind Iroalnunt of ihe natives, and

Juan de la Cosa by his sound discrelion and his able

seamanship. Their voyage had been extremely suc-

cessf'il, and they liad collected, by h irlcr, a great

amount of gold and pearls, when their prosperous

career was checked by an unlooked-for evil. Their

vessels lo their surprise became leaky in every part,

anti they discovered to (heir di.smay, Ihatthe bottoms

were pierced in innumerable places by Ihe broma, or

worm, which nbounds in the waters of the lorrid

zone, but of which they, as yet, had scarcely any

knowledge. It was with great difficulty they could

keep afloat until they reached a small islet on the

coast of Hispaniola. Here they repaired (heirships

as well as they were able, and again put to sea to re-

turn lo Cadiz. A succession of gales drove them hark

to port; the ravage- of the worms continued, (he leaks

broke out afresh ; they landed the most portable and

precious part of their wealthy cargoes, and (he vessels

foundered with the remainder, liastides lost, more-

over, the arms and ammunition saved from the wreck,

being obliged to des(roy (hem lest they should fall

into the hands of (he Indians.

Dis(ributing his men into three bands, twooftliem

headed by La Co.sa and himself, they set off for San

Domingo by three several routes, as the coimtry was

not able to furnish prvivisions for so large a body.

Each band was provided with a coffer stored wiih

trinkets and other articles of Indian traffic, with

which (0 buy provisions on (he road.

Francisco de Bobadilla, the wrong-headed op-

pressor and superseder of Columbus, was at that

time governor of San Domingo. The report reached

him that a crew of adventurers had landed on the is-

land, and were marching through (he coun(ry in

(hree bands, each provided vvith a coffer of gold, and

carrying on illicit trade wi(h the natives. The mo-

ment Rastides made his appearance, therefore, he

was seized and thrown into prison, and an investiga-

tion commenced. In his defence he maintained that

his only traflic with the natives was for the purpose

of procuring provisions for his followers, or guides

for his journey. It was determined, however, lo

send him to Spain for trial, with Ihe written (esli-

mony and the other documents of his examinalion.

lie was accordingly conveyed in the same fleet in

which llobadilta embarked for Spain, and which ex-

perienced such an awful shipwreck in (he sight of

Columbus. The ship of Rodrigo do Baslides was one

of the few that outlived the (empest ; it arrived safe

at Cadiz in September, I.'')(>2. Bastides was ulti-

mately ac(|ui(led of (he charges advanced against

him. So lucrative had been his voyage, (hat not-

withstanding the losses sustained by the foundering

of his vessels, he was enabled to pay a large sum to

the crown as a fourth of his profits, and to retain a

great amount for himself. In reward of his services

and discoveries the sovereigns granted him an annual

revenue for life, (o arise from Ihe proceeds of the pro-

vince of Uraba, which he had discovered. An etiual

i !-
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pension was likewise assigned to (he hardy Juan dc

la Gosa, lo result i'roin (he same lerrilory, of which

he was appointed Alguazil Mayor.' Such was the

economical generosity of King Ferdinand, who re-

warded the past toils of his adventurous discoverers

out of the expected produce of their future lalMurs.

' SECOND VDVAOr:

ALOrsSO 1)E OJEDA.

'

. [ 1302. ]

The first voyage of Alonso de Ojeda to the coast

of Paria, and its meagre termination in June, l5tM),

lias been related. lie gained nothing in wealth hy

that expedition, but he added lo his celebrity as a

l)old and skilful adventurer. His youthful lire, his

sanguine and swelling spirit, and the wonderful sto-

ries that were told of iiis activity and prowess, made

him extremely popular, so that his patron the Bishop

Fonseca found it an easy matter lo secure for him

the royal favour. In consideration of his past ser-

vices and of others expected from him, a grant was

made to him of six leagues of land on the southern

part of Hispaniola, and the government of the pro-

vince of Coquibacoa which he bad discovered. He
was, furthermore, authorised to tit out any number

of ships, not exceeding ten, at his own expense, and

to prosecute the discovery of the coast of Terra Firma.

He was not to touch or traffic on the pearl coast of

Paria ; extending as far as a bay in the vicinity of the

island of Margarita. Beyond this he had a right to

trade in all kinds of merchandise, whether of pearls,

jewels, metals, or precious stones; paying one fifth of

the profits to the crown, and abstaining from making

slaves of the Indians without a special license from

the sovereigns. He was to colonise Coquibacoa, and,

as a recompense, was to enjoy one half of the pro-

ceeds of his territory, provided the half did not exceed

300,000 maravedies ; all beyond that amount was to

go to the crown.

A principal reason, however, for granting this go-

vernment and those privileges to Ojeda, was that, in

his previous voyage, he had met witii English ad-

venturers on a voyage of discovery in the neighbour-

hood of Co<iuibacoa, at which the jealousy of the

sovereigns had taken the alarm. They were anxious,

therefore, to establish a resolute and fighting com-
mander like Ojeda upon this outpost, and they in-

structed him to set up the arms of Castile and Leon in

every place he.visited, as a signal of discovery and pos-

session, to put a stop lo the intrusions of the English.

'

With this commission in his pocket and the govcrn-

' Navarrelp, Cnllec, t. iii.

» JSavarrt'lp, t. iii, dofuinciil x.

mont of an Indian territory in the perspective, ()jwl,i

soon found associates to aid him in fitting out an ar-

mament. These were Juan de Vergara, a servant

of a rich canon of the cathedral of Seville, and ( iarri,i

de Campos, commonly called Ocampo. They inaile

a contract of partnership to last for two years, acconl-

ing lo which the expenses and profits of the expedi-

tion, and of the government of Cotpiibacoa were lo

he sliared equally between them. The purses of the

confederates were not ample enough to afford ten

ships, but they fitted out four. I si, the Santa Maiia

de la Anligua, commanded by Garcia del Canipo;

2d, the Sanla Maria de la Granada, commandedky

Juan de Vergara ; 3d, the caravel Magdalena, com-

manded by Pedro de Ojeda, nephew to Alonsu ; aiiil

4tli, the caravel Santa Ana, commanded by Fernando

de Guevara. The whole was under the comniamlof

Alonso de Ojeda. Tiie expedition set sail in iSdi,

touched at the Canaries, according to custom, to take

in provisions, and then proceeded westward for

shorcs of the New World.

A fter traversing the gulfof Paria, and before leacli-

ing the island of Margarita, the caravel Santn Ana,

commanded by Fernando de Guevara, was sepaialeil
I

from them, and for several days the ships were niii-

tually seeking each other in these silent and trackless

seas. After Ihey were all reunited they found llirir

provisions growing scanty ; they landed Uierefore at

a part of the coast called Cumana by the natives, but I

to which, from its beauly and fertifily, Ojeda gave I

the name of Valfermoso. While foraging here for I

their immediate supplies, the idea occurred to Ojeda I

that he should want furniture and utensils of ullkindsl

for his proposed colony, and that it would be bellerl

lo pillage Ihcm from a country where he wasamerel

transient visitor, than lo wrest them from his neigli-|

hours in the lerritoky where he was to set up I

government. His companions were struck wilii lliel

policy, if not the justice, of this idea, and they all s«l[

to work to carry it into execution. Dispersing tiieiii-[

selves, therefore, in ambush in various direclioiisJ

they at a concerted signal rushed forth from llieirl

concealment, and set upon the natives. Ojeda liaill

issued orders to do as little injury and damage i»l

possible, and on no account lo destroy the habitationsi

of the Indians. His followers, however, in their grrall

zeal, transcended his orders. Seven or eight IniliaBl

were killed and many wounded in the skirmish wiiichl

look place, and a number of their cabins werewra[i-l

ped in ilnmes. A great quantity of hammocks oil

cotton, and of utensils of various kinds, fell iiilotliel

hands of the conquerors; they also captured several

female Indians, some of whom were ransomed wilu

the kind of gold called guanin; some were rclaineilj

by Vergara for himself and his friend Ocampo, olluul

were distributed among the crews, the rest, probablfl

the old and ugly, were set at liberty. As to OjcdnT

he reserved nothing for himself of the spoil excepliiiS

a single hammock.

'J'lie ransom paid by the poor Indians forsonuM
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Iheir effects and some of their women yielded the

Spaniards a trifling quantity of gold, but they found

tlie place destitute of provisions, and Ojeda was

obligetl lo despatch Vergara in a caravel to the island

uf Jamaica to forage for supplies, with instructions to

rejoin him at Maracaibo or Cape de la Yela.

Ojeda at length arrived at Coquibacoa, at the port

destined for his seat of government. He found the

country, however, so poor and sterile, that he pro-

ceeded along the coast to a bay whicli he named

Santa Cruz, but which is supposed to be the same at

present called Bahia Honda, where he found a Spa-

niard who bad been left in the province of Citarma

by Bastides in his late voyage, about thirteen months

before, and had remained ever since among the In-

dians, so that he bad acqnired their language.

Qjeda determined to form bis settlement at this

place; but the natives seemed disposed to defend their

territory ; for, the moment a party landed to procure

water, they were assailed by a galling shower of ar-

rows, and driven back to the ships. Upon this Ojeda

landed with all his force, and struck such terror

into the Indians, that they came forward with signs

of amity, and brought a considerable quantity of gold

as a peace-offering, which was graciously accepted.

Ojeda, with the concurrence of his associates, now
set to work to establish a settlement, cutting down
trees, and commencing a fortress. They bad scarce

begun, when they were attacked by a neighbouring

cacique, but Ojeda sallied fo>-Ui uponhim with such in-

trepidity and effect as not merely to defeat, but to

drive him from the neighbourhood. He then pro-

ceeded quietly to finish his fortress, which was de-

fended by lombards, and contained the magazine of

provisions and the treasure 'unassed in the expedi-

tion. The provisions were dealtout twice a-day, under

Ihe inspection of proper officers ; the treasure, gained

by barter, by ransom, or by plunder, was deposited

in a strong box, secured by two locks, one key being

kept by the royal supervisor, the other by Ocampo.

In the mean time provisions became scarce. The
Indians never appeared in the neighbourhood of the

fortress, except to harass it with repeated though in-

leffectual assaults. Vergara did not appear with the

expected supplies from Jamaica, and a caravel was
idespalclied in search of him. The people, worn out

Iwilli labour end privations of various kinds, and dis-

gusted with the situation of the settlement, which

was in a |)oor and unhealthy country, grew discon-

ented and factious. They began to fear that they

lioidd lose the means of departing, as their vessels

ere in danger of being destroyed by the bronia or

norms. Ojeda led them forth repeatedly upon foraging

|iarlies about the adjacent country, and collected

me provisions and booty in the Indian villages.

riie provision he deposited in the magazine, part of

be spoils he divided among his followers, and the

be locked up in the strong box, Ihe keysof which
IB took possp.ssion of, lo the great displeasme of Ihe

iiiper isor and his associate ( >canipo. The min'mins

of the people grew loud as their sufferings increased.

They insinuated that Ojeda had no authority over
this part of the coast, having passed the boundaries

of Ids government, and formed his settlement in the

country discovered by Bastides. By the time Ver-
gara arrived from Jamaica, the factions of this petty

colony had risen to an alarming height. Ocampo had
a personal enmity to the governor, arising probably

from some feud about the strong box ; being a par-'

ticular friend of Vergara he held a private conference

with him, and laid a plan to entrap the doughty
Ojeda. In pursuance of this the latter was invited on
board of the caravel of Vergara, to see the provisions

he had brought from Jamaica; but no sooner was he
on board ofthan they charged him with having trans-

gressed the limits of his government, with having

provoked the hostility of the Indians and needlessly

sacrificed the lives of his followers, and above all with

having taken possession of the strong box, in con

tempt of the authority of the royal supervisor, aiu.

witli the intention of appropriating to himself all the

gains of the enterprise ; they informed him tbereforb '

of their intention to convey him a prisoner to Ilis-

paniola, to answer to the governor for his offences.

Ojeda, finding himself thus entrapped, proposed to .

Vergara and Ocampo that they should return to Spain,^^

with such of the crews as chose to accompany them,;^'

leaving him with the remainder to prosecute his en

terprise. The two recreant partners at first con-

sented, for they were disgusted with the enterprise

which offered little profit and severe hardships. They
agreed to leave Ojeda the smallest of the caravels

with a third of the provisions and of their gains,

and to build a row boat for him. They actually be-

gan to labour upon Uie boat. Before ten days had

elapsed, however, they repented of the ai Mige-

nient, the ship-carpenters were ill, there Wt>re no

caulkers, and moreover they recollected that as Ojeit i,

according lo their representations, was a defau!'cr lo

the crown, they would be liable as his sureties, oiiould

they return to Spain without him. They concluded,

therefore, that the wisest plan was to give him no-

thing, but to carry him off prisoner.

When Ojeda learned the determination of his wary

partners, lie attempted to make his escape and get

off to St Domingo, but he was seized, thrown in

irons, and conveyed on board of the caravel. "Jlie

two partners then sel sail from Santa Cruz, bearing

off the whole community, its captive governor, and

the litigated strong box.

They put to sea about the beginning of September,

and arrived at the western part of the island of His-

paniola. While at anchor within a stone's throw of

the land, Ojeda, confident in his strength and skill as

a swimmer, let himself quietly slide down the side of

the ship into the water during the night, and altempl-

etl lo swim for the shore. His ai-nis were free, butliis

foel were shackled, and the weight of his irons threat-

ened lo sink him. He was obliged lo slio-il f(»r

i

help; a boat was .sent from the vessii lo his relief.
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•'tiid (he iinrurlunule governor was brought back Iialf

drowneil io his iiiireleiKing partners.'

The latter now landed and delivered their prisoner

into Ihe hands of Gallego, the commander of the

place, to lie put at the disposal of the governor of the

island. In Ihe mean time, the strong box, which

appears to have been at the bottom of all these feuds,

remained in the possession of Yergara end Ocanipo,

who, Ojeda says, look from it whatever they thought

proper, without regard to the royal dues, or the con-

sent of tiie royal supervisor. They were all together,

prisoner and accusers, in the city of San Domingo,
about the end of September, <502, when the chief

judge of the island, after hearing both parties, gave

u verdict against Ojeda that stripped him of all his

effects, and brought him into debt to the crown tor

the royal proportion of the profits of the voyage.

Ojeda appealed to the sovereign, and, after some lime,

was honourably acquitted, by the royal council, from
all the charges; and a mandate was issued in l.'iOS,

ordering a reslilution of his property. It appears,

however, that the costs ofjustice, or rather ofthe law,,

consumed his sha?e of the treasure of the strong box,

;ind that a royal order was necessary to liberate him
from the hands ofthe governor ; so that, like too many
other litigants, he finally emerged from the labyrinths

of the law a triumphant client, but a ruined man.

TIUHD VOVAUli »

OF

ALOiNSO DE OJEDA.

[ 1509. ]

CHAPTER I.

OJKDA MTI ll:S fOR A COJ^MA^D. HAS A BIVAL CAXDIDATE IIS

niKUO 1)U MCUEiJA. III.S SUCCESS.

Fon several years after his ruinous, though suc-
cessful lawsuit, we lose all IracesofAlonsode Ojeda,
excepting that we are told he made anollier voyage
(o the vicinity of Co(pnbacoa, in 1303. No record
remains of this expedition, which seems to have been
eipially unprofitable with the preceding, for we find

him in 1308, in the island of Ilispanioia, as poor in

purse, though as proud in spirit, as ever. In fact,

however fortune might have favoured him, he had
a hcedle.ss squandering disposition that would always
have kept him poor.

Anout this time the cupidity of King Ferdinand
was greatly excited by the accounts which had been
given by Columbus of the gold mines of Veragua, in
which the Admiral fancied he had discovered llie Aii-

rra Chcrsoncsus of the anci'i' s, from wliencc King
.Soktmon procured the goU', used in building the

' nUl. Gen do Ving.'s, llcricia, UM. Iiid.

temple of Jerusalem. Subsequent voyagers had cor-

roborated the opinion of Columbus as to the general

riches of the coast of Terra Firma ; King Ferdinand

resolved, therefore, to found regular colonies along

that coast, and to place the whole under some ca-

pable commander. A project of the kind had been

conceived by Columbus, when he discovered thai

region in the course of his last voyage, and the reader

may remember the disasters experienced by his bro-

ther Don Bartholomew and himself, in endeavouring

to establish a colony on the hostile shores of Yeragua.

The Admiral being dead, the person who should na-

turally have presented himself to the mind of the

sovereign for this particular service was Don Bar-

tholomew; but the wary and selfish monarch knew

the Adclantado to be as lofty in his terms as his laie

brother, and preferred to accomplish his purposes iiy

cheaper agents. Ho was unwilling, also, to increase

the consequence of a family, whose vast, but Just,

claims were already a cause of repining to his sordid

and jealous spirit. He looked round, therefore, among

the crowd of adventurers, who had sprung up in llie

school of Columbus, for some individual who might

be ready to serve him on more accommodating terms.

Among those, considered by their friends as most

fitted for this purpose, was Alonso de Ojeda, for his

roving voyages and daring exploits had made him

famous among the voyagers; aitd it was thought lliat

an application on his part would be aUended with

success; for he was known to possess a staunch friend

at court in the liishop Fon.seca. Unfortunately lie

was loo far distant to urge his suit to the bishop,

and what was worse, he was destitute of money. At I

this juncture there happened to be at Ilispanioia the

veteran navigator and pilot Juan do la Cosa, who

was a kind of Nestor in all nautical affairs.' The
I

hardy Hiscayan had sailed with Ojeda, and had con

ceivcd a great opinion of the courage and talents of I

the youthful adventurer. lie had contrived, also,

to fill his purse in the course of his cruising, and

now, in the generous spirit of a .sailor, offered ioaid
|

Ojeda with it in the prosecution of his wishes.

His offer was gladly accepted ; it was agreed tiial I

Juan de la Cosa should depart for Spain, to promote I

the appointment of Ojeda to the command of Terra I

Firma, and, in case of success, should fit out, wilb|

his own fluids, the necessary armament.

La Cosa departed on his embassy; he called on I

the liishop Fonseca, who, as had been expected, en-i

lered warmly into Ihe views of his favourite Ojeda,
|

> Pelcr Martyr givos tlie following weighty Ipstiniony toll

knowledge and slvill uF lliis cxcclleni seaman :—" Ofllic Sitimianli. I

as many as Uionglil lliemsulves to liave any kiiO".lcilgca[nlMl|

[ivrliilnud to measure the land and sea, drew eardes (ei.3ils)Ml

parctinieut as cunccrning these navigations. Of all otiicn llicj i

most esteem llicm which Juan de la Cosa, Uic conipuniun lil

Ojeda, and anollier pitnt, calletl Andres Morales, had set foitlj, 9iiil|

this, as well for the great (ixperiencc which liolli had, ( ri)ii'te{i|

lltvs(< Iraclis wore as well known as the chambers oflhcininl

houses,) an also llial Itiey were thonght to lie cunnlnger iiillui|

part ofcosuiOhraphy whicli teaclieth Ihcdeseriptlnn and iiifii'iitj

iug 'it llu" sea." P. Martyr, decad. il, c. 10,
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fliid recommended liim to the ambitious and bigot

king, as a man well filled to promote his empire in

the wilderness, and to dispense the l)lessings of Chris-

tianity among the savages.

The recommendation of the liishop was usually

cfftclual in the affairs of the New World, and the

opinion of the veteran de la Cosa had great weight

even with the sovereign; but a rival cantlidale to

Ojeda had presented himself, and one who had the

advantage of higher connections and greater pecu-

niary means. This was Diego de Nicuesa, an ac-

complished courtier of noble birth, who had filled the

post of grand carver to Don Enrique Enriquez, uncle

(if the king. Nature, education, and habit seemed to

have combined to form Nicuesa as a complete rival of

Ojeda. Like him he was small of stature, but re-

markable for symmetry and compactness of form and

for bodily strength and activity; like him he was

master at all kinds of weapons, and skilletl, not

merely in feats of agility, but in those graceful and chi-

valrous exercises, which the Spanish cavaliers of those

days bad inherited from the Moors; being rioted for

liis vigour and address in the jousts or tilling matches

after the Moresco fashion. Ojeda himself coidd not

sinpuss him in tecls of horsemanship, and particular

mention is made of a favourite mare, which he could

make caper and caracole in strict cadence to the sound

of a viol; beside all this, he was versed in the legen-

dary ballads or romances of his country, and wasre-

Inowned as a capital performer on the guitar ! Such

[were the qualifications of this candidate for a com-

jniand in lire wilderness, as enumerated by the re-

Iverend Bishop Las Casas. It is probable, liowever,

lihal he bad given evidence of qualities more adapted to

lliie desired post ; having already been out to Hispaniola

pn the military train of the late Governor Ovando.

Where merits were so singularly balanced as those

of Ojeda and Nicuesa, it might have been difficult to

Jdecide; King Ferdinand avoided the dilemma by fa-

Jvonringbolh of the candidates; not indeed by furnish-

liiig them with ships and money, but by granting

Yatents and dignities which cost nothing, and might

illing rich returns, lie divided that part of the con-

linenl vshich lies along the Isthmus of Darien into

Iwo provinces, the boundary line running through

flie (>ulf of Uraba. The eastern part , extending lo

lape de la Vela, was called New Andalusia, and the

fcovernment of it given to Ojeda. The other to the

west including Veragua, and reaching lo Cape Gra-

pias a Dios, was assigned lo Nicuesa. The island of

bamaica was given to the two governors m common,

p a place from whence to draw supplies of provisions.

pell of the governors was to erect two fortresses in

liis district, and lo enjoy ft)r ten years the prolils of

Vl the mines he should discover, paying to the crown

file lentil part the first year, one ninth the second,

[no eighth the third, one seventh the fourth, and one

I pari in each of the remaining years.

Jnun de la Cosa, who hud been indefatigable in

Inmioliiig the suit of Ojeda , was appointed his lieu-

tenant in the 'government, with the post of Alguazil

Mayor of the province. He immediately freighted a

shigand two brigantines, in which heembarked with

about twohundred men. II was a slender armament,

but the purse of the honest voyager was not very

deep, and that of Ojeda was empty. Nicuesa, having

ampler means, armed four large vessels and two bri-

gantines, furnished them with abundant munitions

and supplies, both for the voyage and the projected

colony, enlisted a much greater force, and set sail in

gay and vaunting style, for the golden shores of Ve-
ragua, ihe A urea Chersonesus of his imagination.

CHAPTER n. -
::,y^

FEUD IIETWEEN THE HIVAL GOTERNOBS OJEDi AND NICUESA.

A CUALLE,>GE.

The two rival armairents arrived at San Domingo
about the same time. Nicuesa had experienced what
was doubtless considered a pleasant lillle turn of for-

tune by the way. Touching at Santa Cruz, one of

the Carihhee islands, he had succeeded in capturing

a hundred of the natives, whom he had borne off in

his ships to be sold as slaves at Hispaniola. This was
deemed justifiable in those days, even by the most

scrupulous divines, from the belief that the Caiibs

were all anthropophagi, or man-eaters; fortunately the

opinion of mankind, in this more enlightened age,

makes but little difference in atrocity between the

cannibal and the kidnapper.

Alonso dc Ojeda welcomed with joy the arrival of

his nautical friend and future lieutenant in the go-

vernment, the worthy Juan de la Cosa; still he could

not but feel some mortification at the inferiority of

his armament to that of his rival Nicuesa, .vhose stalely

ships rode proudly at anchor in the harlwur of San

Domingo. He felt, too, that his means were inade-

quate lo the establishment of his intended colony.

Ojeda, however, was not long at a loss for pecuniary

assistance. Like many free-spirited men, who arc

careless and squandering of their own purses, he had

a facility at commanding the purses of his neighbours.

Among the motley population of San Domingo there

was a lawyer of some abilities, the Bachelor Martin

Fernandez de Enciso, who had made two thousand

castellanos by his pleading ; for it would appear that

the spirit of litigation was one of the first fruits of

civilized life transplanted to Ihe New World, and

flourished surprisingly among the Spanish colonists.

Alonso de Ojeda became acquainted with the Ba-

chelor, and finding him to be of a restless and specu-

lative character, soon succeeded in inspiring him with

a contempt for the dull but secure and profitable rou-

tine of his office in San Domingo, and imbuing lihii

with his own passion for adventure. Above all ho

dazzled him with the offer to make him Alcalde

Kcinivalcnt to 10,030 dollars of liic prcscul day.

^i
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Mayor, or chief judge ofllie provincial government

lie was about to establish in the wilderness.

In an evil hour the aspiring Bachelor yielded^ to

the temptation, and agreed to invest all his money in

the enterprise. It was agreed that Ojeda should

depart with the armament which had arrived from

Spain, while the Bachelor should remain at Hispaniola

to beat up for recruits and provide supplies; with

these he was to embark in a ship purchased by him-

self, and proceed to join his high-mettled friend at

the seat of his intended colony. Two rival gover-

nors, so well matched as Ojeda and Nicuesa, and both

possessed of swelling spirits, pent up in small but

active bodies, could not remain long in a little place

like San Domingo without some collision. The island

of Jamaica which had been assigned to them in com-

mon, furnished the first ground of contention; the

province of Darien furnished another, each pretend-

ing to include it within tiie limits of his jurisdiction,

'i'lieir disputes on these points ran so high that the

whole place resounded with them. In talking, how-

ever, Nicucsa had the advantage; having been

brought up in the court, he was more polished and

ceremonious, had greater self-command, and probably

perplexed his rival governor in argument. Ojeda was

no great casuist, hut he was an excellent swordsman,

and always ready to light his way through any ques-

tion of right or dignity which he could not clearly

argue with the tongue ; so he proposed to settle the

dispute by single combat. Nicuesa, though equally

brave, was more a man of the world, and saw the

folly of such arbitrement. Secretly smiling at the

heat of his antagonist, he proposed as a preliminary

to the duel, and to furnish something worth fighting

for, that each should deposit five thousand castellaacs,

to be the prize of the victor. This, as he foresaw,

was a temporary check upon the fiery valour of his

rival, who did not possess a pistole in his treasury;

but prol)ably was too proud to confess it.

It is not likely, however, that the impetuous spirit

of Ojeda would long have remained in check, had

not the discreet Juan de la Cosa interposed to calm

it. It is interesting to notice the great ascendancy

possessed by this veteran navigator over his fiery as-

sociate. Juan de la Cosa was a man whose strong

natural good sense had been quickened by long and

hard experience ; whose courage was above all ques-

tion, but tempered by time and trial. He seems to

have been persi^naily attached to Ojeda, as veterans

who have outlived the rash impulse of youthful va-

lour, are apt to love the fiery quality in their younger

associates. So long as he accompanied Ojeda in his

enterprises, he stood by him as a Mentor in council,

and a devoted partisan in danger.

In the present instance, the interference of this

veteran of the seas had (he most salutary effect : he

prevented the impending duel of the rival governors,

and persuaded (hem to agree (hat (he river Darien

should be (he boundary liiiebe(wet'n Www respcclivc

jurisdicdons.

The dispute relative to Jamaica was settled by (he

Admiral, Don Diego Columbus himself. He had

already felt aggrieved by the distribution of these

governments by the king without his consent or even

knowledge, being contrary to the privileges which he

inherited from his father, the discoverer. It was in

vain to contend, however, when the matter was l)e-

yond his reach, and involved in technical disputes,

But as to the island of Jamaica, it in a manner lay at

his own door, and he could not brook its being made

a matter of giil to these brawling governors. With.

out waiting the slow and uncertain course of making

remonstrances to (he king, he took the affair, as a

matter of plain right, into his own hands, and ordered

a brave officer, Juan de Esquibel, the same who had

subjugated the province of Higuey, to take posses-

sion of that island, with seventy men, and to hold it

subject to his command.

Ojeda did not hear of this arrangement until he I

was on the point of embarking to make sail. In ihe

heat of the moment he loudly defied the power of
|

the Admiral, and swore that if he ever found Juan
i

de Esquibel on the island of Jamaica he would strike

off his head. The populace present heard liii)

menace, and had too thorough an idea of the lier?

and daring character of Ojeda to doubt (hat he

would carry it into effect. Notwithstanding his

bravado, however, Juan de Esquibel proceeded ac-

1

cording to his orders to take possession of the island
|

of Jamaica.

The squadron of Nicnesa lingered for some lime I

after the sailing of his rival. His courteous and en-|

gaging manners, aided by the rumour of great riches I

in the province of Yeragua where he intended to I

found his colony, had drawn numerous volunteers to I

his standard, insomuch that he had to purchase an-|

other ship to convey them.

Nicuesa was more of the courtier and the cavalier,!

than the man of business, and had no skill in iDa-l

naging his pecimiary affairs. He had expended m
funds with a free and lavish hand, and involved liim-l

self in debts which he had not the immediate nieaiul

of paying. Many of his creditors knew that liiseij

pedition was regarded with an evil eye by the Ad-f

niiral, Don Diego Columbus; to gain favour with !!ie|

latter, therefore, they threw all kinds of impediinenlil

in the way of INicuesa. Never was an unfortunalel

gentleman more harassed and Mstracted by duns anil

demands, one plucking at his tikirts as sooti as tiiel

other was satisfied. Ik -icceecied, however, ill

ge((ing all his forces embarked He )'"d seven Iiud-|

dred men, \vcll chosen and well armed, together wilb

six horses. He chose Lope de Olaiio to be his ca|

tain general, a seemingly impolitic appoinlnient, i

this Olano had been concerned with the iioiurioi

lloldan in his rebellion against Columbus.

The squadron sailed out of the harbour and piitli

sea, excepting one ship, which, with anchor alrii

and sails unfurled, waited to receive Nicuesa, wW

was detained on shore until (he last iiioniciii >*
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the perplexities which had been artfully nudliplied

around liiin.

Just as he was on the point of stepping into his

boat, he was arrested by the harpies of the law, and

carried before the Alcalde Mayor to answer a demand

fur five hundred ducats, which he was ordered to

pay on the spot, or prepare to go to prison.

This was a thunderstroke to the imfortunatc ca-

valier. In vain he represented his utter incapacity

10 riunish such a sum at the moment ; in vnin he re-

presented the ruin that would accrue to himself and

(he vast injury to the public service, should he be

prevented from joining his expedition. T'.je A'-'tlde

Mayor was inllcxible, and Nicnesa was reduced to

despair. At this critical moment relief came from a

most unexpected quarter. The heart of a public

notary was melted by his distress ! He stepped for-

ward in court, and declared that rather than see so

i;allant a gentleman reduced to extremity he himself

I

would pay down the money. Nicuesa gazed at him

with astonishment, and could scarce believe his senses;

iiut when he saw him actually pay off the debt and

I'diuhI himself suddenly released from this dreadful

embarrassment, he embraced his deliverer with tears

I nf gratitude, and hastened with all speed to embark,

I lest some other legal spell should be laid upon his

Iperson.

CHAPTER III.

EXPLOITS AKD DISASTEBS OF OJEDA ON TUE COAST

I OF CARTUACENA. FATK OP TUK VETEBAN JUAN DG LA COSA.

It was on the 10th ofNovember, 1509, that Alonso

jde Ojeda set sail from San Domingo with two ships,

|two hrigantines, and three hundred men. He took

iFhh him also twelve brood mares. Among the re-

narkable adventurers who embarked with him was

Francisco Pizarro, who was afterwards renowned as

ihe conqueror of Peru. ' Hernando Cortez had like-

irise intended to sail in the expedition, but was pre-

sented by an inflammation in one of his knees.

Tiie voyage was speedy and prosperous, and they

lirrived late in the autumn in the harbour of Cartha-

fna. The veteran Juan de la Cosa was well ac-

kuainted with this place, having sailed as pilot with

I ' Francisco Pizarro was a native of Tnixillo in Estrcmadiira.

lewas tlin illegitimate fruit of an ainoiii- l)etweeu donsalvo Pi-

jirro, a veicran captain of infantry, and a damsel in low life,

lischildliood was parsed in grovelling occupations Incident to the

Ininble condition of his motlier, and he is said to have t)cen a

kineherd. When he had sufficiently increased in years and sta-

fit he enlisted as a soldier. His Tirst campaigns may have been

ut the Moors in Uie war of Granada. He certainly served in

^lynndcrlhe banner of the Great Captain, Gonsalvoof Cordova.

8 roving spirit then induced liim to join the bands nf adventu-

» to llie New World. He was of ferocious courage, and, when
Igagod in any enterprise, [wsscssod an obstinate perseverance

pi was neilher to be deterrctt by danger, wealiened by fatigue

lliardship, or checked by repeated disap|)ointment. After

lvingcnn(|i]ered the great kingdom of Peru, he was assassinated,

Tanadviinccil age, in f.'itl.defendinghimself bravely to the last.

llodrigo de Dastides, at the time he discovered it In

i'iOi. He warned Alonso de Ojeda to be upon his

guard, as the natives were a brave and warlike rare

of Carih origin, far different from the soft and gentle

inhabitants of the islands. They wielded great swords,

of palm wooil, defended themselves with osier targets,

and dipped their arrows in a subtle poison. The
women as well as the men mingled in battle, being

expert in drawing the bow and throwing a species of

lance called the azagay. The warning was well

limed, for the Indians of these parts had been irri-

tated by the misconduct of previous adventurers, and

flew to arms on the first appearance of the ships.

Juan de la Cusa now feared for the safety of the

enterprise in which he had person, fortune, and of-

ficial dignity at slake. He earnestly advised Ojeda

to abandon this dangerous neighbourhood, and to

commence a settlement in the Gulf of Uraba, where

the people were less ferocious, and did not use \)0\-

soned weapons. Ojeda was too proud of spirit to

alter his plans through fear of a naked foe. It is

thought, too, that he had no objection to a skirmish,

being desirous of a pretext to make slaves to be sent

to llispaniola in discharge of the debts he had left

unpaid '. He landed, therefore, witli a considerable

part of his force, and a number of friars, who had

been sent out to convert the Indians. His faithfid

lieutenant, being unable to keep him out of danger,

stood by to second him.

Ojeda advanced towards the savages, and ordered

the friars to read aloud a certain formula which had

recently been digested by profound jurists and divines

in Spain. It began in stately form. " I; Alonso de

Ojeda, servant of the most high and mighty sove-

reigns of Castile and Leon, conquerors of barbarous

nations, their messenger and captain, do notify unto

you and make you know, in the best way I can, that

God our Lord, one and eternal, created the heaven

and the earth, and one man and one woman, from

whom you and we and all the people of the earth

proceeded and are descendants, as well as all those

who shall come hereafter." The formula then went

on to declare the fundamental principles of the Ca-

tholic Faith ; the supreme power given to St Peter

over the world and all the human race, and exercised

by his representative the Pope ; the donation made

by a late pope of all this part of the world and all its

inhabitants to the Catholic sovereigns of Castile; and

the ready ol)edience which had already been paid by

many of its lands and islands and people to the agents

and representatives of those sovereigns. It called

upon those savages present, therefore, to do the same,

to acknowledge the truth of the Christian doctrines,

the supremacy of the Pope and the sovereignty of the

Catholic King, but, in case of refusal, it denounced

upon them all the horrors of war, the desolation of

their dwellings, the seizure of their properly, and the

slavery of their wives and children. Such was the

• l.as Casas, Hist. Ind., I. ii, c. 37. MS,
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extraordinary ilociiinctit, wliieli, riom ihis lime for-

ward, was read by tlie Spanisii discoverers to tlie won-

dering savages of any newly-found country, as a pre-

lude to sanctify the violence about to be inflicted on

Ihem.

When the friars had read this pious manifesto,

Ojeda made signs of amity to the natives, and held

up glittering presents. They had already suffered,

however, from the cruelties of white men, and were

not to be won by kindness. On the contrary they

brandished their weapons, sounded their conclis, and

prepared to make battle.

Juan de la Cosa saw the rising choler of Ojeda,

and knew his fiery impatience. He again intreated

him to abandon these hostile shores, and reminded

him of the venomous weapons of the enemy. It was

all in vain : Ojeda confided blindly in the protection

of the Virgin. Putting up, as usual, a short prayer to

his patroness, he drew his weapon, braced his buck-

ler, and charged furiously upon the savages. Juan

de la Cosa followed as heartily as if the battle had

been of his own seeking. The Indians were soon

routed, a number killed, and several taken prisoners;

on their persons were found plates of gold, but of an

inferior quality. Flushed by this triumph, Oi*^da

took several of the prisoners as guides, and pursued

the flying enemy four leagues into the interior. lie

was followed, as usual, by his faithful lieutenant, the

veteran la Cosa, continually remonstrating against

his useless temerity, but hardily seconding him in the

most hare-brained perils. Having penetrated far into

the forest, they came to a strong hold of the enemy,

where a numerous force was ready to receive them,

armed with clubs, lances, arrows and bucklers.

Ojeda led his men to the charge with the old Cas-

tilian war cry, " Santiago
! " The savages soon took

lo flight. Eight of their bravest warriors threw them-

selves into a cabin, and plied their bows and arrows

so vigorously, that the Spaniards were kept at bay.

Ojeda cried shame upon liis followers to be daunted

by eight naked men. Stung by this reproach, an old

Castilian soldier rushed through a shower of arrows

and forced the door of the cabin, but received a shaft

through the heart, and fell dead on the threshold.

Ojeda, furious at the sight, ordered fire to be set to

the combustible edifice; in a moment it was in a blaze,

and the eight warriors perished in the flames.

Seventy Indians were made captive and sent to the

ships, and Ojeda, regardless of the remonstrances of

Juan de la Cosa, continued his rash pursuit of the fu-

gitives through the forest. In the dusk of the evening

they arrived at a village called Yurbaco; the inha-

bitants of which had fled to the mountains with their

wives and principal effects. The Spaniards, imagin-

ing that the Indians were completely terrified and

dispersed, now roved in quest of booty among the

deserted houses, which stood distant from each other,

buried among the trees. While they were thus scat-

TIio reaJcr will find llic complete form of tliis cmious mani-

festo in llic Appenillx,

tercil, troops of savages rushed forili, with furious

yells, from all parts of the forest. The Spaiiiinds

endeavoured to gather together and support c;w[\

other, but every little party was surrounded hy a

host of foes. They fought with desperate braviiy,

but for once their valour and their iron armour wtiV

ofno avail; they were overwhelmed by numbers, and

sank beneath war clubs and poisoned arrows.

Ojeda on the first alarm collected a few soldiers and

ensconced himself within a small enclosure, sur-

rounded by palisades. Here he was closely besiej^ni

and galled by flights of arrows. He threw liiiiisclf

on his knees, covered himself with his buckler, ami,

being small and active, managed to protect liinisdf

from the deiidly shower, but all his companions ncie

slain by his side, some of them perishing in frigliifui

agonies. At this fearful moment the veteran La Cosa,

having heard of the peril of his commander, aiiived,

with a few followers, to his assistance. Slntlonin;;

himself at the gate of the palisades, the brave liiscayun

kept the savages at bay until most of his men wen:

slain, and he himself was severely wounded. Jim

then Ojeda sprang forth like a tiger into the niidslul

the enemy, dealing his blows on every side. La Co>a

would have seconded him, but was crippled by liit

wounds. He took refuge with the remnant oflii$

men in an Indian cabin; the straw roof of whiclilie

aided them to throw off, lest the enemy should set it

on fire. Here he defended himself until all his com-

rades, but one, were destroyed. The subtle poison

of his wounds at length overpowered him, andlii!

sank to the ground. Feeling death at hand, liecalleii

to his only surviving companion. '^ Brother," saiil

he, " since God hath protected thee from harm, sally

forth and fly, and if ever thou shouldst see Alunsoile

Ojeda, tell him of my fate !

"

Thus fell the hardy Juan de la Cosa, failiiriil and

devoted to the very last ; nor can we refrain from

pausing to pay a passing tribute lo his memory. He

was acknowledged by his contemporaries to he omd-

the ablest of those gallant Spanish navigators nim

first explored the way to the New World. But it is

by the honest and kindly qualities of his heart tliat

his memory is most endeared to us ; it is, above all,

by that loyalty in friendship displayed in this his lajli

and fatal expedition. Warmed by his attaoiinieiitfoi

a more youthfid and a hot-headed adventurer, wtj

see this wary veteran of Ihe seas forgetting his iii

prudence and the lessons of his experience, and m\

barking heart and hand, purse and person, in the vUdj

enterprises of his favourite. We behold him watdi-|

ing over him as a parent, remonstrating wilii iiim

as a counsellor, but fighting by him as a partisan|

following him, without hesitation, into known i

needless danger, to certain death itself, and sliowii^|

no other solicitude in his dying moments, but to 1

remembered by his friend.

The history of these Spanish discoveries aboundj

in noble and generous traits of character; Initfoj

have charmed us more than this instance of ioyail) tt
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the last gasp, in the death of the staunch Juan de la

Cosa. The Spaniard who escaped to tell the story of

his end was the only survivor ofseventy that had fol-

lowed Ojeda in this rash and headlong inroad.

CHAPTER IV.

tIBIVAL or NICUESA. VBNGEINCE TAKEN OKI THE INDIANS.

While these disastrons occurrences happened on

shore, great alarm began to be felt on board of '.he

ships. Days had elapseil since the party had adven-

tured so rashly into the wilderness; yet nothing had

been seen or heard of them, and the forest spread a

mystery over their fate. Some of the Spaniards ven-

tured a little distance into the woods, but were (de-

terred by the distant shouts and yells of the savages,

and the noise of their conchs and drums. Armed
detachments then coasted the shore in boats, landing

occasionally, climbing the rocks and promontories,

flring signal guns, and sounding trumpets. It was

all in vain ; they heard nothing but the echoes of their

own noises, or perhaps the wild whoop of an Indian

rroni the bosom of the forest. At length, when
ihey were about to give up the search in despair,

(hey came to a great thicket ofmangrove trees on the

margin of the sea. These trees grow within the

water, but their roots rise, and are intertwined,

alK)ve the surface. In this entangled and almost im-

pervious grove, they caught a glimpse of a man in

ISpanish attire. They entered, and, to their asto-

jiiisimient, found it to be Alonso de Ojeda. He was
lyin;; on the matted roots of the mangroves, his

buckler on his shoulder, and his sword in his hand

;

but so wasted with hunger and fatigue that he could

not speak. They bore him to the firm land; made
|a fire on the siiore to warm him, for he was chilled

rith the damp and cold of his hiding place; and when
lie was a little revived they gave him food and wine.

In this way he gradually recovered strength to tell

his doleful story.

lie had succeeded in cutting his way through the

liosl of savages, and attaining the woody skirts of the

mountains; but when he found himself alone, and
liiat all his brave men had been cut off, he was ready

lo yield up in despair. Bitterly did he reproach him-

Jelf for having disregarded the advice of the veteran

Cosa, and deeply did he deplore the loss of that

' The picture ticre given is so much like romance, that the

Mthor qcotes his authority at length.—" Llegaron adonde havia,

knio al agiia de la mar, unos Hanglares, que son arboles, que
lempre naccn, i crecen i pcrmaneccn dentro del agua dc la mar,
Va srandes raices, asidas, enmaraiiadas unas con otras, i alii

hetido, i escondido hallaron a Alonso dc Ojeda, con su espada en

^
mano, i la rcdela en las espaldas, I en ella sobre Ireclentas seiialps

' fl%hazos. Eslaba descaido de hambre, que no podia echar
esilahabla; i si no fueratan robiisto, aunque cbico dc cuerpo,
leramuerlo."

lUsCasas, I ii, c. S«. MS. Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i, 1. vii,

lis.

loyal follower, who had fallen a victim to his devotion.

He scarce knew which way to bend his course, but

continued on, in the darkness of the night and of the

forest, until out of hearing of the yells of triumph

uttered by the savages over the bodies c' his men.

When the day broke, he sought the rudest parts of

the mountains, and hid himself until the night; then

struggling fonvard among rocks, and precipices and

matted forests, he made his way to the sea side, but

was too much exhausted to reach the ships. Indecil

it was wonderful that one so small of frame should

have been able to endure such great hardships; but

he was of admirable strength and hardihood. His

followers considered his escape from death as little

less than miraculous, and he himself regarded it as

another proof of the special protection of (he Virgin

;

for, though he had, as usual, received no wound, yet

it is said his buckler Iwre the dints of upwards of

three hundred arrows. •

While the Spaniards were yet on the shore, ad-

ministering to tiie recovery of their commander, they

beheld a squadron of ships standing towards the har-

bour of Carthagena, and soon perceived them to be

the ships of Nicuesa. Ojeda was troubled in mind

at the sight, recollecting his late intemperate defiance

of that cavalier ; and, reflecting that, should he seek

him in enmity, he was in no situation to maintain his

challenge or defend himself. He ordered his men,

therefore, to return on board the ships and leave him

alone on the shore, and not to reveal the place of his

retreat while Nicuesa should remain in the harbour.

As the squadron entered the harbour, the boats

sillied forth to meet it. The first inquiry of Nicuesa

was concerning Ojeda. The followers of the latter

replied, mournfully, that their commander had gone

on a warlike expedition into the country, but days had

elapsed without his return, so that they feared some

misfortune had befallen him. They entreated Mi-

cuesa, therefore, to give his word, as a cavalier, that

should Ojeda really Le in distress, he woidd not take

advantage of his misfortunes to revenge himself for

their late disputes.

Nicuesa, who was .( gentleman of noble and ge-

nerous spirit, blushed vith indignation at such a re-

quest. " Seek your c aimander instantly," said he;

" bring him to me if he Je alive ; and I pledge myself

not merely to forget the past, but to aid him as if he

were a brother."'

When they met, Nicuesa received his late foe with

open arms. " It is not," said he, " for hidalgos, like

men of vulgar souls, to remember pasi differences

when they behold one another in distress. Hence-

forth, let all that has occurred between us be forgot-

ten. Command me as a brother. Myself and my
men are at your orders, to follow you wherever you

please, until the deaths of Juan de la Cosa and com-

rades are revenged."

• Las Casas, 1. U, c. 38. MS. Herrera, Hist. Ind., decad. i,

1. vli, c. IS.

> Las Casas, ubl sup. , • »-
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The spirits of (Jjeda were once more lifted up by

tilts gallant and generous offer. The two governors,

no longer rivals, landed four hundred of their men
and several horses, and set off with all speed for the

fatal village. They approached it in the night, and,

dividing their forces into two parlies, gave orders

that not an Indian should be taken alive.

The villagewas buried in deep sleep, but the woods

were iilled with large parrol8,which, being awakened,

made a prodigious clamour. The Indians, however,

thinking the Spaniards all destroyed, paid no atten-

tion to these noises. It was not until their houses

were assailed, and wrapped in flames, that they took

the alarm. They rushed forth, some with arms,

some weaponless, but were received at their doors

by the exasperated Spaniards, and either slain on

the spot, or driven back into the Are. Women fled

wildly forth with children in their arms, but at sight

of the Spaniards glittering in steel, and of the horses,

which they supposed ravenous monsters, they ran

back, shrieking with horror, into their bnrning ha-

bitations. Great was the carnage, for no quarter

was shown to age or sex. Many perished by the lire,

and many by the sword.

When they had fully glutted their veitgeance, the

Spaniards ranged aliout for booty. While thus em-

ployed, they found the body of the unfortunate Juan

de la Cosa. It was* tied to a tree, but swoln and

discoloured in a hideous manner by the poison of the

arrows with which he had been slain. This dismal

s[iectacle had such an effect upon the common men,

that not one would remain in that place during the

night. Having sacked the village, therefore, they

left it a smoking ruin, and returned in triumph to

their ships. The spoil in gold and other articles of

value must have been great, for the share of Nicuesa

and his men amounted to the value of seven thousand

castellanos. The two governors, now faithful con-

federates, parted with many expressions of friend-

ship, and with mutual admiration of each other's

prowess; and Nicuesa continued his voyage for the

coast of Veragua.

CHAPTER V.

OJEDA POUNDS THE COLONV OF SiN SGBiSTUX.

BY TUK INDIANS.

BELE4GUEBED

Ojeda now adopted, though tardily, the advice of

his unfortunate lieutenant, Juan dela Cosa, and giv-

ing up all thoughts of colonising this disastrous part

of the coast, steered his course for the Gulf of Uraba.

He sought for some time the river Darien, famed

among the Indians as abounding in gold, but not

finding it, landed in various places, seeking a favour-

able site for his intended colony. His people were
disheartened by the disasters they had already under-

• Ec|uivalent to 37.281 dollars of the present day.

gone, and the appearance of surrounding objects wm
not calculated to reassure them. The country, though

fertile and covered with rich and beautiful vegetation,

was in their eyes a land of cannibals and monsters.

They began to dread the strength as well as fierce-

ness of the savages, who could transfix a man wjHi

their arrows even when covered with armour, ami

whose shafts were tipped with deadly i^oison. They

heard the bowlings of tigers, panthers, and as they

thought, lions in the forests, and encountered large

and venomous serpents among the rocks and thickets.

As they were passing along the banks of a river, one

of their horses was seized by the leg by an enormous

alligator, and dragged beneath the waves.

'

At length Ojeda fixed upon a place for his town,

on a height at the east side of the Gulf. Here, land-

ing all that could be spared from the ships, he began,

with all diligence, to erect houses, giving this em-

bryo capital of his province the name of San Sebas-

tian, in honour of tliat sainted martyr, who was slain

by arrows; hoping he might protect the inhabitanls

from the empoisoned shafts of the savages. As a

further protection he erected a large wooden fortress,

and surrounded the place with a stoccade. Feelin;

however, the inadequacy of his handful of men to

contend with the hostile tribes around him, he des-

patched a ship to Hispaniola, with a letter to the I

Bachelor, Martin Fernandez de Enciso, his Alcalde

Mayor, informing him of his having established lib

seat of government, and urging him to lose no lime
|

in joining him with all the recruits, arms, and pro-

visions he could command. By the same ship he
|

transmitted to San Domingo all the captives and gold

he had collected.

His capital being pla ;ed in a posture of (lefence,

Ojeda now thought of making a progress through hk I

wild territory ; and set out, accordingly, with an

armed band, to pay a friendly visit to a neiglilmurin;

cacique, reputed as possessing great treasures of gold,

The natives, however, had by this time learnt the I

nature of these friendly visits, and were prepared to

resist them. Scarcely had the Spaniards entered I

into the defiles of the surrounding forest, when lliey

were assailed by flights of arrows from the close I

coverts of the thickets. Some were shot dead ool

the spot, others, less fortunate, expired raving witkl

the torments of the poison; the survivors, filled wil!i|

horror at the sight, and losing all presence of n)inij,[

retreated in confusion to the fortress.

It was some time before Ojeda could again per-

1

suade his men to take the field, so great was tli«it|

dread of the poisoned weapons of the Indians. Ml

length their provisions began to fail, and they verel

compelled to forage among tlie villages in search,|

not of gold, but of food.

In one of their expeditions they were surprisedbfl

an ainbuscade of savages, in a gorge of the nioan-r

tains, and attacked with such fury and effect, lliatj

' Hrrrera, MIsl. Ind., decad. i, t. vit, cap. tfi.
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Uiey were completely ronted, and pnrsneil with yells

and bowlings to the very gates of St Sebastian. Many

died, in excruciating agony, of their wounds, and

others recovered with extreme difficulty. Those

who were well, no longer dared to venture forth in

iiearcli of food ; forthe whole forest teemed with lurking

foes. They devoured such herbs and roots as they

could find, without regard to their (piality. The hu-

mours of their bodies became corrupted, and various

diseases, combined with the ravages of famine, daily

thinned their numbers. The sentinel who feebly

mounted guard at night, was often found dead at his

post in the morning. Some stretched themselves on

the ground and expired of mere famine and debility

;

nor was death any longer regarded as an evil, but

rather as a welcome relief from a life of horror and

despair.

CHAPTER VI.

AI.O.NZO DB OJKDA SUPPO.SED BY Till! SWACiES TO UiVK

\ OUABHEII LIFK. TIIKIU EXPEHinEnT TO THY TUE FACT.

I.\ the mean time the Indians continued to harass

I the garrison, lying in wait to surprise the foraging

parties, cutting off all stragglers, aad sometimes ap-

proaching the walls in open defiance. On such oc-

IcasionsOjeda sallied forth at the head of his men,

I
and from his great agility was the first to overtake

I
the retreating foe. He slew more of tiieir warriors

{with his single arm than all his followers together.

I Though often exposed to showers of arrows none had

lever wounded him, and the Indians began to think

Ihe had a charmed life. Perhaps lliey had heard from

Ifugilive prisoners, the idea entertained by himself and

[his followers of his being under supernatural protec-

Ition. Determined to ascertain the fact, they placed

Ifoiir of their most dexterous archers in ambush with

orders to single him out. A number of them ad-

vanced towards the fort sounding their conchs and

ilruins, and uttering yells of defiance. As they ex-

pected, the impetuous Ojeda sallied forth immediately

Bt the liead of his men. The Indians fled towards

Ihe ambuscade, drawing him in furious pursuit. The
]irchers waited until he was full in front, and then

launched their deadly shafts. Three struck his buck-

er and glanced harmlessly off, but the fourth pierced

his thigh. Satisfied tlK<t he was wounded beyond

Ihe possibility of cure, the savages retreated with

|liouts of triumph.

Ojeda was home back to Ihe fortress in great an-

liiisli of body and despondency of spirit. For the

Irst time in his life he bad lost blood in battle. The
jharm in which he had hitherto confided was broken

;

Ir rather, the Holy Virgin appeared to have with-

liawn her protection. He had the horrible death of

lis followers before his eyes, who had perished of

Jieir wounds in raving frenzy.

One of the symptoms of the poison was to shoot

a thrilling chill through the wounded part ; from lhi»

circumstance, perhaps, a remedy suggested itself to

the imagination of Ojeda, which few but himself

could have had the courage to undergo. He causeil

two plates of iron to be made red hot and ordered

a surgeon to apply them to each orifice of the wound.

The surgeon shuddered and refused, saying he would

not be the murderer of his general . L' |>on this Ojeda

made a solemn vow that he would hang him unless

he obeyed. To avoid the gallows, the surgeon ap-

plied the glowing plates. Ojeda refused to be tied

down, or that any one should hold him during this

frightful operation. He endured it nithout shrink-

ing or uttering a murmur, although it so inflamed

his whole system, that they had to wrap him in sheets

steeped in vinegar, to allay the burning heat which

raged throughout his body ; and we are assured that

a barrel of vinegar was exhausted for the purpose.

The desperate remedy succeeded; the cold poison,

says Bishop Las Casas, was consumed by the vivid

fire.' How far the venerable historian is correct in

his postulate, surgeons may decide; but many incre-

dulous persons will be apt to account for the cure by

surmising that the arrow was not envenomed.

. CHAPTER VH. ,, ,

ARRIVAL OF A 8THANGR SUIP AT SAN 8EUASTIAM.

Alo>'so dg Ojeda, though pronounced out uf

danger, was still disabled by his wound, and his

helpless situation completed the despair of his com-

panions ; for while he was in health and vigour, his

buoyant and mercurial spirit, his active, restless, and

enterprising habits, imparted animation, if not con-

fidence, to every one around him. The only hope

of relief was from the sea, and that was nearly ex-

tinct, when one day, to the unspeakable joy of the

Spaniards, a sail appeared on the horizon. It made

for the port and dropped anchor at the foot of the

height of San Sebastian, and there was no longer a

doubt that it was the promised succour from San

Domingo.

The ship came indeed from the island of His-

paniola, but it had not been filled out by the Bachelor

Eiiciso. The commander's name was Bernardino

de Talavera. This man was one of the loose heed-

less adventurers who abounded in San Domingo.

His carelessness and extravagance had involved him

in debt, and he was threatened with a prison. In

the height of his dilTiculties the ship arrived which

Ojeda had sent to San Domingo, freighted with

slaves and gold, an earnesl of the riches to be found

at San Sebastian. Bernardino de Talavera imme-

diately conceived the project of giving his creditors

the slip, and escaping to this new settlement. He

• Cliarlevoix, nt sup., p. 295.

1 Las Casas, Hint. Ind., I. il, cap. .'i9. MS.
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undentuod llial Ojeda vnu in need of recruits, and
felt ossiired tliat, from liis own reckless conduct in

money matters, he would sympatliijie with any one

harassed by debt. He drew into liis schemes a num-
ber of desperate debtors like himself, nor was he

cmpulous aliout lilling up his ranks with recruits

whose legal embarrassments arose from more cri-

minal causes. Never did a more vagalwnd crew en-

gage in a project of colonisation.

How to provide themselves with a vessel was now
the question. They had neither money nor credit;

but then they had cunning and courage, and were

troubled by no scruples of conscience; thus qualiiied,

a knave will oiten succeed better for a time than an

honest man ; it is in the long run that he fails, as

will be illustrated in the case of Talavera and his

hopeful associates. While casting about for means

to escape to San Sebastian, they heard of a vessel

belonging to certain Genoese, which was at Cape

Tiburon, at the western extremi y of the island, tak-

ing in a cargo of bacon and cassava bread for San

Domingo. Nothing could have happened more op-

portunely : here was a ship, amply stored with pro-

visions, and ready to their hand; they had nothing

to do but seize it and embark.

The gang, accordingly, seventy in number, made
their way separately and secretly to Cape Tiburon,

where, assembling at an appointed time and place,

tliey boarded the vessel, overpoweretl the crew,

weighed anchor and set sail. They were heedless,

hap-hazard mariners, and knew little of the manage-

ment of a vessel ; the historian Charlevoix thinks,

therefore, that it was a special providence which

guided them to San Sebastian. Whether or not the

good father is right in his opinion, it is certain that

the arrival of the ship rescued tlie garrison from the

very brink of destruction.'

Talavera and his gang, though they had come
lightly by their prize, were not disposed to part with

it as frankly, but demanded to be paid down in gold

for the provisions furnished to the starving colonists.

Ojeda agreed to their terms, and taking the supplies

into his possession, dealt them out sparingly to his

companions. Several of his hungry followers were

dissatisfied with their portions, and even accused

Ojeda of unfairness in reserving an undue share for

himself. Perhaps there may have been some ground

for this charge, arising, not from any sellishness in

the character of Ojeda, but from one of those super-

stitious fancies with which his mind was tinged; for

we are told that, for many years, he had been haunted

by a presentiment tliat he should eventually die of

hunger.*

This lurking horror of the mind may have made

him depart from his usual free and lavish spirit in

doling out these providential supplies, and may have

induced him to set by an extra portion for himself,

as a precaution against his anticipated fate; certain it

> Hist. St Domingo, lib. iv.

> Herrera, decad. i, I. viii, c. 3.

is, that great clamours rose among hia people, some

of whom threatened to return in the pirate vessel to

llispaniula. He succeetled, however, in pacifying

them fur the present, by representing the necessity of

husbanding their supplies, and by assuring them tlut

the Hnclielor Eneiso could not fail soon to arrivr,

when there would be provisions in abundance.

CII-VPTEIV VUf.

FACTUtMS n TUI CULONI. A ('.(nVKNTlUN HADK.

Days and days elapsed, but no relief arrived ai

San Sebastian. The Spaniards kept a ceaseless watch

upon the sea, but the promised ship failed to appear.

With all the husbandry of Ojeda the stock of fm-

visions was nearly consumed ; famine again prevailed,

and several of the garrison perished throu;;h their

various sufferings and tlieir lack of sufficient nourish-

ment. The survivors now became factious in iheir

misery, and a plot was formed among them to seize

upon one of the vessels in the harbour and make sail
|

fur Hispaniola.

Ojeda discovered their irttentions, and was reduced I

to great perplexity. He saw that to remaiu lierel

without relief from abroad was certain dcslruclinn,

yet he clung to his desperate enterprise. It was hit I

only chance for fortune or command, fur should ihii

settlement be broken up, he might try in vain, wiib|

his exhausted means and broken credit, to obtain an-

other post or to set on foot another expedition. Ruin I

in fact would overwhelm him, should he return wiili-|

out success.

He exerted himself, therefore, to the utmost to pa-

1

cify his men; representing the folly of abandoning) I

place where they had established a foothold, anil

where they only needed a reinforcement to eiiaUel

them to control the surrounding country, and lol

make themselves masters of its riches. Finding thejl

still demurred, he offered, now that he was suf-f

liciently recovered from his wound, to go himseiritl

San Domingo in quest of reinforcements andsiipplieil

This offer had the desired effect. Such confidenci|

had the people in the energy, ability, and inlluencel

of Ojeda, that they fell assured of relief should InI

seek it in person. They made a kind of conventioif

with him, therefore, in which it was agreed tlintthe;!

should remain quietly at San Sebastian fur the spacell

fifty days. At the end of tliis time, in case no tidinj

had been received of Ojeda, they were to hei

liberty to abandon the settlement and return in I

brigantines to Hispaniola. In the mean time I'm

Cisco Pizarro was to command the colony as Lieutei

nnt of Ojeda, until the arrival of his Alcalde MayorJ

the Bachelor Enciso. This convention being madi

Ojeda embarked in the ship of Bernaidino de TalaJ

vera. That cut-purse of the ocean and his lo

handed crew were effectually cured of Iheir ambilioi
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CHAPTER IX.

DISitiTHOUg VOTAOC Or VlKVk H TUK PIHiTI MUIP.

Ojeda had scarce put to sea In the ship of these

freebooters, when a fierce quarrel arose between

biin and Talavera. Accustomed to take the lead

among his companions, still feeling himself governor,

and naturally of u domineering spirit, Ojeda, oncom-

ing on board, had assumed the command as a matter

of course. Talavera, who claimed dominion over the

tbip, by the right no doubt of trover and conversion,

or, in other words, of downright piracy, resisted this

usurpaliun.

Ojeda, as usual, would speedily have settled the

lUeslion by the sword, but he had the whole vagabond

rew against him, who overpowered him with num-

n and threw him in irons. Still his swelling spirit

as unsubdued. lie reviled Talavera and his gang

recreants, traitors, pirates, and offered to fight the

bole of them successively, provided they would give

iim a clear deck, and come on two at a time. Kot-

llhstanding his diminutive size, they had too high

n idea of his prowess, and had heard too much of

lis exploits, to accept his challenge ; so they kept him

aging in his chains while they pursued their voyage.

They had not proceeded far, however, when a

iolenl storm arose. Talavera and his crew knew

illleof navigation, and were totally ignorant of those

The raging of the elements, the baffling winds

nd enrrent^, and the danger of unknown rocks and

ihoals fdled them with confusion and alarm. They

new not whither they were driving before the

torni, or where to seek for shelter. In this hour of

ril tliey called to mind that Ojeda was a sailor as

ell as soldier, and that he had repeaitdly navigated

lese seas. Making a truce, therefore, for the com-

lon safely, they took off his irons, on condition that

le would pilot the vessel during the remainder of the

'oyage.

Ojeda acquitted himself with his accustomed spirit

id intrepidity; but the vessel had been already

ept so far lo the westward that all his skill was in-

llfectual in endeavouring to work up to Ilispaniola

;ainst storms and adverse currents. Borne away

|y the gidf stream, and tempest- tossed for many
ys, until llie shattered vessel was ahnost in a foun-

ring condition, he saw no alternative but to rnn it

1 shore on the suulhern coast of Cuba. . , : ,

Here then the crew ut free-booters landed from

tlieir prize in more desperate plight than when they

first look possession of it. They were on a wild and

unfrequented coast, their vessel lay a wreck upon the

saiuls, and their only chance was to travel on foot lo

the eastern extremity of the island, and seek some
means of crossing to llispaniula, where, after all their

toils, they might perhaps only arrive to be thrown
into a dungeon. Such, however, is the yearning of

civilized men after the haunts of cultivated society,

that they set out, at every risk, upon their long and
painful journey.

CHAPTER X. ' •

TOILSOIIB MABCB OP OJKDA A.1D HIS COMPANIONS TUHOUUH

TUK MURASSK8 OF CUIA.

Notwithstanding the recent services of Ojeda,

the crew of Talavera still regarded him with hosti-

lity; but, if they had felt the value of his skill and

courage at sea, they were no less sensible of their

importance onshore, and he soon acquired that ascen-

dancy over them which belongs to a master-spirit in

lime of trouble.

Cuba was yet uncolonised. It was a place of refuge

to the unhappy natives of Ilayli, who fled hither from

the whips and chains of their European task-masters.

The forests abounded with these wretched fugitives,

who often opposed themselves to the shipwrecked

party, supposing them to be sent Ny their late masters

lo drag them back to captivity.

Ojeda easily repulsed these atta<^ks; but found that

these fugitives had likewise inspired the vUlagcis

with hostility to all European strangers. Seeing that

his companions were too feeble and disheartened to

fight their way through the populous parts of the

island, or to climb the rugged mountains of the inte-

rior, he avoided all towns and villages, and led them

through the close forest and broad green Savannahs

which extended between the mountains and the sen.

lie had oidy made a choice of evils. The forests

gradually retired from the coast. The Savannalu,

where tlie Spaniards at first had to contend merely

will) long rank grass and creeping vines, soon ended

in salt marshes, where the oozy bottom yielded no firm

foot hold, and the mud and water reached to their

knees.- Still they pressed forward, continually hop-

ing in a lillle while to arrive ala firmer soil, and flat-

tering themselves Ihey beheld fresh meadow land

before them; but continually deceived. The farther

Ihey proceeded, the deeper grew the mire, until, after

they had been eight days on this dismal journey, they

found themselves in the centre of a vast morass,

where the water reached to their girdles. Though

thus almost drowned, they were tormented with

incessant thirst, for all the water around them was

as briny as the ocean. They suffered too the cravings

of extreme hunger, having but a scanty supply of

'
.
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cassava bread, and cheese, and a few potatoes and

other roots, which Ihey devoured raw. When they

wisiied to sleep, they had to climb amon;^ the twisted

roots of mangrove trees, which grew in chisters in

the water. Still the dreary marsh widened and

deepened. In many places they had to cross rivers

and inlets; where some, who could not swim, were

drowned, and others were smothered in the mire.

Their situation became wild and desperate. Their

cassava bread was spoiled by the water, and their

stock of roots nearly exhausted. The interminable

morass still extended before them, while, to return,

after the distance they had come, was hopeless.

Ojeda alone kept up a resolute spirit, and cheered

and urged them forward. lie had the little Flemish

painting of the Madona, which had been given him by

the Bishop Fonseca, carefully stored among the provi-

sions in his knapsack. Whenever he slopped to repose

among the roots of the mangrove trees, he took out this

picture, placed it among the branches, and kneeling,

prayed devoutly to tl»e Virgin for protection. This he

did repeatedly in the course ofthe day, and prevailed

upon his companions to follow his example. Nay,

more, at a moment of great despondency, he made a

solemn vow to bis patroness tliat if she conducted

him alive through this peril, he would erect a chapel

in the first Inilian village he should arrive at; and

leave her picture there, to remain an object of ado-

ration to the Gentiles.'

This frightful morass extended for the distance of

thirty leagues, and was so deep and difficult, so

entangled by roots and creeping vines, so cut up by

creeks and rivers, and so beset by quagmires, that

they were thirty days in traversing it. Out of the

number of seventy men that set out from the ship but

thirty-five remained. " Certain it is," observes the

venerable Las Casas, " the sufferings ofthe Spaniards

in the New World, in search of wealth, have been

more cruel and severe that ever nation in llie world

endured; but those experienced by Ojeda and his

men have surpassed all others."

They were at length so overcome by hunger and

fatigue, that some lay down and yielded up the ghost,

and others, seating themselves among the mangrove

trees, waited in despair for death to put an end to

their miseries. Ojeda, with a few of the lightest and

most vigorous, continued to struggle forward, and,

to their unutterable joy, at length arrived to where

the land was firm and dry. They soon descried a

foot-path, and, following it, arrived at an Indian

village, conmianded by a cacique called Cueybilts. No
sooner did they reach the village than they sank to

the earth exhausted.

The Indians gathered round and gazed at them

with wonder ; but when they learnt their story, they

exhibited a humanity that would have done honour

to the most professing Christians. They bore them

to their dwellings, set meal and drink before them,

a.:d vied with each other in discharging the offiees

< I.nsGisa.i, lliM. Iiid.. I. ii. c. 00. MS.

of (lie kindest humanity. Finding that a number of

their companions were still in the morass, the cacique

sent a large party of Indians with provisions for thejr

relief; with orders to bring on I'leir shoulders such

as were too feeble to walk. "The Indians," says

the Bishop Las Casas, "did more than they were

ordered ; for so they always do, when they are not

exasperated by ill treatment. The Spaniards were

brought to the village, succoured, cherished, con$oi(i|,

and almost worshipped as if they had been angels."

CHAPTER XI.

OJEDA PERFOUSIS IIIS VOW TO THE TIBGIN.

Bi5i.\G recovered from his sufferings, Alonso de I

Ojeda prepared to perform his vow concerning ilie

picture of the Virgin, though sorely must it have
|

grieved him to part with a relique to which he aliri-

buted his deliverance from so many perils. Ilebiiili
|

a liltle hermitage or oratory in the village, .-ind fur-

nished it with an altar, above which he placed ihe I

picture. He then summoned the benevolent cacique,
f

and explained to him, as well as his limited know-

ledge of the language, or the aid of interpreters would

permit, the main points of the Catholic faith, and es-

1

pecially the history of the Virgin, whom lie repre-

sented as the mother of the deity that reigned in (lie
|

skies, and the great advocate for mortal man.

The worthy cacique listened to him with mute at-

tention, and though he might not clearly comprehend I

the doctrine, yet he conceived a profound veneration I

for the picture. The sentiment was shared hy lib I

subjects. They kept the little oratory always swept
f

clean, and decorated it with cotton hangings, labour-

ed by their own hands, and with various votive of-

1

ferings. They composed couplets or areytos in ho-

1

nour of the Virgin, which they sang to the accom-

paniment of rude musical instruments, dancing lo I

the sound under the groves which surrounded the |

hermitage.

A further anecdote concerning this relique niaynotl

be unacceptable. The venerable Las Casas, who re-

1

cords these facts, informs us that be arrived at Ibel

village of Cueybis some time after the departure oil

Ojeda. He found the oratory preserved with lliel

most religious care, as a sacred place, and the picliirel

of the Virgin regarded with fond adoration. Tkl

poor Indians crowded to attend mass, which iiepcr-f

formed at the altar; they listened attentively loliisj

paternal instructions, and at his reque.sl broiiglitl

their children lobe baptized. The good LasCasasI

having heard much of this famous relique of OjedaJ

was desirous of obtaining po,ssc$sion of it, and uMl
to give the cacique, in exchange, an image nf iIkI

Virgin which he had brought with him. Tiie diiefl

tain made an evasive answer, and seemed niurlil

troidiled in mind. The next morning he did iii4|

make his appearance.

a^A
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Las Casas went to the oratory to perform mass, but

I
found the altar stripped of its precious relique. On

I
inquiring, he learnt that in tlie niglit the cacique had

I fled to the wood, bearing off with him his beloved

ipicture of the Virgin. It was in vain that Las Casas

Lent messengers after him, assuring him that he

Ijiiiould not be deprived of the relique, but, on (he

Iconlrary, tliat the image should likewise ])e presented

|iu liiui. The cacique refused (o venture from the

Ifastnesses of the forest, nor did he return to his vil-

Ijage and replace the picture in the oratory until after

lliie departure of (he Spaniards.
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CHAPTER XU.

ItlBIVtl OF OJEDA AT JAMAICA. U18 BECEPTIOI* HI JUAit DE

iiSQUIBEL.

When the Spaniards were completely restored to

lealth and strength, they resumed their journey.

llie cacique sent a large body of his subjects to carry

heir provisions and knapsacks, and to guide them

icross a desert tract of country lo the province of

lacaca, where Christopher Columbus had been hos-

litably entertained on his voyage along this coast,

i'liey experienced equal kindness from its cacique and

is people, for such seems to have been almost inva-

iably the case with the natives of these islands, before

hey had held much intercourse with Euroiieans.

The province of Macaca was situated at Cape de la

ruz, the nearest point to tlie Island of Jamaica,

lere Ojeda learnt that there were Spaniards settled

in that island, being in fact the parly commanded by

le very Juan de Esquibel, whose head he had

irealened to strike off, when departing in swelling

ylefi'uin San Domingo. It seemed tolie (he fortune

if Ojeda lo have his bravadoes visited on his head in

uies of trouble and humiliation. He found himself

mpelled to apply for succour to the very man he had

vain-gloriously menaced. This was no time, how-

|ver, lo stand on points of [iride ; he procured a canoe

dindiansfrom the cacique of iVIacaca, and one Pedro

|e Ordas undertook the perilous voyage of twenty

lagues in the frail bark, and arrived safe at Jamaica.

No sooner did Esquibel receive the message of

Ijeda, than, forgetting past menaces, he instantly

Jespalclied a caravel lo bring to him the unfortunate

Iscoveier and his companions. He received him

litb the utmost kindness, lodged him in his own
puse, and treated him in all things with the most

plicate atlcnlion. He was a gentleman who had

Jen prosperous days, but had fallen into adversity

Id been buffeted about Ihe world, and had learnt

|w to respect Ihe feeling of a proud spirit in dis-

Ojeda had the warm, touchy heart to feel

|ch conduct ; he remained several days with Esqui-

I
UCasaii, Hist. Ind.. c. 01. M8. Ilvrrera, Uisl. ImL, il. i,

bel in frank communion, and when he sailed for San
Domingo Ihey parted the best of friends.

And here we cannot but remark tlie singular dif-

ference in character and conduct of these Spanish

adventurers when dealing with each other, or with

the unhappy natives. Nothing could be more chi-

valrous, urbane, and charitable ; nothing more preg-

nant with noble sacrifices of passion and interest, with

.

magnanimous instances of forgiveness of injuries and
noble contest of generosity, than the transactions of

the discoverers with each other ; but the moment
they turned to treat with the Indians, even with brave

and high-minded caciques, they were vindictive,

blood-thirsty, and implacable. The very Juan de
Esquibel, who could requite the recent hostility of

Ojeda with such humanity and friendship, was the

same, who, under the government of Ovando, laid

desolate the province of Higuey in Ilisptiniola, and
inflicted atrocious cruelties upon its inhabitants.

When Alonso de Ojeda sel sail from San Domingo,

Bernardino de Talavera and his rabble adherents re-

mained at Jamaica. They feared to be brought to

account for their piratical exploit in stealing Ihe

Genoese vessel, and that, in consequence of their re-

cent violence to Ojeda, they would find in him an
accuser rather than an advocate. The latter, how-
ever, in the opinion of Las Casas, who knew him
well, was not a man to make accusations. With all

his faults, he did not harbour malice. He was quick

find fiery, it is (rue, and his sword was too apt lo

leap from its scuhhard on the least provocation; b. •;

after the first flash all was over, and, if he cooled

upon an injury, he never sought for vengeance.

CHAPTER Xm.

ARRIVAL OF ALONSO DE OJEDA AT .S\%' DOMINGO. CONCLUSIO.X

«)P Ui.S STOHY.

On arriving at San Domingo, the first inquiry of

Alonso de Ojeda was after the Bachelor Enciso. He
was told that he had departed long before, with

abundant siipplies for (he colony, and that nothing

had been heard of him since his departure. Ojeda

waited for a time in hopes of hearing, by some return

ship, uV the safe arrival of the Bachelor at San Sebas-

iiaii. No tidings, however, arrived, and he began to

feai that he had been lost in (hose storms whicli had

bese( himself on his return voyage.

Anxious for the relief of his settlement, and fearing,

that, by delay, his whole scheme of colonisation

would be defeated, he now endeavoured to set on

foot another armament, and to enlist a new set

of adventurers. His efforts, however, were all in-

effectual. The disasters of his colony were known,

and his own circumstances were considered desperate.

He was doomed to experience (he fate that (oo ofteii

attends sanguine and brilliant projectors. The world

I \
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is dazzled by them for a time, and hails them as

heroes while successful; but misfortune dissipates the

charm, and they become stigmatized with the appel-

lation of adventurers. When Ojeda figured in San

Domingo as the conqueror of Caonabo, as the com-

mander of a squadron, as the governor of a province,

his prowess and exploits were the theme of every

tongue. When he set sail, in vaunting style, for

his seat of government, setting the viceroy at de-

fiance, and threatening the life of Esquibel, every

one thought that forttme was at his back, and he was

about to accomplish wonders. A few montlis had

elapsed, and he walked the streets of San Domingo a

needy man, shipwrecked in hope and fortune. His

former friends, dreading some new demand upon

their purses, looked coldly on him; his schemes,

once so extolled, were now pronounced wild and

chimerical, and he was subjected to all kinds of slights

and humiliations in the very place which had been

the scene of his greatest vain-glory.

While Ojeda was thus lingering at San Domingo,

the Admiral, Don Diego Columbus, sent a parly of

soldiers to Jamaica to arrest I'alavera and his pirate

crew. They were brought in chains to San Domingo,

thrown into dungeons, and tried for the robbery of

the Genoese vessel. Their crime was too notorious

to admit of doubt, and being convicted, Tatavera and

several of his principal accomplices were banged.

Sifth was the end of their frightful journey by sea

and land. Never had vagabonds travelled farther or

toiled harder to arrive at a gallows !

In the course of the trial Ojeda had naturally been

summoned as a witness, and his testimony must have

tended greatly to the conviction of (he culprits. This

drew upon him the vengeance of the surviving com-

rades of Talavera, who still lurked about San Do-

mingo. As he was returning home one night at a

late hour, be was way-laid and set upon by a num-

ber of these miscreants. He displayed his usual

spirit. Setting his back against a wall, and drawing

his sword, he defended himself admirably against the

whole gang; nor was he content with beating (hem

off, but pursued them for some di^ance through

the streets ; and having thus put them to utter route,

returned tranquil and unharmed to his lodgings.

This is the last achievement recorded of the gallant

but reckless Ojeda; for here his bustling career ter-

niiiialed, and he sank into the obscurity that gathers

round a ruined man. His health was broken by the

various hardships he had sustained, and by the lurk-

ing effects of llic wound received at San Sebastian,

which had been but imperfectly cured. Poverty and

neglect, and llie corroding sickness of the heart, con-

tributed, no less than the maladies of the body, (o

qucncli that sanguine and fiery temper, which had

liillierlo been the secret of his success, and to ren-

der him the mere wreck of bis former self; for there

is no ruin so hopeless and complete, as that of a lower-

ing spirit humiliated and broken down. He ap-

pears to have lingered some time at San Domingo.

Gomara, in his history of the Indies, affirms that he

turned monk, and entered in the convent of San

Francisco, where he died. Such a change would not

liave been surprising in a man, who, in his wildest

career, mingled the bigot with the soldier ; nor was

it unnsual with mililary adventurers in those days,

after passing their youth in the husde and licentious-

ness of (he camp, to end their days in the quiet and

mortification of the cloister. Las Gasas, however,

who was at San Domingo at the time, makes no

mention of the fact, as he certainly would have done,

had it (aken place. He confirms, however, all thai

has been said of (he striking reverse in his character

and circumstances; and he adds an affecdng pictnre

of his last momenis, which may serve as a wholesome

comment on his life. He died so poor that he diil

not leave money enough to provide for his in(eriiient;

and so broken in spirit, that, with his last brealli,

he entreated his body might be buried in the monas-

tery of San Francisco, just at the portal, in humble

expiation of his past pride, " that every one whom-

tcred might tread vpon his grave." '

Such was the fate of Alonso de Ojeda,—and vfho

does not forget his errors and his faults at Hie

threshold of bis humble and untimely grave! lie

was one of the most fearless and aspiring of thai band

of "Ocean chivalry," that followed (he footsteps ol|

Columbus. His story presents a lively picture ofllie

daring enterprises, the extravagant exploits, the thou-

sand accidents, by flood and field, that chequered

the life of a Spanish cavalier in that roving andro-j

mantic age.

"Never," says Charlevoix, " was man more suitedl

for a coup-de-main, or to achieve ann suffer »real|

things under the direction of another; none Mif
heart more lofty, or ambition tmre a.sj'iriivj:; noM

ever took less heed of foiiiM»*, or shosved ^'realet

firmness of soul, or found more resources in liisownl

courage; but none was less calculated to be cora-j

mander in chief of a great enterprise. Good managi

ment and good fortune for ever failed him.*

THE VOYAGE

OP

DIEGO DE NICUESA.

CHAPTER !.

IMCUESA SAU.N TO TUB WESTWAni). MIS !<Bir«VKrcii >MI
{

NUIISKQUEiST DISASTEILS.

[ (:i09. ]

\Vf. have now to recount (he fortunes expcriena

by the gallant and generous Diego de Mciiesii, ndi

Las Casax, iibi sup.

' Cliarlevoix, Hist. St noiiiinp
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Ithe fortunes experience

Diego de Nicuesii, alli

P-

, St Doming.

his parting from Alonso de Ojeda at Carthagena. On
resuming his voyage, he embarked in a caravel, that

he might be able to coast the land and reconnoitre

;

he ordered that the two brigantines, one of which

was commanded by his lieutenant Lope de Olano,

should keep near to him, while the large vessels,

which drew more water, should stand further out to

sea. The squadron arrived upon the coast of Vera-

gua, in stormy weather; and, as Nicuesa could not

find any safe harbour, and was apprehensive of rocks

and shoals, he stood out to sea at the approach of

night, supposing that Lope de Olano would follow

him with the brigantines according to his orders. The
night was boisterous, the caravel was much tossed

and driven about, and when the morning dawned,

not one of the squadron was in sight.

Nicuesa feared some accident had liefallen the bri-

gantines; lie stood for the land, and coasted along it

in search of them until he came to a large river, into

which lie entered and came to anchor. He had not

been here long when the stream suddenly subsided,

having merely been swoln by the rains. Before he

had lime to extricate himself, the caravel grounded,

and at length fell over on one side. The current

rushing like a torrent strained the feeble bark to

such a degree, that her seams yawned, and she ap-

peared ready to go to pieces. In this nioinerit of

peril a hardy seaman threw himself into the water to

carry the end of a rope on shore as a means of saving

the crew. He was swept away by the furious cur-

rent and perished in sight of his companions. Un-
dismayed by his fate, another brave seaman plunged

into the waves and succeeded in reaching the shore,

lie liicn fastened one end of a rope liimly to a tree,

and llie other being secured on board of the caravel,

Nicuesa and his crew passed one by one along it, and

reaehod the shore in safety.

Scarcely had they landed when the caravel went

ti) pieces, and with it perished their provisions,

clothing and all other necessaries. Nothing remained

to them but the boat of die caravel, which was acci-

dentally cast on shore. Here then they were, in helpless

plight, on a remote and savage coast, witiiout food,

without arms, and almoiit naked. What had become

of the rest of the squadron they knew not. Some
feared that tin brigantines had been wrecked ; others

called to mind that Lope de Olano had been one of

li.c loose law less men confederated with Francisco

lloidan in his r<ri.,'lio i against Columbus, and, jiuig-

iiig him froi 1 the school in which he had served,

iiinled tluir apprehensions that he had deserted with

the brigantines. f " -esa partook of their suspicions,

and was anxious and sad at heart. He concealed

his uneasiness, however, and endi toured to clieer

lip his companions, proposing that they should pro-

I

opcd westward on fool in search of Veragua, the seat

of his intended government, observing that, if the

ships had survived the tempest, they would probably

repair to that place. They accordingly set off along

the sea shore, for the thickness of the forest prevent-

ed their traversing tlie interior. Four of the hardiest

sailors put to sea in the beat and kept abreast of

them, to help them acntss the bays and rivers.

Their sufferings were extrcnu'. Most of tlieni

were destitute of shoes, and many almost naked.

They had to clamber over sharp and rugged rocks,

and to struggle lhro'';.?h dense forests beset with

thorns and brambles. t)ften they had to wade across

rank fens and morasses ami drowned lands, or lo

traverse deep and rapid streams.

Their food consisted of herbs and roots and shell

fish gathered along the shore. Had they even met

with Indians, they would have dreaded, in their un-

armed state, to apply to them for provisions, lest they

should lake revenge for the outrages committed along

this coast by other Europeans.

To render their sufferings more intolerable, they

were in doubt whethni-, in the storms which p-eced-

e<l their shipwreck, they had not been driven past

Veragua, in which case each step would take them

so much the farther from their desired haven.

Still tliey laboured feebly forward, encouraged by

t!>e words and the example of Nicuesa, who cheer-

fully partook of the toils and hardships of the mean-

est of his men.

They had slept one night at the fool of impending

rocks, and were about to resume their weary inarch

in the morning, when they were espied by smne In-

dians from a neighbouring height. Among the fol-

lowers of Nicuesa was a favourite page, whose tat-

tered finery and white hat caught the (|uick eyes of

the savages. One of them immediately singled him

out, and taking a deadly aim, let Hy an arrow that

laid him expiring at the feet of his master. \^'hile

the generous cavalier mourned over his slaughtered

page, consternation prevailed among his companions,

each fearing for his own life. The Indians, how-

ever, did not follow up this casual acl of hostility, hut

suffered the Spaniards to pursue their painful journey

unmolested.

Arriving one day at the point of a great bay that

ran far inland, they were conveyed, a few at a time,

in the boat, to what appeared lo be the opposite

point. Being all landed, and resuming their march,

they found to their surprise that they were on an is-

land, separated from the main land hy a great arm of

the sea. The sailors who managed the boat were

too weary to take them to the opposite shore, they

remained therefore all night upi.r- :lie island.

In the morning they preparen to depart, but, to

their consternation, the boat with the four mariners

had disappeared. They ran anxiously from point to

point, uttering shouts and cries, in hopes the boat

might he in some inlet ; they clambered the rocks and

strained their eyes over the sea. It was all in vain.

No boat was to be seen : no voice responded to their

call; it was too cident the four mariners had either

perished or had deserted them.

iS2
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NICUKSi AND UI8 MKN flJI A UK.SULATK ISLAND.

TiiK situation of Nicuesa and his men was dreary

and desperate in llie extreme. They were on a de-

solate island, bordering upon a swampy coast, in a

remote and lonely sea, where commerce never spread

a sail. Their companions in the other ships, if still

alive and true to them, had doubtless given them up

fDr lost; and many years might elapse before the ca-

sual bark of a discoverci might venture along these

shores. Long before that time their fate would be

sealed; and their bones, bleaching on the sands,

would alone tell their story.

In this hopeless state many abdiidoned themselves

to frantic grief, wandering about the island, wringing

their hands and uttering groans and lamentations

;

others called upon God for succour, and many sat

down in silent and sullen despair.

The cravings of hunger and thirst at length roused

them to exertion. They found no food but a few

shell Hsh scattered along the shore, and coarse herbs

and roots, some of them of an unwholesome quality.

The island had neither springs nor streams of fresh

water, and they were fain to slake their thirst at the

brackish pools of (he marshes.

Nicuesa endeavoured to animate his men with new
hopes. He employed them in constructing a raft of

drift wood and branches of trees, for the purpose of

crossing the arm of the sea tiiat separated them from

the main land. It was a diflicult task, for they were

destitute of tools; and when the rait was finished,

they had no oars with which to manage it. Some of

the most expert swimmers undertook to propel it, but

they were too much enfeebled by their sufferings.

On their first essay, the currents which sweep that

coast bore the raft out to sea, and they swam back

with dilficulty to the island. Having no other chance

of escape, and no other means of exercising and keep-

ing up the spirits of his followers, Nicuesa repeatedly

ordereil new rafts to be constructed ; but the result

was always the same, and the men at length either

grew too feeble to work, or renounced the attempt in

despair.

Thus, day after day, and week after week elapsed,

without any mitigation of surferingor any prospect of

relief. Every day some one or other sank under his

miseries, a victim, not so much to hunger and thirst,

as to grief and despondency. His death was envied

by his wretched survivors, many of whom were re-

duced to such debility, that they had to crawl on

liands and knees in search of the herbs and shell fish

which formed (heir scanty food.

CHAFrEK III.

ARRITAL OV A BOAT. CONDUCT OP LOPB DK OLAKO.

Wkkn the unfortunate Spaniards, without hope of

succour, began to consider death as a desirable end to

their miseries, they were roused to new life one day

by beholding a sail gleaming on the horizon. Their

exultation was checked, however, by the retleclion

how many chances there were against its approaching

this wild and desolate island. Watching it with

anxious eyes, they put up prayers to God to conduct

it to their relief; and at length, to the'r great joy, (hey

perceived that it was steering directly for the island.

On a nearer ap{)roach it proved to be one of tht bri-

gantincs that had been commanded by Lope de Olano.

It came to unchor : a boat put off, and among tlie

crew were (he four sailors who had disappeared so

mysteriously from the island.

These men accounted in a satisfactory manner for

their desertion. They had been persuaded that (ho

ships were in some harbour to the eastward, and

(hilt they were daily leaving them farther behind.

Disheartened at the constant, and, in their opinion,

fruitless toil which fell to (heir share in the struggle

westward, they resolved to take their own counsel,

without risking the opposition of Nicuesa. In (lip

dead of the night, therefore, when their companions

on the island were asleep, they had silently cast off

their boat, and retraced their course along the coast.

After several days' toil they found the brigantines

under the command of Lope de Olano, in the river of

Helen, tiie scene of the disasters of Columbus in his

fourth voyage.

The conduct of Lope de Olano was regarded with

suspicion by iiis contemporaries, and is still subject

to doubt, lie is supposed to have deserted Nicuesa

designedly, intending (o usurp (he command of (he

expedition. Men, however, were prone to judge

harshly of him from his having been concerned in

the (reason and rebellion of Francisco Roldan. On

the stormy night when Nicuesa stood out to sea (o

avoid the dangers of (he shore, Olano took shelter

under (he lee of an island. Seeing nothing of (lie

caravel of his commander in the morning, he made

no effort to seek for it, but proceeded with (lie bri-

gantines to the river of Cliagres, where he found the

ships at anchor. They had landed all their cargo,

being almost in a sinking condition from the ravage.^

of the worms. Olando persuaded the crews that Ni-

cuesa had perished in the late storm, and, being iiis

lieutenant, he assumed the connnand. W'hedier lie

had been perfidious or not in his motives, his com-

mand was but a succession of disasters. He sailal

from Cliagres for the river of Uclen, where the ships

were found so damaged that (hey had to be broken

to pieces. Most of the peo|)le cons(rucled wretclml

cabins on the shore, where, during a sudden storm,

tluy were almost washed away by the swelling "M

llie river, or swallowed up in the shifting sands .'v'
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veral of his men were drowned in an expedition in

quest of gold, and he himself merely escaped by su-

perior swimming. Their provisions were exhausted,

Ihey suffered from hunger and from various maladies,

and many perished in extreme misery. All were

clamorous to almndon the coast, and Olano set al)out

constructing a caravel, out of the wreck of the ships,

for the purpo.se, as he said, of returning to llispa-

niola, though many suspected it was still his inten-

tion to persist in the enterprise. Such was the slate

in v\iiich the four seamen had found Olano and his

parly ; most of them living in miserable cabins and

destitute of the necessaries of life.

The tidings that INicuesa was still alive put an end

to the sway of Olano. Whether he had acted with

iruth or perfidy, he now manifested a zeal to relieve

bis commander, and immediately despatched a bri-

ganline in quest of him, which, guided by the four

seamen, arrived at the island in the way that has been

mentioned.

CHAPTER IV.

NICDKSA REJOinS BIS CREWS.

When the crew of the brigantine and the compa-

nions of Nicuesa met, (hey embraced each other with

tears; for the hearts even of the rough mariners were

subdued by the sorrows they had undergone ; and

men are rendered kind to each other by a commu-

nity of suffering. The brigantine had brought a

quantity of palm nuts, and of such other articles of

food as they had been able lo procure along the coast.

These the famished Spaniards devoured wilh such

veracity that Nicuesa was obliged lo interfere, lest

they should injure themselves. Nor was the supply

of fresh water less grateful to llieir parched and fe-

vered palates.

When sufficiently revived, they all abandoned the

desolate i.sland, and set sail for the river Belen, exult-

ing as joyfully as if their troubles were at an end,

and Ibey were bound to a haven of delight ; instead

of merely changing the scene of suffering and en-

countering a new variety of horrors.

In the meantime Lope de Olano had been diligently

I preparing for the approacliing interview with his coin-

niaudcr, by persuading his fellow-officers to intercede

in his behalf, and to place his late conduct in the most

favourable light. He had need of their intercessions.

Nicuesa arrived, burning with indignation. lie or-

dered him lo he instantly seized and punished as a

traitor; attributing to his desertion the ruin of the

I
enterprise and the .sufferings and death of .so many

|«f his brave followers. The fellow-eaptains of Olano

jspokf in bis favour; but Nicuesa turned indignantly

|iipontli«»: "Yotido well," c.ied he, " l suppli-

Icate mercy for him; yon, who, yourselve.'', iiave need

jnfpardon! Yon have participated in liif) c 'ime; why,
[else, have yon suffered so long .' time lo » lapse with

out compelling him to send one of the vessels in search

of me?"
The captains now vindicated themselves by as-

surances of their belief in his having foundered at

sea. They reiterated their supplications for mercy

to Olano ; drawing the most affecting pictares of their

past and present sufferings, and urging the impolicy

of increasing the horrors of their situation by acts of

severity. Nicuesa at length was prevailed upun to

spare his victim ; resolving to send him, by the first

opportunity, a prisoner to Spain. It appeared, in

truth, no lime to add to the daily blows of fate that

were thinning the number of his followers. Of the

gallant armament of seven hundred resolute and ef-

fective men that had sailed with him from San Do-

mingo, four hundred had already perished by various

miseries; and, of the survivors, many could scarcely

be said to live.

CHAPTER V.

8UFPEBINGS OP rilCUESi AND HIS MEN ON THE COAST OK THK

ISTBMUS.

[ 1510. ]

The first care of Nicuesa, on resuming the general

command, was to take measures for the relief of

his people, who were perishing with famine and dis-

ease. All those who were in health, or who had

strength sufficient to bear the least fatigue, were sent

on foraging parties, among the fields and villages of

the natives. It was a service of extreme peril ; for

the Indians of this part of the coast were fierce and

warlike, and were the same who had proved so for-

midable to Columbus and his brother, when they

attempted to found a settlement in this neighbour-

hood.

Many of the Spaniards were slain in these expedi-

tions. Even if they succeeded in collecting provi-

sions, the toil of bringing them to the harbour was

worse to men in their enfeebled condition, than the

task of fighting for them; for they were obliged 'o

transport them on their backs, and, thus heavily

laden, to scramble over rugged rocks, through almost

impervious forests and across dismal swamps.

Harassed by these perils and fatigues, ihey broke

forth into murmurs against their commander, accus-

ing him, not merely of indifference to iheir sufferings,

but of wantonly imposing severe and unnecessary

tasks upon Iheni, out of revenge for their having ne-

glected him.

The genial temper of Nicnesa had, in fact, been

soured by disappointment ; and a series of harassing

eares and evils had rendered him irritable and impa-

tient ; but he was a cavalier of a generous and lio-

nourable nature, and does not appear to have enforced

any services that were not indispensable to the com-

mon .safety. In fact, Ihe famine had increased to

such a degree, that, we are lold, ihirly Spaniards

1

I'.

I .i,

..; i
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having oa one occasion found the dead body of an In-

dian in a state of decay, ihey were driven by hunger

lu make a meal of it, and were so infected by the

horrible repast, that not one of them survived."

Disheartened by these miseries, Niciiesa deter-

mined to abandon a place which seemed destined to

be the grave of Spaniards. Embarking the greater

part of Ills men in the two brigantines, and tiie ca-

ravel which had been built by Olano, he set sail

eastward in se' ch of some more favourable situation

fur his selllen.ent. A number of the men remained

behind, to await the ripening of some maize and ve-

getables which Ihey had sown. These he left un-

der the command of Alonso Nuhez, whom he no-

minnted his Alcalde Mayor.

When Nicuesa had coasted alwut four leagues to

the east, a Genoese sailor, who had been with Co-

lumbus in his last voyage, informed him that there

was a fme harbour somewhere in that neighbourhood,

which had pleased (he old admiral so highly, that he

had given it the name of Puerto Bello. lie added,

that they might know the harbour by an anchor,

half buried in the sand, which Columbus had left

there; near to which was a fountain of remarkably

cool and sweet water, springing up at the foot of a

large tree. Nicuesa ordered search lo be made along

the coast, and at length they found the anchor, the

fountain, and the tree. It was the same harbour

which bears the name of Puerto Bello at the pre-

sent day. A number of the crew were sent on shore

in search of provisions, but were assailed by the In-

dians; and, being too weak to wield their weapons

with their usual prowess, were driven back to the

vessels with the loss of several slain or wounded.

Dejected at these continual misfortunes, Nicuesa

continued his voyage seven leagues further, until

he came to the harbour to which Columbus had given

the name of Puerto de Baslimientos ; or, Port of Pro-

visions. It presented an advantageous situation for

a fortress, and was surrounded by a fruitful country.

Nicuesa resolved tomake it hisabidingplace. " Here,"

said he, " let us stop, en el nombre de Dios
!
" (in the

name of God). His followers, with the supersti-

tious feeling under which men in adversity are prone

to interpret every thing into omens, persuaded them-

selves thai there was favourable augury in his words,

and called the harbour " Nombre de Dios," which

name it afterwards retained.

Nicuesa now landed, and drawing his sword, took

aolemn possession in the name of the Catholic sove-

reigns. He immediately began to erect a fortress,

to protect his people against the attacks of the sa-

vages. As this was a case of exigency, he exacted

the lauour of every one capable of exertion. The

Spaniards, thus equally distressed by famine and toil,

for!j;ot llieir favourable omen, cursed the place as

fated to he their grave, and called down in.precations

on the head of their commander, H"ho compelled

them to labour wlun ready to sink with hunger and

' U< rrpiii. Ilisi. Ind.. dfr. i, and v: i, r. 2.

debility. Those murmured no less who were sent

in quest of food, which was only to be gained by fa-

tigue and bloodshed; for whatever they collected

they had to transport from great distances, and they

were frequently waylaid and assaulted by the In-

dians.

When he could spare men for the purpose, Ni-

cuesa despatched the caravel for those whom he had

left at the river Belen. Many of them had perished,

anu the survivors had been reduced to such famines

at times, as to eat all kinds of reptiles, until a part of

an alligator was a banquet lo them. On mustering

all his forces when thus united, Nicuesa found that

but one hundred emaciated and dejected wretches

remained.

lie despatched the caravel to Ilispaniola, to bring

a quanlily of b.''Con which he had ordered to have

prepared there, but it never returned. He ordered

Gonzalo de Badajos, at the head of twenty men, to

scour the country for provisions; but the Indians had

ceased to cultivate : they could do with little food,

and could subsist on Ihe roots and wild fruits of the

forest. The Spaniards, therefore, found deserted

villages and barren fields, but lurking enemies at

every defde. So deplorably were they reduced by

their sufferings, that at length there were not left a

suflicienl number in heallh and strength lo mount

guard at night; and the fortress remained without

sentinels. Such was the desperate situation of this

once gay and gallant cavalier, and of his brilliant ar-

mament, which but a few months before had sallied

from San Domingo, flushed wilh the consciousness of

power, and the assurance that they had the means

of compelling the favours of fortune.

It is necessary to leave them for a while, and turn

our attention to other events which will ultimately

be found to bear upon their destinies.

CHAPTER VI.

EXPEDITION OP TOE BiCHELOh ENCISO IN 8EABCB OK TBI

SEAT OF COVEHNHENT OF OJEUA.

liv calling to mind the narrative of the last expt-

dition of Alonso de Ojeda, the reader will douht'ess

remember the Bachelor Martin Fernandez deEnoiso,

who was inspired by that adventurous cavalier wilh

an ill-starred passion for colonising, and freighted a

vessel at San Domingo with reinforcements and sup-

plies for the settlement at San Sebastian.

When Ihe Bachelor was on the eve of sailing, a

number of the loose hangers-on of the colony, and
|

men encumbered with debt, concerted to join his ship

from the coasl and the outports. Their creditors,

however, getting notice of iheir intention, kept a
|

close watch upon every one that went on board wli

in the harbour, and obtained an armed vessel from I

the Admiral Don Diego Columbus, to escort the en-
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thus, to escort the en-

apprising Bachelor clear of the island. One man,

lowever, contrived to elude these precautions, and,

IS he afterwards rose to great importance, it is pro-

r to notice liim particularly. His name was Yasco

unez de Balboa. He was a native of Xeres de los

aballeros, and of a noble though impoverished fa-

lily. He had been brought up in the service of Don

'edro Puerto Carrero, Lord of Moguer, and he af-

terwards enlisted among the adventurers who accom-

lanied Rodrigo de Bastides in his voyage of disco-

ery. Peter Martyr, in his Latin decades, speaks of

lim by the appellation of "egregius digladialor,"

niiich has been interpreted by some as a skilful

iwordsman, by others, as an adroit fencing-master.

le intimates, also, that he was a mere soldier of for-

une, of loose prodigal habits; and the circumstances

inder which he is lirst introduced to us justify this

liaracter. He had fixed himself for a time in His-

laniola, and undertaken to cultivate a farm at the

ownofSalvatierra, on the sea coast, but in a little

me had completely involved himself in debt. The

vpcdition of Enciso presented him with an oppnr-

inily of escaping from his embarrassments, and of

Indulging his adventurous habits. To elude the vi-

[ilance uf his creditors and of the armed escort, he

oncealed himself in a cask, which was conveyed

|:om his farm on the sea coast on hoard of the vessel,

s ifcontaining provisions for the voyage. When the

lessel was fairly out at sea, and abandoned by the

Iscort, Vasco Nufiez emerged like an apparition from

|iscask, to the great surprise of Enciso, who had

*n totally ignorant of the stratagem. The Bachelor

las indignant at being thus outwitted, even though

le gained a recruit by the deception; and, in the first

munition of his wrath, gave the fugitive debtor ii

jery rough reception, threatening to put him on shore

nitlie first uninhabited island they should encounter,

[asco Nufiez, however, succeeded in pacifying him;

' for God," says the venerable Las Casas, " reserved

Im for greater things." It is probable the Bachelor

jelield in him a man well fitted for his expedition,

tr Vasco Nufiez was in the prime and vigour of his

lays, tall and muscular, seasoned to hardships, and

linlrepid spirit.

Arriving at the main land, they touched at the fatal

arbour of Carthagena, the scene of the sanguinary

pnflicts of Ojeda and iNicuesa with the natives, and
' the death of the brave Juan de la Cosa. Euciso

^as ignorant of those events, having had no tidings

«in those adventurers since their departure from

bn Domingo; without any hesitation, therefore, he

Indttl a number of his men to repair his boat, which
lasdaniaged, and to procure water. While the men
lere working upon the boat, n multitude of Indians

|lliercd at a distance, well armed and with menac-
aspect, sounding llieir shells ami hrandisliiiiii;

leir weapons. 'J'he experience they had lu.i of the

Jememlous powers of the strangers, howt-ver, ren-

|red them cautions of attackiuj; and for thiv«! days

^y hovered in tiiis manner al>ont the Spaniards, the

latter being obliged to keep contlnnally on the alert.

At length two of the Spaniards ventured one day

from the main body to fill a water cask from the ad-

jacent river. Scarcely had they reached the margin

of the stream, when eleven savages sprang from the

thickets and surrounded them, bendingtheir bowsaml

pointing their arrows. In this way they stood for a

moment or two in fearfid suspense, the Indians re-

fraining from discharging their shafts, but keeping

them constantly pointed at their breasts. One of the

Spaniards attempted to escape to his comrades who
were repairing the boat, but the other called him
back, and, understanding something of the Indian

tongue, addressed a few amicable words to the sa-

vages. The latter, astonished at being spoken to in

their own language, now relaxed a little from their

fierceness, and demanded of the strangers who they

were, who were their leaders, and what they sought

upon their shores. The Spaniard replied that they

were harmless people, who came from other lands,

and merely touched there through necessity, and he

wondered that they should meet them with such

hostility ; he at the same time warned them to be-

ware, as there would come many of his countrymen

well armed, and would wreak terrible vengeance

upon them for any mischief they might do. While
they were thus parleying, the Bache'or Enciso, hear-

ing that two of his men were surro'inded by the sa-

vages, sallied instantly from his ship , and hastened

with an armed force to their rescue. As he approach-

ed, however, the Spaniard who had held the parley

made him a signal tliat the natives were pacific. In

fact the latter had supposed that this was a new in-

vasion of Ojeda and INicuesa, and had thus arrayed

themselves, if not to lake vengeance for past outrages,

at least to defend their houses from a second desola-

tion. W hen they were convinced, however, that

these were a totally different band of strangers and

without hostile intentions, their animosity was at an

end; they threw by their weapons, and came forward

with the most confiding frankness. During the whole

lime that the Spaniards remained there, they treated

them with the irrealest friendship, supplying them

with bread made from niai/e, with salted fish, and

with the fermented and spirituous beverages common
along that coast. Such was the magnanimous con-

duct of men who were considered among the most

fei ocious and warlike of these savage nations; and

who, but recently, had lieheUI tlieir shores invaded,

their villages r.ivaged and burnt, and their frieiids

and relations hutciiered, without regard to age or

sex, by the countrymen of these very strangers.

When we recall the bloody and indiscriminate ven-

geance wreaked upon this people by Ojeda and his

followers for their justifiable resistance of inviision,

and compare it with their placable and considerate

spirit, when an opportunity for revenge presenteil

itself, we confess we feel a momentary doubt whether

I lie arbitrary appellation of savage is always applied

to tie right party.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE liCIILOa IBAIS IINWKLCOMI TIDINCS OF Ull DBSTINED

JUBISDICTIOIt.

Not long after the arrival of Enciso at this event-

ful harhour, he was surprised by the circumstance «)f

a brigantine entering, and coming to anchor. To
encounter an European sail in tliese almost unknown

seas was always a singular and striking occurrence,

but the astonishment of the Bachelor was mingled

with alarm when, on hoarding the brigantine, be

found that it was maimed by a number of the men

who had embarked Avilh Ojeda. His iirsl idea was,

that they had mutinied against their commander, and

deserted with the vessel. The feelings of the ma-

gistrate were aroused within him by the suspicion,

and he determined to lake his first step as Alcalde

Mayor, by seizing them and intlicting on them the

severity of the law. He altered his tone, however,

on conversing with their resolute commander. This

was no other than Francisco Pizarro, whom Ojeda

had left as his locum tenens at San Sebastian, and

who showed the Bachelor his letter patent, signed by

thai, unfortunate governor. In fact, the little brigan-

tine contained the sad remnant of the once vaunted

colony. After the departure of Ojeda in the pirate

ship, his followers, whom he bad left behind under

the command of Pizarro, continued in the fortress

until the stipulated term of fifty days had expired.

Receiving no succour, and heating no tidings of

Ojedd, they then determined to embark and sail for

Ilispaniola; but here an unthought of difficulty pre-

sented itself, they were seventy in number, and the

two brigantmes which had been left with them were

incapable of taking so many. They came to the

forlorn agreement, therefore, to remain until famine,

sickness, and the poisoned arrows of the Indians

should reduce their number lo the capacity of the

brigantines. A brief space of time was sufiicienl for

the purpose. They then prepared for the voyage.

Four mares which had been kept alive, as terrors to

the Indians, were killed and salted for sea-stores.

Then taking whatever other articles of provision re-

mained, they embari.ed and made sail. One brigan-

tine was commanded by Pizarro, the other by one

Valenzuela.

They had not proceeded far when, in a storm, a

sea struck the crazy vessel of Valenzuela with such

violence as to cause it to founder with all its crew.

The other brigantine was so near that the mariners

witnessed the struggles of their drowning com-

punions, and heard their cries. Some of the sailors,

with the common disposition to the marvellous, de-

;''„ie(l llial they had hehelil a great whale, or some

other monster of the deep, strike the vessel with its

tail, and either slave in its sides o"' shatter the rudder,

so as to cause the shipwreck. The surviving brigan-

' Ilrirrr.i. Misl. Iiid , drc. I, 1. vii, c. 10.

tine then made tlie best of its way to the harbour of

Cartbagena, to seek provisions.

Such was the disastrous account rendered to th;

Bachelor by Pizarro, of his destined jurisdiction.
f,ii.

ciso, however, was of a confident mind and sanguine

temperament, and trusted to restore all things to or-

der and prosperity on his arrival.

CHAPTER Vin.

CBUSADB OV TUB BACUBLOB ENCISO AUAINST THE 8EP(ILCDIu|

OP ZENU.

Thk Bachelor Enciso, as has been shown, vasal

man of the sword as well as of the rol)e ; havinol

doubtless imbibed a passion for military exploit rroml

his intimacy with the discoverers. Accordingly, \rlii|«l

at Cartbagena, he was visited by an impulse of ilie|

kind, and undertook an enterprise that would haTe|

been worthy of his friend Ojeda. He had been i

by the Indians that almut twenty-five leagues luibel

west lay a province called Zenu, the mountains of

which abounded with the finest gold. This vajl

washed down by torrents during the rainy season, iuj

such quantities, that the natives stretched nets am
the rivers to catch the largest particles ; some i

which were said to be as large as eggs.

The idea of faking gold in nets captivated the ima-

gination of the Bachelor, and his cupidity was; still

more excited by further accounts of this we; thjl

province. He was told that Zenu was the genenl|

place of sepulture of the Indian tribes throughout tht

country, whither they brought their dead, andtw-]

ried them, according to their custom, decorated vii

their most precious ornaments.

It appeared to him a matter of course, thereforrj

that tliere must he an immense accumulation urriciis

in the Indian tombs, from the golden ornaincnis llull

had been buried with the dead through a lon^ serin

of generations. Fired with the thought, he deler-l

mined to make a foray into this province, and losai

the sepulchres! Neither did he feel any coinpun

tion at the idea of plundering the dead, considerinj

the deceased as pagans and infidels, who had k\

felted even the sanctuary of the grave, by liaviiij

been buried according to the rites and ceremonies*

their idolatrous religion.

Enciso, accordingly, made sail from Cartliageni

and landed with his forces on the coast of ZenuJ

Here he was promptly oppo.sed by two caciques al tin

head of a large band of warriors. The Hadiolorl

though he had thus put on the soldier, ret<-iined$iif|

licienl of the spirit of his lornier calling not loentH

into (juarrel without taking care lo have the law (

his side; he proceeded regularly, therefore, iicoonl

ing lo the legal form recently enjoined by the cii™ii|

lie eaiLsed lo he read and interpreted to I he oacii

the same formula used by Ojeda, expounding lliciHJ
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[lurenf the Deity, the supremacy of the |H)pe, and

[he right of the Catholic Sovereigns to all these lands,

iv virtue of a grant from iiis holiness. The caciques

iiiiened to the whole very attentively am! without

nlerruption, according to the laws of Indian cour-

i^y. They then replied, that as to the assertion that

iliere was but one Goil, the sovereign of heaven and

arlh, it seemed to them good, and that such must

lie the case ; but as to the doctrine that the pope was

•;eiit of the world in the place of God, and that he

ad made a grant of their country to the Spanish

ing, they observed that the pope must have been

Irunk to give away what was nut his, and the king

iiusl have been somewhat mad to ask at his hands

liat belonged to others. They added, that they

ere lords of those lands and needed no other sove-

ijin, and if this king should come to take pos-

iun, they would cut off his head and put it on a

le; that being their mode of dealing with their

leniies.—As an illustration of this custom they

linled out lo Enciso the very uncomfortable spec-

icle of a row of grizzly heads impaled in the neigh-

urhood.

Nothing daunted either by the reply or the illus-

ition, the ilachelor menaced them with war and

very us the consequences of their refusal to believe

d submit. They replied by threatening to put bis

ad upon a pole as a representative of his sovereign.

lie bachelor having furnished them with the law,

i\v proceeded to the commentary. lie attacked the

idians, routed them, and took one of the caciques

iner, but in the skirmish two of his men were

Igiiliy wounded with poisoned arrows, and died

iving with torment.

It does not appear, however, that his crusade

[ainst the sepulchres was attended withany lucrative

[vantage. Perhaps the experience he had received

the hostility of the natives, and of the fatal effects

their poisoned arrows, prevented his penetrating

lu the land, with his scanty force. Certain it is,

reputed wealth of Zenu, and the tale of its fishery

gold with nets, remained unascertained and un-

itradicted, and were the cau<=e of subsequent and

istrous enterprises. The Bachelor contented him-

If with his victory, and returning lo his ships, pre-

:d to continue his voyage for the seat of govern-

mt established by Ojeda in the Gulf of Uraba.

I
The above ancedote is rclHted by Itie Baclielor Enciso tiim-

, ill a Gcograplilcal Worlt entitled suma dc Ceographia,
Ich he published in Seville, in t3l9. As the reply of tlie poor
ges contains something of natural logic, we give a part of it as

prtcd by the Uacliclor. "Respondicron ine : que en lo que
a que no avia sino un Dios, y que este governaba el cielo y la

ra. y que era sefior de todo, que les parecia y que asi debia ser

:

pque en lo (lue dezia que el papa era scuor de todo el universo
Wgar de Bios, y iiue il avia feclio inerced de aquella licrra at

jde Castilla ; dixcron que el papa dcbiera estar boracho quando
jizo, pues daba lo que no era suyo. y que el rey que pedia y
Java tal rrieiced debIa scr algun loco pues pedia lo que era de

1, rlr.

CHAPTER IX.

THE BICHKLOB AIBIVKS AT Skit 8BBASTIAN. BIS DIIASTIBB

THKBE, AND SUBSEQUENT EXPLOITS AT DABIEN.

It was not with lut extreme difficulty, and the per-

emptory exercise of his authority as Alcalde Mayor,

that Enciso prevailed upon the crew of Pizarro to

return with him to the fated shores of San Sebastian.

He at length arrived in sight of the long wished-for

seat of his anticipated power and authority; but here

he was doomed like his principal, Ojeda, to meet
with nothing but misfortune. On entering the har-

bour ills vessel struck on a rock on the eastern point.

The rapid currents and tumultuous waves rent it to

pieces; the crew escaped with great difficulty to the

brigantine of Pizarro ; a little Hour, cheese and bis-

cuit, and a small part of the arms, were saved, but

the horses, mares, swine, and all other colonial sup-

plies were swept away, and the unfortunate Bachelor

beheld the proceeds of several years of prosperous

litigation swallowed up in an instant.

His dream of place and. dignity seemed equally on

the point of vanishing ; for, on landing, he found the

fortress and its adjacent houses mere heaps of ruins,

having lieen destroyed with fire by the Indians.

For a few days the Spaniards maintained them-

selves with palm nuts, and with the flesh of a kind of

wild swine, of which they met with several herds.

These supplies failing, the Bachelor sallied forth with

a hundred men to forage the country. They were

waylaid hy three Indians, who discharged all the

arrows in their quivers with incredible rapidity,

wounded several Spaniards, and then fled with a

swiftness that defied pursuit. The Spaniards re-

turned to the harlwur in disina;^. All their dread

of the lurking savages and their poisoned weapons

revived, and they iiisistetl upon abandoning a place

marked out for disaster.

The Bachelor Enciso was himself disheartened at

the situation of this boasted capital of San Sebastian
;

—but whither could he go where the same misfor-

tunec might not attend him ? In this moment of

doubt and despondency, Yasco Nuiiez, the same ab-

sconding debtor who had been smuggled on board in

the cask, stopped fjrward to give counsel. He in-

formed the Bachelor that several years previously he

had sailed along that coast with Rodrigo de Bastides.

They had explored the whole gulf of Uraba ; and he

well remembered an Indian village situated on the

western side, on the banks of a river which the na-

tives called Darieii, The country round was said to

possess mines of gold ; and the natives, though a

warlike race, never made use of poisoned weapons.

He offered to guide the Bachelor to this nlace, where

they might get a supply of provisions, and even found

their colony.

The Spaniards hailed the words of Vasco Nufiez

as if revealing a land of promise. The Bachelor

adopted his advice, and. guided by him, set sail for

% i
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the village, determined to eject the inhabitants and

take possession of it, as llie seat of government. Ar-

rived at the river, he landed, put his men in martial

array, and marclied along the banks. The place

was governed by a brave caci(|ue named Zemiico.

When he heard of the approacli of the Spaniards,

he sent off the women and children to a place of

safety, and, posting himself with five hundred of his

warriors on a height, prepared to give the intruders

a warm reception. The Bachelor was a discoverer

at all p')iuts, pious, daring, and rapacious. On be-

holding this martial array he recommended himself

and his followers to God, making a vow in their name

to "Our Lady of Antigua," whose image is adored

with great devotion in Seville, tluit the first church

and ;jwn which they built should be dedicated to

her, and that they would make a pilgrimage to Se-

ville to ofl'er the spoils of the heathen at her shrine.

Having thus endeavoured to propitiate the favour of

heaven, and to retain the holy Virgin in his cause,

he next proceeded to secure the lidelity of his fol-

lowers. Doubting that they might have some lurk-

ing dread of poisoned arrows, he exacted from them

all an oath that they would not turn their backs upon

the foe, whatever might happen. Never did war-

rior enter into battle with more preliminary forms

and covenants than the Bachelor Enciso. All these

points being arranged, he assumed the soldier, and

attacked the enemy with such valour, that, though

they made at first a show of fierce resistance, they

were soon put to tlight, and many of them slain.

The Bachelor entered the village in triumph, took

possession of it by unquestionable right of conquest,

and plundered all the hamlets and houses of the sur-

rounding country ; collecting great quanlies of food

and cotton, with bracelets, anklets, plates and other

ornaments of gold, to the value of ten thousand cas-

tellanos. ' Ills heart was wonderfully elated by his

victory and his booty ; his followers, also, after so

many hardships and disasters, gave themselves up to

joy at this turn of good fortune, and it was unani-

mously agreed that the seat of government should be

established in this village; to which, in fulfilment of

his vow, Enciso gave the name of Santa Maria de la

Antigua del Darien.

CHAPTER X.

TBB BXCBUOR ENCISO UNDEBTAKES TBE COMMAND.

DOWNFAL.

BIS

The Bachelor Enciso now enleied npon the exer-

cise of his civil functions as Alcalde Mayor, and

Lieutenant of the absent governor, Ojeda. His first

edict was stern and peremptory; he forbade all traf-

ficking with the natives for gold, on private account,

under pain of death. This was in conformity to

royal command; but it was little palatable to men

Equivalent to a prenenl .sum of !iS,2S9 dollars.

who had engaged in the enterprise in the hopes nj

enjoying free trade, lawless liberty, and golden gaint]

They murmured among themselves, and insiniiain

that Enciso intended to reserve all the prolii i^j

himself.

Vasco Nuftez was the first to take advantage of ih»|

general discontent. He had risen to conseciiicnD

among his fellow-adventurcts, from having <r|iiiln

them to this plare, and from liisown intrinsic (|iiiiliiiejij

being hardy, bold, and intelligent, and possessiiu

the random spirit and open-handed generosity conil|

mon to a soldier of fortune, and calculated to dazzle]

and delight the multitude.

He bore no good will to the Bachelor, recnileclini

his threat of landing him on an uninhabited island]

when he escaped in a cask from St Domingo. Ijj

sought, ll rfore, to make a party against liioi]

and to unseal him from his command. He altackei

him in his own way, with legal weapons, (picslionini

the legitimacy of his pretensions. I'he boundary lioel

he observed, which separated the jurisdiclionst

Ojeda and Nicuesa, ran through tli<! centre of thj

gulf of Uraba. The village of Darien lay on I

western side, which had been allotted to MciipsaJ

Enciso, therefore, as Alcalde Mayor and Liciiteiw

of Ojeda, could have no jurisdiction here, aiidli

assumed authority was a sheer usurpation.

The Spaniards, already incensed at the fiscal riJ

gulations ofEiici.so, were easily convinced; srtsiif

one accord they refused allegiance to him ; ami

unfortunate Bachelor found the chair of aulhorityli

which he had so fondly and anxiously aspired, (odl

denly wrested from under him, before he had wef

time to take his seat.

CHAPTER XI.

PEBPI.EXITIKS AT TDE COLONY. ABHIVAL OP GOL!IE!lt»!,|

To depose the Bachelor had been an easy inalli^

for most men are ready to assist in pulling (Io\rn;b

to choose a successor was a task of far more diriiciillj

The people at first agreed to elect mere civil

gistrates, and accordingly appointed Yasco IVunezai

one Zemudio as alcaldes, together with a cavalitrl

some merit of the name of Valdivia, as regidor. Tli(

soon, however, became dissatisfied with tliisarranj

ment, and it was generally considered advisable
|

vest the authority in one person. Who this pen

should be, was now the question. Some profH

Nicuesa, as they were within his province; oIIk

were strenuous for Vasco Nunez. A violent dispi

ensued, whioh was carried on with such heal i

obstinacy, that many, anxious for a quiet life, del

ed it would be l)etter to reinstate Enciso until I

pleasure of the king should be known.

In the height of these factious altercations the S

niards were aroused one day by the ihuiiderinjl
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[lay by the ihuntlcringl

rannon from the opposite side of the gulf, and beheld

roliimns of smoke rising from the hill.s. Astonished

at these .signals of civilized mnn on these wild shores,

they replicti in the same manner, and in i> short lime

two slii|>s were seen standing across the gulf. They
proved to be an armament commanded hy one tlo-

drigo de Colmcnnres, and were in search of INiciiesa

with supplies, 'J'hey had met w ith the usual luck of

adventurers on this dis;islrous roast, storms at sea and

savage foes on shore, and many of their number had

fallen by poisoned arrows. Colmenares had touched

at San Sebastian lo learn tidings of INicuesa ; but,

tinding the fortress in ruins, bad made signals, in

hopes of being heard by llie Spaniards, should they

[beyet lingering in the neighbourhood.

The arrival of Colmenares caused a temporary

Uiispensiun of the feuds of the colonists. He dislri-

Ihulcd provisions among them, and gained their hearts.

Then representing the legitimate right of Nicuesa

ito the command of all that part of (he coast as a go-

vernor appointed by the king, he persuaded the greater

[part of the people to acknowledge bis authority. It

was generally Jigreed, therefore, that he should cruise

lalong the coast in search of Nicuesa, anil thai Diego

jde Albilez, and an active member of (he law, called

Itlie Bachelor Corral, should accompany him as am-
jiassadors, to Invite that cavalier to come and assume

Itlie government of iJarien.

CHAPTER XII.

nOLME^I.VRES GOES M QUEST OP NICUESA.

RouRiGo de Colmenares proceeded along the

bast to the westward, looking into every bay and

liarbour, but for a long time without success. At

|englii one day he discovered a brigantine at a small

slaiul in the sea. On making up to it, he found that

was part of Ibe armament of Nicuesa, and bad

en sent out by him to forage for provisions. By
bis vessel he was piloted to the port of Nombre de

jlios, the nominal capital of the unfortunate governor,

|ut which was so surrounded and over-shadowed by

Wests, that he might have passed by without nolic-

]
The arrival of Colmenares was welcomed with

ransports and tears ofjoy. It was scarcely possible

|r him to recognise the once buoyant and brilliant

liciiesa in the squalid and dejected man before him.

lewas living in the most abject misery. Of all his

pee gallant and powerful band of followers, but

Bty men remained, and those so feeble, yellow,

liiaciated, and woe-liegone, that it was piteous lo be-

pld them.

'

' The harlMiir of Nombre de Dies contiaued for a long time to

fscnt traces of ihe sufferings of llie Siwniaids. We are (old liy

Irrera, that several years after llie lime liere mentioned, a band
leishly Spanish soldiers, commanded by Gonzalo de Bad.ijos,

Tivttl at tlie harbour with an intention of penetrating into Itie

Colmenares ilistributed food among them, and told

(hem (hat he had come If, convey them (o a plenteous

country, and one rich in gold. When Nicuesa heard

of (he settlement at Darien, and that the inhabilaut.'i

had sent for him lo come and govern tbein, he was

as a man suddenly revived from death. All (he spi-

rit and muiiilicencc of the cavalier again awakened

in him. He gave a kind of banquet (bat very day (o

Colmenares and the ambassadors, from Ihe provisions

brought in the ship. He presided at his table with

his former hilarity, and displayed a feat of bis an-

cient «iffice as royal carver, by holding u(» u fowl in

the air and dissecting il with wonderful adroitness.

Well would il have been for Nicuesa, had the sud-

den buoyancy of his feelings carried him no further;

hut adversity had not taught him prudence. In con-

versing with the envoys about the colony of Darien,

he already assnined the (one of governor, and began

to disclose (he kind of policy with which he intended

lo rule. When he beard that great (luanlilies of gohl

lia«l been collected and retained l)y private indi-

viduals, his lire was kindled. He vowed to make

Ihem refund it, and even talked of punishing them

lor trespassing upon the privileg»;s and monopolies of

(he crown. This was Ihe very error that bad unseal-

ed the Bachelor Enciso from his government, and il

was a strong nieasiue for one (o Ihieaten who as yet

was governor but in expectation. The menace was

not lost upon the watchful ambassadors Diego de

Albilez and the Bachelor Corral. Tliey were i>ul still

more on the alert by a conversation which (hey hehl

(hat very evening with Lope de Olano, who was still

detained a prisoner for his desertion, but who found

means to connnune wiih the envoys, audio prejudice

(hem against his unsuspecling commander. " Take

warning, " said he, " by my treatment. I sent relief

(0 Nicuesa and rescued him from death when starv-

ing on a desert island. Behold my recompense. He

repays me with imprisonment and chains. Such is

(he gralilude the people of Darien may look for at his

hands
!"

The subtle Bachelor Corral and his fellow envoy

laid these matters to heart, and took their measures

accordingly. They hurried their departure before

Nicuesa, and selling all sail on their caravel, has-

tened back to Darien. The moment (hey arrived

(hey summoned a meedngof the principal inhabitants.

"A blessed change we have made," said lliey, " in

summoning this Diego de Nicuesa to the command!

We have called in the stork lo lake the rule, who

will not rest satisfied until he has devoured us."

They then related, with the usual exaggeration, the

unguarded threats that had fallen from Nicuesa, and

interior. Tliey found there the ruined fort of Nicuesa, together

with sculls and bonesand crosses erected on heaps of stones, d snial

mementos ofhis followers who bad perished ot bungcr j ihe sight of

which strucksnch horror and dismay into Uie licartf of llic soldiers

that they would have abandoned their enterprise, had not their in-

trepid captain immediately sent away the ships and thus deprived

them of the means of retreating. Herrcra, d. 1 1. 1. i.
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tiMlaneed his treMment of Olano as a proof of a ty-

rannous and ungrateful disposition.

Tlie words of the suhtle Baclielor Corral and his

Associate produced a violent agitation among the

people, especially among those who had amassed

treasures which would have to be refunded. Nicuesa,

too, by a transaction which almost destroys sympathy

in his favour, gave time for their passions to ferment.

On his way to Darien he stopped for several days

among a group of small islands, for tiie purpose of

capturing Indians to be sold as slaves. While com-
mitting these outrages against humanity, he sent

forward Juan de Cayzedo in a boat to announce his

coming. His messenger had a private pique against

him, and played him false. He assured the p'iople

of Darien that all they had been told by their envoys

concerning the tyranny and ingratitude of Nicuesa

was true ;—that he treated his followers with wanton
severity; that he took from them all they won in

battle, saying that the spoils were his rightful pro-

perty ; and that itwas his intention to treat the people

of Darien in the same manner. " What folly is it in

you," added he, " being your own masters, and in

such flree condition, to send for a tyrant to rule over

you !

"

The people of Darien were convinced by this con-

curring testimony, titiil confounded by the over-

whelming evil they had thus invoked upon their

heads. They had deposed Enciso for his severity,

and they had thrown themselves into (he power of

one who threatened to l>e ten times more severe!

Vasco Nunez de BallK)a observed their perplexity and
consternation. He drew them one by one apart, and
conversed with them in private. "You are cast down
in heart," said he, " and so you might well be, were
the evil beyond all cure. But do not despair ; there

is an effectual relief, and you hold it in your hands.

If you have committed an error in inviting Nicuesa

10 Darien, it is easily remedied by not receiving him
when he comes !

" The obviousness and simplicity of

the remedy struck every mind, and it was unani-

mously adopted.

CHAPTER XIII.

-d'-
CATASTBOPHE OP TUB VMPOHTUNiTB Niri'lUA.

[ t3H. ]

; r ''»

While this hostile plot was maturing at Darien,

the unsuspecting Nicuesa pursued hisvoyage leisurely

and serenely, and arrived in safety at the mouth of

the river. On approaching the shore he beheld a

multitude, headed by Vasco Nuflez, waiting, as he
supposed, to receive him with all due honour. He
was alMut to land, when the public procurador, or

attorney, called to him with a loud voice, warning
liim not to disembark, but advising him to return

with all speed to his government at Nombre de Dios.

Nicuesa remained for a moment n if thunder-

struck by 80 unlooked-for a salutation. When he
|

recovered his self-possession he reminded them that

he had come at their own request ; he entreaN,

therefore, that he might be allowed to land and have

an explanation, after which he would be ready to act
|

as they thought pro|)er. His entreaties were vain;

they only provoked insolent replies, and threats of

violence should he venture to put foot on shore.

Niglit coming on, therefore, he was obliged to stand
I

out to sea, but returned the next morning, hoping lo
{

find this capricious people in a different mood.

There did, indeed, appear to be a favourable I

change, for he was now invited to land. It was a

mere stratagem to get him in their power; fur no

sooner did he set foot on shore than the multitude

rushed forward to seize him. Among his many bo-

1

dily endowments, Nicuesa was noted for swiftnessofl

foot. He now trusted to it for safety, and, throwing I

off the dignity of governor, fled for his life alongtliel

shore, pursued by the rabble. He soon di8tanc«liiis|

pursuers, and took refuge in the woods.

Yasco Nuilez de Balboa, who was himself a nun I

of birth, seeing this high-bred cavalier reduced itl

such extremity, and at the mercy of a violent rabble, I

repented of what he had done. He had not anlid-f

pated such popular fury, and endeavoured, thoudil

too late, to allay the tempest he had raised. Iltl

succeeded in preventing the people from piirsiiii^l

Nicuesa into the forest, and then endeavoured lol

mollify the vindictive ra;,'e of his fellow alcalde, Za-F

mudio, whose hostility was quickened by the drenil

of losing his oflicc, should the new governor IkI

received ; and who was supported in his boisterDml

conduct by the natural love of the multitude for vliall

are called "strong measures." Nicuesa now heldJ
parley with the populace through the mediation oti

Vasco Nufiez. He begged that, if they would noil

acknowledge him as governor, they would at l«il|

admit him as a companion. This they refused, saff

ing, that if they admitted him in one capacity, hel

would end by attaining to the other. He then in-l

plored that, if he could be admitted on no olliq

terms, they would treat him as a prisoner, and
|

him in irons, for he would rather die among ili«

than return to Nombre de Dios, to perish of famin

or by the arrows of the Indians.

It was in vain that Vasco NuHcz exerted liis ei»

«yience to obtain some grace for this unhappy can

lik-r. His voice was drowned by the vociferations

d

the multitude. Among these was a noisy swaggi

ing fellow named Francisco Benitez, a great talldl

and jester, who took a vulgar triumph in the dbi

tresses of the cavalier, and answered every plea in li

l)ehalf with scoffs and jeers. He was an adiierentij

the alcalde Zamudio, and under his patronage I

emlwldened lo bluster. His voice was ever up

most in the general clamour, until, to the exposlol^

tions ofVasco NuHez, he replied by merely bawiin

with great vociferation, "No, no, no!—we willr

leiice it wa
inded ther
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mpanied tl
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iWy would
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ceive uo »ucli a fellow among us as Nicuesa !" The
patience of Vasco Nunez was exhausted ; he availed

liimseir of his aulhorily as alcalde, and suddenly,

lieforc his fellow nnagislrate could interfere, ordered

ihe brawling: ruffian to be rewarded with a hundreil

lashes, which were taled out roundly to him upon

the shoulders.

Seeing that the fury of the populace was not to be

I
pacified, he sent word lo Nicuesa to retire to his hri-

^'antine, and not lo venture un shore until advised by

him to do so. The counsel was fruitless. Nicuesa,

above deceit himself, suspected it not in others. He
retired to his briganlines, it is true, but suffered him-

self to be inveigled on shore by a deputation profess-

ing to come on the part of the public, with offers to

I reinstate him as governor. He had scarcely landed

|\rhen he was set upon by an armed band, headed by

I tbe base-minded Zamudio, who seized him and com-

Ipelled him, by menaces of deatii, to swear that he

Iwould immediately depart, and make no delay in any

[place, until he had presented himself before the king

land council in Castile.

It was in vain that Nicuesa reminded them that he

Iwas governor of that territory and representative of

|llie king, and that they were guilty of treason in thus

upposinghim; it was in vain that he appealed to

llieir humanity, or protested before God against

iheir cruelty and persecution. The people were in

liiat state of tumult when they are apt to add cruelly

lo injustice. Not content with expelling the dis-

rarded governor from their shores, they allotted him
llie worst vessel in the harbour ; an old crazy bri-

pantine totally unfit to encounter the perils and labours

pf the sea.

Seventeen followers embarked with him; some
eing of his household and attached to his person

;

llie rest were volunteers, who accompanied him out

If respect and sympathy. The frail bark set sail on
llie first of March, 4511, and steered across the Ca-
|ibbeansea for the island of Hispaniola, but was never

en or heard of more

!

Various attempts have been made to penetrate the

hystery that covers the fate of the brigantine and its

pew. A rumour prevailed some years afterwards,

lial several Spaniards, wandering along Ihe shore of

tuba, found the following inscription carved on a

h;-
Aqul reneci6 el desdicliado Mcuesa. >

leuce it was inferred that he and his followers had
Inded there, and been massacred by the Indians.

188 Casas, however, discredits this story. He ac-

Pinpanied the first Spanianis who look possession of

luba, and heard nothing of the fact, as he most pro-

»b!y would have done had it really occurred. He
Wines, rather, that the crazy bark was swallowed

Vby the storms and currents of Ihe Caribbean sea,

\ that the crew perished with hunger and thirst,

kving l)een but scantily supplied with provisions. The

' LafiCanas. Illst. Ind.. I. ii. c. tiH.

' llrrc perished Ihe iin'ortiinjto Niciiwa.

good old bishop adds, with the superstitiuQs (teikig

prevalent in that age, that a short lime before Nicuesa

sailed from Spain on his expedition, an astrologer

warned him not lo departon the dayhe had appointed,

or under a certain sign ; the cavalier replied, how-
ever, that he had less confidence in llie stars than

in God who made them. " I recollect, moreover,"

adds Las Casas, " that about this time a comet was
seen over this island of Hispaniola, wliich, if I do

not forget, was in the shaiie of a sword ; and it was
said that a monk warned several of those about to

embark with Nicuesa, lo avoid that captain, for the

heavens foretold he was destined to be lust. Tlie

same, however," he concludes, " might be said of

Alonso de Ojeda, w'to sailed at the same time, yet

returned loSan Domingo and died in his bed."

VASCO NUKEZ de BALBOA,

OliCUVEBEH or TBK PACIFIC OCBiN.

CHAPTER I.

rACTIONS AT DAKIKN. VASCU NUXKZ KLKVATEU TO THK

COMMAND.
,

.,

[ <5II. ]
{

We have traced the disastrous fortunes of Aloiisu

de Ojeda and Diego de Nicuesa ;—we have now lu

record the story ofYascoNuilez de Balboa,an adven-

turer equally daring, far more renowned, and not

less unfortunate, who in a manner rose upon tlieir

ruins.

When the bark disappeared from view which Imre

the ill-starred Nicuesa from the shores of Darien, the

community relapsed into factions, as to who should

have the rule. The Bachelor Enciso insisted upon

his claims as paramount, but he met with a powerful

opponent in Yasco Nuilez, who had become a great

favourite with the people, from his frank and fearless

character, and his winning affability. In fact, he

was peculiarly calculated lo manage the fiery and

factious, yet generous and susceptible, nature of his

countrymen; fur the Spaniards, though proud and

resentful, and impatient of indignity or restraint, are

easily dazzled by valour, and won by courtesy and

kindness. Yasco Nuflez had the external requisites

also lo captivate the inullilude. He was now about

thirly-five years of age ; tail, well formed, and vi-

gorous, with reddish hair, and an open prepos-

sessing countenance. His office of alcalde, while it

clothed liim with influence and importance, tempereil

those irregular and dissolute habits he might have

indulged while a mere soldier of fortune; and his

superior talent soon gave him a complete ascendancy

over his official colleague Zamudio. He was Uius

' Lai* Casitt, nUiip.i f. OS.

t .
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enabled to set 0:1 foot a vigorous opposition to Enciso.

Still he proceeded according to the forms of law, and

summoned the Bachelor to trial, on the charge of

usurping the powers of Alcalde Mayor, on the mere

iippoinlment of Alonso de Ojeda, wliose jurisdiction

did not extend to this province.

Enciso was an able lawyer, and pleaded his cause

skilfully ; but his claims were, in fact, fallacious,

and, had they not been so, he had to deal with men
who cared little for law, who had l)een irritated by

his legal exactions, and who were disposed tn be go-

verned by a man of the sword rather tlian ofthe robe.

He was readily found guilty, therefore, and thrown

into prison, and all his properly was confiscated.

This was a violent verdict, and rashly executed ; but

justice seemed to grow fierce and wild when trans-

planted to the wilderness of the New World. Still

there is no place where wrong can be committed

with impunity ; the oppression of the Bachelor En-

ciso, though exercised under the forms of law, and in

a region remote from the pale of civilized life, re-

dounded to the eventful injury of Vasco Nuficz, and

contributed to blast the fruits of that ambition it was

intended to promote.

The fortunes of the enterprising Bachelor had in-

deed run strangely counter to tlie prospects with

which he had embarked at San Domingo ; he had be-

come a culprit at the bar instead of a judge upon the

bench ; anil now was left to ruminate in a prison on

the failure of his late attempt at general command.

His friends, however, interceded warmly in his be-

half, and at length obtained bis release from confine-

ment, and permission for him to return to Spain.

Vasco Nuftez foresaw that the lawyer would be apt

to plead his cause more effectually at the court of Cas-

tile than he had done before the partial and prejudic-

ed tribunal of Darien. He prevailed upon his fellow

iilcalde Zamudio, therefore, who was implicated with

him in the late transactions, to return to Spain in the

same vessel with the Bachelor, so as to lie on the spot

JO answer his charges, and to give a favourable re-

port of the case. He was also instructed to set forth

the services of Vasco Nufiez, both in guiding the co-

lonists to this place, and in managing the affairs of

the settlement; and to dwell with emphasis on the

.symptoms of great riches in the surrounding country.

I'iie Bachelor and the Alcalde embarked in a small

raravel ; and, as it was to touch at Hispaniola, Vasco

Nuftez sent his confidential friend, the Regidor Val-

divia, to that island to obtain provisions and recruits.

He secretly put into his hands a round sum of gold

iis a present to Miguel de Pasamonte, the royal trea-

surer of Hispaniola, whom he knew to have great

credit with the king, and to be invested with exten-

sive [lowers, craving at the same time his protection

in the New World and his influence at court.

Having taken these shrewd precautions, Vasco

Nuilez saw the caravel depart without dismay, though

bearing to Spain his most dangerous enemy; he

consoled himself, moreover, with the reflection that

it likewise bore off his fellow alcalde Zamodio, and

thus left him in sole command of tlie colony.

CHAPTER II.

EXFEDITIOX TO GOVRA. VASCO JiVMZ nECEIVES TBE DAtGna
or A CACIQUE AS HOSTAGE.

Vasco Nufiez now exerted himself tn prove his

capacity for the government to which he had aspired;

and as he knew that no proof was more convincingio

King Ferdinand than ample remittances, and that

gold covered all sins in the New World, his first ob-

ject was to discover those parts of the country which

most aboundeil in the precious metals. Hearing ex-

aggerated reports of the riches of a province alwut

thirty leagues distant, called Coyl)a, he sent Fran-

cisco Pizarro with six men to explore it.

The caci(pie Zemaco, the native lord of Darien,

who cherished a bitter hostility against the European

intruders, and hovered with his warriors about the

settlement, received notice of this detachment from

his spies, and planted himself in ambush to waylay

and destroy it. The Spaniards had scarcely proceeded

three leagues along the course of the river, when a

host of savages burst upon them from the surrounding

thickets, uttering frightfid yells, and discliari^in;

showers of stones and arrows. Pizarro and his men,

though sorely bruised and wounded, rushed into the

thickest of the foe, slew many, wounded more, anil

put the rest to flight ; but, fearing another assauli,

they made a precipitate retreat, leaving one of their

companions, Francisco Hernan, disabled on the Held.

They arrived at the settlement crippled and blcedinj;

but when Vasco Nuilez heard the particulars of the

action, his anger was roused against Pizarro, and lie

ordered him, though wounded, to return immediately

and recover the disabled man. " Let it not he said,

for shame," said he, "that Spaniards fled liefore

savages, and left a comrade in their hands !" Pizaml

felt the rebuke, returned to the scene of conihat, and]

brought off Francisco Hernan in safety.

Nothing having been heard of Nicuesa since hisde-l

parlure, Vasco NuHez despatched twobriganlinesrorl

those followers of that unfortunate adventurer vbol

had remained at Nombre de Dios. They wereover-l

joyed at being rescued from their forlorn $ilualioii,|

and conveyed to a settlement where there was somel

prospect of comfortable subsistence. The brigantines,[

in coasting the shores of the Isthmus, picked up two!

Spaniards, clad in painted skins, and looking as n'ild|

as the native Indians. These men, to escape somel

punishment, had fled from the ship of Nicuesa aboutl

a year and a half before, and had taken refuge wilbl

Careta, the cacique of Coyba. The savage chieflaial

had treated them with hospitable kindness; their lintl

retiu-n for which, now tliat they found llienuelml

safe among their countrymen, was to advise the lalT
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ing their suggestion listened to, one of them pro-

reeded to Darien, to serve as a guide to any expedi-

tion that might be set on foot ; the other returned to

the cacique, to assist in betraying him.

Vasco Nurtez was elated by the intelligence re-

ceivetl through these vagabonds of the wilderness,

lie chose a hundred and thirty well armed and reso-

lute men, and set off for Coyba. The cacique re-

ceived Ihe Spaniards in his mansion with the accus-

tomed hospitality of a savage, setting before them

meat and drink, and whatever his house afforded

;

but when Vasco Nuilez asked for a large supply of

provisions for the colony, he declared that he bad

none to spare, his people having been prevented from

cultivating the soil by a war which he was waging

with the neighbouring cacique of Ponca.' The Spa-

nish outcast, who had remained to betray his bene-

factor, now took Vasco NuDez aside, and assured him

that the cacique had an abundant hoard of provisions

in secret; he advised him, however, to seem to be-

lieve his words, and to make a pretended departure

for Darien with his troops, but to return in the night

and take the village by sin-prise. Vasco Nunez

adopted the advice of the traitor. lie look a cordial

leave of Carela, and set off for the settlement. In

the dead of the night, however, when the savages

nere buried in deep sleep, Vasco Nin^iez led his men

into the midst of Ihe village, and, before Ihe in-

habitants could rouse themselves lo resistance, made

captives of Careta, his wives and children, and many

of his people. He discovered also the hoard of

provisions, with which he loaded two brigantines,

and returned with his booty and his captives to Da-

rien.

When the unfortunate cacique beheld his family

in chains, and in the hands of strangers, his heart

was wrung with despair; ''What have I done to

thee," s<ii(l he to Vasco Nuftez, " that thou shouldsl

treat mc thus cruelly ? none of thy people ever came

lo my land that were not fed, and sheltered, and

treated with loving-kindness. When thou earnest to

my dwelling, did I meet thee with a javelin in my
hand ? Did I not set meat and drink before thee, and

welcome thee as a brother ? Set nie free, therefore,

with my family and people, and we will remain thy

friends. We will supply thee with provisions, and

reveal to thee the riches of the land. Dost thou doubt

my faith? Heboid, my daughter, I give her to thee

as a pledge of friendship. Take her for thy wife,

and l)e assured of the fidelity of her family and her

people
!"

Vasco Nunez felt the force of these words, and

knew the importance of forming a strong alliance

iimong the natives. The captive maid, also, as she

titood trembling and dejected before him, found great

favour ill his eyes, for she was young and beautiful.

Ilegranled, therefore, the prayer of Ihe cacique, and

accepted his daughter, engaging, moreover, lo aid

Ihe father against his enemies, on condition of his

furnishing provisions to the colony.

Careta remained three days at Darien, during

which lime he was treated with the utmost kindness.

Vasco Nunez took him on board of his ships, and

showed him every part of them. He displayed before

him also Ihe war horses, with their armour and rich

caparisons, and astonished him with Ihe thunder of

artillery. Lest he should be too much daunted by
these warlike spectacles, he caused the musicians to

perforin a harmonious concert on Iheir instruments,

at which the cacique was lost in admiration. Thus
having impressed him with a wonderful idea of the

power and endowments of bis new allies, he loaded

liim with presents, and permitted him to depart.'

Careta returned joyfully to his territories, and his

dau;;hter remained with Vasco Nufiez, willingly for

his sake giving up her family and native home. They
were never married, but she considered herself his

wife, as she really was, according to the usages of

her own country; and he treated her with fondness,

allowing her gradually to acquire great influence

over him. To his affection for this damsel, his ulti-

mate ruin is in some measure to be ascribed.

CHAPTER III.

VASCO KU.1EZ UEABS OP A SEA UEYOND TUE MOUNTAINS.

Vasco Nuftez kept his word with the father of his

Indian beauty. I'aking with him eighty men, and

his companion in arms Rodrigo Enriquez de Colme-

nares, he repaired by sea to Coyba the province of

Ihe cacique. Here landing he invaded the territo-

ries of Ponca, the great adversary of Careta, and

obliged him to take refuge in the mountains. He
then ravaged his lands, and sacked his villages, in

wliich he found considerable booty. Returning to

Coyba where he was joyfully entertained by Careta,

he next made a friendly visit to Ihe adjacent province

of Comagre, which was under the sway of a cacique,

of the same name, who had 3000 fighting men at his

command.

This province was situated at the foot of a lofty

mountain in a beautiful plain, twelve leagues in extent.

On the approach of Vasco Nunez, the cacique came

forth lo meet him attended by seven sons, all fine

young men, the offspring of his various wives. He
was followed by his principal chiefs and warriors, and

by a multitude of his people. The Spaniards were

conducted with great ceremony to the village, where

quarters were assigned them, and they were furnished

with abundance of provisions, and men and women
were appointed to attend upon them.

The dwelling of the cacique surpassed any they had

yet seen for magnitude, and for the skill and solidity

of Ihe architecture. It was one hundred and fifty

• r. Martj'i', (lecad. ", c. fl.
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(laces in lengtli, and eighty in brpadlh, founded upon

great logs, surrounded willi a stone wall ; while the

upper part was of wood work, curiously interwoven,

and wrought with such beauty as to (ill the Spaniards

with surprise and admiration. It contained many

commodious apartments. There were store rooms

also; one iilled with bread, with venison, and other

provisions ; another with various spirituous beverages,

which the Indians made from maize, from a species

of the palm, and from roots of different kinds. There

was also a great hall in a retired and secret part of

tiie building, wherein Comagre preserved the iHxIies

of his ancestors and relatives. These had been drie<l

by the fire, so as to free them from corruption, and

afterwards wrapped in mantles of cotton, richly

wrought and interwoven with pearls and jewels of

gold, and with certain stones held precious by liie

natives. They were then hung about the hall with

cords of cotton, and regarded with great reverence, if

not a species of religious devotion.

Among the sons of the cacique, the eldest was of a

lofty and generous spirit, and distinguished ai)ove the

rest by his superior intelligence and sagacity. Per-

ceiving, says old Peter Martyr, that the Spaniards

were a '' wandering kind of men, living only by shifts

and spoil," he sought to gain favour for himself and

family by gratifying their avarice. He gave Vasco

Nunez and Colnienares, therefore, 4000 ounces of

gold, wrought into various ornaments, together with

sixty slaves, being captives that he had taken in the

wars. Vasco Nufiez ordered one lifth of the gold to

be weighed out and set apart for the crown, and the

rest to be shared among his followers.

The division of the gold took place in the porch of

the dwelling ofComagre, in the presence ofthe youth-

ful cacique who had made the gift. As the Spaniards

were weighing it out, a violent quarrel arose among

them as to the size and value of the pieces which fell

to their respective shares. The high-minded savage

Avas disgusted at this sordid brawl among Iwiiigs

whom he had regarded with such reverence. In the

iirst impulse of his disdain he struck the scales with

his fist, and scattered the glittering gold about the

porch. Before the strangers could recover from their

astonishment at this sudden act, he thus addressed

them, " Why should you quarrel for such a trille ?

Ifthisgoldis indeed so precious in your eyes, that

for it alone you abandon your homes, invade the

peaceful land ofothers, and expose yourselves to such

sufferings and perils, I will tell you of a region where

you may gratify your wishes to the utmost. Behold

those lofly mountains," continued he, pointing to the

south; "beyond these lies a mighty sea, which may
be discerned from their summit. It is navigated by

[leople who have vessels almost as large as yours, and

i'ltrnished, like them, with sails and oars. All the

streams which flow down (he southern side of those

mountains into that sea abound in gold ; and the kings

who reign upon its borders eat and drink out ofgolden

vessels, (jold, in fact, is as plcnlirul and common

among those people of the south as iron is among you

Spaniards."

Struck with this intelligence, Vasco Nufkez inquir-

ed eagerly as to (he moans of penetrating to this sea

and to the opulent regions on its shores. "The

task," replied the prince, " is difficult and dangerous.

You must pass through the territories of many power-

ful caciques, who will oppose you with hosts of war-

riors. Some parts of the mountains are infested by

flerceand cruel canniltals, a wandering lawless race:

but, above all, you will have to encounter (he great

cacique Tiibanama, whose territories are at the diii-

(ance ofsix days' journey, and more ricli in gold than

any other province ; (his cacique will be sure to come

forth against you with a mighty force. To accomplish

your enterprise, therefore, will require at least a thou-

sand men armed like those who follow you."

The youthful cacique gave him further information

on the subject, collected from various captives whom

he had taken in battle, and from one of his own na-

tion, who had been for a long time in captivity to

I'ubanama, the powerful cacique of the golden realm.

The prince, moreover, offered to prove the sincerity

of his words by accompanying Vasco Nuftez, in any

expedition to those parts, at the head of his father's

warriors.

Such was the first intimation received by Vasco

Nunez of the Pacific Ocean and its golden realms,

and it had an immediate effect upon his whole cha-

racter and conduct. This hitherto wandering and

desperate man had now an enterprise opened to his

ambition, which, if accomplished, would elevate him

to fame and fortune, and entitle him to rank amon;;

the great captains and discoverers ofthe earth. Hence-

forth the discovery of the sea l)eyondlhe mountains

was the great object of his thoughts, and his whole

spirit seemed roused and ennobled by the idea.

lie hastened his return to Darien, to make the

necessary preparations for this splendid enterprise.

Before departing from the province of Comagre lie

baptized that cacique by the name of Don Carlos,

and performed the same ceremony upon his sons and

several of his subjects;—thus singularly did avarice

and religion go hand in hand in the conduct of the

Spanish discoverers.

Scarcely had Vasco Nufiez returned to Darien

when the Regidor Valdivia arrived there from His-

paniola, but with no more provisions than could Ik

brought in his small caravel. These were soon con-

sumed, and the general scarcity continued. It was

heightened also by a violent tempest of tliiiii(ier,

lightning, and rain, which brought such torrents from

the mountains that the river swelled and overflowed

its hanks, laying waste all the adjacent fields that

had been cultivated. In this extremity Vasco iNnfiez

despatched Valdivia a second time to Hispanioia for

provisions. Animated also by the loftier views ofiiis

present ambition, he wrote to Don Diego Colunihns,

who governed at San Domingo, informing him of the

intelligence he had received of a great sea aiidupu-
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Don Diego Columlnis,

0, informing him of llie

,f a great sea and opu-

lent realms beyond the mountains, and entreating

him to use his influence with the king that one thou-

sand men might he immediately furnished him for

the prosecution of so grand a discovery, lie senl

lihn also the amount of fifteen thousand crowns in

<To!d, to be remitted to the king as the royal Hflllis of

what had already been collected under his jurisdic-

lion. Many of his followers, likewise, forwarded

sums of gold lo be remitted to their creditors in

Spain. In the mean time, Vasco Nuftez prayed the

Admiral to yield him prompt succour to enable him

to keep his footing in tlie land, representing the difli-

rulty lie had in mainlaining,with a mere handful of

men, so vast a country in a stale ofsubjeclion.

CHAPTER IV.

IXriDITlOX or vasco NUNEZ IM quest or toe OOLOEIt

TEMPLE or DOBAYB*.

[ 1512. ]

While Vasco Nunez awaited the result of this

mission of Valdivta, his active disposition prompted

liim to undertake foraging excursions into the sur-

rounding country.

Among various rumours of golden realms in the

interior of this unknown land, was one concerning a

province called Dobayba, situated about forty leagues

distant, on the banks of a great river which emptied

itself, by several mouths, into a corner of the Gulf of

Uraba.

This province derived its name, according to Indian

tradition, from a mighty female of the olden lime,

the mother of the god who created the sun and moon

and all good things. She had power over the elements,

sending thunder and lightning to lay waste the lands

of those who displeased her, hut showering down
fertility and abundance upon the possessions of her

faithful worshippers. Others described her as liav-

ing been an Indian princess, who once reigned

amongst the mountains of Dobayba, and was renown-

ed throughout the land for her supernatural power

and wisdom. After her death, divine honours were

paid her, and a great temple was erected for Iier

worship. Hither Ihe natives repaired from far and

I

near, on a kind of pilgrimage, bearing offerings of

tlieir most valuable effects. The caciques who ruled

over distant territories also sent golden tributes, at

certain times of the year, to be deposited in this

temple, and slaves to be sacrificed al its shrine. At

onetime, it was added, this worship fell into disuse,

the pilgrimages were discontinued, and the caciques

I
neglected to sent their tributes; whereupon the deity,

I
as a punishment, inflicted a drought upon the country.

I
The springs and fountains failed, Ihe rivers were

Idried up; the inhabilanls of the moiinlains were

[obliged to descend into the plains, where they digged

lpil.<i and wells, hut these likewise failing, a great part

of the nations perished with thirst. The remainder

hastened lo propitiate the deity by tributes and sa-

crifices, and thus succeeded in averting her displea-

sure. In consequence of offerings of the kind, made
fur generations from all parts of Ihe country, the

temple was said to be filled with treasure, and its

walls to l)e covered with golden gifts. In addition

to the tale of this temple, the Indians gave marvellous

accounts of the general wealth of this province, de-

claring that it al)ounded whh mines of gold, the veins

of which reached from the dwelling of the cacique to

the Iwrders of his dt)minions.

To penetrate lo this territory, and above all lo

secure the treasures of the golden temple, was an

enterprise suited lo the adventurous spirit of the Spa-

niards. Vasco Nuftez chose one liundretl and seventy

of his hardiest men fur the purpose. Embarking

them in two brigantines and a number of canoes, he

set sail from Darien, and, after standing alNiut nine

leagues to Ihe east, came to the mouth of the Rio

Grande deSan Juan, or the Great Uiver of St. John,

also called the Atrato, which is since ascertained to

be one of the branches of the river Darien. Here he

detached Kodrigo Enriquez de Colmenares with one

third of his forces to explore the stream, while he

himself proceeded with the residue to another branch

of the river, which he was told flowed from the pro-

vince of Dobayba, and which he ascended, flushed

with sanguine expectations.'

His old enemy Zemaco, the cacique of Darien,

however, had discovered the object of his expedition,

and had taken measures lo disappoint it : repairing

to the province of Dobayba, he had prevailed upon

its caci(|ue to retire at the approach of the Spaniards,

leaving his country deserted.

Vasco Nuftez found a village situated in a marshy

neighbourhood, on the banks of the river, and mis-

look it for the residence of the cacique : it was silent

and abandoned. There was not an Indian lo be met

with from whom he could obtain any information

about the country, or who could guide him lo the

golden temple. He was disappointed, also, in his

hopes of obtaining a supply of provisions, but he

found weapons of various kinds hanging in the de-

serted houses, and gathered jewels and pieces of gold

to Ihe value of seven thousand caslellanos. Dis-

couraged by the savage look of Ihe surrounding wil-

p. Martyr, dec. 5. c. 6. Idem, dec. 7, c. 10.

> In rccoi-ding this expedition, tlic autlior lias followed the old

SpanlNh nairatives, written wlicn llie face of llie country was Lul

little known, and lie was much perplexed to reconcile Uic .tc-

counls given of numerous streams with Uie rivers laid down on

modern maps. By a clear and judicious explanation, given in the

recent work of Dun Manuel Josef Quintana, it apftears that llio

dilTcrcnt sU-eams explored by Vasco Nunez and Colmenares w ere

all branches of one grand river, which, descending from the

mountains of the interior, winds almut in crystal streams among

Ihe plains and morasses bordering the bollom of the great gull of

Darien, and discharges itself by various mouths into the gulf. In

fact, Ihe stream which ran by Ihe infant city of Sania Maria dc la

Antigua was hut one of its branches, a fact entirely unknown to

Vasco Nunex and Irs companions.
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clerness, which was perplexed by deep morasses, and

having no guides to aid liiin in exploring it, he pnt

all the biioiy he liad collected into two large canoes,

and made his way back to the Gulf of Uraba. Here

he was assailed by a violent tempest which nearly

wrecked his two hrignnlines, and obliged him to

throw a great part of ilieir cargoes overl)oard. The

two canoes containing the booty were swallowed up

by the raging sea, and all their crews perished.

Thus haflled and tempest-tost, Vasco Nufiez at

length succeeded in getting into what was termed

the Grand River, which he ascended, and rejoined

Colmenares and his detachment. They now ex-

tended their excursions up a stream which emptied

itself into the Grand River, and which, from the

dark hue of its waters, they called Rio Negro, or the

black river. They also explored certain other tribu-

tary streams, branohing from it, though not without

occasional skirmishes with the natives.

Ascending one of these minor rivers with a part of

liis men, Vasco Nuftez came to the territories of a

cacique named Abibeyha, who reigned over a region

nf marshes and shallow lakes. The habitations of the

natives were built amidst the branches of immense

and lofty trees. They were large enough to contain

whole family connexicms, and were constructed partly

of wood, partly of a kind of wicker-work, combining

strength and pliability, and yielding uninjured to the

motion of the brandies when agitated by the wind.

The inhabitants ascended to them with great agility,

hy light ladders, formed of great reeds split through

the middle, for the reeds on this coast grow to the

thickness of a man's body. These ladders they drew

up after them at night, or in case of attack. These

habitations were well stocked with provisions ; hut

the fermenled beverages, of which these people had

always a supply, were buried in vessels in the earth,

at the foot of the tree, lest they should be rendered

turbid hy the rocking of the houses. Close by, also,

were the canoes with wliich they navigated the rivers

and ponds of their marshy country, and followed

their main occupation of fishing.

On the approach of the Spaniards, the Indians

took refuge in their tree-built castles, and drew up

the ladders. The former called upon them to de-

scend and to fear nothing. Upon this the cacique

replied, entreating that he might not be molested,

seeing he had done them no injury. They threat-

ened, unless he came down, to fell the trees, or to

set fire to them and burn him and his wives and

children. The cacique was disposed to consent, but

was prevented by the entreaties of his people. Upon
this the Spaniards prepared to hew down the trees,

but were assailed by showers of stones. They co-

vered themselves, however, with their bucklers, as-

sailed the trees vigorously with their hatchets, and

soon compelled the inhabitants to capitulate. The

cacique descended with his wife and two of his

children. The first demand of the Spaniards was

for gold. lie assured them he had none ; for, having

no need of it, he had never made it an object of his

search. Being importuned, however, he assurnl

them that if he were permitted to repair to certain

mountains at a distance, he would in a few days re-

turn, and bring them what they dtsired. They

permitted him to depart, retaining his wife and cliii-

dren as hostages, but they saw no more of the cacique.

After remaining here a lew days, and regaling on

the provisions which they found in abundance, they

continued their foraging expeditions, often oppMsed

by the hold and warlike natives, and suffering occi-

sional loss, but inflicting great havoc on their op-

posers.

Having thus overrun a considerable extent of

country, and no grand object presenting to lure him

on to further enterprise, Vasco Nufiez at length rp.

turned to Darien with the spoils and captives he hail

taken, leaving Dartolome Hurlado with thirty moi

in an Indian village on the Rio Negro, or Illaok

River, to hold the coimtry in subjection. Thus ter-

minated the first expedition in quest of the golden

temple of Dobayha, which, fur some time, continued

to be a favourite object of enterprise among the ad-

venturers of Darien.

CHAPTER V.

DISASTKR ON TDE BLACK BIVEB. IKDIAN PLOT AGAINST DlllEl,

Bartolome Ilurtado, being left to his own dis-

cretion on the banks of the Black River, occupied

himself occasionally in hunting the scattered natives

who straggled about the surrounding forests. Hav-

ing in this way picked up twenty-four cnplive$, lie

put them on hoard of a large canoe, like so much live

stork, to be transported to Darien and sold as slave!;.

Twenty of his followers, who were infirm either

from wounds or the diseases of the climate, embark-

ed also in the canoe, so that only ten men remained

with Hurtado.

Tiie great canoe, thus heavily freighted, descended

the Black River slowly, between hanks overhung

with forests. Zemaco, the indefatigable cacique of

Darien, was on the watch, and waylaid the ark will)

four canoes filled with warriors, armed with war

clubs and lances hardened in the fire. The S|)aniard.i,

being sick, could make but feeble resistance; some

were massacred, others leaped into the river and

were drowned. Two only escaped, by clinging In

two trunks of trees that were floating down the river,
|

and covering themselves with the branches. Reacli-

ing the shore in safely, they returned to Bartolonie I

Hurtado with the tragical tidings of the death of his

followers. Hurtado was so disheartened by the news,

and so dismayed at his own helpless situation, inlliej

midst of a hostile country, that he resolved to aban-

don the fatal shores of the Black River, and return lo I

Darien. He was quickened in this resolution byre-l

ceiving intimation of a conspiracy forming ainoiifr the I
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nitives. Ttie implacable Zemaco had drawn four

ottier caciques into a secret plan to assemble their

vassals and make a sudden attack upon Darien : llur-

tado hastened with the remnant of his followers lo

carry tidings to the settlement of this conspiracy.

Many of the inhabitants were alarmed at his intelli-

gence ; others treated it as a false rimiour of the In-

dians, and no preparations were made against what

might be a mere imaginary danger.

Fortunately for the Spaniards, among the female

captives owned by Yasco N unez was an Indian dam-

sel named Fulvia; to whom, in consequence of her

beauty, he had shown great favour, and who had

I

become strongly attached to him. She had a brother

among the warriors of Zemaco, who often visited her

in secret. In one of his visits, he informed her that

on a certain night the settlement would be attacked

and every Spaniard destroyed. He charged her, there-

fore, to hide herself that night in a certain place

until he should come to her aid, lest she should l)c

1 slain in the confusion of the massacre.

When her brother was gone, a violent struggle

took place in the bosom of the Indian girl, between

ber feeling for her family and her people, and her

affection for Yasco Nuitez. The latter at length

prevailed, and she revealed all that had been told to

her. The Spaniard prevailed upon her to send for

her brother under pretence of aiding her to escape.

Having him in his power, he extorted from him all

that he knew of the designs of the enemy. His con-

fessions showed what inuninent danger had been

lurking round Yasco NuHez in his most unsuspecting

moments. The prisoner informed him that he had

been one of forty Indians sent some time before by

[the cacique Zemaco to Yasco Nuiiez, in seeming

friendship, to be employed by him in cultivating the

jfields adjacent lo the settlement. They had secret

rders, however, to take an opportunity, when the

iniard should come forth to inspect their work, to

t upon him in an unguarded moment, and destroy

im. Fortunately, Yasco Nunez always visited the

ields mounted on his war horse, and armed with

ice and target. The Indians were, therefore, so

iwed by his martial appearance, and by the terrible

limal he bestrode, that they dared not attack him.

Foiled in this and other attempts of the kind, Ze-

ico resorted to the conspiracy with which the

Itlement was now menaced. Five caciques had

ined in the confederacy : they had prepared a hun-

red canoes ; amassed provisions for an army ; and

icerted to assemble five thousand picked warriors

It a certain time and place ; with these they were to

ike an attack on the settlement by land and water

tlie middle of the night, and to slaughter every

niard.

Having learnt where the confederate chiefs were to

found, and where they had deposited their pro-

ns, Yasco Nufkez chose seventy of his best men
ell armed, and made a circuit by land, while Col-

!nares, with sixty men. sallied forth secretly in four

canoes, guided by the Indian prisoner. In this way
they surprised the general of the Indian army and
several of the principal confederates, and got posses-

sion of all their provisions, though lliey failed to cap-

ture the formidable Zemaco. The Indian general was
shot to death with arrows, and the leaders of the

conspiracy were hanged in presence of their captive

followers. The defeat of this deep-laid plan, and the

punishment of its devisers, spread terror throughout

the neighbouring provinces, and prevented any fur-

ther attempt at hostilities. Yasco Nuftez, however,

caused a strong fortress of wood to be immediately

erected, to guard against any future assaults of the

savages.

CHAPTER VI. >

PUHTBEB PACTIONS lil THE COLONT. AnBOGlNCR OP ALONSO

PEBEZ AND THE BACOBLOB CORBAL.

A CONSIDERABLE time had now elapsed since the

departiu-e of Yaldivia for Ilispaniola, yet no tidings

had been received from him. Many began to fear

tliat some disaster had befallen him ; while others in-

sinuated that it was possible both he and Zamudio
might have neglected the objects of their mission,

and, having appropriated to their own use the gold

with which they had been entrusted, abandoned the

colony to its fate.

Yasco NuAez himself was harassed by these sur-

mises ; and by the dread lest the Bachelor Enciso

should succeed in prejudicing the mind of his

sovereign against him. Impatient of this state of

anxious sus|>ense, he determined to repair to Spain,

to communicate in person all that he had heard con-

cerning the Sonthern Sea, and to ask for the troops

necessary for its discovery.

Every one, b'^wever, both friend and foe, exclaim-

ed against sv ' a measure, representing bis presence

as indispensau. c the safety of the colony, from his

great talents as a commander, and the fear enter-

tained of him by the Indians.

After much debate and contention, it was at length

agreed that Juan de Cayzedo and Rodrigo Enriquez

de Colmenares should go in his place, instructed to

make all necessary representations to the king. Let-

ters were written also, containing the most extrava-

gant accounts of the riches of the country, partly

dictated by the sanguine hopes of the writers, and

partly by the fables of the natives. The rumoured

wealth of the province of Dobayba, and the treasures

of its golden temple were not forgotten; and an In-

dian was taken to Spain by the commissioners, a

native of the province of Zenu, where gold was said

to be gathered in nets stretched across the mountain

streams. To give more weight to all these stories,

every one contributed some portion of gold from his

private hoard, lo be presented to the king in addition

to the amount arising from his fifths.
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But little time had cinpsed after the departure of

llie commissioner)!, when new dlsHensions broke out

in the colony. It was hardly to be expected that a

fortuitous assemblage of adventurers could remain

long tran<|uil during a time of sulTering, under rulers

of questionable authority. Yasco Nuftez, it is true,

had risen by his courage and abilities; but he had

risen from among their ranks ; he was in a manner
nf llieir own creation; and they had not become suf-

ficiently accustomed to him as a governor, lo forget

tliat he was recently but a mere soldier of fortune,

and an absconding debtor.

Tlieir factious discontent, however, was directed

at flrst against a favoiuite of Yasco Nuflez, rather

than against himself, lie had invested Bartolome

Hurtado, the commander of the Black River, with

considerable authority in the colony, and the latter

gave great offence by his oppressive conduct. Hur-

tado had particularly aggrieved by his arrogance one

Alonso Perez de la Rua, a touchy cavalier, jealous of

his honour, who seems to have peculiarly possessed

the sensitive punctilio of a Spaniard. Fired at some
indignity whether real or fancied, Alonso Perez

threw himself into the ranks of the disaffected, and

was immediately chosen as their leader. Thus back-

ed by a faction, he clamoured loudly for the punish-

ment of Hurtado ; and, finding his demands unattend-

ed to, threw out threats of deposing Yasco Nuilez.

The latter no sooner heard of these menaces, than,

with his usual spirit and promptness, be seized upon

the testy Alonso Perez, and threw him into prison,

to digest his indignities and cool his passions at

Insure.

The conspirators flew to arms lo liberate their

leader. The friends of Yasco Nunez were equally

4>n the alert. The two parties drew out in battle

array in the public square, and a sanguinary conflict

was on the point of taking place. Fortunately there

were some cool heads left in the colony. These in-

terfered at the critical moment, representing to the

angiy adversaries that, if Ihey fought among them-

selves, and diminished their already scanty numbers,

even the conquerors must eventually fall a prey to

the Indians.

Their remonstrances had effect. A parley ensued,

and, after much noisy debate, a kind of compromise

was made. Alonso Perez was liberated, and the

mutineers dispersed quietly to their homes. The
next day, however, they were again in arms, and

seized upon Bartolome Hurtado; but after a little

while were prevailed upon to set him free. Their

factious views seemed turned to a higher olvject.

They broke forth into loud murmurs against Yasco

Nuilez, complaining that he had not made a fair di-

vision of the gold and slaves taken in the late expe-

ditions , and threatening to arrest him and bring him
to account. Above all, they clamoured for an imme-
diate distribntion often thousand castellanos in gold,

which yet remained unshared.

Yasco Nufiez understood too well the riotous na-

ture of the people under him, and his own precarious

hold on their obedience, to attempt to cope with ihem

in this moment of turbulence, lie shrewdly deter-

mined, therefore, to withdraw from the sight of the

multitude, and to leave them to divide the spoil

among themselves, trusting lo tlieir own strife for

his security. That veiy night he sallied forth into

the country, under pretence of going on a hunlin<;

expedition.

The next n/irning the mutineers found themselves

in |)ossession of Ihe field. Alonso Perez, the prag-

matical ringleader, immediately assumed the rom-

mand, seconded by the Bachelor Corral. Their first

measure was to seize upon the ten thousand castel-

lanos, and to divide them among the multitude, liy

way of securing their own popularity. The event

proved the sagacity and forethought of Yasco Nuilez.

Scarcely had these hot-headed intermeddlers entereil

upon the partition of the gold, than a furious strife

arose. Every one was dissatisfied with his share,

considering his merits entitled to peculiar recompense.

Every attempt lo appease the rabble only augmenled
j

their violence, and in their rage Ihey swore that
i

Yasco Nufiez had always shown more judgment aud
|

discrimination in his distributions to men of merit.

The adherenU of the latter now ventured to lift op I

their voices; " Yasco Nuflez," said they, "won the

gold by his enterprise and valour, and would have

shared it with the brave and the deserving; but these I

men have seized upon it by factious means, and wouM

squander it upon their minions." The multitude,
[

who, in fact, admired the .soldier-like qualilieittfl

Yasco Nuflez, displayed one of the customary reverses I

of popular feeling. The touchy Alonso Perez, his I

coadjutor the Bachelor Corral, and several otlier of I

the ringleaders were seized, put into irons, and con-f

fined in the fortress; and Yasco Nuflez was recalled|

with loud acclamations to the settlement.

How long tliis pseudo-commander might liovehe«i|

able to manage the unsteady populace, it is impos-l

sible to say ; but just at this juncture two ships ar-f

rived from Ilispaniola, freighted with supplies, andl

bringing a reinforcement of one hundred and fillf|

men. They brought also a commission to \»

Nuflez, signed by Miguel de Pasamonie, the ro)il

treasurer of Ilispaniola, (to whom he had sentapn'-j

vate present of gold), constituting him captain-gen

of the colony. It is doubtful whether Pasan

possessed the power to confer such a commissim

tliough it is affirmed that Ihe king had clothed '.

with it, as a kind of clieck upon the outhority of I

admiral Don Diego Columbus, then governor of li

paniola, of whose extensive sway in the New Woi

the monarch was secretly jealous. At any rate,

treasurer appears to have acted in full confidences

the ultimate approbation of his sovereign.

Yasco Nuflez was rejoiced at receiving a comw

sion which clothed him with at least the semblii

of royal sanction. Feeling more assured in his (

tualinn, and being naturally of a generous and I
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CUAPTEK VII.

lUCO NUNU DITUaiNU TU 8KM THI SKi BITUNU TH
HOLKTilNlt.

[ 1313.
]

The temporary triumph of Vasco Nuilez was soon

urercast by tidings received from Spain. His late

i-olleague, Ihe alcalde Zamudio wrule him wui-d, that

liie Bachelor Enciso had carried his complaints to the

M of the throne, and succeeded in rousing the in-

dignation of tlie king, and had obtained a sentence

in his favour, condemning Vasco Nuriez in costs and

damages. Zamudio informed him in addition, that

lie would be immediately summoned to repair to

Spain, and answer in person the criminal cliarges

advanced against him on account of Ihe harsh ireat-

luent and probable death of the unfortunate INicuesa.

Vasco Nuftez was at first stunned by this intelli-

, which seemed at one blow to annihilate all his

and fortunes. He was a man, however, of

1 decision and intrepid spirit. The informa-

received from Spain was private and informal

;

order had yet arrived from Ihe king; he was

;ill master of his actions, and had control over the

lony. One brilliant achievement might alone for

the past, and fix him in the favour of the monarch.

:h an achievement was within his reach—the dis-

ivery of the southern sea. It is true, a thousand

ikliets had been required for ihe expedition, but

rere he to wait for their arrival from Spain, his day

grace would be past. It was a desperate thing to

e the task with the handful of men at his

imand, but the circumstances of the case were

rate. Fame, fortune, life itself, depended upon

successful and the prompt execution of the en-^

irise. To linger was to be lost.

Vasco Nuftez looked round upon the crew of dar-

and reckless adventurers that formed the colony,

chose one hundred and ninety of the most reso-

•, vigorous, and devoted to his person. These he

with swords, targets, cross bows, and arque-

He did not conceal from them the danger of

enterprise into which he was about to lead them;

It tlie spirit of these Spanish adventurers wa.<i al-

s roused by the idea of perilous and extravagant

loit. To aid his slender forces, he took with him

umber of blood-hounds, which had been foimd lo

terrific allies in Indian warfare.

he Spanish writers make particular mention of

of those animals, named Leoncico, which was a

itant companion, and as it were body guard of

Vatco Nuilez, and describe him as minutely as tliey

would a favourite warrior. He was of a middle size,

but immensely strong : of a dull yellow or reddish

colour, with a black muzzle, and his body was scarred

iill over with wounds receiveil in innumerable battles

with the Indians. Vasco Nunez always took him on
his expeditions, and sometimes lent him to others,

receiving for his services the same share of booty al-

lotted to an armed man. In this way he gained by

him in the course of his campaigns upwards of a

thousand crowns. The Indians, it is said, had con-

ceived such terror of this animal, that the very sight

of him was suflicient to put a host of them to flight.'

In addition lo these forces, Vasco Nuftez took with
him a number of the Indians of Darien, whom be
had won lo him by kindness, and whose services

were important, from their knowledge of Ihe wilder-

ness, and of Ihe habits and resuurcts of savage life.

Such was the motley armament that set forth from
the little colony of Darien, under the guidance of a

daring, if not desperate commander, in quest of the

great Pacific Ocean.

CHAPTER VIU.

XrroiTION IN QUEST OP TUB SOUTOHBN SCI.

It was on the first of September that Vasco Nuilez

embarked with his followei-s in a brigantine and nine

large canoes or pirogues, followed by the cheers and
good wishes of those who remained at the settle-

ment. Standing to the north-westward, he arrived

without accident at Coyba, the dominion of the ca-

cique Careta, whose daughter he had received as a

pledge of amity. That Indian beauty had acquired

a great influence over Vasco Nuftez and appears to

have cemented his friendship with her father and
her people. He was received by the cacique with

open arms, and furnished with guides and warriors

to aid him in his enterprise.

Vasco NuDez left about half of his men at Coyba

lo guard the brigantine and canoes, while he should

penetrate the wdderncss with the residue. The im-

portance of his present expedition, not merely as

affecting his own fortunes, but as it were unfolding

a mighty secret of nature, seems lo have impiessed

itself upon his spirit, and lo have given correspondent

solemnity to his conduct. Before setting out upon

his march, he caused mass to be performed, and of-

fered up prayers to God for the success of his perilous

undertaking.

It was on the sixth of September, that he struck

off for the mountains. The march was difficult and

toilsome in the extreme. The Spaniards, encum-

bered with the weight of their armour and weapons,

and oppressed by the heat of a tropical climate, were

obliged to climb rocky precipices, and to struggle

> Ovicito, Hist. IiHliea, p. 2, c. 3. MS.
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througli close and tangled foretu. Their Indian

allies aided lliein by carrying llicir amntiinition and

provisions, and by guiding them to llie most praiv

licablc pnlhs.

On the eighth of Seplemlier they arrived nt llic

village of Ponca, the ancient enemy of Careta. The
village was lifeless and abandoned ; the cacique and
his people had fled to the fastnesses of the mountains.

The Spaniards remained here several days to recruit

the health of some of their number who h»d fallen

ill. It was necessary also to {trocure guides ac-

quainted with the mountain wilderness tliey were
approaching. The retreat of Ponca was at length

discovered, and he was prevailed upon, though re-

luctantly, to come to Vasco Nuflez. The latter had

a peculiar facility in winning the ronlidence and

friendship of the natives. The cacique was soon so

captivated by his kindness that he revealed to him in

secret all he knew of the natural riches of the coun-

try. He assured him of the truth of what had been

told him about a great pecliry or sea beyond the

mountains, and gave him several ornaments inge-

niously wrought of fine gold, which had been brought

from the countries upon its borders. He told him,

moreover, that when he had attained the summit of

a lofly ridge, to which hepointe<], and which seeme<l

to rise up to the skies, he would behold that sea spread

out far l)elow him.

Animated by these accounts, Yasco Pnuucz procured

fresh guides from the cacique, and prepared to ascend

the mountains. Numbers of his men having fallen

ill from fatigue and the heat of the climate, he or-

dered them to return slowly to Coyba, taking with

him none but such as were in robust and vigorous

health.

On the 20th of September, he again set forward

through a broken rocky country, covered with a

matted forest, and intersected by deep and turbulent

streams, many of which it was necessary to cross upon
rafls.

So toilsome was the journey, that in four days

they did not advance above ten leagues, and in the

mean time they suffered excessively from hunger.

At the end of tliis time they arrived at the province of

a warlike cacique, named Quaraqud, who was at war
with Ponca.

Hearing that a band of strangers were entering his

territories, guided by the subjects of his inveterate

foe, the cacique took the field with a large number of

warriors, some armed with Iwws and arrows, others

with long spears, or with double-handed maces of

palm wood, almost as heavy and hard as iron. See-

ing the inconsiderable number of the Spaniards, they

set upon them with furious yells, thinking to over-

come them in an instant. The first discharge of fire-

arms, however, struck them with dismay. They
thought they were contending with demons who
vomitted forth thunder and lightning, especially when
they saw their companions fall bleeding and dead

beside them, without receiving any apparent blow.

They took to headlong flight, and were hotly pur-

sued by the Spaniards <>nd their blood-hounds. Some

were transtlxed with lances, others hewn down with

swords, and many were torn to pieces by the dop,

so that QuaraquA and six hundred of his warriors

were left d<!ud upon the field.

A brother of the cacique and several chiefs wne
taken prisoners. They were clad in rolws of white

cotton. Either from their effeminate dress, or rrotn

the accusations of their enemies, the Spaniards were
|

induced to consider them guilty of unnatin-al crimn,
i

and, in their abhorrence and disgust, gave lliem lo
|

be torn to pieces by the blood-hounds.'

Itisalsoaflirmeil, that among tlie prisoners werej

several negroes, who had been slaves to the cacique,

The Spaniards, we are told, were informed by iIk I

other captives, that these black men came from 1

1

region at no great distance, where there was a people I

of that colour, with whom they were frequently at I

war. "These," adds the Spanish writer, "wen

I

the first negroes ever foimd in the New World, andj

I believe no others have since been discovered."'

After this sanguinary triumph, the Spaniardtl

marched to the village of QuaraquA, where thejl

found coiLsiderable booty in gold and jewels. Of Ihiil

Vasco Nuiiez reserved one-fifth for the crown, andl

shared the rest liberally among his followers. Tiul

village was at the foot of the last mountain tialn-l

mained for them to climb ; several of the Spaniards,!

however, were so disabled by the wounds they hidj

received in battle, or so exhausted by the fatignel

and hunger they had endured, that they were un-f

able to proceed. They were obliged therefore rF-|

luctantly to remain in the village, within sight ofllt

mountain-top that (X)mmanded the long-sought pn

spcct. Vasco Nunez selected fresh guides fni

among his prisoners, who were natives of the
|

vince, and sent back the subjects of Ponca. Of Ibi

band of Spaniards who had set out with him in thi

enterprise, sixty-seven alone remained in suRicie

health and spirits for this last effort. These heorl

dered to retire early to repose, that they mi^litli

ready to set off at the cool and fresh hour of dijj

break, so as to reach the summit of the mounta

l)efore the noon-tide heat.

> Hcrrera. Hist. Ind., dec. s, I. x, c. 1.

> Pcler Martyr, in hisi tliird Decade, makes mention of Ibi

negroes in llie following words :
—'

' About two days' jouroey dl

tant from Quaraquii is a region inhabited only by black i

exceeding fierce and cruel. It is supposed tliat in time past e

tain blacJL moors sailed tiiither out of lilthiopia, lo rob, and ilullj

shipwrecli, or some oilier chance, they were driven loll

mountains." As Martyr lived and wrote at the lime, he of n

related the mere rumour of the day, which all subsequeni i

counts have disproved. The other historians who meniio

the circumstance, have probably repealed it from him. in

have risen from some misreprescntallon, and is not enlilM|

credit.
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CHAPTER IX.

DISGOVIBV or THI PACiriC OCIAfl.

Thk day had scarce dawned, when Yasco Nnflei

and his followers set forth from the Indian village

and began to climb the height. It was a severe and

rai^fced toil for men so way-worn ; but they were

lilled with new ardour at the idea of the triumphant

scene that was so soon to repay them for all their

hardships.

About ten o'clock in the morning they emerged

from the thick forests through which they had hi-

therto struggled, and arrived at a lofty and airy

region of the moimlain. The iNild summit alone re-

mained to be ascended ; and their gtiides pointed lo

a moderate eminence from which they said the south-

ern sea was visible.

Upon this Yasco Nuftez commanded his followers

to halt, and that no man should stir from his place.

Then, with a palpitating heart, he ascended alone

the bare mounlain-lop. On reaching the summit

the long-desired prospect burst upon his view. It

va3 as if a new world were unfolded to him, sepa-

nled from all hitherto known by this mighty barrier

of mountains. Below him extended a vast chaos of

rock and forest, and green savannahs and wandering

streams, while at a distance the waters of the pro-

mised ocean glittered in the morning sun.

At this glorious prospect, Yasco Nunez sank upon

his knees, and poured out I hanks to God fur being the

Grst European to whom it was given lo mnke that

^at discovery. He then called his people to ascend

:

"Behold, my friends," said he, " that glorious sight

vhkh we haveso much desired. Let us give thanks

toGod that he has granted us this great honour and ad-

ranlage. Let us pray to him lo guide andaid us to con-

quer the sea and land which we have discovered, and

which Christian has never entered to preach the holy

doctrine of the Evangelists. As to yourselves, be as

yoa have hitherto l)een, faithful and true to me, and

by the favour of Christ you will become the richest

Spaniards that have ever come to the Indies
;
you will

render the greatest services to your king that ever

vassal rendered to his lord ; and you will have the

eternal glory and advantage of all that is here dis-

covered, conquered, and converted to our holy Ca-

tholic faith."

The Spaniards answered this speech by embracing

Vasco Nuilez, and promising lo fallow him to

death. Among them was a priest, named Andres

deVara, who lifted up his voice and chaunted Te

Deum laudamus—the usual anthem of Spanish dis-

coverers. The rest, kneeling down, joineil in the

strain with pious enthusiasm and tears of joy; and
never did a more sincere oblation rise to the Deity

from a sancliiied altar, than from that wild mountain
summit. It was indeed one of the most sublime dis-

coveries that had yet been made in the New World,
and must have opened a boundless field of conjecture

to the wondering Spaniards. The imagination de-

lights to picture forth the splendid confusion of their

thoughts. Was this the great Imlian ocean, studded

with precious islands, aboimding in gold, in gems,

and spires, and bordered by the gorgeous cities and

wealthy marts of the East ? or was it some lonely

sea locked up in the embraces of savage uncultivated

continents, and never traversed by a bark, excepting

the light pirogue of the savage ? The latter could

hardly l)e the cuse, for the natives had told the Spa-

niards of golden realms, and populous and powerful

and luxurious nations upon its shores. Perhaps it

might be bordered by various people, civilized in

fiict, though differing from Europe in their civiliza-

tion ; who might have peculiar laws and customs and
arts and sciences ; who might form, as it were, a

world of their own, intercommuning by this mighty

sea, and carrying on (ronmierce between their own
islands and conliiienls; but who might exist in to-

tal ignorance and independence of the other hemi-

sphere.

Such may naturally have been the ideas suggested

by the sight of this unknown ocean. It was the pre-

valent belief of the Spaniards, however, that they

were the first Christians who had made the discovery.

Yasco NuHez, therefore, called upon all present to

witness that he look possession of that sea, its islands,

and surrounding lands, in the name of the Sovereigns

of Castile, and the notary of the expedition made a

testimonial of the same, to which all present, to the

number of sixty-seven men, signed their names. He
then caused a fair and tall tree to be out down and

wrought into a cross, which was elevated on the spot

from whence he had first beheld the sea. A mound
of stones was likewise piled up to serve as a monu-
ment, and the names of the Castilian Sovereigns were

carved on the neighlwuring trees. The Indians

beheld all these ceremonials and rejoicings in .si-

lent wonder, and, while they aided to erect the

cross and pile up the mound of stones, marvelled

exceedingly at the meaning ofthese monuments, little

thinking that they marked the subjugation of their

land.

The memorable event here recorded took place on

the 26th of September, 1513; so that the Spaniards

had spent twenty days in performing the journey

from the province of Careta to the summit of the

mountain, a distance which at present, it is said,

does not require more than six days' travel. Indeed

the isthmus in this neighbourhood is not more than

eighteen leagues in breadth in its widest part, and in

some places merely seven ; but it consists of a ridge

of extremely high and rugged mountains. When
the discoverers traversed it, they had no route but

the Indian paths, and often had to force their way
amidst all kinds of obstacles, both from the savage

country and its savage inhabitants. In fact, the de-

tails of this narrative sufficiently account for the

slowness of their progress, and present an array of

difficulties atMl perils, which, as has been well ob-
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wrved, none but those "men of iron" could have

subdued and overcome.'

, CHAPTER X.

ViSCO NOIIEZ MAICBUI TO TBI SB0BE8 OF TBE SOUTB SEA.

IIavi.ng taken possession of the Paciflc Ocean and

all its realms from the summit of the mountain, Yasco

Nuilez now descended with his little band, to seek

the regions of reputed wealtli upon its shores. He
had not proceeded far .vhcn he came to the province

of a warlike cacique, named Cheapes, who issuing

forth at the head of his Wiirriors, looked with scorn

upon the scanty number of straggling Spaniards, and

forbade them to set foot within his territories. Vasco

Nufkez depended for safety upon his power of strik-

ing terror into the ignorant savages. Ordering his

arquebusiers to the front, he poured a volley into the

enemy, and then let loose the blood-hounds. The
ilash and noise of the fire arms, and the sulphureous

smoke which was carried by the wind among the

Indians, overwhelmed them with dismay. Some fell

down in a panic as though they had been struck by

thunderbolts, the rest betook themselves to headlong

flight.

Yasco Nuuez commanded his men to refrain from

needless slaughter. He made many prisoners, and

on arriving at the village, sent some of them in search

of their cacique, accompanied by several of his Indian

guides. The latter informed Cheapes of the super-

natural nower of the Spaniards, assuring him that

they e..terminated with thunder and lightning all

who dared to oppose them, but loaded all such as

submitted to them with benelils. They advised him,

therefore, to throw himself upon their mercy and

seek their friendship.

The cacique listened to their advice, and came
trembling to the Spaniards, bringing with him live

hundred pounds weight of wrou3;ht gold as a peace

offering, for he had already learnt the value they set

upon that metal. Yasco Nunez received him with

great kindness, and graciously accepted his gold, for

which hr. gave him beads, hawks'-bells, and looking-

glasses, making him in his own conceit tlie richest

potentate on that side of the mountains.

Friendship being thus established between them,

Yasco Nunez remained at the village for a few days,

sending back the guides who had accompanied him

from Quaraqui, and ordering his people whom he

had .eft at that place to rejoin him. In the meantime,

he sent out three scouting parties of twelve men each,

under Francisco Pizarro, Juan de Escaray and Alonso

Martin de Don Benito, to explore the surrounding

country and discover the best route to the sea. Alonso

Martin was the most successful. After two days'

VkIm de ICfipanules Cclebres, por Don Manuel JoMt Quin-

tJUH. Tom. ii. p. to.

journey, he came to a beach, where he found two

large canoes lying high and dry, without any water

being in siglit. While the Spaniards were regarding

these canoes, and wonaering why they should be so

far on land, the tide, which rises to a great height

on that coast, came rapidly in and set them afloat-

upon this, Alonso Martin stepped into one of tlietn,

and called his companions to bear witness that be

was the first European that embarked upon that sti-

lus example was followed by one Bias de Etienza,

who called them likewise to testify that he was tiie

second.'

We mention minute particulars of the kind, as

being characteristic of these extraordinary enterprises,

and of the extraordinary people who undertoo*- ihem,

The humblest of inese Spanish adventurers seemed

actuated by a swelling and ambitious spirit, that rose

superior at times to m < sordid considerations, and

a.spired to share the gloi-y of these great discoveries.

The scouting party h°<ving thus explored a direct

route to the sea coast, returned to report their suc-

cess to their commander.

Yasco Nuilez being rejoined by his men from Qua-

raquii, now le^:; the greater part of las followers tu

repose and recover from their sickaesaand ratiguts

in the village of f~ apes; and, taking with lijni

twenty-six Spaniards, well armed, he set out on tlie

twenty-ninth of September, for the sea coast, accom-

panied by the cacique and a number of his warrion.

The thick forests, v iich covered the mountains,

descended to the ver* margin of the sea, surrounding

and overshadowiug le wide and bep.utiful bays tiut

penetrated far into le land. The whole coast, as

far as the eye coi reach, was perfectly wild, tlie Bnade two o

sea without a sa' and both seemed never to have Biour of the

been under the jminion of civilized man.

Yasco NuP arrived on the borders ofone of those

vast Iwys, t tvhich he gave the name of Saint Mi-

chael, it 1 .ig discoveiod on that saint's day. Tlie

tide was ol. *iie water was above half a league dis-

tant, and the intervening beach was covered with

mud ; he seated himself, therefore, under the shade

of the forest trees until tlie tide siiould rise. Afteri

while, the water came rushing in with great impe-

tuosity, and soon reached nearly to the place wiiere

the Spaniards were reposing. Upon this Yasco Nuilei

rose and took a banner on which were painted tix

Virgin and child, and under them the arms of Cas-

tile and Leon; then drawing his sword and throw-

ing his buckler on his shoulder, he marched into the

sea until the water reached above his knees, and waT-

ing his baimer, exclaimed with a loud voice; "Lonji

live the high and mighty monarchs Don Ferdinand

and Doila Juana, sovereigns of Castile, of Letn. fZt

of Aragon, in whose name, and for the royal crowa

of Castile, I take real, and corporal, and actual pos-

session of these seas, and lands, and coasts, and ports,

and islands of the south, and all thereunto annexed;

and of the kingdoms and provinces which do (ir inat

• llM-rcra, Hist. Ind., d. 1. 1, x, r. 2.
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appertain to them, in whatever manner, or by wliat-

erer right or title, ancient or modem, in times past,

|ii«sent, or to come, without any contradiction; and

if any other prince orcaptain, christianor infldel, or of

my law, sect or condition whatsoever, shall pretend

any right to these lands and seas, I am ready and pre-

pared to maintain and defend them in the name of

ihe Castilian sovereigns, present and future, whose is

the empire and dominion over these Indias, islands,

and terra firma, northern and southern, with all their

seas., both at the arctic and antarctic poles, on either

side of the equinoctial line, whether within or without

the tropics of cancer and Capricorn, both now and in

all limes, as long as the world endures, and until the

final day ofjudgment of all mankind."

This swellingdeclarationand defiance being uttered

with a loud voice, and no one appearing to dispute

his pretensions, Yasco Nuftez called upon his compa-

nions to bear witness of the fact of his having duly

taken possession. They all declared themselves ready

to defend his claim to the uttermost, as became true

and loyal vassals to the Castilian sovereigns ; and the

notary having drawn up a document for the occasion,

Ithey all subscribed it with their names.

This done, they advanced to the margin of the sea,

land stooping down tasted its waters. When they

|foand, that, though severed by intervening mountains

continents, they were salt like the seas of the

lorth, they felt assured that they had indeed disco-

JTered an ocean, and again returned thanks to God.

Having concluded all these ceremonies, Yasco

luriez d'ew a dagger from his girdle and cut a

on a tree which grew within the water, and

le two other crosses on two adjacent trees, in ho-

lour of the Three Persons of the Trinity, and in token

isession. His followers likewise cut crosses on

lany of the trees of the adjacent forest, and lopped

ilT branches with their swords to bear away as tro-

ihies.'

Such was the singular medley of chivalrous and

'eligious ceremonial, with which these Spanish ad-

renlurers took possession of the vast Pacific Ocean,

ind all its lands—a scene strongly characteristic of

lie nation and the age.

CUAPTER XI.

tDTEIITIIBKS OF VASCO NDNn ON TDI BORDEIS OF TOK

PACIFK; OCEiN.

J
While he made the village of Cheapes his head

luarlers, Yasco Nuftez foraged the adjacent country,

Tid obtained a considerable quantity of gold from the

Wives. Encouraged by his success, he undertook

Kxplore by sea the borders of a neighbouring gulf

great extent, which penetrated far into Ihe land.

he cacique Cheapes warned him of the danger of

• Many of Ihe foregoing particulars are from the unpublished
Wniue ofOvledos History of the Indias.

venturing to sea in Ihe stormy season, which eompriiies

the months of October, November, and December,
assuring him that he had beheld many canoes swal-

towed up in the mighty waves and whirlpools, which
at such time render the gulf almost unnavigable.

These remonstranceswere unavailing : Yasco Nuftez
expressed a confident belief that God would protect

him, seeing ihat his voyage was to redound to the

propagation of the faith, and the augmentation of the

power of the Castilian monarchs over the infidels

;

and in truth this bigoted reliance on the immediate
protection of heaven seems to have been, in a great

measure, the cause of the extravagant daring of the

Spaniards in their expeditions in those days, whether
against Moors or Indians.

Finding his representations of no effect, Cheapes
volunteered to take part in this perilous cruise, lest

he should appear wanting in courage, or in good
will to his guest. Accompanied by the cacique, there-

fore, Yasco Nufiez embarked on the 47th of Octo-

ber with sixty of his men in nine canoes, managed by
Indians, leaving Ihe residueof his followers to recruit

their health and strength in the village of Cheapes.

Scarcely, however, had they put forth on the broad

bosom of Ihe gulf when the wisdom of the cacique's

advice was apparent. The wind began to blow
freshly, raising a heavy and njmultuous sea, which
broke in roaring and foaming surges on the rocks and
reefs, and among the numerous islets with which the

gulf was studded. The light canoes were deeply

laden with men unskilled in their management. It

was frightful to those in one canoe to behold their

companions, one instant tossed high on the breaking

crest of a wave, the next plunging out of sight, as if

swallowed in a watery abyss. The Indians them-

selves, though almost amphibious in their habits,

showed signs ofconsternation; for amidst these rocks

and breakers even the skill of the expert swimmer
would be of liltle avail. At length the Indians suc-

ceeded in tying the canoes in pairs, side by side, to

prevent their being overturned, and in this way they

kept afloat, until towards evening they were enabled

to reach a small island. Here they landed, and fasten-

ing the canoes to the rocks, or to small trees that

grew upon the shore, they sought an elevated dry

place, and stretched themselves to take repose. They

had but escaped from one danger to encounter an-

other. Having been for a long time accustomed lo

the sea on the northern side of the isthmus, where

there is liltle, if any, rise or fall of the tide, they had

neglected to lake any precaution against such an

occurrence. In a little while they were awakened

from their sleep by Ihe rapid rising ofthe water. They

shifted Iheir situation to a higher ground, but the

waters continued to gain upon them, the breakers

rushing and roaring and foaming upon the beach like

so many monsters of the deep seeking for their prey.

Nothing, it is said, can be more dismal and appalling

than the sullen bellowing of the sea among the islands

of Ihat gidf at the rising and falling of the tide. By
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degrees, rock after rock, and one sand bank after

another disappeared, until the sea covered the whole

island, and rose almost to the girdles of the Spaniards.

Their situation was now agonizing. A little more

and the ivaters would overwhelm them : or, even as

it was, the least surge might break over them and

sweep them from tlieir unsteady footing. Fortu-

nately the wind had lulled, and the sea, having risen

above the rocks which had fretted it, was calm. The
tide had reached its height and began to subside, and

after a time they heard the retiring waves beating

against the rocks below them.

When the day dawned they sought their canoes

;

but here a sad spectacle met their eyes. Some were

broken to pieces, others yawning open in many parts.

The clothing and food left in them had been washed

away, and replaced by sand and water. The Spa-

niards gazed on the scene in mute despair; they were

faint and weary, and needed food and repose, but

famine and lalraur awaited them, even if they should

escape with their lives. Yasco Nufiez, however,

rallied their spirits, and set them an example by his

own cheerful exertions. Obeying his directions, they

set to work to repair, in the best manner they were

able, the damages of the canoes. Such as were not

too much shattered they bound and braced up with

their girdles, with slips of the bark of trees, or with

the tough long stalks of certain sea weeds. They
then peeled off the bark from the small sea plants,

pounded it between stones, and mixed it with grass,

and with this endeavoured to caulk the seams and

stop the leaks that remained. When they re-embark-

ed, their numbers weighecl down the canoes almost

to the water's edge, and as they rose and sank with

the swelling waves there was danger of their being

swallowed up. All day they laboured with the sea,

suffering excessively from the pangs of hunger and

thirst, and at nightfall they landed in a corner of the

gulf, near the abode of a cacique named Tumaco.
Leaving a part of his men to guard the canoes, Vasco

Nufkez set out with the residue for the Indian town.

He arrived there alwut midnight, but the inhabitants

were on the alert to defiend their habitations. The
fire-arms and dogs soon put them to flight, and the

Spaniards pursuing them with their swords, drove

them howling into the woods. In the village were
found provisions in abundance, besides a considerable

amount of gold and a great quantity of pearls, many
of them of a large size. In the house of the cacique

were several huge shells of mother of pearl, and four

pearl oysters quite fresh, which showed that there

was a pearl fishery in the neighbourhood. Eager to

learn the sources of this wealth, Yasco Nuilez sent

several of the Indians of Cheapes in search of the

cacique, who traced him to a wild retreat among
the rocks. By their persuasions Tumaco sent his son,

a fine young savage, as a mediator. The latter re-

lumed to his father loaded with presents, and extol-

ling the benignity of these superhuman beings, who
bad shown themselves so terrible in battle. By these

means, and by a mutual exchange of presents, a

friendly intercourse was soon established. Among
other things the cacique gave Yasco Nuhez jewels of

gold weighing six hundred and fourteen crowns, and

two hundred pearls of great size and beauty, except-

ing that they were somewhat discoloured in conse-

quence of the oysters having been opened by tire.

The cacique seeing the value which the Spaniards

set upon the pearls, sent a number of his men toruh

for Ihem at a place about ten miles distant. Certain

of the Indians were trained from their youth to this

purpose, so as to become expert divers, and lo acquire

the power of remaining a long time beneath the wa-

ter. The largest pearls are generally found in the

deepest water, sometimes in three or four fathoms,

and are only sought in calm weather ; the smaller

sort are found at the depth of two or three feet, and

the oysters containing them are often driven in quan-

tities on the beach during violent storms.

The party of pearl divers sent by the cacique con-

sisted of thirty Indians, with whom Yasco Nuilez

sent six Spaniards as eye-witnesses. The sea, how-

ever, was so furious at that stormy season that ihe

divers dared not venture into the deep water. Such

a number of the shell-fish, however, had been

driven on shore, that they collected enou<^h to yield

pearls to the value of twelve marks of gold. The;

were small, but exceedingly beautiful, being newly

taken and uninjured by lire. A number of these

shell-fish and their pearls were selected to be sent to

Spain as specimens.

In reply to the enquiries of Yasco Nuftez, the ca-

cique informed him that the coast which he saw

stretching to the west continued onwards without

end, and that far to the south there was a connlr;

abounding in gold, ^here the inhabitants made use

of certain quadrupeds to carry burthens. He moulded

a figure of clay to represent these animals, wliich

some of the Spaniards supposed to be a deer, othen

a camel, others a tiipir, for as yet they knew nothiii;

of the lama, tlie native beast of burthen of Sontii

America. This was the second intimation received

by Yasco Nunez of tlie great empire of Peru; i

while it confirmed all that had been told him by tbtj

son of Comagre, it filled him with glowing anticipa

tions of the glorious triumplis that awaited him.

CHAPTER XII.

PiRTHER ADVENTUHES AND EXPLOITS OF VASCO KVKU ON m|

BORDERS on THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

Lest any ceremonial should be wanting to

!

this grand discovery to the crown of Spain, Vas

INufiez determined to sally from the gulf and lab

possession of the main land beyond. The caciqi

Tumaco furnished him with a canoe of stale, Ton

from the trunk of an enormous tree, and manaf

by a great number of Indians. The handles of i
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paddles were inlaid with small pearls, a circumstance

which Yasco Nuftez caused Iiis companions to testify

Ijefore the notary, that it might be reported to the

sovereigns as a proof of the wealth of this uewly-

(jiiicuvered sea.

Departing in the canoe on the twenty-ninth of Oc-

tober, he was piloted cautiously by the Indians along

the borders of the gulf, over drowned lands where

the sea was fringed by inundated forests and as still

as a pool. Arrived at the point of the gulf, Yasco

Nunez landed on a smooth sandy beach, laved by the

waters of the broad ocean, and, with buckler on

asm, sword in hand, and banner displayed, again

inarched into the sea and took possession of it, with

like ceremonials to those observed in the gulf of St

Michael's.

The Indians now pointed to a line of land rising

aJMve the horizon about. four or five leagues distant,

which they described as being a great island, the

principal one of an archipelago. The whole group

abounded with pearls, but those taken on the coasts

of this island were represented as being of immense

size, many of tiiem as large as a man's eye, and found

in shell-fish as big as bucklers. This island and the

surrounding cluster of small ones, they added, were

under the dominion of a tyrannical and puissant ca-

cique, who often, during the calm season, made
descents upon the main land with fleets of canoes,

plundering and desolating the coasts, and carrying

the people into captivity.

Vasco Nufiez gazed with an eager and wistful eye

at this land of riches, and would have immediately

undertaken an expedition to it, had not the Indians

represented the danger of venturing on such a voyage

inthat tempestuous season, in their frail canoes. His

own recent experience convinced him of the wisdom

of their remonstrances. He postponed his visit, there-

fore, to a future occasion, when, he assured his allies,

he would avenge them upon this tyrant invader, and
deliver their coasts from his maraudings. In the

mean lime he gave to this island the name of Isla

[

Rica, and the little archipelago surrounding it the

I

general appellation of the Pearl Islands.

On the 3d of November Yasco Nufiez departed

I from the province of Tumaco, to visit other parts of

Ihe coast. He embarked with his men in the canoes,

accompanied by Cheapes and his Indians, and guided

by the son of Tinnaco, who had become strongly at-

tached to the Spaniards. The young man piloted

lliem along an arm of the sea, wide in some places,

but in others obstructed by groves of mangrove trees,

which grew within the water and interlaced their

Ibranclus from shore to shore, so that at limes, the

Ispaniards were obliged to cut a passage with their

swords.

At length they entered a great and turbulent river,

»hich they ascended with difficulty, and early (he
next morning surprised a village on its banks, making
^he cacique Teaochan prisoner; who purchased their

Oviedo. HIM. Ceii. , p. 2. MS.

favour and kind treatment by a quantity of gold and

pearls, and an abundant supply of provisions. As it

was the intention of Yasco Nufiez to abandon the

chores of the Southern Ocean at this place, and to

strike across the mountains for Darien, he took leave

of Cheapes and of the youthful son of Tumaco, who
were to return to their houses in the canoes. He
sent, at the same time, a message to his men, whom
he had left in the village of Cheapes, appouiting a

place in the mountains where they were to rejoin

him on his way back to Darien.

The talent of Yasco Nufiez for conciliating and

winning the good-will of the savages is often men-
tioned, and to such a degree had he exerted it in the

present instance that the two chieftains shed tears at

parting. Their conduct had a favourable effect upon

the cacique Teaochan ; he entertained Yasco Nuflez

with the most devoted hospitality during three days

that he remained in his village ; when about to de-

part he furnished him with a stock of provisions suf-

ficient for several days, as his route would be over

rocky and sterile mountains. He sent also a nu-

merous band of his subjects to carry the burthens of

the Spaniards. These he placed under the command
of his son, whom he ordered never to separate from

the strangers, nor to permit any of his men to return

without the consent of Yasco Nufiez.

CHAPTER XIII.

VASCO NUMEZ SETS OUT ON 818 BETURN ACROSS THE MOUNTAINS.

HIS CONTESTS WITH TBE SAVAGES.

Turning their backs upon the Southern Sea, the

Spaniards now began painfully to clamber the rugged

mountains, on their return to Darien.

In the early part of their route an unlooked-for

suffering awaited them : there was neilhT brook nor

fountain nor standing pool. The burning heat, which

produced intolerable thirst, had dried up all the

mountain torrents, and they were tantalized by the

sight of naked and dusty channels where water had

once flowed in abundance. Their sufferings at length

increased to such a height that many threw them-

selves fevered and panting upon the earth, and were

ready to give up the ghost. The Indians, however,

encouraged (hem to proceed, by hopes of speedy re-

lief, and after a while, turning aside from the direct

course, led them into a deep and narrow glen, re-

freshed and cooled by a fountain which bubbled out

of a cleft of the rocks.

While refreshing themselves at the fountain, and

reposing in the little valley, they learnt from their

guides that they were in the territories of a powerful

chief named Poncra, famous for his riches. The Spa-

niards had already heard of the golden stores of this

Crcpsus of the mountains, and being now refreshed

and invigorated, pressed forward with eagerness for

his village. The cacique and most of his people fled
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at tlieir approach, but lliey found an earnest of his

wealth in the deserted houses, amounting to the value

of three tliousand crowns in gold. Their avarice

thus whetted, they despatched Indians in search of

Poncra, who found him tremhling in his secret re-

treat, and partly by threats, partly by promises, pre-

vailed upon him and three of his principal subjects to

come to Yasco Nuilez. lie was a savage, it is said,

so hateful of aspect, so mis-shapen in body and de-

formed in all his members, that he was hideous to

behold. ThcSpaniardscndeavouredbygentlemeansto

draw from him information of the places from whence

he had procured his gold. He professed utter ig-

norance in the matter, declaring that the gold found

in his village had been gathered by his predecessors

i

in times long past, and that as he himself set no value

' on the metal, he had never troubled himself to seek

it. The Spaniards resorted to menaces, and even, it

is said, to tortures, to compel him to betray his re-

puted treasures, but with no better success. Disap-

pointed in their expectations, and enraged at his sup

posed obstinacy, they listened too readily to charge.s

advanced against him by certain caciques ofthe neigh-

bourhood, who represented him as a monster of

cruelly, and as guilty of crime? repugnant to nature ;

j

whereupon, in the heat of the moment, they gave

I {

him and his three companions, who were said to be

i equally guilty, to be torn in pieces by the dogs.—

A

rash and cruel sentence, issued on the evidence of

' avowed enemies : and which, however it may be pal-

'
I liated by the alleged horror and disgust of the Spa-
' niards at the imputed crimes of the cacique, bears

visibly the stamp of haste and passion, and remains

accordingly a foul blot on the character of Yasco

Nuftez.

The Spaniards staid for thirty days reposing in the

village of tiie unfortunate Poncra, during which time

they were rejoined by their companions, who had

been left behind at the village of Cheapes. They were

accompanied by a cacique of the mountains, who had

lodged and fed them, and made them presents of the

value of two thousand crowns in gold. This hos-

pitable savage approached Yasco Nuflez with a serene

countenance, and taking him by the hand, " Behold,"

said he, " most valiant and powerful chief, I bring

thee thy companions safe and well, as they entered

under my roof. May he who made the thunder and

lightning, and who gives us the fruits of the earth,

preserve thee and thine in safety
!

" So saying, he

raised his eyes to the sun, as if he worshipped that

as his deity and the dispenser of all temporal bless-

ings.'

Departing from this village, and being still accom-

panied by the Indians of Teaochan, the Spaniards

now bent their course along the banks of the river

Gomagre, which descends the northern side of the

Isthmus, and flows through the territories of the ca-

cique of the same name. This wild stream, which

> p. Martyr, d. 3, c, 2.

' Hfrrera, d. i, I. x, c. 4.

in the course of ages had worn a channel through

the deep clefls and ravines of the mountains, wai

boi'dered by precipices, or overhung by shagged fo-

rests ; they soon abandoned it, therefore, and wan-

dered on without any path, but guided by the In-

dians. They had to climb terrible precipices, and tu

descend into deep valleys, darkened by thick foresij

and beset by treacherons morasses, where, but for their

guides, they might have been smothered in the mire.

In the course of this rugged journey they sufferetl

excessively in consequence of their own avarice. Th«y

had been warned of the sterility of the country they

were about to traverse, and of the necessity of pro-

viding amply for the journey. When they came to

lade the Indians, however, who bore their burdens,

their only thought was how to convey the most trea-

sure; and they grudged even a slender supply or

provisions, as taking up the place of an equal weight

of gold. The consequences were soon felt. The In-

dians could carry but small burthens, and at the same

time assisted to consume the scanty stock of food

which formed part of their load. Scarcity and famine

iisued, and relief was rarely to be procured, for the

villages on this elevated part of the mountains were

scattered and poor, and nearly destitute of provisions,

They held no communication with each other ; each

contenting itself with the scanty produce of its own

fields and forest. Some were entirely deserted ; at

other places, the inhabitants, forced from their re-

treats, implored pardon, and declared they had

hidden themselves through shame, not having the

means of properly entertaining such celestial visiiors,

They brought peace-offerings of gold, hut no provi-

1

sions. For once the Spaniards found that even their
|

darling gold could fail to cheer their drooping .splrib.

Their sufferings from hunger became intense, and
j

many of their Indian companions sank down and

perished by the way. At length they reached a village

where they were enabled to obtain supplies, and where

they remained thirty days to recruit their wasted

strength.

CHAPl^R XIV.

E.>TI!RPHI8E AGAINST niBANAMA, THE WAHLIkE CACIUIE OF

TIIK MOUNTAINS. HKTUIIN TO DAHIEIO.

The Spaniards had now to pass through the terri-

1

tories of Tubanami, the most potent and warlike

cacique of the mountains. This was the same cliiel-
[

tain of whom a formidable character had been givn I

by the young Indian prince, who first informed \m\
Nui1(z of the Southern Sea. He had erroneously!

represented the dominions of Tubanama as I]

beyond the mountains : and, while he dwelt uponl

the quantities of gold to be found in them, had mf\

iiincd the dangers that would attend any attempt lel

pass their borders. The name of this retloubtablcfa-l
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riqiie was In fact a terror throughout the country

;

and when Vascu NuAez looked round u|)on his hand-

ful of pale and emaciated followers, he doubled wlie-

ilier even the superiority of their weapons, and their

military skill, would enable them to cope with Tuba-

uUsA and his armies in open contest. He resolv-

ed, therefore, lo venture upon a perilous stratagem.

When he made it known to liis men, every one pressed

forward lo engage in it. Choosing seventy of the

most vigorous, he ordered the rest to maintain their

|iost in the village.

As soon as night had fallen he departed silently and

secretly with his chosen hand, and made his way

vith such rapidity through the labyrinths of the fo-

rests and Ihe defiles of the mountains, that he arrived

in the neighbourhood of the residence of Tuhanamli

by the following evening, though at the distance of

two regular days' journey.

There wailing until midnight he assailed the village

suddenly, and with success, so as to surprise and

capture the cacique and his whole family, in which

were eighty females. When Tubanam^ found him-

self a prisoner in the hands of the Spaniards, he lost

all presence of mind, and wept bitterly. The Indian

allies of Yasco Nuftcz beholding Iheir once dreaded

enemy thus fallen and captive, now urged that he

should be put to death, accusing him of various crimes

and cruelties. Yasco Nunez pretended to listen to

their prayers, and gave orders that his captive should

be tied hand and foot, and given to the dogs. The

cacique approached him trembling, and laid his hand

upon the pommel of his sword. " Who can pretend,"

said he, " to strive with one who bears this weapon,

which can cleave a man asunder with a blow ? Ever

since thy fame has reached among these mountains

have I reverenced thy valour. Spare my life, and

thou shall have all the gold I can procure."

Vasco Nuilez, whose anger was assumed, was rea-

dily pacified. As soon as the day dawned, the ca-

cique ^ave him armlets and other jewels of gold to

the value of three thousand crowns, and sent mes-

sengers throughout his dominions ordering his sub-

jects to aid in paying his ransom. The poor Indians,

with their accustomed loyally, hastened in crowds,

bringing their golden ornaments, until in the course

of three days they had produced an amount equal to

six thousand crowns. This done, Yasco Nuilez set

the cacique at liberty, bestowing on him several Eu-
ropean trinkets, with which he considered himself

richer than he had been with all his gold. Nothing
Iwould draw from him, however, the disclosure of the

[mines from whence this treasure was procured. He
"cclarcd that it came from the territories of his neigh-

urs, where gold and pearls were lo be found in

ibundance ; but that his lands produced nothing of

Ihe kind. Yasco Nuiiez doubted his sincerity, and
:relly caused the brooks and rivers in his dominions
he searched, where gold was found in such quan-

ities that he determined, at a future lime, to foimd
wo settlements in the neighlwurhoml.

On parting with Tubanami, the cacique sent his

son with the Spaniards to learn their language and

religion. It is said, also, that the Spaniards carried

off his eighty women; but of this particular fact

Oviedo, who writes with the papers of Vasco Nnfiez

before him, says nothing. lie affirms generally,

however, that the Spaniards, throughout Ibis expedi-

tion, were not scrupulous in their dealings with the

wives and daughters of Ihe Indians ; and adds, that

in this their commander set them the example.

'

Having returned lo the village where he had left

the greater part of his men, Yasco Nufiez resumed

his homeward march. His people were feeble and

exhausted, and several of them sick ; so that some

bad lo l)e carried and others led by the arms. He
himself was part of the lime afflicted by a fever, and

had lo be borne in a hammock on the shoulders of

the Indians.

Proceeding thus slowly and toilfully, they at length

arrived on the northern sea coast, at Ihe territories of

Iheir ally, Comagre. The old cacique was dead,

and had been succeeded by his son, Ihe same intel-

ligent youth who had first given information of the

Southern Sea and the kingdom of Peru. The young

chief, who had embraced Christianity, received them

with great hospitality, making them presents of gold.

Yasco Nufiez gave him trinkets in return, and a shirt

and a soldier's cloak ; with which, says Peter Mar-

tyr, he thought himself half a god among his naked

countrjmen. After having reposed for a few days,

Yasco Nufiez proceeded to Ponca, where he heard

that a ship and caravel had arrived at Darien from

Ilispaniola, with reinforcements and supplies. Has-

tening, therefore, to Coyba, Ihe territories of his ally,

Careta, he embarked on the 18th of January, 1514,

with twenty of his men, in the brigantine, which he

hr.d left there, and arrived at Santa Maria de la An-
tigua, in the river of Darien, on the following day.

All the inhabitants came forth lo receive him; and

when they heard the news of the great Southern Sen,

and of his returning from its shores laden with pearls

and gold, there were no bounds to their joy. He im-

mediately despatched the ship and caravel to Coyba

for the companions he had left behind, who brought

with them the remaining booty, consisting of g(dd

and pearls, mantles, hammocks, and other arliclts of

cotton, and a great number of captives of both sexes.

A fifth of the spoil was set apart for Ihe crown; the

rest was shared in just proportions, among those who
had been in the expedition, and those who had re-

mained at Darien. All were contented with their

allotment, and elated with the prospectof still greater

gain from future enler|)rises.

Thus ended one of the most remarkable expedi-

tions of the early discoverers. The intrepidity of

Yasco Nunez in penetrating, with a handful of men,

far into the interior of a wild and mnuntainoiis coun-

try, peopled by warlike tribes ; his skill in managing

his band of rough adventurers, stimulating their va-

' Oviedo, llisl. 0(>n., pail. 2, c. V MS.
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lour, enforcing their obedience, and attaching their

affections, sliow liim to have possessed great qualities

as a general. We are told that he was always fore-

most in peril, and the last to quit the field. He shared

the toils and dangers of the meanest of his followers,

treating them with frank affability; watching, fight-

ing, fasting, and laliouring with them; visiting and

consoling such as were sick or infirm, and dividing

all his gains with fairness and lil)erality. He was

chargeable at times with acts of bloodshed and in-

justice, but it is probable that these were often

called for as measures of safety and precaution ; he

certainly offended less against humanity than most

of the early discoverers ; and the unbounded amity

and confidence reposed in him by the natives, when

they became intimately acquainted with bis cha-

racter, speak strongly in favour of his kind treatment

of them.

The character of Vasco Nuilez had, in fact, risen

with his circumstances, and now assumed a nobleness

and grandeur from the discovery he had made, and

the important charge it had devolved upon him. He

no longer felt himselfa mere soldier of fortune, at the

head of a band of adventurers, but a great com-

mander conducting an immortal enterprise. " Be-

hold," says old Peter Martyr, " Vasco Nufiez de

Balboa, at once transferred from a rash royster to a

politic and discreet captain : " and thus it is that men

are often made by their fortunes; that is to say,

their latent qualities are brought out, and shaped

and strengthened by events, and by the necessity of

every exertion to cope with the greatness of their

destiny.

CHAPTER XV.

TBA^ISXCTIONS \y SPAIN. PEDRiBIAS UATILA APPOINTED TO

TUB COMMAND OP DABIEN. TIDINGS RECEIVED IN SPAIN OP

TBE DISCOVERY OP TUB PACIFIC OCEAN.

Vasco Nuilez de Balboa now flattered himself that

be had made a discovery calculated to silence all his

enemies at court, and to elevate him to the highest

favour with his sovereign. He wrote letters to the

king, giving a detail of his expedition, and selling

forth all that he had seen or heard of this Southern

Sea, and of the rich countries upon its Irarders. Be-

sides the royal fifths of the profits of the expedition,

he prepared a present for the sovereign, in the name

of himself and his companions, consisting of the

largest and most precious pearls they had collected.

As a trusty and intelligent envoy to bear these tidings,

he chose Pedro de Arbolancho, an old and tried

friend, who had accompanied him in his toils and

dangers, and was well acquainted with all his trans-

actions.

The fate of Vasco Nuitez furnishes a striking in-

stance bow prosperity and adversity, how even life

and death hang balanced upon a point of lime, and

are affected by the improvement or^neglect of mo-

ments. Unfortunately, the ship which was to convey

the messenger to Spain lingered in port until the

beginning of March; a delay which had a fatal in-

fluence on the fortunes of Vasco Nufiez. It is neces-

sary here to cast an eye back upon the events which

had taken place in Spain while he was employed in

his conquests and discoveries.

The Bachelor Enciso had arrived in Castile full of

his wrongs and indignities. He had friends at court,

who aided him in gaining a ready hearing, ami he

lost not a moment in availing himself of it. He de-

claimed eloquently upon the alleged usurpation of

Vasco NuAez, and represented him as governing the

colony by force and fraud. It was in vain that the

Alcalde Zamudio, the ancient colleague and the envoy

of Vasco NuHez, attempted to speak in his defence;

he was unable to cope with the facts and arguments

of the Bachelor, who was a pleader by profession,

and now pleaded his own cause. The king deter-

mined to send a new governor to Darien, with power

to inquire into and remedy all abuses. For this of-

fice he chose Don Pedro Arias Davila, commonly

called Pedrarias.' He was a native of Segovia, who

had been brought up in the royal household, and had

distinguished himself as a brave soldier, both in tlie

war of Granada and at the taking of Oran and Biigia

in Africa. He possessed those pei-sonal accomplish-

ments which captivate the soldiery, and was called

el Galan, for his gallant array and courtly demeanour,

and el Jmtador, or the Tiller, for his dexterity in justs

and tournaments. These, it must be admitted, were

not the qualifications most adapted for the govern-

ment of rude and factious colonies in a wilderness;

but he had an all-powerful friend in the Bishop Fon

seca. The Bishop was as thorough-going in patronage

as in persecution. He assured tlie king that Pedra-

rias had understanding equal to his valour ; that he

was as capable of managing the affairs of peace as of
|

war, and that, having been brought up in the royal

household, his loyalty might be implicitly relied on.

Scarcely had Don Pedrarias been appointed, when I

Cayzedo and Colmenares arrived on their mission

fi'oin Darien, to communicate the intelligence received

from the son of the cacique Comagre, of the Southern

Sea beyond the mountains, and to ask one thousand
|

men to enable Vasco Nuftez to make the discovery'.

The avarice and ambition of Ferdinand were in-

flamed by the tidings. He rewarded the bearers of I

the intelligence, and, after consulting with Bishop
|

Fonseca, resolved to despatch immediately a power-

ful armada, with twelve hundred men, under (lie

|

command of Pedrarias, to accomplish the enterprise.

Just about this time the famous Gonsalvo Her-

nandez de Cordova, commonly called the Great I

Captain, was preparing to return to Naples, where!

the allies of Spain had experienced a signal defeat, I

and had craved the assistance of this renowned gen^ I

> By llic Englisli liistoriaiis he lias generally been called Vm^
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i generally been caUed DaviH'

j

ral 10 relrieve their fortunes. The chivalry of Spain

thronged to enlist under the banner of Gonsalvo.

The Spanish nobles, with their accustomed prodi-

gality, sold or mortgaged their estates to buy gor-

geous armour, silks, brocades, and other articles of

martial pomp and luxury, that they might figure, with

becoming magnificence, in the campaigns of Italy.

The armament was on the point of sailing fur Naples

vrlth this host of proud and gallant spirits, when the

jealous mind of Ferdinand took offence at the en-

thusiasm thus shown towards his general, and he

abniptly countermanded the expedition. The Spa-

nish cavaliers were overwhelmed with disappoint-

ment at having their dreams of glory thus suddenly

dispelled; when, as if to console them, the enterprise

ofPfdrarias was set on foot, and opened a different

career of adventure. The very idea of an unknown

sea and splendid empire, where never European ship

had sailed or foot had trodden, broke upon the imagi-

nation with the vague wonders of an Arabian tale.

Even the countries already known, in the vicinity of

the settlement of Darien, were described in the usual

terms of exaggeration. Gold was said to lie on the

surface of the ground, or to be gathered with nets out

of the brooks and rivers ; insomuch that the region

hitherto called Terra Firma, now received the pom-

pous and delusive appellation of Gastilla del Oro, or

Golden Castile.

Excited by these reports, many oftheyouthful cava-

lierswhohad prepared for the Italiancampaign , now of-

fered themselves as volunteers to Don Pedrarias. He
accepted their services, and appointed Seville as the

place of assemblage. The streets of that ancient city

soon swarmed with young and noble cavaliers splen-

didly arrayed, full of spirits, and eager for the sailing

of the Indian armada. Pedrarias, on his arrival at

Seville, made a general review of his forces, and was

embarrassed to lind that the number amounted to

three thousand. He had been limited in his first

armament to twelve hundred ; on representing the

nature of the case, however, the number was ex-

tended to fifteen hundred ; but through infiuence,

entreaty and stratagem, upwards of two thousand

eventually embarked.' Happy did he think himself

who could in any manner, and by any means, get

admitted on board of the squadron. Nor was this

eagerness for the enterprise confined merely to young

land buoyant and ambitious adventurers ; we are told

|lbat there were many covetous old men, who offered

io go at their own expense, without seeking any pay

rem the king. Thus every eye was turned with

lesire to this squadron of modern argonauts, as it lay

nchored on the bosom of the GuadaUpiiver.

The pay and appointmenis of Don Pedrarias Davila

ere on the most liberal scale, and no expense was
pared in fitting out the armament ; for the object of

lie expedition were both colonisation and conquest,

rtillery and powder were procured from Malaga,

ides the usual weapons, such as muskets, cross-

> Oviedo, 1. li, c. 7. MS.

bows, swords, pikes, lances, and Neapolitan targets,

there was armour devised of quilled cotton, as being

light and better adapted tothe climate, and sufficiently

proof against the weapons of the Indians; and wooden
bucklers from the Canary islands, to ward off the

poisoned arrows of the Caribs.

Santa Maria de la Antigua was, by royal ordinance,

elevated into the metropolitan city ofGolden Castile,

and a Franciscan friar, named Juan de Quevedo, was

appointed as bishop, with power to decide in all

cases of conscience. A number of friars were nomi-

nated to accompany him, and he was provided with

the necessary furniture and vessels for a chapel.

Among the various regulations made for the good

of the infant colony, it was ordained that no lawyers

should \ye admitted there, it having been found at

Hispaniola and elsewhere, that they were detrimental

to the welfare of the settlements, by fomenting dis-

putes and litigations. The judicial affairs were to he

entirely confided to the Licentiate Gaspar de Espi-

nosa, who was to officiate as Alcalde Mayor or chief

judge.

Don Pedrarias had intended to leave his wife in

Spain. Her name was Dofla Isabella de Bobadilla;

she was niece to the Marchioness de Moya, a great

favourite of the late Queen Isabella, who had been

instrumental in persuading her royal mistress to pa-

tronise Columbus.' Her niece partook of her high

and generous nature. She refused to remain he-

hind in selfish security, hut declared that she would

accompany her husband in every peril, whether by

sea or land. This self-devotion is the more remark-

able, when it is considered that she was past the

romantic period of youth , and that she had a family

of four sons and four daughters, whom she left behind

her in Spain.

Don Pedrarias was instructed to use great indul-

gence towards the people of Darien, who had been

the followers of Nicuesa, and to remit the royal tithe

of all the gold they might have collected previous to

his arrival. Towards Vasco Nunez de Balboa alone

the royal countenance was stern and severe. Pe-

drarias was to depose him from his assumed authority,

and to call him to strict account before the Alcalde

Mayor, Gaspar de Espinosa, for his treatment of the

Bachelor Enciso.

The splendid fleet, consisting of fifteen sail, weighed

anchor at St Lncar on the 12tli of April, iSi4, and

swept proudly out of the Guadnlquiver, thronged with

the chivalrous advenlurers for Golden Castile. But

a short time had ela[)sed after its departure, when
Pedro Arbolancho arrived with the tardy missions of

Vasco Nufiez. Had he arrived a few days sooner, how-

different might have been the fortunes of his friend

!

He was immediately admitted to the royal pre-

sence, where he announced the adventurous and suc-

> This was the same Marchioness de Moya, who during llic war

(if Granada, while the court and royal army were cncannied before

Malaga, was mistaken tor tlie quern liy a Moorish faualic, and hiid

nearly fallen Itcneath his dagger.

. i
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cessful expedilion of Vasco Nunez, and laid before

the king the pearls and golden ornaments which he

had brought as the first fruits of the discovery. King

Ferdinand listened with charmed attention to this

tale of unknown seas and wealthy realms added to

his empire. It filled, in fact, the imaginations of the

most sage and learned with golden dreams, and anli-

cipalions of unlwimded riches. OV\ Peter Martyr,

who received letters from his friends in Darien, and

communicated by word of mouth with those who
came from thence, writes to Leo the Tenth in exult-

ing terms of this event. "Spain," says he, " will

hereafter be able to satisfy with pearls the greedy

appetite of such as in wanton pleasures are like unto

Cleopatra andiEsopus; so that henceforth we shall

neither envy nor reverence the nice fruilfulness of

Taprobana or the Red Sea. The Spaniards will not

need hereafter to mine and dig far into the earth,

nor to cut asunder moimtains in quest of gold, but

will find it plentifully, in a manner, on the upper

crust of the earth, or in the sands of rivers dried up

by the heats of summer. Certainly the reverend an-

tiquity obtained not so great a benefit of nature, nor

even aspiied to the knowledge thereof, since never

man before, from the known world, penetrated to

these unknown regions."'

The tidings of this discovery at once made all Spain

resound with the praises of Vasco Nufiez, and from

being considered a lawless and desperate adventurer,

he was lauded to the skies as a worthy successor to

Columbus. The king repented of the harshness of

his late measures towards him, and ordered the Bishop

Fonseca to devise some mode of rewarding his tran-

scendant services.

CHAITER XVI.

JkHHIViL IkMt UH4MII li>TUV OK UO^I P;:DBAniAS UAVIL4 INTO

DABICK.

While honours and rewards were preparing in

Europe for Vasco Nufiez, that indefatigable com-

mander, inspired by his fortunes with redoubled zeal

and lodier ambition, was exercising the paternal fore-

thought and discretion of a patriotic governor over

the country subjected to his rule. Mis most strenuous

exertions were directed to bring the neighbourhood

of Darien into such a state of culliAation as might

render the settlement independent of Europe for sup-

plies. The town was situated on the banks of a

river, and contained upwards of two hundred houses

and cabins. Its population amounted to five hundred

and fifteen Europeans, all men, and fifteen hundred

Indians, male and female. Orchards and gardens

had been laid out, where European as well as na-

tive fruits and vegetables were cultivated, and al-

ready gave promise of future abundance. Vasco

Nufiez devised all kinds of means to keep up the spirits

r. Martyr, i\fv;»\. S, c. 5, Lok's Iranniation.
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of his people. On holidays Itiey had their favouriic

national sports and games, and particularly tilling

matches, of which chivalrous amusement the Sin-

niards in those days were extravagantly fond. Sunie-

times he gratified their restless and roving habits by

sending them in expeditions to various parts of ihe

country, to acquire a knowledge of its resources, ami

to strengthen his sway over the natives. He wasio

snccessfid in securing the amity or exciting the awe

of the Indian tribes, that a Spaniard might go singly

about the land in perfect safety; while his own fol-

lowers were zealous in their devotion to him, bolli

from admiration of his past exploits, and from hopes

of soon being led by him to new discoveries and con-

quests. Peter Martyr, in his letter to Leo the Tenlli,

speaks in high terms of these "old soldiers of Darien,"

the remnants of those well tried adventurers, niio

had followed the fortunes of Ojeda, Nicuesa, and

Vasco Nufiez. " They were hardened," says lie,

" to abide all sorrows, and were exceedingly tolerant

of labour, heat, hunger, and watching, insomuch thai

they merrily make their boast that they have observed

a longer and sharper Lent than ever your Ilolinfss

enjoined, since, for the space of four years, their food

has been herbs and fruits, with now and then Tisli,

and very seldom flesh.'

Such were the hardy and well-seasoned veterans

that were under the sway of Vasco Nuftez; and the

colony gave signs of rising in prosperity under his

active and fostering management, when, in the monlli

of June, the fleet of Don Pedrarias Davila arrived in

the gulf of Uraba.

The Spanish cavaliers who accompanied the new

governor were eager to get on shore, and to behold

the anticipated wonders of the land; but Pedrarias,

knowing the resolute character of Vasco Nuriez, and

the devotion of his followers, apprehended some dif-

ficulty in getting possession of the colony. Anclior-

ing, therefore, aliout a league and a half from the I

settlement, he sent a messenger on shore to announce I

his arrival. The envoy, having heard so much in I

Spain of the prowess and exploits of Vasco Nuilezand I

the riches of Golden Castile, expected, no doubt, to I

find a blustering warrior, maintaining barbaric slalel

in the government which he had usurped. Great!

was his astonishment, therefore, to find this redonbl-l

able hero a plain unassuming man, clad in a cotlofll

frock and drawers, and hempen sandals, directinjl

and aiding the labour of several Indians who wert|

thatching a cottage in which he resided.

The messenger approached him respectriiliy, aniil

announced the arrival of Don Pedrarias Davila as go-

vernor of the country.

Whatever Vasco Nuftez may have felt at thisinlel-j

ligence, he suppressed his emotions, and answered I

the messenger with great discretion : "Tell D«ii|

Pedrarias Davila," said he, " that he is weicorafj

that I congratulate him on his safe arrival, aiidam|

ready, with all who are here, to obey his orders."

> p. Martyr, ilccarl. S, v.. ,'. l.ol('s translation.
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The little community of rough and daring adven-

turers was immediately in an uproar when they found

a new governor had arrived. Some of the most zeal-

ous adherents of Vasco Nuilez, were disposed to sally

forth, sword in hand, and repel the intruder; but

they were restrained by their more considerate chief-

tain, who prepared lo receive the new governor with

all due submission.

Pedrarias disembarked on the thirtieth of June,

accompanied by his heroic wife, Dofla Isabella, who,

according to old Peter Martyr, had sustained theroar-

iiigsand ragings of the ocean with no less stoutcourage

than either her husband, or even the mariners who

had been brought up among the surges of the sea.

Pedrarias set out for the embryo city at the head of

two thousand men, all well armed. He led his wife

hy the hand, and on the other side of him was the

bishop of Darien in his robes ; while a brilliant train

oryondiful cavaliers, in glittering armour and brocade,

formed a kind of body guard.

All this pomp and splendour formed a striking con-

trast with the bumble slate of Vasco Nunez, who

came forth unarmed, in simple attire, accompanied by

hlo councillors and a handful of the "old soldiers of

Darien," scarred and battered, and grown half wild

in Indian warfare, but without weapons and in gar-

jments much the worse for wear.

Vasco Nunez saluted Don Pedrarias Davila with

jprofound reverence, and promised him implicit obe-

dience, both in his own name and in the name of the

community. Having entered the town he conducted

his distinguished guests to bis straw-thatched habi-

|tation, where he had caused a repast to be prepared

if such cheer as his means afforded, consisting of

Its and fruits, maize and cassava bread, with no

iilier beverage than water from the river;—a sorry

dace and a meagre l)anquel in the eyes of the gay

ivatiers, who had anticipated far other things from

Ihe usurper of (idlden Castile. Vasco Nuttez, how-

!Ter, acq lilted himself in his humble wigwam with

Ihecoiuiesy and hospitality of a prince, and showed

Ihal Ihe dignity of an entertainment depends more
ipon the giver than the feast. In the mean time a

ilentiful supply of European provisions was landed

[rem the fleet, and a tem[K)rary abundance was dif-

iLsed through the colony.

CHAPTER XVn.

inariDiois cokuuct op don pedrarias towards vasco

NUNEZ.

I

On the day after his entrance into Darien, Don
drarias held a private conference with Vasco Nu-
! in presence of ttie historian Oviedo, who had
ne out from Spain as the public notary of the co-

ny. The governor commenced by assuring him
at he was instiiicted by the king to treat him with

great favour and dislinclion, to consult him about the

affairs of the colony, and to apply to him for infor-

mation relative to the surrounding country. At tlie

same time he professed the most amicable feelings on

his own part, and an intention to be guided by his

counsels in all public measures.

Vasco Nunez was of a frank confiding nature, and

was 80 captivated by this unexpected courtesy and

kindness, that he (brew off all caution and reserve,

and opened his whole soul to the politic courtier.

Pedrarias availed himself of this communicative mood
to draw from him a minute and able statement in

writing, detailing the circumstances of the colony,

and theinformatiim collected respecting various parts

of the country; the route by which he had traversed

(he mountains ; his discovery of the South Sea ; the

situation and reputed wealth of the Pearl Islands ; the

rivers and ravines most productive of gold ; (ogether

with the names and territories of the various caciques

with whom he had made treaties.

When Pedrariashad thus beguiled the unsuspecting

soldier of all the information necessary for his pur-

poses, he dropped the mask, and within a few days

proclaimed a judicial scrutiny into the conduct of

Vasco Nunez and his officers. Il wasto be conducted

by the Licentiate Caspar de Espinosa, who had come
oulas Alcalde Mayor, or chiefjudge. The Licentiate

was an inexperienced lawyer, having but recently

left the university of Salamanca. He appears (o

have been somewhat flexible in his opinions, and

prone to be guided or governed by others. At the

outset of bis career he was much under the influence

of Quevedo, the bishop of Darien. Now, as Vasco

Nunez knew the importance of this prelate in the co-

lony, he had taken care to secure him lo his interests

by paying him the most profound deference and re-

spect, and by giving him a share in his agricultural

enterprises and his schemes of traffic. In fact, the

good bishop looked upon him as one eminently cal-

culated to promote his temporal prosperity, to which

he was by no means insensible. Under (he influence

of the prelate, therefore, the alcalde commenced his

investigation in the most favourable manner. He
went largely into an examination of the discoveries

of Vasco Nunez, and of the nature and extent of his

various services. The governor was alarmed at

the course which the inquiry was l;tking. If thus

conducted, it would but serve lo illustrate the merits

and elevate the reputation of the man whom it was

his interest and intent to ruin. To counteract it,

he immediately set on foot a secret and invidious

course of interrogatories of Ihe followers of Nicuesa

and Ojeda, to draw from them testimony which might

support the charge against Vasco Nunez of usurpa-

tion and tyrannical abuse of power. Thebishopand

the alcalde received information of this inquisition,

carried on thus secretly, and without their sanction.

They remonstrated warmly against il, as an infringe-

ment of their rights, I)eing coadjutors in the govern-

ment; and they spurned (he (eslirnony of (he fol-

,

.!
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lowers of Ojeda and Nicuesa, as l>eing dictated and

diHcoloured by ancient enmity. Yafico Kuftez was,

llierefore, acquitted by tlieui of tbe criminal cliarges

made against liim, tliougli Ite remained involved in

difficulties from the suits brouglit against him by indi-

viduals, for losses and damages occasioned by his

measures.

Pedrarias was incensed at this acquittal, and in-

sisted upon the guilt of Vasco IVufkez, which he pre-

tended to have established to his conviction by his

secret investigations ; and he even determined to send

him in chains to Spain, to be tried Tor the death of

Nicuesa, and for other imputed offences.

It was not the inclination or the interest of the

bishop that Vasco Nufiez should leave the colony

;

he therefore managed to awaken the jealous appre-

hensions of the governor as to the cfTecl of his pro-

posed measure. He intimated that the arrival of

Vasco Nuftez in Spain would be signalised by triumph

rather than disgrace. By that time his grand dis-

coveries would be blazoned to the world, and would

alone for all 'lis faults. He would be received with

enthusiasm by the nation, with favour by the king,

and would probably be sent back to the colony

clothed with new dignity and power.

Pedrarias was placed in a perplexing dilemma by

these suggestions; his violent proceedings against

Vasco Nufiez were also in some measure restrained

by the influence of his wife, Doila Isabel de Boba-

dilla, who fell a great respect and sympathy for the

discoverer. In his perplexity, the wily governor

adopted a middle course. He resolved to detain

Vasco Nuilez at Darien under a cloud of imputation,

which would gradually impair his popularity ; while

his patience and means would be silently consumed

by protracted and expensive litigation. In the mean
time, however, the properly which had been seques-

trated was restored to him.

While Pedrarias treated Vasco Nufiez with this

severity, he failed not to avail himself of the plans of

that able commander. The lirst of these was to

establish a line of posts across the mountains between

Darien and the South Sea. It was his eager desire

to execute this before any order should arrive from

the king in favour of his predecessor, in order thai he

might have the credit of having colonised the coast,

and Vasco Nufiez merely thai of having discovered

and visited it. Before he could complete these ar-

rangements, however, unlooked-for calamities fell

upon the settlement, that for a time interrupted every

project, and made every one turn his thoughts merely

to his own security.

Oviedo, Hist. Ind., p. 2, c. 8

..ti

CHAPTER XVIII.

CiLAMITIU or THI 8PANI8B CAV4UIII8 AT DAIIIN.

TiiK town of Darien was situated in a deep vallry

surrounded by lofty hills, which, while they keplurr

the breezes so grateful in a sultry climate, reflecied

and concentrated the rays of the sun, insomuch, that

at noontide the heat was insup[)orlahle; the river

which passed it was shallow, with a muddy channel

and l)ordered by marshes ; overhanging forests added

to the general humidity, and the very soil un wliicli

the town was built was of such a nature, thatondii;-

ging to the depth of a foot there would ooze forlli

brackish water.

It is not matter of surprise that a situation of this

kind, in a tropical climate, should be fatal to the

health of Europeans. Many of those who lladr^

cently arrived were swept off speedily ; Pedrarias

himself fell sick and was removed, with mostofhu

people, to a healthier spot on the river Corobari ; the

malady, however, continued to increase. The pro-

visions which had been brought out in the ships hid

been partly damaged by the sea, the residue grew

scanty, and the people were put upon short allowance;

the debility thus produced increased the ravages of

disease; at length the provisions were exhausted, and

the horrors of absolute famine ensued.

Every one was more or less affected by these cala-

mities ; even the veterans of the colony quailed be-

neath them ; but to none were they more fatal than

to the crowd of youthful cavaliers who had once

glittered so gaily alioul the streets of Seville, and had

come out to tbeNew World elated with the most san-

guine expectations. From the very moment of their

landing they had been disheartened at the savage

scenes around them, and disgusted with the squalid

life they were doomed to lead. They shrunk villi

disdain from the labours with which alone weallb

was to be procured in this land of gold and pearls,

and were impatient of the humble exertions neces-

sary for the maintenance of existence. As the fa-

mine increased, their case became desperate; tirj

they were unable to help themselves, and their rantj

and dignity commanded neither deference nor aid a!

a time when common misery made every one selfisliJ

Many of them, who had mortgaged estates in S|)aiii

to fit themselves out sumptuously for their Italia

campaign, now perished for lack of food. Soot

would be seen bartering a robe of crimson silk,

«

some garment of rich brocade, for a pound of IndiaBJ

bread or European biscuit ; others sought to sal

the cravings of hunger with the herbs and roots of Ibej

field, and one of the principal cavaliers absoluleijfei-j

piredof hunger in the public streets.

In this wretched way, and in the short space of

month, perished seven hundred of the little army

youthful and buoyant spirits who had embarked wi

Pedrarias. The bodies of some remained foradij

'''•• ' V. MarljT, dcoad. 5, r. «.
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or two without sepulture, their friends not having

siiriicient strength to bury Iheni. Unable to remedy

ilie evil, Pedrarias gave permission for his men to flee

from it. A ship-load of starving adventurers de-

parted for Cuba, where some of them joined the

slamlard of Diego Velasquez, who was colonising that

island ; others made their way back to Spain, where

they arrived broken in health, in spirits, and in

fortune.

ciuPTER xrx.

PRUITLESS K\PI.I)ITI()N OP PEDRARIAS.

Tub departure of so many hungry mouths was

some temporary relief to the colony ; and Pedrarias,

having recovered from his malady, bestirred himself

to send expeditions in various directions for the pur-

jiose of foraging Ihe country and collecting Ihe trea-

sure.

These expeditions, however, were entrusted to his

own favourites, and partisans, while Yasco Nuiiez,

the in.in most competent to carry them into effect,

remained idle and neglected. A judicial inquiry,

tardily carried on, overshadowed him, and though it

substantiated nothing, served to embarrass his actions,

to cool his friends, and to give him the air of a public

delinquent. Indeed to Ihe other evils of the colony

was now added that of excessive litigation, arising

out of the disputes concerning the government of

Vasco Nuilez, and which increased to such a degree,

that, according to the report of the Alcalde Espinosa,

if the lawsuits should be divided among the people, at

least forty would fall to each man's share.' This too

was in a colony into which the government had com-

manded that no lawyer should be admitted

!

Wearied and irritated by the check which had been

,given to his favourite enterprises, and confident of the

lullimate approbation of Ihe king, Yasco Nufiez now
determined to take his fortunes in his own hands,

and to prosecute in secret his grand project of explor-

ing the regions beyond the mountains. For this

purpose, he privately despatched one Andres Gara-

bilo to Cuba to enlist men, and to make the requisite

provisions for an expedition across Ihe isthmus, from

|N'ombre de Dios, and for the founding a colony on

Ihe shores of the Southern Ocean, from whence he

)ropose<l to extend his discoveries by sea and land.

While Vasco Nuilez awaited the return of Gara-

)ito, he had Ihe mortification of beholding various

if his colonising plans pursued and marred by Pe-

\mias. Among other enterprises Ihe governor de-

spatched his lieutenant-general Juan de Ayora, at the

lead of four hundred men, to visit the provinces of

lose caciques with whom YascoNmlez had sojourned
ind made treaties on his expedition to tlie Southern
!a. Ayora partook of the rash and domineering
lirit of Pedrarias, and harassed and devastated Ihe

• HeiTera, dccad. 2, 1, i, c. I.

countries which he pretended to explore. He was
received willi amity and confidence by various ca-

ciques who had formed treaties with Vasco Niiftez ; but

be repaid their hospitalily witli the basest ingratitude,

seizing upon their property, taking from them Iheir

wives and daughters, ami often torturing them to

make them reveal their hidden or supposed treasures.

Among those treated with this (lerfldy, we grieve to

enumerate the youthful cacique who first gave Yasrn

Nunez information of ihe sea beyond the mountains.

The enormities of Ayora and of other captains of

Pedrarias produced the usual effect ; the natives were

roused to desperate resistance; caciques who had

been faithful friends were converted into furious ene-

mies, and Ihe expeitition ended in disappointment and

disaster.

The adherents of Yasco Nuilez did not fail to con-

trast these disastrous enterprises with those which

had been conducted with so much glory and advan-

tage by their favourite commander ; and their sneers

and reproaches had such an effect upon the jealous

and irritable disposition of Pedrarias, that he deter-

mined to employ their idol in a service that would

be likely to be attended with defeat and to impair his

popularity. None seemed more filling for the pur-

pose than an expedition to Dobayba, where he had

once already attempted in vain to penetrate, and

where so many of his followers had fallen victims to

the stratagems and assaults of the natives.

CIUPTER XX. i

SECOND EXPEDITION OP VASCO NUNEZ IN QUEST OP THE GOI,DK^

TEMPLE OP DODAYBA.

The rich mines of Dobayba, and Ihe treasures of

its golden temple, had continued to form a favourite

theme with the Spanish adventurers. It was ascer-

tained that Yasco Nuilez had stopped short of Ihe

wealthy region on his former expedition, and had

mistaken a frontier village for the residence of the

cacique. The enterprise of Ihe temple was, there-

fore, still to be achieved ; and it was solicited by se-

veral of the cavaliers in Ihe train of Pedrarias, with all

the chivalrous ardour of that romantic age. Indeed

common report had invested the enterprise with dif-

ticuties and dangei-s sufficient to stimulate the ambi-

tion of the keenest seeker of adventure. The savages

who inhabited that part ofthe country were courageous

and adroit. I'hey fought by water as well as by land,

forming ambuscades with Iheir canoes in the bays

and rivers. The country was intersected by dreary

fens and morasses, infested by all kinds of reptiles.

Clouds of gnats and musquitoes filled the air ; there

were large bats also, supposed to have the baneful

properties of the vampire ; alligators lurked in the

waters, and the gloomy recesses of the fens were said

to be the dens of dragons !

p. Martyr.
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Betides theae objetii of terror, both true and falw-

Ions, the ohi historian, Peter Martyr, makes mention

of anotlier monslroiw animal, said to infest this piold-

en region, and which deserves to be cited, as show-

in); tlie imaginary dangers wllh which llie active

minds of the discoverers peopled the unexplored wil-

derness around them.

According lo the tales of the Indians, there had

occurred, sliurtly before the arrival of the Spaniards,

« violent tempest or rather hurricane in Ihe neigh-

bourhood of Dobayba, which demolished houses, tore

up trees by the routs, oiid laid waste whole forests.

When the tempest had sulwided and the affrighted

inhabitants venture<l lo look abroad, they found that

two monstrous animals had b(^en brought into the

country by the hurricane. According to their ac-

counts they were not unlike Ihe ancient harpies, and

one being smaller than the other was supposed lo be

its young. They had the faces of women, with the

claws and wings of eagles, and were of such prodi-

gious size that the very boughs of the trees on which

they alighted broke beneath them. They would

swoop down and carry off a man as a hawk would

bear off a chicken, Hying with him to the lops of the

mountains, where they would tear him in pieces and

devour him. For some lime they were the scourge

and terror of the land, until the Indians succeeded in

killing the old one by stratagem, and hanging her on

their long spears, bore her through all the towns to

assuage the alarm of the inhabitants. The younger

harpy, says the Indian tradition, was never seen af-

terwards.'

Such were some of the perils, true and fabulous,

with which Ihe land of Dobayba was said to abound

;

and, in fact, the very Indians bad such a dread of its

dark and dismal morasses, that, in their journeyings,

they carefully avoided them, preferring ihe circuitous

and rugged pallis of the mountains.

Several of Ihe youthful cavaliers, as has been ob-

served, were stimulated rather than deterred by these

dangers, and contended for the honour of the expe-

dition ; but Pedrarias selected his rival for the task

,

hoping, as has been hinted, that it would involve him

in disgrace. Yasco INufkez promptly accepted the

enterprise, for his pride was concerned in its success.

Two hundred resolute men were given to him for the

purpose; but his satisfaction was diminished when he

found that Luis Carrillo, an ofiicer of Pedrarias, who
had failed in a perilous enterprise, was associated with

him in the command.

Few particulars remain to us of the events of this

affair. They embarked in a fleet of canoes, and,

traversing the gulf, arrived at the river which flowed

down from the region of Dobayba. They were not

destined, however, to achieve the enterprise of the

golden temple. As they were proceeding rather con-

fldently and unguardedly up the river, they were

suddenly surprised and surrounded by an immense
swarm of canoes, iilleil with armed savages, which

' p. Martyr, decad. 7. c. <0.

darted out from lurking places along Ihe sliores. Some

of the Indians assailed them with lances, others with

clouds ofarrows, while some, plunging into the water,

endeavoured to overturn their canoes. In this way

one half of the Spauiards were killed or drowned.

Among the number fell i.uis Carrillo, pierced through

the breast by an Imlian lance. Vasco Nuhez himself

was wounde<1, and had great difllculty in escapinjn

to the shore with Ihe residue of his forces.

The Indians pursued him and kept up a skirmish-

ing; attack, hut he i>"at them off until the night, when

he silently abandoned the shore of the river, and

directed his retreat l* .ards Darien. It is easier to

imagine than to describe Ihe toils and dangers and

horrors which beset him and the remnant of his men

ns they traversetl rugged mountains, or struggled

through these fearful morasses of which they had

heard such terrific tales. At length they succeeded in

reaching the settlement of Darien.

The partisans of Pedrarias exulted in seeing Vawo
|

IVuftez return thus foiled and wounded, and taunted
I

his adherents with their previous Imastings. Thej

latter, however, laid all the blame upon the unfor-

tunate Carrillo. "Vasco Nuftez," said they, "hail I

always absolute command in his former enterprises,

but in (his he has been embarrassed by an associate.

Nad the expedition l)een conflded to him alone, (he
|

event had been far different."

CHAPTER XXI.

l.rrTtRS PUOM THE Kinn 1^ PAVOLH OP VASCO NlinKZ. ASSIVU

OP GAIIAHITO. AllHEST OP VASCO NIJNEZ.

[ ISIS. ]

About this time despatches arrived from Spain I

that promised to give a new turn to the fortunesofl

Vasco Nuflez and to the general affairs of the colonf,
f

They were written after the tidings of tlie dLscovery
|

ofthe South Sea, and the subjugation of so many im-i

portant provinces ofthe Isthmus. In a letter address-l

ed to Vasco Nuilez, the king expressed his higliseDi(|

of his merits and services, and constituted him Ade-f

lantado of the South Sea, and Governor of (he pro-l

vinces of Panama and Coyba, though subordinate Idl

the general command of Pedrarias. A letter was lilie-|

wise written by the king to Pedrarias, infuriniii,'|

him of this appointmeni, and ordering him toconsnlll

Vasco Nuilez on all public affairs of importance. Tliii|

was a humiliating blow to the pride and consequencel

of Pedrarias, but he hoped to parry it. In Ihemean-I

time, as all letters from Spain were first deliveredl

into his hands, he withheld that intended for Vasdl

Nuflez, until he should determine what coarse orl

conduct lo adopt. The latter, however, heard of tin!

circumstance, as did his friend Ihe Bishop of Darieaj

The prelate made loud complaints of this interrup'l

lion of the royal corret^ndence, which he denoimt
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ed, even from Uie pulpit, as an outrage upon the

rights of tlie subject, and an act of liisuliedience to

liie lovereign.

Upon this the guveniur called a council of his pub-

lic oflicers ; and after iniparthig the contents of his

letter, requested tlieir opinion as to the propriety of

investing Vuscu Nuflez with the liignities thus grant-

ed to him. The Ali-alde Mayor, Kspinosa, had left

llie parly of the bishop, and was now devoted to the

governor, lie insisted, vehemently, that the oDices

ought in no wise to be given to Vasco Nuitez, until

the king shouUI be informed of the result uf the in-

quest which was still going on against him. In this

he wns warmly supported by the treasurer and the

accountant. The bishop replioil, indignantly, that

it was presumptuous and disloyal in them to dispute

tlie commands of the king, and to Interfere with the

rewards conscientiously given by him to a meritorious

sid)ject. In this way, he adiled, they were defeating,

by their passions, the grateful intentions of their sove-

reign. The governor was overawed by the honest

warmth of tbe bishop, and [irofessed to accord with

him in opinion. The council lasted until midnight;

and it was finally agreed that the titles and dignities

sliwdd be conferred on Vasco Nuftez on the following

day,'

Pedrarias and his officers reflected, however, that

if the jurisdiction implied by these titles were abso-

lutely vested in Vasco Nnilez, the government of

Darien end Castilla del Oro would virtually be re-

duced to a trifling matter ; they resolved, therefore,

to adopt a middle course ; to grant him the empty

titles, but to make him give security not to ente upon

the actual government of the territories in question,

until Pedrarias shoidd give him [lermission. The

bishop and Vasco Nuilez assented to Ihisarrangement

;

satisfied, for the present, with securing the titles,

and trusting to the course of events to get dominion

over the territories.*

The new honours of Vasco Nufkez were now pro-

mulgated to the world, and he was every where ad-

dressed by the title of Adelantado. His old friends

lilted up their heads with exultation, and new ad-

herents flocked to his standard. Parties began to

form for him and for Pedrarias ; for it was deemed

impossible they could continue long in harmony.

The jealousy of the governor was excited by these

circumstances; and he regarded the newly-created

Adelantado as a dangerous rival and an insidious foe.

Just as this critical juncture, Andres Garabito, the

agent of Vasco Nuftez, arrived on the coast in a ve.«sel

which he had procured at Cuba, and bad freighted

vith arms and ammunition, and seventy resolute

men, for the secret expedition to the shores of the

I

Pacific Ocean. He anchored six leagues from the

< Oviedo, pari. 2, c. 9. MS. Ovicdo, the historian, was present

I at lliis consultation, and says that ho wrote down the opinions

I

^ven on llic occasion, wliich Uie parlies signed with tlieir proper

I
hands.

Idem.

luurbour, and lenl word privately to Vasco NuAez of

hit arrival.

Information waa immediately carried to Pedrarias,

that a mysterious vessel, full of armed men, was hover-

ing on the coast, and liolding secret conmumicalion

with his rival. The suspicious temper of the gover-

nor immediately took the alarm. He fancied tome

treasonable plot against bis authority; bis passions

mingled with his fears; and, in the first burst of his

fury, be ordered that Vasco Nuflez should be seizes!

and confined in a wooden cage. The Bishop of Da-

rien interposed in time to prevent an indignity which

it miglit have been impossible to expiate. He pre-

vailed upon the passionate governor, not merely to

retract the order respecting the cage, but to examine

the whole matter with coolness and delilieration.

Tbe result proved that his suspicions had been er-

roneous; and that the armament had been set on foot

wilhoul any treasonable intent. Vasco Nufkez was

therefore set at lil)erty, after having agreed to certain

precautionary conditions; but he remained cast down
in spirit and impoverished in fortune, by the harass-

ing measures of Pedrarias.

CHAPTER XXU.

fc,\l>EitlTI(IN Of MORALKS AINU FIZAUUO TO TIIK MIIOUbN (If TUK

HACiriU OCKAM. TIIKIH VISIT TO TIIK PKAHL ISLAINIKS. TUKIH

DISASTHOUS lll!TIJU!<l 4CH0KS THE HOI NTAnM.

The Bishop of Darien, encouraged by the success

of his intercession, endeavoured to persuade the go*

vernor to go still further, and to permit the departure
'

of Vasco Nuilez on his expedition to the South Sea.

The jealousy of Pedrarias, however, was too strong

to permit him to listen to such counsel. He was

aware of the importance of the expedition, and was

anxious that tbe Pearl Islands should l)e explored,

which promised such abundant treasures; but he

feared to increase the popularity of Vasco Nuflez, by

addingsucb an enterprise to the number of his achieve-

ments. Pedrarias, therefore, set on foot an expedi-

tion, consisting of sixty men, but gave the command

to one of his own relations, named Gaspar Morales.

The latter was accompanied by Francisco Pizarro,

who had already been to those parts in tbe train of

Vasco Nuflez, and who soon ro.se to importance in

tbe present enterprise by his fierce courage and do-

mineering genius.

A brief notice of the principal incidents of this ex-

pedition is all that is necessary for the present nar-

ration.

Morales and Pizarro traversed tbe mountains of the

isthmus by a shorter and more expeditious route than

that which had been taken by Yasco Nuflez, and ar-

rived on the shores of tbe South Sea at the territories

of a cacique named Tulihrii, by whom they were

amicably entertained. Their great object was to visit

t
'
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llie Pearl Islands : llie cacique, however, had hnt

four canoes, which were insufficient lu contain their

whole party. One lialf of their number, tiierefore,

remained at the village of TutibrA, under the com-

mand of a captain named Peilalosa ; the residue em-

barked in the canoes with Morales and Pizarro. After

a stormy and perilous voyage Ihey landed on one of

the smaller islands, where they had some skirmishing

with the natives, and ihence made their way to the

principal island of the Archipelago, to which, from

the report of its great pearl fishery, Yasco Nunez had

given the name of Isia Kica.

The cacique of this island had long been the terror

of the neighbouring coasts, invading the main land

with fleets of canoes, and carrying off the inhabitants

into captivity. His reception of the Spaniards was

worthy of his fame. Four times did he sally forth lo

defend his territory, and as often was he repulsed

with great slaughter. His warriors were over-

whelmed with terror at the fire-arms of the Spa-

niards, and at their ferocious blood-hounds. Finding

all resistance unavailing, the cacique was at length

compelled to sue for peace. His prayers being grant-

ed, lie received the conquerors into his habitation,

which was well built, and of immense size. Here
he brought them as a peace-offering a basket cu-

riously wrought, and filled with pearls of great

beauty. Among these were two of extraordinary

size and value. One weighed twenty-live carats;

the other was of the size of a muscadine pear, weigh-

ing upwards of three drachms, and of oriental colour

and lustre. The cacique considered himself more
than repaid by a present of hatchets, beads, and

hawks'-bells : and, on the Spaniards smiling at his

joy, observed, " These things I can turn to useful

purpose, hut of what value are those pearls lo mei'"

Finding, however, that these baubles were precious

in the eyes of the Spaniards, he took Morales and Pi-

zarro to the sunmiit of a wooden tower, conunanding

an unbounded prospect. " Behold before you," said

he, " the infinite sea, which extends even beyond

the sun-beams. As to these islands which lie to the

right and left, they are all subject to my sway. They
possess but little gold, but the deep places of the sea

around them are full of pearls. Continue to be my
friends, and you shall have as many as you desire

;

for I value your friendship more than pearls, and, as

far as in me lies^ will never forfeit it."

He t!ien pointed to the main land, where it stretch-

ed away towards the east, mountain beyond moun-
tain, until the sinnmit of the last faded in the distance

and was scarcely seen above the watery horizon. In

that direction, he said, thejjp lay a vast country of

inexhaustible riches, inhabited by a mighty nation.

He went on to repeat the vague but wonderful ru-

mours which the Spaniards had frequently heard

al)out the great kingdom of Peru. Pizarro listened

greedily to his words, and while his eye followed the

linger of the cacicpie, as it ranged along the line of

shadowy coast, his daring mind kindled with the

thought of seeking this golden enipu'e beyond the

waters.'

Before leaving the island, the two captains impress-

ed the cacique with so great an idea of the power of

the King of Castile, that he agreed to become his

vassal, and to render him an annual tribute of one

hundred pounds weight of pearls.

The party having returned in safety to the main

land, though to a different place from that where

they hail embarked, Gaspar Morales sent his rela-

tion, Bernardo Morales, with 'en men in quest of Pe-

fialosa and his companions, who had remained in tlie

village of TulibrA.

LInt'ortunately for the Spaniards, during the al)-

sence of the connnanders, this Peilalosa Iiad so exas-

perateil the natives by his misconduct, that a con-

spiracy had been formed by the caciques along the

coast to massacre the whole of the strangers, when

the party should return from the islands.

Bernardo Morales and his companions, on their way

in quest of Peilalosa, put up for the night in the vil-

lage of a cacique named Chuchama, who was oiieuf

the conspiralois. They were entertained with pre-

tended hospitality. In tiic dead of the night, how-

ever, the house in which they werj sleeping was

wrapped in flames, and niost of them were destroyed.

Chuchama tlien prepared with his confederates to

attack the main body of the Spaniards who reniuhied

with Morales and Pizarro.

Fortunately for the latter, there was among the

Indians who had accompanied them to the islands a

cacitpie named Chiruca, who was in secret corres-

pondence \\ illi the conspirators. Some circumstances

in his conduct excited their suspicions; they put him

to the torture, and drew from him a relation of llie

massacre of their conq)anions, and of the attack with

which they were menaced.

Morales and Pizarro were at first appalled by tlie

overwhelming danger which surrounded them. Con-

cealing their agitation, however, they compelled Clii-

rucik to send a message to each of the confedeiale

caciques, inviting him to a secret conference, under

pretence of giving him important information. The

caciques came at the summons : they were thus taken
|

one by one to the number of eighteen, and put in
i

chains. Just at this juncture Peftalosa arrived wilh
|

the thirty men who had remained wilh him at Tu-

tibrik. Their arrival was hailed wilh joy by their
j

comrades, who had given them up for lost. En-

couraged by this unexpected reinforcement, the Spa-

niarils now attacked by surprise the main body of I

confederate Indians, who being ignorant of the dis-
[

covery of their |>lol and capture of their caciques,

were awaiting the return of the latter in a slate oi
j

negligent security.

Pizarro led the van, and set upon the enemy at I

day-break with the old Spanish war-cry of Santiago! I

It was a slaughter rather than a battle, for the In-

dians were unprepared for resistance. Before sun-

1

< llerrcia, dGcad. 2, 1, i, c. 4. P. Martyr, d. 3, c. <0.
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riiie, seven hundred lay dead upon the field. Re-

tarning from the massacre, the commanders doomed
tiie caciques who were in chains to be torn in pieces

by the blood-hounds ; nor was even ChirucA spared

from this sanguinary sentence. Notwithstanding this

|)loo<ly revenge, the vindictive spirit of (he connnan-

ders was still unappeased, and they set off to surprise

the village of a cacique named Biru, who dwelt on

the eastern side of t'^e C;-.lf of St Michael. He was

famed for valour and for cruelty : his d elling was

surrounded by the weapoits and other trophies of

diose whom he had vanquished; and he was said

never lo give quarter.

The Spaniards assailed his village before day-break

wiih lire and sword, and made dreadful havoc. Biru

escaped from his burning habitation, rallied his people,

kept np a galling fight throughout the greater part of

that day, and handled the Spaniards so roughly, that,

when he drew off at night, they did not venture to

pursue him, but returned right gladly from his terri-

tory. According lo some of the Spanish writers, the

kingdom of Peru derived its name from this warlike

cacique, through a blunder of the early discoverers

;

llie ajiserlion, however, is believed to be erroneous.

The Spaniards had pushed their bloody revenge lo

an exireme, and were now doomed to suffer from

the recoil. In the fury of their passions, they had

forgotten that they were but a handful of men sur-

rounded by savage nations. Returning wearied and

disheartened from the battle with Biru, they were

jwayiaid and assaulted by a host of Indians led on by

he son of Chirucllt. A javelin from his hand pierced

me of (he Spaniards through (he breast, and came

lut between the shoiddcs; several others were

ivounded, and the remainder were harassed by a

:alling fire kept up from among rocks and bushes.

Dismayed at the implacable vengeance they had

roused, the Spaniards hastened to abandon these

liuslilc siiores and make the best of their way back to

larien. The Indians, however, were not 'o be ap-

ased by the mere departure of the intruders. They
illowed them perseveringly for seven days, hanging

n their skirls, and harassing them by continual

ilarms. Morales and Pizarro, seeing the obstinacy of

leir pursuit, endeavoured to gain a march upon
llieni by stratagem. Making large fires as usual one

kiglit about (he place of their encampment, they left

lieni burning to deceive the enemy while they made

I
rapid retreat. Among their number was one poor

jtllow named Velas(piez, who was so grievously

puuiuied that he could not walk. Unable to accom-

fliiyhis countrymen in (heir lliglit, and dreading to

kll into the merciless hands of the savages, he deter-

jiined to hang himself, nor could the prayers and
Ken tears of his comrades dissuade hin'i from his

ppose.

The stratagem of the Spaniards, however, was
pavailing. Tiu'ir retreat was perceived, and at day-

ealc, (0 their dismay, thej^ found themselves sur-

Jiindcd by three squadrons of savages. Unable, in

their haggard state, to make head against ao many
foes, they remained drawn up all day on the defen-

sive, some watching while otliers reposed. At night

they lit their (ires and again attempted to mnke a

secret retreat. The Indians, however, were as usual

on their traces, and wounded several with arrows.

Thus pressed and goaded, the Spaniards became
desperate, and fought like madmen, rushing upon
the very darts of the enemy.

Morales now resorted to an inhuman and fruitless

expedient to retard his pursuers. He caused several

Indian prisoners to be slain, hoping that their friends

would stop to lament over them ; but the sight of

their mangled bodies only increased the fury of the

savages and the obstinacy of their pursuit.

For nine days were the Spaniards hunted in this

manner about the woods and mountains, the swamps
and fens, wandering they knew not whither, and
returning upon their steps, until, to their dismay,

they found themselves in the very place where, se-

veral days previously, they had been surrounded by
the three squadrons.

Many now began to despair of ever escaping with

life from this trackless wilderness, thus teeming with

deadly foes. It was with difliculty their commanders

could rally their $piri(s, and encourage them to per-

severe. Entering a thick forest, they were again as-

sailed by a band of Indians, but despair and fury

gave them strength : they fought like wild beasts ra-

ther than like men, and routed the foe with dreadful

carnage. They had hoped to gain a breathing time

by this victory, but a new distress attended them.

They got entangled in one of those deep and dismal

marshes which abound on those coasts, and in which

the wanderer is often drowned or suffocated. For a

whole day they toiled through brake and bramble,

and miry fen, with the water reaching (o their gir-

dles. A' length they extricated themselves from the

swamp, and arrived at the sea shore. The tide was

out, but was about to return, and on this coast it

rises rapidly to a great height. Fearing to be over-

whelmed by the rising surf, they hastened (u climb a

rock out of reach of the swelling waters. Here they

threw themselves on the earth panting with fatigue

and abandoned to despair. A savage wilderness lill-

ed with still more savage foes, was on one side, on

the othor (he roaring sea. How were they (o ex-

Iricate themselves frosn these surrounding perils i'

While rellecting on their desperate situation, they

heard the voices of Indians. On looking cautiously

round, they beheld four canoes entering a ncighliour-

ing creek. A party was immediately despatched who
came u|K)n the savages by surprise, drove them into

the woods, and seized upon the canoes. In these

frail barks the Spaniards escaped from their perilous

neighbourhood, and, traversii;? the Gulf of St Mi-

chael, landed in a less hostile part, from whence they

set out a second lime, across (he mountains.

It is needless to recount the other hardships (hey

endured, and their further eonlliots with the Indians;

i <
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suffice it to say, after a series of almost incredible

sufferings and disasters, they at length arrived in a bat-

tered and emaciated condition at Darien. Through-

out all their toils and troubles, however, they had

managied to preserve a part of the ireasure they had

gained in llie islands; especially the pearls given them

by the cacique of Isla Rica. These were objects of

univtrsal admiration. One of them was put up at

auction, and bought by Pedrarias, and was after-

wards presented by his wife Dona Isabella de Boba-

dilla to the Empress, who, in return, gave her four

thousand ducats.'

Such was the cupidity of the colonists, that the

sight of these pearls and the reputed wealth of the

islands of the Southern Sea, and the kingdoms on its

borders, made far greater impression on the public

mind, than the tale told by the adventurers of all the

horror they had past ; and every one was eager to

seek these wealthy regions beyond the mountains.

CHAPTER XXIU.

UNVOHTUN/LTIi ElVTKHPUiSfcS OF Till! UPPICEH.S OF PEDHAIIUS.

MATBIMOMIAL COMPACT UET\> EKN TUE GOVKHNOH AND \ kSCO

KU!\EZ.

In narrating the preceding expedition of Morales

and Pizarro, we have been tempted into what may
almost be deemed an episode, though it serves to

place in a proper light the lurking difTiculties and

dangers which beset the expeditions of Vasco Nuilez

to the same regions, and his superior prudence and

management in avoiding them. It is not the object

of this narrative, however, to record the general

events of the colony under the administration of Don
Pedrarias Davila. We refrain, therefore, from de-

tailing various expeditions set on foot by him to ex-

plore and subjugate the surrounding country; and

which, being ignorantly or rashly conducted, too

often ended in misfortune and disgrace. One of these

was to the province of Zenu, where gold was sup-

posed to betaken in the rivers in nets; and where the

Bctchelor Enciso once undertook to invade the se-

pulchres. A captain named Francisco Becerra pe-

netrated into this country at the head of one hundred

and eighty men, well armed and equipped, and pro-

vided with three pieces of artillery; but neither the

commander nor any of his men returned. An Indian

boy who accompanied them was the only one who
escaped, and told the dismal tale of their having

fallen victims lo the assaults and stratagems and poi-

soned arrows of the Indians.

Another band was defeated by Tubanamik, the

ferocious cacique of the mountains, who bore as ban-

ners the bloody siiirts of the Spaniards he had slain in

former battles. In fine, the colony became so weak-

ened by these repeated losses, and the savages so

< > Hrn-era, Hint. Ind.. d. 3, i. i, c. 4.

emboldened by success, that the latter beleaguered

it with their forces, harassed it by assaults and am-

buscades, and reduced it to great extremity. "Such

was the alarm in Darien," says the Bishop Las Casas,

" that the people feared lo be burnt in their liousc!)."

They kept a watchful eye upon the mountains, the

plains, and the very branches of the trees. Tiieir

imaginations were infected by their fears. If ihey

looked towards the land, the long waving grass of the

Savannahs appeared to them to be moving hosts nf
|

Indians. If Ihey looked towards the sea, they fan-

cied they beheld fleets of canoes in the distance. Pe-

drarias endeavoured to prevent all rumours from
I

abroad that might increase tliis fevered state of alarni;

at the same time he ordered the snieitiiig-housc lo

be closed, which was never done but in time of war.

This was done at the suggestion of the bishop, whu

caused prayers to he put up, and fusts proclaimed, lol

avert the impending calamities.

While Pedrarias was harassed and perplexed hv I

these complicated evils, he was haunted by continual
|

apprehensions of the ultimate ascendancy of Vasco

Nunez. He knew him to be beloved by the people.]

and befriended by the bishop; and he had received!

proofs that his services were highly appreciated iirl

the king. lie knew also that representations hail I

been sent home by him and his partisans, oflliel

evils and abuses of the colony under the present ruleJ

and of the necessity of a more active and efficient go-l

vernor. He dreaded lest these representations siiouldl

ultimately succeed; that he should be undermined iol

the royal favour, and Vasco Muilez be elevated upool

his ruins.

The politic bishop perceived the uneasy state of ihel

governor's mind ; and endeavoured, by means orbiil

apprehensions, to effect that reconciliation which bel

had sought in vain to produce through more generool

motives. He represented to him that his treati

of Vasco Nuilez was odious in the eyes of the peoplej

and must eventually draw on him the displeasure

«

his sovereign. " But why persist," added he,

driving a man to become your deadliest enemy, vlio

you may grapple to your side as your iirmest friendl

You have several daughters—give him one inr

riage; you will then have for a son-in-law anianii

merit and popularity, who is a hidalgo by birth, ad

a favourite of the king. You are advanced in 1

and infirm ; he is in the prime and vigour of t

days, and possessed of great activity. You can i

him your lieutenant ; and while you repose fioin yoi

toils, he can carry on the affairs of the colony wilij

spirit and enterprise; and all his achievements vij

redound to the advancement of your family and ll

splendour of your administration."

The governor and his lady were won by llie «l^

quence of the bisiiop, and readily listened to hiss

gestion; and Vasco Nuilez was but too happy to <

feet a reconciliation on such flattering terms. VVrillij

articles were accordingly drawn up and exchiiiii;

contracting a marriage between liiin and the (\k
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daughter of Pedrarias. The young lady was then in

Spain, but was to be sent for, and the nuptials were

to be celebrated on her arrival at Darien.

Having thus fulfilled his office of peace-maker, and

settled, as he supposed, all feuds and jealousies on

the sure and permanent foundaticn of family alliance,

ihe worthy bishop departed shortly afterwards for

Spain.

CHAPTER XXIV.

nSCO NUNEZ THAN.SP0RTS SBIP8 ACBUSS TUE MUURTAINS TO
TUB l-ACIFIC OCEAM.

[ 1516. ]

BeiiOLD Vasco Nuilez once more in the high career

I

of prosperity ! His most implacable enemy had sud-

denly been converted into his dearest friend j for the

governor, now that he looked upon him as his son-

in-law, loaded him with favours. Above all, he

aathorized him (o build brigantines and make all Ihe

necessary preparations for his long-desired expedi-

tion to explore Ihe Southern Ocean. The place ap-

pointed for these purposes was the port of Carela,

situated to the west of Darien ; from whence there

I was supposed to be the most convenient route across

I
the mountains. A town called Ada had been founded

lat this port; and the fortress was already erected, of

[which Lope de Oiano was alcalde; Vasco Nuilez was

now empowered to continue the building of the town.

Itwo hundred men were placed under his command to

laid him in carrying his plans into execution, and a

Isum of money was advanced to him out of the royal

Itreasury. His supply of funds, however, was not

|suflicienl; but he received assistance from a private

ource. There was a notary at Darien, named Her-

Inandode Arguello, a man of some consequence in

llliR community, and who had been one of the most

urious opponents of the unfortunate iNicuesa. He
liad amassed considerable property, and now em-
larked a great part of it in the proposed enterprise,

bn condition, no doubt, of sharing largely in its anti-

pipaled profits.

On arriving at Ada, Vasco Nufiez set to work to

|)repare the materials of four brigantines that were

I he launched into the South Sea. The timber was

I on the Atlantic seaboard ; and was then, with

he anchors and rigging, transported across the lofty

|idge of mountains to the opposite shores of the Isth-

nus. Several Spaniards, thirty Negroes, and a great

lumber of Indians were employed for the purpose.

They bad no other roads but Indian paths, straggling

prough almost impervious forests, across torrents,

1 up rugged defiles, broken by rocks and preci-

Kces. In this way they toiled like ants up the

ountains, with (heir ponderous burthens, under

! scorching rays of a tropical sun. Many of the

or Indians sank by the way and perished under

^isslupendoui task. The Spaniards and Negroes,

being of hardier constitutions, were better able to

cope with the incredible hardships to which they

were subjected. On the summit of the mountains a

house had been provided for their temporary repo.^.

After remaining here a little time to refresh them-
selves and gain new strength, they renewed their la-

bours, descending (he opposite side of the mountains
until they reached he navigable part of a river, which
they called the Balsas, and which flowed into the

Pacific.

Much time and trouble, and many lives were ex-

pended on this arduous undertaking, before they had
transported to the river suflicient timber for two
brigantines; while the timber for the other two, and
(he rigging and munitions for the whole, yet re-

mained to be brought. To add to their difficulties,

they had scarcely liegun to work upon the timber
before they discovered that it was totally useless,

being subject to the ravages of the worms from hav-
ing been cut in (he vicinity of salt water. They were
obliged, therefore, to begin anew, and fell trees on
the border of the river.

Vasco Nuitez maintained his patience and perse-

verance, and displayed admirable management under
these delays and difficulties. Their supply of food

being scanty, he divided his people, Spaniards, Ne-
groes, and Indians, into three bands; one was to

cut and saw the wood, another to bring the rigging

and iron-work from Ada, which was twenty-two

leagues distant ; and the third lo forage the neigh-

bouring country for provisions.

Scarcely was the timber felled and shaped for use

when the rains set in, and the river swelled and
overflowed ils banks so suddenly, that the workmen
barely escaped with Iheir lives, by clambering into

(he trees; while the wood on which they had been

working was either buried in sand or slime, or swept

away by ihe raging torrent. Famine was soon

added to (heir other distresses. The foraging party

was absent and did not return with food ; and the

swelling of the river cut them off from thai part of

the country from whence they obtained their supplies.

They were reduced, therefore, (o such scarcity, as to

be fain to assuage I heir Ininger with such roots as

they could gather in the forests.

In this extremity the Indians liethoughl themselves

of one of their rude and simple expedients. Plunging

into (he river they fastened a number of logs together

with withes, and connected them with the opposite

bank, so as to make a floating bridge. On this a parly

of the Spaniards crossed with great difficulty and

peril, from the violence of the current, and the flexi-

bility of the bridge, which often sank beneath them

until the water rose above their girdles. On being

safely lauded they foraged the neighbourhood, and

procured a supply of provisions sufficient for the pre-

sent emergency.

When (he river subsided the workmen again re-

sumed their labours ; a number of recruits arrived

from Ada, bringing various supplies, and the busi-
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ness of the enterprise was pressed witli redoubled

ardour, until at lengtli, after a series of incredible

toils and hardships, Vasco Nuilez had the satisfaction

to behold two of his brigantines floating on the river

Balsas. As soon as they could be equipped for sea,

he embarked in them with as many Spaniards as

they could carry ; and, issuing forth (torn the river,

launched triumphantly on the great ocean he had

discovered.

We can readily imagine the exultation of this in-

trepid adventurer, and how amply he was repaid for

all his sufferings, when he lirst spread a sail upon that

untraversed ocean, and felt (hat the range of an un-

known world was open to him.

There are points in the history of these Spanish

discoveries of the western hemisphere, that make us

pause with wonder and admiration at Ihe daring

spirit of Ihe men who conducted them, and the ap-

palling difficulties surmounted by their courage and

perseverance. We know few instances, however,

more striking than this piece-meal transportation,

across the mountains of Darien, of the first European

ships that ploughed the waves of the Pacific; and

we can readily excuse the boast of the old Caslilian

writers, when they exclaim, "that none but Spa-

niards could ever have conceived or persisted in such

an undertaking; and no commander in the New
World but Vasco Nuftez could have conducted it to a

successful issue."'

CHAPTER XXV.

r.HUISB OP VASCO NUNISZ in THE SOUTHERN SEA. HUMOimS

FHUM AULA.

The first cruise of Vasco Nuuez was to the groupe

of Pearl islands, on the principal one of which he

disembarked the greater part of his crews, and de-

spatched the brigantines to the main land to bring off

the remainder. It was his intention to construct the

other two vessels of his proposed squadron at this

island. During the absence of the brigantines he

ranged the island with his men, to collect provisions,

and to establish a complete sway over (he natives.

On the return of his vessels, and while preparations

were making for the building of the others, he em-
barked wi(h a hundred men, and depar(ed on a re-

connoitring cruise (o the eastward, towards the

region pointed out by the Indians as abounding in

riches.

Having passed about twenty leagues l)eyond the

Gulf of San Miguel, (he mariners were fdled wi(h

apprehension at beholding a great number of whales,

which resembled a reef of rocks stretching far in(o

the sea, and lashed by breakers. In an unknown
ocean like this every unusual object is apt to inspire

alarm. The seamen feared to approach these fancied

dangers in the dark ; Vasco Nuilez anchored, there-

> llcrrera, d. 3, 1, ii, c. II.

fore, for the night under a point of land, intending

to continue in the same direction on (he following

day. When the morning dawned, however, ilie

wind had changed, and was contrary ; whereupon

he altered his course, and thus abandoned a cruise,

which, if persevered in, might have terminated In

the discovery of Peru ! Steering for the main land,

he anchored on that part of (he coast governed by the

cacique Ghuchamd, who had massacred Bernardo

Morales and his companions, when reposing in liis

village. Here landing with his men, Vasco Anfiez

came suddenly upon the dwelling of the cacique,

The Indians sallied forth to defend their homes, hul

were routed with great loss ; and ample vengeance

was taken upon them for their outrage upon the laws

of hospitality. Having thus avenged the death of lijj

countrymen, Vasco Nufiez re-embarked and return-
j

ed to Isla Rica.

He now applied himself diligently to complete the
j

building of his brigantines, despatching men to Ada

to bring the necessary stores and rigging across tlic

mountains. While thus occupied, a rimiour readied

him that a new governor named Lope de Sosa ivss

coming out from Spain to supersede Pedrarias. Vosco

Nunez was troubled at these tidings. A new governor

would be likely to adopt new measures, or to liave

new favourites. He feared, therefore, that some order

might come to suspend or embarrass his expedition;
|

or that the command of it might be given (o another.

In his perplexity he held a consultadon with several
|

of his confidential officers.

After some debate, it was agreed among (hem I

a trusty and intelligent person should l)e sent as a I

scout (0 Ada, under pretence of procuring munitions
|

for the ships. Should he find Pedrarias in quiet pos-l

session of the government, he was to account to him I

for the delay of (he expedition; to request that the I

time allotted to it might be extended, and to request I

reinforcements and supplies. Should he find, hovl

ever, that a new governor was actually arrived, IkI

was to return immediately with the tidings. In siichl

case it was resolved to put (o sea before any contrarjl

orders could arrive, trusting eventually (o exca«e|

themselves on (he plea of zeal and good intentions.

CHAPTER XXVI.

nBCONKOITniNfl EXPEDITION OF lURABITO. STHATACEV Of

PEDHAHIAS TO ENTRAP VASCO NIJNKZ.

The person entrusted with the reconnoiteringei-l

pedition (o Ada was Francisco Garabito, in whoxj

fidelity and discretion Vasco Nufiez had implicit coo-l

fidence. His confidence was destined to be fatail;|

deceived. According to the assertions of conlen-l

poraries, this Garabilo cherishetl a secret and ml

dicdve enmity against his commander, arising frooiij

simple but a natural cause. Vasco Nunez had (
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erisbeil a secret and

ommander, arising fromi

Vasco Nufie/. had

tinued to have a fondness for the Indian damsel,

daughter of the cacique Careta, whom lie bad re-

ceived from her fatlier as a pledge of amity. Some

dispute arose concerning her on one occasion be-

tween him and Garabito, in the course of which be

expressed himself in severe and galling language.

Garabito was deeply mortified at some of bis expres-

sions, and, being of a malignant spirit, determined on

a dastardly revenge. He wrote privately to Pedrarias,

assuring him that Yasco NuHez bad no intention of

solemnizing his marriage with bis daughter, being

completely under the influence of an Indian para-

mour; that he made use of the friendship of Pedrarias

merely to further his own selfish views, intending,

as soon as his ships were ready, to tlirow off all alle-

giance, and toput to sea as an independentcommander.

This mischievous letter Garabito had written im-

mediately after the last departure of Vasco Nufiez

from Ada. Its effects upon the proud and jealous

spirit of the governor may easily be conceived. All

his former suspicions were immediately revived. They

acquired strength during a long interval that elapsed

without tidings being received from the expedition.

Therov ere designing and prejudiced persons at hand,

who perceived and quickened these jealous feelings

of the governor. Among these was the Bachelor

Corral, who cherished a deep grudge against Vasco

Nufiez for having once thrown him into prison for his

iiictious conduct; and Alonso de la Puente, the royal

treasurer, whom Vasco Nunez had affronted by de-

manding the repayment of a loan. Such was the

tempest that was gradually gathering in the factious

little colony of Darien.

The sul)sequent conduct of Garabito gives much
I confirmation to the charge of perfidy that has been

advanced against him. When he arrived at Ada he

found that Pedrarias remained in possession of the

government ; for his intended successor had died in

the very harbour. The conduct and conversation of

Garabito was such as to arouse suspicions ; he was
arrested, and his papers and letters were sent to Pe-

drarias. When examined, he readily suffered himself

to be wrought upon by threats of punishment and

Ipromises of pardon, and revealed all that he knew,
land declared still more than he suspected and surmis-

|ed, of the plans and intentions of Vasco Nufkez.

The arrest of Garabito,and the seizureof his letters,

Iproduced a great agitation at Darien. It was con-

sidered a revival of the ancient animosity between
Ithe governor and Vasco Nufiez, and the friends of the

|latter trembled for bis safety.

Hernando de Arguello, especially, was in great

alarm. He had embarked the most of his fortune in

fhe expedition, and the failure of it would be ruinous
I him. He wrote to Vasco Nufiez, informing him

of the critical posture of affairs, and urging him lo

put to sea without delay. He would be protected at

^11 evenu, he said, by the Jeroniniite Fathers at San
omingo, who were at that time all-powerfu! in the

Vew World, and who regarded bis expedition ascalcu-

lated to promote the glory of God as well as the domi-

nion of the king. This letter fell into the bands of Pe-

drarias, and convinced him of the existence of a dan-

gerous plot against his authority. He immediately or-

dered Arguello to be arrested; andnow devisedmeans
to get Vasco Nufiez within his power. While the lat-

ter remained on the shores of the SouUi Sea with his

brigantines and his band of hearty and devoted fol-

lowers, Pedrarias knew that it would be in vain to

attempt to take him by force. Dissembling his sus-

picions and intentions, therefore, be wrote to him in

the most amicable terms, requesting him to repair

immediately to Ada, as he wished to hold a confer-

ence with him about the impending expedition.

Fearing, however, that Vasco Nufiez might suspect

his motives and refuse to comply, he at the same time

ordered Francisco Pizarro to muster all the armed
force he could collect, and to seek and arrest his late

patron and commander wherever he might be found.

So great was the terror inspired by the arrest of

Arguello, and by the general violence of Pedrarias,

that, though Vasco Nufiez was a favourite with the

great mass of the people, no one ventured to warn
him of the danger that attended his return to Ada.

CHAPTER XXVII.

VASCO NUNEZ AND THE ASTROLOGER. UlS RETUBN TO ACLA.

The old Spanish writers who have treated of the

fortunes of Vasco Nuilez, record an anecdote which

is worthy of being cited, as characteristic of the peo-

ple and the age. Among the motley crowd of adven-

turers lured across the ocean by the reputed wealth

and wonders of the New World, was an Italian as-

trologer, a native of Venice, named Micer Codro.

At the time that Vasco Nuilez held supreme sway at

Darien, this reader of the stars had cast his horo-

scope, and pretended to forett'l his destiny. Point-

ing one night to a certain star, he assured him that in

the year in which be should behold that star in a part

of the heavens which he designated, his life would be

in imminent jeopardy ; but should he survive this

year of peril, be would become the richest and most

renowned captain throughout the Indies.

Several years, it is added, had elapsed since this

prediction was made; yet, that it still dwelt in the

mind of Vasco Nufiez, was evident from the following

circumstance. While waiting tlie return of bis mes-

In consequence of the cIo<nient reprpseiitations made to Uie

Spanish government by the venerable Las Casas, of the cruel

wrongs and oppressions practised upon the Indians in the colonies,

the Cardinal Ximenes, in 1316, sent out three Jeronimilc Friars,

chosen for their zeal and abilities, clothed with full powers lo-

in(|uire into and remedy all abuses, and to take all proper mea-

sures for the good governmenl, religious instruction, and effec-

tual protection of the natives. The exercise of their [x^wers at

San Domingo made a great sensation in the New World, and, for a

lime, had a beneficial effect in checking the oppressive and licen-

tious conduct of (he colonists.

I
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senger, Garabito, he was on the «hore of Isla Rica

one serene evenings, in company with some of his

officers, wlien, reii^arding the heavens, he belield the

fated star exactly in that part of the firmament which

liad been pointed out by the Italian astrologer. Turn-

ing to liis companions, with a smile, " Behold," said

he, " the wisdom of those who believe in sooth-

sayers, and, above all, in such an astrologer as Micer

riodro ! According to his prophecy, I should now be

in imminent peril of my life; yet, here lam, within

reach of all my wishes, sound in health, with fourbri-

gantinesand three hundred men at my command, and

on the point of exploring this great Southern Ocean."

At this fated juncture, say the ciironiclers, arrived

the hypocritical letter of Pedrarias, inviting him to an

interview at Ada ! thediscreet reader will decide for

himself what credit to give to this anecdote, or ra-

ther, what allowance to make for the little traits of

coincidence gratuitonsly added to the original fact by

writers who delight in the marvellous, The tenor of

this letter awakened no suspicion in the breast of

Vascn Nuhez, who reposed entire confidence in the

amity of the governor as his intended father-in-law,

and appears to be unconscious of any thing in hisown
conduct that could warrant hostility. Leaving his

ships in command of Francisco Compafion, he de-

parted immediately to meet the governor at Ada,
unattended by any armed force.

The messengers who had brought the letter main-

tained at first a cautious silence as to the events which

had transpiredat Darien. They were gradually won,

however, by the frank and genial manners of Vasco

Nufiez, and grieved to see so gallant a soldierhurrying

into the snare. Having crossed the mountains, and

drawn near to Ada, tlieir kind feelings got the better

of their caution, and they revealed the true nature of

their errand, and the hostile intentions of Pedrarias.

Vasco Nufiez was struck with astonishment at the

recital ; but, being unconscious, it is said, ofany evil

intention, he could scarcdy credit this sudden hos-

tility in a man who had but recently promised him

his daughter in marriage. He imagined the whole

to be some groundless jealousy which his own ap-

pearance would dispel, and accordingly continued

on his journey. He had not proceeded far, however,

when he was met by a band of armed men, led by

Francisco Pizarro. The latter stepped forward to

arrest his ancient commander. Vasco Nufiez paused

for a moment, and regarded him with a look of re-

proachful astonishment. *' How is this, Francisco ?"

exclaimed he. " Is this the way you have been ac-

customed to receive me ? " Offering no further re-

monstrance, he suffered himself quietly to be taken

prisoner by his former adherent, and conducted in

chains to Ada. Here he was thrown into prison,

and Bartolome Hurtado, once his favourite officer,

was sent to take command of his squadron.

CHAPTER XXVin.

TaiiL or visco nunbe.

DonPedrarias concealed his exultation at the snc-

cess of the stratagem by which he had ensnared l>i«

generous and confiding rival. He even visited him

in prison, and pretended deep concern at bein;»

obliged to treat him with this temporary rigour, at-

tributing it entirely to certain accusations lodged

against him by the Treasurer Alonso de la Puente,

which his oflicial situation compelled him to notice

and investigate.

"Be not afflicted, however, my son!" said llm

hypocrite, "an investigation will, doubtless, not

merely establish your innocence, but serve to render

your zeal and loyalty towards your sovereign still

more conspicuous."

While Pedrarias assumed this soothing tone

towards his prisoner, he urged the Alcalde Mayor

Espinosa to proceed against him with the utmost

rigour of the law.

The charge brought against him of a treasonable

conspiracy to cast off all allegiance to the wown, and

to assume an independent sway on the borders of the

Southern Sea, was principally sopporteti by the con-

fessions of Francisco Garabito. The evidence is also

cited of a soldier, who stood sentinel one niglit near

the quarters of Vasco Nufiez on Isla Rica, and wlw.

being driven to take shelter from the rain under (lie

eavesof the house, overheard a conversation between

that commander and certain of his officers, wherein

they agreed to put to sea with the squadron on tiieir

own account, and to set the governor at defiance.

This testimony, according to Las Casas, arose from

a misconstruction on the part of the sentinel, wim
j

only heard a portion of their conversation, relating to

their intention of sailing without waiting for orders,

in case a new governor should arrive t<J supersede
|

Pedrarias.

The governor in the meantime informed liimself I

from day to day and hour to hour, of the progress of

the trial, and considering the evidence sufiiciently

strong to warrant his personal hostility, he now paift

another visit to bis prisoner, and, throwing offal!

affectation of kindness, upbraided him in the most]

passionate manner.

"Hitherto," said he, "I have treated yotiasal

son, because I thought you loyal to your king, <iikI

to me as his representative ; but as I find yon hare

meditated rebdli'^!i u. 'nst the crown of Castile, I

cast you off from nsy affection, and shall henceforth
|

treat you as an enemy."

Vasco Nufiez intlignantly repelled the :liarge,and|

appealed to the confiding frankness of hi$ conduct!) I

a proof of innocence. " Had I been conscious of ni» I

guilt," said he, "what could have induced me loj

come here and put myself into your hands? Hadij

meditated rebellion, what prevented me from carry-f

ing it into effect? I had four ships ready to wcigiij
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The noble and ingenuous appeal of Yasco Nuflez

liad no effect on the prejudiced feelings of the go-

vernor : on the contrary, he was but the iliure exas-

perated against his prisoner, and ordered that his

irons should be doubled.

The trial was now urged by him with increased

eagerness. Lest the present accusation should not

be sufficient to effect the ruin of his victim, the old

inquest into his conduct as governor, which had re-

mained suspended for many years, was revived, and

he was charged anew with the wrongs inflicted on

the Bachelor Enciso, and with the death of the un-

furlunate Mcuesa.

Notwithstanding all these charges the trial went

on slowly, with frequent delays, for the Alcalde

Mayor, Gaspar de Espinosa, seems to have had but

little relish for the task assigned him, and to have

needed fretpient spurring from the eager and passion-

ate governor. He probably considered the accused

as technically guilty, though innocent of all inten-

tional rebellion, but was ordered to de<>ide according

to the strict letter of the law. He theretbre, at

length, gave a reluctant verdict against Vasco Nu-

I'lez, but recommended him to mercy, on account of

his great services, or entreated that at least he might

be permitted to appeal. " No! " said the unrelent-

ing Pedrarias, " If he has merited death, let him suf-

fer death!" He accordingly condemned him to be

beheaded. The same sentence was passed upon

jseveral of his officers, who were implicated in his

illeged conspiracy ; among these was Hernando de

f^rguello, who had written the letter to Vasco Nu-

lez, informing him of the arrest of his messenger,

nd advising him to put to sea, without heeding the

lioslility of Pedrarias. As to the perfidious informer

iarabito, lie was pardoned and set at liberty.

In considering ibis case as far as we are enabled,

[rom the imperfect testimony that remains on record,

e are inclined lo think it one where passion and

if-interest interfered with the pure administration

ifjostice. Pedrarias had always considered Ynsco

jimlez as a dangerous rival, and, though his jealousy

A been for some lime lulled by looking on him as

intended son-in-law, it was revived l)y the sug-

ition that he intended to evade his alliance, and to

ipute his authority. His exasperated feelings hur-

him too far to retreat, and, having loaded his

isoner with chains and indignities, his death Ije-

ime indispensable to his own security.

For our own part, we have little doubt, that it was
fixed intention of Yasco Nuflez, after he had

ce succeeded in llw.drdttous undertaking of trans-

porting Ikis ships across the moautaiiw, lo suffer no

capricious order from Pedrarias, or any other go-

vernor, to defeat the enterprise which he had so lung

meditated, and for which he had so laboriously pre-

pared. It is probable lie may have expressed such

general determination in the hearing of Garabito and

of others of his companions. Wtf can find ample

excuse for such a resolution in his consciousness of

his own deserts ; his experience of past hinderauces

to his expedition, arising from the jealousy of others;

his feeling of some degree of authority, from his of-

fice of Adelantado ; and his knowledge of the favour-

able disposition and kind intentions of his sovereign

towards him. We acquit hiui entirely of the sense-

less idea of rebelling against the crown ; and suggest

these considerations in palliation of any meditated

disobedience of Pedrarias, should such a charge be

supposed to have been substantiated.

CHAPTER XXIX.

EXECUTION OP VASCO NUMEZ-

[ mi. ]

It was a day of gloom and horror at Ada, when
Yasco Nuilez and his companions were led forth to

execution. The pbpuiace were moved to tears at the

unhappy fate of a man, whose gallant deeds had ex-

cited their admiration, and whose generous qualities

had won their hearts. Most of them regarded him

as the victim of a jealous tyrant ; and even those who
thought him guilty saw something brave and brilliant

in the very crime imputed to him. Such, however,

was the general dread inspired by the severe mea-

sures of Pedrarias, that no one dared to lift up bis

voice, either in murmur or remonstrance.

The public crier walked before Yasco Nuftez, pro-

claiming, " This is the punishment inflicted by com-

mand of the king and his lieutenant, Don Pedrarias

Davila, on this man, as a traitor, and an usurper of

the territories of the crowu.
"

When Yasco Nuflez heard these words, he ex-

claimed, indignantly, " It is false ! never did such a

crime enter my mind. I have ever served my king

with truth and loyalty, and sought to augment his

dominions.

"

These words were ofno avail in his extremity, but

they were fully lielieved by the populace.

The execution took place in the public square of

Ada J
and we are assured by the historian, Oviedo,

who was in the colony at the time, that the cruel Pe-

drarias was a secret witness of the bloody spectacle

;

which he contemplated from between the reeds of

the wall of a house, about twelve paces from the

scatTold!-

Vasco Nuflez was the first to suffer death. Having

confessed himself and partaken of the sacrament, he

' Ovipdn. Iliitt. III))., p. 'i. C.9. MS.

t
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ascended the scafTold witli a firm step and a calm and

manly demeanour; and, laying his head upon the

block, it was severed in an instant from his body.

Three of his ofneers, Yalderrabano, Botello, and

Hernan Mufioz, were in like manner brought one by

one to the block, and the day had nearly expired be-

fore the last of them was executed.

One victim still remained. It was Hernando de

Arguello, who had been condemned as an accomplice,

for having written the intercepted letter.

The populace could no longer restrain their feelings.

They had not dared to intercede for Yasco Nuilez,

knowing the implacable enmity of Pedrarias; but

they now sought the governor, and, throwing them-

selves at his feet, entreated that this man might be

spared, as he had taken no active part in the alleged

treason. The day-light, they said, was at an end,

and it seemed as if God had hastened the night, to

prevent the execution.

The stern heart ofPedrarias was not to be touched.

"No," said he, " I would sooner die myself than

spare one of them. " The unfortunate Arguello was

led to the block. The brief tropical twilight was

past, and in the gathering gloom of the night the

operations on the scaffold could not be distinguished.

The multitude stood listening in breathless silence,

until the stroke of the executioner told that all was

accomplished. They then dispersed to their homes

with hearts filled with grief and bitterness, and a

night of lamentation succeeded to this day of horrors.

The vengeance of Pedrarias was not satisfied with

the death of his victim ; he confiscated his property

and dishonoured his remains, causing his head to be

placed upon a pole and exposed for several days in

the public square.

'

Thus perished, in his forty-second year, in the

prime and vigour of his days and the full career of

bis glory, one of the most illustrious and deserving of

the Spanish discoverers ; a victim to the basest and

most perfidious envy.

How vain are our most confident hopes, our bright-

est triumphs! When Vasco Nuftez from the moun-

tains of Darien beheld the Southern Ocean revealed

to his gaze, he considered its unknown realms at his

disposal. When he had launched his ships upon its

waters, and his sails were in a manner tlapping in

the wind, to bear him in quest of the wealthy empire

of Peru, he scoffed at the prediction of the astrologer,

and defied the influence of the stars. Behold liim in-

terrupted at the very moment of his departure, be-

trayed into the hands of his most invidious foe, the

very enterprise that was to have crowned him with

glory wrested into a crime, and himself hurried to a

bloody and ignominious grave at the foot, as it were,

of the mountain trom whence he had made his dis-

covery ! His fate, like that of his renowned prede-

cessor, Columbus, proves that it is sometimes dan-

gerous even to deserve too greatly.

' Ovicilo, iibi sup.

THE

FORTUNES OF VALDIVIA

ilHO BIS COIPiNIONS.

[ 1312-1519. ]

• -.(',

'V

It was in the year 1512 that Yaldivia, the regidor

of Darien, was sent to Hispaniola by Yasco NuHez de

Balboa for reinforcements and supplies for the colony.

He set sail in a caravel, and pursued his voyage pros-

perously until he arrived in sight of the island of Ja-

maica. Here he was encountered by one of the vio-

lent hurricanes which sweep those latitudes, and

driven on the shoals and sunken rocks called the Vi-

pers, since infamous for many a shipwreck. His vessel

soon went to pieces, and Yaldivia and his crew, con-

sisting of twenty men, escaped with difficulty in the

boat, without having time to secure a supply either

of water or provisions. Having no sails, and their

oars lieing scarcely fit for use, they were driven about

for thirteen days, at the mercy of the currents of

those unknown seas. During this time their suffer-

ings from hunger and thirst were indescribable. Se-

ven of their number perished, and the rest were

nearly famished when they were stranded on the

eastern coast of Yucatan, in a province called Maya.

Here they were set upon by the natives, who broke

their boat in pieces, and carried them off captive to

the cacique of the province, by whose orders they I

were mewed up in a kind of pen.

At first their situation appeared tolerable enoogh,

considering the horrors from whicli they had escaped,
I

They were closely confined, it is true, hut they had

plenty to eat and drink, and soon began to recover

flesh and vigour. In a little while, however, their

enjoyment of this good cheer m^t with a sudden

check ; for the unfortunate Yaldivia, and four of bis

companions, were singled out by the caeiqne, on

account of tlieir improved condition, to l>e offerednp

to his idols. The natives of this coast in fact were]

cannibals, devouring the flesh of their enemies and I

ofsuch strangers as fell into Iheir hands. The wretch-

1

ed Yaldivia and his fellow victims, therefore, vml

sacrificed in the bloody temple of the idol, and their I

limbs were afterwards served up at a grand feast held

|

by the cacique and his subjects.

The horror of the survivors may be more readiljj

imagined than described. Their hearts died wilhiil

them when they heard the yells and howlin;^ofliie|

savages over their victims, and the still more horrible
|

revelry of their cannibal orgies. They turned will

loathing from the food set so abundantly before tiien,!

at the idea that it was but intended to fatten tlKii|

fbr a fhture banquet.

Recovering from the first stupor of alarm, thai

despair lent them additional force. They siieceedeJJ

in breaking in the night from the kind of cage k|

which they were confined, and Wed to the depths if

the forest. Here they wandered about forlorn,*!

pose<l to all the dangers and miseries of the wil(iern($)J

>
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miseries of the wildeH

bmisliing with hunger, yet dreading to approach the

haanis of men. Al length their sufferings drove

(bem forth from the woods into another part of (he

country, where they were again taken captive. The

cacique of this province, however, was an enemy to

ihe one from whom they had escaped, and of less

cruel propensities. He spared their lives and con-

tented himself with making them slaves, exacting

from them the severest labour. They had to cut and

draw wood, to procure water from a distance, and

10 carry enormous burthens. The cacique died soon

after Iheir capture, and was succeeded by another

called Taxmar. He was a chief of some talent and

sagacity, but he continued the same rigorous treat-

ment of the captives. By degrees they sank beneath

the hardships of their lot, until only two were left;

one of(hem a sturdy sailor named Gonzalo Guerrero,

(he other a kind of clerical adventurer named Jero-

nimo de Aguilar. The sailor had the good luck to

be transferred to the service of the cacique of the

neighbouring province of Chatemal, by whom he was

treated with kindness. Being a (borough son of the

ocean, seasoned to all wea(hers, and ready for any

chance or change, he soon accommodated himself to

his new situation, followed the cacique to the wars,

rose by his hardihood and prowess to be a distinguish-

ed warrior, and succeeded in gaining the heart and

hand of an Indian princess.

The other survivor, Jeronimo de Aguilar, was of

a different complexion. He was a native of Ecija, in

Andalusia, and had been brought up to the church,

and regularly ordained, and shortly afterwards had

jsailed in one of the expeditions to San Domingo, from

whence he had passed to Darien.

He proceeded in a different mode from that adopt-

by his comrade, the sailor, in his dealings with

{the Indians, and in one more suited (o his opposite

iliing. Instead of playing the hero among the men,

ind the gallant among the women, he recollected his

iriestly obligations to humility and chastity. Accord-

ngly, he made himself a model of meekness and

ibedience to the cacique and his warriors, while he

losed his eyes to the charms of the infidel women.
ay, in the latter respect, he reinforced his clerical

uws by a solemn promise to God to resist all tempta-

ions of the flesh, so he might be delivered out of the

lands of these Gentiles.

Such were the opposite measures of the sailor and

[he saint, and they appear to have been equally suc-

ssful. Aguilar, by his meek obedience to every

irder, however arbitrary and capricious, gradually

Oil the gocd will of the cacique and his family. Tax-

lar, however, subjected him to many trials before

le admitted him to his entire confidence. One day

hen the Indians, painted and decorated in warlike

yle, were shooting at a mark, a warrior, who had
r some time fixed his eyes on Aguilar, approached

iddenly and seized him by the arm. " Thou seest,"

lid lie, "the certainty of these archers; if they aim
Ihe eye, they hit Ihecye—if al the mouth, (hey hit

the mouth—what wonldsl thou think, if thou werlto

benlaced instead of the mark, and they were to shoot

at and miss thee ?

"

Aguilar secretly trembled lest he should he the

victim of some cruel caprice of the kind. Dissem-

bling his fears, however, he replied with great submis-

sion, *' I am your slave, and you may do with me as

you please ; but you are too wise to destroy a slave

who is so useful and obedient." His answer pleased

the cacique, who had secretly sent this warrior to

try his humility.

Another trial of the worthy Jeronimo was less stem
and fearful indeed, but equally perplexing. The ca-

cique had remarked his unexampled discretion with

respect to the sex, but doubted his sincerity. After

laying many petty temptations in his way, which

Jeronimo resisted with the self-denial of a saint, he
at length determined to subject him to a fiery ordeal.

He accordingly sent him on a fishing expedition ac-

companied by a buxom damsel of fourteen years of

age : (hey were to pass the night by the sea-side, so

as to be ready to fish at the first dawn of the day,

and were allowed but one hammock to sleep in.

It was an embarrassing predicament—not apparently

to the Indian beauty, but certainly (o the scrupulous

Jeronimo. He remembered, however, his double vow,

and, suspending his hammock to two trees, resigned

it to his companion ; while, lighting a fire on the sea-

shore, he stretched himself before it on the sand. It

was, as he acknowledged, a night of fearful trial, for

his sandy couch was cold and cheerless, the hammock
warm and tempting ; and the infidel damsel had been

instructed to assail him with all manner of blandish-

ments and reproaches. His resolution, however,

though often shaken, was never overcome; and the

morning dawned upon him still faithful to his vow.

The fishing over, he returned to the residence of

the cacique, where his companion, being closely

questioned, made known (he triumph of his self-denial

before all the people. From that time forward he

was held in great respect; the cacique especially

treated him with unlimited confidence, entrusting to

him the care, not merely of his house, but of his

wives, during bis occasional absence.

Aguilar now felt ambitions of rising to greater con-

sequence among the savages, but (his he knew was
only to be done by deeds of arms. He had the

example of the sturdy seaman, Gonzalo Guerrero,

before his eyes, who had become a great captain in

the province in which he resided. He entreated

Taxmar therefore to entrust him with bow and ar-

rows, buckler and war club, and to enroll him among
his warriors. The cacique complied. Aguilar soon

made himself expert at liis new weapons, signalized

himself repeatedly in battle, and, from his superior

knowledge of the arts of war, rendered Taxmar such

essential service, as to excite the jealousy of some of

the neighl)ouring caciques. One oftiiem remonstrated

with Taxmar for employing a warrior who was of a

dilTerent religion, and insisled (hat Aguilar should
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he sacrificed to Uieir gods. " No," replied Taxmar,
" I will not make so base a return Ibr such signal

services : surely tlie gods of Aguilar must be good,

since they aid him so efTectually in maintaining a just

cause."

The cacique was so incensed at this reply that he
assembled his warriors and marched to make war
upon Taxmar. Many of the counsellors of the latter

urged him to give up the stranger who was the cause

of this hostility. Taxmar, however, rejected their

counsel with disdain and prepared for battle. Aguilar

assured him that his faith in the Clirislians' God
would be rewarded with victory; he, in fact, con-

certed a plan of liatlle, which was adopted. Conceal-

ing himself, with a chosen band of warriors, among
thickets and herl)age, he suffered the enemy to pass

by in m<iking tlieir attack. Taxmar and his hast

pretended to give way at the first onset. The foe

rushed heedlessly in pursuit ; whereupon Aguilar and

his ambuscade assaulted them in the rear. Taxmar
turned upon tliem in front; they were thrown in con-

fusion, routed with great slaughter and many of their

chiefs taken prisoners. This victory gave I'itxmar

the sway over the land, and strengthened Aguilar

more than ever in his good graces.

Several years had elapsed in this manner, when
intelligence was brought to the province of the arrival

on the neighbouring coast of great vessels of wonder-

ful construction, filled with while and beaided men,

who fought with thunder and lightning. It was, in

fact, the squadron of Francisco Hernandez de Cor-

dova, then on a voyage of discovery. The tidings of

this strange invasion spread consternation through

the country, lieighteneid, if we may credit the c'd

Spanish writers, by a prophecy current among the

savages of these parts, and uttered in former limes by

a priest named Chilam Cambal, who foretold that a

white and bearded people would come from the re-

gion of the rising sun, who would overturn their idols

and subjugate the land.

The heart of Jeronimo de Aguilar beat quick with

hope when he heard of European ships at hand ; he

was distant from llie coast, however, and perceived

that he was too closely watched by the Indians to

have any chance of escape. Dissembling his feelings,

therefore, he affected to hear of the ships with per-

fect indifference, and to luve no desire to join liie

strangers. The ships disappeared from the coast,

and he remained disconsolate at heart, but was re-

garded with increased confidence by the natives.

His hopes were again revived in the course of a

year or two by llie arrival on the coast of other ships,

which were those commanded by Juan de Grijalva,

who coasted Yucatan in 1518; Aguilar, however, was

again prevented by the jealous watchfulness of the

Indians from attempting his escape, and when this

squadron left the coast he considered all chance of

deliverance at an end.

Seven years had gone by since his capture, and he

had given up all hopes ofbeing restored to \m country

and friends, when, in 1519, there arrived one dayai

tlie village three Indians, natives of the small it\mi

of Cozumel, wliicli lies a few leagues in llie tea, op-

posite the eastern coast of Yucatan. TItey brougbt
i

tidings of another visit of while and bearded nien lu

their shores, and one of them delivered a letter to
|

Aguilar, which, being entirely naked, iie had con-

cealed in the long tresses of his tiair which were
j

bound round his liead.

Aguilar receiveil the letter with wonder and de-

light, and read it in presence of the cacique aiul liiji
j

warriors. It proved to be from Hernando Cortes

who was at that lime on his great expedition, wliicli i

ended in the conquest of Mexico. He had beci,

obliged by stress of weather to anchor at the island

of Cuziimel, where he learned from tite natives tim

several white men were detained in captivity amnng

the Indians on the neighbouring coast of Yuealan.
|

Finding it impossible to approach the main land win

his ships, he prevailed upon three of the islanden,
I

by means of gifts and promises, to venture upon an

eml)assy among their cannibal neighbours, aud to I

convey a letter to the captive white men. Twootl

the smallest caravel:* of t'.e squadron were sent under
f

the command of Dkyo de Ordas, who was ordered I

to land the three K:;c<i-sengers at the point of Gotoclie, I

and to wait there eigne aays for their return.

The letter brought by these envoys informed (he I

Christian captivr?s of the force and destination of Hie
|

squadron of Cortes, and of his having sent the cara-

vels to wait for them at the point of Cotoche, witiia I

ransom for their deliverance, inviting them toliasleal

and join him at Cozumel.
'1 he transport of Aguilar on first reading the letter, I

was moderated when he reflected on the obstacles I

that might prevent him from profiting by this cliancel

of deliverance. He had made himself loo userullol

the cacique to hope that he would readily give hini I

his liberty, and he knew the jealous and irritable na-

1

ture of the savages loo well not to fear that even an I

application for leave to depart might draw upon liio I

the severest treatment. He endeavoured, IliereroreJ

to operate upon the cacique through his apprelien-l

sions. To this end he informed him that ihepieaj

of paper which he held in his hand l)roiiglilliini)|

full account of the mighty armament that had arrivedl

on the coast. He described Ihe number of thesliiM

and various particulars concerning the squadron, all

which were amply corroborated by the teslimonytil

the messengers. The cacique and his warriors wenf

astonished at this strange mode of conveying intdi-l

gence from a distance, and regarded the lettersl

something mysterious and supernatural. Aguikl

went on to relate the tremendons and superliuuial

powers of the people in these ships, who, armed wilkl

thunder and lightning, wreaked destruction on all

who displeased them, while they dispensed ineMim-l

able gifts and lienefits on such as proveil themselral

their friends. He, at the same lime, spread beiin|

the cacique various presents brought by Ihe mm
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fftty u spedmeiu of the blessings to be expected

from the friendship of the strangers. The intimation

fw effeclnal. The cacique was filled with awe at

the recital of the terrific powers of the white men,

and his eyes were dazzled by the glittering trinkets

displayed before him. He entreated Aguilar, lliere-

Ibre, lo act as his ambassador and mediator, and to

necure him tbe amity of the strangers.

Aguilar saw with transport the prospect of a speedy

deliverance. In this moment of exultation, be be-

tiKHi^bt himself of the only surviving comrade of his

past fortunes, Gonzalo Guerrero, and sending tlie let-

ter of Cortes to him, invited him to accompany him

in his escape. The stinxly seaman was at this time

a great chieflain in his province, and his Indian bride

bad borne liim a numerous progeny. His heart,

however, yearned after his native country, anii he

might have been teinpte<l to leave bis honours and

dignities, his infidel wife and half savage offspring

Ibehind him, but an insuperable, though somewhat

lludicrous, obstacle presented itself lo his wishes.

[a>ing long since given over all expectation of a re-

lani to civilized life, be liad conformed to the cns-

of the country, and had adopted the external

ns and decorations that marked him as a war-

ior and a man of rank. His face and bands were

indelibly painted or tattooed; his ears and lips were

I'it to admit huge Indian ornaments, and his nose

as dravN'u down almost to his mouUi by a massy

ingof gold, and a dangling jewel.

Thus curiously garbled and disfigured, the honest

aman felt, that, however he might be admired in

iicatan, he should be apt to have a hooting rabble

his heels in Spain. He made up his mind, Ihere-

re, lo remain a great man among the savages, ra-

«r than run tbe risk of being sliown as a man mon-

lerat home.

Finding that he declined accompanying him, Jero-

pmn de Aguilar set off for the point of Cotocbe,

orted hy three Indians. Tlie time he had lost in

ailing for Guerrero iiad nearly proved fatal to his

[ipes, for when be arrived at the point, the caravels

nt by Cortes bad departed, though several crosses

I

reeds set up in different places gave tokens of tbe

ent presence of Christians.

|Tlie only hope that remained was, that the squa-

on of Cortes might yet linger at the opposite island

ICozumel ; but how^ was he to get there ? While
jndering disconsolately along the shore, he found

aiioe, half buried in sand ami water, and with one

in a slate of decay ; with the assistance of tbe

lians he cleaned it, and set it afloat, and on look-

[furtlier he found tlie stave of a hogshead which

^ht serve for a paddle. It was a frail embarkation

iiich to cross an arm of the sea, several leagues

^e, but there was no alternative. Prevailing on
Indians to accompany him, he launched forUi in

I
canoe, and coasted the main land until he came

narrowest part of the strait, where it was but

leagues across; here he stood directly fur Cozu-

mel, contending, as well as he was able, with a

strong current, and at length succeeded in reaching

the island.

He had scarce landed when a parly of Spaniards

who had Iteen lying in wait, rushed forth from their

concealment, sword in hand. The three Indians

would have fled, hnt Aguilar reassured tliem, and
calling out lo the Spaniards in their own language,

assured them that he was a Christian. Then, throw-

ing himself upon his knees, and raising his eyes

streaming with tears to heaven, he gave thanks to

God for having restored him lo bis countrymen.

Tlie Spaniards gazed at him with astonishment;

from his language he was evidently a Castilian, but

lo all appearance he was an Indian. He was [ler-

fectly naked; wore his hair braided round his head

in tbe manner of the country, and his complexion was
burnt by the sun to a tawny colour. He had a bow
in his hand, a quiver at his shoulder, and a net-work

pouch at his side in which be carried his provisions.

The Spaniards proved to be a reconnoitring party,

sent out by Cortes to watch the approach of the

canoe, which had been descried coming from Yucatan.

Cortes had given up all hopes of being joined by tbe

captives, the caravel having waited the allotted time

at Cotdche, and returned without news of them. He
had in fact made sail to prosecute his voyage, but

fortunately one of his ships had sprung a leak, which

had obliged him to return to the island.

When Jeronimo de Aguilar and his companions

arrived iir presence of Cortes, who was surrounded

by his officers, they made a profound reverence,

squatted on the ground, laid their bows and arrows

beside them, and touching their right hands wet with

spittle on tbe ground, rubbe<l them about the region

of the heart, such being their sign of tbe most de-

voted submission.

Cortes greeted Aguilar with a hearty welcome, and

raising him from the earth, took from his own person

a large yellow mantle lined with crimson, and threw

it over his shoulders. The latter, however, had for

so long a time gone entirely naked, that even this

scanty covering was at first almost insupportable, ami

he had become so accustomed lo the diet of the na-

tives, that he found it difficult to reconcile his stomach

to the meat and drink set before him.

When he had sufficiently recovered from the agi-

tation of his arrival among Christians, Cortes drew

from him the particulars of his story, and found that

he was related to one of his own friends, the licen-

tiate Marcos de Aguilar. He treated him, therefore,

with additional kindness and respect, and retained

him about his person to aid him as an interpreter in

his great Mexican expedition.

The happiness of Jeronimo de Aguilar at once more

being restored to his countrymen, was doomed to

suffer some alloy from the disasters that had happened

in his femily. Peter Martyr records a touching anec-

dote of the effect that had been piHNluced upon his

mother by the tidings of his misfortune. A vague

•ni
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report had reached her in Spain, that her son had

fallen into the hands of cannilmls. All the horrible

tales that circiilatetl in Spain concerning the treat-

ment of these savages to their prisoners rn«hed to her

imagination, and she went distracte<l. Whenever

she beheld roasted meat, or flesh upon the spit, she

would (ill the house with her outcries. *' Ob, wretched

mother! oh, most miserable of women! " would she

exclaim ; " behold the limbs of my murdered son
!

"

It is to be hoped that the tidings of his deliverance

had a favourable effect upon her intellects, and that

she lived to rejoice at his after fortunes. He served

Hernando Cortes with great courage and abilily

throughout his Mexican conquests, acting sometimes

as a soldier, sometimes as interpreter and ambassador

to the Indians, and in reward of his fidelity and ser-

vices, w.-is appointed regidor, or civil governor of the

cily of IVIexico. i > : , ; >
m

MICER CODRO,

TUB iSTROLOGRI.

The fate of the Italian astrologer, Micer Codro,

who predicted the end of Yasco Nuflez, is related by

the historian Oviedo, with some particulars that bor-

der upon the marvellous. It appears that, after the

death of his patron, he continued for several years

rambling about the New World, in the train of the

Spanish discoverers; but intent upon studying the

secrets of its natural history, rather than searching

after its treasures.

In the V' >urse of his wanderings he was once coast-

ing the shores of the Southern Ocean, in a ship com-

manded by one Jeronimo de Yalenznela, from whom
he received such cruel treatment as to cause his death,

though, what the nature of the treatment was, we
are not precisely informed.

Finding his end approaching, the unfortunate as-

trologer addressed Yalenznela in the most solemn

manner :
" Captain," said he, " you have caused my

death by your cruelty ; I now summon you to appear

with me, within a year, before the Judgment Seat of

God!"
The captain made a light and scoffing answer, and

treated his summons with contempt.

They were then off the coast of Yeragua, near the

verdant islands of Zebaco, which lie at the entrance

of the Gulf of Parita or Paris. The poor astrologer

gazed wistfully with his dying eyes upon the green

and shady groves, and entreated the pilot or mate of

the caravel to land him on one of the islands, that he

might die in peace. "Micer Codro," replied the

pilot, " those are not islands, but points of land : there

are no islands hereabout."

" There are, indeed," replied the astrologer, " two
good and pleasant islands, well watered, and near

to the coast, and within them is a great bay with a

i Vi ' ' .'*' I p. Martyr, dccad. 4, c. 6.

harbour. Land me, I pray yon, upon one of tlww

islands, that I may have comfort in my dying hour."

The pilot, whose rou^h nature had been touched

with pity for the condition of the unfortunate astro-

loger, listened to his prayer, and conveyed him to the

shore, where he found the opinion he had given of

the character of the coast to lie correct. He laid him [

on the herbage in the shade, where the poor wan-

derer soon expired. The pilot then dug a grave at I

the foot of a tree, where he buried him with all pot.

sible decency, and carved a cross on the bark to marii
|

the grave.

Some lime afterwards, Oviedo, the historian, wan I

on the island with this very pilot, who showed him

the cross on the tree, and gave his honest testimony I

to the gomi character and worthy conduct of Micrrl

Codro. Oviedo, as he regarded the nameless grave, f

passed the eulogium of a scholar upon the iKWras-l

trologer : "He died," says he, " like Pliny, in iIkI

discharge of his duties, travelling about the world!

to explore the secrets of nature." According tolisl

account, the prediction of Micer Codro held good!

with respect to Yalenzuela, as it had in the caseofl

Yasco Nufkez.—The captain died within the termial

which he had summoned him to ap[iear before llie|

tribunal of God !

JUAN PONCE DE LEON,

CONQIJKROB OP POMTO BICO, AND DI8G0VUKI OP PLOIIDi.

CHAPTER I.

HKCONNOITRING EXPEDITIOD OP JUAN POflCE DK LION TO ThI

ISLAND OP BOBIQUKN.

[ 1908. ]

Maw years had elapsed since the discoverjr an^

colonisation of Hayti, yet its neighbouring island d

Boriquen, or as tlie Spaniards called it, St Juan
(

named Porto Rico), remained unexplored. It i

beautiful to the eye as beheld from the sea, \\m

lofty mountains clothed with forest trees ofprodigiii

size and magnificent foliage. There were broad fi

tile valleys also, always fresh and green; for the!

quent showers and abundant streams in these 1

tudes, and the absence of all wintry frost, prodDoe|

perpetual verdure. Yarious ships had occasioi

touched at the island, but their crews had neTerff

netrated into the interior. It was evident, howen

from the number of hamlets and scattered iioi

and the smoke rising in all directions from m
the trees, that it was well peopled. The inhabi

still continued to enjoy their life of indolence)

freedom, unmolested by the ills that overwh

the neighbouring island of Hayti. The time liadij

rived, however, when they were to share the c

•' « Vide Oviedo, Hist. Gen., I. Mxix, c.2.
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lot of their fellow .savages, and tu sink beneath the

yoke r* the white man.

At time wl'.en Nicholas de Ovando, Governor

odiispaniola, undf^rtook to lay waste the great pro-

vince of iliguey, which lay at the eastern end of

llayti, he sent as commander of part of the troops a

veteran soldier, named Juan Ponce ile Leon. He

was a native of Leon In Spain, and in his Imyhooil

iiad been piige to Pedro Nuitez de (luzman, Scitur uf

Tural. ' From an early age he had been schooleil tu

war, and had servetl in the various cam(iaigris against

ibe Moors of Granada. He accuinpauicd Columbus

in bis second voyage in 14U3, aud was afterwards, it

isiaiil, one of the partisans of Francisco lloldan, in

bisrebellion against the Admiral. Having distinguish-

ed himself in various battles with the Indians, and

aquired a name for sagacity as well as valour, he re-

ceived a command subordinate to Juan de lisquibel in

lliecamiMign against Higuey, and seconded his chief

so valiantly in that sanguinary expedition, that, after,

the subjugation of the province, he was up|iointe<l to

the command of it, as lieutenant of the Governor of

liispaniola.

Juan Ponce de Leon had all the impatience of ((ui j*

e and the passion for exploit uf a veteran cam-

paigner. He had not been long in the tranquil com-

mand of his province of Higuey, before he began to

c:i$t a wistful eye towards the green mountains of

lloriquen. They were directly opposite, and but

jiwelve or fourteen leagues distant, so as to be dis-

iiictly seen in the transparent atmosphere of the

Topics. The Indians of the two islands fre(|uently

Lsited each other, and in this way Juan Ponce re-

ceived the usual intelligence, that the mountains he

liad eyed so wistfully abounded with gold. He rea-

lly obtained permission from Governor Ovando to

lake an expedition to this island, and embiu-ked in

Ik year 1308 in a caravel with a few Spaniards and

veral Indian interpreters and guides.

After an easy voyage, he lauded on the woody
lores of the island, near to the residence of the prin-

jipal cacique, Agueybani. He found the chieftain

'ale<l in patriarchal style, under Ihe shade of his na-

ive groves, and surrounded by bis family, consisting

his mother, step-father, brother anil sister, wlio

led with each other in paying homage to the stran-

rs. Juan Ponce, in fact, was received into the

im of the family, and the cacique exchanged

mes with him, which is the Indian pledge of per-

tual amity. Juan Ponce also gave Christian names
Ihe mother and step-father of the cacique, and
uld fain have baptized them, but they declined the

emony, though they always took a pride in the

imes thus given them.

In his zeal to gratify his guests, the cacique took

im to various parts of Ihe island. They found the

ierior to correspond with the external appearance.

was wild and mountainous, but magnificently

, with deep rich valleys fertilized by limpid

Incas, Garcilaso de la Vega, Hist. Florida, I. Iy, c. 37.

streanL<;. Juan Ponce refpiested the caciipie to reveal

to hir.i the riches of the islaiul. The simple Indian

I bowed him his most proiliiclive ileldsof Yuca, Ihe

groves laden whh the most delicious fruit, the sweet-

est and purest fountains, and the cuoIp"' runs ol

water.

Ponce de Leon heeded but little these real blessings,

and demanded whether Ihe island produced no gold.

Upon this the cacique conducted him to two rivers,

the Manaluabon and the Zebuco, where Ihe very

pebbles seemed richly veined with gold, and large

grains shone among the sand through the limpid wa-

ter. Some of the largest of these were gathered hy

the Indians and given to the Spaniards. The (pian-

tity thus procured conlirnied the hopes ofJuan Ponce

;

and leaving several of his companions in the house of

the hospitable cacicpie, he returned to llayti to report

the success of his expedition. He presented the spe-

cimens of gold to the Governor Ovando, who assayed

them in a crucible. The ore was not so line as that

of llisp <niola, but, as it was supposed to exist in

greater (piantities, the governor determined on the

the subjugation of the island, and conlided the enter-

iise to Juan Ponce de Leon.

CHAPTER It.

JUAM PONCE ASPIBES TO TUB (lOVEHNMEIVT OF POBTO BICO.

[ t509. ]

The natives of Bori((uen were more warlike than

those of liispaniola; being accustomed to the use of

arms froni the necessity of repelling Ibe frequent in-

vasions of Ihe Caril)s. It was supposed, therefore,

that the conquest of their island would be attended

with some difficulty, and Juan Ponce de Leon made

another, and as it were, a preparatory visit, to make

himself acquamled with tlie country, and with the

nature and resources of the inhabitants. He found

the companions whom he had left there on his former

visit, in good health and spirits, and full of gratitude

towards the cacique Agueybana, who bad treated

them withundiminished hospitality. Thereappeared

to be no need uf violence to win the island from such

simpie-hearted and confiding people. Juan Ponce

flattered himself with the hopes of being appointed

to its government by Ovando, and of bringing it

peaceably into subjection. After remaining some lime

on the island, he returned to San Domingo to seek

the desired appointment, but, to his surprise, found

the whole face of affairs had changed during his

absence.

His patron, the governor Ovando, had been re-

called to Spain, and Don Diego Columbus, son of the

renowned discoverer, appointed in his place to the

command at San Domingo. To add to the perplex-

ities of Juan Ponce, a cavalier had already arrived

from Spain, empowered by the king to form a scttle-
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inent and build a furlress on Uie island of Porlo Hico.

His name was Cliristoval de Sotomayor ; lie was

brother to the Count of Camina, and had been se-

cretary to Philip I., surnameil the Handsome, king

of Caslile and father of Charles Y.

Don Diego Columbus was highly displeased with

the act of the king in granting these powers to Soto-

mayor, as it had been done without his knowledge

and consent, and of course in disregard of his pre-

rogative, as viceroy, to be consulted as to all appoint-

ments made within bis jurisdiction. lie refused,

therefore, to put Sotomayor in possession of the island.

He paid as little respect to the claims of Juan Ponce

de Leon, whom he regarded with an ungracious eye

as a favourite of his predecessor Ovando. To settle

the matter eflectually, be exerted what he considered

bis official and hereditary privilege, and chose offi-

cers to suit himself, appointing one Juan Ceron to the

government of Porto Rico, and Miguel Diaz to serve

as his lieutenant.

'

Juan Ponce de Leon and his rival candidate, Cliris-

toval de Sotomayor, bore their disappointment with

a good grace. Though the command was denied

them, they still hoped to improve their fortunes in the

island, and accordingly joined the crowd of adven-

turers that accompanied the newly appointed go-

vernor.

New changes soon took place in consequence of the

jealousies and misunderstandings between King Fer-

dinand and the Admiral as to points of privilege.

The former still seemed disposed to maintain the

right of making appointments without consulting

Dun Diego, and exerted it in the present instance

;

for, when Ovando, on his return to Spain, made fa-

vourable represenbition of the merits of Juan Ponce

de Leon, and set forth his services in exploring Porlo

Rico, the King appointed him governor ofthat island,

and signified specifically that Don Diego Columbus

should not presume to displace him.

CHAPTER lU.

JL'iN PONVE BULKS WITU A STBONG HAMD. EXASPKBATION OP
TUB INDIANS. THEIB EXPEBIHENT TO PROVE WHETUEfl TUB

SPANIABUS WEBB MOBTAL.

Ji'AN PoxcE DE Leo.\ assumcd the command of

the island of Boriquen in the year 1509. Being a

fiery high-handed old soldier, his first step was to

quarrel ^vith Juan Ceron and Miguel Diaz, the ex-

governor and his lieulenanl, and to send lliem pri-

soners t9 Spain.'

He was far more favourable to his late competitor,

Chrisloxal de Sotomayor. Finding him to be a ca-

> If (ho reader has |>eru9erl the history of Uolumhus, he may
roinKml)er the romantic advi'iilurc o{ Mh Miguel Diaz with a

li'inale caci(|uc, which led to the discovery of the gold iniiios of

llayna, and the founding of tlic (;ity (jf San Doniin.^o.
' Ilcrrcra, dccad. i, I. vii , c. 13. ,

' v

valier of noble blood and high connexions, yet void

of pretension, and of most accommodating temper,

he offered to make him his lieutenant, and lo give

him the post of Alcalde Mayor, an offer which was

very Ihankfully accepted.

I'he pride of rank, however, which follows a man

even into the wilderness, soon interfered with i|,e

quiet of Sotomayor ; he was ridiculed for descending

so much below bis birth and dignity, as to accept a

subaltern situation to a simple gentleman in tlie

island which he had originally aspired to govern.

He could not withstand these sneers, but resigned

his appointment, and remained in the island as a

private individual ; establishing himself in a village
|

where he had a large repartiinienio or allotment vf

Indians assigned to him by a grant from the king.

Juan Ponce fixed his seat of government in a town

calleil Caparra, which he founded on the northern

side of the island, about a league from the sea, in a

neighlmurhood supposed to abound in gold. It was

in front of i i.e port called Rico, which subsequently

gave its name to the island. The road to the lovu

was up a mountain, through a dense forest, and so

ruggeil and miry that it was the bane of man ami

beast. It cost more to convey provisions and mer-

chandise up this league of mountain, than it did In
|

bring them from Spain.

Juan Ponce, being firmly seated in his governmenl, I

began to carve and portion out the island, lo found

towns, and to distribute the natives in repartimienlos,
|

for the purpose of exacting their labour.

The poor Indians soon found the difference be I

tween the Spaniards as guests, and the Spaniards as I

masters. They were driven to despair by the heavy
[

tasks imposed upon them ; for to their free spirits a

indolent habits, restraint and lalwur were worse llian I

death. Many of the most hardy and daring proposed

a general insurrection, and a massacre of their op-

pressors ; the great mass, however, were deterred I

by the belief that the Spaniards were supernatunlj

beings and could not be killed.

A shrewd and sceptical cacique, named Brayoan,!

determined to put their immortality to the t«l.|

Hearing that a young S|)aniard named Salzedo, vxl

passing through his lands, he sent a party ofliissuli'l

jects to escort him, giving them secret instruelio

how they were to act. On coming to a river lliej

I

took Salzedo on their shoulders to carry liimacro»|

but, when in the midst of the stream, they let liiul

fall, and, throwing themselves upon him, presstdl

him under water until he was drowned. Tiinl

dragging his body to the shore, and still doubtini; bill

being dead, they wept and howled over him, makiii?!

a thousand apologies for having fallen upon hiin,aiif|

kept him so long beneath the surface.

The cacique Brayoan came to examine Ihe 1

and pronounced it lifeless ; but the Indians, slil|

fearing it might possess lurking immortnlilyandu

timalely revive, kept watch over it for three dan|

until it showed incontestable signs of putrefaction.

jiiC"
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Being now convinced th.">t llie strangers were mor-

tal men like themselves, they readily entered into a

general conspiracy to destroy them.'

CHAPTER IV.

C0N8PIBACV or THE CACIQU8S. FATB Ot SOTOMiYOB.

The prime mover of the conspiracy among the na-

tives was Agueyband, brother and successor to the

hospitable cacique of the same name, who had Orst

welcomed the Spaniards to the island, and who had

fortunately closet 11:3 oyes in peace, before his native

groves were made the scenes of violence and oppres-

sion. The present cacique had fallen within the

reparlimiento of Don Chrisloval de Sotomayor, and,

though treated by that cavalier with kindness, could

never reconcile his proud spirit to the yoke of vas-

salage.

Agueybani held secret councils with his confede-

rate caciques, in which they concerted a plan of ope-

rations. As the Spaniards were scattered alwul in

different places, it was agreed that at a certdin lime,

each cacique should despatch those within his pro-

vince. In arranging the massacre of those within

his own domains, Agueybanik assigned to one of his

inferior caciques the task of surprising the village of

Sotomayor, giving him 3000 warriors for liie purpose.

He was to assail the village in the dead of the night,

to set fire to the houses, and to slaughter all the in-

habitants. He proudly, however, reserved to him-

self the honour of killing Don Chrisloval with his own

hand.

Don Chrisloval had an nnsuspected friend in the

very midst of his enemies. Being a cavalier of gal-

lant appearance and amiable and courteous manners,

he had won the affections of an Indian princess, the

sister of the cacique Agueyhanik. She had overheard

enough of the war council of her brother and his

warriors to learn that Sotomayor was in danger.

The life of her lover was more precious in her eyes

than the safety of her brother and her Iribe; liasten-

ing, therefore, to him, she told him all that she knew

or feared, and warned him to be upon his guard.

Sotomayor appears to have been of the most easy and

incautious nature, void of all evil and deceit himself,

and slow to suspect any thing of the kind in others.

He considered the apprehension of the princess, as

dictated by her fond anxiety, and neglected to profit

by her warning.

He received, however, alrout the same time, infor-

mation from a different quarter, tending to the same

point. A Spaniard, versed in the language and

|Cnstoms of the natives, had observed a number ga-

thering together one evening, painted and decorated,

jHsif for battle. Suspecting some lurl'ing mischief,

he stripped and painted himself in their manner, and,

' llcrrera, iticiil. 1, 1. vili. c. 13. „ -

favoured by the obscurity of the night, succeeded in

mingling among them undiscovered. They were as-

sembled round a lire performing one of their mystic

war dances, to the chaunt of an Areylo or legendary

ballad. The strophes and responses treated of re-

venge and slaughter, and repeatedly mentioned the

death of Sotomayor.

The Spaniard withdrew unperceived, and hasten-

etl to apprise Don Chrisloval of his danger. The
latter still made light of these repeated warnings

;

revolving them, however, in his mind in the stillness

of the night, he began to feel some uneasiness, and

determined to repair in the morning to Juan Ponce

de Leon, in his strong hold at Caparra. With his

fated heedlessness, or temerity, however, he applied

to Agueyband for Indians to carry his baggage, and

departed slightly armed, and accompanied by but

three Spaniards, although he had to pass through

close and lonely forests, where he would be at the

mercy of any treacherous or lurking foe.

The cacique watched the departure of his intended

victim, and set out shortly afterwards, dogging his

steps at a distance through the forest, accompanied

by a few chosen warriors. Agueybanii and his party

had not proceeded far when they met a Spaniard

named Juan Gonzalez, who spoke the Indian lan-

guage. They immediately assailed him and wounded

liim in several places. He threw himself at the feet of

the cacique, imploring his life in the most abject terms.

The chief spared him for the moment, being eager to

make sure of Don Chrisloval. He overtook that in-

cautious cavalier in the very heart of the woodland,

and stealing silently upon him burst forth suddenly

with his warriors from the covert of the thickets, giv-

ing Ihe fatal war whoop. Before Sotomayor could

put himself upon his guard a blow from the war

club of Ihe cacique felled him to the earth, when he

was quickly despatched by repeated blows. The

four Spaniards who accompanied him shared his fate,

being assailed, not merely by the warriors who had

come in pursuit of them, but by their own Indian

guides.

When Agueyban^ had glutted his vengeance on

this unfortunate cavalier, he returned in quest of Junii

Gonzalez. The latter, however, had recovered suf-

ficiently from his wounds to leave the place where he

had been assailed, and, dreading the return of the

savages, had climbed into a tree and concealed him-

self among the branches. From thence, with trem-

bling anxiety, he watched his pursuers as they searched

all Ihe surrounding forest for him. Fortunately they

did not think of looking up into the trees, but, after

lieating the bushes for some time, gave up the search.

Though he saw them depart, yel he did not veiiturn

from his concealment until the night had closed; he

then descended from the tree, and made the best of

his way to the residence of certain Spaniards, where

his wounds were dressed. When this was done, he

waited not to lake repose, but repaired by a circuitous

route to Caparra, and informed Juan Ponre de Leon

v''"'
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of the danger he supposed to be still impending over

Sotomayor, for lie knew not that the enemy had ac-

complished his death. Juan Ponce immediately sent

out forty men to his relief. They came to the scene

of massacre, where they found the body of the un-

fortunate cavalier, partly buried, but with the feet

out 01 the earth.

In tlie meantime the savages had accomplished the

destruction of the village of Sotomayor. They ap-

proached it unperceived, through the surrounding

forest, and entering it in the dead ot ^ne night, set

fire to the straw-thatched houses, and attacked the

Spaniards as they endeavoured to escape from the

flames.

Several were slain at the onset, but a brave Spa-

niard, named Diego de Salazar, rallied his country-

men, inspirited them to beat off the enemy, and

succeeded in conducting the greater part of them,

though sorely mangled and harassed, to the strong

hold of the Governor at Caparra. Scarcely had these

fugitives gained tlie fortress, when others came hur-

rying in from all quarters, bringing similar tales of

contlagiation and massacre. For once a gencrai in-

.surreclion, so often planned in savage life, against

the domination of the white men, was crowned with

success. All the villages founded by the Spaniards

had been surprised, about a hundred of their inhabit-

ants destroyed, and the survivors driven to take

refuge in a beleaguered fortress.

CHAPTER V.

WiR OP JUAN PONCE WITO THE C4CIQUE AGDBVDANi.

JijAN Ponce de Leon might now almost be con-

sidered a governor without territories and a general

without soldiers. Ilis villages were smoking ruins,

and his whole force did rot amount to a hundred men,
several of whom were disabled by their wounds. He
had an able and implacable foe in Agueyband, who
took the lead of all the other caciques, and even sent

envoys to the Caribs of the neiglibouring islands, en-

treating them to forget all ancient animosities and
to make common cause against these strangers—the
deadly enemies of tlie whole Indian race. In the

meantime the whole of this wild island was in rebel-

lion, and the forests arouiui the fortress of Caparra
rang with the whoops and yells of the savages, the

blasts of their war conchs, and the stormy roaring of
their drums.

Juan Ponce was a staunch and wary old soldier,

and not easily daunted. He remained grimly en-
sconced within his fortress, from whence he de-
spatched messengers in all baste to Hispaniola, im-
ploring immediate assistance. In the meantime he
tasked his wits to divert the enemy and to keep them
at bay. He divided his little force into three bodies of
alwul thirty men each, under tlie command of Pirgo

Salazar, Miguel de Toro, and Luis de Anasco, and

sent them out alternately to make sudden surprises

and assaults, to form ambuscades, and to practise the

other stratagems of partisan warfare, which he had

learnt in early life, in his campaigns against the

Moors of Granada.

One of his most efficient warriors was a dog named

Berezillo, renowned for courage, strength, and sa-

gacity. It is said that he could distinguish those uf

the Indians who were allies, from those who were

enemies ol Ihe Spaniards. To the former he was

docile and friendly, to the latter fierceand implacable.

He was the terror of the natives, who were unaccus-

tomed to powerful and ferocious animals, and did

more service in this wild warfare, than could hare

been rendered by several soldiers. His prowess was

so highly appreciated that bis master received for him

the pay, allowance, and share of booty, assigned to

a cross-bow man, which was the highest stipend

given.

'

At length the stout old cavalier Juan Ponce was

reinforced in his strong hold, by troops from Hiii-

paniola, whereupon he sallied forth boldly to take re-

venge upon those who had thus held him inakindof

durance. His foe Agueyban^ was at that time en-

camped in his own territories with more than five

thousand warriors, but in a negligent nnwalchful

state; for he knew nothing of the reinforcements of

the Spaniards, and supposed Juan Ponce shut up with

bis handful of men in Caparra. The old soldier,

therefore, took bim completely by surprise, and

routed him with great slaughter. Indeed, it is said

the Indians were struck with a kind of panic wiieii

they saw the Spaniards as numerous as ever, not-

with.standing the number they had massacred. Their

belief in their immortality revived, they fancied tliat

those whom they bad slain had returned to life, and

they despaired of victory over beings who could thus

arise with renovated vigour from the grave.

Various petty actions and skirmishes nflerwardt

took place, in which the Indians were defeated.

Agueyband, however, disdained this petty warfai-;,

and stirred up his countrymen to assemble their I

forces, and by one grand assault to decide the fate of

themselves and their island. Juan Ponce received!

secret tidings of their intent, and of the place where

they were assembling. He had at that time barely

eighty men at his disposal, but then they were cased
|

in steel and proof against the weapons of the savages,

Without stopping to reflect, the high-mettled old

cavalier put liimself at their head, and led Ihem
|

through the forest in quest of the foe.

It was nearly sunset when he came in sight ofiiie
|

Indian camp, and the multitude of warriors asseni-

' TliU famous dog was kilted some yeara artcrwards liy a p«i-

soriMl aiTow, as lie was swiminlnR in (lie si-a in pursuit of a Drib I

Iniliun. lie left, however, a numerous progeny and a great naw I

ln-liind liim ; and tiis merits and exploits were long a favoiiriltl

llicme among the Spanish ciilonisls. lie was father to liicrr-f

nownrd Lconoieo, the faithful dog of Vasco Niiwr. wliirh re
|

somhliMl liim in looks and ripMlled Itim in prowess.
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bled there made him pause, and almost repent of his

temerity. He was as shrewd, however, as he was

liardy and resolute. Ordering some of his men in

the advance lo skirmish with the enemy, he hastily

threw up a slight fortification with the assistance of

the rest. When it was finished he withdrew his

forces into it, and ordered them to keep merely on

the defensive. The Indians made repeated attacks,

but were as often repulsed with loss. Some of the

Spaniards, impatient of this covert warfare, would

sally forth in open field with pike and cross-bow, but

vers called back within tlie fortification by their

wary commander.

The cacique Agueyban^ was enraged at finding his

host of warriors thus bafiled and kept at bay by a

mere handful of Spaniards. He beheld the night

closing in and feared that in the darkness the enemy

would escape. Summoning his choicest warriors

round him, therefore, he led the way in a general

assault, when, as he approached the fortress, he re-

ceived a mortal wound from an arquebuse, and fell

dead upon the spot.

'''he Spaniards were not aware at first of the im-

portance of the chief whom they had slain. They

soon surmised it, however, from the confusion that

ensued among the enemy, who bore off the body

with great lamentations, and made no further attack.

The wary Juan Ponce took advantage of the evi-

dent distress of the foe, to draw off his small forces in

the night, happy to get out of the terrible jeopardy

into which a rash confidence had betrayed him. Some

of his fiery-spirited officers would have kept the field

in spile of the overwhelming force of the enemy.

"No, no," said the shrewd veteran ; " it is better to

irotractthe war than to risk i. ' upon a single battle.

"

While Juan Ponce de Leon was fighting hard to

laintain his sway over the island, his transient dig-

lily was overturned by another power, against which

he prowess of the old soldier was of no avail. King

erdinand had repented of the step he had ill-ad-

isedly taken, in superseding the governor and lieu-

lenant governor appointed by Don Diego Columbus.

e became convinced, though rather tardily, that it

as an infringement of the rights of the Admiral, and

hat policy, as well as justice, required him to retract

it. When Juan Ceron and Miguel Diaz, therefore,

ante prisoners lo Spain, he received them graciously,

inferred many favours on them to atone for their

ough ejectment from ofOce, and finally, after some

liine, sent them back, empowered to resume the com-

andoflhe island. They were ordered, howe'er,

n no account to manifest rancour or ill will against

luan Ponce de Leon, or to interfere wilh any pro-

rty he might hold,eilher in houses,lands, or Indians

;

lut on tlie contrary, to cultivate the most friendly

inderstanding with him. The king also wrole lo

le hardy veteran explaining to him, that this resli-

lion of Ceron and Diaz had been determined upon

council, as a mere act of justice due to them, but

as not intended as a censure upon his conduct, and

that means should be sought to indemnify him for the

loss of his command.

By the time the governor and his lieutenant reached

the island, Juan Ponce had completed its subjugation.

.le death of the island champion, the brave Agney-

band, had in fact been a dealh-blow to the natives,

and shows how much, in savage warfare, depends

upon a single chieftain. They never made head of

war afterwards; but, dispersing among their forests

and mountains, fell gradually under the power of the

Spaniards. Their subsequent fate was like that of

their neighbours of Hayti. They were employed in

the labour of the mines, and in other rude toils so

repugnant to their nature that they sank beneath

them, and, in a little while, almost all the aboriginals

disappeared from the island.

CHAPTER VI,

JUAN FOiNCE DE LEON HEARS OP A WONDERFUL COUNTHT AMD

MIRACULOUS FOUNTAIN.

Juan Ponce de Leon resigned the command of

Porto Rico with tolerable grace. The loss of one

wild island and wild government was of little mo-
menl,'when there was a new world to be shared out,

where a bold soldier like himself, wilh sword and

buckler, might readily carve out new fortunes for

himself. Beside, he had now amassed wealth to as-

sist him in his plans, and, like many of the early dis-

coverers, his brain was teeming with the most ro-

mantic enterprises. He had conceived the idea that

there was yet a third world to be discovered, and he

hoped to be the first to reach its shores, and thus to

secure a renown equal to that of Columbus.

While cogitating these things, and considering

which way he should strike forth in the unexplored

regions around him, he met with some old Indians,

who gave him tidings of a country which promised,

not merely to satisfy the cravings of his ambition, but

to realize the fondest dreams of the poets. They as-

sured him that, far to the north, there existed a land

abounding in gold and in all manner of delights; but,

above all, possessing a river of such wonderful virtue,

that whoever bathed in it would be restored lo youth!

They added, that in times past, before the arrival

of the Spaniards, a large party of the natives of

Cuba had departed northward in search of this happy

land and this river of life, and, having never return-

ed, it was concluded that they were flourishing in

renovated youth, detained by the pleasures of that

enchanting country.

Here was the dream of tlie alchymist realized ! one

had but to find this gifted land and revel in the en-

joyment of boundless riches and perennial youth

!

nay, some of the ancient Indians declared that it was

not necessary to go so far in quest of these rejuvenat-

ing waters, for that, in a certain island of the Ba-

! ;
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hama groupe, called Bimini, which lay far out in the

ocean, there was a foiinlaiii possessing the same mar-

vellous and inesliniiible qualities.

Jnan Ponce de Leon listened to these tales with

fond credulity. lie was advancing in life, and the

ordinary term of existence seemed instiriicient for his

mighty plans. Could he but plunge into this mar-

vellous fountain or gifted river, and come out with

his battered war-worn body restored to the strength

and freshness and suppleness of youth, and his head

still retaining the wisdom and knowledge of age,

what enterprises might he not accomplish in the ad-

ditional course of vigorous years insured io him

!

It may seem incredible, at the present day, that a

man of years and experience could yield any faith to

a story which resembles the wild fiction of an Ara-

bian tale; but the wonders and novelties breaking

upon the world in that age of discovery almost realiz-

ed the illusion of fable, and the imaginations of the

Spanish voyagers had become so heated, that they

were capable of any stretch of credulity.

So fully persuaded was the worthy old cavalier of

the existence of the region described to him, that he

fitted out three ships at bis own expense to prosecute

the diseovery, nor had he any difQcuity in finding ad-

venturers in abundance ready to cruise with him in

quest of this fairy-land.'

CHAPTER VII.

CRUISK OP JUAN PONCE DE LEON IN SEARCH OP TUE POUNTAIN

OP VOUTU.

[ «3I2. ]

It was on the 3rd of March, 1312, that Juan Ponce

sailed with his three ships from the Port of St Ger-

main in the island of Porto ]\ico. He kept for some

distance along the coast of Hispaniola, and then,

stretching away to the northward, made for the Ba-

hama islands, and soon fell in with the first of the

groupe. lie was favoured with propitious weather

and tranquil seas, and glided smoothly with wind and

current along that verdant archipelago, visiting one

It was not ttie creilulous mind!i of voyager«! anil adventurers

alone tliat were lirated l>y tliese Indian traditions and romantic

fables. Men of leamlnK and eminence were likewise lieguiled Ity

tliem : witness 'Jie following extract from tlie second decade of I'c-

ter Martyr, oJdresscd to Leo X.. then bisliop of Rome ;—
" Amoni; Jie islands on ilic nurtli side of Hispaniola tliei'c is one

about 32S leasues distant, as Ihey say which have searched Ihe

same, in i; c whiclt is a continual springof running water, ofsuch

marveltuus virtue that the water thereof being drunk, pcrliaps

wiUi some dit', uiakelh oldc men young again. And here I must

make proteslation to your lioliness not to tliiuk this to be said

liglitly or rashly, for they have so spread litis rumour for a Inith

Ihrougliout ail the court, lliat not only all Ihe people, but also

many of them whom wisdom or fortune hath divided from the

Gouunon sort, think it to h(! true; hut, if you will ask my opinion

herein. I will answer. Ihat I will not attribute so gnat power to

nature, hut that God hath no lcs.se reserved lliis prerogative to

himself tlian to search the hearts of men, etc ." P. Martyr, dec. 2,

c. to. Lok's traiislution.

island after another, until, on the fourteenth of ilie

month, he arrived at Guanahani, or St Salvadot'tj,

where Christopher Columbus had first put his foot

on Ihe shores of the New World. His inquiries fw

the island of Bimini were all in vain, and as tu the

fountain of youth, he may have drank of every foun-

tain, and river, and lake, in the archipelago, even tu

the salt pools of Turk's Island, without Itting a whit

tlie younger.

Still he was not discouraged; but, having repaired

his ships, he again put to sea and shaped bis course lo

Ihe north-west. On Sunday, the 27th of March, h"

came in sight of what lie supposed lo be an island, but

was prevented from landing by adverse weather. He

continued hovering about it for several days, bufleinl

by the elements, until, in the night of the second of

April, he succeeded in coming to anchor under tlie

land, in thirty degrees eight minutes of latitude. Tli«

whole country was in the fresh bloom of spring; ik

trees were gay with blos.soin$, and Ihe fields covered

with flowers ; from which circumstance, as well as

from having dis<;overed it on Palm Sunday (Pascm

Florida), he gave it the name of Florida, which it r^

tains lo the present day. The Indian natneoflliii

country was Cautio.'

Juan Ponce landed, and took possession of the coun-

try in the name of the Caslilian Sovereigns. He af-

terwards continued for several weeks ranging the

coasts of this flowery land, and struggling againstihe

gulf-stream and the various currents which sweep ii.

He doubled Cape Canaveral, and reconnoitred llw

southern and eastern shores without suspecting iim

this was a |iart of Terra Firma. In all his atiempls

to explore the country, he met with resolute and im-

placable hostility on the part of the natives, wlio ap-

peared to be a fierce and warlike race. lie wasdis-

ap|iointed also in his hopes of finding gold, nor did

any of the rivers or fountains, which he examined,

possess the rejuvenating virtue. Convinced, l\m-

fore, that this was not the promised land oflndiag

tradition , he turned his prow homeward on the

teenth of June, with the intention, in the way, of]

making one more attempt to find the island of Biiniiii,

In the outset of his return he discovered a groiipfj

of isleLs a))ounding with sea-fowl and marine ani-j

mals. On one of them, his sailors, in the cotirseofij

single night, caught one hundred and seventy liirllH,

and might have taken many more, had they beensil

inclined. 1'hey likewise took fourteen sea wolvfi,

and killed a vast (luanlity of pelicans and other iiinii.

To this groupe Juan Ponce gave the name of the Tot'

tugas, or Turtles, which they still retain.

Proceeding in his cruise, he touched at anol

groupe of islets near the Lucayos, to which lie^i

the name of La Vieja, or the Old Woman gmupf,

because he found no inhabitant there but one i

dian woman.' I'liis ancient sibyl he took on

bis ships to give him information about the labyrii
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of islands into which he was entering, and perhaps

lie could nut have had a more suitable guide in the

(cccntric quest he was making. Nolwithslaiiding her

pilotage, however, he was excteilingly baffled and

perplexed in his return voyage among Ihe Bahama

i>|ands, for he was forcing his way as it were against

the course of nature, and encountering the currents

which sweep westward along these islands, and Ihe

trade-wind which accompanies llieni. For a long

tinie he struggled with all kinds of difficulties and

dangers; and was obliged to remain upwards of a

monlh in one of the islands, to repair the damages

whicti his ship had suffered in a storm.

Di»heartt;ned at length by the perils and trials with

which nature seemed to have tesel the approach to

Biniini, as to some fairy island in romance, he gave

up ihe quest in person, and sent in his place a trusty

captain, Juan Perez de Orlubia, who departed in one

of the other ships, guided by the experienced old

woman of the isles, and by another Indian. As to

Juan Ponce, he made the best of bis way back lo

Porto nico, where he arrived infinitely poorer in

purse and wrinkled in brow, by Ibis cruise after in-

exhaustible riches and perpetual youth.

He had not been long in port when his trusty en-

voy, Juan Perez, likewise arrived. Guided by the

sage old woman, he had succeeded in finding the

long-sought-for Biinini. lie described it as being

large, verdant, and covered with beautiful groves.

There were crystal springs and limpid s'reams in

abundance, which kept the island in perpetual ver-

dure, but none that could restore to an old man the

vernal greenness of his youth.

Thus ended the romantic expedition of Juan Ponce

de Leon. Like many other pursuits of a chimera, it

terminated in the acquisition of a substantial good.

Though he had failed in finding Ihe fairy fountain of

youth, he had discovered in place of it the important

country of Florida.'

CHAPTER Vin.

luPEDITION OP JUIN PONCE iCAinST THB CABIBS. BIS DEATH.

Juan Po.vce dg Leon now repaired lo Spain, to

nakea report of his voyage to King Ferdinand. The
liardy old cavalier experienced much raillery from

Ihe witlings of the court, on account of his visionary

^age, though many wise men had been as credulous

i himself at the outset. Tlie king, however, receiv-

Tlie iKlief of (he existence, in Florida, of a river like Ihat

u|i;ht by Jiian Ponce, w.-is long prevalent among tlie Indiana of

puba, and (lie cacii|ues\vere anxious lo discover it. Yliat a parly

fllie natives of Cul)a once went in search of il, and remained

here, appears to lie a traced fact, as their descendants were afler-

bnls tu be, seen among llie people oFFIorida. Las Casas says, that,

fvrn in his days, many iwrslsleU in secliing Ihis mystery, and sonic

fiought that the river was no olhcr than Uiat called Ihe Jordan,

t the point of St Helena ; without considering that the name was
Bvea to ii l)y the Spaniards In the year 1320, when they discovered

Iw land ut chicora.

ed him with great favour, and conferred on him the

litlninfAdelanlado of Biniini and Florida, which last

was'as yet considered an island. Permission was also

granted bini to recruit men either in Spain or in the

colonies for a settlement in Florida; hut be defeired

entering on his command for ihe present, being pro-

bably discouraged and impoverished by the losses in

bis last expedition, or finding a difficulty in enlisting

adventurers. At length another enter|)ri8e presented

itself. The Caribs had by this time become a terror

to the Spanish inhabitants of many of the islands,

making descents upon tlie coasts and carrying off

captives, who it was supposed were dcHimed to be

devoured by ihese cannibals. So fre(|uent were their

invasions of the island of Porto Rico, that it was

feared they would ultimately oblige the Spaniards to

abandon it.

At length King Ferdinand, in I5I4, ordered that

three ships, well armed and manned, should be fitted

out in Seville, destined to scour the islands of the

Caribs, and to free the seas from those cannibal ma-

rauders. The command of the armada was given

to Juan Ponce de Leon, from his knowledge in Indian

warfare, and his varied and rough experience which

had mingled in him the soldier with the sailor. He
was instructed in the first place to assail the Caribs of

those islands most contiguous and dangerous to Porto

Rico, and then to make war on those of the coast of

Terra Firma, in the neighbourhood of Cartbagena.

He was afterwards to take Ihe captaincy of Porto

Rico, and lo attend to the reparlimientos or distribu-

tions of the Indians in conjunction with a person to

be appointed by Diego Columbus.

Ttie enterprise suited the soldier-like spirit ofJuan

Ponce de Leon, and the gallant old cavalier set sail

full of confidence in Jaimary, 1515, and steered direct

for the Caribbees, with a determination lo give a

wholesome castigation to the whole savage Archipe-

lago. Arriving at the island of Guadaluupe, he cast

anchor, and sent men on shore for wood and water,

and women to wash the clothing of the crews, with

a party of soldiers to mount guard.

Juan Ponce had not been as waiy as usiial, or he

had to deal with .savages unusually adroit in warfare.

While the people were scattered carelessly on shore,

the Caribs rushed forth from un ambuscade, killed

the greater pari of Ihe men, and carried off the wo-

men to the mountains.

This blow at the very outset of his vaunted expe-

dition sank deep into tlie heart of Juan Ponce, and

put an end lo all his military excitement. Humbled

and mortified, he set sail for the island of Porto Rico,

where he relinquished all further prosecution of the

enterprise, under pretext of ill health, and gave the

command oflhe squadron to a captain named Zuniga
;

but il is surmised that his malady was not so much

of Ihe flesh as of the spirit. He remained in Porto

Rico as governor; but having grown lesly and irrit-

able through vexations and disappointments, he gave

great offence, and caused much contention on the

. ii

^ il
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island by positive and strong-handed measures, in

respect to tlie distributions of tlie Indians. ^ ,

He continued for several years in that island, in a

state of growling repose, until the brilliant exploits

of Hernando Cortes, which threatened to eclipse the

achievements of all the veteran discoverers, roused

bis dormant spirit.

Jealous of being cast in the shade in his old days,

be determined to sally forth on one more expedition.

He had heard that Florida, which he had discovered,

and which he had hitherto considered a mere island,

was part ofTerra Firma, possessing vast and unknown
regions in its bosom. If so, a grand field of enter-

prise lay before bim, wherein he might make disco-

veries and conquests to rival, if not surpass, the far-

famed conquest of Mexico.

Accordingly in the year 1521, he fitted out two

ships at the island of Porto Rico, and embarked al-

most the whole of his property in the undertaking.

His voyage was toilsome and tempestuous, but at

length he arrived at the wished-for land. He made
a descent upon the coast with a great part of his men,

but the Indians sallied forth with unusual vigour to

defend their shores. A bloody battle ensued, several

of the Spaniards were slain, and Juan Ponce was
wounded by an arrow in the thigh. He was borne

on board his ship, and finding himself disabled for

further action, set sail for Cuba, where he arrived ill

in body and dejected in heart.

He was of an age when there is no longer prompt

and healthful reaction either mental or coriioreal.

The irritations of humiliated pride and disappointed

hope, exasperated the fever of his wound, and be

died soon after his arrival at the island. ^' Thus

fate," says one of the quaint old Spanish writers,

" delights to reverse the schemes of man. The dis-

covery that Juan Ponce flattered himself was to lead

to a means of perpetuating his life, had the ultimate

effect of hastening bis death."

It may be soid, however, that he has at least at-

tained the shadow of his desire, since, though dis-

appointed in extending the natural term of his ex-

istence, his discovery has ensured a lasting duration

to his name.

The following epitaph was inscril)ed upon his

tomb, which does justice to the warrior qualities of

the stout old cavalier.

Hole sub hac forti? rcquiesciint ossa Leonis,

Qui vicit factis nomina magna suis.

It has thus been paraphrased in Spanish by the

Licentiate Juan de Castcllanos.

Aqueste lugar cstrecho

Es sepulchro del varon.

Que en el nombrc fu(! Leon,

Y mucho mas en cl hecbo.

" In this sepulchre rest the bones of a man, who
was a lion by name, and still more by nature."

APPENDIX.

A VISIT TO PALOS.

The following narrative was actually commenced, by the author
ofthis work, as a letter to a. friend, but unexpectedly swelled in

its present size. He has been induced to insert it here from |||,. i

idea that many will feel the same curiosity to know soinclhini;
a[

the present state of Palos and its inhabitants that led him to malic

the journey.

Seville, tm.

Since I last wrote to you I have made, what I may

term an American Pilgrimage, to visit the Utile port

of Palos in Andalusia, where Columbus fitted out

his ships, and whence he sailed for the discovery of

the New World. Need I tell you how deeply In-

teresting and gratifying it has been to me ? I had I

long meditated this excursion, as a kind of pious, and

if I may so say, filial duty of an American, and niy

intention was quickened when I learnt that many of i

the edifices, mentioned in the history of Columbus,
[

still remained in nearly the same state in which they

existed at the time of his sojourn at Palos, and that

the descendants of the intrepid Pinzons, who aided

him with ships and money, and sailed with lilm in

the great voyage of discovery, still flouri^-'.^diathel

neighbourhood.

The very evening before my departure from Se-

1

ville on the excursion, I heard that there was a young

gentleman of the Pinzon family studying law in the

city. I got introduced to him, and found him of

most prepossessing appearance and manners. He
[

gave me a letter of introduction to his father, Don

Juan Fernandez Pinzon, resident of Moguer,andthe|

present head of the family.

As it was in the middle of August, and the weather I

intensely hot, I hired a calesa for the journey. This I

is a two-wheeled carriage, resembling a cabriolel,
[

but of the most primitive and rude construction : Ihe

harness is profusely ornamented with brass, and tlie
|

horse's bead decorated with tufts and tassels and

dangling bobs of scarlet and yellow worsted. I had,

for calesero, a tall, long-legged Andalusian, in short I

jacket, little round-crowned hat, breeches decorated I

with buttons from the hips to the knees, and a pair I

of russet leather bottinas or spatterdashes. He was an I

active fellow, though uncommonly taciturn for anl

Andalusian, and strode along beside his horse, roiis-[

ing him occasionally to greater speed by a loud male-|

diction or a liearty thwack of his cudgel.

In this style, I set off late in the day to avoid the
j

noontide heat, and after ascending the lofty range oil

bills that borders the great valley of the Guadalquivir,
[

and having a rough ride among their heights, I de-

scended about twilight into one of those vast, silent, I

melancholy plains, frequent in Spain, where I beheldl

no other signs of life than a roaming flock of bustaitb,
[

and a distant herd of cattle, guarded by a solitaryl

herdsman, who, with a long pike planted in theearlb,!

stood motionless in the midst of the dreary land-f
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idst of the dreary land-

scape, resembling an Arab of the desert. The night

had somewliat advanced when we stopped to repcise

k a few hours at a solitary venta or inn, if it might

io be called, being nothing more than a vast low-

(oofed stable, divided into several compartments for

the reception of the troops of mules and arrieros (or

carriers) who carry on the internal trade of Spain.

Accommodation for the traveller there was none—
not even for a traveller so easily accommodated as

myself. The landlord had no food to give me, and

IS to a bed, he had none but a horse-cloth, on which

his only child, a boy of eight years old, lay naked,

00 the earthen floor. Indeed the heat of the weather

and the fumes from the stables made the interior of

the hovel insupportable, so I was fain to bivouac on

my cloak on the pavement at the door of the venta,

where, on waking after two or three hours of sound

sleep, I found a contrabandisia (or smuggler) snoring

beside me, wilh his blunderbuss on his arm.

I resumed my journey before break of day, and

and bad made several leagues by ten o'clock when

ve stopped to breakfast, and to pass the sultry hours

of mid-day in a large village, from whence we de-

parted about four o'clock, and, after passing through

the same kind of solitary country, arrived just after

Isouset at Moguer. This little city (for at present it is

city) is situated about a league from Palos, of which

lace it has gradually absorbed all the respectable

labitants, and, among the number, the whole

lily of the Pinzons.

So remote is this little place firom the stir and bustle

if travel, and so destitute of the show andvam-glory

{this world, thatmy calesa, as it rattled and jingled

the narrow and ill-paved streets, caused a

it sensation ; the children shouted and scampered

ing by its side, admiring its splendid trappings of

ass and worsted, and gazing with reverence at the

iiportant stranger who came in so gorgeous an

[uipage.

1 drove up to the principal posada, the landlord of

hich was at the door. He was one of the very

ivilest men in the world, and disposed to do every

Ig in his power to make me comfortable ; there

as only one difliculty, he had neither bed nor bed-

im in his house. In fact it was a mere venta for

iuleteers,who are accustomed to sleepon the ground

ith their mule-cloths for beds and pack-saddles for

lows. It was a hard case, but there was no better

da in the place. Few people travel for pleasure

cariosity in these out-of-the-way parts of Spain,

id those of any note are generally received into

ivate houses. I had travelled sufficiently in Spain

find out that a bed, after all, is not an article of

idispensable necessity, and was about to bespeak

le quiet comer where I might spread my cloak,

hen fortunately the landlord's wife came forth,

could not have a more obliging disposition than

T husband, but then—God bless the women !—
!y always know how to carry their good wishes

ilo effect. In n little while a small roOm, about ten

feet square, that had formed a thoroughfare between

the stablesand a kind of shopor barroom,was cleared

of a variety of lumber, and I was assured that a bed

should be put up there for me. From the consulta-

tions I saw my hostess holding wilh some of her

neighbour gossips, I fancied the bed was to be a kind

of peace-meal contribution among them for the credit

of the house.

As soon as I could change my dress, I commenced
the historical researches which were the object ofmy
journey, and inquired for the abode of Don Juan Fer-

nandez Pinzon. My obliging landlord himself volun-

teered to conduct me thither, and I set off full of

animation at the thoughts of meeting wilh the lineal

representative of one of the coadjutors of Columbus.

A short walk brought us to the house, which was
most respectable in its appearance, indicating easy, if

notafflnent, circumstances. The door, as iscustomary

in Spanish villages, during summer, stood wide open.

We entered with the usual salutation or rather sum-

mons, " Ave Maria ! " A trim Andalusian hand-

maid answered to the call, and, on our inquiring

for the master of the house, led theway across a little

patio or court, in the centre of the edifice, cooled by a

fountain surrounded by shrubs and flowers, to aback

court or terrace, likewise set out with flowers, where

Don Juan Fernandez was seated with his family, en-

joying the serene evening in the open air.

I was much pleased with his appearance. He was

a venerable old gentleman, tall, and somewhat thin,

with fan- complexion and grey hair. He received me
with great urbanity, and on reading the letter from

his son, appeared struck with surprise lo find I bad

come quite to Moguer, merely to visit the scene of

the embarkation of Columbus ; and still more so on

my tellmg him, that one of my leading objects of

curiosity was his own family connexion ; for it would

seem that the worthy cavalier had troubled his head

but little about the enterprises of his ancestors.

I now took my seat in the domestic circle, and

soon felt myself quite at home, for there is general-

ly a frankness in the hospitality of Spaniards, that

soon puts a stranger at his ease beneath their roof.

The wife of Don Juan Fernandez was extremely

amiable and affable, possessing much of that natural

aptness for which the Spanish women are remarkable.

In the course of conversation with them, I learnt

that Don Juan Fernandez, who is seventy-two years

of age, is the eldest of live brothers, all of whom are

married, have numerous offspring, and live in Moguer

and its vicinity, in nearly the same condition and

rank of life aj at ihe lime of the discovery. This

agreed with what I had previously heard, respecting

the families of the discoverers. Of Columbus no

lineal and direct descendant exists; his was an

exotic stock that never took deep and lasting root in

the coimtry ; but the race of the Puizons continues

lo thrive and multiply in its native soil.

While I was yet conversing, a gentleman entered,

who was introduced to me as Don Luis Fernandez

120
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Finzoii] the youngest of the broUiers. He appeared

to be between fifty and sixty years of age, somewhat

robust, with fair complexion aud grey hair, and a

frank and manly deportment. He is the only one of

the present generation that has followed the ancient

profession of the family ; having served with great

applause as an ofiicer of the royal navy, from which

he retired, on his marriage, about twenty two years

since. He is the one, also, who takes the greatest

interest and pride in the historical honours of his

house, carefully preserving all the legends and docu-

ments of the achievements and distinctions of his fa-

mily, a manuscript volume of which he lent to me
for my inspection.

Don Juan now expressed a wish that, during my
residence in Moguer, I would make his house my
home. I endeavoured to excuse myself, alleging,

that the good people at the posada had been at such

extraordinary trouble in preparing quarters for me,

that I did not like to disappoint them. The worthy

old gentleman undertook to arrange all this, and,

while supper was preparing, we walked together to

the |H)8ada. I found that my obliging host and hostess

had indeed exerted themselves to an uncommon de-

gree. An old ricketty table I. ad been spread out in

a corner of the little room as a bedstead, on the top of

which was propped up a grand cama de luxo, or state

bed, which appeared lobe the admiration ofthe house.

I could not, for the soul of me, appear to undervalue

what the poor people had prepared with such hearty

good will, and considered such a triumph of art and

luxury ; so I again entreated Don Juan to dispense

with my sleeping at his house, promising most faith-

fully to make my meals there, whilst I should stay at

Moguer, and as the old gentleman understood my
motives for declining his invitation, and felt a good-

humoured sympathy in them, we readily arranged

the matter. I returned therefore with Don Juan to

his house and supped with bis family. During tlie

repast a plan was agreed upon for my visit to Palos,

and to the convent of La Rabida, in which Don Juan

volunteered to accompany me and be my guide, and

the following day was allotteil to the expedition. We
were to breakfast at a hacienda, or country seat, which

he possessed in the vicinity of Palos, in the midst of

his vineyards, and were to dine there on our return

from the convent. These arrangements being made,

we parted for the night ; I returned to the posada

highly gratified with my visit, and slept soundly in

the extraordinary bed which, I may almost say, had
been invented for my accommodation.

On the following morning, bright and early, Don
Juan Fernandez and myself set off in the calesa for

Palos. I felt apprehensive at first, that the kind-

hearted old gentleman, in his anxiety to oblige, had
left his bed at too early an hour, and was exposing

himself to fktigues unsuited to his age. He laughed

at the idea, and assured me that he was an early

riser, and accastomed to all kinds ofexercise on horse

and foot, being a keen sportsman, and frequently

passing days together among the mountains on sliooi.

ing expeditions, taking with him servants, horses,

and provisions, and living in a tent. He appeared,

in fact, to be of an active habit, and to possess a

youthful vivacity of spirit. His cheerful disposition

rendered our morning drive extremely agreeable; big

urbanity was shown to every one whom we met on

the road; even the common peasant was saluted by

him with the appellation of caballero, a mark of n-

spect ever gratifying to the poor but proud SpanianI,

when yielded by a superior.

As the tide was out we drove along tiie flat grounds

bordering the Tinto. The river was on our right,

while on our left was a range of hills, jutting out inio

promontories, one beyond the other, and covered

with vineyards and fig trees. The weather vras se-

rene, the air soft and balmy, and the landscape of
j

that gentle kind calculated to put one in a (|uiet and

happy humour. We passed close by the skirls of
{

Palos, and drove to the hacienda, which is situated at

some little distance from the village, between it and

the river. The house is a low stone building, veil

whitewashed, and of great length ; one end beinji
j

fitted up as a summer residence, with saloons, 1

rooms, and a domestic chapel ; and the other as a I

bodega or magazine for the reception of the wi.ie pro-

duced on the estate.

The house stands on a hill, amidst vineyards, whick
j

are supposed to cover a part of the site of the aucieni
|

town of Palos, now shrunk to a miserable village.

Beyond these vineyards, on the crest of a distant hill,

are seen the white walls of the convent of La Rabida I

rising above a dark wood of pine trees.

Below the hacienda flows the river Tinto, on whicii I

Columbus embarked. It is divided by a low tongue I

of land, or rather the sand bar of Saltes, from the
|

river Odiel, with which it soon mingles its waters,
|

and flows on to the ocean. Beside this sand bar,
j

where the channel of the river runs deep, the sqna-

1

dron of Columbus was anchored, and from hence be]

made sail on the morning of his departure.

The soft breeze that was blowmg scarcely raffled I

the surface of this beautiful river; two or three pit I

turesque barks, called mysticks, with long Iatine$aiii,[

were gliding down it. A little aid of the imagiu-l

tion might suffice to picture them as the light canhj

vels of Columbus, sallying forth on their evenlliii|

expedition, while the distant bells of the town (<|

Huelva, which were ringing melodiously, might k|

supposed as cheeringthe voyagers with a farewell pal I

I cannot express to you wliat were my feelingsitil

treading the shore which had once been animatedifl

the bustle of departure, and whose sands had beal

printed by the last footstep of Columbus. Thesolenl

and sublime nature of the event that had followed,!

t(^ther with the fate and fortunes of those coacemell

in it, filled the mind with vague yet melancbiilf|

ideas. It was like viewing the silent and empty s

of some great drama when all the actors liad depart

ed. The very aspect of the landscape, so tranqnif
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beautiful, had an effect upon me; and as I paced the

deserted shore by the side of a descendant of one of

the discoverers, I felt my heart swelling with emo-

tions and my eyes filling with tears.

What surprised me was, to find no semblance of a

sea-port ; there was neither wharf nor landing-place

—nothing bat a naked river-bank, with the hulk of a

ferry-boat, which I was told carried passengers to

Haelva, lying high and dry on the sands, deserted by

the tide. Palos, though it has doubtless dwindled

away from its former size, can never have been im-

portant as to extent and population. If it possessed

warehouses on the beach, they have disappeared. It

is at present a mere village of the poorest kind, and

lies nearly a quarter of a mile from the river, in a

hollow among hills. It contains a few hundred in-

habitants, who subsist principally by labouring in the

fields and vineyards. Its race of merchants and ma-

riners are extinct. There are no vessels lielonging

to the place, nor any show of traffic, excepting at the

season of fruit and wine, when a few mysticks and

other light barks anchor in the river to collect the

produce of the neighbourhood. The people are to-

tally ignorant, and it is probable that the greater part

of them scarce know even the name of America.

Such is the place from whence sallied the enterprise

for the discovery of the western world

!

We were now summoned to breakfast in a little

saloon of the hacienda. The table was covered with

natural luxuries produced upon the spot—fine purple

and muscatel grapes from the adjacent vineyard,

delicious melons from the garden, and generous wines

made on the estate. The repast was heightened by

the genial manners of my hospitable host, who ap-

peared to possess the most enviable cheerfulness of

[spirit and simplicity of heart.

After breakfast we set off in the calesa to visit the

IConvent of La Rabida, which is about half a league

distant. The road, for a part of the way, lay tlirough

{the vineyards, and was deep and sandy. The cale-

!ro had been at his wit's end to conceive what mo-
live a stranger like myself, apparently travelling for

mere amusement, could have in coming so far to see

miserable a place as Palos, which he set down as

me of the very poorest places in the whole world

;

It this additional toil and struggle through deep
ind to visit the old Convent of La Rabida, com-
)leted his confusion—Hombre !" exclaimed he, '* es

maruina ! no hay mas que dos frailes !"—" Zounds

!

rhy it's a ruin! there are only two friars tliere!"

m Juan laughed, and told him that I had come all

[he way from Seville precisely to see that old ruin and
lose two friars. The calesero made the Spaniard's
It reply wlien he is perplexed—he shrugged his

lulders and crossed himself.

After ascending a hill and passing through the
[irts of a straggling pine wood, we arrived in front

[f llie convent. It stands in a ble. k and solitary si-

lalion, on the brow of a rocky height or promontory,
|veriooking to (he west a wide range of sea and land,

bounded by the frontier momitainsof Portugal, about

eight leagues distant. The convent is shutout from

a view of the vineyard of Palos by the gloomy forest

of pines which I iiave mentioned, which covers the

promontory to the east, and darkens the whole land-

scape in that direction.

There is nothing remarkable in the architecture of

the convent; part of it is Gothic, but the edifice hav-

ing been frequently repaired, and being whitewashed,

according toa universal custom in Andalusia, inherited

from the Moors, it has not that venerable aspect which
might be expected from its antiquity.

We alighted at the gate where Columbus, when a
poor pedestrian, a stranger in the land, asked bread

and water for his child ! As long as the convent

stands, this must be a spot calculated to awaken the

most thrilling interest. The gate remains apparently

in nearly the same state as at the time of bis visit,

but there is no longer a porter at hand to administer

to the wants of the wayfarer. The door stood wide
open, and admitted us into a small court yard. From
thence we passed through a Gothic portal into the

chapel, without seeing a human being. We then

traversed two interior cloisters, equally vacant and
silent, and bearing a look of neglect and dilapidation.

From an open window we had a peep at what had
once been a garden, but that had also gone to ruin

;

the walls were broken and thrown down; a few
shrubs, and a scattered fig-tree or two were all the

traces of cultivation that remained. We passed

through the long dormitories, but the cells were shut

up and abandoned ; we saw no living thing except a

solitary cat stealing across a distant corridor, which
fled in a panic at tlie unusual sight of strangers. At
length, after patrolling nearly the whole of the empty
building to the echo of our own footsteps, we came
to where the door of a cell, being partly open, gave

us the sight of a monk within, seated at a table writ-

ing. He rose, and received us with much civility,

and conducted us to the superior, who was reading

in an adjacent cell. They were both rather young

men, and, together with a noviciate and a lay-brother,

who officiated as cook, formed the whole community

of the convent.

Don Juan Fernandez communicated to them the

object of my visit, and my desire also to inspect the

ardiives of the convent, to Gnd ifthere was any record

of the sojourn of Columbus. They informed us that

the archives had been entirely destroyed by the

French. The younger monk, however, who had

perused them, had a vague recollection of various

particulars concerning the transactions of Columbus

at Palos, his visit to the convent, and the sailing of

his expedition. From all that he cited, however, it

appeared to me that all the information on the subject

contained in the archives, had been extracted fi'om

Herrera and other well known authors. The monk
was talkative and eloquent, and soon diverged from

the subject of Columbus, to one which he considered

of infinitely greater importance — the miraculous
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image of tlie Virgin possessed by their convent, and

i(nown by the name of "Our Lady of La Rabida."

He gave us a history of the wonderful way in wliich

the image hadl)een found buried in the eartii, where

it had lain hidden for ages, since the time of the con-

quest of Spain by tlie Moors ; tlie disputes between

tlie convent and different places in the neighbourhood

for the possession of it ; the marvellous protection it

extended to the adjacent country, especially in pre-

venting all madness, either in man or dog, for this

malady was anciently so prevalent in this place as to

gain it the appellation of La Habia, by which it was
originally called ; a name which, thanks to the bene-

ficent influence of the Virgin, it no longer merited oi-

retained. Such are the legends and reliques with

which every convent in Spain is enriched, which are

zealously cried up by the monks, and devoutly credited

by the populace.

Twice a year on the festival of our Lady of La

Rabida, and on that of the patron saint of the order,

the solitude and silence of the convent are inter-

rupted by the intrusion of a swarming multitude,

composed of the inhabitants of Moguer, of Uuelva,

and the neighbouring plains and mountains. The
open esplanade in front of the edifice resembles a

fair, the adjacent forest teems with the motley throng,

and the image of our Lady of La Rabida is borne

forth in triumphant procession.

While the friar was thus dilating upon the merits

and renown of the image, I amused myself with those

day dreams, or conjurings of the imagination, to

which I am a little given. As the internal arrange-

ments of convents are apt to be the same from age to

age, I pictured to myself this chamber as the same

inhabited by the guardian, Juan Perez de Marchena,

at the time of the visit of Columbus. Why might

not the old and ponderous table before me be the

very one on which he displayed his conjectural maps,

and expounded his theory of a western route to India ?

It required but anotlier stretch of the imagination to

assemble the little conclave around the table; Juan

Perez the friar, Garcia Fernandez the physician, and

Martin Alonso Pinzon the bold navigator, all listen-

ing with rapt attention to Columbus, or to the tale

of some old seamen of Palos, about islands seen in

the western parts of the ocean.

The friars, as far as their poor means and scanty

knowledge extended, were disposed to do everything

to promote the object of my visit. They showed us

all parU of the convent, which, however, has little to

boast of, excepting the historical associations con-

nected with it. The library was reduced to a few
volumes, chiefly on ecclesiastical subjects, piled pro-

miscuously in the corner of a vaulted chaml)er, and
covered with dust. The chamber itself was curious,

being the most ancient part of tlie edifice, and sup-

posed to have formed part of a temple in the time

of the Romans.

We ascended to the roofof the convent to enjoy the

extensive prospect i( commands. Immediately below

the promontory on whicli it is situated, runs a nar-

row but tolerably deep river, called tlie Domingo
{

Rubio, which empties itself into the Tinto. It ig the
|

opinion of Don Luis Fernandez Pinzon, tliat the ships
I

of Columbus were careened and fitted out in (his

river, as it affords better shelter than the Tinto, an]

its shores are not so shallow. A lonely bark of a

fisherman was lying in this stream, and not far off, on

a sandy point, were the ruins of an ancient walch

tower. From the roof of the convent, all the wind-

ings of the Odiel and the Tinto were to be seen, and
|

their junction into the main stream, by wliich Colum-

bus sallied forth to sea. In fact the convent senet
I

as a landmark, being, from its lofty and solitary situ.

ation, visible for a considerable distance to vessels
I

coming on the coast. On the opposite side I looked

down upon the lonelyroad, through the wood of pine

trees, by which the zealous guardian of the convent,

Fray Juan Perez, departed at midnight on his mule,

when he sought the camp of Ferdinand and Isabella

in the Vega of Granada, to plead the project of Ck>-

1

lumbus before the queen.

Having finished our inspection of the convent, we
|

prepared to depart, and were accompanied to theoc!-

ward portal by the two friars. Our calesero brougiit I

his rattling and ricketty vehicle for us to mount; all

sight of which one of the monks exclaimed, vrith a
|

smile, " Santa Maria ! only to think ! A calesa be-

fore the gate of the convent of La Rabida !

" And, I

indeed, so solitary and remote is this ancient edlGce, I

and so simple is the mode of living of the people in

this bye-corner of Spain, that the appearance of even I

a sorry calesa might well cause astonishment. It is I

only singular that in such a bye-comer the scheme of I

Columbus diould have found intelligent listeners andf

coadjutors, after it had been discarded, almost vilbl

scoffing and contempt, from learned universities ami
|

splendid courts.

On our way back to the hacienda, we met Don I

Rafael, a younger son of Don Juan Fernandez, a fine
|

young man, about twenty-one years of age, and who,
[

his father informed me, was at present studyiii;|

French and mathematics. He was well mounted ool

a spirited grey horse, and dressed in the Andaiusiaiil

style, with the little round hat and jacket. Hesul

his horse gracefully, and managed him well. I wal

pleased with the frank and easy terms on which Dal

Juan appeared to livewith his children. This I nil

inclined to think his favourite son, as I undersloodl

he was (he only one that partook of the old genlltl

man's fondness for the chase, and that accompaiiiii|

him in his hunting excursions.

A dinner had been prepared for us at tlieiiacieixii,|

by the wife of the capitaz, or overseer, who, willil«|

husband, seemed to be well pleased with this

»

from Don Juan, and to be confident of receiving^

pleasant answer from the good-humoured old genll^|

man whenever they addressed him. The dinner wjf

served up about two o'clock, and was a most agre

able meal. The fruits and wines were from i
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uiate, and were excellent; the rest of the provisions

vere from Moguer, for the adjacent village of Pales

is too poor to furnish any thing. A gentle breeze

from the sea played through the hall, and tempered

the summer heat. Indeed I do not know when I

have seen a more enviable spot than this country re-

treat of the Pinzons. Its situation on a breezy hill,

at no great distance from the sea, and in a southern

climate, produces a happy temperature, neither hot

in summer nor cold in winter. It commands a beau-

tiful prospect, and is surrounded by natural luxuries.

the country abounds with game, the adjacent river

affords abundant sport in fishing, both by day and

night, and delightful excursions for those fond of sail-

ing. During the busy seasons of rural life, and

(speHally at the joyous period of vintage, the family

pass some time here, accompanied by numerous

guests, at which times, Don Juan assured me, there

vas no lack of amusements, both by land and water.

When we had dined, and taken the siesta, or after-

noon nap, according to the Spanish custom in sum-

mer time, we set out on our return to Moguer, visiting

the village of Palos in the way. Don Gabriel had

been sent in advance to procure the keys of the village

church, and to apprise the curate of our wish to in-

spect the archives. The village consists principally

of two streets of low whitewashed houses. Many of

the inhabitants have very dark complexions, betray-

ing a mixture of African blood.

On entering the village, we repaired to the lowly

mansion of the curate. I had hoped to find him some

sacb personage as the curate in Don Quixote, possessed

of shrewdness and information in his limited sphere,

and that I might gain some anecdotes from him con-

cerning his parish, its worthies, its antiquities, and

its historical events. Perhaps I might have done so

at any other time, but, unfortunately, the curate was

something of a sportsman,and had heardofsome game

among the neighbouring hills. We met him just

sallying forth from his house, and I must confess, his

appearance was picturesque. He was a short, broad,

sturdy, little man, and bad doffed his cassock and

broad clerical beaver, for a short jacket and a little

round Andalusian hat ; he had his gun in hand, and

was on the point of mounting a donkey which had

been led forth by an ancient withered handmaid.

Fearful of being detained from his foray, he accosted

my companion the moment he came in sight, " God
preserve you, Seitor Don Juan! I have received your

message, and have but one answer to make. The
archives have all been destroyed. We have no trace

of any thing you seek for—nothing—nothing. Don
Rafael has the keys of the church. You can examine

it at your leisure—A dios, caballero!" With these

words the galliard little curate mounted his donkey,

ilmmped liis ribs with the butt end of his gun, and
trotted off to the hills.

In our way to the church we passed by the ruins

of what had once been a fair and spacious dwelling,

Krcally superior to the other houses of the village.

This, Don Juan informed me, was an old (kmily poa-

session, but since they liad removed from Palos it had
fallen to decay for want of a tenant. It was probably

the family residence of Martin Alonso or Vicente
Yahes Pinzon, in the time of Columbus.

We now arrived at the church of St George, in the

porch of which Columbus first proclaimed to the in-

habitants of Palos the order of the sovereigns, that

they should furnish him with ships for his great voyage
of discovery. This edifice has lately been thoroughly

repaired, and being of solid mason work, promises to

stand for ages a monument of the discoverers. It

stands ouUide of the village, on tlie brow of a hill,

looking along a little valley towards the river. The
remains of a Moorish arch prove it to have been a
mosque in former tunes

; just above it, on the crest

of the hill, is the ruin of a Moorish castle.

I paused in the porch, and endeavoured to recall

the interesting scene that had taken place there, when
Columbus, accompanied by the zealous friar Juan
Perez, caused the public notary to read the royal order
in presence of the astonished alcaldes, regidors, and
alguazils, but it is difficult to conceive the consterna-

tion that must have been struck into so remote a little

community, by this sudden apparition of an entire

stranger among them, bearing a command that they

should put their persons and ships at his disposal, and
sail with him into the unknown wilderness of the

ocean.

The interior of the church has nothing remarkable,

excepting a wooden image of St George vanquishing

the dragon, Avhich is erected over the high altar, and
is the admiration of the good people of Palos, whobear
it about the streets in grand procession on the anni-

versary of the saint. This groupe existed in the lime

of Columbus, and now flourishes in renovated youth
and splendour, having been newly painted and gilded,

and tile countenance of the saint rendered peculiarly

blooming and lustrous.

Having finished the examination of the churdi, we
resumed our seats in the calesa and returned to

Moguer. One thing only remained to fulfil the object

of my pilgrimage. This was to visit the chapel of the

convent of Santa Clara. When Columbus was in

danger of being lost in a tempest on his way home
from his great voyage of discovery, he made a vow,
that, should he be spared, he would watch and pray

one whole night in this chapel; a vow which he
doubtless fulfilled immediately after his arrival.

My kind and attentive friend, Don Juan, conducted

me to the convent. It is the wealthiest in Moguer,

and belongs to a sisterhood of Franciscan nuns. The
chapel is large, and ornamented with some degree of

richness, particularly the part about the high altar,

which is embellished by magnificent monuments of

the brave family of the Puerto Carreros, the ancient

lords of Moguer, and renowned in Moorish warfare.

The alabaster effigies of distinguished warriors of that

house, and of their wives and sistera, lie side by side,

with folded hands, on tomlX^ immediately before the

'tt
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altar, while oUiera recline in deep niclies on either

aide. The night had closed in hy the time I entered

the church, which nude the scene more impressive.

A few votive lamps shed a dim lighi about the in-

terior; their beams were feebly reflected by the

gilded work of the high altar, and the frames of the

surrounding painting, and rested upon the marble

figures of the warriors and dames lying in the monu-

mental repose of ages. The solemn pile must have

presented much the same appearance when the pious

discoverer performed his vigil, kneeling before this

very altar, and praying and watching throughout the

night, and pouring forth heartfelt praises for liavhig

been spared to accomplish his sublime discovery.

I bad DOW completed the main purpose of my jour-

ney, having visited the various places connected with

the story ofColumbus. It was highly gratifying to And

some of them so little changed, though so great a

space of time had intervened; but in this quiet nook

of Spain, so far removed from the main thorough-

fares, the lapse of time produces but few violent

revolutions. Nothing, however, had surprised and

gratified me more than the continued stability of the

Pinzon family. On the morning after my excursion to

Palos, chance gave me an opportunity ofseeing some-

thing of the interior of most of tlieir households.

Having a curiosity to visit the remains of a Moorish

castle, once the citadel of Mogner, Don Fernandez

undertook to show me a tower which served as a

magazine of wine to one of the Pinzon family. In

seeking for the key we were sent from house to house

of nearly the whole connexion. All appeared to be

living in that golden mean equally removed from the

wants and superfluities of life, and all to be happily

interwoven by kind and cordial habits of intimacy.

We found the females of the family generally seated

in the patios, or central courts of their dwellings,

beneath the shade of awnings and among shrubs and

flowers. Here the Andalusian ladies are accustomed

to pass their mornings at work, surrounded by their

handmaids, in the primitive, or ratlier, oriental style.

In the porches of some of the houses I observed the

coat ofarms granted to the family by Charles V, hung

up like a picture in a frame. Over the door of Don
Luis, the naval oflicer, it was carved on an escutcheon

of stone, and coloured. I had gathered many parti-

culars of the family also from conversation with Don
Juan, and from the family legend lent me by Don
Luis. From all that I could learn, it would appear

Uiat the lapse of nearly three centuries and a half has

made but little change in the condition of tlie Piiizons.

From generation to generation they have retained the

same fair standing and reputable name throughout

the neighbourhood, filling offices of public trust and

dignity, and possessing great influence over their

fellow citizens by their good sense and good conduct.

How rare is it to see sucli an instance of stability of

fortune in this fluctuating world, and how truly ho-

nourable is this hereditary respectability, which has

l)een secured by no titles or entails, but perpetuated

merely by the innate worth of tlie race ! I declare

to you that the most illustrious descents of mere tilled

rank could never command the sincere respect m\
cordial regard with which I contemplated this Htaiincli

and enduring family, which for three centuries and »

lialf has stood merely upon its virtues.

As I was to set off on my return to Seville before

two o'clock, I partook ofa farewell repast at the houM

of Don Juan, between twelve and one, and then

took leave of his household with sincere regret. The

good old gentleman, with the courtesy, or rather the

cordiality of a true Spaniard, accompanied me to the

posada, to see me off. I had dispensed but little

money in the posada—thanks to the hospitality of

the Pinzons—yet the Spanish pride of my host and

hostess seemed pleased that I had prefeired their

humble chamber, and the scanty bed they had pro-

vided me, to the spacious mansion of Don Juan; and

when I expressed my tlianks for their kindness and

attention, and regaled mine host with a few choice

cigars, the lieart of the poor man was overcome. He

seized me by both hands and gave me a parting be-

nediction, and then ran after the calasero, to enjoin

him to take particular care of me during my joumer.

Taking a hearty leave of my excellent friend Don

Juan, who had been unremitting in his attentions to

me to the last moment, I now set off on my wayfar-

ing, gratified to the utmost with my visit, and full of

kind and grateful feelings towards Moguer and its

hospitable inhabitants.

MANIFESTO

ALONSO DE OJEDA.

The following curious formula, composed by learn-

ed divines in Spain, was first read aloud by the friars
|

in the train of Alonso de Ojeda, as a prelude toliis

attack on the savages of Carthagena, and was sobse-

quently adopted by the Spanish discoverers in gem-
{

ral, in their invasions of Indian countries.

"I, Alonso de Ojeda, servant of the high and

mighty kings of Castile and Leon, civilizers of barba-

rous nations, their messenger and captain, notify and I

make known to you, in the Lest way I can, IhatM
|

our Lord, one and eternal, created the heavens a

earth, and one man and one woman, from wiiom
I

you, and we, and all the people of the earth, vm
|

and are descendants, procreated, and all tliose vho

shall come after us; but the vast number of genera-

tions which have proceeded from them in the course I

of more than five thousand years that have elapsed

since the creation of the world, made it necessary

that some of the human race should disperse in one I

direction, and some in another, and that they should I

divide themselves into many kingdoms and prnviimf
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» they conid not sustain and preserve llicniselves in

one alone. All tliese people were given in charge,

by God our Lord, to one person, named Saint Peter,

A'ho was thus made lord and superior of all the people

iirtbe earth, and head of the whole human lineage;

whom all should obey, wherever lliey might live, and

whatever might be their law, sect, or belief : he gave

him also the whole world for his service and juris-

diction; and though he desired that he should esta-

blish his chair in Rome, as a place most convenient

fur governing the world, yet he permitted that he

might establish his chair in any other part of the

world, and judge and govern all the nations, Chris-

lians, Moors, Jews, Gentiles, and whatever other

sect or belief might be. This person was denominat-

ed Pope, that is to say, Admirable, Supreme, Father

and Guardian, because he is father and governor of

all mankind. This holy father was obeyed and ho-

noured as lord, king, and superior of the universe, by

(hose who lived in his time, and, in like manner,

have been obeyed and honoured all those who have

been elected to the pontiiicate; and thus it has con-

tinued unto the present day, and will continue until

the end of the world.

"One of these pontiffs, of whom I have spoken,

as lord of the world, made a donation of these islands

and continents of the ocean sea, and all that they con-

lain, to the Catholic kings of Castile, who, at that

time, were Ferdinand and Isabella, of glorious me-

mory, and to their successors, our sovereigns, ac-

cording to the tenor of certain papers, drawn up for

the purpose (which you may see, if you desire). Thus

His Majesty is king and sovereign of these islands and

continents by virtue of the said donation, and, as king

and sovereign, certain islands, and almost all, to

whom this has been notified, have received His Ma-

jesty, and have obeyed and served, and do actually

serve him. And, moreover, like good subjects, and

with good will, and without any resistance or delay,

(he moment they were informed of the foregoing,

they obeyed all the religious men sent among them

to preach and teach onr holy faith; and these of their

free and cheerful will, without any condition or re-

ward, became Christians, and continue so to be.

And Ills Majesty received them kindly and benig-

nanlly, and ordered that they should be treated like

his other subjects and vassals. You also are required

and obliged to do the same Therefore, in the best

manner I can, I pray and entreat you, that you con-

sider well what I have said, and that you take what-

ever lime is reasonable to understand and delibe-

rate upon it, and that you recognise the Church
for sovereign and superior of the universal world,

and the supreme pontiff, called Pope, in her name,
and His Majesty, in his place as superior and sove-

reign king of the islands and terra iirma by virtue of

the said donation ; and that you consent that these re-

ligious fathers declare and preach to you the fbre-

going : and if you shall so do, you will do well, and

will do that which you arc bounden and obliged;

and His Majesty, and I, in his name, will receive you
with all due love and charily, and will leave you

your wives and children free from servitude, that you

may frtely do with them and with yourselves what-

ever you please and think proper, as have done the

inhabitants of the other islands. And, besides this.

His Majesty will give you many privileges and exemp-

tions, and grant you many favours. If you do not do

Ibis, or wickedly and intentionally delay to do so, I

certify to you that, by the aid of God, I will forcibly

invade and make war upon you in all parts and modes
that I can, and will subdue you to the yoke and obe-

dience of the Church and of His Majesty; and I will

take your wives and children, and make slaves of

them, and lell them as such, and dispose of Ihem

as His Majesty may command : and I will take your

effects, and will do you all the harm and injury in

my power, as vassals who will not obey or receive

their sovereign, and who resist and oppose him.

And I protest that the deaths and disasters, which

may in this manner be occasioned, will be the fault

of yourselves, and not of His Majesty, nor of me,

nor of these cavaliers who accompany me. And of

what I here tell you, and require of you, I call upon

the notary here present to give me his signed testi-

monial."
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CONQUEST OF GRANADA.
FROM THE MSS. OF

FRAY ANTONIO AGAPIDA.

INTRODUCTION.

AiiBOUGH the following cfaronidc bears the name of the

TenerableFray Antonio Agapida, il is more properly asuper-

stnictui'e reared upon the fragments which remain of his

work. It may be asked, who is this same Agapida, who is

cited with such deference, yet whose name is not to be found

in any of the catalogues of Spanish authors ? The question

is bard to answer : he appears to have been one of the many
iadefatigable writers, who have filled the libraries of the con-

vents and cathedrals ofSpain with their tomes, without ever

dreaming of bringing tbeir labours to the press. He evi-

dently was deeply and accurately informed of the particulars

of the wars between his countrymen and the Moors, a tract

of history but too much overgrown with the weeds of fable.

His glowing zeal, also, in the cause of the catholic faith, en-

lilles him to be held up as a model of the good old orthodox

chroniclers, who recorded, with such pious exultation, the

united triumphs of the cross and the sword. It is deeply to

be regretted, therefore, that his manuscripts, deposited in

the libraries of various convents, have been dispersed during

the late convulsions in Spain, so that nothing is now to be

met of tbem but disjointed fragments. The$<t, however,

are too precious to be suffered to fall into oblivion, as they

contain many curious facts not to be found in any other his-

torian. In the following work, therefore, the manuscripts

of the worthy Fray Antonio will be adopted, whenever they

eiist entire, but will be filled up, extended, illustrated, and
corroborated, by citations from various authors, both Spa-
nish and Arabian, who have treated of the subject. The
maouscripts themselves are carefully preserved in the libra-

ry of the Escmial.

Before entering upon the history, it may be as well to no-

tice the opinions of certain of the most learned and devout

hiitoriographers of former times relative to this war. Ma-
rinas Siculus, historian to Charles the Fifth, pronounces it

a war to avenge the anelent injuries received by the Chris-

tians from the Moors, to recover the kingdom of Granada,
and to extend the name and honour of the Christian reli-

gion.

Estevan de Garibay, one of the most distinguished among

Lucio Marino Siculo, Cosas Memorabiles de Etpaiia, lib. xx.

the Spanish historians, regards the war as a special act of

divine clemency towards the Moors ; to the end, that those

barbarians and infidels, who had dragged out somany centu-

ries under the diabolical oppression of the absurd sect of

Mahomet, should atlength be reduced to the Christian faith.'

Padre Mariana, also, a venerable Jesuit, and the most re-

nowned historian of Spain, considers the past domination

of the Moors as a scourge inflicted on the Spanish nation

for its iniquities ; but the triumphant war with Granada as

the reward of Heaven, for its great act of propitiation in es-

tablishing the glorious tribunal of the inquisition! "No
sooner," says the worthy father, " was this holy office open-

ed in Spain, than there instantly shone forth a resplendent

light. Then it was, that, through divine favour, the nation

increased in power, and became competent to overthrow

and trample down the domination of the Moors." '

Having thus cited high and venerable authority for con-

sidering this war in the light of one of those pious enter-

prises denominated crusades, we trust we have said enough

to engage the Christian reader to follow us into the field,

and to stand by us to the very issue of the contest.

CHAPTER I.

OF THR KINGDOM OP GRANlDt, AND THE TRIBUTE WDICH IT

PAID TO TUB CASTILIAN CROWN. r'''^*

The history of those desperate and hloody wars,

observes Fray Antonio Agapida, which have lilted

the world with rumour and astonishment, and have

determined the fate of mighty empires, has ever been

considered as a theme worthy of the pen of the plii-

losopher and the study oflhe sage. What then must

be liie history of a holy war, or rather, a pious cru-

sade, waged by llie most catholic of sovereigns, for

Uie restoration of the light of the true faith to one of

the most beautiful but benighteil regions of the globe ?

Listen, then, wiiile from the solitude of my cell I

I (iaribay, Compend. Hist. Espaiia, lib. xviii, c. 32.

• Mariana, Hist. Iis{>aiila, lib. xxv, c. 1.
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narrate (he events of the conquest of Granada, where

Christian knight and turbaned infldel disputed hand

to hand every inch of lite fair land of Andalusia, until

the crescent, that symbol of heathenish abomination,

was cast into the dust, and the blessed cross, the tree

of our redemption, erected in its stead.

Upwards of eight hundred years were past and

gone since the Arabian invaders sealed the perdition

of Spain, by the defeat of Don Roderick, the last of

her Gothic kings. From the period of that disastrous

event, kingdom after kingdom had been gradually

recovered by the Christian princes, until the single,

but powerful, territory of Granada alone remained

under the domination of the Moors.

This renowned kingdom wasskoate in the southern

part of Spain, bordering on the Mediterranean Sea,

and defended on the land side by lofty and rugged

moimtains, locking up within their embraces, deep,

rich, and verdant valleys, where the sterility of the

surrounding heights was repaid by prodigal fertility.

The city of Granada lay in the centre of the king-

dom, sheltered as it were in the lap of the Sierra

Nevada, or chain of snowy mountains. It covered

two lofty hills, and a deep valley that divides them,

through which flows the river Darro. One of these

hills was crowned by the royal palace and fortress of

the Alhambra, capable of containing forty thousand

men within its walls and towers. There is a Moorish

tradition, that the king who built this mighty pile was
skilled in the occult sciences, and furnished himself

with gold and silver for the purpose by means of

alchymy.' Certainly never was there an edifice ac-

complislied in a superior style of barbaric magni-

ficence ; and the stranger wlio, even at the present

day, wanders among its silent and deserted courts

and ruined halls, gazes with astonislunent at its gilded

and fretted domes and luxurious decorations, still

retaining their brilliancy and beauty, in defiance of

the ravages of time.

Opposite to the hill on which stood the Alhambra
was its rival hill, on the summit of which was a spa-

cious plain, covered with houses, and crowded with

inhabitants. It was commanded by a fortress called

the Alcazaba. The declivities and skirts of these

hills were covered with houses to the number of

seventy thousand, separated by narrow streets and
small squares, according to the custom of Moorish

cities. The houses had interior courts and gardens,

refreshed by fountains and running streams, and set

out with oranges, citrons, and pomegranates ; so that,

as the edifices of the city rose above each other on
the sides of the hill, they presented a mingled ap-

pearance of city and grove, delightful to the eye.

The whole was surrounded by high walls, three

leagues in circuit, with twelve gates, and fortified by
a thousand and thirty towers. The elevation of the

city, and the neighbourhood of the Sierra Nevada,
crowned with perpetual snows, tempered the fervid

• ZiiriU. lib. XX, c. 42.

rays of summer; and thus, while other cities were

panting with the sultry and stifling heat of the dog-

days, the most salubrious breezes played through the

marble halls of Granada.

The glory of the city, however, was its vega, or

plain, which spread out to a circumference of thirty-

seven leagues, surrounded by lofty mountains. It

was a vast garden of delight, refreshed by numerous

fountains, and by the aSver winiiiifs of the Xenii.

The labour and ingenuity of the Moors had diverted

the waters of this river into thousands of rills and

streams, and diffused them over the whole surface

of the plain. Indeed they had wrought up this hap-

py region to a degree of wonderful prosperity, and

look a pride in decorating it, as if it had been a fa-

vourite mistress. The hills were clothed with or-

chards and vine-yards, the valleys embroidered with

gardens, and the wide plains covered with waving

grain. Here were seen in profusion the orange, the

citron, the fig and pomegranate, with large planla-

lions of mulberry-trees, from which was produced

the finest of silk. The vine clambered from tree to

tree, tiie grapes hung in rich clusters about the pea-

sant's cottage, and the groves were rejoiced by the

perpetual song of the nightingale. In a word, so

beautiful was llie earth, so pure the air, and so se-

rene the sky of this delicious region, that the Moors

imagined the paradise of their prophet to be situate

in that part of (he heaven which overhung the king-

dom of Granada.

'

This rich and populous territory liad been left in

quiet possession of the infidels, on condition of an

annual tribute to the sovereign of Castile and Leon of

two thousand doblas or pistoles of gold, and sixteen

hundred Christian ci^ptives, or, in defect of captives,

an equal number of Moors to be surrendered as

sjavesj all to be delivered in the city of Cordova.'

At the era at which this chronicle commences,

Ferdinand and Isabella, of glorious and happy me-

mory, reigned over the united kingdom of Castile,

Leon, and Arragon, and Muley Aben Hassan sat on

the throne of Granada.

This Muley Aben Hassan had succeeded to liis

father Ismael in ii&S, while Henry IV, brother and

immediate predecessor of Queen Isabella, was kin;;

of Castile and Leon. lie was of the illustriouii

lineage of Mohammed Aben Alamar, the first Moorisii

king of Granada, and was the most potent of his line.

He had, in fact, augmented in power in consequence

of the fall of other Moorish kingdoms, which had

been conquered by the Christians. Many cities and

strong places of the kingdoms which lay contiguous

to Granada had refused to submit to Christian vas-

salage, and bad sheltered themselves under the pi

tection of Muley Aben Hassan. His territories had

thus increased in wealth, extent, and population,

beyond all former exaaiple; and contained fourteen

cities, and ninety-seven fortified towns, besides no-

• Juan Bolero Benes. Relaclones Univenulr* del Hundo.

• GarUtay, Compend, lib. Iv. c. 25.
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meroin mwalled towns and villages, defended by

formidable castles. The spirit of Muley Aben Has-

san swelled with his possessions.

The tribute of money and captives had been regu-

larly paid by his lather Isiiiael, and Muley Aben Has-

san had, on one occasion, attended personally in

Cordova at the payment. He had witnessed the

taunts and sneers of the haughty Castiiians ; and so

indignant was the proud son of Afric at what he con-

sidered a degradation of his race, that his blood

boiled, whenever Ite recollected the humiliating

scene.

When he came to the throne lie ceased all pay-

ment of the tribute, and it was snflicient to put him

in a transport of rage only to mention it. " He was

a fierce and warlike infidel," says the catliolic Fray

Antonio Agapida ;
" liis bitterness against the holy

Christian faith had been signalized in battle daring

the lifetime of his fattier, and the same diabolical

spirit of hostility was apparent in his ceasing lo pay

(his most righteous tribute."

CHAPTER n.

flow TUB C4TH0LIC SOTEHKIGItS SENT TO DKMAND IRBEiRS OP

TIINTH FHOM THE MOOB, AND UUW THE HOOB BEPLIED.

In the year 1478, a Spanish cavalier, of powerful

.'rame and haughty demeanour, arrived at the gates

ofGranada as ambassador from the catholic monarchs,

to demand the arrear of tribute. His name was Don
Juan de Vera, a zealous and devout knight, full of

ardour for the faith and loyalty for the crown. He
was gallantly mounted, armed at all points, and fol-

lowed by a moderate but well-appointed retinue.

The Moorish inhabitants looked jealously at this

small but proud array of Spanish chivalry, as it pa-

raded, wiui that stateliiiess possessed only by Spanish

cavaliers, through the renowned gate of Elvira. They
were struck wilh the stern and lofty demeanour of

Don Juan de Vera, and his sinewy frame, which

sliowed him formed for hardy deeds of arms; and
they supposed he had come in search of distinction,

by defying the Moorish knights in open tourney, or

in the famous tilt with reeds for which they were so

renowned. For it was still the custom of the knights

of either nation to mingle in these conrteous and chi-

valrous contests, during the intervals of war. When
ihey learned, however, that he was come to demand
the tribute so abhorrent to the ears of the fiery mo-
narch, they observed, that it required a warrior of

his apparent nerve to execute such an embassy.

Muley Aben Hassan received the cavalier in state,

seated on a magnificent divan, and surrounded by the

officers of his court, in the hall of ambassadors, one
of the most sumptuous apartments of the Alhand)ra.

When De Vera had delivered his message, a haughty

and hitter smile curled the lip of the fierce monarch.

" Tell your sovereigns, " said he, " that the kings of

Granada, who used to pay iribsle in money to tlie

Castilian crown, are dead. Our mint at present coins

nothing bnt Mades of eimeters and head of lances. " '

The defiance coached in this prond reply was heard
with stem and lofty courtesy by Don Jnan de Vera;
for he was a bold soldier, and a devout hater of the

infidels, and he saw iron war in the words of the

Moorish monarch. He retired from the auUience-

chamber with stately and ceremonious gravity, being

master of all points of etiquette. As he passed through

the court of Lions, and paused to regard its celebrated

fountain, he fell into a discourse with the Moorish

courtiers on certain mysteries of the Christian faith.

The arguments advanced by these infidels, says Fray

Antonio Agapida, awakened the pious indignation of

this most Christian knight and discreet ambassador,

but still he restrained himself within the limits of lofty

gravity, leaning on the pommel of his sword, and

looking down with ineffable scorn upon the weak
casuists around him. The quick and subtle Arabian

witlings redoubled their light attacks upon that stately

Spaniard, and thought they had completely foiled

him in the contest; but the stern Juan de Vera had

an argument in reserve, for which they were but little

prepared ; fur on one of them, of the race of the

Abencerrages, daring to question, with a sneer, the

immaculate conception of the blessed Vii^in, the ca-

tholic knight could no longer restrain his ire. Ele-

vating his voice of a sudden, he told the inlidel he

lied, and raising his arm at the same time, he smote

him on the head with his sheathed sword.

In an instant the court of Lions glistened with the

flash of arms, and its fountains would have been dyed

with blood, had not Muley Aben Hassan overheard

the tumult, and forbade all appeal to force, pronounc-

ing the person of the ambassador sacred, while within

his territories. The Abencerrage treasured up the

remembrance of the insult until an hour of ven-

geance should arrive, and the ambassador prayed our

blessed Lady to grant him an opportunity of proving

her immaculate conception on the head of this tur-

baned infidel.'

Notwitltstanding this occurrence, Don Juan de

Vera was treated wilh great distinction by Muley

Aben Hassan; but nothing could make him unbend

from his stern and stately reserve. Before his de-

parture, a cimeter was sent to him by the king; the

blade of Ihe finest Damascus steel; the hilt of agate,

enriched wilh precious stones, and the guard of gold.

DeVera drew it, and smiled grimly as he noticed tlie

admirable temper ofthe blade. "His majesty has given

me a trenchant weapon," said he :
" I trust a time

will come, when I may show him, that I know how

• Garibay,Cotnpenil.,Ub. xl,c.29. Coode.Hist.delosAralicv,

p. Iv, c. 34.

> Tlie curate of Lm Palacloa also records tliU anenlote, but

mentions it as happening on a subsotiuent occasion, when Don

Jnan de Vera was sent to negotiate for certain Christian captives.

There appears every reason, however, to consider Fray Antonio

Agapida correct in Ihe period to which he refers it.

i.i
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to ase Iiis royal present." The reply was considered

as a compliment of course; the bystanders little knew
the bitter hostility that lay conched beneath.

Don Juan de Vera and his companions, during his

brief sojourn at Granada, scanned the force and

situation of the Moor with the eyes of practised war-

riors. They saw, that he was well prepared for hos-

tilities. His walls and towers were of vast strength,

in complete repair, and mounted with lorabards and

other heavy ordnance. His magazines were well

stored with all the munitions ofwar : he had a mighty

host of foot-soldiers, together with squadrons of

cavalry, ready to scour the country, and carry on

either defensive or predatory warfare. The Christian

warriors noted these things without dismay; their

hearts rather glowed with emulation at the thoughts

of encountering so worthy a foe. As they slowly

pranced through the streets ofGranada on their de-

parture, they looked round with eagerness on its

stately palaces and sumptuous mosques; on ilsalcay-

ceria or bazar, crowded with silks and cloth of silver

and gold, with jewels and precious stones, and other

rich merchandise, the luxuries ofevery clime ; and Ihey

longed for the time, when all this wealth should be

the spoil of the soldiers of the faith, and when each

tramp of their steeds might be fetlock-deep in the

blood and carnage of the infidels.

Don Juan de Vera and his little band pursued their

way slowly through the country to the Christian

frontier. Every town was strongly fortified. The vega

was studded with towers of refuge for the peasantry;

every pass of the mountain iiad its castle of defence,

every lofty height its watch-tower. As the Christian

cavaliers passed under the walls of the fortresses,

lances and cimeters Hashed from their battlements,

and the turbaned sentinels seemed to dart from their

dark eyes glances of hatred and defiance. It was

evident, that a war with this kingdom must be one

of doughty peril and valiant enterprise ; a war of

posts, where every step must be gained by toil and

bloodshed, and maintained with the utmost difficulty.

The warrior spirit of the cavaliers kindled Midi the

thought, and they were impatient for hostilities;

"not," says Antonio Agapida, "from any thirst for

rapine and revenge, but from that pure and holy

indignation, which every Spanish knight entertained

at beholding this beautiful dominion of his ancestors

defiled by the footsteps of infidel usurpers. It was
impossible," he adds, "to contemplate this delicious

country, and not long to see it restored to the domi-

nion of the true faith, and the sway of the Christian

monarchs.

CHAPTER m.

HOW THE MOOB DETERMINED TO STRIKE TUE FIRST BLOW IN

TOE WIR.

The defiance, thus hurled al the Castilian sove-

reigns by the fiery Moorish king, would al once have

been answered by the i'>under of their artillery, but

they were embroiled at that lime in a war with Por-

tugal, and in contests with their own factious nobles.

The truce, therefore, which had existed for many
years between the nations,was suffered to continue;

the wary Ferdinand reserving the refusal to pay tri-

bute as a fair ground for war, whenever the favour-

able moment to wage it should arrive.

In the course of three years the war with Portugal

was terminated, and the factions of the Spanisii

nobles were for the mast part quelled. The Castilian

sovereigns now turned their thoughts to what, from

the time of the union of their crowns, had been the

great object of their ambition, the conquest of Gra-

nada, and the complete extirpation of the Moorish

power from Spain. Ferdinand, whose pious zeal

was qiiickrjned by motives of temporal policy, looked

with a craving eye at the rich territory of the Moor,

studded with innumerable towns and cities. He de-

termined tocarry on the war with cautious andperse-

vering patience, taking town after town, and fortress

after fortress, and gradually plucking away all the

supports, before he attempted the Moorish capital.

" I will pick out the seeds one by one of this pome-

granate," said the wary Ferdinand. '

Muley Aben Hassan was aware of the hostile in-

tentions of the catholic monarch, but felt confident

in his means of resisting them. He had amassed

great wealth during a tranquil reign; he had

strengthened the defences of his kingdom, and had

drawn large bodies of auxiliary troops from Barbary,

besidesmaking arrangements with Ihe African princes

to assist him with supplies in case of emergency.

His subjects were fierce of spirit, stout of heart, and

valiant of hand. Inured to the exercise of war,

they could fight skilfully on foot, but above all were

dexterous horsemen, whether heavily armed and

fully appointed, or lightly mounted d la gineta, witlt

simply lance and target. They were patient of fa-

tigue, hunger, thirst, and nakedness; prompt forvar

at the first summons of their king, and tenacious in

defence of their towns and possessions.

Thus amply provided for war, Muley Aben Has-

san determined to be beforehand with IhepolilicFer-

dinand, and to be the first to strike a blow. In the

truce which existed between them there was a sin-

gular clause, perinilling either party to make sudden

inroads and assaults upon towns and fortresses, pro-

vided they were done furtively and by stratagem,

without display of banners, or sound of trumpet, or

regular encampment, and that they did not last above

three days. ' This gave rise to frequent enterprises

of a hardy and adventurous character, in which

castles and strong holds were taken by surprise, and

carried sword in hand. A long time had elapsed,

however, without any outrage of the kind on the

Granada is tlic Spanbli term fur pomegranate.

> Ziirlta, Anales de Anagon, I. xx, c. 41. Mariana, Hisl. ilr

Enparia, 1. xxv, c. I. • > <( >
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part of Ihe Moors, and the Christian towns on the

frontier had all, in consequence, fallen into a state of

the most negligent security.

Muley Aben Hassan cast his eyes round to select

his object of attack, when information was brought

I

him that the fortress of Zahara was but feebly gar-

risoned and scantily supplied, and that its alcayde was

careless of his charge. This important post was on

the frontier, between Ronda and Medina Sidonia, and

was built on the crest of a rocky mountain, with a

strong castle perched above it, upon a cliff so high

I

that it was said to be above the flight of birds or drift

of clouds. The streets, and many of the houses,

were mere excavations, wrought out of the living

rock. The town had but one gate, opening to the

I
west, and defended by towers and bulwarks. The

only ascent to this cragged fortress was by roads cut

I
in the rock, and so rugged as in many places to

resemble broken stairs. Such was the situation of

I the mountain fortress of Zahara, which seemed to

I set all attack at defiance, iasomuch that it had become

I
so proverbial throughout Spain, that a woman of

I
forbidding and inaccessible virtue was called a Za-

lliarena. Butthe strongest fortress and sternest virtue

Ihave their weak points, and require unremitting vi-

Igiiance to guard them ; let warrior and dame take

Iwarning from the fate of Zahara.
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CHAPTER IV.

InPEDITION OF MULEV ABEN HASSAN AGAINST TUB F0HTRES8

OF ZAHABA.

It was in the year of our Lord one thousand four

jiandred and eighty-one, and but anight or two after

jhe festival of the most blessed Nativity, that Muley

^ben Hassan made his famous attack upon Zahara.

the inhabitants of Ihe place were sunk in profound

|leep; the very sentinel had deserted his post, and
ought shelter from a tempest, which bad raged for

lliree nights in succession ; for it appeared but little

probable, that an enemy would be abroad during

uch an uproar of the elements. But evil spirits work
St during a storm, observes the worthy Antonio

bapida ; and Muley Aben Hassaii found such a

eason most suitable for his diabolical purposes. In

he midst of the night an uproar arose within the

rails of Zahara, more awful than the raging of the

lonn, A fearful alarm-cry, " The Moor ! the

loor!" resounded through the streets, mingled with
jie clash of arms, the shriek of anguish, and the shout

victory. Muley Aben Hassan, at the head of a
kerful force, had hurried from Granada, and
psed unobserved through the mountains In the

pscurity of the tempest. When the storm pelted
le sentinel from his post, and howled round tower
W battlement, the Moors had planted their scaling-

Wders, and mounted securely into both town and

castle. The garrison was unsuspicious of danger

until battle and massacre burst forth within its very

walls. It seemed to the affrighted inhabitants, as if

the fiends of the air had come cpon the wings of the

wind, and po.sses8ed themselves of tower and turret.

The war-cry resounded on every side, shout answer-

ing shout, above, below, on the battlements of the

castle, in the streets of the town; the foe was in

all parts, wrapped in obscurity, but acting in concert

by the aid of preconcerted signals. Starting from

sleep, the soldiers ^' ere intercepted and cut down
as they rushed from their quarters, or if they es-

caped, they knew not where to assemble or where to

strike. Wherever lights appeared, the flashing ci-

meter wa.. at its deadly work, and all who attempted

resistance fell beneath its edge.

In a little while the iruggle was at an end. Those

who were not slain took refuge in the secret places

of their houses, or gave themselves up as captives.

The clash of arms ceased, and the storm continued

its howling, mingled with the occasional shout of

the Moorish soldiery, roaming in search of plunder.

While the inhabitants were trembling for Iheir fate,

a trumpet resounded through the streets, summoning
them all to assemble, unaimed, in the public square.

Here they were surrounded by soldiery, and strictly

guarded until day-break. When the day dawned, it

was piteous to behold this once prosperous commu-
nity, which had lain down to rest in peaceful secu-

rity, now crowded together, without distinction of

age, or rank, or sex, and almost without raiment dur-

ing the severity of a wintry storm. The fierce Muley

Aben Hassan turned a deaf ear to all their prayers

and remonstrances, and ordered them to be con-

ducted captives to Granada. Leaving a strong gar-

rison in both town and castle, with orders to put

them in a complete state of defence, he returned

flushed with victory to hi", capital, entering it at the

head of his troops, laden with spoil, and bearing in

triumph the banners and pennons taken at Zahara.

While prepar<-«tions were making for jousts and

other festivities in honour of this victory over the

Christians, the captives of Zahara arrived ; a wretched

train of men, women, and children, worn out with

fatigue and haggard with despair, and driven like

cattle into the oily gates by a detachment of Moorish

soldiery.

Deep were the grief and indignation of the people

of Granada at this cruel scene. Okl men, who had

experienced the calamities of warfare, anticipated

coming troubles. Mothers clasped their infants to

their breasts, as they beheld the hapless females of

Zahara, with their cliidren expiring in their arms.

On every side the accents of pity for the sufferers

were mingled with execrations of the barbarity of

the king. The preparations for festivity wtre ne-

glected, and the viands, which were to have feasted

the conquerors, were distributed among the captives.

The nobles and alfaquis, however, repaired to the

Alhambra to congratulate the king : for whatever
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sutrm may rage hi the hmer regions of society,

rarely do any cloods, IhK clornh of incense, rise to

the awful eminence of the throne. In this instance,

however, a voice rose from the midst of the obse-

quious crowd, that burst like Ihnnder upon the ears

of Aben Hassan. "Wo! wo! wo! to Granada!"

exclaimed the voice, "its hoar of desolation ap-

proaches ! The rains of Zahara will fall upon oar

heads : my spirit tells me, that the end of oar em-
pire is at band ! " All shrank back aghast, and left

the denoimeer of wo standing alone in the centre of

the hall. He was an ancient and hoary man, in the

rude attire of a dervise. Age had withered his form

witbont quenching the fire of his spirit, wliich glared

m baleful lustre from his eyes. He was, say the

Arabian historians, one of those holy men termed

santons, who pass their lives in hermitages, in fastii^,

meditation, and prayer, until they attain to the pu-

rity of saints and the foresight of prophets. "He
was," says the indignant Fray Antonio Agapida, " a

son of Belial, one of those fanatic infidels possessed

of the devil, who are sometimes permitted to predict

the troth to their followers, but with the proviso, that

their predictions shall be of no avail."

The voice of the santon resounded through the

lofly hall of the Alhambra, and struck silence and

awe into the crowd of courtly sycophants. Mutey

Aben Hassan alone was unmoved. He eyed the hoary

anchoretwith scorn as he stood dauntless before him,

and treated his predictions as the raving of a maniac.

The santon rushed from the royal presence, and

descending into the city, hurried through its streets

and squares with frantic gesticulations. His voice

was heard in every part in awful denunciation. "Tlie

peace is broken, the exterminating war is com-

menced. Wo! wo! wo! to Granada! its fall is at

hand ! desolatioii shall dwell in its palaces, its strong

men shall fall beneath the sword, its children and

maidens shall be led into captivity ! Zahara is but a

type of Granada
!

"

Terror seized upon the populace ; for they con-

sidered these ravings as the inspirations of propliecy.

They hid themselves in their dwellings, as in a time

of general monrning; or, if they went abroad, it was

to gather together in knots in the streets and squares,

to alarm each other with dismal forebodings, and to

curse the rashness and cruelty of the fierce Aben

Hassan.

The Moorish monarch heeded not their murmurs.

Knowing that his exploit must draw upon him the

vengeance of the Christians, he now threw off all re-

sei-ve, and made attempts to surprise Castellar and

Olvera, though without success. He sent alfaquis

also to the Barbary powers, informing them that the

sword was drawn, and inviting liiem to aid in main-

taining the kingdom of Granada, and the religion of

Mahomet, against the violence of unbelievers.

CHAPTER V. ,. .,

EXriDITION or TUI HAIQUIS OP CiOII iOMUST ILIiBi,

Great was the indignation of King Ferdinand

when he heard of the storming of Zahara, mere

especially as it anticipated his intention of giving ihe

first blow in this eventful war. He valued bimsell

upon his deep and prudent policy ; and there is no-

thing which politic monarchs can less forgive, tlian

thus being forestalled by an adversary. He imme-

diately issued orders to all the adelantados and al-

caydes of the frontiers to maintain the utmost vigO-

anee at their several posts, and to prepare to carry

fire and sword into the territories of the Moors-

while he despatclied friars of different orders, to slir

up the chivalry of Christendom to take part in this

holy crusade against the infidels.

Among the many valiant cavaliers who rallied

rotuid the throne of Ferdinand and Isabella, one of
|

the most eminent in rank and renowned in armii was

Don Roderigo Ponce de Leon, Marquis of Cadiz. At
\

he was the distinguished champion of this holy var,

and commanded in most of its enterprises and hauls,

it is meet that some particular account should k
given of him. He was born in 4443, of the valiant

lineage of the Ponces, and from his earliest yonth bad

rendered himself illustrious in the field. He was of I

the middle stature, with a muscular and powerful
[

frame, capable of great exertion and fatigue. His I

hair and beard were red and curled, liis countenancel

was open and magnanimous, of a ruddy complexion,
i

and slightly marked with the small-pox. He w«|

temperate, chaste, valorous, vigilant ; a just

generous master to his vassals; frank and noble in I

his deportment towards his equals; loving and failb-[

ful to his friends; fierce and terrible, yet magna-

nimous, to his enemies. He was considered thel

mirror of chivalry of his times, and compared by co-

1

temporary historians to the immortal Cid.

The Marquis of Cadiz had vast possessions in thtl

most fertile parts of Andalusia, including many townl

and castles ; and could lead forth an army into Ikel

field from his own vassals and dependents. Oore-I

ceivuig the orders of the king, he burned tosignaliaj

himself by some sudden incursion into the kingdonl

of Granada, that should give a brilliant comineni»|

ment to the war, and console the sovereigns fortl

insult they had received on the capture of Zaliaa|

As his estates lay near the Moorish frontiers, ani

were subject to sudden inroads, he had always in t

pay numbers of adalides, or scouts and guides, i

of them converted Moors. These he sent oiit in i

directions, to watch the movemenLs of tlieeneinf,|

and to procure all kinds of information important U

the security of the frontier. One of these spies can

to him one day in his town of Marchena, and infoi

him, that the Moorish town of Alliama was 8ligiil||

garrisoned and negligently guarded, and inighl

taken by surprise. This was a large, wealthy,
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n of Alhama was sligW

ly guarded, and might

was a large, wealthy

popiiloHS place, wKhin a few leagues of Granada. It

was situate on a rocky beiglit, nearly surrounded by

a river, and defended by a fortress, to wfaich Ibere

was no access but by a steep and cragged ascent.

Ike strength ofits situation, and its being embosomed

ia the centre of tite kingdom, had produced the care-

less security which now invited attack.

To ascertain fully the state of the fortress, ilie

marquis secretly despatched Utither a veteran soidier

wIm was highly in his confidence. His name was

Ortega de Prado ; a man of great activity, shrewd-

ness, and valour, and captain of escaladores, or those

gnployed to scale llie walls of fortresses in time of

attack. Ortega approached Alhama one moonless

night, and paced along its walls with noiseless step,

laying his ear occasionally to the ground or to the

wall. Every time he distinguislied the measured

tread of a sentinel, and now and then the challenge

of (he night-watcli going its rounds. Finding the

town thus guarded, he clambered to the castle.

There all was silent : as he ranged its lofty battle-

ments, l)etween him and the sky, he saw no sentinel

OD duty. He noticed certain places where tlie wall

might be ascended by scaling-ladders; and having

imarked the hour of relieving guard, and made all

ry observations, be retired witliout being dis-

ivered.

Ortega returned to Marohena, and assured the

[arquis of Cadiz of tlie practicability of scaling the

itle of Alhama, and taking it by surprise. The

arquis had a secret conference with Don Pedro

lenriquez, adelantado of Andalusia, Don Diego de

rio, commander of Seville, and Sancho de Avila,

ibyde of Carmona, who all agreed to aid him with

leir forces. On an appointed day the several com-

iders assembled at Marchena with ttieir troops

retainers. None but the leaders knew the otyect

destination of (he enterprise, but it was enough to

use the Andalusian spirit to know that a foray was

[tended into the country of their old enemies the

ioors. Secrecy and celerity were necessary for suc-

They set out promptly, with three thousand

netes or light cavalry, and four thousand infantry.

hey chose a route but little travelled, by the way of

nliquera, passing with great labour through rugged

id soUtary defiles of the sierra or chain ofmountains

Alzerifa, and left all tlieir baggage on the banks of

river Yeguas, to be brought after them. Their

reh was principally in the night : all day they re-

ined quiet; no noise was suffered in their camp,

no fires were made, lest the smoke should betray

On the third day they resumed their march
the evening darkened, and forcing themselves fur-

rd at as quick a pace as the rugged and danger-

mountain roads would permit, they descended
ards midnight into a small deep valley, only half

ague from Alhama. Here they made a halt, la-

led by this forced inarch during a long dark even-
towards the end of February.

he Marquis of Cadiz now ex,plained to the troops

the objeot of the expeiiiUoB. He toM tiaem, it was
for the giory of the most holy lailh , and to avenge Ihe

wrongs of their couutryjuen of Zaliara ; and tltat the

ridi t»wn of Alhama, hiU of weiritby spoil, was Ihe

place to be attacked. The troops were roused (o

new ardour by these words, ami desired to be kd
furthwith to Ihe assaidt. They arrived close to Al-

hama about two hours before day-break. Here the

army remained in ambush, whUe ibree hundred men
were despatched to scale (be walls and take posses-

sion of tlie castle. They were picked men, many of

them alcaydes and officers, men who preferred 4eath

to dishonour. Tliis gallant band was guided by the

escalador, Ortega de Prado, at the head of thirty

men with scaling-ladders. They clambered the as-

cent to the castle in silence, and arrived under the

dark shadow of its towers witltout being discovered.

Not a light was to be seen, not a sound to be beard

;

the whole place was wrapped in profound repose.

Fixing their ladders, they ascended caatiously and

with noiseless steps. Ortega was the first thatmounted
upon (be battlements, followed by one Martin GaUndo,

a youthful squire, full of spirit and eager for distinc-

tion. Moving stealthily along the parapet to the

portal of the citadel, they came upon the sentinel by

surprise. Ortega seized him by (he throat, brandished

a dagger before his eyes, and ordered him to point the

way to the guard-room. The infidel obeyed, and
was instantly despatched, to prevent his giving any

alarm. The guard-room was a scene rather of mas-

sacre than combat. Some of the soldiery were killed

while sleeping, others were cut down almost without

resistance, bewildered by so unexpected an assault:

all were dispatched, for the scaling party was too

small to make prisoners or to spare. The alarm spread

throughout tlie castle; but by this time the three hun-

dred picked men had mounted the battlements. The
garrison, startled from sleep, found the enemy already

masters of the towers. Some of the Moors were cut

down at once, others fought desperately from room to

room, and tlie whole castle resounded with the clash

of arms, the cries of tlie combatants, and the groans

of the wounded. The army in ambush, finding by

(he uproar tliat the castle was surprised, now rushed

from their concealment, and approached the walls

with loud shou(s and sound ofkettle-drums and trum-

pets, to increase the confusion and dismay of the gar-

rison. A violent conflict took place in the court of

the castle, where several of the scaling party sought

to throw open the gates to admit their countrymen.

Here fell two valiant alcaydes, Nicholas de Roja and

Sancho de Avila, but (hey fell honourably, uoc-n a

heap of slain. At length Ortega de Prado succeeded

in throwing open a postern, through which the Mar-

quis of Cadiz, the adelantado of Andalusia, and Don
Diego de Merlo entered with a host of followers, and

the citadel reoiained in full possession of tlie Chris-

tians.

As the Spanbh cavaliers were ranging from room

to room, the Marquis of Cadiz, entering an apart-
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ment of superior richness to the rest, beheld, by the

light of a silver lamp, a beautiful Moorish female,

the wife of the alcayde of the castle, whose husband

was absent, attending a wedding-feast at Velez Ma-

laga. She would have fled at the sight of a Christian

warrior in her apartment, but, entangled in the

covering of the bed, she fell at the feet of the marquis,

imploring mercy. The Christian cavalier, who had

a soul full of honour and courtesy towards the sex,

raised her from the earth, and endeavoured to allay

her fears ; but they were increased at the sight of her

female attendants, pursued into the room by the Spa-

nish soldiery. The marquis reproached his soldiers

with their unmanly conduct, and reminded them,

that they made war upon men, not on defenceless

women. Having soothed the terrors of the females

by the promise of honourable protection, he appointed

a trusty guard to watch over the security of their

apartment.

The castle was now taken, but the town below it

was in arms. It was broad day, and the people, re-

covered from their panic, were enabled to see and

estimate the force of the enemy. The inhabitants

were chiefly merchants and trades-people; but the

Moors all possesseil a knowledge of the use of wea-

pons, and were of brave and warlike spirit. They

confided in the strength oftheir walls, and the certainly

of speedy relief from Granada, which was but about

eight leagues distant. Manning the battlements and

towers, they discharged showers ofstones and arrows,

whenever the part of the Christian army without the

walls attempted to approach. Tliey barricadoed the

entrances of their streets also, which opened towards

the castle, stationing men expert at the cross-bow and

arquebuse. These kept up a constant fire upon the gate

of the castle, so that no one could sally forth without

being instantly wounded or killed. Two valiant ca-

valiers, who attempted to lead forth a parly in de-

fiance of this fatal tempest, were shot dead at the very

portal.

The Christians now found themselves in a situation

of great peril. Reinforcements must soon arrive to

the enemy from Granada. Unless, therefore, they

gained possession of the town in the course of the day,

they were likely to be surrounded and beleaguered,

and with scarcely any provisions in the castle. Some
observed, that, even if they took the town, they should

not be able to keep possession of it. Tlicy proposed,

therefore, to make booty of every thing valuable, to

sack the castle^ set it on fire, and make good their

retreat to Seville.

The Marquis of Cadiz was of different counsel.

" God has given the citadel into Christian hands,"

said he, "he will no doubt strengthen them to

maintain it. We have gained the place with difficulty

and bloodshed ; it would be a stain upon our honour

to abandon it through fear of imaginary dangers."

The adelantado and Don Diego de Merlo joined in

his opinion ; but, without their earnest and united

remonstrances, (he place would have been abandoned

;

so exhausted were the troops by forced marches and

hard fighting, and so apprehensive of the npproacli

of the Moors of Granada.

The strength and spirits of the party within tlu>

castle were in some degree restored by the provisions

which they found. The Christian army beneath the

town, being also refreshed by a morning repast, ad-

vanced vigorously to the attack of the walls. They

planted their scaling-ladders, and swarmingup, fought

fiercely with the Moorish soldiery upon the ramparls.

In tlie mean time, the Marquis of Cadiz, seein;

that the gate of the castle which opened towards the

city was completely commanded by the artillery of

the enemy, ordered a large breach to be made in the

wall, through which he might lead his troops (o the

attack, animating them in this perilous moment bv

assuring them, that the place should be given up to

plunder, and its inhabitants made captives.

The breach being made, tlie marquis put himself

at the head of his troops, and entered sword in hand.

A simultaneous attack wa« made by the Christians in

every part, by the rampi^rtSj by the gate, by the

roofs and walls which connected the castle with the

town. The Moors fought valiantly in their streets,

from their windows, and from the tops of their

houses. They were not equal to the Christians in

bodily strength ; for they were for the most part peace-

ful men, of industrious callings, and enervated by tin

frequent use of the warm bath; but they weresuj

rior in number, and unconquerable in spirit; old an

young, strong and weak, fought with the same des

peration. The Moors fought for property, for liberly,

for life. They fought at their thresholds and tlieii

hearths, with the shrieks of their Avives and childrti

ringing in their ears, and they fought in the hope,

that each moment would bring aid from Granada,

They regarded neither their own wounds nor ll

deatlis of their companions, but continued fi^hl

until they fell; and seemed as if, when lliey could

longer contend, they would block up the thresholi

of their beloved homes with their mangled bodii

The Christians fought for glory, for revenge, for

holy faith, and for the spoil of these wealthy i:

Success would place a rich town at their mercy,

failure would deliver them into the hands of the tyi

of Granada.

The contest raged from i orning ir.til night, \rl

the Moors began to yield. Retreating to a lai

mosque near the walls, they kept up so galling a

from it with lances, cross-bows, and arquebi

that for some time the Christians dared not appi

Covering themselvesat length, withbucklersandimDJ

telels,' to protect them from the deadly shower, ll»|

made their way to the mosque, and set fire lo

doors. When the smoke and flames rolled in ii|

them, the Moors gave all up as lost. Many rnsl

forth desperately upon the enemy, but were ii

diately slain ; the rest surrendered.

T
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The straggle was now at au end; the town re-

mained at the mercy of tlie Christians; and the in-

liabitants, both male and female, became slaves of

those who made them prisoners. Some few escaped

by a mine or subterranean way which led to the

river, and concealed themselves, their wives and

children, in caves and secret places; but in three or

four days were compelled to surrender themselves

through hunger.

The town was given up to plunder, and the booty

was immense. There were found prodigious quan-

tities of gold, and silver, and jewels, and rich silks,

and costly stuffs of all kinds, together with horses and

beeves, and abundance of grain, and oil, and honey,

and all other productions of this fruitful kingdom

;

for in Alhama were collected (he royal rents and tri-

butes of the surrounding country : it was the richest

town in the Moorish territory, and from its great

strength and its peculiar situation was called the key

to Granada.

Great waste and devastation were committed by

(he Spanish soldiery; for, thinking it would be im-

possible to keep possession of the place, they began to

demolish whatever they could not take away. Im-

mense jars of oil were destroyed, costly furniture

shattered to pieces, and magazines of grain broken

open, and their contents scattered to the winds.

Many Christian captives, who had been taken at Za-

hara, were found buried in a Moorish dungeon, and

were Iriumphantly restored to light and liberty ; and

a renegado Spaniard, who had often served as guide

to the Moors in their incursions into the Christian

territories, was hanged on the highest part of the

battlements, for the edification of the army.

* ' CHAPTER VI,

low TDI PEOPLE OF GRinAD* WERE iPFECTED ON HEARING

OF TBE CAPTURE OP ALHAMA, AND HOW THE MOORISH KING

SALLIED FORTH TO REGAIN IT.

A Moorish horseman had spurred across the vega,

nor did he rein his panting steed until he alighted at

the gate of the Alhambra. He brought tidings to

Muley Aben Hassan of the attack upon Alhama.

"The Christians," said he, " are in the land. They

came upon us, we know not whence or how ; and

scaled the walls of the castle in the night. There

has been dreadful fighting and carnage on its towers

and courts; and when I spurred my steetl from the

gate of Alhama, the castle was in possession of the

unbelievers."

Muley Aben Hassan felt for a moment as if swift

retribution had come upon him for the woes he had

inflicted upon Zahara. Still he flattered himself,

I

that this had only been some transient inroad of a

party of marauders, intent upon plunder ; and that a

I
little succour thrown into the town would be suffi-

cient to expel them firom the castle, and drive them

from the laud. He ordered out, therefore, a lliou-

sand of his chosen cavalry, and sent them in all speed

(0 the assistance of Alhama. They arrived before its

walls the morning after its capture. The Christian

standards floated upon the towers, and a body of ca-

valry poured forth from its gates, and came wheeling

down into the plain to receive them.

The Moorish horsemen turned the reins of their

steeds, and galloped back for Granada. They en-

tered its gates in tumultuous confusion, spreading

terror and lamentation by their tidings. "Alhama
is fallen! Alhama is fallen!" exclaimed they; "The
Christians garrison its walls; the key of Granada is

in the hands of the enemy !

"

When the people heard these words, they remem-
bered the denunciation of the santon : his prediction

seemed still to resound in every ear, and its fulfilment

to be at hand. Nothing was heard throughout the

city but sighs and wailings. "Wo is me, Alhama !

"

was in every mouth, and this ejaculation of deep sor-

row and doleful foreboding came to be the burden

of a plaintive ballad, which remains to the present

day.'

Many aged men, who had taken refuge in Gra-

nada from other Moorish dominions which had fallen

into the power of the Christians, now groaned in des-

pair at the thought, that war was to follow them into

this last retreat, to lay waste this pleasant land, and

to bring trouble and sorrow upon their declining years.

The women were more loud and /ehemenl in their

grief, for they beheld the evils impending over their

children, and what can restrain the agony of a mo-

ther's heart ? Many of them made their way through

the halls of tite x\lhambra into the presence of the

king, weeping, and wailing, and tearing their hair.

" Accursed be the day," cried they, " when the flame

of war was kindled by thee in our land ! May the

holy prophet bear witness before Allah, that we and

our children are innocent of this act! Upon thy

head, and upon the heads of thy posterity, to the

end of the world, rest the sin of the desolation of Za-

hara ! "

'

Muley Aben Hassan remained unmoved amidst all

this storm : his heart was hardened, observes Fray

Antonio Agapida, like that of Pharaoh, to the end

that, through his blind violence and rage, he might

produce the deliverance of the land from its heathen

bondage. In fact, he was a bold and fearless war-

rior, and trusted soon to make this blow recoil upon

the head of the enemy. He had ascertained, that the

captors of Alhama were but a handful; (hey were in

the centre of his dominions, within a short distance

of his capital. They were deficient in munitions of

war, and provisions for sustaining a siege. By a ra-

pid movement he might surround them with a power-

' The mournful liiHe Spanish romance of Ay de mi, Alhama '

is supposed to be of Moorish origin , and to embody the grief of the

Iteople of Granada on this occasion.

> (jarilKiy, lib. xl. c. 29.

m
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M army, cut offafl aid froiti their countrymen, and
entrap Diem in llie fortress they had lalcen.

Tothinlw was to act, wKh Muley Aben Hassan;

but he was prone to act with too much precipitation.

He immediately set forth in person, with three thou-

sand horse and fifty thousand foot, and, in his eager-

ness to arrive at the scene of action, would not waR
to provide artillery and the various engines required

in a siege. " The multitude of my forces," said he,

confidently, « will be sufficient to overwhelm the

enemy."

The Marquis of Cadiz, who thus held possession

of Alhama, had a chosen friend and faithful compa-

nion in arms, among tlie most distinguished of the

Christian chivalry. This was Don Alonso de Cor-

dova, senior and lord of the house of Aguilar, and

brother of Gonsalvo of Cordova, afterwards renowned
as the grand captain of Spain. As yet Alonso dc

Aguilar was the glory of his name and race; for his

brother was but young in arms. He was one of the

most hardy, valiant, and enterprising Spanish knights,

and foremost in all service of a perilous and adven-

turous natnre. He had not been at hand to accom-

pany his friend Ponce de Leon, Marquis of Cadiz, in

his inroad into the Moorish territory; but he hastily

assembled a number of retainers, horse and foot, and

pressed forward to join the enterprise. Arriving at

the river Fegnas, he found the ba^age of the army
still upon its banks, and took charge of it to carry

it to Alhama. The Marquis of Cadiz heard of the

approach of his friend, whose march was slow, in

consequence of being encumbered by the baggage.

He was within but a few leagues of Alhama, when
scents came hurrying into the place with intelligence,

that the Moorish king was at hand AvVh a powerful

army. The Marquis of Cadiz was filled with alarm,

lest De Aguilar should fall into the hands of the enemy.

Forgetting his own danger, and thinking only of that

of his friend, he despatched a well-mountedmessenger
to ride full speed and warn him not to approach.

The iirsl determination of Alonso de Aguilar, when
he heard that the Moorish king was at hand, was to

take a strong position in the mountains, and await his

coming. The madness of an attempt with his hand-

ful of men to oppose an immense army was repre-

sented to him with such fi)rce, as to induce him to

abandon the idea. He then thought of throwing
himself into Alhama, to share the fortunes of his

friend. But it was now too late. The Moor would
infallibly intercept him, and he should only give the

marquis the additional distress of beholding him cap-

tured beneatli his walls. It was even ui^ed upon
him, that he had no time for delay, if he would con-

«ult his own safety, which cmdd only be ensured by
an immediate reireat into the Christian territory.

This last opinion was confirmed by the return of

scouts, who brought information, that Muley Aben
Hassan had received notice of his movements, and
was rapidly advancing in quest of him. It was willi

infinite reluctance that Don Alonso de Aguilar yielded

to these united and pewertal reasMis. Proadly ami

sullenly he drew off his forces, laden with the big.

gage of the army, and made an unwHIing retKii

towards Antequera. Muley Aben Hassan pursuH

him for some distance through tlie mountains, Imt

soon gave up the chase, and turned with his forrft

upon Alhama.

As the army approached the town, they helieid

the fields strewn with the dead bodies of their cinnury.

men, who had fallen in defence of the place, and had

been cast forth and left unburied by tiie Chiigiiam.

Inhere they lay, mangled and exposed to every indiK.

nity, while droves of half-famished dogs were prey-

ing upon them, and fighting and howling over their

hideous repast.' Furious at the sight, the Moors, in

tiie first transports of their rage, attacked these raveii'

ons animals, and their next measure was lo vent

their fury upon the Christians. They rnslu'd lil«>

madmen to the walls, applied scaling-ladders In «ll

parts, without waiting for the necessary mantelets

and otiier protections, thinking, by attacking mul-

(lenly and at various points, to distract the enemy,

and overcome them by the force of numbers.

The Marquis of Cadiz with his confederate oMn-

manders distributed themselves along tlie walls, to

direct and animate their men in the defence. The

Moors, in their blind fury, often assailed the bhm

difficult and dangerous places. Darts, stones, and

all kinds of missiles were hurled down upon their

unprotected heads. As fast as they mounted thev

were cot down, or dashed from the battletmnls.

then- ladders overturned, and all who were on them

precipitated headlong below.

Muley Al)en Hassan stormed with passion at the

sight : he sent detachment after detachment to scale

the walls ; but in vain : they were like waves rushin*

upon a rock only to dash themselves to pieces. The

Moors lay in heaps beneath the wall, and among (hem

many of the bravest cavaliers ofGranada. The Ciirin-

tians, also, sallied frequently from the gales, and

made great havoc in the irregular multitude of os-

1

sailants. On one of these occasions the party nas

commanded by Don Juan de Vera, the same piniis

and high-handed knight who had borne the embassy

to Muley Aben Hassan demanding tribute. As tlM

donghty cavalier, after a career ofcarnage, was slowlr

retreating to the gate, he heard a voice calling after

him in furious accents. " Turn back I turn Imck !"
I

cried the voice :
" thou who canst insult in I

prove that thou canst combat in the field." Dot I

Juan de Vera turned, and beheld tlie same Abet-

ceri-age whom he had struck with his sword In IIk

Afiianibra, fur scoffing at the immaculate conceptioii

of the blessed Virgin. All his holy zeal and piwR

indignation rekindled at the sight: he put lance in

rest, and spurred his steed, lo finish this doctiilial

dispute. Don Juan was a potent and irresistible

arguer with his weapon; andhbwasaiiled, says Fray I

Antonio Agapida, by the pecnliar virtue of his c«i*.[

' PHlgar, Cr6n!ca.
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Al ilw vt^ry iii'iit t'Hcouuter, hi« lance entered tli«

uiutttli of lli8 Moor, 4nd burled him to (be earth,

never more to utter word or breath. Thus, continut-s

the worthy friar, did Ibia scoffing infidel receive a

well-uieriled punisluneat through the very organ

wiib wliich lie had offended, and thus was tlie im-

maculate conception miraculously vindicated from

\v» foul aspersions.

The vigorous and successful defence of the Chris-

(iansnow made Muley Aben llasMm sensible of his

error, in hurrying from Granada witlinut the proper

engines for a siege. Destitute of all means to liatter

ibe fortiiications, tlie town remained uninjured, defy-

ing the mighty army wliich raged in vain before it.

Incenseti a( being tlius foiled, Muley Aben Hassan

gave orders to undermine the walls. The Moors

iulvanced with shouts to the attempt. They were

received with a deadly fire from tlie ramparts, which

drove them from their works. Repeatedly were

lliey repulsed, and repeatedly did they return to the

iliarge. Tlie Christians not merely galled them from

llie battlements, but issued forth and cut them down

in llu! excavations they were attempting to form.

The contest lasted a whole day, and by evening two

tlHHisand Moors were eillier killed or woundeil.

Uuley Aben Hassan now abandoned ull hope of

carrying the place by assault ; and attempted lo dis-

tress it into terms, by turning the channel of the river

which runs by its walls. On this stream the inliaUit-

anls depended tV their supply of water, the [dace

lieing destitute or fountains and cisterns, from which

circumstance it is called Alt:ania la seca, or '' the

dry."

A desperate conflict ensued on the banks of the

I

river; the Moors endeavouring to plant palisadoes in

its bed, to divert the stream, and liie Clntsliaiis striv-

I

ing to prevent them. The Spanish commanders ex-

posed themselves to the utmost danger to animate

tlieir men, who were repeatedly driven back into the

tovin. The Marquisof Cadiz was often up to his knees

ill the stream, fighting hand to liand with the Moors.

The water ran red with blood, and was encumbered

I
with dead bodies. Al length the overwhehning nuin-

liers of the Moors gave them the advantage, and they

succeeded in diverting the greater part of the water.

[The Christians had to struggle severely to supply

I
themselves from the feeble rill which remained.

J

They sallied to the river by a subterraneous passage;

I
hut tlie Moorish cross-lwwmcn slalioned themselves

1(111 the opposite bank, keeping up a heavy fire upon

llheClirltilians, whenever they attempted to fill their

vessels from the scanty and turbid stream. One
Iparty of llie Cliristians had therefore to fight, while

liinother drew water. At all hours of day and night

llkis deadly strife was maintained, until it seemed as

if every drop of water were purcliased with a drop

lufbiowl.

hi tlie mean time the sufferings in the town became
liiitense. None but the soldiery and their horses

Iwore allowed the precious lieverage so dearly earned,

and even thai in quantities ilial only tantaliwd their

wants. The wounded, who could not saUy (o pro<

cure it, were almost destitute ; while the unhappy
prisoners, shut up in the mosques, were reduced to

frightful extremities. Many perished raviog nud,
fancying Ihenuelves swimming in boundless seas,

yet unable to assuage their ihirst. Many of the sol-

diers lay parched and panting along the baltlementa,

no longer able to draw a bow-string or hurl a stone,

while above five thousand Moors, slalioned upon tk

rocky height which overlooked part of the town, kepi

up a galling fire into it with slings and cross-bow»;

so lliat the Marquis of Cadiz was obliged lo heighteu

the battlements by using the doors from the private

dwefiings.

The Christian cavaliers, exposed to this extreme
peril, and inimmiueiit danger of falling into the hamls
of the enemy, despatched Heel messengers lo Seville

and Cordova, entreating the chivalry of Andalusia to

hasten to llieir aid. They sent likewise to implore

assistance from the king and queen, who at that time

held their court in Medina delCampo. In the midst

of tlieir distress, a tank, or cistern of water, was for-

tunately discovered in the city, which gave temporary

relief lo their sufferings.

CHAPTER VU. I : ^ - V I •

HOW TUS Otl«K or MEBUA SlDONIi AMD TUK CUITALIT Ull~

ANOiLUSIA UASTIKKO TO TMI HBLIKi' OV ALUAMA. , , ^,

TiiE perilous situation of the Christian cavaliers,

pent up and beleaguered within the walls of Alhama,
spread terror among their friends, and anxiety

throughout all Andalusia. Nothing, however, could

equal the anguish of the Marchioness of Cadiz, the

wife of the gallant Rodrigo Ponce de Leon. In her

deep distress she looked round for some powerful

noble, who had the means of rousing the country to,

the assistance of her husband. No one appeared

more competent for the purpose than Don Juan de

Guzman, the Duke of Medina Sidonia. He was
(me of the most wealthy and puissant grandees of

Spain; his possessions extended over some of tlie

most fertile parts of Andalusia, embracing towns

and sea-ports, and numerous villages. Here lie

reigned in feudal state like a petty sovertigii, and
could al any time bring into the field an immense

force of vassals and retainers. The Duke of Medina

Sidonia, and llie Marquis of Cadiz, liowever, were a|

Ibis time deadly foes. An hereditary feud existed

between Ijiem, tlial had often arisen to bloodshed and

war ; for as yet the fierce contests between the,

proud and puissant Spanish nobles had not been

completely quelled by the power of the crown, and

in this respect they exerted a right of sovereignty,

in leading their vassals against each other in open

field.
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Tti« Dake of Medina Sidonia would have appeared

to many the very last person to whom to apply for

aid of the Marquis of Cadiz ; but the niarcliiuness

judged of liim by the standard of lier own high and

generous mind. She linew him to be a gallant and

courteous knight, and had already experienced the

magnanimity of his spirit, having been relieved by

him when besieged by the Moors in her husband's

fortress of Arcos. To the duke, therefore, she ap-

plied in this moment of sudden calamity, imploring

him to furnish succour to her husband. The event

showed how well noble spirits underetand each

other. No sooner did the duke receive this appeal

from the wife of his enemy, than he generously for-

got all feeling of animosity, and determined to go in

person to his succour. He immediately despatched

a courteous letter lo the marchioness, assuring her,

that, in consideration of the request of so honourable

and estimable a lady, and to rescue from peril so

valiant a cavalier as lier husband, whose loss would

be great, not only to Spain, but to all Christendom,

he would forego the recollection of all past grievances,

and hasten to his relief with all the forces he could

raise.

The duke wrote at the same time to the alcaydes

of his towns and fortresses, ordering them lo join him

fortliwith at Seville, with all the force they could

spare from their garrisons. He called on all the

chivalry of Andalusia to make common cause in the

rescue of those Christian cavaliers, and he offered

large pay to all volunteers who would resort to him

with horses, armour, and provisions. Thus all who
could be incited by honour, religion, patriotism, or

thirst of gain, were induced to hasten to his standard

;

and he took the field with an army of five thousand

liorse and fifty thousand foot. Many cavaliers of

distinguished name accompanied him in this generous

enterprise. Amongst these was the redoubtable

Alonso de Aguilar, the chosen friend of the Marquis

of Cadiz, and with him his younger brother, Gon-

salvo Fernandez de Cordova, afterwards renowned

as the grand captain; Don Rodrigo Givon, also,

master of the order of Calatrava; together with

Martin Alonso de Moiitemayor, and the Marquis de

Yillena, esteemed the best lance in S[iain. It was a

gallant and splendid army, comprising the power of

Spanish chivalry, and poured forth in brilliant array

from the gates ofSeville, bearing the great standard of

that ancient and renowned city.

Ferdinand and Isabella were at Medina del Campo
when tidings came of the capture of Alhama. The
king was at mass when he received the news, and

ordered Te Deum to be chanted for this signal tri-

umph of the holy faith. When the first flush of

triumph had subsided, and the king learned the im-

minent peril of the valorous Ponce de Leon anC his

companions, and the great danger there was that this

sti'onghold might again be wrested from their grasp,

• Cr6nicaclelosDiK|ne!> de Medina Sidonia, por Pedro de Me-

dina. MS.

he resolved to hurry in person to the acei e uf action.

So pressing appeared to him the emergency that he

barely gave himself lime to take a hasty repass while

horses were providing, and then departed at furioiu

speed for Andalusia, leaving a request for the queen

to follow him.' He was attended by Don Beltrande

la Cueva, Duke of Albuquerque; Don Inigo Lopez

de Mendoza, Count of Tendilla; and Don Pedro

Manriquez, Count of Trevino, with a few more cava-

liers of prowess and distinction. He travelled by

forced journeys, frequently changing hisjaded hursn,

being eager to arrive in time to take command of the

Andalusian chivalry. When he came within lire

leagues of Cordova, the Duke of Albuquerque remon-

strated with him upon entering with such incautious

haste into the enemy's country. He represented lo

him, that there were troops enough assembled to suc-

cour Alhama, and that it was not for him to adven-

ture his royal person in doing what could be done by

his subjects, especially as he had such valiant and

experienceil captains to act for him. "Besides, sire,"

added the duke, " your majesty should l)etliink you,

that the troops about to lake the field are mere nun

of Andalusia ; whereas your illustrious predecessors

never made an inroad into the territory of the Moors,

without being accompanied by a powerful force of

the stanch and iron warriors of Old Castile."

"Duke," replied the king, "your counsel nii^ht

have been good had I not have departetl from Medina

with the avowed determination of s-uccouring these

cavaliers in person. I am now near the end of my

journey, and it would be beneath my dignity to

change my intention, before even I had met willi

an impediment. I shall take the troops of this country

who are assembled, without waiting for those of

Castile, and, with the aid of God, shall prosecute my

journey."'

As King Ferdinand approached Cordova, the prin-

cipal inhabitants came forth lo receive him. Learn-

ing, however, that the Duke of Medina Sidonia was

already on the march, and pressing forward inlollw
j

territory of the Moors, the king was all on tire lo

overtake him, and to lead in person the succour lo

Alhama. Without entering Cordova, therefoie, lie
|

exchanged his weary horses for those of the inhabit-

ants who had come forth to meet him, and pressed I

forward for the army. He despatched fleet couriers in

advance, requesting the Duke of Medina Sidonia lo

await his coming, that he might take command uf liie
{

forces.

Neither the duke nor his companions in arms, bow-

ever, felt inclined to pause in their generous expedi-

tion, and gratify the inclination of the king. Tiiey I

sent back missives, representing that they were bt

within the enemy's frontiers, and it was dangerom

cither to pause or to turn back. They had likewise

received pressing entreaties from the besieged lo

hasten their speed, setting forth their great sufferings,

':nn!'.jf''^t-^!

> lllescas, Hist. Pontifical.

' Pulgai', Crouica, p. iii, c. S,
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and their hourly peril of being overwhelmed by the

enemy.

The king was at Ponton del Maeslre when he re-

ceived these missives. So inflamed was he with zeal

for the success of this enterprise, that he would havo

penetrate«J into the kingdom of Granada with the

handful uf cavaliers who accompanied liini; but tliey

represented the rashness of such a Journey, through

the mountainous defiles of a hostile country thickly

beset witli towns and castles. With some diniculty,

therefore, he was dissuaded from his inclinatici, and

prevailed upon to await tidingi from the an..y, in

(be frontier city of Anlequera.

CHAPTER VIII.

SKQUKL OF THK KVENTS AT ALIIAIA.

While all Andalusia was thus in arms, and pour-

ing its chivalry through the iiiountain passes of the

Moorish frontier, Ihe garrison of Albania was reduced

to great extremity, and in danger of sinking under its

sufferings liefore the promised succour could arrive.

The intolerable thirst that prevailed in consequence

of the scarcity of water, the incessant watch that had

10 be maintained over the vast force of enemies with-

out, and the great nunilier uf prisoners within, and

the wounds which almost every soldier had received

in the incessant skirmishes and assaults, had worn

grievously both flesh and spirit. The noble Ponce

de Leon, Marquis of Cadiz, still animated the sol-

diery, however, by word and example, sharing every

hardship, and being foremost in every dangei ; ex-

emplifying, that a good commander is the vital spirit

uf an army.

When Muley Aben Hassan heard of the vast force

thatwas approaching under the command of the Duke
of Medina Sidonia, and that Ferdinand was coming in

person with additional troops, be perceived that no

time was to be lost : Alhama must be carried by oiie

powerful attack, or abandoned entirely to the Chris-

tians.

A number of Moorish cavaliers, some of the bravest

yonth of Granada, knowing the wishes of the king,

I

proposed to undertake a desperate enterprise, which,

if successful, must put Alhama in his power. Early

one morning, wlien it was scarcely the grey of the

dawn, about the time of changing the watch, these

cavaliers approached the town, at a place considered

I

inaccessible from the steepness of the rocks on which

I

the wall was founded; which it was supposed ele-

vated the battlements beyond the reach of the longest

I scaling-ladders. The Moorish knights, aided by a

I number of the strongest and most active escaladors,

InHHinted these rocks, and applied the ladders without

I
lieing discovered ; for, to divert attention from them,
iMnley Aben Hassan made a false attack upon the

liown in another quarter.

The scaling party mounted with difncuUy, and in

small numbers; the sentinel was killed at his pott,

and seventy of the Moors made their way into the

streets lieforc an alarm was given. The guard*

rushed to the walls, to slop Ihe hostile throng thai

was still pouring in. A sliaqi conflict, hand to hand,

and man to man, look place on the iMtllemeiils, aiitl

many on both sides fell. The Moors, whclher

wounded or slain, were thrown headlong without

the walls, the scaling-ladders were overturned, and

those who were mounting were dashed upon the

rocks, and from thence tumbled upon the plain. Thus

in a little while the ramparts were cleareid by Chris-

tian prowess, led on by that valiant knight Don Alonso

Ponce the uncle, and that brave esquire I'cdro Pi-

neda, nephew of the Marquis of Cadiz.

The walls being cleared, these two kindred cava-

liers now hastened with their forces in pursuit of the

seventy Moors, who had gained an entrance into the

town. The main part of the garrison l)eing engaged

at a distance, resisting the feigned attack of the

Moorish king, this fierce band of infidels had ranged

the streets almost without opposition, and were mak-

ing tlieir way to the gates, to throw them open to

the army.' They were chosen men from among the

Moorish forces, several of them gallant knighls of the

proudest families of Granada. Their footsteps through

the city were in a manner printed in blood, and they

were tracked by the bodies of those they had killed

and wounded. They had attained the gale; most

of the guard had fallen beneath their cimelers : a

moment more and Alhama would have l)een thrown

open to the enemy.

Just at this juncture, Don Alonso Ponce and Pe-

dro de Pineda reached the spot with their forces.

The Moors had the enemy in front and rear : they

placed themselves back to back, with their banner in

the centre. In this way they fought with desperate

and deadly determination, making a rampart around

Ihein with the slain. More Christian troops arrived,

and hemmed them in, but still they fought, without

asking for quarter. As their numbers decreased,

they serried their circle still closer, defending their

banner from assault, and Ihe last Moor died at his

post, grasping the standard of the Prophet. This

standard was displayed from the walls, and the lur-

baned heads of the Moors were thrown down to the

besiegers.*

Muley Alien Hassan tore his heard with rage at the

failure of this attempt, and at the death of so many

of his chosen cavaliers. He saw, that all further ef-

fort was in vain. His scouts brought word, that

they had seen from the heights the long columns and

flaunting banners of the Christian army approaching

through the mountains. To linger would be to place

• Ziirita, lib. xx, cap. 43.

> Pedro Pineda received tlic honour of kntglUliood from llie

hand of King Ferdinand for liis valonr on this occasion. ( Alonso

Punce was already a knigtit. ) See Ziuiiga, Annals of Seville, lil

xii, an. U82. •

1^
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Iiinwelf between two bodieti of the enemy. Breaking

up his camp, therefore, in all liaste, Ite gave up tlie

liiegeof Alliama,and hastened back to Granada; and

the last clash of his cymbals scarce died upon the

ear from the distant hills, before the standard of the

PukeofMedina Sidonia was seen emerging in anotlier

direction from the dehles of the mountains.

When the Christians in Alhama beheld their ene-.

mies retreating on one side, and their friends ad-

vancing on the other, tliey uttered shouts of joy and

hymns of thanksgiving ; for it was as a sudden relief

from present death. Harassed by several weeks of

incessant vigil and fighting, suffering from scarcity

of provisions and almost continual thirst, they resem-

bled skeletons rather than living men. It was a

noble and gracious sight, to behold the meeting of

those two ancient foes, the Duke cf Medina Sidonia,

and the Marquis of Cadiz. When the marquis be-

lield his magnanimous deliverer approaching, he

melted into tears : all past animosities only gave the

greater poignancy to present feelings of gratitude and

admiration: they clasped each other in their arms,

and, from that lime forward, were true and cordial

friends.

While this generous scene took place between the

commanders, a sordid contest arose among their

troops. The soldiers, who had come to the rescue,

claimed a portion of the spoils of Alhama ; and so

violent was the dispute, that both parties seized their

arras. The Duke of Medina Sidonia interfered, and

settled the question with his characteristic magna-

nimity. He declared, that the spoil be!onged to

those who had captured the city. " We have taken

the field," said he, "only for honour, for religion,

and for the rescue of our countrymen and fellow-

Christians; and the success of our enterprise is a

sufficient and glorious reward. If we desire booty,

there are sufficient Mootish cities yet to be taken to

enrich us all." Th« soldiers were convinced by the

frank and chivalrous reasoning of the duke; they

replied to his speech by acclamations, and the tran-

sient broil was happily appeased.

The Marchioness of Cadiz, with the forethought of

a loving wife, had despatched her major-domo with

the army, with a large supply of provisions. Tables

were immediately spread beneath the tents, where

the marquis gave a banquet to the duke and the cava-

liers who had accompanied him, and nothing but

hilarity prevailed in this late scene of suffering and

death.

A garrison of fresh troops was left in Alhama, and

the veterans, who had so vatiaully captured and

maintained it, returned to their homes burdened

with precious booty. The ntarquis and duke, with

theii' confederate cavaliers, repaired to Antequera,

where they were received with great distinction by

the king, who honoured the Marquis of Cadiz with

signal marks of favour. The duke then accompanied

his late enemy, but now most zealous and grateful

friend, the I^Iarquis of Cadiz,to his town of Marchena,

where be reoeived tli« reward of his generous con-

duct in (he thanks and blessings of the marclitoites«.

The marquis gave a sumptuous entertainment in ho-

nour of his guest ; for a day and night his palace vra«

thrown open, and was the scene of continual revel

and festivity. When the duke departed for hit

estates at St Lucar, the marquis attended him for

some distance on his journey, and when they sepa-

rated, it was as the parting scene of brothers. Such

was the noble spectacle exhibited to the chivalry of

Spain by these two illustrious rivals. Each reaped

universal renown from the part he had performed in

the campaign : the marquis, from having surprised

and captured one of the most important and formid-

able fortresses of the kingdom of Granada, and the

duke from having subdued his deadliest foe by a great

act of magnanimity.

CHAPTER IX. ' , . ,

SVEXTS AT CSAiliDi, AND KIgl OP VSIl HOOSIKS tINti

BOABOU EL CUIVO.

The Moorish kuig Aben Hassan returned, baflled

and disappointed, from before (he walls of Alliami,

and was received with groans and smothered execra-

tions by the people of Granada, The prediction of

ihesanton was in every mouth, and appeared to be

rapidly fulfilling ; for theenemy was already strongly

fortified in Alhama, in the very heart of (he kiiigdoiu.

The disaffection, which broke out in murmursatnonj;

the common people, fermented more secretly «nd

dangerously among the nobles. Muley Aben Hassan

was of a fierce and cruel nature : his reign had been

marked with tyranny and bloodshed, and many

chietis of the family of the Abencerrages, the noblest

lineage among the Moors, had fallen victims to hit

policy or vengeance. A deep plot was now formed

to put an end to his oppressions, and dispossess him

of the throne. The situation of the royal huuseholil

favoured the conspiracy.

Muley Aben Hassan, though cruel, was uxorious;
j

that is to say, he hud many wives, and was prone to

be manageil by them by turns. He had two queens, I

in particular, whom he had chosen from affeclioo,

One, named Ayxa, was a Moorish female; she wan

likewise termed in Arabic La Horra, or " Ihechasle,"

from the spotless purity of her character. Wliiie

yet in (he prime of her beauty, she bore a sonio

Aben Hassau, the expected heir to his throne. TIm

name of this prince was Mahomet Abdalla, or, as In

has more generally been termed among hisloriaiii, I

13oabilil. At his birth the astrologers, according tu I

custom, cast his horoscope: they were seized wiilil

fear and trembling when they beheld the fatal pur-f

(cuts revealed to (heir science. " Alia achhar! ('iwil

is great !" exclaimed they : "he alone controls iIkI

fate of empires: it is written in (he heavens, iliaiiliiil
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prince shall sit upon the throne of Grmada, but that

the downfall of the kingdom shall be accomplished

during his reign." From this time the prince was

ever regarded with aversion by his fiither , and the

series of persecutions which he suffered, and the

dark prediction which hung over him from his in-

fancy, procured him the surname of El Zogoybi, or

"the unfoitunate." He is more commonly known

by the appellation of El Chico, " the younger," to

distinguish him from an usurping nncle>

The other favourite queen of Alien Hassan was

named Fatima, to which the Moors added the ap-

pellation of La Zoroya, or " the ligh» of the dawn,"

from her efhilgent beauty. She was a Christian by

bifth, the daughter of the commander Sancho Xi-

menes de Solis, and had been taken captive in her

tender youth.

'

The king, who was well stricken in years at the

time, became enamoured of the blooming Christian

maid. He made her his sultana ; and like most old

men, who marry in their dotage, resigned himself to

her management. Zoroya became the mother of

two princes; and her anxiety for their adA'ancement

seemed to extinguish every other natural feeling in

her breast. She was as ambitious as she was beau-

tiful, and her ruling desire became, to see one of her

sons seated upon the throne of Granada.

For this purpose she made use of all her arts, and

of the complete ascendancy she had over the mind of

her cruel husband, to imderinine his other children

in his affections, and to fill him with jealousies of

their designs. Muley Aben Hassan was so wrought

upon by her machinations, that he publicly put se-

>%ral of his sons to death at the celebrated fountain

of lioas, in the court of the Alhambra ; a place sig-

nalized in Moorish history as the scene of many san-

guinary deeds.

The next measure of Zoroya was against her rival

sultana, the virtuous Ayxa. Slie was past tite bloom

of her beauty, and iiad ceased to be attractive in tlie

eyes of her husband. He was easily pei-suaded to

repudiate her, and to confine her and her son in the

[tower of Comares, one of the principal towers of the

Alhambra. As Boabdil increased in years, Zoroya

held in him a formidable olistacle lo the pretensions

f her sons; for he was universally considered heir-

pparent to the throne. The jealousies, suspicions,

ind alarms of his tiger-hearted father were again

acited;. he was reminded, loo, of tlie prediction,

fixed the rain of the kingdom during the reign

if this prince. Muley Alien Hassan impiously set

he stars at defiance. " The sword of the execu-

ioner," said lie, "shall prove the falseaooilof tliese

{)'ing horoscopes, and shall silence the ambition of

hdil, as it has the presumption of his brothers."

The sultana Ayxa was secretly apprised of the

iiel design of the old monarch. Slie was a woman
if talents and courage, and by means of her female

• r.n'inic.i del C.r»n Cardcnal, c. 71

.

attendants concerted a plan for the escape of her son.

A faithful servant was instructed to wait below tlie

Alhambra, in the dead of the night, on the banks of

the river Darro, with a fleet Arabian courser. The
sultana, when the castle was in a state of deep re-

pose, lied together the shawls and scarfs of herself

and her female attendants, and lowered the youthful

prince from tlie tower of Comares. He made his

way in safety down the steep rocky hill to the banks

of the Darro, and, throwing himself on the Arabian

courser, was thus spirited off to the city ofGuadix in

the Alpuxarres. Here belay for sometimeconcealed,

until, gaining adherents, he fortified himself in the

place, and set the machinations of his tyrant father at

defiance. Such was the state of affairs in the royal

household of Granada, when Muley Aben Hassan

returned foiled from his expedition against Alhamn.

The faction which had been secretly formed among
the nobles, determined to depose the old king Aben
Hassan, and to elevate his son Boabdil to the throne.

They concerted their measures with the latter, and

an opportunity soon presented to put them in practice.

Muley Aben Hassan had a royal couiitry-i>alace,

called Alexares, in the vicinity of Granada, to which

he resorted occasionally, to recreate his mind during

this tune of perplexity. He had been passing one

day among its liowers, when, on returning to the

capital, he found the gates closed against him, and

his son Moliammed Abdalla, otherwise called Boabdil,

proclaimed king. " Alia achbar ! God is great
!"

exclaimed old Muley Aben Hassan : " it is in vain

to contend against what is written in the book of fate.

It was predestined that my son should sit upon the

throne. Alia forefend the rest of the prediction !"

The old monarch knew the inflanmiahle nature of

the Moors, and that it was useless lo attempt to check

any sudden blaze of popular passion. " A little

while, said he, " and this rash flame will burn itself

out; and the people, when cool, will listen to rea-

son." So he turned his steed from the gate, and

repaired to the city of Baza, where he was received

with great demonstrations of loyalty. He was not a

man to give op his throne withotit a struggle. A
large part of the kingdom still remained faithful lo

him ; he truste<1, that tiie conspiracy in the capitnl

was but transient and partial, and that by suddenly

making his appearance in its streets, at the head of a

moderate force, he should awe the people again into

allegiance. He took his measures with that combi-

nation of dexterity and daring which formed his cha-

racter, and arrived one night under the walls of

Granada with five hundred chosen followers. Scal-

ing the walls of the Alhambra, he threw himself,

with sanguinary fury, into its silent courts. The

sleeping inmates were roused from their repose only

to fall by lite exterminating cimeter. The rage of

Aben Hassan spared neither age, nor rank, nor sex
;

the halls resounded with shrieks and yells, and the

' • JtalaMr, CrAniia M Rrati Caril^iiiir, f.Vt. ''''

f
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fountains ran red with Uood. The alcayde, Aben

Comixer, retreated to a strong tower, with a few of

the garrison and inhabitants. The furious Aben

Hassan did not lose time in pursuing him : he was

anxious to secure the city, and lo wreak his ven-

geance on its rebellious inhabitants. Descending

with his bloody band into the streets, he cut down
the defenceless inhabitants, as, startled from their

sleep, they rushed forth, to learn the cause of the

alarm. The city was soon completely roused ; the

people flew to arms; lights blazed in every street,

revealing the scanty numbers of this band, that had

been dealing such fatal vengeance in the dark.

Muley Aben Hassan had been mistaken in his con-

jectures. The great mass of the people, incensed by

his tyranny, were zealous in favour of his son. A
violent but transient conflict took place in the streets

and squares; many of the followers of Aben Hassan

were slain, the rest driven out of the city, and the old

monarch, with the remnant of his band, retreated to

his loyal city of Malaga.

Such was the commencement of those great in-

ternal feuds and divisions, which hastened the down-

fall of Granada. The Moors became separated into

two hostile factions, headed by the father and the

son, and several bloody encounters took place between

them ; yet they never failed to act with all their se-

parate force against the Christians, as a common
enemy, whenever an opportunity occurred.

,...' •:: 1^. 'i
'

.(:: -lU n' i:. '_ >
> '' ''

'

''

'

i;; ,^i.;,; •' * CHAPTER X.

<v-n< BOTAL EXPEDITION AGAINST LOXA.

King Ferdinand held a council of war at Cor-

dova, where it was deliberated what was to be done

with Alhama. Most of the council advised, that it

should be demolished, inasmuch as, being in the

centre of the Moorish kingdom, it would be at all

limes liable to attack, and could only be maintained

by a powerful garrison, and at vast expense. Queen

Isabella arrived at Cordova in the midst of these de-

liberations, and listened lo them with surprise and

impatience. '' What ! " said she, " shall we destroy

the flrst fruits of our victories? shall we abandon the

first place we have wrested from the Moors? Never

let us suffer such an idea to occupy our minds. It

would give new courage to the enemy ; arguing fear

or feebleness in our councils. You talk of the toil

and expense of maintaining Alhama. Did we doubt,

on undertaking this war, that it was to be a war of

infinite cast, labour^ and bloodshed? and shall we
shrink from the cost (he moment a victory is obtain-

ed, and the question is merely, to guard or abandon

its glorious trophy ? Let us hear no more about the

destruction of Aliiama ; let us maintain its walls sa*

cred, as a stronghold, granted us by Heaven, in the

centre of this host lie land; and let our only considera-

tion be, how to extend our conquest, and capture (he

surrounding cities. " The language of the queen in-

fused a mure lofty and chivalrous spirit into the royal

council. Preparations were immediately made to

maintain Alhama at all risk and expense ; and KinK

Ferdinand appointed as alcayde Luis Fernandez

Puerto Carrero, senior of the house of Palma, sup-

ported by Diego Lopez de Ayola, Pero Ruiz de Alar-

zon, and Alonso Ortis, captains of four hundred

lances and a body ofone thousand foot, supplied will)

provisions for three months. Ferdinand resolved also

to lay siege to Loxa, a city of great strength, at no

great distance from Alhama. For this purpose he

called upon all the cities and towns of Andalusia and

Estremadura, and the domains of the orders of San-

tiago, Calatrava, and Alcantara, and of the priory of

St Juan, and the kingdom of Toledo, and beyond, to

the cities of Salamanca, Toro, and Valladolid, to fur-

nish, according to their repartimientos or allotments,

a certain quantity of bread, wine, and cattle, to be

delivered at the royal camp before Loxa, one half at

the end of June, and one half in July. These lands,

also, together with Biscay and Guipuscoa, were or-

dered to send reinforcements of horse and foot, each

town furnishing its quota ; and great diligence was

useil in providing lombards, powder, and other war-

like munitions.

The Moors were no less active in their prepara-

tions; and sent missives into Africa, entreating sup-

plies, and calling upon the Barbary princes to aid ihem

in this war of the faith. To intercept all succour,

the Caslilian sovereigns stationed an armada of ships

and galleys in the Straits of Gibraltar, under the

command of Martin Diaz de Mena and Carlos de Va-

lera with orders to scour the Barbary coast, and

sweep every Moorish sail from the sea.

While these preparations were making, Ferdinand

made an incursion, at the head of his army, into the

kingdom of Granada, and laid waste the vega; des-

troying its hamlets and villages, ravaging its fields ol

grain, and driving away the cattle.

It was about the end ofJune, that King Ferdinand

departed from Cordova, to sit down before the walk

of Loxa. So confident was he of success, that he leH

a great part of the army at Ecija, and advanced willi

but five thousand cavalry and eight thousand infanlrf,

The Marquis of Cadiz, a warrior as wise as hevu

valiant, remonstrated against employing so small i.

force ; and, indeed, was opposed to the measure al-

together, as being undertaken precipitately, and wilii'

out sufficient preparation. King Ferdinand, howeva,

was influenced by the counsel of Don Diego de Mcrlo,

and was eager to strike a brilliant and decided blov.

A vain-glorious confidence prevailed about this timj

among the Spanish cavaliers : they overrated theii

own prowess; or rather, they undervalued andd«-

pised their enemy. Many of them believed, that thij

Moors would scarcely remain in their city, whentli

saw the Christian troops advancing to assail it. Tl

Spanish chivniry marched, therefore, gallantly

King
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fearlessly, and almost carelessly, over the border,

ucantily supplied with the things needful for a besieg-

ing army in the heart of an enemy's country. In the

same negligent and confident spirit they took up their

station before Loxa. The country around was broken

and hilly, so that it was extremely difficult to form a

combined camp. The river Xenil, which runs by

the town, was compressed between high banks, and

so deep as to be fordable with extreme dilticulty, and

the Moors had possession of the bridge. The king

pitched his tents in a plantation of olives, on the

banks of the river ; the troops were distributed in

different encampments on the heights, but separated

from each other by deep rocky ravines, so as to be

incapable of yielding each other prompt assistance,

and there was no room for the operation of the ca-

valry. The artillery, also, was so injudiciously plac-

ed as to be almost entirely useless. Alonso of Ara-

gon, Duke of Yillahermosa, and illegitimate brother

of the king, was present at the siege, and disapprov-

ed of the whole arrangement. He was one of the

most able generals of his time, and especially re-

nowned for his skill in battering fortified places. He
recommended, that the whole disposition of the camp

should be changed, and that several bridges should

be thrown across the river. His advice was adopted,

but slowly and negligently followed ; so that it was

rendered of no avail. Among other oversights, in

this hasty and negligent expedition, the army had no

supply of baked bread, and, in the hurry of encamp-

ment, there was no time to erect furnaces. Cakes

were therefore hastily made, and baked on the coals,

and for two days the troops were supplied in this ir-

regular way.

King Ferdinand felt too late the insecurity of his

[position, and endeavoured to provide a temporary re-

medy. There was a height near the city, called by

the Moors Santo Albohacen, which was in front of

jtlie bridge. He ordered several of his most valiant

Icavaiiers to take possession of this height, and to hold

|it, as a check upon the enemy and a protection to the

camp. The cavaliers chosen for this distinguished

ami perilous post were the Marquis of Cadiz, the

Marquisof Viliena,DonRoderigoTellez Giron, mas-

jler of Calatrava, his brother the Count of Urena,

snd Don Alonso de Aguilar. These valiant warriors,

and tried companions in arms, led their troops with

^lacrity to the height, which soon glittered with the

irray of arms, and was graced by several of the most
[edouhtable pennons of warlike Spain.

Loxa was commanded at this time by an old Moor-

ish alcayde, whose daughter was the favourite wife

|f Boabi'll el Cliico. The name of this Moor was
braham Ali Atar; but he was generally known
|mong the Spaniards as Alatar. He had grown grey

border warfare, was an implacable enemy of the

Christians, and his name had long been the terror of

ne frontier. He was in the ninetieth year of his

ge, yet indomitable in spirit, fiery in his passions,

(newyand powerful in frame, deeply versed in war-

like stratagem, and accounted the best lance in all

Mauritania. He liad three thousand horsemen under

his command, veteran troops, with whom he had

often scoured the borders, and he daily expected the

old Moorish king with reinforcements.

Old Ali Atar had watched, from his fortress, every

movement of the Christian army, and had exulted in

all the errors of its commandei-s. Wlicn he beheld

the flower of Spanish chivalry glittering about the

height of Albohacen, his eye flushed wilh exultation.

" By the aid of Allah," said he, " I will give these

prankling cavaliers a rouse."

Ali Atar privately, and by night, sent forth a large

body of his chosen troops to lie in ambush near one

of the skirts of Albohacen. On the fourth day of the

siege, he sallied across the bridge, and made a feigned

attack upon the height. The cavaliers rushed im-

petuously forth to meet him, leaving their encamp-

ments almost unprotected. Ali Alar wheeled and

fled, and was hastily pursued. When the Christ v

cavaliers had been drawn a considerable distau.fc

from their encampments, they heard a vast shout be-

hind them, and, looking round, beheld their encamp-

ments assailed by the Moorish force, which had been

placed in ambush, and had ascended a different side

of the hill.

The cavaliers desisted from the pursuit, and

hastened to prevent the plunder of their tents. Ali

Atar in his turn wheeled and pursued them; and

they were attacked in front and rear on the summit

of the hill. The contest lasted for an hour; the

height of Albohacen was red wilh blood ; many brave

cavaliers fell, expiring among heaps of the enemy.

1 he fierce Ali Atar fought with the fury of a demon,

until the arrival of more Christian forces compelled

him to retreat into the city. The severest loss to the

Christians in this skirmish was that of Roderi --j Tellez

Giron, master of Calatrava : as he was r i^ir. his

arm to make a blow, an arrow pierced hitn, Just

beneath the shoulder, at the open part of th? ;orslet.

He fell instantly from his horse, but wa . ca'ight by

Pedro Gasca, & cavalier of Avila, who conveyed him

to his tent, where he died. The king and queen and

the whole kingdom mourned his death ; for he was

in the freshness of his youth, being but twenty-four

years of age, and had proved himself a gallant and

high-minded cavalier. A melancholy group collected

about his corse, on the bloody height of Albohacen:

the knights of Calatrava mourned him as a com-

mander; the cavaliers, who were encamped on the

height, lamented him as their companion in arms in

a service of perils, while the Count of Urefla grieved

over him with the tender affection of a brother.

King Ferdinand now perceived the wisdom of the

opinion of the Marquis of Cadiz, and that his force

was quite insufficient for the enterprise. To continue

his camp in its present unfortunate position would

cost him the lives of his bravest cavaliers, if not a

total defeat, in case of reinforcements to the enemy.

He called a council of war late in the evening of Sa-

iS2
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lurday ; and it was deteimined to willidraw tlie army,

early the next morning, to Rio Frio, a sliort distance

from tlie city, and tliere wait for additional troops

from Cordova. The next morning early, the cava-

liers on the height of Albohacen began to strike their

tents. No sooner did AH Atar behold this, than he

sallied forth to attack them. Many of the Ciirislian

troops, who had not heard of the intention to change

the camp, seeing the tents struck, and the Moors sal-

lying forth, supposed that the enemy had been re-

inforced in the night, and that the army was on the

point of retreating. Without stopping to ascertain

the truth, or to receive orders, they fled in dismay,

spreading confusion through the camp; nor did they

halt until they had reached the Rock of the Lovers,

about seven leagues from Loxa.'

The king and his commanders saw the imminent

peril of the moment, and made face to the Moors,

each commander guarding his quarter, and repelling

all assaults, while the tents were struck, and the ar-

tillery and ammunition conveyed away. The king,

with a handful of cavaliers, galloped to a rising

ground, expos<;d to the fire of the enemy, calling

upon the flying troops, and endeavouring in vain to

rally them. Setting upon the Moors, he and his ca-

valiers charged them so vigorously, that they put a

squadron to flight, slaying many with their swords

and lances, and driving others into the river, where

they were drowned. The Moors, however, were
soon reinforced, and returned in great numbers. The
king was in danger of being surrounded : the Moors
assailed him furiously ; and twice he owed his safety

to the valour of Don Juan de Ribera, senior of Monie-

mayor.

The Marquis of Cadiz beheld from a distance the

peril of his sovereign. Summoning about seventy

horsemen to follow him, he galloped to the spot,

threw himself between the king and the enemy, and,

hurling his lance, transpierced one of the most daring

of the Moors. For some time he remained with no
other weapon than his sword ; his horse was wounded
by an arrow, and many of his followers were slain

;

but he succeeded in beating off the Moors, and rescu-

ing the king from imminent jeopardy, whom he then

prevailed upon to retire to less dangerous ground.

The marquis continued throughout the day to ex-

pose himself to the repeated assaults of the enemy.

He was ever found in tlie place of greatest danger,

and through his bravery a great part of the army and
(he camp was preserved from destruction.' It was
a perilous day for the commanders; for in a retreat

of the kind, it is the noblest cavaliers who most ex-

pose themselves to save their [leople. The Duke of

Medina Celi was struck to the ground, but rescued

by his troops. The Count of Ter\dilla, whose tents

were nearest to the city, received several wounds

;

and various other cavaliers of the most distinguished

note were exposed to fearful hazard. The whole day

I'ulgar, Crimica.

' Cura (ir Ion ralacios. r. 3».

was passed in bloody skirmishings, in which the hj.

dalgos and cavaliers of the royal household distin-

guished themselves by their bravery. At length, the

encampments being all broken up, and most of tlit>

artillery and baggage removed, the bloody height of

Albohacen was abandoned, and the neighbourhood

of Loxa evacuated. Several tents, a quantity of pro-

visions, and a few pieces of artillery, were left upon

the spot, from the want of horses or mules to carry

them off.

Ali Atar hung upon the rear of the retiring army,

and harassed it until it reached Rio Frio. From

thence Ferdinand returned to Cordova, deeply mor-

tified, though greatly benefited, by the severe lesson

he had received, which served to render him more

cautious in his campaigns, and more diffident of for-

tune. He sent letters to all parts excusing hig re-

treat, imputing it to the small number of his forces

and the circumstance, that many of them were quotas

sent from various cities, and nut in royal pay. in

the mean time, to console his troops for their disap-

pointment, and to keep up their spirits, he led litem

upon another inroad, to lay waste the vega of Gra-

nada.

CHAPTER XI.

now IHULEY AIIEN HASSAN MAOE A POIIAV |:>'T0 THE LkMK nr

MEDIKA SIDOMA, AND HOW HE WA.S IIECUVED.
I

Old Muley Alien Hassan had mustered an army,

and marched to the relief of Loxa; but arrived loo

late. The last squadron of Ferdinand had already

passed over the border. " Thoy have come

gone," said he, " like a summer cloud, and ali their I

vaunting has been mere empty thunder." He turn-
j

cd, to make another attempt upon Alhama, the gar-

rison of which was in the utmost consteriialion at ibe I

retreat of Ferdinand, and would have deserted llie
|

place, had it not been for the courage and perseverl

ance of the alcayde, Luis Fernandez Puerto Carrero, I

That brave and loyal commander cheered npllie$pi[

rits of the men, and kept the old Moorish king at liar,

until the approach of Ferdinand, on his second in-[

cursion into the vega, obliged him to niakeanuo-|

willing retreat to Malaga.

Muley A ben Hassan fell, that it would be in vain,!

with his inferior force, to oppose the powerful annfl

of the Christian monarch; but to remain idle, sod

|

see his territories laid waste, would ruin liim in liit
(

estimation of his people. " If we cannot parr)',"

said lie, " we can strike : if we cajir.ot keepourovnl

lands from being ravaged, we can ravage the iandsl

of the enemy." He inquired, and learned that niosl|

of the chivalry of Andalusia, in their eagerness foril

foray, had marched off with the king, and lertthflrl

own country almost defenceless. The territories oil

I lie Di:ke of Medina Sidonia were particularly iiii|

guarded. Here were vast plains of pasturage, <fi
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hasty inroad. The old monarch liad a bitter grudge

against the duke, for having foiled him at Alhama.

"Hi give this cavalier a lesson," said he, exultingly,

" that will cure him of his love of campaigning." So

be prepared in all haste for a forage into ilie country

about Medina Sidonia.

Muley Aben Hassan sallied out of Malaga with fif-

teen Iiundred ho'.'se and six thousand foot, and took

the way by the sea-coast, marching through £ste-

|)onia and entering the Christian country between

Gibraltar nnd Castellar. The only person that was

likely to molest him on this route was one Pedro de

Vai^as, a shrew<l, hardy, and vigilant soldier, al-

cayde of Gibraltar, and who lay ensconced in his old

warrior-rock as in a citadel. Muley Aben Ilassnn

knew the watchful and daring character of the man

;

but had ascertained, that his garrison was too small

to enable him to make a sally, or at least to assure

him any success. Still he pursued his march with

great silence and caution ; sent parties in advance, to

explore every pass where a foe might lie in ambush,

cast many an anxious eye towards Ihe old rock of Gi-

braltar, as its cloud-capt summit was seen towering

in the distance on his left ; nor did he feel entirely at

ease, until he had passed through Ihe broken and

mountainous country of Castellar, and descended

into the plains. Here he encamped, on the banks of

the Celemin. From hence he sent four hundred

corredors, or fleet horsemen, armed with lances,

who were to station themselves near Algeziras, and

I

to keep a strict watch, across the bay, upon the op-

IMisite fortress of Gibral tar. If the alcayde attempted

to sally forth, they were to waylay and attack him,

l)eing almost four times his supposed force, and were

I
to send swift tidings to the camp.

hi the mean time, two hundred corredors were

despatched to scour that vast plain called the Cam-

Ipifla de Tarifa, abounding with flocks and herds,

land two hundred more were to ravage the lands

labout Medina Sidonia. Muley Aben Hassan re-

Iniained with the main body of the army as a rallying

Ipuinl on the banks of the Celemin. The foraging

||)arties scoured the country to such effect, that they

came driving vast flocks and herds before them,

enough to supply the place of all that had been swept

iTrom the vega of Granada. The troo[)s which had

kepi watch upon the rock of Gibraltar returned, with

RYord, that they had not seen a Christian helmet stir-

ring. The old king congratulated himself upon the

[ecrecy and promptness with which he had con-

piicted his foray, and upon having baffled the vigi-

anee of Pedro de Vargas.

Muley Aben Hassan had not been so secret as he

nagined. The watchful Pedro de Vargas had re-

eived notice of his movements. His garrison was
[arely sufficient for the defence of the place, and he

pred to take the field, and leave his fortress un-

luarded. Luckily, at this juncture, there arrived in

Pie harl)our of Gibraltar a squadron of the armed

galleys stationed iu tlie strait, and commanded by

Carlos de Valera. The alcayde immediately pre-

vailed upon him to guard the place during his alienee,

and sallied forth at midnight with seventy horse. He
made for the town of Castellar, which is strongly

posted on a steep height, knowing that the Mo«>risli

king would have to return by this place. He ordered

alarm-fires to be lighted upon the mountains, to give

notice that the Moors were on the ravage, that Ihe

peasants might drive the flocks and herds to places

of refuge; and he sent couriers, riding at full speed

in every direction, summoning Ihe fighting men of

the neighliourhood to meet him at Castellar. Muley
Aben Hassan saw, by the fires blazing about the

mountains, that the country was rising.

He struck his tents, and pushed forward as rapidly

as possible for the border ; but he was encumbered

with booty, and with the vast cavalgada swept from

the pastures of the Campifta of Tarifu. His scouts

brought him word, that there were troops in the

field ; but he made li{,ht of the intelligence, knowing,

that they could only be those of the alcayde of Gi-

braltar, and that he had not more than a hundred

horsemen in his garrison. He threw in advance two

hundred and fifty of his bravest troops, and with

them the alcaydes of Marabilla and Casares. Behind

this vanguard was a great cavalgada of cattle, and

in the rear marched the king, with the main force

of his little army. It was near the middle of a sultry

summer day, that they ai'proached Castellar. De
Vargas was on the watch ; and beheld, by an im-

mense cloud of dust, that they were descending one

of Ihe heights of that wild and broken country. The
vanguard and rearguard were above half a league

asunder, with the cavalgada between them, and a

long and close forest hid Ihem from each other. De
Vargas saw, that they could render but little as-^ist -

ance to each other, in case of a sudden attack, and

might l)e easily thrown into confusion. He chose

fifty of his bravest horsemen, and, making a circuit,

look his post secretly in a narrow glen, opening into

a defile between two roeky heights, through 'vhich

he Moors had to pass. It was his intention to suffer

the vanguard and the cavalgada to pass, and to fall

upon the rear.

While thus lying perdue, six Moorish scouts, well

mounted and well armed, entered the glen, examining

every place that might conceal an enemy. Some of

the Christians advised, that Ihey should slay these

six men, and retreat to Gibraltar. " No," said De

Vargas ; " I have come out for higher game than

these, and I li'>ne, by the aid ofGod and Santiago, to

dogt^ui. iis day. I know these Moors well,

and doubt not but that they may readily be thrown

into confusion."

By this time the six scouts approached so near,

that they were on the point of discovering the Chris-

tian ambush. De Vargas gave the word, and tea

horsemen rushed forth upon Ihem. In an instant,

four of the Moors rolled in the dust ; the other two

:. I'.
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ir.

pat spurs to their steeds, and fled towards theirarmy,

pursued by the ten Clirislians. About eighty of tlie

Moorish vanguard came galloping to the relief of

their companions : tlie Christians turned, and fled

towards their ambush. De Vargas kept his men
concealed, until the fugitives and their purnuerscame

clattering pell-mell into the glen : at a signal trumpet,

his men sallied forth, with great heat, and in close

array. The Moors almost rushed upon their weapons

before they perceived them. Forty of the inPidels

were overthrown; the rest turned their backs.

" Forward !

" cried De Vargas :
" let us give the

vanguard a brush before it can bejoined by the rear."

So saying, he pursued the flying Moors down the hill,

and came with such force and fury upon the advance

guard, as to overthrow many of them at the first

encounter. As he wheeled off with his men, the

Moors discharged llieir lances, upon which he re-

turned to the charge, and made great slaughter.

The Moors fought valiantly for a short time, until the

aleaydes of Marabiila and Casares were slain, Avhen

they gave way, and fled for the rearguard. In their

flight they passed through the cavalgada of cattle,

tlirew the whole in confusion, and raised such a

cloud of dust, that the Christians could no longer

distinguish objects. Fearing the king and the main

body might be at hand, and finding that De Vargas

was severely wounded, they contented themselves

with despoiling the slain, and taking above twenty-

eight horses, and then returned to Castellar.

When the routed Moors came flying back on the

rearguard, Muley Aben Hassan feared that the people

of Xeres were in arms. Several of his followers ad-

vised him to abandon the cavalgada, and retreat by

another road. " No," said the old king; " he is no

true soldier, who gives up his booty without fighting."

Puttingspurs to his horse, he galloped forward through

the centre of the cavalgada, driving the cattle to the

right and left. When he reached the field of battle,

he found it strewed with the bodies of upwards of

one hundred Moors, among which were those of the

two aleaydes. Enraged at the sight, he summoned
all his crossbow-men and cavalry, pushed on to the

very gates of Castellar, and set fire to two houses

close to the walls. Pedro de Vargas was unable

from his wound to sally forth in person; but he or-

dered out his troops, and there was brisk skirmishing

under the walls, until the king drew off, and returned

to the scene of the recent encounter. Here he had

the bodies of the principal warriors laid across mules,

to be interred honourably at Malaga. The rest of

the slain were buried in the field of ])attie. Gather-

ing together the scattered cavalgada, he paraded it

slowly, in an immense line, past the walls of Castel-

lar, by way of taunting his foe.

With all his fierceness, old Muley Aben Hassan

had a gleam of warlike courtesy, and admired the

hardy and soldier-like character of Pedro de Vargas.

He summoned two Christian captives, and demanded,
what were the revenues of the alcayde of Gibraltar.

They told him, that, among other things, he was
entitled to one out of every drove of cattle that passed

his boundaries. " Allah forbid
!

" cried the old mo-
narch, " that so brave a cavalier should be defrauded

of his riglit. " He immediately chose twelve of tlie

finest cattle from the twelve droves which formed

the cavalgada. These he gave in charge to an al-

faqui, to deliver them to Pedro de Vargas. "
Tell

him, " said he, '' that I crave his pardon, for not hav-

ing sent these cattle sooner , but I have this moment

learned the nature of his rights, and I hasten to sa-

tisfy them with the punctuality due to so worthy a

cavalier. Tell him at the same time, that I had no

idea the alcayde ofGibraltar was so active and vigilant

in collecting his tolls.

"

The brave alcayde relished the stern soldier-like

pleasantry of the old Moorish monarch, and replied

in the same tone. "Tell his majesty," said he

"that I kiss his hands for the honour he has done

me, and regret that my scanty force has not permit-

ted me to give him a more signal reception on Ins

coming into these parts. Had three hundred horse-

men, whom I have been promised from Xeres,

arrived in time, I might have served up an enter- 1

tainment more befitting such a monarch. I trust,

however, they will arrive in the course of the night,

in which case his majesty may be sure of a royal re-

gale at the dawning."

He then ordered, that a rich silken vest and scarlet

mantle should be given to the alfaqui, and dismissed

him with great courtesy.

Muley Aben Hassan shook his head when he re-

ceived tlie reply of De Vargas. " Allah preserve us,"

said he, " from any visitation of those hard ridersof

Xeres! A handful of troops, acquainted with the wild

passes of these mountains, may destroy an army en-

cumbered as ours is with booty."

It was some relief to the king, however, to learn,

that the hardy alcayde of Gibraltar was too severe!;

wounded to take the field in person. He inimediatel;

beat a retreat with all speed; hurrying with sucii

precipitation, that the cavalgada was freqtientljf

broken and scattered among the rugged defiles ul

the mountains, and above five thousand of the cattle

turned back, and were regained by the Ciiristians.

Muley Aben Hassan proceeded triumphantly wi

the residue to Malaga, glorying in the spoils of the

Duke of Medina Sidonia.

King Ferdinand waf mortified at findhig liisiocDr-l

sion into the vega of Gr. da couaierbalancedby tliii|

incursion into his own dominions, • A saw, tliatllieRl

were two sides to the game of war, as toallotliiir|

games. The only one who reaped real glory in tiibl

series of inroads and skirmishings was Pedro de y<ir-[

gas, the stout alcayde of Gibraltar.'

Alonso dc Palencia, I. xxviii, c. 3.
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CUAPTEa Aju.

lOW OF TBI SPANISa G4TALIEB8 AMONU TBE MOUNTilNS OV

ILAOA.

The foray ofold MuleyAben Hassan had touched the

pride of the Andalusian chivalry, and they determined

on retaliation. For this purpose, a number of the most

distinguished cavaliers assembled at Antequera, in the

month of March, 4485. The leaders of the enterprise

were the gallant Marquis of Cadiz, Don Pedro Hen-

riquez, adelantado of Andalusia, Don Juan de Silva,

Count of Cifuentes, and bearer of the « cyal s -idard,

who commanded in Seville, Don Alonsode Cardenas,

master of the religious and military order of Santiago,

and Don Alonso de Aguilar. Several olher cax^liers

of note hastened to take part in the enterprise, and

in a little time, about twenty-seven hundred horse

and several companies of foot were assembled within

the old warlike city of Antequera, comprising the

very flower of Andalusian chivalry. A council of

war was held by the chiefs, to determine in what

quarter they should strike a blow. The rival Moorish

kings were waging civil war with each other in the

vicinity of Granada, and the whole country lay open

to inroad. Various plans were proposed by the dif-

ferent cavaliers. The Marquis of Cadiz was desirous

of scaling the walls of Zahara, and regaining posses-

sion ofthat important fortress. The master ofSantiago,
however, suggested a wider range, and a still more
important object. He had received information from

his adalides, who were apostate Moors, that an incur-

sion might be made with safety into a mountainous

region near Malaga, called the Axarquia. Here were
valleys of pasture-land, well stocked with flocks and

herds; and there were numerous villages and ham-

lets, which would be an easy prey. The city of

Malaga was too weakly garrisoned, and had too few

cavalry, to send forth any force in opposition. And
he added, that they might extend their ravages to its

very gates, and peradvenlure carry that wealthy

place by sudden assault. The adventurous spirits of

the cavaliers were inflamed by this suggestion : in

their sanguine confidence, they alrer.iy beheld Ma-
laga in their power, and they were eager for the

enterprise. The Marquis of Cadiz endeavoured to

interpose a little cool caution : he likcAvise had apos-

tate adalides, the most intelligent and experienced

on the Iwrders. Among these, he placed especial

reliance on one, named Luis Amar, who knew all the

mountains and valleys of the country. He had re-

ceived from him a particular account of these moun-
tains of the Axarquia.' Their savage and broken

nature was a sufficient defence for the fierce people

I

that inhabited them, who, manning their rocks, and

Pulgar, in liig clirouicle, reverses the case and mattes tlie Mar-
|(|uisur Cadiz recom^mend tlie expedition (o the Axaniuia; but

I

Fray Antonio Agapida is supported in liis slatetient by tliat most

I
vcracioai and contemporary chronicler, Andres BernaJdcs, curate

lod.osPatacioB.

their tremendous passes, which were often nothing

more than the deep, dry bed of torrents, might set

whole armies at defiance. Even if vanquished, they

afforded no spoil to the victor; their liouses were
little better tlian bare walls, and they would drive off

their scanty Hocks and herds to the fortresses of the

mountains. The sober counsel of the Marquis was
over-ruled. The cavaliers, accustomed to mountain
warfare, considered themselves and their horses equal

to any wild and rugged expedition, and were flush-

ed with the idea of a brilliant assault upon Malaga.
Leaving all heavy baggage at Antequera, and all such
as had horses too weak for this mountain scramble,

they set forth, full of spirit and confidence. Don
Alonso de Aguilar and the adelantado of Andalusia

led the squadron of advance; the Count of Cifuentes

followed, with certain of the chivalry of Seville; then

came the battalion of the most valiant Roderigo Ponce
de Leon, Marquis of Cadiz : he was accompanied by
several of his brothers and nephews, and many ca-

valiers who sought distinction under his banner; and
as this family band paraded in martial state through

the streets of Antequera, they attracted universal

attention and applause. The rearguard was led by
Don Alonso Cardenas, master of Santiago; and was
composed of the knights of his order, and the cavaliers

of Ecija, with certain men-at-arms of the Holy Bro-

therhood, whom the king had placed under his com-

mand. The army was attended by a great train of

mules, laden with provisions for a few days' supply,

until they should be able to forage among the Moorish

villages. Never did a more gallant and self-confident

little army tread the earth. It was composed of men
fu!l of health and vigour, to whom war was a pastime

and delight. They had spared no expense in their

equipments; for never was the pomp of war carried

to a higher pitch than among the proud chivalry of

Spain. Cased in armour, richly inlaid and embossed,

decked with rich surcoats and waving plumes, and
superbly mounted on Andalusian steeds, they pranc-

ed out of Antequera, with banners flying, and their

various devices and armorial bearings ostentatiously

displayed; and, in the confidence of their hopes, pro-

mised the inhabitants to enrich them with the spoils

of Malaga. In the rear of this warlike pageant fol-

lowed a peaceful band, intent upon profiting by the

anticipated victories. They were not the customary

wretches that hover about armies, to plunder and

strip the dead; but goodly and substantial traders,

from Seville, Cordova, and other cities of trarflc.

They rode sleek mules, and were clad in fair raiment,

with long leathern purses at their girdles, well filled

with piiitoles and olher golden coin. They had heard

of the spoils, wasted by the soldiery at the capture of

Alhama, and were provided with moneys to buy up
the jewels and precious stones, the vessels of gold and

silver, and the rich silks and cloths, that shoidd form

the plunder of Malaga. The prouf' cavaliers eyed

these sons of traflic with great disdain, but permitted

them to follow, for the convenience of the troops.

ii
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who ini)(lit otherwise be overbunlened with booty.

It had been intended to conduct tliis expedition

with great celerity and secrecy ; but the noise of their

preparations had already reached this city of Malaga.

The garrison, it is true, was weak, but the com-

mander was himself a hast. This was Muley Ab-

daliah, commonly called £1 Zagal, or " liie valiant."

He was younger brother of Muley A ben Hassan, and

general of the few forces which remained faithful to

the old monarch. lie possessed etjual fierceness of

spirit with his brother, and surpassed him in craft

and vigilance. His very name was a war-cry among

his soldiery, who had the most extravagant opinion

of his prowess.

El Zagal suspected that Malaga was the object of

this noisy expedition. He consulted with old Kcxir,

a veteran Moor, who governed the city. " If this

army of marauders were to reach Malaga," said he,

" we should hardly l)e able to keep them without its

walls. I will throw myself with a small force inio

the mountains, rouse the peasantry, take possession

of the passes, and endeavour to give tiiese Spanisli

cavaliers sufficient entertainment ispon the road."

It was on a Wednesday, that the prankling army

of high-metded warriors issued from the ancient gates

of Antequera. They marched all day and night,

making their way secretly, as they supposed, through

the passes of the mountains. As the tract of country

they intended to maraud was far in the Moorish terri-

tories, near the coast ofthe Mediterranean, they did not

arrive there till late in (he following day. In passing

through these stern and lofty mountains, their path

was often along the bottom of a barranca, or deep

rocky valley, with a scanty stream dashing along it,

among the loose rocks and stones which it had broken

and rolled down in the time of its autumnal violence.

Sometimes (heir road was a mere rambia, ordry bed

of a torrent, cut deep into the mountains, and filled

with their shattered fragments. These barrancas

and ramblas were overhung by immense cliffs and

precipices, forming the lurking-places of ambuscades

daring the wars lieUveen the Moors and Spaniards,

as in after times they have become (he favourite

haunts of robbers, to waylay the unfortunate tra-

veller.

As the sun went down, the cavaliers came to a

lofty part of the mountains, commanding, to (heir

right, a distant glimpse of a part of the fair vega of

Malaga, with the blue Mediterranean beyond, and

(hey hailed it with exultation as a glimpse of the pro-

mised land. As the night closed in, they reached the

chain of little valleys and hamlets, locked up among

these rocky heights, and known among tiie Moors

by the name of the Axarquia. Here their vaunting

hopes were destined to meet with (he firs( disappoint-

ment. The inhabitan(s had heard of their approach

;

(hey had conveyed away their catde and effects; and,

with their wives and children, had taken refuge in

the towers and fortresses of the mountains. Enraged

at their disappointment, the troops set fire (o the de-

serted houses, and presseil fui'ward, hoping for bel-

ter fortune as they advanced. Don Alonso de Agujlar

and the other cavaliers in the vanguard, spread out

their forces, to lay waste the country ; capturing a

few lingering herds of cattle, with the Moorish pea-

sants who were driving (hem to some place of safety.

While this marauding parly carried fire and sword in

the advance, and lit up the mountain cliffs with (lie

llnmes of (he hamle(s, the master of Santiago, who
brought up the rearguard, maintained strict order

keeping his knights (ugedier in mardal array, ready

for a((ack or defence should an enemy appear. The
men-at-arms of (he Holy Urodierhood adenipted (o

roam in quest of booty ; but he called them back, and

rebuked (hem severely.

At length they came to apart of the mountain com-

pletely broken up by barrancas and ramblas of vast

depth, and siiagged with rocks and precipices. It

was impossible to maintain the order of march ; the

horses had no room for action, and were scarcely

manageable, having to scramble from rock to rock,

and up and down frightful declivities, where there

was scarce fooling for a niountain-goat. Passiiij,' by

a burning village, (he ligh( of the flames nvealed

their perplexed situation. The Moors who had taken

refuge in a watch-tower on an impending height,

shouted with exultation, when they looked down upon

these glistering cavaliers, strolling and stuiuhling

among the rocks. Sallying forth from their tower,

they took possession of the cliffs which overhung tlie

ravine, and hurled darts and stones upon the enemy,

It was with the utmost grief of heart, that the good

master of Santiago l)eheld his brave men falling like

helpless victims around him, without the means of

resistance or revenge. The confusion of his followers

was increased by the shouts of the Moors, multiplieti

by the echoes of every crag and cliff, as if they were

surrounded by innumerable foes. Being entirely I

ignorant of the country, in their struggles to ex-

tricate themselves they plunged into oilier glens I

and defiles, where they were still more exposed in

danger. In this extremity, the master of Santiagu I

despatched messengers in search of succour. The |

Marquis uf Cadiz, like a loyal C(m)panion in arniii,

hastened to his aid with his cavalry. Mis approacli

checked the assaults of the enemy; and (he master I

was at length enableil to extricate his troops from llie I

defile. In the mean time, Don Alonso de Aguilarj

and his companions, in their eager advance,

likewise got entangled in deep glens, and drybetlsl

of torrents, where they had been severely galled bn

the insulting attacks of a handful of Moorish peasants, I

posted on the impending precipices. The proud spirit I

of De Aguilar was incensed at having the game of I

war thus turned upon him, and his gallant forces do-

1

mineered over by mountain boors, whom lie

thouglit to drive, like their own cattle, to Anteqiieril

Hearing, however, that the Marquis of Cadiz ami lliel

master of Santiago were engaged with the eneinjif

he disregarded his own danger, and calling togelherl

i
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hb troops, reUirned (o assiht them, or rather, to par-

lake of their perils. Being once more assembled to-

gether, the cavaliers held a hasty council, amidst the

hurling of stones and whistling of arrows ; and their

resolves were (|uickened by the sight, from time to

time, of some gallant companion in arms laid low.

They determined, that there was no spoil in this part

of the country 'to repay the extraordinary peril ; and

tliat it was beller to abandon the herds they had al-

ready taken, which only embarrassed their march,

and to retreat with all speed to less dangerous

ground.

The adalides or guides were ordered to lead ilie

way outof this place of carnage. These, thinking to

conduct them by the most secure route, led th.em by

a sleep and rocky pass, difiicult lo the foot-!ioldiers,

but almost impracticable lo the cavalry. It was

overhung with precipices, whence showers of i^'ones

and arrows were poured upon them, accompanied by

savage yells, which appalled the stoutest heart. In

some places they could pass but one at a time, and

were often transpierced, horse and rider, by the

Moorisli darts ; the progress of their comrades im-

lieded by their dying struggles. The surrounding

precipices were lit up by u thousand alarm-iires, and

every crag and cliff had its flames, by the light of

which they beheld their foes bounding from rock to

rock, and looking more like Tiends than mortal men.

Either through terror and confusion, or through real

ignorance of the country, their guides, instead of

conducting them out of the mountains, led them

deeper into their fatal recesses. The morning dawn-

ed upon them in a narrow rambla, its boltom filled

with broken rocks, where once had raved along the

mountain torrent, while above them beetled huge

arid cliffs, over the brows of which they beheld the

lurhaned heads of their fierce and exulting foes.

What a different appearance did the unfortunate

cavaliers present, from the gallant band that marched

.so vaunlingly out of Antequera ! Covered wilh dust

and blood and wounds, and haggard wilh fatigueand

horror, they looked like victims rather than warriors.

Many of their banners were lost, and not a trumpet

was heard, to rally their sinking spirits. The men
urned with imploring eyes to their commanders,

f'hile the hearts of the cavaliers were ready lo burst

i'ith rage and grief, at the merciless havoc made
imong their faithrul followers.

All day they made ineffectual attempts lo extricate

llieniselves from the mountains. Columns of smoke

e from the heights where in the preceding night

id L'lazed the alarm-fires. The mountaineers as-

mbled from every direction; they swarmed at

ivery pass, gelling in the advance of the Christians,

id garrisoning the cliffs like so many towers and

itllemenls.

Night closed again upon the Christians, when they

ere shut up in a narrow valley, traversed by a deep

earn, and surrounded by precipices that seemed to

acli the skies, and on which the alarm fires blazed

and flared. Suddenly a new cry was heard re-

sounding along the valley. " El Zagal ! El Zagal
!"

echoed from cliff to cliff. " What cry is that ?" said

Ihe master of Santiago. " It is the war-cry of El

Zagal, the Moorisli general," »aid an old Castilian

soldier: "he must becoming in persoii wilh the

troops of Malaga."

The worthy master turned lo his knights :
" Let

us die," said he, " making a road with our hearts,

since we cannot with our swords. Let us scale the

mountain, and sell our lives dearly, instead of staying

here to he tamely butchered."

So saying, he turned his steed against the moun-
tain, and spurred him up its flinty side. Horse and

foot followed his example ; eager, if they could not

escape, to have at least a dying blow at the enemy.

As they struggled up the height, a tremendous storm

of darts and stones was showered upon them by the

Moors. Sometimes a fragment of rock came bound-

ing and thundering down, ploughing its way through

the centre of their host. The foot-soldiers, faint

with weariness and hunger, ur crippled by wounds,

held by the tails and the manes of the horses, to aid

them in their ascent, while the horses, losing their

footing among the loose stones, or receiving some

sudden wound, tumbled down the steep declivity,

steed, rider, and soldier rolling from crag to crag,

until they were dashed to pieces in the valley. In

this desperate struggle, the alferez, or standard-bearer

of the master, with his standard, was lost, as were

many of his relations and his dearest friends. At

length he succeeded in attaining the crest of the

mountain, but it was only to be plunged in new dif-

ficulties. A wilderness of rocks and rugged dells

lay before him, beset by cruel foes. Having neither

banner nor trumpet, by which to rally his troops,

they wandered apart, each intent upon saving himself

from the precipices of Uie mountains and the darts of

the enemy. When the pious master of Santiago be-

held the scattered fragments of his late gallant force,

he could not restrain his grief. "O God!" ex-

claimed he, " great is thine anger this day against

thy servants! Thou hast converted the cowardice

of these infidels into desperate valour, and hast made

peasants and boors victorious over armed men of

battle
!"

He would fain have kept with his foot-soldiers, and,

gathering them together, have made head against the

enemy ; but those around him entreated him to

think only of his personal safety. To remain was

to perish without striking a blow ; to escape was to

preserve a life Ihat might be devoted to vengeance on

the Moors. The master reluctantly yielded to their

advice. " O Lord of Hosts !" exclaimed he again,

" from thy wralli do I fly, not from these infidels

:

they are but instruments in thy hands lo chastise us

for our sins !" So saying, he sent the guides in

advance, and, putting spurs to his horse, dashed

through a defile of the mountains, before the Moors

could intercept him. The moment the master put
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his lione to speed, his troops seattered in all direc-

tions. Some endeavoured to follow his traces, but

were confounded among the intricacies of themoun-

tain. They fled hither and thither; many pe-

rishing among the precipices, others being slain by

the Moors, and otiiers taken prisoners.

The gallant Marquis of Cadiz, guided by his trusty

adalide, Luis Amar, had ascended a different part of

the mountain. He was followed by his friend, Don

Alonso de Aguilar, the adelantado, and the Count of

Cifuentes; but, in the darkness and confusion, the

bands of these commanders became separated from

each other. When the marquis attained the summit,

he looked around tor his companions in arms ; but

they were no longer following him, and tliere was no

trumpet to summon them. It was a consolation to

the marquis, however, that his brothers and several

of his relations, with a number of his retainers, were

still with him. He called his brothers by name, and

their replies gave comfort to his heart.

His guide now led the way into another valley,

where he would be less exposed to danger. When
he had reached the bottom of it, the marquis paused,

to collect his scattered followers, and to give time tor

his fellow commanders to rejoin him. Here he was

suddenly assailed by !he troops of El Zagal, aided by

the mountaineers from the clifEs. The Christians,

exhausted and terrified, Ijst all presence of mind;

most of them fled, and were either slain or taken

captive. The marquis and his valiant brothers, with

a few tried friends, made a stout resistance. His

horse was killed under him; his brothers, Don Diego

and Don Lope, with his two nephews, Don Lorenzo

and Don Manuel, were, one by one, swept from his

side; either transfixed with darts and lances by the

soldiers of El Zagal, or crushed by stones from the

heights. The marquis was a veteran warrior, and

had been in many a bloody battle, but never before

had death fallen so thick and close around him.

When he saw his remaining brother, Don Ueltran,

struck out of his saddle by a fragment of a rock, and

his horse running wildly about without his rider, he

gave a cry of anguish, and stood bewildered and

aghast. A few faithful followers surrounded him,

and entreated him to fly for his life. He would still

have remained, to have shared the fortunes of his

friend, Don Alonso de Aguilar, and his other compa-

nions in arms; but the forces of El Zagal were between

him and them, and death was whistling by on every

wind. Reluctantly, therefore, he consented to fly.

Another horse was brought him ; his faithful adalide

guided him by one of the steepest paths, which lasted

for four leagues ; the enemy still hanging on his traces,

and thinning the scanty ranks of his followers. At

length the marquis reached the extremity of the

mountain defiles, and, with a haggard remnant of his

men, escaped by dint of hoof to Antequera.

The Count of Cifuentes, with a few of his retainers,

in attempting to follow the Marquis of Cadiz, wan-

dered into a narrow pass, where they were complete-

ly surrounded by the band of El Zagal. Finding

all attempt at escape impossible, and resistance vain,

the worthy count surrendered himself prisoner, ait

did also his brother, Don Pedro de Silva, and the few

of his retainers who survived.

The dawn of day found Don Alonso de Aguilar,

with a handful of his adherents, still among the

mountains. They had attempted to follow the Mar-

quis of Cadiz, but had been obliged to pause and de-

fend themselves against the thickening forces of the

enemy. They at length traversed the mountain, and

reached the same valley where the marquis had made

his last disastrous stand. Wearied and perplexed

they sheltered themselves in a natural grotto, under

an overhanging rock, which kept off the darts of (he

enemy; while a bubbling fountain gave them tlie

means of slaking their raging thirst, and refreshing

their exhausted steeds. As day broke, the scene of

slaughter unfolded its horrors. There lay the noble

brothers and nephews of the gallant marquis transfix-

ed with darts, or gashed and bruised with unseenily

wounds; while many other gallant cavaliers were

stretched out dead and dying around, some of tiiem

partly stripped and plundered by the Moors. De

Aguilar was n pious knight, but his piety was not

humble and resigned, like that of the worthy master

of Santiago. He imprecated holy curses upon the

infidels, for having thus laid low the flower of Chris-

tian chivalry, and he vowed in his heart bitter ven-

geance upon the surrounding country. By dei^irees

the little force of De Aguilar was augmented by nuro*

bens of fugitives, who issued from caves and chasms,

where they had taken refuge in the night. A little

band ofmounted knigl s was gradually formed, and

the Moors having al)andoned the heights to collect the

spoils of the slain, this gallant but forlorn sqnadron

was enabled to retreat to Antequera.

This disastrous affair lasted from Thursday even-
{

ing throughout Friday, the twenty-first of March, the

festival of St Benedict. It is still recorded in Spanish
(

calendars as the defeat of the mountains of Malaga;

and the place where the greatest slaughter took place I

is pointed out to the present day, and is called 1a
|

cuesta de la Matanza, or " the hill of the massacre,"

The principal leaders who survived returned to An-

tequera; many of the knights took refuge in Alhaim,!

and others wandered about the mountains for eight I

days, living on roots and herbs, hiding themselveil

during the day and roaming forth at night. Soen-|

feebled and disheartened were they, that lliey olfer-

ed no resistance if attacked. Three or four soldienl

would surrender to a Moorish peasant, and even the I

women of Malaga sallied forth and made prisoners. I

Some were thrown into the dungeons of frontier
j

towns; others led captive to Granada; but by farthel

greater number were conducted to Malaga, the citjj

they had threatened to attack. Two hundred andl

fifty principal cavaliers, alcaydes, commanders, anil

hidalgos of generous blood, were confined in theal-|

cazaba or citadel of Malaga, to uwail their ransomir
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and five Inmdred end seventy of the connnon soldiery

were crowded in an enclosure or court-yard of tlie

alcazaba, to be sold as slaves.

Great spoils were collected, ofsplendid armour and

weapons taken from Ihe slain, or thrown away by the

cavaliers in their flight ; and many horses, magnifi-

cently caparisoned, together with numerous stan-

dards ; all which were paraded in Iriinnph into the

Moorish towns.

The merchants, also, who hail come with the army,

intending to traffic in the spoils of the Moors, were

themselves made objects of traffic. Several of them

were driven like cattle before the Moorish viragos to

Ihe market of Malaga, and, in spite of all their

adroitness in trade, and their attempts lo buy them-

selves off at a cheap ransom, they were unable to

purchase their freedom without such draughts upon

their money-bags at home, as drained them to the

very bottom.

CHAPTER Xin.

errEGTs op the disasters \mong the mountaiiMS of malaga.

The people of A ntequera had scarcely recovered

from the tumult of excitement am! admiration, caus-

ed by the tleparlure of the gallant band of cavaliers

upon their foray, when they beheld the scattered

wrecks flying for refuge to their walls. Day after

day, and hour after hour, brought some wretched

fugitive, in whose battered plight, and haggard, wo-

begone demeanour, it was almost impossible to re-

cognise the warrior, whom they had lately seen to

ls.sue so gaily and gloriously from Iheir gates.

The arrival of the Marquis of Cadiz, almost alone,

covered with dust and blond, his armour shattered

and defaced, his countenance the picture of despair,

iilled every heart with sorrow ; for he was greatly

beloved by the people. The multitude asked, where

was the band of brothers, that rallied round him as

ihe went forth to the field ; and when they heard that

they had, one by one, been slaughtered at his side,

they hushed their voices ; or spoke to each other only

in whispers as he passed, gazing at him in silent sym-

jpathy. No one attempted to console him in so great

in aftliclion, nor did the good maripiis speak ever a

vord, but, shutting himself up, brooded in lonely an-

lishover his misfortune. It was only the arrival of

)on Alonso de Aguilar that gave him a gleam of con-

)lation ; for, amidst the shafts of death that had fallen

thickly among his family, he rejoiced that his chosen

riend and brother in arms had escaped uninjured.

For several days every eye was turned, in an

igony of suspense, towards the Moorish border,

piously looking, in every fugitive from the moun-
lins, for the lineaments of some friend or relation,

hose fate was yet a mystery. At length all doubt

ibsided into certainty ; the whole extent of this great

Cura (te Los ralacios. . ,
•

, .

calamity was known, spreading grief and consterna-

tion throughout the land, and laying desolate the pride

and hopes ofpalaces. It was a sorrow, that visited the

marble hall and silken pillow. Stately dames ntourn-

ed over the loss of their sons, the joy and glory of

their age ; and many a fair cheek was blanched with

wo, that had lately mantled with secret admiration.

" All Andalusia, " says an historian of the day, " was
overwhelmed by a great affliction ; there was no dry-

ing of the eyes which wept in her."

'

Fear and trembling reignal for a while along the

frontier. Their spear seemed broken ; their buckler

cleft in twain. Every border town dreaded an attack,

and the mother caught her infant to her. bosom, when
the watch-dog howled in the night, fancying it the

war-cry of the Moor. All for a lime appeared lost,

and despondency even found its way to the royal

breasts of Ferdinand and Isabella, amid the splen-

dours of their court.

Creat, on the other hand, was the joy of the Moors,

when they saw whole legions of Christian warriors

brought captive into Iheir towns, by rude mountain

peasantry. They thought it the work of Allah in

favour of the faithful, but when they recognised,

among the captives thus dejected and broken down,

several of the proudest of Christian chivalry ; when
they saw several of the banners and devices of the

nolilest houses of Spain, which they had been accus-

tomed to behold in the foremost of the battle, now
trailed ignominiously through their streets ; when, in

short, they witnessed the arrival of the Count of Ci-

fuentes, the royal standard-bearer of Spain, with his

gallant brother, Don Pedro de Silva, brought prison-

ers into the gates of Granada, there were no bounds

to their exultation. They thought, that the days of

their ancient glory were about to return, and that

they were to renew their career of triumph over the

unbelievers.

The Christian historians of the time are sorely per-

plexed lo account for this misfortune; and why so

many Christian knights, fighting in the cause of the

holy faith, should thus, miraculously as it were, be

given captive to a handful of infidel boors ; for we are

assured, that all this rout and destruction was effected

by five hundred foot and fifty horse, and these mere

mountaineers, without science or discipline. ' " It

was intended," observes one historiographer, "as a

lesson to their confidence and vain-glory ; overrating

their own prowess, and thinking, that so cliosen a

band of chivalry had but to appear in the land of the

enemy, and conquer. It was to teach them, that the

race is not to the swift, nor the battle lo the strong,

but that God alone giveth the victory."

The worthy father Fray Antonio Agapida, how-

ever, asserts it lo be a punishment for the avarice of

the Spanish warriors. " They did not enter the king-

dom of the infidels witli Ihe pure spirit of Christian

knightjj, zealous only for the glory of the faith ; but

Cura de Los Palacios.

' Ciirade Los Palacios.
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rather as grceily men of trade, to enrich tliemselves

by vending the spoils of tlie infidels. Instead of pre-

paring llietnM>lves by confesiiion and communion, and

executing their testaments, and making donations to

rliiin'lies and cnnvenLs, they thought only of arrang-

ing bargains and sales of tlieir anticipated lMM)ty. In-

stead of taking with t|iem holy monks, to aid them

with their prayers, I hey were followed by a train of

worldlings, to keep alive their secular and sordid

ideas, and to turn what ought to Ik holy triumphs

into scenes of brawling traffic." Such is the opinion

of the excellent Agapida, in which be is joined by

that most worthy and upright of chroniclers, the cu-

rate of Los Palacios. Agapida comforts himself, how-
ever, with the reflection, that this visitation was

meant in mercy, to try the Castilian heart, and to

extract from its present humiliation the elements of

future success, as gold is extracted from amidst the

impurities of earth ; and in this reflection he is sup-

imrted by tlie venerable historian, Pedro Abarca, of

the society of Jesuits.

CHAPTER XIV.

aOW KINO BOARDIL EL CHICO MABCUED OVEB TBB BOBDBB.

Tub defeat of the Christian cavaliers among the

moimtains of Malaga, and the successful inroad of

Muley Aben Hassan into the lands of Medina Sidonia,

bad produced a favourable effect on the fortunes of

the old monarch. The inconstant populace began to

shout forth his name in the streets, and to sneer at

the inactivity of his son, Boabdil el Chico. The latter,

though in the flower of his age, and distinguished for

vigour and dexterity in jousts and tournaments, had
never yet fleshed his weapon in the field of battle;

and it was murmured, that he preferred the silken

repose of the cool balls of the Alhambra, to the fa-

tigue and danger of the foray, and the hard encamp-
ments of the mountains.

The popularity of these rival kings depended upon
their success against the Christians ; and Boabdil el

Chico found it necessary to strike some signal blow,

to counterbalance the late triumph of his father. He
was further incited by the fierce old Moor, his father-

in-law, Ali Atar, alcayde of Loxa, with whom the

coals of wrath against the Christians still burned
among the ashes of age, and bad lately been blown
into a flame by the attack made by Ferdinand on the

city under his command.
Ali Atar informed Boabdil, that the late discom-

fiture of the Christian knights had stripped Andalusia

of the prime of her chivalry, and broken the spirit of

the country. All the frontier of Cordova and Ecija

now lay open to inroad ; but he specially pointed out
the city of Lucena as an object of attack ; being

feebly garrisoned, and lying in a country rich in

AtNurca, Analesde Aragon. Uey 30, cap. 3, sec. 7.

[lasturage, aUiunding in cattle and grain, in oil an«|

wine. The fiery old M(N>r spoke from thorough In-

formation ; for he had made many an incursion inUi

those parts, and his very name was a terror throughout

the country. It had iM'Come a by-word in the gar-

risim of Loxa, to call Lucena the garden of Ali Alar;

for he was accustomed to forage its fertile territories

for all his supplies.

Ikmlxlil el Chico listened to the persuasions of this

veteran of the borders, lie assembled a force of nine

thousand foot and seven hundred horse, most of them

his own adherents, but many the partisans of \m

father : for both factions, however they might fight

among themselves, were ready to unite in any ex-

pedition against the Christians. Many of the must

illustrious and valiant of the Moorish nobility assem-

bled around his standard, magnificently arrayed in

sumptuous armour and rich embroidery, as thoujjh

they were going to a festival, or a tilt of reeds, rather

than an enterprise of iron war. BoalMlil's inothrr,

the Sultana Ayxa la llorra, armed him for the lielil, i

and ;:ave him her benediction as she girded his cimetrr
|

to his side. Ills favourite wife Morayma wept, an

she thought of the evils that might befall him. "Why

dost thou weep, daughter of Ali Atar ?" said the higb-

niinded Ayxa ;
" these tears become not the daughter

of a warrior, nor the wife of a king. Believe me,

there lurks more danger for a monarch wiliiin tiie

strong walls of a palace, than within the frail cwlm
ofa tent. It is by perils in the field, that thy Imsband

must purchase security on his throne."

But Moraymu still hung upon his neck with tears

and sad forebodings ; and when he departed from the

Alhambra, she betook herself to her mirador, which
|

looks out over the vega ; whence she watched the

army, as it passed in shining order along the road

that leads to Loxa ; and every burst of warlike melodf

that came swelling on the breeze was answered bya
|

gush of sorrow.

As the royal cavalcade issued from the palace, and I

descended tiirough the streets of Granada, thepo-j

pulace greeted their youthful sovereign with shouts,!

and anticipated success that should wither the laurel)

I

of his father. In passing through the gale ofElvial

however, the king accidentally broke his la nee against I

the arch. At Ihis, certain of his nobles turned paie,|

and entreated him not to proceed, for they rcgardedj

it us an evil omen. Boabdil scoffed at their fears, fori

he considered them mere idle fancies; or rather, say)

I

Fray Antonio Agapida, he was an incredulous pagan, f

puffed up with confidence and vain-glory, lie re-

1

fused to take another spear, but drew forth hiscime-l

(er, and led the way (adds Agapida) in an arroganll

and haughty style, as though he would set bolhl

heaven and earth at defiance. Another evil omfflj

was sent, to deter him from his enleqirise. Arrivinjl

at the rainblaor dry ravine ofBeyro, which is scarcfrj

ly a iMwshot from the city, a fox ran through I

whole army, and close by the person of Ihetej

and, though a (iiousand bolts viete discharged at ii,|

'^.
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ewaped uninjured to the niuuiitnins. The principal

courtiers about Ititalidil now reiterated their remuii-

iUances against proceeding ; for they considered Ihesie

occurrences as mysterious portents of disasters to

tiieir army. The king, however, was not to be dis-

mayed, but continued to march forward.'

At Loxa the royal army was reinforced by old Ail

Viar, with the chosen horsemen of his garrison, and

many of the bravest warriors of the border towns.

The people of Loxa shouted with exultation, when

they lielield All Atar armed at all |M)ints, and once

mure mounted on his Darbary steed, which had often

borne him over the borders. The veteran warrior,

with nearly a century of years uftun his head, had all

(lie fire and animation of a youth at the prospect of a

foray, and careered from rank to rank with the ve-

locity of an Arab of the desert. The populace

watched the army as it paraded over the bridge, and

wound into the passes of the moun'ains; and still

iheireyes were fixed upon the pennon of Ali Atar, as

if it bore with it an assurance of victory.

The Moorish army entered the Christian frontier

by forced marches, hastily ravaging the country,

driving off the Hocks and herds, and making captives

of the iuliabitants. They pressed on furiously, and

made the latter part of their march in the night, that

diey might elude observation, and come upon Lii-

cena by surprise. Boabdil was inexperienced in Ihe

art of war ; but he had a veteran counsellor in his

old father-in-law : for Ali Alar knew every secret of

the country ; and as he prowled through it, bis eye

ranged over the land, uniting, in its glare, the craft of

die fox, with the sanguinary ferocity of the wolf.

He had flattered himself that their march bad been

80 rapid as to outstrip intelligence, and that Lucena

would be an easy capture ; when, suddenly, he

Ibeheld alarm-fires, blazing upon the mountains.

I"
We are discovered," said he to Uoabdil el Chico;

I"
tlie country will be up in arms. We have nothing

eh, but to strike boldly for Lucena : it is but slightly

;arrisoned, and we may curry it by assault, before it

receive assistance." The king approved of his

unsel, and they marched rapidly for the gale of

uceiia.

CHAPTER XV.

|0W TUB COUNT DE CiBHA SALLIED FORTH PBON HIS CASTLE,

IN QUEST OF KING DOABDIL.

Don Diego db Cordova, Count of Cabra, was
I the castle of Vaena, which, with the town of the

ime name, is situated on a lofty sunburnt hill, on

be frontier of the kingdom of Cordova, and buta few

lagues from Lucena. The range of mountains from

joniuera lie between them. The castle of Vaena
las strong, and well furnished with arms ; and the

|iunl had a numerous band of vassals and retainers

:

> Marniul, Uclwl. dc los Moros, lib. i, c. 12. fol. U.

for it behoved the nublemen of the A'onUers in lhos«

limes to be well prepared, with man and burse, with

lance and buckler, to resist the sudden incursions uf

the Moors. The Count of Cabra was -: hardy and

experienced warrior; shrewd in council, prompt in

action, rapid and fearless in the Held, lie was one

of the bravest cavaliers for an inroad, and bad been

quickened and sharpened in thought and action by

living on the l>orders.

On the night of the auth uf April, 1483, the count

was about to retire to rest, when the watchman

from the turret broiighl him word, that there were

alarm-Hres on the mountains of llorquera, and that

they were made on the signal tower, overhanging

the defile through which the road passes to Cabra

and Lucena.

The count ascended Ihe battlements, and beheld

live lights blazing on the tower ; a sign that there

was a Moorish army attacking some place on the

frontier. The count instantly ordered the alarm-

bells to be sounded, and despatched couriers, to rouse

the commanders of the neighbouring towns. He
ordered all his retainers to prepare fur action, and

sent a trumpet through the town, summoning the

men to assemble at the castle-gate at day-break,

armeil and equipped for the Held.

Throughout the remainder of Ihe night, Ihe castle

resounded with the din of preparation. Every

house in the town w;is in equal bustle ; for in these

frontier towns every house bad its warrior, and the

lance and buckler were ever b^^nging against the

wall, ready to be snatched down for instant service.

Nothing was heard but the noi&e of armourers, the

shoeing of steeds, and furbishing uf weapons ; and

all night long the alarm-fires kept blazing on the

mountain.

When the morning dawned, the Count of Cabra

sallied forth, at the head of two hundred and fifty

cavaliers, of the best families of Vaena ; all well ap-

pointed, exercised in arms, and experienced in the

warfare of the borders. There were, besides, twelve

hundred foot-soldiers ; all brave and well seasoned

men of the same town. The count ordered them to

hasten forward, whoever could make most speed,

taking the road to Cabra, which was three leagues

distant. That they might nut loiter on the road, he

allowed none of. them to break their fast until they

arrivedat that place. The provident count despatched

couriers in advance ; and the little army, on reaching

Cabra, found tables spread with food and refresh-

ments at Ihe gates of the town. There they were

joined by Don Aloiisode Cordova, senior of Zuheros,

Having made a hearty repast, they were on the

point of resuming their march, when Ihe count dis-

covered, that, in the hurry of his departure from

home, lie had forgotten to bring the standard of

Vaena, which, for upwards of eighty years, had

always been borne to battle by his family. It was

now noon, and there was not time to return. He look,

therefore, the standard of Cabra, the device of which
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is a goat, and which had not been seen in the

wars for Ihe last half century. When about to de-

part, a courier came galloping at full speed, bringing

missives to the count, from his nephew, Don Diego

Hernandez de Cordova, senior of Lucena, and al-

cayde de los Donzeles, entreating him to hasten to

his aid, as his town was beset by the Moorish king,

Boabdil el Ghico, with a powerful army, who were

actually setting fire to the gates.

The count put his little army instantly in move-

ment for Lucena, wliich is only one league from

Cabra. He was fired with the idea of having the

Moorish king in person to contend with. By the

time he had reached Lucena, the Moors hud desisted

from the attack, and were ravaging the surrounding

country. He entered the town with a few of his

cavaliers, and was received with joy by his nephew,

whose whole force consisted but of eighty horse and

three hundred foot. Don Diego Hernandez de Cor-

dova was a young man
;

yet he was a prudent, care-

ful, and capable officer. Having learned, the even-

ing before, that the Moors had passed the frontiers,

he had gathered within his walls all the women and

children from the environs ; had armed the men,

sent couriers in all directions for succour, and had

lighted alarm-fires on Ihe mountains.

Boabdil had arrived with his army at day-break,

and had sent in a message, threatening to piu the

garrison to the sword, if the place were noi instantly

surrendered. The messenger was a M jor of Gra-

nada, named Hamet, whom Don Diegcnad formerly

known. He contrived to amuse him wiili negotia-

tion, to gain lime for succour to arrive. The fierce

old Ali Atar, losing all patience, had made an assault

upon the town, and stormed like a fury at the gate

;

but had been repulsed. Another and more serious

attack was expected in the course of the night.

When the Count de Cabra had heard this account

of the situation of affairs, he turned to his nephew

with his usual alacrity of manner, and proposed, that

they should immediately sally forth in (piest of the

enemy. The prudent Don Diego remonstrated at

the rashness of attacking so great a force with a mere

handful of men. "Nephew," said the count," I

came from Yaena with a determination to fight this

Moorish king, and I will not be disappointed."

" Atany rate," replied Don Diego, " let us wail hut

two hours, and we shall have reinforcements, which

have been promised me from Uamhia, Sunlaelia,

Montillii, and olher places in the neighbourhood."

" If we wait these," said the hardy count, " Ihe

Moors will be off, and all our troid)le will have been

in vain. You may await them, if you please : I am
resolved on lighting."

The count paused not for a reply ; but, in his prompt

and rapid manner, sallied forth to his men. The

young alcayde de los Uonzeles, though more prudent

than his ardent uncle, was ecpialiy brave. He de-

termined to stand by him in his rash enterprise; and,

summoning his lillle force, marched forth (o join the

count, who was already on the alert. They then

proceeded together in quest of the enemy.

The Moorish army had ceased r^'vaging the coun-

try, and were not to be .seen, the neighbourhood

being hilly, and broken with deep ravines. The

count despatched six scouts on horseback, to recon-

noitre, ordering them to return with all speed when

they should have discovered the enemy, and by no

means to engage in skirmishing with stragglers. Tlie

scouts, ascending a high hill, beheld the Moorish

army in a valley behind it ; the cavalry ranged in five

battalions, keeping guard, while the foot-suldiers

were seated on the grass, making a repast. They

returned immediately with the intelligence.

The count now ordered the troops to march in the

direction of the enemy. He and his nephew ascend-

ed the hill, and saw, that the five battalions of Moor-

ish cavalry had been formed into two; one of

about nine hundred lances, the other of about six

hundred. The whole force seemed prepared to

march for the frontier. The foot-soldiers were already

in motion, w ith many prisoners, and a great train of

mules and beasts of burden, laden with booty. Ala

distance was Boabdil el Chico. They could not dis-

tinguish his person ; but they knew him by his su-

perb white ciiarger, magnificently caparisoned; and

by his being surrounded by a numerous guard, sump-

tuously armed and attired. Old Ali Atar was career-

ing about the valley with his usual hnpatience,

hurrying Ihe march of Ihe loitering troops.

The eyes of the Count de Cabra glistened willi

eager joy, as he beheld the royal prize within his

reach. The immense disparity of their forces never

entered into his mind. " By Santiago
!

" said lie to

his nephew, as they hastened down the hill, " had

we waited for more forces, Ihe Moorish king and iiis

army would have escaped us
!

"

Tlie count now harangued his men, to inspirit tlieni

to this hazardous encounter. He told them, not to

be dismayed at the number of Ihe Moors, for God

often permitted the few lo conquer the many ; and lie

had great confidence that, through the divine aid,

they were that day to achieve a signal victory, wliidi

should win Ihem both riches and renown. He com'

inanded, that no man should hurl his lance at tliej

enemy, hut should keep it in his hands, and slrikeai|

many blows with it as he could. He warned liiem,

also, never to shout, except when the Moors did ; fori

when both armies shouted together, there Avas iw

perceiving wliich made the most noise, and \vaslli(|

strongest. He desired his uncle. Lope de Mciuka,

and Diego Cabrera, alcayde of Menica, to alij;lil, ami

enleron foot, in the battalion of infantry, to aiiiiiiaitj

tlieni to the combat. He appointed, also, Ihealcaydi

of Vacua, and Diego deClavijo, a cavalier of his ho

hold, to remain in the rear, and not to peiniil am

one to lag behind, either to despoil the dead, uif(

any other purpose.

Such were the orders given by this most adroii

active, and intrepid cavalier lo his lillle armyisiij

station I
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the neighbourhood

given by tliis most adioilj

ierlo bis liule army; surf

plying, by admirable sagacity, and subtle manage-

ment, the want of a more numerous force. His or-

ders being given, and all arrangements made, he

tlirew aside his lance, drew his sword, and command-

ed his standard to be advanced against the enemy.

CHAPTER XVI.

TUB BATTLE OF LUCENA.

The Moorish king had descried the Spanish forces

at a distance, although a slight fog prevented his

seeing them distinctly, ,-;Qd ascertaining their num-

bers. His old father-in-law, Ali Alar, was by his

side, who, being a veteran marauder, was well ac-

(|uainted with all the standards and armorial bearings

of the frontiers. When the king beheld the ancient

and long disused banner of Cabra emerging from the

mist, he turned to Ali Atar, and demanded whose

ensign it was. The old borderer was for once at a

loss; for the banner had not been displayed in battle

in Ills time.

"Sire," replied he, after a pause, " I have been

considering that blandard, but do not know it. It

appeal's to be a dog, which is a device borne by the

towns of Raeza and Ubeda. If it be so, all Andalusia

is in movement against you ; for it is not probable,

that any single commander or community would ven-

ture to attack you. I would advise you, therefore,

to retire."

The Count of Cabra, in winding down the hill

towards the Moors, found himself on a much lower

station than the enemy : he therefore ordered, in all

haste, that his standard should be taken back, so as

to gain the vantage ground. The Moors, mistaking

this for a retreat, rushed impetuously towards the

Cinistians. The latter, having gained the heiglit

proposed, charged down upon them at the same mo-
ment, with the battle-cry of "Santiago!" and,

dealing the first blows, laid many of the Moorish

cavaliers in the dust.

The Moors, thus checked in their tumultuous as-

sault, were thrown into confusion, and begun to give

way; the Christians following hard upon them.

Boabdil el Chico endeavoured to rally them. " Hold

!

hold! for shame!" cried he :
" let us not lly, at least

until we know our enemy ! " The Moorish chivalry

were stung by this reproof, and turned to make front,

with the valour of men who feel that they are lighting

under their monarch's eye.

At this moment, Lorenzo de Pores, alcayde of

Uique, arrived with lifly horse and one hundred
fool, sounding an Italian trumpet from among a copse

of oak-trei's, which concealed his force. Tlie quick

ear of old Ali Atar caught the note. "That is an
Italian trumpet," said he to the king: "the whole
world seems in arms against your majesty !

"

The trumpet of Lorenzo de Pores was answered
l»y that of the Count de Cabra in another direction,

and it seemed to the Moors as if they were between

two armies. Don Lorenzo, sallying from among
the oaks, now charged upon the enemy. The latter

did not wait to ascertain the force of this new foe.

The confusion, the variety of alarms, the attacks

from opposite quarters, the obscurity of the fog, all

conspired to deceive them as to the number of their

adversaries. Broken and dismayed, they retreated

fighting ; and nothing but the presence and remon-

strances of the king prevented their retreat from be-

coming a headlong flight.

This skirmishing retreat lasted for about three

leagues. Many were the acts of individual prowess

between Christian and Moorish knights; and the

way was strewed by the flower of the king's guards,

and of his royal household. At length they came to

the rivulet of Mingonzalez, the verdant banks of

which were covered Avith willows and tamarisks. It

was swollen by recent rain, and was now a deep and

turbid torrent.

Here the king made a courageous stand, with a

small body of cavalry, while his baggage crossed the

stream. None but the choicest and most loyal of his

guards stood by their monarch in this hour of ex-

tremity. The foot-soldiers took to flight the moment

they passed the ford ; many of the horsemen, par-

taking of the general panic, gave reins to their steeds,

and scoured for the frontier. The little host of de-

voted cavaliers now serried their forces in front of

their monarch, to protect his retreat. They fouglit

hand to hand with the Christian warriors; disu.in-

ing to yield, or to ask for quarter. The ground was

covered with the dead and dying. The king, having

retreated along the river banks, and gained some

distance from the scene of combat, looked back, and

saw the loyal band at length give way. They crossed

the ford, followed pell-mell by the enemy, and se-

veral of them were struck down into the stream.

The king now dismounted from his white charger,

whose colour and rich caparison made him too con-

spicuous, and endeavoured to conceal himself among

the thickets which fringed the river. A soldier of

Lucena, named Martin Hurlado, discovered him, and

pllacked him with a pike. The king defended him-

self with cimeler and target, until another soldier

assailed him, and he saw a third approaching. Per-

ceiving that further resistance would be vain, he

drew back, and called upon them to desist, offering

liicni a noble ransom. One of the soliliers rushed

forward to seize him ; hut the king struck him to the

earth with a blow of his ciineter.

Don Diego Fernandez de Co 'dova coming up at

this moment, the men said to him, "Seiior, here is

a Moor that we have taken, who seems to be a man

of rank, and offers a large ransom."

"Slaves!" exclaimed King HoalKlil, "you have

not taken me. I surrender to lliis cavalier."

Uon IMego received him with knightly courtesy.

Ik' |)erceivcd him to he a person of high rank ; but

the king cont'caled his quality, and gave himself out
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as the son of Ab«n Aleyzer, a nobleman of the royal

household.' Don Diego gave him in charge of live

soldiers, to conduct him to the castle of Lucena ; then

putting spurs to his horse, he hastened to rejoin the

Count de Cabra, who was in liot pursuit of the

enemy. He overtook him at a stream called Riancal,

and they continued to press on the skirts of the flying

army during the remainder of the day. Tiie pursuit

was almost as hazardous as the battle ; for had the

enemy at any time recovered from their panic, they

might, by a sudden reaction, have ovei-whelmed the

small force of their pursuers. To guard against this

peril, the warycount kept his battalion always in close

order, and had a body of a hundred chosen lancet in

the advance. The Moors kept up a Parthian re-

treat. Several times they turned to make battle ; but

seeing this solid body of steeled warriors pressing

upon them, they again took to flight.

The main retreat of the army was along the valley

watered by tlie Xenil, and opening through the

mountains of Algaringo to the city of Loxa. The

alarm-fires of the preceding night had roused the

country. Every man snatched sword and buckler

from the wall ; and the towns and villages poured

forth their warriors to harass the retreating foe. AH
Atar kept the main force of the army together, and

turned flercely from time to time upon his pursuers.

He was like a wolf hunted through a country he had

often made desolate by his maraudings.

Tlie alarm of this invasion had reached the city of

Antequera, where were several of the cavaliers who
had escaped from the carnage in the mountains of

Malaga. Their proud minds were festering with

their late disgrace, and their only prayer was for ven-

geance on the infidels. No sooner did they hear of

the Moors being over the border, than they were

armed and mounted for action. Don Alonso de

Aguilar led them forth : a small Iwdy of but forty

horsemen, hut all cavaliers of prowess, and thirsting

for revenge. They came upon (he foe on the banks

of the Xenil, where it winds through the valleys of

Cordova. The river, swelled by the late rains, was

deep and turbulent, and only fordable at certain

places. The main body of the army was gathered

in confusion on the banks, endeavouring to ford the

stream, protected by the cavalry of Ali Atar.

No sooner did the little band of Alonso de Aguilar

come in sight of the Moors, than fury flashed from

their eyes. " Remember the mountains of Malaga !"

they cried to each other as they rushed to combat.

Their charge was ilesi)ernte, Ivut was gallantly re-

sisted. A scrambling and bloody light ensued, hand

lu hand, and sword to swoni, sometimes on land,

sometimes in the water ; uiany were lanced on the

banks ; others, throwing themselves into the river,

sunk with the weight of their armour, and were

drowned. Some, grappling together, fell from their

horses, but continued their struggle in tiie waves,

and helmand lurhan rolled together down the stream.

' (iariliay, lili. il, cap sr

The Moors were by far ttie superior in number, and

among them were many warriors of rank; but they

were disheartened by defeat, while the Christians

were excited even to desperation.

Ali Atar alone preserved all his fire and energy

amid his reverses. He had been enraged at the de-

feat of the army, the loss of the king, and the igno-

minious flight he had been obliged to make, Uirough

a country which so often I'.ad been the scene ot \,ii

exploits ; but to be thu3 impeded in his flight, and

harassed and insulted Ly a mere handful of warriors

roused the violent passions of the old Moor to perfect

frenzy.

He had marked Con Alonso de Aguilar dealing liis

blows, says Agapida, with the pious vehemence of a

righteous knight, who knows that in every wound

inflicted upon the infidels, he is doing God service.

Ali Alar spurred his steed along the bank of the river,

to come upon Don Alonso by surprise. The back of

that warrior was towards him; and collecting alUiJs

force, the Moor hurled his lance, to transfix liiui ou

the spot. The lance was not thrown with the usual

accuracy of Ali Atar. It tore away a part of the

cuirass of Don Alonso, but failed to inflict a wound.

The Moor rushed upon Don Alonso with his cinieter;

but the latter was on the alert, and parried his blow.

They fought desperately upon the borders of the river,

alternately pressing each other into the stream, and

fighting theirway again up the bank. Ali Atar was re

peatedly wounded ; and Don Alonso, havingpityonlm

age, would have .spared his life. He called upon liini lu

surrender. " Never," cried Ali Atar, " to a Chris-

tian dog." The words were scarce out of his mouth,

when the sword of Don Alonso clove his turhtined

head, and sank deep into the brain. )> (ell i'^

V ithout a groan : his body rolled into the -tenil ; nor

was it ever found and recoguMvl.' Thus fell Ali

Atar, who had long been the terror of Andalusia.

As iie had hated and warred upon the Christians ali

his life, so he died in the very act of biiler hostility.

The fall of Ali Alar put an end to Uie transient

stand of the cavalry. Horse and foot mingled to-

gether in the desperate struggle across the Xenil,

and many were trampled down, and perished beneatli

the waves. Don Alonso and his band continued to

harass them, until they crossed the frontier; and

every blow struck home to the Moors seemed lo

lighten the load of humiliation and sorrow, whicli

had weighed heavy on their hearts.

In this disastrous rout, the Moors lost upwards of

five thousand killed and made prisoners, many of

whom were of the most noble lineages of (iranada,

Numbers fled to rocks and mountains, where lliey

were suli.sequently taken. This battle was oalli'dby

some the battle of Lucena ; by others, the battle of

the Moorish king, liecause of the capture of lioalxiil.

Twenty-two banners fell into the hands of the Chris-

tians, and were carried lo Vaena, and hunffupiii

the church, where, says an historian of after tiuiis.

I Ciira de Ion I'alacios.
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they remain to this day. Once a year, on the day

ofSt George, they are borne about in procession by the

inhabitants, who at the same time give thanks to

God, for this signal victory granted to their fore-

fathers.

Great was the triumph of the Count de Cabra,

when, on returning from the pursuit of the enemy,

he found, that the Moorish king had fallen into his

hands. When the unfortunate" Boabdil was brought

before him, however, and he beheld him a dejected

captive, whom, but shortly before, he had seen in

royal splendour, surrounded by his army, the ge-

nerous heart of the count was touched by sympathy.

He said every thing that became a courteous and

Christian knight, to comfort him ; observing, that the

same mutability of things, which had suddenly de-

stroyed his recent prosperity, might cause his pre-

sent misfortunes as rapidly to pass away ; since, in

this world, nothing is stable, and even sorrow has its

allotted term.

Thus consoling him by gentle and soothing words,

and observing towards him the honour and reverence

that his dignity and his misfortunes inspired, he

conducted him a prisoner to his strong castle of

Vaena.

CHAPTER XVU.

LtVI!NT\T10KS OP TUB MOOHS FOR TDE UATTLE OP LUCEMA.

Till! sentinels looketl out from the watch-towers

of Loxa, along the valley of the Xenil, which passes

(lirough the mountains of Algaringo. They looked,

to heboid the king returning in triumph, at the head

of his shining host, laden with the spoil of the un-

believer. They looked, to behold the standard of

their warlike idol, the fierce Ali A tar, borne by the

chivalry of Loxa, ever foremost in the wars of the

i

Iwder.

In the evening of the iMst of April, they descried a

I

single Iiorseman, urging his faltering steed along the

tanks of the river. As he drew near, they perceived,

by the flash of arms, that he was a warrior; and, on

nearer approach, by the riciincss of his armour, and

I the caparison of his steed, they knew him lobe a

I warrior of rank.

He reached Loxd r^-n' and aghast; his Arabian

Icourser covered wilh foam and dust and blood, pant-

linn; ami stn^'^ering with fatigue, and gashed with

Iwonnds. Having brought his master in safety, he

|siink down and dit ' efore the gale of the city. The
oldiers at the gale gathered round the cavalier, as

he stood, muteuiul melancholy, by Lis expiring steed.

riiey knew him to lie the gallant Cidi Caleb, nephew

jof the chief alfaqui of the albaycen of (Tranada.

plien the people of Loxa beheld this noble cavalier

llius alone, haggard and dejected, their hearts were

[illed with fearful forebodings.

" Cavalier," said they, "how fares it with the king

and army?" He cast his hand mournfully towards

the land of the Christians. " There they lie
! " ex-

claimed he: "the heavens have fallen upon them !

all are lost ! all dead ! "

Upon this, there was a great cry of consternation

among the people, and loud waitings of women ; for

the flower of the youth of Loxa were wilh the army.

An old Moorish soldier, scarred in many a border

battle, stood leaning on his lance by the gatev/ay.

" Where is Ali Alar ? " demanded be eagerly. " If

he still live, the army cannot be lost
!

"

" I saw his turban cloven by the Christian sword,"
replied Cidi Caleb. " His iMxly is floating in the

Xenil."

When the soldier heard these words, he smote his

breast, and threw dust upon his head; for he was an
old follower of Ali Atar.

The noble Cidi Caleb gave himself no repose ; but,

mounting another steed, hastened lo carry the dis-

astrous tidings to Granada. As be passed through

the villages and hamlets, he spread sorrow around

;

for their chosen men had followed the king to the

wars.

When he entered the gales of Granada, and an-

nounced the loss of the king and army, a voice of

horror went throughout the city. Every one thought

but of his own share in the general calamity, and
crowded round the bearer of ill tidings. One asked

after a father, another after a brother, some after a

lover, and many a mother after her son. His replies

were still of wounds and death. To one he replied,

" I saw thy father pierced with a lance, as he de-

fended the person of the king." To another, "Thy
brother fell wounded under the hoofs of the horses

;

but there was no time to aid him, for the Christian

cavalry were upon us." To a third, " I saw the

horse of thy lover covered with blood, and galloping

without his rider." To a fourth. " Thy son fought

by my side on the banks of the Xenil : we were sur-

rounded by the enemy, and driven into the stream,

r heard him call aloud upon Allah in the midst of the

waters : when I reached the other bank, he was no

longer by my side!"

The noble Cidi Caleb passed on, leaving Granada

ill lamentation. He urged his svced up the sleep

avenue of trees and fountains, that leads to the Al-

bambra, nor stopped until he arrived liefore the gate

of justice. Ayxa, the mother of Boabdil, and Mo-

rayma, his beloved and teni's wife, bad daily

watched, from the tower of the liomeres, to behold

his triuinphanl return. Who shall describe their af-

fliclion, when they heard the tidings of Cidi Caleb i'

The sultana Ayxa spake not much, but sate as one

entranced in wo. Every now and then a deep sigh

burst forth ; but she raised her eyes to Heaven. " It

is the will of Allah
'

" said she ; and with these words

she endeavoured to repress the agonies of a mother's

sorrow. The tender Morayma threw herself on the

< Cura de I.os Palaclos.
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earth, and gave way to the full turbulence of her

feelings, bewailing her husband and her^ther. The

high-minded Ayxa rebuked the violence of her grief.

"Moderate these transports, my daughter," said she;

"remember, magnanimity should be the attribute of

princes : it becomes not them to give way to cla-

morous sorrow, like common and vulgar minds."

But Morayma could only deplore her loss with the

anguisli of a tender woman. She shut herself up in

l)er mirador, and gazed all day with streaming eyes

upon the vega. Every object before her recalled the

causes of her aflliclion. The river Xenil, which ran

shining amidst the groves and gardens, was the same

on the banks of which had pttrished her father, Ali

Atar : before her lay tiie road :o Loxa, by which

Boabdil had departed in martial slate, surrounded by

the chivalry of Granada. Ever and anon she would

burst into an agony of grief. "Alas, my father!"

she would exclaim, " the river runs smiling before

me, that covers thy mangled remains ! who will ga-

ther them to an honoined tomb, in the land of the

un!)eliever? And thou, oh, Koabdil! ligiit of my
eyes ! joy of my heart ! life of my life I Wo the day,

and wo the hour, that I saw thee dep<irt from these

walls! The road by which thou hast departed is

solitary ; never will it be glaildened by thy return

!

The mountain thou hast traversed lies like a cloud

in the distance, and all beyond it is darkness
!

"

The royal minstrels were summoned, to assuage

the sorrows of the queen : they attuned their instru-

ments to cheerful strains ; but, in a little while, the

anguish of their hearts prevailed, and turned their

songs to lamentations.

"Beautiful Granada!" they exclaimed, "how is

Ihy glory faded ! The vivarrambia no longer echoes

to the tramp of steed and sound of trumpet; no lon-

ger is it crowded with thy youthful nobles, eager to

display their prowess in the tourney and the festive

till of reeds. Alas ! the llower of thy chivalry lies

low in a foreign land ! The soft note of the lute is

no longer heard in thy mournful streets, the lively

Castanet is silent upon thy hills, and the graceful

dance of the zambra is no more seen beneath thy

bowers! Behold, the Aliiainbra is forlorn and de-

solate ! In vain do the orange and myrtle breathe

their perfumes into its silken chambers ; in vain does

the nightingale sing within its grove.';; in vain are its

marble halls refreshed by the sound of fountains and

the gush of limpid rills ' Alas! the countenance of

the king no longer shines within those halls ; the

light of the Alhambra is set for ever!
"

Thus all Granada, say the Arabian chroniclers,

gave itself up to lamentations; there was nothing but

the voice of wailing from the palace to the cottage.

All joined to deplore their youthful monarch, cut

down in the freshness and protnise of his youth.

Many feared that the prediction of the astrologer was

about to be fulfilled, and that the downfal of the

kingdom would follow tlie death of Boabdil ; while

all declared, that had he survived, he was the very

sovereign calculated to restore the realm to its an-

cient prosperity and glory.

CHAPTER XVUI.

now HULET ABEN DASSAN PHOFITED BY THE MISFORTimES OF

niS SON BOABDII,.

An unfortunate death atones with the world for a

multitude of errors. While the populace tlioiflit

their youthful monarch had peris, ed in the field,

nothing could exceed their grief for his loss, and iheii

adoration ot his memory : when, h.wever, thev

learned, thnt he was still alive, and had surrendered

himsoif captive io the Christ! ms, llieir feelings under-

went an instaiit change. They decried his talents as

a commander, his courage as a soldier. They railed

at his expedition, as rash and ill conducted; and tliev

reviled him, for not having dared to die on the field

of battle, rather than surrender to the enemy.

Thealfaijuis, as usual, mingled with thepopnlace.

and artfully guided tiieir discontents. "Belioid,"

exclaimed they, " the prediction is acconipjislied,

which was pronounced at the birth of Boabdil ! He

has been seated on the throne, and the kingdom has

suffered downfal and disgrace by his defeat and rap-

tivily. Comfort yourselves, oh Moslems ! The evil

day has pa.ssed by : the fates are satisfied ; the sceptic,

which has been broken in the feeble hand of lioahdil.

is destined to resume its former power and sway, in

the vigorous grasp of Aben Hassan."

The people were struck with the wisdom of these

words. They rejoiced, that the baleful prediclioii,

which had so long hung over them, was at an end;

and declared, that none but Muley Aben Hassan hail

the valour and capacity necessary for the piotcclion

of the kingdom in this lime of trouble.

The longer the captivity of Boabdil continued, (he

greater grew the popularity of his father. One cily

after another renewed allegiance to him : for power I

attracts power, and forlime creates fortune. Al I

length he was enabled to return to Granada, and

establish himself once more in the Alhambra. Al
|

his approach, his repudiated spouse, the sultana Ayu
gathered together the family and treasures of her I

captive son, and retired with a handful of the nobles I

into the Albaycen, the rival (piarler of the cily, llie

inhabitants of which still retained feelings of loyally

to lioahdil. Here she fortified herself, and lieldiliel

semblance of a conrt, in the name of iier son. The I

fierce Muley Aben Hassan would have willingly car-

1

ried fire and sword into this factious ([uarler of lliej

capital; hul he dared not confide in his new and un-

certain po|)ularity. Many of the nobles detested liiiii

j

for his past cruelly; and a large portion of the soli

diery, beside many of the people of his own parly.j

respecle<l the virtues of Ayxa lallorra, and pitied lliel

mi.nfortunes of Boabdil. Granada, Ihereliiiv. preT
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C.ranada, tlu'rcforo. r

sented the singular spectacle of two sovereignties

within the same city. The old king fortified himself

in the lofty towers of the Alhambra, as much against

hisown subjects as against the Christians : whileAyxa,

with the zeal of a mother's affection, which waxes

virnrmer and warmer towards her offspring when in

adversity, still maintained the standard of lioabdil on

the rival fortress of the alcazaba; and kept his power-

ful faction alive within the walls of the albaycen.

CHAPTER XIX.

CAPTIVITY OP BOABDIL EL CUICO.

The unfortunate Boabdil remained a prisoner, close-

ly guarded in the castle of Vaena. From the towers

of bis prison he beheld the town below filled with

armed men ; and the lofty hill on which it was built,

t;irdled by massive walls and ramparts, on which

a vigilant watch was maintained, night and day.

The mountains around were studded with watch-

towers, overlooking the lonely roads which led to

(rianada; so that a turban could not stir over the

horder without the alarm being given, and the whole

country put on the alert. Boabdil saw, that there

was no hope of escape from such a fortress, and that

any attempt to rescue him would be equally in vain.

Ills heart was (illed with anxiety, as he thought on

the confusion and ruin which his captivity must cause

in his affairs; while sorrows of a softer kind over-

came his fortitude, as he thought on the evils it might

bring upon his family.

The Count de Cabra, thoiigh he maintained the

most vigilant guard over his royal prisoner, yet treat-

ed him with profound deference. He had appointed

the noblest apartments in the castle for his abode,

and sought in every way to cheer him during his

captivity. A few days only had passed away, when
missives arrived from the Castllian sovereigns. Fer-

dinand had been transported with joy at hearing of

the capture of the Moorish monarch, seeing the deep

and politic uses that might be made of such an event

:

hut the magnanimous spirit of Isabella was filled

with compassion for the unfortunate captive. Their

! messages to Boabdil were full of sympathy and con-

solation; breathing that high and gentle courtesy,

I
which dwells in noble minds.

This magnanimity in his foe cheered the dejected

Ispirit of the captive monarch. " Tell my sovereigns,

jthe king and the queen," said he to the messenger,

"that I caniiol be unhappy, being in the power of

[such high and mighty princes; especially since they

j|wiiake so largely of that grace and goodness, which
lAllali bestows upon the inonarchs whom he greatly

limes. Tell (hem, further, that I liad Ioiik thought

|«f snhinilling inyself to their sway, to receive the

jkingdom of (iranada from their hands, in the same
Inianiier that my ancestor received it i'roni King

John II, father of the gracious queen. My greatest

sorrow, in this my captivity, is, thai I must appear

to do that from force, which I would fain have done

•""om inclination."

In the mean time, Muley Aben Hassan, finding Ihe

faction of his son still formidable in Granada, was
anxious lo consolidate his power, by gaining posses-

sion of the person of Boabdil. For this purpose, he

sent an embassy to the catholic monarchs, offering

large terms for the ransom, or rather the purchase, of

his .son; proposing, among other conditions, torelea.se

the Count of Cifuentes, and nine other of his most

distinguished captives, and to enter into a treaty of

confederacy with the sovereigns. Neither did the

implacable father make any scruple of testifying his

indifference, whether his son were delivered up alive

or dead, so that his person were placed assuredly

within his power.

The humane heart of Isabella revolted at the idea

of giving up the unfortunate prince into the hands of

his most unnatural and inveterate enemy. A disdain-

ful refusal was therefore returned to the old monarch,

whose message had been couched in a vaunting spirit.

He was informed, that the Castilian .sovereigns would

listen to no proposals of peace from Muley Aben Has-

san, until he should lay down his arms, and offer

them in all humility. Overtures in a different spirit

were made by the mother of Boabdil, the sultana

Ayxa la Horra, with the concurrence of the party

which still remained faithful to him. It was thereby

proposed, that Mahomet Abdalla, otherwise called

Boabdil, should hold his crown as vassal to the Cas-

tilian sovereigns
;
paying an annual tribute, and re-

leasing seventy Christian captives annually for five

years : that he should moreover pay a large sum
upon the spot for his ransom, and at the same time

give freedom to four hundred Christians, to be chosen

by the king : that he should also engage lo be always

ready to render military aid; and should come to the

Cortes, or assemblage of nobles and distinguished

vassals of the crown, whenever sunmioiied. His only

son, and the sons of twelve distinguished Moorish

houses, were to be delivered as hostages.

King Ferdinand was at Cordova when he rece'ved

this proposition
;
Queen Isabella was absent at the

time. He was anxious to consult her in so momentous

an affair; or rather he was fearful of proceeding too

precipitately, and not drawing from Ibis fortunate

event all the advantage of which it was susceptible.

Without returning any reply, therefore, to the mis-

sion, he sent missives lo the castle of Vaena, where

Boabdil remained in courteous durance of the brave

Coimt de Cabra, ordering, that the captive monarch

should be brought to Cordova.

The Count de Cabra set out with his illustrious pri-

soner; but when he arrived at Cordova, King Ferdi-

nand declined seeing the Moorish monarch.

He was still undetermined what course to pursue

;

whether lo retain him prLsouer, set him at liberty on

ransom, or treat him with politic magnanimily; and

434
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t'ach course woiiUl i-e(|uire a different kind of recep-

tion. Until this point should be resolved, therefore, he

gave him in charge to Martin de Alarcon, alcayde of

the ancient fortress of Porcuna, with orders to guard

liim strictly, but to treat him with the distinction and

deference due (o a prince. These commands were

strictly obeyed, and, with the exception of being

restrained in his liberty, the monarch was as nobly

entertained as be could have been in his royal palace

at Granada.

In the mean lime, Ferdinand availed himself of

this critical moment, while Granada was distracted

with factions and dissensians, and before he had con-

cluded any treaty with Hoabdil, to make a puissant

and ostentatious inroad into the very heart of the

kingdom, at the bead o*' bis most illustrious nobles.

lie sacked and destroyed several towns and castles,

and extended bis ravages to the very gates of Granada.

Old Muley Aben Hassan did not venture to oppose

him. His city was filled with troops; but he was

uncertain of their affection. He dreaded, that should

he sally forth, the gates of Granada might be closed

against him by the faction of the albaycen.

" The old Moor stood on the lofty tower of the

Aihambra," says Antonio Agapida, ''grinding his

teeth, and foaming like a tiger shut up in his cage,

as he beheld the glittering battalions of the Chris-

tians wheeling about the vega, and the standard of

the cross shining forth from amidst the smoke of

infidel villages and hamlets. The most catholic

king," continues Agapida, " would gladly have per-

severed in this righteous ravage ; but his nuuiitions

began to fail. Satislied, therefore, with having laid

waste the country of the enemy, and insulted old

Muley Aben Hassan in his very capital, he returned

to Cordova, covered with laurels, and his army load-

ed with spoils; and now bethougiit himself of coming

to an immediate decision in regard to his royal pri-

soner."

CHAPTER XX.

UP TUB TREATMENT OF UOABDII. nv THE CASTILIAN SOVEREIGINS.

A STATELY conversation was held by King Ferdi-

nand, in the ancient city of Cordova, composed of

several of the most reverend prelates and renowned

cavaliers of the kingdom, to determine upon the fate

of the unfortunate Boabdil.

Don Alonso de Cardenas, the worthy master of

Santiago, was one of the lirst who gave bis counsel.

He was a pious and zealous knight, rigid in his devo-

tion to the faith ; and his holy zeal had been inflamed

to peculiar vehemence since his disastrous crusade

among the mountains of Malaga. He inveighed with

ardour against any compromise or compact with the

infidels. The object of this war, he observed, was
not the subjection of the Moors, but their utter ex-

pulsion IVom the land, su that llieic might no lunger

remain a single stain of Mahometanism throu^'lioirt

Christian Spain. He gave it as bis opinion, there-

fore, that the captive king ought not to be set jit

liberty.

Uodrigo Ponce de Leon, the valiant MarquLs of

Cadiz, on the contrary, spoke warmly for the release

of lioabdil. He pronounced it a measure of souiul

policy, even if done without conditions. It wuiild

tend to keep up the civil war in Granada, which was

as u lire consuming the entrails of the enemy, and

effecting more for the interests of Spain, without ex-

pense, than all the conquests of its arms.

The grand cardinal of Spain, Don Pedro Gon/ale/'

de iMendoza, coincided in opinion with the I\larr|uis

of Cadiz. " Nay," added that pious prelate and \Ht-

lilic statesman, " it would be sound wisdom to fiiniisli

the Moor with tmn and money, and all other ne-

cessaries to promote the civil war in Granada : |)y

this means would be produced great benefit to ilie

service of God ; since we are assured by his iiifallilile

word, that ' a kingdom divided against itself caniiut

stand.'"'

Ferdinand weighed these counsels in his mind, Imt

was slow in coining to a decision. " He was religiously

attentive to his own interests, " observes Fray An-

tonio Agapida; "knowing himself to be but an in-

strument of Providence in this holy war ; and llial,

therefore, in consulting bis own advantage, lie \\;is

promoting the interests of the faith." The opinidn

of Queen Isabella relieved him from his perplexiiy.

That high-minded princess was zealous for the piD-

motion of the faith, but not fur the extermination nf

the infidels. The Moorish kings had held their thrones

as vassals to her progenitors : she was content, ;ii

present, to accord th'e same privilege, and llial llic

royal prisoner should be liberated, on condition of
j

becoming a vassal to the crown. By this means nii|:lii

be effected the deliverance of many Christian ca|i-

tives, who were languishing in Moorish chains.

King Ferdinand adopted the magnaniinous inpa-

sure recommended by the (|ueen, but he acconipanial I

it with several shrewd conditions ; exactin^r trihule,

military services, and safe passage and niaintenancc
|

for Christiar. lioops throughout the places wli

should adhere to Boabdil. The captive king readily I

submitted to these stipulations ; and swore, aflei llie I

manner of his faith, to observe them with exactilude.
[

A truce was arranged for two years, during wliidij

the Castilian sovereigns engaged to maintain liinionj

his throne, and to assist him in recovering all plamj

which he had lost during his captivity.

When Boabdil el Chico had solemnly agrCv-d lolliis

j

arrangement in the castle of Porcuna, preparations I

were made to receive him in Cordova in regal slylfJ

Superb steeds, richly caparisoned, and raiment ifj

brocade and silk, and the most costly doliis, williallj

other articles of sumptuous array, were I'urnislicd lol

him, and to fifty Moorish cavaliers, whohadronifloj

• Sala/ar, CiVmica del (ir.in Ciinlnial, p. IW
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nral for his ransom, that he might appear in stale

heiitling Ihe monarch of Granada, and the mast dis-

tinguished vassal of the Christian sovereigns. Money,

also, was advanced, to maintain him in suitable gran-

deur during his residence at the Castilian court, and

his return to his dominions. Finally, it was ordered

liy liie .sovereigns, thai, when he came to Cordova,

all the nobles and dignitaries of the court should go

Ibrtli to receive him.

A question now arose among certain ofthose ancient

and experienced men, who grow grey alwut a court

in the profound study of forms and ceremonials

;

with whom a point of punctilio is as a vast political

iij;ht, and who contract a sublime and awful idea of

the external dignity of the throne. Certain of these

court sages propounded the momentous question,

wlietlier tiie Moorish monarch, coming lo do homage

us a vassal, ought not to kneel, and kiss the hand of

the king. "This was immediately deculed in the

affirmative, by a large number of ancient cavaliers,

accustomed," says Antonio Agapida, "to llie lofty

pimctilio ofour most dignilied court and transcendent

sovereigns." The king, therefore, was informed, by

those who arranged the ceremonials, that, when the

Moorish monarch appeired in his presence, he was

expected to extend his royal hand lo receive the kiss

of homage.

"I should certainly do so," replied King Ferdi-

nand, "were he at liberty, and in his own kingdom :

liut I certainly shall not do so, seeing that he is a pri-

soner, and in mine.

"

The courtiers loudly applauded the magnanimily

iif lids reply; though many condemned it in secret,

as savouring of loo much generosity towards an infi-

del; and the worthy Jesuit, Fray Antonio Agapida,

lully concurs in their opinion.

The Moorish king entered Cordova with his little

train of faithful knights, and escorted by all the no-

liilhy and chivalry of the Castilian court. He was

jiDnducted with great stale and ceremony lo the royal

lalace. When he came in presence of King Ferdi-

land, he knelt, and offered to ki.ss his hand, not merely

a homage as his subject, but in gratitude for his

iberty. Ferdinand declined the token of vassalage,

lid raised him graciously from the earth. An in-

jerpreter began, in the name of Hoabdil, to laud the

wgiianimity of the Castilian monarch, and lo pro-

iiise the most implicit submission. " Enough, " said

in;,' I'cnlinaiul, interrupting the interpreter in the

idst of his harangue; "there is no need of those

inplimeiils. I trust in bis integrity, lliat he will do

ery thing becoming a good man, and a good king."

itli these words, be received Hoabdil el Chico into

lis royal friendship and protection.

cHAntn XXI.

BETUnW OP UOADPIL FUOM i:AI>TIVITV.

Ln the month of August, a noble Moor, of the race

of the Abencerrages, arrived with a splendid rethiue

at the city of Cordova, bringing with him the .son of

Boabdil el Chico, and other of the noble youths of

Granada, as hostages fur the fulfilment of the terms

of ransom. When the Moorish king lieheld his son,

his only child, who was to remain in his stead, a sort

of captive in a hostile land, he folded him in his arms,

and wept over him. "Wo the day that I was born
!

"

exclaimed he, " and evil the star that presided at my
birth ! well was I called El Zogoybi, or ' the unlucky:'

for sorrow is heaped upon me by my father, and sor-

row do I transmit to my son !

"

The afllicted heart of Uoabdil, however, was

soothed by the kindness of the (Jhristian sovereigns,

who received the hostage prince with a tenderness

suited lo his age, and a distinction worthy of his rank.

They deliveredhim in charge to the worthy alcayde

Martin de Alarcon, who had treated his father with

such courtesy, during his confinement in the casllc

of Porcuna
;
giving orders, that, after the departure

of the latter, his son .should be entertained with great

honour and princely attention in the same fortress.

On the 2d of September, a guard of honour assem-

bled at the gate of the mansion of liuabdil, to escort

liun to the frontiers of his kingdom. He pressed his

child lo his heart at parting ; but he ulteretl not a

word, for there were many Chrislian eyes to behold

his emotion. He mounted bis steed, and never

turned his head to look again upon the youth ! but

those who were near him observed the vehement

struggle that shook his frame, wherein the anguish of

the father had well mgh subdued the sludied equa-

nimity of the king.

Boabdil el Chico and King Ferdinand .sallied forth,

side by side, from Cordova, amidst the acclamations

of a prodigious multitude. When they were a short

distance from the city, they separated, with many

gracious expressions on the part of the Castilian mo-

narch, and many tbankriil jicknowledgmenls from bis

late captive, whose hdun iiad been humbled by ad-

versity. Ferdinand departed for Guadalupe, and

Boabdil for Granaiia. 'ihe latter was accompjinied

by a guard of lio.iour ; and the viceroys of Andalusia,

and the gcner.ils on the frontier, were ordered to

t'lirnish him w itii escorts, and to show him all possible

liimour on his jnurney. In this way, he was con-

ducted, in royal stale, through the country he had

entered lo ravage, and was placed in safety in his

own dominions.

He was met, on the liontier, by the principal no-

bles and cavaliers of his court, who had been seoreliy

sent by bis niolher, the sultana Ayxa, lo escort him

lo the capilal.

The heart of Hoabdil was lifted up for a iiionienl,

when lie loniid himself ui his own loiTitorics, sur-
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rounded by Moslem knights, mth liis own standards

waving over liis head; and he began to doubt the pre-

dictions of the astroh)gers. Ilesoon found cause, how-
ever, to moderate iiis exultation. Tlie loyal train,

which had come to welcome him, was but scanty in

number; and he missed many of his most zealous and

obsequious courtiers. He had returned, indeed, to

his kingdom; but it was no longer the devoted king-

dom he had left. The story of his vassalage to the

Christian sovereigns had l)een made use of by his

father to ruin him with his people. He had l)cen re-

presented as a traitor to his country, a renegado (o his

faith, and as leagued with the enemies of both, to

8ub<1ue the Moslems of Spain to the yoke nf Christian

bondage. In this way the mind of the public had

been turned from him. The greater part of the no-

bility had thronged round the throne of his father in

the Alhambra; and his mother, the resolute sullana

Ayxa, with difficulty maintained her faction in the

opposite towers of the alcazaba.

Such was the melancholy picture of affairs given

to Boabdil by the courtiers who had come fort h to

meet him. They even informed him, that it would

be an enterprise of difficulty and danger to make his

way back to the capital, and regain the little court

which still remained faithful to him in the heart of

the city. The old tiger, Muley Aben Hassan, lay

couched within the Alhambra, and the walls and

gates of the city were strongly guarded by his troops.

Boabdil shook his head at these tidings. He called

to mind the ill omen of his breaking his lance against

the gate of Elvira, when issuing forth so vain-glo-

riously with his army, which he now saw clearly

foreboded the destruction of that army, on which he

liad so confidently relied. "Henceforth," said he,

" let no man have the impiety to scoff at omens.

"

Boabdil approached his capital by stealth, and in

the night, prowling about its walls like an enemy
seeking to destroy, rather than a monarch returning

to his throne. At length he seized upon a posterii-

gate of the albaycen, a part of the city which hod

always been in his favour. He passed rapidly through

the streets, before the populace were aroused from

their sleep, and leac .jd in safety the fortress of the

alcazaba. Here he was received into the embraces

of his intrepid mother, and his favourite wife Moray-

ma. The transports of the latter, on the safe return

of her husband, were mingled with tears; for she

thought of her father, Ali Atar, who had fallen in his

cause; and of her only son, who was left a hostage in

the hands of the Christians.

The lieart of Boabdil, softened by his misfortunes,

was moved by the changes in every thing round him;

l!'t his mollier called up his spirit. "This," said

she, " is no time for tears and fondness : a king must

think of his scoplre and his throne, and not yie!<l to

softness like romnion men. Tlion hast tioiie well,

»ny son, in llirowini; thyself M)lule!y into Granada

:

it must rkppiid upon ihyseif whether lliou remain

here a kin;: or a captive."

The old king, Muley Aben Hassan, had retired to

bis couch that night, in one of the strongest towers

of the Alhambra; but bis restless anxiety kept him

from repose. In the first watch of the night, he

heard a shout faintly rising from the quarter of the

albaycen, which is on the opposite side of the deep

valley of the Darro. Shortly afterwards, horsemen

came galloping up the hill that leads to the main guie

of the Alhambra, spreading the alarm, that Boabdil

bad entered the city, and possessed himself of the

alcazaba.

In the first transports of his rage, the old king

would have struc'c the messenger to earth. He

hastily summoned his counsellors and commanders,

exhorting them to stand by him in this critical mo-

ment ; and, during the night, made every prepara-

tion to enter the albaycen, sword in hand, in the

morning.

In the mean time, the sultana Ayxa had taken

prompt and vigorous measures to strengthen her

party. The albaycen was in the part of the city filled

by tlie lower orders. The return of Boabilil was pro-

claimed throughout the streets, and large sums of

money were distributed among the populace. The

nobles, assembled in the alcazaba, were promised

honoins and rewards by Boabdil, as soon as he should

be lirinly seated on the throne. These well-liiiied

measures had the customary effect; and by day-break

all the motley populace of the albaycen were in arms.

A doleful day succeeded. All Granada was a

scene of tumult and horror. Drums and trumpets

resounded in every part; all business was ink

-

rupted ; the shops were shut, the doors barricadoed.

Armed bands paraded the streets; some shouting for

Boabdil, and some for Muley Aben Hassan. When

they encountered each other, they fought furiously,

and without mercy ; every public square Irecaoie a

scene of battle. The great mass of the lower orders

was in favour of Boabdil ; but it was a niullitude

without discipline or lofty spirit. Part of the people

was regularly armed; but the greater number iiail

sallied forth with the implements of iheir tr^de. The

troops of the old king, among whom were many ca-

valiers of pride and valour, soon drove the populace
|

from the squares. They forlilied themselves, how-

ever, in the streets and lanes, which they barricadoed.

'Jhey made fortresses of their houses, and (o\vfhi\

desperately from the windows and the roofs;

many a warrior of the highest blood of Granada was
|

laid low by plebeian hands, and plebeian weapons,

in thiscivil brawl.

It was impossible that such violent convulsions I

should last long in the heart of a city. 'J'lie peo|iie(

soon longed for repose, and a return to lli^'ir \wm-

fnloccnpalions; and the cavaliers detested these con-

1

tlicls with tlie multitude, in which (here wereallihe

horrors of war, without its laurels. By the inter-

ferencc of the alfaquis, an armistice was at leuglli

effected. Bo.ibilil was persiiatled, that there was iwj

dependence upon the inconstant favour of the n
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lilude, and was prevailed upon to quit a capital,

where i>e could only maintain a precarious seat upon

liis throne, by a perpetual and bloody struggle. He

lixed his court at the oity ofAlmeria, which was en-

tirely devoted to him; and which at that time vied

with Granada in splendour and importance. This

compromise of grandeur for tranquillity, however,

was sorely against the counsels of his proud spirited

moliier, the sultana Ayxa. Granada appeared in her

eyes the only legitimate seat of dominion ; and she

observed, with a smile of disdain, that he was not

worthy of being called a monarch, who was not mas-

ter of his capital.

CHAPTER XXn.

rORlV OF THE MOOUISU ALCAYUES, AND RATTLE OF LOPERA.

Thol'GII Muley Aben Hassan had regained un-

divided sway over the city of Granada ; and the

alfaquis, by his command, had denounced his son

lioabdil as an apostate, and as one doomed by Heaven

to misfortune ; still the latter had many adherents

among the common people. Whenever, therefore,

any act of the old monarch was displeasing to the

turbulent multitude, they were prone to give him a

hint of the slippery nature of his standing, by shout-

ing out the name of Boabdil el Chico. Long expe-

rience had instructed Muley Aben Hassan in the

ciiaracter of the inconstant people over whom he

ruled. "Allah achbar!" exclaimed he, "God is

great ! but a successful inroad into the country of the

unbelievers will make more converts to my cause,

than a thousand texts of the Koran, expounded by

|ten thousand aira(|uis."

At this lime, King Ferdinand was absent from

Andalusia on a distant expedition, with many of

lis troops. The moment was favourable for a foray

,

ml Muley Aben Hassan cast about his thoughts for a

leader to conduct it. Ali Atar, the terror of the border,

he scourge of Andalusia, was dead ; but there was

nother veteran general, scarce inferior to him for

ledatory warfare. This was old Bexir, the grey

nd crafty alcayde of Malaga ; and the people under

lis command were ripe for an expedition of the kind.

he signal defeat and slaughter of the Spanish

nights, ill the neighbouring mountains, had fdled

lie jjcople of Malaga with vanity and self-conceit

:

ley had attributed to their own valour the defeat

liich had been caused by the nature of the country.

iany of them wore the armour, and paraded in

hlic with the horses, of the unfortunate cavaliers

ain on that occasion ; which they vaunlingly dis-

layedasthc trophies of their boasted victory. They
dialked themselves into acontempt for the chivalry

Auilahisia, and were impatient for an opiiorlunily

overnui a CDuntry defended by such troi)[)s. This

Iidey \|)en Hassan considered a favourable slate of

mind to ensure a daring inroad ; and he sent orders

to old Bexir, to gather togetlier liis people, and the

choicest warriors of the borders, and to carry fire

and sword into the very heart of Andalusia. The
wary old Bexir immediately despatched his emis-

saries among the alcaydes of tlie border towns,

calling upon them to assemble, with their troops, at

the city of Ronda, close upon the Christian frontier.

Honda was lhe most virulent nest of Moorisli

depredators in the whole border country. It was
situated in the midst of the wild Serrania, or chain of

mountains of the same name, which are uncommonly
lofty, broken, and precipitous. It stoodon an almost

isolated rock, nearly encircled by a deep valley, or

rather chasm, through which ran the beautiful river

called Rio Verde. The Moors of this city were the

most active, robust, and warlike of all the moun-
taineers; and their very children discharged the

cross-bow with unerring aim. They were inces-

santly harassing the rich plains of Andalusia ; their

city abounded with Christian spoils ; and their deep

dungeons were crowded with Christian captives, who
might sigh in vain for deliverance from this impreg-

nable fortress. Such was Ronda in the time of the

Moors ; and it has ever retained something of the

same character, even to the presentday. Its inhabit-

ants continue to be among the boldest, fiercest, and

most adventurous of the Andalusian mountaineers;

and the Serrania de Ronda is famous, as the most

dangerous resort of the bandit and the conlra-

bandista.

Hamet Zeli, surnamed El Zegri, was the com-

mander of this belligerent city and its fierce inha-

bitants. He was of the tribe of the Zegris, and one

of the most proud and daring of that warlike race.

Besides the inhabitants of Ronda, he had a legion

of African Moors in his immediate service. They
were of the tribe of the Gomeres ; mercenary troops,

whose hot African blood had not yet been tempered

by the softer living of Spain ; and whose whole busi-

ness was to fight. These he kept always well armed

and well appointed. The rich pasturage ofthe valley

ot Ronda produced a breed of horses, famous for

strength and speed; no cavalry, therefore, was better

mounted than the band of Gomeres. Rapid on the

march, fierce in the attack, it would sweep down
upon the Andalusian plains like a sudden blast front

the mountains, and pass away as suddenly, before

there was time for pursuit.

There was nothing that stirred up the spirit of the

Moors of the frontiers more thoroughly than the idea

of a foray. The summons of Bexir was gladly obey-

ed by the alcaydes of the border towns ; and in a

little while there was a force of fifteen hundred horse,

and four thousand foot, the very pith and marrow of

the surrounding country, assembled within the walls

of Ronda. The people of the place anticipated with

eagerness the rich spoils of Andalusia, that were soon

to crowd their gates. Throughout the day, the city

resounded with the noise of kettle-drum and truiii-
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|iet ; the liigli-mcUleil slecils Mtamiicil and neighed

ill tlieir slnlls, as if llicy sliared llie impatience for liie

foray; while tiie Ciiristiaii eaplives sighed, as tiie

varied din of preparation readied lo their rocky dun-

geons, denolin;; that a fresh assault was preparing;

against Iheir countrymen.

'I'iie infidel host sallied forth, full of spirits ; an-

ticipating an easy ravage, antl uhundanl hooty. 'I'hey

eiicourage<l each other in a conlcnipt for the ftrowess

t)f the foe. Many of the warriors of IMalaga, and

of some of the mountain towns, had insultingly ar-

rayed themselves in the splendid armour of the

Christian knights, slain or taken prisoners in the

famous massacre; and some of them rode the An-

dalusian >teeds which had been caplureil mk that

occasion.

The wary Bexir had concerted his plans so secretly

and expeditiously, that the Christian towns of An-

dalusia had not the least suspicion of the storm

that had gathered beyond the mountains. The vast

and rocky range of the Serrania de Uoiida extended

like a screen, covering all Iheir movements frcin

observation.

The army made its way as rapidly as the rugged

nature of the mountains would |»ermit, guided by

llamet el /egri, the bolil aicayde of Ronda, who
knew every pass and delile. Not a drum, nor the

clash of a cymbal, nor the blast of n trumpet, was

permitted to lie heard. The mass of war rolled

ijiiietly on, as the gathering cloud to the brow of the

inountains, intending to burst down, like the thun-

derbolt, upon the plain.

Never let the most wary commander fancy him-

self secure from discovery ; for rocks have eyes, and

trees have ears, and the birds of the air have tongues,

to betray the most secret enterprise. 'J'here chanced,

at this time, to be six Christian scouts prowling about

the savage heights of the Serrania dc Uonda. They

were of that kinil of lawless ruffians win) infest the

borders of belligerent cotmtries, ready at any lime

lo fight for pay, or prowl for plunder. 'J'he wild

mountain passes of Spain have ever abounded witli

loose, rambling vagabonds of the kind : soldiers in

war, robbers in peace ;
guides, guards, smugglers,

or cut-thri>ats, according to the circumstances of

the case.

" These six marauders," says Fray Antonio Aga-

pida, "were, on tiiis occasion, chosen instrmnenls,

sanctified by the righteousness of their cause. They

were lurking among the mountains, to entrap Moorish

cattle, or Moorish prisoners; both of which were

equally saleable in tlie Christian market."

They had ascended one of the loftiest cliffs, and

were looking out, like birds of prey, ready to pounce

upon any thing that inigiit offer in the valley, when
lliey descried the Moorish army emerging from a

mountain glen. They watched it in silence, as it

wound below them, remarking the slandanls of the

various towns, aiul the pennons of the commanders.

'J1iey hovered about it, on its m;ircli, sktdking from

cliff lo cliff, until they saw the route by which it in-

tended to enter the Christian country. They ilivn

dispersed, each making his way, by the secret passes

of the mountains, to some dilTerent aicayde, Ihatihey

might spread the alarm far and wide, and ench get u

separate reward.

One hastened to Luis l"ernandez Puerto Carrem,

the same valiant aicayde who bad repulsed Aluln

Abe!^ Hassan from the walls of Albania, and wlm

now coinniande<i at lM*ija, in the absence of liie master

of Santiago. Others roused the town of IJlrera, ami

the places of that lu-ighbourhood, putting them all uii

the alert.

Puerto Carrero was a cavalier of oonsuniinate vi

gour and activity. He immediately sent couriers lo

the alcaydes c'" the neighlHiuring fortresses, to Her-

man Carrello, captain of a body of the Holy Hrotliei

hood, and tocertahi knights of the order of Alcantara.

Puerto Carrero was the lirst to take the field. Know-

ing the hard and hungry service of these border

scampers, he made every man take a hearty repast,

and see that his horse was well shod, and perfecllv

appointed. Then, all being refreshed, and in va-

liant heart, he sallied forth to seek the Moors. ||r

had but a handful of men, the retainers of his house-

hold, and troops of his captaincy ; but they were well

armed and mounted, ancl accustomed to the sudden

rouses of the border, men with whom the cry of

" Arm and out ! to horse and to the field
!

" was suf-

ficient at any time to put them in a fever of anima-

tion.

While the northern part of Andalusia was thnsuii

the alert, one of the scouts had hastened southward,

to the city of Xeres, and given the alarm to the va-

liant Maripiis of Cadiz. When tlie nianpiis heard,

that the Moor was over the border, and that {k

standard of Malaga was in the advance, his iiearl

bounded with a momentary joy ; for he reniembereil

the massacre in the mountains, where his valiant

brothers had been mangled before his eyes. Tin;

very authors of his calamity were now at hand, and

he Hattered himself that the day of vengeance liad

arrived.

He made a hasty levy of his retainers, and of tlie I

fighting men of Xeres, and hurried off, with three

hundred horse and two hundred foot, all resolute
|

men, and panting for revenge.

In the mean time the veteran Bexir had accom-

plished his march, as he imagined, undiscovered.

From the openings of the craggy defiles, he pointed I

out the fertile plains of Andalusia, and regaled the

eyes of his soldiery with the rich country diey were

about to ravage. The fierce (iomeres of Uonda were
|

flushed wuh joy at the sight; and even their steeds

seemed to prick up their ears, and snuff the breeze,

as they beheld the scenes of their frecpient forays.

When they came to where the mountain de

opened into the low land, Bexir divided his forcoiiiinl

three |iarts : one, rompn,sed of fool-.soldicrs, andofj

such as were weakly mounted, he left to guard Ik
f
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pass; Ijeinff ton experienced a veteran not loknow

llie ini|H)rtance of securing a retreat. A second bmly

he placed in ainlHisli, among (he grovcN and thickets

on the Itanks of the river Lopera. The third, consist-

ing (»f light cavalry, he sent forth lo ravag- the Cani-

pifia, or great plain of Utrcra. Rlost of this latter force

wascoin|K)sed ofthe (lery (lomeresof Honda, mounted

(in liie Heel steeds bred among liie mountains. It

was led hy lh« holdalcaydc llamelel Zegri, who was

ever eager to be foremost in the foray.

l.illle siis()ccling that the coiinlry on Iwth sides

was uii Ihe alarm, and rushing from all directions,

Id close upon lliem in rear, this iicry troop dashed

forward, unlilliiey came within two leagues of Ulrera.

llerelhey scattered themselves about I he plain, career-

ing round the great herds of cattle, and flocks of

slieep, and sweeping them into droves, to Ihj hurried

10 the mountains.

While they were thus disperse<l in every direction,

nlioojiof horse, and body of fool, I'romlJtrera, came

siiildeiily upon I hem. I'he Moors rallied together in

small parlies, and endeavoured to defenil themselves :

bill Ihey were without a leader; for Ilametel Zegri

was at a distance, having, like a hawk, made a wide

circuit in pursuit of prey. The marauders soon gave

way, and lied towards the ambush on the hanks of the

Lojiera, being hotly pursued by the men of Ltrera.

When Ihey reached Ihe Lopera, the Moors in am-

bush rushed forth, with furious cries; and the fugi-

lives, recovering courage from this reinforcement,

rallied, anti turned upon their pursuers. The Chris-

tians stood their ground, though greatly inferior in

luiinher. Their lances were soon broken, and they

fame to sharp work with sword and ciineter. The

'.liristians fought valiantly, but were in danger of

leing overwhelmed. The bold Ilamet had collected

handful of his scattered Gomeres ; and, leaving his

rey, had galloped towards Ihe scene of action. His

lillle troop of horsemen bad reached the crest of a ris-

ing ground, at no great distance, when trumpets were

leaid in another direction, and i^uis Fernandez Puerto

larrero, and his followers, came galloping into the

eld, and charged upon the infidels in flank.

The Moors were astounded, at finding war thus

ireakingupon them from various quarters of what

liey had expected to find an unguarded country.

Iiey fought for a short lime wilh desperation, and re-

isled a vehement assault from the knights of Alcan-

ra, and the men-al-arms of the Holy brotherhood.

I length the veteran Bexir was struck from his horse

Puerto Garrero, and taken prisoner, and the whole
roe gave way and fled. In their flight they sepa-

ited, and took two roads lo the mountains ; thinking,

dividing their forces, lo distract the enemy. The
irislians were too few to separate. Puerto Carrero

pi them together, pursuing one division of the

leiny wilh great slaughter. This battle took place

llie fountain of the fig-tree, near to the L#j)era.

^\
hundred Moorish cavaliers were slain, and many
en prisoners. Much spoil was collected on the

field, with which the riiristians returned in triumph

to Iheir homes.

The larger body of the enemy liad retreated along

a road, leading more to the south, by the banks of

the (fuadalete. Wlien they reached that river, the

sound of pursuit had died away; and they rallied, to

breathe and refresh themselves on the margin of the

stream. Their force was reduced to alioul a thousand

horse, and a confused multitude of foot. While they

were scattered, and partly dismounted, on the banks

of the Gnadalete, a fresh storm of war burst upon
them from an opposite direction, ll was the Mar-
quis of Cadiz, leading on his household troops, and
the lighting men of Xerez. When the Christian

warriors came in sight of the Moors, they were
roused to fury at beholding many of them arrayed in

the armour ofthe cavaliers who had been slain among
the mountains of Malaga. Nay, some, who bad been

in that defeat, beheld their own armour, which they

h»d cast away in Iheir flight, lo enable themselves to

climb the mountains. Exasperated at the sight, Ihey

rushed u[»on the foe, with the ferocity of tigers,

rather than the temperate courage of cavaliers. Each
man fellas if he were avenging the death of a relative,

or wiping out his own disgrace. The good manpiis

himself beheld a powerful Moor bestriding Ihe horse

of his brother Reltran : giving a cry of rage and anguish

at the sight, he rushed through the thickest of the

enemy, attacked the Moor wilh resistless fury, and,

after a short combat, hurled him breathless lo the

earth.

The Moors, already vanquished in spirit, could not

withstand the assault of men thus madly excited.

They soon gave way, and lied for the defile of Ihe

Serrania de ilonda, where the body of troops had

been stationed to secure a retreat. These, seeing

them come galloping wildly up the defile, with

Christian banners in pursuit, and the fiash of weapons

at their deadly work, thought all Andalusia was u|ion

them, and fled, without awaiting an attack. The
pursuit continued among glens and defiles; for the

Christian warriors, eager for revenge, had no com-

passion on the foe.

When the pursuit was over, the Marquis of Cadiz

and his followers reposed themselves upon the banks

of the Guadalete, where ibey divided the spoil.

Among this were found many rich corslets, helmets,

and weapons, the Moorish trophies of Ihe defeat in

the mountai.is of Malaga. Several were claimed by

their ownei-s, others were known to have belonged

lo noble cavaliers, who bad been slain, or taken pri-

soners. There were several horses also, richly ca-

parisoned, which had pranced proudly with the un-

fortunate warriors, as they sallied out of Anlequera

upon that fatal expedition. Thus the exultation of

the victors was dashed with melancholy, and many
a knight was seen lamenting over tlie helmet or corslet

of some loved companion in arms.

The good Marquis of Cadiz was resting under a

tree, on the banks of the Guadalete, when the horse.

* ; •
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1072 CONQUEST OF GRANADA.

which had belonged to his slaughtered brother Bel-

tran, was brought to him. He laid his hand upon

tiie mane, and looked wistfully at the empty saddle.

His bosom heaved with violent agitation, and his lip

quivered, and was pale. " Ay de mi, mi hermano !"

^' Wo is me, my brotlier
! " was all that he said, for

the grief of a warrior has not many words. He
looked around on the field strewn with the bodies of

the enemy; and, in the bitterness of his wo, he felt

consoled by the idea, that his brother had not been

unrevenged.'

CHAPTER XXm.

HETREAT OF BiMET EL ZEGII, iLCiVDE OP BONDA.

The bold alcayde of Ronda, Hamet el Zegri, had

careered wide over the campina of Utrera, encom-

passing the flocks and herds, when he heard the

burst of war at a distance. There were with him

but a handful of his Gomeres. He saw the scamper

and pursuit afar off, and beheld the Christian horse-

men spurring madly on towards the ambuscade, on

the banks of the Lopera. Hamet tossed his hand

triumphantly aloft for his men to follow him. " The

Christian dogs are ours
! " said he as he put spurs

to his horse, to take the enemy in rear.

The little band which followed Hamet scarcely

amounted to thirty horsemen. They spurred across

the plain, and reached a rising ground, just as the

force of Puerto Carrero had charged with sound of

trumpet upon the flank of the party in ambush. Hamet

beheld the headlong rout of the army with rage and

consternation. They found the country was pouring

forth its legions from everyquarter, and perceived that

there was no safety but in precipitate flight. But

which way to fly ? an army was between him and

the mountain pass : all the forces of the neighbour-

hood were rushing to the borders; the whole route

by which he had come was, by tliis time, occupied

by the foe. He checked his steed, rose in his stirrups,

and rolled a stern and thoughtful eye over the coun-

try; then, sinking into his saddle, he seemed to

commune for a moment with himself. Turning

quickly to his troop, he singled out a renegado

Christian, a traitor to his religion and his king.

"Come hither," said Hamet: "thou knorvest all

the secret passes of this country ?" " I do," replied

the renegado. "Dost thou know any circuitous

route, solitary, and untravelled, by which we can

pass wide within these troops, and reach the Serra-

nia?" The renegado paused: "Such a route I

> " En el despojo de la balalla sc vicron muchas ricas corazas e

capacctcs e barbcras de las que se habian perdido en el Axarquia,

otras muchas armas, e algunas fueron conocidas de sus dueuos

que las habian dcjado para fuir, e otras fueron conocidas. que eran

muy senaladas de hombres principales que habian quedado muer-

los c cautivus, e Tueron tornados muchos de lot mlsmos caballo*

con sus ricas sillas, de los quo qucdaron en la Aurquia, e fueron

oonocldos cuyos eran."—Curade los Palacios, c. 67.

know, but it is full of peril ; for it leads through ihe

heart of the Christian >and." " It is well," said Ha-

met: "the more dangerous in appearance, tbele»

it will be suspected. Now, hearken tome. Ride

by my side. Thou seest this purse of gold and this

cimeter. Take us, by the route thou hast mentioned

safe to the pass of the Serrania, and this purse shall

be thy reward : betray us, and this cimeter shall

cleave thee to the saddle-bow."

The renegado obeyed, trembling. They turned

off from the direct road to the mountains, and strnck

southward towards Lebrixa, passing by the most soli-

tary roads, and along those deep ramblas and ravinei

by which the country is intersected. It was indeed a

daring course. Every now and then they heard the

distant sound of trumpets, and the alarm-bells of

towns and villages, and found that the war was sliil

hurrying to the borders. They hid themselves in

thickets, and in the dry beds of rivers, until the dan-

ger had passed by, and then resumed their course.

Hamet el Zegri rode on in silence, his hand upuii

his cimeter, and his eye upon the renegado guide,

prepared to sacrifice him on the least sign of trea-

chery; while his band followed, gnawing their lips

with rage, at having thus to skulk through a couotrr

they had come to ravage.

When night fell they struck into more practicable

roads, always keeping wide of the villages and ham-

lets, lest the watch-dogs should betray them, hi

this way they passed, in deep midnight, by Arcos,

crossed the Guadalete, and effected their i-etreat it

the mountains. The day dawned as they niadej

their way up the savage defiles. Their comrades haii

been hunted up these very glens by the enemy,

Every now and then they came to where there hiil

been a partial fight, or a slaughter of the fugitives

and the rocks were red with blood, and strewed villi

mangled bodies. The alcayde of Ronda was almofil

frantic with rage at seeing many of his bravest vi

riors, lying stiff and stark, a prey to the hawks ai

vultures of the mountains. Now and then

wretched Moor would crawl out of a cave orgli

whither he had fled for refuge ; for, in the retreal

many of the horsemen had abandoned their si

thrown away their armour, and clambered up

cliffs, where they could not be pursued by the CI

tian cavalry.

The Moorish army had sallied forth from Ri

amidst shouts and acclamations ; but wailings

heard within i's walls as the alcayde and his

band relumed, .vithout banner or trumpet, and

gard with famine and fatigue. The tidings of tl

disaster had preceded them, Iwrne by the

of the army. No one ventured to speak to the

Hamet el Zegri as he entered the city, for theysawj

dark cloud gathered upon his brow.
" It seemed," says the pious Antonio Agapida,"i

if H#iven meted out this defeat, in exact retribul

for the ills inflicted upon Ihe Christian warriorsin

Cura de los Palacios, ubi luprii.
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heights of Malaga." It was e(|ually signal and disas-

trous. Of the brilliant array of Moorish chivalry,

which descended so confidently into Andalusia, not

more than two hundred escaped. The choicest troops

of the frontier were either taken or destroyed ; the

Moorish garrisons enfeebled, and many alcaydes and

cavaliers of noble lineage carried into captivity, who
were afterwards obliged to redeem themselves with

heavy ransoms.

This was called the battle of Lopera, and was

fought on the 17th of September, 1483. Ferdinand

and Isabella were at Yittoria, in Old Castile, when

they received news of the victory, and the standards

taken from the enemy. They celebrated the event

with processions, illuminations, and other festivities.

Ferdinand sent to the Marquis of Cadiz the royal

raiment which he had worn on that day, and con-

ferred on him, and on all those who should inherit

his title, the privilege of wearing royal robes on our

Lady's day in September, in commemoration of this

victory.

Queen Isabella was equally mindful of the great

services of Don Luis Fernandez Puerto Carrero. Be-

sides many encomiums and favours, she sent to his

wife the royal vestments and robe of brocade which

she had worn on the same day, to be worn by her,

during her life, on the anniversary of that battle.

'

CHAPTER XXIV.

or THE HIGH AND CEBEMONIOUS nECEPTION AT COUBT

I or THE COUNT DE CABBA AND TUE ALCAYDK DB tOS DONZELBS.

In the midst of Ihe bustle of warlike affairs, the

[worthy chronicler Fray Antonio Agapida pauses to

note, with curious accuracy, the distinguished recep-

tion given to the Count de Cabra, and his nephew,

{the alcayde delos Donzeles, at the stately and cere-

ImonioNs court of Castile, in reward for the capture

9f the Moorish king Boabdil.

" The court," he observes, " was held, at the time,

the ancient Moorish palace of the city of Cordova;

mdthe ceremonials were arranged by that venerable

prelate Don Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza, bishop of

Toledo, and grand cardinal of Spain.

"It was on Wednesday, the fourteenth of Octo-

er," continues the precise Antonio Agapida, "that

le good Count de Cabra, according to arrangement,

Appeared at the gate of Cordova. Here he was met
pv the grand cardinal, and the Duke of Yillahermosa,

llegitimate brother of the king, together with many
[fthe first grandees and prelates of the kingdom. By
lis august train was he attended to the palace, amidst

riumphant strains of martial music, and the shouts

a prodigious multitude.

" When the count arrived in presence of the so-

[creigns, who were seated in state, on a dais, or raised

Mariana. Alurca. Zurila. Piilgar.clc.

part of Ihe hall of audience, tliey both arose. The
king advanced exactly five steps toward the count,

who knelt, and kissed his majesty's hand; but the

king would not receive him as a mere vassal, but em-
braced him with affectionate cordiality. The queen,

also, advanced two steps, and received the count with

a countenance full of sweetness and benignity. After

he had kissed her hand, the king and queen returned

to their thrones; and, cushions being brought, they

desired the wortliy count to be seated in their pre-

sence." This last circumstance is written in large

letters, and followed by several notes of admiration,

in the manuscript of the worthy Fray Antonio Aga-

pida ; who considers Ihe extraordinary privilege of

sitting in the presence of the catholic sovereigns an

honour well worth fighting for.

" The good count took his seat at a short distance

from the king ; and near him was seated the Duke

of Najera, then the Bishop ofPalencia, then the Count

of Aguilar, the Count Luna, and Don Gutiere de Car-

denas, senior commander of Leon.
" On the side of the queen were seated the grand

cardinal ofSpain, the Duke ofYillahermosa, the Count

of Monte Rey, and the bishops of Jaen and Cuenca,

each in the order in which they are named. The
Infanta Isabella was prevented, by indisposition, from

attending this ceremony.

"And now festive music resounded through the

sumptuous hall; and, behold, twenty ladies of the

queen's retinue entered, magnificently attired ; upon

which twenty youthful cavaliers, very gay and gal-

liard in their array, stepped forth; and, each taking

his fair partner, they commenced a stately dance.

The court, in the mean time," observes Fray Anto-

nio Agapida, "looked on with lofty and becoming

gravity.

"When the dance was concluded, the king and

queen rose, to retire to supper, and dismissed the

court with many gracious expressions. He was

then attended, by all Ihe grandees present, to the

palace ofthe grand cardinal, where they partook ofa

sumptuous banquet.

"On Ihe following Saturday, the alcayde delos

Donzeles was received likewise with great honours;

but the ceremonies were so arranged, as to be a de-

gree less in dignity than those shown to his uncle;

the latter being considered the principal actor in this

great achievement. Thus, the grand cardinal and

the Duke of Yillahermosa did not meet him at the

gate of the city, but received him in Ihe palace, and

entertained him in conversation until summoned to

the sovereigns.

"When the alcayde de los Donzeles entered the

presence-chamber, the king andqueen rose from their

chairs; but, without advancing, they embraced him

graciously, and commanded him to be seated next to

the Count de Cabra.

" The Infanta Isabella came forth to this reception,

and took her seat beeide the queen. When the court

were all seated, the music again sounded through the

135
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hell, and the twenty ladies came riirth, asontliepre-

ceiling occasion, riclily atlircil, IhK in difTerent rai-

ment. They danced, as before; and the Infanta

Isabella, taking a young Portuguese damsel for a

partner, joined in tlie dance. When this was con-

cluded, the king and queen dismissed the alcayde de

ios Donzeles with great courtesy, and the court broke

up.

"

The worthy Fray Antonio Agapida here indulges

in a long eulogy on the scrupulous discrimination of

the Castilian court, in the distribution of its honours

and rewards ; by which means every smile, and ges-

ture, and word, of the sovereigns had its certain

value, and conveyed its equivalent of joy to the heart

of the subject : "a matter well worthy the study,"

says he, '^ of all monarchs; who are too apt to dis-

tribute honours with a heedless caprice, that renders

them of no avail.

" On tlie following Sunday, Iwth the Count de Ca-

bra and the alcayde de Ios Dvinzeles were invited to

sup with the sovereigns. Th« court, that evening,

was attended by the highest nobility, arrayed with

that cost and splendour foi which the Spanish nobility

of those days was renown >id.

'' Before supper, there was a stately and ceremo-

nious dance, belittina- the dignity of so august a court.

The king led fortii the queen, in grave and graceful

measure; the Count de Cabra was honoured with

the hand of tlie Infanta Isabella; and the alcayde de

Ios Donzeles danced with a daughter of the Marquis

de Astorga.

" The dance being concluded, the royal party re-

paired to the supper table, which was placed on an

elevated part of the saloon. Here, in full view of the

court, the Count de Cabra and the alcayde de Ios

Donzeles supped at the same table with the king, the

queen, and the infanta. The royal family were served

by the Marquis of Villena. The cup-bearer to tlie king

was his nephew, Fadrique de Toledo, son to the Duke

of Alva. Don Alonso de Estafiiga had the honour of

fulfilling that office for the queen, and Tello de Agui-

lar fur the infanta. Other cavaliers of rank and dis-

tinction waited on the count and the alcayde de Ios

Donzeles. At one o'clock, the two distinguished

guests were dismissed, with many courteous expres-

sions, by the sovereigns."

" Such," says Fray Antonio Agapida, " were tlie

great honours, paid at our most exalted and cei e-

monious court, to these renowned cavaliers. But the

gratitude of the sovereigns did not end here. A few

days afterwards, they bestowed upon them large re-

venues for life, and others to descend to their heirs

;

with the privilege, for them and their descendants,

to prefix the title of Don to their names. They gave

them, moreover, as armorial bearings, a Moor's head

The account Riven by Fray Antonio Agapida, oftliii ceremo-

nial, M cliaracleristic of the old Spanish court, agrees, in almusl

every particular, with an ancient manuscript, made up from llio

Chronicles o( the curate of Los Palacio*, and other old Spanisti

writ era.

crowned, with a golden chitin round tlie neek, in a

sanguine field, and twenty-two banners round the

margin of the escutcheon. Their descendants, of ike

houses of Cabra and Cordova, continue to bear tliese

arms at the present day, in memorial of the victory

of Lucena, and tlie capture of Boabdil el Cliieo."

CHAPTER XXV.

now TUB M4RQUIS OF CADIZ CONCEBTED TO 8IIRPKISE ZtBtli

AND THK RESULT OP BIS ENTEBPHISE.

The valiant Roderigo Ponce de Leon, Marquis uf

Cadiz, was one of the most vigilant of comnianderii.

He kept in his pay a number of converted Moors, to

serve as adalides or armed guides. Tliese mongrel

Christians were of great service in procuring infor-

mation. Availing themselves of their Moorish cha-

racter and tongue, they penetrated inio the enemy's

country, prowled about the castles and fortresses,

noticed the state of the walls, the gates, and towers;

the strength of their garrisons, and the vigilance or

negligence of their commanders. All this they re-

ported minutely to the marquis; wlio thus knew the

state of every fortress upon the frontier, and when

it might be attacked with advantage. Besides tlie

various towns and cities over which he held a feudal

sway, he had always an armed force about hioi,

ready for the field. A host of retainers fed in iiis

hall, who were ready to follow him to danger, anil

death itself, without inquiring who, or wiiy, ihey

fought. The armories of bis castles were supplied

with helms, and cuirasses, and weapons of all kinds,

ready burnished for use ; and his stables were I

with hardy steeds, that could stand a mountain

scamper.

The marquis was aware, that the late defeat of the

Moors, on the banks of the Lopera, had weakened

their whole frontier; for many of the ca."tles and for-

tresses had lost their alcaydes and their ciioicrst

troops. lie sent out his war-hounds, therefoi'e, npoii

the range, to ascertain where a successful blow might

be struck ; and they soon returned with word, ihil

Zaliara was weakly garrisoned , and short ofprovisions.

This was the very fortress which, about two years I

before, had been stormed by Muley Aben Hassan;
|

and its capture had been the first blow of this event-

ful war. It had ever since remained a thorn in lhe|

side of Andalusia. All the Christians had been car-

1

ried away captive, and no civil population had been I

introduced in their stead. There were no women I

or children in the place. It was kept up as a merel

military post, commanding one of the most import-

1

ant passes of the mountains, and was a stronghol

of Moorish marauders. The marquis was animatedl

by the idea of regaining this fortress for his sot^l

reigns, and wresting from the old Moorish king lbii|

boasted trophy of his prowess.
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Ue sent nittisives, therefore, to the brave Luis Fer-

nandez Puerto Carrero, who had distinguished him-

self in the late victory, and to Juan Alnuiraz, captain

of the men-at-arms of the Holy Brotherhood, inform-

ing them of his designs, and inviting them to meet

hiin wilh their forces on tlie banks of the Guadalete.

" It was on the day," says Fray Antonio Agapida,

"of the glorious apostles St Simon and Judas, the

28th of October, in the year of grace 1485, Ihat this

chosen band of Christian soldiers assembled, sud-

denly and secretly, at the appointed place. Their

forces, when united, amounted to six hundred horse

and fifteen hundred foot. Their galhering-place was

at the entrance of the defile leading to Zahara. That

ancient town, renowned in Moorish warfare, is si-

tuated in one of the roughest passes of lhe Serrania

lie Uonda. It is built round the craggy cone of a

hill, on the lofly summit of which is a strung castle.

The country around is broken into deep barrancas

or ravines, some of which approach its very walls.

The place had, until recently, been considered im-

pregnable; but," as the worthy Fray Antonio Aga-

pida observes, " the walls of impregnable fortresses,

like the virtue of self-confident saints, have their

weak points of attack."

The Marquis of Cadiz advanced with his little

army in lhe dead of the night, marching silently up

(he deep and dark defiles of the mountains, and

stealing up the ravines, which extended to the walls

of the town. Their approach was so noiseless, that

the Moorish sentinels upon the walls heard not a

voice or a footfall. The marquis was accompanied

hy his old escalador, Ortega de Prado, who had dis-

tinguished himself at the scaling of Altiama. This

hardy veteran was stationed, with ten men, furnished

with scaling-ladders, in a cavity among the rocks,

close to the walls : at a little distance seventy men

were hid in a ravine, to be at hand to second him,

when he should have fixed his ladders. The rest of

the troops were concealed in another ravine, com-

manding a fair approach to the gate of the fortress.

A shrewd and waryadalide, well acquainted with the

place, was appointed to give signals ; and was so

stationed, that he could be seen by the various parties

in ambush, but was hidden from the garrison.

The remainder of the night passed away in pro-

found (|uiet. The Moorish sentinels could be heard

tranquilly patrolling the walls, in perfect security.

The day dawned, and the rising sun began to shine

against the lofty peaks of the Serrania dc Uonda.

The sentinels looked, from their battlements, over a

savagebut quiet mountain country, where nota human
iKing was stirring. They little dreamed of the mis-

chief that lay lurking in every ravine and chasm of

the rocks around them. Apprehending no danger of

surprise in broad day, the greater part of the soldiers

alundoned the walls and towers, and descended into

lhe city.

By orders of t!ie manpiis, a small body of light ca-

valry passed along the glen, and, turning round a

point of rock, showed themselves before the town.

They skirred the fields almost to the gates, as if by

way of bravado, and to defy the garrison lo a skirmish

.

The Moors were not slow in replying to it. About

seventy horse, and a numberof foot, who hadguarded

the walls, saHied forth impetuously, thinking to make
easy prey of these insolent marauders. The Chris-

tian horsemen fled for the ravine; the Moors pursued

themdown the hill, until they heard a great shouting

and tumult behind them. Looking round, they

l)eheld their town assailed, and a scaling party mount-

ing the walls, sword in band. Wlieeling about, they

galloped furiously for the gate. The Marquis of

Cadiz and Luis Fernandez Puerto Carrero rushed

forth at the same time, with their ambuscade, and

endeavoured to cut them off, but the Moors succeeded

in throwing themselves within the walls.

While Puerto Carrero stormed at the gale, the

marquis put spurs lo his horse, and galloped to the

supporlof Ortega de Prado and his scaling parly. He
arrived at a moment of imminent peril, when the

parly was assailed by fifty Moors, armed with cuirasses

and lances, who were on the point of thrusting them

from the walls. The marquis sprang from his horse,

mounted a ladder, sword in hand, followed by a

number of his troops, and made a vigorous attack

upon the enemy. ' They were soon driven from the

walls, and lhe gates and towers remained in possession

of the Christians. The Moois defended themselves

for a short time in Ihestreet ; but at length took refuge

in the castle, the walls of which were strong, and

capable of holding out until relief should arrive. The
marquis had no desire to carry on a siege, and he had

not provisions sufficient for many prisonei's: he

granted them, therefore, favourable terms. They
were permitted, on leaving their arms behind them,

lo march out, with as much of their effects as they

could carry ; and it was stipulated, that they should

pass over lo Barbary. The marquis remained in the

place, until both town and castle were put in a perfect

stateof defence, and strongly garrisoned.

Thus did Zahara return once more into the posses-

sion of the Christians, to the great confusion of old

Muley Aben Hassan; who, having paid the penalty

of his ill-limed violence, was now deprived of its

vaunted fruits. The Caslilian sovereigns were so

gratified by this achievement of the valiant Ponce de

Leon, that they authorized him, thenceforth, to entitle

himself Duke of Cadiz and Marquis of Zahara. The
warrior, however, was so proud of the original title,

under which he had so often signalized himself, that

he gave it the precedence, and always signed himself

Marquis Duke of Cadiz. As the reader may have ac-

(|uired the same predilection, we shall conlinue to call

him by his ancient title.

• Cura dc los I'alacios, c. 68.
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CHAFITR XXVI.

OF TBI P0BTVR88 OP ALHiMA; AND HOW WISELY IT WAS

COTIHNID BY THB COUNT DE TBNDILLA.

In this part ofhis chronicle the worthy Fray Antonio

Agapida indulges in triumphant exultation over the

downfal of Zahara. " Heaven sometimes spealcs,"

says he, "through the mouths of false prophets, for

the confusion of the wicked. By the fall ofthe fortress

was the prediction of the santon of Granada in some

measure fulfilled, that the ruins of Zahara should fall

upon the heads of the infidels."

Our zealous chronicler scoffs at the Moorish alcayde,

who lost his fortress by surprise, in broad day-light

;

and contrasts the vigilance of the Christian governor

of Alhama, the town taken in retaliation for the

storming of Zahara.

The important post of Alhama was at this time con-

fided, by King Ferdinand, to Don Diego Lopez de

Mendoza, Count de Tendilla; a cavalier of noble

blood, brother to the grand cardinal of Spain. He
had been instructed by the king, not merely to main-

tain his post, *<ut also to make sallies, and lay waste

the surrounding country. His fortress was critically

stationed. It was within seven leagues of Granada,

and at nogreat distance from the warlike city ofLoxa.

It was nestled in the lap of the mountains, command-

ing the high road to Malaga, and a view over the

extensive vega. Thus situate, in the heart of the

enemy's country, surrounded by foes ready to assail

him, and a rich country for him to ravage, it behoved

this cavalier to be for ever on the alert. He was, in

fact, an experienced veteran, a shrewd and wary

officer, and a commander amazingly prompt and fer-

tile in expedients.

On assuming the command, he found, that the gar-

rison consisted but of one thousand men, horse and

foot. They were hardy troops, seasoned in rough

mountain campaigning ; but reckless and dissolute, as

soldiers are apt to be, when accustomed to predatory

warfare. They would fight hard for booty, and then

gamble it heedlessly away, or squander it in licentious

revellings. Alhama abounded with hawking, sharp-

ing, idle hangers-on, eager to profit by the vices and

follies of the garrison. The soldiers were oftener

gambling and dancing beneath the walls, than keep-

ing watch upon the battlements ; and nothing was

heard from morning till night, but the noisy contest

of cards and dice, mingled with the sound of the

bolero or fandango, the drowsy strumming of the

guitar, and the rattling of the castanets ; while often

the whole was interrupted by the loud brawl and

fierce and bloody contest.

The Count de Tendilla set himself vigorously to re-

form these excesses. He knew, that laxity of morals

is generally attended by neglect of duty ; and that

the least breach of discipline, in the exposed situation

of his fortress, might be fatal. " Here is but a hand-

ful of men," said he :
" it is necessary that each nun

should be a hero."

He endeavoured to awaken a proper ambition in

the minds of his soldiers, and to instil into them the

high principles of chivalry. " A just war," he ob-

served, " is oflen rendered wicked and disastrous by

the manner in which it is conducted : for the righte-

ousness of the cause is not sufficient to sanction the

profligacy of the means; and the want of order and

subordination among the troops may bring ruin and

disgrace upon the best concerted plans." But ve
cannot describe the character and conduct of this re-

nowned commander in more forcible language than

that of Fray Antonio Agapida, excepting, that the

pious father places, in the foreground of his virtues,

ills hatred of the Moors.

" The Count de TendiUa," says he, " was a mirror

ofChristian knighthood : watchful, sbslemious, chaste,

devout, and thoroughly filled with the spirit of the

cause. He laboured incessantly and strenuously for

the glory of the faith, and the prosperity of their most

catholic majesties; and, above all, he hated the in-

fidels with a pure and holy hatred. This worthy

cavalier discountenanced all idleness, rioting, ciiam-

l)ering, and wantonness, among his soldiers. He

kept them constantly to the exercise ofarms, making

them adroit in the use of their weapons and manage-

ment of their steeds, and prompt for the field, at a

moment's notice. He permitted no sound of lute, or

harp, or song, or other loose minstrelsy, to be heard

in his fortress ; debauching the ear and softening the

valour of the soldier : no other music was allowed

but the wholesome rolling of the drums and braying

of the trumpet, and such like spirit-stirring instru-

ments, as fill the mind with thoughts of iron war.

All wandering minstrels, sharping pedlers, sturdy

trulls, and other camp trumpery, were ordered to

pack up their baggage, and were drummed out of the

gates of Alhama. In place of such rabble, he intro-

duced a train of holy friars, to inspirit his people by

exhortation, and prayer, and choral chanting; and

to spur them on to fight the good fight of faith. All

games of chance were prohibited, except the game

of war ; and this he laboured, by vigilance and vigour,

to reduce to a game of certainty. Heaven smiled

upon the efforts of this righteous cavalier. His men

became soldiers at all points, and terrors to the Moors,

The good count never set forth on a ravage witliout

observing the rites of confession, absolution, and com-

nr.union, and obliging his followers to do the same.

Their banners were blessed by the holy friars whom

he maintained in Alhama ; and, in this way, success

was secured to his arms; and he was enabled to lay

waste the land of the heathen.

''The fortress of Alhama," continues Fray An-

tonio Agapida, " overlooked, from its lofty site, a

great part of the fertile vega, watered by the Cazin

and the Xenil. From this he made frequent sallies,
|

sweeping away the flocks and herds from the pasture,

the labourer from the field, and the convoy from lii(
I
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road ; so that it was said by the Moors, that a beetle

could not crawl across the vega without being seenby

the Count de Tendilla. The peasantry, therefore, were

fain to betake themselves to watch-towers and forti-

lied hamlets, where they shut up their cattle, garner-

ed tiieir corn, and sheltered their wives and children.

Even there they were not safe : the count would

storm these rustic fortresses with fire and sword

;

make captives of their inhabitants ; carry off the corn,

the oil, the silks, and cattle ; and leave the ruins

blazing and smoking, within the very sight of Gra-

nada.

" It was a pleasing and refreshing sight," continues

the good father, " to behold Ihe pious knight and his

followers returning from one of these crusades, leav-

ing Ihe rich land of the infidel in smoking desolation

|)eliin(i thern. To behold the long line of mules and

asses, laden with the plunder of the Gentiles, the

hosts of captive Moors, men, women, and children
;

droves of sturdy beeves, lowing kine, and bleating

sheep; all winding up the steep acclivity to the gates

of Alharna, pricked on by the catholic soldiery. His

garrison thus thrived on the fat of the land and the

spoil uf the infidel : nor was he unmindful of the pious

fathers, whose blessings crowned his enterprises with

success; a large portion of the spoil was always de-

dicated lo the church, and the good friars were ever

ready at the gates to hail him on his return, and re-

ceive the share allotted ihem. Besides these allot-

ments, he made many votive offerings, either in time

of peril or on the eve of a foray ; and the chapels of

Alliama were resplendent with chalices, crosses, and

other precious gifts, made by this catholic cavalier."

Thus elocpienlly does the venerable Fray Antonio

Agapida dilate in praise of the good Count de Ten-

dilla; and other historians, of equal veracity but less

unction, agree in pronouncing him one of the ablest

of Spanish generals. So terrible, in fact, did he be-

come in the land, that the Moorish peasantry could

not venture a league from Granada or Loxa, to la-

bour in the fields, without peril of being carried into

captivity. The people of Granada clamoured against

Muley Aben Hassan for suffering his lands to b« thus

outraged and insulted, and demanded to have this

bold marauder shut up in his fortress. The old mo-

narch was roused by their remonstrances. He sent

forth powerful troops of horse lo protect Ihe country

during the season that the husbandmen were abroad

in Ihe fields. These troops patrolled, in formidable

uadrons, in the neighbourhood of Alharna, keeping

trict watch upon its gates, so that it was impossible

|for the Christians to make a sally, without being seen

ind interrupted.

While Alharna was thus blockaded by a roving

force uf Moorish cavalry, Ihe inhabitants were awak-

iied one night, by a tremendous crash, that shook

he fortress to its foundations. The garrison flew lo

iims, supposing it some assault of the enemy. The
ilarm proved to have been caused by a rupture of a

rtion of the wall, whicii, undermined by heavy

rains, bad suddenly given way, leaving a large chasm

yawning towards the plain.

The Count de Tendilla was for a time in great

anxiety. Should this breach be discovered by the

blockading horsemen, they would arouse Ihe country.

Granada and Loxa would pour out an overwhelming

force, and they would find his walls ready sapped

for an assault. In this fearful emergency, the count

displayed his noted talent for expedients. He ordered

a (|uantity of linen cloth to be stretched in front of

Ihe breach, painted in imitation of stone, and in-

dented with battlements, so as, at a distance, lo re-

semble Ihe other parts of Ihe walls. Behind this

screen, he employed workmen, day and night, in re-

pairing the fracture. Ko one was permitted to leave

Ihe fortress, lest information of its defenceless plight

should be carried lo the Moors. Light squadrons of

the enemy were seen hovering about the plain, but

none approached near enough to discover Ihe decep-

tion ; and thus, in Ihe course of a few days, the wall

was rebuilt stronger than before.

There was another expedient of this shrewd ve-

teran, which greatly excites the marvel of Agapida.
" It happened," he observes, " that Ibis catholic ca-

valier at one time was destitute of gold and silver,

wherewith lo pay Ihe wages of his troops; and the

soldiers murmured greatly, seeing that they had not

Ihe means of purchasing necessaries from the people

of the town. In this dilemma, what does this most

sagacious commander ? He takes him a number of

little morsels of paper, on which he inscribes various

sums, large and small, according to the nature of the

case, and signs them with his own hand and name.

These did be give to the soldiery, in earnest of their

pay. How! you will say, are soldiers lo be paid with

scraps of paper? Even so, I answer, and well paid

too, as I will presently make manifest : fur the good

count issued a proclamation, ordering the inhabitants

of Alharna lo take these morsels of paper for the full

amount thereon inscribed, promising to redeem

them, at a future lime, with silver and gold, and

threatening a severe punishment, to all who should

refuse. The people, having full confidence in his

words, and trusting, that he would be as willing lo

perform the one promise, as he certainly was able lo

perform the other, took these curious morsels of pa-

per without hesitation or demur.
" Thus, by a subtle and most miraculous kind of

alchymy, did this catholic cavalier turn worthles.s

paper into precious gold, and make his late impover-

ished garrison abound in money."

It is but just to add, that the Count de Tendilla

redeemed his promises like a loyal knight; and Ibis

miracle, as it appeared in the eyes of Fray Antonio

Agapida, is the first instance on record of paper mo-

ney, which has since inundated the civilized world

with unbounded opulence.
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CIIAITEH XXVU.

V0II4Y OF CHIISTIiJli KMIUHTS INTO THK TIMITOUU Or TUI

UOIU.

The Spanisli cavaliers, who had survived ilie

iiieniorable massacre among the mountains of Malaga

,

alliiough tliey had repeatedly avenged the death of

their companions, yet could not Forget the horror and
luimiliation of tiieir tiefeat. Nothing would satisfy

iheni but to undertake a second expedition of the

kind, to carry fire and sword throughout a wide

part of the Moorish teirilories, and to leave all those

regions, which liad triumphed iii their disaster, a

black and burning monument of their vengeance.

Their wishes accorded with the policy of the king,

who desireil lu lay waste the country, and destroy

the resoun-es, of the enemy ; every assistance was
therefore given, to promote and accomplish their en-

terprise.

In (he spring of iAHi, the ancient city of Anle-

quera again resounded with arms. Numbers of the

same cavaliers, who had assembled there so gaily the

preceding year, again came wheeling into the gates,

with their steeled and shining warriors, but with a

more dark and soienm brow than on that disastrous

occasion; for they had the recollection of their

slaughtered friemis present to their minds, whose

deaths they were to avenge.

In a little while there was a chosen force of six

thousand horse and twelve thousand foot assembled

in Aniequera, many of them the very tlower of Spa-

nish chivali'y, troops of the established military and

religious orders, and of the Holy Brolherhuod.

Every precaution had been taken to provide this

army with all things needful for its extensive and

perilous inroad. Numerous surgeons accompanied

it, who were to attend upon all the sick and wounded,

without charge, being paid for their services by the

queen. Isabella also, in her considerate humanity,

provided six spacious tents, furnished with beds, and

all things requisite for the wounded and infirm.

These continued to be used in all great expeditions

throughout the war, and were called the Queen's

Hospital. The worthy father, Fray Antonio Agapida,

vaunts this benignant provision of the queen, as the

first introduction of a regular camp hospital in cam-

paigning service.

Thus thoroughly prepared, the cavaliers issued

forth from Anlequera in splendid and terrible array,

but with less exulting confidence and vaunting osten-

tation than on their former foray : and this was the

order of the army.

Don Alonso de Aguilar led the advanced guard, ac-

companied by Don Diego Fernandez de Cordova,

alcaydc de los Douzeles, and Luiz Fernandez Puerto

Carrero, Count of Paluia, with their household troops.

They were followed by Juan de Merlo, Juan de Al-

niara, and Carlos de Riezman, of the Holy Broliier-

hood, with the men-at arms of their captaincies.

The second battalion was comnuinded by the Mar-

quis of Cadiz and the master of Santiago, with iIk

cavaliers of Santiago, ami tlie troops of the house of

Ponce de Leon : with these also went the senior coni-

uiamler of Calatrava, and the knights of that order,

and various other cavaliers and their retainers.

The right wing of this second battalion was led by

Guusalvo de Cor(k)va, afterwards renowned as grand

captain of S|)ain : the left wing, by Diego Lupez de

A Vila. They were accompanied by several cavaliers,

and cerlaui captains of the Holy lirotherhooil, wiili

their men-at-arms.

The Duke of Medina Sidonia and the Count de

Cabra conmianded the third liattalion, with the truoth

of their respective houses, 'i'hey were accompanied

by other commanders of note, with their forces.

I'he rearguard was brought up by the senior

commander and knights of Alcantara, followed liv

the Andahisian chivalry, from Xerez, Lcija, and

Carmona.

Such was the army that issued forth from tliegate:.

of Anlequera, on one of the most extensive tulas.ot

devastating inroads, that ever laid waste (he kingdom

of (iranada.

The army entered the Moorish territory by the way

of Alora, destroying all the corn-fields, vineyards

and orchards, and plantations of olives, round thai

city. It then proceeded through the rich valleysand

fertile uplands of Coin, Cazaraboncla, Ahuexia, m\

Cartama, and, in ten days, all those fertile n^mi
were a smoking and frightful desert. From lience il

pursued its slow and destructive course, like die

stream of lava of a volcano, through the regions of

Pupiana, and Alhendin, and so on to the vegaof

Malaga, laying waste the groves of olives and al-

monds, and (he tields of grain, and destroying ever}

green thing. The Moors of some of those places

interceded in vain for their groves and fields, ofTeriiij;

to deliver up their Christian captives. One part of

the army blockaded the towns, while the oilier ra-

vaged the surrounding country. Sometimes die

Moors sallied forth desperately to defend their pro-

[lerly, but were driven back to their gales villi

slaughter, and their suburbs pillaged and bum!, il

was an awful spectacle at night, (o behold llievulunies

of black smoke, mingled with lurid ilames, that rust

from the burning suburbs, and the women onilie

walls of the town, wringing their hands, and siirieii-

ing at the desolation of their dwellings.

The destroying army, on arriving at the sea-coail

found vessels lying offshore, laden with all kinds oil

provisions and munitions for its use, which hadiiea

sent from Seville and Xerez. It was thus enaLledlo

continue its ilesolaling career. Advancing lo llie

neighbourhood of Malaga, it was bravely assailed lij

the IMoors of that city, and there was severe skirniiiili-|

ing fur a whole day ; but while the main part of

army encountered the enemy, (he rest ravaged

wh<»lc vega, and destroyed all (he mills. As llieotl

ject of the expedition was not to capture places, i)iii
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merely to burn, ravage, and destroy, liie liost, aatit-

lied with the mischief Ibey liad done in the vega,

uirned their liacks upon MaUga, ami again entered

tiie niountains. They passe<l by Coin, and Ihrough

iJie regions of A llagagna, and Gatero, and Alhamin

;

all which were likewise desolated. In this way did

lliey make tlie circuit of that chain of rich and verdant

valleys, the glory of liiose mountains, and the \w\ile

and delight of the Moors. For forty days did tliey

cMitinue on, like a consuming fire, leaving a smoking

and howling waste to mark their course, imtil, weary

nidi the woik of destruction, and having fully sated

ilieir revenge f(H- llie massacre of the Axarquia, they

returned in triumph to Ihe meadows of Anlequera.

In the month of June, King Ferdinand took com-

mand in person of this destructive army. He in-

creased its force; and he added to its means of mis-

chief several lombards, and other iieavy artillery,

intended for (Ite lialtering of towns, and managed

by engineers from France and Germany. With

tliese, Uie Marquis of Cadi/ assured Ihe king, he

would soon be able to reduce the Moorish fortresses.

They were only calculated for defence against the

engines anciently used in warfare. Their walls and

lowers were high and thin, depending on their rough

and rocky situations. The stone and iron balls, thun-

dered from the lombards, would soon tumble them

ill ruins upon Ihe heads of their defenders.

The fate of Alora speedily proved Ihe truth of this

opinion. It was strongly posted on a rock, washed

by a river. The artillery soon battered down two

of tlie towers, and a part of tlie wall. The Moors

were thrown into consternation at the vehemence of

Ihe assault, and Ihe effect of those tremendous en-

gines upon their vaunted bulwarks. The roaring

of the artillery, and the tumbling of the walls, ter-

rified Ihe women ; who beset the alcayde wilh vo-

ciferous supplications to surrender. The place was

given up on Ihe 20th of June, on condition that the

inhabitants might depart wilh Iheir effects. The
people of Malaga, as yet unacquainted with Ihe power

of this battel 'ng ordnance, were so incensed at those

of Alora, for what they considered a lame surrender,

lliat they would not admit them into their city.

A similar fate attended the town of Setenil, built

on a lofty rock, and esteemed impregnable. Many
limes had it lieen besieged, under former Christian

kings, but never had it been taken. Even now, for

several days, the artillery was directed against it

witiiout effect; and many of tlie cavaliei's mur-
mured at the Marquis of Cadiz, for having coun-

sdled the king to attack this unconquerable place.'

On Ihe same night that these reproaches were ut-

tered, the marquis directed the artillery himself.

He levelled the lombards at Ihe bottom of the walls,

land at the gates. In a little while, Ihe gales were
jbattered to pieces ; a great breach was effected in the

walls; and Ihe Moors were fain to capitulate. Twen-

. », Ciira do Ins Palacio*. .^ .-•;:/

ty-four Christian caplive*, who had liecn taken in

the defeat of Ihe mountains of !\IaUga, were rescued

from the dungeons of this fortress, and hailed Ihe

Marquis of Cadiz as their deliverer.

Neediest is it to mention the capture of various

other places, which surremlered without waiting lo

he attacked. The Moors had always shown great

bravery and perseverance in defending Iheir towns

;

they were formidable in their sallies and skirmishes,

and patient in enduring hunger and thirst when Itc-

sieged : but this terrible ordnance, which demolished

their walls with sucli ease and rapidity, overwhelmed
them with confusion and dismay, and rendered vain

<ill resistance. King Ferdinand was .so struck with

the effect of this artillery, that he ordered Ihe num-
lier of lombards lo he increased ; and these potent en-

gines had lienceforth a great influence on the fortunes

of the war.

The last operation of Ibis year, so disastrous to Ihe

Moors, was an inroad by King Ferdinand, in the lat-

ter part of summer, into the vega ; in which he ra-

vaged the country, burned two villages near to Gra-

nada, and destroyed the mills close to the very gates

of Ihe city.

Old Muley A ben Hassan was overwlielmed willi

dismay at this desolation ; which, during the whole

year, had been raging throughout his territories, and
had now reached lo the walls of bis capital. His

fierce spirit was broken by misfortunes and infirmity

:

he offered to purchase a peace, and to hold his crown
as a tributary vassal. Ferdinand would listen to no

propositions ; Ihe absolute conquest of Granada was
the great object of the war; and he was resolved ne-

ver to rest content without its complete fulfilment.

Having supplied and strengthened the garrisons of

the places he had taken in the heart of the Moorish

ten'itories, he enjoii>ed Iheir commanders to render

every assistance to the younger Moorish king, in the

civil war against his father. He then returned with

his army to Cordova, in gr'^t triumph ; closing a se-

ries of ravaging campaig; . 'Mi* had filled the king-

dom of Granada with griet .hI consternation.

CHAPTBa XXVIU.

ATTEMPT OF EL ZAGAL TO SUBPHISE BOADDIl IN AI.MERIA.

During this year of sorrow and disaster to the

Moors, Ihe younger king, Boabdil, most truly called

the unfortunate, held a diminislied and feeble court

in the maritime city of Almeria. He retained Utile

more than the name of king ; and was supported, in

even the shadow of royalty, by Ihe countenance and
treasures of tlie Caslilian sovereigns. Still he trusted

that, in the fluctuation of events, the inconstant na-

tion might once more return to his standard, and re-

place him on the throne of the Alhambra.

His mother, tlie high-spirited sultana Ayxa la
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Ilorra, endeavoured to rouse him from this passive

slate. " It is a (ieeble mind," said siie, " lliat waits

for tlie turn of fortune's wiieei ; the brave mind seizes

Ufion it, and turns it to its purpose. Take tlie Held,

and you may drive danger before you ; remain cower-

ing at Imme, and it besieges you in your dwelling.

By a bold enterprise, you may regain your splendid

ihrone in Granada; by passive forbearance, you will

forfeit even this miserable throne in AInieria."

Boabdil had not the force of soul to follow these

courageous counsels ; and, in a Utile time, the evils

his mother had predicted fell upon him.

Old Muley Aben Hassan was almost extinguished

by age and intirmity. He had nearly lost his sight,

and was completely bed-ridden. His brother Ab-

dalla, surnamed El Z>agal, or "the valiant," the

same who had assisted in Ihe massacre of the Spanish

chivalry among Ihe mountains of Malaga, was com-

mander in chief of the Moorish armies ; and gra-

dually took upon himself most of the cares of sove-

reignty. Among other things, he was particularly

zealous in espousing his brother's quarrel with his

son; and he prosecuted it with such vehemence,

that many affirmed there was something more than

fraternal sympathy at the bottom of his zeal.

The disastersand disgraces inflicted on the country

by the Christians, during this year, bad wounded

the national feelings of the people of Almeria ; and

many had felt indignant, that Boabdil should remain

passive at such a time; or rather, should appear to

make a common cause with the enemy. His uncle

Abdalla diligently fomented this feeling by his agents.

The same arls were made use of thct had been suc-

cessful in Granada. Boabdil was secretly, but ac-

tively, denounced by Ihe alfaquis as an apostate,

leagued with the Christians against his country and

his early faith. The affections of the populace and

soldieiy wore gradually alienated from him, and a

deep conspiracy concerted for his destruction. In

the month of February, 1485, £1 Zagal suddenly

appeared before Almeria, at the head of a troop of

horse. The alfaquis were prepared for his arrival,

and the gates were thrown open to him. He entered,

with his band, and galloped to the citadel. The
aicayde would have made resistance ; but the gar-

rison put him to death, and received £1 Zagal with

acclamations. El Zagal rushed through the apart-

ments of the alcazar, but he sought in vain for Boab-

dil. He found the sultana Ayxa la Horra in one of

the .saloons, with Ben Ahagete, a younger brother of

the monarch, a valiant Abencerrage, and several at-

tendants, who rallied round them to protect them.

"Where is the traitor Boabdil?" exclaimed £1

Zagal. " I know no traitor more perfidious than

thyself," exclaimed the intrepid sultana : " and I

trust my son is in safety, to take vengeance on thy

treason." The rage of El Zagal was without bounds,

when he learned thathis intended victim had escaped.

In his fury he slew the prince, Ben Ahagete ; and his

followei's fell upon and massacred the Abencerrage

and attendants. As to the proud sultana, she was

borne away prisoner, and loaded with revilings; as

having upheld her son in his rebellion, and fomented

a civil war.

The unfortunate Boabdil liad been apprised of his

danger by a faithful soldier, just in time to make hit

escape. Throwing himself on one of the fleetest

horses of his stables, and followed by a handful of

adherents, he bad galloped, in the confusion, out of

Ihe gates of Almeria. Several of the cavalry of El

Zagal, who were stationed without the walls, per-

ceived his flight, and attempted to pursue him. Their

horses were jaded with travel, and he soon left them

far behind. But whither was he to fly? Every

fortress and castle in the kingdom was closed agaiiut

him. He knew not whom among the Moors to trust

;

for they had been taught to detest him, as a traiior

and an apostate. He had no alternative but (o seek

refuge among the Christians, his hereditary enemies,

With a heavy heart, he turned his horse's head

towards Cordova. He had to lurk, like a Fugitive,

through a part of his own dominions; nor did lie

feel himself secure until he had passed the frontier,

and beheld the mountain barrier of his country

towering behind him. Then it was that he became

conscious of his humiliating slate : a fugitive from

his throne ; an outcast from his nation ; a king with-

out a kingdom. He smote his breast in an agony of

grief. "Evil indeed," exclaimed he, "was the day

of my birth ; and truly was I named El Zogoybi,

the unlucky !"

He entered the gates of Cordova with downcast

countenance, and with a I rain of only forty followers.

I'he sovereigns were absent ; but the cavaliers of

Andalusia manifested that sympathy in the misfor-

tunes of the monarch, that becomes men ofloftyand

chivalrous souls. They received him with great dL<i-

tinction, attended him with the utmost courtesy

;

and he was honourably entertained by the civil and

military commanders of thatancient city.

In the mean time. El Zagal put a new aicayde over

Almeria, to govern in the name of his brother; and,

having strongly garrisoned the place, he repaired l»

Malaga, where an attack of the Christians was appr^

bended. The young monarch lieing driven uul of

the land, and the old monarch blind and bed-ridden.

El Zagal, at the head uf the armies, was virtuallr

the sovereign of Granada. The people were pleased

with having a new idol to look up to, and a new name

to shout forth ; and El Zagal was hailed with accla-

mations, as the main hope of the nation.

CHAPTER XXIX.

BOW KING FERDINAND COMMENCED ANOTHER CAMPAIGN ICH'n
|

THE MOORS, AND BOW HE LAID SIEGE TO COIN AND CAITtll

The great effect of the battering ordnance, ind^|

molishing the Moorish fortresses, in the precedinj
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IeR XXIX.

LcEU XNOTHEB CiSPilOU ifii™

|lD SIEGE TO COIN kW CASTHl

„ battering ordnance, m^

fortresses, in the precedio!

year, induced Khif; Ferdinand lo procure a powerful

train for Ihe campaign of 148.1; in Ihe course of

which he resolved to assault some of the most for-

midable holds of Ihe enemy. An army of nine

thousand cavalry and twenty thousand infantry as-

sembled at Cordova early in Ihe spring; and the

kin;; look the field on the .''ilh of April. It had Xven

dolermined, in .secret council, to attack the cily of

Malaga, that ancient and important sea-port, on which

Cranada depended for foreign aid and supplies. It

was thought proper previously, however, to get pos-

session of various towns and fortre.sscs in the valleys

of Santa Maria and Cartama, through which pass

the roads to Malaga.

The first place assailed was the town of Benama-

qucx. It had submitted to the catholic sovereigns

ill the preceding year, but had since renounced its

allegiance. King Ferdinand was enraged at the

rebellion of the inhabitants. "I will make their

punishment, said he, a terror to others : Ihey shall be

loyal through force, if not through faith." The place

was carried by storm ; one hundred and eight of the

principal inhabitants were either put to the sword or

iianged on the battlements. The rest were carried

into captivity.

The towns of Coin and Cartama were besieged on

the same day; the iirst by a division of the army led

on by the Marquis of Cadiz ; the second by another

division, commanded by Don Alonsode Aguilar, and

[.uL< Fernandez Puerto Carrero, the brave senior of

Palina. The king, with the rest of the army, re-

niaineil posted between the two places, to render

assistance to either division. The batteries opened

upon both places at the same time ; and Ihe thunder

of the lombards was mutually heard from one camp
to the other. The Moors made frequent sallies, and

ja valiant defence ; but they were confounded by the

tremendous uproar of Ihe batteries, and the destruc-

jtion of their walls. In the mean time, the alarm-

jiircs gathered together the Moorish mountaineers of

liieSerrania, who assembled in great numbers in the

|cily of Monda, about a league from Coin.

They made several attempts to enter the besieged

(own, but in vain ; they were each time intercepled

ind driven hack by the Christians, and were reduced
III gaze al a distance, in despair, on the deslruclion of

Ihe place. While thus silualed, there rode one day

[iito Monda a fierce and haughty Moorish chieftain, at

|lic head of a band of swarthy African horsemen. It

vas Hamet el Zegri, the fiery-spirited alcayde of

londa, at the head of his liand of Gomeres. He had
lot yet recovered from the rage and mortification of

lis defeat on the banks of Ihe Lopera, in the disas-

ms foray of old Bexir, when lie had been obliged

steal back lo his mountains, with the loss of his

iravest followers. He had ever since panted for re-

[enge. He now rode among ihe host of warriors

ssembled al Monda. '* Who among you," cried he,

feels pity for Ihe women and children of Coin, ex-

' Pulgar. Gariliay. Cura dc los Palaclos.

p«>sed lo captivity and death? Whoever he is, let him
follow me, who am ready to die as a Moslem for the

relief of Moslems!" So saying, he seized a white

banner, and, waving it over his head, rode forth from

the town, followed by Ihe Gomeres. Many of the

warriors, roused by his words and his example,

spurred resolutely afler his banner. The people of

Coin, being pre|)ared for this attempt, sallied forth

as Ihey saw the white lianner, and made an attack

upon the Christian camp; and, in the confusion of

the moment, Hamet and his followers galloped into

the gates. This reinforcement animated the besieged,

and Unmet exhorted them lo hold out obstinately in

defence of life and the town. As the Gomeres were
veteran warriors, the more Ihey were attacked, the

harder they fought.

At length, a great breach was made in the walls;

and Ferdinand, who was impatient of the resistance

of the place, ordered Ihe Duke of Naxera and the

Count of Ilenavenle to enter with their troops ; and,

ns their forces were not sufficient, he sent word to

Luis de Cerda, Duke of Medina Cell, to send a part

of his people to their assistance.

The feudal pride of the duke was roused at this

demand. " Tell my lord the king," said the haughty

grandee, " that I have come to succour him with my
liousehold troop.s. If my people are ordered to any

place, I am to go with them ; but if I am to remain

in the camp, they must remain with me : for troops

cannot serve without their commander, nor their

commander without his troops."

The reply of the high-spirited grandee perplexed

the cautious Ferdinand, who knew the jealous pride

of his powerful nobles. In the mean time, the people

of the camp, having made all preparations for the

assault, were impatient lo be led forward. Upon
this Pero Ruyz de Alarcon put himself at their head,

and, seizing their manias, or portable bulwarks, and

their other defences, they made a gallant assault, and

fought their way in at the breach. The Moors were

so overcome by the fury of their assault, that Ihey re-

treated fighting to the square of the town. Pero

Ruyz de Alarcon thought the place was carried,

when suddenly Ilamet and his Gomeres came scour-

ing through the streeLs, with wild war-cries, and fell

furiously upon the Christians. The latter were, in

their turn, beaten back ; and, while attacked in front

by the Gomeres, were assailed by the inhabitants

with all kinds of missiles, from their roofs and win-

dows. They at length gave way, and retreated

through the breach. Pero Ruyz de Alarcon still

maintained his ground in one of the principal streets.

The few cavaliers that stood by him urged him to

fly : " No," said he, '*'
I came here to fight, and not

lo fly
! " He was presently surrounded by the Go-

meres. His companions fled for their lives. Before

they fled, Ihey saw him covered with wounds, but still

fighting desperately for the fame of a good cavalier.

The resistance of the inhabitants, though aided by

• Pnlgar, part, lii, cap. 42.

1.%
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Ihe salour of tlu; Ouriieret, was or iiu avail. The
IxiUeriii^ aiiillerj' of the Christiaiitt deiiiolishfd Iheir

walls; (unihiistililes were lliruwn into llicir town,

which set it on lire in varioiis places, ami they were
at length compelled to capitulate. They were per-

mitleil to depart with their efTecttt, and the Gomeres
with their arms. Ilanict el /.egri and his African

iKind sallied rorlh, and rode proudly through theChris-

lian camp ; nor could the Spanish cavaliers refrain

from regarding with admiration that haughty warrior

and his devoted and dauntless adherents.

The capture of Coin was accompanied by that of

Cartama. The fortifications of the latter were re-

paired and garrisoned ; but Coin being too extensive

lo be defended by a moderate force, its walls were
demolished. The siege of these places struck such

terror into the surrounding country, that the IVIoors

of many of the neighliouring towns abandoned their

homes, and fled, with such of their effects as they

could carry away : upon which the king gave orders

to demolish their walls anil towers.

king Ferdinand now left his camp and his licavy

artillery near Cartama, and proceeded with his lighter

troops to reconnoitre Malaga. By this time the secret

plan of attack, arranged in the council of war at Cor-

dova, was known to all the world. The vigilant

warrior. El Zagal, had thrown himself into the place.

He had put all the fortifications, which were of vast

strength, into a stale of defence, and had sent orders

to the alcaydes of the mountain towns lo hasten with

their forces to his assistance.

The very day that Ferdinand appeared before the

place. El Zagal sallied forth to receive him at the

head of a thousand cavalry, the choicest warriors of

Granada. A hot skirmish took place among the gar-

dens and olive-trees near the city. Many were killed

on both sides, and this gave the Christians a shaip

foretaste of what they might expect, if they attempt-

ed to besiege the place.

When the skirmish was over, the Marquis of Cadiz

had a private conference with the king. He repre-

sented the difficulty of liesieging Malaga with their

present force, especially as their plans had been dis-

covered and anticipated, and the whole country was
marching over the mountains to oppose them. The
marquis, who had secret intelligence from all quar-

ters, had received a letter from Juceph Xerife, a Moor
of Ronda, of Christian lineage, apprising him of the

situation of that important place and its garrison,

which at that moment laid it open to attack ; and the

marquis was urgent with the king to seize upon this

critical moment, and secure a place, which was one

of the most powerful Moorish fortresses on the fron-

tiers, and, in the hands of Hamet el Zegri, had been

the scourge of Andalusia. The good marquis had

another motive for his advice, becoming a true and

loyal knight. In the deep dungeons of Ronda lan-

guished several of his companions in arms, who had

been captured in the defeat in the Axarquia. To
break their chains, and restore them to lil)ertv and

light, he felt lo be his |)eculiar duty, as one of iIiom-

who had most promoted that disastr«)us enterprisie.

King I'VnIinand listened lo the advice of the mar-
quis. He knew the importance of Honda, which was
considered one of the keys of the kingdom of (;rj.

nadn ; and he was disposed lo punish the iuhabitanls,

for the aid Ihcy had rendered to the garrison at (;<»in.

The siege of IMalaga, therefore, was alundonotl for

the present, and preiNiralions made for a rapid ami

secret move against the city of Ronda.

CHAPTER XXX.

KiEUK or HO:iDA.

Till': bold Hamct el Zegri, the alcaydc of llontja,

had returned sullenly to his stronghold after the sur-

render of Coin. He had fieshed his sword in balile

with the Christians; but his thirst for vengeance vu
still unsatisfied. Hamet gloried in the strength ofliis

fortress and the valour of his people. A fierce and

warlike populace was at his command ; his signal-

fires would summon all the warriors of the Serrania;

his Gomeres almost subsisted on the spoils of Anda-

lusia ; and in the rock on which his fortress was bulll

were hopeless dungeons, filled with Christian fap-

tives, who had been carried off by these \var-liawk$

of the mountains.

Ronda was considered as impregnable. It was si

tuate in the heart of wild and rugged mountains, and

perched u|ion an isolated rock, crested hy a strong

citadel, with triple walls and towers. A deep ravine,
|

or rather a perpendicular chasm of rocks, of frigli

depth, surrounded three parts of the city ; tlirou^ I

this flowed the Rio Verde, or Green River. Thore
[

were two suburbs to the city, fortified by walls and I

towers, and almost inaccessible, from the natural as-

1

perityofthe rocks. Around this rugged city « erf
(

deep rich valleys, shelteralby the mountains, refresh-

ed by constant streams, abounding with grain and|

the most delicious fruits, and yielding verdant roea-i

dows; in which was reared a renowned breed of]

horses, the best in the whole kingdom for a foray,

Hamet el Zegri had scarcely returned lo Honili,!

when he received intelligence, that the Cliristiail

army was marching to the siege of Malaga, andot-F

ders from El Zagal lo send troops to his assistance.!

Hamet sent a part of his garrison for that purpose.]

In themean time, he meditated an expedition to wiiickl

he was stimulated by pride and revenge. Ail Ao-I

dalusia was now drained of its troops : there was ul

opportunity, therefore, for an inroad, hy which hel

might wipe out the disgrace of his defeat at the balliel

of Lopera. Apprehending no danger to his mom-l

tain city, now that the storm of war had passed dov

into the vega of Malaga, he left but a remnant ofh

garrison to man its walls; and, putting himself at t

head of his hand of Gomeres, swept down snddenitl
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into tlie plains of Andalusia, lie i.ireered, almost

without resistance, over those vast cjinpiitas, or fuis-

iiire-lands, which form a part of the domains of the

Duke of Medina Sidonia. In vain the Mh were

tans, and lliealarm-lires kindled ; the Itand of Ilninet

had pasMil by liefore any force could be assembled

;

iiiul was only to l)e traced, like a hurricane, by the

devaslalion it had made.

Ilaiitet regained in safely the Serrania de Honda,

exulliii^ in bis successful inroad. Tiie mountain glens

wereliiled with lung droves of cattle, and llorks of

,tieep, from the campiitas uf Medina Sidonia. There

were mules, loo, laden with the plunder of the vil-

lages; and every warrior had some costly spoil of

jewels for bis favourite mistress.

As El Zegri drew near to Honda, be was roused

rroin his dream oftriumph by the sound of heavy ord-

nance, bellowing through the mountain deliles. His

heart misgave bim : he put spurs to bis horse, and

galloped in advance uf bis lagging cavalgada. As be

proceeded, the noise of the ordnance increased,

echoing from cliff to cliff. Spurring bis horse up a

craggy height, which commanded an extensive view,

lie beheld, to bis consternation, the country about

Honda white with the tents of a besieging army. The

royal standard, displayed before a proud encampment,

showed that Ferdinand himself was present ; while

(lie incessant blaze and thunder of artillery, and the

volumes of overhanging smoke, told the work of de-

Istruclion that was going on.

The royal army bad succeeded in coining upon

Honda by surprise, during the absence of its alcayde,

md most of its garrison ; but its inhabitants were war-

like, and defended themselves bravely, tnisliiig that

lamet and bis liomeres would soon return to their

issLstance.

Tlie fancied strength uf their bulwarks had been

if little avail against the batteries of the besiegers.

the space of four days, three towers, and great

sesof the walls which defended the suburbs, were

itered down, and the suburbs taken and plundered.

iiiliards and other heavy ordnance were now
!velled at the walls of the city, and stones and missiles

all kinds hurled into the streets. The very rock

which the city stood shook with the thunder of

le artillery ; and the Christian captives, deep within

dungeons, hailed the sound as the promise of de-

erance.

When Ilamet el Zegri beheld bis city thus sur-

undedand assailed, he called upon his men to follow

and make a desperate attempt to cut their way
bough to its relief. They proceeded stealthily

Irougli the mountains, until they came to the nearest

jiglits above the Christian camp. When night fell,

part of the amiy was sunk in sleep, they de-

fended the rocks, and rushing suddenly upon the

kakestpart of the camp, endeavoured to break their

jiy lliroiigli, and gain the city. The camp was too

ongto be forced; they were driven back t(f the

ksof the mountains, whence they defended them-

selves by showering down darls and stones upon their

pursuers.

Ilamet now lighted alarm-llres about the heights;

his standard was joined by the neigblwuring moun-

taineers, and by troops from Malaga. Thus rein-

forced, he made repeated assaults upon the Christians,

cutting off all stragglers from the camp. All his at-

tempts, however, to force bis way into the city were

fruitless. Many of bis bravest men were slain, and

be was obliged to retreat into the fastnesses of the

mountains.

In the mean while, the distress of l\onda was
hourly increasing. The Marcpiis of Cadiz, having

possession of the suburbs, was enabled to approach

to the very foot of the |ierpcndicular precipice, rising

from the river, on the summit of which the city is

built. At the foot of this rock is a living fountain of

limpid water, gushing into a great natural liasin. A
secret mine led down from within the city to this

fountain, by several hundred steps, cut in the solid

rock. From this the city obtained its chief supply

of water; and the steps were deeply worn by the

weary feel of Christian captives employed in the

painful labour. The Marquis of Cadiz discovered

this subterranean passage, and directed his pioneers

to countermine it through the solid body of tlie rock.

They pierced to the shaft ; and, stopping it up, de-

prived the city of the benefit of this precious founlain.

While the brave Marquis of Cadiz was thus press-

ing the siege with zeal, and glowing with the gene-

rous thoughts of soon delivering liis companions in

arms from the Moorish dungeons, far other were the

feelings of the alcayde , Ilamet el Zegri. He smote

bis breast, and gnashed his teeth, in impotent fury,

as lie beheld, from the mountain cliffs, the destruction

of the city. Every thunder of the Christian ordnance

seemed to kilter against his heart. He saw tower

after tower tumbling by day, and at night the city

blazed like a volcano. " They lired not merely stones

from their ordnance," says a cliKiiiicler of the times,

"but likewise great balls of iron, cast in moulds,

which demolished every thing they struck. " They
threw also balls of tow, steeped in pitch and oil and

gunpowder, which, when once on tire, were not to

be extinguished, and which set the bouses in flames.

Great was the horror of the inliabilants. They

knew not where to flee for refuge : their houses were

in a blaze, or shattered by the ordnance. The streets

were perilous, from the falling ruins and the bounding

balls, which dashed to pieces every thing Ibey en-

countered. At night the city looked like a fiery

furnace : the cries and waitings of Uie women were

heard between the thunders of the ordi.ance, and

reached even to the Moors on the opposite moun-

tains, who answered them by yells of fury and de-

spair.

All hope of external succour being at an end, the

iiihabitaiUs of Honda were cuinpelled to capitulate.

Ferdinand was easily prevailed upon to grant them

favourable terms. The pla(;e was capable of longer

ii

"4
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resistance; and he feared for the safety of his camp,

as the forces were daily augmenting on tlie moun-

tains, and making frequent assaults. The inhabit-

ants were permitted to depart with their effects,

either to Barbary or elsewhere; and tliose who chose

to reside in Spain had lands assigned them, and were

indulged in the exercise of their religion.

No sooner did the place surrender, than detach-

ments were sent to attack the Moors, who hovered

about the neighbouring mountains. Hamet el Zegri,

however; did not remain, to try a fruitless battle.

He gave up the game as lost, and retreated with his

Gonieres, filled with grief and rage, but trusting to

fortune to give him future vengeance.

The tirst care of the good Marquis of Cadiz, on en-

tering Ronda, was to deliver his unfortunate com-

panions in arms from the dungeons of the fortress.

What a difference in their looks, from the time, when,

flashed with health and hope, and arraye'' in military

pomp, they had sallied forth upon the mountain foray

!

Many of them were almost naked, with irons at their

ankles, and beards reaching to their waists. Their

meeting with the marquis was joyful, yet it had the

look of grief; fur their joy Tas mingled with many
bitter recollections. There was an immense number

of other eaptives, among whom were several young

men of noble families, who, with filial piety, had

surrendered themselves prisoners in place of their

fathers.

The captives were all provided with mules, and

sent to the queen at Cordova. The humane heart of

Isabella melted at the sight of the piteous cavalcade.

They were all supplied by her with food and rai-

ment, and money to
"

' y their expenses to their homes.

Their chains were hang as pious trophies against the

exterior of the church of St Juan de los Reyes in To-

ledo, where the Christian traveller may regale his

eyes with the sight of them at this very day.

Among the Moorish captives was a young infidel

mhiden of great beauty, who desired to become a

Cliristian, and to remain in Spain. She had been

inspired » mi (he light of the true faith, through the

ministry of a young man, who had been a captive in

Ronda. He was anxious to complete his good work

by marrying her. The queen consented to their

pious w'slies, having first taken care that the young

maiden should be properly purified by the holy sa-

crament of baptism.

" Thus this pestilent nest of warfare and infidelity,

the cily of Ronda," says the worthy Fray Antonio

Agapida, " was converted to the true faith by the

thunder of our artillery. An example which was

soon followed bj, Casanbonetas, Alarbella, and other

towns in these parts; insomuch that, in the course of

this expedition, no less tiian seventy-two places were

rescued from Ihe vile sect of Mahomet, and placed

under the benignant domination of tlie cross."

CHAPTER XXXI.

HOW THE PEOPLE OP CBANiDi INVITED EL ZAOAL TO TEK

THROME; AND BOW BE MAECBED TO Tif? CAPITAL.

The people of Granada were a versatile, unsteady

race, and exceedingly given to make and unmake

kings. They had , for a long time, vacillated between

old Muley Aben Hassan and his son, Boabdil el Chioo;

sometimes seeing up the one, sometimes the other,

and sometimes both at once, according to the pinch

and pressure of external evils. They found, how-

ever, that the evils still went on increasing, in de-

fiance of every change; and were at their wits' end

to devise some new combination or arrangement, bv

which an efficient government might be wrought out

of two bad kings.

When the tidings arrived of the fa'' «f Ronda, and

the consequent ruin of the frontier, a .umultuous as-

semblage took place in one of the puulic squares. As

usual, the people attributed the nr.isiorlunes of tlie

country exclusively to the faults of their rulers : for

the populace never imagine, that any part of tlieir

miseries can originate with t''.emselves. A crafty al-

faqui, named Alyine Mazer, who had watched

current of their discontents, ros- and harangued

them.
" Yoii have been chusing and changing," said he,

'* between two monarchs; and who and what are I

they ? Muley Aben Hassan for one i man worn out

by age and infirmities; unable to ' >ly forth agaiiisl

the foe, even when ravaging to t' : very gates of Ihe)

city : and Boabdil el Chico for th( ther ; an apostate,

a traitor, a deserter from his thn i, a fugitive among I

the enemies of his nation ; a m- fated to misfortune,
|

and proverbially named * the plucky.'

" In a time of overwheir .g war, like the pi «nt,

,

he only is fit to sway a jeptre who can wield a I

sword. Would you se audi a !pan? You need I

not look far. Allah hai nt such a one, in this

t

of distress, to retrieve the fortunes of Granada. Yool

already know whom I mean. You know it can bel

no other than your general, the invincible Abdallal

whose surname of £1 Zugal has become a walcihl

word ui battle, rousing the courage of the failhfiil,|

and striking terror into the unbelievers."

The multitude received the words of the alfaquil

with acclamations; they were delighted withtlieidflj

of a third king over Granada; and Abdalla el ZagilT

being of the royal family, and already in the sitim

exercise of royal power, the measure had notiiingii

it that appeared either rash or violent. A deputation

was therefore sent to El Zagal at Malaga, inTitii

him to repair to Granada, to receive the crown.

El Zagal expressed great surprise and repugnanffj

when the iiii$.sion was announced to him; andnolliio

but his patriotic zeal for the public safely, andiii|

fraternal eagerness to relieve the aged Aben Ita

from the cares of government, prevailed upon I

accept the offer of the crown. Leaving, IhereloKl
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Rudovan de Yanegas, one of the br ivest Moorish ge-

nerals, in command of Malaga, he departed for Gra-

nada, attended by three hundred trusty cavaliers.

Old Muley Aben Hassan did not wait for the ar-

rival of his brother. Unable any longer to buffet with

the storms of the times, bis only solicitude was to

seek some safe and quiet harbour of repose. In one

of the deep valleys which indent the Mediterranean

coast, and which are shut up, on the land side, by

stupendous mountains, stood the little city of Al-

inunecar. The valley was watered by the river Frio,

and abounded witi-. fruits, with grain, and with pas-

turage. The city was strongly fortified ; and the

garrison and alcayde were devoted to the old mo-

narch. This was the place chosen by Muley Aben

Hassan for his asylum. His first care was to send

thither ail his treasures; his next, to take refuge there

himself; bis third, that his sultana Zorayna, and

their two sons, should follow him.

In the mean time, Muley Abdalla el Zagal pursued

his journey towards the capital, attended by his three

hundred cavaliers. The road from Malaga to Granada

winds close by Alhama, and is commanded by that

fortress. This had been a most perilous pass for the

Moors during the time that Alhama was commanded

by the Count de Tendilla. Not a traveller could

escape his eagle eye ; and his garrison was ever ready

for a sally. The Count de Tendilla, however, had

been relieved from this arduous post; and it had been

given in charge to Don Gutiere de Padilla, clavero or

treasurer of the order of Calatrava ; an easy, indul-

gent man, who had with him three hundred gallant

knights of his order, beside other mercenary troops.

The garrison had fallen off in discipline ; the cavaliers

were hardy in fight and daring in foray, but confident

in tiiemselves, and negligent of proper precautions.

Just before the journey of El Zagal, a number of

these cavaliers, with several soldiers of fortune of the

garrison, m all one himdred and seventy men, had

sallied forth to harass the Moorish country, during its

present distracted state; and having ravaged the

valleys of the Sierra Nevada, or snowy mountains,

were returning to Alhama, in gay spirits, and laden

with booty.

As El Zagal passed through the neighbourhood of

Alhama, he recollected the ancient perils of Ihe road,

and sent light corredors in advance, to inspect each

rock and ravine where a foe might lurk in ambush.

One of these scouts, overlooking a narrow valley,

which opened upon the road, descried a troop of

horsemen, on the banks of a little stream. They
were dismounted, and had taken the bridles from

tlieir steeds, that they might crop the fresh grass on

the ban!«s of '.he river. The horsemen were scattered

about; some reposing in the shade of rocks and trees,

others gambling for the spoil they had taken. Not a

sentinel was posted to keep guard; every thuig showed
the perfect security of men who consider themselves

iKyond Ihe reach of danger.

These careless cavaliers were, in fact, the knights

of Calatrava, with a part of their companions in arms,

returning from their foray. A part of their force had
passed on with the cavalgada : ninety of the prin-

cipal cavaliers had halted, to repose and refresh them-

selves in this valley. £1 Zagal smiled with ferocious

joy, whenhe heard of their negligent security. "Here
will be trophies," said he, " to grace our entrance

into Granada." Approaching tlie valley with cau-

tious silence, he wheeled into it at fall speed, at the

head of his troop, and attacked the Christians so sud-

denly and furiously, that they had not lime to put

the bridles upon their horses, or even to leap into the

saddles. They made a confused but valiant defence,

fighting among the rocks, and in the ru^ed bed of

the river. Their defence was useless ; seventy-nine

were slain, the remaining eleven were taken pri-

soners.

A party of the Moors galloped in pursuit of the

cavalgada : they soon overtook it, winding slowly up
a hill. The horsemen, who convoyed it, perceiving

the enemy at a distance, made their escape, and left

the spoil to be retaken by the Moors.

El Zagal gathered together his captives and his

booty, and proceeded, elate with success, to Granada.

He paused before the gale of Elvira ; for as yet he
had not been proclaimed king. This ceremony was
immeilialely performed ; for Ihe fame of his recent

exploit had preceded liim, and had intoxicated the

minds of the giddy populace.

He entered Granada in a sort of triumph. The
eleven captive knights of Calatrava walked in front.

Next were paraded the ninety captured steeds, bear-

ing the armour and weapons of their late owners,

and mounted by as many Moors. Then came seventy

Moorish horsemen, with as many Christian heads

hanging at their saddle-bows. Muley Abdalla el

Zagal followed, surrounded by a number of distin-

guished cavaliers, richly attired ; and the pageant was
closed by a long cavalgada of the flocks, and herds,

and other booty, recovered from the Christians.*

The populace gazed with almost savage triumph

at these captive cavaliers, and the gory heads of their

companions ; knowing them to have been part of the

formidable garrison of Alhama, so long the scourge

of Granada, and the terror of the vega. They hailed

this petty triumph as an auspicious opening of the

reign of their new monarch. For several days the

names of Muley Aben Hassan and Boabdil el Chico

were never mentioned but with contempt; and the

whole city resounded with the praises of £1 Zagal,

or "the valiant."

• Zurila, lib. xx, c, 62. Marianat Hist. Espaiia. Alurca, Anaivit

de Aragon.
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CHAPTER xxxn.
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HOW TUB COUNT im CiBBA ATTEMPTKII TO UAPTUHR ANOTURH

KINO. AND HOW UK VARCU IN UIS ATTEMPT.

The elevation of a bolil an \ active veteran to the

throne of Granada, in place of its late bedridden

king, made a vast difference in the aspect ofthe war,

and called for some blow that should dash the conii-

dence of the Moors in their new monarch, and ani-

mate the Christians to fresh exertions.

Don Diego dt' Cordova, the brave Count deCahra,

was at this time in his castle of Yaena, where he

kept a wary eye upon the frontier. It was now the

latter part of August ; and he grieved, that the sum-

mer should pass away without any inroad into the

country of the foe. lie sent out his scouts on the

prowl, and they brought him word, that the import-

ant post of Moclin was but weakly garrisoned. This

was a castellated town, strongly situate upon a high

mountaui, partly surrounded by thick forests, and

partly girdled by a river. It defended one of the

rugged and solitary passes by which the Christians

were wont to make their inroads; insomuch that

the Moors, in their figurative way, denominated it the

shield of Granada.

The Count de Cabra sent word to the monarchs of

the feeble slate of the garrison, and gave it as his

opinion, that, by a secret and rapid expedition, the

place might be surprised, king Ferdinand askedjthe

advice ofhis counsellors. Some cautioned him against

the sanguine temperament of the count, and his

heedlessness of danger. Moclin, they observed, was

near to Granada, and might be promptly reinforced.

The opinion of the count, however, prevailed ; the

king considering him almost infallible in matters

of border warfare, since his capture of Uoubdil el

Chico.

The king departed from Cordova, llierefore, and

took post at Alcala la Real, for the purpose of being

near to Mod in. The queen also proceeded to Vaena

,

accompanied by her children, Prince Juan and the

Princess Isabella, and her great counsellor in all mat-

ters, public and private, spiritual and temporal, the

venerable grand cardinal of Spain.

Nothing could exceed the pride and satisfaction of

the loyal Count de Cabra, when he saw this stalely

train winding along the dreary mountain roads, and

entering the gates of Vaena. He received his royal

guests with all due ceremony, and lodged them in

the best apartments that the warrior castle afforded

;

being the same that had formerly been occupied by

the royal captive Boabdil.

King Ferdinand had concerted a wary plan to

ensure the success of the enterprise. The Count de

Cabra and Don Martin Alonso de Montemayor were

lu set forth with their trouiKs, so as to reach Moclin

by a certain hour, and to intercept all who .should

attempt (o enter, or should sally from the town.

The master of Calatrava, the tnwps of the grand car-

dinal commanded by the Count of Bnendia, and the

forces of the Bishop of Jaen, led by that belligerent

prelate, amounting in all to four thousand horse and

six thousand foot, were to set off in time to co-o|)e-

rate with the Count de Cabra, so as to sinxound ihu

town. The king was to follow with his whole force,

and encamp before the place.

And here the worthy Padre Fray Antonio A gapida

breaks forUi intoa triumphant eulogy of the pious pre-

lates, who thus mingled personally in these scenes ul'

warfare. "As this was a holy crusade," says he,

" undertaken for the advancement of the faith, and

the glory of the church, so was it always counle-

nancetl and upheld by saintly men. For the victories

of their most catholic majesties were not followed,

like those of more worldly sovereigns, by erecting

castles and towers, and appointing alcaydes and gar-

risons, but by founding of convents and cathedrals,

and the establishment of wealthy bishoprics. \Vliere-

fore their majesties were always surrounded, in

court or camp, in the cabinet or in the field, by a

crowd of ghostly advisers, inspiriting them to the

prosecution of this most righteous war. Nay, the

lioly men of the church did not scruple, at times, to

buckle on the cuirass over the cassock, to exeiiange

the crosier for the lance; and thus, with corporal

hands, and temporal weapons, to light the goud

fight of the faith."

But to return from this rhapsody of the worthy friar.

The Count de Cabra, being instructed in the com-

plicated arrangements of the king, marched forth at

midnight to execute them punctually, lie led his

troops by the little river, which winds below Vaena,

and so up the wild defiles of the mountains; mai-eh-

ing all night, and slopping only in the heat of tiie

following day, to repose under the shadowy cliffs

of a deep barranca, calculating to arrive at Moclin

exactly in time to co-operate with the other forces.

The troops had scarcely stretched themselves on

the earth to take repose, when a scout arrived,

bringing word, that El Zagal had suddenly sallied

out of Granada, with a strong force, and had en-

camped in the vicinity of Moclin. It was plain, that

the wary Moor had received information of the in-

tended attack. This, however, was not the idea thai

presented itself to the mind of the Count de Cahra,

lie had captured one kir.g : here was a fairopiwr-

lunity to secure another. What a triumph, to lodge

a second captive monarch in his castle of Vaena I

What a prisoner to deliver into the hands uf hisi

royal mistress! F^red with the thought, the good

count forgot all the arrangements of the king; m

rather, blinded by former success, he trusted every

thing to courage and fortune ; and thouglil that, by

one Iwld swoop, he might again bear off the royal

prize, and wear his laurels without compelilion.

His only fear was, that the master of Calntrava, and

the belligerent bislio|), might come up in lime lo

share the glory of the victory. So ordering every

one to horse, this hot-spirited cavalier pushed on k
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The evening closed as the count arrived in the

neighbourhood of Moclin. It was the full of the

moon, and a bright and cloudless night. The count

was marching through one of those deep valleys or

ravines, \«'orn in the Spanish mountains by the brief

hut tremendous torrents, which prevail during the

aultiinnal rains. It was walled, on both sides, by

lofty and almost perpendicidar cliffs ; but the strong

^ieanls of moonlight, that penetrated to the bottom

of Ihe glen, glittered on the armour of the s(|uadrons,

as tliey silently passed through it. Suddenly the war-

cry of the Moors rose in various pai ts of the valley.
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cliff, accompanieil by showers of missiles, that struck

down several of the Christian warriors. The count

lifted lip his eyes, and beheld, by the light that pre-

vailed, every cliff glistening with Moorish soldiery.

The deadly shower fell thickly round him; and the

shining armour of his followers made them fair ob-

jeels for the aim of the enemy. The count saw his

hrother Gonzalo struck dead by his side; his own

liorse sunk under him, pierced by four Moorish

lances ; and he received a wound in the hand from

an arquebuse. He remembered tlie horrible mas-

sacre of the mountains of Malaga, and feared a simi-

lar catastrophe. There was no time to pause. His

brother's horse, freed from his slaughtered rider,

was running at large ; seizing the reins, he sprang

into the saddle, called upon his men to follow him,

and, wheeling round, retreated out of the fatal valley.

The Moors, rushing down from the heights, pur-

sued the retreating Christians. The chase endured

for a league; but it was a league of rough and broken

I ground, where the Christians had to turn and light

i

al almost every step. In these short but fierce com-

j

bats, the enemy lost many cavaliers of note; but the

loss of the Christians was infinitely more grievous,

comprising numbers of the noblest warriors of Vaena

and its vicinity. Many of the Christians, disabled

liy wounds, or exhausted by fatigue, turned aside,

and endeavoured to conceal themselves among rocks

and thickets, but never more rejoined their compa-

Inions; being slain or captured by the Moors, or pe-

I rishing in their wretched retreats.

The arrival of the troops led by the master of Ca-

llalrava and the bishop of Jacn, put an end to the

Irout. El Zagal contented himself with the laurels

|lie had gained ; and, ordering the trumpets to call off

his men from the pursuit, returned in great triumph

po Moclin.'

Queen Isabella was at Vaena, awaiting, in great

JBiixiety, the result of the expedition. She was in a

llalely apartment of the castle, looking towards the

\m\ that winds through tb.e mountains from Moclin,

Vid regarding the watch-lowers that crowned the

peighbouring heights, in hopes of favourable signals.

' Mariana, lib. XXV, c. 17. Abarca. /urila, etc.

' Ziirila, lit). &x, c. 4. Piilgar. Cionicn.

The prince and princess, her children, were with

her, and her venerable counsellor, the grand cardinal.

All shared in Ihe anxiety of the moment. At length

couriers were seen riding towards the town. They

entered its gates ; but, before they reached the castle,

the nature of their tidings was known to Ihe queen,

by the shrieks and wailings that rose from the streets

below. The messengers were soon followed by

wounded fugitives, hastening home to be relieved,

or to die among their friends and families. The whole

town resounded with lamentations, for it had lost

the flower of its youth, and its bravest warriors. Isa-

bella was a woman of courageous soul, but her feel-

ings were overpowered by the spectacle of wo which

presented itself on every side. Her maternal heart

mourned over the death of so many loyal subjects,

who, so shortly before, had rallied round her with

devoted affection; and, losing her usual self-com-

mand, she sunk into deep despcadency.

In this gloomy slate of mind, a thousand appre-

hensions crowded upon her. She dreaded the con-

fidence which this success would impart to the Moors.

She feared, also, for the important fortress of Alhama,

the garrison of which had not been reinforced since

its foraging party had been cut ofi by this same El

Zagal. On every side the ((ueen saw danger and

disaster, and feared that a general rout was about to

attend the Caslilian arms.

The grand cardinal comforted her with both spi-

ritual and worldly counsel. He told her to recollect,

that no country was ever conquered, without occa-

sional reverses to the conquerors; that the Moors

were a warlike people, fortilied in a rough and moun-

tainous country where they never could be conquered

by her ancestors ; and that, in fact, her armies had

already, in three years, taken more cities than those

of any of her predecessors had been able to do in

twelve. He concluded by offering to take the field,

with three thousand cavalry, his own retainers, paid

and maintained by himself, and cither hasten to the

relief of Alhama, or undertake any other expedition

her majesty might command. The discreet words

of the cardinal soothed the spirit of the queen, who
always looked to him for consolation, and she soon

recovered her usual equanimity.

Some of the counsellors of Isabella, of that politic

class who seek to rise by the faults of others, were

loud in their censures of the rashness of the count.

The queen defended him with prompt generosity.

"The enterprise," said she, "was rash; but not

more rash than that of Lucena, which was crowned

with success, and which we have all applauded, as

the height of heroism. Had the Count de Cabra suc-

ceeded in capturing the uncle, as he did the nephew,

who is there that would not have praised him to the

skies?"

The magnanimous words of Ihe queen put a stop

lo all invidious remarks in her presence; but certain

of the courtiers, who had envied the count Ihe glory

!
gained by his former achievements , continued to

m
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magnify, among themselves, his present Imprudence

;

and we are told by Fray Antonio Agapida, that they

sneeringly gave the worthy cavalier the appellation

of " Count de Gabra, the king-catcher."

Ferdinand had reached the place on the frontier

called the Fountain of the King, within three leagues

of Moclin, when he heard of the late disaster. He
greatly lamented the precipitation of the count, but

forbore to express himself with severity; for he knew
the value of that loyal and valiant cavalier.' He held

a council of war, to determine what course was to be

pursued. Some of his cavaliers advised him to aban-

don the attempt upon Moclin, the place being strongly

reinforced, and the enemy inspirited by his recent

victory. Certain old Spanish hidalgos reminded him,

that he bad but a few Caslilian troops in his army,

without which staunch soldiery his predecessors never

presumed to enter the Moorish territory; while

others remonstrated, that it would be beneath the

dignity of the king to retire from an enterprise on

account of the defeat of a single cavalier and his re-

tainers. In this way, the king was distracted by a

multitude of counsellors; when fortunately a letter

from the queen put an end to his perplexities. Pro-

ceed we, in the next chapter, to relate whaf was the

purport of that letter.

CHAPTER XXXm.

EXPEDITION AGAINST THE CASTLES OV CAMBIL AND ALBAUAI.

" Happy are Uiose princes," exclaims the worthy

Padre Fray Antonio Agapida, " who have women
and priests to advise them ; for in these dwelleth the

spirit of counsel!" While Ferdinand and his cap-

tains were confounding each other in their delibera-

tions at the Fountain of the King, a quiet but deep

little council of war was held, in the state-apartment

of the old castle of Yaena, between Queen Isabella,

the venerable Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza, grand

cardinal of Spain, and Don Garcia Osorio, the belli-

gerent bishop ofJaen. This last worthy prelate, who
had exchanged his mitre for a helm, no sooner beheld

the defeat of tlie enterprise against Moclin, than he

turned the reins of his sleek, stall-fed steed, and

hastened back to Yaena, full of a project for the em-
ployment of the army, tlie advancement of the faith,

and the benefit of his own diocese. He knew, that

the actions of tlie king were influenced by the opi-

nions of the queen ; and that the queen always inclined

a listening ear to the counsels of saintly men. He
laid his plans, therefore, with the customary wisdom
of his cloth, to turn the ideas of the queen into the

proper channel; and this was the purport of the

worthy bishop's suggestions.

The bishopric of Jaen had for a long time been

harassed by two Moorish castles, the scourge and

Abarca, Anales de Aragon.

terror of all that part of the country. They were

situate on the frontiers of the kingdom of Granada,

about four leagues from Jaen, in a deep, narrow,

and rugged valley, surrounded by lofty monnlaiiu.

Through this valley runs the Rio Frio, or " cold river,"

in a deep channel, between high precipitous rockg.

On each side of the stream rise two vast rocks, nearly

perpendicular, within a stone's-throw of each other-

blocking up the narrow gorge of the valley. On tlie

summits of these rocks stood the two formidable

castles of Cambil and AUiahar, fortified withl)attl^

ments and towers of great height and tiiickness.

They were connected together by a bridge, thrown

from rock to rock across the river. The road which

passed through the valley traversed this bridge, and

was completely commanded by these castles. They

stood, like two giants of romance, guarding the pass

and dominating the valley.

The kings of Granada, knowing the importance of

these castles, kept them always well garrisoned and

victualled, to stand a siege; with fleet steeds and

bard riders, lo forage the country of the Christians.

The warlike 'e of the Abencerrages, the troops of

the royal lious> nold, and others of the choicest chi-

valry ofGranada, made them their strongholds, from

whence to sally forth on those predatory and roving

enterprises, which were the delight of the Moorish

cavaliers. As the wealthy bishopric of Jaen lay im-

mediately at hand, it suffered more peculiarly from

these marauders. They drove off the fat beeves, and

the flocks of sheep from the pastures, and swept ihe

labourers from the field. They scoured the country

to Ihe very gales of Jaen ; so that the citizens could

not venture from their walls without the risk of being

borne off captive to Ihe dungeons of these castles.

The worthy bishop, like a good pastor, beheld, I

with grief of heart, his fat bishopric daily waxing

leaner and leaner, and poorer and poorer; and his
|

holy ire was kindled at Ihe thought, that the posses-

sions of the church should thus be at the mercy ofi
{

crew of infidels.

It was the urgent counsel of the bishop, therefon, I

that the military force thus providentially .issembled

in the neighbourhood, since it was apparently foiled I

in its attempt upon Moclin, should be turned against

these insolent castles, and the country delivered fioin I

their domination. The grand cardinal supported tlie

|

suggestion of the bishop, and declared, that be had I

long meditated the policy of a measure of the kind,j

Their united opinions found favour with the queen, I

and she despatched a letter on the subject to liie|

king. It came just in time to relieve him from lliej

distraction of a multitude of counsellors, and he in-

1

mediately undertook the reduction of the castles.

The Marquis of Cadiz was, accordingly, sentinj

advance, with two thousand horse, to keep vaicil

upon the garrisons, and prevent all entrance oreiiil

until the king should arrive with the main armyandl

the battering artillery. The queen, to be nearJij

hand in case of need, moved her qiiarlei"s totheciiyl

t
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of Jaen, where she was received with martial ho-

nours by the belligerent bishop, who had buckled on

bis cuirass, and girded on his sword, to fight in Ihe

cause of his diocese.

Id the mean time, the Marquis of Cadiz arrived in

the valley, and completely shut up the Moors within

their walls. The caslles were under the command
of Mahomet Lentin ben Usef, an Abenceriage, and

one of the bravest cavaliers of Granada. In his gar-

risons were many troops of the lierce African tribe

of Gomercs. Mahomet Lentin, confident in the

strength of his fortresses, smiled, as he looked down

from his battlements, upon Ihe Christian cavalry,

perplexed in the rough and narrow valley. He sent

forth skirmishing parties to harass thr-m ; and there

were many sharp combats between small parties and

single knights; but the Moors were driven back to

the castles; and all attempts lo send intelligence of

their situation to Granada were intercepted by the

vigilance of the Marquis of Cadiz.

At length the legions of the royal army came pour-

ing, with fluttering banner and vaunting trumpet,

along the defiles of the mountains. They halted be-

fore the castles ; but the king could not find room, in

the narrow and rugged valley, to form his camp : he

had to divide it into three parts, which were posted

on different heights, and his tents whitened the sides

of Ihe neighbouring hills. When the encampment

vas formed, the army remained gazing idly nt the

caslles. The artillery was upwards of four leagues

in the rear, and without artillery all attack would be

in vain.

The alcayde, Mahomet Lentin, knew the nature of

Ihe road by which the artillery had to be brought.

It was merely a rugged path, at times scaling almost

perpendicular crags and precipices, up which it was
utterly impossible for wheel-carriages to pass ; neither

was it in the power of man or beast to draw up the

Irrnbards and other ponderous ordnance. He felt

assured, therefore, that they never could be brought

to the camp; and, without their aid, what could the

Christians effect against his rock-built castles ? He
loffed at them, therefore, as he saw their tents by

lay, and their fires by night covering the surround-

K heighls. " Let them linger here a little while

longer," said he, "and the autumnal torrents will

ash them from the mountains."

While the alcayde was thus closely mewed up
ithin his walls, and the Christians lay inactive in

lieir camp, he noticed, one calm autumnal day, the

und of implements of labour echoing among the

iiountains, and now and then the crash of a fallen

«, or a thundering report, as if some rock had
en heaved from its bed, and hurled into the valley.

he alcayde was on the battlements of his castle,

irrounded by his knights. " Methinks," said he,

these Christians are making war upon the rocks

|nd trees of the mountains, since they find our castles

nassailable."

The sounds did not cease even during the night

;

every now and then, the Moorish sentinel, as he

paced the liattlemenis, heard some crash echoing

among the heights. The return of day explained the

mystery. Scarcely did the sun shine against the

summits of the mountains, than shouts burst from

the cliffs opposite lo the castles, and were answered

from Ihe camp with joyful sound of kettle-ilrums and

trumpets.

The astonished Moors lifted up their eyes, and be-

held, as it were, a torrent of war breaking out of a

narrow defile. There was a multitude of men with

pickaxes, spades, and bars of iron, clearing away
every obstacle, while behind them slowly moved
along great teams of oxen, dragging heavy ordnance,

and all Ihe munitions of battering warfare.

" What cannot women and priests effect, when
they unite in counsel

! " exclaims again the worthy

Antonio Agapida. The queen had held another con-

sultation with the grand cardinal, and the belligerent

bishop of Jaen. It was clear, that the heavy ord-

nance could never be conveyed to the camp by the

regular road of the country, and on this must depend

every hope of success. It was suggested, however,

by the zealous bi.shop, that another road might be

opened through a more practicable part of the moun-
tains. It would be an undertaking extravagant and

chimerical with ordinary means, and, therefore, un-

looked for by the enemy; but what could not kings

do, who had treasures and armies at command ?

The project struck the enterprising spirit of the

queen. Six thousand men, with pickaxes, crowbars,

and every other necessary implement, were set to

work, day and night, to break a road through the

very centre of the mountains. No time was to he

lost; for it was rumoured, that El Zagal was about

to march with a mighty host to the relief of the

castles. The bustling Bishop of Jaen acted as pioneer,

to mark the ''oute and superintend the labourers ; and

the grand cardinal took care that the work should

never languish through lack of money.'

"When kings' treasures," says Fray Antonio Aga-

pida, " are dispensed by priestly hands, there is no

stint, as the glorious annals of Spain bear witness."

Under the guidance of these ghostly men, it seemed

as if miracles were effected. Almost an entire moun-

tain was levelled, valleys filled up, trees hewn down,

rocks broken and overturned ; in short, all the ob-

stacles, which nature had heaped around, entirely and

promptly vanquished. In little more than twelve

day.s this gigantic work was accomplished, and the

ordnance dragged to the camp, to the great triumph

of the Christians, and confusion of the Moors.'

No sooner was the heavy artillery arrived than it

was disposed in all haste upon the neighbouring

heights. Francisco Ramirez de Madrid, the first en-

gineer in Spain, superintended the batteries, and

soon opened a destructive fire upon the castles.

When the valiant alcayde, Mahomet Lentin, found

> Ziiriia, AnalPsdeAragon. Iil)xx, c. 64. Piilgar.partlii.c.SI.

' Ibid.
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his towers tumbling about him, and his bravest men
daslied from the walls, without the power or inflicting

a wound upon the foe, his haughty spirit was greatly

exasperated. "Of what avail," said he, "is all the

prowess of knighthood against these cowardly en-

gines, that murder from afar ?

"

For a whole day a tremendous fire kept thunder-

ing upon the castle of Albahar. The lombards dis-

charged large stoties, which demolished two of the

lowers, and all the balllements which guarded the

portal. If any Moors attempted to defend the walls,

or repair the breaches, they were shot down by ri-

bado(|uines, and other small pieces of artillery. The
Christian soldiery issued forth from the camp, under

cover of this fire, and, approaching the castles, dis-

charged flights of arrows and stones through the

openings made by the ordnance.

At length, to bring the siege to a conclusion, Fran-

cisco Ramirez elevated some of the heaviest artillery

on a mount, that rose in form of a cone or pyramid,

on the side of the river near to Albahar, and com-

manded both castles. Tliis was an operation of

great skill and excessive labour, but it was repaid by

complete success ; fur the Moors did not dare to wait

until this terrible battery should discharge its fury.

Satisfied that all further resistance was vain, the va-

liant alcayde made signal for a parley. The articles

of capitulation were soon arranged. The alcayde and

his garrison were permitted to return in safety to

the city of Granada, and the castles were delivered

into the possession of King Ferdinand, on the day

of the festival of St Matthew, in the month of Sep-

tember. They were immediately repaired, strong-

ly garrisoned, and given in charge to the city of

Jaen.

The effects of this triumph were immediately ap-

parent. Quiet and security once more settled upon

the bishopric. The husbandmen tilled their fields in

peace, the herds and flocks fattened unmolested in

the pastures, and the vineyards yielded corpulent

skinsful of rosy wine. The good bishop enjoyed, in

the gratitude of his people, the approbation of his

conscience, the increase of his revenues, and the

abundance of his table, a reward for all his toils and

perils. " This glorious victory," exclaims Fray An-
tonio Agapida, " achieved by such extraordinary

management and infinite labour, is a shining example

of what a bishop can effect for the promotion of the

faith, and the good of his diocese."

CHAPTER XXXIV.

tNTIRPBISE or THE HNIOBTS OF CALiTRiVA AOAINST ZALEA.

While theseevents were taking place on the north-

ern frontier of the kingdom of Granada, the im-

portant fortress of Alhama was neglected, and its

commander, Don Gntiere de Padilla, clavero of Ca<

latrava, reduced to great perplexity. The remnant

of the foraging party, which liad been surprised and

massacred by the fierce El Zagal, when on his way lo

Granada to receive the crown, had returned in confu-

sion and dismay to the fortress. They could only $|)eak

of their own disgrace, being obliged to abandon their

cavalgada, and to fly, pursued by a superior force,

Of the flower of their party, the gallant knigiiis of

Calalrava, who had remained behind in the valley,

they knew nothing. A few days cleared np the mys-

tery, and brought tidings of their steeds, led in tri-

umph into the gates of Granada ; and their bieediiii;

heads borne at the saddle-bows of the warriors of

El Zagal. Their fellow knights, who formed a part

of the garrison, were struck with horror at the dismal

story, and panted lo revenge their death. Tlieir

number, however, was loo much reduced by iliij

loss to take the field ; for the vega swarmed with ilif

troops of El Zagal. They could not even venture

forth to foi'age for provisions ; and the defeat of llir

Count de Cabra having interrupted their customarr

supplies, they were reduced to such extremity, thai

they had to kill several of their hoi .es for food.

Don Guliere de Padilla, clavero of Calatrava, the

commander of the fortress, was pondering one day

over the gloomy state of aflairs, when a Moor was

brought l)efore him, who had applied at the gate For

an audience. He bore a budget, and appeared lo be

one of those itinerant merchants who wandered abom

the country in those days, hanging on the skirls of

armies, to purchase the spoils of the soldiery, and who

would pretend to sell amulets, trinkets, and per

fumes, but would often draw forth from their wallets

articles of great rarity and value: rich shawls, chains

of gold, necklaces of pearls and diamonds, and cosily

gems, the plunder of camps and cities. The Moor

approached the clavero with a mysterious look. "$^

nior," said he, "I would speak wilh you alone; I

have a precious jewel to dispose of." "I need m

jewels," said the clavero, abruptly ; "take thy wares

to the soldiery." " By the blood of him who dietl

on the cross," exclaimed the Moor, with earnest so-

lemnity, "do not turn a deaf ear to my offer ilhe

jewel I have to sell would be lo you of inestimaWe

value, and you alone can be the purchaser."

The clavero was moved by the earnestness of ihe

Moor, and perceived, that, under the figurative lan-

guage common to bis countrymen, he concealed soiik

meaning of importance. He made a sign, tiierefotr,

to his attendants to withdraw. The Moor looM

after them, until the door closed ; Ihen advanciii;|

cautiously, " What will you give me," said he,"il

I deliver the fortress of Zaiea into your hands?

Zalea was a strong town, about two leagues dis-j

tant, which had been a hostile and dangerous nei^

bour to Alhama; its warriors laying frequent an-j

buscades to surprise the knights of Calatrava, vl

oul
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The clavero looked with mingled surprise and dis-

trust at this itinerant pedier, who thus offered to

traffic for a warlike town. "Thou talkest," said he,

"of selling me Zalea ; what means hast thou of mak-
ing good the sale?" " I have a brother in the gar-

rison," rfplied the Moor, " who for a proper sum
paid down, will admit a body of troops by night into

the citadel."

"And for a sum of gold, then," said the clavero,

regarding him with stern scrutiny, " thou art pre-

pared to betray thy people and thy faith ?
"

" I abjure them and their faith," replied the Moor

:

" my mother was a Castilian captive ; lier people shall

!« my people, and her religion my religion."

The cautious clavero still distrusted the sincerity of

this mongrel Moor and piebald Christian. " What
assurance," continued he, "have I, that thou wilt

(leal more truly with me, than with the alcayde of the

fortress thou wouldst betray ? To me thou hast no

lie of fealty, to him thou owest thy allegiance."

"I owe him no allegiance!" cried the Moor, fire

Hashing from his eyes :
" the alcayde is a tyrant, a

(log! he has robbed me of my merchandise, stripped

me of my lawful booty, and ordered me the basti-

nado, because I dared to complain. May the curse of

God light upon me, if I rest contented, until I have

ample vengeance!"

"Enough," said the clavero; "I will trust to thy

vengeance, even more than to thy Christianity."

Don Gutiere now sununoned a council of bis prin-

I

cipal knights. They were all eager for the enler-

i prLse, as a mode of revenging the death of their com-

panions, and wiping off the stigma cast upon the order

by the late defeat. Spies were sent to reconnoitre

Zalea, and to comuumicate with the brother of the

Moor; the sum to be paid as a recompense was ad-

justed, and every arrangement made for the enter-

I
prise.

On the appointed night, a parly of cavaliers set out

I

under the guidance of the Moor. When they came
ne.ir to Zalea, their leader bound the hands of the

I guide hehind his back, and pledged his knightly word
I to strike him dead on the least sign of treachery; he

I

then hade him lead the way. It was midnight, when
Ihey arrived in silence under the walls of the citadel.

At a low signal, a ladder of ropes was letdown : Gu-

I
Here Miiftoz and Pedro de Alvarado were the lirst to

I

ascend, followed by half a dozen others. They sur-

I

prised the guards, cut them down, threw them over

I the wall, and gained possession of a lower. The alarm
I was given, the whole citadel was in confusion, hut
lalready the knights of Calatrava were in every part.

JThey called to each other to remember their brethren
Imassacred in Ihe valley of the vega, and their bloody
jheads Iwrne in triumph to Granada. They fought
jwilh sanguinary fury; most of Ihe half armed and
IbewiWered garrison were put to the sword ; the rest

were taken prisoners; in an hour Ihey were mastei-s

of the citadel, and the town submitted of course.

Tliey found the magazines stored with all kinds of

provisions, with which Ihey loaded an immense train

of beasts of burden, for llie relief of the famishing

garrison of Alhama.

Thus did the gallant knights of Calatrava gain the

strong town of Zalea, with scarcely any loss, and
atone for the inglorious defeat sustained by their com-
panions. Large reinforcements and supplies from the

sovereigns arriving soon after, strengthened them in

their own fortress, and enabled them to keep posses-

sion of their new conquest. This gallant affair took

place about the same time as the capture of Cambil
and Albahar; and these two achievements gave a

prosperous termination to the chequered events of this

important year. Ferdinand and Isabella retired (or

the winter to Alcala de lienares, where the (|ueen,

on the 46th of December, gave birth to the infanta

Catherine, afterwards spouse to Henry VIIl of Eng-
land.

CHAPTER XXXV.

DKATH or OLD HULEV ABEN HASSAN.

'J'liR personal exploits with which el Zagal had

commenced his reign, in surprising the knights of

Calatrava, and defeating the Count de Cabra, had

given him a transient popularity, which he had pro-

moted by feasts and tournaments, and other public

rejoicings, in which the Moors delighted. Knowing,

however, the uncertain nature of the people over

whom he reigned, he feared some capricious revolu-

tion in favour of his deposed brother, Muley Aben
Hassan. That once fiery old monarch was now blind

and bedridden, and lived in a kind of durance in the

city of Almunefar. He was treated, however, with

deference and attention; for the garrison had been

originally appointed by himself. El Zagal, having

now a little leisure during the interval of the cam-

paigns, became suddenly solicitous about the death of

his brother, and had him removed to Salohreria, for

the benefit of purer and more salubrious air.

The small town of Salobrefla was situate on a lofty

hill, that rose out of the centre of a beautiful and fer-

tile valley on the Mediterranean coast. It was pro-

tected by a strong castle, built by the Moorish kings,

as a place of deposit for their treasures. Here also

they sent such of their sons and brothers as might

endanger the security of their reign. They lived

here, prisoners at large, in a state of voluptuous re-

pose, under a serene sky, in a soft climate and luxu-

riant valley. The palace was adorned with fountains,

and delicious gardens, and perfumed baths; a harem

of l)eaulies was at the command of the royal captives,

and music and the dance beguiled the lagging hours.

Nothing was denied them but the liberty to depart;

that alone was wanting to render the abode a pertect

paradise.
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Notwithstanding the extreme salnbrity of tlie air,

and tlie assiduous altentiuns of tlie commander, wlio

was devoted to £1 Zagal, and liad l)een particularly

charged by him to be watchful over the liealth of his

brother, the old monarch had not been here many
days before he expired. There was nothing surpris-

ing in this event ; for life with him liad long glim-

mered in the socket : but the measures immediately

taken by El Zagal roused the suspicions of the public.

With indecent haste, be ordered, that the treasures

of the deceased should be packed upon mules, and

conveyed (o Granada, where he took possession of

liicm, to the exclusion of the children. The sultana

Zorayna, and her two sons, were imprisoned in the

Alhambra, in the tower of Comares ; the same place,

where, by her instigation, the virtuous Ayxa la

Ilorra and her son Boabdil had once been conflned.

There she had leisure to ruminate on the disappoint-

ment of all licr schemes, perfidiously executed, for

the advancement of those sons, who were her fellow-

prisoners. The corpse of old Muley Aben Hassan

was also brought to Granada; not in state, like the

remains of a once powerful sovereign, but transport-

ed ignominiously on a mule. It received no funeral

honours, but was borne obscurely to the grave by

two Christian captives, and deposited in the royal

Osario or charnel-house.

'

No sooner were the people well assured that old

Muley Aben Hassan was dead and buried, than they

all, with one accord, began to deplore his loss, and

extol his memory. They admitted, that he had been

fierce and cruel, but then he had been brave : it was

true, he had pulled down this war upon their heads;

but he had liimself also been crushed by it. In a

word, he was dead ; and his death atoned for every

fault : for a king, just deceased, is generally either a

hero or a saint. In proportion as they ceased to hate

Muley Aben Hassan, they l)egan to hate his brother

El Zagal. The manner of the old king's death, the

eagerness to seize upon his treasures, the scandalous

neglect uf his corpse, and the imprisonment of his

sultana and children, all filled the public mind with

dark suspicions ; and the name of El Zagul was often

coupled with the epithets of fratricide, in the low

murmuring's of the people.

As the public must always have some leading per-

son to like, as well as to hale, there began once more

to be an inquiry after Boabdil el Chico. That unfor-

timale monarch was living at Cordova, under the

shade of the cold friendship of Ferdinand, who had

ceased to regard him with nuich attention, when he

was no longer useful to his interests. No sooner,

however, did the public favour once more incline

towards him, than the kindness of the catholic mo-

narch immediately revived. He furnished him with

money and means again to elevate his standard, and

create a division in the Moorish power. By this

assistance, Boabdil established the shadow of a court.

ciu-a dc los Palacios, cap. Lwvii.

4

at Vele/ el Blanco, a strung frontier town on the

confines of Miircia, where be remained, as it were,

with one foot over the Iwrder, and ready to draw

that back, at a moment's warning. His presence,

however, gave new life to his faction in Granada. It

is true, tlie more courtly and opulent inhabitants of

the quarter of the Alhambra still rallied round the

throne of El Zagal, as the great seat of power; hut

then the inhabitants of the albaycen, the poorest pan

of the community, who had nothing to risk, and no.

thing to lose, were almost unanimous in favour of the

indigent Boabdil. So it is in this wonderful system

of sublunary affairs; the rich befriend the rich, the

powerful stand by tl»e powerful, while the poor en-

joy the sterile assistance of their fellows : thus, eacli

one seeking his kind, the admirable order of all things

is maintained, and a universal harmony prevails.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

OK TUB CUHISTIAN AHMY, WHICH ASSEMBLED AT THE CITV OF

COHDOVA.

Great and glorious was the style with which the

catholic sovereigns opened another year's campaign

of this eventful war. It was like commencing another

act of a stately and heroic drama, where the curtain

rises to tiie inspiring sound of martial melody, and

the whole stage glitters with the array of warriors

and the pomp of arms. 1'he ancient city of Cordovi

was the place appointed by the sovereigns for the as-

semblage of the troops ; and, early in the spring of
|

I48(i, the fair valley of the Guadalquivir resounded

with the shrill blast of trumpet, and the impatient

neighing of the war-horse. In this splendid era uf I

Spanish chivalry, there was a rivalship among llie

nobles, who most should distinguish himself hy the

splendour of his appearance, and the nuiriber and

equipments of his feudal followers. Every day be-

held some cavalier of note, the representative of some

proud and powerful house, entering the gates of Cor-

dova with sound oftrumpet, and displaying his banner

and device, renowned in many a contest. He would
[

appear in sumptuous array, surrounded by pages a

lackeys, no less gorgeously attired, and followed by a

|

host of vassals and retainers, horse and fool, all ad-

mirably equipped in burnished armour.

Such was the state of Don Inigo Lopez de Men-

doza, Duke del Infantado ; who may he cited as a pi^ I

ture of a warlike noble of those times. He hrouglill

with him live hundred men-at-arms of his liouseliold,

equipped and mounted d la geneta and d fa guiid'

The cavaliers who attended him were both maguili-

cenlly armed and dressed. The housings of fill) ol|

his horses were of rich cloth, embroidered with gol

and others were of brocade. The sumpter-mulcs h

housings of the same, with baiters of silk; while liie I

bridles, headpieces, and all tlie harnessing, glittered

j

with silver.
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The camp equipage of these noble and luxurious

warriors was equally magniflcent. Their tents were

gay pavilions, of various colours, fitted up with silken

iiangings, and decorated with fluttering pennons.

riity had vessels of gold and silver for the service of

their tables, as if they were about to engage in a

course of stately feasts and courtly revels, instead of

the stern encounters of rugged and mountainous

warfare. Sometimes they passed through the streets

ul' Cordova at night, in splendid cavalcade, with great

numbers of lighted torches, the rays of which, falling

upon polished armour, and nodding plumes, and

silken scarfs, and trappings of golden embroidery,

lilied all beholders with admiration.'

Dut it was not the chivalry of Spain alone which

thronged the streets of Cordova. The fame of this

war had spread throughout Christendom : it was con-

sidered a kind of crusade ; and catholic knights from

all parts hastened to signalize themselves in so holy a

cause. There were several valiant chevaliers from

France, among whom the most distinguished was

Gaston de Leon, seneschal of Toulouse. With him

came a gallant train, well armed and mounted, and

decorated with rich surcoats and panaches offeathers.

These cavaliers, it is said, eclipsed all others in the

light festivities of the court. They were devoted to

the fair; but not after the solemn and passionate

manner of the Spanish lovers : they were gay, gallant,

and joyous in their amours, and captivated by the

vivacity of their attacks. They were at first held in

li^lit estimation by the grave and stately Spanish

knights, until they made themselves to be respected

by their wonderful prowess in the field.

The most conspicuous of the volunteers, however,

who appeared in Cordova on this occasion, was an

English knight of royal connexion. This was Ihe

Lord Scales, Earl of Rivers, related to the Queen of

England, wife of Henry YIL He had distinguished

I

himself, in the preceding yciir, nt the battle of Bos-

worth Field, where Henry Tudor, then Earl of Rich-

mond, overcame Ricliard IIL That decisive battle

having left Ihe country at peace, the Earl of Rivers,

retaining a passion for warlike scenes, repaired to the

Castilian court, to keep his arms in exercise in a cam-

paign against the Moors. He brought with him a

I

hundred archers, all dexterous with the long-bow

and the cloth-yard arrow ; also two hundred yeomen,

[armedcap-4-pie, who fought wilh pike and battle-

I
axe ; men robust of frame, and of prodigious strength.

The worthy Padre Fray Antonio Agapida describes

liliis stranger knight and liis followers with his ac-

Icustomed accuracy and minuteness. " This cavalier,"

Ihe observes, "was from the island of England, and
|biought wilh him a train of his vassals ; men who

been hardened in certain civil wars which had
faged in their country. They were a comely race of

kn, hut too fair and fresh for warriors; not having
the sunburnt, martial hue ofour old Castilian soldiery.

' Pulgar, part, iii, cap. II, Sd,

They were huge feeders, also, and deep caruusers
;

and could not accommodate themselves to the sober

diet of our troops, but must fain eat and drink after

the manner of their own country. They were often

noisy and unruly, also, in their wassail; and their

quarter of the camp was prone to be a scene of loud

revel and sudden brawl. They were withal of great

pride; yet it was not like our inflammable Spanish

pride : they stood not much upon the puudonor and
high punctilio, and rarely drew the stiletto in their

disputes; but theirpride was silent and contumelious.

Though from a remote and somewhat barbarous is-

land, they yet believed themselves the most perfect

men upon earth ; and magnified their chieftain, the

Lord Scales, beyond the greatest of our grandees.

With all this, it must be said of them, that they were
marvellous good men in the field, dexterous archers,

and powerful with the battle-axe. In Iheir great

pride and self-will, they always sought to press in the

advance, and take the post of danger, trying to outvie

our Spanish chivalry. They did not rush forward

fiercely, or make a brilliant onset, like the Moorish

and Spanish troops, but they went into the fight de-

liberately, and persisted obstinately, and were slow

lo find out when they were beaten. Withal, they

were much esteemed, yetlitUe liked, by our soldiery,

whoconsidered themstaunch companions in Uie field,

yet coveted but little fellowship with them in the camp.
" Their commander, the Lord Scales, was an ac-

complished cavalier, of gracious and noble presence,

and fair speech. It was a marvel to see so much
courtesy in a knight brought up so far from our Cas-

tilian court. He was nmch honoured by the king

and queen, and found great favour witli the fair

dames about the court; who, indeed, are rather prone

to be pleased with foreign cavaliers. He went al-

ways in costly state, attended by pages and es(|uires,

and accompanied by noble young cavaliers of his

country, who had enrolled themselves under his

banner, to learn the genlle exercise of arms. In all

pageants and festivals, the eyes of the populace were
attracted by the singular bearing and rich array of

the English earl and his train, who prided Uiemselves

in always appearing in the garb and manner of their

country ; and were indeed something very magnifi-

cent, delectable, and strange to lieliold."

The worthy chronicler is no less elaborate in hii-

descriptionof the masters of Santiago, Calalrava, and

Alcantara, and their valiant knights; armed at all

points, and decorated with the badges of their orders.

"These," he affirms, "were the flower of Christian

chivalry. Being constantly in service, they became

more steadfast and accomplished in discipline than

the irregular and temporary levies of the feudal no-

bles. Calm, solemn, and stately, they sat like towers

upon their powerful chargers. On parades, they

manifested none of the show and ostentation of Ihe

other troops. Neither, in battle, did they endeavour

lo signali/e themselves by any fiery vivacity, or des-

perahi and vain-glorious exploit; every thing with

is ill
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them was measured ami sedate; yet it was olwerved,

tliat none were more warlilte iii their appearance in

the camp, or more terrible for their acliievemenis in

the Held."

The gorgeous magniflcence of tlie Spanish nol)les

found but little favour in the eyes of the sovereigns.

Tliey saw that it caused a competition in expense,

ruinous to cavaliers of moderate fortune ; and they

feared that a softness and effeminacy might thus be

introduced, incompatible with the stern nature of

the war. They signinod tlieir disapprobation to

several of the principal noblemen, and recommended

a more sober and soldierlike display while in actual

service.

'* These are rare troops for a tourney, my lord,"

said Ferdinand to the Duke del Infiintado, as he be-

held his retainers glittering in gold and embroidery

:

" but gold, though gorgeous, is soft and yielding:

iron is the metal for the field."

"Sire," replied the duke, " if my men parade in

gold, your majesty will iind they fight with steel."

The king smiled, but shook his head ; and the duke

treasured up his speech in his heart.

It remains now to reveal the immediate object of

this mighty and ciiivalrous preparation; which had,

in fact, the gratification of a royal pique at Iwttom.

The severe lesson which Ferdinand had received

from the veteran Ali Atar, before the walls of Loxa,

though it had been of great service in rendering him

wary in his attacks upon fortified places, yet rankled

sorely in his mind ; and he had ever since held Loxa

in peculiar odium. It was, in truth, one of the most

belligerent and troublesome cities on the borders; in-

cessantly harassing Andalusia by its incursions. It

also intervened between the Christian territories and

Alliama, and other important places, gained in the

kingdom of Granada. For all these reasons. King

Ferdinand had determined to make another grand

attempt upon this warrior city ; and for this purpose

he had summoned to the field his most powerful chi-

valry.

It was in the month of May that the king sallied

from Cordova, at the liead of his army. He had

twelve thousand cavalry, and forty thousand foot-sol-

diers, with cross-bows, lances, and arquebuses.

There were six thousand pioneers, with lialchets,

pickaxes, and crowbars, for levelling roads. He took

with him, also, a great train of lombards and other

lieavy artillery ; with a body of Germans, skilled in

the service of ordnance and the art of battering walls.

" It was a glorious spectacle," says Fray Antonio

Agapida, " to l)ehold this pompous pageant issuing

forth from Cordova : the pennons and devices of the

proudest houses of Spain, with thoseofgallant stranger

knights, fluttering above a sea of crests and plumes

;

to see it slowly moving, with flash of helmet, and

cuirass, and buckler, across the ancient bridge, and

reflected in the waters of the Guadalquivir ; while the

neigh of steed, and the blast of trumpet, vibrated in

the air, and resounded to the distant mountains. But,

above all," concludes the good father, with his ac-

customed zeal, " it was triumphant to behold tlK

standard of the faith every where displayed ; and tu

reflect, that this was no worldly-minded army, intent

upon some temporal scheme of ambition or revenge;

but a Christian host, bound on a crusade to extirpate

the vile seed of Mahomet from the land, and to extend

tlie pure dominion ofthe church."

CHAPTER XXXVII.

now VRRSII COMMOTIONS BROKR OUT IN GBA!t|«l>A, kHO HOW
TIIK peOPLK UNUEHTOOK TO ALL4V TUKM.

WiiiLK perfect unity of object, and harinuuy ol

operation, gave power to the Christian arms, the de-

voted kingdom of Granada continued a prey to in-

ternal feuds. The transient popularity of El Zagal liail

declined ever since the death of his brother, and the

party of Boabdil el Cliico was daily gaining strent;tli.

The albaycen and the Alliambia were again arravfd

against each other in deadly strife, and the streets of

unhappy Granada were daily dyed in the blood of

her children. In the midst ofthese dissensions, lidin<^i

arrived of the formidable army assembling at Cor-

dova. The rival factions paused in their inraluaial

brawls, and were roused to a temporary sense uF the

common danger. They forthwith resorted to tlidr

old expedient of new-modelling their government, or

rather, of making and unmaking kings. Tiie eleva-

tion of El Zagal to the throne had not produced ilic

desired effect. What, then, was to be done? llecall

BoalMlil el Chico, and acknowledge him again as so-

vereign ? While they were in a popular tumult of

deliberation, Hamet Ahen Zarrax, surnamed ElSanIo,

arose among them. This was the same wild, melan-

choly man, who had predicted the woes of Granada.

He issued from one of the caverns of the adjaceni
j

height, which overhangs the Darro, and has since

been called the Holy Mountain. His appearance was

more haggard than ever; for the unheeded spirit of

prophecy seemed to have turned inwardly, and preyd f

upon his vitals. " Beware, O Moslems !

" exclaini«l

he, " of men, who are eager to govern, yetareiinalilt
|

to protect ! Why slaughter each other for El Cliicn

or El Zagal? Let your kings renounce their con-

tests, and unite for the salvation of Granada, or lel|

them he deposed !

"

Hamet Aben Zarrax had long been revered as 1

1

saint; he was now considered an oracle. The old I

men and the nobles immediately consulted logellinl

how the two rival kings might be brought to acronl
[

They had tried most expedients : it was now deierl

mined to divide the kingdom between them; fiiviKi

Granada, Malaga. Yelez Malaga, AInieria, AloiuT

ne^ar, and their dependencies, to El Zagal, and A*l

residue to Boabdil el Chico. Among the cities ;;rani[

ed to the latter, Loxa was particularly specified, wiij
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a I'ontlition, that he should immediately take com-

mand of it in person ; for the council thought the fa-

vour he enjoyed with the Castilian monarchs might

,iverl the threatened attack.

)':i Zagal readily accorded lo this arrangement. He

had been hastily elevated to the throne by an ebul-

lition of the people, and might be as hastily cast down

af;ain. It secured him one half of a kingdom to which

he had no hereditary right, and he trusted (o force

or fraud lo gain the other half hereafter. Tlie wily

old monarch even sent a deputation to his nephew,

making a merit of offering him cheerfully the half,

wiiirh he had thus l)een compelletl to relinquish, and

inviling him lo enter into an amicable coalition for

the good of the country.

The heart of (ioabdil shrunk from all connexion

with a man who had sought his life, and whom he

regarded as Ihe murderer of his kindred. He accepted

one lialf of the kingdom as an offer from the nation,

not to he rejected by a prince, who scarcely held pos-

session of the ground be stood on. He asserted,

nevertheless, his absolute right to the whole, and only

submitted to the partition out of anxiety for the pre-

sent good of his people. He assembled his bandfid of

adiierents, and prepared to hasten to Loxa. As he

mounted his horse to depart, Hamet A ben Zarrax

sloo<l suddenly before him. " Be true lo thy country

and thy faith," cried be, "hold no furl her communi-

cation with these Christian dogs. I'rust not the

liollow-liearted friendship of the Castilian king : he

is mining the earth beneath thy feet. Cluise one of

two things : be a sovereign or a slave ; thou canst not

be both!

"

Boabdil ruminated on these words : he made many

wise resolutions; but he was prone always to act

from the impulse of the moment, and was unfortu-

nately given to temporise in his policy. He wrote to

Ferdinand, informing him, that Loxa and certain

other cities had returned to their allegiance, and that

he held them as vassal to the Castilian crown, ac-

cording to their convention. He conjured him, there-

fore, to refrain from any meditated attack, offering

free passage to the Spanish army to Malaga, or any

other place under the dominion of his uncle.'

Ferdinand turned a deaf ear to the entreaty, and

to all professions of friendship and vassalage. Boabdil

was nothing to him, but as an instrument for stirring

up the flames of civil discord. He now insisted, that

lie had entered into a hostile league with his uncle,

and had, consequently, forfeited all claims to his

indulgence; and he prosecuted with greater earnesl-

I

ness his campaign againsl the city of Loxa.

"Thus," observes the worthy Fray Antonio Aga-
ida, "did this most sagacious sovereign act upon the

I

text in the eleventh chapter of the evangelist St Luke,
that "a kingdom divided against itself cannot stand."

He had induced these inHdels to waste and destroy

I

themselves by internal dissensions, and finally cast

• Zurila, lib. xi, c. 68.

forth the survivor ; while Ihe Moorish monarchs, by
their ruinous contests, made goml Ihe old Castilian

proverb in cases of civil war, " El vencido vencido,

y el vencidor perdido, ** the conquered conquered,

and the conqueror undone." '

CHAPTER xxxvin.

now KINO PeBniNiND HELD k COUNCIL OF WAR AT TBR lOCK OF
THE LOVEH.S.

The royal army, on its march against Loxa, lay

encamped, one pleasant evening in May, in a mea-
dow, on the banks of the river Yeguas, around the

foot of a lofty cliff, called the Hock of the Lovers.

The quarters of each nobleman, formed, as it were, a

separate little encampment; his stately pavilion, sur-

mounted by his fluttering pennon, rising above the

surrounding tents of bis vassals and retainers. A
little apart from the others, as it were in proud re-

serve, was the encampment of the English earl. It

was sumptuous In its furniture, and complete in its

munitions. Archers, and soldiers armed with battle-

axes, kept guard around it; while above, the standard

of England rolled out its ample folds, and flapped in

the evening breeze.

Themingled sounds of various tongues and nations

were heard from the soldiery, as they watered their

horses in the stream, or busied themselves round the

lires which began to glow, here and there, in the

twilight : the gay chanson of the Frenchman, singing

of his amours on the pleasant banks of the Loire, or

the sunny regions of the Garonne; the broad guttural

tones of the German, chanting some doughty krieger-

Ued, or extolling the vintage of the Rhine ; the wild

romance of the Spaniard, reciting the achievements

of the Cid, and many a famous passage of the Moorish

wars; and the long and melancholy dilty of the Eng-

lishman, treating of some feud^al hero or redoubtable

outlaw of his distant island.

On a rising ground, commanding a view of the

whole encampment, stood the ample and magnificent

pavilion of the king, with the banner of Castile and

Aragon, and the holy standard of the cross erected

before it. In this tent were assembled the principal

commanders of the army , having been summoned
by Ferdinand to a council ofwrar, on receiving tidings,

that Boabdil bad thrown himself into Loxa, with a

considerable reinforcement. After some consultation,

it was determined to invest Loxa on both sides : one

part of the army was to seize upon the dangerous but

commanding height of Santo Albohacin, in front of

the city; while the remainder, making a circuit,

should encamp on the opposite side.

No sooner was this resolved upon, than the Marquis

of Cadiz stood forth, and claimed the post of danger,

on behalfofhimselfand those cavaliers, his companions

• Raribay, lib. xl, c. S3.
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in ariiM, who had been compelled io relinquish it by

the fCi'neral retrent of the army on (lie former sie^^e.

The enemy had exiilleil overliiem, as if driven from

it in disgrace. To regain that perilous height, to pilch

their tenis uptm it, and to avenge the blocHJ of (heir

valiant compeer, the master of Calatrava, who had

fallen upon it, was due to their fame: the nianpiisde-

mandeii, therefore, that they might lead the advance,

and secure (he height, engaging to hold (he enemy
employed, until (he main army should (ake its posi-

tion on the opposite side of (he city.

King Ferdinand readily granted his permission,

upon wliich the Count dc Cahra lH>ggcd to he ad-

mi((ed to a share of the enterprise. He had always

been accustomed to serve in the advance ; and now
that lioalHlil was in the Held, and a king was to be

taken, hecould not content himself with remaining in

(he rear. Ferdinand yielded his consen( ; for he was

disposed (o give the good count every opportunity (o

re(rieve his late disaster.

The English earl, when he heard there was a work

of danger in question, was eager to he of the parly

;

but the king restrained his ardour. "These cava-

liers," said he, "conceive lliat liiey have an account

to settle with their pride. Let them have the enter-

prise to themselves, my lord : if you follow these

Moorish wars long, you will find no lack of perilous

service."

The Marquis of Cadiz and his companions in arms

struck Iheir tents before day-break. They were five

thousand horse, and twelve thousand fool, and they

marched rapidly along the defiles of the mountains

;

the cavaliers being anxious to strike the blow, and

get possession of the height of Albohacin , before

the king, with the main army, should arrive to their

assistance.

The city of Loxa stands on a high hill, between

two mountains, on the banks of the Xenii. To attain

the height in question, the troops bad to pass over a

tract of coimtry, rugged and broken, and a deep

valley, intersected by the canals and water-courses,

with which the Moors irrigated their lands. They

were extremely embarrassed in this part of their

march, and in imminent risk of being cut up !
' detail,

before they could reach the height. The Count de

Cabra, with bis usual eagerness, endeavoured to push

across this valley, in defiance ofevery obstacle. He,

in consecpience, soon became entangled with his

cavalry among the canals ; but his impatience would

not permit him to retrace his steps, and chuse a more

practicable but circuitous route. Others slowly cros-

sed another part of the valley by the aid of pontoons;

while the Marquis of Cadiz, Don Alonso de Aguilar,

and the Count de Urena, being more experienced in

the ground, from their former campaign, made a cir-

cuit round the bottom of the height, and, thus ascend-

ing, began to display their squadrons, and elevate

their banners, on the redoubtable post, which, in the

former siege, they had been compelled so reluctantly

to abandon.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

OW TRI IOV*L AiNI APfKilltll BirOMK THR i:iTT or U)U
kftO HOW IT W*M NrCKIVKD. AIID 0¥ THK DOI'UIITY ACHImi

MKNTI or THR KNGLDIH KARL.

TiiK advance of the Christian army upon ].nu

threw the wavering ItoalMlil el Cliico into one of Im

usual dilemmas; and he was greally ppiplcxeil

lietween his oath of allegiance to the Spanish !M)\>-

reigns, and his sense of duty to his subjecls. Iljs

doubis were determined by the sv'lit of the enemy,

glittering u|K)n the height of Allwliacin, and by ilif

clamours of llie people to be led forlh .. iMllle. ".\|.

lab
!

" exclaimed he, " thou kiiowcst my heart; tliuii

knowest I have lieen true in my faith to this Chrisiiiiii

monarch ! I have offered to hold Loxa as his vnssal.

but be has preferred to ap[)i-oach it as an enemy : on

his bend be the infraction of our treaty
!"

Doabdil was not wanting in courage; he only need-

ed decision. When he had once made up his niiml.

he acted vigorously. The misfortune was, he eillitr

did not make it up at all, or he made it up too Inie.

lie who decides tardily, generally acis laslilv;

endeavouring to compensjite, by hurry of action, for

slowness of deliberation. Roabdil hastily buckled on

bis armour, and sallied forth, surrounded liy his

guards, and at the head of five hundred horse, nnil

four thousand foot, the llower of his army. Some lie

detached to skirmish willi the Christians, who were

scattered and perplexed in the valley, and to prevent

their concentrating Iheir forces; while, with his main

body, be pressed forward, to drive the enemy fiuni

the height of Albohacin, before they had time tooolleci

there in any number, or to fortify themselves in thai

important position.

The worthy Count de Cabra was yet eiilangletl.

with his cavalry, among the water-courses of tk

valley, when he heard the war-cries of the Moors.

and saw their army rushing over the bridge, lie

recognised Itoabdil himself by bis splendid armour.

the magnificent caparison of his steed, and the bril-

liant guard which surrounded him. The royal host

swept on towards the height. An intervening hiiihiii

it from bis sight ; but loud shouts and cries, liie din

of drums and trumpets, and the reports of arque-

buses, gave note, that the battle had begun.

Here was a royal prize in the field, and the Couni

de Cabra unable to share in the action ! The good

cavalier was in an agony of impatience. Every altempi

,

to force his way across the valley only plunged him

into new dilliculties. At length, after many eager

but ineffectual efforts, he was obliged to order lib

troops to dismount, and slowly and carefully to lead

their horses back, along slippery paths, and aniid

plashes of mire and water, where often there vasj

scarcely a foothold. The good count groaned inspirit,

and was in a profuse sweat with mere impalieiice as I

he went, fearing the battle might be fought, and the

prize won or lost, before he could reach the field. I

Having at length toilfnily unravelled the mazes ofl
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the valley, and arrived at firmer ground, lie ordered

hu iro«>ps lo mount, and led them full gallop to the

height. Part of the good count'H wishes were satis-

fied, but the dearest were disappointed. He came in

itaMfi to partake of the very hottest of the fight, but

the royal prize was no longer in the Held.

Boabdil had led on his men with impetuous valour,

or rather with hurried rashness. Heedlessly expos-

ing himself in the front of the battle, he received two

wounds in (he very first encounter. His guards

rallied round him, defended him with matchless

valour, and liore him hlee«lingout of the action. The

Count de Cabra arrived just in time to see the loyal

s(|uadron crossing the bridge, and slowly conveying

their disabled monareh towards (he gale of the city.

The departure of liualidil made no difference in

the fury of (he contest. A Moorish warrior, ilark

and terrible in aspect, mounted on a black charger,

and followed by a band of savage (lonii^res, rushed

forward to take the lead. It was Hamet el Zegri,

the fierce alcayde of Rondo, with the remnant of his

once redoubtable garrison. Animated by his exam-

ple, the Moors renewed their assaults upon the

height. It was bravely defended on one side by the

Marquis of Cadiz, on another by Don Atonsu de

Aguilar; and as fast as the Moors ascended, they

were driven back and dashed down the declivities.

The Count de Ureita took his stand upon the fatal

spot where his brother had fallen. His followers

entered with zeal into the feelings of their com-

mander; and heaps of the enemy sunk beneath their

weapons, sacrifices to the manes of the lamented

master of Calatrava.

The battle continued with incredible obstinacy.

The Moors knew the importance of the height lo the

safety of the city ; the cavaliers felt their honours

stakeid lo maintain it. Fresh supplies of troops were

poured out of the city ; some battled on the height,

while some attacked the Christians who were still in

the valley, and among the orchards and gardens, to

prevenl Iheir uniting their forces. The troops in the

valley were gradually driven back, and the whole

host of the Moors swept around the Albohacin. The

situation of the Marquis of Cadiz and his companions

was perilous in the extreme ; they were a mere hand-

ful; and while Ihey were fighting hand to hand with the

Moors who assailed the height, they were galled from

a distance by the cross-bows and arquebuses of a host,

that augmented each moment in number. At this

critical juncture. King Ferdinand emerged from the

mountains with the main body of the army, and ad-

vanced loan eminence commanding a full view of the

field of action. By his side was the noble English

cavalier, the Earl of Rivers. This was the first time

he had witnessed a scene of Moorish warfare. He
looked with eager interest at the chance-medley

Ifight before him,—the wild career of cavalry, the

jirregular and tumultuous rush of infantry, and Chris-

lian helm and Moorish turban intermingling in deadly

ilniggle. His high blood mounted at the sight ; and

his very suul was stirred within him, by the confbsed

war-cries, the clangour of drums and trumpets, and

(he reports of anpiebuses, (hat came echoing up (he

niuun(ains. Seeing (he king was sending a rein-

forcement (0 (he field, he entreated permissiion to

mingle in the affray, and fight according to (he

fashion of his country. His request being granted,

he aliglUed from his steetl. He was merely armed
en blunco. that is (u say, with morion, back-piece,

and breast-plate; his sword was girded by his side,

and in his hand lie wielded a powerful battle-axe.

He was followed by a body of his yeomen, armed
in like manner, and by a band of archers, with bows
made of the lough English yew-tree. Tlie earl

turned to his troops, and addressed them briefly and

bluntly, according to the manner of his country.

" Remember, my merry men all," said he, " the

eyes of strangers arc upon you; you are in a foreign

land, fighting fur the glory of Cud and the honour of

merry old England! " A loud shout was (he reply.

The earl waved his ballle-axe over his head. " St

George for England!" crieii he; and to the inspir-

ing sound of Ibis old English war-cry, he and his

followers rushed down to the battle, with manly and

courageous hearts.

Tliey soon mSde their way into the midst of the

enemy; but, when engaged in the hottest of (he

fight, they made no shouts or outcries. They pressed

steadily forward, dealing their blows to right and

left, hewing down the Moors, and cutting their way
with their battle-axes, like woodmen in a forest;

while the archers, pressing into the opening they

made, plied their bows vigorously, and spread death

on every side.

When the Cas(ilianmoun(aineers beheld (he valour

of Ihe English yeomanry, they would not be outdone

in hardihood. They could not vie with them in

weight and bulk, but for vigour and activity they

were surpassed by none. They kept pace with them,

therefore, with equal heart and rival prowess, and

gave a brave support to the stout islanders.

The Moors were confounded by the fury of these

assauKs, and disheartened by the loss of Hamet el

Zegri, who was carried wounded from the field.

They gradually fell back upon the bridge ; the Chris-

tians followed up their advantage, and drove them

over it tumulluously. Tiie Moors retreated into the

suburb, and Lord Rivers and his troops entered with

them pell-mell, fighting in the streets and in the

houses. King Ferdinand came up to the scene of

action with his royal guard, and the infidels were all

driven within the city walls. Thus were the suburbs

gained by the hardihood of the English lord, without

such an event having been premeditated.

'

The Earl of Rivers, notwithstanding he had re-

ceived a wound, still urged forward in the attack.

He penetrated almost to the city gate, in defiance of a

shower of missiles, that slew many of his followers.

V: i

i .

Curadc log Palacios.

Cura (Ic los Palacios, HS.
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A stone, liurled from ilie battlements, checked his

impetuous career. It struck him in the face, dashed

out two of his front teeth, and laid him senseless on

the earth. He was removed to a short distance by

his men; but, recovering his senses, refused (o perniil

himself to be taken from the suburb.

When the contest was over, the streets presented a

piteous spectacle, so many of their iniiabitanis had

died in the defence of their thresholds, or been

slaughtered without resistance. Among the victims

was a poor weaver, who had been at work in his

dwelling at this turbulent moment. His wife urged

him to fly into the city. " Why should I fly ?" said

the Moor, "to be reserved for hunger and slavery ?

I tell you, wife, I will abide here; for better is it to

die quickly by the steel, than to perish piecemeal in

chains and dungeons." He said no more, but resumed

his occupation of weaving ; and, in the indiscriminate

fury of the assault, was slaughtered at his loom.

The Christians remained masters of the field, and

proceeded to pitch three encampments for the pro-

secution of the siege. The king, with the great body

of the army, took a position on the side of thecilynext

to Granada. The Marquis de Cadiz and his brave

companions once more [lilched their tents upon the

height of Santo Albohacin; but the English earl

planted his standard sturdily within the suburb he

had taken.

CHAPTER XL.

COltCLl'SION OF TDE SIEGE OF LOKA.

Havi>« possession of the heights of Albohacin,

and the subinb of the city, the Christians were en-

abled to chuse the most favourable situations for their

batteries. They immediately destroyed the stone

bridge, by which the garrison had made its sallies

;

and they threw two wooden bridges across the river,

and others over the canals and streams, so as to es-

tablish an easy communication between the different

camps.

When all was arranged, a heavy fire was opened

npon the city from various points. They threw not

only balls of stone and iron, but great carcasses of

fire, which burst like meteors on the houses, wrap-

ping them instantly in a blaze. The walls were

shattered, and the towers toppled down by tremen-

dous discliarges from the lombards. Through the

openings thus made, they could behold the interior

of the city ; houses tumbling down or in flames ; men,

women, and children flying in terror through the

streets, and slaughtered by the shower of missiles

sent through these openings from smaller artillery,

and from cross-bows and anfuebuses.

The Moors attempted to repair the breaches ; but

fresh discharges from the lombards buried them be-

neath the ruins of the walls they were mending. In

' Pulgar, part, iii, cap. 88.

their despair, many of the inhabitants rushed funh

into the narrow streets of the suburl)s, and assailed

the Christians with darts, cimeters, and poniards;

seeking to destroy rather than defend, and heedlfti;

of death, in the confidence, that to die fighting wjih

an unbeliever was to be translated at once to paradise.

For two nights and a day this awful scene conti-

nued ; when certain of the principal inhabitants began

to reflect upon the hopelessness of resistance. Their

king was disabled; their principal captains were ei-

ther killed or wounded; their fortifications little better

than heaps of ruins. They had urgcii ;tie unfor-

tunate Hoabdil to the conflict; they now clamoured

for a capitulation. A parley was procured from the

Christian monarch, and the terms of surrender Avere

soon adjusted. They were to yield up the city im-

mediately, with all their Christian captives, and lo

sally forth with as much of their property as tiiev

could take with them. The Marquis of Cadi;, on

whose hoi.our and humanity they had great reliance,

was to escort them to Granada, lo protect them from

assault or robbery. Such as chose to remain in Spain

were lo be permitted to reside in Castile, Aragou,

or Valencia. As to Boabdil el Chico, he was to k
homage as vassal to King Ferdinand ; but no ciia^

was to be urged against him, of having violated h
former pledge. If he should yield up all pretensions

to Granada, the title of Duke of Guadix was to be

assigned him, and the territory thereto annexed, pro-

vided it should be recovered from El Zagal wiiiiin

six months.

The capitulation being arranged, they gave as hos-

tages the alcayde of the city, and the principal of-

ficers, together with the sons of their late cliieflain,
i

the veteran AH Alar. The warriors of Loxa liien

issued forth, bumbled and dejected, at having tosur-
j

render those walls, which tliey had so long main-

tained with valour and renown ; and the women and I

children filled the air with lamentations, at Mk\
exiled from their native 4iomes.

Last came forth Boabdil, most truly called ElZo-|

goybi, the unlucky. Accustomed, as he had been.

to be crowned and uncrowned ; to be ransomed,

treated as a matter of bargain, he had acceded oil

course to the capitulation. He was enfeebled by iiisl

wounds, and had an air of dejection
;
yet, it is said,

[

his conscience acquitted him of a hreacli of failh I

towards the Castilian sovereigns; and the personal!

valour he had displayed had caused a syitipalliy fori

him among many of the Christian cavaliers. He I

kneeled to Ferdinand, according to the forms of vasi

salage, and then departed in melancholy mood furl

Priego, a town about three leagues distant. Ferlj

nand immediately ordered Loxa to be repaired aodl

strongly garrisoned. He was greatly elated at ilnj

capture of this place, in consequence of his formerl

defeat before its walls. He passed great encomininl

upon the commanders who ha<l distinguished theiii'l

selves; and historians dwell particularly upon his^1

to the tent of the Engl ish earl . His migesty conwieill

"^
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liliii for the loss of his teeth, by the consideration,

dial he might otlierwise have been deprived of them

by natural decay : whereas the lack of them would

now be esteemed a beauty rather than a defect;

serving as a trophy of the glorious cause in which

lie had been engaged.

The earl replied, " that he gave thanks to God

and to the holy Virgin for being thus honoured by

a visit from the most potent king in Christendom

;

tliat he accepted, with all gralituiit., '..is graoions con-

solation for the loss he had sustained ; though he held

it little to lose two teeth in the service of God, who
bad given him all."

"A speech," says Fray Antonio Agapida, "full

of most courtly wit and Christian piety ; and one

uidy marvels that it should be made by a native of

ail island so far distant from Castile."

CHAPTER XH.

CAPTVHE OP ILLOHA.

RiXG Ferdinaxu followed up his victory at Loxa

I

by laying siege to the strong town of Illora. This

I redoubtable fortress was perched upon a high rock,

ill the midst of a spacious valley. It was within four

leagues of the Moorish capital; and its lofty ca.stle,

keeping vigilant watch over a wide circuit of coiui-

|lry, was termed the Right Eye of Granada.

The alcayde of Illora was one of the bravest of the

I Moorish commanders, and made every preparation

I
la defend his fortress to the last extremity. lie sent

I
the women and children, the aged and iiilirm, to the

I
metropolis. He placed barricadoes in the suburbs,

|u|ieiioil doors of communication from house to house,

land pierced their walls with loop-holes, for the dis-

Idiaige of cross-bows, arquebuses, and other mis-

Isiles.

King Ferdinand arrived before the place with all

Diis forces. He stationed himself upon (he hill of

piciiiilla, and distributed the other encampments in

various situations, so as to invest the fortress. Know-
Bug the valiant character of the alcayde, and the

ilesperate courage of the Moors, he ordered the en-

campments to be fortified with trenches and palisa-

|lues, the guards to be doubled, and sentinels to be

|ilaeed in all the watch-towers of the adjacent heights.

When all was ready, the Duke del Infantado de-

hianded the attack. It was his first campaign ; and

lie was anxious to disprove the royal insinuation made
Igainst the hardihood of his embroidered chivalry.

viiig Ferdinand granted his demand, with a becom-
ing compliment to his spirit. He ordered the Count

p Cahra to make a sinmltancuus attack upon a dif-

Vrent quarter. Botii chiefs led forth their troops.

I'liOiie of the duke were in fresh and brilliant ar-

|iour, richly ornamented, and as yet uninjured by

Pie service of the llt.d. Those of the count were

weather-beaten veterans, whose armour was dinted

and hacked in many a hard- fought battle. The
youthful duke blushed at the contrast. " Cavaliers!"

cried he, " we have been reproached with the finery

of our arms : let us prove, that a trenchant blade may
rest in a gilded sheath. Forward ! to tlie foe ! and I

trust in God, that, as we enter this affray knightii

well accoutred, so we shall leave it cavaliers well

proved
!

" His men responded by eager acclamations,

and the duke led them forward to the assault. He
advanced under a tremendous shower ofstones, darts,

balls, and arrows ; but nothing could tlieck his career.

He entered the suburb sword in hand ; his men fought

furiously, though with great loss; for every dwelling

had been turned into a fortress. After a severe con-

flict, he succeeded in driving the Moors into the

town, about the same time that the other suburb was
(;airied by the Count de Cahra and his veterans. Tlie

troops of the Duke del Infantado came out of the con-

test thinned iu number, and covered with blood, and
dust, and wounds. They received the highest enco-

miums of the king ; and there was never afterwards

any sneer at their embroidery.

The suburbs being taken, three batteries, each fur-

nished with eight large lombards, were opened upon
the fortress. The damage and havoc were tremen-

dous; for the fortifications had not been constructed

to withstand such engines. The towers were over-

thrown ; the walls battered to pieces ; the interior of

the place was all exposed ; houses demolished, and

many people slain. The Moors were terrified by the

tumbling ruins and Uie tremendous ilin. The al-

cayde had resolved to defend the place unto the last

extremity. He beheld it a heap of rubbish ; there

was no prospect of aid from Granada ; his people had

lost all spirit to fight, and were vociferous for a sur-

render. With a reluctant heart he capitulated. The
inhabitants were permitted to depart with all their

effects, excepting theL'arms; and were escorted hi

safety, by the Duke del Infantado and the Count de

Cabra, to the bridge of Pinos, within two leagues of

Granada.

King Ferdinand gave directions to repair the for-

tifications of Illora, and to place it in a strong state of

defence. He left, as alcayde of the town and fort-

ress, Gonsalvo de Cordova, younger brother of Don
Alonso de Aguilar. This gallant cavalier was captain

of the royal guards of Ferdinand and Isabella, and

gave already proofs of that prowess, which after-

wards rendered him so renowned.

CHAPTER XLII.

OPTIIK AHHIVAL OF QUKKN ISAIIGLLA AT THE CAMP UEPORK MOCLIN.

AND OP TUB PtKASANT SAVlNtiS OP TUK KNGLISU KARL.

TuE war ofGranada, however poets may embroider

it with thie flowers of their fancy, was certainly one

of the sternest of those iron conflicts, which have been

w
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celebrated under the name of lioly wars. Tlie wor-

thy Fray Antonio Agapida dwells with nnsated de-

light upon the succession of rn^'ged mountain enter-

prises, bloody battles, and merciless sackings and ra-

vages, which characterise it
;
yet we find him, on one

occasion, pausing, in the full career of victory over

the infidels, to detail a stately [lageant of the catholic

sovereigns.

Immediately on the capture of Loxa, Ferdinand

had written to Isabella, soliciting her presence at the

camp, that he might consult with her as to the dis-

position of their newly acquired territories.

It was in the early part of June that the queen

departed from Cordova, with the Princess Isabella,

and numerous ladies of her court. She had a glorious

attendance of cavalieVs and pages, with many guards

and domestics. There were forty mules fur the use

of the queen, the princess, and their train.

As this courtly cavalcade approached the Rock of

the Lovers, on the banks of the river Yeguas, they

beheld a splendid train of knights advancing to meet

them. It was headed by the accomplished cavalier,

the Marquis Duke de Cadiz, accompanied by Iheade-

lantado of Andalusia. He had left the camp the day

after the capture of Illora, and advanced thus far to

receive the queen, and escort her over the borders.

The queen received the marquis with distinguished

honour, for hewas esteemed as the mirror of chivalry.

His actions in this war liad become the theme of every

tongue, and many hesitated not to compare him, in

prowess, to the immortal Cid.

'

Thus gallantly attended, the queen entered the

vanquished frontier of Granada, journeying securely

along the pleasant banks of the Xenil, so lately sub-

ject to the scourings of the Moors. She stopped at

Loxa, where she administered aid and consolation to

the wounded, distributing money among them for

their support, according to their rank.

The king, after the capture of Illora, had removed

his camp before the fortress of Moclin, with an in-

tention of besieging it. Thither the queen proceeded,

still escorted through the mountain roads by the

Marquis of Cadiz. As Isabella drew near to the

camp, the Duke del Infantado issued forth a league

and a half to receive her, magnificently arrayed, and

followed by all bis chivalry in glorious attire. With

him came the standard of Seville, borne by the men-

at-arms of that renowned city, and the prior of St

Juan, with his followers. They arranged themselves

in order of battle on the left of the road by which the

queen was to pass. The worthy Agapida is loyally

minute in his description of the state and grandeur of

the catholic sovereigns. The queen rode a chesnut

mule, seated in a magnificent saddle-chair, decorated

with silver gilt. The housings of the mule were of

line crimson cloth; the borders embroidered with

gold; the reins and head-piece were of satin, curiously

embossed with needlework of silk, and wrought with

t
> riira dc lo» rslacio*.

golden letters. The queen wore a brial or royal

skirt of velvet, under which were others of brocade;

a scarlet mantle, ornamented in the moresco fashion,

and a black bat embroidered round the crown and

brim.

The infanta was likewise mounted on a chesnut

mule, richly caparisoned. She wore a brial or skirt

of black brocade, and a black mantle, ornamented

like that of the queen.

When the royal cavalcade passed by the chivalry

of the Duke del Infantado, which was drawn out in

battle array, the queen made a reverence to the

standard of Seville, and ordered it to pass to the

right hand. When she approached the camp, the

multitude ran forth to meet her, with great demon-

strations of joy; for she was universally beloved by

her subjects. All the battalions sallied forth in mili-

tary array, bearing the various standards and banners

of the camp, which were lowered in salutation as she

passed.

The king now appeared, in royal state, mounled

on a superb chesnut horse, and attended by many

grandees of Castile. He wore a jubon or close vest

of crimson cloth, with cuisses or short skirts of yellow

satin; a loose cassock of brocade, a rich Moorisli

cimeter, and a hat with plumes. The grandees who

attended him were arrayed with wonderful uiagniii-

cence, each according to bis taste and invention.

''These high and mighty princes," says Antonio

Agapida, " regarded each other with great deference

as allied sovereigns, rather than with connubial fa-

miliarity as mere husband and wife, when they ap-

proached each other : therefore, before embracing,

they made three profound reverences ; the queen

taking off her bat, and remaining in a silk net or

cawl, with her face uncovered. The king tiien ap-

proached, and embraced her, and kissed her rcspeot-

fully on the cheek. He also embraced his daughter

(he princess, and, making the sign of the cross, lie

blessed her, and kissed her on the lips."

The good Agapida seems scarcely to have been

more struck with the appearance of the sovereigns,

than with that of the English earl. '* He followed,"

says he, " immediately after the king, with great

pomp, and in an extraordinary manner, taking ftt-

cedence of all the rest. He was mounted, A k g\m

or with long stirrups, on a superb chesnut horse,
|

with trappings of azure silk, which reached to the
I

ground. The housings were of mulberry, powdered

with stars of gold. He was armed in proof, and vote

over his armour a short French mantle of black bro-

cade. He had a white French hat «vith plumes; ami

carried on bis left arm a small round buckler, banded

with gold. Five pages attended him, apparelled io

silk and brocade, and mounted on horses sumptuouslTJ

caparisoned. He had also a train of followers, at-

tired after the fashion of bis country."

He advanced in a chivalrous and courteous manner,]

• niiia dc lo» Palaciw.
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making his reverences first to the queen and infanta,

and afterwards to the king. Queen Isabella received

him graciously, complimenling him on his courageous

conduct at Loxa, and condoling with him on the loss

of his teeth. The earl, however, made light of his

disfiguring wound ; saying, that '' our blessed Lord,

who had built all that house, had opened a window

there, that he might see more readily what passed

within."' Whereupon, the worthy Fray Antonio

Agapida is more than ever astonished at the pregnant

wit of this island cavalier. The earl continued some

little distance by the side of the royal family, com-

plimenting them all with courteous speeclies, his

steed curveting and carricoling, but managed with

great grace and dexterity, leaving the grandees and

(he people at large not more filled with admiration

at the strangeness and magnificence of his state, than

at the excellence of his horsemanship.

"

To testify her sense of the gallantry and services of

this nohle English knight, who had come from so far

to assist in their wars, the queen sent him, the next

day, presents of twelve horses, with stately tents,

line linen, two beds, with coverings of gold brocade,

and many other articles of great value.

Having refreshed himself, as it were, with the de-

scription of this progress of Queen Isabella to the

camp, and the gloriouspomp of the catholicsovereigns,

the worthy Antonio Agapida returns, with renewed

relish, to his pious work of discomfiting the Moors. '

CHAPTER XLIU.

sow KINO FERPINANU ATTACKED MOCI.IN, AND OP THE STRANGE

EVENTS THAT ATTENnED ITS CAPTURE.

"The catholic sovereigns," says Fray Antonio

Agapida, "had by this time closely clipped the right

j

wing of the Moorish vulture." In oiner words, most

of the strong fortresses along the western frontier of

Granada had fallen beneath the Christian arlillciy.

The army now lay encamped before the town of

Moclin, on the frontier of Jaen, one of the most stub-

born fortresses of the border. It stood on a high

rocky hill, the base of which was nearly girdled by a

I

river. A thick forest protected the back part of the

town towards the mountain. Thus strongly situate,

it domineered, with its frowning battlements and

I

massive towers, over all the mountain passes into

' Piciro Martyr, Episf. 6«.

' Ciira dc los I'atacios.

' Tlie (Icscripiion of litis royal pageant, and the parllculars con-
Icemini? the Englisti eail, asrce precisely with Uie ctironlcle of

I
Andres Bcrnaltles, tlie curate of Los Patacios. The English carl

jmalics no furtlier figure in (liis war. II appears, from various liis-

llnries, llial lie relurneil in llic conrse of llie year lo England. In
Itlie following year, his passion for figluing toolt liim to the Conti-
Ineni, at ihe licad of four hundred adventurers, in aid of Francis,
jnuke of Brittany, against Louis XI of France. He was Itillcd, in
lilic same year ( 1 488 ), in tlic battle of SI Alhan s, between the Bre-
|''i» and tlie French.

that part of the country, and was called the Shield of

Granada. It had a double arrear of blood to settle

with the Christians. Two hundred years i)efore, a

master of Santiago and all his cavaliers had been

lanced by the Moors before its gates. It had recently

made terrible slaughter among the troops of the

good Coimt de Cabra, in his precipitate attempt to

entrap the old Moorisli monarch The pride of Fer-

dinand had been piqued, by being obliged, on that

occasion, to recede from his plan, and abandon his

concerted attack on the place. He was now pre-

pared lo take a full revenge.

£1 Zagal, the old warrior king ofGranada, antici-

pating a second attempt, had provided the place with

ample munitions and provision; had ordered trenches

to be dug, and additional bulwarks thrown up, and

caused all the old men, the women, and the children,

to be removed to Ihe capital.

Such was the strength of the fortress, and the dif-

ficulties of its position, that Ferdinand anticipated

nmch trouble in reducing it, and made every prepa-

ration for a regular siege. In the centre of his camp
weretwogreat mounds, one of sacks ofHour, the other

of grain, which were called the royal granary. Three

batteries of heavy ordnance were opened against the

citadel and principal towers, while smaller artillery,

engines for the discharge of missiles, arquebuses, and

cross-bows, were distributed iij various places, to

keep up a fire into any breach that might be made,

and upon those of the garrison who should appear on

the battlements.

The lombards soon made an impression on Ihe

works, demolishing a part of the wall, and tumbling

down several of those haughty towers, which, from

their height, had been impregnable before the inven-

tion of gunpowder. The Moors repaired their walls

as well as they were able, and, still confiding in the

strength of their situation, kept up a resolute defence,

firing down from their lofty battlements and towers

upon the Christian camp. For tvvo nights and a day

an incessant fire was kept up, so that there was not a

moment in which the roaring of ordnance was not

heard, or some damage sustained by the Christians

or the Moors. It was a conflict, Jiowever, more of

engineers and artillerists than of gallant cavaliers

;

there was no sally of troops, or shock ofarmed men,

or rush and charge of cavalry. The knights stood

looking on with idle weapons, waiting until they

should have an opportunity of signalising their prow-

ess, by scaling the walls or storming the breaches.

As the place, however, was assailable only in one

part, there was every prospect of a long and obstinate

resistance.

The engines, as usual, discharged not only balls of

stone and iron to demolish the walls, but flaming

balls of inextinguishable combustibles, designed to

set fire lo the houses. One of these, which passed

high through the air, like a meteor, sending out

.sparks, and crackling as it went, entered the window

of a tower, which was used as a magazine of gun-

.1
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powder. The tower blew up, with a treinendoa»

explosion ; the Moors, who were upon its battlements,

were hurled into the air, and fell mangled in various

parts of the town; and the houses in its vicinity

were rent and overthrown, as with an earthquake.

The Moors, who had never witnessed an explosion

of this kind, ascribed the destruction of the tower to

a miracle. Some, who had seen the descent of the

flaming ball, imagined, that the fire had fallen from

heaven, to punish them for their pertinacity. The
pious Agapida himself believes that this fiery missive

was conducted by divine agency, to confound the

infidels—an opinion in which he is supported by

other catholic historians.

Seeing heaven and earth, as it were, combined

against Ihem, the Moors lost all heart, and capitulated

;

and were permitted to depart with their effects,

leaving behind all arms and munitions of war.
*' The catholic army," says Antonio Agapida,

" entered Moclin in solemn state, not as a licentious

host, intent upon plunder and desolation, but as a

band of Christian warriors, coming to purify and re-

{^nerate the land. The standard of the cross, that

ensign of this holy crusade, was borne in the advance,

followed by the other banners of the army. Then
came the king and queen, at the bead of a vast num-
ber of armed cavaliers. They were accompanied by

a band of priests and friars, with tliechoir of the royal

chapel, chanting the canticle Te Deum laudamus. As
they were moving through the streets in this solemn

manner, every sound hushed, excepting the anthem

of the choir, they suddenly heard, issuing as it were

from under ground, a chorus of voices, chantntg the

solemn response, BenedkUim qui venit in Homiiie

Domini. ' The procession paused in wonder. The
sounds arose from Christian captives, and among
them several priests, who were confined iu subter-

raneous dungeons.

The heart of Isabella was greatly touched : she

ordered the captives to be drawn forth from their cells;

and was still mwe moved at beholding, by their wan,

discoloured, and emaciated appearance, how much
they had suffered. Their hair and beards were over-

grown and shagged ; they were wasted by hunger,

and were half naked, and in chains. She ordered

that they should be clothed and cherished, and money
furnished them to bear them to their homes. ^

Several of the captives were brave cavaliers, who
had been wounded and made prisoners, ; .1 the defeat

of the Count de Cabra, by El Zagal, in the preceding

year. There were also found other melancholy

traces of that disastrous affair. On visiting the nar-

row pass, where the defeat had taken place, the re-

mains of several Christian warriors were found in

thickets, or hidden behind rocks, or in the clefts of

the mountains. There were some who had been

Piilgar. Gariluy. Lucio Marino Sicuio. Cusas Memorab. de
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Struck from their horses, and wounded too severely

to fly. They had crawled away from the scene of

action, and concealed themselves to avoid falling

into the hands of the enemy, and had tlius perished

miserably and alone. The remains of those of note

were known by their armour and devices, and were

mourned over by their companions, who had shared

the disasters of that day.

The queen had these remains piously collected, as

the relics of so many martyrs, who had fallen in

the cause of the faith. They were interred, with

great solemnity, in the mosques of Moclin, which had

been purified, and consecrated to Christian worship.

" There," says Antonio Agapida, " rest the honesuf

those truly catholic knights, in the holy ground,

which, in a manner, had been sanctified by their

blood; rmd all pilgrims, passing through those moun-

tains, offer up prayers and masses for the repose uf

their snuls."

The queen remained for some lime at Moclin, ad-

ministering comfort to the wounded and the prison-

ers, bringing the newly acquired territory into order,

and founding churches anil monasteries, and oilier

pious institutions. '* While the king marched in fronl,

laying waste the land of the Philistines," says the li-

gurative Antonio Agapida, " Queen Isabella followed

his traces, as the binder follows the reaper, gather-

ing the rich harvest, that has fallen beneath his sickle.

In lliis she was greatly assisted by the counsels of

that cloud of bishops, friars, and clergymen, hesides

other saintly personages, which continually surround-

ed her, garnering the first-fruits of this iiilidei land

into the granaries of the church." Leaving her thus

piously employed, the king pursued his career of con-

quest, determined to lay waste the vega, and carry

fire and sword to the very gates of Granada.

CHAPTER XLIV.

OW KIKG FKRDIKANn FORAGKD TUB VKOA ; kHU OV THE riTI

OP THE TWO HOOBISU BHOTHEUS.

Mi.'LEv Abdalla el Zagal had been under a

spell of ill fortune, ever since the suspicious death of

the old king his brother. Success had deserted iiis

standard, ard, with his fickle subjects, want of suc-

cess was one of the greatest crimes in a sovereign.

He found his popularity declining, and he lost all

confidence in his people. The Christian army march-

ed in open defiance through his territories, and sat

down deliberately before his fortresses; yet he dared

not lead forth his legions to oppose them, lest the in-

hahitanLs of the albaycen, ever ripe for a revolt, shoiilii
|

rise, and shut the gates of Granada against his re-

turn.

Every few days some melancholy train entered Iht
|

inelro|)olis, the inhabitants of some captnied luwi'

' I'lilgar, pari, iii, ca\}. Gl
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bearing Ihe few effects that had been spared them,

and weeping and bewailing the desolation of their

iiomes. When the tidings arrived, that Illora and

Moclin had fallen, the people were seized with con-

sternation. "The right eye of Granada is extin-

guished ! " exclaimed they ; " the shield of Granada

is broken! what shall protect us from the inroad of

the foe?" When the survivors of the garrisons of

those towns arrived, with downcast looks, bearing

the marks of battle, and destitute of arms and stan-

dards, Ihe populace reviled them in their wrath : but

they answered, " We fought as long as we had force

to fight, or walls to shelter us; but the Christians

laid our towers and battlements in ruins, and we
looked in vain for aid from Granada."

The alcaydes of Illora and Moclin were brothei-s

;

they were alike in prowess, and the bravest among

the Moorish cavaliers. They had been the most dis-

tinguished in all tilts uud tourneys which graced the

happier days of Granada, and had distinguished them-

selves in the sterner conflicts of the field. Acclama-

liun had always followed their banners, and they had

long been the delight of Ihe people. Now, when

lliey returned, after '\\e capture of their fortresses,

they were followed by the unsteady populace with

execrations. The hearts of the alcaydes swelled with

indignation ; they found the ingratitude of their coun-

trymen still mure intolerable than the hostility of the

Christians. Tidings came, that the enemy was ad-

vancing with his triumphant legions, to lay wa.ste the

country about Granada. Still El Zagal did not dare

to take the field. The two alcaydes of Illora and

Moclin stood before him. " We have defended your

fortresses," said they, " until we were almost buried

under their ruins ; and, for our reward, we receive

scoffs and revilings. Give us, O king, an opportu-

nity in which knightly valour may signalise itself;

not shut up behind stone walls, but in the open con-

flict of the field ! The enemy approaches, to lay our

country desolate. Give us men to meet him in the

advance; and let shame light upon our heads, if we
be found wanting in the battle

!

"

The two brothers were sent forth with a large force

of horse and foot. El Zagal intended, should they

be successful, to issue out with his whole force ; and,

by a decisive victory, repair the losses he had suffer-

ed. When the people saw the well known standards

I

of the brothers going forth to battle, there was a feeble

shout ; but the alcaydes passed on with stern coun-

tenances ; for they knew the same voices would curse

them were they lo return unfortunate. They cast a

farewell look upon fair Granada, and upon the beau-

Itiful fields of Iheir infancy, as if for these they were

I

willing to lay down their lives, but not for an un-

I
grateful people.

The army of Ferdinand had arrived within two
[leagues of Granada, at the bridge of Pinos, a pass fa-

Imous in the wars of the Moors and Christians for

Imany a bloody conflict. It was the pass by which
jilie Castilian monarchs generally made their inroads,

and was capable of great defence, from the nigged-

ness of the country, and the diflicully of the bridge.

The king, witli the main body of the army, had at-

tained the brow of a hill, when they beheld the ad-

vanced guard, under the Marquis of Cadiz and the

master of Santiago, furiously attacked by the [enemy,

in the vicinity of the bridge. The Moors nished to

the assault with their usual shouts, but with more
than usual ferocity. There was a hard struggle at

the bridge, both parties knowing the importance of

the pass. The king particularly noted the prowess

of two Moorish cavaliers, alike in arms and devices,

and who, by their bearing and attendance, he per-

ceived lo be commanders of Ihe enemy. Tliey were
the two brothers, the alcaydes of Illora and Moclin.

Wherever they turned, they carried confusion and
death into the ranks of Ihe Christians; but they fought

with desperation rather than valour. The Count de
Cabra and his brother, Don Martin de Cordova,

pressed forward with eagerness against them ; but,

having advanced too precipitately, were surrounded

by the foe, and in imminent danger. A young Chris-

tian knight, seeing their peril, hastened with his fol-

lowers to their relief. The king recognised him for

Don Juan de Aragon, Count of Ribargoza, his own
nephew; for he was illegitimate son of the Duke of

Villaherniosa, illegitimate brother of King Ferdi-

nand. The splendid armour of Don Juan, and Ihe

sumptuous caparison of his steed, rendered him a

brilliant object of attack. He was assailed on all

sides, and his superb steed slain under him
;
yet still

he fought valiantly, bearing for a while the brunt of

the fight, and giving the exhausted'forces ofthe Count
de Cabra time to recover breath.

Seeing the peril of these troops, and the general

obstinacy of the contest, the king ordered the royal

standard to be advanced, and htistened with all his

forces to the relief of the Count de Cabra. At his

approach the enemy gave way, and retreated towards

the bridge. The two Moorish commanders endea-

voured to rally their troops, and animate them to de-

fend this pass to the utmost. They used prayers,

remonstrances, menaces ; but nearly in vain. They
could only collect a scanty handful of cavaliers. With
these they planted themselves at the head of the

bridge, and disputed it inch by inch. The fight was

hot and obstinate ; for but few could contend hand to

hand
;
yet many discharged cross-bows and arque-

buses from the banks. The river was covered with

the floating bodies of the slain. The Moorish band

of cavaliers was almost entirely cut lo pieces ; the two

brothers fell, covered with wounds, upon the bridge

they had so resolutely defended. They had given up
Ihe battle for lost, but had determined not to return

alive lo ungrateful Granadr. When the people of

the capital heard how devotedly they had fallen, they

lamented greatly their deaths, and extolled their me-
mory. A column was erected to their honour in the

vicinity of the bridge, which long went by the name
of " The tomb of the brothers."

it
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The army of Ferdinand now marched on, and

established its camp in the vicinity of Granada. The

wortliy Agapida gives many triumphant details of the

ravages committed in :he vega, which was again laid

waste; the grain, fruits, and other productions of

the earth destroyed; and that earthly paradise ren-

dered a dreary desert. He narrates several fierce hut

ineffectual sallies and skirmislies of the Moors in de-

fence of their favourite plain ; among which one

deserves to he mentioned, as it records the achieve-

ment of one of the saintly heroes of this war.

During one of the movements of the Christian army
near the walls of Granada, a battalion of fifteen hun-

dred cavalry, and a large force of foot, had sullied

from the city, and posted themselves near some gar-

dens, which were surrounded by a canal, and tra-

versed by ditches, for the purpose of irrigation.

The Moors beheld the Duke del Infantado pass by

with his two splendid battalions; one of men-at-arms,

the other of light cavalry, armed d la yeneta. In

company with liim, but following as a rear-guard,

was Don Garcia Osorio, the belligerent bishop of

Jaen, attended by Francisco Bovadillo, the corregidor

of his city, and followed by two squadrons of men-at-

arms, from Jaen, Andujar, Ubeda, and Daza.' The
success of the preceding year's campaign had given

the good bishop an inclination for warlike affairs

;

and he had once more buckled on iiis cuirass.

The Moors were much given to stratagem in war-

fare. They looked wistfully at the magnificent squa-

drons of the Duke del Infantado ; but their martial

discipline precluded all attack. The good bishop pro-

mised to be a more easy prey. Suffering the duke

and his troops to pass unmolested, they approached

the squadrons of the bishop; and making a pretended

attack, skirmished slightly, and fled in apparent con-

fusion. The bishop considered the day his own; and,

seconded by his corregidor Bovadillo, followed with

valorous precipitation. The Moors fled into the Huerta

del Retj, or orchard of the king. The troops of the

bishop followed hotly after them. When the Moors

perceived their pursuers fairly embarrassed among

the intricacies of the garden, they turned fiercely

upon them, while some of their number threw open

the sluices of the Xenil. In an instant, the canal

which encircled, and the ditches which traversed,

the garden, were filled with water, and the valiant

bishop and his followers found themselves over-

whelmed by a deluge.' A scene of great confusion

succeeded. Some of the men of Jaen, stoutest of

heart and hand, fought with the Moors in the gar-

den, while others struggled with the water, en-

deavouring to escape across the canal, in which at-

tempt many horses were drowned. Fortunately the

Duke del Infantado perceived the snare into which

his companions had fallen, and despatched his light

cavalry to their assistance. The Moors were com-

pelled to flight, and driven along the road of Elvira

Piilgar, part Ui, cap. 62.
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up to the gates of Granada. Several Christian o-
valiers perished in this affray; the bishop himself

escaped with difficulty, having slipped from his saddle

in crossing the canal, but saved himself by holding on

the tail of his charger. This perilous achievement

seems to have satisfied the good bishop's belligerent

propensities. " He retired on his laurels," sayj

Agapida, " to his city of Jaen, where, on the fruition

of all good things, he gradually waxed too corpulent

for his corslet, which was hung up in the hall of Jiij

episcopal palace ; and we hear no more of his mili-

tary deeds throughout the residue of the huly war of

Granada.'"

King Ferdinand having completed his ravage of

the vega, and kept El Z:igal shut up in his cnpiiiil,

conducted his army back through the pass of Lope

to rejoin Queen Isabella at Moclin. The fortresses

lately taken being well garrisoned and supplied, he

gave the command of the frontier to his cousin, Don

Fadrique de Toledo, aflerwaids so famous in the Ne-

therlands as the Duke of Alba. The campaign being

thus completely crowned with success, the sovereigni

returned in triumph to the city of Cordova.

CHAPTER XLV.

ATTEMPT OF El. ZAG4L DPOi^ THE LIFE OF BOABDIL; AUD Dim

THE LATTER WAS HOUSED TO ACTIOIt.

No sooner did the last squadron of Christian ca-
j

valry disappear behind the mountain of Elvira, and

the note of its trumpets die away upon the ear, iliao

the long suppressed wrath of old Muley el Zagal

burst forth. He determined no longer to be halfa

king, reigning over a divided kingdom, in a divided

capital ; but to exterminate, by any means, fair or

foul, his nephew Boabdil and his confederates. He

turned furiously upon those, whose factious condua

had deterred him from sallying upon the foe. Some I

he punished by confiscations, others by banishment, I

others by death. Once undisputed monarch of llie I

entire kingdom, he trusted to his military skill to I

retrieve his fortune, and drive the Christians over Ik
|

frontier.

Boabdil, however, had again retired to Yelezdl

Blanco, on the confines of Murcia, where be could I

avail himself, in case of emergency, of any assistaiKtl

or protection afforded him by the policy of Ferdinand,
[

His defeat had blighted his reviving fortunes, forlhel

people considered him as inevitahlv i^.oomed to mis-l

fortune. Still, while he livei. fl Zagal knewhel

would be a rallying point for liaction, and liable, itl

any moment, to be elevated into power by tlie capri-f

cious multitude. He had recourse, therefore, lolbel

' Don Luis Osorio tu6 oblspo de Jann desde elaiiode U(!,rl

presidi6 ( n e»ta Iglesia hasia el de 1406 en que muri6 en Flinl'il

/idonde fud acoropaiiando a la Princesa Dofia Juana, eipouiidi
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most perfidious means to compass his destruction.

He sent ambassadors to him, representing the neces-

sity of concord, for the salvation of the kingdom; and

even offering to resign the title of king, and to be-

come subject to his sway, on receiving some estate,

on which he could live in tranquil retirement. But,

while the ambassadors bore these words of peace,

they were furnished with poisoned herbs, which they

were to administer secretly to Boabdil; and, if they

failed in this attempt, they had pledged themselves

to despatch him openly, while engaged in conversa-

tion. They were instigated to this treason by pro-

mises of great reward, and by assurances from the

alfaquis, that Boabdil was an apostate, whose death

would be acceptable to Heaven.

The young monarch was secretly apprised of the

concerted treason, and refused an audience to the

ambassadors. He denounced his uncle as the mur-

derer of his father and his kindred, and the usurper

of hLs throne, and vowed never to relent in hostility

IQ him, until he should place his head on the walls

of Ihe Alhambra.

Open war again broke out Iwtween the two mo-

narchs, though feebly carried on, in consequence of

their mutual embarrassments. Ferdinand again ex-

tended his assistance to Boabdil, ordering the com-

manders of his fortresses to aid him in all enterprises

against his uncle, and against such places as refused

to acknowledge him as king. And Don Juan de Be-

navides, who commanded in Loxa, even made in-

roads, in his name, into the territories of Almeria,

Baza, and Guadix, which owned allegiance to £1

Zagal.

The unfortunate Boabdil had three great evils to

contend with ; the inconstancy of his subjects, the

hostility of his uncle, and the friendship of Ferdinand.

The last was by far the most baneful ; his fortunes

withered under it. He was looked upon as the enemy

of his fuith and of his country. The cities shut their

gates against him. The people cursed him. Even

the scanty band of cavaliers, who had hitherto fol-

lowed his ill-starred banner, began to desert him;

for he had not wherewithal to reward, or even to

support them. His spirits sank with his fortune;

and he feared that, in a little time, he should not

have a spot of earth whereon to place his standard,

or an adherent to rally under it.

In the midst of his despondency, he received a

message irom his lion-hearted mother, the sultana

Ayxa la Uorra. " For shame," .said she, " to linger

about the borders of your kingdom, when a usurper

is seated in your capital ! Why look abroad for per-

fidious aid, when you have loyal hearts beating true

to fou in Granada ? The albaycen is ready to throw

«ien its gates to receive you. Strike home vigor-

ously. A sudden blow may mend all, or make an

end. A throne, or a grave ! for a king, there is no

lionourable medium."

Boabdil was of an undecided character : but there

[are circumstances which bring (he most wavering to

a decision, and, when once resolved, they are apt to

act with a daring impulse, unknown to steadier

judgments. The message of the sultana roused him

from a dream. Granada, beautiful Granada ! with

its stately Alhambra, its delicious gardens, its gushing

and limpid fountain.j, sparkling among groves of

orange, citron, and myrtle, rose before him. " What
have I done," exclaimed he, "that I should be an

exile from this paradise of my forefathers, a wan-

derer and fugitive in my own kingdom, while a mur-

derous usurper sits proudly upon my throne? Surely,

Allah will befriend the righteous cause: one blow,

and all may be my own !"

He summoned his scanty band of cavaliers. "Who
is ready to follow his monarch unto the death?" said

he ; and every one laid his hand upon his cimeter.

" Enough !

" said he :
" let each man arm himself,

and prepare his steed in secret, for an enterprise of

toil and peril : if we succeed, our reward is em-

pire !

"

CIIAPTEK XLVr.

now BOABDIL BETI!BNED SECHETI.V TO UBANADA ; AND llOn HE

WAS RECEIVED.

" I\ the hand of God, " exclaims an old Arabian

chronicler, " is the destiny of princes : he alone giveth

empire. A single Moorish horseman, mounted on a

fleet Arabian steed, was one day traversing the moun-

tains which extend between Granada and the frontiers

of Murcia. He galloped swiftly through the valleys,

but paused and looked out cautiously from the sum-

mit of every height. A squadron of cavaliers follow-

ed warily at a distance. There were fifty lances.

The richness of their armour and attire showed Ihem

to be warriors of noble rank, and their leader had a

lofty and prince-like demeanour." The s<iuadron thus

described by the Arabian chronicler was the Moorish

king Boabdil and his devoted followers.

For two nights and a day they pursued their ad-

venturous journey, avoiding all populous parts of thie

country, and chusing the most solitary passes of the

mountains. They suffered severe hardships and fa-

tigues ; but they suffered without a murmur. They

were accustomed to rugged campaigning, and their

steeds were of generous and unyielding spirit. It

was midnight, and all was dark and silent, as they

descended from the mountains, and approached the

city of Granada. They passed along quietly under

the shadow of its walls, until they arrived near the

gate of the albaycen. Here Boabdil ordered his fol-

lowers to halt, and remain concealed. Taking but

four or five with him, he advanced resolutely to the

gate, and knocked with the hilt of his cimeter. The

guards demanded who sought to enter at that un-

seasonable hour. " Your king !" exclaimed Boabdil

:

" open the gate, and admit him."

The guards held forth a light, and recognised the

1.1!)
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person of tlie youlliful monarcli. They were struck

with sudden awe, and threw open the gates, and

Boabdil and his followers entered unmolested. They

galloped to the dwellings of the principal inhabitants

of the albaycen; thundering at their portals, and

summoning them to rise, and t^ke arms for their

rightful sovereign. The summons was instantly

obeyed ; trumpets resounded throughout the streets

;

the gleam of torches and the Hash of arms showed

the Moors hurrying to their gathering-places ; and by

day-break the whole force of the albaycen was rallied

under the standard of Boabdil. Such was the success

of this sudden and desperate act of the young mo*
March ; for we are assured by contemporary historians,

that there had been no previous concert or arrange-

ment. " As the guards opened the gate of the city to

admit him," observes a pious chronicler, "so God
opened the hearts of the Moors to receive Kim as their

king." *

In the morning early, the tidings of this event rous-

ed El Zagal from his slumbers in the Alliambra. The
fiery old warrior assembled his guard in haste, and

made his way, sword in hand, to the albaycen, hop-

ing to come upon his nephew by surprise. lie was

vigorously met by Boabdil and his adherents, and

driven back into the quarter of the Alhambra. An
encounter took place between the two kings in the

square before the principal mosque. Here they fought,

hand to hand, with implacable fury, as though it had

been agreed to decide their competition for the crown

by single combat. In the tumult of this chance-med-

ley affray, however, they were separated, and the party

of £1 Zagal was ultimately driven from the sijuare.

The battle raged for some time in the streets and

places of the city ; but finding their powers of mis-

chiefcramped within such narrow limits, both parties

sallied forth into the fields, and fought beneath the

walls until evening. Many fell on both sides ; and at

night each party withdrew into its quarter, until the

morning gave them light to renew the unnatural con-

flict. For several days, the two divisions of the city

remained like hostile powers arrayed against each

other. The party of the Alhambra was more nu-

merous than that of the albaycen, and contained most

of the nobility and chivalry ; but the adherents of

Boabdil were men hardened and strengthened by la-

bour, and habitually skilled in the exercise of arms.

The albaycenunderwent a kind of siege by the forces

of El Zagal : they effected breaches in the walls, and

made repeated attempts to carry it sword in hand,

but were as often repulsed. The troops of Boabdil,

on the other hand, made frequent sallies ; and, in the

conflicts which took place, the hatred of the com-

batants rose to such a pitch of fury, that no quarter

was given on either side.

Boabdil perceived the inferiority of his force. Fie

dreaded, also, that his adherents, being for the most

part tradesmen and artisans, would become impatient

Pulsar.

of this interruption of their gainful occupations and

disheartened by these continual scenes of carnaf^.

He sent missives, therefore, in all haste, to Don Fa-

drique de Toledo, who commanded the Christian

forces on the frontier, entreating his assistance.

Don Fadrique had received orders from the politic

Ferdinand to aid the youthful monarch in all liis con-

tests with his uncle. He advanced, therefore, with

a body of troops near to Granada ; but, wary ie.'<i

some treachery might be intended, he stood for some

time aloof, watching the movements of the parties.

The furious and sanguinary nature of the eonflieis,

which distracted unhappy Granada, soon coiiviiiccd

him, that there was no collusion between the nio-

narclis. He sent Boabdil, therefore, a reinforcement

of Christian foot-soldiers and arcpiebusiers, under

Fernan Alvarez de Sotomayor, alcayde of Colomara.

This was as a firebrand thrown in to light up anew

the flames of war in the city, which remained ragins

between the Moorish inhabitants for the space of tifiy

days.

CHAPTER XLVII.

now KING FGRDINAKD hklO SIBGE TO VELEZ HiUGl,

Hitherto the events of this renowned war \\m

been little else than a succession of brilliant but brief

exploits, such as sudden forays and wild skirmisim

among the mountains, or the surprisals of castles.

fortresses, and frontier towns. We approach now lo

more important and prolonged operations, in wiiicii

ancient and mighty cities, the bulwarks of Granada.

were invested by powerful armies, subdued by sioiv

and regular sieges, and thus the capital left naked
|

and alone.

The glorious triumphs of the catholic sovereigm,
|

says Fray Antonio Agapida, had resounded througli-

out the East, and filled all heathenesse with alanii.

The Grand Turk, Bajazet II, and his deadly foellie

Grand Soldan of Egypt, suspending for a time liieir

|

bloody feuds, entered into a league to protect then'-

ligion of Mahomet and the kingdom of Granada from I

the hostilities of the Christians. It was concerted

between them, that Bajazet should send a powerful

armada against the island of Sicily, then apperlainiii:

to the Spanish crown, for the purpose of distraclini: I

the attention of the Castilian sovereigns, while, al I

the same time, great bodies of troops should be pour-

1

ed into Granada from the opposite coast of Africa.

Ferdinand and Isabella received timely inteliigencf I

of these designs. They resolved at once to cnny tiie

j

war into the seabord of Granada, to possess them-

selves of its ports, and thus, as it were, to bariiif
j

gates of the kingdom against all external aid. Ma-

laga was to be the main object of attack : il was lite

j

principal sea-port of the kingdom, and almost neces-j

sary to Its existence. It had long been the seat oil

opulent commerce, sending many ships to tliecoasKj
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t'ominnnication with Africa, through which were

introduced supplies of money, troops, arms, and

steeds, from Tunis, Tripoli, Fez, Tremezan, and

olhtr Barbary powers. It was emphatically called,

therefore, the Hand and Mouth of Granada.

Before laying siege to this redoubtable city, how-

ever, it was deemed necessary to secure the neigh-

bouring city of Yelez Malaga, and its dependent

places, which might otherwise harass the besieging

army.

For this important campaign, the nobles of the

kingdom were again snmmoned to lake the Held with

their forces, in the spring of 1487. The menaced

invasion of the infidel powers of the East had awak-

ened new ardour in the bosoms of all true Christian

knights, and so zealously did they respond to the sum-

mons of the sovereigns, that an army of twenty

thousand cavalry, and fifty thousand foot, the flower

of Spanish warriors, led by the bravest of Spanish

cavaliers, thronged the renowned city of Cordova at

the appointed time.

On the night before this mighty host set forth upon

its march, an eartliquake shook the city. The inha-

bitants, awakened by the shaking of the walls and

rocking of the towers, fled to the courts and squares,

fearing to be overwhelmed by the ruins of tlieir dwell-

ings. The earthquake was most violent in the quar-

ter of the royal residence, the site of the ancient pa-

lace of the Moorish kings. Many looked upon this as

an omen of some impending evil, but Fray Antonio

Agapida, in that infallible spirit of divination whicli

succeeds an event, plainly reads in it a presage, that

the empire of the Moors was about to be shaken to its

centre.

It was on Saturday, the eve of the Sunday of

Palms, says a worthy and loyal chronicler ofthe times,

that the most catholic monarch departed with his

army to render service to heaven, and make war

upon the Moors.' Heavy rains bad swelled all the

streams, and rendered the roads deep and difficult.

The king therefore divided his host into two bodies.

In one he put all the artillery, guarded by a strong

hodyofborse, and commanded by the master of Al-

cantara, and Martin Alonso, senior of Montemayor.

Tills division was to proceed by the road through the

valleys, where pasturage abounded for the oxen which

drew llie ordnance.

The main body of the army was led by the king

in person. It was divided into numerous battalions,

each commanded by some distinguished cavalier.

The king took the rough and perilous road of the

nionntains; and few mountains are more rugged and

difficult than those of Andalusia. The roads are mere

inule-palbs, straggling amidst rocks and along the

[verge of precipices, clambering vast craggy heights,

ir descending into frightful chasms and ravines, with

:anty and uncertain foothold for either man or steed.

' I'lilgai-, Or6iiica tie los Upj'i> Catholico».

Four thousand pioneers were sent in advance, under

the alcaj'de de los Donzeles, to conquer, in some

degree, the asperities of the road. Some had pickaxes

and crows, to break the rocks ; some implements to

construct bridges over the mountain torrents; while

it was the duly of others to lay stepping-stones in the

smaller streams. As the country was inhabited by

fierce Moorish mountaineers, Don Diego de Castrillo

was despatched, with a body of horse and foot, to

take possession of the heights and passes. Notwith-

standing every precaution, the royal army suffered

excessively on its march. At one time, there was no
place to encamp for five leagues of the most toilsome

and mountainous country, and many of the beasts of

burden sank down and perished on the road.

It was with the greatest joy, therefore, that the

royal army emerged from these stern and frightful de-

files, and came to where they looked down upon the

vega of Velez Malaga. The region before them was

one of the most delectable to the eye that ever was
ravaged by an army. Sheltered from every rude blast

by a screen of mountains, and sloping and expanding

to the south, this lovely valley was quickened by the

most generous sunshine, watered by the silver mean-

derings of the Yelez, and refreshed by cooling breezes

from the Mediterranean. The sloping hills were
covered with vineyards and olive-trees, the distant

fields waved wilh grain, or were verdant with pas-

turage, while around the city were delightful gardens,

the favourite retreats of the Moors, where their white

pavilions gleamed among groves of oranges, citrons,

and pomegranates, and were surmounted by stately

palms, those plants of southern growth, bespeaking a

generous climate and a cloudless sky.

In the upper part of this delightful valley the city

of Yelez Malaga reared its warrior battlements, in

stern contrast to the landscape. It was built on the

declivity of a steep and insulated hill, and strongly

fortified by walls and towers. The crest of the hill

rose high above tiie town into a mere crag, inacces-

sible on every other side, and crowned by a powerful

castle, which domineered over the surrounding coun-

try. Two suburbs swept down into the valley, from

the skirts of the town, and were defended by bul-

warks and deep ditches. The vast ranges of grey

mountains, often capped with clouds, which rose to

the North, were inhabited by a hardy and warlike

race, whose strong fortresses of Comares, Camillas,

Competa, and Benemarhorga frowned down from

cragged heights.

At the time that the Christian host arrived in sight

of this valley, a squadron was hovering on the smooth

sea before it, displaying the banner of Castile. This

was commanded by the Count of Trevento, and con-

sisted of four armed galleys, convoying a number of

caravels, laden with supplies for the army.

ARer surveying the ground. King Ferdinand en-

camped on the side of a mountain, which advanced

close to the city, and was the last of a rugged sien-a,

or chain of heights, that extended quite to Granada.
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On the summit of tliis mountain, and overlooking

the camp, was a Moorisli town, powerfully Tortilieil,

called Bentomiz, and which, from its vicinity, had

been considered capable of yielding great assistance

to Yelez IMalaga. Several of the generals remon-

strated with the king for chusing a post so exposed to

assaults from the mountaineers. Ferdinand replied,

that he should thus cut off all communication be-

tween the town and the city; and that, as to the dan-

ger, his soldiers must keep the more vigilant guard

against surprise.

King Ferdinand rode forth, attended by several

cavaliers, and a small number of cuirassiers, appoint-

ing the various stations of the camp. While a body

of foot-soldiers were taking possession, as an advanced

guard, of an important height which overlooked the

city, the king retired to a tent to take refreshment.

While at table, he was startled by a sudden uproar,

and, looking forth, beheld his soldiers flying before

a superior force of the enemy. The king bad on no

other armour but a cuirass. Seizing a lance, how-

ever, he sprang upon his horse, and galloped to pro-

tect the fugitives, followed by his handful of knights

and cuirassiers. When the Spaniards saw the king

hastening to their aid, they turned upon their pur-

suers. Ferdinand, in his eagerness, threw himself

into the midst of the foe. One of his grooms was
killed beside him; but before the Moor who slew him
could escape, the king transfixed him with bis lance.

He then sought to draw his sword, which hung at

bis saddle-bow, but in vain. Never had he been ex-

posed to such peril : he was surrounded by (he ene-

my, without a weapon wherewith to defend himself.

In this moment of awful jeopardy, the Marquis of

Cadiz, the Count de Cabra, the adelanlado of Mur-

cia, with two other cavaliers, named Garcilasso de la

Vega and Diego de Atayde, came galloping to the

scene of action, and, surrounding the king, made a

loyal rampart of their bodies against the assaults of

the Moors. The horse of the marquis was pierced

by an arrow, and that worthy cavalier exposed to

imminent danger ; but, with tlie aid of his valorous

companions, he quickly put the enemy to flight, and

pursued tliem with slaughter to the very gates of the

city.

When these loyal warriors returned from the pur-

suit, they remonstrated with the king for exposing

his life in personal conflict, seeing that be had so

many valiant captains, whose business it was to fight.

They reminded him, that the life of a prince was the

life of his people, and that many a brave army was
lost by the loss of its commander. They entreated

him, therefore, in future to protect them with the

force of his mind in the cabinet, rather than his arm
in the field.

Ferdinand acknowledged the wisdom of (heir ad-

vice, but declared, that he could not see his people

in peril without venturing his person to assist them :

a reply, say the old chroniclers, which delighted the

\shole army, inasmuch as (hey saw, thai he not only

governed them as a good king, but protected them as

a valiant captain. Ferdinand, however, was con-

scious of the extreme peril to which he had been ex-

|H)sed, and made a vow never again to venture into

battle without having his sword girt to his side.'

When this achievement of the king was related to

Isabella, she trembled amidst her joy at his safety;

and afterwards, in memorial of (he event, she granted

to Yelez Malaga, as the arms of (he city, the figure

of the king on horseback, with a groom lying dead at

his feet, and the Moors flying.'

'Jlie camp was formed, but (he artillery was yet

on the road, advancing with infinite labour at Hm

rate of merely a league a day ; for heavy rains had

converted the streams of the valleys into raging tor-

rents, and completely broken up the roads. In the

mean time King Ferdinand ordered an assault on the

suburbs of the city. They were carried, after a

sanguinary conflict of six hours, in which many

Christian cavaliers were killed and wounded, anil

among the latter Don Alvaro of Portugal, son of the

Duke of IJraganza. The suburbs were then forlilied

towards the city with trenches and pali'^ades, and

garrisoned by a chosen force under Do:: ladriqiiede

Toledo. Other trenches were difj^^ed round the

city, and from the suburbs to the royal camp, so as

to cut off all comnumication witii tii>. surruundin:,'

country.

Bodies of troops were also sent to take possession

of the mountain passes, by which the supplies for

the army had to be brought. The mountuius, how-

ever, were so steep and rugged, and so full ofdelile*

and lurking places, (hat the Moors could sally forth

and retreat in perl'.'ot security, frequently sweepin;

down upon Christian convoys, and bearinsj off bolh

booty and prisoners to their strongholds. Some-

times the Moors would light fires at night on the

sides of the mountains, which would be answered

by fires from the watch-towers and fortresses. By

these signals they would concert assaults upon the

Christian camp, which, in consequence, was obliged

to be continually on the alert, and ready tu fly lu
j

arms.

King Ferdinand flattered himself, (hat the mani-

festation of his force had struck sufficient terrtr inio

the city, and that, by offers of clemency, it might k
|

induced to capitulate. He wrote a letter, therefore,

to the commanders, promising, in case of immediate
|

surrender, that all the inhabitants should be permit-

ted to depart with their effects ; but threatening llieiu I

with lire and sword if they persisted in defence. This

letter was despatched by a cavalier named Carvajal, I

who, putting it on the end of a lance, gave it to tlie

Moors who were on the walls of the city. The com-

manders replied, that the king was too noble and
|

magnanimous to put such a threat in exeeuliou, ami

that they should not surrender, as they knew liie

J

> Illescas. Hi»t. Tontif., lib. vi,

Malaga.

1 1 loin.

0. 20. \eilmar, Hist. Vclfij
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artillery could not be brought to the camp, and they

were promised succour by the king of Granada.

At the same time that he received this reply, the

king learned, that at the strong town of Comares, upon

a height about two leagues distant from the camp, a

large number of warriors had assembled from the

Axarquia, (he same mountains in which Ihe Chris-

tian cavaliers had been massacred in the beginning

of the war ; and that others were daily expected, for

this rugged sierra was capable of furnishing fifteen

thousand lighting men.

king Ferdinand felt that his army, th' s disjointed

and encloseil in an enemy's country, was in a perilous

situation, and that the utmost discipline and vigilance

were necessary. He put Ihe camp under the strict-

est regulations, forbidding all gaming, blasphemy,

ur brawl, and expelling all loose women, and their

attemlant bully-rufiians, the usual fomcnters of riot

and contention among soldiery. He ordered that

none should sally forth to skirmish without permis-

sion from their commanders ; that none should set

lire to the woods of the neighbouring mountains, and

that all word of security given to Moorish places or in-

dividuals should be inviolably observed. These re-

j,'ulations were enforced by severe penalties, and had

such salutary effect, that, though a vast hosl of various

people was collected together, not an opprobrious

epithet was heard, nor a weapon drawn in quarrel.

In the mean lime (he cloud of war went on gaMier-

ing about the summits of the mountains : mullitudes

of the fierce warriors of the sierra descended to (he

lower heights of Bentumiz, which overhung the camp,

intenoiog to force their way into the city. A detach-

ment wiis sent against (hem, which, af(er sharp fight-

ing, drove tlieni to the higher cliffs of the mountain,

where it was impossible to pursue (hem.

Ten days had elapsed since (he encampment of the

arnoy, yet still (he artillery had not arrived. The
lombards and other heavy ordnance were left, in des-

^pair, atAntequera; the rest came groaning slowly

I

through the narrow valleys, which were filled with

I

long trains of artillery and cars laden with munitions.

At length part of the smaller ordnance arrived within

I

half a league of the camp, and the Christians were

animated with the hopes of soon being able to make
a regular attack upon the fortifications of the city.

CHAPTER XLVIir.

non uar, febdimand akd uis armv webe exposed to

ISIMIISEKT PERU. ilEFOHE VELEZ MALAGA.

While the standard of the cross waved on the

lills before Velez Malaga, and every height and cliff

Ibrislled with hostile arms, the civil war between the

jfaclions nf the Alliambra and the albaycen, or rather

jhftween El Zagal and El Chico, conliiuied to con

-

Ivulse the city of Granada.

The tidings of (he investment of Velez Malaga at

length roused the attention of the old men and the

alfaquis, whose heads were not heated by the daily

broils. They spread themselves through the city,

and endeavoured to arouse Ihe people to a sense of

their common danger.

"Why," said they, " continue these brawls be-

tween brethren and kindred ? What bailies are these,

where even triumph is ignominious, and Ihe victor

blushes and conceals his scars ? Behold Ihe Christians

ravaging the land won by the valour and blood of

your forefathers, dwelling in the houses they have

built, silting under Ihe trees they have planted, while

your brethren wander about, houseless and desolate.

Do you wish to seek your real foe ? He is encampeil

on Ihe mountain of Bentomiz. Do you want a field

for the display of your valour ? You will find it be-

fore Ihe walls of Velez Malaga."

When they had roused the spirit of the people,

they made their way to the rival kings, and addressed

them with like remonstrances. Hainet Aben Zarrax,

the inspired santon, reproached El Zagal with his

blind and senseless ambition. " You are striving to

be king," said he bitterly, " yet suffer the kingdom

(0 be lost."

El Zagal found himself in a perplexing dilemma.

He had a double war to wage, with (he enemy wi(h-

out and the enemy within. Should the Christians

gain possession of the sea-coast, it would be ruinous

to the kingdom ; should he leave Granada to oppose

them, his vacant throne might be seized on by his

nephew. He made a merit of necessity; and, pre-

tending to yield to the remonstrances of the alfaquis,

endeavoured to compromise with Boabdil. He ex-

pressed deep concern at the daily losses of (he coun-

(ry, caused by the dissensions of the capital; an

opportunity now presented itself to retrieve all by a

blow. The Christians had, in a manner, put them-

selves in a tomb between the mountains ; nothing re-

mained but to throw the earth upon (hem. He offered

(o resign the title of king, to submit to Ihegovernment

of his nephew, and fight under his standard; all

he desired was to hasten to the relief of Velez Malaga,

and to lake full vengeance on the Christians.

Boabdil spurned his proposition as the artifice of

a hypocrite and a traitor. " How shall I trust a

man," said he, " who has murdered my father and my
kindred by treachery, and repeatedly sought my own
life, both by violence and stratagem ?

"

El Zagal foamed with rage and vexation ; but there

was no time to be lost. He was beset by the alfaquis

and the nobles of his court ; the youthful cavaliers

were hot for action, (he common people loud in (heir

complainls that the richest cities were abandoned to

the enemy. The old warrior was naturally fond of

fighting ; he saw also, that (o remain inactive would

endanger both crown and kingdom, whereas a suc-

cessful blow would secure his popularity in Granada.

He had a much more powerful force tliun his nephew

,

having lately received reinforcements from Bazii.

m

H'f
A.i
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Giiadix, and Alineria ; he could march Iherefure with

a iai-^e force, and yet leave a hIiuiik garriNuii in tlie

Alhambra. He formed iiis measureH acrordingiy,

and departed suddenly in the night, at the head uf

one thoiiaand horse and twenty thousand foot. He
took (he most unfrequented roads alon^ the chain of

mountains extending from (iranada to the height of

Denlomiz, ami proceeded with such rapidity, as to ar-

rive there before King Ferdinand had notice of his

approach.

The Christians were alarmed one evening hy the

sudden blazing of great iires on the mountain, about

the fortresH of Bentomiz. by the ruddy light they

beheld the Hash of weapons and the array of troops,

and they heard the distant sound of iVIoorish drums
and trumpets. The Iires of lientomiz were answered

by Iires on the towers of Velez Malaga. The shouts

of "i;! Zagal! El /agal!" echoed along theclilTs

and resounded from the city, and the Christians found

tliat the old warrior-king of (iranada was on the

mountain above their camp.

The spirits of the Moors were suddenly raised to a

pitch of the greatest exultation, while the Christians

were aslonished to see this storm of war ready to

burst ii\wn their heads. The Count de Cabra, with

his accustomed eagerness when there was a king in

the field, would fain have scaled the heights, and at-

tacked £1 Zagal before he had time to form his camp;

but Ferdinand, who was more cool and wary, re-

strained him. To attack the height would be to

abandon the siege. He ordered every one, therefore,

to keep vigilant watch at his post, and to stand ready

to defend it to the utmost, but on no account to sally

forth and attack the enemy.

All night the signal-fires kept blazing along the

mountains, rousing and animalhig the whole country.

The morning sun rose over the lofty summit of Ben-

tomiz on a scene of martial splendour. As its rays

glanced down the mountain, they lighted up the

white tenis of the Christian cavaliers, cresting its

lower prominences, Iheir pennons and ensigns flut-

tering in the morning breeze. The sumptuous pavi-

lion of the king, with the holy standard of the cross,

and the royal banners of Castile and Aragon, do-

minated the encampment. Beyond lay the city, its

lofty caslle and numerous towers glistening with

arms; while above all, and just on the profile of the

height, in the full blaze of the rising sun, were des-

cried the tents of the Moor, his turbaned troops

clustering about them, and his infidel banners float-

ing against the sky. Columns of smoke rose where

the night-fire had blazed, and the clash of the Moorish

cymbal, the bray of the trumpet, and the neigh of

steeds, were faintly heard from those airy heights.

So pure and transparent is the atmosphere in this

region, that every object can be distinctly seen at a

great distance, and the Christians were able to be-

hold the formidable hosts of foes that were gathering

on the summits of the surrounding mountains.

One of the first measures of the Moorish king was

to detach a large force under Rodovan de Vancftas.

alcayde uf (iranada, to fall upon the convoy of ord-

nance, which stretched for a great distance through

the mountain defiles. Ferdinand had antici[»lv(i tliji

attempt, and sent the commander of Leon with n

butly of horse and foot to reinforce the master of Al-

cantara. Kl /agal, from his mountain height, lielielil

the detachment issue from the camp, ami iminediaifiy

recalled llotiovan de Vanegas. The armies now re-

mained quiet for a time, the Moor lm)king grimir

down upon the Christian camp, like a tiger meilitaiino

a bound u|)on his prey. The Christians were in hit-

ful jeopardy ; a hostile city below them, a powerful

army above them, and on every side mountains filled

with implacable foes.

After £1 Zagal had maturely consulted the situa-

tion of the Christian camp, and informed himseifuf

all the passes of the mountain, he conceived a plan

to surprise the enemy, which he flattered himwlf

would ensure their ruin, and perhaps the capture uf

King Ferdinand. He wrote a letter to the alcayde uf

the city, commanding him, in the dead of the nigln,

on a signal lire being made from the mountain, in

sally forth with all his troops, and fall furiously upon

the camp. The king would, at the same time, rush

down with his army from the mountain, and assail ii

on the opposite side, thus overwhelming it at ilie

hour of deep repose. This letter he despatched by a

renegado Christian, who knew all the secret roads of

the country, and, if taken, could pass himself lor a

Christian who had escaped from captivity.

The fierce £1 Zagal, confident in the succesxof his

stratagem, looked down upon the Christians as lilii

devoted victims. As the sun went down, and tiie

long shadows of the mountains stretched across ilie

vega, he pointed with exultation to the camp below,

apparently unconscious of the impending danger.

"Allah achbar
!

" exclaimed he, " God is great|! Ik-

hold, the unbelievers are delivered into our liaiidii:

their king and choicest chivalry will soon Iw at our

mercy. Now is the time to show the courage of men,

and l)y one glorious victory retrieve all that we hate

lost. Happy he who falls fighting in the cause of Hie

prophet : he will at once be transported to the para-

dise of the failhfid, and surrounded by immorlal

houries ! Happy he who shall survive victorious : i:e

will behold Granada, an earthly paradise, once more
j

delivered from its foes, and restored to all its glory."

The words of El Zagal were received with acclama-

tions by his troops, who waited impatiently for llie

|

ap|iointed hour to pour down from their mountain-

hold upon the Christians.
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CHAPTER XL«.

MOLT or TMI mA.iAM Or IL I'.UtL TO luinisi

ftl.MU VUDiaiAltD.

Qi'REN Isabella and lier court had remained at

Cordova, in great anxiety for the result of the royal

rxpediiion. Every day brought tidings of the dif-

ficulties which attended the transportation of the

ordnance and munitions, and of the critical situation

ofUiearmy.

While in this state of anxious suspense, couriers

arrived with all speed from the frontiers, bringing

tidings of the su(Ulen sally of El Zagal from (iranada

to surprise the Clirislian camp. Ail Cordova was in

(onsternation. The destruction of the Andalusian

chivalry among the mountains of this very neighbour-

li'jud was called to mind ; it was feared that simitar

ruin was about to burst forth, from rocks and pre-

cipices, upon Ferdinand and his army.

gueen Isal)clla shared in the public alarm; but it

sened (o rouse all the energies of her heroic mind.

Instead of uttering idle apprehensions, she sought

only how to avert the danger. She called upon all

llie men of Andalusia, under the age of seventy, lo

arm ami hasten to the relief of their sovereign; and

she prepared to set out with the first levies.

The grnnd cardinal of Spain, old Pedro Gonzales

de Memioza, in whom the piety of the saint and the

wisdom of the counsellor were mingled with the lire

of the cavalier, offered high pay lo all horsemen who

would follow him to aid their king and the Christian

cause ; and buckling on armour, prepared lo lead them

to the scene of danger.

The summons of the queen roused the quick An-

I dalusian spirit. Warriors, who had long since given

lip fighting, and had sent their sons to battle, now

seized the sword and lance that were rusting on the

wall, and marshalled forth their grey-headed do-

mestics and their grand-children for the field. The

Ureal dread was, that all aid would arrive too late.

£1 Zagal and his host had passed like a storm through

the mountains, and it was feared the tempest bad al-

I
ready burst upon the Christian camp.

In the mean while the night bad closed, which bad

I
l)een appointed by El Zagal for the execution of his

Iplan. He had watched the last light of day expire,

|and all the Spanish camp remained tranquil. As the

! wore away, the camp-lires were gradually ex-

Itinguished. No drum or trumpet sounded from be-

llow; nothing was heard but now and then the heavy

[tread of troops, or the echoing tramp of horse i, the

usual patrols of the camp, a>id the changes of '.up.

^lard. El Zagal restrained bis own impatience, and

kiiat of his troops, until the night should be advanced,

pnd the camp sunk in that heavy sleep from which

nen are with difficulty awakened, and, when awak-

ened, so prone tc be bewildered and dismayed.

At length the appointed hour arrived. By order

kf the Moorish king a bright flame sprung up from the

lieight of Bentoiniz , but El Zagal looked in vain for

the resptMidinq; light from the city. His impatience

couhi brook no longer delay : he ordered the advance

of the army to descend the mountain defile, and at-

tack the camp. The defile was narrow, and over-

bung by rocks. As the troops procetnled, they came

sinldeidy, in a shadowy hollow, upon a dark mass of

Christian warriors. A loud shout burst forth, and

the (Christians rushed to assail them. The Moors,

surprised and disconcerted, retreated in confusion In

the height. When El Zagal beard of a Christian force

posted in the defile, be doubled some cuimler plan of

the enemy. He gave orders lo light the mountain-

fires. On a signal given, bright flames sprung out

on every height, from great pyres of wmmI prepared

for the pur|M)se. Cliff blazed out after cliff, until the

whole atmosphere was in a glow of furnace light.

The ruddy glare lit up the glens and passes of the

mountains, and fell strongly upon the Christian camp,

revealing all its tents, and every post and bulwark.

Wherever El Zagal turned his eyes, he beheld the

light of his fires flashed back from cuirass, and helm,

and spai'kling lance; be beheld a grove of spears

planted in every pass, every assailable point bristling

with arms, and squadrons of horse and foot, in battle

array, awaiting bis attack.

In fact, the letter of El Zagal to the alcayde of

Velez Malaga bad been intercepted by the vigilant

Ferdinand, and the renegado messenger hanged, and

secret measures taken, after the night had closed in,

to give the enemy a warm reception. El Zagal saw

that his plan of surprise was discovered and toiled :

furious with disappoinlnienl. he ordered his troops

forward to the attack. They rushed down the defile

with loud cries, but were again encountered by the

mass of Christian warriors, being the advanced guard

of the army commanded by Don Hurtado de Men-

doza, brother of the grand cardinal. The Moors

were again repulsed, and retreated up the heights.

Don Hurtado would have pursued them ; but the

ascent was steep and rugged, and easily defended by

the Moors. A sharp action was kept up through the

night with cross-l)ows, darts, and arquebuses; the

cliffs echoed with deafening uproar, while the fires,

blazing upon the mountains, threw a lurid and uncer-

tain light upon the scene.

When the day dawned, and the Moors saw that

there was no co-operation from the city, they began

to slacken in their ardour : they beheld also every

pass of the mountain filled with Christian troops, and

began to apprehend an assault in return. Just then

King Ferdinand sent the Marquis of Cadiz, with horse

and foot, to seize upon a height occupied by a bat-

talion of the enemy. The Marquis assailed the Moors

with his usual intrepidity, and soon put them to flight.

The others, who were above, seeing their compa-

nions flying, were seized with a sudden alarm.

They threw down their arms and retreated. One of

those unaccountable panics which now and then

seize upon great bodies of people, and to which the

m

ml
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light-spirited Moors were very prone, now spread

tlirongh the cainp. They were terrifled they knew
not why, or at what. They threw away swords,

lances, breast-plates, cross-bows, every thing that

could burden or impede (heir flight, and, spreading

themselves wildly over the mountains, fled headlong

down the defiles. They fled, without pursuers, from

the glimpse of each other's arms, from the sound

of each other's footsteps. Rodovan de Yanegas, the

brave alcayde of Granada, alone succeeded in col-

lecting a body of the fugitives : he made a circuit

with them through the passes of the mountains, and,

forcing his way across a weak part of the Christian

lines, galloped towards Yelez Malaga. The rest of

the Moorish host was completely scattered. In vain

did El Zagal and his knights attempt to rally them;

they were left almost alone, and had to consult their

own security by flight. The Marquis of Cadiz, find-

ing no opposition, ascended from height to height,

cautiously reconnoitring, and fearful of some stra-

tagem or ambush. All, however, was quiet. He
reached, with his men, the place which the Moorish

army had occupied: the heights were abandoned,

and strewed with cuirasses, cimeters, cross-bows, and

other weapons. His force was too small to pursue the

enemy, and he returned to the royal camp laden with

the spoils.

King Ferdinand at first could not credit so signal

and miraculous a defeat. He suspectedsome lurking

stratagem. He ordered, therefore, thata strict watch

should be maintained throughout the camp, and every

one be ready for instant action. The foUowing night

a thousand cavaliers and hidalgos kept guard about

the royal tent, as they had done for several preceding

nights ; nor did the king relax this vigilance, until he

received certain intelligence that the army was com-

pletely scattered, and El Zagal flying in confusion.

The tidings of this route, and of the safety of the

Christian army, arrived at Cordova just as the rein-

forcements were on (he point of setting out. The
anxiety and alarm of the queen and the public were

turned to transpor(s of joy and gratitude. The forces

were disbanded, solemn processions were made, and

Te Deums chanted in the churches for so signal a

victory.

CHAPTER L.

lion THE PROPLB OF CBANADA REWARDED THE VALOl'R

OF EL ZAGAL.

TiiE daring spirit of the old warrior, Muley Ab-

dalla el Zagal, in sallying forth to defend his terri-

tories, while he left an armed rival in his capital, had

struck the people of Granada with admiration. They

recalled his former exploi(s, and again anticipated

some hardy achievement from his furious valour.

Couriers from the army reported its formidable po-

sition on (he height of Bentomiz. For a time there

was a pause in the bloody commotions of the city ; a||

a(ten(ion was turned to the blow about to be struck at

the Christian camp. The same considerations, which

diffused anxiety and terror through Cordova, swelled

every bosom with exulting confidence in Granada.

The Moors expected to hear of another massacre, like

that in the mountains of Malaga. "El Zagal has

again entrapped the enemy !" was (he cry. "
Tlie

power of the unbelievers is about to be struck to the

heart ; and we shall soon see the Christian kinj \t^\

captive to the capital !" Thus (he name of £1 Zagai

was on every (ongue. He was extolled as the saviour

of the country, the only one worthy of wearing the

Moorish crown. Boabdil was reviled as basely re-

maining passive while his country was invaded; and

so violent became the clamour of the populace, that

his adherents trembled for his safety.

While the people of Granada were impatienllv

looking for tidings of the anticipated victory, $ca|.

tered horsemen came spurring across the vega. Thev

were fugitives from the ^•oorish army, and brouglii

the first incoherent account of its defeat. Every one

who attempted to tell the (ale of this unacconnlable

panic and dispersion was as if bewildered by the

broken recollection of some frightful dream. He

knew not how or why it came to pass. He talked uf

a battle in the night among rocks and precipices,

by the glare of bale-fires ; of multitudes of armed

foes in every pass, seen by gleams and flashes; of
j

(he sudden horror that seized upon the army at i

break, its headlong flight and total dispersion. Hour
j

after hour the arrival of other fugitives confirmed the

story of ruin and disgrace.

In proportion to their recent vaunting wast

miliation that now fell upon the people of Granada,
{

There was a universal burst, not of grief, but i

nation.

They confounded (he leader wi(h the army; the I

deser(ed with those who had abandoned him; and

El Zagal, from being their idol, became the object of I

their execration. He had sacrificed (he army; lie iiail

[

disgraced the nation; he had betrayed thecountry. Ile|

was a dastard, a traitor, he was unworthy to reign!

On a sudden, one among the mul(i(ude cried out, I

" Long live Boabdil el Chico
! " The cry was echoeJ I

on all sides, and every one shouted, "Longlivfl

Boabdil el Chico! long live the legitimate kingoll

Granada ! and death to all usurpers !" In the n-\

citement ofthe moment they thronged (o thealbaycen,

and those, who had lately besieged Boabdil withamis,!

now surrounded his palace wi(h acclamations. TIkI

keys of the city and of all the for(rcsses were laidall

his feel ; he was borne in state (o (he Alhambra, andl

once more sealed, with all due ceremony, on tiiej

throne of his ancestors.

Boabdil had by this time become so accustomed lo|

be crowned and uncrowned by the muKiliide,

he put no great faith in the duration of their loyaiiTJ

He knew, that he was surrounded by hollow hMrti,!

and that most of the courtiers of (he Alhambra ww
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secretly devoted to Itis uncle. He ascended the throne

as the rightful sovereign, who had been dispossessed

of it by usurpation, and he ordered the heads of four

of the principal nobles to be struck off, who had been

most zealous in support of the usurper. Executions

of this kind were matters of course on any change of

Moorish government, and Boabdil was extolled for

his moderation and humanity, in being content with

so small a sacriflce. The factions were awed into obe-

dience; the populace, delighted with any change,

extolled Boabdil to the skies, and the name of Muley

Abdaiia el Zagal was for a time a by-word of scorn

and opprobrium throughout the city.

Never was any commander more astonished and

confounded by a sudden reverse than El Zagal. The

evening had seen him with a powerful army at his

command, his enemy within his grasp, and victory

about to cover him with glory, and to consolidate his

power. The morning beheld him a fugitive among

liie mountains ; his army, his prosperity, his power,

ail dispelled he knew not how
; gone like a dream of

the night. In vain had he tried to stem the headlong

flight of the soldiery. He saw his squadrons breaking

and dispersing among the cliffs of the mountains, un-

til, of all his host, only a handful ofcavaliers remained

faithful to him. With these he made a gloomy re-

treat towards Granada, but with a heart full of fore-

boding. When he drew near the city, he paused on

the banks of the Xeuil, and sent forth scouts to col-

lect intelligence. They reiiurned with dejected coun-

tenances. "The gates of Granada," said they, " are

closed against you. The banner of Boabdil floats on

Ithe tower of the Alhambra."

El Zagal turned his steed, and departed in silence.

{He retreated to the town of Almunegar, and from

pence to Almeria, places which still remained faith-

fid to him. Restless and uneasy at being so distant

from the capital, he "gain changed his abode and re-

lired to the city of Guadix, within a few leagues of

Iranada. Here he remained, endeavouring to rally

IIS forces, and prejiaring to avail himself of any

!hange in the fluctuating politics of the metropolis.

CHAPTER LI.

SVIRENDKH OF VEL8Z MALiOA, AND OTHER PLAGES.

The people of Velez Malaga had beheld the camp
If Muley Abdalla el Zagal covering the summit of

lentomiz, and glittering in the last rays of the setting

Vn. During the night they had been alarmed and
krplexed by signal-fires on the mountain, and by the
lislant sound of battle. When the morning broke,
lie Moorish army had vanished as if by enchantment.
|hile the inhabitants were lost in wonder and con-
pore, a body of cavalry, the fragment of the army
VM by Rodovan de Vanegas, the brave alcayde of
[ranada, came galloping to the gales. The tidings

of the strange discomllture of the host Ailed the citf

with consternation ; but Rodovan exhorted the people

to continue their resistance. He was devoted to El

Zagal, and confldent in his skill and prowess; and

fell assured, that he would soon collect his scattered

forces, and return with fresh troops from Granada.

The people were comforted by the words and encoo-

raged by the presence of Rodovan, and they had still

a lingering hope, that the heavy artillery of the

Christians might be locked up in the impassable de-

files of the mountains. This hope was soon at an end.

The very next day they beheld long laborious lines of

ordnance slowly moving into the Spanish camp;
lombards, ribadoquines, catapultas, and cars laden

with munitions, while the escort, under the brave

master of Alcantara, wheeled in great battalions into

the camp, to augment the force of the besiegers.

The intelligence, that Granada had shut its gates

against El Zagal, and that no reinforcements were to

be expected, completed the despair of the inhabitants;

even Rodovan himself lost confidence, and advised

capitulation.

The terms were arranged between the alcayde and

the noble Count de Cifuentes. The latter had been

prisoner of Rodovan at Granada, who had treated

liim with chivalrous courtesy. They had conceived a

mutual esteem for each other, and met as ancient

friends.

Ferdinand granted favourable conditions; for he

W'-j eager to proceed against Malaga. The inhabit-

ants were permitted to depart with their effects, ex-

cept their arms, and to reside, if they chose it, in

Spain, in any place distant from the sea. One hun-

dred and twenty Christians of both sexes were res-

cued from captivity by the surrender of "Velez Malaga,

and were sent to Cordova, where they were received

with great tenderness by the queen, and her daughter

the infanta Isabella, in the famous cathedral, in the

midst of public rejoicings for the victory.

The capture of Velez Malaga was followed by the

surrender of Bentomiz, Comares, and all the towns

and fortresses of the Axarquia, which were strongly

garrisoned, and discreet and valiant cavaliers ap-

pointed as their alcaydes. The inhabitants of nearly

forty towns of the Alpuxarra mountains also sent de-

putations to the CastiUan sovereigns, taking the oath

of allegiance as Mudixares, or Moslem vassals.

About the same time came letters from Boabdil el

Chico, announcing to the sovereigns the revolution

of Granada in his favour. He solicited kindness and

protection for the inhabitants who had returned to

their allegiance, and for those of all other places

which should renounce allegiance to his uncle. By

this means, he observed, the whole kingdom of Gra-

nada would soon be induced to acknowledge his

sway, and would be held by him in faithful vassalage

to the Castilian crown.

The catholic sovereigns complied with his request.

Protection was immediately extended to the inhabit-

ants of Granada, permitting them to cultivate their

4?0
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fields in peace, and to trade witii the Christian terri-

tories in all articles excepting arms, being provided

with letters of surety from some Christian captain or

alcayde The same favour was promised to all other

places that within six monllis should renounce El

Zagal and come under allegiance to the younger

king. Should they not do so within that time, the

sovereigns threatened to make war upon them and

conquer them for themselves. This measure had a

great effect in inducing many to return to the stan-

dard of Boabdil.

Having made every necessary arrangement for the

government and security of the newly conquered ter-

ritory, Ferdinand turned his attention to the great

object of his campaign, the reduction of Malaga.

CHAPTER LII.

OP THE CITV OP MAL40A kUD ITS INDABITANTS.

The city of Malaga lies in the lap of a fertile val-

ley, surrounded by mountains, excepting on the part

which lies open to the sea . As it was one of the most

important, so it was one of the strongest cities of the

Moorish kingdom. It was fortified by walls of pro-

digious strength, studded with a great number of

huge towers. On the land side it was protected by

a natural barrier of mountains, and, on the other, the

waves of tlie Mediterranean beat against the foun-

dations of its massive bulwarks.

At one end of the city, near the sea, on a high

mound, stood the alcazaba or citadel, a fortress of

great strength. Immediately above this rose a steep

and rocky mount, on the top of which, in old times,

had been a pharos, or light-house, from which the

height derived its name of Gibralfaro. ' It was at

present crowned by an immense castle, which, from

its lofty and cragged situation, its vast walls and

mighty towers, was deemed impregnable. It com-
municated with the alcazaba by a covered way, six

paces broad, leading down between two walls, along

the profile or ridge of the rock. The castle of Gi-

bralfaro commanded boUi citadel and city, and was
capable, if both were taken, of maintaining a siege.

Two large suburbs adjoined the city : in the one

towards the sea were dwelling-houses of the most

opulent inhabitants, adorned with han£;ing gardens;

the other, on the land side, was thickly peopled, and

surrounded by strong walls and towers.

Malaga possessed a brave and numerous garrison,

and the common people were active, hardy and re-

solute; but the city was rich and commercial, and

under the habitual control of numerous opulent mer-

chants, who dreaded the ruinous consequences of a

siege. They were little zealous for the warlike re-

nown of their city, and longed rather to participate

in the enviable security of property, and tlie lucrative

• A comiptioa of Giliel-fano, the hill of the iigiit-houw.

privileges of safe traffic witli the Christian territories,

granted to all places which declared for Boabdil. ^\

the head of these gainful citizens was Ali Dordux, a

mighty merchant, of uncounted wealth, whose ships

traded to every port of the Levant, and whose word

was a law in Malaga.

Ali Dordux assembled the most opulent and impor.

tant of his commercial brethren, and they repaimj

in a body to the alcazaba, where they were received bj
j

the alcayde, Albo/en Connexa, with that deference
j

generally shown to men oftheirgreatlocaldignityand

power of purse. Ali Dorduxwas ample and stately in

his form, and fluent and emphatic in his discourse.

His eloquence had an effect, therefore, upon the al-

cayde, as herepresented the hopelessness of a defence
|

of Malaga, the misery that must attend a siege, and I

the ruin that must follow a capture by force of arou.

On the other hand, he set forth the grace that migiii I

be obtained from the Castilian sovereigns by an early

and voluntary acknowledgment of Boabdil as king,

the peaceful possession of their property, and (he I

profitable commerce with the Christian ports ilut

would be allowed them. He was seconded byiiii

Wv'o'hty and important coadjutors; and the alcayde,

accustomed to regard them as the arbiters of theaf-

1

fairs of the place, yielded to their united counsels. He

deimited, therefore, with all speed, to the Christiaii I

camp, empowered to arrange a capitulation with tlie

Castilian monarch, and in the mean time his iNxtther {

remained in command of tiie alcazaba.

There was, at this time, as alcayde, in the old cn^J

built castle of Gibralfaro, a warlike and fiery Now, I

an implacable enemy of the Christians. Thisvul

no other than Hamet Zeli, surnamed El Zegri, Ikl

once formidable alcayde of Bonda, and the terror oil

its mountains. He had never forgiven the capluredl

his favourite fortress, and panted for vengeance ogl

the Christians. Notwithstanding his reverses, hel

had retained the favour of El Zagal, who knew boil

to appreciate a bold warrior of the kind, and y|
placed him in command of this important fortress if|

Gibralfaro.

Hamet el Zegri had gathered round him the reiii-|

nant of his band of Gomeres, with others of the s

tribe. These fierce warriors were nestled, likeNl

many war-hawks, about their lofty cliff. They look-f

ed down with martialcontempt upon the commerdiir

city of Malaga, which they were placed to prote(l|

or rather, they esteemed it only for its military ii

portance and its capability of defence. They held i

communion with its trading, gainful inhabitants,!

even considered the garrison of the alcazaba as t

inferiors. War was their pursuit and passion ;
i

rejoiced in its turbulent and perilous scenes; ti^

confident in t'lv strength of the city, and above i

of their castle, they set at defiance the menace (

Christian invasion. There were among them, i

many aposl.-iie Moors, who had once embraced

lianity, but had since recanted, and had fled from II

vengeance of the inquisition. These were desperxlo
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who bad no mercy to expect should they again fall

into the hands of tlie enemy.

Such were the fierce elements of the garrison of

Gribralfaro; and its rage may easily be conceived at

liearing, that Malaga was to be given up without a

blow ; that they were to sink into Christian vassals,

under the intermediate swayof Boabdil el Chico,and

I

tliat tlie alcayde of the alcazaba had departed to ar-

range the terms of capitulation.

Hamet el Zegri determined to avert, by desperate

I

means, the threatened degradation. He knew that

there was a large party in the city faithful to El Za-

emohatic in his discourse. gal, being composed of warlike men, who had taken
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(who had once embraced

lecanled, and had fled from

Uon. These were desperati'

refuge from the various mountain towns which had

been captured. Their feelings were desperateas their

fortunes, and, like Hamet, they panted for revenge

upon the Christians. With these he had a secret

conference, and received assurances of their adher-

ence to him in any measures of defence. As to the

Icouncil of the peaceful inhabitants, he considered it

lunwortliy the consideration of a soldier, and he

ispurnedat the interference of the wealthy merchant,

|Ali Dordux, in matters of warfare.

"Still," said Timet el Zegri, "let us proceed

[regularly
." So he descendedwith his Gomeres to the

itadel, entered it suddenly, put to death the brother

if the alcayde and such of the garrison as made any

lemur, and then summoned the principal inhabitants

Id deliberate on measures for the welfare of the

jcity."

The wealthy merchants again mounted to the cita-

bel, excepting Ali Dordux, who refused to obey the

kummons. They entered with hearts filled with

pe, for they found Hamet surrounded by his grim

African guard, and all the array of militar. power,

nd they beheld the bloody traces of the recent

acre.

Hamet el Zegri rolled a dark and searching eye

(pon the assembly. " Who," said he, " is loyal

] devoted to Muley Abdalla el Zagal ? " Every one

sent asserted his loyalty. " Good !" said Hamet,
' and who is ready to prove his devotion to his sove-

by defending this his important city to the last

^iremity !" Every one present expressed his readi-

"Enough," observed Hamet : *' the alcayde,

llbozen Connexa, has proved himself a traitor to his

pereign and to you all ; for he has conspired to

diver the place to the Christians. It behoves you

|chu$e some other commander, capableof defending

ur city against the approaching enemy." The
lembly declared unanimously, that there could be

lie so worthy of the command as himself. So

junet el Zegri was appointed alcayde of Malaga, and

pediately proceeded to man the forts and towers

I his partisans, and to make every preparation for

operate resistance.

gence of these occurrences put an end to the

[oliati^iis between King Ferdinand and the su-

Ciira (li> log Palacios, c. 12.

perseded alcayde Albozen Connexa, and it was sup-

posed there was no alternative but to lay siege to the

place. The Marquis of Cadiz, however, found at

Velez a Moorish cavalier of some note, a native of

Malaga, who o'fered to tamper with Hamet el Zegri

for the surrender of the city ; or, at least, of the cas-

tle of Gibralfaro. The Marquis communicated this

to the king. " I put this business and the key of my
treasury into your hand," said Ferdinand : "act,

stipulate, and disburse, in my name, as you Ihink

proper."

The marquis armed the Moor witli his own lance,

cuirass, and target, and mounted him on one of his

own horses. He equippedalso, insimilar style, another

Moor, his companion and relation. They bore secret

letters to Hamet from the Marquis, offering him the

town of Coin in perpelnal inheritance, and four thou-

sand doblas in gold, if he would deliver up Gibralfaro

;

together with large sums to be distributed among his

officers and soldiers; and he held out unlimited

rewards for the surrender of the city.

'

Hamet had a warrior's admiration for the Marquis

of Cadiz, and received his messengers with courtesy,

in his fortress of Gibralfaro. He even listened to

their propositions with patience, and dismissed them

in safety, though with an absolute refusal. The Mar-

quis thought his reply was not so peremptory as to

discourage another effort. The emissaries were de-

spatched, therefore, a second time, with further pro-

positions. They approached Malaga in the night

;

but found the guards doubled, patrols abroad, and

the whole place on the alert. They were discovered,

pursued, and only saved themselves by the fleetness

of their steeds, and their knowledge of the passes of

the mountains.

Finding all attempts to tamper with the faith of

Hamet el Zegri utterly futile, King Ferdinand pub-

licly summoned the city to surrender ; offering the

most favourable terms in case of immediate com-

pliance, but threatening captivity to all the inhabit-

ants in case of resistance.

The message was delivered in presence of the

principal inhabitants, who, however, were too much
in awe of the stem alcayde to utter a word. Hamet

el Zegri then rose haughtily, and replied, that the

city of Malaga had not been confided to him to be

surrendered, but defended; and the king should

witness how he acquitted himself of his charge.

'

The messengers returned with formidable accounts

of the force of the garrison, the strength of the for-

tifications, and the determined spirit of the com-

mander and his men. The king immediately sent

orders to have the heavy artillery forwarded from An-

lequera; and, on the seventh of May, marched with

his army towards Malaga. ^:,

> Cura de los Palacloa. c. 82.

» PiilRar, part, iii, c. 74.
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CHAPTER Lin.

ADViNCB OP Kino VEBDIHAKD AOAINST MALiOl.

Thearmy ofFerdinandadvancedinlengthened line,

glittering along the foot of tlie mountains whicli bor-

der tlie Mediterranean ; wliile a fleet ofvessels, freight-

ed with heavy artillery and warlike munitions, kept

pace with it, at a short distance from the land, cover-

ing the sea with a thousand gleaming sails. When
Hamet el Zegri saw this force approaching, he set fire

to the houses ofthe suburbs which adjomed the walls,

and sent forth three battalions to encounter the ad-

vance guard of the enemy.

The Christian army drew near to the city at that

end where the castle and rocky height of Gibralfaro

defend the seabord. Immediately opposite to the

castle, and about two bow-shots' distance, and be-

tween it and the high chain ofmountains, was a steep

and rocky hill, commanding a pass through which the

Christians must march to penetrate to the vega, and

surround the city. Hamet el Zegri ordered the three

battalions to take their stations, one on this hill, an-

other in the pass near the castle, and a third on the

side of the mountain near the sea.

A body of Spanish foot-soldiers of the advance

guard, sturdy mountaineers of Gallicia, sprang for-

ward to climb the side of the height next the sea ; at

the same time a number of cavaliers and hidalgos of

the royal household attacked the Moors who guarded

the pass below. The Moors defended their posts witli

obstinate valour. The Gallicians were repeatedly

overpowered and driven down the hill, but as often

rallied ; and, being reinforced by the hidalgos and

cavaliers, returned to the assault. This obstinate

struggle lasted for six hours. The strife was of a

deadly kind, not merely witb cross-bows and arque-

buses, but hand to hand, with swurds and daggers

:

no quarter was claimed or given on either side : they

fought not to make captives, but to slay. It was but

tlie advance guard of the Christian army that was

engaged : so narrow was the pass along the coast,

that the army could proceed only in file. Horse and

foot, and beasts of burden, were crowded one upon

another, impeding each other, and blocking up the

narrow and rugged defile. The soldiers heard tlie

uproar of the battle, the sound of trumpets, and the

war-cries of the Moors, but ikied in vain to press for-

ward to the assistance of I'leir companions.

At length a body of foot soldiers ofthe Holy Brother-

hood climbed, with great difficulty, (he steep side of

the mountain which ovfhung the pass, and advanced

with seven banners dispUyed. T!ie Moors, seeing

this force above them, abandoned the pass in despair.

The battl" was still raging on the height. The
Gallicians, though supported by Castilian troops,

under Don Hurtado de Mendoza and Garcilasso de la

Vega, were severely pressed, and roughly handled

by the Moors. At length a brave standard-bearer,

Luys Mazedo by name, threw bimsflf into the midst

of the enemy, and planted his banner on the summil.

The Gallicians and Castilians, stimulated by this noble

self-devotion, followed him, fighting desperately, and

the Moors were at length driven to their castle of

Gibralfaro.'

This important height being taken, the pass lay

open to the army : but by this time evening was ad-

vancing, and the host was too weary and exhausted

to seek proper situations for the encampment. The

king, attended by several grandees and cavaliers,

went the rounds at night, stationing outposts towards

the city, and guards and patrols to give the alarm on

the least movement of the enemy. All night the

Clu-islians lay upon their arms, lest there should be

some attempt to sally forth and attack them.

When the morning dawned, the king gazed with

admiration at this city, which he hoped soon to add

to his dominions. It was surrounded on one side by

vuieyards, gardens, and orchards, which covercl the

hills with verdure ; on the other side its walls were

bathed by the smooth and tranquil sea. Its vast and

lofty towers and prodigious castles showed the labours

of magnanimous men, in former limes, to protect

their favourite abode. Hanging gardens, groves of I

oranges, citrons, and pomegranates, with tall cedare
[

and stately palms, were mingled with the stern

battlements and towers, bespeakmg the opulence and

luxury that reigned within.

In the mean time theChristian army poured through
I

the pass, and throwing out its columns, and extend-

ing its lines, took possession of every vantage-ground

around the city. King Ferdinand surveyed the

ground, and appointed the stations of the different
(

commanders.

The important mount, which had cost so violent a I

stniggle, and which faced the powerful fortress of I

Gibralfaro, was given in charge to RoderigoPoncel

de Leon, the Marquis of Cadiz, who in all sieges I

claimed the post of danger. He had several noblel

cavaliers, with their retainers, in his encampment,
[

which consisted of fifteen hundred horse, andfonrteenj

thousand foot; and extended from the summit of the I

mount to the margin of (he sea, completely blockingi

up the approach to the city on that side. From lhis|

post a line of encampments extended quite round thel

city to the seabord, fortified by bulwarks and deep!

ditches; while a fleet of armed ships and gallevsT

stretched before the harbour, so that the place was|

completely invested by sea and land. The varic;

parts of the valley now resounded with the din oil

preparation, and were filled with artificers preparj

ing warlike engines and munitions; armourers ana

smiths, with glowing forges and deafening ham-j

mers; carpenters and engineers constructing nia-l

chines wherewith to assail the walls; stone-cutlers

shaping stone balls for the oitlnance ; and burnei:s sj

charcoal preparing fuel for the furnaces and ^rges.

When the encampment was formed, tlie iieai

ordnance was lauded from the ships, and mountedr

> I'ulgar, Cr6iiica.
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various parts of the camp. Five kuge lombards were

placed on the mount, commandetl by the Marquis of

Cadiz, so as to bear upon the castle of Gibralfaro.

The Moors made strenuous efforts to impede these

preparations. A heavy fire was kept up from their

ordnance upon the men employed in digging trenches

or constructing batteries, so that the latter had to

work principally in the night. The royal tents had

been stationed conspicuously and within reach of the

Moorish batteries, but were so warmly assailed that

they had to be removed behind a hill.

When the works were completed, the Christian

batteries opened in return, and kept up a tremendous

cannonade, while the fleet, approaching the land,

assailed the city vigorously on the opposite side.

It was a glorious and delectable sight, observes

Fray Antonio Agapida, to behold this infidel city thus

surrounded by sea and land by a mighty Christian

force. Every mound in its circuit was, as it were, a

little city of tents, bearing the standard of some re-

nowned catholic warrior. Besides the warlike ships

and galleys which lay before the place, the sea was

covered withinnumerable sails, passing and repassing,

appearing and disappearing, being engaged in bring-

ing supplies for the subsistence of the army. It

would have seemed a vast spectacle contrived to re-

create the eye, had not the volleying bursts of flame

and smoke from theships, which appeared to lie asleep

on the quiet sea, and the thunder of ordnance from

camp and city, from tower and battlement, told the

deadly warfare that was waging.

At night the scene was far more direful than in the

day. The cheerful light of the sun was gone ; there

was nothing but the flashes of artillery, or the baleful

gleams of combustibles thrown into the city, and the

conflagration of the houses. The fire kept up from

the Christian batteries was incessant; there were

seven great lombards, in particular, called the Seven

Sisters of Ximenes, which did tremendous execution.

The Moorish ordnance replied in thunder from the

walls; Gibralfaro was wrapped in volumes of smoke,

rolling about its base; and Hamet el Zegri and his

Gomeres looked out with triumph upon the tempest

of war they had awakened. "Truly they were so

many demons incarnate," says the pious Fray An-

tonio Agapida, " who were permitted by Heaven to

enter into and possess this infidel city for its perdition."

CHAPTER LIV.

SIRGE OF MALAGA.

The attack on Malaga by sea and land was kept up

for several days with tremendous violence, but with-

out producing any great impression, so strong were

ilie ancient bulwarks of the city. The Count de Ci-

fiierUes was the first to signalize himself by any

notetp achievement. A main tower of the suburb had

heevi shattered by (he ordnance, and the battlements

demolished, so as to yield no shelter to its defenders.

Seeing this, the count assembled a gallant band of

cavaliers of the royal household, and advanced to

take it by storm. They applied scaling ladders, and

mounted, sword in hand. The Moors, having no

longer battlements to protect them, descended to a

lower floor, and made furious resistance from the

windows and loop-holes. They poured down boiling

pitch and rosin, and hurled stones and darts and ar-

rows on the assailants. Many of the Christians were
slain ; their ladders were destroyed by flaming com-
bustibles, and the count was obliged to retreat from

before the tower. On the following day he renewed
the attack with superior force, and, after a severe

combat, succeeded in planting his victorious banner

on the tower.

The Moors now assailed the tower in their turn.

They undermined the part towards the city, placed

props ofwood under the foundation, and, setting fire

to them, drew off to a distance. In a little while the

props gave way, the foundation sank, the tower was
rent, part of its wall fell with a tremendous noise,

many ofthe Christians were thrown out headlong, and

the rest were laid open to the missiles of the enemy.

By this time, however, a breach had been made
in the wall adjoining the tower; and troops poured

in to the assistance of their comrades. A continued

battle was kept up for two days and a night by rein-

forcements from camp and city. The parties fought

backwards and forwards through the breach of the

wall, with alternate success, and the vicinity of the

town was strewed with the dead and wounded. At
length the Moors gradually gave way, disputing every

inch of ground, until they were driven into the city;

and the Christians remained masters of the greater

part of the suburb.

This partial success, though gained with great toil

and bloodshed, gave temporaiy animation to the

Christians. They soon found, however, that the

attack on the main works of the city was a much
more arduous task. The garrison contained veterans

who had served in many of the towns captuied by

the Christians. They were no longer confounded

and dismayed by the battering ordnance and other

strange engines of foreign invention, and had become

expertin parrying their effects, in repairing breaches,

and erecting counterworks.

The Christians, accustomed of late to speedy con-

quests of Moorish fortresses, became impatient of the

slow progress of the siege. Many were apprehensive

of a scarcity of provisions, from the difficulty of sub-

sisting so numerous a host in the heart of the ene-

my's country, where it was necessary to transport

supplies across rugged and hostile mountains, or sub-

jected to the uncertainties of the seas. Many were

also alarmed at the pestilence which broke out in the

neighbouring villages, and some were so overcome

by these apprehensions, as to abandon ihe camp and

return to Ihcir homes.

Several of ihe loose and worthless hangers-on, that

.i!n
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infest all greatarmies, hearingthese murmurs, thought

that the siege would soon be raised, and deserted to

the enemy, hoping to make their fortunes. They

gave exaggerated accounts of the alarms and discon-

tents of the army, and represented the troops as daily

returning home in bands. Above all, they declared,

that the gunpowder was nearly exhausted, so that

the artillery would soon be useless. They assured

the Moors, therefore, that, if they persisted in their

defence a little longer, the king would be obliged to

draw off his forces, and abandon the siege.

Tlie reports of these renegadoes gave fresh courage

to the garrison. They made vigorous sallies upon

the camp, harassing it by night and day, and obliging

every part to be guarded with the most painful vigi-

lance. They fortified the weak parts of their walls

with ditches and |>alisadoes, and gave every manifes-

tation of a determined and unyielding spirit.

Ferdinand soon received intelligence of the reports

which had been carried to the Moors. He under-

stood, that they had been informed, likewise, that

the queen was alarmed for the safety of the camp,

and had written repeatedly, urging him to abandon

the siege. As the best means of disproving all these

falsehoods, and of destroying the vain hopes of the

enemy, Ferdinand wrote to the queen, entreating her

to come and take up her residence in the camp.

CHAPTER LV.

SIKOK OP HALiGA CONTINUED. OBSTINACY OP HAMET EL ZRGRI.

Great was the enthusiasm of the army, when they

beheld their patriot queen advancing in state, to share

the toils and dangers of her people. Isabella entered

the camp, attended by the dignitaries, and the whole

retinue of her court, to manifest, that this was no

temporary visit. On one side ofher was her daughter,

the infanta ; on the other, the grand cardinal of Spain

;

and Hernando de Talavera, the prior of Praxo, con-

fessor to the queen, followed, with a great train of

prelates, courtiers, cavaliers, and ladies of distinction.

The cavalcade moved in calm and statelyorder through

the camp, softening the iron aspect of war by this

array of courtly grace and female beauty.

Isabella had commanded, that, on her coming to

the camp, the horrors of war should be suspended,

and fresh offers of peace made to the enemy. On her

arrival, therefore, there had been a cessation of firing

throughout the camp. A messenger was at the same

time despatched to the besieged, informing them of

her being in the camp, and of the determination of

the sovereigns to make it their settled residence, until

the city should be taken. The same terms were of-

fered, in case of immediate surrender, that had been

granted to Yelez Malaga, but the inhabitants were

threatened with captivity and the sword, should they

persist in their deit.i<:e.

Hamet el Zegri received this message with haughtv

contempt, and dismissed the messenger without

deigning a reply.

" The Christian sovereigns," said he, '* have made
this offer, in consequence of their despair. The si-

lence of their batteries proves the truth of what has

been told us, that their powder is exhausted. They

have no longer the means of demolishing our walls-

and, if they remain much longer, the autumnal rains

will interrupt their convoys, and fill their camp with

famine and disease. The first storm will disperse

their fleet, which has no neighbouring port of shelter.

Africa will then be open to us, to procure reinforce-

ments and supplies."

The words of Hamet el Zegri were hailed as ora-

cular by his adherents. Many of the peaceful part of

the community, however, ventured to remonstrate,

and to implore him to accept the proffered mercy.

The stern Hamet silenced them with a terrific threat.

He declared, that whoever should talk of capitnlat-

ing, or should hold any communication with the

Christians, should be put to death. His fierce Go-

meres, like true men of the sword, acted upon the

menace of their chieftain as upon a written law, and,

having detected several of the inhabitants in secret

correspondence with the enemy, they set upon and

slew them, and then confiscated their effects. This

struck such terror into the citizens, that those who

had been loudest in their murmurs became suddenly

mute, and were remarked as evincing the greatest

bustle and alacrity in the defence of the city.

When the messenger returned to the camp, and

reported the contemptuous reception of the royal mes-

sage. King Ferdinand was exceedingly indignant.

Finding the cessation of firing, on the queen's arri-

val, had encouraged a belief among the enemy that

there was a scarcity of powder in the camp, he or-

dered a general discharge from e. ery battery. This

sudden burst of war from every quarter soon con-

vinced the Moors of their error, and completed the

confusion of the citizens, who knew not which most

to dread, their assailants or their defenders, the Chris-

tians or the Gomeres.

That evening the sovereigns visited the encamp-

ment of the Marquis of Cadiz, which commanded a

view over a great part of the city and the camp. The

tent of the marquis was of great magnitude, furnisiied

with hangings of rich brocade, and French cloth of

the rarest texture. It was in the oriental style, and,

as it crowned the height, with the surrounding lenls

ofother cavaliers, all sumptuously furnished, present-

ed a gay and silken contrast to the opposite towers of

Gibral^ro. Here a splendid collation was served up

to the sovereigns ; and the courtly revel that prevailed

on this chivalrous encampment, the glitter of page-

antry, and the bursts of festive music, made more

striking the gloom and silence that reigned over t,'ie

dark Moorish castle.

The Marquis of Cadiz, while it was yet light, con-

ducted his royal visitors to every point thatcommanM
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a view of t'le warlike scene below. He caused the

heavy lombards also to be discharged, that the queen

and the ladies of the court might witness the effect

of those tremendous engines. The fair dames were

lilled with awe and admiration, as the mountain

shook beneath their feet with Uie thunder of the ar-

tillery, and they beheld great fragments of the Moorish

vails tumbling down the rocks and precipices.

While the good marquis was displaying these things

to his royal guests, he lifted up his eyes, and to his

astonishment, beheld his own banner hanging out

from the nearest tower of Gibralfaro. The blood

mantled in his cheek, for it was a banner which he

had lost at the time of the memorable massacre of

the heights of Malaga. To make this taunt more

evident, several of the Gomeres displayed themselves

upon the battlements, arrayed in the helmets and

cuirasses of some of the cavaliers, slain or captured

on that occasion. ' The Mar(|uis of Cadiz restrained

his indignation, and held his peace ; but several of his

cavaliers vowed loudly to revenge this cruel bravado

on the ferocious garrison of Gibralfaro.

CHAPTER LVI.

intCK OP THE MIlRQUiS OP CiDIZ UPON GIBRILPABO.

The Marquis of Cadiz was not a cavalier that rea-

dily forgave an injury or an insult. On the morning

after the royal banquet, his batteries opened a tre-

mendous fire upon Gibralfaro. All day the encamp-

ment was wrapped in wreaths of smoke ; nor did the

assault cease with the day, but throughout the night

there was an incessant flashing and thundering of

the lombards, and the following morning the assault

rather increased than slackened in its fury. The
Moorish bulwarks were no proof against these for-

midable engines. In a few days the lofty tower, on

which the taunting banner had been displayed, was

shattered ; a smaller tower, in its vicinity, reduced

to ruins; and a great breach made in the intervening

vails.

Several of the hot-spirited cavaliers were eager for

storming the breach sword in hand; others, more

cool and wary, pointed out the rashness of such an

attempt; for the Moors, working indefatigably in the

night, had digged a deep ditch within the breach,

and had fortified it with palisadoes and a high breast-

work. All, however, agreed, that the camp might

safely be advanced near to the ruined walls, and that

it ought to be so placed, in return for the insolent

defiance of the enemy.

The Marquis of Cadiz felt the temerity of the mea-
Isnre; but he was unwilling to damp the zeal of these

I hlg^-spiriled cavaliers; and, having chosen the post

|of dJ^nger in the camp, it did not become him to de-

• Diego de Valera, Cr6irica. MS.

dine any service, merely because it might appear

perilous. He ordered his outposts, therefore, to be

advanced within a stone's-throw of tlie breach, but

exhorted the soldiers to maintain the utmost vigilance.

The thunder of the batteries had ceased ; the troops,

exhausted by two niglits' fatigue and watchfulness,

and apprehending no danger from the dismantled

walls, were half of them asleep, the rest were scat-

tered about in negligent security. On a sudden, up-

wards of two thousand Moors sallied forth from the

castle, led on by Abraham Zenete, the principal cap-

tain under Hamet. They fell with fearful havoc upon
the adv&nce guard, slaying many of them in their

sleep, and putting the rest to headlong flight. The
marquis was in his tent, about a bow-shot distance,

when he heard the tumult of the onset, and beheld

his men flying in confusion. He rushed forth, fol-

lowed by his standard-bearers. " Turn again, cava-

liers!" exclaimed he; "turn again! I am here,

Ponce de Leon! To the foe! to the foe!" The
flying troops stopped at hearing his well-known voice,

rallied under his banner, and turned upon the enemy.

The encampment by this time was roused; several

cavaliers from the adjoining stations had hastened

to the scene of action, with a number of Gallicians,

and soldiers of the Holy Brotherhood. An obsti-

nate and bloody contest ensued. The ruggedness

of the place, the rocks, chasms, and declivities, broke

it into numerous combats. Christian and Moor fought

hand to hand, with swords and daggers ; and often,

grappling and struggling, rolled together down the

precipices.

The banner of the marquis was in danger of being

taken. He hastened to its rescue, followed by some
of his bravest cavaliers. They were surrounded by

the enemy, and several of them cut dovin. Don
Diego Ponce de Leon, brother to the marquis, was
woundedbyan arrow ; and his son-in-law, LuisPonce,

was likewise wounded: they succeeded, however, in

rescuing the banner, and bearing it off in safety. The
battle lasted for an hour : the height was covered

with killed and wounded ; and the blood flowed in

streams down the rocks. At length, Abraham Ze-

nete being disabled by the thrust of a lanc", the

Moors gave way, and retreated to the castle.

They now opened a galling Are from their battle-

ments and towers, approaching the breaches, so as

to discharge their cross-bows and arquebuses into

the advance guard of the encampment. The mar-

quis was singled out : the shot fell thick about him,

and one passed through his buckler, and struck upon

his cuirass, but without duing him any injury. Every

one now saw the danger and inutility of approach-

ing the camp thus near to the castle ; and those who
had counselled it were now urgent that it should be

withdrawn. It was accordingly removed back to its

original ground, from which the marquis had most

reluctantly advanced it. Nothing but his valour and

timely aid had prevented this attack from ending in

a total rout of all that part of the army.

vl.il
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Many cavaliers of distinction fell in this contest ; but

the loss of none was felt more deeply than that of

Ortega de Prado, captain of escaladors. He was one
of the bravest men in the service ; the same who had
devised tiie first successful blow of the war, the

storming of Alhama, where he was the first to plant

and mount the scaling-ladders. He had always been

high in the favour and confidence of the noble Ponce
do Leon, who knew how to appreciate and avail him-

s(.lfof the merits of all able and valiant men.

CHAPTER LVn.

81E0B OF MALAGA GONTINUED. STBATAGEINS OF VARIOUS

KINDS.

Great were the exertions now made, both by the

besiegers and the besieged, to carry on this contest

with the utmost vigour. Hamet el Zegri went the

rounds of the walls and towers, doubling the guards,

and pulling every thing into the best posture of de-

fence. The garrison was divided into parties of a

hundred, to each of which a captain was appointed.

Some were to patrol ; others to sally forth, and skir-

mish with the enemy ; and others to hold themselves

ready armed and in reserve. Six albalozas, or float-

ing batteries, were manned, and armed with pieces

of artillery, to attack the fleet.

On the other hand, the Castilian sovereigns kept

open a communication, by sea, with various parts of

Spain, from which they received provisions of all

kinds. They ordered supplies of powder, also, from

Valencia, Barcelona, Sicily, and Portugal. They made

great preparations for storming the city. Towers of

wood were conslructed, to move on wheels, each

capable of holding one hundred men. They were

furnished with ladders, to be thrown from their sum-

mits to the tops of the walls ; and within those ladders

others were incased, to be let down for the descent

of the troops into the city. There were gallipagos,

or tortoises, also ; being great wooden shields cover-

ed with bides, to protect the assailants, and those

who undermined the walls.

Secret mines were commenced in various places.

Some were intended to reach to the foundations of

the walls, which were to be propped up with wood,

ready to be set on fire ; others were to pass under the

walls, and remain ready to be broken open so as to

give entrance to the l)esiegers. At these mines the

army worked day and night ; and during these secret

preparations, the ordnance kept up a fire upon the city,

to divert the attention of the besieged.

In the mean me, Hamet el Zegri displayed won-

derful vigour and ingenuity in defending the city,

and in repairing, or fortifying by deep ditches, the

breaches made by the enemy. He noted, besides,

every place where the camp might be assailed with

> Ziirila. Mariana. Abarca.

advantage ; and gave the liesieging army no repose,

night or day. While his troops sallied on the land,

his floating batteries attacked the besiegers on the

sea; so that there was incessant skirmishing. The

tents, called the queen's hospital, were crowded with

wounded ; and the whole army suffered, from con-

stant watchfulness and fatigue. To guard against the

sudden assaults of the Moors, the trenches were

deepened, and palisadoes erected in front of the camp;

and in that part facing Gibralfaro, where the rocky

heights did not admit of such defences, a high ram-

part of earth was thrown up. The cavaliers Gar-

cilasso de la Vega, Juan de Zuniga, and Diego de

Atayde, were appointed to go the rounds, and keep

vigilant watch, that these fortifications were inaio-

tained in good order.

In a little while, Hamet discovered the mines se-

cretly commenced by the Christians. He immediately

ordered counter-mines. The soldiers mutually work-

ed until they met, and fought hand to hand, in these

subterranean passages. The Christians were driveo

out of one of their mines ; fire was set to the wooden

frame-work, and the mine destroyed. Encouraged

by this success, the Moors attempted a general attack

upon the mines and the besieging fleet. The battle

lasted for six hours, on land and water, above and

below ground, on bulwark and in trench and mine.

The Moors displayed wonderful intrepidity ; but were

finally repulsed at all points, and obliged to retire

into the city, where they were closely invested, wiih

out the means ofreceiving any assistance from abroad.

The horrors of famine were now added to the

other miseries of Malaga. Hamet el Zegri, with the

spirit ofa man bred up to war, considered every thing

as subservient to the wants of the soldier, and order-

ed all the grain in the city to be gathered and gar-

nered up fur the sole use of those who fought. Even

this was dealt out sparingly ; and each soldier receiv-

ed four ounces of bread in the morning, and two in

the evening, for his daily allowance.

The wealthy inhabitants, and all those peacefully

inclined, mourned over a resistance, which brought
j

destruction upon their houses, death into their fami-

lies, and which they saw must end in their ruin and

captivity. Still, none of them dared to speak openly

of capitulation, or even to manifest their grief, H
they should awaken the wrath of their fierce defender.

They surrounded their civic champion, Ali Dordui,

the great and opulent merchant, who had buckled on

shield and cuirass, and taken spear in hand for the

defence of his native city; and with a large bodyol

the braver citizens, had charge of one of the gales
j

and a considerable portion of the walls. Drawing Ali

Dordux aside, they poured forth their griefs to him

in secret. '• Why," said they, " should we sufferoor
j

native city to be made a mere bulwark and fighi

place for foreign barbarians and desperate men ? Thfj I

have no families to care for, no property to lose no

j

love for the soil, and no value for their lives, fheyj

fight to gratify a thirst for blood, or a desire foR-l

i- i
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venge; and will fight on until Malaga be made a ruin,

and its people slaves. Let us think and act for our-

selves, our wives, and our children. Let us make
private terms with the Christians before it is too late,

and so save ourselves from destruction."

The bowels of Ali Dordux yearned towards his

fellow-citizens. He bethought him also of the sweet

security of peace, and the bloodless, yet gratifying,

triumphs of gainful commerce. The idea likewise of a

secret negotiation or bargain with the Castilian sove-

reigns, for the redemption of his native city, was more

conformable to his accustomed habits than this vio-

lent appeal to arms; for though he had, for a time,

assumed the warrior, he had not forgotten the mer-

chant. Ali Dordux communed, therefore, with the

citizen-soldiers under his command, and they readily

conformed to his opinion. Concerting together, they

wrote a proposition to the Castilian sovereigns, offer-

ing (0 admit the army into the part of the city in-

trusted to their care, on receiving assurance of pro-

tection for the lives and property of the inhabitants.

This writing they delivered to a trusty emissary, to

take to the Christian camp; appointing the hour and

place of his return, that they might be ready to admit

liim unperceived.

The Moor made his way in safety to the camp, and

was admitted to the presence of the sovereigns.

Eager to gain the city without further cost of blood

or treasure, they gave a written promise to grant the

conditions ; and the Moor set outjoyfully on his return.

As he approached the walls where Ali Dordux and

his confederates were waiting to receive him, he was

descried by a patrolling band of Gomeres, and consi-

dered a spy coming from the camp of the besiegers.

They issued forth, and seized him, in sight of his

employers, who gave themselves up for lost. The
Gomeres had conducted him nearly to the gate, when
he escaped from their grasp, and fled. They endea-

voured to overtake him, but were encumbered with

armour; he was lightly clad, and he fled for his life.

One of the Gomeres paused, and, levelling his cross-

bow, let fly a bolt, which pierced the fugitive between

the shoulders : he fell, and was nearly within their

grasp; but rose again, and, with a desperate effort, at-

tained the Christian camp. The Gomeres gave over

the pursuit, and the citizens returned thanks to Allah

for their deliverance from this fearful peril. As to the

faithful messenger, he died of his wound, shortly after

reaching the camp, consoled with the idea, that he had

preserved the secret and the lives of his employers.

CHAPTER LVm.

SUPFKRINGS OF THE PEOPLE OP HALAOt.

The sufferings ofMalaga spread sorrow and anxiety

among the Moors; and they dreaded lest this beauti-

ful city, once the bulwark of the kingdom, should fall

into the hands of the unbelievers. The old warrior

king, Abdalla el Kagal, was still sheltered in Guadix

,

where he was slowly gathering together his shatter-

ed forces. When the people of Guadix heard of the

danger and distress of Malaga, they urged to be led

to its relief; and the alfaquis admonished el Zagal

not to desert so righteous and loyal a city in its extre-

mity. His own warlike nature made hirn feel a sym-
pathy for a place that made so gallant a resistance

;

and he despatched as powerful a reinforcement as he
could spare, under conduct of a chosen captain, with

orders to throw themselves into the city.

Intelligence of this reinforcement reached RoaMil
el Chico, in his royal palace of the Alhambra. Filled

with hostility against his uncle, and desirous of prov-

ing his loyalty to the Castilian sovereigns, he imme-
diately sent forth a superior force of horse and foot,

to intercept the detachment. A sharp conflict ensued

;

the troops of El Zagal were routed with great loss,

and fled back in confusion to Guadix.

Boabdil, not being accustomed to victories, was
flushed with this melancholy triumph. He sent tidings

of it to the Castilian sovereigns, accompanied with

rich silks, boxes of Arabian perfume, a cup of gold

richly wrought, and a female captive of Rebeda, as

presents to the queen; and four Arabian steeds, mag-
niflcently caparisoned, a sword and dagger richly

mounted, and several albornozes and other robes,

sumptuously embroidered, for the king. He entreat-

ed them, at the same time, always to look upon him
with favour, as their devoted vassal.

Boabdil was fated to be unfortunate even in his

victories. His defeat of the forces of his uncle, des-

tined to the relief of unhappy Malaga, shocked the

feelings, and cooled the loyalty, of many of his best

adherents. The mere men of traffic might rejoice in

their golden interval of peace, but the chivalrous

spirits of Granada spurned a security purchased by

such sacrifices of pride and affection. The people at

large, having gratifled their love of change, began to

question, whether they had acted generously by their

old flghting monarch. "El Zagal," said they, ''was

fierce and bloody, but then he was true to his coun-

try : he was an usurper, but then he maintained the

glory of the crown which he usurped. If his sceptre

was a rod of iron to his subjects, it was a sword of

steel against their enemies. This Boabdil sacrifices

religion, friends, country, every thing, to a mere
shadow of royalty, and is content to hold a rush for

a sceptre."

These factious murmurs soon reached the ears of

Boabdil, and he apprehended another of his custom-

ary reverses. He sent in all haste to the Castilian

sovereigns, beseeching military aid to keep him on

his throne. Ferdinand graciously complied with a

request so much in unison with his policy. A detach-

ment of one thousand cavalry, and two thousand

infantry, were despatched, under the command of

Don Fernandez Gonsalez of Cordova, subsequently

renowned as the grand captain. With this succour,

141
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Boabdil expelled from the city all those who were

hostile to him, and in favour of his uncle. lie felt

secure in these troops, from their being distinct, in

manners, language, and religion, from his subjects

;

and compromised with his pride, in thus exhibiting

that most unnatural and humiliating of all regal

spectacles, a monarch supported on his throne by

foreign weapons, and by soldiers hostile to his people.

Nor was Boabdil el Chico the only Moorish sove-

reign that sougiit protection from Ferdinand and

Isabella. A splendid galley, with lateen sails, and

several banks of oars, came one day into the harbour

of Malaga, displaying the standard of the crescent,

but likewise a white llag in sign of amity. An am-

bassador landed from it within the Christian lines.

He came from the King of Treniezan, and brought

presents similar to those of Boabdil, consisting of

Arabian coursers, with bits, stirrups, and other fur-

niture of gold, together with costly Moorish mantles

:

for the queen there were sumptuous shawls, robes,

and silken stuffs, ornaments of gold, and exquisite

oriental perfumes.

The King of Tremezan had been alarmed at the

rapid conquests of the Spanish arms, and startled by

the descent of several Spanish cruisers on the coast of

Africa. He craved to be considered a vassal to the

Castilian sovereigns, and that they would extend such

favour and security to his ships and subjects as had

been shown to other Moors, who had submitted to

their sway. He requested a painting of their arms,

that he and his subjects might recognise and respect

their standard, whenever they encountered it. At

the same lime he implored their clemency towards

unhappy Malaga, and that its inhabitants might

experience the same favour, that had been shown

towards the Moors of other captured cities.

This embassy was graciously received by the Cas-

tilian sovereigns. They granted the protection re-

quired; ordering their commanders to respect the

flag of Tremezan, unless it should be found rendering

assistance to the enemy. They sent also to the Bar-

bary monarch their royal arms, moulded in escut-

cheons of gold a hand's-breadlh in size.

'

While thus the chances of assistance from without

daily decreased, famine raged in the city. The in-

habitants were compelled to eat the flesh of horses,

and many died of hunger. What made the sufferings

of the citizens the more intolerable was, to behold the

sea covered with ships, daily arriving with provisions

for the besiegers. Day after day, also, they saw

herds of fat cattle and flocks of sheep drawn into the

camp. Wheat and flour were piled in large mounds

in the centre of the encampments, glaring in the

sunshine, and tantalizing the wretched citizens, wh.o,

while they and their children were perishing with

hunger, beheld prodigal abundance reigning within

a bow-shot of their walls.

> Ciira (le los Palacios. c. 84. Pulgar,, part, iii, c. 06.

CIIAl'TEli UX.

HOW k MOORISH SiNTON UNDEITOOK TO DELIVEI THE mi
Ot MALAti* moa THE POWEH OP ITS ENEMIR8.

There lived at this lime, in a hamlet in the neigh-

iMurhood of Guadix, an ancient Moor, of the name of

Abraham Algeibi. lie was a native of Guerba, in

the kingdom of Tunis, and had for several years

led the life of a santon or hermit. The hot sun or

Africa had drie<l his blootl, and rendered him of an

exalted yet melancholy temperament. He passed

most of his time in meditation, prayer, and rigorous

al)stinenee, until bis body was wasted, and his mind

l)ewildered, and he fancied himself favoured with

divine revelations. The Moors, who have a great

reverence for all enthusiasts of the kind, looked upon

him as inspired, listened to all his ravings as veritable

prophecies, and denominated him El Santo, or "tlie

saint."

The woes of the kingdom of Granada had long

exasperated the gloomy spirit of this man ; and lie

had beheld with indignation this beautiful country

wrested from the dominion of the faithful, and be-

coming a prey to the unbelievers. He had implored

the blessing of Allah on the troops which issued forlh

from Guadix for the relief of Malaga ; but when he

saw them return, routed and scattered by their own

countrymen, he retired to his cell, shut himself up

from the world, and was plunged for a time in the

blackest gloom.

On a sudden be made his appeal :«nce again in the

streets of Guadix ; his face haggard, his form ema-

ciated, but his eye beaming with lire. He said, that

Allah had sent an angel to him, in the solitude of Ills

cell, revealing to him a mode of delivering Malaga

from its perils, and striking horror and confusion

into the camp of the unbelievers. The Moors list-

ened with eager credulity to his words : four hun-

dred of them offered to follow him even to the death.

and to obey implicitly his commands. Of this num-

ber many were Gomeres, anxious to relieve their

countrymen, who formed part of the garrison of

Malaga.

They traversed the kingdom by the wild and lonely

passes of the mountains, concealing themselves in the

day, and travelling only in the night, to elude the

Christian scouts. At length they arrived at the

mountains which tower above Malaga ; and, looking

down, beheld the city completely invested, a chain of

encampments extending round it from shore lo shore,

and a line of ships blockading it by sea, while the

continual thunder of artillery, and the smoke rising

in various parts, showed, that the siege was pressed

with great activity. The hermit scanned the en-

campments warily from his lofty height. He saw,

that the part of the encampment of the Marquis of

Cadiz, which was at the foot of the height, and on

the margin of the sea, was the most assailable, the

rocky soil not admitting ditches or palisadoes. Re-
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maining concealed all day, he descended with his

followers at night to the sea-coast, and approached

silently to the out-works. He had given them their

instructions : they were to rush suddenly upon the

camp, figbt their way through, and throw themselves

into the city.

II was just at the grey of the dawning, when ol)-

jecls are obscurely visible, (hat they made this des-

perate attempt. Some sprang suddenly upon the

sentinels; others rushed into the sea, and got round

the works ; others clambered over the breast-works.

There was sharp skirmishing; a great part of the

Moors were cut to pieces, but about two hundred

succeeded in getting into the gates of Malaga.

The santon took no part in the conflict, nor did he

endeavour to enter the city. His plans were of a

different nature. Drawing apart from the battle, he

threw himself on his knees, on a rising ground, and,

lifting his hands to Heaven, appeared to be absorbed

in prayer. The Christians, as they were searching

for fugitives in the clefts of the rocks, found him at

his devotions. He stirred not at Iheir approach, but

remained fixed as a statue, without changing colour,

or moving a muscle. Filled with surprise not un-

mixed with awe, they took him to the Marquis of

Cadiz. He was wrapped in a coarse albornoz, or

Moorish mantle ; his beard was long and grizzled,

and there was something wild and melanciioly in his

look, that inspired curiosity.

On being examined, he gave himself out as a saint,

to whom Allah had revealed the events that were to

lake place in that siege. The marquis demanded

when and how Malaga was to be taken. He replied,

that he knew full well ; but he was forbidden to re-

veal those important secrets, except to the king and

queen. The good marquis was not more given to

superstitious fancies than other commanders of his

time ;
yet there seemed something singular and mys-

terious about this man : he might have some import-

ant intelligence to communicate ; so he was per-

suaded to send him to the king and queen. He was
conducted to the royal tent, surrounded by a curious

multitude, exclaiming, "El Moro Santo!" for the

news had spread through the camp, that they had

taken a Moorish prophet.

The king, having dined, was taking his siesta, or

afternoon's sleep, in his tent; and the queen, though

curious to see this singular being, yet, from a natural

delicacy and reserve, delayed until the king should

be present. He was taken, therefore, to an adjoining

tent, in which were Dofia Beatrix de Bovadilla,

Marchioness of Moya, and Don Alvaro of Portugal,

son of the Duke of Braganza, with two or three at-

tendants. The Moor, ignorant of the Spanish tongue,

had not understood the conversation of the guards,

and supfiosed, from the magnificence of the furni-

ture, and the silken hangings, that this was the royal

tent. From the respect paid by the attendants to

Don Alvaro and the marchioness, he concluded that

Ihey were the kingand queen.

He now asked for a draught of water. A jar was
brought to him, and Ihe guard released Ids arm, to

enable him to drink. The marchioness perceived a

sudden change in his countenance, and something

sinister in the expression of his eye, and shifted her

position to a more remote part of the tent. Pretending

to raise the water to his lips, the Moor unfolded his

albornoz so as to grasp a cimeter, which he wore
concealed beneath ; then, dashing down the jar, he

drew his weapon, and gave Don Alvaro a blow on

the head, that struck him to the earth, and nearly

deprived him of life. Turning upon the marchioness,

he then made a violent blow at lier, but in his eager-

ness and agitation, his cimeter caught in the drapery

of the tent ; the force of the blow was broken, and the

weapon struck harmless upon some golden ornaments

of her head-tlress.

'

Ruy Lopez de Toledo, treasurer to the queen, and

Juan de Belalcazar, a sturdy friar, who were pre-

sent, grappled and struggled with the desperado ; and

immediately the guards who had conducted him from

the Marquis of Cadiz fell upon him, and cut him to

pieces.

'

The king and queen, brought out of their tents by

the noise, were filled with horror when they learned

the imminent peril from which they had escaped.

The mangled body of the Moor was taken by the

people of the camp, and thrown into the city from a

catapult. The Gomeres gathered up the body, with

deep reverence, as the remains of a saint; they

washed and perfumed it, and buried it with great

honour and loud lamentations. In revenge of his

death, they slew one of their principal Christian cap-

tives ; and, having tied his body upon an ass, they

drove the animal forth into the camp.

From this time there was appointed an additional

guard around the tents of the king and queen, com-

posed of twelve hundred cavaliers of rank of the

kingdoms of Castile and Aragon. No person was

admitted to the royal presence armed. No Moor was

allowed to enter the camp without a previous know-

ledge of his character and business ; and on no account

was any Moor to be introduced into the presence of

the sovereigns.

An act of treachery of such a ferocious nature gave

rise to a train of gloomy apprehensions. There were

many cabins and sheds about the camp, constructed

of branches of trees, which had become dry and

combustible ; and fears were entertained, that they

might be set on fire by the Mudixares, or Moorish

vassals, who visited the army. Some even dreaded,

that attempts might be made to poison the wells and

fountains. To quiet these dismal alarms, all Mu-
dixares were ordered to leave the camp; and all loose

idle loiterers, who could not give a good account of

themselves, were taken into custody.

• Pieiro Martyr, epist. 62.

' Cura de Ids Palacios.

'•I
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CHAPTER LX.

HOW BAMIT IL IKOKI WAM HAIDKIKU n HIS OBdTINACY

T THK AHT8 Or A MOORISU ASTHOLOGII.

Amoxs those Tolluwers of the Ranton that had ef-

fected their entrance into the city was a dark Afri-

can, of the tribe of Gomeres, who was likewise a

iierniit, or dervise, and passed amon^ the Moors for

a lioly and inspired man. No sooner were tlie nian-

gletl remains of liis predecessor bnried with tlie lio-

nours of martyrdom, than tliis dervise elevated him-

self in his place, and professed to be gifted with the

spirit of prophecy. He displayed a white banner,

which he assured the Moors was sacred ; that he had

retained it for twenty years, for some signal purpose

;

and that Allah had revealed to him, that under that

banner the inhabitants of Malaga should sally forlh

upon the camp of the unbelievers, put it to utter rout,

and banquet upon the provisions in which it abound-

ed. The hungry and credulous Moors were elated

at this prediction, and cried out (o be led forlh at

once to the attack ; but the dervise told them the time

was not yet arrived, for every event had its allotted

day in the decrees of fate; they nuist wait patiently,

therefore, until the appointed lime should be revealed

to him by Heaven. Haniet el Zegri listened to the

dervise with profound reverence, and his example

had great effect in increasing the awe and deference

uf his followers. He took the holy man up into his

stronghold of Gibralfaro, consulted him on all occa-

sions, and hung out his white banner on the loftit'st

tower, as a signal of encouragement to the people of

the city.

In the mean time, the prime chivalry of Spain was

gradually assembling before the walls of Malaga. The
army which had commenced the siege had been worn

out by extreme hardships, having had to construct

immense works, to dig trenches and mines, to mount

guard by sea and land, to patrol the mountains, and

to sustain incessant conflicts. Hie sovereigns were

obliged therefore to call upon various distant cities,

for reinforcements of horse and foot. Many nobles,

also, assembled their vassals, and repaired, of their

own accord, to the royal camp.

Every little while, some stately galley or gallant

caravel would stand into the harbour, displaying the

well-known banner of some Spanish cavalier, and

thundering from its artillery a salutation to the sove-

reii^ns, and a defiance to tlie Moors. On the land

side also reinforcements would be seen, winding down
the mountains to the sound of drum and trumpet,

and marching into the camp with glistening arms, as

yet unsullied by the toils of war.

One morning the whole sea was whitened by the

sails, and vexed by the oars of ships and galleys bear-

ing towards the port. One hundred vessels, of va-

rious kinds and sizes, arrived ; some armed for war-

like service, others deep-freighted with provisions.

' Ciira (le los Palacios. -
.

At the same time, the clangour of drum and trumpet

liespoke the arrival of a powerful force by land, which

came pouring in lengthening columns inio the camp.

This mighty reinforcement was furnished by tlie

Duke of Meilina Sidonia, who reigned like a petty

monarch over his vast possessions. He came with

this princely force a volunteer to the royal standard,

not having been summoned by the sovereigns, and he

brought nuireover a loan of twenty tliousand doblas

of gold.

When the camp was thus powerfully reinforced,

Isabella advised, that new offers of an indulgent kind

should be made to the inhabitants ; for she was an-

xious to prevent the miseries of a protracted siege, or

the effusion of blood that must attend a general at-

tack. A fresh summons was therefore sent fur the

city to surrender, with a promise of life, liberty and

properly in case of immediate compliance, but de-

noiuicing all the horrors of war, if the defence were

obstinately continued.

Ilamet el Zegri again rejected the offer with scorn.

His main forlilications as yet were but little im-

paired, and were capable of holding out much long-

er; he trusted to the thousand evils and accidenlii

that beset a besieging army, and to the inclemencies

of the approaching season ; and it is said he, ns well

as his followers, had an infatuated belief in (he pre-

dictions of the dervise.

The worlliy Fray Antonio Agapida does not scru-

ple to affirm, that the pretended prophet of the city

was an arch necromancer, or IMoorish magician; "n(

which there be countless many," says he, " in the

filthy sect of Mahomet ;
" and that he was leagued

with the prince of the powers of the air, to endeavour

to work the confusion and defeat of the Christian

«rmy. The worthy father asserts also, that Hamel

employed him in a high tower of the Gibralfaro,

which commanded a wide view over sea aiul land,

where he wrought spells and incantations, with astro-

labes and other diabolical instruments, to defeat the

Christian ships and forces, whenever they were en-

gaged with tlie Moors.

To the potent spells of this sorcerer he ascribes the

perils and losses sustained by a party of cavaliers of

the royal household, in a desperate combat to gain

two towers of the suburb, near the gate of the eily

called La Puerta de Granada. The Christians, led

on by Ruy Lopez de Toledo, the valiant treasurer of

the queen, took, and lost, and retook the towers,

which were finally set on fire by the Moors, and aban-

doned to the flames by both parlies. To the same

malignant iniluence he attributes the damage done lo

the Christian fleet, which was so vigorously assailed

by the albatozas, or floating-batteries, of the Moors,

that one ship of the Duke of Medina Sidonia was

sunk, and the rest were obliged to retire.

" Hamet el Zegri," says Fray Antonio Agapida,

"stood on the top of the high tower of Gibralfaro,

and beheld this injury wrought upon the Christian

force; and his proud heart was puffed up. And the
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M-atltred by the winds of Heaven ; and that he should

sally for(li< under guidance of the sacred luuncr, and

attack (liiH host, and utterly defeat it, and make spoil

of those sumptuous tents ; and Malaga should be tri-

umphantly revenged upunherassailnnls. Sothc heart

ofilaniet was hardened like that of Pharaoh, and he

liersistcd in setting at deliance the catholic sovereigns,

and their army of saintly warriors."

CIIAITER LXI.

Mia UV Hklklik COMTINUiU. IIKSTHUCTION OF A TOWKM HV

FHANCI8C0 HAMIKliZ DK MADUIU.

Si':i:i>'(i the infatuated obstinacy of the besieged,

the Christians now approached llieir works to the

walls, gaining one position after another, preparatory

< toa general assault. Near the barrier of the city was

a bridge with four arches, defended at each end by a

strong and lofty tower, by which a part of the army
would have to pass in making a general attack. The
commander in chief of the artillery, Francisco Ra-

I mirez de Madrid, was ordered to take possession of

I
this bridge. The approach to it was perilous in the

extreme, from the exposed situation of the assailants,

I

and the numbers of Moors that garrisoned the towers.

Francisco Ramirez, therefore, secretly excavated a

mine leading beneath the lirst tower, and placed a

piece of ordnance, with its mouth upwards, imme-
diately under the foundation, with a train of powder
to produce an explosion at the necessary moment.
When this was arranged he advanced slowly with

his forces in face of the towers, erecting bulwarks at

every step, and gradually gaining ground, until he
arrived near to the bridge. He then planted several

pieces of artillery in his works, and began to batter

the lower. The Moors replied bravely from their

battlements ; but in the heat of the combat the piece

of ordnance under the foimdation was discharged.

I

The earlli was rent open, a part of the tower over-

tiircwn, and several of the Moors torn to pieces : the

rest took to flight, overwhelmed with terror at this

thundering explosion bursting beneath their feet, and
at beholding the earth vomiting flames and smoke

;

I for never before had they witnessed such a stratagem

I

in warfare. The Christians rushed forward and took

I

possession of the abandoned post, and imuiediately

I commenced an attack upon the other tower, at the

I

opposite end of the bridge, to which the Moors had
I retired. An incessant fire of cross-bows and aique-

I

buses was kept up between the rival towers, volleys

I

of stones were discharged, and no one dared to ven-

I

lure upon the intermediate bridge.

Francisco de Ramirez at length renewed lii« former

mmie of approach, making bulwarks as he advanced,

while the Moors at the other end swept the bridge

with their artillery. The combat was long and

bloody, ferocious on the part of the Moors, patient

and persevering on the part of the Christians. By

slow degrees tliey accomplished their progress across

the bridge, drove the enemy before them, and re-

mained masters of this important pa.ss.

For this valiant and skilful achievement, King Fer-

dinand, after the surrender of the city, conferred the

dignity of knighthood upon Francisco Ramirez, in

the tower which he had so gloriously gained. ' The
worthy padre. Fray Antonio Agapida, indulges in

more than a page of extravagant eulogy, upon thia

invention of blowing up the foundation of (he tower

by a piece of ordnance, which he afflrms to be the

first instance on record of gunpowder being used in

a mine.

CHAPTER LXII.

HOW THR PROPLR OF MALAGA RXPOSTVLATED WITH HAMET KL

ZKOHi.

While (he dervise was deluding the garrison of

Malaga with vain hopes, the famine increased to a

terrible degree. The Gomeres ranged almut the cily

as though it had heen a conquered place; taking by
force whatever (hey found ea(able in the houses of

(he peaceful cidzens, aiid breaking open vaults and

cellars, and demolishing waMs, wherever they thought

provisions might be concealed.

The wretched inhabitants had no longer bread to

eat ; the horse-flesh also now failed them ; and they

were fain to devour skins and hides toasted at (he

fire, and to assuage the hunger of their children with

vine-leaves, out up and fried in oil. Many perished

of famine or of the unwholesome food with which
they endeavoured to relieve it; and many took refuge

in (lie Christian camp, preferring captivity to the hor-

rors which surrounded them.

At length the sufferings of the inhabitants became

so great, as to conquer even their fears of Hamet and

his Gomeres. They assembled before the house of

Ali Dordux, the wealthy merchant, whose stately

mansion was at the foot of the hill of the alcazaba

;

and they urged him to stand forth as their leader,

and to intercede with Hamet el Zegri for a surrender.

Ali Dordux was a man of courage as well as policy
;

he perceived also that hunger was giving boldness to

the citizens, while he trusted it was subduing the

fierceness of the soldiery. He armed himself there-

fore, cap-a-pie, and undertook thiS dangerous parley

with the alcayde. He associated with him an alfaqui,

named Abrahen Alharis, and an important inhabit-

ant, named Amar ben Amar; and they ascended to

the fortress of Gibralfaro, followed by several of the

trembling merchants.

t

i

Piilgai, |>artiii, cap. 91.
1^-
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They found Hamet el Zegri, not, as before, snr-

rounded by ferodoos gaards, itud all the implements

of war ; but in a chamber of one of the lofty towers,

at a table of stone, covered with scrolls, and traced

with strange characters and mystic diagrams ; while

instruments of singular and unknown form lay about

the room. Beside Hamet el Zegri stood the pro-

phetic dervise, who appeared to liave been explaining

to him the mysterious inscriptions of the scrolls.

His presence filled the citizens with awe ; for even Ali

Dorclnx considered him a man inspired.

The alfaqui, Abrahen Alharis, whose sacred cha-

racter gave him boldness to speak, now lifted up his

voice, and addressed Hamet el Zegri. " We implore

you," said he solemnly, 'Mn the name of the most

powerful God, no longer topersislina vain resistance,

which must end in our destruction ; but deliver up

the city, while clemency is yet to be obtained. Think

how many of our warriors have fallen by the sword

;

do not suffer those who survive to perisli by famine.

Our wives and children cry to us for bread, and we
have none to give them. We see them expire in lin-

gering agony before our eyes, while the enemy mocks

our misery by displaying the abundance of his camp.

Of what avail is our defence? Are our walls, per-

adventnre, more strong than the walls of Ronda ?

Are our warriors more brave than the defenders of

Loxa ? The walls of Ronda were thrown down, and

the warriors of Loxa had to surrender. Do we hope

for succour? From whence are we to receive it?

The time for hope is gone by. Granada has lost its

|)ower : it no longer possesses chivalry, commanders,

or a king. Boabdil sits a vassal in the degraded walls

of the Alhambra : El Zagal is a fugitive, shut up

within the walls of Guadix. The kingdom is divided

against itself : its strength is gone, its pride fallen,

its very existence at an end. In the name of Allah,

we conjure thee, M'ho art our captain, be not our

direst enemy ; but surrender these ruins of our once

happy Malaga, and deliver us from these overwhelm-

ing horrors."

Such was the supplication forced from the inhabit-

ants by the extremity of their sufferings. Hamet el

Zegri listened to the alfaqui without anger ; for he

respected the sanctity of his office. His heart, too,

was at that moment lifted up with a vain confidence.

" Yet a few days of patience," said he, "and all these

evils will suddenly have an end. I have been con-

ferring with this holy man, and find that the time of

our deliverance is at hand. The decrees of fate are

inevitable : it is written in the book of destiny, that

we shall sally forth, and destroy the camp of the

unbelievers, and banquet upon those mountains of

grain, which are piled up in the midst of it. So Allah

hath promised, by the mouth of this his prophet. Al-

lah achbar ! God is great ! Let no man oppose the

decrees of Heaven."

The citizens heard with profound reverence; for

no true Moslem pretends to struggle against whatever

is written in the book of fate. Ali Durdux, who had

come prepared to champion the city, and to brave the

ire of Hamet, humbled himself before this holy man

and gave faith to his propliecies as the revelations of
|

Allah. So the deputies returned to the citizens, and

exhorted them to be of good cheer. "A few days

longer," said they, " and our sufferings are to ter-

1

minate. When the white banner is removed from

the lower, then look out for deliverance ; for the
|

hour of sallying forth will have arrived." The people

retired to their houses with sorrowfid hearts. They

tried in vain to quiet the cries of their famishing

children ; and day by day, and hour by hour, iheir

anxious eyes were turned to the sacred banner, which

still continued to wave on the tower of Gibralfaro.

CHAPTER LXra.

UOW OAMET EL ZEGRI SALMED FORTH, WITD TUE SAMlp

BANNER, TO ATTACK THE CBRISTliN CAMP.

"The Moorish necromancer," observes the worthy

Fray Antonio Agapida, " remained shut up in the

tower of the Gibralfaro, devising devilish means to
|

work mischief and discomfiture upon the Glirislians,

He was daily consulted by Hamet el Zegri, who iiad

great faith in those black and magic arts, which he

had brought with him from the bosom of heathen

Africa."

From the account given of this dervise and his in-

1

cantations by the worthy father, it would appear, that

he was an astrologer, and was studying the stars,
j

and endeavouring to calculate the day and hoi

when a successful attack might be made upon tiie
|

Christian camp.

Famine had now increased lo such a degree as to I

distress even the garrison of Gibralfaro; although

|

the Gomeres had seized upon all the provisions they

could find in the city. Their passions were sharpened I

by hunger ; and they became restless and turbulent,
|

and impatient for action.

Hamet el Zegri was one day in council with his I

captains, perplexed by the pressure of events, when

the dervise entered among them. "The hour of vic-

tory," exclaimed he, "is at hand! Allah lias com-

1

manded, that to-morrow morning ye shall sally forth I

to the light. I will bear before you the sacred banner,
[

and deliver your enemies into your hands. llemeiii-|

her, however, that ye are but instruments in the I

hands of Allah, to take vengeance on the enemies of I

the faith. Go into battle, therefore, with pure liearls,
f

forgiving eacii other all past offences; for those, who!

are charitable towards each other, will be victorious
j

over the foe."

The words of the dervise were received with I

rapture. All Gibralfaro and the alcazaba resoiindedl

immediately with the din of arms; and Ilametsentl

throughout the towers and fortifications of the city,!

and selected the choicest troops and most distinguished
|

captains for this eventful combat.
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In the morning early, the rumour went throagh-

out the city, that the sacred banner had disappeared

from the tower of Gibralfaro, and all Malaga was

roused to witness the sally that was to destroy the

unbelievers. Hamet descended from his stronghold,

accompani^ by his principal captain, Abrahen Ze-

nete, and followed by his Gomeres. The dervise led

the way, displaying the white banner, the sacred

pledge of victory. The multitude shouted, " Allah

achbar
! " and prostrated themselves before the banner

as it passed. Even the dreaded Ilamet was hailed

with praises ; for, in their hope of speedy relief,

through the prowess of his arm, the populace forgot

every thing but his bravery. Every bosom in Malaga

was agitated by hope and fear ; the old men, the wo-

men, and children, and all who went not forth to

battle, mounted on tower, and battlement, and roof,

to watch a combat that was to decide their fate.

Before sallying forth from Uie city, the dervise ad -

dressed the troops ; reminding theiti of the holy nature

of this enterprise, and warning them not to forget the

protection of the sacred banner by any unworthy act.

They were to press forward, fighting valiantly, and

granting no quarter. The gate was then thrown

open, and the dervise issued forth, followed by the

army. They directed their assault upon the eocamp-

menls of the master of Santiago and the master of

Calatrava, and came upon them so suddenly, that

they killed and wounded several of the guards.

Abrahen Zenete made his way into one of the tents,

where he beheld several Christian striplings, just

starting from their slumber. The heart of the Moor

was suddenly touched with pity for their youth, or,

jperhaps, he scorned the weakness of the foe. He

smote tliem with the flat, instead of the edge, of his

" Away, imps," cried he, " away to your

mothers
! " The fanatic dervife reproached him with

lis clemency. " I did not kill them," replied Zenete,

["because I saw no beards
! "

'

Tliealarm was given in the camp, and the Christians

osiied from all quarters to defend the gates of the

ilwarks. Don Pedro Puerto Carrero, senior of Mo-

ler, and his brother, Don Alonso Pacheco, planted

Ihemselves, with their followers, in the gateway of

le encampment cf the master of Santiago, and bore

le whole hrunt of the battle until they were reiu-

:ed. The gate of the encampment of the master

if Calatrava was, in like manner, defended by Lo-

fenzo Saurez de Mendoza. Hamet el Zegri was

ious at being thus checked, where he had expected

miraculous victory. He led his troops repeatedly

the allack,Jioping to force the gates before succour

lould arrive. They fought with vehement ardour.

It were as often repulsed ; and every time they

itomed to the assault, they found tlieir enemies

uhled in number. The Christians opened a cross-

Ire of all kinds of missiles from their bulwarks; the

loon could effect but little damage upon a foe thus

• Ciira de Ids Palacins, c. 9A,

protected behind their works, while they themselves

were exposed from head to foot. The Cliristians

singled out the most conspicuous cavaliers, the

greater part of whom were either slain or wounded.

Still the Moors, infatuated by the predictions of the

prophet, fought desperately and devotedly; and they

were furious to revenge the slaughter of their leaders.

They rushed upon certain death, endeavouring madly

to scale the bulwarks, or force the gates ; and fell

amidst showers of darts and lances, QUing the ditches

with their mangled bodies.

Hamet el Zegri raged along the front of the bul-

warks, seeking an opening for attack. He gnashed

his teeth with fury, as he saw so many of his chosen

warriors slain around him. He seemed to have a

charmed life; for, though constantly in the hottest of

tlie light, amidst showers of missiles, he still escaped

uninjured. Blindly confiding in the prophecy of

victory, he continued to urge on his devoted troops.

The dervise, too, ran like a maniac through the ranks,

waving his wliite banner, and inciting the Moors, by

bowlings rather than by shouts. In the midst of his

frenzy, a stone from a catapult struck him on the

head, and dashed out his bewildered brains.'

When the Moors beheld their propliet slain, and

his banner in the dust, they were seized with despair,

and fled in confusion to the city. Hamet el Zegri

made some effort to rally them, but was himself con-

founded by the fall of the dervise. He covered the

flight of his broken forces, turning repeatedly upon

their pursuers, and slowly making his retreat into the

city.

The mbabitants of Malaga witnessed from their

walls, with trembling anxiety, \he whole of this dis-

astrous conflict. At the first onset, on seeing the

guards of the camp put to flight, they exclaimed,

" Allah has given us the victory !" and they sent up

shouts of triumph. Their exultation, however, was

turned into doubt, when they beheld their troops re-

pulsed in repeated attacks. They could perceive,

from time to time, some distinguished warrior laid

low, and others brought back bleeding to the city.

When, at length, the sacred banner fell, and the

routed troops came flying to the gates, pursued and

cut down by the foe, horror and despair seized upon

the populace.

As Hamet e! Zegri entered the gates, he was

greeted with loud lamentations. Mothers, whose

sons had been slain, shrieked curses after him as he

passed. Some, in the anguish of their hearts, threw

down their famishing babes before him, exclaiming,

" Trample on them with tliy horse's feet, for we have

no food to give them, and we cannot endure their

cries!" All heaped execrations on his head, as the

cause of the woes of Malaga.

The warlike part of the citizens, also, and many

warriors, who, with their wives and children, had

taken refuge in Malaga from the mountain fortresses,

' Garibay, lib. xviii, c. 33. ^^
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now joined in the popular clamour ; for their hearts

were overcome by the sufferings of their families.

Hamet el Zegri found it impossible to withstand

this torrent of lamentations, curses, and reproaches.

His military ascendancy was at an end; for most of

his officers, and the prime warriors of his African

band, had fallen in this disastrous sally. Turning
his back, therefore, upon the city, and abandoning

it to its own councils, he retired, with the remnant
of his Gomeres, to his stronghold in the Gibralfaro.

CHAPTER LXrV.

HOW THE CITT OP MkhkOk CAPITULATED.

The people of Malaga, being no longer overawed

by Hamet el Zegri and his Gomeres, turned to Ali

Dordux, the magnanimous merchant, and put the

fate of the city into his hands. He had already gained

the alcaydes of the castle of the Genoese and of the

citadel into his party ; and, in the late confusion, had

gained the sway over these important fortresses. He
now associated himself with the alfaqui, Abrahen

Alhariz, and four of the principal inhabitants ; and,

forming a provisional junta, they sent heralds to the

Christian sovereigns, offering to surrender the city

on certain terms, protecting tlie persons and property

of the inhabitants, permitting them to reside as Mu-
dixares, or tributary vassals, either in Malaga or else-

where.

When these heralds arrived at the camp, and made
known their mission, the anger of Ferdinand was

kindled. " lleturn to your fellow-citizens," said he,

"and tell them, that the day of grace is gone by.

They have persisted in a fruitless defence, until they

are driven by necessity to capitulate : they must sur-

render unconditionally, and abide the fate of the van-

quished. Those who merit death shall suffer death

;

those who merit captivity shall be made captives."

This stern reply spread consternation among the

people of Malaga ; but Ali Dordux comforted them,

and undertook to go in person, and pray for favour-

able terms. When tiie people beheld this great

merchant, who was so eminent in their city, depart-

ing with his associates on this mission, they plucked

up heart, for they said, "Surely the Christian king

will not turn a deaf ear to such a man as Ali Dor-

dux !

"

Ferdinand, however, would not even admit the

ambassadors to his presence. " Send them to the

devil," said he, in a great passion, to the commander

of Leon. " I will not see them. Let them get back

to their city. They shall all surrender to my mercy

as vanquished enemies."

'

To give emphasis to this reply, he ordered a ge-

neral discharge from all the artillery and batteries,

and there was a great shout throughout the camp,

m. ' Ciira do lof< PalHcioa, v.a\t. 84.

and all the lombards and catapultas, and other en. i

gines, thundered furiously upon the city, doing great I

damage.

Ali Dordux and his companions returned with I

downcast countenances, and could scarce make the I

reply of the Christian sovereign be heard, for the

roaring of the artillery, the tumbling of the walls, f

and the cries of women and children. The ciiizeas

were greatly astonished and dismayed, when tlievl

found the little respect paid to their most emineoi
I

man; but the warriors who were in the city ex-

claimed, " What has this merchant to do witliques.
I

tions l)etween men of battle ? Let us not address ihe

enemy as abject suppliants, who have no power lo I

injure; but as valiant men, who have weapons in f

their hands."

So they despatched another message to the Chris-

1

tian sovereigns, offering to yield up the city, and all

their effects, on condition of being secured in their I

personal liberty. Should this be denied, tiieyde-l

dared, that they would hang from the battlemenij i

lifteen hundred Christian captives, male and female I

that they would put ail their old men, their wonieiil

and children, into the citadel, set fire to the city, and I

sally forth sword in hand, to light until Ihe last gasp,

"In this way," said they, "the Spanish sovereigns

shall gain a bloody victory, and the fall of Malaga be
j

renowned while the world endures."

Various debates now took place in the Christian I

camp. Many of the cavaliers were exasperated against

Malaga for its long resistance, which had caused the I

death of many of their relations and favourite com-

1

panions. It had long been a stronghold for Moorish I

depredators, and the mart where most of the warrioral

captured in the Axarquia had been exposed in triuinpliJ

and sold to slavery. They represented, moreover,!

that there were many Moorish cities yet to be he-l

sieged ; and that an example ought to be made ofl

Malaga, to prevent all obstinate resistance hereafier.f

They advised, therefore, that all the inhabilanlsl

should be put to the sword !

The humane heart of Isabella revolted at such sanl

guinary councils. She insisted, that their triiiniplil

should not be disgraced by cruelty. Ferdinand,!

however, was inQexible in refusing to grant any pn-l

limiuary terms ; insisting on an unconditional snif

render. The people of Malaga now abandoned tliera-l

selves to paroxysms of despair. On the one sid^l

they saw famine and death; on the other, slaveqf|

and chains. The mere men of the sword, who M
no families to protect, were loud for signalising lliei

fall by some illustrious action. " Let us sacriliceo

Christian captives, and then destroy ourselves! "cried

some. "Let us put all the women and cbildrenli

death, set fire to the city, fall on the Christian can

and die sword in hand ! " cried others.

Ali Dordux gradually made his voice be iiear

amidst the general clamour. He addressed hiir

PiilRar.
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[lly made his voice be hi

mour. He addressed bit

to the principal inhabitants, and to those who had

children.
" Let those who live by the sword die by

the sword," cried he; "but let us not follow their

desperate counsels. Who knows what sparks of pity

loay be awakened in the bosoms of the Christian

sovereigns, when they behold our unoffending wives

and daughters, and our helpless lillle ones! The
Chrislian queen, they say, is full of mercy."

At these words the hearts of the unhappy people

of Malaga yearned over their families; and they em-

powered Ali Dordiix to deliver up the cily to the

mercy of the Caslilian sovereigns.

The merchant now went lo and fro, and had se-

veral communications with Ferdinand and Isabella

;

and interested several principal cavaliers in his cause.

And he sent rich presents to the king and queen, of

oriental merchandises, silks, and stuffs of gold, and

jewels, and precious stones, and spices, and per-

fumes, and many other rare and sumptuous things,

which he had accumulated in his great tradings with

the East ; and he gradually found favour in the eyes

of the sovereigns.' Finding that there was nothing

to be obtained for the city, he now, like a prudent

man and able merchant, began to negotiate fur him-

self and his immediate friends.

lie represented, that, from the first, they had been

Idairous of yielding up the city ; but had been pre-

vented by warlike and high-handed men, who had

threatened their lives. He entreated, therefore, that

mercy might be extended to them, and that they

Imightnot be confounded with the guilty.

The sovereigns had accepted the presents of Ali

lordux : how could they turn a deaf ear to his peli-

ion? So they granted a pardon lo him, and lo forty

families which he named ; and it was agreed, that

ley should be protected in their lives and property,

ind permitted to reside in Malaga as Mudixares or

loslem vassals; and lo follow their customary pur-

lits.' All this being arranged, Ali Dordux delivered

ip twenty of the principal inhabitants, to remain as

liostages until the whole cily should be placed in Ihe

lession of the Christians.

Don Gutiere de Cardenas, senior commander of

in, now entered the cily, armed cap-a-pie, on

irseback, and look possession, in the name of the

lastilian sovereigns. He was followed by his relain-

rs, and by the captains and cavaliers of the army

;

ind in a little while the standards of the cross, and

f Ihe blessed Santiago, and ofthe catholic sovereigns.

Fere elevated on the |>rincipal lower of the alcazaba.

hen these standards were beheld from the camp,

e queen, <nd the princess, and the ladies of the

drt,and all the royal retinue, knelt down, and gave

lanks and praises lo the holy Virgin, and to Sanl-

go, for this great triumph of the faith ; and Ihe

ihops, and other clergy who were present, and the

lioristers of the royal chapel, chanted Te Deum hu-
ms, and Gloria in excelsis.

• MS. Oiroii. of Valera.

' Cma do los Palacios,

CHAPTER LXV.

FULFILVBNT OP TUB PKOPaBCV OP TBE DIRVISB. PATK OP

UiMKT BL ZEQ8I.

No sooner was the city delivered up, than the

wretched inhabitants implored permission to purchase

bread for themselves and their children, from the

heaps of grain, which Ihey had so often gazed at

wistfully from their walls. Their prayer was grant-

ed ; and they issued forth, with the famished eager-

ness of starving men. It was piteous to behold the

struggles of these unhappy people, as they contended

who first should have their necessities relieved.

" Thus, " says the pious Fray Antonio Agapida,
" thus are the predictions of false prophets sometimes

permitted to be verified; but always lo the confusion

of those who trust in them; for the words of the

Moorish necromancer came to pass, that they should

eat of those heaps of bread : but they ate of them in

humiliation and defeat, and with sorrow and bitter-

ness of heart.

"

Dark and fierce were the feelings of Haraet el Ze-

gri, as he looked down from the castle of Gibralfaro,

and beheld the Christian legions pouring into the city,

and the standard of the cross supplanting the crescent

on the citadel. " The people of Malaga, " said he,

"have trusted loa man of Irade^ and he has trafficked

them away; but let us not suffer ourselves to be

bound, hand and fool, and delivered upas part of his

bargain. We have yet strong walls around us, and

trusty weapons in our hands. Let us fight until bu-

ried beneath the last tumbling lower of Gibralfaro

;

or, rushing down from among its ruins, carry havoc

among the unbelievers, as they throng the streets of

Malaga !

"

The fierceness of the Gomeres, however, was
broken. They could have died in the breach, had

their castle been assailed ; but Ihe slow advances of

famine subdued their strength withonl rousing their

passions, and sapped the force both of soul and body.

They were almost unanimous for a surrender.

It was a hard struggle for the proud spirit of Hamet,

lo bow itself to ask for terms. Still he trusted, that

the valour of his defence would gain him respect in

Ihe eyes of a chivalrous foe. "Ali," said he, " has

negotiated like a merchant : I will capitulate as a

soldier." He sent a herald, therefore, to Ferdi-

nand, offering lo yield up his castle, but demanding

a separate treaty. The Caslilian sovereign sent a

laconic and stern reply :
" He shall receive no terms,

but such as have been granted to the community of

Malaga.

"

Fur two days Hamet el Zegri remained brooding

in his castle, after the city was in possession of the

Christians. At length, the clamours of his followers

compelled him to surrender. When the broken

remnant of this fierce African garrison descended

from their cragged fortress, they were so worn by

watchfulness, famine, and battle, yet carried such a

U2
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lurking fury in their eyes, llial lltey looked more like

fiends than men. Tliey were all condemned U>

slavery, excepting A bralienZenele. The inslance of

clemency which he had shown, in refraining to harm
the Spanisii striplings on the last sally from Malaga,

won itim favourable terms. It was cited as a mag-
nanimous act by the Spanish cavaliers; and all ad-

mitted, that, though a Moor in blood, he possessed

llie Christian heartofaCastilianhidalgo.

As to Hamet el Zegri, on being asked, what moved
him to such hardened obstinacy, he replied, '' AVhen
I undertook my command I pledged myself to fight,

in defence of my faith, my city, and my sovereign,

until slain or made prisoner; and depend upon it,

had I had men to stand by me, I should have died

fighting, instead of thus tamely surrendering myself,

without a weapon in my hand.

"

"Snch," says the pious Fray Antonio Agapida,
" were the diabolical hatred, and stiff-necked opposi-

tion, of this infidel to our holy cause. But he was

justly served by our most catholic and high-minded

sovereign, for his pertinacious defence of the city;

for Ferdinand ordered, that he ahould be loaded with

chains, and thrown into a dungeon.""

CHAPTER LXVI.

now THE CASTIUAN SOVEBEIGNS TOOK POSSESSION OF THE CITY

OF MALAGA, AND HOW KING FEHUINAND SIGNALIZED HIMSELF

DV HIS SKILL IN BARGAINING WITH THd INHABITANTS POH

THEia HANSOM.

One of the first cares of the conquerors, on entering

Malaga, was to search for Christian captives. Nearly

sixteen hundred, men and women, were found, and
among them were persons ofdistinction. Some of them
had been ten, fifteen, and twenty years in captivity.

Many had been servants to the Moors, or labourers on
public works, andsome had passed their time in chains

and dungeons. Preparations were made to celebrate

their deliverance as a Christian triumph. A tent was
erected, not far from the city, and furnished with an
altar, and all the solemn decorations of a chapel. Here
the king and queen waited to receive the Christian

captives. They were assembled in the city, and
marshalled forth in piteous procession. Many of them
had still the chains and shackles on their legs. They
were wasted with famine, their hair and beards over-

grown and malted, and their faces pale and haggard

from long confinement. When they beheld them-
selves restored to liberty and surrounded by their

countrymen, some stared wildly about, as if in a

dream, others gave way to frantic transports, but

most of them wept for joy. All present were moved
to tears by so touching a spectacle. When the pro-

cession arrived at what is called the Gate of Granada,

it was met by a great concourse from the camp, with

' Ciira (le lo» Patacios, c. 8*.

' Ililgar, Cninica.

crosses and (leniions, who tumt;^* and followed (lie

captives, singing hymns of praise and thanksgiviii|>.

AVhen they came in presence of the king and queen,

they threw themselves on their kneres, and would

have kissed their feet, as their saviours and deliverers'

hut the sovereigns prevented such humiliation, and

graciously extended to them their hands. They tlien

prostrated themselves before the altar, and all pre-

sent joined them in giving thanks to (^od, for tli«ir

liberation from this cruel liondago. By orders of the

king and queen, their chains were then taken off, and

they were clad in decent raiment, and food was set

before them. After they had ate and drank, and

were refreshed and invigorated, they were provided

withmoney,andall things necessary for their journey,

and sent joyfully to their homes.

While the old chroniclers dwell with becoming en-

thusiasm on this pure and affecting triumph of iuj.

inanity, they go on, in a strain of equal eulogy, lo

describe a spectacle of a different nature. It so hap-

pened, that there were found in the city twelve o(
j

those renegado Christians, who had deserted to the

Moors, and conveyed false intelligence during Hie

siege. A barbarous species of punishment was in-

flicted upon them, borrowetl, it is said, from Hie

Moors, and peculiar to these wars. They were lied

to slakes, in a public place, and horsemen exercised

their skill in transpiercing them with pointed reeds,

hurled at them while careering at full speed, until ijie

miserable victims expired beneath their wounds. Se-
j

veral apostate Moors, also, who, having embraced
|

Christianity, had afterwards relapsed into their early

faith, and had taken refuge in Malaga from the ven-

1

geance of the inquisition, were publicly luirnl.
j

"These," says an old Jesuit historian extilliniiif,

"these were the tilts of reeds, and the illuininatioiiii I

most pleasing for this victorious festival, and for Hie
|

catholic piety of our sovereigns
! "

'

When the city was cleansed from the impuritiK I

and offensive odours which had collected during liit I

siege, the bishops, and other clergy who accumpa-

nied the court, and the choir of the royal chajiel, I

walked in procession to the principal mosque, whidi

was consecrated, and entitled Santa Maria de la In-

1

carnacion. This done the king and queen entered

the city, accompanied by the grand cardinal of Spain.!

and the principal nobles and cavaliers of the army, I

and heard a solemn mass. The church was llieii|

elevated into a cathedral, and Malaga was made a I

bishopric, and many of the neighbouring towns were]

comiH-ehended in its diocese. The queen took u|i|

her residence in the alcazaba, in the apartments oi|

her valiant treasurer Ruy Lopez, whence she ludi

view of the whole city ; but llie king establbhed liis|

quarters in the warrior castle of Gibralfaro.

And now came to be considered the disposition oil

• Los rcnegados fucron acanavarcados , y los convewosqueiM'l

do8 : y cslas fiieron las canas y liiminarias mas alcsres por la lie*

j
(le ta victoria, para la piedad calhulica <lc nucstroa reyea. AlMtci,|

Analcs dc Aragon, torn, il, rcy SO, c. 3.
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the Moorisli prisoners. A II those who were strangers

in the city, ami had either taken refuge tliere, or had

entered to defend it, were at once considered slaves.

They wer« divided into three lots. One was set

apart fbr the service of God, in redeeming captives

{roiH bondage, either in the kingdom of Granada, or

in Africa; the second lot was divided among those

^ liad aided, either in Held or cabinet, in the pre-

sent siege, according to their rank ; the third was

appropriated to defray, by their sale, the gi-eat ex-

penses incurred in the reduction of the place. A

liundred of the Gomeres were sent as presents to

Pope Innocent YITI, and were led in triumph through

liie streets of Rome, and afterwards converted to

Christianity. Fifty Moorish maidens were sent to

die Queen .Toanna of Naples, sister to King Ferdi-

nand, and thirty to the Queen of Portugal. Lsabella

made presents of others to the ladies of her house-

hold, and of the noble families of Spain.

Among the inhabitants of Malaga were four liun-

dred and fifty Moorish Jews, for the most part wo-

uien, speaking the Arabic language, and dressed in

the Moorish fashion. These were ransomed by a

wealthy Jew of Castile, faitner-general of the royal

i-evenues derived from the Jews of Spain, fie agreed

to make up, within a certain time, the sum of twenty

(liousand dobl&d or pistoles of gold; all money and

jewels of the captives being taken in payment. They

were sent to Castile in two armed galleys.

As to the great mass of Moorish inhabitants, they

implored tiiat they might not be scattered and sold

into captivity, but might be permitted to ransom

themselves by an amount paid within a certain time.

Upon ttris King Ferdinand took the advice of certain

«f his ablest counsellors. They said to him, if you

hold out a prospect of hopeless captivity, the infidels

will throw all their gold and jewels into wells and

pits, and you will lose the greater part of the spoil

;

birt if jou fix a general rate of ransom, and receive

their money and jewels in payment, nothing will be

destroyed. The king relished greatly this advice;

itnd it was arranged, that all the inhabitants should

lie ransomed at the general rale of thirty doblas or

jiislules in gold for each individual, male or female,

large or small ; that all their gold, jeweLo, and other

valuahles, should be received immediately, in part

payment of the general amount ; and that the residue

shuuld lie paid within eight months ; that, if any of

llie number actually living should die in the interim,

tlieir ransom should nevertheless be claimed. If,

iliuwever, the whole of the amount were not dis-

Icliarged at the expiration of the eight months, they

Ishould all be considered and treated as slaves.

The unfortunate Moors were eager to catch at the

least hope of future liberty, and consented to these

i»rd conditions. Tlie most rigorous precautions were
nken to exact them to the uttermost. Tlie inbabit-

inls were numliered by houses and families, and
lieir names taken down. Their most precious effects

|v. ere made up into parcels, and sealed and iiiscrilied

with their names ; and they were ordered to repjiir

with them to certain !arge corrales or enclosures, ad-

joining the alcazaba, which were surrounded by high

walls, and overlooked by watch-towers; to which

places the cavalgadas ofChristian captives had usually

been driven, to be confined until the time of sale,

like cattle in a market. The Moors were obliged to

leave their houses, one by one : all their money, neck-

laces, bracelets and anklets of gold, pearl, coral, and

precious stones, were taken from liem at the thresh-

old, and their persons so rigorously searched, that

they carried off nothing concealed.

Then might be seen old men, and helpless women,
and tender maidens, some of high birth and gentle

condition, passing through the streets, heavily bur-

dened, towards the alcazaba. As they left their

homes, they smote their breasts, and wrung their

hands, and raised their weeping eyes to Heaven in

anguish; and this is recorded as their plaint: " Oh,

Malaga ! city renowned and beautiful ! where now is

tlie strength of thy castles ! where the grandeur of

thy towers ! of what avail have been thy mighty walls

for the protection of thy children ! Behold them

driven from thy pleasant abodes, doomed to drag out

a life of bondage in a foreign land, and to die far from

the home of their infancy ! What will become of thy

old men and matrons wlien their grey hairs shall be

no longer reverenced ! what will become of thy maid-

ens, so delicately reared, and tenderly cherished,

when reduced to hard and menial servitude ! Behold,

thy once happy families are scattered asunder, never

again to be united ! Sons are separated from their

fathers, husbands from their wives, and tender chil-

dren from their mothers. They will bewail each

other in foreign lands ; but their lamentations will be

the scoff of the stranger. Oh, Malaga! city of our

birth ! who can behold thy desolation, and not shed

tears of bitterness
!"

'

When Malaga was completely secured, a detach-

ment was sent against two fortresses near the sea,

called Mexas and Osuna ; which had frequently ha-

rassed the Christian camp. The inhabitants were

threatened with the sword, imless they instantly sur-

rendered. They claimed the same terms that had

been granted to Malaga ; imagining them to be, free-

dom of person, and security of property. Their

claim was granted. They were transported to Malaga

with all their riches; and, on arriving there, were

overwhelmed wi'h consternation at finding them-

selves captives. "Ferdinand," observes Fray An-

tonio Agapida, " was a man of his word : they were

shut up in the alcazaba, with the people of Malaga,

and shared their fate."

The unhappy captives remained thus crowded in

the court-yards of the alcazaba, like sheep in a fold,

until they could be sent by sea and land to Seville.

They were then distributed alwut in city and coun-

try, each Christian family having one or more ic*

,. .• ^ ' Vulgar.
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feed and maintain as a servant, until the term fixed

for the payment of the residue of the ransom should

expire. The captives had obtained permission, tiiat

several of their number should go about among the

Moorish towns of the kingdom of Granada, collecting

contributions to aid in the purchase of their liberties

;

but these towns were too much impoverished by the

war, and engrossed by their own distresses, to lend a

listening ear. So the time expired, without the re-

sidue of the ransom being paid ; and all the captives of

Malaga, to the number, as some say, of eleven, and

others, of fifteen thousand, became slaves !
" Never,"

exclaims the worthy Fray Antonio Agapida, in one of

his usual bursts of zeal and loyalty, " never has there

been recorded a more adroit and sagacious arrange-

ment than this made by the catholic monarch, by

which he not only secured all the properly, and half

of the ransom, of these infidels, but finally got pos-

session of their persons into the bargain. This truly

may be considered one of the greatest triumphs of

the pious and politic Ferdinand, and as raising him
above the generality of conquerors, who have merely

the valour to gain victories, but lack the prudence

and management necessary to turn them to account."

CHAPTER LXVn.

now KIRG FEBDINAND PBEPABED TO CARBY THE WAB IKTO A

DIVFEBENT PAUT OF THE TERBITOBIES OF THE UOOUS.

The western part of the kingdom of Granada had

now been conquered by the Christian arms. The
sea-port of Malaga was captured; the fierce and war-

like inhabitants of the Serrama de Ronda, and the

other mountain-holds of the frontier, were all disarm-

ed, and reduced to peaceful and laborious vassalage.

Their haughty fortresses, which had so long over-

awed the valleys of Andalusia, now displayed the

standard of Castile and Aragon ; the watch-towers,

which crowned every height, and from which the in-

fidels had kept a vulture eye on the Christian terri-

tories, were now either dismantled, or garrisoned

with catholic troops. " What signalized and sancti-

fied this great triumph," adds the worthy Fray An-
tonio Agapida, "were the emblems of ecclesiastical

domination which every where appeared. In every

direction arose stately convents and monasteries, those

fortresses of the faith, garrisoned by its spiritual sol-

diery of monks and friars. The sacred melody of

Christian bells was again heard among the moun-
tains, calling to early matins, or sounding the angelus

at the solemn hour of evening."

While this part of the kingdom was thus reduced

by the Christian sword, the central part, round the

city of Granada, forming the heart of the Moorish

territory, was held in vassalage of the Castilian mo-
narch, by BoalMlil, surnamed El Chico.

1'hat unfortunate prince lost no occasion, by ads of

homage, and by professions that must have been foL

reign to his heart, to propitiate the conquerors of his

country. No sooner had he heard of the capture or

Malaga, than he sent congratulations to the catholic

sovereigns, accompanied with presents of horses

richly caparisoned, for the king ; and preck)us clolh

of gold, and oriental perfumes, for the queen. His

congratulations, and his presents, were received viUi

(he utmost graciousness; and the short-sighted prince

lulled by the temporary and politic forbearance of Fer-

dinand, flattered himself that he was securing the

lasting friendship of that monarch.

The policy of Boabdil had its transient and super-

ficial advantages. The portion of Moorish territory

under his immediate sway had a respite from the ca-

lamities of war. The husbandmen cultivated their

luxuriant fields in security, and the vega of Granadi

once more blossomed like the rose. The merclianu

again carried on a gainful traffic, and the gates of the

city were thronged with beasts of burden, bringing

the rich products of every clime. Yet, while liie

people of Granada rejoiced in their teeming fields and

crowded marts, they secretly despised the policy

which had procured them these advantages, andlield

Boabdil for little better than an apostate and an un-

believer.

Muley Al)dalla el Zagal was now the hope oF the

unconquered part of the kingdom ; and every Moor,

whose spirit was not quite subdued with his fortunes,
|

lauded the valour of the old monarch, and his fideiily

to the faith, and wished success to his standard.

El Zagal, though he no longer sat enthron«l inllie

Alhambra, yet reigned over more considerable do-

mains than his nephew. His territories extended

from the frontier of Jaen, along the borders of Mur-

cia, to the Mediterranean, and reached into the I

centre of the kingdom. On the north-east he iieid |

the cities of Baza and Guadix, situate in the n

of fertile regions. He had the important sea-port oil

Almeria, also, which at one time rivalled Granadal

itself in wealth and population. Besides these, Jiisl

territories included a great part of the Alpusaml

mountains, which extend across the kingdom, and I

shoot out branches towards the sea-coast. This moiin-[

tainous region was a stronghold of wealth andpoKer.l

Its stern and rocky heights, rising to the clonds,!

seemed to set iuvasionat defiance; yet within tiieitl

rugged embraces were sheltered delightful valleys, oil

the happiest temperature and richest fertility. Tbel

cool springs, and limpid rills, which gushed out IdI

all parts ofthe mountains, and the abundant streams,!

which, for a great part of the year, were supplied bil

the Sierra Nevada, spread a perjwtual verdure o™l

the skirts and slopes of the hills, and, collecting ill

silver rivers in the valleys, wound along among plan-l

lations of mulberry-trees, and groves of oranges anlj

citrons, of almonds, figs, and pomegranates. Heiil

was produced the finest silk of Spain, which gave eni-j

ployment to thousands of manufacturers. I'lie sunf

burnt sides of the hills, also, were covered vfiil
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vineyards. The abandant herbage of the mountain

ravines, and the rich pasturage of the valleys, fed vast

flocks and lierds ; and even the arid and rrcky bo-

soms of the heights teemed with wealth, from the

mines of various metals, with which tiiey were im-

pregnated. In a word, the Alpuxarra mountains had

ever been the great source of revenue to the mo-

narchs of Granada. Their inhabitants, also, were

liardy and warlike ; and a sudden summons from

the Moorish king could at any time call forth fifty

thousand fighting men from their rocky fortresses.

Such was the rich, 'but rugged, fragment of an

empire, which remained under the sway of the old

warrior monarch. El Zagal . 'J'he mountain barriers

by which it was locked up had protected it from most

of the ravages of war, and El Zagal prepared himself,

hy strengthening every fortress, to battle fiercely for

its maintenance.

The catholic sovereigns saw, that fresh troubles

and toils awaited them. The war had to be carried

into a new quarter, demanding immense expendi-

tures; and new ways and means must be devised,

to replenish their exhausted coffers. "As this was

a holy war, however," z^ys Fray Antonio Agapidn,

*'and peculiarly redounded to the prosperity of the

church, the clergy were full of zeal, and contributed

vast sums of money and large bodies of troops. A
pious fund was also produced from the first-fruits of

that glorious Institution, the inquisition.

" It so happened, that, about tiiis lime, there were

many families of wealth and dignity in the kingdoms

ofAragon and Valencia, and the principality of Ca-

talonia, whose forefathers had been Jews, but had been

converted to Christianity. Notwithstanding the out-

ward piety of these families, it was surmised, and

sooncame to bestrongly suspected that many of them

had a secret hankering after Judaism ; and it was

even whispered, that some of them practised Jewish

rites in private.

"The catholic monarch," continues Agapida,

had a righteous abhorrence of all kinds of heresy,

and a fervent zeal for the faith. He ordered, there-

fore, a strict investigation of the conduct of these

pseudo-Chrislians. Inquisitors were sent into these

provinces for the purpose, who proceeded with their

laccustomed zeal. The consequence was that many
families were convicted of apostasy from the Chris-

iian faith, and of the private practice of Judaism,

me,who had grace and policy sufficient to reform in

ime, were again received into the Christian fold, after

ing severely mulcted, and condemned to lieavy

nance; others were burnt at auto de f^'s, for the

ification of the public ; and their property was con-

[iscated for the good of the state.

" As these Hebrews were of great wealth, and had
|n hereditary passion for jewelry, there was found
'•"indant store in their possesion of gold and silver,

^"s'ilkofSpain, which
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cies of war. In this way," concludes the pious

Agapida, " these lucfcsliders, by the all-seeing con-

trivances of Providence, were made to serve the

righteous cause which they had so treacherously de-

serted; and their apostate wealth was sanctified by

being devoted to the service of Heaven and the crown,

in this holy crusade against the infidels."

It must be added, however, that these pious fi-

nancial expedients received some check from the

interference of Queen Isabella. Her penetrating eyes

discovered, that many enormities had been commit-

ted under colour of religious zeal, and many innocent

persons accused by false witnesses of apostasy, either

through malice, or a hope of obtaining their wealth.

She caused strict investigation, therefore, into the

proceedings which had been held ; many of which

were reversed, and suborners punished in proportion

to their guilt.

CHAPTER LXVIII.

HOW KING PEHDINAND INVADED THE EASTERN SIDE OF THE

KINGDOM OF GBANADA; AND HOW HE WAS HECEIVED BY BL

ZAGAL.

"MuLEY Abdalla el Zagal," says the venerable

Jesuit father, Pedro Abarca, " was the most venom-

ous Mahometan in all Morisma ;" and the worthy

Fray Antonio Agapida most devoutly echoes his

opinion. " Certainly," adds the latter, " none ever

opposed a more heathenish and diabolical obstinacy

to the I'.ofy inroads of the cross and sword."

El Zagal felt that it was necessary to do something

to quicken his popularity with the people ; and that

nothing was more effectual than a successful inroad.

The Moors loved the stirring call to arms, and a wild

foray among the mountains ; and delighted more in

a hasty spoil, wrested with hard fighting from the

Christians, than in all the steady and certain gains

secured by peaceful traffic.

There reigned at this time a careless security along

the frontier of Jaen. The alcaydes of the Christian

fortresses were confident of the friendship of Boabdil

el Chico ; and they fancied his uncle too distant, and

too much engrossed by his own perplexities, to think

of molesting them. On a sudden. El Zagal issued out

of Guadix with a chosen band, passed rapidly through

the mountains which extend behind Granada, and

fell, like a thunderbolt, upon the territories in the

neighbourhood of Alcala la Real.

Before the alarm could be spread, and the frontier

roused, he had made a wide career of destruction

through the country ; sacking and burning villages,

sweeping off flocks and herds, and carrying away
captives. The warriors of the frontier assembled ; but

El Zagal was already far on his return through the

mountains ; and he re-entered the gates of Guadix

in triumph, his army laden with Christian spoil, and

' Vulgar, part, iii, cap. tOO.
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oondiicliiig an immense cavalgaila. Sticli was one of

the lierce El Zagat's (U'eparalions for tli« ex|)eoted

invasion of the Clirislian king : exciting liie warlike

spirit of itis people, and gaining for Itimself a transient

popularity.

King Ferdinand assembled his army at Murcia in

the spring of 1488. He left tiiat city on the GfUi of

June, witii a flying camp of four Uiousantl horse, and

fourteen thousand foot. The Marquis of Cadiz led

the van, followed by the adelantado of Murcia. Tlie

army entered the IVloorisli frontier by the sea-coast,

spreading terror tiirough the land ; wherever it ap-

peared, tiie towns surrendered without a blow, so

great was the dread of experiencing the woes which

had desolated the opposite frontier. In this way

Vera, Velez el Rubico, Velez el Blanco, and many

towns of inferior note, to the numberof sixty, yielded

at the first simimons.

It was not until it approached AInieria, that the

army met with resistance. This important city was

commanded by (he Prince Zelim, a relalion of El

Zagal. He led f«)rth bis Moors bravely to the en-

counter, and skirmished fiercely witli the advance

guard in the gardens near the city. King Ferdinand

came up with the main body of the army, and called

off his troops from the skirmish. lie saw, Ihat to

attack the place with bis present force was fruitless:

having reconnoilrcd lite cily and its environs, tlierc-

fore, against a nuure campaign, he retired with his

army and marched towards Baza.

The old warrior, El Zagal, was bimself drawn up

in tlie cily of Baza, with a powerful garrison. He

felt confidence in the strength of the place, and re-

joiced when be heard that the Ciiristian king was

approaching.

In the valley in front of Baza there extended a

great tract of gardens, like a continued grove, and

intersected by canals and water-courses. In this he

stationed a powerful ambuscade of arquebusiers, and

crossl>ow-men. The vanguard of the Christian

army came marching gaily up the valley, with great

sound of drum and trumpet, and led on by the Mar-

quis of Cadiz, and the adelantado of Murcia. As

they drew near, El Za^'al sallied forth with horse and

foot, and attacked them, foi'atime, with great spirit.

Gradually falling back, as if pressed by their superior

valour, he drew the exulting Christians among the

gardens. Suddenly the Moors in ambuscade burst

from their concealment, jnd openeil such a terrible

lire in flank and rear, that many of the Christians

were slain, and the rest (brown into confusion. King

Ferdinand arrived in time to see the disastrous situa-

tion of his troops, and gave signal to the vanguard to

retire.

El Zagal did not permit the foe to draw off unmo-

lested. Ordering out fresh squadrons, he fell Hjmn

llie rear of the retreating troops with loud and tri-

uinpliantshouts, driving them before him with dread-

ful havoc. The old war-cry of "El Zagal! El

ZaK'til" was again vociferated by the Moors, and

was re-echoed willi IrAnsport from the walls of the

city. The Clirislians were for a lime in imniineiM

peril of a complete route ; wlien fortunately the ade-

lantado of Murcia threw himself, with a large bwly

of horse and foot, between the pursuers and the pur-

sued, covering tlie retreat of (be latter, and givloj^'

them time to rally. Tlie Moors were now attackeil

so vigorously in turn that they gave over the unecjual

contest, and drew back slowly into the city. Many

valiant cavaliers were slain in (lie skirmish ; anioii"

the number of whom was Dim Philip of Aragon,

master of the chivalry of Saint George of Montesor,

He was illegitimate son of the king's illegiiinuie

IwotherDon Carlos, and his death was greatly Ik>.

wailed by Ferdinand, lie had formerly been arch-

bisliop of Palermo ; but had iloffed the cassock fiir

the cuirass ; and had thus, according to Fray Aii-

tonioAgapida, gained a glorious crown of marlyiduni

by falling in this holy war.

Thewarm reception of his advance guard, by iIk

old warrior El Zagal, brought King Ferdinaml lo a

pause. He encamped on the banks of the iiei!,'li-

bouring river Guadalentin, and began to consider,

whether he had acted wisely in undertaking tliu

campaign with his present force. His late suecessn

had prol)ably rendered him over confident, Ei

Zagal had again schooled him into his characlerislk

caution. lie saw that the old warrior was too for-

midably ensconced in Baza, to lie dislodged by iiny

thing except a powerfid army, and battering arlil-

lery; and he feared, that, should he persist in lib

invasion, some disaster might befall his army, filler

from the enterprise of the foe, or from a |)eslileiice

which prevailed hi various parts of the country,

Ferdinand relired therefore from before Baza.aslie

had on a former occi:sion from l)efore lx)xa, ail Ik

wiser for a wholesome lesson in warfare, butliynn

means grateful to those who bad given it ; anil willi

a solemn determination to have his revenge iiponliis

teachers.

He now took measures for the security (if llit

places gained in this campaign, placing in litenislrim;

garrisons, well armed and supplied, charging llirir

alcaydes to be vigilant in their posts, and to given

rest to the enemy. The whole of the frontier w»

placed under the command of the bra\e Luis Fer-

nandez Puerto Carrero. As it was evident, fromliie

warlike character of El Zagal, Ihat there would be

abundance of active service and hard fighting, manjj

hidalgos and young cavaliers, eager for dif'inclioii,

remained with Puerto Carrero.

All these dispositions being made, King Ferdiiuofi

closed the dubious campaign of this year ; not,

»

usual, by returning in triumph, at the bead of bi

army, to some important city of his dominions; i)i<|

by disbanding the troops, and repairing to pray

the cross of Caravaca.
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CHAPTER LXIX.

HOW THR MOOBS MADK VARIOUS EnTEllPaiSliS Anjkl!18T TUB

CHIIItiTIAKS.

" While the pious King Ferdinand," observes

Fray Antonio Agapida, " was humbling himself

before the cross, and devoutly praying for the de-

struction of his enemies, that fierce pagan, EI Zagal,

depending merely on his arm of tlesh and his sword

(if steel, pursued his diabolical outrages upon the

Clirislians." No sooner was Ihe invading army

disbanded, than El Zagal sallied forth from his

stronghold, and carried lire and sword into all those

parts that had submitted to the Spanish yoke. The

castle of Nixar, being carelessly guarded, was taken

|)y surprise, and its garrison put lo the sword. The

old warrior raged with sanguinary fury about the

whole frontier, attacking convoys, slaying, wound-

ing, and making prisoners, and coming by surprise

upon the Christians, wherever they were off their

guard.

The alcayde of the fortress of Gallar, confiding in

Ihe strength of its walls and towers, and on its difii-

ciiit situation, being built on the summit of a lofty hill,

and surrounded by precipices, ventured toabsent him-

self from his post. The vigilant El Zagal was sud-

denly before it with a powerftil force. He stormed

tlietown, sword in hand, fought the Christians from

street to street, and drove them, with great slaughter,

lo the citadel. Here a veteran captain, by the name

of Juan de Avalos, a grey-headed warrior, scarred in

many a battle, assumed the command, and made an

lohslinate defence. Neither the multitude of theene-

jiny, nor the vehemence of their attacks, though led

jon by the terrible El Zagal himself, had power to

ihake the fortitude of this doughty old soldier.

Tiie Moors undermined the outer walls, and one of

Ihe towers of the fortress, and made their way into

liie exterior court. The alcayde manned the tops of

lis towers; pouring down melted pitch, and shower-

ing darts, arrows, stones, and all kinds of mis-

liles, upon the assailants. The Moors were driven

lut of the court; but, being reinforced with fresh

jroops, returned repeatedly to the assault. For five

lys the combat was kept up. The Christians were

leariy exhausted; but they were sustained by the

lieerings of their staunch old alcayde; and they

ared death from the cruel El Zagal, should they

urrender. At length the approach of a powerful

•rce, under Puerto Carrero, relieved Ihem from this

irful peril. El Zagal abandoned the assault ; but

:l fire lo Ihe town in his rage and disappointment,

retired to his stronghold ofGuadix.
The example of El Zagal roused his adherents to

ition. Two bold Moorish alcaydes, AHA tar and

Atar, commanding the fortresses of Alhenden
idSalobrenna, laid waste the country of the sub-
!ts of Boabdil, and the places which had recently

|hinitied lo Ihe Christians. They swept off Ihe

cattle, carried off captives, and harassed the whole

of the newly conquered frontier.

The Moors, also, of Almeria, and Tavernas, and

Pulchena, made inroads into Murcia, and carried

lire and sword into its most fertile regions; while on

the op[)06ite frontier, among Ihe wild valleys and

rngged recesses of Ihe Sierra Bermeja, or Red Moun-
tains, many of the Moors, who had lately submitted,

again Hew to arms. The Marquis of Cadiz sup-

pressed, by timely vigilance, the rebellion of Ihe

mountain town of Gausen, situate on a high peak,

almost among the clouds; but others of the Moors
fortifietl themselves in rock-built towers and castles,

inhabited solely by warriors, whence they carried on
a continual war of forage and depredation ; sweeping
suddenly down into the valleys, and carrying off

Hocks, and herds, and all kinds of booty, to these

eagle nests, lo which it was perilous and fruitless to

pursue Ihem.

The worthy Fray Anloiiio Agapida closes his slory

of this chequered year in quite a different strain from

those triumphant periods, with which he is accus-

tomed to wind up the victorious campaigns of Ihe

sovereigns. "Great and mighty," says this vener-

able chronicler, "were the floods and tempests,

which prevailed Ihrouglioiit Ihe kingdom of Castile

ami Aragon about this time. It se<-med as though

the windows of heaven were again opened, and a
second deluge overwhelming Ihe face of nature. The
clouds burst, as it were, in cataracts upon the earlh;

torrents rushed down from the mountains, overflow-

ing the valleys. Brooks were swelled into raging

rivers ; houses were undermined ; mills were swept
away by their own streams; Ihe affrighted shepherds

saw their flocks drowned in the midst of Ihe pasture,

and were fain to lake refuge for their lives in towers

and high places. The Guadalquivir, for a lime, be-

came a roaring and tumultuous sea ; inundating the

immense plain of the Tablada, and filling the fair

city of Seville with affright.

"A vast black cloud moved over Ihe land accom-

panied by a hurricane and a trembling of the earth.

Houses were unroofed, the walls and haltlemenis of

fortresses shaken, and lofty towers rocked to their

foundations. Ships, riding at anchor, were either

stranded or swallowed up. Others, under sail, were
tossed to and fro upon mountain waves, and cast

upon the land ; where the whirlwind rent them in

pieces, and scattered their fragments in the air. Dole-

ful was the ruin, and great the terror, where this

baleful cloud passed by; and it left a long track of

desolation over sea and land. Some of the faint-

hearted," adds Antonio Agapida, "looked upon this

tumult of the elements as a prodigious event, out of

the course of nature. In the weakness of their fears,

they connected it with those troubles which occurred

in various places ; considering it a portent of some
great calamity, about to be wrought by the violence

of the bloody-handed £1 Zagal and his fierce ad-

herents."
,
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CHAPTER LW.

now KING PKIDINARD PHPiIKO TO BESIEGE THE CITT OP
BilA; AND UOW THE CITV PIEPARED POR UEPENCB.

TiiE Stormy winter had passed away, and the spring

of i {SO was advancing
;
yet tlie heavy rains Itad broken

lip tlie roails; the mountain brooks were swollen to

raging lorrenls; and the late shallow and peaceful

rivers were deep, turbulent, and dangerous. The
Christian troops had been summoned to assemble, in

early spring, on tie frontiers of Jaen; but were slow
in arriving at the appointed place. They were en-

tangled in the miry defiles of the mountains, or fretted

impatiently on the banks of impassable floods. It

was late in the month of May before they assembled

in sufiicient force to attempt the proposed invasion;

when, at length, a valiant army, of thirteen thousand

horse and forty thousand foot, marched merrily over

the border. The queen remained at the city of Jaen,

with the prince-royal and the princesses, her children

;

accompanied and supported by tite venerable Car-

dinal of Spain, and those reverend prelates who as-

sisted in her councils throughout this holy war. The
plan of King Ferdinand was to lay siege to tiic city

of Baza, the key of Ihe remaining possessions of the

Moor. That important fortress taken, Guadix and

Almeria must soon follow ; and then the power of £1

Zagal would be at an end. As the catholic king ad-

vanced, he had first to secure various castles and

strongholds in the vicinity ofBaza, which might other-

wise harass his army. Some of these made obsti-

nate resistance ; especially the town of Cuxar. The
Christians assailed the walls with various machines,

to sap them and baiter them down. The brave al-

cayde, Ilubec Adalgar, opposed force to force, and

engine to engine. He manned his towers with his

bravest warriors, who rained down an iron shower

upon the enemy; and he linked caldrons together

by strong chains, and cast lire from them, consum-

ing the wooden engines of their assailants, and those

who managed them. The siege was protracted for

several days. The bravery of the alcayde could not

save his fortress from an overwhelming foe, but it

gained him honourable terms. Ferdinand permitted

the garrison and the inhabitants to repair with their

effects to Baza ; and the valiant Ilubec Adalgar march-

ed forth with the remnant of his force, and look the

way to that devoted city.

The delays, which hau been caused to the invad-

ing army by these various circumstances, had been

diligently improved by the old Moorish El Zagal;

who felt, that he was now making his last stand

for empire; and that this campaign would decide,

whether he should continue a king, or sink into a

vassal.

El Zagal was but a few leagues from Baza, at the

city of Guadix. This last was the most important

point of his remaining territories, being a kind of

bulwark between them and the hostile city of Gra-

nada, the seat of his nephew's power. Though lie

heard of the tide of war, therefore, that was collect-

ing, and rolling towards the city of Baza, he dared

not go in person to its assistance. He dreaded thai

should he leave Guadix, Boabdil would attack him in

rear, while the Christian army was battling with him

in front. El Zagal trusted in the great strength uf

Baza, to defy any violent assaults; and he profited by

the delays of the Christian army, to supply it with all

possible means of defence. He sent tliitlier ail the

troops he could spare from his garrison of Guadix

and despatched missives throughout his territories,

calling upon all true Moslems to hasten to Baza, lo

make a devoted stand in defence of their homes, llieir

liberties, and their religion. The cities of Taverius

and Purchena, and the surrounding heights and

valleys, responded to his orders, and sent forth their

fighting men to tlie field. The rocky fastnesses of the

Alpuxarras resounded with the din ofarms. Troops

of horse and bodies of foot-soldiers were seen wind-

ing down the rugged cliffs and defiles of those marble

mounlains, and hastening towards Baza. Many brare

cavaliers of Granada, also, spurning tlie quiet aod

security of Christian vassalage, secretly left the cily

and hastened to join their fighting countrymen. The

great dependence of El Zagal, however, was upon

the valour and loyalty ofhis cousin and brother-in-law,

Cidi Yaliye AInazar Aben Zelini, who was alcaydeof

Almeria; a cavalier experienced in warfare, and re-

doubtable ill the field. He wrote lo him, to leave

Almeria, and repair, with all speed, at the head of

his troops, to Baza. Cidi Yahye departed imme-

diately, with ten thousand of the bravest Moors ia

the kingdom. These were, for the most part, hardy

mountaineers, tempered to sun and storm, and tried

in many a combat. None equalled them for a sally

or a skirmish. They were adroit in executing a i

thousand stratagems, ambuscades, and evolutions.

Impetuous in their assaults
,
yet governed in their I

utmost fury by a word or sign from their commander,

at the sound of a trumpet they would check them-

selves in the midst of their career, and wheel olTatid

disperse; and, at another sound of a trumpet, Iber

would as suddenly re-assemble, and return to tlie I

attack. They were upon the enemy when least ei-

pected, coming like a rushing blast, spreading havoc I

and consternation, and then passing away in an in-

1

slant; so that, when one recovered from theshocU

and looked around, behold, nothing was tobeseenl

or heard of this tempest of war, but a cloud ordujt,|

and the clatter of retreating troops

!

When Cidi Yahye led his train of ten thousandl

valiant warriors into the gates of Baza, the city rnii;l

with acclamations; and for a time the inhabitanlil

thought themselves secure. El Zagal also felt a gloil

of confidence, notwithstanding his own absence fn)a|

the city. "Cidi Yahye," said he, "is mycousii

and my brother-in-law, related to me by blood ami

marriage : he is a second self: happy is thatmoRait

who has his kinsmen to command his armies!" Wi
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alllhesereinrorcements, the garrison of Baza amount-

ed to above twenty thousand men. There were at

this time three principal leaders in the city ; Mahom-

ined ben Hassan, surnamed the Veteran, who was

military governor, or alcayde, an old Moor of great

experience and discretion. The second was Hamet

Abu All, who was captain of the troops stationeil in

tlie place; and the third was Hubec Adalgar, the

valiant alcayde of Cuxar, who had repaired hither

with the remains of his garrison. Over all these Cidi

Yahye exercised a supreme command, in consequence

of his being of the blood royal, and in the special con-

fidence of Muley Abdalla el Zagal. He was eloquent

andardent in council, and fond ofstrikingand splendid

achievements ; but he was a little prone to be carried

away by the excitement of the moment, and the

warmth of his imagination. The councils of war of

tliese commanders, therefore, were more frequently

controlled by the opinions of the old alcayde, IVIo-

[liamined ben Hassan, for whose shrewdness, caution,

nd experience, Cidi Yahye himself felt the greatest

[deference.

The city of Baza was situate in a spacious valley,

'i»bt leagues in length and three in breadth, called

le Hoya or basin of Baza. It was surrounded by a

ange of mountains, called the Sierra of Xabalcohol

;

le streams of which, collecting themselves into two

ivers, watered and fertilized the country. The city

as built in the plain; but one part of it was protect-

iby the rocky precipices of the mountain, and by

powerful citadel ; the other part ^ne defencieu by

issive walls, studded with immense towers. It had

iburbs towards the plain, imperfectly fortified by

irlhen walls. In front of these suburbs extended

tract of orchards and gardens, nearly a league in

ngth, so thickly planted as to resemble a continued

irest. Here every citizen, who could afford it, had

is little plantation, and his garden of fruit, and

Bwers, and vegetables ; watered by canals and rivu-

its, and dominated by a small tower, to serve for

reation or defence. This wilderness of groves and

irdens, intersected in all parts by canals and runs

water, and studded by above a thousand small

ers, formed a kind of protection to this side of

lecity; rendering all approach extremely difTicult

id perplexed, and affording covert to the defenders.

While the Christian army had been detained before

frontier posts, the city of Baza had been a scene

hurried and unremitting preparation. All the

in of the surrounding valley, though yet unripe,

IS hastily reaped, and borne into the city, to pre-

it it from yielding sustenance to the enemy. The
ntry was drained of all its supplies. Flocks and

ds were driven, bleating and bellowing, into the

!es. Long trains of beasts of burden, some laden

ih food, others with lances, darts, and arms of all

ids, kept pouring into the place. Already there

re mnnitions collected sufficient for a siege of fif-

in months; yet still the eager and hasty preparation

going on, when the army of Ferdinand came

in sight. On one side might be seen scattered par-

ties of foot and horse, spurring to the gates; and

muleteers, hurrying forward their burdened animals

;

all anxious to get under shelter before the gathering

storm. On the other side, the cloud of war came

sweeping down the valley; the roll of drum, or clang

of trumpet, resonnding occasionally from its deep

bosom, or the bright glance of arms flashing forth

like vivid lightning from its columns. King Fer-

dinand pitched his tents in the valley, beyond the

green labyrinth of gardens. He sent his heralds to

summon the city to surrender, promising the most

favourable terms, in case of immediate compliance

;

and avowing, in the most solemn terms, his resolu-

tion never to abandon the siege, until he had pos-

session of the place.

Upon receiving this summons, the Moorish com-

manders held a council of war. The prince Cidi

Yahye, indignant at the menace of the king, was for

retorting by a declaration, that the garrison never

would surrender, but would fight until buried under

the ruins of the walls. " Of what avail," said the

veteran Mohammed, "is a declaration of the kind,

which we may falsify by our deeds? Let us threaten

what we know we can perform; and let us en-

deavour to perform more than we threaten." In

conformity to the advice of Mohammed ben Hassan,

therefore, a laconic reply was sent to the Christian

monarch, thanking him for his offer of favourable

terms, but informing him, that they were placed in

the city to defend, not to surrender it.

CHAPTER LXXI.

TBK BATTLE OP TIIR GABnENS BEFORE BAZA.

When the reply of the Moorish commanders was

brought to King Ferdinand, he prepared to press the

siege with the utmost vigour. Finding the camp too

far from the city, and Ihat the intervening orchards

afforded shelter for the sallies of the Moors, he de-

termined to advance it beyond the gardens, in the

space between them and the suburbs, where his bat-

teries would have full play upon the city walls. A
detachment was sent in advance, to take possession

of the gardens, and to keep a check upon the sub-

urbs, opposing any sally, while the encampment

should be formed and fortified. The various com-

manders entered the orchards at different points.

The young cavaliers marched fearlessly forward, but

the experienced veterans foresaw infinite peril in the

mazes of this verdant labyrinth. The master of St

Jago, as he led his troops into the centre of the gar-

dens, exhorted them to keep by one another, and to

press forward, in defiance of all difficulty or danger;

assuring them, that God would give them the vic-

tory, if Ihey attacked hardily and persisted resolutely.

Scarcely had they entered the verge ofthe orchards,

143
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when a din of drums and trumpets, mingled with

war-cries, was henrd from llie siilturlis, and a lef^ion

of Moorisli warriors on foot |H)tired forth. I'liey were

led on by the Prince Cidi Yahye. lie saw the im-

minent danger of the city, should the Christians gain

possession of the orchards. ''Soltliers," he cried,

''we light for life and liberty, for onr families, our

country, our religion :
' nothing is left for ns to de-

pend upon hut the strength uf onr hands, the courage

of our hearts, and the almighty protection of Allah
!

"

The Moors answered him with shouts of war, and

rushed to the encounter. The two hosts met in the

middle of the gardens. A chance-medley combat

ensued, with lances, arquebuses, cross-bows, and

cimeters. The perplexed nature of the ground, cut

up and intersected by canals and streams, the close-

ness of the trees, the multiplicity of towers and petty

edidces, gave greater advantages to the IVIoors, who
were on foot, than to the Christians, who were on

horseback. The Moors, too, knew the ground, all

its alleys and passes ; and were thus enabled to lurk,

lo sally forth, to attack and retreat, almost without

injury.

The Christian commanders, seeing this, ordered

many of the horsemen to dismount, and fight on foot.

The battle then became fierce and deadly, each dis-

regarding his own life, provided he could slay his

enemy. It was not so much a general battle, as a

multitude of petty actions; for every orchard and

garden had its distinct contest. No one could see

farther than the little scene of fury and bloodshed

around him, or knew how the general battle fared.

In vain the captains exerted their voices ; in vain the

trumpets brayed forth signals and commands : all was

confounded and unheard in the universal din and

uproar; no one kept to his standard, but fought ns

his own fury or fear dictated.

In some places, the Christians had the advantage

;

in others, the Moors. Often a victorious parly, pursu-

ing the vanquished, cameupon asuperiorand triumph-

ant force of the enemy, and the fugitives turned

back upon them in an overwhelming wave. Some

broken remnants, in their terror and confusion, fled

from their own countrymen, and sought refuge among

tlieir enemies, not knowing friend from foe in the ob-

scurity of the groves. The Moors were more adroit

in these wild skirmishings, from their flexibility, light-

ness, and agility, and the rapidity with which they

would disperse, rally, and return again to the charge.

'

The hardest lighting was about the small garden

towers and pavilions, which served as so many petty

fortresses. Each party by turns gained them, de-

fended them fiercely, and were driven out. Many of

the towers were set on fire, and increased the horrors

of the fight, by the wreaths of smoke and flame in

which they wrapped the groves, and by the shrieks

of those who were burning.

• " Illi [ Nauri ] pro fortunl'-, pro libftrtate. pro laribiis palriciLs,

pro vifcldeniqiieoorlabaiit."—Petri Martyr. Kplst. 70.

>. Mnrinna.lih. xxv, cap. II.

Several uf the ('hristiau cavaliers, bcwiklered by

the uproar and confusion, and shocked at the eariia<;e

which prevailed, would have led their men out of the

action ; but they were entangled in a labyrinth, and

knew not which way to retreat. While in tliifi per-

plexity, the standard-lmarer of one of the squndrmis

of the grand cardinal had his arm curried off hy j

cannon-ball ; the standard was well nigh falliiii,' jmi,

the hands of the enemy, when Roilrigu de IVlentloja.

an intrepid youth, natural son of the grand c.inlin,i|,

ruslied lo its rescue, through a shower of halls, hw<s,

and arrows; and, licaring it aloft, dashed fi)r\v,in|

with it into the hottest uf the combat, followed jivhis

sliouting soldiers. King Ferdinand, who remained

ill the skirls of the orchard, was in extreme anxjeiv,

It was impossible to see much of the action, for \k

inulliplicily uf trees, and towers, and wreatlis uf

smoke; and those who were driven out defeaifd, or

came out wounded and exhausted, gave difTerent ,ir.

counts, according to the fate of the partial coiillicNin

which they hud been engaged. Ferdinand cvrinl

hiinselfto the cilmost, to animate and encoura^'r lii<
|

troops to tliis blind encounter, sending reinfoicenifiib

of horse and foot to those points where the battle wb

most sanguinary and doubtful. Among those liui

were brought forth mortally wounded was DonJusn

de Lara, a youth of uncommon merit, groally prized

by the king, Iteloved by the army, and recently mar-

ried lo Dofia Catalina de IJrrea, a young lady of dis-

tinguished beauty. ' They laid him at the fool of a

tree, and endeavoured to stanch and hind up lii$

wounds with a scarf which his bride li.-id wrodii

for him : but his life-blood flowed loo profasely ; ami

while a holy friar was yet administering loiiiniihe

last sacred offices of the church, he expired, alinosDll

the feet of his sovereign.

On the other hand, the veteran alcay(lc,Moiiaini

ben Hassan, surrounded by a litlle haiiil uf rhiefiaiw,

kept an anxious eye upon the scene of coinbal, fi

the walls of the cily. For nearly twelve hours

battle had raged without intermission. The tliiclii

of the foliage hid all the particulars from their sifiiil

but they could see the flash uf swords, and glance

helmets, among the trees. Columns ofsmoke rosei^

every direction, while the clash of arms, the lliiindfrl

ing of ribadoquines and arquebu.ses, the sliouisaij^

cries of the combatants, and the groans and supplk

tions of the wounded, bespoke the deadly conlllclll

was waging in the bosom of the groves. They \

harassed too by the shrieks and lanienlntions of lij

Moorish women and children, as their wounded r

latives were brought bleeding from the scene oil

tion, and were stunned by a general outcry of wi

tl. > part of the combatants, as the body of liei

Zalfarga, a renegade Christian, and one of the bran

of their generals, was borne brcalliless into thee

At length the din of battle approached nearer tol^

skirts of the orchards. They beheld their warr
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borne breathless into llie r
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They beheUl their vfatP"

p. Martyr, /.tii'l*'

driven out from among the grovi>s, by fresh s(|uadroiis

uf Die enemy ; and, after disnnting the ground inch by

iiicli, obligetl lo retire to a place lictween (he or-

chards and the suburbs, which was forlilied with pa-

lisadnes.

The Cliristians immediately planteil opposing pa-

lisadnes, and establish<ifl strui.g out-posts near to (he

retreat of (he Moors ; while, at (he same time, king

t'erdiiiand ordered (ha( his encam|)menl should be

pitched witiiin llie hard-won orchards.

Mohammed ben Hassan sallieti furdi (o (he aid of

the Prince Cidi Yahye, and made a desperate attempt

(udislmlge (he enemy fmm (his formidable position;

but the night had closed, and (he darkness rendered

il
impossible lo make any impression. Tiie Moors,

Iiowever,keptupcon8tantas8aul(sflndalarm8(hroup;h-

out the night, and the weary Christians, exhausted

by tlie (oils and sufferings of (he day, were not allow-

ed a iDOUient of repose.

(JIIAPIER LXXll.

MtCK OF l\kl\. I':MUAHII«SS>IK^T OP THR ARIIY.

Thf. morning sun rose upon a piteous scene before

I
liie walls of Uaza. The Christian ont-pnsts, harassed

tiiroiishout the night, were pale and haggard; while

I llie multitude of slain, which lay before their palisa-

Idues, showed the lierce altacks they had sustained,

I
and the bravery of their defence.

Beyond them lay the groves and gardens of Baza

;

loiice Die favourite resorts for recreation and delight,

luow a sf-ene of horror and desolation. The towers

land pavilions were smoking ruins ; (he canals and

Ivater-courses were discoloured withblood, and chok-

|(d with the bodies of the slain. Here and there the

^roimd, deep-dinted with the tramp ofman and steed,

land piaslied and slippery with gore, showed where

llherehad been some fierce and mortal conflict; while

lllie liodies of Moors and Christians, ghastly in death,

py liaif concealed among the mailed and trampled

jblirubs, and llowers, and herbage.

Amidst these sanguinary scenes arose the Christian

kenLs, vviiich hiid been haslily pitched among the gar-

liens in the preceding evening. The experience of

|he night, however, and the forlorn aspect of every

ngin llie morning, convinced King Ferdinand of

llie perils and hardships to which his camp must be

pposed, in its present situation ; and, after a coiisul-

lalion with his principal cavaliers, he resolveil lo

liliandon the orchards.

It vras a dangerous movement lo extricate his army
from so entangled a situation, in the face of so alert

Ind daring an enemy. A bold front was therefore

lepl up towards the city. Additional troops were
|rdere(l lo the advanced posts, and works begim, as

' Pnlsar, iKiil iii, cip. lO'i, 107. Ciiradctos I'alarios. rn[). !I2.

Iunla,lili. xv.c'ip. SI.

^

if for a seKled encampment. Nut a tent was iriruck

in (he gardens; but in the nieau (ime (he mootacdvu

and unremitting exerlionn were made (o remove back

all the baggage and furniture of the camp to the ori-

ginal litalion.

All day the Moors beheld a formidable show of war

maintained in front of (he gardens ; while in lite

rear, the tops of (he Chrisdan tents, and the pennon*

of the different conunanders, were seen rising above

the ( "oves. Suddenly, towards evening, the tenU

sunk and disappeared ; the ou(-pos(8 broke up (beir

8ta(ions, and withdrew ; and the whole shadow of

an encampment was fast vanishing from their eyes.

The nb)or saw, loo laic, the subtile man<euvre uf

King Ferdinand. Cidi Yahye again sallied forth,

with a large force of horce and foot, and pressed fu-

riously upon the Christians. The latter, however,

experienced in Moori.sh attack, retired in close order

:

sometimes turning upon the enemy, and driving than

(o their barricadoes, and then pursuing (heir retreat.

In this way the army was extricated, without much
further loss, from the perilous labyrinth of the gar-

dens. The camp was now out of danger, but it was,

also, too distant from Uie city (o do mischief; while

(he Moors could sally forth, and return, without hin-

derance. The king called a council of war, to con-

sider in what manner lo proceed. The Marquis of

Cadiz was for abandoning the siege for (he presen(

;

(he place being (oo strong, (oo well garrisoned and

provided, and (oo extensive, (o be eidier carried by

assauK, reduced by famine, or invested l)y their li-

mited forces : while, in lingering lieforc it, the army

would be exposed to the usual maladies and suffer-

ings of besieging enemies; and, when the rainy sea-

son came on, would be shut up by the swelling uf

the two rivers. He recommended instead, that (he

king should throw garrisons of horse and foot into all

the towns captured in the neighbourhood ; and leave

them lo keep up a predatory war upon Baza, while

he should overrun and ravage all the country ; so that,

in the following year, Ahneria and Guadix, having all

their subject towns and territories taken from them,

might be starved into submission.

Don Guliere dc Cardenas, senior commander of

Lara, on the olher hand, maintained, that (o abandon

the siege would be construed by the enemy into a

sign of weakness and irresolution. Il would give new
spirits lo the partisans of El Zagal ; and would gain

to his standard niuuy of the wavermg subjects of

Boabdil, if il did not encourage the fickle populace of

Granada lo open rebellion. He advised, therefore,,

that the siege should be prosecuted with vigour. '

«

The pride of Ferdinand pleaded in favour of the

last opinion : for it would be doubly humiliating again

lo return from a campaign in (bis part of tlie Moorish

kingdom, without striking a blow. But when he

reflected on all that his army had suffered, and on

all that they must still suffer, should (he siege con-

tinue, especially from (he dillicnUy of obtaining a re-

gular supply of proyisioits for so numerous a host.
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across a great extent of rugged and moantainous

country, he determined to consult the safety of his

people, and to adopt tlie advice of the Marquis of

Cadiz.

Wlien the soldiery heard, that the king was about

to raise the siege, in mere consideration for their suf-

ferings, they were filled with generous enthusiasm;

and entreated, as with one voice, that the siege might

never be abandoned until the city surrendered.

Perplexed by conflicting counsels, the king des-

patched messengers to the queen, at Jaen, request-

ing her advice. Posts had been stationed between

them in such manner, that missives from the camp
could reach the queen within ten hours. Isabella

sent instantly her reply. She left the policy of rais-

ing, or continuing, the siege, to the decision of the

king and his captains ; but, should they determine to

persevere, she pledged iierself, with the aid of God,

to forward them men, money, provisions, and all

other supplies, until the city should be taken.

The reply of the queen determined Ferdinand to

persevere; and when his determination was made
known to the army, it was hailed with as much joy

as if it had been tidings of a yctory.

CHAPTER LXXm.

lEOB OP BiZA CONTINUED. HOW KING FERDINAND COIIPLETELV

INVESTED TBS CITY.

The Moorish prince, Cidi Yahye, had received in-

telligence of the doubts and discussions in the Chris-

tian camp, and flattered himself with hopes, that the

besieging army would soon retire in despair ; though

the veteran alcayde, Mohammed, shook his head with

incredulity at the suggestion. A sudden movement

next morning in the Chiistian camp seemed to con-

firm the sanguine hopes of the prince. The tents

were struck, the artillery and baggage were con-

veyed away, and bodies of soldiers began to march

along the valley. The momentary gleam of triumph

was soon dispelled. The catholic king had merely

divided his host into two camps, the more effectually

to distress the city. One, consisting of four thousand

horse, and eight thousand foot, with all the artillery

and battering engines, took post on the side of the

city towards the mountain. This was commanded
by the valiant Marquis of Cadiz, with whom were Don
Alonso de Aguilar, Luis Fernandez Puerto Carrero,

and many other distinguished cavaliers.

The other camp was commanded by the king;

having six thousand horse, and a great host of foot-

soldiers, the hardy mountaineers of Biscay,Guipuscon,

Gallicia, and the Asturias. Among the cavaliers who
were with the king, were the brave Count de Ten-

dilla, Don Ilodrigo de Mendoza, and Dun Alonso de

Cardenas, master of Santiago. The two camps were

wide asunder, on opposite sides of the city ; and be-

tween them lay the thick wilderness of orchardi.

Both camps were therefore fortifleil by great trenches,

breast-works, and palisadoes. The veteran Moham-

med, as he saw these two formidable camps, glitter-

ing on each side of the city, and noted the well known

pennons of renowned commanders fluttering above

them, still comforted his companions. " These

camps," said he, " are too far removed from each

other for mutual succour and co-operation ; and the

forest of orchards is as a gulf between them." Tim

consolation was but of short continuance. Scarcely

were the Christian camps fortified, when the ears of I

the Moorish garrison were startled by the sound of
|

innumerable axes, and the crash of falling trees.

They looked with anxiety from their highest towers;

and, behold, their favourite groves were sinking be-

neath the blows of the Christian pioneers ! The I

Moors sallied forth with fiery ^eal to protect their

beloved ganlens, and the orchards in which they so

much delighted. The Christians, however, were I

well supported to l)e driven from their work. Day I

after day, the gardens became the scene of incessant I

and bloody skirmishings. Still the devastation of llie (

groves went on ; tor King Ferdinand was loo

aware of the necessity of clearing away this screen of I

woods, not to bend all his forces to the underlakin;. I

It was a work, however, of gigantic toil and patience.
[

The trees were of such magnitude, and so closely s(t|

together , and spread over so wide an extent, I

notwitiistanding four thousand men were employed,!

they could scarcely clear a strip of land ten pawl

broad, within a day : and such were the internip-l

tions, from the incessant assaults of the Moors, ibitl

it was full forty days before the orchards were euM-|

pletely levelled.

1 he devoted city of Baza now lay stripped of ilsl

beautiful covering of groves and gardens, at once its!

ornament, its delight, and its protection. The be-l

siegers went on slowly and surely, with almost in-l

credible labours, to invest and isolate the city. Theyj

connected their camps by a deep trench across tlit|

plain, a league in length, into which Uiey diverld

the waters of the mountain streams. They protected

this trench by palisadoes, fortiOi-d by iit>en caslln

at regular distances. They dug a deep trench alsoj

two leagues in length, ac&oss the mountain, in I

rear of the city, reachinji^ from camp to camp, i

fortified it on each side with walls of earth andslonej

and wood. Thus Uie Moors were enclosed on i

sides by trenches, palisadoes, walls, and castles; s

that it was impossible for them to sally beyond tbi

great line of circumvallation, nor could any im

enter to their succour. I erdinand made an attem

likewise to cut off the supply of water from thecilj|

" for water," observes the worthy Agapidii,"ist

necessary to these infidels than bread; as theynukj

use of it in repeated daily ablutions, enjoined by th

damnable religion, and employ it in baths, and in

j

thousand other idle and extravagant modes, of vlw

we Spaniards and Christians make but little accoiiiill
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There was a noble fountain of pure water, which

gushed out at the footof the hill Albohacui,just behind

the city. The Moors had almost a superstitious fond-

ness for this fountain, and daily depended upon it fur

tlieir supplies. Receiving intimation from some de-

serters of the plan of King Ferdinand to get possession

of this precious fountain, they sallied forth at night,

and threw up such powerful works upon the impend-

ing hill, as to set all attempts of the Ciirislian assailants

atdeflance.

ini

CHAPTER LXXIV.

nPLOlT OF HERHANDO PEBF.Z DEL PULGAR, AND OTHEB

CAVALIERS.

The siege of Baza, while it displayed the skill and

science of the Christian commanders, gave but little

scope Tor the adventurous spirit and fiery valour of

the young Spanish cavaliers. They repined at the

tedious monotony and dull security of their fortified

camp; and longed for some soul-stirring exploit of

difficulty and danger. Two of the most spirited of

these youthful cavaliers were Francisco de Bazan,

and Antoniode Cueva, the latter of whom was son to

the Duke of Albuquerque. As they were one day

seated on the ramparts of the camp, and venting

their impatience at this life of inaction, they were

overheard by a veteran adalid, one of those scouts, or

guides, who are acquainted with all parts of the

country. " Seflores," said he, " if you wish for a ser-

vice of peril and profit, if you are willing to pluck the

liery old Moor by the beard, I can lead you to where

you nidy put your mettle to the proof. Hard by the

city of Guadix are certain hamlets, rich in booty : I

|can conduct you by a way in which you may come

jupon tlieni by surprise; and, if you are as cool in

the head as you are hot in the spur, you may bear off

lyour spoils from under the very eyes of old El Zagal."

The idea of tlius making booty at the very gates of

Guadix pleased the hot-spirited youths. These pre-

datory excursions were frequent about this time ; and

|the Moors of Padul, Alhenden, and other towns of

Ithe Alpuxarras, had recently harassed the Christian

territories by expeditions of the kind. Francisco de

Bazan and Antonio de Cueva soon found other young

cavaliers uf their age ready to join tliem in the adven-

|ture; and, in a little while, they had nearly three

lundred horse and two hundred foot, ready equipped,

ind eager for the foray.

Keeping their destination secret, they sallied out of

Ihe camp, on the edge of an evening, and, guided by

the adalid, made their way by starlight through the

lost secret roads of the mountains. In this way
they pressed on rapidly day and night, until, early one

lorning before cock-crowing, they fell suddenly upon
le hamlets, made prisoners of the inhabitants, sack-

tlie houses, ravaged the fields, and, sweeping
[lirough themeadows, gathered logethvr all the flocks

and herds. Without giving themselves time to rest,

they set out upon their return, making with all speed

for the mountains, before Ihe alarm should be given,

and the country roused.

Several of the herdsmen, however, had fled to

Guadix, and carried tidings of tlie ravage to El Zagal.

The beard of old Muley trembled with rage. He
immediately sent out six hundred of his choicest

horse and foot, with orders to recover the booty,

and to bring those insolent marauders captive to

Guadix.

The Christian cavaliers were urging their caval-

gada of cattle and sheep up a mountain as fast as

their own weariness would permit; when, looking

back, they beheld a great cloud of dust, and pre-

sently descried the turbaned host hot upon their

traces.

They saw that the Moors were superior in number

;

they were fresh also, both man and steed : whereas

both they and their horses were fatigued by two
days and two nights of hard marching. Several of

the horsemen, therefore, gathered round the com-
manders, and proposed, that they should relinquish

their spoil, and save themselves by flight. The cap-

tains, Francisco de Bazan, and Antonio de Cueva,

spurned at such craven counsel. "What!" cried

they, " abandon our prey without striking a blow

!

Leave our foot-soldiers too in the lurch, to be over-

whelmed by the enemy? If any one gives sucJi

counsel through fear, he mistakes the course of

safety ; for there is less danger in presenting a bold

front to the foe, than in turning a dastard back ; and
fewer men are killed in a brave advance, than in a

cowardly retreat."

Some of the cavaliers were touched by these words,

and declared, that they would stand by the foot-sol-

diers, like true companions in arms. The great mass

of the party, however, were volunteers, brought to-

gether by chance, who received no pay, nor had any
common tie to keep them together in time of danger.

The pleasure of the expedition being over, eacli

tiiouglit but of his own safety, regardless of his com-
panions. As the enemy approached, the tumult of

opinions increased ; and every thing was in confu-

sion. The captains, to put an end to the dispute,

ordered the standard-bearer to advance against the

Moors ; well knowing, that no true cavalier would

iiesilate to follow and defend his banner. The stan-

dard-bearer hesitated ; the troops were on the point

of taking to flight. Upon this, a cavalier of the royal

guards, named Hernando Perez del Pulgar, alcaydu

of the fortress of Salar, rode to the front. He took off

a handkerchief which he wore round his head, after

the Aiidalusian fashion, and, tying it to the endof hi.s

lance, elevated it in the air. " Cavaliers," cried he,

" why do you take weapons in your hands, if you

depeiKl upon your feet for safety? This day will

determine who is the brave man, and who the cowaiil.

He who is disposed to fight shall not want a stan-

dard; let him follo\j' this haitUkerchief !" So say-

#
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ing, he waved his banner, and spurred bravely

against the Moors. His example shamed some, and

tilled others with generous emulation. All turned

with one accord, an(J, following the valiant Pulgar,

rushed with shouts upon the enemy.

The Moors scarcely waited to receive the shock of

their encounter. Seized with a sudden panic, they

took to flight, and were pursued for a great distance

with greai slaughter. Three hundred of their dead

strewed the road, and were stripped and despoiled

by the conquerors ; many were taken prisoners ; and

the Christian cavaliers returned in triumph to the

camp, with a long cavalcade of sheep and rattle, and

mules laden with booty, and bearing before them the

singular standard, which had conducted them to

victory.

When King Ferdinand was informed of the gallant

action of Hernando Perez del Pulgar, he immediately

conferred on him the honour of knighthood ; and or-

dered, that, in memory of his achievements, he should

bear fur arms a lance with a handkerchief, together

with a caslle, and twelve lions. This is but one of

many hardy and heroic deeds, done by that brave

cavalier, in the wars against the Moors; by which

he gained great renown, and the distinguished ap-

pellation of " El de las hazanas," or, "he of the ex-

ploits."'

CHAPTER LXXV.

nuNTINViTION OF TUB SIEGB OP BAZA.
i

The old Moorish king El Zagal mounted a tower,

and looked out eagerly, to enjoy the sight of the

Christian marauders, brought captive into the gates

of Guadix ; hut his spirits fell, when he beheld his own
troops stealing back in the dusk of the evening, in

bi'oken, dejected parties.

The fortune of war bore hard against the old mo-

narch. His mind was harassed by the disastrous

tidings brought each day from Baza, of the sufferings

of the inhabitants, and the numbers of llie garrison

slain in the fre(|uent skirmishes. He dared not go

in person to the relief of the place ; for his presence

was necessary in Guadix, to keep a check upon his

nephew in Granada. He made efforts to send rein-

forcements and supplies; but they were intercepted,

and either captured or driven back. Still his situa-

tion was, in some respects, preferable to that of his

nephew Boabdil. The old monarch was battling like

a warrior on the last step of his throne. El Chico

remained, a kind of |)ensioned vassal, in the luxu-

rious abode of the Alhambra. The chivalrous P'''.rt

of the inhabitants of Granada could not h'.it compare

the generous stand made by the warriors of Baza, for

Hernando del PiilRar, llic liistorian, secretary lo Queen Isa-

Ijctla, is confounded will) tliis cavalier Ity some writers. He was

also present at the sie^e of Baza, .-.iid recounted tliis transaction

in Ills "Chronicle of tlie Catholic sovorciKiis. Fenllnand and

iMhella." ft

their country and their faith, with liieir own time-

serving submission to the yoke of an unbeliever.

Every account they received of the wars of Baa
wrung their hearts with agony ; every account of

{

the exploits of its devoted defenders brought bluslies

to their cheeks. Many stole forth secretly with their
I

weapons, and hastened to join the besieged ; and (he

partisans of El Zagal wrought upon the patriotism

and passions of the remainder, until another of those
|

conspiracies was formed, that were continually me-

1

nacing the unsteady throne of Granada. It was con-
j

cerled by the conspirators, to assail the Alhambra on

a sudden ; to slay Boabdil ; lo assemble all the troopij

and march to Guadix ; where, being reinforced bv

the garri.son of that place, and led on by the old war-

rior monarch, they might fall, with overwhelmin'

power, upon the Christian army before Baza.

Fortunately for Boabdil, he discovered the con-.

spiracy in time, and had the heads of the leaders
j

struck off, and placed upon the walls of the Aliiaiii-

bra : an act of severity, unusual with this mild and
|

wavering monarch, which struck terror into the dis-

affected, and produced a kind of mute tranquiijitf I

throughout the city.

King Ferdinand had full information of all tliete I

movements and measures for the relief of Baza, and I

took timely precautions to prevent them. Bodiesofl

horsemen held watch in the mountain passes, to prt^ I

vent all supplies, and to intercept any generous vo-l

lunteers from Granada; and watch-towers wot

|

erected, or scouts placed, on anycommanding heigiit,

to give the alarm, at the least sign of a hostile turban,!

The Prince Cidi Yahye and his brave com|UiiioiK|

in arms were thus gradually walled up, as it were, I

from the rest of the world. A line of towers, lliel

battlements of which bristled with troops, girdinil

their city; and behind the intervening bulwarksaiuil

palisadoes passed and repassed continual bodies oil

troops. Week after week, and month after luonllij

glided away ; but Ferdinand waited in vain for lliel

garrison to be either terriiied or starved into siirreii-[

der. Every day they sallied forth with the spirit awll

alacrity of troops hii^h fed, and flushed with conli-F

dence. " The Christian monarch," said the veleraal

Mohammed ben Hassan, "builds his hopes upon our|

growing faint and desponding : we must ii

unusual cheerfulness and vigour. What would lie|

rashness in other service, becomes prudence villi

us." The Prince Cidi Yahye agreeil with liimiij

opinion; and .sallied forth, with his troops, iipoiii

kinds of hare-brained exploits. They laid ambuslis

concerted surprises, and made the most desperal(|

assaults. The great extent of the Christian woi

rendered them weak in many parts. Against Iba

the Moors directed their attacks; suddenly breakia

into them, making a hasty ravage, and beariiig«

their booty, in triumph, lo the city. SonielimesU

would sally forth , by the passes and clefts of I

mountain in the rear of the city, which it was dift

cult to guard; aiul, hurrying down into the pliiKJ
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These partisan sallies brought on many sharp and

bloody encounters; in some of which, Don Alonso

(le iSguilar and the alcayde de los Donzeles distin-

guished themselves greatly. During one of these

hot skirmishes, which happened on the skirts of the

mountain about twilight, a valiant cavalier, named

Martin Galindo, beheld a powerful Moor dealing

deadly blows about him, and making great havoc

among the Christians. Galindo pressed forward, and

challenged him to single combat. The Moor, who

vfas of the valiant tribe of the Abencerrages, was not

slow in answering the call. Couching their lances,

they rnslied furiously upon each other. At the first

siHKk, the Moor was wounded in the face, and borne

out of his saddle. Before Galindo could check his

steed, and turn from his career, the Moor sprang

upon his feet, recovered his lance, and, rushing upon

liim, wounded him in the head and the arm. Though

Galindo was on horseback, and the Moor on foot, yet

such was the prowess and address of the latter, that

the Christian knight, being disabled in the arm, was

in the utmost peril, when his comrades hastened to

his assistance. At their approach, the valiant pagan

retreated slowly up the rocks, keeping them at bay,

until he found himself among his companions.

Several of theyoung Spanish cavaliers, stung by the

I triumph of this Moslem knight, would have challenged

[others of the Moors to single combat; but King Fer-

dinand prohibited all vaunting encoimters of the

I

kind. He forbade his troops, also, to provoke skir-

mishes; well knowing, that the Moors were more

Idexterous than most people in this irregidar mode

of lighting, and were belter acquainted with the

ground.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

Iinw TWO FHURS ARHIVEIf AT THE <:a>IP; ANIt now TUEV

CAME PIIOM THE UOLY LAND.

"While the holy Christian army," says Fray

lAntonio Agapida, "was thus beleaguering this infidel

|cityofBaza, there rode into the camp, one day, two

•everend friars of the order of Saint Francis. One
irasof portly person, and aulhorilative air. He be-

strode a goodly steed, well conditioned, and well ca-

«risnned; wliile his companion rode behind him,

Ipon a humble li^ck, poorly accoutred; and, as he

fode, he scarcely raised his eyes from the ground, but

|naintaincd a meek and lowly air.

The arrival of two friars in the camp was not a

natter of much note; for, in these holy wars, llie

(luirch militant continually mingled in the affray, and

jielmet and cowl were always seen together ; but it

m soon discovered, that these worthy saints errant

ffere from a L - country, and on a mission of great

kport. They were, in truth, just arrived from the

Holy Land; being two of the saintly men who kept

vigil over the sepulchre of our blessed Lord at Jeru-

salem. He, of the tall and portly form, and com-
manding presence, was Fray Antonio Millan, prior of

the Franciscan convent in the Holy City. He had a

full and florid countenance, a sonorous voice, and

was round, and swelling, and copious, in his periods,

like one accustomed to harangue, and to be listened

to with deference. His companion was small and
spare in form, pale of visage, and soft, and silken,

and almost whispering, in speech. " He had ahumble
and lowly way," says Agnpida; "evermore bowing
the head, as became one of his calling. Yet he was
one ofthe most active, zealous, and effective brothers

ofthe convent; and, when he raised his small black

eye from the earth, there was a keen glance out of

the corner, which showed, that, though harmless as

a dove, he was, nevertheless, as wise as a serpent."

These holy men had come, on a momentous em-
bassy, from the Grand Soldan of Egypt ; or, as Aga-
pida terms him, in the language of the day, the Sol-

dan of Babylon. The league, which had been made
between that potentate and his arch foe, the Grand
Turk, Bajazet II, to unite in arms for the salvation

of Granada , as has been mentioned in a previous

chapter of this chronicle, had come to nought. The
inlidel princes had again taken up arms against each

other, and had relapsed into their ancient hostility.

Still the Grand Soldan, as head of the whole Moslem

sect, considered himself hound to preserve the king-

dom of Granada from the grasp of unbelievers. He
despatched, therefore, these two holy friars, with

letlers to the Castilian sovereigns, as well as to the

pope, and to the King of Naples; remonstrating

against the evils done to the Moors of the kingdom of

Granada, who were of his faith and kindred : whereas,

it was well known, that great numbers of Christians

were indulged and protected in the fidl enjoyment of

their |iroperty, their liberty, and their faith, in his

dominions. lie insisted, therefore, that this war
should cease ; that the Moors of Granada should be

reinstated in the territory of which they had been

dispossessed : otherwise, he threatened to put to

death all the Christians beneath his sway, to demolish

their convents and temples, and to destroy the Holy

Sepulchre.

This fearful menace had spread consternation

among the Christians of Palestine; and when the

intrepid Fray Antonio Millan and his lowly compa-

nion departed on their niissuin,tliey were accompanied

far from the gales of Jerusalem by an nnxious throng

of brethren and disciples, who remained watching

them with tearful eyes, as they journeyed over the

plains of Judea.

'J'liese holy ambassadors were received with great

distinction by King Ferdinand; for men of their cloth

had ever high honour and consideration in his court.

He had long and frequent conversations with them,

altout the Holy Land, the slate of the Christian

church in the dominions of the Grand Soldan,
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and of the policy and conduct of that arch infidel

towards it. The portly prior of the Franciscan con-

vent was full, and round, and oratorical in his replies,

and the king expressed himself much pleased with

the eloquence of liis periods : but the politic monarch

was observed to lend a close and attentive ear to the

whispering voice of the lowly companion; "whose
discourse," adds Agapida," though modest and low,

was clear and fluent, and full of suhlle wisdom."

These holy friars had visited Rome in their jour-

neying, where they had delivered the letter of the

Soldan to the sovereign pontiff. His holiness had

written by them to the Caslilian sovereigns, request-

ing to know what reply they had lo offer to this de-

mand of the oriental potentate.

The King of Naples also wrote to them on the

subject, but in wary terms. He inquired into the

course of this war with the Moors of Granada, and

expressed great marvel at its events; " as if, " says

Agapida, "both were not notorious throughout all

the Christian world. Nay," adds the worthy friar,

with becoming indignation, "he uttered opinions

savouring of little better than damnable heresy; for

he observed, that although the Moors were of a dif-

ferent sect, they ought not to be maltreated without

juslcause; and hinted, that, ifthe Castilian sovereigns

did not suffer any crying injury from the Moors, it

would be improper to do any thing which might

draw great damage upon the Christians : as if, when
once the sword of the faith was drawn, it ought ever

to be sheathed, until this r cum of heathendom were

utterly destroyed, or driven from the land. But this

monarch," he continues, "was more kindly dispos-

ed towards the infidels, than was honest and lawful

in a Christian prince, and was at that very time in

league with the Soldan, against their common enemy,

the Grand Turk."

These pious sentiments of the truly catholic Aga-

pida are echoed by Padre Mariana, in his history ;
' but

the worthy chronicler, Pedro Abarca, attributes the

interference of the King of Naples, not to lack of or-

thodoxy in religion, but to anexcess of worldly policy

;

he being apprehensive, that, should Ferdinand con-

quer the Moors of Granada, he might have time and

means to assert a claim of the house of Aragon to

the crown of Naples.

" King Ferdinand," continues the worthy father

Pedro Abarca, "was no less master of dissimulation

than his cousin of Naples; so he replied to him with

the utmost suavity of manner
;
going into a minute

and patient vindication of the war, and taking great

apparent pains to inform him of those things, which

ail the world knew, but of which the other pretended

to be ignorant." * At the same time, he soothed his

solicitude about the fat? ofthe Christians in the empire

of the Grand Soldan ; assuring him tliat the great

revenue extorted from them in rents and tributes.

• Mariana, lib. iw, cap. 13.

> Abarca, Analcs dc Aragon, rcy. ux, cap. 5.

would be a certain protection against the threatened

violence.

To the pope, he made the usual vindication of the

war ; that it was for the recoveryof ancient territon-

usurped by theMoors, for the punishment of wars ami

violences inflicted upon the Christians; and, finally,

that it was a holy crusade, for the glory and advance-

ment of the church.

" It was a truly edifying sight," says Agapida,

" to behold these friars, after they had had their

audience of the king, moving about the camp, always

surrounded by nobles and cavaliers of high and mar-

tial renown. These were insatiable in their ques-

tions about the Holy Land, the state of the sepulchre

of our Lord, and the sufferings of the devoted bre-

thren who guarded it, and the pious pilgrims vho

resorted there to pay their vows. The portly prior

of the convent would stand, with lofty and shining

countenance, in the midst of these iron warriors, and

declaim with resounding eloquence on the history of

the sepulchre; but the humble brother would ever
j

and anon sigh deeply, and, in low tones, utter some
|

tale of suffering and outrage, at which his steel-clad

hearers would grasp the hilts of their swords, and

mutter between their clenched teetli prayers for an-

other crusade."

The pious friars, having finished their mission to

the king, and been treated with all due distinction,

took their leave, and wended their way to Jaen, lo

visit the most catholic of queens. Isabella, whose

heart was the seat of piety, received them as sacred

men, invested with more than human dignity. Dur-

ing their residence at Jaen, they were continrallyin

the royal presence ; the respectable prior of the

convent moved and melted the ladies of the court by

his florid rhetoric ; but his lowly companion was oh-
{

served to have continual access to the royal ear.

" That saintly and soft-spoken messenger," says I

Agapida, " received the reward of his humility; for

the queen, moved by his frequent representations,

made in all modesty and lowliness of spirit, granted

a yearly sum in perpetuity of one thousand ducats in

gold for the support of the monks of the convents of
|

the Holy Sepulchre."

Moreover, on the departure of these holy ambas-

sadors, the excellent and most catholic queen de-

livered to them a veil devoutly embroidered with her I

own royal hands, to be placed over the HolySepuM

chre. A precious and inestimable present, which I

called forth a most eloquent tribute of thanks from I

the portly prior, but which brought tears into tlie[

eyes of his lowly companion.'

' La Rfyna di6 6 los frailes mil ducador de rcpla cada anil

para el sustcnto de Ins religloMS del Sanio Sepulcro, que a III

mejor limosna y siistcnio quchasta nurslros dias liaqiiciMil

eslua ri>ligio8U!) ile Jerusalem ; par.i doncte les dl6 la rcyna iiii irli)!

lalirado pur xus nirinos, para poner encima de la saiila srpulluni

del Senior. Gui'ibay, Conip. Illiit.. lib. xviii, cap. Sf>.

> It is proiM-r to mentirm the resutt of Ibis missiimof Iticwl

friars , and which the worlliy Agapida has neglected lo reconl. All

a 8iibse(iuent period, the catholic sovereigns sent thcdisliiisiiisWj
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CHAPTER LXXVn.

UOW QVmX ISABELti DEVISED MEANS TO SVPPLT THE ABMY

WITH FBOVISIONS.

It has been the custom to laud the conduct and

address of King Ferdinand in Ihis most arduous and

protracted war; but the sage Agapida is more dis-

posed to give credit to the counsels and measures of the

queen, who, he observes, though less ostensible in

action, was in truth Ihe very soul, the vital princi-

ple, of this great enterprise. While King Ferdinand

was bustling in his camp, and making a glittering

display with his gallant chiva!- y ; she, surrounded

by her saintly counsellors, in the episcopal palace of

,1aen, was devising ways and means to keep the king

and his army in existence. She had pledged herself

to provide a supply ofmen andmoney, and provisions,

until the city should be taken. The hardships of the

siege caused a fearful waste of life ; but the supply

of men was the least difficult part of her undertaking.

So beloved was Uie queen by the chivalry of Spain,

tiial, on her calling on them for assistance, not a

grandee or cavalier, that yet lingered at home, but

either repaired in person or sent forces to the camp

;

Ihe ancient and warlike families vied with each other,

[in marshalling forth their vassals ; and thus the be-

sieged Moors beheld each day fresh troops arriving

jbefore their city, and new ensigns and pennons dis-

iplayed, emblazoned with arms well known to the

[veteran warriors.

But the most arduous task was to keep up a regu-

llar supply of provisions. It was not the army alone

that had to be supported, but also the captured towns

and their garrisons; for the whole country around

[them had been ravaged, and the conquerors were in

langer of starving in the midst of the land they had

lesolaled. To transport what was daily required

for such immense numbers was a gigantic under-

liiing, in a country where there was neither water-

Mnveyance, nor roads for carriages. Every thing

lad to be borne by beasts of burden, over rugged and

[irolien paths of the mountains, and through danger-

lus defiles, exposed to the attacks and plunderings of

llie Moors.

I

Tlie wary and calculating merchants accustomed

osupply the army, shrunk from engaging, at their

\m risk, in so hazardous an undertaking. The

Vieen therefore hired fourteen thousand beasts of

Jiirden, and ordered all the wheat and barley to be

louglit up in Andalusia, and in the domains of the

Inighls of Santiago and Calatrava. She distributed

Jisio.ian Pieiro Martyr of Angleria, as ambassador to Ihe Grand

Lidan. Thai able man made sucli representations as were per-

Klly satisfactory lo the oriental potentate. He also obtained

[om him the remission of many exacllons and extortions here-

More practised upon Christian pilgrims visillng the Holy Sepul-

Ire, which, it Is presumed, had been gently, but cogently, de-

Iwtolhe monarch by tlie lowly friar. Pieiro Martyr wrote

1 account of his embassy lo the Grand Soldan ; a work greatly

icfme<l by the learned, and containing nmch t^urlous infornia-

Pii It isentiUcd " I)e Legalione Babylnnic.V"

the administration of these supplies among able and

confidential persons. Some were employed to collect

the grain, others to take it to the mills, others to su-

perintend the grinding and delivery, and others to

convey it to the camp. To every two hundred ani-

mals a muleteer was allotted, to take charge of them

on the route. Thus great lines of convoys were in

constant movement, traversing the mountains to and

fro, guarded by large bodies of troops, lo defend

ihem from hovering parties of the Moors. Not a

single day's intermission was allowed ; for the army

depended upon the constant arrival of these supplies

for daily food. The grain, when brought Into the

camp, was deposited in an immense granary, and

sold lo the army at a fixed price, which was never

either raised or lowered.

Incredible were the expenses incurred in Ihis bnsi-

ness ; but the queen had ghostly advisers, Ihoroughly

versed in the art of getting at the resources of the

country. Many worthy prelates opened the deep

purses of the church, and furnished loans from the

revenues of their dioceses and convents ; and their

pious contributions were eventually rewarded by

Providence a hundredfold. Merchants and olher

wealthy individuals, confident of the punctual faith

of the queen, advanced large sums on the security of

her word : many noble families lent their plate

without waiting to be asked. The queen, also, sold

certain annual renU in inheritance, at great sacrifices,

assigning the revenues of towns and cities for the

payment. Finding all this insufficient lo satisfy the

enormous expenditure, she sent her gold and plate,

and all her jewels to the cities of Valencia and Bar-

celona, where they were pledged for a great amount

of money ; which was immediately appropriated to

keep up the supplies of the army.

Thus, through the wonderful activity, judgnneiit,

and enterprise of this heroic and magnanimous wo-

man, a great host, encamped in the heart of a war-

like country, accessible only over mountain roads,

was maintained in continual abundance : nor was it

supplied merely with the necessaries and comforts of

life. The powerful escorts drew merchants and

artificers from all parts, to repair, as if in caravans,

lo this great military market. In a little while the

camp abounded with tradesmen and artists of all

kinds, lo administer lo the luxury and ostentation of

the youthful chivalry. Here might be seen cunning

artificers in steel, and accomplished armourers,

achieving those rare and sumptuous helmets and

cuirasses richly gill, inlaid, and embossed, in which

the Spanish cavaliers delighted ; saddlers, and har-

ness-makers, and horse-milliners also, whose tents

glittered with gorgeous housings and caparisons. The

merchants spread forth their sumptuous silks, cloths,

brocades, fine linen, and tapestry. The tents of the

nobility were prodigally decorated with all kinds of

the richest stuffs, and dazzled the eye with their

magnificence : nor could the grave looks and grave

I
speeches of King Ferdinand prevent his youthful

''I-

:, ^t

*>
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«>avaliers Trom vying willi each other in the splendour

of (heir dresses and caparisons, on all occasions of

parade and ceremony.

CHAPTER LXXVIIl.

OP TIIR niSASTKII.S nillCII IIBPRL Tlllt CjkMP.

While ihe Christian camp, thus gay and gorgeous,

spread itself out like a holiday pageant before the walls

of Baza; while a long line of beasts of burden, laden

with provisions and luxuries, were seen descending

the valley from morning till night, and pouring into

the camp a continued stream of abundance, the un-
fortunate garrison found their resources rapidly wast-
ing away, and famine already began to pinch the

peaceful pan of the community.

Cidi Yahyehad acted with great spirit and valour,

as long as there was any prospect of success ; but he
began to lose his usual lire and animation, and was
observed to pace the walls of Baza with a pensive air,

casting many a wistful look towards the Christian

camp, and sinking into profound reveries and cogi-

tations. The veteran alcayde, Mohammed ben Has-
san, noticed these desponding moods, and endea-

voured to rally the spirits of the prince. " The rainy

season is al hand," would he cry : "the floods will

soon pour down from the mountains ; the rivers will

overflow their banks, and inundate the valleys. The
Christian king already begins to waver; he dares not

linger, and encounter such a season, in a plain cut

op by canals and rivulets. A single wintry storm

from our mountains would wash away his canvas

city, and sweep off those gay pavilions, like wreaths

of snow before the blast."

The Prince Cidi Yahye look heart at these words,

and counted the days as they passed, until Ihe stormy

season should commence. As he watched the Chris-

tian camp, he beheld it one morning in universal

commotion. There was an unusual sound of ham-
mers in every part, as if some new engines of war
were constructing. At length, to his astonishment,

the walls and roofe of houses began to appear above

the bulwarks. In a little while there were above a

thousand ediflces of wood and plaster erected, co-

vered with tiles, taken from the demolished towers

of the orchards, and bearing the pennons of various

commanders and cavaliers ; while the common sol-

diery constructed huts of clay and branches of trees,

and thatched them with straw. Thus, to the dismay

of the Moors, within four days the light tents and
gay pavilions, which had whitened their hills and
plains, passed away like summer clouds; and the un-
substantial camp assumed the solid appearance of a

city laid out into streets and squares. In the centre

rose a large edifice, which overlooked the whole,

and the royal standard of Aragon and Castile, proud-

ly floating above it, showed it to be the palace of tliv

king.'

Ferdinand had taken the sudden resolution lUm

to turn his camp into a city, partly to provide againsi

the approaching season, and partly to convince (lie

Moors of his fixed determination to continue the siege.

In (heir has(e (o erect their dwellings, however, the

Spanish cavaliers had not properly considered the

nature of the climate. For the greater part of the

year there scarcely falls a drop of rain on (he (hirsir

soil of Andalusia: the ramblas, or dry channels Jf

(he (orren(s, remain deep and arid gashes and clerb

in the sides of the mountains. The perennial streams

shrink up to mere threads of water, which tinkline

down (he bo((oms of the deep barrancas or ravines,

scarcely feed and keep alive the rivers of the vallejs,

The rivers, almost lost in their wide and naked bodr,

seem like (hirs(y rills, winding in serpendiie rami

(hrough deserts of sand and stories ; and so shallow

and tranipiil in their course, as to be forded in safeir

in almost every part. One au(umnal tempest of rain.

howevei', changes the whole face of nature. Tlie

clouds break in deluges among the vast congregaliw

of mountains. The ramblas are suddenly filled niib

raging floods, the tinkling rivulets swell to thun-

dering torrents, that come roaring down from ilie

mountains, precipi(ating great masses of rocks in ihw

career. The late meandering river spreads over Jlj

once naked bed, lashes i(s surges agains( the Laiils,

and rushes, like a wide and foaming inundation.

through the valley.

Scarcely had the Christians finished their sli;;liilT

built edifices, when an autumnal (empes( ofthekinil

came scouring from (he mountains. The campva)

immediately overflowed. Many of the houses, un-

dermined by the floods or beaten by the rain, crum-

bled away, and fell to the earth, burying man and]

l)eas( benead) (heir ruins. Several valuable lita

were lost, and great numbers of horses and olimj

aninials perished. To add to the distress and con-

fusion of the camp, the daily supply of pio>isioi

suddenly ceased ; for the rain had broken up ll

roads, and rendered (he rivers impassable. A p
seized upon (he army, for the cessation of a sini

day's supply produced a scarcity of bread and

vender. Fortunately (he rain v.'as but transient. T

torrents rushed by, and ceased ; th'^ rivers slim:

back again to their narrow channels; and the

voys, that had been detained u, " their ban^

rived safely in the camp.

No sooner did Queen Isabella hear of this iiil

ruption of her supplies, than, with her usual visi

ance and activity, she provided against its recurrei

She despatched six thousand foot soldiers, under

command of experienced officers, to repair then

and to make causeways and bridges, for the disli

of seven Spanish leagues. The troops, also, who

been stationed in (he mountains by the kin^', togui
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the defiles, made two paths, one for the convoys going

lu the camp, and the other fur those returning, thai

they might not meet and impede each other. The
edilices, which had been demolished by the late Hoods,

were rebuilt in a firmer manner, and precautions

were taken to protect the camp from future inunda-

tions.

CHAPTER LXXrX.

I

f:VJOi:»nR UETWCEN TUK (:HRI8TIA:t|.S AM) M00II8 UEPOUR U.«Zt;

im THK UKVUTION OP TUK I9IUADITANT.S TU TUU UKVENCB

tir TH« CITV.

When King Ferdinand beheld Ihe ravage and

I

confusion produced by a single autumnal storm, and

I bethought him of all the maladies to which a besieg-

I
in; camp is exposed, in inclement seasons, he began

I
to feel his compassion kindling for the suffering people

(ofBaza, and an inclination to grant them more favour-

> terms. He sent, therefore, several messages to

llliealcayde, Mohammed ben Hassan, offering liberty

of person and security of property for the inhabitants,

land large rewards for himself, if he would surrender

Itlie city. The veteran Mohammed was nut to be

Idazzled by the splendid offers of the monarch. He
Iliad received exaggerated accounts of the damage

Idoneto the Christian camp by Ihe late slorm, and of

file sufferings and discontents of Ihe army, in con-

*quence of the transient interruption of supplies. He
»nsidered Ihe overtures of Ferdinand as proofs of

klie desperate state of his affairs. " A little more
patience," saic' the shrewd old warrior, " and we

1 see this crowd of Christian locusts driven away
lefore Ihe winter storms. When they once turn Iheir

ucks, it will be our lot to strike ; and, with the help

kf Allah, the blow shall be decisive." He sent a

Irm though courteous refusal to the Christian mo-
narch; and, in the mean time, animated his com-
lanions to sally forth, with more spirit than ever, to

jtlack llic Spanish out-posts, and those labouring in

lie trenches. The consequence was a daily occur-

jence of the most daring and bloody skirmishes, thai

Bl the lives of many of Ihe bravest and most ad-

lenluroHS cavaliers of either army,

la one of these sallies, rear three hundred horse

m two thousanu foot mounted the heights behind
^ecity, to capture the Christians who wereemploy-
I upon the works. They came by surprise upon a
dy of guards, esquires of the Count de Urefia

;

jlledsome, put the rest to flight, and pursued them
pnthe mountain, until they came in sight of a
all force under the Count de Tendilla and Gon-
H of Cordova. The Moors came rushing down
III) such fury, that many of the men of the Count

I
Tendilla b.took themselves to flight. The brave
unl considered it less dangerous to fight than to

Bracing his buckler, therefore, and grasping
Mrusty weapon, he stood his ground with his ac-

customed prowess. Gonsalvo of Cordova ranged
' himself by his side ; and marshalling the troops

which remained with them, a valiant front was made
to the Moors.

The infidels pressed them hard, and were gaining

the advantage, when Alonso de Aguilar, hearing of

the danger of his brother Gonsalvo, tlew to his assist-

ance, accompanied by Ihe Count of Ureila and a body
of their troops. A hot contest ensued, from cliff to

cliff and glen to glen. The Moors were fewer in

number; but they excelled in the dexterity and light-

nefts requisite for these scrambling skirmishes. They
wcieat length driven from their vantage ground, and
pursued by Alonso de Aguilar and his brother Gon-
salvo to the very suburbs of the city ; leaving many of

the bravest of their men upon the field.

Such was one of innumerable rough encounters,

which were daily taking place ; in which many brave

cavaliers were slain, without any apparent benefit to

either party. The Moors, notwithstanding repeated

defeats and losses, continued to sally forth daily with

astonishing spirit and vigour ; and the obstinacy of

tlteir defence seemed to increase with their suffer-

ings.

The Prince Cidi Yahye was ever foremost in these

sallies; but he grew daily more despairing of success.

All the money in the military chest wa^ expended,
and there was no longer wherewithal lo pay the hired

troops. Still the veteran Mohammed ben Hassan un-
dertook lo provide for this emeigency. Summoning
the principal inhabitants, he represented the necessity

of some exertion and sacrifice on their part, to main-
tain the defence of the city. " The enemy," said he,
" dreads the approach of winter, and our pei'se-

verance drives him to despair. A little longer, and
he will leave you in quiet enjoyment of your towers

and families. But our troops must be paid, to keep
them in good heart. Our nioney is exhausted, and
all our supplies are cut off. It is impossible lo con-

tinue our defence without your aid."

Upon this the citizens consulted together ; and they

collected all their vessels of gold and silver, and
brought them to Mohammed ben Hassan. " Take
these," said they, " and coin them, or sell Ihem, or

pledge them lor money, wherewith lo pay the

troops." The women of Baza, also, were seized with

generous emulation. " Sliall we deck ourselves with

gorgeous apparel," said they, " when our country is

desolate, and its defenders in want of bread ?'* So

they took their collars, and bracelets, and anklets,

and other ornaments of gold, and all their jewels,

and placed them in Ihe hands of the veteran alcayde.

" Take these spoils of our vanity," said they ; " and

let them contribute to the defence of our homes and

families. If Baza be delivered, we need no jewels to

grace our rejoicing ; and if Baza falls, of what avail

are ornaments lo the captive ?

"

By these conlribulions was Mohammed enabled to

pay the soldiery, and to carry on the defence of the

city with unabated spirit. Tidings were speedily

I

'
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conveyed to King Ferdinand of this generous devo-

tion on the part of tlie people of Baza, anil the hopes

which the Moorish commanders gave them, that the

Christian army would soon abandon the siege in des-

pair. " They shall have a convincing proof of the

fallacy of such hopes," said the politic monarch. So

he wrote forthwith to Queen Isabella, praying her to

come to the camp in stale, with all her train and re-

tinue; and publicly to take up her residence there for

the winter. By these means, the Moors would be

convinced of the settled determination of the sove-

reigns to persist in the siege until the city should sur-

render; and he trusted they would be brought to

speedy capitulation.

CHAPTER LXXX.

now QUEKN ISABELLA ABHIVES AT TUB CAMP; AND THE CON-

SEQUENCES OF HER ARBIVAL.

Mohammed ben Hassan still encouraged his com-

panions, with hopes that the royal army would soon

relinquish the siege; when they heard one day

shouts ofjoy from the Christian camp, and thunder-

ing salvos of artillery. Word was brought at the

same time, from the sentinels on the watch-tOwers,

that a Christian army was approaching down the

valley. Mohammed and his fellow commanders as-

cended one of the highest towers of the walls, and

beheld in truth a numerous fo'ce, in shining array,

descending the hills ; and heard the distant clangourof

the trumpets, and the faint swell of the triumphant

music. As tlie host drew nearer, they descried a

stately dame, magnificently attired, whom they soon

discovered to be the queen. She was riding on a

mule ; the sumptuous trappings of which were re-

splendent with gold, and reached to the ground. On
her right hand rode her daugliler, the Princess Isa-

bella, equally splendid in her array : on her left, the

venerable grand cardinal of Spain. A noble train of

ladies and cavaliers followed her, together with

pages and esipiires, and a numerous guard of hidal-

gos of high rank, arrayed in superb armour. When
the veteran Mohammed ben Hassan beheld that this

was the Queen Isabella, arriving in state to take up

her residence in the camp, his heart failed him. He
shook his head mournfully, and, turning to his cap-

tains, " Cavaliers," said he, " the fate of Baza is

decided!"

The Moorish commanders remained gazing, with

a mingled feeling of grief and admiration, at this

magnificent pageant, which foreboded the fall of their

city. Some of the troops would have sallied forth in

one of their desperate skirmishes, to attack the royal

guard ; but the Prince Cidi Yahye forbade them : nor

would he allow any artillery to be discharged, or any

molestation or insult to be offered : for the character

of Isabella was venerated even by the Moors; and

most of the commanders possessed that high and

chivalrous courtesy, which belongs to heroic spiriig;

for they were among the noblest and bravest cava-

liers of the Moorish nation.

The inhabitants of Baza, when they learned, that

the Christian queen was approaching the camp, ea-

gerly sought every eminence that could command a

view of the plain ; and every battlement, and tower,

and mosque, was covered with turbaned heads, gaz-

ing at the glorious spectacle. They beheld Kin^

Ferdinand issue forth in royal state, attended by the

Marquis of Cadiz, the master of Santiago, the Duke

of Alva, the admiral of Castile, and many other

nobles of renown ; while the whole chivalry of the

camp, sumptuously arrayed, followed in his train,
|

and the populace rent the air with acclamations ai

the sight of the patriot queen.

When the sovereigns had met and embraced eacii

ottier, the two hosts mingled together, and entered

the camp in martial pomp ; and the eyes of the infi-

del l)eholders were dazzled by the flash of armonr,

the splendour of golden caparisons, the gorgeous dis-

play of silks, and brocades, and velvets, of tossio;

plumes and fluttering banners. There was at tlie

same time a triumphant sound of drums and trum-

pets, clarions and sackbuts, mingled with the sveet

melody of the dulcimer, which came swelling b

bursts of harmony, that seemed to rise up to liie

heavens.

'

^'On the arrival of the queen," says the historiao

Hernando del Pulgar, who was present at the time,

" it was marvellous to behold how, ail at once, the

rigour and turbulence of war was softened, and liie

storm of passions sunk into a calm. The sword was

sheathed, the cross-bow no longer launched its deadly

shafts, and the artillery, which had hitherto keptf

an incessant uproar, now ceased its thundering. Ou

both sides there was still a vigilant guard kept up,

the sentinels bristled the walls of Baza with llwir

lances, and the guards patrolled the Christian camp;

but there vas no sallying forth to skirmish, norau;
|

wanton violence or carnage.

Prince Cidi Yahye saw , by the arrival of the queen, I

that the Christians were determined to continue liie

siege ; and he knew that the city would have lo ca-

pitulate. He had been prodigal of the lives of lib I

soldiers, as long as he thought a military good waslol

be gained by the sacrifice ; but hewas sparinj,' of their I

blood in a hopeless cause, and wary of exasperatiii;|

the enemy by an obstinate, hopeless defence.

At the request of Prince Cidi Yahye, a parley wl
granted, and the master commander of Leon, Dool

Gutiere de Cardenas, was appointed to confer villi

the valiant alcayde Mohammed. They met at ail

appointed place, within view of both camp andcitj,r

honourably attended by cavaliers of either amu

Their meeting was highly courteous ; for they Ml

learned from rough encounters in the field, to aii-l

<i'.
Cura de los Palacios.

M:
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luire each other's prowess. The commander of Leon,

in an earnest speech, pointed out the hopelessness of

I
any further defence, and warned Mohammed of the

I which Malaga had incurred by its obstinacy. '* T

[promise, in the name of my sovereign," said he,

"that, if you surrender immediately, the inhabitants

shall be treated as subjects, and protected in pro-

I petty, liberty, and religion. If you refuse, you, who

I
are now renowned as an able and judicious com-

Imander, will be chargeable with the confiscations,

I captivities, and deaths, which may be suffered by

|tbe people of Baza."

The commander ceased, and Mohammed returned

Itothe city, to consult with his companions. It was

jevident, that all further resistance was hopeless; but

Itlie Moorish commanders felt, that a cloud might rest

lupon their names, should they, of their own discre-

Ition, surrender so important a place, without its hav-

j sustained an assault. Prince Cldi Yahye request-

led permission, therefore, to send an envoy to Guadix,

Ivitli a letter to the old monarch. El Zagal, treating

lof the surrender. The request was granted ; a safc-

Icondiict assured to the envoy, and the veteran al-

Icayde, Mohammed ben Hassan, departed upon this

Imomentous mission.

CHAPTER LXXXI.

SDBBENDED OF BlZl.

The old warrior king was seated in an inner

Ichamber of the castle of Guadix, much cast down in

{spirit, and ruminating on his gloomy fortunes, when

fin envoy from Baza was announced, and the ve-

keran alcayde Mohammed stood before him. El

Kagal saw disastrous tidings written in his coun-

lenance " How fares it with Baza?" said he, sum-

noning up his spirits to the question. " Let this in-

brm thee," replied Mohammed ; and he delivered

|nio his hands the letter from the Prince Cidi Yahye.

This letter spoke of the desperate situation of Baza,

klie impossibility of holding out longer, without as-

kistance from El Zagal, and the favourable terms

bffered by the Castilian sovereigns. Had it been

K'ritten by any other person, El Zagal might have

[eceived it with distrust and indignation ; but he con-

i in Cidi Yahye as in a second self ; and the words

bf his letter sunk deep in his heart. When he had

aaished reading it, he sighed deeply, and remained

W some time lost in thought, witli his head droop-

ng upon his bosom. Recovering himself at length,

ke called together the alfaquis, and the old men of

luadix ; and, communicating the tidings from Baza,

olicited their advice. It was a sign of sore trouble

[fmind and dejection of heart, when El Zagal sought

lie advice of others; but his fierce courage was tam-
d, for he saw the end of his power approaching.

pie alfaquis and the old men did but increase the

distraction of bis mtnd by a variety of counsels, none
of which appeared of any avail ; for, unless Baza were
succoured, it was impossible that it should hold out,

ond every attempt to succour it had proved ineffec-

tual.

El Zagal dismissed his council in despair, and sum-
moned the veteran Mohammed before him. " Allah

achbar !

" exclaimed he, " God is great; there is but
one God, and Mahomet is his prophet! Ilelum to

my cousin, Cidi Yahye : tell him, it is out of my
power to aid him ; he must do as seems to him for

the best
.

The people of Baza have performed deeds
worthy of immortal fame : I cannot ask them to en-
counter further ills and perils, in maintaining a hope-

lesf defence."

The reply ofEl Zagal determined the fateofthe city.

Cidi Yahye and his fellow commanders immediately

capitulated, and were granted the most favourable

terms. The cavaliers and soldiers, whohad come from
other parts to the defenceof the place, were permitted

to depart freely, with their arms, horses, and effects.

The inhabitants had their choice, either to depart

with their property, or to dwell in the suburbs, in

the enjoyment of their religion and laws ; taking au
oath of fealty to the sovereigns, and paying the same
tribute they had paid to the Moorish kings. The
city and citadel were to be delivered up in six days

;

within which period the inhabitants were to remove
all their effects; and, in the mean lime, they were to

place, as hostages, fifteen Moorish youtlis, sons of Ihe

principal inhabitants, in the hands of the commander
of Leon. When Cidi Yahye and the alcayde Mo-
hammed came to deliver up the hostages, among
whom were the sons of the latter, they paid homage
to the king and queen; who received them with the

utmost courtesy and kindness, and ordered magnifi-

cent presents to be given to them, and likewise to the

other Moorish cavaliers; consisting of money, robes,

horses, and other things of great value.

The Prince Cidi Yahye was so captivated by the

grace, the dignity, and generosity of Isabella, and the

princely courtesy of Ferdinand, that he vowed never

again to draw his sword against such magnanimous

sovereigns.

The queen, charmed with his gallant bearing and

his animated profession of devotion, assured him, that

having him on her side, she already considered the

war terminated, which had desolated the kingdom of

Granada.

Mighty and irresistible are words of praise from the

lips of sovereigns. Cidi Yahye was entirely subdued

by this fair speech from the illustrious Isabella. His

heart burned with a sudden flame of loyalty towards

the sovereigns. He be^ed to be enrolled amongst

the most devoted of their subjects; and, in the fer-

vour of his sudden zeal, engaged, not merely to de-

dicate his sword to their service, but to exert all his

influence, which was great, in persuading his cousin,

Muley Abdalla el Zagal, to surrender the cities of

Guadix and Almeria, and to give up all further bos-

**
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lUities. Nay, m powerful was Ihe effect produced

upon his mind by iiis converHalions with the Hover-

eigns, lliat it extended even to liis religion; fur lie

became innmediaiely enliglitened as to tlie heallienish

abominations of tlie vile sect of Mahomet, and struck

with the truths of Christianity, as illustrated by such

powerful monarclis. He consented, therefore, to be

baptized, and to be gathered into the fold ofthe cliurcli.

The pious Agapida indulges it< a triumphant strain of

exultation, on the sudden and surprising conversion

of this princely infidel. He considers it one of the

greatest achievements of the catholic sovereigns ; and,

indeed, one of the marvellous occurrences of this holy

war. " But it is given to saints and pious monarclis,"

says he, " to work miracles in the cause of the faith;

and such did the most catholic Ferdinand in the con-

version of the Prince Cidi Yahye."

Some of the Arabian writers have souglit to lessen

the wonder of this miracle, by alluding to great reve-

nues, granted to the prince and his heirs hy the Cas-

tilian monarclis ; together with a territory in Marchena,

with towns, lands, and vassals. " But in this," says

Agapida, "we only see a wise precaution of King

Ferdinand, to clinch andseciDra the conversion of his

proselyte." The policy of the c\<>tiiolic monarch was

at all times equal to his piety. Inster.d also of vaunt-

ing of this great conversion, and muking a public pa-

rade of the entry of the prince into the Church, King

Ferdinand ordered that the baptism should be per-

formed in private, and kept a profound secret. He
feared, that Cidi Yahye might otherwise be denounc-

ed as aii apostate, and abhorred and abandoned by

the Moors; and thus his iiitlueiice destroyed in bring-

ing the war to a speedy termination.

The veteran Mohammed ben Hassan was likewise

won by the magnanimity and munificence of Ihe Casti-

lian sovereigns, and entreated to be received into their

service ; and his example was followed by many other

Moorish cavaliers, whose services were graciously

accepted and munificently rewarded.

Thus, after a siege of six munths and twenty days,

the city of Baza surrendered, on the 4lh of December,

4489, the festival of the glorious Santa Barbara ; who
is said, in the catholic calendar, to preside over thun-

der and lightning, fire and gunpowder, and all kinds

of combustible explosions. 'J'he king and queen made

their solemn and triumphal entry on the following

day; and the public joy was heightenetl by tht sight

of upwards of five hundred Christian captives, men,

women, and children, delivered from the Moorish

dungeons.

The loss of the Christians, in this siege, amounted

to twenty thousand men ; ofwhom seventeen thousand

died of disease, and not a few of mere cold ; " a kind

of death," says the historian Mariana, " peculiarly

uncomfortable. But," adds the venerable Jesuit, "as

these latter were chiefly people of ignoble rank, bag-

gage-carriers and such like, Ihe loss was not of great

importance."

' Condi;, ('im. iii, cap. 40.

The surrender of Baza was followed by that of Al-

niuAecar, Tavernas, and must of the fortresses of the I

Alpuxarra mountains. The inhabitants hoped, by

prompt and voluntary submission, to secure equally

favourable terms with those granted to the captured

city; and the alcaydes, to receive similar reward;, lu

those lavished on its commanders ; nor were either uf

them disapiiointed. The inhabitants were perniitidi
[

to remain as Mudi.\ares, in the quiet enjoynieni u(|

their property and religion ; and as to the alcnydeii,

when they came to the camp to render up their char-

ges, they were received by Ferdinand with dislin.

guished favour, and rewarded with prcsentsofnionev,
I

in proportion to the importance of the places llieyiuil

commanded. Care was taken by the politic inonarcli,

however, not to wound their pride, or shock Ihdr
|

delicacy : so these sums were paid, under culuuro

arrears due to them, for their services to llie funiier I

government. Ferdinand had cou(|uered by dinturl

sword, in the earlier part of the war ; but lie ruumj
f

gold as potent as steel in this campaign of Baza.

With severnl of these mercenary chieftains canir I

one, named Ali Aben Fahar ; a seasoned warriur,
[

who had held many impuiiant commands. liewiJ

a Moor of a lofty, stern, and melancholy aspect; uoil
|

stood silent and apart, while his companions siinrii

dered their several fortresses, and retired ladrn wiili

treasure. When it came to his turn to speak, he ad-

dressed the sovereigns with the frankness of a soldier.
[

but with a tone of dejection and despair. " I aiiu i

Moor," said he, "and of Moorish lineage; and am I

alcayde of the fair towns and castles of Purelienaaml
[

Paterna. These were intrusted o me to defend ; bui

those, that should have stood by me, have lost ali
|

strength and courage, and seek only fur secorily.i

These fortresses, therefore, most potent sovereign!!, I

are yours, whenever you will send to take pu.s.sei>iiioii|

of them."

Large sums of money in gold were iinniedialeivl

ordered by Ferdinand to be delivered to the aicayilej

as a recompense fur so important a surrender. Tiiel

Moor, however, put back the gift with a firm and I

haughty demeanour. "I come not," said he, "iJ

sell what is not mine, but (o yield what fortune iaJ

made yours; and your majesties may rest assured!

that, had I been properly seconded, death would liavtl

been the price at which I would have suld inv u\
resses, and not the gold you offer me."

The Castilian monarclis were struck with the I

and loyal spirit of the Moor, and desired to en;;a^ei|

man of such fidelity in their service ; hut the pioni|

Moslem could not be induced to serve the enrniiesil

his nation and his faith.

"Is there nothing, then," said Queen Isalwllij

" that we can do to gratify thee, and to prove to iIm

our regard?" "Yes," replied the Moor; "lia'il

left behind me, in the towns and valleys whichll»'i{

surrendered, many of my unhappy countrymen, vi

their wives and children, who cannot tear theiiisehtj

from their native abodes. Give me your royal \n
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lilial Ihcy shall be protected in the peaceable enjoy-

Inienl of their rehgion and their homes." " We pro-

L|iteit,"Mid Isaliella, " they shall dwell in peace and

Isecnrity. But for thyself; what dost thou ask for

llhyself? "
'* Nothing," replied All, " but permission

lio pass unmolested, with horacs and effects, into

1 Africa."

The Castilian monarchs would fain have forcctl

upon him gold and silver, and superb horses richly

I caparisoned ; not as rewards, but as marks of personal

Itsieem : hut All Aben Fahar declined all presents

|;iihI distinctions, as if he thought it criminal to flou-

jtisli individually, during a lime of public distress; and

IdLsilaiiied all prosperity, that seemed lo grow out of

llhe ruins of his country.

Having received a royal passport, he gathered to-

iielher his horses and servants, his armour and wea-

oiis, and all his warlike effects, bade adieu to his

keeping countrymen, with a brow stamped with an-

nijsh, but without shedding a tear, and, mounting

Ills Barbary steed, turned his back upon the delight-

y valleys of his conquered country ; departing on his

lonely way, to seek a soldier's fm-tune amidst Ibe

Hirning sands of Africa.

'

CHAPTER LXXXII.

MBXISSION or th Zktikh TO TUK CASTILUN SOVElir.lUM.S.

Evil tidings never fail by Ihe way through lack of

jiiessengers. They are wafted on the wings of Ihe

;
and it is as if the very birds of Ihe air woidd

war them to the ear of Ihe unfortunate. The old king,

IZagal, buried himself in the recesses of his castle,

»liidehimselffrom the light of day, which no longer

llione prosperously upon him; but every hour broug|.it

jiissives, thundering at the gate with the tale of some

lew disaster. Fortress after fortress had laid its keys

|t Hie feet of Ihe Christian sovereigns. Strip by strip

'warrior mountain and green fruitful valley was

|»rn from his domains, and added lo Ihe territories

f llie conquerors. Scarcely a remnant remained to

n, except a tract of the Alpuxarras, .ind the noble

llies of Guadix and Almeria. No one any longer

|ood in awe of Ihe fierce old monarch : the terror

f his frown had declined with his power. He had

^rivedat that stage ofadversity, when a man's friends

lel emboldened to tell him hard truths, and lo give

im unpalatable advice, and when his spirit is bowed
pwn to listen quietly, if not meekly.

I

El Zagal was seated on his divan, his whole spilrit

Korbed in rumination on the transitory nature of

[rnian glory, when his kinsman and brother-in-law,

i Prince Cidi Yahye, was announced. That illus-

fous convert to Ihe true faith, and the interest of

i conquerors of his country, had hastened to Gua-
I with all the fervour of a new proselyte, eager lo

' Pulsar. r.,'irlli,iy. lib. xl, cap. <0. Ctira do \m P.ilaci09.

prove his zeal in Ihe service of Heaven and the Cas-

tilian sovereigns, by persuading the old monarch to

abjure his faith, and surrender his possessiont.

Cidi Yahye still bore the guise of a Moslem ; for iiis

conversion was as yet a secret. The stern heart of£1 Za-

gal softened at beholding Ihe fhce ofa kinsman, in this

hour of adversity. He folded his cousin to his bosom,

and gave thanks to Allah, that, amidst all his troubles,

he had still a friend and counsellor, on whom he

might rely. Cidi Yahye soon entered upon the real

purpose of his mission. He represented to El Zagal

the desperate slate of affairs, and the irretrievable

decline of Moorish power in the kingdom of Granada.

"Fate," said he, "is against our arms; our ruin is

written in the heavens : remember the prediction of

the astrologers, at Ihe birth of your nephew Boabdil.

We had hoped, that their prediction was accomplish-

ed by his capture at Lucena; but it is now evident,

that Ihe stars portended, not a temporary and passing

reverse of the kingdom, but a final overthrow. The
conslani succession of disasters, which have attended

our efforts, show, that the sceptre of Granada is

doomed to pass into the hands of the Christian mo-
narchs. Such," concluded the prince, emphatically,

and with a pious reverence, "such is the almighty

will of God!"
El Zagal listened to these words in mule altenlion,

without so much as moving a muscle of his face, or

winking an eyelid. When the prince had concluded,

he remained for a long time silent and pensive. At
length, heaving a profound sigh from the very bottom

of his heart, "Alahuma suhahanahul" exclaimed

he, " the will of God be done ! Yes, my cousin, it

is but too evident, that such is the will of Allah; and

what he wills, he fails not to accomplish. Had he not

decreed the fall of Granada, this arm, and this cime-

ter, would have mauitained it."

" What then remains," said Cidi Yahye, "but to

draw the most advantage from Ihe wreck of empire

that is left you ? To persist in a war, is to bring

complete desolation upon the land, and ruin and

death upon its faithful inhabitants. Are you dispos-

ed to yield up your remaining towns to your nephew,

El Cliico, that they may augment his power, and

derive protection from his alliance with the Christian

sovereigns?"

The eye of El Zagal flashed fire at this suggestion.

He grasped the hilt of his cimeter, and gnashed his

teeth in fury. "Never," cried he, "will I make
terms with that recreant and slave ! Sooner would

I see the banners of the Christiar^ monarchs floating

above my walls, than they should add to the posses-

sions of the vassal BoR.huil."

Cidi Yahye immjdiately seized upon this idea, and

urged El Zagal to make a frank and entire surrender.

"Trust," said he, "to the magnanimity of the Cas-

tilian sovereigns. They will doubtless grant you

high and honourable terms. It is better to yield to

them as friends, what they must infallibly and before

• Condc, t. iii, c. 40.

"^e-!*^'
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long wmt from you as enemies t for such, my cou-

sin, is the almighty will of God!" "Alaliuma

subahana hu !" repealed El /^agal, " the will of

God be done!'* So tlie old monarch bowed his

haughty neck, and agreed to surrender his territories

to the enemies of his faith, rather than suffer them

to augment the Moslem power, under the sway of his

nephew.

Cidi Yahye now returned to Baza, empowered by

El Zagal to treat, on his behalf, with the Christian

sovereigns. The prince felt a species of exultation,

as he expatiated on the rich relics of empire which

he was authorized to cede. There was a great part

of that line of mountains, which extends from the

metropolis to the Mediterranean Sea, with its series

of beautiful green valleys, like precious emeralds set

in a golden chain. Above all thesewere Guadix and

Almeria, two of the most inestimable jewels in the

crown of Granada.

In return for these possessions, and for the claim

of El Zagal to the rest of the kingdom, the sover-

eigns received him into their friendship and alliance,

and gave him, in perpetual inheritance, the terri-

tory of Alhamin, in the Alpuxarras, with half of the

Salinas, or salt-pits, of Maleha. He was to enjoy the

title of King of Andaraxa, with two thousand Mu-
dixares, or conquered Moors, for subjects; and his

revenues were to be made up to the sum of four

millions of maravedis :
' all these be was to hold as a

vassal of the Castilian crown.

These arrangements being made, Cidi Yahye re-

turned with them to Muley Abdalla; and it was

concerted, that the ceremony of surrender and hom-

age should take place at the city of Almeria.

On the nth of December, King Ferdinand de-

parted from Baza, with a part of his army, and the

queen soon followed with the remainder. Ferdinand

passed in triumph by several of the newly-acquired

towns, exulting in these trophies of his policy rather

than his valour. As he drew near to Almeria, the

Moorish king came forth to meet him, accompanied

by the Prince Cidi Yahye, and a number of the prin-

cipal inhabitants on horseback. The fierce brow of

El Zagal was clouded with a kind of forced humility;

but there was an impatient curl of the lip, with now
and then a swelling of the bosom, and an indignant

breathing from the distended nostril. It was evident

he considered himself conquered, not by the power

of man, but by the hand of Heaven ; and while he

bowed to the decrees of fate, it galled his proud spirit

to have to humble himself before its mortal agent.

As he approached the Christian king, he alighted

from his horse, and advanced to kiss his hand, in token

of homage. Ferdinand, however, respected the

royal title which the Moor had held ; and would not

permit the ceremony ; but, bending from his saddle,

graciously embraced him, and requested him to

remount his steed.* Several courteous speeches

Curade los Palacios, cap. 94.

' Cura de los Palacios, cap. 93.

passed lietween them, and the fortress and city o(

Almeria, and all the remaining lerrituriesuf El Zagal.

were delivered up in form. When all was acrom-

plished, the old warrior Miior retired to tlie moun-

tains, with a handful of adherents, to seek liiti peity

territory of Andaraxa, to bury his humiliation fron

the world, and to console himself witli the sliadov; I

title of a king.

CHAPTER LXXXm.

RTtrin iT (1R4NADA 8UII8EQURKIT TO THE SUBMIRDin!! Or li
{

tkOkh.

Who can tell when to rejoice in this fluclualint I

world? Every wave of prosperity has itsreaclin;!

surge, and we are often overwhelmed by the rtrj I

billow, on which we thought to be wafted intoiiiel

haven of our hopes. When Jusef Aben CommiiJ

the vizier of Boabdil, surnamed El Chico, entered llie|

royal saloon of the Alhambra, and announced llieca-l

pilulation of El Zagal, the heart of the youlhriill

monarch leaped for joy. His great wish wasaccoo-l

plished ; his uncle was defeated and dethroned; sndl

he reigned without a rival, sole monarch of Granaikl

At length he was about to enjoy the fruits of bill

humiliation and vassalage. He beheld his tlironel

fortified by the friendship and alliance of the Ca.sliliaDl

monarch ; there could be no question, Iherefure, oil

its stability. " Allah achbar !" exclaimed he, "Godl

is great ! Rejoice with me, O Jusef, the stars Imel

ceased their persecution ! Henceforth let no inanca]|

me El Zogoybi !"

In the first moment of his exultation, Boabdill

would have ordered public rejoicings ; but IIk|

shrewd Jusef shook his head. " The tempest bal

ceased," said he, " from one point of the iieavens,!

but it may begin to rage from another. A troubldl

sea is beneath us, and we are surrounded by rocbl

and quicksands : let my lord the king defer rejoK-l

ings until all has settled into a calm." El Cliico,|

however, could not remain tranquil in this (la;iil

exultation. He ordered his steed to be sumptuousirl

caparisoned, and issuing out of the gate of the W^

hambra, descended with a glittering retinue aloi

the avenue of trees and fountains into tlie city, I

receive the acclamations of the populace. As

entered the great square of the vivarrambla, lie I

held crowds of people in violent agitation; Liut,i

he approached, what was his surprise to hear g

and murmurs, and bursts of execration I The I

had spread through Granada, tiiat Muley Ab(lal!a||

Zagal had been driven to capitulate, and that all I

territories had fallen into the hands of the ChrLslian

No one had inquired into the particulars, but all Gi^

nada had been thrown into a ferment of grief a

indignation. In the heat of the moment, old .Mid

was extolled to the skies as a patriot prince, who b

fought to the last for the salvation of his country; i
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I mirror of monarchs, scorning to compromise I he

dignity of his crown by any act of vassalag(>. Buab-

on the contrary, had looked on exultingly at the

hopeless yet heroic struggle of his uncle ; he had re-

joiml in the defeat of the faithriil, and the Iriumpli

oriinl)elievers. He had aided in the dismemberment

nd (lownfal of the empire. When they beheld him

idini; forth in gorgeous state, in what they considered

day uf humiliation for all true Moslems, they could

t contain their rage, and, amidst llie clamours that

irevalled, Boabdil more than once heard Ids name
•iipled with the epithets of traitor and rcnegado.

Shocked and discomlited, the youthful monarch

etiirned in confusion to the Alhambra. He shut

imself up within its innermost courts, and remained

kind of voluntary prisoner, until the first burst of

)pular feeling should subside. He trusted that it

uuld soon pass away ; that the people would be too

insible of the sweets of peace lo repine at the price

it which it was nbtainetl ; at any rate, he trusted to

e strong friendship of the Christian sovereigns to

cure him even against the factions of his subjects.

The ilrst missives from the politic Ferdinand showed

ibdil the value of his friendship.

The catholic monarch reminded him of a treaty

hich he had made, when captured in the city of

la. By this he had engaged, that, in case the

itliolic sovereigns should capture the cities of Gua-

:, Baza, and Almeria, he would surrender Gra-

ida into their hands within a limited time, and

pi in exchange certain Moorish towns, to be held

him as their vassal. Ferdinand now informed

that Guadix, Baza, and Almeria, had fallen ; he

d upon him, therefore, to fulfd his engagement.

the unfortunate Boabdil had possessed the will, he

not the power, to comply with this demand. He
IS shut up in the Alhambra, while a tempest of

lular fury raged without. Granada was thronged

refugees from the captured towns, many of them

banded soldiers; others broken-down citizens,

idered fierce and desperate by ruin : all railed at

as the real cause of their misfortunes, tlow

18 he lo venture forth in such a storm? above all,

w vas he to talk to such men of surrender ? In

reply to Ferdinand, he represented the difficulti

his situation; and that, so far from having control

T his subjects, his very life was in danger from
ir turbulence. He entreated the king, therefore,

|rest satisfied for the present with his recent con-

:sls, promising him that, should he be able to regain

empire over his capital and its inhabitants, it

Id be but to rule over them as vassal to the Cas-
n crown.

erdinand was not to be satisfied with such a reply.

time was come to bring his game of policy to a

and to consummate his conquest, by seating

If on the throne of the Alhambra. Professing

insider Boabdil as a faithless ally, who had broken
plighted word, he discarded him from his friend-

,
and addressed a second letter, not to that mo-

narch, but to the commanders and council of the

city. He demanded a complete surrender of the

place, with all the arms in the possession either of the

citizens, or of others who had recently taken refuge

within its walls. If the inhabitants should comply

with this summons, he promised them the indulgent

terms which had been granted to Baza, Guadix, and

Almeria : if they should refuse, he threatened them

with the fate of Malaga. •

The message of the catholic monarch producetl

the greatest commotion in the city. The inhabitants

of the alcaceria, that busy hive of traffic, and all

others who had tasted the sweets of gainful com-

merce during the late cessation of hostilities, were

for securing their golden advantages by timely sub-

mission : others, who had wives and children, looked

on them with tenderness and solicitude, and dreaded,

by resistance, to bring upon them the horrors of

slavery. But, on the other hand, Granada was

crowded with men from all parts, ruined by the war,

exasperated by their sufferings, and eager only for

revenge; with others, who had been rearedamidst hos-

tilities, who had lived by the sword, and whom a re-

turn of peace would leave without home or hope.

There were others, too, no less fiery and warlike in

disposition, but animated by a loftier spirit : valiant

and haughty cavaliers of the old chivalrous lineages,

who had inherited a deadly hatred to the Christians

from a long line of warrior ancesto:s, and to whom
the idea was worse than death, that Granada, illus-

trious Granada, for ages the seat of Moorish grandeur

and delight, should become the abode of unbelievers.

Among these cavaliers, the most eminent was ?<!nza

ben Abil Gazan. He was of royal lineage, of a proud

and generous nature, and a form combining manly

strength and beauty. None could excel him in the ma-

nagement of the horse, and dexterous use of all kinds

of weapons. His gracefulness and skill in the tourney

was the theme of praise among the Moorish dames

;

and his prowess in the field had made him the terror

of the enemy. He had long repined at the timid

policy of Boabdil, and had endeavoured to counteract

its enervating effects, and to keep alive the martial

spirit of Granada. For this reason, he had promoted

jonsts, and tiltings with the reed, and all those other

public games which bear the semblance of war. He
endeavoured, also, to inculcate into his companions

in arms those high chivalrous sentiments, which lead

to valiant and magnanimous deeds, but which are apt

to decline with the independence of a nation. The
generous efforts of Muza had been in a great measure

successful : he was the idol of the youthful cavaliers;

they regarded him as a mirror of chivalry, and en-

deavoured to imitate his lofty and heroic virtues.

When Muza heard the demand of Ferdinand, that

they should deliver up their arms, his eye flashed fire.

" Does the Christian king think thatwe are old men,"

said he, " and that staffs will suffice us? or that we

> Gura de los Palacios, cap. 96,

tih
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are women, and can be contented with distaffs ? Let

him know, that a Moor is born to the spear and the

cimeter; to career the steed, bend the bow, and

launch the javelin : deprive liim of these, and you

deprive him of his nature. If the Christian liing de-

sire our arms, let liim come and win (hem ; but let

him win them dearly. For my part, sweeter were a

grave beneath the walls of Granada, on the spot I

have died to defend, than the richest couch within

her palaces, earned by submission to the unbeliever."

The words of Muza were received with enthusiastic

shouts by the warlike part ofthe populace. Granada

once more awoke as a warrior shaking off a disgrace-

ful lethargy. The commanders and council partook

of the public excitement, and despatched a reply to

the Christian sovereigns, declaring, that they would

suffer death rather than surrender their city.

CHAPTER LXXXIV.

HOW KING PERDINiND TUBNED DIS UOSTILITIKS AOAINST THE

CITY OP GRANAD4.

When King Ferdinand received the defiance of the

Moors, he made preparations for bitter hostilities.

The winter season did not admit of an immediate

campaign : he contented himself, therefore, with

throwing strong garrisons into all his towns and fort-

resses in the neighbourhood of Granada, and gave

the command of all the frontier of Jaen to Inigo Lopez

de Mendoza, Count of Tendilla, who had shown such

consummate vigilance and address in maintaining the

dangerous post of Alhama. This renowned veteran

established his head-quarters in the mountain city of

Alcala la Real, within eight leagues of the city of

Granada, and commanding the most important passes

of that rugged frontier.

In the mean time, the city of Granada resounded

with the stir of war. The chivalry of the nation had

again control of its councils ; and the populace, having

once more resumed their weapons, were anxious to

wipe out the disgrace of their late passive submission,

by signal and daring exploits.

Muza ben Abil Gazan was the soul of action. He
commanded the cavalry, which he had disciplined

with uncommon skill. He was surrounded by the

noblest youth of Granada, who had caught his own
generous and martial (ire, and panted for the field

;

while the common soldiers, devoted to his person,

were ready to follow l>im in the most desperate enter-

prises. He did not allow their courage to cool for

want of action. The gates of Granada once more
poured forth legions of light scouring cavalry, which

skirted the countiy up to the very gates of the Chris-

tian lu tresses; sweeping off flocks and herds. The
name of Muza became formidable throughout the

frontier. He had many encounters with the enemy,

in the rough passes of the mountains; in which the

superior lightness and dexterity of his cavalry gate
|

him the advantage. The sight of his glistening le-

gion, returning across the vega with long cwalgadasl

of booty, was hailed by the Moors as a revival of their I

ancient triumphs; but when they beheld Christian

|

banners, borne into their gates as trophies, the exuila-l

tion of the light-minded populace was beyond aill

bounds. The whiter passed away, the spring adl

vanced
;
yet Ferdinand delayed to take the Held. H(|

knew tiie city of Granada to be too strong and popu-l

lous to be taken by assault, and loo full of proviwl

to be speedily reduced by siege. " We mustliavel

patience and perseverance," said the [lolitic monarrbi

" By ravaging the country this year, we Khali pro-l

duce a scarcity the next; and then the city may lie|

invested with effect."

An interval of peace, aided by the quick vegelalioj

of a prolific soil and happy climate, had restored I

vega to all its luxuriance and beauty. The

pastures on the borders of the Xenil were covert

with flocks and herds. The blooming orchardsm
promise of abundant fruit; and the open plaint

waving with ripening corn. The time wasathai

to put in the sickle and reap the golden harrpji

when, suddenly, a torrent of war came sweepi

down from the mountains; and Ferdinand, with a

army of five thousand horse and twenty tliousi

foot, appeared before the walls of Granada. lie lia

left the queen and princess at the fortress of Mociio|

and came, attended by the Duke of Medina Sidoni

the Marquis of Cadiz, the Marquis de Yiliena,

Counts of Urefla and Cabras, Don AlonsodeAgui

and other renowned cavaliers. On this

King Ferdinand, for the first time, led his son, Pring

Juan, into the field; and bestowed upon liiml

dignity of knighthood. As if to stimulaie iiinill

grand achievements, the ceremony took place onll

banks ofthe grand canal, almost beneath the emintll

walls of that warlike city, the object of such dai

enterprises; and in the midst of that famous vq

which had been the field of so many chivalrous e

ploits. High above them shone resplendent t

towers of the Alhambra, rising from amidst delici

groves; with the standard of Mahomet waving il

fiance to the Christian arms.

The Duke of Medina Sidonia, and the valiant II

drigo Ponce de Leon, Marquis of Cadiz, weresj

sors ; and all the chivalry of the camp was assen

on the occasion. The prince, after he liadl

knighted, bestowed the same honour on several yoi

ful cavaliers of high rank, just entering, likeliim

on the career of arms.

Ferdinand did not loiter in carrying his desolai|

plans into execution. He detached parties in el

direction, to scour the country. Villages weres

ed, burnt, and destroyed ; and the lovely veyaij

more was laid waste with fire and sword.

ravage was carried so close to Granada, thatlliej

was wrapped in the smoke of iLs hamlets andgani

The dismal cloud rolled up the hill, and hunuJll
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tlie lowers of the Alhambra; where the unfortunate

Boabdil still remained, shut up from the indignation

of his subjects. The hapless monarch smote his

breast, as he looked down from his mountain palace

on tlie desolation effected by his late ally. lie dared

not even show himself in arms among the populace

;

Ibr tliey cursed him, as the cause of the miseries

brought anew to tlieir doors. The Moors, however,

did not suffer the Christians to carry on their ravages

asunmolesled as in former years. Muza incited them

to incessant sallies. He divided his cavalry into small

squadrons, each led by a daring commander. They

were taught to hover round the Christian camp ; to

harass it from various and opposite quarters, culling

[off convoys and straggling detachments ; to waylay

Ihe army in its ravaging expeditions, lurking among
irocks and passes of the mountains, or in hollows and

jthickets of the plain; and practising a thousand stra-

iagems and surprises.

The Christian army had one day spread itself out,

ather unguardedly, in its foraging about the vega.

the troops commanded by the Marquis de Yillena

pproaciied the skirts of the mountains, they beheld a

lumber of Moorish peasants, hastily driving a herd of

ttie into a narrow glen. The soldiers, eager for

ly, pressed in pursuit of them. Scarcely had

Ihey entered the glen, when shouts arose from every

lide, and they were furiously attacked by an ambus-

ide of horse and foot. Some of the Christians took

flight; others stood their ground, and fought va-

iantly. The Mmrs had the vantage grontid. Some
ihowered darts and arrows from the clefts of the

ks; otiiers fought hand to hand, on the plain;

hile tlieir cavalry, rapid as lightning in their move-

lents, carried havoc into the midst of the Christian

rces. The Marquis de Viliena, with his brother,

n Alonso de Pacheco, at the first onset of the Moors,

lurred into the hottest of the fight. They had

rce entered, when Don Alon.so was struck lifeless

m his tiorse, before the eyes of his brother. Estevan

leSuzon, a gallant captain, fell, fighting bravely by

e side of the marquis ; who remained with his

liainbeiiaiii Solier, and a handful of knights, sur-

lunded by the enemy. Several cavaliers, from other

Its of the army, hastened to tlieir assistance; when
ing Ferdinand, seeing that the Moors had the van-

ige ground, and that the Christians were suffering

iverely, gave signal for retreat. The marquis obeyed

wly and reluctantly ; for his heart was full of grief

id rage at the death of his brother. As lie was re-

iiig, he beheld his faithful chamberlain, Solier, de-
luding himself bravely against six Moors. The mar-
is turned, and rushed to his rescue. He killed two
the enemy with his own hand, and put the rest to

ight. One of the Moors, however, in retreating,

le in his stirrups, and, hurling his lance at the

larquis, wounded him in Ihe right arm, and crippled

1 for life.

In consequence of this wound, the marquis was
er after obliged to write his signature with his left

hand, though capable of managing liis lance with his

right. The queen demanded one day of him, why
he had adventured his life for that of a domestic.
" Does not your majesty think," replied he, " that I

ought to risk one life for him, who would have ad-

ventured three for me, had he possessed them ?" The
queen was charmed with the magnanimity of the re-

ply; and often quoted the marquis, as setting an heroic

example to the chivalry of the age.

Such was one of the many ambuscades concerted

by Muza ; nor did he hesitate, at times, to present a

bold front to the Christian forces, and defy tiiem in

the open field. King Ferdinand soon perceived, how-
ever, that the Moors seldom provoked a battle with-

out having the advantage ofground; and that, though

the Christians irenerally appeared to have the victory,

they suffered the greatest loss ; for retreating was a

part of the Moorish system, by which they would draw
their pursuers into confusion, and then turn upon
them with a more violent and fatal attack. He com-

manded his captains, therefore, to decline all chal-

lenges to skirmish, and to pursue a secure system of

destruction ; ravaging the country, and doing all pos-

sible injury to the enemy, with slight risk to them-

selves.

CHAPTER LXXXV.

THE FATB OP TOE CiSTLE OP BOMA.

AnouT two leagues from Granada, on an eminence

commanding an extensive view of the rega, stood

the strong Moorish castle of lloma ; a great place of

refuge and security. Hither the neighbouring pea-

santry drove their flocks and herds, and hurried with

their most precious effects, on the irruption ; of a

Christian force; and any foraging or skirmishing

party from Granada, on being intercepted in their

return, threw themselves into lloma, manned its em-

battled towers, and set the enemy at defiance. The
garrison were accustomed to these sudden claims

upon their protection ; to have parties of Moors clat-

tering up to liieir gates, so hotly pursued, that there

was barely time to throw open the portal, receive

them within, and shut out their pursuers : while the

Christian cavaliers had many a time reined in their

panting steeds at the very entrance of the barbacan,

and retired, cursing the strong walls of Roma, that

robbed them of t'.ieir prey.

The late ravages of Ferdinand, and the continu.-).!

skirmishings in the vega, had roused the vigilince of

the castle. One morning early, as the sentinels kept

watch upon the battlements, they beheld a cloud of

dust advancing rapidly from a distance. Turbans

and Moorish weapons soon caught their eyes ; and as

the whole approached, they descried a drove of cattle,

urged on in great haste, and conveyed liy one hun-

dred and forty Moors, who led with them two Chris-

tian captives in chains.
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When tlie cavalga<1a had arrived near to the castle,

a Moorish cavalier of noble and commanding mien,

and splendid attire, rode up to the foot of the tower,

and entreated admittance. He stated, that they were

returning with rich booty, from a foray into the lands

of the Christians; but that the enemy was on their

traces, and they feared to be overtaken before they

could reach Granada. The sentinels descended in

all haste, and flung open the gates. The long caval-

gada deiiled into the courts of the castle, which were
soon filled with lowing and bleating flocks and herds,

with neighing and stamping steeds, and with fierce-

looking Moors from the mountains. The cavalier

who had asked admission, was the chief of the party

;

he was somewhat advanced in life, of a lofty and

gallant bearing, and had with him a son, a young
man of great fire and spirit. Close by them followed

the two Christian captives, with looks cast down and

disconsolate.

The soldiers of the garrison had roused themselves

from their sleep, and were busily occupied attending

to the cattle, which crowded the courts; while the

foraging party distributed themselves about the castle,

to seek refreshment or repose. Suddenly a shout

arose, that was echoed from court-yard, and hall,

and battlements. The garrison, astonished and be-

wildered, would have rushed to their arms, but found

themselves, almost before they could make resistance,

completely in the power of an enemy.

The pretended foraging party consisted of Mu-
dixnrcs, aioors tributary to the Christians ; and llie

commanders were the Prince Ciili Yaiiye, and his

son, Alnayer. They had hastened from the moun-
tains, with this small force, to aid the calholic sove-

reigns during the summer's campaign; and they had

concerted to surprise that important castle, and pre-

sent it to King Ferdinand, as a gage of tlieir faith,

and the fn'sl-fruits of their devotion.

The politic monarch overwiielmed his new converts

and allies with favours and distinctions, in return for

this important acquisition ; but he took care to des-

patch a strong force of veterans, and genuine Chris-

tian troops, to man the fortress.

As to the Moors who had composed the garrison,

Cidi Yahye remembered that they were his country-

men, and could not prevail upon himself to deliver

them into Christian bondage. He set them at liberty,

and permitted them to repair to Granada ; " a proof,"

says the pious Agapida, "that his conversion was
not entirely consummated, but that there were still

some lingerings of (he infidel in his heart." His

lenity was far from procuring him indulgence in the

opinions of his countrymen : on the contrary, the in-

habitants of Granada, when they learned from the

liberated garrison the stratagem by which Homa had
been captured, cursed Cidi Yaltje for a traitor, and
the garrison Joined in the malediction.

But the indignation of (lu people of Granada was
destined to he aroused l( tenfold violence. Tiie old

warrior, Muley Ahdalln el Zagal, had retired lo his

little mountain territoiy, and for a short time endea-

voured to console himself, with his petty title of King

of Andaraxa. He soon grew impatient, however,

of the quiet and inaction of his mimic kingdom. IM
fierce spirit was exasperated by being shnt up within I

such narrow limits; and his hatred rose to downrigjitl

fury against Boabdil, whom he considered as tliel

cause of his downfal. When tidings were brouglnl

him, that King Ferdinand was laying waste the vega,|

he took a sudden resolution : assembling the wliolej

disposable force of his kingdom, which amounted but!

to two hundred men, he descended from the A!-

puxarras, and sought the Christian camp; content to I

serve as vassal to the enemy of his faith and his na-

tion, so that he might see Granada wrested fromilie|

sway of his nephew.

In his blind passion, the old wrathful monarch in-l

jured his own cause, and strengthened that of his ad-

[

versary. The Moors of Granada had been clamoroujl

in his praise, extolling him as a victim to his patriol-j

ism, and had refused lo believe all reports of lii$|

treaty with the Christians; but when they beheldf

from the walls of the city his banner mingling viihl

the banners of the unbelievers, and arrayed agaiostl

his late people, and the capital he had commandedT

they broke forth into curses and revilings, aiKliieap«d|

all kinds of stigmas upon his name.

Their next eniolion was in favour of Boabdil. Tlieyl

gathered under the wails of the Alhambra, andl

him as their only hope, as the sole dependence oflhel

country. Boabdil could scarcely believe ins senses,|

when he heard his name mingled with praises, an

greeted with acclamations. Encouraged by liiis im

expected gleam of popularity, he ventured forth li!.i»j

his retreat, and was received with raptur*-. All:

past errors were attriimted to the hiii'lxliips of I

fortune, and the usurpation of his lyrani uncle; andl

whatever breath the populace couhl spare from ul-[

tering curses on El Zagal was expended in slioiilsiii|

honour of El Chico.

CHAPTER LXXXVI.

now BOiBDlL Eli CHICO TOOK THE FIELD; AKD UIS ESPEDIf

TION AGAINST AI.UENDIM.

For thirty days had the vega been overrun bv 1

Christian forces, and that vast plain, lately so liisiij

riant and beautiful, was become a wide scene i

desolation. The destroying army havin.ij arcom

plished its task, passed over the bridge of PiiiDS, ani

wound up into the mountains, on the way lo CotJ

dova; bearing away the spoils of towns aiuivillajesj

and driving off llocks and herds, in long dusty c

Ininus. The sound of the last Christian tmnipel(M

away along the side of the mountain of Elvira, d
not a hostile sijuadron was seen glistening in I

mournful fields of the vega.

The eyes of Boalxlil el Chico were at length opeiK
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10 the real policy of King Ferdinand ; and tie saw,

thai iie liad no longer any thing to depend upon than

tlie valour of his arm. Nc time was to be lost, in

hastening to counteract the effect of the late Chris-

tian ravage, and in opening the channel for distant

supplies to Granada.

S<;arcely had the retiring squadron of Ferdinand

disappeared among the mountains, thpn Boabdil

buckled on his armour, sallied forth from the Al-

iiambra, and prepared to take the field. When the

igdom, which amounted butI populace beheld him actually in arms against his late
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tl Chico were at length opet

chain of snow-capped mountains, which rise above

Granada, descended from their heights, and hasten-

ed into the city gates, to proffer their devotion to

Iheir youthful king. The great square of the vivar-

rambla shone with the proud array of legions of ca-

valry, decked with the colours and devices of the

most ancient Moorish families, and marshalled forth

by the patriot Muza to follow the king to battle.

It was on the 15lh of June that Boabdil once more

issued out from the gates of Granada on a martial

enterprise, A few leagues from the city, within full

{view of it, and at the entrance of the Alpuxarra

imountains, stood the powerful castle of Alhendin,

It was built on an eminence, rising from the midst

ota small town, and commanding a great part of the

jvega, and the main road to the rich valleys of the

Alpuxarras. The castle was commanded by a valiant

IChristian cavalier, named Mendo de Quexada, and

garrisoned by two hundred and fifty men, all season-

led and experienced warriors. It was a contiiiual

Itboftun the side of Granada. The labourers of the

|ve^.i were swept from their fields by its hardy sol-

lieis, convoys were cut offon the passes of the moun-

Itaias; and, as the garrison commanded a full view of

the gates of the city, no band of merchants could

Ivenlure forth on their needful jjurn»>ys, without being

swooped up by the war-hawks of Alhendin,

It was against this important fortress that Boabdil

|ir$l led his troops. For six days and nights the fort-

ess was closely besieged. The alcayde and his ve-

cran garrison defended themselves valiantly ; but

Jiey were exhausted by fatigue and constant watch-

jlness : for the Moors, being continually relieved by

tesli [\vi)\)h irom Granada, kept up an unremitted

tol vigorous atta. k. Twice the barbacan was forced,

jind twice the assailants were driven forth lieadlong

tith excessive loss. The garrison, however, was di-

linislied in number by the killed and wounded :

fierc were no longer soldiers sufficient to man the

lalls and gateway, Tli'- brave alcayde wa: coni-

to retire, with his surviving force, to the keep

the castle, in which be continued to make a des-

erale resistance.

The Moors now approached the foot of the tower,

iider shelter of wooden screens, covered with wet

,
to ward off missiles and combustibles. They

(ont lo work vigorously to undermine the tower,

placing props of wood under the foundations, to be

afterwards set on fire, so as to give the besiegers time

to escape before the edifice should fall. Some of the

Moors plied their cross-bows and ar(|uebuses to de-

fend the workmen, and to drive the Christians from

the wall, while the latter showerel down stones and

darts, and melted pitch, and flaming combustibles, on

the miners.

The brave Mendo de Quexada had cast many an

anxious eye across the vega, in hopes of seeing some

Christian tbrce hastening to bis assistance. Not a

gleam of spear or helm was to be descried ; for no one

had dreamed of this sudden irruption of the Moors.

The alcayde saw his bravest men dead or wounded
around him, while the remainder were sinking with

watchfulness and fatigue. In defiance of all opposi-

tion, the Moors had accomplished their mine ; the

fire was brought before the walls, that was to be ap-

plied to the stanchions, in case the garrison persisted

in defence; and in a little while the tower would

crumble beneath him, and be rent and hurled in ruins

to the plain. At the very last moment, and not till

then, tlie brave alcayde made the signal of surrender.

He marched forth with the iiuinanl of this veteran

garrison, who were all made prisoners. Immediately

Boabdil ordered the walls of the fortress to be razed,

and fire to be applied to the stanchions, that the place

might never again become a stronghold to the Chris-

tians, and a scourge lo Granada, The alcayde and

his fellow captives were passing in dejected convoy

across the vega, when they heard a tremendous crash

behind them. Turning to look upon their late fort-

ress, they beheld nothing but a heap of tumbling

ruins, and a vast column of smoke and dust, where

once had stood the lofty tower of Alhendin.

CHAPTER LXXXVn.

EXPLOIT OF TUB COUNT DE TENDILLA,

Boabdil el Chico followed up his success by captur-

ing the two fortresses of Marchena and Buldiiy; he

sent bis alfaquis in every direction to proclaim a holy

war, and to summon all true Moslems, of town or

castle, mountain or valley, to saddle steod. Mid buckle

on armour, and hasten to the standard ot "'e faith.

The tiiliiigs spread far and wide, that Boabdil el

Chico was once more in the field, and victorious.

The Moors of various places, dazzled by this gleam of

success, hastened lo throw off their sworn allegiance

lo the Castilian down, and to elevate the standard

of Boabdil ; and the youthful monarch flattered him-

self, that the whole kingdom was on the point of re-

turning to its allegiance.

The liery cavaliers ofGranada were eager lo renew

those forays into the Christian lands, in which they

had formerly delighted. A nund)er of them, there-

fore, concerted an irruption to the niuth into the ler-

Mif.
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ritory of Jaen, to harass the country about Qnezada.

They had heard of a rich convoy of merchants and

wealthy travellers on the way to the city of Baeza;

and they an'icipated a glorious conclusion to their

foray in capturing this convoy.

Assembling a number of horsemen, lightly armed,

and fleetly mounted, and one hundred foot-soldiers,

these hardy cavaliers issued forth by night from Gra-

nada, made their way in silence through the defiles

of the mountains, crossed the frontier without oppo-

sition, and suddenly appeared, as if fallen from the

clouds, in the very heart of the Christian country.

The mountainous frontier, whichseparates Granada

from Jaen, was at this time under the Count tie Ten-

dilla, the same veteran who had distinguished him-

self by his vigilance and sagacity, when commanding

the fortress of Albania. He held bis head-quarters at

the city of Alcala la Real, in its impregnable fortress,

perched high among the mountains, about six leagues

from Granada, and piedomiiuiting over all the fron-

tier. From this cloud-capt hold among the rocks, he

kept an eagle eye upon Granada , and bad his scouts

and spies in all directions ; su that a crow could not

flyover the border without bis knowledge.

His fortress was a place of refuge for tiie Christian

captives, who escaped by night from the Moorish dun-

geons of Granada. Often, however, they missed

their way in the defiles of the mountains; and, wan-

dering about bewildered, either repaired by mistake

to some Moorish town, or were discovered and retaken

at daylight by the enemy. To prevent these acci-

dents, the count bad a lower built at bis own expense,

on the top of one of tlie heights near Alcala, which

commanded a view of the vega, and tlie country

around. Here he kept a light blazing throughout the

night, as a beacon for all Christian fugitives, to guide

them to a place of safety.

The count was aroused one night from his repose

by shouts and cries, which came up from the town,

and approached the castle walls. "To arms! to

arms ! the Moor is over the border
!

" was the cry.

A Christian soldier, pale and emaciated, and who still

bore traces of the Moorish chains, was brought before

the count. He bad been taken as guide by the Moor-

ish cavaliers, who bad sallied from Granada, but bad

escaped from them among the mountains; and after

much wandering, bad found his way to Alcala by the

signal tire.

Notwithstanding the bustle and agitation of the

moment, the Count de Tendiila listened calmly and

attentively to the account of the fugitive, and ques-

tioned him minutely as to the time of departure of

the Moors, and the direction and rapidity of their

march. He saw, that it was too late to prevent their

incursion and ravage ; but he deteniiined to await

Iheni, and give them a warm reception on their re-

turn. His soldiers were always on the alert, and

ready to take the field at a moment's warning. Chus-

ing one huiulred and fifty lancers, hardy and valiant

men, well disciplined, and well seasoned, as indeed

were all his troops, he issued forth quietly before

break of day, and, descending through the defiles of

the mountains, stationed his litUe force in ambush in

a deep barranca, or dry channel of a torrent, near

Barzina, three leagues only from Granada, on the road

by which the marauders would have to return. In

the mean time, he sent .scouts, to post themselves

upon different heights, and look out for the approach

of the enemy.

All day they remained concealed in the ravine, and

for a great part of the following night ; not a turban,

however, was to be seen, excepting now a id then a

peasant returning from his labour, or a ^^olitary mule-

teer hastening towards Granada. The cavalie.s of

the count began to grow restless and impatient: tliey

feared, that the enemy might have taken some other

route, or might have received intelligence of iheii

ambuscade; and they urged him to abandon the en-

terprise, and return to Alcala. "We are here," said

they, "almost at the gates of the Moorish capital; our

movements may have been descried, and, before we

are aware, Granada may pour forth its legions of

swift cavalry, and crush us wilh an overwhelming

force." The Count de Tendiila, however, persisini

in remaining until his scouts should come in. About
|

two hours before day-break there were sigiial-lireso

certain Moorish watch-towers of the nioiintaiiii, I

While they were regarding these with anxiety, ilie

scouts came hurrying into the ravine. " The iMoors

are approaching," said they ;
" we have recoiinoitieJ

them near at hand. They are between one and tm
|

hundred strong, but encumbered with many prison-

ers and much booty." The Christian cavaliers laid

their ears to the ground, and heard the distant tramp I

of horses, and the tread of foot-soldiers. Theymounl-j

ed their horses, braced their shields, couched their I

lances, and drew near to the entrance of the ravine]

where it opened upon the road.

The Moors had succeeded in waylaying and sur-

prising the Ciiristian convoy on its way loBaeza.

'J'hey bad captured a great number of prisoneR,!

male and female, with great store of gold and jenels,!

and sumpter-mules, laden with rich merchandise.
|

With these they bad made a forced march overtliel

dangerous parts of the mountains; but now, beinijsol

near to Granada, they fancied themselves in perfedl

security. They loitered along the road, llierefore,|

irregularly and slowly, some singing, others laushi

and exulting at having eluded the boasted vigilanffil

of the Count de Tendiila ; while ever and anon wafl

beard the plaint of some female caplivc, liewailiii.'|

the jeopardy of her honour ; and the heavy sij:

of the merchant, at beholding his property in lliegras

of ruthless spoilers.

The Count de Tendiila waited until someofiiie

escort had passed the ravine; then, giving tlii'sij;

for assault, his cavaliers set up loud shouts and cris

and charged furiously into the centre of the foe. Th

obscurity of the place, and the hour, added lolk^

terrorsof the surprise. Tlie Moors were (lirowiiiii
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confusion. Some rallied, fought desperately, and fell,

covered with wounds. Thirty-«ix were killed, and

fifty-five were made prisoners ; the rest, under cover

of the darkness, made their escape to the rocks and

defiles of the mountains. The good count unbound

the prisoners, gladdening the hearts ofthe merchants,

hy restoring to them their merchandise ; the female

captives, also, regained the jewels of winch they had

ken despoiled, excepting such as had lieen lost

lieyond recovery. Forty-live saddle-horses, of the

choice Barbary breed, remained, as captured spoils of

the Moors, together with costly armour, and booty of

various kinds. Having collected every thing in haste,

and arranged his cavalgada, the count urged his way

with all speed for Alcala la Real, lest he should be

pursued and overtaken by the Moors of Granada.

As he wound up the steep ascent to his mountain

city, the inhabitants poured forth to meet him with

shouts of joy. This triumph was doubly enhanced

by being received at the gates of the city by his wife,

the daughter of the Marquis of Villena, a lady of dis-

tinguished merit, whom he had not seen for two years

I

that he had been separated from his home by the ar-

duous duties of these iron wars.

CHAPTER LXXXVni.

EIPEDITION OF nOADDIL EL CHICO AGAINST SALOBRENA.

EXPLOIT OP FERNANDO PEREZ DEL PULGAH.

King Boabdil found, that his diminished territory

I

was too closely overlooked by Christian fortresses,

like Alcala la Real, and too strictly watched by vigil-

ant alcaydes, like the Counl of Tendilla, to be able

to maintain itself by internal resources. Ilis forag-

ing expeditions were liable to be intercepted and de-

feated; while the ravage of the vega bad swept off

every tiling on which the city depended for future

sustenance. lie felt the want of a sea-port, through

which, as formerly, he might keep open a commu-
nication with Afiica, and obtain reinforcements and

supplies from beyond the seas. All the ports and

harbours were in the hands of the Ciiristians ; and

Granada and its remnant of dependent territory were

j completely landlocked.

In lliis emergency, the attention of Boabdil was

[called by circumstances to the sea-port of Salobreha.

iThisrednnhtable town has already been mentioned

linlhis chronicle, as a place deemed impregnable by

lllip Moors; insomuch that their kings were accustom-

led, in time of peril, to keep ilieir treasures in ils ci-

jtadel. II was situate on a high rocky hill; dividiiij^

lone of those rich little vegas or plains, which lie open
jtothe Medilerraiican, but run, like deep green bays.

jinlo the stern bosoms of the mountains. The vej-'a

|was covered with beautiful vegetation; with rice and
[totton, with groves of oranges, citrons, figs, and

nidberries, and with gardens enclosed hy hedges

of reeds, of aloes, and the Indian fig. Running

streams of cool water, from the springs and snows of

the Sierra Nevada, kept this delightful valley conti-

nually fresh and verdant; while it was almost locked

up by mountain barriers and lofty promontories, that

stretched far into Mie sea.

Through the ceni -^ of this rich vega the rock of

Salobreila reared is rugged back, nearly dividing the

plain, and advanci, g to the margin of the sea; with

just a strip of sandy beach at its foot, laved by the

blue waves of the Mediterranean.

The town covered the ridge and sides of the rocky

hill, and was fortified by strong walls and towers;

while on the highest and most precipitous part stood

the citadel, a huge castle, that seemed to form a

part of the living rock ; the massive ruins of which,

at the present day, attract the gaze of the traveller,

as he winds his way far below, along the road which

passes through the vega.

This important fortress had been intrusted to the

command of Don Francisco Ramirez de Madrid, cap-

tain-general of the artillery, and the most scientific

of all the Spanish leaders. That ex|ierienced veteran

,

however, was with the king at Cordova, having left

a valiant cavalier as alcayde of the place.

Boabdil el Cliico had full information of the stale

of the garrison, and the absence of its commander.

Putting himself at the head of a powerful force, there-

fore, be departed from Granada, and made a rapid

march through the mountains; hoping, hy this sudden

movement, to seize upon Salobrefia, before King Fer-

dinand could come to its assistance.

The inhabitants of Salobrefia were Mudixares, or

Moors who had sworn allegiance to the Christians.

Still, when they heard the sound of the Moorish drums

and trumpets, and beheld the squadrons of their coun-

trymen advancing across the vega, their hearts yearn-

ed towards the standard of their nation and their

faith, A tumult arose in the place. The populace

shouted the name of Boabdil el Cliico, and, throwing

open the gates, admitted him within the walls.

The Christian garrison was loo few in nund)er to

contend for the possession of the town. They re-

treated to the citadel, and shut themselves up within

its massive walls, which were considered impreg-

nable. Here they maintained a desperate defence,

hoping to hold out until succour should arrive from

the neighbouring fortresses.

The tidings, that Salobrefia was invested by the

Moorish king, spread along the sea-coast, and filled

the Christians with alarm. Don Francisco Enriquez,

uncle of the king, commanded the city of Velez Ma-

laga, about twelve leagues distant, but separated by

ranges of those vast rocky mountains, which are piled

along the Mediterranean, and tower in sleep promon-

tories aiid precipices above its waves.

Don Francisco summoned the alcaydes of his dis-

trict, to hasten with him to the relief of this im-

portant fortress. A number of cavaliers and I heir

retainers answered to his call; among whom was
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Fernando Perez del Pulgar, snrnamed El de las Ila-

zaHas (he ofthe exploits); the same who had signalized

himself in a foray, by elevating a handkerchief on a

lance for a banner, and leading on his disheartened

comrades to victory. As soon as Don Francisco be-

held a little band collected round him, he set out with

all speed for Salobrefia. The march was rugged and

severe; climbing and descending immense moun-
tains, and sometimes vfi ding along the edge of giddy

precipices, with the si . ges of the sea raging far be-

low. When Don Francisco arrived with his follow-

ers at the lofty promontory, that stretches along one

side of the little vega of Salobreiia, he looked down
with sorrow and anxiety upon a Moorish army of

great force, encamped at the foot of the fortress;

while Moorish banners, on various parts of the walls,

showed, that the town was already in possession of

the infidels. A solitary Christian standard alone

floated on the top of the cnstle keep, indicating that

the brave garrison were hemmed up in their rock-

built citadel.

Don Francisco found it impossible, with his small

force, to make any impression on the camp of the

Moors, or to get to the relief of the castle. He sta-

tioned his little band upon a rocky height near the

sea, where they were safe from the assaults of the

enemy. The sight of his friendly banner, waving in

their neighbourhood, cheered the hearts of the gar-

rison ; and he conveyed to them assurance of speedy

succour from (he king. In the mean time, Fernando

Perez del Pulgar, who always burned to distinguish

himself by bold and striking exploits, in the course of

a prowling expedition along the borders ofthe Moorish

camp, remarked a postern-gate of the castle opening

upon the sleep part of the rocky hill, which looked

towards the mountains. A sudden thought flashed

upon the daring mind of Pulgar. "Who will follow

my banner," said he, " and make a dash for yonder

postern ?" A bold proposition, in time of warfare,

never wants for bold spirits to accept it. Seventy reso-

lute men immediately stepped forward. Pulgar put

himself at their head. They cut their way suddenly

through a weak part of the camp, fought up to the

gate, which was eagerly thrown open to receive

them, and succeeded in effecting their entrance into

the fortress, before the alarm of their attempt had

spread through the Moorish army.

The garrison was roused to new spirit by this un-

looked-for reinforcement, and were enabled to make
a more vigorous resistance. The Moors had intel-

ligence, however, that there was a great scarcity of

V dter in the castle ; and they exulted in the idea,

that (his addiiional number of warriors would soon

exhaust the cisterns, and compel them to surrender.

When Pulgar heard of this hope entertained by the

enemy, he caused a bucket of water to be lowe.ed

from the battlements, and threw a silver cup in bra-

vado to the Moors.

The situaticn of the garrison, however, \ ; : daily

growing more and more critical. They suffen^d

greatly from thirst; while, to tantalize them in their

sufferings, they beheld limpid streams winding In

abundance through the green plain below them,

They began to fear, that all succour would arrive (no

late ; when one day they beheld a little squadron

of vessels far at sea, but standing towards the shore.

There was some doubt at flrst, whether it might not

be a hostile armament from Africa ; but as it ap~

proached, ihey descried, to their great joy, the ban-

ner of Castile.

It was a reinforcement, brought in all haste by

the governor of the fortress, Don Francisco Ramirez,

The squadron anchored at a steep rocky island,

which rises from the very margin of the smoolli

sandy beach, directly in front of the rock of Salo-

breila, and stretches out 'nto (he sea. On this is-

land Ramirez landed his men, and was as s(rnn^|y

posted as if in a fortress. His force was too scanty lo

attempt a battle ; but he assisted to harass and dis-

tract the besiegers. Whenever King Boabdil made

an attack upon the fortress, his camp was assaiieij

on one side by the troops of Ramirez, who landed

from their island, and, on another, by those of Dun

Francisco Enriquez, who swept down from iheir

rock ; while Fernando del Pulgar kept up a fierce

defence from every tower and battlement of llie

castle. The attention of the Moorish king was di-

verted, also, for a time, by an ineffectual attempt lo

relieve the liKle port of Adra, (hat bad recently de-

clared in his favour, but had been re-captured fortlie

Christians by Cidi Yahye and his son Alnayer,

Thus the unlucky Boabdil, bewildered on ever)'

hand, lost all the advantage (hat he had gained by liis

rapid march from Granada. While he was yet

besieging the obstinate citadel, tidings were brouglit

him, that King Ferdinand was in full march, witlu

powerful host, to its assistance. There was no time

for further delay. He made a furious at(ack, villi

all his forces, upon the castle, but was again re-
j

pulsed by Pulgar and his coadjutors; when, aban-

doning the siege in despair, he retreated with his I

army, lest King Ferdinand should get between liim
|

and his capital. On his nay back to Granada, how-

ever, he in some sort consoled himself for his late

disappointment, by overrunning a part of the terri-

tories and possessions lately assigned to his uncle I

El Zagal, and to Cidi Yahye. He defeated their

alcaydes, destroyed several of their fortresses, burnt

their villages ; and, leaving the country behind him

reeking and smoking with his vengeance, returned, I

with considerable booty, to repose himself within
\

the walls of the Alhambra.

\
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CHAPTER LXXXIX.

aon UNO PEBDIKIAND TBBiTED THB PEOPLK OP GUADIX, AND
HOW BL ZAQAL PINISBED HIS BOYAL CABEEB.

Scarcely had Boabdil ensconced himself in his

capital, when King Ferdinand, at the head of seven

thousand horse, and twenty thousand foot, again

appeared in the vega. He had set out in all liaste

from Cordova, to the relief of Salobrefia ; but hear-

ing on his march that the siege was raised, he turned

with his army, to make a second ravage round the

walls of devoted Granada. His present forage lasted

fifteen days, in the course of which every thing that

had escaped his former desolating visit was so com-

pletely destroyed, tliat scarcely a green thing, or a

living animal was left on the face of the land. The
Moors sallied frequently, and fought desperately in

defence of their fields; but the work of destruction

was accomplished, and Granada, once the queen of

gardens, was left surrounded by a desert.

From hence Ferdinand marched to crush a con-

spiracy, which had lately manifested itself in the

cities of Guadix, Baza, and Almeria. These recently

conquered places had entered into secret correspon-

dence with King Boaklil, inviting him to march to

their gales, promising to rise upon the Christian gar-

risons, seize upon the citadels, and surrender them-

selves into his power. The Mai-quis of Villena had
received notice of the conspiracy, and suddenly

thrown himself, with a large force, into Guadix.

Underpretenceofmaking a review of the inhabitants,

he made them sally forth into the fields before the

cily. When the whole Moorish population, capable

of bearing arms, was thus without the walls, he

ordered the gates to be closed. He then permitted

to enter two by two, and three by three, and to take

kth their wives and children, and effects. The
houseless Moors were fain to make themselves tem-
porary hovels, in the gardens and orchards about the

city. They were clamorous in their complaints at

jbeingthus excluded from their homes ; but were told,

jihey must wait with patience, until the charges

Jagainst them could be investigated, and the pleasure

|of the king be known.'

When Ferdinand arrived at Guadix, he found the

lunhappy Moors in their cabins, among the orchards.

They complained bitterly of the deception that had
' len practised upon them, and implored permission

Itfl return into the city, and live peaceably in their

dwellings, as had been promised them in their articles

|of capitulation.

King Ferdinand listened graciously to their coni-

Jilaiiils. "My friends," said he in reply, "lam
Informed, that there has been a conspiracy .iiiiong

BOH, to kill my alcayde and garrison, and to take
liart, with my enemy, the King of Granada, I slwll

pake a thorough investigation of this otwspuacy.

• Ziirita, I. XX, c, »S, Ciira dc los Talacios, e. 97.

ilGI

Those among you, who shall be proved innocent,

shall be restored to their dwellings ; but the guilty

shall incur the penalty of their offences. As I wish,
however, to proceed with mercy as well as justice, I

now give you your choice, cither to depart at once,
without further question, going wherever you please,

and taking with you your families and effects, under
an assurance of safety, or to deliver up those who are
guilty; not one of whom, I give you my word, shall

escape punishment."

When the people of Guadix heard this, they com-
muned among themselves, " and, as most of them,"
says the worthy Agapida, "were either culpable, or
feared to be considered so, they accepted the alter-

native, and departed sorrowfully, they, and their

wives, and their little ones. " "Thus, " in the words
of that excellent and contemporary historian, Andres
Bernaldes, commonly called the Curate of Los Pala-
cias, " thus did the king deliver Guadix from the hands
oftheenemiesofourholy faith, afterseven hundredand
seventy years, that ithad been in their possession, even
since the time of Roderick the Goth ; and this was one
of the mysteries of our Lord, who would not consent
that the city should remain longer in the power of the
Moors." A pious and sage remark, which is quoted
with peculiar approbation by the worthy Agapida.

King Ferdinand offered similar alternatives to

the Moors of Baza, Almeria, and other cities, ac-
cused of participation in this conspiracy; who gene-
rally preferred to abandon their homes, rather than
incur the risk of an investigation. Most of them
relinquished Spain, as a country where they could
no longer live in security and independence, and de-
parted with their families for Africa ; such as remain-
ed were suffered to live in villages and hamlets, and
other unwalled places.'

While Ferdinand was thus occupied at GuadLx,
dispensing justice and mercy, and receiving cities in

exchange, the old monarch, Muley Abdalla, surnamed
El Zagal, appeared before him. He was haggard
with care, and almost crazed with passion. He had
found his little territory of A ndaraxa, and his two
thousand subjects, as dillicult to govern as had been
the distracted kingdom of (;ian;ula. The charm,
which had bound the Moors to him, was broken,
when he appeared in arms '.inder the banner of Fer-
dinand. He had returncJ from his inglorious cam-
paign, with his petty arr.iy of two hundred men, fol-

'owed by the execrations of the people of Granada,
and the secret 'epiniri,' of those he had led into the

hell'. No sooner had his subjects heard of the suc-

cesses of Boabdil el Chico, than they seized their

arms, assembled tumultuously, declared for the

young monarch, Ihrealening the life of El Zagal.'

The unfortunate old king had with difficulty evaded
their fury; and this last le.sson seemed entirely to

have cured him of his passion for sovereignty. He
now entreated Ferdinand to purchase the towns

Garibay, til), xiii. cai.. 39. Pnlgar, 1. iii. r. )S2.

' Ciira lie Ins PaIacio.s, c. 97.

m
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and castles, and other possessions, which had Iteen

granted to him; offering them at a low rate, and

begging safe passage, for himself and his followers,

to Africa. King Ferdinand graciously complied with

his wishes. He purchased of him Ihree-and-twenly

towns and villages, in the valleys of Andaraxu and

Alhaurcn, for which he gave him five millions of

maravedis. El Zagal relin(|iiislied his right to one

half of the salinas, or salt-pits, of Maleha, in favour

of his brother-in-law, Cidi Yaliye. Having thus dis-

posed of his petty empire and possessions, he packed

np all his treasure, of which he had a great amount,

and, followed by many Moorish families, passed over

to Africa.'

And here let us cast an eye beyond the present

period of our chronicle, and trace the remaining ca-

reer of £1 Zagal. His short and turbulent reign, and

disastrous end, would afford a wholesome lesson to

unprincipled ambition, were not all ambition of the

kind fated to be blind to precept and example. When
he arrived in Africa, instead of meeting with kind-

ness and sympathy, he was seized and thrown in

prison by the king of Fez, as though he had been his

vassal. He was accused of being the cause of the

dissensions and downfal of the kingdom of Granada;

and the accusation being proved to the satisfaction of

the king of Fez, he condemned the unhappy El Zagal

to perpetual darkness. A baain of glowing copper

was passed before his eyes, which effectually destroyed

his sight. His wealth, which had probably been the

secret cause of these cruel measures, was confiscated

and seized upon by his oppressor, and El Zagal was

thrust forth, blind, helpless, and destitute, upon the

world. In this wretched condition, the late Moorish

monarch groped his way through the regions of

Tingitania, until he reached the city of Velez de Go-

mera. The king of Velez had formerly been his ally,

and felt some movement of compassion at his present

altered and abjeci, state. He gave him food and rai-

ment, and suffered him to remain unmolested in his

dominions. Death, which so often hurries off the

prosperous and happy from the midst of untasted

pleasures, spares, on the other hand, the miserable,

to drain the last drop of his jp of bitterness. El

Zagal dragged out a wretched existence of many
years, in the city of Velez. He wandered about,

blind and disconsolate, an object of mingled scorn

and pity, and bearitig above his raiment a parchment,

on which was written in Arabic, " This is the unfor-

tunate king of Andalusia.""*

' Conde, part iv, cap. H.
» Marmot tie Rebcllione Maiir., lib. i. cap. 16. Pcdraza, Ilisl.

Graiiat., p. iii, c. 4. Siiarcz, Hist, de Obi.tpados de Guadiz y
Baza, c. 10.

CHAPTER XC.

•HF.HARATI0N8 OP CRANAIIA POH A IIKSPBKATB DeFCNCK.

"IIow is thy strength departed, O Granada ! liow

is thy beauty withered and despoiled, () city of groves

and foiHilains ! The commerce, that once thronged

thy streets, is at an end ; the merchant no lunger

hastens to thy gates, with the luxuries of foreign lniui.s.

The cities, which once paid thee tribute, are wrested

from thy sway ; the chivalry, which filled thy vivar-

ramhla with the sumptuous pageantry of war, have

fallen in many battles. 'J'lC Alhambra still rears iis

ruddy towers from the midst of groves ; but melan-

choly reigns in its marble halls, and the monarch

looks down from his lofty balconies upon a naked

waste, where once had extended the blooming glories

of the vega
!"

Such is the lament of the Moorish writers, over

the lamentable state of Granaila, which remained a

mere phantom of its former greatness. The two ra-

vages of the vega, following so closely upon eacli
j

other, had swept off all the produce of the year, and

the husbandman had no longer the heart to till ik
\

field, seeing that the ripening harvest only broughi

the spoiler to his door.

During the winter season. King Ferdinand made I

diligent preparations for the last campaign, thai was

to decide the fate of Granada. As this war was waged

purely for the promotion of the Christian failli, lie
|

thought it meet its enemies should bear the exfienses.

lie levied, therefore, a general contribution upon all I

the Jews throughout his kingdom, by syna^ogiieii

and districts, and obliged them to render iu tlie pro-

1

ceeds at the city of Seville."

On the 14 th of April, Ferdinand and Isabella de-

parted for the Moorish frontier, with the solemn I

determination to lay close siege to Granada, and I

never to quit its walls until they had planted the stand-

[

ard of the faith on the towers of the Alhambra,

|

Many of the nobles of the kingdom, particularly I

from the parts remote from tlie scene of action, \rea-|

ried by the toils of war, and foreseeing that

would be a tedious siege, requiring patience and vi-j

gilance, rather than hardy deeds of arns, were con-l

tented with sending their vassals, while they staid all

home themselves, to attend to their domains. Maiij

cities furnished soldiers at their cost, and the kin;!

took the field with an army of forty thousand infantnj

and ten thousand horse. The principal captains,!

who followed him in this campaign, were Roderi^l

Ponce de Leon, the Marquis of Cadiz, the masleroll

Santiago, the Marquis of Villena, the Counts of Ten-I

dilla, Cifuentes, Cahra, and Ureila, and Don .Alonsoj

de Aguilar.

Queen Isabella, accompanied by her son, the PrinttI

Juan, and by the princesses Juana, Maria, ami Caf

talina, her daujihters, pioceeded to Alcala la Real,!

the mountain fortress and stronghold of the Couiil|

fJaribay, lib. viii. cap. S!).
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ileTendilla. Here she remained, to forward sup-

plies to the army, and to be ready to repair to the

camp, whenever her presence might be required.

The army of Ferdinand poured into the vega, by

vari'His deliles of the mountains, and on the 23d of

April, the royal tent was pitched at a village called

I.0S Ojos de Iluescar, about a league and a half from

Granada. At the approach of this formidable force,

the harassed inhabilanls turned pale, and even many
uftlie warriors trembled, for they felt that the last

desperate struggle was at hand.

Boabdil el Chico assembled bis council in the Al-

iiambra, from the windows of which they could be-

liuld the Christian squadrons, glistening through

rluiids of dust, as they poured along the vega. The

utmost confusion and consternation reigned in the

council. Many of the members, terrilied with the

horrors impending over their families, advised boab-

dil to throw himself upon the generosity of the Chris-

tian monarch ; even several of the bravest suggested

the possibility of obtaining honourable terms.

The wazir of the cily, Abul Casim Abdelmelia,

was called upon to report the state of the public

means, for sustenance and defence. There were

sufTicient provisions, he said, for a few months' sup-

ply, independent of what might exist in the posses-

isiunof merchants, and olher rich inhabitants. " But

uf what avail," said he, "is a temporary provision

against the sieges uf the Castilian monarch, which

I are interminable?"

He produced, also, the lists of men, capable of

Ibeariiij,' arms. "The number," said he, "is great

j

I what can he expected from mere citizen soldiers?

Ilhey vaunt and menace in time of safety. None are

Iso arrogant when the enemy is at a (li.stance; but

when the din uf war thunders at their gates, they

Ihide themselves in terror."

When Muza heard ihese words, he rose with ge-

Inerous warmth. " What reason have we," said he,

riu despair? The blood of those illustrious Moors,

llhe ancient conquerors of Spain, still Hows in our

Iveins. Let us be true to ourselves, and fortune will

again he with us. We have a veteran force, both

liorse and foot, the flower of our chivalry; seasoned

vii war, and scarred in a thousand battles. As to

jtlie multitude of our citizens, spoken of so slightly,

»hy should we doubt their valour? There are

Iwenty thousand young men, in the lire of youth,

or whom I will engage, that, in the defence of their

jionies, they will rival the most hardy veterans. Do
he want provisions ? Our horses are fleet, and our

aen daring in foray. Let them sconr and

ii'nurij'e the coimtry of those apostate Moslems, who
bate suiTtiidered to the Christians. Let them make
Inroads into the lands of our enemies. We shall

onseellienueliirning withcavalgadasto our gales;

to a soldier, there is no morsel so sweet as thai

irested with hard lighling from the foe."

lioahdil el Cliico, Ihou^Mi he wanted firm and dur-

H'oura^T, was readily excited to sudden emotions

of bravery. He caught a glow of resolution from

the noble ardour of Muza. "Do what is needful,"

said he to his commanders :
" into your hands I con-

flde the common safety. You are the protectors of

the kingdom; and, with the aid of Allah, will re-

venge the insults of our religion, the deaths of our

friends and relations, and the sorrows and sufferings

heaped upon our land."

'

To every one was now assigned his separate duty.

The wazir had charge of the arms and provisions,

and the enrolling of the people. Muza was to com-
mand the cavalry, to defend the gates, and to take

the lead in all sallies and skirmishes. Nairn Reduan
and Mohammed A ben Zayda were liis adjutants;

Abbel Kerim Zegri, and the other captains, were to

guard the walls; and the alcaydes of the alcazaba,

and of the red lowers, had command of the fortresses.

Nothing now was heard but the din of arms, and

the bustle of preparation. The Moorish spirit, quick

to catch fire, was immediately in a flame; and the

populace, in the excitement of the moment, set at

nought the power o', the Christians. Muza was in

all parts of the city, infusing his own generous zeal

into the bosoms of the soldiery. The young cavaliers

rallied round him as their model ; the veteran war-

riors regarded him with a soldier's admiration ; the

vulgar throng followed him with shouts; and the

helpless part of the inhabitants, the old men and the

women, hailed him with blessings as their protector.

On the first appearance of the Christian army, the

principal gates of the city bad been closed, and se-

cured with bars, and bolts, and heavy chains. Muza
now ordered Ihem to be thrown open. " To me and

my cavaliers," said he, " is intrusted the defence of

the gates : our bodies shall be their barriers." He
stationed at each gate a strong guard, chosen from

his bravest men. His horsemen were always com-

pletely armed, and ready to mount at a moment's

warning. Their steeds stood saddled and capari-

soned in the stables, with lance and buckler beside

them. On the least approach of the enemy, a squa-

dron of hors? gathered within the gate, ready to dart

forth like the bolt from the thunder-cloud. Muza
made no empty bk-avado, or haughty threat : he was

more terrible in d&^ds than in words ; and executed

daring exploits, beyond even the vaunt of the vain-

glorious. Such was the present champion of the

Moors. Had they possessed many such warriors, or

had Muza risen to power at an earlier period of the

war, the fate of Granada might have been deferred,

and the Moor, for a long time, have maintained his

throne within the walls of the Alhambra.

' Cuiule.
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HOW KINO PRIDI.1AKD CONDIJCTID TBI SICGK C4UTI0VSLV,

AND HOW tfUKKM ISAMI.Li AHHIVED AT TBK CAMP.

Though Granada was shorn of its glories, and

nearly cut offrrom all external aid, still itii mighty

castles and massive bulwarks seemed to set all attack

at defiance. Bein^ tlie last retreat of Moorish power,

it had assembled witliin its walls the remnants of

the armies that had contended, step by step, with the

invaders, in their gradual cun(]uest of the land. All

that remained of high-born and high-bred chivalry

was here. All that was loyal and patriotic wus rous-

ed to activity by tne common danger ; and Granada,

that had so long been lulled into inaction by vain

hopes of security, now assumed a formidable aspect

in the hour of its despair.

Ferdinand saw, that any attempt tosul)due the city

by main force would be perilous and bloody. Cau-

tious in his policy, and fond of conquests gained by

art rather than by valour, he resorted to the plan,

which had been so successful with Daza, and deter-

mined to reduce the place by famine. For tiiis pur-

pose, his armies penetrated into the very heart of the

Alpuxarras; and ravaged the valleys, and sacked and

burned the towns upon which the city depended for

its supplies. Scouring parties, also, ranged the moun-

tains behind Granada, and captured every casual

convoy of provisions. The Moors became more dar-

ing as their situation became more hopeless. Ne-

ver had Ferdinand experienced such vigorous sallies

and assaults. Muza, at the head of bis cavalry, ha-

rassed the borders of the camp, and even penetrated

into the interior, making sudden spoil and ravage,

and leaving his course to be traced by the wounded

and slain. To protect his camp from these assaults,

Ferdinand fortified it with deep trenches and strong

bulwarks. It was of a quadrangular form, divided

into streets, like a city, the troops being quartered

in tents, and in booths, constructed of b'lshes and

branches of trees. When it was completed. Queen

Isabella came in state, with all her court, and the

prince and princesses, to be present at the siege. This

was intended, as oa former occasions, to reduce the

besieged to despair, by showing (he determination of

the sovereigns to reside in the camp until the city

should surrender. Immediately after her arrival,

the queen rode forth, to survey the camp and its en-

virons. Wherever she went, she was attended by a

splendid retinue; and all the commanders vied with

each other in the pomp and ceremony with which

they received her. Nothing Wi>s heard, from morning

until night, but shouts and acclamations, and bursts

of martial music ; so that it appeared to the Moors as

if a continual festival and triumph reigned in the

Christian camp.

The arrival of the queen, however, and the me-
naced obstinacy of the siege, had no effect in damp-

ing the fire of the Moorish chivalry. Muza inspired

the youthful warriors with the most devoted ji;.

roism, " We have nothing left to fight for," said

he, "but the ground we stand on : when this is lust,

we cease to have a country and a name."

Finding the Christian king forliore to make nn at-

1

lark, Muza incited his cavaliers to challenge the yuuth-

fid chivalry of the Christian army to single combat,

or partial skirmishes. Scarcely a day passed without

gallant couRicIs of the kind, in sight of (he city and

the camp. The combatants rivalled each other in

the splendour of their armour and array, as well as
|

in the prowess of their deeds. Their contests were

more like the stately ceremonials of tills and tourna-

ments, than the rude combats of the field. Ferdinand
I

soon perceived, that they animated the fiery Moors

with fresh zeal and co age, while they cost theliv«
|

of many of his bravest cavaliers : he again, therefoit,

forbade the acceptance of any individual challenge;

and ordered, that all partial encounters should \», I

avoided. The cool and stern policy of the catholic

sovereign bore hard upon the generous spirits of liiher
|

army ; but roused the indignation of the Moors, wii

they found they were to be subdued in this ingloriou) I

manner. " Of what avail," said they, " is chivalry

and heroic valour ? the crafty monarch of the Chris-

tians has no magnanimity in warfare : heseekslol

subdue us through the weakness of our bodies, but
|

shuns to encounter the courage ofour souls
!

"

CHAPTER xcn.

OF THE INSOLENT DEFIANCE OP TARFE, THE MOOR, AND TBI

IIABINU EXPLOIT UP FEHNANDO PEHEZ DEL PVI.CAH.

WiiKN the Moorish knights beheld, that all cour-

teous challenges were unavailing, they sought various
|

means to provoke the Christian warriors to tiie fu

Sometimes a body of them, fleetly mounted, wo

gallop up to the skirts of the camp, and try vhol

should hurl his lances farthest williin the harriers;

|

leaving his name inscribed on it, or a label affixed I

it, containing some taunting defiance. I'hese bra-|

vadoes caused great irritation ; but still the S

warriors were restrained by the prohibition of ilie|

king.

Among the Moorish cavaliers was one named Tarfr,

I

renowned for his great strength and daring s|iiril;|

but whose courage partook of fierce audacity ratlierl

than chivalric heroism. In one of these sallies, wlienl

they wiere skirting the Christian camp, this arrogaiil|

Moor outstripped his companions, overleaped tiiebarj

riers, and, galloping close to the royal quarters, lauucil

ed his lance so far within, that it remained quiveriiii|

in the earth, close by the pavilions of the sovereigftj

The royal guards rushed forth in pursuit; bullli<|

Moorish horsemen were already beyond the can

and scouring in a cloud of dust for the city. I'p

wresting the lance from the earth, a label was foun^l

upon it, importing that it wa? intended for theqiieenl
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Nulhiuf; could equal the indignation of the Chris-

llian warriors at the insolence of the bravado, when

llhey heard to whom the discourteous insult was of-

fered. Fernando Perez del Pulgar surnamed " he of

the exploits," was present, and resolved not to be

Lut-braved by this daring infidel. " Who will stand

|iv me," said lie, " in an enterpriseof desperate peril ?"

hiie Christ i;ni cavaliers well knew the hare-brained

valour of del Pulgar; yet not one liesituted to step

forward. He chose lilteen companions, all men of

powerful arm and dauntless heart. In the dead of

llhe night he led them forth from the camp, and ap-

proached the city cautiously, until he arrived at a

Ipostern-gute, which opened upon the Darro, and was

!uarded by foot-soldiers. The guards, little tliink-

^ir of such an unwonted and partial attack, were for

the most part asleep. The gate was forced, and a

)nfused and chance-medley skimiish ensued. Fer-

nando del Pulgar stopped not to take part in the affray.

Putting spurs lo his horse, he galloped furiously

birough the streets, striking fire out of the stones at

(very bound. Arrived at ilie principal mosque, he

Lang Trom his horse, and, kneeling at the portal,

look possession of the edifice as a Christian chapel,

Jedicating it to the blessed Virgin. In testimony of

^lie ceremony, he took a tablet, which he had brought

(ith him, on which was inscribed in large letters,

'AvK Maria," and nailed it to the door of the

mosque with his dagger. This done, he remounted

Ills steed and galloped back to Ihe gate. 'J'he alarm

had been given; the city was in an uproar ; soldiers

lere gathering from every direction. They were as-

konislied at seeing a Christian warrior speeding from

Ihe interior of the city. Fernando del Pulgar, over-

[urning some, and cutting down others, rejoined his

Dmpanions, who still maintained possession of the

^ate, by dint ofhard fighting, and they all made good

jheir retreat to the camp. The Moors were at a loss

conjecture the meaning of this wild and apparently

i'uitless assault; but great was their exasperation,

khen, on the following day, they discovered the tro-

bhy of hardihood and prowess, the Ave Makia, thus

[levated in Uie very centre of the city. The mosque,

lius boldly sanctified by Fernando del Pulgar, was

|ventually, after the capture of Granada, converted

mo a cathedral.

CHAPTER XCIII.

UH QUEKN ISkBBLLA TOOK A VIEW OF THE ClTT OP CRAMADA ;

I

HI) HOW UKK CUUIOSITY COST TUE LIVES OF MANY CURISTIANS

I
t\D Moons.

The royal encampment lay at such a distance from

tranada, that the general aspect of the city only

r In coiimieinoration of ttiis daring feat, lliu Kniperor Charles V,

lafter veal's, conferred on Pulgar and liis descendants llic rislit

[sfpullurc in that clnn-cli, and the privilege of slllinKin the choir
iiing high mass. Jliis Fernando I'crez del I'nlgar was a man

could be seen, as it rose gracefully front the vega,

covering the sides of Ihe hills with palaces and lowers.

(^>iiecn Isabella iind expressed an earnest desire to lie-

hold, nearer at hand, a place, the beauty of which

was so renowned throughout Ihe world; and Ihe

Manpiis of Cadi/, with his accustomed courtesy, pre-

pared a great military escort and guard, to protect

her and the ladies of the court, while they enjoyed

this perilous gratification.

It was on the morning after the event recorded iu

the preceding chapter, lliat a magnificent and power-

ful train issued furlii from the Christian camp. The
advance guard was composed of legions of cavalry,

heavily armed, that looked like moving masses of

polished steel. Then came Ihe king and queen, with

the prince and princesses, and the ladies of the court,

surrounded by Ihe royal body-guard, sumptuously

array(d composed of the sons of the most illustrious

houses of Spain. After lhe.se was the rear-guanl,

composed of a powerful force of horse and foot ; for

the flower of the army sallied forth that day. The
Moors ga/ed with fearful admiration at this glorious

pageant, wherein the pump of the court was mingled

with the terrors of the camp. It moved along in a

radiant line across Ihe vega, to Ihe melodious thun-

ders of martial music; while banner, and plume, and

silken scarf, and rich brocade, gave a gay and gor-

geous relief to the grim visage of iron war that lurked

beneath.

The army moved towards the hamlet of Z,ubia,

built on the .skirls of the mountains, to the left of

Granada, and commanding a view of the Alhambia,

and the most beautiful quarter of the city. As lliey

approached Ihe hamlet, the Marquis of Yillena, the

Count Ureita, and Don Alonso de Aguilar, filed off

with their battalions, and were soon seen glittering

along the side of the mountain above the village. In

til*- mean time, the Marquis of Cadiz, the Count de

Tendilla, the Count de Cabra, and Don Alonso Fer-

nandez, senior of Alcandrete and Montemayor, drew
up their forces in battle- array on the plain below Ihe

handet, presenting a living barrier of loyal chivalry,

between the sovereigns and the city. Thus securely

guarded, the royal party alighted, and entering one

of the houses of Ihe hamlet, which had been prepared

for their reception, enjoyed a full view of the city

from its terraced roof. The ladies of the court gazed

with delight at the red towers of the Alhambra, rising

from amidst shady groves, anticipating the time when
Ihe Catholic sovereigns should he enthroned within

its walls, and its courts shine with the splendour of

Spanish chivalry. " The reverend prelates and holy

friars, who always surrounded Ihe (fueen, looked with

serene satisfaction," says Fray Antonio Agapida, "at

this modern Babylon; enjoying the triumph that

of letters, as well as arms ; and inscribed to Charles V a summary
of the achievements of Gonsalvo of Cordova, surnamed tlie (ireal

Captain, vvtio had iieen one of his conn-adcs in arms. He is often

confounded with Fernando del Pidgar, hislorian and secrelai'y lo

« Vueeu Isabella. See note to Pulgar '.s chron. of tlic Catholic .Sove-

reigns, part iii, c. 5, edit. Valencia, <7fi0.
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awaited (liem, wlien those niusques and minarets

should be converted into cliur«*he8, and goodly priests

and bishops should succeed to the infidel alfaquis."

When the Moors beheld the Christians thus drawn

forth in full array in the plain, they supposed it was

to offer them battle, and they hesitated not to accept

it. In a little while the queen beheld a body of

Moorish cavalry pouring into the vega, the riders

managing their fleet and fiery steeds with admirable

address. They were richly armed, and clothed in

the most brilliant colours, and the caparisons of their

steeds flamed with gold and embroidery. This was

the favourite s(piadron of Muza, composed of the

flower of the youthful cavaliers of Granada : others

succeeded; some heavily armed, some a la giiteta,

with lance and buckler, and lastly came the legions

of foot-soldiers, with arquebuse and cross-bow and

spear and cimeter.

When the queen saw the army issuing from the

city, she sent to the Marquis of Cadiz and forbade any

attack upon the enemy, or the acceptance of any

challenge to a skirmish ; for she was loth tiiat her

cnriosity should cost the life of a single human being.

The marquis promised to obey, though sorely

against his will ; and it grieved the spirit of the Spa-

nish cavaliers to he obliged to temain with sheathed

swords, while bearded by the foe. The Moors could

not comprehend the meaiiingof this inaclion of the

Christians, after having apparently invited a battle.

They sallied several times from their ranks, and ap-

proached near enough to discharge their arrows, but

the Christians were immovable. Many of the Moorish

horsemen galloped close to the Christian ranks,

brandishing their lances and cimeters, and defying

various cavaliers to single combat : but King Fer-

dinand had rigorously prohibited all duels of the

kind, and tliey dared not transgress his orders under

his very eye.

While this grim and reluctant tranquillity prevailed

along the Christian line, there rose a mingled shout

and sound of laughter, near the gate of the city. A
Moorish horseman, armed at all points, issued forth,

followed by a rabble, who drew back as he approach-

ed the scene of danger. The Moor was more robust

and brawny than was common with his countrymen.

His visor was closed ; he bore a large buckler and

ponderous lance ; his cimeter was of a Damascus

blade, and his richlyornamented dagger was wrought

by an artificer of Fez. He was known by his device

to be Tarfe, the most insolent, yet valiant, of the

Moslem warriors ; the same who had hurled into the

royal camp his lance, inscribed to the queen. As he

rode slowly along in front of the army, liis very steed,

prancing with fiery eye and distended nostril, seemed

to breathe defiance to the Christians. But what

were the feelings of the Spanish cavaliers, when they

beheld tied to the tail of his steed, and dragged in the

dust, the very inscription, Ave Maria, which Fer-

nando Perez del Pulgar had affixed to the door of the

mos<|ue ! A burst of horror and indignation broke

forth from the army. Fernando del Pulgar was tunl

at hand to maintain his previous achievement, M
one of his young companions in arms, (jrarcilassudcl

la Vega by name, putting spurs to his horse, gallo|i«i||

to the hamlet of Zubia, threw himself on hisknf«;|

before the king, and besought permission to accepil

the defiance of this insolent infidel, and to reven^l

the insult offered to our blessed Lady. The m\m\
was too pious to be refused : Garcilasso remounted

|

his steed ; he closed his helmet, graced by four sabkl

plumes
;
grasped his buckler, of Flemish workniao-l

ship, and his lance, of matchless temper, and delitdl

the haughty Moor in the midst of his career. a|

combat took place, in view of the two armies, attil

of the Castilian court. The Moor was powerful ial

wielding his weapons, and dexterous in mana|.'iii;l

his steed. He was of larger frame than GarcilasjoT

and more completely armed; and the Ciiri$tuiit|

trembled for their champion . The shock of their eo-l

counter was dreadful; their lances were shivered,!

and sent up splinters in the air. Garcilasso val

thrown back in his saddle, and his horse inadtil

wide career before he could recover his posiliou,!

gather up the reins, and return to the conflict. Tliejil

now encountered eacii other with swords. Tkl

Moor circled round his opponent as a hawk circlol

when about to make a swoop; his Arabian sietdl

obeyed his rider with matchless quickness; atevenil

attack of the infidel, it seemed as if the Clirbluii|

knight must sink beneath his flashing cimeter. Bttl

if Garcilasso were inferior to him in power, lie vu
superior in agility ; many of his blows he parried,!

others he received on his Flemish buckler, niiieiil

was proof against the Damascus blade. The bioodi

streamed from numerous wounds, received by eillie

warrior. The Moor, seeing his antagonist exliausted,!

availed himself of his superior force ; and, j;rap|iliii!|

endeavoured to wrest him from his saddle. Ik

both fell to earth ; the Moor placed his knee on liK

breast of his victim, and, brandishing his daggerj

aimed a blow at his throat. A cry of despair \va$iil-|

tered by the Christian warriors, when suddenly ibf!

beheld the Moor rolling lifeless in the dust I Gar|

cilasso had shortened his sword, and, as hisadven

raised his arm to strike, had pierced him totheiieai

" It was a singular and miraculous victory," sii

Fray Antonio Agapida; "but the Christian knigtj

was armed by the sacred nature of his cause, m^

the holy Virgin gave him strength, like another Da\i

to slay I'lis gigantic champion of the Gentiles.'

The la .8 of chivalry were observed thioiislwi

the combat ; no one interfered on either side. (>»

cilasso now despoiled his adversary ; then, rescoi

the holy inscription of " A\e Mauia" from ilsd

grading situation, he elevated it on thepuintofki

sword, and bore it off as a signal of triumph, ainid

the rapturous shouts of the Christian army.

The Sim had now reached the meridian, amill

hot blood of the Moors was inflamed by its rays,i

by the sight of the defeat of their champion. ^«

^' jii -.^Ji^-

:
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Llered two pieces of ordnance to open a fire upon
Ike (Christians. A confusion was produced in one
art of their ranks. Muza called the chiefs of the

Irmy: " Let us waste no more time in empty chal-

^ngfs, let us charge upon the enemy : he who ns-

aiills has always an advantage in the comlrat. " So
aying, he rushed forward, followed by a large body
If horse and foot, and charged so furiously upon the
Uance guard of the Christians, that he drove it in

Ln the battalion of the Marquis of Cadiz. The
allant marquis now considered himself absolved

om all further obedience to the queen's commands.
lie gave the .signal to attack. "Santiago!" was
Lied along the line, and he pres.sed forward to the
ncounter, with his battalion of twelve hundred

*s. The other cavaliers followed his example,
I the battle in.stantly became general.

When the king and queen beheld the armies thus
Bsliing to the combat, they threw themselves on
keir knees, and implored the Holy Virgin to protect

Wfoilhrul warriors. The prince and princesses, the
Uesof the court, and the prelates and friars who
kere present, did the same; and the effect of the
layers of these illustrious and saintly persons was
Uedialely apparent. The fierceness with which

Moors had rushed to the attack was suddenly
led; lliey were bold and adroit for a skirmish, but

^eqiial to the veteran Spaniards in the open field.

panic seized upon the foot-soldiers ; they turned,
M look to flight. Muza and his cavaliers in vain
hdeavonred to rally them. Some sought refuge in

k mountains; but the greater part fled to the city,

Isucli confusion, that they overturned and trampled
each other. The Christians pursued them to

very gates. Upwards of two thousand were
Pled, wounde<l, or taken prisoners, and the two
tes of ordnance were brought off, as trophies of
! victory. Not a Christian lance but was bathed
>lday in the blood of an infidel.'

jSuch was the brief but sanguinary action, which
- known among the Christian warriors by the
neof the Queen's Skirmish ; for when the Marquis

I Cadiz waited upon her majesty, to apologize for

leaking her commands, he attributed the victory

Ijirely to her presence. The queen, however, in-
li, that all was owing to her troops being led on
80 valiant a commander. Her majesty had not

I recovered from her agitation at beholding so ter-
pe a scene of bloodshed; though certain veterans
em pronounced it as gay and gentle a fight as

p had ever witnessed.

ro commemorate this victory, the queen afler-
Ns erected a monastery in the village of Zubia,
Vicated to St Francisco; which still exists, and in
Uarden is a laurel planted by the hands of her

CHAPTER XCn

.

CONPLAGIATIO!! OP THK CBRISTUN CkMV.

JCuradelosPalacioii.

IHhi''"!"?.'
'*•" '"*"*""« "'« '''"8 an"! 1"«en conlcraplaletlC . ^J**'**'

•" •* **«" *' "•« ?'•««'•"' day. It i8 In llie
firwr. tothf riRlii, on cnlerins ttie village from (he vega, and

The ravages of war had as yet spared a little por-
tion of the vega of Granada. A green belt of gar-
dens and orchards still flourished round the city, ex-
tending ahmg the banks of the Xeiiil and the Darro.
They had been the solace and delight of the inhabit-
ants in their happier days, and contributed to their
sustenance in this lime of scarcity. Ferdinand de-
termined to make a final and exterminating ravage to
the very walls of the city, so that there should not
remain a single green thing for the sustenance of
man or beast. The evening of a hot Jnly day shone
splendidly upon the Christian camp, which was in a
bustle of preparation for the next day's service ; for
desperate resistance was expected from the Moors.
The camp made a glorious appearance in the setting
sun. The warriors' tents of the royal family and the
attendant nobles were adorned with rich hangings,
having sumptuous devices, and with costly furniture

;

forming, as it were, a little city of silk and brocade,
where the pinnacles of pavilions of various gay colours,
surmounted with waving standards and fluttering
pennons, might vie with the domes and minarets of
the capital they were besieging.

In the midst of this gaudy metropolis, the lofty tent
of the queen domineered over the rest like a stately
palace. The Marquis of Cadiz had courteously sur-
rendered his own tent to the queen. It was the most
complete and splendid in Christendom, and had been
carried about with him throughout the war. In the
centre rose a stately alfaneque, or pavilion, in ori-
ental taste, the rich hangings being supported by
columns of lances, ornamented with martial devices.
This centre pavilion, or silken tower, was surrounded
by other compartments, some of painted linen, lined
with silk, and all separated from each other by cur-
tains. It was one of those camp palaces, which are
raised and demolished in an instant, like the city of
canvas that surrounds them.

As the evening advanced, the bustle in the camp
subsided. Every one sought repose, preparatory to
the next day's toil. The king retired early, that he
might be up with the crowing of the cock, to head
the destroying army in person. All stir of military
preparation was hushed in the royal quarters; the
very sound of minstrelsy was mute; and not the
linklingof a guilar was to be heard from the tenU of
the fair ladies of the court.

The queen had retired to the innermost part of
her pavilion, where she was performing her orisons
before a private altar. Perhaps the peril, to which
the king might be exposed in the next day's foray,

the royal arniN arc painted on the ceilings. It is inhabited by a
worthy farmer, Francisco Garcia, who, in showing the house
refuses all compensation, with true Spanish pride ; offering. oi»
llieconlrary, the hospitalities of his mansion tolheslranger. Ilii.

children arc verseil iu tlie old Spanish ballads about the rxploits of
Fernando Perci del IMilgar and Garcilasso de la Vega.

t
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inspired her with more than usual devotion. Wliile

llins at her prayers, site was suddenly arcused by a

glare of light, and wreaths of suffocating smoke. In

an instant, the whole tent was in a blaze : there was

a high gusty wind, which whirled the light flames

from tent to tent, and speedily wrapped them all in

one conflagration.

Isabella had barely time to save herself by instant

flight. Her (irst thought, on being extricated from

her tent, was for the safety of the king. She rushed to

his tent ; but the vigilant Ferdinand was already at the

entrance of it. Starting from bed on the first alarm,

and fancying it an assault of the enemy, he had seized

his sword and buckler, and sallied forth undressed,

with his cuirass upon his arm.

The late so gorgeous camp was now a scene of

wild confusion. Tlie flames kept spreading from one

pavilion to another, glaring upon the rich armour and

golden and silver vessels, which seemed melting in

the fervent heat. Many of the soldiery had erected

booths and bowers of branches, which, being dry,

crackled and blazed, and added to the rapid confla-

gration. The Indies of the conrt fled shrieking and

Iialf-dressed, from their tents. There was an alarm

of drum and trumpet, and a distracted hurry about

the camp, of men half armed.

The Prince Juan had been snatched out of bed by

an attendant, and conveyed to the quarters of the

Count de Cabra, which were at the entrance of the

camp. The loyal count immediately summoned his

people, and those of his cousin, Don Alonso de Mon-

temayor, and formed a guard round the tent in which

the prince was sheltered.

The idea, that this was a stratagem of the Moors,

soon subsided ; but it was feared, that they might

take advantage of it to commence an assault. The
Marquis of Cadiz, therefore, sallied forth with three

thousand horse, to check any advance from the city.

As they passed along it was one entire scene of hurry

and consternation; some hastening to their posts at

the call of drum and trumpet, some attempting to

save rich effects and glittering armour, others drag-

ging along terrified and restive horses.

When they emerged from the camp, they found

the whole firmament illumined. The flames whirled

up in long light spires; and the air was filled with

sparks and cinders. A bright glare was thrown upon

the city, revealing every battlement and tower. Tur-

baned heads were seen gazing from every roof, and

armour gleamed along the walls; yet not a single

warrior sallied from the gales. The Moors suspected

some stratagem on the part of the Christians, and

kept quietly within their walls. By degrees the flames

expired, the city faded from sight, all again became

dark and quiet, and the Marquis of Cadiz returned

with his cavalry to the camp.

CHAPTER XCV.

TBI LAST IIVAGE BEPORB OliNADl.

When the day dawned on the Christian campJ

nothing remained of that beautiful assemblage

stately pavilions, but heaps of smouldering rul)blsh,p'''

with helms, and corslets, and other furniture of war,!

and masses of melted gold and silver glittering amon^..

the ashes. The wardrobe of the (jueen was enlirelvP

destroyed ; and there was an inunense loss in plaiej

jewels, costly stuffs, and sumptuous armour of ili(

luxurious nobles. The fire at first had been atlribuift

to treachery, but, on investigation, it was proved i

be entirely accidental. The (|ueen, on retiring id^,

her prayers, had ordered her lady in attendance
in

remove a light, burning near her couch, lestitslioulij

prevent her sleeping. Through heedlessness,

taper was placed in another part of the tent, nearll

hangings, which, being blown against it by aigustol

wind, immediately took fire.

The wary Ferdinand knew the sanguine temp

ment of the Moors, and hastened to prevent i

deriving confidence from the night's disaster. aH,
break of day, the drums and trumpets sounded iS".,.

arms; and the Christian army issued from am
^^

the smoking ruins of their camp in shining squadnio^B .

with flaunting banners, and bursts of martial meloH:

.

dies, as though the preceding night had beenalimH^

,

of high festivity, instead of terror.

The Moors had beheld the conflagration «ill|

wonder and perplexity. When the day broke,

they looked towards the Christian camp, theysi^

nothing but a dark smoking mass. Their scouts c

in with the joyful intelligence, that the whole cu

was a scene of ruin. Scarce had the tidings sp

throughout the city, than they beheld the Chri

army advancing towards the walls. They consideii^j|.

it a feint to cover their desperate situation, and
p

pare for a retreat. Boabdil el Chico had one ofbl

impulses of valour; he determined to take thef

person, and to follow up this signal bl<)W)
^'''HowIv

Allah had inflicted on the enemy. "^ ^

The Christian army approached close to tliecily,!

were laying waste gardens and orchards, wlienl

dil sallied forth, surrounded by all that was lell

j

the flower and chivalry of Granada. There is*

place, where even the coward becomes brave;

sacred spot called home. What, then, inustluH||,^|

been the valour of the Moors, a people al^aysHj^
^^

fiery spirit, when the war was thus brought to llS|||j
.

thresholds ? They fought among the scenes ofll^^

loves and pleasures, the scenes of their infancy, i

the haunts of their domestic life. They fought "'^nip-

1

the eyes of their wives and children, their oldaHy^^

and their maidens, of all that was helpless ^ix^Hby
tl

that was dear to them; for all Granada ciowdedKy^ii

tower and battlement, watching with tremUi^i^^f

heart the fate of this eventful day.

It was not so much one battle as a variety o[l«
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deadly contest; every inch of ground was disputed

by the Moors with an agony of grief and valour.

Every inch of ground that the Christians advanced,

they valiantly maintained ; but never did they advance

with severer fighting, or greater loss of blood.

The cavalry of Muza was in every part of the field.

Wherever it came, it gave fresh ardour to the fight.

The Moorish soldier, fainting with heat, fatigue, and

vounds, was roused to new life at the approach of

JMuza; and even he, who lay gasping in the agonies

ifdeath, turned his face towards him, and faintly

loitered cheers and blessings as he passed.

The Chi istians had by this time gained possession

if various towers near the city, from whence they

id been annoyed by cross-bows and arquebuses,

he Moors, scattered in various actions, were severe-

ly
pressed. Boabdil, at the head of the cavaliers of

guard, displayed the utmost valour; mingling in

light, in various parts of the field, and endea-

oaring to inspirit the foot-soldiers to the combat.

it the Moorish infantry was never to be depended

in. In the heat of the action a panic seized u|)on

len?. They fled; leaving their sovereign exposed,

itb his handful of cavaliers, to an overwhelming

Boabdil was on the point of falling into the

nds of the Christians; when, wheeling round, with

lis followers, they all threw the reins on the necks

iheir fleet steeds, and took refuge, by dint of hoof,

illiin the walls of the city.

Muza endeavoured to retrieve the fortune of the

lid. He threw himself before the retreating in-

itry; calling upon them to turn, and fight for their

1, their families, for every thing that was sacred

dear to them. It was all in vain. They were
tally broken and dismayed, and fled tumultuously

tlie gates. Muza would fain have kept the field

ith his cavalry ; but this devoted band, having stood

brunt of war throughout this desperate campaign,
as fearfully reduced in number, and many of the

morswerecrippled and enfeebled by their wounds.
ivly and reluctantly he retreated to the city, his

m swelling with indignation and despair. When
cntcre<l the gates, he ordered them to be closed,

secured with bolts and bars; for he refused to

any further confidence in the archers and ar-

hnsiers, who were stationed to defend them; and
vowed never more to sally forth with foot-soldiers

the field.

In the mean time, the artillery thundered from the
ills, and checked all further advances of the Chris-

King Ferdinand, therefore, called off his

ps, and returned in triumph to the ruins of his

ip; leaving the beautiful city of Granada, wrapped

,^= „ j^"** *"""''* "^ ''*• ^^^^ *"^ gardens, and surround-

of all that was helpless ^'f'Wy the bodies ofher slaughtered children,

em; for all Granada crowdtajSuch was the last sally, made by the Moors, in de-

em, watching with heni«^ofUieir favourite city. The French ambassador,

s eventful day.

ich one battle as a variety oi^ , ^^^.^^ |.^ ^^ ^ ^

who witnessed it, was filled with wonder at tlie

prowess, the dexterity, and daring, of the Moslems.

In truth, this whole war was an instance, memorable

in history, of the most persevering resolution. For

nearly ten years had the war endured, exhibiting an

almost uninterrupted series of disasters to the Moorish

arms. Their towns had been taken one after an-

other, and their brethren slain, or led into captivity.

Yet they disputed every city, and town, and fortress,

and castle; nay, every rock itself, as if they had been

inspirited by victories. Wherever they could plant

foot to fight, or find wall or cliff from whence to launch

an arrow, they disputed their beloved country; and

now, when their capital was cut off from all relief,

and had a whole nation thundering at its gates, they

still maintained defence, as if they hoped some mi-

racle to interpose in their behalf. " Their obstinate

resistance," says an ancient chronicler, " shows the

grief with which the Moors yielded up the vega,

which was to them a paradise and heaven. Exert-

ing all the strength of their anns, they embraced, as

it were, that most beloved soil, from which neither

wounds, nor defeats, nor death itself, could part them.

They stood firm, battling for it with the united force

of love and grief; never drawing back the foot, while

they had hands to fight, or fortune to befriend them."

'

r
CHAPTER XCVI.

DUILDINO OF THE CITY OP SANTA FE. DESPAIR OF TOE MOORS.

The Moors now shut themselves up gloomily within

their walls. There were no longer any daring sallies

from their gates ; and even the martial clangour of

the drum and trumpet, which had continually re-

sounded within that warrior city, was now seldom

heard from its battlements. For a time they flatter-

ed themselves with hopes, that the late conflagration

ofthe camp would discourage the besiegers; that, as in

former years, their invasion would end with the sum-

mer, and that they would again withdraw before the

autumnal rains. The measures ofFerdinand and Isa-

l)ella soon crushed these hopes. They gave orders to

build a regular city upon the site of their camp, to con-

vince the Moors, that the siege was lo endure until the

surrender of Granada. Nine of the principal cities of

Spain were charged with this stupendous undertaking,

and they emulated each other with a zeal worthy ofthe

cause. " It verily seemed,"says Fray Antonio Agapida,

"as though some miracle operated to aid this pious

work, so rapidly did arise a formidable city, with solid

edifices, and powerful walls, and mighty towers, where

lately had been seen nothing but tents and light pa-

vilions. The city was traversed by two principal

streets, in form of a cross; terminating in four gates,

facing the four winds; and in the centre was a vast

square, where the whole army might be assembled.

*
• AlMrca, Reyes de Aragon, rey xxx, o. 5.

U7
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To this city it was proposed to give the name of Isa-

liella, 80 dear to (he army and the nation ; but that

pious princess," adiis Antonio Agapida, "calling to

mind the holy cause in which it was erected, gave it

the name ofSanta F^, or the city of the Holy Faith

;

and it remains to this day, a monument of the piety

and glory of the catholic sovereigns."

Hither the merchants soon resorted from all points.

Long trains of mules were seen every day entering

and departing from its gates ; the streets were crowd-

ed with magazines filled with all kinds of costly

• and luxurious merchandise; a scene of bustling com-

merce and prosperity took place, while unhappy Gra-

nada remained shut up and desolate.

In the mean time the besieged city began to suffer

the distress of famine. Its supplies were all cut off.

A cavalgada of flocks and herds, and mules laden

with money, coming to the relief of the city from the

mountains of the Alpuxarras, was taken by the Mar-

quis of Cadiz, and led in triumph to the camp, in

sight of the suffering Moors. Autumn arrived ; but

the harvests had been swept from the face of the

country ; a rigorous winter was approaching, and the

city was almost destitute of provisions. The people

sank into deep despondency. They called to mind

all that had been predicted by astrologers, at the birth

of their ill-starred sovereign, and all that had been

foretold of the fate of Granada, at the time of the

capture of Zahara.

Boabdil was alarmed by the gathering dangers from

without, and by the clamours of his starving people.

He summoned a council, composed of the principal

oflicers of the army, the alcaydes of the fortresses,

the xeques, or sages of the city, and the alfaquis, or

doctors of the faith. They assembled in the great

hall of audience of the Alhambra, and despair was

painted in their countenances. Boabdil demanded of

them what was to be done in their present extremity;

and their answer was, " Surrender." The venerable

Abal Cazim Abdelmelic, governor of the city, repre-

sented its unhappy state.
'
' Our granaries are nearly

exhausted, and no further supplies are to be expected.

The provender for the war-horses is required as sus-

tenance for the soldiery; the very horses themselves

are killed for food. Of seven thousand steeds, which

once could be sent into the field, three hundred only

remain. Our city contains two hundred thousand

inhabitants, old and young, with each a mouth that

calls piteously for bread."

The xeques and principal citizens declared, that

the people could no longer sustain the labours and
sufferings of a defence : " And of what avail is our

defence," said they, "when the enemy is determined

to persist in the siege? what alternative remains, but

to surrender, or to die ?

"

The heart of Boabdil was touched by tliis appeal,

and he maintained a gloomy silence. He had che-

rished some faint hope of relief f^om the Soldan of

Egypt, or the Barbary powers; but it was now at an

end. Even ifsuch assistance were to be sent, he had

no longer a sea-jtort where it miglit debark. TIk|

counsellors saw, that the resolution of the king wail

shaken, and they united their voices in urging him \i\

capitulate.

The valiant Muza alone arose in opposition. "ii|

is yet too early," said he, "to talk of a surrender.!

Our means are not exhausted ; we have yet one sourrtl

of strength remaining, terrible in its effects, andf

which often has achieved the most signal victorjr.
i

is our despair. Let us rouse the mass of the peoplrl

let US put weapons in their hands; let us fight ih

enemy to the very utmost, until we rush upon ilw

points of their lances. I am ready to lead the witJ

into the thickest of their squadrons ; and much ralliei

would I be numbered among those who fell in ilx

defence of Granada, than of those who survived iij

capitulate for her surrender!

"

The words of Muza were without effect, fat thfi

were addressed to broken-spirited and heartless menj

or men perhaps to whom sad experience had t»\i^

discretion. They were arrived at that state ofpoblifj

depression, when heroes and heroism are no ionm

regarded, and when old men and their counsels ris^

into importance. Boabdil el Chico yielded (o lix

general voice. It was determined to capitulate viilj

the Christian sovereigns, and the venerable Ah

Cazim Abdelmelic was sent forth to the camp, em

powered to treat for terms.

CHAPTER XCYH.

CAPIITLATION OF GBANADA-

The old governor, Abal Cazim Abdelmelic, v^

received with great distinction by Ferdinand an

Isabella, who appointed Gonsalvo of Cordova, an

Fernando de Zafra, secretary to the king, toconig

with him. All Granada awaited in trembling \

xiety the result of his negotiations. After repeaitj

conferences, he at length returned with the nltimal

terms of the catholic sovei-eigns. They agreed f

suspend all attack for seventy days, at the endi

which time, if no succour should have arrived lol

Moorish king, the city of Granada was to be sun

dered.

All Christian captives were to be liberated vitbo^

ransom.

Boabdil and his principal cavaliers were to take^

oath of fealty to the Castilian crown ; and

valuable territories in the Alpuxarras mountains *«j

to be assigned to the Moorish monarch for his i

tenance.

The Moors of Granada were to become subjects|

the Spanish sovereigns, retaining their

their arms, and horses, and yielding up nothing 1

their artillery. They were to be protected in I

exercise of their religion, and governed by their ol

laws, administered by cadis of their own faith, Hi»i

«
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(ovemors appointed by the sovereigns. They were

10 be exempted from tribute for three years, after

which term the pay was to be the same as they had

been accustomed to render to their native mouarchs.

Those who chose to depart for Africa, within three

years, were to be provided with a passage for them-

leives and tlieir effects, free of cliarge, from what-

ever port they should prefer.

For the fulfllment of these articles, four hundred

bogtages from the principal families were required,

previous to the surrender, to be subsequently restor-

ed. The son of the King of Granada, and all other

liostages in possession of the Castilian sovereigns,

were to be given up at tlie same time.

Such were the conditions that the wazir, Abal

Cazim, laid before the council of Granada, as the

best that could be obtained from the besieging foe.

When the members of the council found, that the

iwfal moment had arrived, in which they were to

iignand seal the perdition of their empire, and blot

iheiDselves out as a nation, all firmness deserted them,

udmany gave way to tears. Muza alone retained

aa unaltered mien. "Leave, seniors," cried he,

"this idle lamentation to helpless women and chil-

dren. We are men; we have hearts, not to shed

leader tears, but drops of blood. I see the spirit of

the people so cast down, that it is impossible to save

the kingdom. Yet, there still remains an alternative

for noble minds—a glorious death ! Let us die de-

lending our liberty, and avenging the woes of Gra-

nada! Our mother Earth will receive her children

lier bosom, safe from the chains and oppressions

tf the conqueror; or, should any fail of a sepulchre

lohide his remains, he will not want a sky to cover

bioi: Allah forbid it should be said, tiie nobles of

Granada feared to die in her defence!"

Muza ceased to speak, and a dead silence reigned

in the assembly. Boabdil el Chico looked anxiously

imind, and scanned every face; but he read in them

[all the anxiety of care-worn men, in whose hearts

enthusiasm was dead, and who had grown callous to

|eTery chivalrous appeal. "Allah achbar! God is

pat !"exclaimed he :
" there isno God butGod, and

|)lahomel is his prophet! It is in vain to struggleagainst

will of Heaven. Too surely was it written in the

of fate, that I should be unfortunate, and the

lom expire under my rule
!

"

"Allali achbar! God is great!" echoed the viziers

alfaquis :
" the will of God be done !

" So they

accorded with the king, that these evils were pre-

led; that it was hopeless to contend with them

;

that the terms offered by the Castilian monarchs
we as favourable as could be expected. When
luzasaw, that they were about to sign the treaty of

nder, he rose, in violent indignation. " Do not

ive yourselves
,
" cried he, "nor thmk the Chris-

will be faithful to their promises, or their king

oiagnanimous in conquest, as he has been vic-

m in war. Death is the least we have to fear:

is the plundering and sacking of our city, the pro-

fanation of our mosques, the ruin of our homes, the

violation ofour wives and daughters ; cruel oppression,

bigoted intolerance, whips and chains; the dungeon,

the faggot, and the stake : such are the miseries and

indignities we shall see and suffer ; at least those

grovelling souls will see them, who now shrink from

an honourable death. For my part, by Allah, I will

never witness them ! " With these words he left the

council-chamber, and strode gloomily through the

court of lions, and the outer halls of the AUiamhra,

without deigning to speak to Ihe obsequious cour-

tiers, who attended in them. He repaired to his

dwelling, armed himself at all points, mounted his

favourite war-horse, and, issuing forth from the city

by the gate of Elvira, was never seen or heard of

more.

Such is (he account given by Arabian historians of

the exit of Muza ben Abel Gazan : but the venerable

Fray Antonio Agapida endeavours to clear up the

mystery of his fate. That very evening, a party of

Andalusian cavaliers, somewhat more than half a

score of lances, were riding along the banks of the

Xenil, where it winds through the vega. They be-

held in the twilight a Moorisli warrior approaching,

closely locked up from head to foot in proof. His

visor was closed, his lance in rest, his powerful

charger barbed, Uke himself, in steel. The Christians

were lightly armed, with corslet, helm, and target;

for, during the truce, they apprehended no attack.

Seeing, however, the unknown warrior approach in

this hostile guise, they challenged him to stand and

declare himself.

I'he Moslem answered not ; but, charging into the

midst of them, transGxed one knight with his lance,

and bore him out of his saddle to the earth. Wheel-

ing round, he attacked tlie others witli his cimeter.

Ilis blows were furious and deadly : he seemed re-

gardless what wounds he received, so he could but

slay. He was evidently fightmg, not for glory, but

revenge; eager to inflictdeath, hut careless ofsurviving

to enjoy victory. Nearly one half of the cavaliers fell

beneath his sword, before he received a dangerous

wound, so completely was he cased in armour of

proof. At length he was desperately wounded ; and

Ilis steed, being pierced by -i lance, fell to the ground.

The Christians, admiring the valour of the Moor,

would have ^ared his Ufe; but he continued to fight

upon his knees, brandishing a keen dagger of Fez.

Finding atlength he could no longer battle, and de-

termined not to be taken prisoner, he threw himself,

with an expiring exertion, into the Xenil; and his

armour sank him to the bottom of the stream.

This unknown warrior the venerable Agapida pro-

nounces to have been Muza ben Abel Gazan; and

says, his horse was recognised by certain converted

Moors of the Christian camp : the fact, however, has

always remained in doubt.

• Cundc, parliv.

liti,
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CIIAPTEK XCVin.

COaHOTIONS IN OIANADA.

TiiR capitulation for the surrender of Granada was

signed on the 25tli of November, 1401, and pro-

duced a sudden cessation of those hostilities, whicli

had raged for so many years. Christian and Moor

miglit now be seen mingling courteously on tlie banks

of tlie Xenii and the Darro, where to have met a few

days previous would have produced a scene of san-

guinary contest. Still, as the Moors might be sud-

denly aroused to defence, if, within the allotted term

of seventy days, succours should arrive from abroad;

and as they were at all times a rash, inflammable

people, the wary Ferdinand maintained a vigilant

watch upon the city, and permitted no supplies of

any kind to enter. His garrisons in the sea-ports, and

his cruisers in the Straits of Gibraltar, were ordered

likewise to guard against any relief from the Grand

Soldan of Egypt, or the princes of Barbary.

There was no need of such precautions. Those

powers were either too much engrossed by their own
wars, or too much daunted by the success of tlie

Spanish arms, to interfere in a desperate cause ; and

the unfortunate Moors of Granada were abandoned

to their fate.

The month of December had nearly passed away;

tlie famine became extreme ; and there was no hope

of any favourable event within the term specified in

the capitulation. Boabdil saw, that to hold out to

tlie end of the allotted time would only be to protract

the miseries of his people. With tlie consent of his

council, he determined to surrender the city on the

6th of January. On the 30th of December, he sent

bis grand vizier, Jusef Aben Comixa, with the four

hundred hostages, !o King Ferdinand, to make known

his intention ; bearing him, at the- same time, a pre-

sent of a magnificent cimeter, and two Arabian steeds,

superbly caparisoned.

The unfortunate Boabdil was doomed to meet with

trouble to the end of his career. The very next day,

the santon, or dervise, Hamet Aben Zarrax, the same

who had uttered prophecies and excited commotions

on former occasions, suddenly made his appearance.

Whence he came, no one knew : it was rumoured,

that he had been in the mountains of the Alpuxarras,

and on the coast of Barbary, endeavouring to rouse

the Moslems to the relief of Granada. He was re-

duced to a skeleton. His eyes glowed in their soc-

kets like coals, and his speech was little better than

frantic raving. He harangued the populace in the

streets and squares; inveighed against the capitula-

tion ; denounced the king and nobles as Moslems only

in name; and called upon the people to sally forth

against the unbelievers, for that Allah had decreed

them a signal victory.

Upwanls of twenty thousand of the populace seized

their arms, and paraded the streets with shouts and
outcries. The shops and houses were shut up; the

king himself did not dare to venture forth, but re

mained a kind of prisoner in the Alhambra.

The turbulent multitude continued running, and I

shouting, and howling about the city, during the day I

and a part of the night. Hunger and a wintry tem-

pest tamed their frenzy ; and, when morning came, I

the enthusiast who had led them on had disappeared.

Whether he had been disposed of by the emissaries of I

the king, or by the leading men of the city, ig nut f

known ; his disappearance remaining a mystery.'

The Moorish king now issued from the Alhambra.!

attended by his principal nobles, and harangued the I

populace. He set forth tlie necessity of complyjn;;!

with the capitulation, from the famine that reigned I

in the city, the futility of defence, and from the hu$-(

tages having already been delivered into the liandsof|

the besiegers.

In the dejection of his spirits, the unfortunate
|

Boabdil attributed to himself the miseries of the coun-

1

try. " It was my crime, in ascending the throne in|

rebellion against my father," said he, mournriilly.l

"which has brouglH these woes upon the kingdom;!

but Allah has grievously visited my sins upon my I

head ! For your sake, my people, I have now made I

this treaty, to protect you from the sword, yourj

little ones from famine, your wives and daughters
|

from the outrages of war, and to secure yon iaj

the enjoyment of your properties, your liberties,
[

your laws, and your religion, under a sovereiguj

of happier destinies than the ill-starred Boabdil !"[

The vei'satile populace were touched by the liumililyl

of their sovereign : they agreed to adhere to the ca|

pitulation ; there was even a faint shout of " Lonj

live Boabdil the unfortunate
! " and they all relurneii|

to their homes in perfect tranquillity.

Boabdil immediately sent missives to King Fer-|

dinand, apprising him of tt)ese events, and of I

fears lest further delay should produce new tuinu!L<.|

He proposed, therefore, to surrender the city ontiie

following day. The Castilian sovereigns assentec

with great satisfaction ; and preparations were madej

both in city and camp, for this great event, that vas

to seal the fate of Granada.

It was a night of doleful lamentings within I

walls of the Alhambra; for the household ofBoab

were preparing to take a last farewell of thai i

lightful abode. All the royal treasures, and

most precious effects of the Alhambra, were has

packed upon mules ; the beautiful apartments \vei

despoiled, with tears and wailings, by their ovnii

habitants. Before the dawn of day, a monrnrulc

valcade moved obscurely out of a postern-gate of tl

Alhambra, and departed through one of the mostr

tired quarters of the city. It was composed of ll

family of the unfortunate Boabdil, whom hesentnl

thus privately, that they might not be exposed loll

eyes of scoffers, or the exultation of the enemy.
^

mother of Boabdil, the sultana Ayxa la Horra, i

• Mariana.

..^-T*t'lHt *;.••>.'
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on in silence, with dejected yet dignifled demean-

our; but his wife Zurayma, and all the females of

I

his household, gave way to loud lamentations, as

they gave a last look to their favourite abode, now

I

a nuss of gloomy towers behind them. They were

I

iitended by the ancient domestics of the household,

indby a small guard of veteran Moors, loyally at-

tached to the fallen monarch, and who would have

I

(Old (heir lives dearly in defence of his family. The
was yet buried in sleep, as they passed through

I

its silent streels. The guards at the gate shed tears

as Ihey opened it for their departure. They tarried

pol, but proceeded along the banks of the Xenil, on

lhe road that leads to the Alpuxarras, until they ar-

rived at a hamlet, at some distance from the city,

where they halted, and wailed until they should be

Uoed by King Boabdil.

CHAPTER XCIX.

SUBBEMDEB OV GB&ISiDA.

The sun had scarcely begun to shed his ))eams

|i{ioa the summits of the snowy mountains which

rise above Granada, when the Christian camp was in

notion. A detachment of horse and foot, led by dis-

tinguished cavaliers, and accompanied by Hernando

IdeTalavera, bishop of Avila, proceeded to take pos-

iKssion of the Alhambra and the lowers. It had

liieen stipulated in the capitulation, that the delach-

luKnt sent for this purpose should not enter by the

Leets of the city. A road had, therefore, been

lopened outside of the walls, leading by the Puerta de

liKMolinos (or the Gate of the Mills) to the summit

of the Hill ofMartyrs, and across the hill to a poslern-

Ipte of the Alhambra.

When the detachment arrived at the summit of

lill, the Moorish king came forth from the gate,

ended by a handful of cavaliers, leaving his vizier,

Josef Aben Comixa, to deliver up the palace. " Go,

ior," k?\d he, to the commander of the delach-

it; "go, and take possession of those fortresses,

rhich Allah has bestowed upon your powerful lord,

1 punishment of the sins of the Moors !" He said

more, but passed mournfully on, along the same

by which the Spanish cavaliers had come ; de-

ding to the vega, to meet the catholic sovereigns,

troops entered the Alhambra, the gates of which

rerewide open, and all its splendid courts and halls

It and deserted. In the mean time, the Chris-

court and army poured out of the city of Santa

Fe, and advanced across the vega. The king and

en, with the prince and princesses, and the dig-

itaries and ladies of the court, took the lead ; ac-

ipanied by the different orders of monks and

Hars, and surrounded by the royal guards, splendidly

lyed. The procession moved slowly forward, and

aused at (he village of Armilla, at the distance of

falfa league from the city.

The sovereigns waiteil here with impatience, their

eyes fixed on the lofly lower of (he Alhambra, watch-

ing for the appointed signal of possession. The time,

that had elapsed since the departure of (he detach-

ment, seemed to them more than necessary for the

purpose ; and the anxious mind of Ferdinand began

to entertain doubts of some commotion in the city.

At length they saw the silver cross, the great stand-

ard of this crusade, elevated on the 1'urre de la Vela,

or great wa(ch-(ower, and sparkling in the sunl)eams.

This was dune by Hernando de 'I'alavera, bishop of

Avila. Beside it was planted the pennon of the glo-

rious apostle St James ; and a great shout of" San-

tiago! Santiago !" rose throughout the army. Lastly

was reared the royal standard, by the king of arms

;

with the shout of "Castile ! Caslile ! For King Fer-

dinand and Queen Isabella !" The words were echoed

by the whole army, with acclamations (hat resoimd-

ed across the vega. At sight of these signals of pos-

session, the sovereigns fell upon their knees, giving

thanks to God for this great triumpli. The whole

assembled host followed their example ; and (he cho-

risters of the royal chaf>cl broke forth in(o the solemn

anthem of Te Deum laudamns

!

The procession now resumed its march, with joy-

ful alacrity, to (he sound of triumphant music, until

they came to a small mosque, near (he banks of (he

Xenil, and not far from the foot of the Hill of Mar-

tyrs, which edifice remains to the present day con-

secrated as the hermitage of St Sebastian. Here the

sovereigns were met by the unfortunate Roabdil, ac-

companied by nlmii fifty cavaliers and domestics.

As he drew near, he would have dismounted, in

token of homage ; but Ferdinand prevented him. lie

then proffered to kiss the king's hand, but this sign of

vassalage was likewise declined : whereupon, not to

be outdone in magnanimity, he leaned forward, and

saluted the right arm of Ferdinand. Queen Isabella,

also, refused (o receive this ceremonial of homage

;

and, to console him under his adversity, delivered to

him his son, who had re ^ .ijied as hostage ever since

Boabdil's liberation fro. -ptivity. The Moorish

monarch pressed his child .o his bosom with tender

emotion, and they seemed mutually endeared to each

other by their misfortunes.

He then delivered the keys of the city to King Fer-

dinand, with an air of mingled melancholy and re-

signation. "These keys," said he, "are the last

relics of Ihe Arabian empire in Spain. Thine, O
king, are our trophies, our kingdom, and our person!

Such is the will of God ! Receive them with the

clemency thou hast promised, and which we look for

at thy hands!"'

King Ferdinand restrained his exultation into an

air of serene magnanimity. " Doubt not our pro-

mises," replied he ;
" or, that thou shall regain from

our friendship the prosperity of which the fortune of

war has deprived thee."

< Zurita, Aiialcs dc Arogon.

' Abarca, Anales dc Aragon, rry xxx, c. 3.
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Oil reoeiving the keys. King Ferdinand handetl

Iheai to the (|ueen. She, in lier turn, preaenled them

to her Non, Prince Juan, wlio delivered them to the

Count de Tendilla; that hrave and loyal cavalier

being appointed alcayde of (he city, and captain-ge-

neral of the kingdom o( Granada.

Having surrendered the last symbol of power, the

unfortunate Boabdil continiieil on towards the Alpu-

sarras, that he might not behold the entrance of the

Christians into his capital. His devoted band of ca-

valiers followed him in gloomy silence ; but heavy

sighs burst from their bosoms, as shouts of joy and

strains of triumphant music were borne on the breeze

from the victorious army.

Having rejoined his family, Boalidil set forward

with a heavy heart for his allotted residence, in the

valley of Porchena. At two leagues distance, the

cavalcade, winding into the skirts of the Alpuxarras,

ascended an eminence commanding the last view of

Granada. As they arrived at this spot, the Moors

paused involuntarily, to take a farewell gaze at their

beloved cily, which a few steps more would shut

from their sight for ever. Never had it appeared so

lovely in their eyes. The sunshine, so bright in that

transparent climate, lighted up each tower and mi-

naret, and rested gloriously upon the crowning bat-

tlements of the Alhambra ; while the vega 8[)read its

enamelled bosom of verdure l)elow, glistening with

the silver windings of the Xenil. The Moorish ca-

valiers gazed with a silent agony of tenderness and

grief, upon that delicious abode, the scene of their

loves and pleasures. While they yet looked, alight

cloud of smoke burst forth from the citadel; and, pre-

sently, a peal of artillery, faintly heard, told, that the

city was taken possession of, and the throne of the

Moslem kings was lost for ever. The heart of Boab-

dil, softened by misfortunes and overcharged with

grief, could no longer contain itself. " Allah achbar

!

God is great!" said he; but the words uf resignation

died upon his lips, and he burst into a Hood of tears.

His mother, the intrepid sultana Ayxa la Horra,

was indignant at his weakness. " You do well,"

said she, " to weep like a woman, for what you failed

to defend like a man !"

The vizier Aben Cumixa endeavoured to console

his royal master. " Consider, sire," said he, " that

the most signal misfortunes oft^n render men as re-

nowned as the most prosperous achievements, pro-

vided they sustain them with magnanimity." The
unhappy monarch, however, was not to be consoled.

His tears continued to flow. ** Allah achbar !" ex-

claimed he, ''when did misllrtunes ever equal

mine !"

From this circumstance, the hill, wliich is not far

from Padul, took the name of Fez Allah Achbar; but

Uie point of view commanding the last prospect of

Granada is known among the S|»aiiiard8 by the name
of e/ ultimo si(Sj)i)o del Moro, or ''the last sigh of

the Moor."

CHAPTER C.

gon Tint C48TILUII mVKIIKIUKit TOOK POMIMION or UN«l«tni

WiiBN the Castilian sovereigns had received ilic|

keys of Granada, from the hands of Boabdil el Chico,
(

the n>yal army resumed its Iriumplial inarch. Aijtl

approached the gates of the city, in all the pompofl

courtly and chivalrous array, a procession of a dir
f

ferent kind came forth to meet it. This was coo.

posed of more than live hundred Christian captives,!

many of whom had languished for years in Moorijilil

dungeons. Pale and emaciated, they came clanking I

their chains in triumph, and shedding tears of Joy, I

They were received witli tenderness by the sovereijpH. I

The king hailed them as good Spaniards; as inenl

loyal and brave; as martyrs to the holy cause. Tlwl

queen distributed lil)eral relief among them with ]\t,\

own hands, and they passed on before the S4|uadruiii|

of the army, singing hymns of jubilee.'

The sovereigns did not enter the city on this day ofl

its surrender; but waited until it should be rulljl

occupied by their troops, and public tranquillity rn-l

sured. The Marquis de Villena, and the Cuuntdcl

Tendilla, with three thousand cavalry, and as niiojl

infantry, marched in, and took possession, accoiD-|

panied by the proselyte prince, Cidi Yahye, ikiw|

known by the Christian appellation of Don Pedro d

Granada, who was appointed chief alguazil of I

city, and had charge of the Moorish inliabitaais;]

and by his son, the late Prince AInayer, now

Aloiiso de Granada, who was appointed admiral (

the fleets. In a little while every batUeinent giisteui

with Christian helms and lances, the standard uftl

faith and of the realm floated from every tower, am

the thundering salvos of the ordnance told, tliat I

subjugation of the cily was complete.

The grandees and cavaliers now knelt, and Jiist

the hands of the king and queen, and the Prince Juaj

and congratulated them on the acquisition ofsogreij

a kingdom ; after which the royal procession i

turned in state to Santa F^.

It was on the Gth of January, the day of Kings, an

festival of the Epiphany, that the sovereigns!

their triumphal entry. " The king and queen," sa^

the worthy Fray Antonio Agapida, " looked onti

occasion as more than mortal. The venerable <

siastics, to whose advice and zeal this glorious (

quest ought in a great measure to be altributt

moved along, with hearts swelling witli holy exuluj

tion, but with chastened and downcast looks of (

fying humility ; Avhile the hardy warriors, in toi

plumes and shining steel, seemed elevated wilhj

stem joy, at finding themselves in possession of t

object of so many toils and perils. As the streelifl

sounded with the tramp of steed, and swelling
|

of music, the Moors buried themselves in ihedei

recesses of theii* dwellings. There they bewaikili|

AlMrca, ubi supra. Ziirila, ptc
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jierret the fallen glory of their race ; but suppressed

ilieir groans, lest they should Im heard by their ene-

mies, and increase their triumph."

The royal procession advanced to the principal

inosque, which had been consecrated as a cathedral.

Here the sovereigns offered up prayers and thanks-

livings, and the choir of (he royal chapel chanted a

triumphant anthem, in which (hey were joined by

,11 the courtiers and cavaliers. " Nothing," says

Pray Antonio Agapida, "could exceed the thank-

fulness to God of the pious King Ferdinand, for hav-

ing enabled him to eradicate from Spain the empire

ind name of that accursed heathen race, and for (he

elevation of (he cross in (hat city, wherein the im-

pious doctrines of Mahomet had so long been che-

rished. In the fervour of iiis spirit, he supplicated

fjtm Heaven a continuance of its grace, and that (his

{(lorious triumph might be perpetuated."' The

prayer of the pious monarch was responded by (he

people, and even his enemies were for once convinced

I

of his sincerity.

When the religious ceremonies were concluded,

llhe court ascended to the stately palace of the Al-

jiimbra, and entered by the great gate of justice.

Tlie halls, lately occupied by turbaned infidels, now
nistled with sta(ely dames and Christian courtiers,

fiiowandered with eager curiosity over this far-famed

(iilace, admiring ils verdant courts and gushing foun-

tains, its halls decorated with elegant arabesques,

and storied with inscriptions, and the splendour of

|ils gilded and brilliantly painted ceilings.

It had been a last request of the unfortunate Boab-

Idil, and one which showed how deeply he felt the

Itnnsilion of his fate, tlial no person might be per-

Initted lo enter or depart by the gale of the Alhambra

llhrough which he had sallied forth to surrender his

ipital. His request was granted : the portal was

up, and remains so to the present day ; a mute

il of that event.*

The Spanish sovereigns fixed their throne in the

;nce-chamber of the palace, so long the seat of

< Ik words of Fray Antonio Agapida are little more than an

oofttiow of (tie worthy Jesuit. Father Mariana, (I.xxt, c. IS.)

> Gariluy, Compend. Hiat., I. xl. c. 42.

I

The eiistencc of thin gateway, and the story connected with it,

e periiaps linown to few, but were identified in Ihe researches

eto verify this history. The gateway is at the bottom of a

t tower, al some distance from the main body of the Alham-

Tlie lower has been rent and ruined by gunimwder at the

: when Ihe fortress was evacuated by the French. Great

s lie around, half covered by vines and fig-trees. A poor

n, by Ihe name of Mateo Ximenes, who lives in one of the

iteb among ihc ruing of Ihe Alhambra, where his family has

1 for many generations, pointed out the gateway, still closed

p with stones. He remembered lohave heard his father and

idtilher say, that it had always been stopped up, and that out

fA King Boabdilhad gone, when he surrendered Granada. The
e of Ihe nnfortmiate king may be traced from thence across

eginlrnof the convent of Los Martyrcs, and down a ravine

iTood, through a street of gipsy caves and hovels, by Ihe gale of

I Holinos, and so on to the Hermitage of St Sebastian. None
Man antiquariaii. however, will be able to trace it, unless aided

kihe humble historian of the place, Mateo Ximenes.

Moorish royally. Ilidier (he principal inhabitanu of

Granada re|>aired, (o pay them homage, and kiss

their hands, in token of vassalage ; and their example

was followed by deputies from all the (owns and fort-

resses of (he Alpuxarras, which had not hitherto

submitted.

Thus terminated (he war of Granada, after ten

years of incessant fighting; "equalling," says Fray

Antonio Agapida, "the far-famed siege of Troy in

duration, and ending, like that, in the capture of the

city." Thus ended, also, the dominion of the Moors

in Spain, after having endured seven hundred and

seventy-eight years from the memorable defeat of

Roderick, the last of the Goths, on (he banks of the

Gnadalelc. The authentic Agapida is uncommonly
particular in fixing the epoch of this event. '* This

great triumph of our holy catholic fai(h," according

to his computation, " took place in the beginning of

January, in the year of our Loixl U02; being 8655

years from the population of Spain by the patriarch

Tubal; .T707 from the general deluge ; 54oS from the

creation of the world, according to Hebrew calcula-

tion ; and in the month Rabic, in the 897th year of

the llegira, or flight of Mahomet : whom may God
confound! " saitli the pious Agapida.

APPENDIX.

FATE OF BOABDIL EL CHICO.

The Chronicle of(he Conquest ofGranada is finisli-

ed : but the reader may be desirous of knowing the

subsequent fortunesofsomeof(he principal personages.

The unfortunate Boabdil retired lo the valley of Por-

chena, where a small but fertile territory had been

allotted him; comprising several towns, with all

(heir rights and revenues. Great estates had likewise

been bestowed on his vizier, Jusef Aben Coniixa,

and his valiant relation and friend Jusef Venegas,

both of whom resided near him. Were it in tlie

heart of man, in the enjoyment of present compe-

tence, to forget past splendour, Boabdil might at

length have been happy. Dwelling in the bosom of

a deliglilful valley, surrounded by obedient vassals,

devoted friends, and a loving family, he might have

looked back upon his past career as upon a troubled

and terrific dream; and might have thanked his

stars, that he had at length awaked to sweet and

tranquil security. But the dethroned prince could

never forget, that he had once been a monarch; and

the remembrance of the regal splendours of Granada

made all present comforts contemptible in his eyes.

No exertions were spared by Ferdinand and Isabella,

to induce him to embrace the catholic religion : but

he remained true to the faith of his falliers; and it

I

i »ii
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vassalathleil not a litlle to his liuiiiilialiun, to live a

under Christian sovereigns.

It is probnble, tlial his residence in tlie liin^ilom

was equally irl(some to the politic Ferdinand; who
could not feel perfectly secure in his newly-conquered

territories, while there was one within their bounds,

who might revive pretensions to the throne. A pri-

vate bargain was therefore made, in the year 1400,

Itetween Ferdinand and JusefAbcn Connixa; in which

the latter, as vizier of Doabdil, undertook to dispose

of his master's scanty territory for eighty thousand

ducats of gold. This, it is aflirmed, was done with-

out the consent or knowledge of Boabdil ; hut ilie

vizier probably thought he was acting for the best.

The shrewd Ferdinand does not appear to have made
any question about the right of the vizier to make the

sale ; but paid the money with secrel^exullation. Jusef

Aben Comixa loaded the treasure upon mules, and

departed joyfully for the Alpuxarras. He spread the

money in triumph before Boahdil. "Seftor," said

he, '' I have observed, that, as long as you live here,

you are exposed to constant peril. The Moors are

rash and irritable. They may make some sudden

insurrection, elevate your standard as a pretext, and

thus overwhelm you and your friends with utter

ruin. I have observed, also, that you pine away with

grief; being continually reminded in this country,

that you were once its sovereign, but never more

must hope to reign. I have put an end to these

evils. Your territory is sold. Behold the price of it.

With this gold, you may buy far greater possessions

in Africa, where you may live in honour and secu-

rity."

When Boabdil heard these words, he burst into a

sudden transport of rage; and, drawing his cimeter,

would have sacriflced the ofiicious Jusef on the spot,

had not the attendants interfered, and hurried the

vizier from his presence.

Boabdil was not ofa vindicative spirit, and his anger

soon passed away. He saw, that the evil was done

;

and he knew the spirit of the politic Ferdinand too

well, to hope that he would retract the bargain.

Gathering together the money, therefore, and all his

jewels and precious effects, he departed with his

family and household for a port, where a vessel had

been carefully provided by the Castilian king to trans-

port them to Africa.

A crowd of his former subjects witnessed his em-

barkation. As the sails were unfurled, and swelled to

the breeze, and the vessel parted from the land, the

spectators wonld fain have given him a parting cheer-

ing; but the humble state of their once proud sove-

reign forced itselfupon their minds, and the ominous

surname of his youth rose involuntarily to their

tongues. "Farewell, Boabdil! Allah preserve thee.

El Zogoybi!" burst spontaneously from their lips.

The unlucky appellation sank into the heart of the

expatriated monarch; and tears dimmed his eyes,

as the snowy summits of the mountains of Granada

gradually faded from his view.

He was received wllli welcome at the court of Iim

relation, Muley Ahmed, King of Fez; and residf,)

for many years in his territories. How he pasMMJ hn

life, whether repining or rcsign?<l, history docs not

mention. The last we find rccorde<l of him is in ihe

year 1."(20, thirty-four years after the surrender uf

Granada; when he followed the King of Fez to the

field to quell the rebellion of two brothers, nameil

Xcrifcs. 1'lie armies came in sight of each olhfr an

the banks of the Guadiswed, at tlie ford of liacuba.

The river was deep; the iKinks were high and broken.

For three days the armies remained firing at each

other across the stream, neither party venturing lo

attempt the dangerous ford.

At length the King of Fez divided his army into

three battalions; the first led on by his son and
bj

Boabdil el Chico. They boldly dashed across Hie

ford, scrambled up the opposite bank, and altemixnl

to keep the enemy employeil, until the other battalion

should have time to cross. The rebel army, how-

ever, attacked them with such fury, that the son of

the King of Fez and several of the braves! aicayda

were slain upon the spot, and multitudes driven back

into the river, which was already crowded with [us-

ing troops. A dreadful confusion took place; (Ik

horse trampled upon the foot; the enemy pressed oo

them with fearful slaughter; those who escaped the

sword perished by the stream. The river was cliok-

ed by the dead bodies of men and horses, and by

the scattered baggage of the army. In this scene of

horrible carnage fell Boabdil, truly called El Zogoybi,

or the unlucky: "an instance," says the ancinit

chronicler, "of the scornful caprice of fortune; dyio;

in defence of the kingdom of another, after wantio;

spirit to die in defence of his own."

'

Note. — A portrait of Boabdil El Chico is to be|

seen in the picture-gallery of the Gencralife. Heii

represented with a mild, handsome face, a faircon-l

plexion, and yellow hair. His dress is of yeiloil

brocade, relieved with black velvet, and he lias il

black velvet cap, surmounted with a crown. In thel

armoury of Madrid are two suits of armour, said til

have belonged to him, one of solid steel, with vtrjl

little ornament ; the morion closed. From the piv-l

portions of these suits of armour, he must havebea|

of full stature and vigorous form.

DEATH OF THE MARQUIS OF CADIZ.

The renowned Roderigo Ponce de Leon, Man

Duke of Cadiz, was unquestionably the most dist

guished among the cavaliers of Spain, for his

:

enterprise, and heroism, in the great crusade ofC

nada. He began the war by tlie capture of Alb

he was engaged in almost every inroad and siegt^

> Marmot., Descrip. de Africa, p. i, I. ii, c. 40. Idem. 1

Rel). dc los Moiw, I. i, c. 21.
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iDiportance during its continuance: and he was pre-

«fatat the surrender of the ca()>i<il, which was llic

eluding scene of the contpiest. I lit* renown he thus

acquired was sealed by his deiitli, in the rurty-ciglilh

veir of his age, wliich hap|»ened almost iiiunctlialely

It the close of his triumphs, and iN-'fure a leaf of his

liurels had time to wither. He died at his |>alace,

in tlie city of Seville, on the twenty-scvcnlh day of

Swffisi, l-fl>2, hut a few months after the surrender

,i((iraiiada, and of an illness caused by the exposure

and fatigues he hail undergone in this mcinorahie

«ir. That honest chronicler, Andres licrnaldes,

ilie curate of Los Palacios, who was a contem|)orary

ofllie marquis, draws his portrait from actual know-

y^ and observation. " lie was universally cited,"

jjvs he, "as the most perfect motlel of chivalrous

virtue of the age. He was temperate, chaste, and

riitidiy devout ; a benignant commander, a valiant

ilefender of his vassals, a great hiver of justice, and

10 enemy to all fiatlerers, liars, robbers, traitors, and

pollrouns. His ambition was of a lofty kind; he

ought to distinguish himself and his family by he-

Inic and resounding deeds, and to increase the palri-

my of his ancestors by the ac(|uisilion of castles,

ins, vassals, and other princely possessions. His

irealions were all of a warlike nature : he delight-

iu geometry, as applied lo fortifications, and

nt much time and treasure in erecting and repi)ir-

^ fortresses. He relished music, but of a military

iod; the sound of clarions and sackbuts, of drums

ind trumpets. Like a true cavalier, he was a pro-

lector of the sex on all occasions, and an injured wo-

n never applied to him in vain for redress. His

mess was so well known, and his courtesy to the

ir, that the ladies of the court, when they accom-

nied the (|ueen to the wars, rejoiced to find them-

Ives under his protection; for, wherever his banner

(as displayed, the Moors dreaded to adventure. He

as a faithful and devoted friend, but a formidable

lemy; for he was slow lo forgive, and his vengeance

as persevering and terrible.

The death of this good cavalier spread grief and

imentalion throughout all ranks ; for he was uni-

fersaily honoured and beloved. His relations, de-

indents, and companions in arms, put on niourn-

ig for his loss; and so numerous were Ihey, that

If of Seville was clad in black. None, however,

piored his death more deeply and sincerely than

friend and chosen companion, Don Alonso de

guilar.

The funeral ceremonies were of the most solemn

sumptuous kind. The body of the marquis was

lyed in a costly shirt, a doublet of brocade, a sayo,

long robe of black velvet, a marlota, or Moorish

ic of brocade, tliat reached to the feet, and scarlet

^. His sword, superbly gilt, was girded to

side, as he used to wear it when in the field.

lus magnificently attired, the body was enclosed in

cofHn, which was covered with black velvet, and

iraled with a cross of white damask. It was

then placed on a sumptuous luer, in llie centre of the

great hall of the palace.

Here the duchess made great lamenlalion over tiic

iNHly of her lord, in which she was joiiu'd by her

train of damsels aiul alteiulants, as well as by Ihe

|>ages aiul cMpiires, and innumerable vassals of Ihe

marquis.

Ill the close of Ihe evening, just Iwfore Ihe "Ave
Maria," the funeral train issued from the |)alace.

Ten banners were liurne around the bier, the parti-

cular trophies of the manpiis, won from the M(M)rs

by his valour in individual enterprises, liefore King

Ferdinand had conmienced Ihe war of Granada.

The procession was swelled by an immense train of

bishops, priests, and friars of different orders, toge-

ther with the civil and military authorities , and all

the chivalry of Seville; headeil by the Count of Ci-

fuentes, at that time intendente, or commander of

the city. It moved slowly and solemnly through

the streets, stopping occasionally, and chanting lita-

nies and responses. Two hundred and forty waxen

tapers shed a light like the day about the bier. The

balconies and windows were crowded with ladies,

who shed tears as the funeral train passed by ; while

the women of the lower classes were loud in their

lamentations, as if liewailing the loss of a father or a

brother. On approaching the convent of St Au-

gustine, Ihe monks came forth with the cross and ta-

pers, and eight censers, and conducted the body into

the church, where it lay in slate, until all the vigils

were performed by the different orders, after which

it was deposited in Ihe family-tomb of the Ponces in

the same church, and Ihe ten baimers were suspend-

ed over the sepulchre.

His tomb, with the banners mouldering above it,

remained for ages, an object of veneration with all

who had read or heard of his virtues and achieve-

ments. In the year <8I«, however, the chapel was

sacked by tlie French, its altars overturned, and the

sepulchres of the family of the Ponces shattered to

pieces. The present Duclicss of Benavente, the

worthy descendant of this illustrious and heroic line,

has since piously collected the ashes of her ancestors,

restored Uie altar, and repaired the chapel. The

sepulchres, however, were utterly destroyed, and an

inscription of gold letters, on the wall of the chapel,

to the right of the altar, is now all that denotes the

place of sepulture of the brave Koderigo Ponce de

Leon.

TBE LEGEND OF THE DEiTH OP

DON ALONSO DE AGUILAR.

To such as feel an interest in the fortunes of the

valiant Don Alonso de Aguilar, tlie chosen friend and

companion in arms of Ponce de Leon, Marquis of

' Ciira de los Palacios, c. 104
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in,

Cadi7, and one of the most distinguished heroes of the

war of Granada, a few particulars of liis remarkable

fete will not be unacceptable. They are found

among the manuscripts of the worthy Padre Fray

Antonio Agapida, and appear to have been appended

to his chronicle.

For several years after the conquest of Granada,

the country remained feverish and unquiet. The
zealous efforts of the catholic clergy to effect the

conversion of the infldels, and the pious coercion used

for that purpose by government, exasperated the

stubborn Moors of the mountains. Several zealous

missionaries were maltreated, and, in the town of

Payrin, two of them were seized, and exhorted, with

many menaces, to embrace the Moslem faith. On
their resolutely refusing they were killed with staffs

and stones, by the Moorish women and children, and

their bodies burnt to ashes.'

Upon this event, a body of Chrijtian cavaliers as-

sembled in Andalusia, to the number of eight hun-

dred ; and, without waiting for orders from the king,

revenged the death of these martyrs, by plundering

and laying waste the Moorish towns and villages.

The Moors fled to tl s mountains, and their cause

was espoused by many of their nation, who inhabited

those rugged regions. The storm of rebellion began

to gather, and mutter its thunders in the Alpuxarras.

They were echoed from the Serrania of Roiida, ever

ready for rebellion; but the strongest hold of the in-

surgents was in the Sierra Vermeja, or chain of red

mountains, lying near the sea, the savage rocks and

precipices of which may be seen from Gibraltar.

When King Ferdinand heard of these tumults, he

issued a proci aation, ordering all the Moors of the

insurgent regions tJ leave them within ten days, and

repair to Castile
;
giving secret instructions, however,

that those, who should voluntarily embrace the Chris-

tian faith, might be permitted to remain. At the

same Or^ne he ordered Don Alonso de Aguilar, and
the Counts of Urefka and Gifuentes, t) march against

the rebels.

Don Alonso de Aguilar was at Cordova when he
received the commands of the king. "What force

is allotted us for tltis expedition ?" said he. On being

told, he perceived, that the number of troops was far

fro n adequate. " When a man is dead," said he,

"we send four men into his house, to bring forth

the body. We are now sent to chastise those Moors,

who are alive, vigorous, in open rebellion, and en-

sconced in their castles ; and they do not give us man
to man." These words of the brave Alonso de Agui-
lar were afterwards frequently repeated'; but, though

he saw the desperate nature of the enterprise, he did

not hesitate to undertake it.

Don Alonso was, at that time, in the fifty-first year

of his age. He was a veteran warrior, in whom the

fire of youth was yet unquenched, tliough tempered

by experience. The greater part of his life had been

> Ciira (te los Palacios, c. <65

passed in the camp and in the field, until danger was!

as his natural element, ilis muscular frame had acl

quired the firmness of iron, without the rigidity of I

age. His armour and weapons >eemed to have bis I

come a part of his nature; and he sat like a man of]

steel on his powerful wa°>horse.

He took with him, on this expedition, his son, Deal

Pedro de Cordova; a youth of bold and generous I

spirit, in the freshness of his days, and armed audi

arrayed .vith all the bravery of a young Spanish cj.|

valier. When the populace of Cordova beheld tjiel

veteran father, the warrior of a thousand battles, f

leading forth his youthful son to the field, they be-l

thought themselves of the family appellation. " B^|

hold," cried they, "the eagle teaching his young to|

fly! Long live the valiant line of Aguilar! "
The prowess of Don Alonso and of his compaiijoosl

in arms was renowned through'^ - *he Moorish tonns,!

Atlheirapproach, therefore, numbersof the Moorssuk-I

mittcd, and hastened to Rondatr embrace Ciiristianity.l

Among the mountaineers, hoviver, there were i

of the Gandules, a fierce tribe from Africa, tooproddl

of spirit to bend their necks to the yoke. At theirl

head was a Moor, named El Feri of Ben Estepar, re-l

nowned for strength and courage. At his iiutigi-l

tions, his followers gathero' ;Og'jther their familiesl

and most precious effects; placed them on mulesj

and, driving before them their flocks and herds, aban-

doned their valleys, and retired up the cragij'y pass

of the Sierra Vermeja. On tl summit was a fert

plain, surrounded by rockr and precipices, vliid

lere El Ferl pl?"e(l i

I all the property,

ed great stones on I

iUnanded the defiles an

formed a natural fortress.

the women and children,

his orders, his followers

rocks and cliffs, which

the steep side of the nio' .din , and prepared to defen

every pass that led to s place of refuge.

The Chrisliiin co .nanders arrived, and pitclw

their camp before ae town of Monardo; a sin

place, curiously foi.. '°d, and situated at the footo

the highest part of the Sierra Vermeja. Here the!

remained for several days, unable to compel a siir|

render. They were separated from the skirt of ll

niountain by a deep barranca or ravine, at the bottm

of which flowed a small stream. The Moors, (

manded by El Feri, drew down from their mounla

height, and remained on the opposite side of I

brook, to defend a pass which led up to their stronf

hold.

One afternoon, a number of Christian soldiers, i|

mere bravado, seized a banner, crossed the bn

and, scrambling up the opposite bank, attacked il

Moors. They were followed by numl)ers of ih

companions; some in aid, some in emulation,

most in hope of booty. A sharp action ensued i|

the mountain 'side. The Moors were greatly!

perior in number, and had the vantage-grouij

When the Counts of Urefta and Cifuentes

Aguilar, lliR Spanliili ror eaftle.
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iliig
skinniah, they asked Don Alonso de Aguilar his

ofiniun. "My opinion," said he, "was given at

Cordova, and remains the same. This is a desperate

eoterprise. However, the Moors are at hand; and

ifthey suspect weakness in us, it will increase their

(ourage and our peril. Forward then to the attack,

ind I trust in God we shall gain a victory
! " So

faying, he led his troops into the battle.

'

On ilie skirts of the mountains were several level

places, like terraces. Here the Christians pressed

Inliantly upon the Moors, and had the advanUige

;

Ihitthe latter retreated to the steepand craggy heights,

{irom whence they hurled darts and roc!;8 upon their

[Hants. They defended their passes and defiles

til ferocious valour; but were driven from height

height, until they reached the plain on the summit

the mountain, where their wives and children

ere sheltered. Here they would have made a stand

;

it Alonso de Aguilar, witli his son Don Pedro,

irged upoii ihem at the head of three hundred

, and put -Mem to flight, with dreadful carnage.

t'bile they were pursuing the flying enemy, the rest

tlieanny, tliinking the victory achieved, dispersed

lives over liie little plain in search of plunder.

bey pursued the shrieking females, tearing off their

:)ilaces, bracelets, and anklets of gold ; and they

ind so much treasure of various kinds collected

this spot, that they threw by their armour and

feapons, to load themselves with booty.

Evening was closing : the Christians, intent upon

il, had ceased to pursue the Moors, and the latter

lere arrested in their flight by the cries of their wives

children. Their fierce leader, El Feri, threw

If before them. " Friends, soldiers," cried he,

wliither do you fly? whither can you seek refuge,

here the enemy cannot follow you ? Your wives,

urchildren, are behind you ; turn and defend them

:

have no chance for safety but from the weapons

your hands!"

The Moors turned at his words. They beheld the

istians scattered about the plain, many of them

iiout armour, and all encumbered with spoil.

Now is the time," shouted El Feri ; " charge upon

while laden with your plunder ! I will open a

ilh for you! " He rushed to the attack, followed

his Moors, with shouts and cries, that echoed

ugh the mountains. The scattered Christians

Te seized with a panic, and, throwing down their

ily, began to fly in all directions. Don Alonso de
;uilar advanced his banner, and endeavoured to

ly them. Finding his horse of no avail in these

:ky heights, he dismounted, and caused his men
do the same. He had a small band of tried foUow-
V ith which he opposed a bold front to the Moors,

ling on the scattered troops to rally in the rear.

<ight had completely closed. It prevenleil tha
rs from seeing the smallness of the force with
ich they were contending; and Don Alonso and
cavaliers dealt their blows so vigorously, that,

' BIcda, I. V, c. M.

.ff If

aided by the darkness, they seemed multiplied to ten

times their number. Unfortun: *ely, a small cask of

gunpowder blew up near to the scene of action. It

shed a momentary but brilliant light over all the plain,

and on every rock and cliff. The Moors beheld with

surprise, that they were opposed by a mere handful

of men, and that the greater part of the Christians

were flying from the field. They put up loud shouts

of triumph. While some continued the conflict with

redoubled ardour, others pursued the fugitives, hurl-

ing after them stones and darts, and discharging

showers of arrows. Many of the Christians, in their

terror, and their ignorance of the mountains, rushed

headlong from llie brinks of precipices, and were

dashed in pieces.

Don Alonso de Aguilar still maintained his ground

;

but while a party of the Moors assailed him in front,

others galled him with all kinds of missiles from the

im|»ending cliffs. Some of tlie cavaliers, seeing the

hopeless nature of the conflict, proposed, that they

should abandon the height, and retreat down the

mountam. '
' No," said Don Alonso, proudly ; " never

did the banner of the house of Aguilar retreat one foot

in the field ofbattle." He had scarcely uttered these

words, when his son Don Pedro was stretched at his

feet. A stone hurled from a cliff had struck out two

of his teeth, and a lance passed quivering through his

thigh. The youth attempted to rise, and, with one

knee on the ground, to fight by the side of his father.

Don Alonso, finding him wounded, urged him to quit

the field. "Fly, my son," said he. "Let us not

put every tiling at venture upon one hazard : conduct

thyself as a good Christian, and live to comfort and

honour thy mother."

Don Pedro still refused to quit him; whereupon

Dun Alonso ordered several of his followers to bear

him off by force. His friend, Don Francisco Alvarez

of Cordova, taking him in his arms, conveyed him to

the quarters of the Count of Urena, who had halted

on the heights, at some distance from the scene of

battle, for the purpose of rallying and succouring the

fugitives. Almost at the same moment, the count

beheld his own son, Don Pedro Giron, brought in

grievously wounded.

In the mean time, Don Alonso, with two hundreil

cavaliers, maintained the unequal contest. Surround-

ed by foes, they fell, one after another, like so many

noble slags encircled by the hunters. Don Alonso

was the last survivor. He was without horse, and

almost without armour; his corslet unlaced, and his

bosom gashed with wounds. Still he kept a brave

front towards the enemy, and, retiring between two

rocks, defended himself with such valour, that the

slain lay in a heap before him.

He was assailed in this retreat by a Moor of sur-

passing strength and fierceness. The contest was for

some time doubtful ; but Don Alonso received a wound

in the head, and another in the Inreast, that made him

.stagger. Clu.sing and grappling with his foe, they

had a dtis|)erate struggle, until the Christian cavalier,

if^i
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exhausted by his wounds, fell upon his back. He still

retained his grasp upon his enemy. " Think not,"

cried he, " thou hast an easy prize : know, that I am
Don Alonw, he of Aguilar

! " " If thou art Don
Alonso," replied the Moor, "know, that I am El

Feri, ofBen Este|iar
:

" They continued their deadly

struggle, and both drew their daggers : butDon Alonso
was exhausted by seven ghastly wounds. While he
was yet struggling, his heroic soul departed from his

body, and he expired in the grasp of the Moor.
Thus fell Alonso de Aguilar, the mirror of Anda-

lusian cuivalry; one of the most powerful grandees of

Spain, for person, blood, estate, and office. For forty

years he had waged successful wars upon the Moors

:

in childhood, by his household and retainers ; in man-
hood, by the prowess of his arm, and the wisdom
and valour of his spirit. His pennon had always been
foremost in danger ; he had been general of armies,

viceroy of Andalusia, and the author of glorious en-

terprises, in which kings were vanquished, and mighty
alcaydes and warriors laid low. He had slain many
Moslem chieft with his own arm, and, among others,

the renowned Ali A tar, of Loxa, fighting foot to foot,

on the banks of the Xenil. His judgment, discretion,

magnanimity, and justice, vied with his prowess. He
was the fifth lord of his warlike house, that fell in

battle with the Moors. " His soul," observes Padre
Abarca, " it is believed, ascended to heaven, to re-

ceive the reward of so Christian a captain : for that

very day he had armed himself with tiie sacraments

of confession and communion."

'

The Moors, elated with their success, pursued the

fugitive Christians down the defiles and sides of the

mountains. It was witli the utmost difficulty that

the Count de Ureila could bring off a remnant of his

forces from that disastrous height. Fortunately, on
the lower slope of the mountain they found the rear

guard of the army, led by the Count de Cifuentes,

who had crossed the brook and the ravine to come to

their assistance. As the fugitives came flying in

headlong terror down the mountain, it was with dif-

ficulty the count kept his own troops irom giving way
in panic, and retreating in confusion across the brook.

He succeeded, however, in maintaining order, in

rallying the fugitives and checking the fury of the

Moors. Then, taking his station on a rocky eminence,
he maintained his post until morning, sometimes sus-

taining violent attacks, at other times rushing forth,

and maku)g assaults upon the enemy. When morn-
ing dawned, the Moors ceased to combat, and drew
up to the summit of the mountain.

It was then that the Christians had time to breathe,

and to ascertain the dreadful loss they had sustained.

Among the many valiant cavaliers, who had fallen,

was Don Francisco Ramirez ofMadrid, who had been
captain-general of artillery throughout the war of
Granada, and contributed greatly, by his valour and
ingenuity, to that renowned conquest. But all other

' Abarca, Analog dc Aragon, ley xxt, cap. i.
I' ji

grieb and cares were forgotten in anxiety i»r the fait I

of Don Alonso de Aguilar. His son, Don Pedro del

Cordova, had been brought off with great difncaltfl

from the battle; and afterwards lived to be Marqoiil

of Priego<' But of Don Alonso nothing was knowoT

except that he was left with a handful of cavalien,!

fighting valiantly agauist an overwhelming force. aA
the rising sun lighted up the red cliffs of the vaml
tains, the soldiers watched with anxious eyes, if per-F

chance his pennon might be descried, fluttering fttwl

any precipice or defile : but nothing of the kind vatl

to be seen. The trumpet call was repeatedly souDd-f

ed : but empty echoes alone replied. A
reigned about the mountain summit, which showedj

that the deadly strife was over. Now and then i

wounded warrior came, dragging his feeble siq

from among the clifis and rocks ; but, on being qm

tioned, he shook his head mournfully, aftd could
\

nothing of the fate of his commander.

The tidings of this disastrous defeat, and of t

perilous situation of the survivors, reached KingFer-l

dinand at Granada. He immediately marched, ag

the head of all the chivalry of his court, to the i

tains of Ronda. His presence, with a powerful fw

soon put an end to the rebeUion. A part of i

Moors were suffered to ransom themselves, andti

embark for Afnca ; others were made to emh

Christianity ; and those of the town where the Chri

tian missionaries had been massacred were sold)

slaves. From the conquered Moors, the moun

but heroic end of Don Alonso de Aguilar was ascer|

tained. On the morning after the battle, when th

Moors came to strip and bury the dead, the

Don Alonso was found among those of more than l«j

hundred of his followers, many of them alcaydes a

cavaliers of distinction. Though the person of I

Alonso was well known to the Moors, being sod

tinguished among them, both in peace and war, yd

it was so covered and disfigured with wounds, I

it could with diCRcnlty be recognised. They

served it with care, and, on making their submisi

delivered it up to King Ferdinand. It was conveyed

with great state, to Cordova, amidst the tears i

lamentations of all Andalusia. When the funei

train entered Cordova, and the inhabitants saw

coffin, containing the remains of their favourite hei

and the war-horse, led in mournful trappings, i

which they had so lately seen him sally forth fro

their gates, there was a general burst ofgrief throo,'l|

out the city. The body was interred with great

p

and solemnity in the church of St Ipolito. Ma

years afterwards, his grand-daughter, Dofia Catalif

of Aguilar and Cordova, Marchioness ofPriego, caui

his tomb to be altered. On examining the body, i

head of a lance was found among the bones, recein

without doubt, among the wounds of his last i

combat. The name of this accomplished and Chi

tian cavalier has ever remained a popular theinej

the chronicler and poet; and is endeared to ilie|i

blic memory by many of tlie Iiistorical ballads i

m -
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songs of his country. For a long time the people of

Cordovawere indignant at the brave Count deUrefta,

who, they thought, had abandoned Don Alonso in

bis extremity; but the Castilian monarch acquitted

him of all charge of tlie kind, and continued him in

honour and office. It was proved, that neither he

nor his people could succour Don Alonso, or even

tnow of his peril, from the darkness of the night.

There is a mournful little Spanish ballad, or romance,

which breathes the public grief on this occasion; and

the populace, on the return of the Count de Ureiia

to Cordova,, assailed him with one of its plaintive

and reproachful verses

:

"Decld, Conde de Ureiia,

Don Aloosodonde queda ? "

Count Ureiia! Count Ureiia

!

Tell ua, wliere is Don Alonso ?

• Bleda, 1. V, c. 38.

END OF THE CHRONICLE OF THE CONQUEST OF GRANADA.
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ALHAMBRA,
oa

THE NEW SKETCH BOOK.

6)1 f^toKve^ Crajion, <ibmt.

TO DAVID WILKIE, ESQ. R.A.

Mf DSAB SIB,

You may remember, that in the rambles we once took

I
iflgelher about some of the old cities of Spain, particularly

I Toledo and Seville, we remarked a strong mixture of the

I
Saracenic with the Gothic, remaining from the time of the

I Moon; and were more than once struck with scenes and

I
incidents in the streets, which reminded us of passages in

I
the " Arabian Nights." You then urged me to write some-

; that should illustrate those peculiarities, " something

lialhellaroun Ah-aschid style," that should have a dash of

I
lliat Arabian spice which pervades every thing in Spain. I

I
call this to your mind, to show you that you are, in some

[degree, responsible for the present work, in which I have

I a few " Arabesque " sketches from the life, and tales

Ifounded on popular traditions, which were chiefly struck off

IdmiDg a residence in one of the most Moresco - Spanish

Iplaces in the Peninsula.

I inscribe these pages to you as a memorial of the plea-

Innt scenes we have witnessed together in that land of ad-

ItcDture, and as a testimonial of an esteem for your worth

|Tluch is only exceeded by admiration of your talents.

Your friend and fellow-traveller,

THE AUTHOR.
Hay, t8S2.

THE JOURNEY.

In the spring of 1820, the Author of this Work,
^iiom curiosity had brought into Spain, made a

nhling expedition from Seville to Granada, in com-

with a friend, a member of tlie Russian £m-
' at Madrid. Accident liad thrown us togetlier

m distant regions of the globe, and a similarity of

isle led us to wander together among the romantic

mountains of Andalusia. Should these pages meet
his eye, wherever thrown by the duties of his station,

whether mingling in the pageantry of courts, or me-
ditating on the truer glories of Nature, may they

recall the scenes of our adventurous companionship,

and with them the remembrance of one, in whom
neither time nor distance will obliterate the remem-
brance of his gentleness and worth.

And here, before setting forth, let me indulge in a

few previous remarks on Spanish scenery and Spa-

nish travelling. Many are apt to picture Spain to

their imaginations as a soft southern region, decked

out with all the luxuriant charms of voluptuous Italy.

On the contrary, though there are exceptions in

some of the maritime provinces, yet, for the greater

part, it is a stern, melancholy country, with rugged

mountains, and long sweeping plains, destitute of

trees, 8 id indescribably silent and lonesome, partak-

ing of the savage and solitary character of Africa.

What adds to this silence and loneliness, is the ab-

sence of singing-birds, a natural consequence of the

want of groves and hedges. The vulture and the

eagle are seen wheeling about the mountain-cliffs,

and soaring over the plains, and groups of shy bus-

tards stalk about the heaths; but the myriads of

smaller birds, which animate the whole face of other

countries, are met with in but few provinces in

Spain, and in those chiefly among the orchards and

gardens which surround the habitations of men.

In the interior provinces the traveller occasionally

traverses great tracts cultivated with grain as far as

the eye can reach, waving at times with verdure, at

other times naked and sun-burnt, but he looks round

in vain for the hand that has tilled the soil. At

length, he perceives some village on a steep hill, or

rugged crag, with mouldering battlements and ruined

watch-tower; a stronghold, in old times, against

civil war, or Moorish inroad; for the custom among

the peasantry of congregating together for mutual
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protection, is still kept up in most parts of Spain,

in consequence of the maraudings of roving free-

booters.

But though a great part of Spain is deficient in the

garniture of groves and forests, and the softer charms

of ornamental cultivation, yet its scenery hai some-

thing of a high and lofty character to compensate

the want. It partakes something of the attributes of

its people; and I think that I belter understand the

proud, hardy, frugal, and abstemious Spaniard, his

manly defiance of hardships, and contempt of effe-

minate indulgences, since I have seen the country he

inhabits.

There is something, too, in the sternly simple fea-

tures of the Spanish landscape, that impresses on the

soul a feeling of sublimity. The immense plains of

the Castiles and of La Mancha, extending as far as

the eye can reach, derive an interest from their very

nakedness and immensity, and have something of the

solemn grandeur of (he ocean. In ranging over these

boundless wastes, the eye catches sight here and

there of a straggling herd of cattle attended by a

lonely herdsman, motionless as a statue, with his

long slender pike tapering up like a lance into the

air ; or, beholds a long train of mules slowly moving

along the waste like a train of camels in the desert

;

or, a single herdsman, armed with blunderbuss and

stiletto, and prowling over the plain. Thus the coun-

try, the habits, the very looks of the people, have

something of the Arabian character. The general

insecurity of the country is evinced in the universal

use of weapons. The herdsman in the field, the

shepherd in the plain, has his musket and his knife.

The wealthy villager rarely ventures to the market-

town without his Irabuco, and, perhaps, a servant on

foot with a blunderbuss on his shoulder; and the

most petty journey is undertaken with the prepara-

tion of a warlike enterprise.

The dangers of the road produce also a mode of

travelling, resembling, on a diminutive scale, the

caravans of the east. The arrieros, or carriers, con-

gregate in convoys, and set off in large and well-

armed trains on appointed days; while additional

travellers swell their number, and contribute to their

strength. In this primitive way is the conunerce of

the country carried on. The muleteer is the general

medium of traffic, and the legitimate traverser of the

land, crossing the peninsula from the Pyrenees and

the Asturias to the Alpuxarras, theSerrania de Ronda,

and even to the gates of Gibraltar. He lives frugally

and hardily: bis alforjas of coarse cloth hold bis

scanty stock of provisions ; a leathern bottle, hanging

at his saddle-bow, contains wine or water, for a sup-

ply across barren mountains and thirsty plains. A
mule-cloth, spread upon the ground, is his bed at

night, and his pack-saddle is his pillow. His low,

but clean-limbed and sinewy form betokens strength;

liis complexion is dark and sunburnt ; his eye reso-

lute, but quiet in its expression, except when kindled

by sudden emotion ; his demeanour is frank, manly,

and courteous, and he never passes you without a i

grave salutation : "Dios guarde a usted!" "Vaval
usied con Dios, Caballero

!

" " God guard you

!

"God be wilh you, Cavalier
!"

As these men have often their whole fortune all

stake upon the burden of their mules, they have their I

weapons at hand, slung to their saddles, and readrl

to be snatched out for desperate defence. But their I

united numbers render them secure against pettel

bands ofmarauders, and the solitary bandolero, armed I

to the teeth, and mounted on his Andalusian steed,
[

hovers about them, like a pirate about a merchant

|

convoy, without daring to make an assault.

The Spanish muleteer has an inexhaustible slock I

of songs and ballads, with which to beguile his in.!

cessant wayfaring. The airs are rude and simple
[

consisting of but few inflexions. These he chanbl

forth wilh a loud voice, and long, drawling cadence, f

seated sideways on his mule, who seems to listen
|

with infinite gravity, and to keep time, with hlsl

paces, to the tune. The couplets thus chanted, arel

often old traditional romances about the Moors, or|

some legend of a saint, or some love-ditty ; orwhatisl

still more frequent, some ballad about a bold con-f

trabandista, or hardy bandolero, for the smuggler)

and the robber are poetical heroes among tlie com-

f

mon people of Spain. Often, the song of the niule-l

teer is composed at the instant, and relates to sorael

local scene, or some incident of the journey. Tlii$|

talent of singing and improvising is frequent in Spain,
[

and is said to have been inherited from the Moors.!

There is something wildly pleasing in listening t»|

these ditties among the rude and lonely scenes tiutl

they illustrate; accompanied, as they are, by thel

occasional jingle of the mule-bell.

It has a most picturesque effect also to meet a lraiii|

ofmuleteers in some mountain-pass. First you hear

the bells of the leading mules, breaking with tlieirl

simple melody the stillness of the airy height; or,l

perhaps, the voice of the muleteer admonishing som

tardy or wandering animal, or chanting, at (he full

stretch of his lungs, some traditionary ballad. All

length you see the mules slowly winding along tin

cragged defile, sometimes descending precipiloi

cliffs, so as to present themselves in full relief agaiD.<l|

the sky, sometimes toiling up the deep arid cliasn

below you. As they approach, you descry tlieir sail

decorations of worsted tufts, tassels, and saddlef

cloths, while, as they pass by, the ever-ready trabucd

slung behind the packs and saddles, gives a I

the insecurity of the road.

The ancient kingdom of Granada, into which i

are about to penetrate, isoneofthemostmounlaino)

regions of Spain . Vast sierras, or chains of mountai

destitute of shrub or tree, and mottled with variesilj

ed marbles and granites, elevate (heir sunburnt siu

mi(s against a deep blue sky
;
yet in their rug]

bosoms lie engulfed the most verdant and fert

valley, where the desert and the garden strain*

mastery, and the very rock is, as it were, conipelH
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In the wild passes of tliese mountains the sight of

ailed towns and villages, built like eagles' nests

long the cliffs, and surrounded by Moorish battle-

lents, or of ruined watch-towers perched on lofty

laks, carries the mind back to the chivalric days of

ihristian and Moslem warfare, and to the romantic

ggle for the conquest of Granada. In traversing

liese lofty sierras the traveller is often obliged to

light and lead his horse up and down the steep and

iimed ascents and descents, resembling the broken

ps ofa staircase. Sometimes the road winds along

y precipices, without parapet to guard him from

gulfs below, and then will plunge down steep,

dark, and dangerous declivities. Sometimes it

iggles through rugged barrancas, or ravines, worn

winter torrents, the obscure path of the contra-

ista; while, ever and anon, the ominous cross,

monument of robbery and murder, erected on a

lud of stones at some lonely part of the road, ad-

ishes the traveller that he is among the haunts

banditti, perhaps at that very moment under the

le ofsome lurking bandolero. Sometimes, in wind-

through the narrow valleys, he is startled by a

bellowing, and beholds above him on some

:n fold of the mountain side a herd of fierce An-

lusian bulls destined for the combat of the arena.

here is something awful in the contemplation of

terrific animals, clothed with tremendous

ngth, and ranging their native pastures in untam-

wildness, strangers almost to the face of man

:

ly know no one but the solitary herdsman who at-

ids upon them, and even he at times dares not

iture to approach them. The low bellowing of

bulls, and their menacing aspect as they look

mn from their rocky height, give additional wild-

to the savage scenery around.

1 have been betrayed unconsciously into a longer

[uisition than I had intended on the general features

Spanish travelling ; but there is a romance about

the recollections of the Peninsula that is dear to

imagination.

It vas on the first of May that my companion and

selfset forth from Seville on our route to Granada.

e had made all due preparations for the nature of

irjourney, which lay through mountainous regions,

ere the roads are little better than mere mule-

and too frequently beset by robbers. The
It valuable part of our luggage had been forward-

by the arrieros ; we retained merely clothing and
ssaiies for the journey, and money for the ex-

of the road, with a sufficient surplus of the

ler to satisfy the expectations of robbers should we
assailed, and to save ourselves from the rough
ilment that awaits the too wary and empty-handed
wUer. A couple of stout hired steeds were pro-

for ourselves, and a third for our scanty luggage,

for the conveyance of a sturdy Biscayan lad of

It twenty years of age, who was to

through the perplexed mazes of the mountain roads,

to take care of the horses, to act occasionally as our

valet, and at all limes as our guard ; for he had a

formidable trabuco or carbine, to defend us from

rateros, or solitary footpads, about which weapon he

made much vain-glorious boast, though, to the dis-

credit of his generalship, I must say that it generally

hung unloaded behind his saddle. He was, however,

a faithful, cheery, kind-hearted creature, full of saws

and proverbs as that miracle of squires the renowned

Sancho himself, whose name we bestowed upon him

;

and, like a true Spaniard, though treated by us with

companionable familiarity, he never for a moment,
in his utmost hilarity, overstepped the bounds of res-

pectful decorum.

Thus equipped and attended, we set out on our

journey, with a genuine disposition to be pleased.

With such a disposition, what a country is Spain for

a traveller, where the most miserable inn is as full of

adventure as an enchanted castle, and every meal is

in itself an achievement ! Let others repine at the

lack of turnpike roads and sumptuous hotels, and all

the elaborate comforts of a country cultivated into

lameness and common-place; but give me the rude

mountain scramble, the roving, hap-hazard wayfar-

ing, the frank, hospitable, though half-wild manners,

that give such a true game flavour to romantic Spain

!

Our first evening's entertainment had a relish of

the kind. We arrived after sunset at a little town,

among the lulls, after a fatiguing journey over a wide

houseless plain, where we had been repeatedly

drenched with showers. In the urn were a party of

Miqueletes, who were patrolling the country in pur-

suit of robbers. The appearance of foreigners like

ourselves, was unusual in this remote town ; mine

host, with two or three old gossiping comrades in

brown cloaks, studied our passports in a corner of

the posada, while an alguazil took notes by the dim

light of a lamp. The passports were in foreign lan-

guages and perplexed them, but our Squire Sancho

assisted them in their studies, and magnified our im-

portance with the grandiloquence of a Spaniard. In

the mean time the magnificent distribution of a few

cigars had won the hearts of all around us ; in a little

while the whole community seemed put in agitation

to make us welcome. The corregidor himself wait-

guide us

S;*

ed upon us, and a great rush-bottomed arm-chair

was ostentatiously bolstered into our room by our

landlady, for theaccommodation of that importantper-

sonage. The commander of the patrol took supper

with us ; a lively, talking, laughing Andaluz, who

had made a campaign in South America, and re-

counted his exploits in love and war with much pomp

of phrase, vehemence of gesticulation, and mysterious

rolling of the eye. He told us that he had a list of

all the robbers in the country, and meant to ferret

out every mother's son of them; he offered us at the

same time some of his soldiers as an escort. "One

is enough to protect you, Sefiores ; the robbers know

me and know my men; the sight ofone is enough to
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spread terror lliroiigh a wlioie sierra." We thanked

him Tor his ofTer, but assured him in his own strain,

that with the protection of our redoublahle S<piirc,

Sancho, we were not afraid of all the ladrones of An-
dalusia.

While we were supping with our Drawcansir friend,

we heard the notes of a guilar, and the click of cas-

taAets, and presently a chorus of voices singing a po-

pular air. In fact mine host had gathered togetlicr

the amateur singers and musicians, and the rustic

l)elles of the neighbourhood, and on going forth, the

court-yard of the inn presented a scene of (rue Spa-

nish festivity. We took our seals with mine host and
hostess and the connnander of the patrol, under the

archway of the court; the guitar passed from hand to

hand, but a jovial slioe-maker was Die Orpheus of

the place. He was a pleasant-looking fellow, Avith

huge black whiskers; Ids sleeves were rolled up to

his elbows, he touched the guitar with masterly skill,

and sang little amorous ditties with an expressive leer

at the women, with whom he was evidently a favour-

ite. He afterwards danced a fandango with a buxom
Andahisian damsel, to the great delight of the spec-

tators. But none of the females present conid com-
pare with mine host's pretty daughter, Pepita, who
had slipped awny and made her toilette for the occa-

sion, and had covered her head with roses ; and who
distinguished herself in a bolero with n handsome

young dragoon. We had ordered our host to let wine
and refreshment circulate freely among the company,

yet though there was a motley assembly of soldiers,

muleteers, and villagers, no one exceeded the bounds

of sober enjoyment. The scene was a study for a

painter : the picturesque group ofdancers, the troopers

in their half military dresses, the peasantry wrapped

in their brown cloaks ; nor must I omit to mention the

old meagre alguazil, in a short black cloak, who took

no notice of anything going on, but sat in a corner dili-

gently writing by the dim light of a huge copper

lamp, that might have figured in the days of Don
Quixote.

I am not writing a regular narrative, and do not

pretend to give the varied events of several days'

rambling, over hill and dale, and moor and mountain.
We travelled in true contrabandista style, taking every

thing rough and smooth, as we found it, and mingling

with all classes and conditions in a kind of vagabond

companionship. It is the true way to travel in Spain.

Knowing the scanty larders of the inns, and the naked

tracts of country which the traveller has often to tra-

verse, we had taken care, on starting, to have the

alforjas, or saddle-bags, of our Squire well slocked

with cold provisions, and his bota, or leathern bottle,

which was of portly dimensions, fdled to the neck

with choice Valdepeflas wine. As this was a muni-
tion for our campaign more important than even his

trabuco, we exhorted him to have an eye to it ; and
I will do him the justice to say that his namesake, the

trencher-loving Sancho himself, could not excel him
as a provident purveyor. Though the alforjas and

Imta were repeatedly and vigorously assailed throupli

out the journey, they appeared to have a miraculoii

property of being never empty ; for our vigilant S<|uJn

took care to sack every thing that remained from uii

evening repasts at the inns, to supply our next day

luncheon.

What luxurious noontide repasts have we made,

the green sward by the side of a brook or fountain,

under a shady tree ! and then what delicious siesli

on our cloaks spread out on the herbage

!

We paused one day at noon, for a repast of

kind. It was in a pleasant little green meadow, surj

rounded by hills covered with olive-trees. Uur cloil

were spread on the grass under an elm-tree, by ili

side of a bubbling rivulet; our horses were lellieri

where they might crop the herbage ; and Sancho

duce<l his alforjas with an air of triumph. 'Iliey

tained the contributions of four days' journeying;, Li

had been signally enriched by the foraging uf ili

previous evening in a plenteous inn at Antequi

Our Squire drew forth the heterogeneous coiUeni

one by one, and these seemed to have no end. K

came forth a shoulder of roasted kid, very little

worse for wear ; then an entire partridge ; then a

morsel of salted cod-fish wrapped in |>aper; tlienil

residue of a ham; then the half of a pullet, togel

with several rolls of bread, and a rabble ruut

oranges, figs, raisins, and walnuts. His bota alsoli

been recruited with some excellent wine of Mala^

At every fresh apparition from his larder, he vui

enjoy our ludicrous surprise, throwing himself

on the grass, and shouting with laughter. Nolliii

pleased the simple-hearted varlet more than lo

cumi)ared, for his devotion to the trencher, to llie

nowned S(|uire of Don Quixote. He was well vei

in the history of the Don, and, like most of the

mon people of Spain, he lirmly believed it to be a

history.

" All that, however, happened a long lime

sefkor ? " said be to me one day, with an inquii

look.

" A very long time," was the reply.

"I dare say more than a thousand years?"

looking dubiously.

" I dare say, not less."

The Squire was satislied.

As we were making a repast, above described,

diverting ourselves with tlie simple drollery uf

Squire, a solitary beggar approached us, wiio

almost the look of a pilgrim. He was evidently vi

old, with a grey beard, and supported himself

staff, yet age had not bowed him down; he was

and erect, and had the wreck of a fine form. He

a round Andalusian hat, a sheep-skin jacket,

leathern breeches, gaiters and sandals. His

though old and patched, was decent, his demf<

manly, and he addressed us with that grave eoi

that is to be remarked in the lowest Spaniard,

were in a favourable mood for such a visitor; ai

a freak of capricious charity, gave him some

me
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loaf of flne wheaten bread, and a gt)blel of our choice

wine of Malaga. He received Iheni tliniikfully, but

without any grovelling tribute of gratitude. Tasting

ilie wine, lie held it up to the light, with a slight

lieim of surprise in his eye, then quaffing it off at a

draught; " It is many years," said he, " since I have

Lied such wine. It is a cordial to an old man's

Iheart." Then, looking at Ihe lieauliful wheaten loaf,

kndUo sea lalpaii!" "blessed be such bread!"

ISo saying, he put it in his wallet. We urged him to

Lai il on the spot. " No, Seftores," replied he, " the

fine I had to drink or leave; but the bread I must

juke home to share with my family."

Our man Sancho sought our eye, and reading per-

loission there, gave the old man some of the ample

fragments of our repast, on condition, however, that

llie should sit down and make a meal.

He accordingly took his seat at .some little distance

from us, and began to eat slowly and with a sobriety

ind decornm that would have become a hidalgo.

lere was altogether a measured manner and a (|uiel

tlf-possession about the old man, that made me think

had seen better days : his language, too, though

Upie, had occasionally something picturesque and

lost poetical in the phraseology. I set him down
some broken-down cavalier. I was mistaken; it

ras nothing but the innate courtesy of a Spaniard,

1(1 the poetical turn of thought and language often

be found in the lowest classes of this clear-wilted

jple. For fifty years, he told us, he had been a

ihepherd, but now he was oul of employ, and des-

litule.
" When I was a young man," said he, " no-

ing could harm or trouble me ; I was always well,

iways gay ; but now I am seventy-nine years of age,

1(1 a beggar, and my heart begins lo fail me."

he was not a regular mendicant : it was nol

mill recenlly that want had driven him to this de-

idation; and he gave a touching picture of the

(mggle between hunger and pride, when abject des-

fldtion first came upon iiirn. He was returning from

ialaga without money ; he had nol tasted food for

le lime, and Wii> crossing one of the great plains

|f Spain, where there were but few habilations.

[Vhen almost dead with hunger, he applied at the

)r of a venla or country inn. " Perdoue ustedpor

lios, hermano!" (Excuse us, brother, for (lod's

ike!) was the reply—the usual mode in Spain of re-

sing a beggar. " I turned away," said he, *' with

lame greater than my hunger, for my heart was
(t too proud. I came to a river with high banks

deep rapid current, and felt tempted lo llirow

rself in :
' What should such an old, worthless,

[retched man as I live for ?
' But when I was on the

rink ofthe current, I thought on the Blessed Virgin,

turned away. I travelled on until I saw a coun-

seal al a lillle distance from the road, and entered

outer gale of Ihe courl-yard. The door was
iul, bul there were two young seiloras at a window.
|api»roached and begged -.—PerdoHe mted por Dios,

nmnor (Excuse us, brother, for God's sake!)

and the window closed. I crept out of the court-yard,

bul hunger overcame me, and my heart gave way :

I thought my hour al hand, m I laid myself down al

the gate, commended myself to the Holy Virgin, and

covered my head to die. In a little while afterwards

the master of the house came home : seeing me lying

at his gale, he uncovered my head, had pity on my
grey hairs, took me into his house, and gave me food.

So, Seflores, you sec that one should always put con-

fidence in the protection of the Virgin."

The old man was on his way to his native place,

Archidona, which was close by, on the summit of a

sleep and rugged mountain. He pointed lo the ruins

of its old Moorish castle :
'' That castle," he said,

" was inhabited by a Moorish king at the time of Ihe

wars of Granada. Queen Isal)ella invaded it with a

great army; bul the king looked down from his castle

among the clouds, and laughed her to scorn ! Upon
this the Virgin appeared to the queen, and guided her

and her army up a mysterious path in the mountains,

which had never before been known. When the

Moor saw her coming, he was astonished, and spring-

ing with his horse from a precipice, was dashed lo

pieces! The marks of his horse's hoofs," said the old

man, " are lo be seen in the margin of the rock to

Ibis day. And see, Senores, yonder is the road by

which the queen and her army mounted : you see it

like a riband up the mountain side ; bul Ihe mirach;

is, thai, though it can be seen at a distance, when
you come near, it disappears!"

Ihe ideal road lo which he pointed w.is undoubt-

edly a sandy ravine of the mounUiin, which looked

narrow and defined al a distance, but became broad

and indistinct on an approach.

As the old man's heart warmed with wine and

wassail, he went on to tell us a story of the buried

treasure left under the castle by the Moorish king.

His own house was next to the foundations of the

castle. The curate and notary dreamed three limes

of the treasure, and went lo work at the place poinitd

oul in their dreams. His own son-in-law heard tliu

sound of their pickaxes and spades at night. Wli.il

they found nobody knows; they became suddenly

rich, but kept their own secret. Thus the old man
had once been next door lo fortune, bul was doomed

never lo gel under the same roof.

I have remarked, thai the stories of treasure buried

by the Moors, which prevail throughout Spain, arc

most current among the poorest people. It is thus,

kind Nature consoles with shadows for the lack of

subslantials. The thirsty man dreams of fountains

and running-streams ; the hungry man of ideal ban-

quets ; and the poor man of heaps of hidden gold :

nothing certainly is more magnificent than the ima-

gination of a beggar.

The last travelling sketch I shall give, is an even-

ing scene al the little city of Loxa. This was a fa-

mous belligerent frontier post in Ihe time of the Moors,

and repulsed Ferdinand from its walls. It was Ihe

stronghold of old Ali Alar, the father-in-law of Boab-

' It'
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dil, when that liery veteran sallied forth with his

son-in-law on their disastrous inroad, that ended in

the death of the chieftain and the capture of the mo-
narch. Loxa is wildly situated in a broken mounlahi

pass, on the banks of the Xenil, among rocks and
groves, and meadows and gardens. Tht; pjople seem
still to retain the bold fiery spirit of the olden time.

Our inn was suited to the place. It was kept by a

young and handsome Andalusian widow, whose trim

basquina of black silk, fringed with bugles, set off the

play of a graceful form and round pliant limbs. Her
step was firm and elastic ; her dark eye was full of

fire : and the coquetry of her air, and varied orna-

ments of her person, showed that she was accus-

tomed to be admired.

She was well matched by a brother, nearly about

her own age ; they were perfect models of the An-
dalusian Majo and Maja. He was tail, vigorous, and

well-formed, with a clear olive-complexion, a dark

beaming eye, and curling chestnut whiskers that met
under his chin. He was gallantly dressed in a short

green velvet jacket, fitted to his shape, profusely de-

corated with silver buttons, with a white handkerchief

in each pocket. He had breeches of the same, with

rows of buttons from the hips to the knees ; a pink

silk handkerchief round his neck, gathered through

a ring, on the bosom of a neatly plaited shirt; a sash

round the waist to match ; bottinas, or spatterdashes,

of the finest russet leather, elegantly worked, and

open at the calf to show his stocking; and russet-

shoes, setting off a well-shaped foot.

As he was standing at the door, a horseman rode

lip and entered into low and earnest conversation with

him. He was dressed in similar style, and almost

with equal finery; a man about thirty, square-huilt,

with strong Roman features, handsome, though
slightly pitted with the small-pox; with a free, bold,

and somewhat daring air. His powerful black horse

was decorated with tassels and fanciful trappings,

and a couple of broad-mouthed blunderbusses hung
behind the saddle. He had the air ofone of those con-

trabandistas that I have seen in the mountains of La
Ronda, and evidently had a good understanding with

the brother of mine hostess; nay, if I mistake not, he
was a favoured admirer of the widow. In fact, the

whole inn and its inmates had something of a contra-

bandista aspect, and the blunderbuss stood in a corner

beside the guitar. The horseman I have mentioned,

passed his evening in the posada, and sang several

bold mountain romances with great spirit. As we
were at supper, two poor Asturiaas put in in distress,

begging food and a night's lodging. They had been

waylaid by robbers as they came from a fair among
the mountains, robbed of a horse, which carried all

their stock in trade, stripped of their money and most
of their apparel, beaten for having offered resistance,

and left almost naked in the road. My companion,

with a prompt generosity, natural to him, ordered

them a supper and a bed, and gave them a sum of

money to help them forward towards their home.

As the evening advanced, the dramatis per

thickened. A large man, about sixty years of age,
i

powerful frame, came strolling in, to gossip with iiijiJ

hostess. He was dressed in the ordinary AndalusJ

costume, but had a huge sabre tucked under his ami]

wore large moustaches, and had something of a luM

swaggering air. Every one seemed to regard hij

with great deference.

Our man Sancho whispered to us that he was I

Ventura Rodriguez, the hero and champion ofLouJ

famous for his prowess and the strength of his arm

In the time of the French invasion he surprised $J

troopers who were asleep : he first secured their iior;

then attacked them with his sabre, killed some, ani

took the rest prisoners. For this exploit the kini

allows him a peseta (the fiftli of a duro, or dollar] n

day, and has dignified him with the title of Don.

I was amused to notice his swelling langua;;e anj

demeanour. He was evidently a thorough Andalusian

boastful as he was brave. His sabre was alwnys g

his hand or under his arm. lie carries it always ali

with him as a child does her doll, calls it his SaiiiJ

Teresa, and says that when he draws it, "TieiiiLlaii

tierra!"—the earth trembles!

I sal until a late hour listening to the varied them

of this motley group, who mingled together with i

unreserve of a Spanish posada. We had conir

bandista songs, stories of robbers, guerilla exploii^

and Moorish legends. The last were from our hanij

some landlady, who gave a poetical account of i

Infiernos, or infernal regions of Loxa—dark caverm

in which subterranean streams and waterfalls uiatj

a mysterious sound. The common people say i

there are money-coiners shut up there from the tin

of the Moors ; and that the Moorish kings kept I

treasures in those caverns.

Were it the purport of this work, I could fill i

pages with the incidents and scenes of our ramblii

expedition ; but other themes invite me. Joumeyinj

in this manner, we at length emerged from the nw
tains, and entered upon the beautifid ^'ega of Gr^

nada. Here we took our last mid-day's repastuodi

a grove of olive-trees, on the borders of a fm\i

with the old Moorish capital in the distance, andi

mated by the ruddy towers of the Alhambra, whiij

far above it, the snowy summits of the Sierra Nerai

shone like silver. The day was without a cloud,

the heat of the sun tempered by cool breezes fronill

mountains ; after our repast, we spread our cloi

and took our last siesta, lulled by the hummiii;j

bees among the flowers, and the notes of ring-<

from the neighbouring olive-trees. When the s

hours were past, we resumed ourjourney;andi

passing between hedges of aloes and Indian figs, a

through a wilderness ofgardens, arrived, aboutsuit

at tlie gates of Granada.

To the traveller imbued with a feeling fortiiei

lorical and poetical, the Alhambra of Tiranada bj
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much nn object of veneration, as is the Kaaba, or sa-

cred house of Mecca, to all true Moslem pilgrims.

How many legends and traditions, true and fabulous

;

how many songs and romances, Spanish and Arabian,

nf love, and war, and chivalry, are associated with

Ibis romantic pile ! The reader may judge, therefore,

of our deliglil, when, shortly after our arrival in Gra-

nada, the Governor of the Alhambra gave us his

permission to occupy his vacant apartments in the

Moorish palace. My companion was soon summoned

ivay by the duties of his station ; but I remained for

several months, spell-bound in the old enchanted

pile. The following paiiers are the result of my re-

veries and researches during that delicious thraldom.

Iflliey have the power of imparting any of the witch-

ing liiarms of the place to the imagination of the

reader, he will not repine at lingering with me for

J season in the legendary halls of the Alhambra.

GOVERNMENT OF THE ALHAMBRA.

The Alhambra is an ancient fortress or castellated

nalace of the Moorish kings of Granada, where they

iield dominion over this their boasted terrestrial pa-

radise, anil made their last stand for empire in Spain.

The (talnce occupies but a portion of the fortress, the

vails of which, studded with towers, stretch irregu-

larly round the whole crest of a lofty hill that over-

looks the city, and forms a spur of the Sierra Nevada,

or snowy mountain.

In the time of the Moors, the fortress was capable

of containing an army of forty thousand men within

its precincts, and served occasionally as a stronghold

|«f the sovereigns against their rebellious subjects.

jAftertlie kingdom hnd passed into the hands of the

Christians, the Alhambra continued a royal demesne,

and was occasionally inhabited by the Gaslilian mo-
narchs. The Emperor Charles Y began a suiilptuous

palace within its walls, but was deterred from com-

pleiing it by repeated shocks of earthquakes. The
[last royal residents were Philip V, and his beautiful

lueen, Elizahetta of Parma, early in the eighteenth

|eeiilury. Great preparations were made for their

;ce|Uion. The palace and gardens were placed in a

state of repair, and a new suite of apartments erected,

ind decorated by artists brought from Italy. The
ojoiirn of the sovereigns was transient, and after

[heir departure the palace once more l)ecame deso-

late. Still the place was maintained with some mili-

tary slate. The governor held it immediately from
[lie crown, its jurisdiction extended down into the

[iiburbs of the city, and was independent of the Cap-

liii-General of Granada. A considerable garrison

*as kept up, the governor had his apartments in the

[ronlof the old Moorish palace, and never descended
Ho Granada wiUiout some military parade. The
'rlress in fact was a little town of itself, having se-

veral streets of houses within its walls, together with

a Franciscan convent and a parochial church.

The desertion of the court, however, was a fatal

blow to the Alhambra. lU beautiful halls l)ecame

desolate, and some of them fell to ruin; Ihe gardens

were destroyed, and the fountains ceased to play.

By degrees the dwellings became filled ui» with a loose

and lawless population; conlrabandistas, who availed

themselves of its independent jurisdiction to carry on

a wide and daring course of smuggling, and thieves

and rogues of all sorts, who made this (heir place of

refuge from whence they might depredate upon (^ra-

nada and its vicinity. The strong arm of govern-

ment at length interfered : the whole community was

thoroughly sifted ; none were suffered to remain but

such as were of honest character, and had legitimate

right to a residence ; the greater part of the houses

were demolished, and a mere hamlet left, with the

parochial chinch and the Franciscan convent. Dur-

ing the recent troubles in Spain, when Granada whs

in the hands of the French, the Alhambra was gar-

risoned by their troops, and the palace was occa-

sionally inhabited by the French commander. With
Ihatenlightened taste which has ever distinguished the

French nation in their conquests, this monument of

Moorish elegance and grandeur was rescued from the

absolute ruin and desolation that were overwhelm-

ing it. The roofs were repaired, the saloons and gal-

leries protected from the weather, the gardens cid-

tivated, the water-courses restored, the fountains once

more made to throw up their sparkling showers ; and

Spain may thank her invaders for having preserved

to her the most beautiful and interesting of iier histo-

rical monuments.

On Ihe departure of the French they blew up se-

veral towers of the outer wall, and left the fortifica-

tions scarcely tenable. Since that time the military

importance of the post is at an end. The garrison is

a handful of invalid soldiers, whose principal duty is

to guard some of the outer towers, which serve oc-

casionally as a prison of state; and the governor,

abandoning the lofty hill of the Alhambra, resides in

the centre of Granada, for the more convenient dis-

patch of his official duties. I cannot conclude this

brief notice of the state of the fortress without bear-

ing testimony to the honourable exertions of its pre-

sent commander, Don Francisco de Serna, who is

tasking all the limited resources at his command to

put the palace in a state of repair, and, by his judi-

cious precautions, has for some time arrested its loo

certain decay. Had his predecessors discharged the

duties of their station with equal fidelity, the Al-

hambra might yet have remained in almost its pris-

tine beauty : were government to second him wilh

means equal to his zeal, this edifice might still l)e

preserved to adorn the land, and to attract the cu-

rious and enlightened of every clime for many gene-

rations.
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INTEUIOIt OK THE ALIIAMBRA.

'I'liK Allininbra Ikih been m» oflei) and so minutely

(leMcribetl by trnvellern, lliala mere Mketrli will, pr«>-

iHibly, be suriicienl fur the reader to rei'resli bis re-

eollection ; I will f^ive, tliererore, a brief account of

our visit to it the morning ailer our arrival in Gra-

nada.

Leaving our |M)8ada of La Kspada, we traversed

llie renowned M|uare of llie Vivarranibia, once the

scene of flourish jousts and tournamenU, now a

crowded market-place. From thence we proceeiled

along the Xacatin, the main street of what, in the

lime of the Moors, was the Great Hazaar, where the

small shops and narrow alleys still retain the Orien-

tal character. Crossing an open place in front of the

palace of the (]aptain-(jeneral, we ascended a con-

lined and winding street, the name of which re-

minded us of the chivalric days of Granada. It is

called the Calle, or street of the Gomeres, from a

Moorish family famous in chronicle and song. 'J'his

street led np to a massive gateway of Grecian archi-

tecture, built by Cliarles V, forming the entrance

lo the domains of the Alhand)ra.

At the gale were two or three ragged and super-

annuated soldiers, dozing on a stone liench, the suc-

cessors of the Zegris and the Abencerra;;es; wiiile a

tall meagre varlet, whose rusty-brown cloak was

evidently intended to conceal the ragged state of bis

nether garments, was lounging in the sunshine and

gossiping wiUi an ancient sentinel on duty. He joined

us as we entered the gate, and offered his services to

show US the fortress.

I have a traveller's dislike to oflicious ciceroni, and

did not altogether like the garb of the applicant.

"You are well acipiainied with the place, I pre-

sume?"
'' Ninguno mas; pues, Sefkor, soy bijo de la Albam-

])ra."—(Nol)ody better; in fact. Sir, I am a son of

the Alhambra I)

The common Spaniards have certainly a most poet-

ical way of expressing themselves. "A s<m of the

Alhambra !" the afipeliation caught pie at once; the

very tattered garb of my new acquaintance assumed a

dignity in my eyes. It was emblematic of the for-

tunes of the place and l)clitted the progeny of a ruin.

I put some farther questions to him, and found

that his tide was legitimate. His family bad lived

in the fortress from generation to generation ever

since the time of the conquest. His name was Ma-

teo Ximenes. "Then, perhaps," said I, " you may

be a descendant from the great Cardinal Ximenes?"
—" Dios Sabe ! God knows, Sefior ! It may be so.

We are the oldest family in the Alhambra,—Cris-

iianos Viejos, old Christians, without any taint of

Moor or Jew. I know we belong to some great fa-

mily or other, but I forget whom. My father knows

all about it : he has the coat-of-arms hanging up in

his cottage, np in the fortrPM."—I'here is not m
Siuniard, however po«)r, but has some claim lo \tin\,\

pedigree. The lirst title of this ragged worthy

iiowever, had completely captivated nie, so I gladly

accepted the services of the " son of the Alhanilira;
[

We now found ourselves in a deep narrow ravjnr, i

niled with lieautiful groves, with a steep avenue, mid I

various fool|Mllis winding through it, Uirdered wiiiJ

stone seals, and ornamenletl with fountains. Tomirl

left, we IteheUI the towers of the Alhantbra lieeiljnj

almve us ; to our right, on the opposite side uf ihr

ravine, we were equally dominated by rival lowehj

on a rocky eminence. TIkw, we were told, WfrJ

the Torres Vermejos, or verm""on towers, so rallnll

from their ruddy hue. No one knows their orit'in

They are of a tlate much anterior to the Alhambra

some suppose them to liave been built by the lln

mans; others, by some wandering colony of riimii

cians. Ascending the steep and shady avenue, vr

arrived at the fool of a huge square Moorish Inwri.l

forming a kind of barbacan, through which pavy^l

the main entrance to the fortress. Within the Imr
[

bacan was another group of veteran inv,-ili(|.s, nA
mounting guard at the portal, while the rest, wrappnlj

in their tattere*! cloaks, slept on the stone hendi^j

This portal is called the (>ate of Justice, from llieiri
[

bunal iield within its porch during the Moiiiem iloj

mination, for the immediate trial of petty c<iiisr!<;.i

custom common to the Oriental nations, and ma
|

sionally alluded lo in the Sacred Scriptures.

The great vestibule, or |M)rcli of the gale, is fornwll

by an immense Arabian arch, of the borse-slioe furiiiT

which springs lo half the hei^Hit of the tower. Ilil

the key-stone of this arch is engraven a giganiij

band. Within the vestibule, on the key-stone nf ili

I

(lortal, is sculptured, in like manner, a gigantic kry.[

Those who pretend lo some knowledge of Malm

metan symbols, afiirni that the band is llie einklral

of iloctrine, and the key of faith ; the latter, they aililj

was emblazoned on the standard of the MosleiM

when they subdued Andalusia, in opposition tu lliij

Christian emblem of the Cross. A different expla'j

nation, however, was given by the legitimate soim

the Alhambra, and one more in unison with lliem^j

tions of the common people, who attach sometliinJ

of mystery and magic to every thing Moorish, an|

have all kind of superstitions connected with lliiso

Moslem fortress.

According to Mateo, il was a tradition handed dotr

from tlie oldest inhabitants, and which he had fro

bis father and grandfather, that the hand and kj^

were magical devices on which the fate of the .tij

hambra depended. The Moorish king who

was a great magician, or, as some believed, liads

himself to the devil, and bad laid the whole fortre

under a magic spell. Hy this means il had remain

standing for several hundred years, in deiianccj

storms and earthquakes, while almost all other biiiMj

ings of the Moors had fallen to ruin, and disappearr

This spell, the tradition went on to say, would lij
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ami grasp Ihe key, when the whole pile would tumble

III pieces, and all the treasures buried lieiiealh il by

Ihe MiHtrs would be revealetl.

Notwilhslanding this ominous prediction, we ven-

tured to pass through Ihe spell-lN)iinil gateway, feel-

uvf some little assurance against magic art in the

[irolection of Ihe Virgin, a statue of whom we ob-

^irvrd alHive the |N)rlal.

After passing through the luirbacan, we ascended

a narrow lane, winding lielween walls, and came on

all o|H'n esplanade within the fortress, called the

I'lazadelos Aigilies, or Place of Ihe Cisterns, fiom

I

{real reservoirs which undermine it, cut in the liv-

ini; rock by Ihe Moors for the supply of the fortress.

Here, also, is a well of immense tieplb, furnishing

ihe purest and coldest of water ; another monument

lufdie delicate taste of the IMoors, who were iiidefa-

ii;;able in their exertions lo obtain that element in its

I

cnstal purity.

In front of this esplanade is the splendid pile com-

liiieiiced by Charles V, intended, il is said, lo eclipse

llie residence of the Moslem kings. Willi all its

Lfandeur and architectural merit, it appeared lo us

like an arrogant intrusion, and, passing by it, we

entered a simple, unostenlalioiis portal, opening into

I
the interior of Ihe Moorish palace.

The transition was almost magical : it seemed as

{if we were al once transported into other times and

another realm, and were treading the scenes of Ara-

bian story. We found ourselves in a great court,

paved with white marble, and decorated ut each end

with ligiil Moorish [leilslyles : il is called the Court

oftlie Alherca. In the centre was an immense basin

iirrisii-|M)nd, a hundred and thirty feet in length by

tliiirlyin breadth, stockeil with gold-iish, and bor-

dered by hedges of roses. At the upper end of this

I
court rose the great Tower of Comares.

From the lower end we passed through a Moorish

larchway into the renowned Court of Lions. There

is no part of the edifice Ihat gives us a more complete

idea of its original beauty and magniticence than

this, for none has suffered so little from the ravages

of time. In the centre stands the fountain famous in

song and story. The alabaster basins still shed their

I
diamond drops; and the twelve lions which support

them, east forth their crystal streams as in the days

of Doabdil. The court is laid out in flower-beds,

land surrounded by light Arabian arcades of open

llilagree-work, supported by slender pillars of white

Imarble. The architecture, like that of all the other

|par(8 of llie palace, is characlerized by elegance ra-

ker tlian grandeur ; bespeaking a delicate and grace-

Ifal taste, and a disposition to indolent enjoyment.

pen one looks upon the fairy tracery of the peri-

Hyles, and the apparently fragile fretwork .of the

rails, it is diiicull to believe that so much has siir-

yivcd the wear and tear of centuries, the shocks of

jearlhqnakes, the violence of war, and the quiet,

|lhough no less baneful, pilferings of ihe tasteful tra-

veller : it is almost tufllcient In cxciite Ihe popular

tradition, Ihat the whole in protected by a magi«*

charm.

On one side of Ihe court, a portal, richly adorned,

opens into a lofty hall, |>aved with white marble, and

called the Hall of the Two Sisters. A cupola, or

lantern, ailmils a tem|iered light from alMtve, and a

free circulation of air. The lower part of the walls

is encrusted with lieautifiil M(M>risli tiles, on some of

which are enihlazoried the escutcheons of the M(M)r-

isli nionarchs .- the up|ier part is fared with the line

stucco-work invenUnl at Damascus, consisting of

large plates, cast in moulds, and artfully joined, so

as lo have the appearance of having lieen laboriinisiy

sculptured by the hand into light relievos and fanciful

arabestpies, intermingled with texts of the Koran,

and iioetical inscriptions hi Arabian and Cufic cha-

racters. These decorations of the walls and cu|m)Iuh

are richly gilded, and the interstices iieiicilled with

lapis-laziili, and other brilliant and enduring colours.

On each side of the hall are recesses for ottomans

and couches. Above an inner porch is a balcony,

which communicated with the women's aparlmenl.

The latticed 'jalousies' still remain, from whence the

dark-eyed beauties of the harem might gaze unseen

upon the entertainments of the hall below.

It is impossible lo contemplate this once favourite

abode of Oriental manners, without feeling the early

associations of Arabian romance, and almost expect-

ing to see the white arm of some mysterious princes.4

beckoning from the balcony, or some dark eye s|>ark-

liiig through the lattice. The aliode of beauty in

here, as if it had liecn iiihahiled but yesterday ; but

where are the Zoruydas and Lindnraxas !

On the opiMisile side of llie Court of Lions, is the

Hall of the Abencerrages ; so called from the gallant

cavaliers of Ihat illustrious line who were here perfi-

diously massacred. There are some who doubt Ihe

whole truth of this story ; but our humble attendant

Mateo pointed out the very wicket of the portal

through which they are said to have been introduced,

one by one, and the while marble fountain in the

centre of the hall, where they were beheaded. He
showed us also certain broad ruddy stains in the

pavement, traces of their blood, which, according to

popular belief, can never be effaced. Finding we
listened to him with easy faith, he added, that there

was often heard at night, in the Court of Lions, a

low, confused sound, resembling the murmuring of

a multitude; with now and then a faint tinkling,

like the distant clank of chains. These noises are

probably produced by the bubbling currents and

tinkling falls of water, conducted under the pave-

ment, through pipes and channels, to supply the

fountains ; but, according to the legend of tlie son of

the Alhambra, they are made by the spirits of the

murdered Abencerrages, who nightly haunt the scene

of their suffering, and invoke the vengeance of Hea-

ven on their destroyer.

From the Court of Lions we retraced our steps

IB^
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thruiigli IheCoui-: of llie Alberca, or Great Fish-pool

;

crossing which, we proceeded lo tlie Tower of Co-

mares, so called from the name of the Arabian archi-

tect. It is of massive strength and lofty height,

domineering over the rest of the edifice, and over-

hanging the steep hill-side, which descends abruptly

to the banks of the Darro. A Moorish archway ad-

mitted us into a vast and lofly hall, which occupies

the interior of the tower, and was the grand au-

dience-chamber of the Moslem monarchs, thence

called the Hall of Ambassadors. It still bears the

traces of past magnificence. The walls are richly

stuccoed and decorated with arabesques ; the vaulted

ceiling of cedar-wood, almost lost in obscurity, from

its height, still gleams with rich gilding, and the

brilliant tints of the Arabian pencil. On three sides

of the saloon are deep windows cut through the im-

mense thickness of the walls, the balconies of which

look down upon the verdant valley of the Darro, the

streets and convents of (he Albaycin, and command
a prospect of the distant Vega.

I might go on to describe minutely the other de-

lightful apartments of this side of the palace ; the

Tocador, or toilet of the queen, an open belvidere,

on the summit of a tower, where the Rloorish sul-

tanas enjoyed the pure breezes from the mountain,

and the prospect of the surrounding paradise ; the

secluded little patio, or garden of Lindaraxa, with its

alabaster fountain, its thickets of roses and myrtles,

of citrons and oranges; the cool halls and grottoes of

the baths, where the glare and heat of day are tem-

pered into a soft mysterious light, and a pervading

freshness. But I forbear to dwell minutely on those

scenes; my object is merely to give the reader a

general introduction into an abode, where, if so dis-

posed, he may linger and loiter with me through the

remainder of this work, gradually becoming familiar

with all its localities.

An abundant supply of water, brought from tlie

mountains by old Moorish aqueducts, circulates

throughout the palace, supplying its baths and lish-

pools, sparkling in jets within its halls, or murmuring

in channels along the marble pavements. When it

has paid its tribute to the royal pile, and visited its

gardens and pastures, it flows down the long avenne

leading to the city, tinkling in rills, gushing in foun-

tains, and maintaining a perpetual verdure in those

groves that embower and beautify the whole hill of

the Alhambra.

Those only who have sojourned in the ardent

climates of the South, can appreciate the delights of

an abode, combining the breezy coolness of the moun-

tain, with the freshness and verdure of the valley.

While the citybelow pants with the noontide heat,

and the parched "Vega trembles to the eye, the deli-

cate airs from the Sierra Nevada play through these

lofty halls, bringing with them the sweetness of the

surrounding gardens. Every thing invites to that

indolent repose, the bliss of southern climes; and

while the half-shut eye looks out from shaded bal-

conies upon the gliltering landscape, the oar is hilleil

by the rustling of groves, and the murmur of running;

streams.

THE TOWER OF COMARES.

The reader has had a sketch of the interior of tlie

Alhambra, and may be desirous of a general idea if

its vicinity. The morning is serenu «;id lovely ; the

sun has not gained sufflcient power to destroy ib

freshness of the night ; we will mount to the suinmii

of the Tower of Comares, and take a bird's eye view

of Granada and its environs.

Come, then, worthy reader and comrade, follow

my steps into this vestibule, ornamented with rich

tracery, which opens to the Ilall of Ambassadors, I

We I'-iil not enter the hall, however, but turn to the

left, to this small door, opening in the wall. Have a

care ! here are steep winding steps and but scanir

lighL; yet up this narrow, obscure, and winding'

staircase, the proud monarchs of Granada and their

queens have often ascended to the battlements uf

the Tower, to watch the approach of Chrii.;iaii ar-

mies ; or to gaze on the battles in the Vega. At

length we are on the terraced roof, and may take

breath for a moment, while we cast a general eye

over the splendid panorama of city and country ; uf

rocky mountain, verdant valley, and fertile plain;

of castle, cathedral, Moorish towers, and Golliic

domes, crumbling ruins, and blooming groves.

Let us approach the battlements, and cast our

eyes immediately below. See, on this side we iiave

the whole plan of the Alhambra laid open to us, and

can look down into its courts and gardens. At the
|

foot of the tower is the Court of the Alberca, wil

its great tank or fish-pool, bordered with llowers; I

and yonder is the Court of Lions, with its famous

fountains, and its light Moorish arcades ; and in tlie
|

centre of the pile is the little garden of Lindaraxa,

buried in the heart of the building, with its loses anil

citrons, and shrubbery of emerald green.

That belt of battlements, studded with square]

towers, straggling round the whole brow of the 1

is the outer boundary of the fortress. Someof lliej

towers, you may perceive, are in ruins, and tlieir|

massive fragments are buried among vines, fig-trees,

and aloes.

Let us look on this northern side of the tower. HI

is a giddy height ; the very foundations of the towerl

rise above the groves of the sleep hill-side. And seel

a long fissure in the massive walls, shows that tlnl

tower has been rentby some ofthe earthquakes, wlii(*I

from time to time havetlwown Granada intoconslerl

nation ; and which, sooner or later, must reduce til

crumbling pile to a mere mass of ruin. The detfl

narrow glen below us, which gradually widens as HI

opens from the mountains, is the valley of tlieDarNj
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:ardens. It is a stream famous in old times for
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I
search of the precious ore. Some of those white

vilions, which here and there gleam from among

oves and vineyards, were rustic retreats of the

floors, to enjoy the refreshment of their gardens.

The airy palace, with its tall white towers and long

^rcades, which breasts yon niov.itain, among pom-

pous groves and hanging gardens, is the Generalif
,

^summer palace of the Moorish kings, to which they

fesorted during the sultry months, to enjoy a still

pore breezy region ihan that of the Alhambra. The

laked summit of the height above 't, where you

lehold some sha|ieless ruins, is the Silla del Moro, or

leat of the Moor; so called, from having been a

Ktreat of the unfortunate Boabdil, during the time

[an insurrection, where he seated himself, and

okeddown mournfully upon his rebellious city.

A murmuring sound of water now and then rises

m llie valley. It is from the aipieduct of yon

^loorisli mill, nearly at the foot of the hill. The
of trees beyond is the Alameda, along the

lank of the Darro, a favourite resort in evenings, and

^rendezvous of lovers in the summer nights, when

!;uitar may be heard at a late hour from the

lenciies along its walks. Al present there are but a

few loitering monks to be seen thore, and a group of

irater-carriers from the fountain of Avellanos.

You start ! 'tis nothing but a hawk that we have

rightened from his nest. This old tower is a com-

ilete breeding-place for vagrant birds ; the swallow

ind martlet abound in every chink and cranny, and

ircle about it the whole day long ; while at night,

lien all other birds have gone to rest, the moping

I comes out of its lurking-place, and utters its

ing cry from the battlements. See how the hawk
have dislodged sweeps away below us, skimming

iver the tops of the trees, and sailing up to the

ins above the Generalife

!

Let us leave this side of the tower, and turn our

(yes to the west Here you behold in the distance,

range of mountains bounding the Vega, the ancient

irrier between Moslem Granada and the land of the

hristians. Among their heights you may still discern

arrior towns, whose grey walls and balllemenls

em of a piece with the rocks on which they are

liuill; while here and there is a solitary Alalaya, or

aich- tower, mounted on some lofty point, and
king down, as it were, from the sky, into the

s on either side. It was down the deliles of

ese mountains, by the pass of Lope, thai the Chris-

armies descended into the Vega. It was round
le base of yon grey and naked mountain, almost

sulated from the rest, and stretching its bold rocky

montory into the bosom of the plain, that the in-

iding squadrons would come bursting into view, with
anting banners, and the clanj^our of drums 'and

mpets. How changed is the scene ! Instead of tiie

glittering line of mailed warriors, we behold the pa-

tient train of the toilful muleteer, slowly moving

along the skirts of the mountain. Behind that pro-

montory is the eventful bridge of Pinos, renowned

for many a bloody strife between Moors and Chris-

tians; but still more renowned as being the place

where Columbus was overtaken and called back by

the messenger of Queen Isabella, just as he was de-

parting in despair, to carry his project of discovery

to the court of France.

Behold another place famous in the history of the

discoverer. Yon line of walls and towers, gleaming

in the morning sun, in the very centre of the Vega,

is the city of Santa-Fe, built by the Catholic sove-

reigns during the siege of Granada, after a conflagra-

tion had destroyed their camp. It was to these walls

that Columbus was called back by the heroic queen

;

and within them the treaty was concluded, that led

to the discovery of the western world.

Here, towards Ihe south, the eye revels on Ihe

luxuriant beauties of the Vega ; a blooming wilder-

ness of grove and garden, and teeming orchard, with

the Xenil winding through it in silver links, and
feeding innumerable rills, conducted through ancient

Moorish channels, which maintain the landscape in

perpetual verdure. Here are the beloved bowers and

gardens and rural retreats, for which the Moors

fought with such desperate valour. The very farm-

houses and hovels which are now inhabited by the

boors, retain traces of arabesques and other tasteful

decorations, which show them to have been elegant

residences in the days of the Moslems.

Beyond the embowered region of the Vega, you

behold to the south a line of arid hills, down which

a long train of mules is slowly moving. It was
from the summit of one of those hills that the unfor-

tunate Boabdil cast back his last look upon Granada,

and gave vent to Ihe agony of his soul. It is Ihe spot

famousin songamKiory, " The lastsighof the Moor."

Now raise your eyes to the snowy summit of yon

pile ofmountains, shining like a white summer cloud

in the blue sky. It is the Sierra Nevada, the pride

and delight of Granada ; the source of her cooling

breezes and perpetual verdure, of her gushing foun-

tains and perennial streams. It is this glorious pile

of mountains that gives lo Granada that combination

of delights so rare in a southern city ; the fresh vege-

tation and the temperate airs of a northern climate,

with the vivifying ardour of a tropical sun, and the

cloudless azure of a southern sky. It is this aerial

treasure of snow, which, melting in proportion lo the

increase of the summer heat, sends down rivulets and

slreams through every glen and gorge of the Alpuxar-

ras, diffusing emerald verdure and fertility through-

out a chain of happy and sequestered valleys.

Those mountains may well be called the glory of

Granada. They dominate the whole extent of An-

dalusia, and may be seen from its most distant parts.

The muleteer hails them, as he views their frosty

peaks from Ihe sidtry level of the plain ; and the

m
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Spanish niariiici' oi) llic deck of his hark, far, fur off

on the l)osoin of (lie blue Mediterranean, walciies

lliem wilh a pensive eye, Uiinks of delighlful Cira-

nada, and ciiants, in low voice, some old romance

about the Moors.

But enough—the sun is high above the mountains,

and is pouring his full fervour upon our heads. Al-

ready the terraced roofof the tower is hot beneath our

feel : let us abandon it, and descend and refresh our-

selves under the arcades by the Fountain of the Lions.

REFLECTIONS

ON THB

MOSLEM DOMINATION IN SPAIN.

OxE of my favourite resorts is the balcony of the

central window of the Hall of Ambassadors, in the

lofty tower ot Comares. I have just been seated

there, enjoying the close ofa long brilliant day. The
sun, as he sank behind the purple mountains of Al-

bania, sent a stream of effulgence up the valley of the

Darro, that spread a melancholy pomp over the ruddy

towers of the Alhambra; while the Vega, covered

with a slight sultry vapour that caught the setting

ray, seemed spread out in the distance like a golden

sea. Not a breath of air disturbed the stillness of the

hour, and though the faint sound of music and mer-

riment now and then arose from the gardens of the

Darro, it but rendered more impressive the monu-
mental silence of the pile which overshadowed me.

It was one of those hours and scenes in which me-

mory asserts an almost magical power; and, like the

evening sun beaming on these mouldering towers,

sends back her retrospective rays to light up the glo-

ries of the past.

As I sat watching the effect of the declining day-

light upon this Moorish pile, I was led into a con-

sideration of the light, elegant, and voluptuous cha-

racter, prevalent throughout its internal architec-

ture ; and to contrast it with the grand but gloomy

solemnity of the gothic edifices, reared by the Spa-

nish conquerors. The very architecture thus be-

speaks the opposite and irreconcilable natures of the

two warlike people who so long battled here for the

mastery of the peninsula. By degrees, I fell into a

course of musing upon the singular fortunes of the

Arabian or Moresco-Spaniards, whose whole exist-

ence is as a tale that is told, and certainly forms one

of the most anomalous, yet splendid episodes in his-

tory. Potent and durable as was their dominion,

>ve scarcely know how to call them. They are a

nation, as it were, without a legitimate country or a

name. A remote wave of the great Arabian inun-

dation, cast upon the shores of Europe, they seemed
to have all the impetus of the first rush of the torrent.

Their career of cftjM|uest, from the rock of Gibraltar

«i

to the cliffs of the Pyrenees, was as rapid and brillin

as the Moslem victories of Syria and Egypt. Nai

had 1 1 ley not been checked on the plains of Tours,

«

France, all Europe, might have been overrun win

the same facility as the empires of the East, and tij

crescent might at this day have glittered on the fan

of Paris and of London.

Uepelled within the limits of the Pyrenees,
li

mixed hordes of Asia and Africa, that formed tli

great eruplion, gave up the Moslem principle of con

quest, and sought to establish in Spain a peacefn! at

permanent dominion. As conquerors, their heroisi

was only equalled by their moderation ; and in U
for a time, they excelled the nations wilh whom ibi

contended. Severed from their native homes,
i

loved the land given them as they supposed by Alia

and strove to embellish it wilh every thing that coi

administer to the happiness ofman. Laying the fog

dations of their power in a system of wise and eqiii

able laws, diligently cultivating the arts and scienci

and promoting agriculture, manufactures, and cix

merce ; they gradually formed an empire unrirall«

for its prosperity by any of the empires of Clirisln

doin;and diligently drawing round them thegrai

and refinements that marked Ihe Arabian empire ij

the East, at the time of its greatest civilization,

diffuseil the light of Oriental knowledge Ihroughil

Western regions of benighted Europe.

The cities of Arabian Spain became the resort (<

Christian artisans, to instruct themselves in theiiseU

arts. The Universities of Toledo, Cordova, Sevilfej

and Granada, were sought by the pale student fro

other lands, to acquaint himself wilh the sciences t

the Arabs, and the treasured lore of antiquity;

lovers of the gay sciences resorted to Cordova an^

Granada, to imbibe the poetry and music of l

East ; and the steel-clad warriors of the north I

ed thither to accomplish themselves in the graceU

exercises and courteous usages of chivalry.

If the Moslem monuments in Spain, if the mo!

of Cordova, the alcazar of Seville, and the Alhanili

of Granada, still bear inscriptions fondly boaslin!!i|

the power and permanency of their domination ;c

the boast be derided as arrogant and vain ? Gem

ration after generation, century after century, I

passed away, and still they maintained possessioiiil

the land. A period had elapsed longer than I

which has passed since England was subjugald I

the Norman Conqueror, and the descendants of Mm

and Taric might as little anticipate being driven inl

exUe across tlie same straits, traversed by their li

umphant ancestors, as the descendants of Rolioi

William, and their veteran peers, may dream otbeil

driven back to the shores of Normandy.

With all lids, however, the Moslem empire i

Spain was but a brilliant exotic, that took no pen

iient root in the soil it embellished. Severed f

all their neighbours in the West, by impassable I

riers of faith and manners, and separated by seas J

deserts from their kindred of the East, Ihey were«
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itlioid in a usurped land.

They were the out-posts and frontiers of Islamism.

le peninsula was the great battle-ground where the

[othic conquerors of the North, and the Moslem con-

lerors of the East, met and strove for mcsiery ; and

^e fiery courage of the Aral) was at length sufulued

the obstinate and pei-severing valour of the Goth.

Never was the annihilation of a people more com-

Ete than that of the Moresco-Spaniards. "Wiiere

they ? Ask the shores of Barbary and its desert

ices. The exiled remnant of their once powerful

ipire disappeared among the barbarians of Africa,

(I ceased to be a nation. They have not even left

listinct name behind them, though for nearly eight

itnries they were a distinct peo[)le. The home of

ieir ailoption and of their occupation for ages, re-

to acknowledge them, except as invaders and

irpers. A few broken monuments are all that re-

linto bear witness to Iheir power and dominion,

solitary rocks left far in the interior, bear testi-

)ny (u the extent of some vast inundation. Such

|the Aihambra. A Moslem pile, in the midst of a

irislian land ; an Oriental palace amidst the Gothic;

of the West; an elegant memento of a brave,

jtelligeiit, and graceful people, who conquered,

led, and passed away.

THE HOUSEHOLD.

I
It is time that I give some idea of my domestic

Vaiigeuients in this singular residence. The lloyal

llace of the Aihambra is entrusted to the care of a

lold maiden dame, called Doila Antonia IMolina;

|l\vlio, according to Spanish custom, goes by the

ire neighbourly appellation of '•''a Antonia (Aimt

hlonia). She maintains the Moorish halls and gar-

Ins in order, and shews them to strangers ; in con-

|eralion of which she is allowed all the pertpiisites

«ived from visitors, and all the. produce of the

dens, excepting, that she is expected to pay an oc-

kional tribute of fruits and Howers to the governor.

|r residence is in a corner of the palace ; and her

iiiiy consists of a nephew and niece, the children

jlwo dilTcrenl brothers. The nephew, Manuel

pia, is a young man of sterling worth, and Spa-

1 gravity. lie has served >n the armies both in

bin and the West Indies ; but is now studying

jdiciiie, in hopes of one day or other becoming

peian to the fortress, a post worth at least a hun-

I and forty dollars a-year. As to the niece, she

blunip little black-eyed Andalusian damsel, named
pores; but who, from her bright looks and cheer-

lilisposilion, merits a merrier name. She is the de-

fed iieiress of all her aunt's possessions, consisting

kcrtain ruinous tenements in the fortress, yielding

a revenue of alwut one hundred and fifty dollars. I

had not been long in the Aihambra, before I dis-

covered that a quiet courtship was going on between

the discreet Manuel and his bright-eyed cousin, and

that nothing was wanting to enable them to join their

hands and expectations, but that he should receive

his doctor's diploma, and purchase a dispensation

from the Pope, on account of their consanguinity.

With the good dame Antonia I have made a treaty,

according to which, she furnishes me with board and

lodging; while the merry-hearted little Dolores keeps

my apartment in order, and ofliciates as handmaid at

meal-times. I have also at my command a tall, stut-

tering, yellow-haired lad, named Pepe, who wo'ks

in the gardens, and would fain have acted as valet

;

but, in this, he was forestalled by Mateo Ximenes,
" the son of the Alhand)ra !" This alert and ofncious

wight has managed, somehow or other, to stick by

me ever since I first encountered him at the outer

gate of the fortress, and to weave himself into all my
plans, until he has fairly appointed and installed him-

self my valet, cicerone, guide, guard, and historio-

graphic squire ; and I have been obliged to improve

the state of his wardrobe, that he may not disgrace

his various functions; so that he has cast his old

brown mantle, as a snake does his skin, and now ap-

pears about the fortress with a smart Andalusian hat

and jacket, to his infinite satisfaction, and the great

astonishment of his comrades. The chief fault of

honest Mateo is an over anxiety to he useful. Con-

scious of having foisted himself into my employ, and

that my simple and quiet habits render his situation

a sinecure, lie is at his wit's ends to devise modes of

making himself important to my welfare. I am,

in a manner,' the victim of his oiliiciousness ; I cannot

put my foot over the threshold of the palace, to stroll

about the fortress, but he is at my elbow, to explain

every thing I see ; and if I venture tu ramble among

the surrounding hills, he insists upon attending me as a

guard, though I vehemently suspect he would be more

apt to trust to the length of his legs than the strength

of his arms, in case of an attack. After all, however,

the poor fellow is at times an amusing companion

;

he is simple-minded, and of infinite good humour,

with the loquacity and gossip of a village barber, and

knows all the small-talk of the place and its environs

;

but what he chiefly values himself on, is his stock of

local information, having the most marvellous stories

to relate, of every tower, and vault, and gateway of

the fortress, in all of which he places the most im-

plicit faith.

Most of these he has derived, according to his

own account, from his grandfathe.-, a little legendary

tailor, who lived to the age of nearly a hundred years,

during which he made but two migrations beyond

the precincts of the fortress. His shop, for the greater

part of a century, was the resort of a knot of vener-

able gossips, where they would pass half the night

talking about old times, and the wonderful events

and hidden secrets of the place- The whole livinir.

t
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moving, thinking, and acting, of this historical little

tailor, had thns been bounded by the walls of the

Alhambra ; within them he had been bom, within

them he lived, breallied, and had his licing ; within

them he died, and was buried. Fortunately for

posterity, his traditionary lore died not with him.

The authentic Mateo, wlien an urchin, used to be

an attentive listener to the narratives of his grand-

father, and of the gossip group assembled round the

shop-board ; and is thus possessed of a stock of valu-

able knowledge concerning the Alhambra, not to be

found in the books, and well worthy the attention of

every curious traveller.

Such are the personages that contribute to my do-

mestic comforts in the Alhambra; and 1 question

whether any of the potentates, Moslem or Christian,

who have preceded me in the palace, have been waited

upon with greater fidelity, or enjoyed a serener sway.

When I rise in the morning, Pepe, the slutlering

lad from the gardens, brings me a tribute of fresh-

culled flowers,which are afterwards arranged in vases,

by the skilful hand of Dolores, who takes a female

pride in the decorations of my chamber. My meals

are made wherever caprice dictates; sometimes in

one of the Moorish halls, sometimes under the arcades

of the Court of Lions, surrounded by flowers and

fountains : and when I walk out, I am conducted by

the assiduous Mateo, to the most romantic retreats of

the mountains, and delicious haunts of the adjacent

valleys, not one of which but is the scene of some

wonderful tale.

Though fond of passing the greater part of my day

alone, yet I occasionally repair in the evenings to the

little domestic circle of Dofia Antonia. This is gene-

rally held in an old Moorish chamber, that serves for

kitchen as well as hall, a rude fire-place having been

made in one corner, the smoke from which has dis-

coloured the walls, and almost obliterated the ancient

arabesques. A window, with a balcony overhanging

the valley of the Darro, lets in the cool evening breeze

;

and here I take my frugal supper of fruit and milk,

and mingle with the conversation of the family. There

is a natural talent or mother wit, as it is called, about

the Spaniards, which renders them intellectual and

agreeable companions, whatever may be their condi-

tion in life, or however imperfect may have been their

education : add to this, they are never vulgar; nature

has endowed them with an inherent dignity of spirit.

The good Tia Antonia is a woman of strong and in-

telligent, though uncultivated m'nd; and the bright-

eyed Dolores, though she has read but three or four

books in the whole course of her life, has an engaging

mucture of naivete and good sense, and often surprises

me by the pungency of her artless sallies. Some-
times the nephew entertains us by reading some old

comedy of Calderon or Lope de Vega, to which he
is evidently prompted by a desire to improve, as well

as amuse his cousin Dolores; though to his great morti-

fication, the little damsel generally falls asleep l)efore

the first act is completed. Sometimes Tia Antonia

has a little levee of humble friends and dependeniij

the inhabitants of the adjacent hamlet, or the wi^e

of the invalid soldiers. These look up to her wii|||

great deference, as the custodian of the palace, ait

pay their court to her by bringing the news of th

place, or the ruftiours that may have straggled
i

from Granada. In listening to these evening

sipings I have picked up many curious facts, illustn

tive of the manners of the people and the pcculiarilJe^

of the neighbourhood. These are simple details
(

simple pleasures; it is tiie nature of the plaie i

that gives them interest and importance. / tread

haunted ground, and am surrounded by romanlic as^

sociations. From earliest boyhood, when, ou (Ik

banks of the Hudson, I first pored over the pagtso

an old Spanish story about the wars of Granada, thi

city has ever been a subject of my waking dreains.l

and often have I trod in fancy the romantic lialls oi

the Alhambra. Behold for once a day-dream realized!

yet I can scarce credit my senses, or believe llialld

indeed inhabit the palace of Boabdil, and look dovi

from its balconies upon chivalric Granada. As Iloile

through these Oriental chambers, and hear theniiir|

mur of fountains and the song of the nightingale;

I inhale the odour of the rose, and feel the influenc^

of the balmy climate, I am almost tempted to fai

myself in the paradise of Mahomet, and that I

plump little Dolores is one of the bright-eyed I

destined to administer to the happiness of true \k\

lievers.

THE TRUANT.

Since noting the foregoing pages, we have iiad
j

scene of petty tribulation in the Alhambra, vi\m

has thrown a cloud over the sunny countenance ol

Dolores. This little damsel has a female passion foj

pets of all kinds, and from the superabundant Jvindf

ness of her disposition, one of the ruined courts g

the Alhambra is thronged with her favourites,

stately peacock and his hen seem to hold regal sv

here, over pompous turkeys, querulous guinea-fowli|

and a rabble rout of common cocks and hens. Ill

great delight of Dolores, however, has lor some lira

been centred in a youthful pair of pigeons, wlio hiij

lately entered into the holy state of wedlock, amiffij

have even supplanted a tortoise-shell cat and killd

in her affections.

As a tenement for them wherein to comraeiK

housekeeping, she had lilted up a small clianil)erai

jacent to the kitchen, the window of which iookij

into one of the quiet Moorish courts. Here tlieyiii|

ed in happy ignorance of any world beyond thee

and its sunny roofs. Never had they aspired los

alwve the battlements, or to mount to the sumniilj

the towers. Their virtuous union was at lerf

crowned by two spotless and milk-wliile egjfSjlolll
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great joy of their cherishing little mistress. Nothing

could be more praiseworthy than the conduct of the

voung married folks on this interesting occasion.

le custodian of the palace, an They took turns to sit upon the nest until the eggs

vtre hatched, and while their callow progeny re-

quired warmth and shelter; while one thus stayed at

bume, the other foraged abroad for food, and brought

This scene of conjugal felicity has suddenly met

vith a reverse. Early this morning, as Dolores was

s the nature of the plaie alon feeding the male pigeon, siie took a fancy to give him

rest and importance. / li
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a peep at the great world. Opening a window, there-

lore, which looks down upon the valley of the Darro,

she launched him at once beyond the walls of the Al-

hambra. For the first time of his life the astonished

bird had to try the full vigour of his wings. He
svept down into the valley, and then rising upwards

vilh a surge, soared almost to the clouds. Never

before had he risen to such a height, or experienced

such delight in flying; and, like a young spendthrift

just come to his estate, he seemed giddy with excess

of liberty, and with the boundless field of action sud-

denly opened to him. For the whole day he has

been circling about in capricious flights, from tower

to tower, from iiee to tree. Every attempt has been

rain to lure him back by scattering grain upon the

roofs ; he seems to have lost all thought of home, of

his lender helpmate and his callow young. To add

to tlie anxiety of Dolores, he has been joined by two

pnlomas Imhoncs, or robber pigeons, whose instinct

it is to entice wandering pigeons to their own dove-

cotes. The fugitive, like many other lhoughtIe,ss

youths on their first launching upon the world, seems

quite fascinated with these knowing, but graceless

companions, who have undertaken to shew him life,

and introduce him lo society. He has been soaring

vith them over all the roofs and steeples of Granada.

A thunder-storm has passed over the city, but he has

not sought his home ; night has closed in, and still he

comes not. To deepen the pathos of the affair, the

female pigeon, after remaining several hours on the

nest, without being relieved, at length went forth to

seek her recreant mate ; but stayed away so long that

the young ones perished for want of the warmth and

shelter of the parent bosom. At a late hour in the

evening, word was brought to Dolores, that the truant

bird had been seen upon the towers of Ihe Genera-

life. Now it happens that the Administraflor of

that ancient palace has likewise a dovecote, among
the inmates of which are said to be two or three of

these inveigling birds, the terror of all neighbouring

pigeon-fanciers. Dolores immediately concluded,

that the two feathered sharpers who had been seen

with her fugitive, were these bloods of the Genera-

life. A council of war was forthwith held in the

chamber of Tia Antonia. The Generalife is a dis-

tinct jurisdiction from Ihe Alhambra, and of course

some punctilio, if not jealousy, exists between their

custodians. It was determined, therefore, lo send

Pepe, the stuttering lad of the gardens, as amlwssador

to the Administrador, requesting, that if such fugi-

tive should be found In his dominions, he might be

given up as a snhject of the Alhambra. Pepe de-

parted accordingly, on his diplomatic exp<>dition,

through the moonlight groves and avenues, but re-

turned in an hour with the afflicting intelligence

thet no such bird was to be found in the dovecote

of the Generalife. The Administrador, liowever,

pledged his sovereign word that if such vagrant should

appear there, even at midnight, he should instantly

be an-ested, and sent back prisoner to his little black-

eyed mistress.

Thus stands the melancholy affair, which has oc-

casioned much distress throughout the palace, and

has sent the inconsolable Dolores to a sleepless pillow.

" Sorrow endureth for a night," says the proverb,

"but joy Cometh in the morning." The first object

that met my eyes, on leaving my room this morning,

was Dolores, with the truant pigeon in her hands,

and her eyes sparkling with joy. He had appeared

at an early hour on the battlements, hovering shyly

about from roof to roof, but at length entered the

window, and surrendered himself prisoner. He
gained little credit, however, by his return ; for the

ravenous manner in which he devoured the food set

before him, shewed that, like the prodigal son, he

had l)een driven home by sheer famine. Dolores up-

braided him for his faithless conduct, catling him all

maimer of vagrant names (though, womanlike, she

fondled him at the same lime to her bosom, and co-

vered him with kisses). I observed, however, that

she had taken care lo clip his wings lo prevent all fu-

ture soarings; a precaution, which I mention for the

benefit of all those who have truant lovers or wander-

ing husbands. More than one valuable moral might

be drawn from the story of Dolores and her pigeon.

THE AUTHOR'S CHAMBER.

Ox taking up my abode in the Alhambra, one end

of a suite of empty chambers of modern archilectm-e,

intended for the residence of the governor, was filled

up for my reception. It was in front of the palace,

looking forth upon the esplanade; the further end

communicated with a cluster of little chambers,

partly Moorish, partly modern, inhabited by Tia An-

tonia and her family ; these terminated in a large

room, which serves the good old dame for parlour,

kitchen, and hall of audience. It had boasted of

some splendour in the time of the Moors, but a fire-

place had been built in one, coiner, the smoke from

which had discoloured the walls, nearly obliterated

the ornaments, and ^pread a sombre tint on the

whole. From these gloomy apartments, a narrow

blind corridor and a dark winding staircase, led

down an angle of the lower of Comares, groping

along which, and opening a small door at thelmtlom.
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you wore suddenly dazzletl by eiiiei-gin^ into the

brilliaiil aiite-cliainber of the Hall of Ambassadors,

Willi the fountain of tbecourl of the Alberca sparkling

before yon.

I was dissatiiried with being lodged in a modern and

frontier apartment of tlie palace, and longed to en-

sconce myself in the very lieart of the building. As

I was rambling one day about the Moorish halls, I

found in a remote gallery, a door which I had not

before noticed, connnunicating apparently with an

extensive aparlincnt, locked up from the public.

Here Iben was a mystery; here was the haunted

wing of the castle. I procured the key, however,

without tlifficulty ; the door opened to a range of

vacant chambers of European architecture, though

built over a Moorish arcade, along the little garden

of Lindaraxa. There were two lofty rooms, the

ceilings of which were ofdeep pannel work of cedar,

richly and skilfully carved with fruits and (lowers,

intermingled with grotes<iue masks or faces, but

broken in many places. The walls had evidently, in

ancient times, been hung with damask, hut were

now naked, and scrawled over with the insignificant

names of aspiring travellers; the windows, which

were dismantled and open to wind and weather,

looked into the garden of Lindaraxa, and the orange

and citron-trees tlung their branches into the cham-

ber. Beyond these rooms were two saloons, less

lofty, looking also into the garden. In the compart-

ments of the pannelled ceilings, were baskets of fruit

and garlands of (lowers, painted by no mean hand,

and in tolerable preservation. The walls had also

been painted in fresco in the Italian style, but the

paintings were nearly obliterated ; the windows were

in the same shattered state as in the other chambers.

This fanciful suite of rooms terminated in an open

gallery with bidnstrades, which ran at right angles

along another side of the garden. The whole apart-

ment had a delicacy and elegance in its decorations,

and there was something so choice and sequestered

in its situation, along this retired little garden, that

it awakened an interest in its l.icVory. I foimd on

enquiry, that it 'vrs an apartment fitted up by Italian

artists in the ear'.y part of the last century, at the

time when Phi\p V and the beautiful Elizabeth of

Parma were expected at the Alhambra ; and was

destined for the queen and the ladies of her train.

One of the loftiest chambers had been her sleeping-

room; and a narrow staircase leading from it, though

now wailed up, opened to the delightful belvidere,

originally a niitador of the Moorish Sultanas, but

lilted up as a liouduir for the fair Elizabeth, and

which still retains the name of the tocador, or toilette,

of the Queen. The sleeping-room I have mentioned,

commanded from one window a prospect of the Ge-
neralife and its emboweretl terraces : under another

window played the alabaster fountain of the garden

«>f Lindaraxa. That garden carried my thoughts still

further back to the period of another reign of beauty

:

lu liic davs of the Muorii^li Sultanas.

" How beauteous is lliis garden !" says an Arab

inscription, " where the flowers of the earth vie wjiJ

the stars of heaven! What can compare with thtl

vase of yon alabaster fountain iilled with crysl)i|

water ? Nothing hut the moon in her fulness, shiii<f

ing in the midst of an unclouded sky !"

Centuries had elapsed, yet how much of this scewl

of apparently fragile beauty remained. The gardfol

of Lindaraxa was still adorned with flowers; HiJ

fountain still presented its crystal mirror ; it is inieT

the alabaster had lost its whiteness, and the basjnl

beneath, overrun with weeds, had become iIkI

nestling-place of the lizard ; but there was someliiinJ

in the very decay, that enhanced the interest of \\A

scene, speaking as it did, of that mutability wiiiclii)|

the irrevocable lot of man and all his works. TIkI

desolation too of these chambers, once the abode ofl

the proud and elegant Elizalietta, had a more loudhl

ing charm for me, than if I had beheld them iniheirl

pristine splendour, glittering with the pageantry ufjl

court. I determined at once to take up my qiiarlers|

in this apartment.

My determination excited great surprise in ihel

family, who could not imagine any rational iniluce[

meiU for the choice of so solitary, ivmote, andforlornl

an apartment. The good Tia Antonia considered
il

highly dangerous ; the neighbourhood, she said, \via|

infested by vagrants; thecaverns of the adjacent lii

swarmed with gipsies ; the palace was rninons, amll

easy to be entered in many parts ; and the rumour ufal

stranger ([uartered alone in one of the ruined a[);iri-|

ments, out of the hearing of the rest of the inliabiil

ants, might tempt unwelcome visitors in the nighlJ

especially as foreigners are always supposed to iiel

well stocked with money. Dolores represented llwl

frightful loneliness of the place, nothing but balsaiidl

owls flitting about ; then there were a fox aiulawil

cat that kept about the vaults and roamed about ilj

night.

I was not to be diverted from my linnwnr; sol

calling in the assistance of a carpenter, and the ererl

ofiicious Mateo Ximenes, the doors and windowJ

were soon placed in a state of tolerable seciirilyT

With all these precautions, I must confess, tliulirsll

night I passed in these (juarters was iuexpressiblTl

dreary. I was escorted by the whole family to

chamber, and their taking leave of me, and leliirnl

ing along the waste ante-chambers and echoing; gall

Idles, reminded me of those hobgoblin stories vkni

the hero is left to accomplish the adventure of aii|

enchanted bouse.

Even the thoughts of Llie fair Elizabetta, and thtl

lieauties of her court, vlij li.-.d once graced ili«l

chambers, now, by a pe; version of fancy, added til

the gloom. Here was the scene of their transierf

gaiety and loveliness ; here were the very traces/!

their elegance and enjoyment; but what and wlKfll

were they:'— Dust and ashes! tenants of tli(;l«iiil)f

phantoms of the memory

!

A vague and indescribable awo was ciirpiiij; ov«|
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lie. I would fain have ascrilied it to the tlioughts

robbers awakened by the evening's conversation,

Il I felt that it was something more unreal and al)-

ird. In a word, the long-buried impressions of the

lursery were reviving, and asserting their |»ower

pver my imagination. Every thing began to be af-

cled by the working of my mind. The whispering

the wind among the citron-trees, beneath my
limlow, had something sinister. I cast my eyes

itu the garden of Lindaraxa ; the groves presented

n;ulf of shadows; the thickets, indistinct and ghast-

ly
shapes. I was glad to close the window, but my
bauihcr itself became infected. A l)at had found

way in, and flitted about my head and athwart

gy solitary lamp; the grotes(|ue faces carved in the

lar ceiling seemed to mope and mow at me.

Housing myself, and half smiling at this temporary

reakness, I resolved to brave it, and, taking lamp

hand, sallied forth to make a tour of the ancieid

liace. Notwithstanding every mental exertion, the

sk was a severe one. The rays of my lamp ex-

ended to but a limited distance around me; I walked

lit were in a mere halo of light, and all beyond was

iick darkness. The vaulted corridors were as ca-

erns; tiie vaults of the balls were lost in gloom;

that unseen foe might not be linking l>efore or he-

me ! my own shadow playing al)out the wails

id the echoes of my own foolsleits disturbed me.

Ill this excited state, as I was traversing the great

tall of Ambassadors, there were added real sounds

these conjectural fancies. Low moans, and in-

stinct ejaculations seemed to rise, as it were, be-

ealh my feet ; I paused and listened. They then

pared to resound from without the tower. Some-

they resembled the bowlings of an animal, at

fliers lliey were stifled shrieks, mingled with arti-

iilate ravings. The thrilling effect of these sounds

ithat still hour and singular place, destroyed all in-

lination to continue my lonely perambulation. I

^turned to my chamber with more alacrity than I

ad sallied forth, and drew my breath more freely

Ihen once more within its walls, and the door bolted

Niiiul me. When I awoke in the morning with the

^n shining in at my window and lighting up every

Irtofthe building with bis cheerful and truth-telling

tarns, I could scarcely recall the shadows and fancies

injured up by the gloom of the preceding night ; or

kieve that the scenes around me, so naked and ap-

rent, could have been clothed with such imaginary

krars.

jSlill, 'he dismal bowlings and ejaculations I bad

ird, were not ideal ; but they were soon accounted

by my handmaid Dolores ; being the ravings of

)r maniac, a brother of her aunt, who was sub-

Mo violent paroxysms, during which he was con-

in a vaulted room beneath the Kail of Ambas-
lors.

HIE ALIIAMBHA BY SrOONLIGU'l.

I HAVE given a picture of my apartment on my
lirst taking possession of it; a few evenings have

produced a thorough change in the scene and in my
feelings. The moon, which then was invisible, has

gradually gained upon the night, and now rolls in

full splendour alwve the lowers, pouring a flootl of

tempered light into every court and ball. 1 he garden
beneath my window is gently lighted up ; the orange
and citron-trees are tipped with silver ; the fountain

sparkles in the nioon-beams, and even the blush of

the rose is faintly visible.

I have sat for hours at my window, inhaling the

sweetness of the garden, and musing on the chequer-

ed fortunes of those whose history is dimly shadowed
out in the elegant memorials around. Sometimes I

have issued forth at midnight, when every thing was
quiet, and have wandered over the whole building.

Who can do justice to a moonlight night in such a

climate and in such a place ! The temperature of an
Andalusian midnight in sununer is perfectly ethereal.

We seem lifted up into a purer atmosphere; there is

a serenity of soul, a buoyancy of spirits, an elasticity

of frame, that render mere existence enjoyment. The
effect of moonlight too, on the Alhambra, has some-
thing like enchantment. Every rent and chasm of

time, every mouldering tint and weather-stain disap-

pears; the marble resumes its original whiteness

;

the long colonnades brighten in the moonbeams, the

halls are illuminated with a softened radiance, until

the whole edifice reminils one of the enchanted palace

of an A rahian tale.

At such a time I have ascended to the little pavilion

called the Queen's Toilette, to enjoy its varied and

extensive prospect. To the right, the snowy summits

of the Sierra Nevada would gleam like silver clouds

against the darker firmament, and all the outlines of

the mountain would be softened, yet delicately defin-

ed. My delight, however, would be to lean over the

parapet of the tocador,and gaze down upon Granada,

spread out like a map below me; all buried in deep

repose, and its white palaces and convents sleeping,

as it were, in the moonshine.

Sometimes I would hear the faint sounds of casta-

nets from some party of dancers lingering in the Ala-

meda, at other times I have heard the dubious tones

of a guitar, and the notes of a single voice rising from

some solitary street, and have pictured to myself

some youthful cavalier serenading his lady's window;

a gallant custom of former days, but now sadly on

the decline, except in the remote towns and villages

of Spain. Such were the scenes that have detained

me for many an hour loitering about the courts and

balconies of the castle, enjoying that mixture of re-

verie and sensation which steal away existence in a

southern climate, and it has been almost morning

l)cfore I have retired lo my bed, and been lulled to

|!
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sleep by the falling waters of Uie fountain of Linda-

raxa.

INHABITANTS OF THE ALHAMBRA.

I HAVE often observed, that the more proudly a

mansion has been tenanted in the day of its prosperity,

the humbler are its inhabitants in the day of its de-

cline, and that the palace of the king, commoidy

ends in being the nestling-place of the beggar.

The Alhanibra is in a rapid state of similar transi-

tion. Whenever a tower falls to decay, it is seized

upon by some tatterdemalion family, who become

joint tenants, with (he bats and owls, of its gilded

lialls; and hang their rags, those standards of poverty,

out of its windows and loop-holes.

I have amused myself with remarking some of the

motley characters that have thus usurped the ancient

abode of royalty, and who seem as if placed here to

give a farcical termination to the drama of human

pride. One of these even bears the mockery of a

regal title. It is a little old woman named Maria

Antonia SalM)nea, but who goes by the appellation of

la Reyna Coquina, or the Cockle-queen. She is small

enough to be a fairy, and a fairy she may be for aught

I can lind out, for no one seems to know her origin.

Her habitation is in a kind of closet under the outer

staircase of the palace, and she sits in the cool stone

corridor, plying her needle and singing from morning

till night, with a ready joke for every one that passes

;

for though one of the poorest, she is one of the mer-

riest little women breathing. Her great merit is a

gift for story-telling, having, I verily believe, as many

stories at her command, as the inexhaustible Schehe-

rezade of the Thousand and one Nights. Some of

these I have heard her relate in the evening tertulias

of Dame Antonia, at which she is occasionally a

humble attendant.

That there must be some fairy gift about this mys-

terious little old woman, would appear from her ex-

traordinary luck, since, notwithstanding her being

very little, very ugly, and very poor, she has had,

according to her own account, live husbands and a

half, reckoning as a half one, a young dragoon who
died during courtship. A rival personage to this

little fairy queen, is a portly old fellow with a bottle

nose, who goes about in a rusty garb, with a cocked

liat of oil-skin and a red cockade. He is one of the

legitimate sons of the Alhambra, and has lived here

all his life, fdling various offices, such as deputy al-

guazil, sexton of the parochial church, and marker of

a lives' court established at the foot of one of the

lowers. He is as poor as a rat, but as proud as he is

ragged, boasting of his descent from the illustrious

liouse of Agnilar, from which sprang Gonsalvo of

Ck)rdova, the grand captain. Nay, he actually l)ears

the name of Alonso de Aguilar, so renowned in the

history of the conquest ; though the graceless wags oil

the fortress have given him the title of elpadre suntol

or the holy father, the usual appellation of the Pope I

which I had thought too sacred in the eyes of truel

catholics to be thus ludicrously applied. It is a wliiin.|

sical caprice of fortune to present, in the groles(|uel

person of this tatterdemalion, a namesake and (1^|

bcendant of the proud Alonso de Aguilar, the niirrofi

of Andalusian chivalry, leading an almost memiieagil

existence about this once haughty fortress, wliicli liJ

ancestor aided to reduce
;
yet, such might have betol

the lot of the descendants ofAgainemnonand Aciiillt$ I

had Ihey lingered about the ruins of Troy

!

Of this motley community, I find the family orinjl

gossiping squire, Alaleo Ximenes, to form, fromthejrl

numbers at least, a very important part. His boa$i|

uf being a son of the Alhambra, is not unfoundedi

His family has iidiabited the fortress ever since i

time of the conquest, handing down an heredilaty

poverty from father to son ; not one of them liavim

ever been known to be worth a maravedi.

father, by trade a riband weaver, and who suceeedol

the historical tailor as the head of the family, ig noij

near tevenly years of age, and lives in a hovel of rett

and plaster, built by his own hands just above \k

iron gale. The furniture consists of a crazy bed,
ij

table, and two or three chairs ; a wooden chest, (

taiuuig his clothes and the archives of his family; ilm

is to say, a few papers concerning old law-suils,

which he cannot read ; but the pride of his hovel isj

blazon of the arms of the family, brilliantly coluutt

and suspended in a frame against the wail

;

demonstrating by its quarterings, the various noU

houses with which this poverty-stricken brood claiij

affinity.

As to Mateo himself, he has done his utmost I

perpetuate his line, having a wife and a numeroi

progeny, who inhabit an almost dismantled hovel ii

the hamlet. How they manage to subsist, he ooj

who sees into all mysteries can tell ; the subsistew

of a Spanish family of the kind, is always a riddlelj

me; yet they do subsist, and what is more, appearlj

enjoy their existence. The wife takes her

stroll in the Paseo of Granada, with a child in b

arms and half a dozen at her heels ; and the eiilt

daughter, now verging into womanhood, dressesli

hair with flowers, and dances gaily to the castaAel

Here are two classes of people to whom life sei

one long holiday, the very rich, and the very
|

one because they need do nothing, the other becaal

they have nothing to do; but there are nonevlj

understand the art of doing nothing and living u|i({

nothing, belter than the poor classes of Spain.

mate does one half, and temperament the rest.

a Spaniard the shade in summer, and the sun I

winter; a little bread, garlick, oil, and garbances,

j

old brown cloak and a guitar, and let the world n

on as it pleases. Talk of poverty ! with him it iiasij

disgrace. It sits upon him with a grandiose style, I

his ragged cloak . He is a hidalgo, even when in f
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The "sons of the Alhambra" are an eminent II-

Inslration of this practical philosophy. As the Moors

imagined that the celestial paradise hung over this

favoured spot, so I am inclined at times to fancy, that

a gleam of the golden age still lingers about the

ragiced community. They possess nothing, they do

nothing, they care for nothing. Yet, though ap-

parently idle all the week, they are as observant of

all holy days and saints' days as the most laborious

arlizan. They attend all fi^tes and dancings in Gra-

nada and its vicinity, light bonfires on the hills on

St John's eve, and have 'lately danced away the

moonlight nights on the harvest home of a small field

vitliin the precincts of the fortress, which yielded a

few bushels of wheat.

Before concluding these remarks, I must mention

one of the amusements of the place which has parti-

jcularly struck me. I liad repeatedly obsen'cd a long

lean fellow perched on the top of one of the towers,

Inanoeuvring two or three fishing-rods, as though he

|was angling for the stars. I was for some time per-

ilesed by the evolutions of this aerial fisherman, and

ly perplexity increased on observing others employed

like manner on different parLs of the battlements

ind bastions ; it was not until I consulted Mateo

Jmenes, that I solved the mystery.

It seems that the pare and airy situation of this

irtress has rendered it, like the castle of Macbeth, a

ollflc breeding-place for swallows and martlets,

ho sport about its towers In myriads, with the

loliday glee of urchins just let loose from school.

entrap these birds in their giddy circlings, with

is baited with flies, is one of the favourite amuse-

!ntsof the ragged "sons of the Alhambra," who,

ith the good-for-nothing ingenuity of arrant idlers,

ive thus invented the art of angling in the sky

!

THE COURT OF LIONS.

J
The peculiar charm of this old dreamy palace, is

|s power of calling up vague reveries and picturings

f the past, and thus clothing naked realities with

he illusions of the memory and the imagination. As

[delight to walk in these "vain shadows," I am
ma to seek those parts of the Alhambra which are

ist favourable to this phantasmagoria of the mind;

^d none are more so than the Court of Lions, and

surrounding halls. Here the hand of time has

|llen the lightest, and the traces of Moorish elegance

I splendour exist in almost their original brilliancy,

jartliquakes have shaken the foundations of this pile,

pd rent its rudest towers; yet see, not one of those

jender columns has been displaced, not an arch of

lat light and fragile colonnade has given way, and

I the fairy fretwork of these domf, apparently as

p^^bstantial as the crystal fabrics of a morning's

frost, yet exist alter the lapse of centuries, almost an

fresh as if from the hand of the Moslem artist. I

write in the midst of these mementos of tlie past, in

the fresh hour of early morning, in the fated Hall of

the Abencerrages. The blood-stained fountain, the

legendary monument of their massacre, is before me

;

the lofty jet almost casts iLs dew upon my paper.

How difficult to reconcile the ancient tale of violence

and blood with the gentle and peaceful scene around

!

Every thing here appears calculated to inspire kind

and happy feelings, for every thing is delicate and

beautiful. The very light falls tenderly from above,

through the lantern of a dome tinted and wrought as

if by fairy hands. Through the ample and fretted

arch of the portal I behold the Court of Lions, with

brilliant sunshine gleaming along its colonnades, and

sparkling in its fountains. The lively swallow dives

into the Court, and then surging upwards, darts

away twittering over the roofs; the busy bee toils

humming among the flower beds, and painted but-

terflies hover from plant to plant, and flutter up and

sport with each other in the sunny air. It needs but

a slight exertion of the fancy to picture some pensive

beauty of the harem, loitering in these secluded

haunts of Oriental luxury.

He, however, who would behold this scene nnder

an asi)ect more in unison with its fortunes, let him

come when the shadows ofevening temper the bright-

ness of the Court, and throw a gloom into the sur-

rounding halls. Then nothing can be more serenely

melancholy, or more in harmony with the tale of

departed grandeur.

At such times I am apt to seek the Hall of Justice,

whose deep shadowy arcades extend across the upper

end of the Court. Here was performed, in presence

of Ferdinand and Isabella, and their triumphant

Court, the pompons ceremonial of high mass, on tak-

ing possession of the Alhambra. The very cross is

still to be seen upon the wall, where the altar was

erected, and where officiated the Grand Cardinal of

Spain, and others of the highest religious dignitaries

of the land. I picture to myself the scene when this

place was filled with the conquering host, that mix-

ture of mitred prelate and shaven monk, andsteel-clad

knight and silken courtier ; when crosses and crosiers,

and religious standards, were mingled with proud

armorial ensigns and the banners of the haughty

chiefs of Spain, and flaunted in triumph through

these Moslem halls. I picture to myself Columbus,

the future discoverer of a world, taking his modest

stand in a remote corner, the humble and neglected

spectator of the pageant. I see in imagination the

catholic sovereigns prostrating themselves before the

altar, and pouring forth thanks for their victory;

while the vaults resounded with sacred minstrelsy,

and the deep-toned Te Deum.

The transient illusion is over—the pageant melts

from the fancy—monarch, priest, and warrior, return

into oblivion, with the poor Moslems over whom they

exulted. The hall of their triumph is waste and de-
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M>late. 'i'lie ImI llils nituiil iu twiliftlil vault, hiiiI the

owl IhmiU from lliv neifjIilNxiriiig lower of Coiiiares.

On niteriiif; llic (loiirt uf llie Lion.**, a few even-

in;j:H since, I was sliirlletl iii lielioldin^ a tnrb»ne«l

IVItNir quietly .sealed near llie funntain. It seemed,

for a moment, as if one of llie superstitions of the

plaee were reali/cil, and some ancient inhabitant

of the Alhamlira had broken the spell of centuries,

and beciime visible, lie proved, however, to lie a

mere ordinary mortal , a native of Tetuan in Har-

bary, who had a shop in the Zaeatin of (>ranada,

where he sold rhubiirb. trinkets, and ptM'fumes. As

he siH)ke Spanisii fluently, I was enabled to hold con-

versation with him, and found him shrewd and in-

telli:;enl. lie told me that he came up the hill oc-

casionally in the summer, to pass a part of the day

in the Alhandira, which reminded him of the old

palaces in Harliary, which were built and adorned in

similar style, thouj^h with less magnilicence.

As we walked about the palace, he pointed out

several of the Arabic inscriptions, as possessing much
|HM!tic beauty.

"Ah, Sefior," said he, "when the Moors liehl

(ranada, they were a gayer people than they are

now-a-days. They thought only of love, of music,

and poetry. They made stanzas Hjwn every occa-

sion, and set them all to music. He who could make
the best verses, and she who had the most tuneful

voice, might be sure of favour and preferment. In

those days, if any one asked for bread, the reply was,

make me a couplet ; and the poorest beggar, if he

begged in rliynie, would often be rewarded with a

piece of gold."

" And is the popular feeling for poetry," said I,

" entirely lost among you ?

"

" By no means, Sei'kor, the people of Barbary, even

those of the lower classes, still make coupletji, and

good ones too, as in the olden time; but talent is not

rewardeil as it was then : the rich prefer the jingle

of their gold to the sound of poetry or music."

As he was talking, bis eye caught one of the in-

scriptions that foretold perjieluily to the power and

glory of the Moslem monarchs, the masters of this

pile. He shook his head, and shrugged his slioulders,

as he interpreted it. "Sucli might liave been the

case," said he, " the Moslems might still have been

reigning in the Albambra, had not Boabdil been a

traitor, and given up his capital to the Christians.

The Spanish monarchs would never have been able

to con(|uer it by open force."

I endeavoured to vindicate the memory of the un-

lucky Boalxlil from this aspersion, and to shew that

the dissensions which led to the downfal of the Moorish

throne, originated in the cruelty of his tiger-hearted

father ; but the Moor would admit of no palliation.

" Muley Hassan," said he, " might have been cruel;

but he was brave, vigilant, and patriotic. Had he

been properly seconded, Granada would still have

iieen ours ; but his son Boabdil thwarted his plans,

crippled bis power, sowed treason in his palace, and

dissension in his camp. May the curse of (lod lif>||i|

upon him for his treachery !" With these words ilw|

MiNir left the Alhambra.

Tht; indignation of my turlraned companion agrtnl

with an anecdote related by a friend, who in ihfl

course of a tour in Barbary, had an interview «iili|

the Pacha of Tetuan. The Moorish governor w»l

particular in his inquiries altout the soil, and e8|1^l

cially c«)ncerning the favounnl regions of Andaiuiiiil

the delights of (• ranada, and the remains of its rojJ

palace. The replies awakened all those font! rt-l

collections, so deeply chetished by the Moors, otM
power and spleiNlour of their ancient empire in Spiig,!

Turning to his Moslem attendants, the Pacha strokt^l

his lieard, and broke forth in passionate lamentatiuM,!

that such a scrpire should have fallen fn>m the svjj

of true l)clievers. He consoled himself, hownnj

with the persuasion, that the power and prosp

of the Spanish nation were on the decliiic; tluli|

time would come when the Moors would conqw

their rightful domains ; and that the day was pcrj

haps not far distant, when Mahommedan wa

wuuld again be offered up in the Mosque of CordonJ

and a Mahommedan prince sit on his throne in i

Alhambra.

Such is the general aspiration and belief amon;,'

i

Moors of Barbary ; who co.isider Spain, and tfft\

cially Andalusia, their rightful heritage, of vliidi

they have been despoiled by treachery and \hkm\

These ideas are fostered and |)erpetuatetl by tiu i

scendants of the exiled Moors of Granada, scattett

among the cities of Iterlwry. Several of these rrsid

iu Tetuan, preserving their ancient names, siicli i

Paez and Medina, and refraining from interman

with any families who cannot claim the same hi;

origin. T.x't vaunted lineage is regarded villi)

degree of popular deference, rarely shown in M»j

hommedan communities to a* j hereditary diiilini

tion, except in the royal line.

These families, it is said, continue to sigh alli

the terrestrial paradise of their ancestors, and lop

up prayers in their mo»]ues on Fridays, iniploi

Allah to hasten the time when Granada shall be i

stored io the faithful : an event to which they I

forward as fondly and confidently as did the Clirislia

crusaders to the recovery ofthe Holy Sepulchre. Naij

it is added, that some of them retain tlieancienlnu

and deeds of the estates and gardens of tlieir an

tors at Granada, and even the keys of the lion

Iwlding them as evidences of their hereditary clain

to be produced at the anticipated day of restorati

The Court of the Lions has also its share of siipt

natural legends. I have already mentioned the!

in the murmuring of voices and clanking ofchaii

made at night by the spirits of the murdered Ah

cerrages. Mateo Ximenes, a few evenings since, i

one of the gatherings in Dame Antonia's aparti

related a fact which happened within the kiiowlfl

of his grandfather, the legendary tailor.

There was an invalid soldier, wlio had clMigej
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Ik Alliambra to shew it to strangers. As he was

luiie evening, bImhiI twilight, passing through lli«

Icoiirt of Lions, he heard footsteps in the hall of the

[Abencerrages. Supposing some visitors to lie linger-

Ihere, he advanced to attend upon them, when
his astonishment he beheld four Moors richly

ilrested, with gilded cuirasses and cimeters, and

niards glittering with precious slones. They were

ralking to and fro, with solemn pace ; but paused

ind beckoned to him. The old soldier, however,

to ilighl, and could never afterwards be pre-

laiied upon to enter the Alhambra. Thus it is that

en sometimes turn their backs upon fortune ; for it

die lirm opinion of Mateo, that the Moors intended

reveal the place where their treasures lay buried.

successor to the invalid soldier was more knowhig,

came to the Alhambra \Mor ; but at the end of a

^eir went off to Malaga, bought houses, set up a car-

fa<fe, and still lives there one of the richest as well as

est men of the place ; all which, Muleo sagely sur-

i, was in conset|ueiice of his liudiiig out the

tlden seciet of these phauluui Moors.

BOABDll. EL CHICU.

Uy conversation with the man in the Court of

HIS, set me to iiiusiii;^' on the singular fate of lioub-

INever was surname more applicable than that

slowed upon him by his subjects, of *' el Zogoybi,"

"the unlucky." liis misfortunes began almost

^ liis crudle. la his tender youth, he was iniprisoii-

and menaced with death by an inhuman father,

only escaped through a mother's stratagem ; in

!r years his life was embittered and repeatedly

iiiangered, by the hostilities of a usurping uucie;

reign was distracted by external invasions and

ileriial feuds : he was alternately the foe, the pri-

!r, Ihe friend, and always the dupe of Ferdinand,

itii conquered and dethroned by the mingled craft

1(1 furce of that periidious monarch. An exile from

inative land, he took refuge with one of the princes

Africa, and fell obscurely in liattle, lighting in the

iuseof a stranger. His misfortunes ceased not with

death. If Boabdil cherished a desire to leave an

mourable name on the hisloric page, how cruelly

lie been defrauded of his hopes ! Who is there

It has turned the least attention to the romantic

^tory of the Moorish domination in Spain, wilhoul

idling with indignation at the alleged atrocities of

ibdil? Who has not been touched with Ihe woes
bis lovely and gentle queen, subjected by him to a

of life and death, on a false charge of infidelity ?

'Iio has not been shocked by his alleged murder of

sislerandher two children, in a transport of pas-

Who has not felt his blood boil, at the in-

massacre of the gallant Abencerrages, Ihirly-

six of whom, it Is aftlnned, lie orderetl to be lieheadetl

in tlie Court of Lions? All these charges have lieen

reiterated in various forms; they have passetl into

ballads, dramas, and ronuinces, until they have taken

too thorough possession of the public mind to be era-

dicated. 'I'here is not a foreigner of education that

visits the Alhambra, but asks for the fountain where

the Aliencerrages were beheaded; and gazes with

horror at the grated gallery where the (,)ueen is saiil

to have been coiilined ; not a peasant of the Vega or

the Sierra, but sings the story in rude couplets, to

the accompaniment of his guitar, while his hearei's

learn to execrate the very name of lloabdil.

Never, however, was name more foully and un-

justly slandered. I have examined all the authenlir

chronicles and letters written by Spanish authors,

contemp4irary with Uoalxlil ; some of whom were in

the confidence of the catholic sovereigns, and actually

present in the camp throughout tlie war. I have

examined all die Arabian authorities 1 could get ac-

cess to through the medium of translalion, and can

liiid nothing to justify these dark and hateful accusa-

tions. The whole of these tales may be traced to a

work connnonly called "The Civil Wars of Gra-

nada," containing a pretended history of the feuds of

the Ziegris and A licncerrages, during the last strug-

gle of the Moorish empire. This work ap[jeared

originally in Spanish, and professed to be translated

from the Arabic by one Gines I'erci: de Ilila, an in-

habitant of Miircia. It has since passed into various

languages, and Florian has taken from it much of the

fable of his Gonsalvo of Cordova ; it has since, in a

great measure, usur(ied the authority of real history,

and is currently lielieved by the {leople, and especially

the peasantry of Granada. The whole of it, how-

ever, is a mass of fiction, mingled wiUi a fewdisUgur-

ed truths, which give it an air of veracity. It bears

internal evidence of its falsity; the manners and

customs of the Moors being extravagantly misrepre-

sented in it, and scenes depicted, totally incompatible

with their habits and their faith, and which never

could have been recorded by a Mahometan writer.

1 confess there seems to me something almost

criminal, in the wilful perversions of this work : great

latitude is undoubtedly to be allowed to romantic

iiction, but Ihere are limits which it must not pass,

and the names of the distinguished dead, which be-

long to history, are no more to be calumniated than

those of the illustrious living. One would have

thought too, that the unfortunate Uoabdil had suffer-

ed enough for hisjustifiable hostility to the Spaniards,

by being stripjied of his kingdom, without having his

name thus wantonly traduced, and rendered a bye-

word and a theme of infamy in his native land, and

in the very mansion of his fathers

!

It is not intended hereby to aflirm tliat the trans-

actions imputed to Boabdil, are totally without his-

loric foundation ; but as far as they can be traced,

they ap[iear to have been the acts of his father, Abeu

Hassan, who is represented by both Cluistian and

^.,\ jt
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Arabian clironiclera, as being of a cruel and ferocious

nature. It was he wlio put to death the cavaliers of

the illustrious line of theAbencerra^, upon suspicion

of their beinf; engaged in a conspiracy to dispossess

him of Ills throne.

The story of the accusation of the Queen of Boab-

dil, and of her conlinemenl in one of the towers,

may also lie traced to an incident in the life uf liis

tiger-hearted father. Ahen llnssnn, in his advanced

age, married a beautiful Cliristian captive of nohle

descent, who took the Moorish appellation of Zorayda,

by whom he had two sons. She was of an ambitious

spirit, and anxious that her children should succeed

to the crown. For this purpose she worked upon

the suspicious temper of the King ; inflaming him

with jealousies of his children by his other wives and

concubines, whom she accused of plotting against his

tlirone and life. Some of them were slain by the

ferocious father. Ayxa la llorra, the virtuous mo-
ther of Boabdil, who had once l)een his cherished fa-

vu!irite, became likewise the object of his suspicion.

He confined her and her son in the tower of Co-

mares, and would have sacrificed Boabdil to his fury,

but that this tender mother lowered him from the

tower, in the night, by means of tlie scarfs of herself

and her attendants, and Urns enabled him to escape

to Guadix.

Such is the only shadow of a foundation that I can

find for the story of the accused and captive Queen

;

and in this it appears that Boabdil was the perse-

cuted, instead of the persecutor.

Throughout the whole of his brief, turbulent, and

disastrous reign, Boabdil gives evidence of a mild

and amiable character. He, in the first instance,

won the hearts of the people by his affable and gra-

cious manners ; he was always peaceable, and never

inflicted any severity of punishment upon those wlio

occasionally rebelled against him. He was personally

brave, but he wanted moral courage ; and, in times

of difficulty and perplexity, was wavering and irreso-

lute. This feebleness of spirit hastened his downfal,

while it deprived him of that heroic grace whidt

would have given a grandeur and dignity to his fate,

and rendered him worthy of closing the splendid

drama of the Moslem domination in Spain.

MEMENTOS OF BOABDII..

While my mind was still warm with the subject

of the unfortunate Boabdil, I set forth to trace the

mementos connected with his story, which yet exist

in this scene of his sovereignty and his misfortunes.

In the picture-gallery of the Palace of the Generalife

hangs his portrait. The face is mild, handsome, and
somewhat melancholy, with a fair complexion and

yellow hair; if it be a true representation of the man,

he may have been wavering and uncertain, IhkI

there is nothing of cruelty or unkindness in hkn.\

pect.

I next visited the dungeon where he was conliiHtll

in his youthful days when his cruel fallier meditatnjl

his destruction. It is a vaulted room in the tower oil

Coniares under the Hall of Ambassadoi-s; asliiiihrl

room, separated by a narrow passage, was tlie priwnl

of his mollier, the virtuous Ayxa la llorra. Tliel

walls are of prodigious thickness, and the small win-

1

(lows secured by iron bars. A narrow stone gallrrjt, I

with a low {larapet, extends round tliree sides of ihel

tower, just below the windows, but at a considerable I

heiglit from the ground. From this gallery it is pn.!

sumed, the Queen lowered her son with the ,scar&l

of herself and her female attendants, during \k\

darkness of night, to the hill-side, at the foot of wliicbl

waited a domestic with a fleet steed to bear UkI

prince to the mountains.

As I paced this gallery, my imagination pictured I

the anxious Queen leaning over the parapet, an(il»l

lening, with the throbbings of a mother's heart, to I

the last echoes of the horse's hoof, as her son scuuretlj

along the narrow valley of the Darro.

My next seardi was for tlie gate by which Boabdil]

departed from the Alhambra when about to surren-

der his capital. With the melancholy caprice ofil

broken spirit, he requested of the Catholic nionarclis, I

tliatno one afterwards might be permitted lopa!»l

tlirough this gate. His prayer, according to ancient I

chronicles, was complied widi, through thesynipathyl

of Isabella, and the gate walled up. For some time I

I inquired in vain for such a portal ; at length, my
|

humble attendant, Mateo, learned among tlie

residents of the fortress, that a ruinous gateway s

existed, by which, according to tradition, tlie Moor-I

ish King had left the fortress, but which had neverl

been open within the memory of the oldest inhabitant.
[

He conducted me to the spot. The gateway is ill

the centre of what was once an immense tower, eaiMI

la Torre de los Siete Suelos, or, the Tower of tiiel

Seven Floors. It is a place, famous in the supersli-l

tious stories of the neighbourhood, for being tlie$ct;ne|

of strange apparitions and Moorish enchantments.

This once redoubtable tower is now a mere wreck,!

having been blown up with gunpowder by the French,!

when tiiey abandoned the fortress. Great masses oil

the wall lie scattered about, buried in the luxuriaoll

herbage, or overshadowed by vines and fig-trees. Tbel

arch of the gateway, though rent by the shock, sliil

remains; but the last wish of poor Boabdil has agaiii,|

though unintentionally, been fuirdled, for the port

has been closed up by loose stones gathered from tlie|

ruins, and remains impassable.

Following up the route of the Moslem monarch,!

it remains on record, I crossed on horseback lliebiil

of Los Martyres, keeping along the garden of Ibtl

convent ofthe same name, and thence down a ruggdll

ravine, beset by thickets of aloes and Indian figs, and!

lined by caves and hovels swarming with gyp$>^l
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Emerging from t .i ravine, and passing by the Puer-

I de hs MoliHog ( the gate of '.iie mills ), I issued forth

jMin the public promenade called the Prado, and

iiniiing the course of tiie Xenil, arrived al a small

liiorish iii08(|ue, now converted into the chapel or

Utnilage of San Sebastian. A tablet on the wall

Llates that on this spot Ikiubtlil surrendered the keys

yoranada to the Castilian sovereigns. From thence

jrode slowly across the Vega to a village where the

mily and household of the unhappy King awaited

D, for he had sent them forward on the preceding

Hit from the Alhambra, that his mother and wife

jilt not participate in his personal hiimiiialion, or

(exposed to the gaze of the conquerors. Following

Din the route ofthe melancholy band of royal exiles,

larrived al the foot of a chain of barren and dreary

i, forming the skirl of the Alpuxarra moun-
From the summit of one of these the unfor-

ate Boabdil look his last look at Granada ; it bears

I
name expressive of his sorrows, lu Cuesta de las

grimas (the hill of tears). Beyond it, a sandy road

[rinds across a rugged cheerless waste, doubly dismal

Dliie unhappy monarch, as it led to exile.

I spurred my liorse to the summit ofa rock, where

labdil uttered his last sorrowful declamation, as

I turned his eyes from taking their farewell gaze

:

lis still denominated el tiflimo Stispiro del Moro (the

tsigli of the Moor). Who can wonder at his an-

isiial being expelled from such a kingdom and such

aaliode? With the Alhambra he seemed to be yield-

;
up all the honours of his line, and all the glories

J delights of life.

It was here, too, that his affliction was embittered

ftiie reproach of his mother, Ayxa, who had so often

isted liiin in times of peril, and had vainly sought

• instil into him her own resolute spirit. " You do
kell," said she, "to weep as a woman over what
loa could not defend as a man, "—a speech that

pvours more of the pride of llie princess than the

nderness of the mother.

When this anecdote was related to Charles Y by

^ishop Guevara, the emperor joined in the expression

[ scorn al the weakness of the wavering lioabdil.

J*
Had I been he, or he been I," said the haiighly po-

KDtate, "I would rather have made this Alhambra
|iy sepulchre than have lived without a kingdom in

t Alpuxarra."

How easy it is for those in power and prosperity to

ach heroism to the vanquished ! how little can they

dei'stand that life itselfmay rise in value with the

ufortnnate, wlien nought but life remains

!

THE BALCONY.

I.> the Hall of Ambassadors, al the central window
there is a lialcony, of which I have already made
mention : it projects like a cage from the face of the

lower, high in mid air above the tops of the trees that

grow on the steep hill-side. It serves me as a khid of

observatory, where I often take my seat to consider,

not merely the heaven alwve, but the earth beneath.
Besides the magnillccnt prosjiecl which it commands
of mountain, valley, and vega, there is a busy little

scene of human life laid open to inspection imme-
diately below. At the foot of the hill is an alameda,
or public walk, which, though not so fashionable as

the more modern and splendid paseo of the Xenil, still

boasts a varied and picturesque concourse. Hither

resort the small gentry of the suburbs, together with
priests and friars, who walk for appetite and diges-

tion, majos and niajas, the beaux and belles of the

lower classes, in I'leir Andalusian dresses, swagger-
ing contrabandistds, and sometimes half-muffled and
mysterious loungers of the higher ranks, on some se-

cret aj;<?palion.

It is a moving and motley picture ofSpanish life and
character, which I delight to study; and, as the na-

turalist has his microscope to aid him in his investi-

gations, so I have a small pocket telescope which
brings the countenances of the motley groups so close

as almost, at times, to make me think I can divine

their conversation by the play and expression of their

features. I am thus, in a manner, an invisible ob-

server, and, without quitting my solitude, can throw
myself in an instant into the midst ofsociety,—a rare

advantage to one of somewhat shy and quiet habits,

and who, like myself, is fond of observing the drama
of life without becoming an actor in the scene.

There is a considerable suburb lying below the Al-

hambra, filling the narrow gorge of the valley, and

extending up the opposite hill of the Albaycin. Many
of the houses are built in the Moorish style, round pa-

tios, or courts, cooled by fountains, and open to the

sky ; and as the inhabitants pass much of their lime

in these courts, and on the terraced roofs during the

summer season, it follows that many a glance at their

domestic life may be obtained by an aerial spectator

like myself, who can look down on them from the

clouds.

I enjoy, in some degree, the advantages of the

student in the famous old Spanish story, who beheld

all Madrid unroofed for his inspection ; and my gos-

siping Squire, Mateo Xiinenes, ofliciales occasionally

as my Asmodeus, to give me anecdotes of the different

mansions and their mhabitants.

I prefer, however, to form conjectural histories for

myself, and thus can sit for hours weaving from ca-

sual incidents and indications that pass under my eye,

the whole tissue of schemes, intrigues, and occupa-

i!
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Uons of certain of Ibe busy iKortals below. There is

scarce a pretty face, or a striliing figure tliat I daily

see, about whicli I liave not thus gradually framed a

dramatic story, tliough some of my characters will

occasionally act in direct opposition to the part as-

signed them, and disconcert my whole drama. A
few days since, as I was reconnoitring with my glass

the streets of the Albaycin, I beheld the procession of a

Novice about to take tlie veil; and remarked several

circumstances that excited the strongest sympathy in

the fate of the youthful being thus about to be con-

signed to a living tomb. I ascertained to my satisfac-

tion that she was beautiful ; and, by the paleness of

her cheek, that she was a victim, rather than a votary.

She was arrayed in bridal garments, and decked with

a chaplet of white flowers, but her heart evidently

revolted at this mockery of a spiritual union, and

yearned after its earthly loves. A tall stern-looking

man walked near her in the procession ; it was evi-

dently the tyrannical father, who, from some bigoted

or sordid motive, had compelled this sacrifice. Amidst

the crowd was a dark handsome youth, in Anda-

lusian garb, who seemed to fix on her an eye of agony.

It was doubtless the secret lover fiom whom she was

for ever to be separated. My indignation rose as I

noted the malignant expression painted on the coun-

tenances of the attendant monks and friars. The pro-

cession arrived at the chapel of the convent ; the sun

gleamed for the last time upon the chaplet of the poor

Novice, as she crossed the fatal threshold, and dis-

appeared within the building. The throng poured

in with cowl, and cross, and minstrelsy; the lover

paused for a moment at the door. I could divine the

tumult of his feelings; but he mastered them, and

entered. There was a long interval—I pictured to

myself the scene passing within ; the poor Novice

despoiled of her transient finery, clothed in the con-

ventual garb, her bridal chaplet taken from her brow,

her beautiful head shorn of its long silken tresses—

I

heard her murmur the irrevocable vcw. I saw her

extended on her bier; the death-pall spread over

her; the funeral service was performed; I heard the

deep tones of tlie organ, and the plaintive requiem

chanted by the nuns; the father looked on with a

hard unfeeling countenance. The lover—but no,

my imagination refused to paint the lover ; there the

picture remained a blank.

After a time the throng again poured forth, and

dispersed various ways, to enjoy the light of the sun,

and mingle with the stirring scenes of life ; the vic-

tim, however, remained behind. Almost the last

that came forth were the father and the lover ; they

were in earnc-'- conversation. The latter was vehe-

ment in his gesticulations ; I expected some violent

termination to my drama ; but an angle of a building

interfered and closed the scene. My eye has since

frequently been turned to that convent with painful

interest. I remarked late at night a light burning'

in a remote window ofone of its towei-s. " There,"

said I, ''the unhappy nun sits weeping in her cell,

wliile perhaps her lover paces the street below
j

unavailing anguish."

The officious Mateo interrupted my meditalK^

and destroyed in an instant the cobweb tissue ofi

fancy. With his usual zeal he had gathered I

concerning the scene, that put my fictions all|

flight. The heroine of my romance was neill

young nor handsome; she had no lover—she I

entered the convent of her own free will, as a i

spe'ftable asylum, and was one of the most che

residents within its walls.

It was some little while before I could forgive d

wrong done me by the nun in being thus happj
j

her cell, in contradiction to all the rules of roio

I diverted my spleen, however, by watching, for ad

or two, the pretty coquetries of a dark-eyed bran

who, from the covert of a balcony shrouded '

flowering shrubs and a silken awning, was carryin^J

a mysterious correspondence with a handsome, dail

well-whiskered cavalier, who was frequently in il

street beneath her window. Sometimes I saw LinJ

an early hour, st( iling forth wrapped to the eyes(

a mantle. Sometimes he loitered at a corner, m
rious disguises, apparently waiting for a private i

nal to slip into the house. Then there was tliet

ling of a guitar at night, and a lantern shifted f

place to place in the balcony. I imagined an

intrigue like that of Almaviva, but was again (

concerted in all my suppositions, by being infun

that the supposed lover was the husband of the I

and a noted contrabandista ; and that ail his mil

terious signs and movements had doubtless i

smuggling scheme in view.

I occasionally amused myself with noting from ll

balcony the gradual changes that came over 1

scenes below, according to the different stages^

the day.

Scarce has the grey dawn streaked the sky, i

earliest cock crowed from the cottages of the

side, when the suburbs give sign of reviving an

tion ; for the fresh hours of dawning are precious i|

thesummer season in a sultryclimate. All are anii

to get the start of the sun, in the business of the i

The muleteer drives forth hisloaded train for llieji*

ney ; the traveller slings his carbine behind his sadi

andmounts his steed at the gateof the hostel ; liie luo^

peasant urges his loitering beasts, laden with pai

ofsunny fruit and fresh dewy vegetables; for ain

the thrifty housewives are hastening to the inartH

The sun is up and sparkles along the valley, li|^

the transparent foliage of the groves. The matin ii

resound melodiously through the pure brigiil i

announcing the hour of devotion. The muleteer b

his burthened animals before the diapel, tlirustsil

staff through his belt behind, and enters witli ii>l|

hand, smoothing his coal-black hair, to heara iw

and put up a prayer for a prosperous wayfaring act

the sierra. And now steals forth on fairy fo«ll(

gentle Seilora, in trim basqiiina, with restless fan

j

hand, and dark eye flashing from beneath tlieji
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iiircli to offer up her morning orisons; but the

]y adjusted dress, the dainty shoe, and cobweb

:king, the raven tresses, exquisitely braided, the

;h plucked rose, that gleams among them like a

im, show that earth divides with Heaven the empire

her thoughts. Keep an eye upon her, careful mo-

, or virgin aunt, or vigilant duenna, whichever

be, that walk behind.

As the morning advances, the din of labour aug-

ils on every side; the streets are thronged with

in, and steed, and beast of burthen, and there is

am and murmur, like the surges of the ocean,

the sun ascends to his meridian, the hum and

iile gradually decline; at the height of noon

is a pause. The panting city sinks into lassi-

le, and for several hours there is a general repose,

windows are closed, the curtains drawn, the

labilants retired into the coolest recesses of their

isions; the full-fed monk snores in his dormi-

y; the brawny porter lies stretched on the pave-

it beside his burthen ; the peasant and the labourer

beneath the trees of the Alameda, lulled by the

llry chirping ofthe locust. The streets are deserted,

ipt by the water-carrier, who refreshes the ear

proclaiming the merits of his sparkling beverage,

Ider than the mountain snow."

the sun declines, there is again a gradual reviv-

;, and when the vesper bell rings ont his sinking

li, all nature seems to rejoice that the tyrant of the

has fallen. Now begins the bustle of enjoymen',

n the citizens pour forth to breathe the evening

and revel away the brief twilight in the walks

gardens of the Darro and the Xenil.

[As night closes, the capricious scene assumes new
ilures. Light after light gradually twinkles forth

;

a taper from a balconied window ; there a votive

before the image ofa Saint. Thus, by degrees,

city emerges from the pervading gloom, and

irkles with scattered lights, like the starry finna-

it. Now break forth from court and garden, and

t and lane, the tinkling of innumerable guitars,

the clicking of castaHets; blending, at this lofty

it, in a faint but general concert. Enjoy the

lent, is the creed of the gay and amorous Anda-

lian, and at no time does he practise it more zeal-

ly than in the balmy nights of summer, wooing

mistress with the dance, the love ditty, and the

lale serenade.

was one evening seated in the balcony, enjoying

light breeze that came rustling along the side of

hill, among the tree tops, when my humble his-

apher Mateo, who was at my elbow, pointed

i spacious house, in an obscure street of the

ycin, about which he related, as nearly as I can

lect, the following anecdote.

THE ADVENTURE OF THE MASON.

'M-;l

''There was once upon a time a poor mason, or

bricklayer, in Granada, who kept all the Saints'-days

and holidays, and Saint Monday into the bargain, and

yet, with all his devotion, he grew poorer and poorer,

and could scarcely earn bread for his numerous fami-

ly. One night he was roused from his first sleep by

a knocking at his door. He opened it, and beheld be-

fore him a tall, meagre, cadaverous-looking priest.

" 'Hark ye, honest friend
!

' said the stranger; * I

have observed that you are a good Christian, and one

to be trusted ; will you undertakeajob this very night ?'

" ' With all my heart, Seflor Padre, on condition

that I am paid accordingly.'
" ' That you shall be ; bnt you must suffer yourself

to be blindfolded.'

"To this tite mason made no objection; so, being

hoodwinked, he was led by the priest through va-

rious rough lanes and winding passages, until they

stopped before the portal of a house. The priest then

applied a key, turned a creaking lock, and opened

what sounded like a ponderous door. They entered,

the door was closed and bolted, and the mason was

conducted through an echoing corridor, and a spa-

cious hall, to an interior part of the building. Here

the bandage was removed from his eyes, and he found

himself in a patio, or court, dimly lighted by a single

lamp. In the centre was the dry basin of an old

Moorish fountain, under which the priest requested

him to form a small vault, bricks and mortar being at

hand for the purpose. He accordingly worked all

night, bnt without finishing the job. Just before

day-break, the priest put a piece of gold into his

hand, and having again blindfolded him, conducted

him back to his dwelling.

" ' Are you willing,' said he, ' to return and com-

plete your work ?

'

"
' Gladly, Sefior Padre, provided I am so well

paid.'

« < Well, then, to-morrow at midnight I will call

again.'

" He did so, and the vault was completed.
"

' Now,' said the priest, 'you must help me to bring

forth the bodies that are to be buried in this vault.'

" The poor mason's hair rose on his head at these

words : he followed the priest, with trembling steps,

into a retired chamber of the mansion, expecting to

behold some ghastly spectacle of death, but was re-

lieved on perceiving three or four portly jars standing

in one comer. They were evidently full of money,

and it was with great labour that he and the priest

carried them forth and consigned them to their tomb.

The vault was then closed, the pavement replaced,

and all traces of the work obliterated. The mason

was again hoodwinked and led forth by a route dif-

ferent from that by which he had come. After they

had wandered Ibr a long time through a perplexe<l
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maze of lanes and alleys, they halted. The priest

then put two pieces of gold into his hand :
' Wait

here,' said he, ' until you hear the cathedral hell toll

for matins. If you presume to uncover your eyes

before that time, evil will hefall you
:

' so sayins;, he

aeparted. The mason waited faithfully, anmsing

himself by weighing the gold pieces in his hand, and

clinking them against each other. The moment the

catliedral hell rang its matin peal, he uncovered his

eyes, and found himself on the banks of the Xenil,

from whence he made the best of his way home, and

revelled with his family for a whole fortnight on the

profits of his two nights' work; after whict.. ne was

as poor as ever.

" He continued to work a little, and pray a good

deal, and keep Saints'-days and holidays, from year

lo year, while his family grew up as gaunt and ragged

as a crew of gypsies. As he was seated one evening

at the door of bis hovel, he was accosted by a rich old

curmudgeon, who was noted for ownuigmany houses,

and being a griping landlord. The man of money

eyed him for a moment from beneath a pair ofanxious

shagged eye-brows.
" ' I am told, friend, that you are very poor.'

" ' There is no denying the fact, SeAor—it speaks

for itself.'

" ' I presume then, that you will be glad of a job,

and will work cheap.'
"

' As cheap, my master, as any mason in Granada.'

" ' That's what I want. I have an old house fallen

into decay, that costs me more money than it is worth

to keep it in repair, for nobody will live in it; so I

must contrive to patch it up and keep it together at

as small expense as possible.'

'' The mason was accordingly conducted to a large

deserted house that seemed going to ruin. Passing

through several empty halls and chambers, he enter-

ed an inner court, where his eye was caught by an

old Moorish fountain. He paused for a moment, for

a dreaming recollection of the place came over him.

«
( Pray,' said he, ' who occupied this house for-

merly ?

'

'* 'A pest upon him! ' cried the landlord, 'it was

an old miserly priest, who cared for nobody but him-

self. He was said to be immensely rich, and, having

no relations, it was thought he would leave all his

treasures to the Church. He died suddenly, and the

priests and friars thronged to take possession of his

wealth; but nothing could they find but a few ducats

in a leathern purse. The worst luck has fallen on

me, for, since his death, the old fellow continues lo

occupy my house without paying rent, and there's no

taking the law of a dead man. The people pretend

to hear the clinking of gold all night in the chamber

where the old priest slept, as if he were counting over

his money, and sometimes a groaning and moaning

about the court. Whether true or false, the stories

have brought a bad name on my house, and not a

tenant will remain in it.'

"
' Enough,' said the mason sturdily : * let me live

in your house rent-free until some better tenant
|

sent, and I will engage to put it in repair, and to quiet

the troubled spirit that disturbs it. I am a

Christian and a poor man, and am not to be daunia

by the Devil himself, even though he should come iij

the shape of a big bag of money !

'

" The offer of the honest mason was gladly ac-|

cepted; he moved with his family into the house, ai>

fulfilled all his engagements. By little and little 1

restored it to its former state; the clinking of gold vri)

no more heard at night in the chamber of the defun

priest, but began to be heard by day in the pocket o

the living mason. In a word, he increased rapidl

in wealth, to the admiration of all his neighboun

and became one of the richest men in Granada:
I

gave large sums to the Church, by way, no doubl,o

satisfying his conscience, and never revealed the seen

of the vault until on his deain-bed to bis son and heirj

A RAMBLE AMONG THE lULLS.

I FREQUENTLY amuse myself towards the closet

the day, when the heat has subsided, with lakii)

long rambles about the neighbouring hills and

deep umbrageous valleys, accompanied by my hi^

riographic Squire, Mateo, to whose passion for ^
siping I on such occasions give the most unbound

license; and there is scarce a rock, or ruin, or brot

fountain, or lonely glen, about which he bas

some marvellous story, or, above all, some

legend; for never was poor devil so munificeolij

dispensing hidden treasures.

A few evenings since, we took a long stroll of I

kind, in the course of which Mateo was more

usually communicative. It was towards sunset t

we sallied forth from the Great Gate of Justice,!

ascending an alley of trees, Mateo paused nnderl

clump of fig and pomegranate trees, at the footAfj

huge ruined tower, called the Tower of the

Floors (de los Siete Suelos). Here, pointing to a I

archway in the foundation of the tower, he infoi

me of a monstrous sprite, or hobgoblin, said to int

this lower ever since the time of the Moors, anij

guard the treasures of a Moslem King. Sometii

it issues forth in the de?d of the night, and scourslj

avenues of the Alhambra and the streets of Gra

in the shape of a headless horse, pursued by sIji

with terrible yells and bowlings.

"But have you ever met with it yourself,

in any of your rambles?" demanded I.

" No, Seitor, God be thanked ! but my grandfai

the tailor, knew several persons that had seenit,|

it went about much oflener in his time than al
|

sent; sometimes in one shape, sometimes in anol

Everybody in Granada has heard of the Bella(lo,|

the old women and the nurses frighten the chii

with it when they cry. Some say it is the sjiiriitajge

^j-Tfr'
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cruel Moorish King, who killed his six sons and buried

them in these vaults, and that they hunt him at nights

in revenge."

I forbear to dwell upon the marvellous details given

by the simple-minded Mateo about this redoubtable

phantom, which has, in fact, been time out of mind

I

a favourite theme of nursery tales and popular tra-

dition in Granada, and of which honourable mention

is made by an ancient and learned historian and to-

pographer of the place. I would only observe that,

through this lower was the gateway by which the

{unfortunate Boabdil issued forth to surrender his ca-

pital.

Leaving this eventful pile, we continued onr course,

skirting the fruitful orchards of the Generalife, in

which two or three nightingale;: were pouring forth

a rich strain of melody. Behind these orchards we
passed a number of Moorish tanks, with a door cut

into the rocky bosom of the hill, but closed up. These

tanks, Riateo informed me, were favourite bathing-

places of himself and his comrades in Iwyhood, until

frightened away by a story of a hideous Moor, who
used to issue fortli from the door in the rock to entrap

unwary bathers.

Leaving these haunted tanks behind us, we pursued

lur ramble up a solitary mule-path that wound among

Ithe hills, and soon found ourselves amidst wild and

Inielancholy mountains, destitute of trees, and here

^nd there tinted with scanty verdure. Everything

lithin sigiit was severe and sterile, and it was scarce-

ly possible to realise the idea that but a short distance

ehind us was the Generalife, with its blooming or-

bards and terraced gardens, and that we were in the

icinity of delicious Granada, that city of groves and

buntains. But such is the nature of Spain—wild and

em the moment it escapes from cultivation ; the de-

ft and the garden are ever side by si'' ^

.

The narrow defile up which w«i were passing is

died, according to Mateo, el Bananco de hi Tinaja,

I, the ravine of the jar, because a jar full of Moor-

ish gold was found here in old times. The brain of

9r Mateo is continually running upon these golden

^ends.

"But what is the meaning of the cross I see yon-

|er upon a heap of stones, in that narrow part of the

avine?"

"Oh, that's nothing—a muleteer was murdered

liere some years since."

'So then, Mateo, you have robbers and murderers

ven at the gates of the Alhambra?

"

" Not at present, Seilor; that was formerly, when
jiere used to be many louse fellows alxtut the fort-

ss; but they 've all been weeded out. Not but

at the gypsies who live in caves in the hill-sides,

|st out of the fortress, are many of them fit for any

|ing; but we have had no murder about here for a

time past. The man who murdered the mule-

er was hanged in the fortress."

I

Our path continued up the barranca, with a bold,

kged height to our left, called the Silla del flforo,

or chair of the Moor, from the tradition already al-

luded to, that the unfortunate Boabdil fled thither

during a popular insurrection, and remained all day

seated on the rocky summit, looking mournfully down
on his factious city.

We at length arrived on the highest part of the

promonto above Granada, called the Mountain of

the Sun. The evening was approaching; the setting

sun just gilded the loftiest heights. Here and there

a solitary shepherd might be descried driving his flock

down the declivities, to be folded for tlie night; or a

muleteer and his lagging animals, threading some

mountain path, to arrive at the city gates before

nightfall.

Presently the deep tones of the cathedral bell came
swelling up the defiles, proclaiming the hour of "ora-

cion" or prayer. The note was responded to from

the belfry of every church, and from the sweet bells

of the convents among the mounta.ns. The shepherd

paused on the fold of the hill, the muleteer in the

midst of the road, each took off his hat and remained

motionless for a time, murmuring his evening prayer.

There is always something pleasingly solemn in ibis

custom, by which, at a melodious signal, every hu-

man being throughout the land unites at the same

moment in a tribute of thanks to God for the mercies

of the day. It spreads a transient sanctity over the

land, and the sight of the sun sinking in all his glory,

adds not a little to the solemnity of the scene.

In the present instance the effect was heightened

by the wild and lonely nature of the place. We were

on the naked and broken summit of the haunted

Mountain ofthe Sun, where ruined tanks and cisterns,

and the mouldering foundations of extensive build-

ings, spoke of former populousness, but where all

was now silent and desolate.

As we were wandering among these traces of old

times, Mateo pointed out to me a circular pit, that

seemed to penetrate deep into the bosom of the moun-

tain. It was evidently a deep well, dug by the in-

defatigable Moors, to obtain their favourite element

in its greatest purity. Mateo, however, had a diffe-

rent story, and much more to his humour. This was,

according to tradition, an entrance to the subter-

ranean caverns of the mountain, in which Buabdiland

his court lay bound in magic spell ; and from whence

they sallied forth at night, at allotted times, to revisit

their ancient abodes.

The deepening twilight, which, in this climate, is

of such short duration, admonished us to leave this

haunted groimd. As we descended the mountain

defiles, there was no longer herdsman or muleteer to

be seen, nor any thing to be heard but our own foot-

steps and the lonely chirping of the cricket. The

hadows of the valleys grew deeper and deeper, until

all was dark around us. The lofty summit of the

Sierra Nevada alone retained a lingering gleam of

daylight ; its snowy peaks glaring against the dark

blue firmainenr, and seeming close to us, from the

extreme purity of the atmosphere.

4S2

:\'i
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"How near the Sierra looks this evening!" saiil

Mateo; " it seems as if you could touch it with your
hand ; and yet it is many long leagues ofT." While he
was speaking, a star appeared over the snowy summit
of the mountain, the only one yet visible in the hea-

vens, and so pure, so large, so bkigiit and beautiful,

as to call forth ejaculations of delight from honest

Mateo.
*' Que estrella liennosa ! que clara y limpia es !—

No puede ser estrella mas brillante
!"

(What a beautiful star! how clear and lucid—no
star could be more brilliant!)

I have often remarked this sensibility of the com-
mon people of Spain to the charms of natural objects.

The lustre of a star, the beauty or fragrance of a

flower, the crystal purity of a fountain, will inspire

them with a kind of poetical delight; and then, what
euphonious words their magnificent language affords,

with which to give utterance to their transports!

" Rut what lights are those, Mateo, which I see

twinkling along the Sierra Nevada, just below the

snowy region, end which might be taken for stars,

only that they are ruddy, and against the dark side

of the mountain?"
" Those, Seilor, are fires, made by the men who

gather snow and ice for the supply of Granada.

They go up every afternoon with nuiles and asses,

and take turns, some to rest and warm themselves

by the fires, while others fill the panniers with ice.

They then set off down the mountain, so as to reach

the gates of Granada before sunrise. That Sierra

Nevada, Seilor, is a lump of ice in the middle of An-
dalusia, to keep it all cool in summer."

It was now completely dark; we were passing

through the barranca, where stood the cross of the

murdered muleteer; when I beheld a number of

lights moving at a distance, and apparently advanc-

ing up the ravine. On nearer approach, they proved

to be torches borne by o train of uncouth figures ar-

rayed in black : it would have been a procession

dreary enough at any time, but was peculiarly so in

this wild and solitary place.

Mateo drew near, and told me in a low voice, that

it was a funeral-train bearing a corpse to the burying-

ground among the hills.

As the procession passed by, the lugubrious light

of the torches falling on the rugged fealuresr- and fu-

neral-weeds of the attendants, had the most fantastic

effect, but was perfectiv ghastly, as it revealed the

countenance of the corpse, which, according to the

Spanish custom, was l)orne uncovered on an oi)en

bier. I remaine'i for some time gazing after the

dreary train as i<. wound up the dark defile of the

mountain. It pu.' me in mind of the old story of a

procession of demous bearing the body pf a sinner up

the crater of Stromboli.

" Ah! Sefior," cried Mateo, "I could tell you a

story of a procession once seen among these moun-

tains, but then you'd laugh at me, and suy it was one

of the legacies ofmy grandfather the tailor."

" By no means, Mateo. There is nothing 1 relish i

more than a marvellous tale." I

** Well, Seilor, it is about one of those very men

we have been talking of, who gather snow on l|ie|

Sierra Nevada.

"You must know, thai, a great many years since.

I

in my grandfather's time, there was an old fellonr.l

Tio Nicolo by name, who had filled the panniers ofl

his mule with snow and ice, and was returning dunn
f

the mountain. Being very drowsy, he mounted

{

upon the mule, and soon falling asleep, went wji

his head nodding and bobbing about from side Id I

side, while his sure-footed old mule stepped alonJ

the edge of precipices, and down steep and broken
f

barrancas, just as safe and steady as if it had been]

on plain ground. At length, Tio Nicolo awoke,

:

gazed about him, and rubbed his eyes—and, iiigoodl

truth, he had reason. The moon shone almost asl

bright as day, and he saw the city below liiiu,as|

plain as your hand, and shuiing with its white build-

f

ings, like a silver platter in the moonshine* but. Lord;

Seftor, it was nothing like the city he had let! a fen I

hours before ! Instead of the cathedral, with m
great dome and turrets, and the churches with theirl

spires, and the convents with their pinnacles, alll

surmounted with the blessed cross, he saw notliingi

but Moorish mosques, and minarets, and cupolas, alll

topped off with glittering crescents, such as you see|

on the Barbary Hugs. Well, Sefior, as you maysii

|)ose, Tio Nicolo was mightily puzzled at all this, b

while he was gazing down upon the city, a gieal|

army came marching up the mountain, windinga

the ravines, sometimes in the moonshine, sonietiniesl

in the shade. As it drew nigh, he saw that tlierel

were horse and foot all in Moorish armour. Tio|

Nicolo tried to scramble out of (heir way, but his(

mule stood stock still, and refused to budge, trem-l

bling, at the same time, like a leaf—fur dumb beasts!

Seilor, are just as much frightened at such things asl

human beings. Well, Sefior, the lioligoblin armyl

came marching by ; there were men that seemed liil

blow trumpets, and others to beat drums and strikel

cymbals, yet never a sound did they make; they all

moved on without the least noise, just as I have seen!

painted armies move across the stage in the thealRl

of Granada, and all looked as pale as death. At !a$l,l

in the rear of the army, between two black Moorisbl

horsemen, rode the Grand Inquisitor of Granada, oii|

a mule as white as snow. Tio Nicolo wondered!

see him in such company, for the Inquisitor wail

famous for his hatred of Moors, and, indeed, ofaip

kinds of Infidels, Jews, and Heretics, and used I

hunt them out with fire and scourge. However, 1

Nicolo felt himself safe, now that there was a priti

of such sanctity at hand. So making the sign of II

cross, he called out for his bcnedic'ion, when, lioiiil)ff|

he received a blow that sent him and his old inu)

over the edge ofa steep bank , down which they rollfil|

head over heels, to the bottom ! Tio Nicolo did i

come to his senses until long after sunrise, wlienb
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ieb«)ttom! Tio Nicolo did »*

nlil long after sunrise, when

I know nothing of the mailer

found himself at the bottom of a deep ravine, his

mule grazing beside him, and panniers of snow com-

pletely melted. He crawled back to Granaoa, sorely

bruised and battered, but was glad to lind the city

looking as usual, with Christian churches and crosses.

When he told the slory of his night's adventure,

every one laughed at iiiin ; some said he had dreamed

it all, as he dozed on his mule; others thought it all

a fabrication of Irs own—but what was strange,

Seilor, and made people afterwards think more se-

riously of the matter, was, that the (xrand Inquisitor

died within the year. I have often heard my grand-

father, the tailor, say that there was more meant by

that hobgoblin army bearing off the resemb'ance of

Oie priest, than folks dared to surmise."

"Then you would insinuate, friend Mateo, that

lliere is a kuid of Moorish limbo, or purgatory, in

the bowels of these mountains, to which the padre

Inquisitor was borne off."

"God forbid, SeAor!

-I only relate what I heard from my grandfather."

By the time Mateo had finished tlie tale which I

have more succinctly related, and which was inter-

larded with many comments, and spun out with

DiiDute details, we reached the gate of the Alhambra.

LOCAL TRADITIONS.

The common |)eople of Spain have an Oriental

I

passion for story-telling, and are fond of the marvel-

lous. They will gather round the doors of their cot-

tages in summer evenings, or in the great cavernous

chimney corners of the ventas in the winter, and

listen with insatiable delight to miraculous legends of

saints, perilous adventures of travellers, and daring

exploits of robbers and contrabandislas. The wild

and solitary character of the country, the imperfect

diffusion of knowledge, the scarceness of general

topics uf conversation, and the romantic adventurous

life that every one leads in a land where travelling

is yet in its primitive state, all contribute to cherish

tliis love of oral narration, and to produce a strong

infusion of the extravagant and incredible. There

is no theme, however, more prevalent and popular

than that of treasures buried by the Moors ; it per-

vades the whole country. In traversing the wild

sierras, the scenes of ancient fray and exploit, you

Icaimot see a Moorish alalaya, or watch-tower,

perched among the cliffs, or beetling above its rock-

I

built village, but your muleteer, on being closely

questional, will suspend the smoking of his cigarillo

to tell some tale of Moslem gold buried beneath its

I foundations; nor is there a ruined alcazar hi a city

but has its golden tradition handed down from gene-

ration to generation among the (H>or |>cople of the

neighbourhood.

These, like most popular fictions, have sprung

from some scanty ground-work of fact. During the

wars between Moo;' and Christian which distracted

this country for centuries, towns and castles were

liable frequently and suddenly to change owners, and

the inhabitants, during sieges and assaults, were fain

to bury their money and jewels in the earth, or hide

them in vaults and wells, as is often done at the

present day in the despotic and belligerent countries

of the east. At the time of the expulsion of the

Moors, also, many of them concealed their most pre-

cious effects, hoping that their exile would be but

temporary, and that they would be enabled to return

and retrieve their treasures at some future day. It

is certain that from time to time hoards of gold and

silver coin have been accidentally dug up, after a

lapse of centuries, from among the ruins of Moorislt

fortresses and habitations ; and it requires but a few

facts of the kind to give birth to a thousand fictions.

The stories thus originating have generally some-

thing of an Oriental tinge, and are marked with that

mixture of the Arabic and the Gothic which seems

to me to characterize every thing in Spain, and es-

pecially in its southern provinces. The hidden

wealth is always laid under magic spell, and secured

by charm and talisman. Sometimes it is guarded by

uncouth monsters or fiery dragons, sometimes by

enchanted Moors, who sit by it in armour, with

drawn swords, but motionless as statues, maintain-

ing a sleepless watch for ages.

The Alhambra, of course, from the peculiar cir-

cumstances of its history, is a stronghold for popular

fictions of the kind ; and various relics dug up frani

time to lime, have contributed to strengthen them.

At one time an earthen vessel was found containing

Moorish coins and the skeleton of a cock, which,

according to Iheopinion of certain shrewd inspectors,

must have been buried alive. At another time a

vessel was dug up, containing a great scarabaius or

beetle of baked clay, covered with Arabic inscrip-

tions, which was pronounced a prodigious amulet of

occult virtues. In this way the wits of the ragged

brood who inhabit the Alhambra have been set wool-

gathering, until there is not a hall, or lower, or vault,

of the old fortress, that has not been made the scene

of some marvellous tradition. Having, I trust, in

the preceding papers made the reader in eome degree

familiar with the localities of the Alhambra, I shall

now launch out more largely into the wonderful

legends connected with it, and which I have dili-

gently wrought into shape and form, from various

legendary scraps and hints picked up in the course of

my perambulations; in the same manner that an anii'

quary works out a regular historical document from

a few scattered letters ofan almost defaced inscription.

If any thing in these legends should shock the faith

of the over-scrupulous reader, he must remember

the nature of the place, and make due allowances.

He must not expect here the same laws of probability

that govern common-place scenes, and cvery-d;iy
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life ; he must remember that he treads the halls

of an enchanted palace, and that all is '' haunted

ground."

THE HOUSE OF THE WEATHERCOCK.

On the brow of the lofty hill of the Albaycin, the

highest part of the city of Granada, stand the

remains of what was once a royal palace, founded

shortly after the conquest of Spain by the Arabs. It

is now converted into a manufactory, and was fallen

into such obscurity, that it cost me much trouble to

find it, notwithstanding that I had the assistance of

the sagacious, and all-knowing Mateo Ximenes.

This edifice still hears the name by which it has been

known for centuries, namely, " La Casa del Gallo

de Viento," i. c, the House of the Weathercock.

It was so called from a bronze figure of a warrior on

horseback, armed with shield and spear, erected on

one of its turrets, and turning with every wind

;

bearing an Arabic motto, which, translated into

Spanish, was as follows

:

Dice el sabio Aben Habuz,

Que asi se defiende el Andahiz.

In this way, says Aben Habuz the wise,

The Andalusian his foe defies.

This Aben Habuz, according to Moorish chronicles,

was a Captain in (he invading army of Taric, and was

left by him as Alcalde of Granada. He is supposed

to have intended this warlike effigy as a perpetual

memorial to (he Moslem inhabitants, that, surrounded

as tliey were by foes, their safety depended upon

being always on their guard, and ready for the field.

Traditions, however, give a different account of this

Aben Habuz and his palace, and affirm that his

bronze horseman was originally a talisman of great

virtue, though, in after ages, it lost its magic proper-

ties, and degenerated into a mere weathercock.

The following are the traditions alluded to.

LEGEND OF

THE ARABIAN ASTROLOGER.

In old times, many hundred years ago, there was

a Moorish King, named Aben Habuz, who reigned

over the k < ;dom of Granada. He was a retired

conqueror, that is to say, one who having in his more

youthful days led a life of constant foray and depre-

dation, now (hat he was grown feeble and superan-

nuated, " languished for repose," and desired nolhing

more than to live at peace with all the world, to hus-

band his laurels, and to enjoy in quiet the possessions
|

he had wrested from his neighbours.

It so happened, however, that this most reasonable!

and pacific old monarch had young rivals to deal|

with; princes full of his early passion for fame

fighting, and who were disposed to call him to ac-

1

count for the scores he had run up with their fathers.!

Certain distant districts of his own territories, also,!

which during the days of his vigour he had treated
|

with a high hand, were prone, now that he languish-

ed {or repose, to rise in rebellion and threaten to in-

vest him in iiis capital. Thus he had foes on every!

side, and as Granada is surrounded by wild and craggy I

mountains, which bide the approach of an enemy,
[

the unfortunate Aben Habuz was kept in a constant!

state of vigilance and alarm, not knowing in what

|

quarter hostilities might break out.

It was in vain that he buik watch-towers on the!

mountains, and stationed guards at every pass, with I

orders to make fires by night and smoke by day, on I

the approach of an enemy. His alert foes, baflfliiig[

every precaution, would break out ofsome unlhought-[

of defile, ravage his lands beneath his very nose, andl

then make off with prisoners and booty to the moun-

1

tains. Was ever peaceable and retired conqueror in I

a more uncomfortable predicament ?

While Aben Habuz was harassed by these perplex-

ities and molestations, an ancient Arabian physiciaii|

arrived at iiis court. His grey beard descended to I

his girdle, and he had every mark of extreme age,
f

yet he had travelled almost the whole way from Egyptl

on foot, with no other aid than a staff, marked vithj

hieroglyphics. His fame had preceded him. Hisl

name was Ibrahim Ebn Abu Ajeeb; he was saidloj

have lived ever since the days of Mahomet, and to be I

the son of Abii Ajeeb, the last of the companions oil

the Prophet. He had, when a child, followed the|

conquering army of Amru into Egypt, where lie I

remained many years studying the dark sciences, aiid|

particularly magic, among the Egyptian priests.

It was, moreover, said, that he had found oiitthel

secret of prolonging life, by means of which he hadl

arrived to the great age of upwards of two centuries,!

though, as he did not discover the secret until well

stricken in years, he could only perpetuate his grej|

hairs and wrinkles.

This wonderful old man ' .as honourably entertain-

1

ed by the King ; who, like most superannuated nw-l

narchs, began to take physicians into great favourT

He would have assigned him an apartment in his pa-|

lace, but the astrologer preferred a cave in the sidel

of the hill which rises above the city of Granadu

being the same on which the Alhambra has sin«|

been built. He caused the cave to be enlarged so atl

to form a spacious and lofty hall, with a circular holij

at the top, through which, as through a well, he could

J

see the heavens and behold the stars even at middayj
The walls of this hall were covered with Egypii"!

hieroglyphics, with cabalistic symbols, and withtlKJ
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fibres of the stars in their signs. This hall he fur-

abhed with manv implements, fabricated under his

directions by cubing artificers of Granada, but the

occult propertie» of which were known only to him-

seir.

In a little while the sage Ibrahim became the bosom

(onnsellor of the King, who applied to him for ad-

tice in every emergency. Aben Habuz was once in-

teighing against the injustice of his neighbours, and

iKwailing the restless vigilance he had to observe, to

jTuard himself against their invasions; when he had

finished, the astrologer remained silent for a moment,

jod then replied, "Know, O King, that when I was

in Egypt I beheld a great marvel devised by a pagan

priestess of old. On a mountain, above the city of

Borsa, and overlooking the great valley of the Nile,

fas a figure of a ram, and above it a figure of a cock,

lioth of molten brass, and turning upon a pivot.

VViienever the country was threatened with inva-

sion, the ram would turn in the direction of the

enemy, and the cock would crow j upon this the in-

jiiabilaiUs of the city knew of the danger, and of the

larterfrom which it was approaching, and could

ie timely means to guard against it."

God is great
! " exclaimed the pacific Aben Ha-

, "what a treasure would be such a ram to keep

Ian eye upon these mountains around me, and then

Isuciiacock, to crow in time of danger ! Allah Achbar!

w securely I might sleep in my palace with such

jsenlinels on the top
!

"

The astrologer waited until the ecstasies of the

liing had subsided, and then proceeded.

" After the victorious Amru (may he rest in peace !)

idnnished his conquest of Egypt, I remained among

le ancient priests of the land, studying the rights

md ceremonies of their idolatrous faith, and seeking

make myself master of the hidden knowledge for

hich they are renowned. I was one day seated on

lie banks of the Nile, conversing with an ancient

iest, when he pointed to the mighty pyramids

hich rose like mountains out of the neighbour-

ly desert. ' All that we can teach thee,' said he,

is nothing to theknowledge locked up in those mighty

liies. In the centre of the central pyramid is a se-

Ichral chamber in which is enclosed the mummy
iftliehigh priest, who aided in rearing that stupen-

louspile; and with him is buried a wondrous book of

inowledge, containing all the secrets ofmagic and art.

Iiis book was giver to Adam after his fall, and was
landed down from generation to generation to King
liomon tiie wise, and by its aid he buil*. -he temple

if Jerusalem. How it came into the possession of the

ilder of the pyramids, is known to him alone who
inowsail things.'

"When I heard these words of the Egyptian priest,

ly heart burned to get possession of that book. I

luld command the services of many of the soldiers

If our conquering army, and of a number of the na-

ive Egyptians : with these I set to work, and pierced

abalislic symbols, and withHwe solid mass of the pyramid, until, after great toil.
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I came upon one of its interior and hidden passages.

Following this up, and threading a fearful labyrinth,

I penetrated into the very heart of the pyramid, even

to the sepulchral chamber, where the mummy of the

high priest had lain for ages. I broke tlirough the

outer cases of the mummy, unfolded its many wrap-

pers and bandages, and, at length, found the precious

volume on its bosom. I seized it with a trembling

hand, and groped my way out of the pyramid, leav-

ing the mummy in its dark and silent sepulchre, there

to await the final day of resurrection andjudgment."
" Son of Abu Ajeeb," exclaimed Aben Habuz,

" thou hast been a great traveller, and seen marvel-

lous things; but of what avail to me is the secret of

the pyramid, and the volume of knowledge of the

wise Solomon?"
" This it is, O King ! by the study of that book I

am instructed in all magic arts, and can command
the assistance of genii to accomplish my plans. The
mystery of the Talisman of Borsa is therefore familiar

to me, and such a talisman can I make ; nay, one of

greater virtues."

" O wise son of Abu Ajeeb," cried Aben Habuz,
" better were such a talisman, than all the watch-

towers on the hills, and sentinels upon the borders.

Give me such a safeguard, and the riches of my
treasury are at thy command."
The astrologer immediately set to work to gratify

the wishes of the monarch. He caused a great tower

to be erected upon the top of the royal palace, which

stood on the brow of the hill of the Albaycin. The
tower was built of stones brought from Egypt, and

taken, it is said, from one of the pyramids. In the

upper part of the tower was a circular hall, with

windows looking towards every point of the compass,

and before each window was a table, on which was
arranged, as on a chess-board, a mimic army of

horse and foot, with the efligy of the potentate that

ruled in that direction, all carved of wood. To each

of these tables there was a small lance, no bigger

than a bodkin, on which were engraved certain

Chaldaic characters. This hall was kept constantly

closed, by a gate of brass, with a great lock of steel,

the key of which was in possession of the King.

On the top of the tower was a bronze figure of a

Moorish horseman, fixed on a pivot, with p ihield on

one arm, and his lance elevated perpendicularly. The
face of this horseman was towards the city, as if keep-

ing guard over it; but if any foe were at hand, the

figure would turn in that direction, and would level

the lance as if for action.

When this talisman was finished, Aben Habuz

was all impatient to try its virtues ; and longed as

ardently for an invasion as he had ever sighed after

repose. His desire was soon gratified. Tidings

were brought early one morning by the sentinel ap-

pointed to watch the tower, that the face of the

bronze horseman was turned towards the mountains of

Elvira, and that his lance pointed directly against

the pass of Lope.
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'' Let the drums and trumpets sound to arms, ami

all Granada be put on the alert," said Aben Habuz.
" O King," said the astrologer, " let not your city

be disquieted, nor your warriors called to arms ; we
need no aid of force to deliver you from your enemies.

Dismiss your attendants, and let us proceed alone to

the secret hall of the tower."

The ancient Aben llahuz mounted the staircase of

the tower, leaning on the arm of the still more an-

cient Ibrahim Ebn Abu Ajeeb. They unlocked the

brazen door, and entered. The window that looked

towards the pass of Lope was open. "In this di-

rection," said the astrologer, 'Mies the danger; ap-

proach, O King, and behold the mystery of the

table." -

King Aben Habuz approached the seeming chess-

board, on which were arranged the small wooden

efligies, when, to his surprise, he perceived that they

were all in motion. The horses pranced and cur-

veted, the warriors brandished their weapons, and

there was a faint sound of drums and trum|)ets, and

the clang of arms, and neighing of steeds; but all no

louder, nor more distinct, than the hum of the bee, or

the summer-fly, in the drowsy car of him who lies

at noontide in the shade.

" Behold, O King," said the astrologer, " a proof

that thy enemies are even now in tl.j field. They

must be advancing through yonder mountains, by the

passes of Lope. Wou|d you produce a panic and

confusion amongst them, and cause them to retreat

without loss of life, strike these efligies with the

butt-end of this magic lance ; but would you cause

bloody feud and carnage among them, strike with the

point."

A livid streak passed across the countenance of the

pacific Aben Habuz; he seized the mimic lance with

trembling eagerness, and tottered towards the table,

his grey beard wagged with chuckling exultation

:

" Son of Abu Ajeeb," exclaimed he, " I think we will

have a little blood
!

"

So saying, he thrust the magic lance into some of

tlie pigmy effigies, and belaboured others with the

butt-end, upon which the former fell as dead upon

the board, and the rest, turning upon each other, be-

gan, pell-mell, a chance-medley figlit.

It was with difficulty the astrologer could stay the

hand of the most pacific of monarchs, and prevent

him from absolutely exterminating his foes ; at length

he prevailed upon him to leave the lower, and to send

out scouts to the mountiins by the pass of Lope.

They returned with the intelligence, that a Chris-

tian army had advanced through the heart of the

Sierra, almost within sight of Granada, where a dis-

sension had broken out among them ; they had turned

their weapons against each other, and after much
slaughter had retreated over the border.

Abrn Habuz was transported with joy on thus

provin^ the efficacy of the talisman. " At length,"

said he, " I shall lead a life of tranquillity, and have

all my enemies in my power. O wise son of Abu

Ajeeb, what can I bestow on thee in reward for such

a blessing?"

" The wants of an old man and a philosopher,

King, are few and simple
;
grant me but the means

of titling up my cave as a suitable hermitage, and!

am content."

" How noble is the moderation of the truly wi*

exclaimed A ben Habuz, secretly pleased at the cheap-

ness of the recompense. He summoned his treasurer.!

anti bade him dispense whatever sums might be n

(|uired by Ibrahim to complete and furnish his her-

mitage.

The astrologer now gave orders to have varioi

chambers hewn out of the solid rock, so as to fui

ranges of apartments connected with his astrologii

hall ; these he caused to be furnished with luxurioi

ottomans and divans, and the walls to be hung vjil

the richest silks of Damascas. "I am an old man

said he, " and can no longer rest my bones on sloi

couches, and these damp walls require covering."

He had baths too constructed, and provided will

all kinds of perfumes and aromatic oils, " For

bath," said he, "is necessary to counteract the

gidity of age, and to restore freshness and supplew

to the frame withered by study."

He caused the apartments to be hung with innii'

merable silver and crystal lamps, which he filled wil

a fragrant oil, prepared according to a receipt di

covered by him in the tombs of Egypt. This oil «i

perpetual in its nature, and diffused a soft radian

like the tempered light of day. " The light of

sun," said he, " is too garish and violent for theeyi

of an old man, and the light of the lamp is morecoi

genial to the studies of a philosoper."

The treasurer of King Aben Habuz groaned at

sums daily demanded to fit up this hermitage,

he carried his complaints to the King. The roj

word, however, was given; Aben Habuz shru^

his shoulders. " We must have patience," said

" this old man has taken his idea of a philoso|

retreat from the interior of the pyramids, and of J

vast ruins of Egypt; but all things have an end,

so will the furnishing of his cavern."

The King was in the right, the hermitage was

length complete, and formed a sumptuous subterraiii

palace. "I am now content," said Ibrahim

Abu Ajeeb to the treasurer, "I will shut myself

in my cell, and devote my time to study. I di

nothing more, nothing, except a trifling solace,

amuse me at the intervals of mental labour."

" O wise Ibrahim, ask what thou wilt, I am boi

to furnish all that is necessary for thy solitude."

" I would faia have then a few dancing womei

said the philosopher.

" Dancing women ! " echoed the treasurer

surprise.

" Dancing women," replied the sage gravely;

few will suffice, for I am an old man, and a piiil

plier, of simple habits, and easily satisfied. Lei lli

however, lie young, and fair to look upon; for

A.
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While the philosopher, Ibrahim Ebn Abu Ajeeb,

|iassed his time thus sagely in his hermitage, the pa-

cific Aben Habuz carried on fiirious campaigns in

efljgy in his tower. It was a glorious thing for an

man, like himself, of quiet habits, to have war

luade easy, and to be enabled to amuse himself in

his ciiamlier by brushing away whole armies like so

many swarms of flies.

For a time he rioted in the indulgence of his hu-

mours, and even taunted and insulted his neighbours,

llo induce them to make incursions; but by degrees

liiey grew wary from repeated disasters, until no one

lentiired to invade his territories. For many months

llie bronze horseman remained on the peace esta-

lUish'ment with his lance elevated in the air, and ttie

loi'thy old monarch began to repine at the want of

accustomed sport, and to grow peevish at his mo-

onous tranquillity.

At length, one day, the talismanic horseman veered

enly ronnd, and lowering his lance, made a dead

lint towards the mountains of Guadix. Aben Habuz

itened to his tower, but the magic table in that

:tion remained quiet; not a single warrior was in

ilion. Perplexed at the circumstance, he sent forth

(roup of horse to scour the mountains and recon-

lilre. They returned after three days' absence.

"We have searched every mountain pass," said

!y, "but not a helm or spear was stirring. All

I we have found in the course of our foray, was a

Ihristian damsel of surpassing beauty, sleeping at

>n-lide beside a fountain, whom we have brought

way captive."

" A damsel of surpassing beauty
!

" exclaimed Aben

libuz, his eyes gleaming with animation; " let her

conducted into my presence."

The beautiful damsel was accordingly conducted

10 his presence. She was arrayed with all the luxury

ornament that had prevailed among the Gothic

uiards at the time of the Arabian conquest. Pearls

dazzling whiteness were entwined with her raven

$ses; and jewels sparkled on her forehead, rivalling

lustre of her eyes. A round her neck was a golden

lain, to which was suspended a silver lyre, which

ing by her side.

The flashes of her dark refulgent eye were like

irks of fire on the withered, yet combustible, heart

Aben Habuz; the swimming voluptuousness of her

lit made his senses reel. " Fairest of women," cried

with rapture, " who and what art thou?"

"The daughter of one of the Gothic princes, who
Uately ruled over this land. The armies of my
jllier have been destroyed as if by magic, among
lese mountains ; he has been driven into exile, and

daughter is a captive."

"Beware, O King ! " whispered Ibrahim Ebn Abu
ieeh, " this may be one of those Northern sorce-

of whom we have heard, who assume the most

iluctive forms to beguile the unwary. Methinks I

id witchcraft in her eye, and sorcery ir every

movement. Doubtless this is the enemy pointed out

by the talisman."

" Son of Abu Ajeeb," replied the King, " thou art

a wise man, I grant, a conjuror for aught I know

;

but thou art little versed in the ways of woman. In

that knowledge will I yield to no man ; no, not to

the wise Solomon himself, notwithstanding the num-

ber of his wives and concubines. As to this damsel,

I see no harm in her, she is fair to look upon, and

finds favour in my eyes."

" Hearken, O King! " replied the astrologer. " I

have given thee many victories by means of my talis-

man, but have never shared any of the spoil. Give

me then this stray captive, to solace me in my solitude

with her silver lyre. If she be indeed a sorceress,

I have counter spells that set her charms at de-

fiance."

" What ! more women ! " cried Aben Habuz.
" Hast thou not already dancing women enough to

solace thee?"
" Dancing women have I, it is true, but no singing

women. I would fain have a little minstrelsy to

refresh my mind when weary with the toils of study."

"A truce with thy hermit cravings," said the

King, impatiently. "This damsel have I marked

for my own. I see much comfort in her; even such

comfort as David, the father of Solomon the wise,

found in the society of Abishag the Shunamite."

Further solicitations and remonstrances of the

astrologer only provoked a more peremptory reply

from the monarch, and they parted in high displeasure.

The sage shut himself up in his hermitage to brood

over his disappointment; ere he departed, however,

he gave the King one more warning to beware of his

dangerous captive. But where is the old man in

love that will listen to council? Aben Habuz re-

signed himself to the full sway of his passion. His

O'lly study was how to render himself amiable in the

eyes of the Gothic beauty. He had not youth to

recommend him, it is true, but then he had riches;

and when a lover is old, he is generally generous.

The Zacatin of Granada was ransacked for the most

precious merchandise of the East; silks, jewels, pre-

cious gems, exquisite perfumes, all that Asia and

Africa yielded of rich and rare, were lavished upon

the princess. All kinds of spectacles and festivities

were devised for her entertainment; minstrelsy,

dancing, tournaments, bull-fights : Granada, for a

time, was a scene of perpetual pageant. The Gothic

princess regarded all this splendour with the air of

one accustomed to magnificence. She received every

thing as a homage due to her rank, or rather to her

beauty, for beauty is more lofty in its exactions even

than rank. Nay, she seemed to take a secret pleasure

in exciting the monarch to expenses that made his

treasury shrink; and then treating his extravagant

generosity as a mere matter of course. With all his

assiduity and munificence, also, the venerable lover

could not flatter himself that he had made any im-

pression on her heart. She never frowned on him.
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U is true, but then she never smiled. Whenever he
began to plead his passion, she struck her silver lyre.

There was a mystic charm in the sound. In an in-

stant the monarch began to nod ; a drowsiness stole

over him, and he gradually sank into a sleep, from

which he awoke wonderfully refreshed, but perfectly

cooled, for the time, of his passion. This was very

baftling to his suit; but then these slumbers were
accompanied by agreeable dreams, that completely

enthralled the senses of the drowsy lover; so he con-

tinued to dream on, while all Granada scoffed at his

infatuation, and groaned at the treasures lavished for

a song.

At length a danger burst on the head of Aben
Habuz, against which his talisman yielded him no
warning. An insurrection broke out in his very ca-

pital : his palace was surrounded by ea armed rabble,

who menaced his life and the li(e of his Christian

paramour. A spark of his ancient warlike spirit was

awakened in the breast of the monarch. At the

head of a handful of his guards he sallied forth, put

the rebels to ilight, and crushed the insurrection in

the bud.

When quiet was again restored, he sought the

astrologer, who still remained shut up in his her-

mitage, chewing the bitter cud of resentment.

Aben Habuz approached him with a conciliatory

lone. " O wise son of Abu Ajeeb," said he, " well

didst thon predict dangers to me from this captive

beauty : tell me then, thou who art so quick at fore-

seeing peril, what I should do to avert it."

"Put from thee the infldel damsel who is the

cause."

"Sooner would I part with my kingdom," cried

Aben Habuz.
" Thou art in danger of losing both," replied the

astrologer.

"Be not harsh and angry, O most profound of

philosophers ; consider the double distress of a mo-
narch and a lover, and devise some means of protect-

ing me from the evils by which I am menaced. I

care not for grandeur, I care not for power, I languish

only for repose; would that I had some quiet retreat

where I might take refuge from the world, and all

its cares, and pomps, and troubles, and devote the

remainder of my days to tranquillity and love."

The astrologer regarded him for a moment, from

under his bushy eye-brows.

" And what wouldst thou give, if I could provide

thee such a retreat ?

"

" Thou shouldst name thy own reward, and what-

ever it might be, if within the scope of my power, as

my soul liveth, it should be thine."

" Thou hast heard, O King, of the garden of Irem,

one of the prodigies of Arabia the Happy."
" I have heard of that garden; it is recorded in the

Koran, even in the chapter entitled 'The Dawn of

Day.' I have, moreover, heard marvellous things

related of it by pilgrims who had been to Mecca; but

I considered them wild fables, such as travellers are

wont to tell who have visited remote countries,

" Discredit not, O King, the tales of travellers,

rejoined the astrologer gravely, "for they coiKaio

precious rarities of knowledge brought from the endi

of the earth. As to the Palace and Garden of Irem,

what is generally told of them is true ; I have stn

them with mine own eyes—listen to my adventure

for it has a bearing upon the object of your re(|uesi.

" In my younger days, when a mere Arab of iIh

desert, I tended my ffilher's camels. In traversio!

the Desert of Aden, one of them strayed from tli

rest, and was lost. I searched after it for several

days, but in vain, until wearied and faint, I laid my

self down one noontide, and slept under a palm ii

by the side of a scanty well. When I awoke, I fouin

myself at the gate of a city. I entered, and belieln

noble streets, and squares, and market-places;

all were silent and without an inhabitant. I wa

dered on until I came to a sumptuous palace wiiL

garden, adorned with fountains and fish-ponds, ai

groves and flowers, and orchards laden with delicioi

fruit ; but still no one was to be seen. Upon wliici

appalled at this loneliness, I hastened to depart jamji

after issuing forth at the gate of the city, I turned

look upon the place, but it was no longer to be seei

nothing but the silent desert extended before mi

eyes.

" In the neighbourhood I met with an aged derv

learned in the traditions and secrets of the land, ai

related to him w hat had befallen me. ' This, said hi

is the far-famed garden of Irem, one of the wondi

of the desert. It only appears at times to some vanj

derer like thyself, gladdening him with the siglit

towers and palaces, and garden walls overhung nil

richly laden fruit trees, and then vanishes, leavii

nothing but a lonely desert. And this is the stor)'

it. In old times, when this country was inhabili

by the Addites, King Sheddad, the sun of Ad, ll

great grandson of Noah, founded here a spleni

city. When it was finished, and he saw its gi

deur, bis heart was puffed up with pride and ai

gance, and he determined to build a royal palad

with gardens that should rival all that was related i

the Koran of the celestial paradise. But the cursed

Heaven fell upon him for his presumption. He i

his subjects were swept from the earth, and I

splendid city, and palace, and gardens, were I

under a perpetual spell, that bides them from I

human sight, excepting that they are seen at i

vals, by way of keeping his sin in perpetual reme^

brance.'

" This story, O King, and the wonders I had s

ever dwelt in my mind; and in after years, wliffll

had been in Egypt, and was possessed of the booif

knowledge of Solomon the wise, I determined ton

turn and revisit the garden of Irem. I did so,i

found it revealed to my instructed sight. I tookp

session of the palace of Sheddad, and passed seva

days in his mock paradise. The genii who mlj

over the place, were oliedient to my magic pow
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and revealed to me the spells by which the whole

garden had been, as it were, conjured into existence,

and by which it was rendered invisible. Such a pa-

lace and garden, O King, can I make for thee, even

here, on the mountain above thy city. Do I not

know all the secret spells ? and am I not in possession

of the book of knowledge of Solomon the wise ?"

"O wise son of Abu Ajecbl" exclaimed Aben
Habuz, trembling with eagerness, "thou art a tra-

veller indeed, and hast seen and learnt marvellous

things ! Contrive me such a paradise, and ask any

reward, even to the half of my kingdom."

"Alas!" replied the other, "tliou knowest lam
mold man, and a philosopher, and easily satisfied;

allihe reward I ask is the first beast of burden, with

iu load, that shall enter the magic portal of the

palace."

The monarch gladly agreed to so moderate a sli-

polation, and the astrologer began his work. On
the summit of the hill, immediately above his subter-

itanean hermitage, he caused a great gateway or bar-

|bican to be erected, opening through the centre of a

(irong tower.

There was an outer vestibule or porch, with a

|lofty arch, and within it a portal secured by massive

On the key-slone of the portal the astro-

jkiger, with his own hand, wrought the figure of a

iQge key ; and on the key-stone of the outer arch of

vestibule, which was loftier than that of the por-

, he carved a gigantic hand. These were potent

lismans, over which he repeated many sentences in

I unknown tongue.

When this gateway was flnished, he shut himself

^ for two days in his astrological hall, engaged in

icret incantations; on tlie third he ascended the

lull, and passed the whole day on its summit. At a

jate hour of the night he came down, and presented

elf before Aben Habuz. "At length, O King,"

jtid he, " my labour is accomplished. On the sum-

nit of the hill stands one of the most delectable pa-

sthat ever the head of man devised, or the heart

[ man desired. It contains sumptuous halls and

[alleries, delicious gardens, cool fountains, and fra-

bnt baths; in a word, the whole mountain is con-

pted into a paradise. Like the garden of Irem, it

k protected by a mighty charm, which hides it from

pe view and search of mortals, excepting such as

i the secret of its talismans."

J

"Enough !" cried Aben Habuz joyfully, " to-mor-

pw morning with the first light we will ascend and

p possession." The happy monarch slept but lit-

I that night. Scarcely had the rays of the sun

I to play about the snowy summit of the Sierra

a, when he mounted his steed, and, accoia-

^nied only by a few chosen attendants, ascended a

*p and narrow road leading up the hill. Beside

n, on a white palfrey, rode the Gothic princess,

r whole dress sparkling with jewels, while round

Irneek was suspended her silver lyre. The astro-

Rer walked on the other side of the king, assisting

his steps with his hieroglyphic staff, for he never

mounted steed of any kind.

Aben Habuz looked to see the towers of the palace

brightening above him, and the embowered terraces

of its gardens stretching along the heights; but as

yet nothing of the kind was to be descried. " That

is the mystery and safeguard of the place," said the

astrologer, " nothing can be discerned until you have

passed the spell-bound gateway, and been put in pos-

session of the place."

As they approached the gateway, the astrologer

paused, and pointed out to the King the mystic hand

and key carved upon the portal and the arch.

"These," said he, "are the talismans which guard

the entrance to tliis paradise. Until yonder hand

shall reach down and seize that key, neither mortal

power nor magic artifice can prevail against the lord

of this mountain."

While Aben Habuz was gazing with open mouth,

and silent wonder, at these mystic talismans, the

palfrey of the princess proceeded, and bore her in at

the portal, to the very centre of the barbacan.

" Behold," cried the astrologer, " my promised

reward ; the first animal with its burthen that should

enter the magic gateway."

Aben Habuz smiled at what he considered a plea-

santry of the ancient man ; but when he found him

to be in earnest, his grey beard trembled with in-

dignation.

" Son of Abu Ajeeb," said he, sternly, " what equi-

vocation is this ? Thou knowest the meaning of my
promise : the tirst beast of burthen, with its load,

that should enter this portal. Take the strongest

mule in my stables, load it with the most precious

things of my treasury, and it is thine; but dare not to

raise thy thoughts to her who is the delight of my
heart."

" What need I of wealth," cried the astrologer,

scornfully; "have I not the book of knowledge of

Solomon the wise, and through it the command of

the secret treasures of the earth ? The princess is

mine by right; thy royal word is pledged; I claim

her as my own."

The princess looked down haughtily from her pal-

frey, and a light smile of scorn curled her rosy lip at

this dispute between two grey-beards for the posses-

sion of youth and beauty. The wrath of the monarch

got the lietter of his discretion. " Base son of the

desert," cried he, " thou may'st be master of many

arts, but know me for thy master, and presume not to

juggle with thy King."
" My master !" echoed the astrologer, " my King !

The monarch of a mole-hill to claim sway over him

who possesses the talismans of Solomon ! Farewell,

Aben Habuz; reign over thy petty kingdom, and

revel in thy paradise of fools ; for me, I will laugh at

Ihee in my philosophic retirement."

So saying, he seized the bridle of the palfrey, smote

the earth with his staff, and sank with the Gothic

princess through the centre of the barbacan. The

li
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cailli riosi't] ovvi- llieiii, uiul tu»<li-<'i<'c roiiiaiiieil i
'
llie

opening' hy wliirli llicy Imtl tlfscoiuled.

Al)eii iliibii/ was Nliiick il(iiiil) fur a (iiiic willi as-

toiiiNliiiK'iit. lU'Covcrin^' liiiiisolf, he unlercd a llimi-

.saiKi workinoii lo di);, with pickaxe niul spnile, iiilo

tlie ^riniiKi wlierc (lie astrologer had disappeared.

They di^f^ed and di^'K^d, hut in vain ; the llinly ho-

soin of tlie hill resisted their implements; or if they

did penetrate a little way, the earth lllled in aj^ain us

fast as they threw it out. Al)en llahuz sought the

mouth of the cavern at Ihe foot of (he hill, leadiu); to

the suhterranean palace of the aslroloKer ; luit it was

no where to he found. Where once had been an

entrance, was now a solid surface of primeval rock.

With the disappearance of Ibrahim Ebn Abu Ajeeb,

ceased the l)enctitof his talismans. The bronze horse-

man remaineil fixed, with his face turned towards

the hill, and his spear pointed to the spot where the

astrologer had descended, as if there still lurked the

deadliest foe of Abeii Ilabuz.

From lime to lime the sound of music, and the

tones of a female voice, cotdd be faintly heard from

the bosom of the hill ; and a peasant one day brought

word to the King, that in the precedin;; ni^lit he had

found a Assure in the rock, by which he had crept in

until he looked down into a subterranean hall, in

which sat the astrologer, on a magnificent divan,

slumbering and nodding to the silver lyre of the prin-

cess, which seemed to hold a magic sway over his

senses.

Aben Habuz sought the fissure in the rock, but it

was again closed. He renewed the attempt lo un-

earth ills rival, but all in vain. The spell of the hanil

and key was loo potent to be counteracted by human
power. As to the summit of the mountain, the site

of llic promised palace and garden, it remained a naked

waste ; either the l)oasted elysium was hidden from

sight by enchantment, or was a mere fable of the as-

trologer. The world charitably supposed the latter,

and some used to call the place, " The king's Iblly
;

"

while others named it, " The Fool's Paradise."

To add lo the chagrin of Aben Ilabuz, Ihe neigh-

l)ours whom he had defied and taunted, and cut up
at his leisure while master of the talismanic liorse-

man, finding him no longer protected by magic spell,

made inroads into his territories from all sides, and
the remainder of the life of the most pacific of mo-
narchs, was a tissue of turmoils.

At length Aben Ilabuz died, and was buried. Ages
have since rolled away. The Alhambra has been

built un the eventful mountain, and in some measure

realizes the fabled delights of the garden of Irem.

The spell-bound gateway still exists entire, protected

no doubt by the mystic hand and key, and now forms

the Gate of Justice, the grand entrance to the fort-

ress. Under that gateway, it is said, the old astio-

loger remains in his subterranean hall, nodding on
his divan, lulled by the silver lyre of the princess.

The old invalid sentinels who mount guard at tlie

gate, hear the strains occasionally in the summer

nights ; and yielding to their su|M>riiic (Niwer, tluze

<|uielly at their posts. Nay, so drowsy an hilhieiice

pervades the place, that even those who watch by

day may generally lie seen nmlding on the Ntoiic

benches of the barbacan, or sleeping under the neif^li-
[

bouring trees; so that in fuel il is the drowsiest mj.

lilary pttst in all Christendom. All this, say the an-

cient legends, will endure from age lo age. 'l'\A

princess will remain (*aptive lo the astrologer, aiiill

the astrologer Imund up in magic slumber by l|ie|

princess, until the last day, unless the mystic liauil

shall grasp the fated key, and dispel the whole cliariii|

of this enchanted mountain.

THE TOWEU OF LAS INFANTAS.

I\ an evening's stroll up a narrow glen, oversiia-l

duwed by lig-lrees, {tomegranates, and myrtles, I

divides the lands of the fortress from those of iIkI

Generalife, I was struck with the romantic app«ar-|

ance of a Moorish tower in the outer wall uf ibel

Alhambra, that rose liigh above the tree-lops, aiHll

caught the ruddy rays of the setting sun. A soliUryl

window at a great height commanded a view oflliel

glen; and as I was regarding it, a young fenialtl

looked out, with her head adorned with ilonml

She was evidently superior to the usual class of |)eoplel

thai inhabit the old towers of the fortress ; and tliisi

sudden and pictures(]ue glimpse of her reminded iwl

of the descriptions of captive beauties in fairy lalal

These fancifid associations of my mind were increasdl

on l)eing informed by my attendant Mateo, lliat Uiii

was the Tower of the Princesses (La Torre de I

Infantas); so called, from having been, according li

tradition, the residence of the daughters of the Moor<|

ish kings. I have since visited the lower. Itiijuil

generally shown to strangers, though well wurlli||

attention, for the interior is equal for beauty ufarcli

lecture, and delicacy of ornament, lo any part of II

palace. The elegance of the central hall, wilhH

marble fountain, its lofty arches, and richly frdu

dome ; the arabesques and stucco work of the

!

but well-proportioned chamber, though injured b

time and neglect, all accord with Iheslory of its i

anciently the abode of royal beauty.

The Utile old fairy queen who lives under llieslaij

case of the Alhambra and frequents the evening li

tulias of Dame Antonia, tells some fanciful tradilimj

about three Moorish princesses, who were once ^

up in this lower by their father, a tyrant king nFli

nada, and were only permitted to ride out at i

about the bills, when no one was permitted toe

in their way under pain of death. They still,

i

cording lo her account, may be seen occasion)

when Ihe moon is in the full, riding in lonely

along the moinitain side, on palfreys richly capi
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Mined and sparkling with jrwels, but Ihey vniilsli on

licing spoken lo.

Hut before I relate any thing further respecting

ilifse princesses, the reader may lie anxious to know
Miinething about the fair iiihubiiant of the lower with

her head dressed with flowers, who looked out from

Ihe lofty window. She proved lo be the newly-

married spouse of Ihe worthy adjutant of invalids;

wlw, though well stricken in years, had had the

I'ouragc lo lake to bis liosom a young and buxom
Aiulaliisian damsel. May the guml old cavalier be

happy in his choice, and find the Tower of the Priii-

essesa more secure residence for female Itcaiity, than

I seems lo have proved in the time of Ihe Moslems,

if we may believe the following legend

!

LtiGENU ill'

jlli: rilHEF BEAUTIFUL PUIiNCFSSKS.

In old times there reigned n Moorish King in dra-

iiada, whose name was Moliame«l, to which his sub-

Ijticls adtled Ihe appellatitm of El llaygari, or " 'I'lie

Lrfl-haiuled." Some say he was so called on account

of his being really more expert with bis sinister than

his dexter band; others, because he was prone to

lake every thing by the wrong end, or in other words,

lo mar wherever he meddled. Certain it is, either

through iiiisforluiieor inismaiiagcment, he was con-

|liniially in trouble : thrice was he driven from his

throne, and, on one occasion, barely escaped to \{i'm\

with his life, in the disguise of a fisherman. Slill he

jwasas brave as be was blundering; and though left-

landed, wielded bis eimeter tosiicb purpose, that he

aril time re-established himself upon his throne by

lint of hard lighting. Instead , however, of learning

isdoin from adversity, he hardened his neck, and

itilTened his left arm in wilfulness. The evils of a

iiblic nature which be thus brought upon himself

nd his kingdom, may be learned by those who will

elveiiito the Arabian annals ofGranada; the present

jrgend deals but with his domestic policy.

As this Mohamed was one day riding forth with

train of his courtiers, by the foot of the moiinlain of

llvira, he met a band of horsemen returning from a

itray into Ihe land of the Christians. They were

undiicling a long string of mules laden with spoil,

nd many captives of both sexes, among whom the

lonarch was struck with the appearance of a beau-

|iful damsel, richly attired, who sat weeping on a

w palfrey, and heeded not the consoling words of a

uenna who rode beside her.

The monarch was struck with her beauty, and, on

iiquiring of the Captain of the troop, found tlsat she

as the (laughter of the Alcayde ofa frontier fortress,

lal had been surprised and sacketl in Ihe conrse of

le foray. Mohamed claimed her as bis royal share

of the booty, and had her conveyeti lo his harem in

the Alliambra. There every thing was devised to

stHiUie her melancholy ; antl the monarch , more ainl

more enainoured, sought lo make her his queen.

The Sp<'iiiisli maid at lirst repulsetl his addresses—he

was an inlldel—he was the oiien foe of her country

—

what was worse, be was stricken in years!

The monarch, finding his assiduities of no avail,

determined lo enlist in his favour the duenna, who
had lieen captured with Ihe lady. She was an An-

dalusian by birth, whose Christian name is furgollen,

being mentioned in Moorish legends by no otherappel-

lation than that of the discreel Kadiga—and discreet

in truth she was, as her whole history makes evident.

No sooner had the Moorish king held a little private

conversation with her, than she saw at once the

cogency of his reasoning, and iin<lertook his cause

with her young mistress.

" Go to, now !" cried she, " what is there in all

this to weep and wail alKiut ? Is it not better to be

mistress of Ibis beautiful palace, with all its gardens

and fountains, than lo lie shut up wilhin your father's

old frontier low^r? As to this Mohamed being an

infidel, what is that to the purpose ? You marry

him, not his religion : and if be is waxing a little old,

the sooner will you be a widow, and mistress of

yourself; at any rate, you are in his power, and

must either be a queen or a slave. When in the

hands of a robber, it is lieller to sell one's merchan-

dise for a fair price, than to have it taken by main

force."

The arguments of the discreel Kadiga prevailed.

The Spanish lady dried her tears, and became the

spouse of Moliani:>d the Left-handed; she even

conformed, in appear.'uce, to the faith of her royal

husband ; and her discreet duenna immediately be-

came a zealous convert to the Moslem doctrines ; it

was then the latter received the yVrabian name of

Kadiga, and was permilled to remain in the confi-

dential employ of her mistress.

In due process of lime the Moorish king was made
the proud and happy father of three lovely daughters,

all born at a birth : be could have wished they hiid

been sons, but consoled himself with the idea that

three daughters at a birth were pretty well for a man
somewhat stricken in years, and left-handed

!

As usual with all Moslem monarclis, he summoned
bis astrologers on this happy event. They cast the

nativities of the three Princesses, and shook llieir

heads. " Daughters, O King !" said they, " are

always precarious properly; but these will most need

your walchfulness when they arrive at a inarringe-

able age : at that time gather them under your wings,

and trust them lo no other guardianship."

Mohamed the Left-handed was acknowledged lo

be a wise king by his courtiers, and was certainly so

considered by himself. The prediction of the astro-

logers caused him but little disi|uiet, trusting to his

ingenuity to guard his daughters and outwit the

L'ates.
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The three-fold birth was (he last matrimonial

trophy of the monarch; his queen bore hiui no more

children, and died within a few years, bequealliing

her infant daughters to his love, and to the lidelily of

the discreet Kadiga.

Many years had yet to elapse before the Princesses

would arrive at that period of danger—the marriage-

able age: " It is good, however, to be cautious in

time," said the shrewd monarch ; so he determined

to have them reared in the royal Castle of SalobreAa.

This was a sumptuous palace, incrusted, as it were,

in a powerful Moorish fortress on the summit of a

hill that overlooks the Mediterranean Sea. It was a

royal retreat, in which the Moslem monarchs shut up

such of their relations as might endanger their safely,

allowin ; liiem all kinds of luxuries and amusement«,

in the midst of which they passed their lives in vo-

luptuous indolence.

Here the Princesses remained, immured from the

world, but surrounded by enjoyments, and attended

by female slaves who anticipated their wishes. They
had delightful gardens for their recreation, filled

with the rarest fruits and flowers, with aromatic

groves and perfumed baths. On three sides the

castle looked down upon a rich valley, enamelled

with all kinds of culture, and bounded by the lofty

Alpuxarra mountains; on the other side it overlooked

the broad sunny sea.

In this delicious abode, in a propitious climate,

and under a cloudless sky, the three Princesses grew

up into wondrous beauty; but, though all reared

alike they gave early tokens of diversity of character.

Their names were Zayda, Zorayda, and Zorahayda;

and such was their order of seniority, for there had

been precisely three minutes between their births.

Zayda, tlie eldest, was of an intrepid spirit, and

took the lead of her sisters in every thing, as she had

done in entering first into the world. She was cu-

rious and inquisitive, and fond of getting at the bot-

tom of things.

Zorayda had a great feeling for beauty, which was

the reason, no doubt, of her delighting to regard her

own image in a mirror or a fountahi, and of her fond-

ness for flowers, and jewels, and other tasteful or-

naments.

As to Zorahayda, the youngest, she was soft and

timid, and extremely sensitive, with a vast deal of

disposable tenderness, as was evident from her num-
ber of pet-flowers, and pet-birds, and pet-anima!s,

all of which she clierislied with the fondest care.

Her amusements, too, were of a gentle nature, and

mixed up with musing and reverie. She would sit

for hours in a balcony, gazing on the sparkling stars

of a summer's night ; or on the sea when lit up by the

moon; and at such times, the song of a iisherman,

faintly heard from the beach, or the notes of a Moorish

flute from some gliding bark, sufficed to elevate her

feelings into ecstasy. The least uproar of the ele-

ments, however, filled her with dismay; and a clap

of thunder was enough to throw her Into a swoon.

Years rolled on smoothly and serenely ; the discreet
I

Kadiga, to whom the Princesses were cjnfided, was

faithful to her trust, and attended them with unre-

1

mitling care.

The Castle of Salobreiia, as lias been said, was I

built upon a hill on the sea-coast. One of the exte-

rior walls straggled down the profile of the hill, until

it reached a jutting rock overhanging the sea, with a

narrow sandy beach at its loot, laved by the rippling

billows. A small watch-tower on this rock had been
I

fitted up as a pavilion, with latticed windows to ad-

mit the sea-breeze. Here the Princesses used to pass
|

the sultry hours of mid-day.

The curious Zayda was one day seated at one of I

the windows of the pavilion, as her sisters, reclining
[

on ottomans, were taking the siesta, or noon-tid«

slumi:er. Her attention had been attracted to a gal-

ley which came coasting along, with measured strokes I

of the oar. As it drew near, she observed that it was I

filled with armed men. The galley anchored at tlie|

foot of the tower : a number of Moorish soldiers land-

1

ed on the narrow beach, conducting several Chrisliao

prisoners. The curious Zayda awakened her sisters,
[

and all three peeped cautiously through the close j^|

lousies of the lattice, which screened them from sight.
[

Among the prisoners were three Spanish cavaiietsJ

richly dressed. They were in the flower of youlbj

and of noble presence; and the lofty manner in wiiichl

they carried themselves, though loaded with cliaiiul

and surrounded with enemies, bespoke the grandenrS

of their souls. The Princesses gazed with intenstl

and breathless interest. Cooped up as they had ImnI

in this castle among female attendants, seeing no-l

thing of the male sex but black slaves, or the luiJel

fishermen of the sea-coast, it is not to be wonderedl

at, that the appearance of three gallant cavaliers ill

the pride of youth and manly beauty, should produce
J

some commotion in their bosom.
" Did ever nobler being tread the earth tliun lliall

cavalier in crimson?" cried Zayda, the eldest of lliel

sisters. "See how proudly he bears himself, as|

though all around him were his slaves
!

"

"But notice that one in blue!" exclaimed Zthl

rayda. " What grace ! what elegance ! what spirit!"!

The gentle Zorahayda said nothing, but sliese-J

cretly gave preference to the cavalier in green.

The Princesses remained gazing until the prisonenj

were out of sight; then heaving long-drawn sigia

they turned round, looked ateach other for a nionienU

and sal down, musing and pensive, on their ottoniauj.!

The discreet Kadiga found them in this sitiialionf

tiiey related to her what they had seen, and event!

witliered heart of the duenna was warmed. " Pot

youths!" exclaimed she, "I'll warrant their capl

vity makes many a fair and high-born lady's liei

ache in their native land ! Ah ! my children, y«^

have little idea of the life these cavaliers lead in liw

own country. Such prankling at tournaments !
sw

devotion to the ladies ! such courting and serenil

ing!"

iiJ'
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The curiosity of Zayda was fully aroused ; she was

liable in her inquiries, and drew from the duenna

lie most animated pictures of the scenes of her

outhful days and native land. The beautiful Zo-

fda bridled up, and slyly regarded herself in a

irror, when the theme turned upon the charms of

lie Spanish ladies; while Zoraliayda suppressed a

uggling sigh at the mention ofmoonlight serenades.

Every day the curious Zayda renewed her inqui-

and every day the sage duenna repeated her

ories, which were listened to with profound inte-

it, though with frequent sighs, by her gentle au-

Itors. The discreet old woman at length awakened

the mischief she might be doing. She had been

lustomed to think of the Princesses only as chil-

n; but they had imperceptibly ripened ])eneath

reye, and now bloomed before her three lovely

iisels of the marriageable age. It is time, thought

duenna, to give notice to the King.

Mohamed the Left-handed was seated one morning

a divan in one of the cool halls of the Alhambra,

lien a slave arrived from the fortress of Salobrefla,

llli a message from the sage Kadiga, congratulating

in on the anniversary of his daughters' birth-day.

slave at the same time presented a delicate little

isket decorated with flowers, within which, on a

ich of vine and fig-leaves, lay a peach, an apricot,

a nectarine, with their bloom and down and dewy
eetness upon them, and all in the early stage of

ipting ripeness. The monarch was versed in the

riental language of fruits and flowers, and readily

Ivined the meaning uf this emblematical offering.

So," said he, " the critical period pointed out by

astrologers is arrived : my daughters are at a

larriageahle age. What is to be done ? They are

|ut up from the eyes of men ; they are under the

lesofthe discreet Kadiga—all very good,—but still

|ey are not under my own eye, as was prescribed

' tiie astrologers : I must gather them under my
ng, and trust to no other guardianship."

|So saying, he ordered that a tower of the Alham-
I siiouUl be prepared for their reception, and de-

led at the head of his guards for the fortress of

llobrena, to conduct them home in person.

JAbout three years had elapsed since Mohamed had
jlield ills daughters, and he could scarcely credit his

I at the wonderful change which that small space

[time had made in their appearance. During the

erval, they had passed that wondrous boundary

: in female life which separates the crude, unin-

ned, and thoughtless girl from the blooming,

fshing, meditative woman. It is like passing from
I flat, bleak, uninteresting plains of La Manclvi to

t^voluptnous valleys and swelling hills ofAndalusia.

"ayda was tall and finely-formed, with a lofty de-

janour and a penetrating eye. She entered with
alely and decided step, and made a profound re-

ence to Mohamed, treating him more as her sove-

^n than her father. Zorayda was of the middle

Sht, with an alluring look and swimming gail,

and a sparkling beauty, heightened by the assistance

of the toilette. She approached her father with a

smile, kissed his hand, and saluted him with several

stanzas from a popular Arabian poet, with which the

monarch was delighted. Zorahayda was shy and

timid, smaller than her sisters, and with a beauty of

that tender beseeching kind which looks for fondness

and protection. She was little fitted to command,
like her elder sister, or to dazzle like the second, but

was rather formed to creep to the bosom of manly

affection, to nestle within it, and be content. She

drew near her father with a timid, and almost falter-

ing step, and would have taken his hand to kiss, but

on looking up into his face, and seeing it beaming

with a paternal smile, the tenderness of lier nature

broke forth, and she threw herself upon his neck.

Mohamed the Left-handed surveyed his blooming

daughters with mingled pride and perplexity j for

while he exulted in their cliarms, he bethought him-

self of the prediction of the astrologers. *' Three

daughtei's ! three daughters ! " muttered he repeated-

ly to himself, "and all ofa marriageable age ! Here's

templing Hesperian fruit, that requires a dragon

watch !

"

He prepared for his return to Granada, by sending

heralds before him, commanding every one to keep

out of the road by whidi he was to pass, and that

all doors and windows should be closed at the ap-

proacii of the Princesses. This done, he set forth,

escorted by a troop of black horsemen of hideous as-

pect, and clad in shining armour.

The Princesses rode beside the King, closely veiled,

on beautiful white palfreys, with velvet caparisons,

embroidered with gold, and sweeping the ground

;

the bits and stirrups were of gold, and the silken

bridles adorned with pearls and precious stones. The
palfreys were covered with little silver bells, that

made the most musical tinkling as they ambled gently

along. Woe to the unlucky wight, however, who
lingered in the way when he heard the tinkling of

these bells !—the guards were ordered to cut him

down without mercy.

The cavalcade was drawing near to Granada, when

it overtook, on the banks of the river Xenil, a small

body of Moorish soldiers with a convoy of prisoners.

It was too late for the soldiers to get out of the way,

so they threw themselves on their faces on the earth,

ordering their captives to do the like. Among the

prisoners were the three identical cavaliers whom the

Princesses had seen from the pavilion. They either

did not understand, or were too haughty to obey the

order, and remained standing and gazing upon the

cavalcade as it approached.

The ire of the Monarch was kindled at this flagrant

defiance of his orders. Drawing his cimeter, and

[iressing forward, he was about to deal a left-handed

blow, that would have been fatal to, at least, one of

the gazers, when the Princesses crowded round him,

and implored mercy for the prisoners; even the tirnid

Zorahayda forgot her shyness, and became eloquent
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in their hti\ta\t. Moliamed paused, with uplifted ci-

meter, when the captain of the guard tlirew liimself

at his feet. "Let not your Majesty," said he, "do
a deed that may cause great scandal throughout the

kingdom. These are three brave and noble Spanish

knights, who have been taken in battle, fighting like

lions ; they are of high birth, and may bring great

ransoms."—" Enough ! " said the King. "I will

spare their lives, but punish their audacity—let them

be taken to the Vermilion Towers and put to hard

labour."

Mohamed was making one of his usual left-handed

blunders. In the tumult and agitation of this bluster-

ing scene, the veils of tlie three Princesses had been

thrown back, and the radiance of their beauty re-

vealed ; and in prolonging the parley, the King had

given that beauty time to have its full effect. In

those days people fell in love much more suddenly

than at present, as all ancient stories make manifest

:

it is not a matter of wonder, therefore, that the hearts

of the three cavaliers were completely captured; es-

pecially as gratitude was added to their admiration

;

it is a little singular, however, though no less cer-

tain, that each of them was enraptured with a several

beauty. As to the Princesses, they were more than

ever struck with the noble demeanour of the captives,

and cherished in their breasts all that they had heard

of their valour and noble lineage.

The cavalcade resumed its march ; the three Prin-

cesses rode pensively along on their tinkling palfreys,

now and then stealing a glance behind in search of

the Christian captives, and the latter were conducted

to their allotted prison m the Vermilion Towers.

The residence provided for the Princesses was one

of the most dainty that fancy could devise. It was

in a tower somewhat apart from the main palace of

the Alhambra, though connected with it by the main

wall that encircled the whole summit of the hill.

On one side it looked into the interior of the fortress,

and had, at its foot, a small garden filled with the

rarest flowers. On the other side it overlooked a

deep embowered ravine that separated the grounds

of the Alhambra from those of the Generalife. The
interior of the tower was divided into small fairy

apartments, beautifully ornamented ui the light Ara-

bian style, surrounding a lofty hall, the vaulted roof

of which rose almost to the summit of the tower.

The walls and ceiling of the hall were adorned with

arabesques and fret-work, sparkling with gold and

with brilliant pencilling. In the centre of the marble

pavement was an alabaster fountain, set round with

aromatic shrubs and flowers, and throwing up a jet

of water that cooled the whole ediflce and had a lulling

sound. Round the hall were suspended cages of

gold and silver wire, containing singing-birds of the

flnest plumage or sweetest note.

The Princesses had been represented as always

cheerful when in the Castle of Salobrefta ; the King

had expected to see them enraptured with the Al-

liambra. To his surprise, however, they began to

lie(

ear

pine, and grow ":ielanclioIy, and dissatisfled witli

every thing around them. The flowers yielded then

no fragrance, the song of the nightingale disturbni

their night's rest, and they were out of all patience

with the alabaster fountain with its eternal drop-

drop and splash-splash, from morning till night, a::i{ j.

from night till morning.
"*

The King, who was somewhat ofa testy, tyrannio

disposition, took this at first in high dudgeon ; but Ik

reflected that his daughters had arrived at an ^
when the female mind expands and its desires anj

ment. " They are no longer chiWren," said lie i

himself, " they are women grown, and require snil-

able objects to interest them." He put in requisilioii,{

therefore, all the dress-makers, and the jewellers,

and the artiflcers in gold and silver throughuut

Zacatin of Granada, and the Princesses wc. .< over'

whelmed with robes of silk, and of tissue, and

brocade, and cashmere shawls, and necklaces

pearls and diamonds, and rings, and bracelets,

anklets, and all manner of precious things.

AH, liowever, was of no avail ; the Prim

continued pale and languid in the midst of their finerj,

and looked like three blighted rose-buds, droopii

from one stalk. The King was at his wits' em

He had in general a laudable confidence in his ovi

judgment, and never took advice. The whims am

caprices of three marriageable damsels, hosvever, ai

sufficient, said he, to puzzle the shrewdest head,

for once in his life he called in the aid of counsel.

The person to whom he applied was the experieiu

duenna.

"Kadiga," said the King, " I know you tobeoi

of the most discreet women in the whole world,

wellasone of themost trust-worthy ; for these reasoi

I have always continued you alwut the persons of mjj

daughters. Fathers cannot be too wary in \Ybi

they repose such confidence ; I now wish you to fii

out the secret malady that is preying upon the Pi

cesses, and to devise some means of restoring them

health and cheerfulness."

Kadiga promised implicit obedience. In fact sbi

knew more of the malady of the Princesses than tin

did themselves. Shutting herself up with tliemj

however, she endeavoured to insinuate herself inl

their confidence.

" My dear children, what is the reason you are

dismal and downcast in so beautiful a place, whi

you have every thing that heart can wish ?

"

The Princesses looked vacantly round the a|

ment, and sighed.

"What more, then, would you have? Shall

get you the wonderful parrot that talks all langua{

and is the delight of Granada ?

"

" Odious
! " exclaimed the Princess Zayda.

horrid, screaming bird, that chatters words vith

ideas : one must be without brains to tolerate suclif

pest."

" Shall I send for a monkey from the rock of C

hraltar, to divert you with his antics '"
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a monkey from the rock off*

" A monkey ! faugh
!

" cried Zorayda ; " the de-

eslable mimic ofman. I hate the nauseous animal."

" What say you to the famous black singer Casern,

m the royal harem in Morocco ? They say he has

voice as fine as a woman's."

I am terrified at the sight of these black slaves,"

the delicate Zorahayda; "besides, I have lost

111 relish for music."

"Ah! my child, you would not say so," replied

old woman, slyly, " had you heard the music I

^eard last evening, from the three Spanish cavaliers,

rliom we met on our journey. But, bless me,

idren ! what is the matter that you blush so, and

le in such a flutter?"

"Nothing, nothing, good mother; pray proceed."

"Well; as I was passing by the Vermilion Towers

^st evening, I saw the three cavaliers resting after

teir day's labour. One was playing on the guitar,

I gracefully, and the others sung by turns; and they

|iditin such style, that the very guards seemed like

aUies, or men enchanted. Allah forgive me ! I

not help being moved at hearing the songs of

n; native country. And then to see three such

bleand handsome youths in chains and slavery!"

Here the kind-hearted oldwoman could not restrain

er tears.

"Perhaps, mother, you could manage to procure

\i sight of these cavaliers," said Zayda.

"Ilhink," said Zorayda, ''a little music would be

jaite reviving."

Tlie timid Zorahayda said nothing, but threw her

rms round tlie neck of Kadiga.

"Mercy onme !" exclaimed the discreetold woman

:

I'wlial are you talking of, my children ? Your father

(ould be the death of us all if he heard of such a

To be sure, these cavaliers are evidently

fell-bred, and high-minded youths; but what of

It? they are the enemies of our faith, and you must

gteven think of them but with abhorrence."

Tliere is an admirable intrepidity in the female

fill, particularly when about tl»e marriageable age,

liiich is not to be deterred by dangers and prohibi-

ORo. I'Ke Princesses hung round their old duenna,

I coaxed, and entreated, and declared that a refusal

(ould break their hearts.

What could she do? She was certainly the most

flscreel old woman in the whole world, and one of

k most faithful servants to the King ; but was she

see three beautiful Princesses break their hearts

|ir the mere tinkling of a guitar ? Besides, though

lie had been so long among the Moors, and changed

er faith in imitation of her mistress, like a trusty fol-

iiwer, yet she was a Spaniard born, and had the

"ge.'igs of Christianity in her heart. So she set

)ut to contrive how the wish of the Princesses might

(.'ratified.

Tlie Christian captives, confined in the Vermilion

[owers, were under tlie charge of a big-whiskered,

id -shouldered rcnegado, called Hussein Bahn,

[ho was reputed to have a most itching palm. She

went to him privately, and slipping a broad piece of

gold into his hand, " Hussein Baba," said she ,
" my

mistresses, the three Princesses, who are shut np in

the tower, and in sad want ofamusement, have heard

of the musical talents of the three Spanish cavaliers,

and are desirous of hearing a specimen of their skill.

I am sure you are too kind-hearted, to refuse them

so innocent a gratification."

"What! and to have my head set grinning over

the gate of my own tower ! for that would be the

reward, if the King should discover it."

" No danger of any thing of the kind ; the affair

may be managed so that the whim of the Princesses

may be gratified, and their father be never the wiser.

You know the deep ravine outside of the walls that

passes immediately below the tower. Put the three

Christians to work there, and at the intervals of their

labour let them play and sing, as if for their own re-

creation. In this way the Princesses will be able to

hear them from the windows of the tower, and you

may be sure of their paying well for your com-

pliance."

As the good old woman concluded her harangue,

she kindly pressed the rough band of the renegado,

and left within it another piece of gold.

Her eloquence was irresistible. The very next

day the three cavaliers were put to work in the ra-

vine. During the noontide heat, when their fellow-

labourers were sleeping in the shade, and the guard

nodding drowsily at his post, they seated themselves

among the herbage at the foot of the tower, and sang

a Spanish roundelay to the accompaniment of the

guitar.

The glen was deep, the tower was high, but their

voices rose distinctly in the stillness of the summer
noon. The Princesses listened from their balcony;

they had been taught the Spanish language by their

duenna, and were moved by the tenderness of the

song. The discreet Kadiga, on the contrary, was

terribly shocked. " Allah preserve us
!

" cried she,

"they are singing a love-ditty, addressed to your-

selves. Did ever mortal hear of such audacity ? I

will run to the slave-master, and have them soundly

bastinadoed."

" What ! bastinado such gallant cavaliers, and for

singing so charmingly!" The three beautiful Prin-

cesses were filled with horror at the idea. With all

her virtuous indignation, the good old woman was of

a placable nature, and easily appeased. Besides, the

music seemed to have a henviicial effect upon her

young mistresses. A rosy bloom had already come

to their cheeks, and their eyes began to sparkle. She

made no further objection, therefore, to the amorous

ditty of the cavaliers.

When it was finished, the Princesses remained

silent for a time : at length Zorayda took up a lute,

and with a sweet, though faint and trembling voice,

warbled a little Arabian air, the burden of which

was, '
' The rose is concealed among her leaves, but she

listens with delight to the song of the nightingale."
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From this time forward the cavaliers worked al-

most daily in the ravine. The considerate Hussein

Baba became more and more indulgent, and daily

more prone to sleep at his post. For some time a

vague intercourse was kept up by popular songs and

romances, which, in some measure, responded to

each other, and breathed the feelings of the parlies.

By degrees, the Princesses showed themselves at the

balcony, when they could do so without being per-

ceived by the guards. They conversed with the

cavaliers, also, by means of flowers, with the sym-

bolical language of which they were mutually ac-

quainted : the difliculties of their intercourse added

to its charms, and strengthened the passion they had

so singularly conceived ; for love delights to struggle

with difficulties, and thrives the most hardily on the

scantiest soil.

The change effected in the looks and spirits of the

Princesses by this secret intercourse, surprised and

gratified the left-handed King; but no one was more

elated than the discreet Kadiga, who considered it all

owing to her able management.

At length there was an interruption in this tele-

graphic correspondence : for several days the cava-

liers ceased to make their appearance in the glen.

T4ie three beautiful Princesses looked out from the

tower in vain. In vain they stretched their swan-

like necks from the balcony ; in vain they sang like

captive nightingales in their cage : nothing was to be

seen of their Christian lovers ; not a note responded

from the groves. The discreet Kadiga sallied forth

in quest of intelligence, and soon returned with a

face full of trouble. " Ah, my children
!

" cried she,

*' I saw what all tliis would come to, but you would

have your way ;
you may now hang up your lutes on

the willows. The Spanish cavaliers are now ran-

somed by their families ; they are down in Granada,

and preparing to return to their native country."

The three beautiful Princesses were in despair at

the tidings. The fair Zayda was indignant at the

slight put upon them, in thus being deserted without

a parting word. Zorayda wrung her hands and

cried, and looked in the glass, and wiped away her

tears and cried afresh. The gentle Zorahayda leaned

over the balcony and wept in silence, and her tears

fell drop by drop among the flowers of the bank

where the faithless cavaliers had so often been seated.

The discreet Kadiga did all in her power to soothe

their sorrow. "Take comfort, my children," said

she, "this is nothing when you are used to it. This

is tlie way of the world. Ah ! when you are as old

as I am, you will know how to value these men. I'll

warrant, these cavaliers have their loves among the

Spanish beauties of Cordova and Seville, and will

soon be serenading under their balconies, and think-

ing no more of the Moorish beauties in the Alham-

bra. Take comfort, therefore, my children, and

drive them from your hearts."

The comforting words of the discreet Kadiga only

redoubled the distress of the three Princesses, and

for two days they continued inconsolable. On the

morning of the third, the good old woman entertd

their apartment, all ruffling with indignation

"Who would have believed such insolence in mor-

tal man !" exclaimed she, as soon as she could find

words to express herself; " but I am rightly served

for having coimived at this deception of your worlli

father. Never talk more to me of your Spanish ca

valiers."

"Why, what has happened, good Kadiga?" es

claimed the Princesses in breatldess anxiety.

"What has happened?—treason has happened

or what is almost as bad, treason has been proposed,

and to me, the most faithful of subjects, the trustiesi

ofduennas ! Yes, my children, the Spanish cavaliers

have dared to tamper with me, that I should per

suade you to fly with them to Cordova, and become

their wives
!

"

Here the excellent old woman covered her lai

with her hands, and gave way to a violent bunt

griefand indignation. The three beautiful Princesses
p|ac

turned pale and red, red and pale, and trembled, am
^

looked down, and cast shy looks at each other, bnl

said nothing. Meantime the old woman sat rocklD;

backward and forward in violent agitation, and oon

and then breaking out into exclamations,—"TluK^
ever I should live to be so insulted !—I, tlie mostraiiiifl^

ful of servants!"

At length the eldest Princess, who had most spirit

and always took the lead, approached her, and lay<

ing her hand upon her shoulder, " Well, mother,'

said she, "supposing we were willing to fly wii

these Christian cavaliers—is such a thing possible?"

The good old woman paused suddenly in liergrielj

and looking up, "Possible!" echoed she; "to

sure it is possible. Have not the cavaliers aireadi

bribed Hussein Baba, the renegado captain oft!

guard, and arranged the whole plan ? But, then,

think of deceiving your father ! your father, who

placed such confidence in me !

" Here the wortiii

woman gave way to a fresh burst of grief, and be;,i

again to rock backward and forward, and to wrin!

her hands.

" But our father has never placed any confidei

in us," said the eldest Princess, "but has trusted

bolts and bars, and treated us as captives."

"Why, that is true enough," replied the oldw

man, again pausing in her grief; " he has indef

treated you most unreasonably, keeping you shut ul

here, to waste your bloom in a moping old towet|

like rosrs left to wither in a flower-jar. But, then

to fly from your native land
!

"

" And is not the land we fly to, the native landij

our mother, where we shall live in freedom ? Anj

shall we not each have a youthful husband in exchai

for a severe old father ?"

" Why, that again is all very true ; and your fatlwl

I must confess, is rather tyrannical : but, wliat, tiieii,|

relapsing into her grief, " would you leave me belu

to bear the brunt of his
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his vengeance?"

«By no means, my good Kadiga; cannot you fly

with us?"
" Very true, my child ; and, to tell the truth, when

I talked the matter over with Hussein Baba, he pro-

mised to lake care of me, if I would accompany you

in your flight : but, then, bethink you, my children,

are you willing to renounce the faith of your father ?

"

" The Christian faith was the original faith of our

mother," said the eldest Princess; "I am ready to

embrace it, and so, I am sure, are my sisters."

" Right again !

" exclaimed the old woman, bright-

ening up; "it was the original faith of your mother,

iod bitterly did she lament, on her death-bed, that

ihe had renounced it. I promised her then to take

care of your souls, and I rejoice to see that they are

now in a fair way to be saved. Yes, my children, I

too was born a Christian,'andhave remained a Chris-

tian in my heart, and am resolved to return to the

faith. I have talked on the subject with Hussein

Baba, who is a Spaniard by birth, and comes from a

place not far from my native town. He is e(|ually

anxious to see his own country, and to be reconciled

|tothe Church; and the cavaliers have promised, that

i( we are disposed to become man and wife, on re-

|laming to our native land, they will provide for us

mely."

In a word, it appeared that this extremely discreet

ind provident old woman had consulted with the ca-

aliers and the renegado, and had concerted the

jvhole plan of escape. The eldest Princess imme-

iately assented to it : and her example, as usual,

termined the conduct of her sisters. It is true, the

oungest hesitated, for she was gentle and timid of

ml, and there was a struggle in her bosom between

filial feeling and youthful passion : the latl^, bow-

er, as usual, gained the victory, and with silent

m, and stifled sighs, she prepared herself for flight.

The rugged hill, on which the Alhambra is built,

as, in old times, perforated with subterranean pas-

iges, cut through the rock, and leading from the

ress to various parts of the city, and to distant

dly-porls on the banks of the Darro and the Xenil.

hey had been constructed at different limes by the

loorish Kings, as means of escape from sudden in-

irrections, or of secretly issuing forth on private en-

terprises. Many of them are now entirely lost, while

hers remain, partly choked up with rubbish, and

irtly walled up; monuments of Ihe jealous precau-

8 and warlike stratagems of the Moorish govern-

:nt. By one of these passages, Hussein Baba had

tdertaken to conduct the Princesses to a sally-port

yond the walls of the city, where the cavaliers were

be ready with fleet steeds, to bea;' the whole party

|ver the borders.

The appointed night arrived : the tower ofthe Prin-

sses had been locked upas usual, and the Alhambra
as buried in deep sleep. Towards midnight, the

reel Kadiga listened from the balcony of a window
It looked into the garden. Hussein Baba, the re-

'gado, was already below, and gave the appointed

;W'

signal. The duenna fastened the end of a ladder of

ropes to the balcony, lowered it into the garden, and

descended. The two eldest Princesses followed her

with beating hearts; but when it came to the turn of

tlie youngest Princess, Zorahayda, she hesitated, and

trembled. Several times she ventured a delicate

little foot upon the ladder, and as often drew it back,

while her poor little heart fluttered more and more

the longer she delayed. She cast a wistful look back

into the silken chamber ; she had lived in it, to be

sure, like a bird in a cage ; but within it she was se-

cure : who could tell w.iat d.-'ugers might beset her,

should she flutter forth into the wide world ! Now
she bethought her of her gallant Christian lover, and

her little foot was instantly upon the ladder; and
anon she though! of her father, and shrank back.

But fruitless is the attempt to describe the conflict in

the bosom of one so young and tender, and loving,

but so timid and so ignorant of the world.

In vain her sisters implored, the duenna scolded,

and the renegado blasphemed beneath Ihe balcony

;

the gentle little Moorish maid stood doubting and

wavering on the verge of elopement ; tempted by the

sweetness of the sin, but terrified at its perils.

Every moment increased the danger of discovery.

A distant tramp was heard. " The patrols are walk-

ing the rounds," cried the renegado; " if we linger,

we perish. Princess, descend instantly, or we leave

you."

Zorahayda was for a moment in fearful agitation

;

then loosening the ladder of ropes, with desperate re-

solution, she flung it from the balcony.

" It is decided !" cried she, " flight is now ont

of my power ! Allah guide and bless ye, my dear

sisters
!"

The two eldest princesses were shocked at the

thoughts of leaving her behind, and would fain have

lingered, but the patrol was advancing; the renegado

was furious, and they were hurried away to the sub-

terraneous passage. They groped their way through

a fearful labyrinth, cut through the heart of the moun-

tain, and succeeded in reaching, undiscovered, an

iron gate that opened outside of the walls. The Spanish

cavaliers were waiting to receive them, disguised as

Moorish soldiers of the guard, commanded by the

renegado.

The lover of Zorahayda was frantic, when he

learned that she had refused to leave the tower; but

there was no time to waste in lamentations. The
two Princesses were placed behind their lovers, the

discreet Kadiga mounted behind the renegado, and

all set off at a round pace in the direction of the pass

of Lope, which leads through the mountains towards

Cordova.

They had not proceeded far when they heard the

noise of drums and trumpets from the battlements of

the Alhambra.

"Our flight is discovered," said the renegado.

" We have fleet steeds, the night is dark, and we
may distance all pursuit," replied the cavaliers.
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They put spura to their horses, and scoured across

the Vega. They attained to the foot of the mountain

of Elvira, which stretches like a promontoryinto the

plain. The renegado paused and listened. " As
yet," said he, '' there is no one on our traces, we
lihail make good our escape to the mountains." While

he spoke, a pale fire sprang up in a light blaze on the

lop of the watch-tower of the Alhambra.
" Confusion !" cried the renegado, " that fire will

put all tlie guards of the passes on the alert. Away

!

away ! Spur like mad,—there is no time to be

lost."

Away they dashed—the clattering of their horses'

hoofs echoed from rock to rock, as they swept along

the road that skirts the rocky mountain of Elvira.

As they galloped on, they beheld that the pale fire of

the Alhambra was answered in every direction ; light

after light blazed on the Atalayas, or watch-lowers of

the mountains.

"Forward! forward!" cried the renegado, with

many an oath, " to the bridge,—to the bridge, be-

fore the alarm has reached there !"

" They doubled the promontory of the mountains,

and arrived in sight of the famous Puente del Pinos,

that crosses a rushing stream often dyed with Chris-

tian and Moslem blood. To their confusion, the

tower on the bridge blazed with lights and glittered

with armed men. The renegado pulled up his steed,

rose in his stirrups and looked about him for a mo-
ment; then beckoning to the cavaliers, be struck off

from the road, skirted the river for some distance,

and dashed into its waters. The cavaliers called

upon the Princesses to cling to them, and did the

same. They were borne for some distance down (he

rapid current, the surges roared round them, but

the beautiful Princesses clung to their Christian

knights, and never uttered a complaint. The ca-

valiers attained the opposite bank in safety, and were
conducted by the renegado, by rude and unfrequented

paths, and wild barrancas, through the heart of the

mountains, so as to avoid all the regular passes. In

a word, they succeeded in reaching the ancient city

of Cordova; where their restoration to their country

and friends was celebrated with great rejoicings, for

they were of the noblest families. The beautiful

Princesses were forthwith received into the bosom of

the Church, and, after being in all due form made
regular Christians, were rendered happy wives.

In our hurry to make good the escape of the Prin-

cesses across the river, and up the mountains, we
forgot to mention the fate of the discreet Kadigu.

She bad clung like a cat to Hussein Baba in the

scamper across the Vega, screaming at every bound,

and drawing many an oath from the whiskered rene-

gado ; but when he prepared to plunge his steed into

the river, her terror knew no bounds. " Grasp me
not so tightly," cried Hussein Baba, " hold on my
belt and fear nothing." She held firmly with both

hands by the leathern belt that girded the broad-

backed renegado; but when he hailed with the ca-

valiers to take breath on the mountain summit, the
|

duenna was no longer to be seen.

"What has l)eoome of Kailiga?" cried the Prin-|

cesses in alarm.

"Allah alone knows!" replied the renegado, "uiyi

belt came loose wlien in the midst of the river, audi

Kadiga was swept with it down the stream. The I

will of Allah be done! but it was an embroidered

|

belt, and of great price."

There was no time to waste in idle regrets; yetl

bitterly did the Princesses bewail the loss of their dis-|

creet counsellor. That excellent old woman, hov-

ever, did not lose more than half of her nine lives j

the stream : a fisherman, who was drawmg his nets)

some distance down the stream, brought her to landJ

and was not a liitle astonished at his miraculodsj

draught. What f'.ulher became of the discreet Ka-[

diga, the legend doeti not mention; certain it is tbat)

she evinced her discretion in never venturing williin|

the reach of Mohamed the Left-handed.

Almost as little is known of the conduct of thail

sagacious monarch when he discovered the escape oil

his daughters, and the deceit practised upon bimbjl

the most faithful of servants. It was the only iii-f

stance in which he bad called in the aid of couusdl

and he was never afterwards known to be guilty of il

similar weakness. He took good care, however, lol

guard bis remaining daughter, who had no disposi-f

tion to elope : it is thought, indeed, that she secretlJ

repented having remained behind : now and thej

she was seen leaning on the battlements of the towerJ

and looking mournfully towards the mountains inllief

direction of Cordova, and sometimes the notes of i

lute were heard accompanying plaintive diliie$, ioj

which she was said to lament the loss of her sisu

and her lover, and to bewail her solitary life, ik

died young, and, according to popular rumour, wa

buried in a vault beneath the tower, and her untiDiel]]

fate has given rise to more than one traditional

fable.

*m

VISITORS TO niE ALHAMBRA.

It is now nearly three months since I took upin|

abode in the Alhambra, during which time lite pn

gress of the season has wrought many changes. \V'b

I first arrived every thing was in the freshness o

May ; the foliage of the trees was still tender anj

transparent; the pomegranate had not yet shed il

brilliant crimson blossoms ; the orchards of the Xei

and the Darro were in full bloom; the rocks wa

hung with wild flowers, and Granada seemed c

pletely surrounded by a wilderness of roses, am

which innumerable nightingales sang, not merely ij

the night, but all day long.

The advance of summer has withered the rosea

silenced the nightingale, and the distantcountry t
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to look parched and sunburnt ; though a perennial

verdure reigns immediately round the city, and in

the deep narrow valleys at the foot of the snow-capped

I

niountains.

The Alhambra possesses retreats graduated lo the

I

heat of the weather, among which the most peculiar

is (he almost subterranean apartment of the baths.

Tiiis still retains its ancient Oriental character, though

stamped with the touching traces of decline. At the

entrance, opening into a small court formerly adorned

vith flowers, is a hail, moderate in size, but light and

graceful in architecture. It is overlooked by a small

gallery supported by marble pillars and Moresco

arches. An alabaster fountain in the centre of the

pavement dtill throws up a jet of water to cool the

place. On each side are deep alcoves with raised

platforms, where the bathers, after their ablutions,

reclined on luxurious cushions, soothed to voluptnous

repose by the fragrance of the perfumed air and the

notes of soft music from the gallery. Beyond this

hall are the interior chambers, still more private and

retired, where no light is admitted but through small

apertures in the vaulted ceilings. Here was the

sanctum sanctorum of female privacy, where the

beauties of the Harem indulged in the luxury of the

baths. A soft mysterious light reigns through the

place, the broken b'lths are still there, and traces of

ancient elegance. The prevailing silence and obscur-

ity have made this a favourite resort of bats, who

nestle during the day in the dark nooks and corners,

I

and on being disturbed, flit mysteriously about (he

twilight chambers, heightening, in an indescribable

degree, their air of desertion and decay.

In this cool and elegant, though dilapidated retreat,

vhich has the freshness and seclusion of a grotto, I

have of late passed the sultry hours of the day, euierg-

I

ingtowards sunset; and bathing, or rather swimming,

at night in the great reservoir of the main court. In

this way I have been enabled in a measure to coun-

j

teract the relaxing and enervating influence of the

1
climate.

Mydream of absolute sovereignty, however, isatan

I end. I was roused from it lately by the report of

firearms, which reverberated among the towers as

I

if the castle had been taken by surprise. On sallying

forth, I found an old cavalier with a number of do-

I
mestics, in possession of the Hall of Ambassadors.

lie was an ancient Count who had come up from his

I

palace in Granada to pass a short time in the Alhambra

for the benefit of purer air; and who, being a veteran

and inveterate sportsman, was endeavouring to get

I

an appetite for his breakfast by shooting at swallows

I

from the balconies. It was a harmless amusement,

fur though, by the alertness of his attendants in load-

ing his pieces, he was enabled to keep up a brisk (ire,

I

I

could not accuse him ofthe death of a single swallow.

Nay, the birds themselves seemed to enjoy the sport,

I

and to deride his want of skill, skimming in cir-

cles close (o the balconies, and twittering as (hey

I

darted by.

fe'

The arri'al of this old gentleman lias in some

manner changed the aspect of affairs, but has likewise

afforded matter for agreeable speculation. We have

tacitly sliared the empire between us, like tlie last

kings of Granada, excepting that we maintain a most

amicable alliance. He reigns absolute over the Court

of the Lions and its adjacent halls, while I maintain

peaceful possession of the regions of the baths and the

little ganden of Luularaxa. We take our meals to-

gether under the arcades of the court, where the

fountains cool the air, and bubbling rilb run along

the channels of the marble pavement.

In the evening a domestic circle gathers about the

worthy old cavalier. The countess comes up from

the city, with a favourite daughter about sixteen years

of age. Then there are the ofiicial dependants of the

Count, his chaplain, lawyer, his secretary, his stew-

ard, and other officers and agents of his extensive

possessions. Thus he holds a kind of domestic court,

where every person seeks to contribute lo his amuse-

ment without sacrificing his own pleasure or self

respect. In fact, whatever may be said of Spanish

pride, it certainly does not enter into social or do-

mestic life. Among no people are the relations be-

tween kindred more cordial, or between superior and

dependant more frank and genial; in these respects

there still remains, in the provincial life of Spain,

much of the vaunted simplicity of the olden times.

The most interesting member of this family group,

however, is the daughter of the Count, the charming

though almost infantine little Carmen. Her form has

not yet attained its maturity, but has already the

exquisite symmetry and pliant grace so prevalent in

this country. Her blue eyes, fair complexion, and

light hair, are unusual in Andalusia, and give a mild-

ness and gentleness to her demeanour in contrast to

the usual lire of Spanish beauty, but in perfect unison

with the guileless and confiding innocence of her

manners. She has, however, all the innate aptness

and versatility of her fascinating countrywomen, and

sings, dances, and plays the guitar, and other instru-

ments, to admiration.

A few days after taking up his residence in the

Alhambra, the Count gave a domestic f^te on his

Sainl's-day, assembling round him the members of

his family and household, while several old servants

came from his distant possessions to pay their reve-

rence to him, and partake of (he good cheer. This

patriarchal spirit, which characterized the Spanish

nobility in the days of (heir opulence, has declined

with (heir for(unes ; but some who, like the Count,

still retain their ancient family possessions, keep up a

little of the ancient system and have their estates over-

run and almost eaten up by generations of idle re-

tainers. According to this magnificent old Spanish

system, in which (he nadonal pride and generosity

bore etpial parts, a superannuated servant was never

turned off, but became a charge for the rest of his

days; nay, his children and his children's children,

and often their relatives, to the right and left, becanu^

»'
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gradually entailed upon the family. Hence the huge

palaces of the S|>anish nobility, ivhlch have such an

air of empty ostentation from the greatness of their

•ize compared with the mediocrity and scantiness

of their furniture, were absolutely required in the

golden days of Spain, by the patriarchal habits of

their po88(>ssor8. They were little better than vast

barracks for the hereditary generations of hangers

on, that battened at the expense of a Spanish noble.

The worthy old Count, who has estates in various

parts of the kingdom, assures me that some of them

barely feed the hordes of dependants nestled upon

them ; who consider themselves entitled to be main-

tained upon the place rent-free, because their fore-

fathers have been so for generations.

The domestic tdte of the Count broke in upon the

usual still life of the Alhambra; music and laughter

resounded througii its late silent halls ; there were

groups of the guests amusing themselves about the

galleries and gardens, and officious servants from

town hurrying through the courts, bearing \iands to

the ancient kitchen, which was again alive with the

tread of cooks and scullions, and blazed with un-

wonted fires.

The feast, for a Spanish set dinner is literally a

feast, was laid in the beautiful Moresco hall called

"LaSala de lasdos Ilermanas" (the saloon of the

two sisters ), the table groaned with abundance, and

a joyous conviviality prevailed round the board; for

though the Spaniards are generally an abstemious

people, they are complete revellers at a banquet. For

my own part, there was something peculiarly interest-

ing in thus sitting at a feast in the royal halls of the

Alhambra, given by the representative of one of its

most renowned conquerors; for the venerable Count,

though unwarlike himself, is the lineal descendant

and representative of the "Great Captain," the illus-

trious Gonsalvo of Cordova, whose sword he guards

in the archives of his palace at Granada.

The banquet ended, the company adjourned to the

Hall of Ambassadors. Here every one contributed

to the general amusement by exerting some peculiar

talent ; singing, improvising, telling wonderful tales,

or dancing to that all-pervading talisman ofSfianish

pleasure, the guitar.

The life and charm of the whole assemblage, how-

ever, was the gifted little Carmen. She took her

part in two or three scenes from Spanish comedies, ex-

hibiting a charming dramatic talent; she gave imita-

tions of the popular Italian singers with singular and

whimsical felicity, and a rare quality of voice; she

imitated the dialects, dances and ballads of the gypsies

and the neighbouring peasantry, but did every thing

with a facility, a neatness, a grace, and an all-per-

vading prettiness, that were perfectly fascinating.

The great charm of her performances, however,

was their being free from all pretension, or ambition

of display. She seemed unconscious of the extent of

her own talents, and in fact is accustomed only to

exert them casually, like a child, fur the amusement

of the domestic circle. Her observation and tact I

must be remarkably quick, fur her life is passed in the

bosom of her family, and she can only have had ca-

sual and transient glances at the various characten

and traits, brought out impromptu in moments of do-

1

mestic hilarity like the one in question. It is pleasing

to see the fondness and admiration with which every I

one of the household regards her : she is never spokeo I

of, even by the domestics, by any other appelialiou I

than that of La Nii1a, 'the child,' an appellation I

which thus applied has something peculiarly kindj

and endearing in the Spanish language.

Never shall I think of the Alhambra without re-

1

membering the lovely little Carmen sporting in happy I

and innocent girlhood in its marble halls, dancing to I

the sound of the Moorish castanets, or mingling the I

silver warbling of her voice with the music of thej

fountains.

On this festive occasion several curious and amus-

ing legends and traditions were told; many of which I

have escaped my memory; but out of those that most I

struck me, I wiU endeavour to shape forth some en-

1

tertainuieat for the reader.

LEGEND OF

PRINCE AHMED AL KAMEL;

OB,

THE PILGRIM OF LOVE.

There was once a Moorish King of Granada, vli»l

had but one son, whom he named Ahmed, to which

|

his courtiers added the surhame of Al Kamel, or tliel

perfect, from the indubitable signsof super-excellence I

which they perceived in him in his very infancy. I

The astrologers countenanced them in their foresight,!

predicting every tiling in his favour that could oialiel

a perfect prince and a prosperous sovereign. Onel

cluud only rested upon his destiny, and even liiatl

was of a roseate hue. He would be of an amorousl

temperament, and run great perils from the tenderl

passion. If, however, he could be kept from thel

allurements of love, until of mature age, these dan-f

gers would be averted, and his life thereafter be oae|

uninterrupted course of felicity.

To prevent all danger of the kind, the kingwisclyl

determined to rear the prince in a seclusion whereliel

should never see a female face, nor hear even liiel

name of love. For (his purpose he built beaulirull

palace on the brow of the hill above the Alliambri,|

in the midst of delightful gardens, but surrounded iijl

lofty walls,, being, in fact, the same palace known it|

the present day by the name of the Gencralife. hi

this palace the youthful prince was shut up, amll

entrusted to the guardianship and instruction ofEbnl

Bonabben, one of the wisest and dryest of Arabiail

sages, who had passed the greatest part of liislifeiil
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lEgypt; studying liierogly|ihlc8, and making researciies

lamong tlie tomlM and pyramids, and wlio saw more

jdiarms in an Egyptian mummy, tlian in the most

Iteinpting of living Iieauties. Tlie sage was ordered

L instruct the prince in all kinds of knowledge but

loDe—he was to be kept utterly ignorant of love.

I" Use every precaution for the purpose you may think

Iproper," said liie king, " but remember, O Eben
JBonabben, if my sou learns aught of that forbidden

knowledge while under your care, your head shall

liiiswer for it." A withered smile came over the

jdry visage of the wise Bonabben at the menace.
' Let your majesty's heart be as easy about your son,

lis mine is about my head : ami a man likely to give

|le8sons in the idle passion ?
"

Under the vigilant care of the philosopher, the

rince grew up, in the seclusion of the palace and its

Iprdens. lie had black slaves to attend upon him,

—

hideous mutes, wlio knew nothing of love, or, if they

|did, had not words to communicate it. His mental

dowments were the peculiar care of Eben Bonab-

n, who sought to initiate him into the abstruse lore

|tfEgypt ; but in this the prince made little progress,

I it was soon evident that he had no turn for phi-

phy.

He was, however, amazingly ductile for a youthful

irince, ready to follow any advice, and always

iiidcd by the last counsellor. He suppressed his

jvawiis, and listened patiently to the long and learned

pbcoui-ses of Eben Bonabben, from which he im-

a smattering of various kinds of knowledge,

M thus happily attained his twentieth year, a

niracle of princely wisdom—but totally ignorant of

love.

About this time, however, a change came over the

duct of the prince. He completely abandoned his

,
and took to strolling about the gardens, and

Dusing by the side of the fountains. He had been

I a little music among his various accomplish-

lenls; it now engrossed a great part of his time, and

^turn for poetry became apparent. The sage Eben
nabben took the alarm, and endeavoured to work

! idle humours out of him by a severe course of

;ebra—but (he prince turned from it with distaste.

1*1 cannot endure algebra," said he ; " it is an abo-

ation to me. I want something that speaks more

> the heart."

The sage Eben Bonabben shook liis dry head at the

k. "Here is an end to philosophy," thought

"The prince has discovered he has a heart
!"

enow kept anxious watch upon his pupil, and saw
lat the latent tenderness of bis nature was in activity,

1 only wanted an object. He wandered about the

irdens of the Generalife in an intoxication of feel-

i of which he knew not the cause. Sometimes he

konld sit plunged in a delicious reverie; then he

foald seize bis lute and draw from it the most

(ichlng notes, and tlien throw it aside, and break

"ih into sighs and ejaculations.

d tlie "greatest part of luslif«>i| By degrees this loving disposition hegtai to extend
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to inaciimate objects ; lie had liis favourite flowers,

which he cherished with tender assiduity ; then he
became attached to various trees, and there was one

in particular ofa graceful form and drooping foliage,on

which he lavished his amorous devotion, carving his

name on its bark, hanging garlands on its branches,

and singing couplets in its praise, to the aocompani-

inentofhis lute.

The sage Eben Bonabben was alarmed at this ex-

cited state of his pupil. He saw him on the very

brink of forbidden knowledge—the least hint might

reveal to him the fatal secret. Trembling for the

safety of the prince and the security of his own head,

he hastened to draw him from the seductions of the

garden, and shut him up in the highest tower of the

Generalife. It contained beautiful apartments, and
commanded an almost boundless prospect, but was
elevated far above that atmosphere of sweets, and

those witchuig bowers so dangerous to the feelings of

the too susceptible Ahmed.
What was to be done, however, to reconcile him

to this restraint, and to beguile the tedious hours ?

He had exhausted almost all kinds of agreeable know-
ledge ; and algebra was not to be mentioned. For-

tunately Eben Bonabben had been instructed, when
in Egypt, in the language of birds, by a Jewish Rab-
bin, who had received it in lineal transmission from

Solomon the wise, who had been taught it by the

Queen of Sheba. At the very mention of such a

study, the eyes of the prince sparkled with anima-

tion, and he applied himself to it with such avidity,

that he soon became as great an adept as his

master.

The tower of the Generalife was no longer a soli-

tude ; he had companions at hand with whom he
could converse. The first acquaintance he formed

was with a hawk, who built his nest in a crevice of

the lofty battlements, from whence he soared far and

wide in quest of prey. The prince, however, found

little to like or esteem in him. He was a mere pirate

of the air, swaggering and boastful, whose talk was
all about rapine and courage and desperate exploits.

His next acquaintance was an owl, a mighty wise-

looking bird, with a huge head and staring eyes, who
sat blinking and goggling all day in a hole in the

wall, but roamed forth at night. He had great pre-

tensions to wisdom, talked something of astrology and

the moon, and hinted at the dark sciences; but he

was grievously given to metaphysics, and tlie prince

found his prosings even more ponderous tlian those

of the sage Eben Bonabben.

Then there was a bat, that hung all day by his

heels in the dark corner of a vault, but sallied out in

a slip-shod style at twilight. He, however, bad but

twilight ideas on all subjects, derided things of which

he had taken but an imperfect view, and seemed to

take delight in nothing.

Besides these there was a swallow, with whom the

prince was at first mueh taken. He was a smart

talker, but restless, bustling, and tbr ever on the

iifi

il.

t

\^,
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wing ; seldom remaining long enough for any con-

tinued conversation. He turned out in llie end to be

a mere smatterer, who did but skim over the surface

of things, pretending to l(now every thing, but Icnow-

ing nothing thoroughly.

Tliese were tlie only feathered associates with

whom the prince had any opportunity of exercising Iiis

newly-acquired langnage ; the tower was too high

for any other birds to frequent it. He soon grew
weary of his new acquaintances, whose conversation

spoke so little to the head, and nothing to the heart

;

and gradually relapsed into liis loneliness. A winter

passed away, spring opened with all its bloom and

verdure and breathing sweetness, and the happy

time arrived for birds to pair and build their nests.

Suddenly, as it were, a universal burst of song and

melody broke forth from the groves and gardens

of the Generalife, and reached the prince in the

solitude of his tower. From every side he heard the

same universal theme—love—love—love—chanted

forth and responded to in every variety of note and

tone. The prince listened in silence and perplexity.

" What can be this love," thought he, " of which

the world seems so full, and of wliicli I know no-

thing !" He applied for information to his friend the

hawk. The ruffian bird answered in a lone of

scorn :
" You must apply," said he, "to the vulgar

peaceable birds of eartii who are made for the prey of

us princes of the air. My trade is war, and fighting

my delight. In a word, I am a warrior, and know
nothing of this thing called love."

The prince turned from him with disgust, and

sought the owl in his retreat. " This is a bird," said

he, " of peaceful habits, and may be able to solve my
question." So he asked the owl to tell him what

was this love about which all the birds in the groves

below were singing.

Upon ttiis, the owl put on a look of offended dig-

nity. " My nights," said he, " are taken up in study

and research, and my days in ruminating in my cell

upon all that I have learnt. As to these singing

birds of whom you talk, I never listen to them—

I

despise tliem and their themes. Allah be praised, I

cannot sing; I am a philosopher, and know nothing

of this thing called love."

The prince now repaired to the vault, where his

friend the hat was hanging by the heels, and pro-

pounded the same question. The bat wrinkled up

his nose into a most snappish expression. " Why
do you disturb me in my morning's nap with such

an idle question?" said he peevishly. "I only fly

by twilight, when all birds are asleep, and never

trouble myself with their concerns. I am neitlier

bird nor beast, and I thank heaven for it. I have

found out the villany of the whole of them, and hate

them one and all. In a word, I am a misanthrope

—

and know nothing of this thing called love."

As a last resort, the princenow sought the swallow,

and stopped him just as he was circling about ffie

summit of the tower. The swallow, as usual, was

in a prodigious hurry, and had scarce time to nuki

a reply. "Upon my word," said he, "I have
i

mucli public business to attend to, and so many purj

suits to follow, that I have had no time to think i

the subject. I have every day a thousand visits
i

pay; a thousand affairs of importance to examiu

into, that leave me not a moment of leisure for tlw

little sing-song matters. In a word, I am a citiza

of the world—I know nothing of this thing call«

love." So saying, the swallow dived into the vallejj

and was out of sight in a moment.

The prince remained disappointed and perpleiedj

but with his curiosity still more piqued by the <

culty of gratifying it. While in this mood, his anciti

guardian entered the tower. The prince advan

eagerly to meet him. " O sage Eben Bonabben,']

cried he, "thou hast revealed to me much ofilii

wisdom of the earth ; hut there is one thing orwhid

I remain in utter ignorance, and would fain be iiij

formed."

" My prince has but to make the inquiry, and era

thing within the limited range of his servant's in.

tellect is at his command."
" Tell me then, O most profound of sages, whali^

the nature of this thing called love ?"

The sage Eben Bonabben was struck as vritb i

thunderbolt. He trembled and turned pale, and rel|

as if his head sat but loosely on his shoulders.

" What could suggest such a question to my prin

—where could he have learnt so idle a word?"

The prince led him to the window of the tower

" Listen, O Eben Bonabben," said he. The s»^

listened. The nightingale sat in a thicket below lb(

tower, singing to his paramour the rose; fromevei

blossomed spray and tufted grove arose a strain i

melody; and love—love—love—was still the unvary|

ing strain.

" Allah achbar ! God is great
!

" exclaimed the vuj

Bonabben. "Who shall pretend to keep this seen

from the heart of man, when even the birds of I

air conspire to betray it?"

Then turning to Ahmed—" O my prince," criej

he, " shut thine ears to these seductive strains. Clof

thy mind against this dangerous knowledge. Kno^

that this love is the cause of half the ills of wretcJK

mortality. It is this which produces bitterness anj

strife between brethren and friends; which can

treacherous murder and desolating war. Care a

sorrow, weary days and sleepless nights, are itsalte«

ants. It withers the bloom and blights the jopij

youth, and brings on the ills and griefs of premalot

old age. Allah preserve thee, my prince, in lot

ignorance of this thing called love
!

"

The sage Eben Bonabben hastily retired, leaTi

the prince plunged in still deeper perplexity. Iti

in vain he attempted to dismiss the subject fromij

mind; it still continued uppermost in histhuuf

and teazed and exhausted him with vain conjectiin

Surely, said he to himself, as he listened to tlietnii^

fnl strains of the birds, -.here is no sorrow in tin

l"i
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cause of half the ills of wretciiej
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md sleepless nights , are its alteni
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Jonabben hastily retired, leaflj

in slill deeper perplexity. Iir

d to dismiss the subject fromij

mad uppermost in his timf

Histci him with vaih conjecUin

imself, as he listened to liieiuj

rds, vhere is no sorrow in llir

ote<; every thing seems lendemeu and joy. If

ove be a cause of such wretchedness and strife, why
ire not these birds drooping in solitude, or tearing

Lach other in pieces, instead of fluttering cheerfully

^boiit the groves, or sporting with each other among
Awers ?

He lay one morning on his couch meditating on

iui inexplicable matter. The window of his cham-
was open to admit the soft nHH-ning breeze which

tame laden with the perfume of orange blossoms

jfrom the valley of the Darro. The voice of the

liglilingale was faintly heard, still chanting the wonl-

1 theme. As (he prince was listening and siglnng,

«re was a sudden rushing noise in the air ; a beau-

|iful dove, pursued by a hawk, darted in at (he

vindow, and fell panting on the floor; while the

ursiier, balked of his prey, soared off to the moun-

Tbe prince took up the gasping bird, smoothed its

feathers and nestled it in his bosom. When he had

othed it by hiR caresses, he put it in a golden cage,

|uid oflered it, with his own hands, the whitest and

nest of wheat and the purest of water. The bird,

owever, refused food, and sat drooping and pining,

1 uttering piteous moans.

"What aileth thee?" said Ahmed. ''Hast thou

lot every thing thy heart can wish ?

"

" Alas, no !

" replied the dove;" am I not separated

m the partner of my heart, and that too in tlie

lappy spring-time, the very season of love
!

"

"Of love!" echoed Ahmed; "I pray thee, my
ttty bird, canst thou iher. tell me what is love ?

"

"Too well can I, my prince. It is tdc •or«r.';nt of

ae, the felicity of two, the strife and enmity of tkiree.

ptisa charm which draws two beings together, and

uites them by delicious sympathies, making it hap-

liiness to be with each other, but misery to be apart,

i there no being to whom you are drawn by these

llies of tender affection?"

"I like my old teacher Eben Bonabbenlietter than

|any other being ; but he is often tedious, and I oc-

i$ionally feel myself happier without his society."

"Tliat is not the sympathy I mean. I speak of

fove, tlie great mystery and principle of life ; the in-

dicating revel of youth ; the sober delight of age.

ol( forth, my prince, and behold how at this blest

season all nature is full of love. Every created being

I its mate ; the most insignificant bird sings to its

iramour; the very beetle wooes its lady-beetle in

kdust, and yon butterflies which you see fluttering

|iigh above the tower and toying in the air, are liappy

leach other's loves. Alas, my prince! hast thou

lent so many of tlie precious days of youth without

owing any thing of love ? Is there no gentle being

|ifanothersex—no beautiful princess or lovely dam-
lel who has ensnared your heart, and filled your

om with a soft tumult of pleasing pains and ten-

Per wishes?"

"I begin to understand," said the prutce, sighing

;

'such a tumult I have more than once experienced,

without knowing th« cause;—and where should I

seek for an object, such as you describe, in this dis-

mal solitude?"

A little further conversation ensued, and the first

amatory lesson of the prince was complete.

" Alas
! " said he, " if love be indeed such a delight

and its interruption such a misery, Allah forbid that I

should mar thejoy of any of its votaries." He opened
the cage, lookout the dove, and having fondly kissed

it, carried it to Uie window. '' Go, happy bird,"

said he, "rejoice with the partner of thy heart in

Ihe days of youth and spring-time. Why should I

make thee a fellow-prisoner in this dreary tower,

where love can never enter?"

The dove flapped its wings in rapture, gave one

vault into the air, and then swooped downward on
whistling wings to the blooming bowers of the Darro.

The prince followed him with his eyes, and then

gave way to bitter repining. The singing of the

birds, which once delighted him, now added to his

bitterness. Love ! love ! love ! Alas, poor youth ! he

now understood the strain.

His eyes flashed fire when next he beheld the sage

Bonabben. "Why hast thou kept me in this abject

ignorance ?" cried he. " Why has the great mystery

and principle of life been withheld from me, in which

I find the meanest insect is so learned ? Behold all na-

ture is in a revel of delight. Every created being

rejoices with i(s mate. This—this is the love about

which I have sought instruction. Why am I alone de-

barred its enjoyment ? Why has so much ofmy youth

been wasted without a knowledge of its raptures ?

"

The sage Bonabben saw that all further reserve

was useless ; for ihd prince had acquired the dan-

gerous and forbidden knowledge. He revealed to

him, therefore, the predictions of the astrologers, and

the precautions that had been taken in his education

to avert the threatened evils. "And now,my prince,"

added he, " my life is in your hands. Let the king

your father discover that you have learned the pas-

sion of love while under my guardianship, and my
head must answer for it."

The prince was as reasonable as most young men
of his age, and easily listened to the remonstrances

of his tutor, since nothing pleaded against them.

Besides, he really was attached to the sage Bonabben,

and being as yet but theoretically acquainted with

the passion of love, he consented to confine the know-
ledge of it to his own bosom, rather than endanger

the head of the philosopher.

His discretion was doomed, however, to be put to

still further proofs. A few mornings afterwards, as

he was ruminating on the battlements of the tower,

the dove which had been released by him came ho-

vering in the air, and alighted fearlessly upon his

shoulder.

The prince fondled it to his heart. " Happy bird,"

said he, " who can fly, as it were, with the wings of

the morning to the uttermost parts of the earth.

Where hast thou been since we parted ?"

^
;
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"In a far roiintry, my prince, from whence I

iH-ing you tidinga in reward for my lil)erly. In llie wild

com[»a88 or my (ligiit, wliicli extends over plain and

mountain, as I was soaring in tlie air, I lieheld below

me a delightful garden, with all kinds of fruits and

flowers. It was in a green meadow, on the banks of

a wandering stream ; and in the centre of the garden

was a stately palace. I alighted in one of the bowers

to repose after my weary flight. On the green bank

lielow me was a youthful princess, in the very sweet-

ness and bloom of her years. She was surrounded

by female attendants, young like herself, who decked

her with garlands and coronets of flowers ; hut no

flower of held or garden could compare with her for

loveliness. Here, however, she bloomed in secret,

fur the garden was surrounded by high walls, and no

mortal man was permitted to enter. When I be-

held this beauteous maid, thus young and innocent

and unspotted by the world, I thought, here is the

being formed by heaven to inspire my prince with

love."

The description was a spark of Are to the combus-

tible heart of Ahmed ; all the latent amorousness of

his temperament had at once found an object, and he

conceived an immeasurable passion for the princess.

He wrote a letter, couched in the most impassioned

language, breathing his fervent devotion, but bewail-

ing the unhappy thraldom of his person, which pre-

vented him from seeking her out and throwing

himself at her feet. He added couplets of the most

tender and moving eloquence, for he was a poet by

nature and inspired by love. He addressed his letter

—" To the unknown beauty, from the captive Prince

Ahmed;" then perfuming it with musk and roses,

he gave it to the dove.

" Away, trustiest of messengers ! " said he. " Fly

over mountain and valley and river and plain ; rest

not in bower, nor set foot on earth, until Ihon hast

given this letter to the mistress of my heart."

The dove soared high in air, and taking his course,

darted away in one undeviating direction. The
prince followed him with his eye until he was a mere

speck on a cloud, and gradually disappeared behind

a mountain.

Day after day he watched for the return of the

messenger of love, but he watched in vain. He be-

gan to accuse him of forgelfulness, when towards

sunset one evening the faithful bird fluttered into his

apartment, and falling at his feet, expired. The ar-

row of some wanton archer had pierced his breast,

yet he had struggled with the lingerings of life to ex-

ecute his mission. As the prince bent with grief

over this gentle martyr to fidelity, he beheld a chain

of pearls round his neck, attached to which, beneath

his wing, was a small enamelled picture. It repre-

sented a lovely princess in the ver}' flower of her

years. It was doubtless the unknown beauty of the

garden ; but who and where w^as she—how had she

received his letter, and was this picture sent as a

token of her approval of his passion ? Unfortunately

the death of the faithful dove left every thing in mji]

tery and doubt.

The prince gazed on the picture till his eyes sTtim

with tears. He pressed it to his lips and to his heiri

he sat for hours contemplating it almost in an agonyj

of tenderness. "Beautiful image
!

" said he, " aluj

Ihou art but an image ! Yet thy dewy eyes beam

tenderly niion me; tliose rosy lips look as tliougl

they would speak encouragement : vain fancies!!

Have they not looked the same on some more liappJ

rival ? But where in this wide world shall I hope t

And the original? Who knows what mountain

what realms may separate us—what adverse clian

may intervene? Perhaps now, even now, Ioto

may be crowding around her, while I sit here a pri-l

soner in a lower, wasting my lime in adoration ofa

|>ainled shadow."

The resolution of Prince Ahmed was taken. '*'

will fly from this palace," said he, " which lias
I

come an odious prison, and, a pilgrim of love, nijl

seek this unknown princess throughout the world."]

To escape from the tower in the day, when evei

one was awake, might be a difiicult matter ; but i

night the palace was slightly guarded ; for no i

apprehended any attempt of the kind from tlie prii

who had always been so passive in his capiiviiyJ

How was he to guide himself, however, in his dariJ

ling flight, being ignorant of the country ? He be-f

thought him of the owl, who was accustomed tot

at night, and must know every bye-lane and i

pass. Seeking him in his hermitage, he queslionH

Iiim touching his knowledge of the land. Upon Ihd

the owl put on a mighty self-important look. " Yix

must know, O prince," said he, " that we owb an

ofa very ancient and extensive family, though rathn

fallen to decay, and possess ruinous caslles and pa-l

laces in all parts of Spain. There is scarcely a tov«

of the mountains, or a fortress of the plains, or a

aid citadel ofa city, but has some brother, or unclej

or cousin quartered in it ; and in going the rounds li

visit this my numerous kindred, I liave pryed inltj

every nook and corner, and made myself acquainid

with every secret of the land." The prince was overJ

joyed to find the owi so deeply versed in topograpbjJ

and now informed him, in confidence, of his tendc^

passion and his intended elopement, urging him li

be his companion and counsellor.

" Go to
! " said the owl with a look of displeasaR|

''am I a bird to engage in a love affair? I wb

whole time is devoted to meditation and the moon?']

" Be not offended, most solemn owl," replied I

prince; "abstract thyself for a time from meditati

and the moon, and aid me in my flight, and i

sbalt have whatever heart can wish."

" I have that already," said the owl : "a few i

are sufficient for my frugal table, and this holeit

the wall is spacious enough for my studies; and vb

more does a philosopher like myself desire ?
"

"Bethink thee, most wise owl, that while i

in thy cell and gazing at the moon, all thy talents a
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The owl, though a philosopher and above the

Unary wants of life, was not alwvc ambition

;

he was finally prevailed on to elope with the

rince, and be his guide and Mentor in hi* pil-

nage.

The plans of a lover p^e promptly executed. The
I collected all his jewels, and concealed them

t his person as travelling funds. That very night

e lowered himself by his scarf from a balcony of the

ver, clambered over the outer walls of the Gene-

ilife, and, guided by the owl, made good hin escape

Kbre morning to the mountains.

He now held a council with his Mentor as to his

hture course.

"Might I advise," said the owl, " I would recom-

nd you to repair to Seville. You must know, that

liny years since I was on a visit to an uncle, an owl

(great dignity and power, who lived in a ruined

;
of the alcazar of that place. In my hoverings

Inightover Ihecity I frecpienlly rcni.irked a light

joming in a lonely tower. At length I alighted on

I
bniilements, and found it to proceed from the

Imp of an Arabian magician : he was surrounded by

fi magic books, and on his shoulder was perched

i familiar, an ancient raven who had come with

I from Egypt. I am acquainted with that raven,

I owe to him a great part of the knowledge I pos-

The magician is since dead, but the raven still

ablts the tower, for these birds are of wonderful

; life. I would advise you, O prince, to seek that

bven, for he is a soothsayer and a conjurer, and

jeals in the black art, for which all ravens, and es-

!cially those of Egypt, are renowned."

{ The prince was struck with the wisdom of this ad-

«, and accordingly bent his course towards Seville,

pe travelled only in the night, to accommodate his

npanion, and lay by during the day in some dark

bvern or mouldering watch-tower, for the owl knew
pry hiding hole of the kind, and had a most anti-

larian taste for ruins.

I

At length one morning at day-break they reached

city of Seville, where the owl, who hated (he

lare and bustle of crowded streets, halted with-

ut the gate and took up his quarters in a hollow

I

The prince entered the gate and readily found the

lagic tower, which rose above the houses of the city,

I a palm-tree rises above the shrubs of the desert;

[was in fact the same tower that is standing at the

resent day, and known as the Giralda, the famous

loorish tower of Seville.

I

The prince ascended by a great winding staircase

>lhe summit of the tower, where he found the ca-

islic raven, an old, mysterious, grey-headed bird,

1 in feather, with a film over one eye that gave

^m (he glare of a spectre. He was perched on one

h will) his head turned on one side, poring with

dtagram described on the

. . • "^^
his remaining ey« on a

pavement.

The prince approached him with the awe and re-

verence natin-ally inspired by his venerable appear-

ance and supernatural wisilom. " Pardon me, moei

ancient ind darkly wise raven," exclaimed he, ** if

for a moment I interrupt those studiei which are the

wonder of the world. You behold before you a vo-

tary of love, who would fain seek your counsel how
to obtain the object of his passion."

" In other words," said the raven, with a signi-

fic;>nt look, " you seek to try my skill in palmistry.

Co ie, show me your hand, and let medecypher the

mysterious lines of fortune."

" Excuse me," said the prince, "I come not lo

pry into the decrees of fate, which are hidden by

Allah from the eyes of mortals; I am a pilgrim of

love, and seek but to find a clue to the object of my
pilgrimage."

*' And can you be at any loss for an object in amorous

Andalusia?" said the old raven, leering upon him

with his single eye ; " above all, can you be at a loss

in wanton Seville, where black-eyed damsels dance

the zambra under every orange grove
!"

The prince blushed, and was somewhat shocked at

hearing an old bird, with one foot in the grave, talk

thus loosely. "Believe me," said he gravely, "I
am on none such light and vagrant errand as thou

dost insinuate. The black-eyed damselsof Andalusia

who dance among the orange groves of the Guadal-

quivir are as nought to me. I seek one unknown
hut immaculate beauty, the original of this picture

;

and I beseech thee, most potent raven, if it tie within

the scope of thy knowledge or the reach of thy art,

inform me where she may be found."

The grey-headed raven was rebuked by the gravity

of the prince.

" What know I," replied he drily, "of youth and

beauty ? my visits are to the old and withered, not

the fresh and fair : the harbinger of fate am I; who
croak bodings of death from the chimney-top, and

flap my wings at the sick man's window. Yon
must seek elsewhere for tidings of your unknown

beauty."

"And where can I seek, if not among the sons of

wisdom, versed in the book of destiny ? A royal

prince am I, fated by the stars, and sent on a mys-

terious enterprise on which may liang the destiny of

empires."

When the raven heard that it was a matter of vast

moment in which the stars took interest, he changed

his- tone and manner, and listened with profound

attention to the story of the prince. When it was

concluded, he replied, " Touching this princess I

can give thee no information of myself, for my flight

is not among gardens, or around lady's bowers : but

hie thee (o Cordova, seek the palm-li-ee of the great

Abderahman, which stands in the court of the prin-

cipal mosque : at the foot of it thou wilt find a great

traveller who has visited all countries and courts,

I5S
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I

and lieeii a favourite witli queens and princesses.

He will give thee tidings of the object of thy search."
*' Many thanks for this precious information,"

said tlie prince. "Farewell, most venerable con-

jurer."

" Farewell, pilgrim of love," said the raven drily,

and again fell to pondering on the diagram.

The prince sallied forth from Seville, sought his

fellow-traveller the owl, who was still dozing in the

•hollow tree, and set off for Cordova.

Y He approached it along hanging gardens, and

-jt' orange and citron groves, overlooking the fair valley

of the Guadalquivir. When arrived at its gales, the

owl flew up to a dark hole in the wall, and the prince

proceeded in quest of the palm-tree planted in days of

yore by the great Abderahman. It stood in the

midst of the great court of the mosque, towering from

amidst orange and cypress-trees. Dervises and fa-

quirs were seated in groups under the cloisters of

the court, and many of the faithful were performing

their ablutions at the fountains before entering the

mosque.

At the foot of the palm-tree was a crowd listening

to the words of one who appeared to be talking with

great volubility. '
' This," said the prince to himself,

'* must be the great traveller who is to give me
tidings of the unknown princess." He mingled in

the crowd, but was astonished to perceive that they

were all listening to a parrot, who witli his bright

green coat, pragmatical eye, and consequential lop-

knot, had the air of a bird on excellent terms with
himself.

" How is this," said the prince to one of the by-

standers, "that so many grave persons can be de-

lighted with the garrulity of a chattering bird ?"

" You know not whom you speak of," said the

other ;
" this parrot is a descendant of the famous

parrot of Persia, renowned for his story-telling talent.

He has all the learning of the East at the tip of his

tongue, and can quotepoetry as fast as he can talk. He
has visited various foreign courts, and where he has
been considered an oracle oferudition. He has been
a universal favourite also with the fair sex, who have
a vast admiration for erudite parrots that can quote

poetry."

" Enough," said the prince, " I will have some
private talk with this distinguished traveller."

He sought a private interview, and expounded the

nature of his errand. He had scarcely mentioned it,

when the parrot burst into a fit of dry rickety laughter

that absolutely brought tears in his eyes. " Excuse
my merriment," said he, " but tlie mere mention
of love always sets me laughing."

The prince was shocked at this ill-timed merri-

ment. *' Is not love," said he, * the great mystery
of nature, the secret principle of life, the universal

bond ofsympathy ?"

"A fig's end!" cried the parrot, interrupting

him ;
" pr'ythee where hast thou learnt this senti-

mental jargon ? trust me, love is quite out of vogue

;

one never hears of it in the company of wits an

people of refinement."

The prince sighed as he recalled the different la»

guage of his friend the dove. But this parrot, thougl

he, has lived about the court, he affects tlie wit ;

ihe fine gentleman, he knows nothing of the thinj

called love. Unwilling to provoke any more ridicnl

of (he sentiment which filled his heart, he noij

directed his inquiries to tlie immediate purport ofli

visit.

" Tell me," said he, " most accomplished pan

thou who hast every where been admitted to

most secret bowers of beauty, hast thou in the coiini

of thy travels met with the original of this portrail!"

The parrot look the picture in his claw, turu

his head from side to side, and examined it curiou

with either eye. " Upon my honour," said he,

"

very pretty face ; very pretty : but then one sees i

many pretty women in one's travels that onec

hardly—but hold—bless me ! now I look at it i

—sure enough this is the Princess Aldegonda

could I forget one that is so prodigious a favourilj

with me ?"

" The Princess Aldegonda
!

" echoed the prim

" and where is she to be found?"

"Softly, soflly," said the parrot, " easier toMm
than gained. She is the only daughter of the Chrij

tian King who reigns at Toledo, and is shut up I

the world until her seventeenth birth-day, on accooi

of some prediction of those meddlesome fellows i

astrologers. You'll not get a sight ofher—no mort

man can see her. I was admitted to her presence i|

entertain her, and I assure you, on the wordofi

parrot who has seen the world, I have conven

with much sillier princesses in my time."

" A word in confidence, my dear parrot," said II

prince, "I am heir to a kingdom, and shall one^

sit upon a throne. I see that you are a bird of part

and understand the world. Help me to gain
{

sion of this princess, and I will advance you los

distinguished place about court."

" With all my heart," said Uie parrot; "but lei

j

be a sinecure ifpossible, for we wits have a great d

like to labour."

Arrangements were promptly made; the prim

sallied fortli from Cordova through the same gatelj

which he had entered ; called the owl down fiomll

hole in the wall, introduced him to his new travellifj

companion as a brother savant, and away they i

offon their journey.

They travelled much more slowly than accoH

with the impatience of the prince, but the parrot i

accustomed to high life, and did not like to bed

lurbed early in (he morning. The owl on thee

hand was for sleeping at mid-day, and lost a

;

deal of time by his long siestas. His antiquarian t

also was in the way; for he insisted on pausing
i|

inspecting every ruin, and had long legendary

to tell about every old tower and castle in the couni

The prince had supposed (hat he and the

'* • '' • Jk :
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sing both birds of learning, would delight in each

ptber's society, but never had he been more mistaken,

[bey were eternally bickering. The one was a wit,

Ihe other a philosopher. The parrot quoted poetry,

ras critical on new readings, and eloquent on small

)ints oferudition ; the owl treated all such knowledge

trifling, and relished nothing but metaphysics.

fhen the parrot would sing songs and repeat bon

)ts and crack jokes upon his solemn neighbour, and

ingh outrageously at his own wit ; all which pro-

lings the owl considered as a grievous invasion of

dignity, and would scowl and sulk and swell, and

silent for a whole day together.

The prince heeded not the wranglings of his com-

mions, being wrapped up in the dreams of his own
incy, and the contemplation of the portrait of the

eaatiful princess. In this way they journeyed

rough the stern passes of the Sierra Morena, across

sunburnt plains of La Mancha and Castile, and

Jong the banks ofthe " Golden Tagus," which winds

wizard mazes over one half ofSpainand Portugal.

U length they came in sight of a strong city with

rails and towers built on a rocky promontory, round

[he foot of which the Tagus circled with brawling

iolence.
'

•

'

"Miold, exclaimed the owl, "the ancient and re-

owned city of Toledo ; a city famous for its anti-

lities. Behold those venerable domes and towers,

jioary with time and clothed with legendary gran-

eur, in which so many of my ancestors have medl-

»ted." :i:^-.::

"Pish!" cried the parrot, interrupting his solemn

Dtiquarian rapture, "what have we to do with anti-

Ijaities, and legends, and your ancestry? Behold

Uat is more to the purpose—behold the abode of

foulh and beauty—behold at lengtii, O prince, the

de of your long-sought princess."

The prince looked in the direction indicated by the

lanvt, and beheld, in a delightful green meadow on

he banks of the Tagus, a stately palace rising from

^midst the bowers of a delicious garden. It was just

uch a place as had been descrilied by the dove as the

sidence of (he original nf the picture. He gazed at

f
with a throbbing heart ; " Perhaps at this moment,"

hoaght he, " the beautiful princess is sporting be-

leath those shady bowers, or pacing with delicate

jtep those stately terraces, or reposing beneath those

pfly roofs!" As he looked more narrowly, he per-

«ived that the walls of the garden were of gr at

(eight, so as to defy access, while numbers of armed

nards patrolled around them.

The prince turned to the parrot. "O most ac-

pmplished of birds," said he, " thou hast tht gift of

uman speech. Hie thee to yon garden; seek the idol

|f my soul, and tell her that Prince Ahmed, a pilgrim

Hove, and guided by the stars, has arrived in quest

f her on the flowery hanks of the Tagus."

The parrot, proud of his embassy, (lew away to the

prden; mounted above its lofty walls, and after soar-

|ig for a time over the lawns and groves, alighted on

the balcony ofa pavilion that overhung the river.

Here, looking in at the casement, he beheld the prin-

cess reclining on a couch, with her eyes fixeil on a

paper, while tears gently stole after each other down

her pallid cheek.

Pluming his wings for a moment, adjusting his

bright green coat, and elevating his top-knot, the par-

rot perched himself beside her with a gallant air :

then assuming a tenderness of tone, "D17 thy tears,

most beautiful of princesses," said he, " I come to

bring solace to thy heart."

The princess was startled on hearing a voice, but

turning and seeing nothing but a little green-coated

bird bobbing and bowing before her; "Alas! what

solace canst thou yield," said she, " seeing thou art

but a parrot
!"

The parrot was nettled at the question. "I have

consoled many beautiful ladies in my time," said he;

"but let that pass. At present I come ambassador

from a royal prince. Know that Ahmed, the prince

of Granada, has arrived in quest of thee, and is en-

camped even now on the flowery banks of the Ta-

gus."

The eyes of the beautiful princess sparkled at these

words even brighter than the diamonds in her coronet.

"O sweetest of parrots," cried she, "joyful indeed

are thy tidings, for I was faint and weary, and sick

almost unto death with doubt of the constancy ofAh-
med. Hie thee back, and tell him that the words of

his letter are engraven in my heart, and his poetry

has been the food of my soul. Tell him, however,

that he must prepare to prove his love by force of

arms ; to-morrow is my seventeenth birth-day, when
the king my father holds a great tournament; several

princes are to enter the lists, and my hand is to be

the prize of the victor."

The parrot again took wing, and rnstting^ through

the groves, flew back to where the prince awaited

his return. The rapture of Ahmed on finding the

original of his adored portrait, and finding her kind

and true, can only be conceived by those favoured

mortals who have had the good fortune to realise

day-dreams and turn a shadow into substance : still

there was one thing that alloyed his transport—this

impending tournament. In fact, the hanks of the

Tagus were already glittering with arms, and re-

sounding with trumpets of the various knights, who,

with proud reliuues, were prancing on towards To-

ledo to attend the ceremonial. The same star that

had controlled the destiny of the prince, had governed

that of the princess, and until her seventeenth birth-

day she had been shut up from the world, to guard

her from the lender passion. The fame of her

diarms, however, had been enhanced rather than

obscured by this seclusion. Several powerful princes

had contended for her alliance; and her father, who
was a king of wondrous shrewdness, to avoid making

enemies by showing partiality, had referred them to

the arbitrement of arms. Among the rival candidates

were several renoWned for strength and prowess,

i'.i
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What a predicament for the unfortunate Ahmed, un-

provided as he was with weapons, and unskilled in

the exercises of chivalry !
" Luckless prince that I

am!" said he, "to have been brought up in se-

ckision under the eye of a philosopher! Of what

avail are algebra and philosophy in affairs of love?

Alas, Eben Bonabben ! why hast thou neglected to

instruct me in the management of arms?" Upon

this the owl broke silence, preluding his harangue

with a pious ejaculation, for he was a devout Mus-

sulman.

''Allah achbar ! God is great!" exclaimed he, "in

his hands are all secret things—he alone governs the

destiny of princes ! Know, O prince, that this land

is full of mysteries, hidden from all but those who,

like myself, can grope after knowledge in the dark.

Know that in the neighbouring mountains there is a

cave, and in that cave there is an iron table, and on

that table there lies a suit ofmagic armour, and beside

that table there stands a spell-bound steed, which

have been shut up there fur many generations."

The prince stared with wonder, while the owl,

blinking his huge round eyes, and erecting his horns,

proceeded :

—

" Many years since, I accompanied my father to

these parts on a toiur of his estates, and we sojourned

in that cave ; and thus became I acquainted with the

mystery. It is a tradition in our family which I have

heard from my grand£alher, when I was yet but a

very little owlet, that tliis armour belonged to a

Moorish magician, who took refuge in this cavern

when Toledo was captured by the Christians, and

died here, leaving his steed and weapons under a

mystic spell, never to be used but by a Moslem, and

by him only from sun-rise to mid-day. In that in-

terval, whoever uses tliem will overthrow every op-

ponent."

"Enough: let us seek this cave!" exclaimed

Ahmed.
Guided by his legendary Mentor, the prince found

the cavern, which was in one of the wildest recesses

of those rocky^ cliffs which rise around Toledo ; none

but the mousing eye of an owl or an antiquary could

have discovered the entrance to it. A sepulchral

lamp of everlasting oil shed a solemn light through

the place. On an iron table in the centre of the cavern

lay the magic armour, against it leaned the lance,

and beside it stood an Arabian steed, caparisoned for

the field, but motionless as a statue. The armour

was bright and unsullied as it had gleamed in days

of old ; the steed in as good condition as if just from

the pasture ; and when Ahmed laid his hand upon
his neck, he pawed the ground and gave a loud neigh

ofjoy that shook the walls of the cavern. Thus amply
provided with " horse to ride and weapon to wear,"

the prince determined to defy tlie field in the im-
pending tourney.

The eventful morning arrived. 1 he lists for the

combat were prepared in the vega, or plain, just

below the cliff-built walls of Toledo, where stages and

galleries weire erected for the spectators, covei

with ricli tapestry, and sheltered from the sun I

silken awnings. All the beauties of the land \ra|

assembled in those galleries, while below pran

plumed knights with their pages and esquires, an

whom figured conspicuously the princes who voj

to contend in the tourney. All the beauties of i

land, however, were eclipsed when the Princess]

degonda appeared in the royal pavilion, and for i

first time broke forth upon the gaze of an admirj

world. A murmur of wonder ran through the croti

at her transcendent loveliness ; and the princes vlj

were candidates for her hand, merely on the faith^

her reported charms, now felt tenfold ardour I

the conflict.

The princess, however, had a troubled look,

colour came and went from her cheek, and hereJ

wandered with a restless and unsatisfied expre

over the plumed throng of knights. The trumpi

were about sounding for the encounter, when i

herald announced the arrival of a stranger knighll

and Ahmed rode into the field. A steel lieln

studded with gems rose above his turban ; his cuiraj

was embossed with gold; his cimeter and da^

were of the workmanship of Fez, and flamed \

precious stones. A round shield was at his shouldi

and in his hand he bore the lance of charmed virio

The caparison of his Arabian steed was richly m
broidered and swept the ground, and the proud aoi

mal pranced and snuffed the air, and neighed villi

joy at once more beholding the array of arms. Tbj

lofty and graceful demeanour of the prince striid{

every eye, and when his appellation was announo

"The Pilgrim of Love," an universal flutter

agitation prevailed among the fair dames in the
j

leries.

When Ahmed presented himself at the

however, they were closed against him ; none I

princes, he was told, were admitted to the conlei

lie declared his name and rank. " Still worse !"-

was a Moslem, and could not engage in a tournel

where the hand of a Christian princess was the pri

The rival princes surrounded him with haugbl

and menacing aspects ; and one of insolent demean

and herculean frame sneered at his light and youlli

ful form, and scoffed at his amorous appellation, Thi

ire of the prince was roused. lie defied his rival II

the encounter. They took distance, wheeled, an

charged ; and at the first touch of the magic lanct

the brawny scoffer was tilled from his saddle. Hn

the prince would have paused, but, alas ! lie hailt

deal with a demoniac horse and armour—once i

action nothing could control tliem. The Arabia

steed charged into the thickest of the throng;

lance overturned every thing that presented;

gentle prince was carried pell-mell about tlie

strewing it with high and low, gentle and sin

and grieving at his own involuntary exploits,

king stormed and raged at this outrage on hist

jects and his guests. He ordered out ail his guati'

J^
J •«;-;^/::
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tliey were unhoi-sed as fast as they came up. The
king threw off his robes, grasped buckler and lance,

and ^e forth to awe the stranger with the presence

of majesty itself. Alas ! majesty fared no better than

the vulgar—the steed and lance were no respecters of

persons; to the dismay of Ahmed, he was born full

tilt against the king, and in a moment the royal

heels were in the air, and the crown was rolling in

the dust.

At this moment Ihe sun reached the meridian; the

magic spell resumed its power; the Arabian steed

woured across the plain, leaped the barrier, plunged

into the Tagus, swam its raging current, bore the

prince breathless and amazed to the cavern, and re-

sumed his station like a statue, beside the iron table.

The prince dismounted right gladly, and replaced the

armour, to abide the furUier decrees of fate. Then
seating himself in the cavern, he ruminated on the

desperate state to which this demoniac steed and ar-

mourhad reduced him. Never should he dare to show

Ihis face at Toledo after inflicting such disgrace upon

its chivalry, and such an outrage on its kuig. What
too would the princess think of so rnde and riotous

achievement? Full of anxiety, he sent forth his

|finged messengers to gather tidings. The parrot

rted to all the public places and crowded resorts

the city, and soon returned with a world ofgossip.

lAll Toledo was in consternation. The princess had

in borne off senseless to the palace; the tourna-

lenthad ended in confusion; every one was talking

(he sudden apparition, prodigious exploits, and

Irange disappearance of the Moslem knight. Some
ODOunced him a Moorish magician ; others thought

a demon who had assumed a human shape,

bile others related traditions of enchanted warriors

lidden in the caves of the mountains, and thought it

ight be one of these who had made a sudden irrup-

(i'om his den. All agreed that no mere ordinary

irtal could have wrought such wonders, or un-

such accomplished and stalwart Cluristian

aniors.

The owl flew forth at night and hovered about the

y city, perching on the roofs and chimneys.

le then wheeled his flight up to the royal palace,

'hich stood on the rocky summit ofToledo, and went

wling about its terraces and battlements, eaves-

Iropping at every cranny, and glaring in with his

lig goggling eyes at every window where there was
light, so as to throw two or three m.aids of honour
to fits. It was not until the grey dawn began to

T ahove the mountains that he returned from his

lonsing expedition, anu related to tlie prince what
had seen.

"As I was prying about one of the loftiest towers

the palace," said he, " I beheld through a case-

nt a Iteautiful princess! She was reclining on a

ichwith attendants and physicians around her, but

« would none of their ministry and relief. When
y retired I beheld her draw forth a letter from her

lom, anu read and ^iss U, and give way to loud

lamentations; at which, philosopher as I am, I coold.

not but be greatly moved." '*.^i

The tender heart ofAhmed was distressed at these

tidings. ''Too true were thy words, O sage Eben
Bonabben," eriedhe; "care and sorrow and sleepless

nights are the lot of lovers. Allah preserve the

princess from the blighting iofluence of this thing

called love!"

Further intelligence from Toledo corroborated tlie

report of the owl. The city was a prey to uneasiness

and alarm. The princess was conveyed to the highest

tower of the palace, every avenue to which was
strongly guarded. In the mean time a devouring

melancholy had seized upon her, of which no one

could divine the cause—she refused food and turned

a deaf ear to every consolation. The most skilful

physicians had essayed tlieir art in vain ; it was thought

some magic spell had been practised upon her, and
the king made proclamation, declaring that whoever

should effect her cure should receive the richestjewel

in the royal treasury.

When the owl, who was dozing in a corner, heard

of this proclamation, he rolled his large eyes, and
looked more mysterious than ever.

"Allah aclibar
!

" exclaimed he, "happy the man
that shall effect that cure, should he but know what
to choose from the royal treasury."

" What mean you, most reverend owl?" said Ah-
med.
" Hearken, O prince, to what I shall relate. We

owls, you must know, are a learned body, and much
given to dark and dusty research. During my late

prowling at night about the domes and turrets of To-
ledo, I discovered a college of antiquarian owls, who
hold their meetings in a great vaulted tower where
the royal treasury is deposited. Here they were dis-

cussing the forms and inscriptions and designs o'

ancient gems and jewels, and of golden and silver

vessels, heaped up in the treasury, the fashion of every

country and age; but mostly they were interc^'Hl

about certain reliques and talismans that have remain-

ed in the treasury since the time ofRoderick the Goth.

Among these was a box of sandal wood secured by
bands ofsteel ofOriental workmanship, and inscribed

with mystic characters known only to the learned

few. This box and its inscription had occupied the

college for several sessions, and had caused much
long and grave dispute. At the time of my visit a very

ancient owl, who had recently arrived from Egypt,

was sealed on the lid of the box lecturing upon the

inscription, and he proved from it that the coffer

contained the silken carpel of the throne of Solomon

the wise; whicli doubtless had been brought to Toledo

by the Jews who took refuge there after the downfal

of Jerusalem."

When the owl had concluded his antiquarian ha-

rangue, the prince remained for a lime absorbed in

thought. " I have heard," said he, " from the sage

Eben Bonabben, of the wonderful properties of that

talisman^ which disappeared at the fall of Jerusalem,

/.I
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atai vn» supposed to be lost to mankind. Doubtless

it remains a sealed mystery to tlie Christians of To-

ledo. If I can get possession of Uiat carpet my for-

tnile is secure."

The next day the prince laid aside his rich attire,

and arrayed himself in the simple garb of an Arab of

the desert. He dyed bis complexion to a tawny hue,

and no one conld have recognised in him the splendid

wai'rior who had caused such admiration and dismay

at the tournament. With staff in hand and scrip by

his side and a smali pastoral reed, he repaired to To-

ledo, and presenting himself at the gate of the royal

palace, announced himself as a candidate for the

reward offered for the cure of the princess. The

guards would have driven him away witli blows.

''What can a vagrant Arab like thyself pretend to

do," said they, "in a case where the most learned of

the land have failed ? " The kingy however, over-

lieard the tumult, and ordered the Arab to be brought

into his presence.

"Most potent king," said Ahmed, "you behold

before you a Bedouin Arab, the greater part of whose

life has been passed in the solitudes of the desert.

These solitudes, it is well known, are the haunts of

demons; and evil spirits, who I)eset ns poor shepherds

in our lonely watchings, enter into and possess our

flocks and herds, and sometimes render even the

patient camel furious ; against these our counter-charm

is music; and we have legendary airs handed 'down

from generation to generation, that we chant and

pipe, to cast forth these evil spirits^ I am of a gifted

line, and possess tlms power in its fullest force. If it

be any evil influence of the kind that holds a spell

over thy daughter, I pledge my head to free her from

its sway."

The king, who was a man of understanding, and

knew the wonderful secrets possessed by the Arabs,

was inspired with hope by the confident language of

the prince. He conducted him immediately to the

lofty tower, secured by several doors, in the summit

of which was the chamber of the princess. The

windows opened upon a terrace with balustrades,

commanding a view over Toledo and all the sur-

rounding country. The windows were darkened,

for the princess lay within, a prey to a devouring

grief that refused all alleviation.

The prince seated himself on the terrace, and per-

formed several wild Arabian airs on his pastoral pipe,

which he had learnt from his attendants in the Ge-

neralife at Granada. The princess continued in-

sensible, and the doctors who were present shook

their heads and smiled with incredulity and contempt

:

at length the prince laid aside the reed, and, to a

simple melody, chanted the amatory verses of the

letter which had declared his passion.

The princess recognised the strain—a fluttering

joy stole to her heart ; she raised her head and lis-

tened ; tears rushed to her eyes and streamed down

her cheeks; her bosom rose and fell with a tumult

of emotions. She would have asked for the minstrel

to be brought into her presence, but maiden coyness

held her silent. The king read her wishes, and at

his command Ahmed was conducted into the cham-

ber. The lovers were discreet : they but exchanged

glances, yet those glances spoke volumes. Never was

triumph of music more complete. The rose had

returned to the soft cheek of the princess, the fresh-

1

ness to her lip, and the dewy light to her languishing

eyes.

All the physicians present stared at each otlw

with astonishment. The king regarded the Arab

minstrel with admiration mixed with awe. " Wonder-

ful youth!" exclaimed he, "thou shalt henceforlli

be the first physician of my court, and no other pre-

scription will I take but thy melody. For the present

receive thy reward, the most precious jewel in mj

treasury."

" O king," replied Ahmed, "I care not for silver

or gold or precious stones. One relique hast thou ii

thy treasury, handed down from the Moslems ^x^

once owned Toledo—a box of sandal wood containiii{>j

a silken carpet : give me that box, and I am content

All present were surprised at the moderation

the Arab ; and still more when the box of m
dal wood was brought and the carpet drawn forth,

It was of fine green silk, covered with Hebrew anit{

Ghaldaic characters. The court physicians looki

at each other, and shrugged their shoulders, ai

smiled at the simplicity of this new practitioner, vl

could he cintent with so paltry a fee.

"This carpet," said the prince, "once covi

the throne ofSolomon the wise; it is worthy of beii

placed beneath the feet of beauty."

So saying', he spread it on the terrace beneath

ottoman thrt had been brought forth for the princes|

then seating himself at her feet—
" Who," said he, " shall counteract what is wiitj

ten in the book of fate ? Behold the prediction

the astrologers verified. Know, O king, that y(

daughter and I have long loved each other in

Behold in me the Pilgrim ofLove!"

These words iVere scarcely from his lips, when

carpet rose in the air, bearing off the prince

princess. The king and the physicians gazed

it with open mouths and straining eyes, until it

came a little speck on the white bosom of a cloi

and then disappeared in the blue vault of heaven

The king in a rage summoned his treasurer. "Hi

is this," said he, " that thou hast suffered an inl

to get possession of such a talisman?"

"Alas, sir, we knew not its nature, nor could

decypher the inscription of the box. If it be indi

the carpet of the throne of the wise Solomon, it

possessed of magic power, and can transport

owner from place to place through (he air."

The king assembled a mighty army, and set olFI

Granada in pursuit of the fugitives. His march

long and toilsome. Encamping in the Yoga, lie

a herald to demand restitution of his daughter.

king himself came forth with all his court lo
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resUlution of his daughter,

forth with all his court to I

him. In the king he beheld Uie real minstrel, for

Aiimed had succeeded to the throne on (he death of bis

father, and the beautiful Aldegonda was his sultana.

The Christian king was easily pacified when he

found that bis daughter was suffered to continue in

her faith; not that he was particularly pious; but

[religion is always a point of pride and etiquette with

iprinces. Instead of bloody battles, there was a suc-

cession of feasts and rejoicings, after which the king

I

returned well pleased te Toledo, and the youthful

|couple continued to reign as happily as wisely in the

Alhambra.

II is proper to add, that the owl and the parrot had

(severally followed the prince by easy stages to Gra-

nada ; the former traveli'^^g by night, and slopping

at the various hereditary possessions of his family

,

the latter figuring in gay circles of every town and

jcity on his route.

Ahmed gratefully requited the services which they

id rendered on his pilgrimage. He appointed the

twi his prime minister, the parrot his master of cere-

mies. It is needless to say that never was a realm

lore sagely administered, or a court conducted with

)re exact punctilio.

LEGEND OF THE MOORS LEGACY.

:-^

Just within the fortress of the Alhambra, in front

[if the royal palace, is a broad open esplanade, called

he Place or Square of the Cisterns (la Plaza de los

l^l^ibes), so called from being undermined by re-

voirs of water, hidden from sight, and which have

from the time of the Moors. At one corner

kf tills esplanade is a Moorish well, cut through the

jiving rock to a great depth, the water of which

I cold as ice and clear as crystal. The wells made
the Moors are always in repute, for it is well

^nown what pains they look to penetrate to the purest

sweetest spring" and fnuntauis. The one of

|rbich we now speak is famous throughout Granada,

omuch that the water-carriers, some bearing great

jrater-jars on their shoulders, others driving asses be-

! them laden with earthen vessels, are ascending

Inddescending the steep woody avenues of the Alham-

ka, from early dawn until a late hour of the night.

Fountains and wells, ever since the scriptural days,

bve been noted gossiping places in hot climates ; and

jlthewell in question there \s a kind of perpetual

^b kept up during the livelong day, by the invalids,

Id women, and other curious do-nothing folk of the

prtress, who sit here on the stone benches, under an

Kning spread over the vrell to shelter.the toll-ga-

^erer from the sun, and dawdle over the gossip of the

rtress, and question every water-carrier that arrives,

at the news of the city, and make long comments
) every thing they hear and see. Not an hour of

the day but loitering housiewives and idle maid-ser-

vants may be seen, lingering with pitcher on head or

in hand, to hear the last of the endless tattle of these

worthies.

Among the water-carriers who once resorted to

this well, there was a sturdy, strong-t)acked, bandy-

legged little fellow, named Pedro Gil, but called

Peregil for shortness. Being a v/ater- carrier, he
was a Gallego, or native of Gallicia, of course. Na-
ture seems to have formed races of men, as she has
of animals, for different kinds ofdrudgery. In France
the shoe-blacks are all Savoyards, the porters of hotels

all Swiss, and in the days cf hoops and hair-powder
in England, no man could give the regular swing to a
sedan chair but a bog-trotting Irishman. So in Spain,

the carriers of water and t>earers of burdens are all

sturdy little natives of Gallicia. No man says, "Get
me a porter," but, " Call a Gallego."

To return from this digression, Peregil the Gallego
had begun business with merely a great earthen jar

which he carried upon his shoulder ; by degrees he
rose in the world, and was ^'nabled to purchase an
assistant of a correspondent class of animals, being a
stout shaggy-haired donkey. On each side of this

his long-eared aid-de-camp, in a kind, of pannier,

were slung his water-jars, covered with fig-leayes to

protect them from the sun. Th^re was not a more
industrious water-carrier in a.\l Granada, noronemor^
merry withal. The streets rang with his cheerful

voice as he trudged after his donkey, singing fr/rih the

usual summer note that resounds through tlu^ Spanjsfj^

towns ;
" Quien quiere agm—agua mas fria que la

nieve ?"—" "Who. wants water—wrater colder tlian

snow ? Who wants water from the well of the Al-
hambra, cold as ice and clear as crystal ?" When he
served a customer with a sparkling glass, it was al-

ways with a pleasant word that caused a smile ; and
if, perchance, it was a comely dame or dimpling dam-
sel, it was always, with a sly leer and a compliment

to her beauty that was irresistible. Thus Peregil the

Gallego was noted throughout all Granada for being

one of the civilest, pleasantest^ c^ happiest of mor-
tals. Yet it is not he who sings loudest and jokes

most tb )t has the lightest heart. Under all this air

of merriment, honest Peregil had his cares and
trouble. He had a large family of ragged children to

support, who were hungry and clamorous as a nest

of young swallows, and beset him with their out-

cries for food whenever he came home of an even-

ing. He had a helpmate too, who was any thing but

a help to him. She had been a village beauty before

marriage, noted for her skill at dancing the bolero

and rattling the casta ilets; and she still retained her

early propensities, spending the hard earnings of

honest Peregil in frippery, and laying the very donkey

under requisition for junketing parties into the coun-

try on Sundays, and Sainls'-days, and those innumer-

able holidays which are rather more numerous in

Spain than the days of the week. With all this she

was a little of a slattern, something more of a lie-a-

^ '~^W^
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bed, and, alkiveall, a gwsip of Uie flrat water; ne-

glecting hooM, househoN, and every thing else, to

loiter 8llp-«l)0d in the houses of her gossip neighbours.

Hfi, however, who tempers the wind to the shorn

Iamb, accommodates the yoke of matrimony to the

submissive neck. Peregil bore all the heavy dispen-

sations of wife and children with as meek a spirit as

his donkey bore the water-jars; and, however he

might shake hia ears in private, never ventured to

question the household virtues of his slattern spouse.

He loved his children too even as an owl loves its

owlets, seeing in them his own image multiplied and

perpetuated; for they were a sturdy, long-backed,

bandy-legged little brood. The great pleasure of ho-

nest Peregil was, whenever he could afford himself a

scanty holiday, and had a handful of maravedies to

spare, to take the whole litter forth with him, some in

his arms, some tugging at his skirts, and some trudging

at his heels, and to treat them lo a gambol among the

orchards of the Vega, while his wife was dancing with

her holiday friends in the Angosturas of the Darro.

It was a late hour one summer night, and most of

the water-carriers had desisted from their toils. The
day had been uncommonly sultry ; the night was one

of those delicious moonlights, which tempt the in-

habitants of those southern climes to indemnify them-

selves for the heat and inaction of the day, by linger-

ing in the open air and enjoying its tempered sweet-

ness until after midnight.—Customers for water were

therefore still abroad. Peregil, like a considerate

pains-taking little father, thought of his hungry chil-

dren. " One more journey to the well," said he to

himself, " to earn a Sunday's puchero for the little

ones." So saying, he trudged manfully up the steep

avenue of the Alhambra, singing as he went, and

now and then bestowing a hearty thwack with a cud-

gel on the flanks of his donkey, either by way of ca-

dence to the song, or refreshment to the animal ; for

dry blows serve in lieu of provender in Spain for all

beasts of burden.

When arrived at the well, he found it deserted by

every one except a solitary stranger in Moorish garb,

seated on the stone bench in the moonlight. Peregil

paused at first and regarded him with surprise, not

unmixed with awe, but the Moor feebly beckoned

him to approach. "I am faint and ill," said he;

" aid me to return to the city, and I will pay thee

double what thou couldst gain by thy jars of water."

The honest heart of the little water-carrier was

touched with compassion at the appeal of the stranger.

"God forbid," said he, "that I should ask fee or

reward for doing a common act of humanity." He
accordingly helped the Moor on his donkey, and set

offslowly for Granada, the poor Moslem being so weak

that it was necessary to hold himon the animal to keep

him from falling to the earth.

When they entered the city, the water-carrier de-

manded whither he should conduct him. " Alas
!

"

said the Moor faintly, " I have neither home nor ha-

bitation, I am a stranger in the land. Suffer me to

lay my head this night beneath thy roof, and thon

shalt be amply repaid."

Honest Peregil thus saw himself unexpectedly sad-

dled with an infldel guest, but he was too humane to

refuse a night's shelter to a fellow being in so forlorn

a plight, so he conducted the Moor to his dwelling.

The children, who had sallied forth open-mouthed a»
j

usual on hearing the tramp of the donkey, ran back
j

with affright, when they beheld (he turbaned stranger,

and hid themselves behind their mother. The latter

stepped forth intrepidly, like a ruffling hen before
|

her brood when a vagrant dog approaches.

" What infidel companion," cried she, " is this I

yon have brought home at tliis late hour, to draw
j

upon us the eyes of the Inquisition?"

" Be quiet, wife," replied the Gallego, " here is a I

poor sick stranger, without friend or home; woaldst
|

thou turn him forth to perish in the streets?'

The wife would still have remonstrated, for al-

1

though she lived in a hovel, she was a furious stickler
|

for the credit of her house ; the little water-carrier,

however, for once was stifif-necked, and refused lo I

bend beneath the yoke. He assisted the poor Moslem I

to alight, and spread a mat and a sheep-skin for him I

on the ground, in the coolest part of the house; being!

the only kind of bed that his poverty afforded.

In a little while the Moor was seized with violent I

convulsions, which defied all the ministering skill of|

the simple water-cairier. The eye of the poor pa-

tient acknowledged his kindness. During an interval I

of his fits he called him to his side, and addressing!

him in a low voice, " My end," said he, "I fearisl

at hand. If I die I bequeath you this box as a re-

1

ward for your charity
: " so saying, he opened hisl

albornoz, or cloak, and showed a small box of sandal
|

wood, strapped round his body. " God grant, mji

friend," replied the worthy little Gallcgo, '' that you|

may live many years to enjoy your treasure, whatevei

it may be." The Moor shook his head; he laidhiil

hand upon the box, and would have said sometl

more concerning it, but his convulsions returned wilk|

increased violence, and in a little while he expired.

The water-carrier's wife was now as one dislract-l

ed. '-' This comes," said she, " of your foolish goodl

nature, always running into scrapes to oblige oliien|

What will become of us when this corpse is found ii

our house ? We shall be .^ent lo prison as murdet-j

ers; and if we escape with our lives, shall be ruineT

by notaries and alguazils."

Poor Peregil was in equa' tribulation, ?.nd ain

repented himself of having i.. <; a good deed. ^1

length a thought struck him. "It is n< . yet daf,]

said he; "I can convey the dead body cut of i

city, and bury it in the sands on the banks of I

Xenil. No one saw the Moor enter our dwelling, <

no one will know any thing of his death."

So said, so done. The wife aided him ; they rolii

the body of the unfortunate Moslem in the m^ <

which he had expired, laid it across the ass, andF

regil set out with it for tlie banks of the river.
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As ill luck would have it, there lived opposu o the

water-carrier a barber named Pedi '*edrugo, one

of the most prying, tattling, and mischief-making of

his gossip tribe. He was a weasel-faced, spider-leg-

ged varlet, supple and insinuating; the famous barber

ofSeville could not surpass him for his universal know-
ledge of the affairs of others, and he had no more
power of retention than a sieve. It was said that he

slept but with one eye at a time, and kept one ear un-

covereil, so that, even in his sleep, he might see and

hear all that was going on. Certain it is, he was a

sort of scandalous chronicle for the quid-nun&s of

Granada, and had more customers than all the rest of

his fraternity.

This meddlesome barber heard Peregil arrive at an

unusual hour at night, and the exclamations of his

«fife and children. His head was instantly popped

out of a little window which served him as a luok-

oni, and he saw his neighbour assist a man in Moorish

garb into his dwelling. This was so strange an oc-

currence, that Pedrillo Pednigo slept not a wink that

night. Every five minutes he was at his loop-hole,

watching the lights that gleamed through the chinks

of his neighbour's door, and before daylight he beheld

Peregil sally forth with his donkey unusually laden.

The inquisitive barber was in a fidget; he slipped

on his clothes, and, stealing forth silently, followed

the water-carrier at a distance, until he saw him dig

a hole in tiie sandy bank of the Xenil, and bury

something that had the appearance of a dead body.

The barber hied him home, and fiilgctted about his

shop, setting every thing upside down, until sunrise.

He then took a basin under hLs arm, and sallied forth

to the house of his daily customer the alcalde.

The alcalde was just risen. Pedrillo Pedrugo seated

him in t. chair, threw a napkin round his neck, put a

basin of hot water under his chin, and began to mol-

lify his beard with his fingers.

"Strange doings!" said Pedrugo, who played

barber and newsmonger al the same time—" Strange

doings! Robbery, and murder, and burial, all in

one night
!

"

"Hey!—how !—what is that you say?" cried the

alcalde.

" I say," replied the barber, rubbing a piece of soap

over the nose and mouth of the dignitary, for a Spa-

nish barber disdains to employ a brush—" I say that

Peregil the G<illego has robbed and murdered a

Moorish Mussulma:i, and buried him, this blessed

night. MoMita sea la noche—accursed be tlie night

for the same!"
" But how do you know all this ?" demanded the

alcalde.

" Be patient, Sefior, and you shall hear all about
it," replied Pedrillo, taking him by the nose and
sliding arazor over his cheek. He then recounted all

thathe had seen, going through both operations at the

same time, shaving his beard, washing his chin, and
wiping him dry with a dirty napkin, while he was
fobbing, murdering, and burying the Mosle.n.

Now it 80 happened that this alcalde was one of the

most overbearing, and at the same time most griping

and corrupt curmudgeons in all Granada. It could

not be denied, however, that be set a high value upon

justice, for he sold it at its weight in gold. He pre-

sumed the case in point to be one of murder and

robbery ; doubtless there must l)e rich spoil ; how
was it to lie secured into the legitimate hands of the

law ? for as to merely entrapping the delinquent^

that would be feeding the gallows ; but entrapping

the booty—that would be enriching the judge, and

sucli, according to his creed, was the great end of

justice. So thinking, he summoned to his presence

his trustiest alguazil—a gaunt, hungry-lookingvarlet,

clad according to the custom of his order, in the

ancient Spanish garb, a broad black beaver turned up
at the sides; a quaint ruff; a small black cloak

dangling from his shoulders; rusty black under-

clothes that set off his spare wiry frame, while in his

hand he liore a slender white wand, the dreaded

insignia of his office. Such was the legal blood-hound

of the ancient Spanish breed, that he put upon (he

traces of the unlucky water-carrier, and such was his

speed and certainty, that he was upon the haunches

of poor Peregil before he had returned to his dwell-

ing, and brought both him and his donkey before the

dispenser of justice.

The alcalde beni, upon him one of his most terrific

frowns. " Hark ye, culprit !" re ./ed he, in a voice

that made the knees of the little Gallego smite toge-

ther— '* hark ye, culprit ! there is no need ofdenying'

thy guilt, every thing is known (o me. A gallows is

the proper reward fur the crime thou hast committed,

but I am merciful, and readily listen to reason. The
man that has been murdered in thy house was a Moor,

an infidel, the enemy of our faith. It was doubtless

in a fit of religious zeal that thou hast slain him. I

will be indulgent, therefore ; render up the property

of which thou hast robbed him, and we will hush the

matter up."

The poor water-carrier called upon all the saints to

witness his innocence ; alas ! not one of them ap-

peared; and if they had, the alcalde would have

disbelieved the whole calendar. The water-carrier

related the whole story of the dying Moor with the

straight-forward simplicity of truth, but it was all in

vain. " Wilt thou persist in saying," demanded the

judge, '' that this Moslem had neither gold nor

jewels, which were the object of thy cupidity ?"

" As I hope to be saved, your worship," replied

the water-carrier, " he had nothing but a small box

ofsandal wood, which he bequeathed to me in reward

for my services."

" A. box of sandal wood ! a box of sandal wood !

"

exclaimed the alcalde, his eyes sparkling at the idea

of precious jewels. " And where is this box ? where

have you concealed it ?"

"An' it please your grace," replied the water-

carrier, "it is in one of the panniers of my mule,

and heartily at the service of your worship."
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He had hardly spoken the words, when tlie keen

alguazil darted off and re-appeared in an instant with

the mysterioas box of sandal wood. The alcalde

opened it with an eager and trembling hand; all

pressed forward to gaze upon the treasures it was
expected to contain; when, to their disappointmeni,

nothing appeared within, but a parchment scroll,

covered with Arabic characters, and an end of a

waxen taper.

When there is nothing to be gained by the con-

viction or a prisoner, justice, even in Spain, is apt to

be impartial. The alcalde having recovered from his

disappointment, and found that there was really no

booty in the case, now listened dispassionately to

the explanation ofthe water-carrier, which was corro-

borated by the testimony of his wife. Being con-

vinced, therefore, of his innocence, he discharged

him from arrest; nay more, he permitted him to

carry off the Moor's legacy, the box of sandal wood
and its contents, as the well-merited reward of bis

humanity ; but he retained his donkey in payment of

costs and charges.

Behold the unfortunate little Gallego reduced once

more to the necessity of being his own water-carrier,

and trudging up to the well of the Alhambra with a

great earthenjar upon his shoulder.

As he toiled up the hill in the heat of a summer
noon, his usual good humour forsook him. " Dog
of an alcalde !" would he cry, "to rob a poor man
of the means of his subsistence, of the best friend he

had in the T^orld ! " And then, at the remembrance

of the beloved companion of his labours, all the kind-

ness of his nature would break forth. " Ah donkey

of my heart !" would he e-xlaim, resting his burden

on a stone, and wiping the sweat from his brow

—

*'Ali donkey of my heart! I warrant me thon

thinkest of thy old master ! I warrant me thou

missest the water-jars—poor beast!"

To add to his afflictions, his wife received him, on

his return home, with whimperings and repinings

;

she had clearly the vantage ground of him, having

warned him not to commit the egregious act of hos-

pitality that had brought on him all these misfortunes;

and, like a knowing woman, she took every occasion

to throw her superior sagacity in his teeth. If ever

her children lacked food, or needed a new garment,

she could answer with a sneer—" Go to your father

—he is heir to King Chico of the Alhambra : ask him

to help you out of the Moor's strong-box."

Was ever poor mortal so soundly punished for

having done a good action ? The unlucky Peregil

was grieved in flesh and spirit, but still he bore

meekly with the railings of his spouse. At length,

one evening, when, after a hot day's toil, she taunted

him in the usual manner, he lost all patience. He
did not venture to retort upon her, but his eye rested

upon the box of sandal wood, which lay on a shelf

with lid half open, as if laughing in mockery at his

vexation. Seizing it up, he dashed it \vith indignation

to the floor:—" Unlucky was the day that I ever set

eyes on thee," he cried, "or sheltered thy master

beneath my roof
!"

As the box struck the floor, the lid flew wide open,

and the parchment scroll rolled forth. Peregil sat

regarding the scroll for some time in moody silence.

At length rallying his ideas—"Who knows," thought

he, " but this writing may be of some importance,

as the Moor seems to have guarded it with such

care?" Picking it up, therefore, he put it in hit

bosom, and the next morning, as he was crying water

through the streets, he stopped at the shop of a Moor,

a native of Tangiers, who sold trinkets and per-

fumery in the Zacatin, and asked him to explain (he

contents.

The Moor read the scroll attentively, then stroked

his beard and smiled. " This manuscript," said he,

"is a form of incantation for the recovery of hidden

treasure, that is under the power of enchantment,

It is said to have such virtue, that the strongest bolls

and bars, nay the adamantine rock itself, will yield

before it
!

"

" Bah ! " cried the little Gallego, " what is all tliai

to me? I am no enchanter, and know nothing of

buried treasure." So saying, he shouldered his water-

jar, left the scroll in the hands of the Moor, and

trudged forward on his daily rounds.

That evening, however, as he rested himself about

twilight at the well of the Alhambra, he found a

number of gossips assembled at the place, and their

conversation, as is not unusual at that shadowy hoar,

turned upon old tales and traditions of a supernatural

nature. Being all poor as rats, they dwelt with pe-

culiar fondness upon the popular theme of enchanted

riches left by the Moors in various parts of the Al-

hambra. Above all, they concurred in the belief that

there were great treasures buried deep in the earth

under the tower of the seven floors.

These stories made an unusual impression on the

mind of honest Peregil, and they sank deeper and

deeper into his thoughts as he returned alone down

the darkling avenues. "If, after all, there should

be treasure hid beneath that tower—and if the scroll

I left with the Moor should enable me to get at it!"

In the sudden ecstasy of the thought he had well nigh

let fall his water-jar.

That night he tumbled and tossed, and could scarce-

ly gel a wink of sleep for the thoughts that were be-

wildering his brain. Bright and early, he repaired to

the shop of the Moor, and told him afl that was past-

ing in his mind. " You can read Arabic," said he;

" suppose we go together to the tower, and try the

effect of the charm; if it fails we are no worse off

than before, but if it succeeds we will share equally

all the treasure we may discover."

" Hold," replied the Moslem; " this writing is nol

sufficient of itself; it must be read at midnight, lij

the light of a taper singularly compounded and pre-

pared, the ingredients of which are not within Bf

reach. Without such taper the scroll is of no avail."

" Say no more ! " cried the little Gallego, " I lia«
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"or sheltered Ihy master

loor, the lid flew wide open,

rolled forth. Peregil sat

ome time in moody silence.

8_" Who knows," thought

nay be of some importance,

ave guarded it with such

therefore, he put it in his

|

ning, as he was crying waUt

opped at the shop of a Moor,

vho sold trinkets and per-

md asked him to explain the
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' This manuscript," said he,

n for the recovery of hidden

the power of enchantment,

irlue, that the strongest bolls
|

lantine rock itself, will yield

tie Gallego," what is all thai

lanter, and know nothing of

ying, he shouldered his waler-

Ihe hands of the Moor, and

daily rounds.

rer, as he rested himself about

f the Alhambra, he found a

mbled at the place, and their

unusual at that shadowy hour,

nd traditions of a supernalura!

I

as rats, they dwelt with pe-

le popular theme of enchanted

rs in various parts of the Al-

ey concurred in the belief that

ires buried deep in the earth

seven floors.

an unusual impression on the

, and they sank deeper and

ts as he returned alone down

"If, after all, there should

that tower—and if the scroll

lould enable me to get at it!"

f the thought he had well nigh

d and tossed, and conld scarce-

br the thoughts that were be-

right and early, he repaired to

and told him all that was paa-

(u can read Arabic," said he;

her to the tower, and try the

f it fails we are no worse off

ucceeds we will share equally

r
discover." I

Moslem; "this writing is not

nust be read at midnight, bj

;ularly compounded and pre I

of which are not within Bjj

taper the scroll is of no avaO."

led the little Gallego," I IM«

such a taper at hand, and will bring it here in a mo-
ment." So saying, he hastened home, and soon re-

turned with the end of yellow wax taper that he had

found in the box of sandal wood.

The Moor felt it and smelt to it. " Here are rare

and costly perfumes," said he, " combined with .his

yellow wax. This is the kind of taper specilied in

the scroll. While this burns, the strongest walls and

most secret caverns will remain open. Woe to him,

liowever, who lingers within until it l)e extinguished.

He will remain enchanted with the treasure."

It was now agreed between Uiem to try the charm

that very night. At a late hour, therefore, when no-

I

thing was stirring but bats and owls, they ascended

the woody hill of the Alhambra, and approached that

I

awful tower, shrouded by trees and rendered formid-

able by so many traditionary tales. By the light vf

a lanlhorn, they groped their way through bushes,

and over fallen stones, to the door of a vault beneath

the tower. With fear and trembling they descended

a flight of steps cut into the rock. It led to an empty

I

chamber damp and drear, from which another flight

of steps led to a deeper vault. In this way they de-

scended four several flights, leading into as many
vaults one below the other, but the floor of the fourth

was solid; and though, according to tradition, there

I

remained three vaults still below, it was said to be

impossible to penetrate further, the residue being

I

shut up by strong enchantment. The air of this vault

wag damp and chilly, and had an earthy smell, and

I

the light scarce cast forth any rays. They paused

I

here for a time in breathless suspense, until they

faintly heard the clock of the watch-tower strike mid-

night; upon this they lit the waxen taper, which

I

diffused an odour of myrrh and frankincense and

storax.

The Moor began to read in a hurried voice. He

I

had scarce flnished when there was a noise as of sub-

terraneous thunder. The earth shook, and the floor

yawning open, disclosed a flight of steps. Trembling

I

with awe they descended, and by the light of the

lanthorn found themselves in another vault, covered

with Arabic mscriptions. In the centre stood a great

chest, secured with seven bands of steel, at each end

of which sat an enchanted Moor in armour, but mo-
tionless as a statue, being controlled by the power of

the incantation. Before the chest were several jars

filled with gold and silver and precious stones. In

the largest of these they thrust their arms up to the

elbow, and at every dip hauled forth handfuls ofbroad

yellow pieces of Moorish gold, or bracelets and orna-

ments of the same precious metal, while occasionally

a necklace of Oriental pearls would stick to their An-

gers. Still they trembled and breathed short while

cramming their pockets with the spoils; and cast

many a fearful glance at the two enchanted Moors,

who sat grim and motionless, glaring upon them with

unwinking eyes. At length, struck with a sudden

panic at some fancied noise, they both rushed up the

staircase, tumbled over one another into the upper

apartment, overturned and extinguished the waxen

taper, and t' e pavement again closed with a thunder-

ing sound.

Filled with dismay, they did not pause until they

had groped their way out of the tower, and Iwheld

the stars shining through the trees. Then seating

themselves upon the grass, they divided the spo>l,

determined to content themselves for the present with

this mere skimming of the jars, but to return on sortie

future night and drain them to the bottom. To make

sure of each other's good faith, also, they divided the

talismans between them, one retaining the scroll and

the other the taper; this done, they setoff with light

hearts and well-lined pockets for Granada.

As they wended tlieir way down the hill, the

shrewd Moor whispered a word of counsel in the ear

of the simple little water-carrier.

"Friend Peregil," said he, "all this affair must

lie kept a profound secret until we have secured the

treasure and conveyed it out of harm's way. If a

whisper of it gels to the ear of the alcalde we are

undone !

"

"Certainly," replied the Gallego, "nothing can

be more true."

"Friend Peregil," said the Moor, "you are a

discreet man, and I make no doubt can keep a secret:

but you have a wife."

" She shall not know a word of it," replied the

little water-carrier sturdily.

"Enough," said the Moor, "I depend upon thy

discretion and thy promise."

Never was promise more positive and sincere ; but,

alas ! what man can keep a secret from his wife ?

Certainly not such a one as Peregil the water-carrier,

wLo was one of the most loving and tractable of hus-

bands. On his return home, he found his wife mop-

ing in a corner. "Mighty well," cried she as he

entered, " you've come at last ; after rambling about

until this hour of the night. I wonder you have not

brought home another Moor as a housemate." Then

bursting into tears, she began to wring her hands

and smite her breast: "Unhappy woman that I

am ! " exclaimed she, " what will become of me ! My
house stripped and plundered by lawyers anil algua-

zils ; my husband a do-no-good, that no longer brings

home bread for his family, but goes rambling about

day and night, with infidel Moors ! O my children

!

my children! what will become of us? we shall all

have to beg in the streets
!

"

Honest Peregil was so moved by the distress of his

spouse, that he could not help whimpering also. His

heart was as full as his pocket, and not to be re-

strained. Thrusting his hand into the latter, he

hauled forth three or four broad gold pieces, and slip-

ped them into her bosom. The poor woman staretl

with astonishment, and could not understand the

meaning of this golden shower. Before she could re-

cover her surprise, the little Gallego drew forth a

i chain of gold and dangled it before her, capering

I with exultation, his mouth distended from ear to car.

'

*€'

"*i
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"Holy Virgin protect us!" exclaimed the wife.

" What hast thou been doing, Peregil ? surely thou

liast not been committing murder and robbery !

"

Tlie idea scarce M;tered the brain of the poor wo-
man, when it t)ecame a certainty witli tier. She saw

a prison and a gallows in the distance, and a little

bandy-legged Gallego hanging pendant from it ; and,

overcome by the horrors conjured up by her ima-

gination, fell into violent hysterics.

What could the poor man do ? He had no other

means of pacifying his wife and dispelling the phan-

toms of her fancy, than by relating the whole story

of his good fortune. This, however, he did not du

until he had exacted from her the most solemn promise

to keep it a profound secret from every living being.

To describe her joy would be impossible. She

flung her arms round the neck of her husband, and

almost strangled him with her caresses. ''Now,

wife," exclaimed the little man with honest exulta-

tion, "what say you now to the Moor's legacy?

Henceforth never abuse me fur helping a fellnw-

crealure in distress."

The honest Gallego retired to his sheep-skin mat,

and slept as soundly us if on a lied of down. Not so

his wife; she emptied the whole contents of his

pockets upon the mat, and .at all night counting gold

pieces of Arabic coin, trying on necklaces and ear-

rings, and fancying the figure she should one day

make when permitted to enjoy her riches.

On the following morning, the honest Gallego

took a broad golden coin, and repaired with it to a

jeweller's shop in the Zacatin to offer it for sale,

pretending to have found it among the ruins of the

Alhambra. The jeweller saw that it had an Arabic

inscription, and was of the purest gold ; he offered,

however, but a third of its value, with which (he wa-

ter-carrier was perfectly content. Peregil now bought

new clothes for his little flock, and all kinds of toys,

together with ample provisions fur a hearty meal, and,

returning to his dwelling, set all his children danc-

ing around him, while he capered in the midst, the

happiest of fathers.

The wife of the water-carrier kept her promise of

secrecy with surprising strictness. For a whole day

and a half she went about with a look of mystery and

a heart swelling almost to bursting, yet she held her

peace, though surrounded by her gossips. It is true,

she could nol help giving herself a few airs, apolo-

gized for her ragged dress, and talked of ordering a

new basquifta all trimmed with gold lace and bugles,

and a new lace mantilla. She threw out hints of her

husband's intention of leaving off his trade of water-

carrying, as it did not altogether agree with his

health. In fact she thouglit they should all retire to

the country for the summer, that the children might

have the benefit of the mountain air, for there was
no living in the city in this sultry season.

The neighbours stared at each other, and thought

the poor woman had lost her wits ; and her airs and

giaces an<l elegant pretensions were the theme of inii-

versal scotllng and merriment among her friends, the

moment her back was turned.

If she restrained herself abroad, however, she in-

demnified herself at home, and putting a string of

rich Oriental pearls round her neck, Moorish bracelets

on her arms, and an aigrette of diamonds on her

head, sailed backwards and forwards in her slattern

rags about the room, now and then stopping lO ad-

mire herself in a piece of broken mirror. Nay, in

the impulse of her simple vanity, she could not resist,

on one occasion, showing herself at the window, to

enjoy the effect of her finery on the passers by.

As the fates would have it, Pedrillu Pedrugo, the

meddlesome barber, was at this moment sitting idly

in his shop on the opposite side of the street, when

his ever-watchful eye caught the sparkle of a dia-

mond. In an instant he was at his loop-hole, recon-

noitring the slattern spouse of the water-carrier,

decorated with the splendour of an eastern bride. Nu

sooner had he taken an accurate inventory of her or-

naments, than he posted off with all speed to the al-

calde. In a little while the hungry alguazil was

again on the scent, and before the day was over the

unforlunatb Peregil was again dragged into the pre-

sence of the judge.

"How is this, villain!" cried the alcalde in a fu-

rious voice. " You told me that the infidel who died

in your house left nothing behind but an empty cof-

fer, and now I hear of your wife flaunting in her

rags decked out with pearls, and diamonds. Wretch

that thou art ! prepare to render up the spoils of lliy

nnserable victim, and to swing on the gallows that is

already tired of waiting for thee."

The terrified water-carrie>' fell on his knees and

made a full relation of the marvellous manner in
j

which he had gained his wealth. The alcalde, tiie

alguazil, and the inquisitive barber, listened wilii
|

greedy ears to this Arabian tale of enchanted treasure.

The alguazil was dispatched to bring the Moor whu I

had assisted in the incantation. The Moslem entered

halffrightened out of hiswils at finding himseifin the

hands of the harpies of the law. When he beheld the

water-carrier standing with sheepish looks and dovn-

1

cast countenance, he comprehended the whole mat-

ter. "Miserable animal," said he, as he passed near!

him, "did I not warn thee against babbling tutbyj

wife?"

The story of the Moor coincided exactly with tlial I

of his colleague ; but the alcalde afiected to be slow of|

belief, and threw out menaces of impi'isonment i

rigorous investigation.

" Softly, good Seilor Alcalde," said the Mussulman,
|

who by tills time had recovered his usual shrewd

and self-possession. " Let us not mar Fortune's fal

vours in the scramble for them. Nobody knows anti

thing of this matter but ourselves—let us keep tkl

secret. There is wealth enough in the cave to fo-l

rich us all. Promise a fair division, and all shall kl

produced—refuse, and the cave shall remain for ev9|

closed."
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Alcalde," said the Mussulman,

recovered his usual shrewdness

"Let us not mar Fortune's fa-

for them. Nobody knows ant

but ourselves—let us keep tin

alth enough in the cave to en-

a fair division, and all shall h
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The alcalde consulted apart with the alguazil. The
liter was an old fox in his profession. " Promise

nything," said he, " until you get possession of the

reasure. You may then seize upon the whole, and

he and his accomplice dare to murmur, threaten

Item with the fagot and the stake as infidels and

jrcerers."

The alcalde relished the advice. Smoothing his

row and turning to the Moor, '< This is a strange

l()ry,"said he, "and may be true, but I must have

nlar proof of it. This very night you must repeat

eincantation inmypresence. Ifthere be really such

lasure, we will share it amicably between us, and

r nothing further of the matter; if ye have deceived

(, expect no mercy at my hands. In the mean

ne yuu must remain in custody."

The Moor and the water-carrier cheerfully agreed

these conditions, satisfied that the event would

ive the truth of their words.

Towards midnight the alcalde sallied forth secretly,

tended by the alguazil and the meddlesome barber,

11 strongly armed. They conducted the Moor and

water-carrier as prisoners, and were provided

ith the stout donkey of the latter to bear off the ex-

led treasure. They arrived at the tower without

:ing observed; and tying the donkey to a fig-tree,

:ended into the fourth vault of the tower.

The scroll was produced, the yellow waxen taper

;hted, and the Moor read the form of incantation,

leearlh trembled asbefore, and thepavement opened

ith a thundering sound, disclosing the narrow flight

steps. The alcalde, the alguazil, and the barber

ere struc!: aghast, and could not summon courage

descend. The Moor and the water-carrier entered

lower vault, and found the two Moors seated

before, silent and motionless. They removed two

the great jars, fdled with golden coin and precious

ines. The water-carrier bore them up one by one

in his shoulders, but though a strong-backed little

n, and accustomed to carry burdens, he staggered

ineath their weight, and found, when slung on each

of his donkey, they were as much as the animal

luld bear.

" Let us be content for the present," said the Moor,

here is as much treasure as we can carry off without

Ig perceived, and enough to make us all wealthy

our heart's desire."

"Is there more treasure remaining behind ?" de-

inded the alcalde.

"The greatest prize of all," said the Moor, *' a huge

fer bound with bands ofsteel, and fdled with pearls

id precious stones."

"Let us have up the coffer by all means," cried

grasping alcalde.

"I will descend for no more," said the Moor dog-

dly; "enough is enough for a reasonable man—
lie is superfluous."

'And I," said the water-carrier, " will bring up
further burden to break the back of my poor don-

Finding commands, threats, and entreaties equally

vain, the alcalde turned to his two adherents. " Aid

me," said he, '' to bring up the coffer, and lit con-

tents shall be divided between us." Su saying he

descended the steps, followed with trembling reluc-

tance by the alguazil and the barber.

No sooner did the Moor behold them fairly earthed

than he extinguished the yellow taper ; the pavement

closed with its usual crash, and ttie three worthies

remained buried in its womb.
He then hastened up the different flights of steps,

nor stopped until in the open air. The little water-

carrier followed him as fast as his short legs would
permit.

" What hast thou done?" cried Peregil, as soon as

he could recover breath. " The alcalde and the other

two are shut up in the vault."

"It is the will of Allah !" said the Moor devoutly.

" And will you not release them ?" demanded the

Gallego.

" Allah forbid !" replied the Moor, smoothing his

beard. "It is written in the book of fate that they

shall remain enchanted until some future adventurer

arrive to break the charm. The will of God be
done!" So saying, he hurled the end of the waxen
taper far among the gloomy thickets of the glen.

There was now no remedy, so the Moor and the

water-carrier proceeded with the richly laden donkey
towards the city, nor could honest Peregil refrain from
hugging and kissing his long-eared fellow labourer,

thus restored to him from the clutches of the law ; and
in fact, it is doubtful which gave the simple-hearted

little man most joy at the moment, the gaining of the

treasure, or the recovery of the donkey.

The two partners in good luck divided their spoil

amicably and fairly, except that the Moor, who had
a little taste for trinketry, made out to gel into his

heap the most of the pearls and precious stones and
other baubles, but then he always gave the water-

carrier in lieu magnificent jewels of massy gold, of

five times the size, with which the latter was heartily

content. They took care not to linger within reach

of accidents, but made off to enjoy their wealth un-
disturbed in other countries. The Moor returned to

Africa, to his native city of Tetuan, and the Gallego,

with his wife, his children and his donkey, made liie

best of his way to Portugal. Here, under the admo-
nition and tuition of his wife, he became a personage

of some consequence, for she made the worthy little

man array his long body and short legs in doublet and

hose, with a feather in his hat and a sword by his

side; and laying aside his familiar appellation of Pe-

regil, assumed the more sonorous title of Don Pedro

Gil : his progeny grew up a thrivingand merry-heart-

ed, though short and bandy-legged generation, while

Senora Gil, befringed, belaced and betasselled from

her head to her heels, with glittering rings on every

Anger, became a model of slattern fasliion and finery.

As to the alcalde and his adjuncts, they remained

sluit up under the great tower of the seven floors.
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and there Uiey remain apell-boand at the present

day. Whenever tliere siiall be a lack in Spain of

pimping barbers, sharking alguazils, and corrupt al-

caldes, they may be 80U(,'ht after ; but if they have to

wait until such time for their deliverance, there is

danger of their enchantment enduring until dooms-
day.

THE LEGEND OF

THE ROSE OF THE ALHAMBRA;

m '

THE PAGE AND THE GER-FALCON.

For some time after the surrender of Granada by

the Moors, that delightful city was a frequent and fa-

vourite residence of the Spaniiih sovereigns, until they

were frightened away by successive shocks of earth-

quakes, which toppled down various houses, and

made the old Moslem towers rock to iheir foundation.

Many many years then rolled away during which

Granada was rarely honoured by a royal guest. The
palaces of the nobility remained silent and shot op

;

and the Alhambra, like a slighted beauty, sat in

mournful desolation among her neglected gardens.

The tower of the Infantas, once the residence of the

three beautiful Moorish princesses, partook of the

general desolation, and the spider spun her web
athwart the gilded vault, and bats and owls nestled in

those chambers that had been graced by the presence

of Zayda, Zorayda, and Zorahayda. The neglect of

this tower may partly have been owing to some su-

perstitious notions of the iieighbours. It was ru-

moured that the spirit of the youthful Zorahayda,

who had perished in that tower, was often seen by

moonlight seated beside the fountain in the hall, or

moaning about the battlements, and that the notes

of her silver lute would be heard at midnight by

wayfarers passing along the glen.

At length the city of Granada was once more wel-

comed by the royal presence. All the world knows

that Philip V was the first Bourbon that swayed the

Spanish sceptre. All the world knows that he mar-

ried, in second nuptials, Etizabetia or Isabella (for

they are the same), the beautiful princess of Parma

;

and all the world knows that by this chain of con-

tingencies a French prince and an Italian princess

were seated together on the Spanish throne. For

the reception of this illustrious pair, the Alhambra

was repaired and litted up with all possible expedi-

tion. The arrival of the court changed the whole

aspect of the lately deserted palace. The clangour

of drum and trumpet, the tramp of steed about the

avenues ^d outer court, the glitter of arms and dis-

play of banners about barbacan and battlement, re-

called the ancient and warlike glories of tlie fortress.

A softer spirit, however, reigned within the royal pa-

lace. There wai the rustling of robes and the ciJ

tiuus tread and murmuring voice of reverential couj

tiers about the antichambers; a loitering of pagevi

maids of honour about the gardens, and the sound
t

music stealing from open casements.

Among those who attended in the train of titer

narclis was a favourite page of the queen, named Kujj

de Alarcon. To say that he was a favourite page

tlie queen was at once to 8|)eak his eulogiuin,

every one in the suite of the stately Elizabetta «J

chosen for grace, and beauty, and accouiplishnienJ

He was Just turned of eighteen, light and litlie]

form, and graceful as a young Antinous. To

queen he was all deference and respect, yet lie wJ

at heart a roguish stripling, petted and spoiled by til

ladies about the court, and experienced in the waj

of women far beyond his years.

This loitering page was one morning ranibliij

about the groves of the Generalife, which overly

the grounds of the Alhambra. He had taken wiJ

him for his amusement a favourite ger-falcon of il

queen. In the course of his rambles, seeing a bil

rising from a thicket, he unhooded the hawk andf

him tly. The falcon towered high in the air, i

a swoop at his quarry, but missing it, soared aw|

regardless of the calls of the page. The latter I

lowed the truant bird with his eye, in its caprici

flight, until he saw it alight upon the battlemenlsl

a remote and lonely tower, in the outer wall of t

Alhambra, built on the edge of a ravine that k|J

rated the royal fortress from the grounds of i

Generalife. It was in fact the "Tower of the Pri

cesses."

The page descended into the ravine and approachl

the tower, but it had no entrance from the g!en,i

its lofty height rendered any attempt to scale it f

less. Seeking one of the gates of the fortress, tb

fore, he made a wide circuit to that side of the loi{

facing within the walls.

A small garden enclosed by a trellis-work of t

overhung with myrtle, lay before the tower. Opeoi

a wicket, the page passed between beds of flo«

and thickets of roses to the door. It was closed i

bolted. A crevice in the door gave him a peepiJ

tlie interior. There was a small Moorish lialli

fretted walls, light marble columns, and an alah

fountain surrounded with flowers. In the ceH

hung a gilt cage, containing a singing bird ; bena

it, on a chair, lay a tortoise-shell cat among r«l^

silk and other articles of female labour, and a gni

decorated with ribbons leaned against the fouiiu

Ruyz de Alarcon was struck with tliese tracal

female taste and elegance in a lonely, and, as lielj

supposed, deserted lower. They reminded liii

the tales of enchanted halls current in the Alliaii

and the tortoise-shell cat might be some speli-l

princess.

He knocked gently at the door. A beautiful I

peeped out from a little window above, but wal

^tantly withdrawn. He wahed expecting tiuir
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s a young Antinous. To

rence an«l respect, yet he wj
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I his years.

;e was one morning ramblii

!he Generalife, which overli

Lihamhra. He had taken wl

lU a favourite ger-falcon of tl

ge of his rambles, seeing a bi

, he unhooded the hawk and

1 towered high in the air,

•y, but missing it, soared an

lis of the page. The latter

•a with his eye, in its caprk

it alight upon the battlemenu

r tower, in the outer wall ol

I the edge of a ravine thai se]

rtress from the grounds of

i in fact the "Tower of Ihe Pi

la

led into the ravine and approacbj

no entrance from the glen,!

red any attempt to scale it f

f the gates of the fortress, lb

ie circuit to that side of the loi^

alls.

inclosed by a trellis-work of i

e, lay before the tower. Openi

passed between beds of flow

to the door. It was closed i

in the door gave him a peepii

e was a small Moorish hallv

marble columns, and an alabi

'S

ed with flowers. In the eei

onlaining a singing bird; bem

tortoise-shell cat among re«l

es of female labour, and a gi

bons leaned against the founi

1 was struck with these iracaj

egance in a lonely, and, as he"

tower. They reminded W

ed halls current in the Aliia

ell cat might be some spell-

lily at the door. A beauliful

little window above, bul w«]

, He waited expecting Hm

would be opened, but he waited in vain ; no

)Utep was to he lieard within—all was silent. Had
senses deceived him, or was this beautiful appa-

lion Ihe fairy of the tower? He knocked again,

1(1 more loudly. After a little while the beaming

once more peeped forth ; it was that of a bloom-

damsel of lifleen.

I

The page immediately doffed his plumed bonnet,

entreated in the most courteous accents to be

nilled to ascend the tower in pursuit of his falcon.

I"
I dare not often the door, Seflor," replied the

Ie damsel blushing, " my aunt has forbidden it."

I do beseech you, fair maid—it is the favourite

m of the queen : I dare not return to the palace

lit it."

Are you then one of the cavaliers of the court ?"

I"
I am, fair maid; hut I shall lose the queen's fa-

and my place, if I lose this hawk."

Santa Maria ! it is against you cavaliers of the

my aunt has charged me especially to bar the
If

["Against wicked cavaliers doubtless, but I am
of these, but a simple harmless page, who will

ruined and undone if you deny me this small

I."

he heart of the litlie damsel was touched by the

of the page. It was a thousand pities he

Id be ruined for the want of so trilling a l)oon.

ily loo he could not be one of those dangerous

whom her aunt had described as a species of

libal, ever on the prowl to make prey of thought-

damsels ; he was gentle and modest, and stood

(ntreatingly with cap in hand, and looked so

iiing.

he sly page saw that the garrison began to waver,

redoubled his enlrealies in such moving terms,

it was not in the nature of mortal maiden to

ly him ; so the blushing little warden of the

er descended and opened the door with a trem-

hand ; and if the page had been charmed by a

glimpse of her countenance from the window,

as ravished by the full length portrait now re-

lo him.

ler Andalusian bodice and trim basquifia set off

round bul delicate symmetry of her form, which

as yet scarce verging into womanhood. Her glossy

was parted on her forehead, with scrupulous

ess, and decorated with a fresh-plucked kose,

ding to the universal custom of the country. It

e her complexion was tinged by the ardour of a

lern sun, but it served to give richness to the

iling bloom of her cheek, and to heighten the

of her melting eyes.

lyz de Alarcon beheld all this with a single

for it became him not to tarry ; he merely

lured his acknowledgments, and then bounded

up the spiral staircase in quest of his falcon,

soon returned with the truant bird upon his

The damsel, in the mean time, had sealed her-

lythe fountain in the hall, and was winding

,-^r_

silk ; bul in her agitation she let fall the reel upon

the pavement. The page sprang and pickeil it up,

tlien dropping gracefully on one knee presented it to

her ; but, seizing the hand extended to receive it,

imprinted on it a kiss more fervent and devout than

he had ever imprinted on the fair hand of hix

sovereign.

" Ave Maria, Seflor !" exclaimed the damsel, blush-

ing still deeper with confusion and surprise, for never

before had she received such a salutalion.

The modest page made a thousand apologies, as-

suring her it was the way, at court, of expressing the

most profound homage and respect.

Her anger, if anger she fell, was easily pacifled,

but her agitation and embarrassment continued, and

she sat blushing deeper and deeper, with her eyes

cast down upon her work, entangling the silk which

she attempted to wind.

The cunning page saw the confusion in the oppo-

site camp, and would fain have proliled by it, hot

the line speeches he would have uttered died upon

his lips ; his attempts at gallantry were awkward and

ineffectual, and to his surprise, the adroit page, who
had figured with such grace and effrontery among
the most knowing and experienced ladies of the court,

found himself awed and abashed in Ihe presence of a

simple damsel of fifteen.

In fact, the artless maiden, in her own modesty

and innocence, had guardians more effectual than the

bolts and bars prescribed by her vigilant aunt. Still,

where is the female bosom proof against the first

whisperings of love ? The little damsel, with all her

artlessness, instinctively comprehended all that Ihe

faltering tongue of the page failed to express, and her

heart was fluttered at beholding, for the fl.'st time, a

lover at her feet—and such a lover

!

The diffidence of the page, though genuine, was

short-lived, and he was recovering his usual ease

and confidence, when a shrill voice was heard at a

distance.

"My aunt is returning from mass!" cried the

damsel in affright : "I pray you, Seftor, depart."

" Not until you grant me that rose from your hair

as a remembrance."

She hastily untwisted the rose from her raven locks.

" Take it," cried she, agitated and blushing, " but

pray begone." ^
The page took the rose, and at the same time

covered with kisses the fair hand that gave it. Then,

placing the flower in his bonnet, and taking the fal-

con upon his fist, he bounded off through llie garden,

bearing away with him the heart of the gentle Jacinla.

When the vigilant aunt arrived at the lower, she

remarked the agitation of her niece, and an air of

confusion in the ball ; but a word of explanation suf-

ficed. " A ger-falcon had pursued his prey into the

hall."

" Mercy on us ! to think of a falcon flying into Ihe

tower. Did ever one hear of so saucy a hawk! Why,

the very bird in ihe cage is not safe
!

" ,

•t
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The vigilant Fredegonda was one of tlie most wary

of ancient spinsters. Slie had a becoming terror and

distrust of wliat she denominated " tlie opposite sex,"

which had gradually increased through a long life of

celibacy. Not that the good lady had ever suffered

from their wiles, nature having set up a safeguard in

her face that forbade all trespass upon her premises;

but ladies who have least cause to fear for themselves,

are most ready to keep a watch over their more

tempting neighbours.

The niece was the orphan of an officer who had

fallen in the wars. She had been educated in a con-

vent, and had recently been transferred from her sa-

cred asylum to the immediate guardianship of her

aunt, under whose overshadowing care she vegetated

in obscurity, like an o[)t'iiing rose blooming beneath a

briar. Nor indeed is this comparison entirely acci-

dental ; for, to tell the truth, her fresh and dawning

beauty had caught the public eye, even in her seclu-

sion, and, with that poetical turn common to the

people of Andalusia, the peasantry of the neighbour-

hood had given her the appellation of " the Rose of

the Alhambra.''

The wary aunt continued to keep a faithful watch

over her tempting little niece as long as the court

continued at Granada, and flattered herself that her

vigilance had been successful. It is true, the good

lady was now and then discomposed by the tinkling

of guitars and chanting of love ditties from the moon-

lit groves beneath the tower ; but she would exhort

her niece to shut her ears against such idle minstrelsy,

assuring her that it was one of the arts of the op-

posite sex, by which simple maids were often lured

to their undoing. Alas ! what chance with a simple

maid has a dry lecture against a moonlight sere-

nade ?

At length King Philip cut short his sojourn at Gra-

nada, and suddenly departed with all his train. The

vigilant Fredegonda watched the royal pageant as it

issued forth from the Gate of Justice and descended

the great avenue leading to the city. When the last

banner disappeared from her sight, she returned

exulting to her tower, for all her cares were over. To

her surprise, a light Arabian steed pawed the ground

at the wicket-gate of the garden :—to her horror,

she saw through the thickets of roses a youth, in gaily

embroidered tircss, at the feel of her niece. At the

sound of her footsteps he gave a tender adieu, bound-

ed lightly over the barrier of reeds and myrtles, sprang

upon his horse, and was out of sight in an instant.

The tender Jacinta, in the agony of her grief, lost

all thought of her aunt's displeasure. Throwing her-

self into her arms, she broke forth into sobs and tears.

" Ay de mi!" cried she; "he's gone!—he's gone!

—he's gone ! and 1 shall never see iiim more !

"

" Gone !—who is gone ?—what youth is that I saw

at your feet?"

" A queen's page, aunt, who came to bid me fare-

well."

" A qneen's page, child !
" echoed the vigilant Fre-

degonda faintly; "and when did you become acj

quainted with a queen's page ?"

" The morning that the ger-falcon came into |||

tower. It was the queen's ger-falcor, and he cam

in pursuit of it."

" Ah silly, silly girl! know that there are no gei

falcons half so dangerous as these young pranki

pages, and it is precisely such simple birds as tin

that they pounce upon."

The aunt was at first indignant at learning that,

despite of her boasted vigilance, a tender intercoui

had been carried on by the youthful lovers, ainii

beneath her eye ; but wlien she found that her simpli

hearted niece, though thus exposed, without tliepn

tcction of bolt or bar, to all the machinations of

opposite sex, had come forth unsinged from the liq

ordeal, she consoled herself with the persuasion t1

it was owing to the chaste and cautious maxiins

which she had, as it were, steeped her to the vej

lips.

While the aunt laid this soothing unction to

pride, the niece treasured up the oft-repeated vows

fidelity of the page. But what is the love of reslli

roving man ? A vagrant stream that dallies for a lii

with each flower upon its bank, then passes on,
3|

leaves them all in tears.

Days, weeks, months elapsed, and nothing

was heard of the page. The pomegranate ripeni

the vine yielded up its fruit, the autumnal lainti

scended in torrents from the mountains ; the &{

Nevada became covered with a snowy mantle,

wintry blasts howled through the halls of the

hambra—still he came not. The winter passed awi

Again the genial spring burst forth with song

blossom and balmy zephyr; the snows melted fr

the mountains, until none remained but on tiieli

summit of Nevada, glistening through the sultry

mer air. Still nothing was heard of the forj

page.

In the mean time, the poor little Jacinta grew

and thoughtful. Her former occupations andai

ments were abandoned, her silk lay entanglet

guitar unstrung, her flowers were neglected,
|

notes of her bird unheeded, and her eyes, on

bright, were dimmed with secret weeping,

solitude could be devised to foster the passion
j

love-lorn damsel, it would be such a place as llie|

hambra, where every thing seems disposed lopn)

tender and romantic reveries. It is a very pail

for lovers : how hard then to be alone in suchi|

radise—and not merely alone, but forsaken!

" Alas, silly child !
" would the staid and iinij

late Fredegonda say, when she found her niecei

of her desponding moods—"did I not \vani|

against the wiles and deceptions of these men?
|

couklst thou expect, loo, from one of a haiigblj

aspiring family—thou an orphan, the desceiidl

a fallen and impoverished line ? Be assured,!

youth were true, his father, who is one uftlid

est nobles about the court, would prohibit liisMire!!
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The words of the immacalate Frede^nda only

served to increase the melancholy of her niece, but

she sought to indulge it in private. At a late hour

one midsummer night, after her aunt had retired to

rest, she remained alone in the hall of the tower, seat-

ed beside the alabaster fountain. It was here that

the faithless page had first knelt and kissed her hand

;

it was here that he had often vowed eternal fidelity.

The poor little damsel's heart was overladen with sad

and tender recollections, her tears began to flow, and

slowly fell drop by drop into the fountain. By de-

grees the crystal water became agitated, and—bubble
-bubble—bubble—boiled up and was tossed about,

until a female figure, richly clad in Moorish robes,

slowly rose to view.

Jacinta was so frightened that she fled from the

hall, and did not venture to return. The next

morning she related what she had seen to her aunt,

but the good lady treated it as a phantasy of her

troubled mind, or supposed she had fallen asleep and

dreamt beside the fountain. " Thou hast been think-

ing of the story of the three Moorish princesses that

once inhabited this tower," continued she, " and it

haji entered into thy dreams."
" What story, aunt ? I know nothing of it."

" Thou hast certainly heanl of the three princesses,

Zayda, Zorayda, and Zorahayda, who were confined

|in this tower by the king their father, and agreed to

|fly with three Christian cavaliers. The two first

implished their escape, but the third failed in her

Intion, and it is said, died in this tower."

"I now recollect to have heard of it," said Jacinta,

'and to have wept over the fate of the gentle Zora-

layda."

"Thou mayest well weep over her fate," con-

inued the aunt, " for the lover ofZorahayda was thy

icestor. He long bemoaned his Moorish love, but

le cured him of his grief, and he married a Spanish

ly, from whom thon art descended."

Jacinta ruminated upon these words. " That
hat I have seen is no phantasy of the brain," said

le to herself, '' I am confident. If indeed it be the

liritofthe gentle Zorahayda, which I have heard

igers about this tower, of what should I be afraid ?

ill watch by the fountain to-night—perhaps the visit

ill be repeated."

Towards midnight, when every thing was quiet,

le again took her seat in the hall. As the bell in

distant watch-tower of the Alhambra struck the

idnight hour, the fountain was again agitated; and—
ibble—bubble—bubble—it tossed about the waters

itilthe Moorish female again rose to view. She
IS young and beautiful ; her dress was rich with
ivels, and in her hand she held a silver lute. Jacinta

mbled and was faint, but was reassured by the soft

plaintive voice of the apparition, and the sweet
iression of her pale, melancholy countenance.

''Daughter of mortality," said she, "what aileth

thee ? Why do thy tears trouble my fountain, and
thy sighs and plaints disturb tlie quiet watches of the

night?"

" I weep because of the faithlessness of man, and
I bemoan my solitary and forsaken state."

" Take comfort ; ihy sorrows may yet have an end

.

Thou beholdest a Moorish princess, who, like thee,

was unhappy in her love. A Christian knight, thy

ancestor, won my heart, and would have borne me
to his native land and to the bosom of his church.

I was a convert in my heart, but I lacked courage
equal to my failh, and lingered till too late. For
this the evil genii are permitted to have power over

me, and I remain enchanted in this tower until some
pure Christian will deign to break the magic spell.

Wilt thou undertake the task?"
" I will," replied the damsel trembling.

"Come hither then, and fear not; dip thy hand
in the fountain, sprinkle the water over me, and
baptize me after the manner of thy faith; so shall the

enchantment be dispelled, and my troubled spirit

have repose."

The damsel advanced with faltering steps, dipped

her hand in the fountain, collected water in the palm,

and sprinkled it over the pale face of the phantom.

The latter smiled with ineffable benignity. She
dropped her silver lute at the feet of Jacinta, crossed

her white arms upon her bosom and melted from

sight, so that it seemed merely as if a shower of dew
drops had fa!!en into the fountain.

Jacinta retired from the hall filled with awe and
wonder. She scarcely closed her eyes that night,

but when she awoke at day-break out of a troubled

slumber, the whole appeared to her like a distem-

pered dream. On descending into the hall, however,

the truth of the vision was established, for, beside

the fountain, she beheld the silver lute glittering in

the morning sunshine.

She hastened to her aunt, to relate all that had

befallen her, and called her to behold the lute as a

testimonial of the reality of her story. If the good

lady had any lingering doubts, they were removed

when Jacinta touched the instrument, for she drew
forth si>:ch ravishing tones as to thaw even the frigid

bosom of the immaculate Fredegonda, that region of

eternal winter, into a genial flow. Nothing but

supernatural melody could have produced such an

effect.

The extraordinary power of the lute became everj'

day more and more apparent. The wayfarer passing

by the tower was detained, and, as it were, spell-

bound, in breathless ecstasy. The very bird* gather-

ed in the neighliouring trees, and hushing their own
strains, listened in charmed silence.

Rumour soon spread the news abroad. The in-

habitants of Granada thronged to the Alhambra to

catch a few notes of the transcendent music that

floated abont the tower of Las Infantas.

The lovely little minstrel was at length drawn
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forth from her retreat. The ricli and powerful of

the land contended who should entertain and do

honour to her; or rather, who stiould secure the

charms of her lute to draw fashionable throngs to

their saloons. Wherever she went her vigilant aunt

kept a dragon watch at her elbow, awing the throngs

of impassioned admirers, who hung In raptures on

her strains. The report of her wonderful powers

spread from city to city. Malaga, Seville, Cordova,

all became successively mad on the theme; nothing

was talked of throughout Andalusia but the beauti-

ful minstrel of the Alhambra. How could it be

otherwise among a people so musical and gallant as

the Andalusians, when the lute was magical in its

powers, and the minstrel inspired by love ?

While all Andalusia was thus music-mad, a dif-

ferent mood prevailed at the court of Spain. PhilipV,
as is well known, was a miserable hypochondriac,

and subject to all kinds ^ f fancies. Sometimes he

would keep to his bed for weeks together, groaning

under imaginary complaints. At other times he

would insist upon abdicating his throne, to the great

annoyance of his royal spouse, who had a strong

relish for the splendours of a court and the glories of

a crown, and guided the sceptre of her imbecile lord

with an expert and steady hand.

Nothing was found to be so efficacious in dispelling

the royal megrims as the powers of music ; the queen

took care, therefore, to have the best performers,

both vocal and instrumental, at hand, and retained

the famous Italian singer, Farinelii, about the court

as a kind of royal physician.

At the moment we treat of, however, a freak had

come over the mind of this sapient and illustrious

Bourbon that surpassed all former vagaries. After a

long spell of imaginary illness, which set all the

strains of Farinelii, and the consultations of a whole

orchestra of court fiddlers at defiance, the monarch

fairly, in idea, gave up the ghost, and considered

himself absolutely dead.

This would have been harmless enough, and even

convenient both to his queen and courtiers, had he

been content to remain in the quietude befitting a

dead man, but to their annoyance he insisted upon

having the funeral ceremonies performed over him,

and, to their inexpressible perplexity, began to grow
impatient and to revile bitterly at them for negligence

and disrespect, in leaving him unburied. What was

to be done ? To disobey the king's positive com-

mands was monstrous in tlie eyes of the obsequious

courtiers of a punctilious court—but to obey him and

bury him alive, would be downright regicide !

In the midst of this fearful dilenmia a rumour

reached the court, of the female minstrel who was

turning the brains of all Andalusia. The (lueen dis-

patched missions in all haste to summon her to St II-

defonso, where the court at that time resided.

Within a few days, as the queen, with her maids of

honour, was walking in those stately gardens intended,

with their avenues and terraces and fountains, (o
|

eclipse the glories of Versailles, the far-famed min-

strel was conducted into her presence. The im-

perial Elizabetta gazed with surprise at the youthful

and unpretending appearance of the little being that

had set the world madding. She was in her pictur-

esque Andalusian dress, lier silver lute was in her

hand, and she stood with modest and downcast eyes,

but with a simplicity and freshness of beauty thai still

bespoke her " the Rose of tlie Alhambra."

As usual she was accompanied by the ever vigilant

Fredegonda, who gave the whole history of her pa-

rentage and descent to the inquiring queen. If the

stately Elizabetta had been interested by the appear-

ance of Jacinta, she was still more pleased when she

learnt that she was of a meritorious though impo-

verished line, and that her father had bravely fallen

in the service of the crown. " If thy powers ecjual

their renown," said she, " and thou canst cast forlli

this evil spirit that possesses thy sovereign, thy for-

tunes shall henceforth be my care, and honours and

wealth attend thee."

Impatient to make trial of her skill, she led the

way at once to the apartment of the moody monarch.

Jacinta followed with downcast eyes through files

of guards and crowds of courtiers. They arrived at

length at a great chamber hung with black. The

windows were closed to exclude the light of day: a

number of yellow wax tapers in silver sconces diffused

a lugubrious light, and dimly revealed the figures of

mutes in moiu'ning dresses, and courtiers who glided

about with noiseless step and wo-begone visage,

On the midst of a funeral bed or bier, his lianils i

folded on his breast, and the tip of his nose just vi$i-
j

ble, lay extended this would-be-buried monai'di.

The queen entered the chamber in siUmx, an'

pointing to a footstool in an obscure corner, in-t^Ltmnf

to Jacinta to sit down and commen<^

At first she touched her lute with j faltering hand.

but gathering confidence and animation as she pro-

ceeded, drew forth such soft aerial harmony, that all

present could scarce believe it mortal. As to the
I

monarch, who had already considered himself in the

world of spirits, he set it down for some angelic me-

lody or the music of the spheres. By degrees the
j

theme was varied, and the voice of the minstrel ac-

companied the instrument. She poured forth one of

j

the legendary ballads treating of the ancient fjiloriesj

of the Alhambra and the achievements of the .AIoors.|

Iler whole soul entered into the theme, for with I

recollections of the Alhambra was associated t

story of her love. The funeral chamber resoiindei/l

w ilh the animating strain. It entered into the ;;looni)[

heart of the monarch. He raised his head and !,'aze(l|

around: he sat up on his couch, his eye l)e;,'aiiio|

kindle—at length, leaping upon the floor, he calledj

for sword and buckler.

The triumph of music, or rather of the eiichanteiij

lute was complete ; the demon of melancholy «asl

cast forth; and, as it were, a dead man hroiighul

life. The windows of the apartment were throwij

m-
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ed into the theme, for with the
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He raised his head and i^azed

,n his couch, his eye beffin to

aping upon the floor, he called

sic, or rather of the eiichantrfl

the demon of melancholy was!

. were, a dead man brougln t'l

of the apartment were throwil

open ; the glorious effulgence of Spanish sunshine

hurst into tlie late lugubrious chamber; all eyes

sought the lovely enchantress, but the lute had fallen

from her hand, she had sunk upon the earth, and the

next moment was clasped to the bosom of Ruyz de

Alarcon.

The nuptials of the happy couple were shortly

after celebrated with great splendour ; but hold—

I

hear the reader ask, how did Ruvz de Alarcon ac-

count for his long neglect ? O that was all owing to

the opposition of a proud pragmatical old father:

ksides, young people, who really like one another,

soon come to an amicable understanding, and bury

all past grievances when once they meet.

But how was the proud pragmatical old father re-

conciled to the match ?

O his scruples were easily overcome by a word or

two from the queen, especially as dignities and re-

wards were showered upon the blooming favourite of

royalty. Besides, the lute of Jacinta, you know, pos-

sessed a magic power, and could control the most

stubborn head and hardest breast.

And what came of the enchanted lute ?

that is the most curious matter of all, and plainly

proves the truth of all this story. That lute remained

for some time in the family, but was purloined and

carried off, as was supposed, by the great singer

Farinelli, in pure jealousy. At his death it passed

into other hands in Italy, who were ignorant of its

mystic powers, and melting down the silver, trans-

ferred the strings to an old Cremona fiddle. The

strings still retain something of their magic virtues.

A word in the reader's car, l)ut let it go no further—

tlial liddle is now bewitching the whole world—it is

the iiddleofPaganini!

THE VETERAN.

Among the curious acquaintances I have made in

my rambles about the fortress, is a brave and bat-

tered oid colonel of Invalids, who is nestled like a

liBwk in one of the Moorish towers. His history,

wiilch he is fond of telling, is a tissue of those adven-

tures, mishaps, and vicissitudes that render the life

of ahno^v every Spaniard of note as varied and whim-
sical as the pa;. OS of Gil Bias.

He was in America at twelve years of age, and

reckons among the most signal and fortunate events

of his life, his having seen General Washington.

Since then he las taken a part in pi! the wars of his

country; he cai^ speak expenmenlally of most of the

prisons and dii.'geons of the Peninsula; has been

liuned of one leg, pied in his hands, and so cut

up and carbonadoed, that he is a kind of walking

momuncnt of the troubles of Spain, on which there

is a scar for every IwtUe and broil, as every year was

notched upon the tree of Robinson Crusoe. The

greatest misfortune of the brave old cavalier, how-

ever, appears to have been his liaving commanded at

Malaga duringa time of peril and confusion, and been

made a general by the inhabitants, to protect them

from the invasion of the French. 1'his has entailed

upon him a number of just claims upon government,

that I fear will employ him until his dying day in

writing and printing petitions and memorials, to the

great disquiet of his mind, exhaustion of his purse,

and penance of his friends; not om of whom can

visit him without having to listen to a mortal docu-

ment of half an hour in length, and to carry away

half a dozen pamphlets in his pocket. This, how-

ever, is the case lluoughout Spain : every where you

meet with some worthy wight brooding in a corner

and nursing up some pet grievance and cherished

w rong. Besides, a Spaniard who has a law suit, or

a claim upon government, may be considered as fm -

nished w ith employment for the remainder of his

Ufe.

I visited the veteran in his quarters in the upper

part of the Torre del Vino, or Wine Tower. His

room was small hut snug, and commanded a beauti-

ful view of the Vcg.: It was arranged with a sol-

dier's precision. Thre.^ muskets and a brace of pis-

tols, all bright and shinng, were suspended against

the wall with a sabre and a cane, hanging side by

side, and above them, two cocked hats, one for pa-

rade, and one for ordinary use. A small shelf, con-

taining some half dozen books, formed his library,

one of which, a little old mouldy volume of philoso-

phical maxims, was his favourite reading. This he

thumbed and pondered over day by day ; applying

every maxim to his own particular case, provided it

had a little tinge of wholesome bitterness, and treated

of the injustice of the world.

Yet he is social and kind-hearted, and provided he

can be diverted from his wrongs and his philosophy,

is an entertaining companion. I like these old wea-

ther-beaten sons of fortune, and enjoy their rough

campaigning anecdotes. In the course of my visit to

the one in question, I learnt some curious facts about

an old military commander of the forlr<>ss, who seems

to have resembled him in some respects, and to have

had similar fortunes in the wars. These particulars

have been augmented by inquiries among some of

the old inhabitants of the place, particularly the fa-

ther of Mateo Ximenes, of wlioi- '-aditional stories

the worthy I am about to inlroducr to the reader, is

a favourite hero.

THE GOVERNOR AND THE NOTARY.

In former times there ruled as governor of the

Mhambra, a doughty old cavalier, who, from hav-

m-
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ing lost one arm in the wars, was commonly known
by the name of el Gobernador Manco, or " the one-

armed governor." He ui fact prided himself upon

being an old soldier, wore his mustachios curled up

to his eyes, a pair of campaigning boots, and a Toledo

as long as a spit, with his pocket handkerchief in tlie

basket hilt.

He was, moreover, exceedingly proud and punc-

tilious, and tenacious ofall his privileges and dignities.

Under his sway the immunities of the Alhambra, as

a royal residence and domain, were rigidly exacted.

No one was permitted to enter the fortress with lire-

arms, or even with a sword or staff, unless he were

of a certain rank ; and every horseman was obliged

to dismount at the gate, and lead lii« horse by the

bridle. Now as the hill of the Alhambra rises from

the very midst of the city of Granada, being, as it

were, an excrescence of the capital, it must at all

times be somewhat irksome to the captain-general,

who commands the province, to have thus an impe-

rium in imperio, a petty independent p(»st in the

very centre of his domains. It was rendered the

more galling in the present instance, from the irrit-

able jealousy of the old governor, that took fire on

the least question of autliority and jurisdiction, and

from the loose vagrant character of the people that

had gradually nestled themselves within the fortress,

as in a sanctuary, and from thence carried on a system

of roguery and depredation at the expense of the ho-

nest inhabitants of the city.

Thus there was a perpetual feud and heart-burning

between the captain-general and the governor, the

more virulent on the part of the latter, inasmuch as

the smallest of two neighbouring potentates is always

the most captious about his dignity. The stately

palace of the captain-general stood in the Plaza Nueva,

immediately at the foot of the hill of the Alhambra,

and here was always a bustle and parade of guards

and domestics, and city functionaries. A beetling

bastion of the fortress overlooked the palace and pu-

blic square in front of it; and on this bastion the old

governor would occasionally strut backwards and

forwards, with his Toledo girded by his side, keeping

a wary eye down upon his rival, like a hawk recon-

ncilring his quarry from his nest in a dry tree.

Whenever he descended into the city it was in

<!;rand parade, on horseback surrounded by his guards,

or in his state coach, an ancient and unwieldy Spanish

edifice of carved timber and gilt leather, drawn by

eight niuies, with running footmen, out-riders and

lackeys, on which occasions he flattered himself he

impressed every beholder with awe and admiration

as vicegerent of the king, though the wits of Gra-

nada, particularly those who loitered about the palace

(if the captain -general, were apt to sneer at his petty

pyrade, and in allusion to tbe vagrant character of

ins subjects, to greet him with the appellation of

" the king of Mie beggars." One of the most fruitful

sources of dispute between these two doughty rivals

was the right claimed by the governor to have all

'1

to

things passed free of duty through the city, that were

intended for the use of himself or his garrison. By

degrees this privilege had given rise to extensive

smuggling. A nest of contrabandistas took up their

abode in the hovels of the fortress, and the numerous

caves in its vicinity, and drove a thriving business

under the connivance of the soldiers of the garrison.

The vigilance of the captain-gen( -..1 was aroused,

He consulted his legal adviser and factotum, a shrewdft-ii

meddlesome escribano, or notary, who rejoiced in

an opportunity of perplexing the old potentate of the

Alhambra, and involving him in a maze of legal sub-

tilities. lie advised the captain-general to insist upon

the right of examining every convoy passing through

the gates of his city, and he peniied a long letter for

him in vindication of his right. Governor Manco

was a straight-forward :>ut-and-thrust old soldier, who

haled an escribano worse than the devil, and this one

in particular worse than all other escribanos.

" What ! " said lie, curling up his mustachios fierc^

ly, "does the captain-general set his man of the

|

pen to practise confusions upon me ? I'll let him see

that nn old soldier is not to be baffled by school-

craft."

He seized his pen and scrawled a short letter in a

crabbed hand, in which, without deigning to enter

into argument, he insisted on the right of transit free

of search, and denounced vengeance on any custom-

house officer who should lay his unhallowed handoo

any convoy protected by the flag of the Alhambra,

\Vhile this question was agitated between the two

pragmatical potentates, it so happened that a mule

laden with supplies for the fortress arrived one day at

the gate of Xenil, by which it was to traverse a suburb

of the city on its way to the Albambra. The convoy

was beaded by a testy old corporal, who had long

served under the governor, and was a man after his

own heart ; as rusty and staunch as an old Toledo

blade. As they approached the gate of the city, the

corporal placed the banner of the Alhambra on the

pack-saddle of the mule, and, drawing himself up

to a perfect perpendicular, advanced with liis head

dressed to the front, but with the wary side-glance

of a cur passing through hostile ground, ready for a

snap or a snarl.

" Who goes there?" said the sentinel at the gale.

"Soldier of the Albambra," said the corporal,

without turning his head.

" What have you in charge?"
" Provisions for the garrison."

" Proceed."

The corporal marched straight forward, followed

by the convoy, but bad not advanced many paces I

before a posse of custom-house officers rushed out of
|

a small toll-house.

" Hallo there
!

" cried the leader. "Muleteer, ball,
|

and open those packages."

The corporal wheeled round, and drew liinijielfiip
J

in battle array. " Respect the flag of the Alliambii'. "

|

said he; " these things are for the governor."
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lad.
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garrison."

' A Ago for the governor, and a figo for his flag,

ileteer, halt, I say."

' Stop the convoy at your peril I " cried the corpo-

cocking his musket; '' Muleteer, proceed."

he muleteer gave his beast a hearty thwack ; the

tom-house officer sprang forward and seized the

ter; whereupon the corporal levelled his piece and

it him dead.

'he street was immediately in an uproar,

'he old corporal was seized, and after undergoing

dry kicks and cuffs and cudgellings, which are

erally given impromptu by the mob in Spain, as a

•taste of the after penalties of the law, he was

[led with irons, and conducted to the city prison

;

ile his comrades were permitted to proceed with

convoy, after it had been well rummaged, to the

ambra.

The old governor was in a towering passion when

heard of this insult to his flag and capture of his

iral. For a time he stormed about the Moorish

||g, and vapoured about the bastions, and looked

n lire and sword upon the palace of the captain-

lernl. Having vented the first ebullition of his

til, he despatched a message demanduig the sur-

ider of the corporal, as to him alone belonged the

lit of sitting in judgment on the offences of those

er his command. The captain-general, aided by

pen (if the delighted escribano, replied at great

gill, arguing that as the offence had been com-

led within the walls of his city, and against one

Ills civil officers, it was clearly within his proper

isdiclion. The governor rejoined by a repetition

his demand ; the captain-general gave a sur-re-

[der of still greater length and legal acumen; the

fcrnor became hotter and more peremptory in his

iiands, and the captain-general cooler and more

lions in bis replies ; imtil the old lion-hearted soldier

lately roared with fury at being thus entangled

he meshes of legal controversy.

iVbile the subtile escribano was thus amusing hun-

at the expense of the governor, he was conducting

trial of the corporal, who, mewed up in a narrow

tigeon of the prison, had merely a small grated

ihIow at which to show his iron-bound visage and

leive the consolations of his friends.

monntain of written testimony was diligently

iped up, according to Spanish form, by the in-

fatigable escribano; the corporal was completely

rwhelmed by it. He was convicted of murder and

led straight forward, followed

lad not advanced many paces

j

in-house officers rushed out o(
|

lithe leader. " Muleteer, ball,
|

es."

d round, and drew hitn!ielfup|
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llenced to be banged.

It was in vain the governor sent down remon-

pni'e and menace from ibd Albambra. The fatal

f
was at lianil, and the corporal was put in capilla.

It is to say, in the chapei of the prison, as is al-

jys (lone with culprits the day before execution,

|l they may medilale on their approaching end

1 repent lliem of their sins.

Beeinj; tliin;;s drawing to an extremity, the obi

Icrnordett'iiiilned toattend lo tlieaffairin p' ison.

' 'Ilis purpose he ordered out his carriage of slate.

and, surrounded by his gnards, rumbled down the

avenue of the Albambra into the city. Driving to

the house of the escribano, he summoned him to the

portal.

The e, . ofthe old governor gleamed like a coal at

beholding the smirking man of the law advancing

with an air of exultation.

"What is this I hear," cried he, "that you are

about lo put lo death one of my soldiers?"

"All according to law—all in strict form of jus-

tice," said the self-sufficient escribano, chuckling

and rubbing his hands. " I can show your excellency

the written testimony in the case."

" Fetch it hither," said the governor. The escri-

bano bustled into I)is office, delighted with having

another opportunity of displaying bis ingenuity at

the expense of the bard-headed veteran.

He relumed with a satchel full of papers, and l)e-

gan to read a long deposition with professional volu-

bility. By this time a crowd had collected, listening

with outstretched necks and gaping mouths.
" Pr'ythee, man, get into the carriage, out of this

pestilent throng, that I may the better hear thee,"

said the governor.

The escribano entered the carriage, when, in

a twinkling, the door was closed, the coachman
smacked his whip—mules, carriage, guards and all

dashed off at a thundering rate, leaving the crowd in

gaping wonderment; nor did ihe governor pause

until he had lodged bis prey in one of the strongest

dungeons of the Albambra.

He then sent down a flag of truce in military style,

proposing a cartel or exchange of prisoners— tlie cor-

poral for the notary. The pride of the captain-

general was piqued ; he returned a contemptuous

refusal, and forthwith caused a gallows, tall and
strong, to be erected in the centre of the Plaza Nueva
for the execution of the corporal.

" Oho ! is that the game ?" said Governor Manco.
He gave orders, and immediately a gibbet was reared

on the verge of the great beetling bastion that over-

looked the Plaza. " Now," .said be, in a message to

the captain-general, "hang my soldier vlien yoi>

please ; but at the same time that he is swung off in

the square, look up to see your escribano dangling

against the sky."

The captain-general was inflexible ; troops were
paraded in the square; the drums beat, the bell

lolled. An immense multitude of amateurs had col-

lected to behold the execution. On the other hand,

the governor paraded his garrison on the bastion, anil

tolled the funeral dirge of Ihe notary from the Torre

de la Campana, or Tower of the Bell.

The notary's wife pressed through the crowd with

a whole progeny of little embryo escribanos at her

heels, and throwing herself at the feet of the captain-

general, implored him not lo sacrifice the life of her

husband and the welfare of ber.self and her numerous

lillle (mes, to a point of (uido; "for you know the

ohl governor loo well," said she. " lo doubt Ibat he
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will pul Ills threat in execution, it' you liang the

soldier."

The captain-general was overpowered by her tears

and lamentations, and the clamours of her callow

brood. The corporal was sent up to the Alhambra,

under a guard, in his gallows' garb, like a hooded
friar, but with head erect and a face of iron. The
escribano was demanded in exchange, according to

the cartel. The once bustling and self-suflicient man
of the law was rawn forth from his dungeon more
dead than alive.. All his flippancy and conceit had

evaporated ; his hair, it is said, liad nearly turned

grey with affright, and he had a downcast, dogged

look, as if he still felt the halter round his neck.

The old governor stuck his one arm a-kimbo, and
for a moment surveyed him with an iron smile.

" Henceforth, my friend," said he, "moderate your

zeal in hurrying others to the gallows; l^e not too

certain of your safety, even though you should have

the law on your side ; and above all, take care how
you play off your school-craft another time upon an

old soldier."

GOVERNOR MANGO AND THE SOLDIER.

When Governor Manco, or "the one-armed,"

kept up a show of military state in the Alhambra, he

became nettled at the reproaches continually cast

upon his fortress, of being a nestling place of rogues

and contrabandist's. On a sudden, the old potentate

determined on reform, and setting vigorously to work,

ejected whole nests of vagabonds out of the fortress

and the gipsy caves with which the surrounding hills

are honey-combed. He sent out soldiers, also, to

patrol the avenues and footpaths, with others to take

up all suspicious persons.

One bright summer morning, a patrol, consisting

of the testy old corporal who had distinguished him-

self in the affair of the notary, a trumpeter and two

privates, was seated under the garden wall of the

Generalife, beside the road which leads down from

the Mountain ofthe Sun, when they heard tlietrampof

a horse, and a male voice singing in rough, though not

unmusical tones, an old Castilian campaigning song.

Presently they beheld a sturdy, sun-burnt fellow,

clad in the ragged garb of a foot soldier, leading a

powerful Arabian horse, caparisoiied in the ancient

Moresco fashion.

Astonished at the sight of a strange soldier de-

scending steed in hand, from that solitary mountain,

the corporal stepped forth and challenged him.

" Who goes there ?"

"A friend."

" Who and what are you?"
*' A poor soldier juRt from the wars, with a crack-

ed crown and empty purse for a rew .1/

By this time tbey were enabled to view him nioi

narrowly. He had a black patch across his forehead

which, with a grizzled beard, added to a certain dan

devil cast of countenance, while a slight squint thn

into the whole an occasional gleam of roguish goo

humour.

Having answered the questions of the patrol, ib

soldier seemed to consider himself entitled to mi
others in return. " May I ask," said he, " what cil

is thit which I see at the foot of the hill ?"

" What city!" cried the trumpeter; "come, thai'

too bad. Here's a fellow lurking about the Mounlai

of the Sun, and demands the name of the great cil

of Granada !"

" Granada ! Madre di Dios ! can it be possible?

" Perhaps not!" rejoined the trumpeter; "ai

perhaps you have no idea that yonder are the lovrei

of the Alhambra."
" Son of a trumpet," replied the stranger, " do

trifle with me ; if this be indeed the Alhambra, I hai

some strange matters to reveal to the governor."

" You will have an opportunity," said the corporal

" for we mean to take you liefore him." By ihi

time the trumpeter had seized the bridle of tliesti

the two privates had each secured an arm of the

dier, the corporal put himself in front, gave the m
" Forward—march !" and away they marched f(

the AlhamlH-a.

The sight of a ragged foot soldier and a fine Ai

bian horse, brought in captive by the patrol, atlracl

ed the attention of all the idlers of the fortress, and

those gossip groups that generally assemble ahoi

wells and fountains at early dawn. The wheel ofll

cistern paused in its rotations, and the slip-shod sei

vant-maid stood gaping, with pitcher in hand, as

corporal passed by with his prize. A motley trai

gradually gathered in the rear of the escort.

Knowing nods and winks and conjectures passi

from one to another. " It is a deserter," said one]

" A contrabandista," said another; " A bandaiero,'

said a third ;—until it was affirmed that a captain

a desperate band of robbers had been captured bvili

prowess of the corporal and his patrol. " Well, wel

said the old crciies, one to another, " captain or no

let him get out of the grasp of old Governor Manco

he can, though he is but one-handed."

Governor Manco was seated in one of the inm

hallsof the Alhambra, taking his morning's cup

chocolate in company with his confessor, a fat Frao

ciscan friar, from the neighbouring convent. A d(

mure, dark-eyed damsel of Malaga, the daughter

his housekeeper, was attending upon him. Tiiewori

hinted that the damsel who, with all her demiirenes

was a sly buxom baggage, had found out a soft sp

in the iron heart of the old governor, and held coi

plete control over him. But let that pass—(he i

merftic affairs of these mighty potentates of the eail

should not be too narrowly scrutinized.

When word was brought that a suspicious slran

had been taken lurking about the fortress, and w
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ing alwiit the forticss, .mil w

itually in the outer court, in durance Of the corpo-

ij,
waiting the pleasure of his excellency, the pride

id stateliness of office swelled the bosom of the go-

>rnor. Giving hack his chocolate cup into the hands

the demure damsel, he called for his basket-hilled

ord, girded it to his side, twirled up his musta-

lios, took his seat in a large high-backed chair, as-

led a bitter and forbidding aspect, and ordered

prisoner into his presence. The soldier was

lOglit in, still closely pinioned by bis captors, and

larded by the corporal. He maintained, however,

|resolute self-confident air, and returned the sharp,

rutinizing look of the governor with an easy squint,

bich by no means pleased the punctilious old po-

Dtale.

" Well, culprit," said the governor, after he had

garded him for a moment in silence, " what have

lu to say for yourself—who are you ?"

" A soldier, just from the wars, who has brought

ray nothing but scars and bruises."

" \ soldier—humph—a foot soldier by your garb,

understand you have a fine Arabian horse. I pre-

ime you brought him too from the wars, beside

lur scars and bruises."

" May it please your excellency, I have something

:ange to tell about that horse. Indeed I have one

the most wonderful things to relate. Something

otiial concerns the security of this fortress, indeed

all Granada. But it is a matter to be imparted

ily to your private ear, or in presence of such only

aie in your confidence.

The governor considered for a moment, and then

reeled the corporal and his men to withdraw, but

post themselves outside of the door, and be ready

a call. " This holy friar," said he, " is my confes-

ir, you may say anything in his presence—and this

imsel," nodding towards the handmaid, who had

itered with an air of great curiosity, " this damsel

of great secrecy and discretion, and to be trusted

ilh anything."

The soldier gave a glance between a squint and a

ir at the demure handmaid. " I am perfectly

?," said he, "that the damsel should re-

iin."

When all the rest had withdrawn, the soldier com-

inced his story. He was a fluent, smooth-tongued

irlet, and had a command of language above his

iparenl rank.

"May it please your excellency," said he, "I am,

I before observed, a soldier, and have seen some

ird service, but my term ofenlistment being expired,

[was discharged, not long since, from the army at

lladolid, and set out on foot for my native village

Andalusia. Yesterday evening the sun went down
I was traversin" i great dry plain of Old Castile.

"Hold," cried the governor, "what is this you

? Old Castile is some two or three hundred

lies from this."

"Even so," replied the soldier coolly, "1 told

iin- excellency I had strange lhinjj:s to relate: but

not more strange than true; as your excellency will

find, if you will deign me a patient hearing."

" Proceed, culprit
! " said the governor, twirling

up his mustachios.

" As the sun went down," continued the soldier,

"I cast my eyes about in search of some quarters

for the night, but far as my sight could reach, there

were no signs of habitation. I saw tliat I should

have to make my bed on the naked plain, with my
knapsack for a pillow ; but your excellency is an old

soldier, and knows that to one who has been in the

wars, such a night's lodging is no great hardship."

The governor nodded assent, as he drew his pocket-

handkerchief out of the basket-hilt, to drive away a

fly that buzzed about his nose.

" Well, to make a long story short," continued the

soldier, " I trudged forward for several miles until I

came (o a bridge over a deep ravine, through which

ran a little thread of water, almost dried up by the

summer heat. At one end of the bridge was a

Moorish tower, the upper end all in ruins, but a vault

in the foundation quite entire. Here, thinks I, is a

good place to make a tialt ; so I went down to the

stream, took a hearty drink, for the water was pure

and sweet, and I was parched with thirst; then,

opening my wallet, I took out an onion and a few

crusts, which were all my provisions, and seating

myself on a stone on the margin of the stream, began

to make my supper; intending afterwards to quarter

myself for the night in the vault of the tower; and

capital quarters they would have been for a cam-

paigner just from the wars, as your excellency, who
is an old soldier, may suppose."

" I have put up gladly with worse in my lime,"

said the governor, returning his pocket-handkerchief

into the hilt of his sword.

" While I was (juietly crunching my crust," pur-

sued the soldier, " I beard something stir within the

vault; I listened—it was the tramp of a horse. By
and bye, a man came furlli from a door in the founda-

tion nf the tower, close by the water's edge, leading

a powerful horse by the bridle. I could not well

make out what he was by the star-light. It had a

suspicious look to be lurking among the ruins of a

tower, in that wild solitary place. He might be a

mere wayfarer, like mysfif; he might be a conlra-

bandista ; he might b« u bandalero ! what of that ?

thank heaven and my r/overty, I had nothing to lose

;

so I sat still and crunched my crusts.

"He led his horse to the water, close by where I

was sitting, so that I had a fair opportunity of re-

connoitring him. To my surprise he was dressed

in a Moorish garb, with a cuirass of steel, and a

polished scull-eap, that I distinguished by the reflec-

tion of the stars upon it. His horse, too, was

harnessed in the Moresco fashion, with great shovel

stirrups. Tie led him, as I said, to the side of tiic

stream, into which the animal plunged his head al-

most to the eyes, and drank until I thought he would

have burst.

i!
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"
' Comrade,' said I, < your steed drinks well ; it's

a good sign when a horse plunges his muzzle bravely

into the water.'
"

' He may well drink,' said the stranger, speaking

with a Moorish accent, ' it is a good year since he

had his last draught.'

" 'By Santiago,' said I, ' that beats even the camels

that I have seen in Africa. But come, you seem to

be something of a soldier, will yon sit down and take

part of a soldier's fare ?' In fact I fell the want of a

companion in this lonely place, and was willing to

put up with an iniidel. Besides, as your excellency

well knows, a soldier is never very particular about

the faith of his company, and soldiers of all countries

are comrades on peaceable ground."

The governor again nodded assent.

" Well, as I was saying, I invited him to share my
supper, such as it was, for I could not do less in com-

mon liospitalily. ' I have no lime to pause for meat

or drink,' said he, 'I have a long journey to make
before morning.'

" * In which direction?' said I.

"'Andalusia,' said he.

'"Exactly my route,' said I, 'so, as you won't

«top and eat with me, perhaps you will let me mount
and ride with you. I see your horse is of a powerful

frame, I'll warrant he'll carry double.'
"

' Agreed,' said the trooper ; and it would not

have been civil and soldier-like to refuse, especially

as I had offered to share my supper with him. 80

up he mounted, and up I mounted behind him.

"'Hold fast,' said he, 'my steed goes like the

wind.'
"

' Never fear me,' said I, and so off we set.

"From a walk the horse soon passed to a trot,

from a trot to a gallop, and from a gallop to a harum

scarum scamper. It seemed as if rocks, trees, houses,

every thing, flew hurry scurry behind us.

"
' What town is this ?' said I.

"
' Segovia,' said he; and before the word was out

of his mouth, the towers of Segovia were out of sight.

We swept up the Guadarama mountains, and down
by the Escurial; and we skirted the walls of Madrid,

and we scoured away across the plains of La Mancha.

In this way we went up hill and down dale, by towers

and cities, all buried in aeep sleep, and across moun-

tains, and plains, and rivers, just glimmering in the

starlight.

" To make a long story short, and not to fatigue

your excellency, the trooper suddenly pulled up on

the side of a mountain. ' Here we are,' said he, ' at

the end of our journey.' I looked about, but could

see no signs of habitation ; nothing but tlie mouth of

a cavern. While I looked I saw multitudes of people

in Moorish dresses, some on horseback, some on foot,

amving as if borne by the wind from all points of

the compass, and hurrying into the mouth of the ca-

vern, like bees into a hive. Before I could ask a

question, the trooper struck Imn long Moorish spurs

into the horse's flanks and dasht^i in with (lie throng.

We passed along a steep winding way, that descende

into the very bowels of the mountain. As we pushi

on, a light began to glimmer up, by little and lilt

like the first glimmerings of day, but what caused

I could not discern. It grew stronger and stronger

and enabled me to see every thing around. I not

noticed, as we passed along, great caverns, openin

to the right and left, like halls in an arsenal,

some there were shields, and helmets, and cuirassa

and lances, and cimeters, hanging against the wal

in others there were great heaps of warlike muni

tions, and camp equipage lying upon the ground,

" It would have done your excellency's heart good

being an old soldier, to have seen such grand prov

sion for war. Then, in other caverns, there wei

long rows of horsemen armed to the teeth, will

lances raised and banners unfurled all ready for tin

field ; but they all sat motionless in their saddles liki

so many statues. In other halls were warriors s

ing on the ground beside their horses, and foot sol

diers in groups ready to fall into the ranks. All weri

in old-fashioned Moorish dresses and armour.

" Well, your excellency, to cut a long story short

we at length entered an immense cavern, or I ma]

say palace, of grotto work, the walls of which seein«

to be veined with gold and silver, and to sparkle will

diamonds and sapphires and all kinds of precioui

stones. At the upper end sat a Moorish king on

golden throne, with his nobles on each side, and

guard of African blacks with drawn cimeters. A!

the crowd that continued to flock in, and amountei

to thousands and thousands, passed one by one be

fore his throne, each paying homage as he pa!

Some of the multitude were dressed in magnilicen

robes, without stain or blemish, and sparkling viti

jewels ; others in burnished and enamelled iirmour

while others were in mouldered and mildewed gar

menis, and in armour all battered and dented am

covered with rust.

"I had hitherto held my tongue, for your excel

lency well knows, it is not for a soldier to ask man]

questions when on duty, but I could keep silent m

longer.

" 'Pr'ythee, comrade,' said I, * what is the mean

ing of all this ?

'

"
' This,' said the trooper, ' is a great and fearlii

mystery. Know, O Christian, that you see befon

you the court and army of Boabdil, the last king (

Granada.'

"'What is this you tell me?' cried I. 'Boabd

and his court were exiled from the land hundreds

years agone, and all died in Africa.'

" * So it is recorded in your lying chronicles,' re

plied the Moor, 'but know that Boabdil and the war

riors who made the last struggle for Granada wei

all shut up in the mountain by powerful encliani

ment. As for the king and army that marched fort

from Granada at the time of the surrender, they wn

a mere phantom train of spirits and demons, p«

niitted to assume those shapes to deceive the Chrii
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ise shapes to deceive the Cliri

tian sovereigns. And furthermore let me tell you,

friend, that all Spain is a country under the power of

enchantment. There is not a mountain cave, not a

lonely watch-lower in the plains, nor ruined castle

on the hills, but has some- spell-lraund warriors sleep-

ing from age to age within its vaults, until the sins

are expiated for which Allah pennilled the dominion

to pass for a time out of the hands of the faithful.

Once every year, on the eve of St John, they are

released from enchantment, from sun-set to sun-rise,

and permitted to repair here to pay homage to their

sovereign ! and the crowds which you beheld swarm-

ing into the cavern are Moslem warriors from their

haunts in all parts of Spain. For my own part, you

saw the ruined tower of the bridge in Old Castile,

where I have now wintered and summered for many
hundred years, and where I must be back again by

<lay-break. As to the battalions of horse and foot

which you beheld draw up in array in the neighlwur-

ing caverns, they are the spell-bound warriors of Gra-

nada. It is written in the book of fate, that when
the enchantment is broken, Boabdil will descend from

the mountain at the head of this army, resume his

throne in the Alhambra and his sway of (^ranada,

and gathering together the enchanted warriors from

all parts of Spain, will reconquer the Peninsula and

restore it to Moslem rule.'

"'And when shall this happen? ' said I.

'"Allah alone knows: we had hoped the day of

deliverance was at hand ; but there reigns at present

a vigilant governor in the Alhambra, a staunch old

soldier, well known as Governor Manco. While

snch a warrior holds command of the very out-post,

and stands ready to check the first irruption from

the mountain, I fear Boabdil and his soldiery must

he content to rest upon their arms.'

"

Here the governor raised himself somewhat per-

pendicularly, adjusted his sword, and twirled up his

mustachios.

" To make a long story short, and not to fatigue

your excellency, the trooper, having given me this

account, dismounted from his steed.

"'Tarry here,' said he, 'and guard my steed while

I go and bow the knee to Boabdil.' So saying, he

strode away among the throng that pressed forward

to the throne.
"

' What's to be done? ' thought I, when thus left

to myself; 'shall I wait here until this infidel returns

to T/hisk me off on his goblin steed, the Lord knows
where ; or shall I make the most of my time and
beat a retreat from this hobgoblin community ? ' A
soldier's mind is soon made up, as your excellency

well knows. As to the horse, he belonged to an

avowed enemy of the faith and the realm, and was
a fair prize according to the rules of war. So hoist-

ing myself from the crupper into the saddle, I turned

the reins, struck the Moorish stirrups into the sides

of the steed, and put him to make the best of his

way out of the passage by which he had entered.

As we scoured by the halls where the Moslem horse-

men sat in motionless battalions, I Ihonght I heard

the clang of armour and a hollow nuirnmr of voices.

I gave the steed another taste of the stirrups, and
doubled my speed. There was now a sound behind

me like a rushing blast ; I heard the clatter of a thou-

sands hoofs ; a countless throng overtook me. I was
borne along in the press, and hurled forth from the

mouth of the cavern, while thousands of shadowy
forms were swept off in every direction by the four

winds of heaven.

"In the whirl and confusion of the scene I was
thrown senseless to the earth. When I came to my-
self I was lying on the brow of a hill with the Ara-
bian steed standing beside me ; for, in falling, my arm
had slipt within the bridle, which, I presume, pre-

vented his whisking off to Old Castile.

"Your excellency may easily judge ofmy surprise

on looking round, to behold hedges of aloes and In-

dian figs and other proofs of a southern climate, and
to see a great city l)elow me, with towers, and pa-

laces, and a grand cathedral.

" I descended the hill cautiously, leading my steed,

for I was afraid to mount him again, lest he should

play me some slippery trick. As I descended I met
with your patrol, who let me into the secret that it

was Granada that lay before me ; and that I was ac-

tually under the walls of the Alhambra, the fortress

of the redoubted Governor Manco, the terror of all

enchanted Moslems. When I heard this, I deter-

mined at once to seek your excellency, to inform you
of all that I had seen, and to warn you of the perils

that surround and undermine you, that yon may take

measures in time to guard your fortress, and the

kingdom itself, from this intestine army that lurks in

the very bowels of the land."

"And pr'ythee, friend, you who are a veteran

campaigner, and have seen so much service," said the

governor, " how would you advise me to proceed, in

order to prevent this evil ?"

" It is not for a humble private of the ranks," said

the soldier modestly, " to pretend to instruct a com-

mander of your excellency's sagacity ; but it appears

to me that your excellency might cause all the caves

and entrances into the mountain to be walled up with

solid ma^'on work, so that Boabdil and his army might

be completely corked up in their subterranean habi-

tation. If the good father too," added the soldier,

reverently bowing to the friar, and devoutly crossing

himself, " would consecrate the barricadoes with his

blessing, and put up a few cro.sses and relics and

images of saints, I think they might withstand all the

power of infidel enchantments."

" They doubtless would be of great avail," said the

friar.

The governor now placed his arm a-kimho with his

hand resting on the hi't of his Toledo, fixed his eye

upon the soldier, and gently wagging his head from

one side to the other,

" So, friend," said he, "then you really suppose I

am to be gulled with this cock-and-bull story about
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enchanted ntounlains and enclianted Moon ? Hark

ye, culprit !—not another word. An old soldier you

may be, but you'll find you have an older soldier to

deal with, and one not easily oul-generalled. Ho!
guards there! put this fellow in irons."

The demure handmaid would have put in a word
in favour of the prisoner, but the governor silenced

her with a look.

As they were pinioning the soldier, one of the

guards fellsometliing of bulk in his pocket, and draw-
ing it forth, fourul a long leatiiern purse that appeared

to be well tilled. Holding it by one corner, he turned

out the contents upon the table before the governor,

and never did freebooter's bug make more ^'orgeous

delivery. Out tumbled rings and jewels, and rosaries

of pearls, and sparkling diamond crosses, and a pro-

fusion of ancient golden coin, some of wliich fell jing-

ling to the floor, and rolled away to the uttermost

parts of the chamber.

For a time tlie functions of justice were suspended

;

there was an universal scramble after the glittering

fugitives. The governor alone, who was imbued with

true Spanisli pride, maintained his stalely decorum,

though his eye betrayed a little anxiety until the last

coin and jewel was restored to the sadc.

The friar was not so calm; his whole face glowed

like a furnace, and his eyes twinkled and flashed at

sight of the rosaries and crosses.

"Sacrilegious wretch that thou art!" exclaimed

he ; "what church or sanctuary hast thou been plun-

dering of these sacred relics ?"

" Neither one nor the other, holy father. If they

be sacrilegious spoils, they must have been taken in

times long past, by the infidel trooper I have men-
tioned. I was just going to tell his excellency when
he interrupted me, that on taking possession of the

trooper's horse, I unhooked a leathern sack which

hung at the saddle-bow, and which I presume con-

tained the plunder of hiscampaignings in days ofold,

when the Moors overran the country."

"Mighty well; at present you will make up your

mind to take up your quarters in a chamber of the

Yennilion Towers, which, though not under a magic

spell, will hold you as safe as any cave of your en-

chanted Moors."

" Your excellency will do as you think proper,"

said the prisoner coolly. "I shall be tliankful to

your excellency for any accommodation in the fort-

ress. A soldier who has been in the wars, as your

excellency well knows, is not particular about his

lodgings : provided I have a snug dungeon and re-

gular rations, I shall manage to make myself com-
fortable. I would only entreat that while your ex-

cellency is so careful about me, you would have an
eye to your fortress, and think on tlie hint I dropped

about stopping up the entrances to the mountain."

Here ended the scene. The prisoner was con-

ducted to a strong dungeon in the Vermilion Towers,

the Arabian steed was led to his excellency's stable,

and the trouper's sack was deposited in his excel-

lency's strong box. To the latter, it is true, the friar

made some demur, queslioneng whether the sacred

relics, which were evidently sacrilegious spoils,

should not be placed in custody of the church ; but as

the governor was peremptory on the subject, and

was absolute lord in the Alliainbra, the friar dis-

creetly dropped the discussion, but determined to

convey intelligence of the fact to the church dif;ui-

laries in Granada.

To explain these prompt and rigid measures on tlie

part of old Governor Manco, it is pro|)er to observe,

that about this lime the Aipuxarra mountains in (lie

neighbourhood ofGranada were terribly infested by

a gang of robbers, under (he command of a dariii<;

chief named Manuel Borasco, who were accusloiii«(l

to prowl about the country, and even to enter liie

city in various dis^ ises, to gain intelligence of the

departure of convoys of merchandise, or travellers

with well-lined purses, whom they took care to way-

lay in distant and solitary passes of their road. Tliese

repeated and daring outrages had awakened the at-

tention of government, and the commanders of (lie

various posts had received instructions to be on the

alert and to take up all suspicious stragglers. Go-

vernor Manco was particularly zealous in conse-

quence of the various stigmas that had been cast

upon his fortress, and he now doubted not thai lie

had entrapped some formidable desiierado of this

gang.

In the mean time the story took wind, and became

the talk, not merely of the fortress, but of the wluile

city of Granada. It was said that the noted robber

Manuel Borasco, the terror of the Alpuxarras, had

fallen into liie clutches of old Governor Manco, and

been cooped up by him in a dungeon of the Yermiiioo

Towers; and every one who had been robbed by liini

flocked to recognise the marauder. The Yermiiion

Towers, as is well known, stand apart from the Al-

hambra on a sister hill, separated from the main

avenue. There were no outer walls, but a sentinel

patrolled before the tower. The window of the

chamber in which the soldier was confined, was

strongly gratod, and looked upon a small esplanade.

Here the good folks of Granada repaired to gaze at

him, as they would at a laughing hyena, grinning

through the cage of a menagerie. Nobody, however,

recognised him for Manuel Borasco, for that terrible

robber was noted for a ferocious physiognomy, and

had by no means the good-humoured squint of the

prisoner. Yisitors came not merely from the city,

but from all parts of the country ; but nobody knen'

him, and there began to be doubts in the minds of

the common people whether there might not be some

truth in his story. That Boabdil and his army were

shut up in the mountain, was an old tradition which

many of the ancient inhabitants had heard from their

fathers. Numbers went up to the Mountain of the

Sun, or rather of St Elena, in search of tlie cave

mentioned by tlie soldier ; and saw and peeped into

the deep dark pit, descending, no one knows how
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abode of Doabdil.

By degrees the soldier became popular with the

common people. A freebooter of the mountains is by

no means the opprobrious character in Spin that a

robber is in any other country : on the contrary, he

is a kind of chivalrous personage in the eyes of the

lower classes. There is always a disposition, also, to

cavil at the conduct of those ii> command, and many
began to murniur at the high-handed measures of old

Governor Manco, and to look upon the prisoner in

the light of a martyr.

The soldier, mor(!over, was a merry, waggish fel-

low, that had a joke for every one who came near his

window, and a soft speech for every female. He had

procured an old guitar also, and would sit by his

window and sing ballads and love ditties, to the de-

light of the women of the neighbourhood, who would

assemble on the esplanade in the evenings and dance

boleros to his music. Having trimmed off his rough

beard, his sun-burnt face found favour in the eyes of

the fair, and the demure handmaid of the governor

declared that his squint was perfectly irresistible.

This kind-hearted damsel had from the lirst evinced

a deep sympathy in his fortunes, and having in vain

tried to mollify the governor, had set to work pri-

vately to mitigate the rigour of his dispensations.

Every day she brought the prisoner some crumbs of

comfort which had fallen from the governor's table,

or been abstracted from his larder, together with,

now and then, a consoling bottle of dioice Val de

Peiias, or rich Malaga.

While this petty treason was going on, in the very

centre of the old governor's citadel, a storm of open

war was brewing up among his external foes. The
circumstance of a bag of gold and jewels having been

found upon the person of the supposed robber, had

been reported, with many exaggerations, in Granada.

Aqoestion of territorial jurisdiction was immediately

slarled by the governor's inveterate rival, the cap-

lain-general. He insisted that the prisoner had been

captured without the precincts of the Alhambra, and

within the rules of his authority. He demanded his

body, therefore, and the spolia opima taken with

him. Due information having been carried likewise

by the friar to the grand Inquisitor of the crosses and

rosaries, and other reliques contained in the bag, he

claimed the culprit as having been guilty of sacrilege,

and insisted that his plunder was due to the church,

and his body to the next auto de f6. The feuds ran

liigh, the governor was furious, and swore, rather

Ihan surrender his captive, he would hang him up
within the Alhambra, as a spy caught witiiin the pur-

lieus of the fortress.

The captain-general threatened to send a body of

soldiers to transfer the prisoner 'rom the Vermilion

Towers to the city. The grand Inquisitor was equally

lient upon despatching a number of the familiars of

the Holy Office. Word was brought late at night to

the governor of these machinations. '' Let them

come," said he, "they'll tind me beforehand with

them ; he must rise bright and early wlio would take

in an old soldier." He accordingly issued orders to

have the prisoner removed, at day-break, to the donjou

keep within the walls of the Alhambra. " And d'ye

hear, child," said he to his demure handmaid, " tap

at my door, and wake me before cock-cruwing, that

I may see to the matter myself."

The day dawned, the cock crowed, but nobody

tapped at the door of the governor. The sun rose

high above the mountain tops, and glittered in at Iiis

casement, ere the governor was wakened from his

morning dreams by his veteran corporal, who stood

before him with terror stamped upon his iron visage.

" He's off ! he's gone 1" cried the corporal, gasping

for breath.
,

"Who's off—who's gone ?"

" The soldier, the robber—the devil, for aught I

know; his dungeon is empty, but the door locked

;

no one knows how he has escaped out of it."

"Who saw him last?"

" Your handmaid; she brought him his supper."

" Let her be called instantly."

Here was new matter of confusion. The chamber
of the demure damsel was likewise empty, her bed

had not been slept in: she had doubtless gone olT

with the culprit, as she had appeared, for some days

past, to have frequent conversations with him.

This was wounding the old governor in a tender

part, but he had scarce time to wince at it, when new
misfortunes broke upon his view. On going into his

cabinet he found his strong box open, the leather

purse of the trooper altstracted, and with it, a couple

of corpulent bags of doubloons.

But how and which way had the fugitives escaped ?

An old peasant who lived in a eottage by the road-

side, leading up into the Sierra, declared that he had

heard the (ramp of a powerful steed just before day-

break, passing up into the mountains. He had looked

out at his casement, and could just distinguish a

horseman, with a female seated before him.

" Search the stables I" cried Governor Manco. The
stables were searched ; all the horses were in their

stalls, excepting the Arabian steed. In his place was
a stout cudgel tied to the manger, and on i( a label

bearing these words, " A gift to Governor Manco,.

from an Old Soldier."

bCUEND UF

THE TWO DISCREET STATUES.

TiiEHE lived once in a waste apartment of the

Alhambra, a merry little fellow named Lope Sanchez,

who worked ia the gaFdens, aud was as brisk and
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blithe as a grasshopper, singing all day long. He
was the life and soul of the fortress ; when his work
was over, he would sit on one of the stone benches

of the esplanade and strum his guitar, and sing long

ditties about the Cid, and Bernardo del Carpio, and

Fernando del Pulgar, and other Spanish heroes, for

the amusement of the old soldiers of the fortress, or

would strike up a merrier tune, and set Uie girls

dancing boleros and fandangos.

Like most little men. Lope Sanchez had a strapping

buxom dame for a wife, who could almost have put

him in her pocket; but he lacked the usual poor

man's lot—instead of ten children he had but one.

This was a little black-eyed girl about twelve years

of age, named Sanchica, who was as merry as him-

self, and the delight of his heart. She played about

him as he worked in the gardens, danced to his guitar

as he sat in the shade, and ran as wild as a young
fawn about the groves and alleys and ruined halls of

the Alhambra.

It was now the eve of the blessed St John, and

the holiday loving gossips of the Alhambra, men,

women, and children, went up at night to the moun-
tain of the sun, which rises above the Generalife, to

keep their midsummer vigil on its level summit. It

was a bright moonlight night, and all the mountains

were grey und silvery, and the city, with its domes

and spires, lay in shadows below, and the Yega was
like a fairy land, with haunted streams gleaming

among its dusky groves. On the highest part of the

mountain they lit up a bonfire, according to an old

custom of the country handed down from the Moors.

The inhabitants of the surrounding country were

keeping a similar vigil, and bonfires, here and there

in the Vega, and along the folds of the mountains,

blazed up palely in the moonlight.

The evening was gaily passed in dancing to the

guitar of Lope Sancliez, who was never so joyous as

when on a holiday revel of tite kind. While the

dance was going on, the little Sanchica with some of

her playmates sported among the ruins of an old

Moorish fort that crowns the mountain, when in

gathering pebbles in the fosse, she found a small

hand curiously carved ofjet, the fingers closed, and
the thumb firmly clasped upon them. Overjoyed

with her gooil fortune, she ran to her mother with

her prize. It immediately became a sul)jecl of sage

speculation, and was eyed by some with superstitious

distrust. " Throw it away," said one ; it's Moorish

—depend upon it there's mischief and witchcraft in

it." "By no means," said another; "you may
sell it for something to the jewellers of the Zacatin."

In the midst of this discussion an old tawny soldier

drew near, who had served in Africa, and was as

swarthy as a Moor. lie examined the hand with a

knowing look. " I have seen things of this kind,"

said he, "among the Moors ofBarbary. It is a great

virtue to guard against the evil eye, and all kinds of

spells and enchantments. I give you joy, friend

Lope, this bodes good luck to your chiUI.''

Upon hearing this, the wife of Lope Sanchez tied

the little hand of jet to a ribbon, and hung it round

the neck of her daughter.

The sight of this talisman called up all the favour-

ite superstitions about the Moors. The dance was

neglected, and they sat in groups on the ground,

telling old legendary tales handed down from their

ancestors. Some of their stories turned upon tiie

wonders of the very mountain upon which they

were sealed, which is a famous hobgoblin region.

One ancient crone gave a long account of the subter-

ranean palace in the bowels of that mountain, where

Boal)dil and all his Moslem court are said to remain

enchanted. " Among yonder ruias," said she, point-

ing to some crumbling walls and mounds of earth on

a distant part of the mountain, "there is a deep

black pit that goes down into the very heart of the

mountain. For all the money in Granada I would

not look down into it. Once upon a time a poor

man of the Alhambra, who tended goats upon tills

mountain, scrambled down into tliat pit after a kid

that had fallen in. He came out again all wild aud

staring, and told such things of what he had seen,

that every one thought his brain was turned. He

raved for a day or two about the hobgoblin Moors

that had pursued him in the cavern, and could hardly

be persuaded to drive his goats up again to liie

mountain. He did so at last, but, poor man, he never

came down again. The neighbours found his goals

browsing about the Moorish ruins, and his hat and

mantle lyuig near the mouth of the pit, but he was

never more heard of."

The little Sanchica listened with breathless atten-

tion to this story. She was of a curious nature, and

felt immediately a great hankering to peep into this

dangerous pit. Stealing away from her companions,

she sought the distant ruins, and after groping for

some time among them, came to a small hollow, or

basin, near the brow of the mountain, where it swept

steeply down into the valley of the Darro. In Die

centre of this basin yawned the mouth of the pit.

Sanchica ventured to the verge and peeped in. All

was black as pitch, and gave an idea of immeasurable

depth. Her blood ran cold ; she drew back, then

peeped again, then would have run away, then took

another peep—the very horror of the thing was de-

lightful to her. At length she rolled a large stone

and pushed it over the brink. For some time it fell

in silence ; then struck some rocky projection witli a

violent crash, then re^ ounded from side to side,

rumbling and tumbling, with a noise like thunder,

then made a final splash into water, far, far bilow-

and all was again silent.

The silence, however, did not long conlniue. It

seemed as if something had been awakened wiliiiii

this dreary abyss. A murmuring sound grauiiallyl

rose out of the pit, like the himi and buzz of a bee-l

hive. It grew louder and louder ; there was tlirl

conftjsion of voices ki of a distant multitude, lo^eT

ther with the faint din of arms, clash of cymlwls]
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and clangour of trumpets, as if some army were

marshalling for battle in the very bowels of the

mountain.

The child drew off with silent awe, and hastened

back to the place where she had left her parents and

their companions. All were gone. The bonfire was

expiring, and its last wreath of smoke curling up in

the moonshine. The distant fires that had blazed

along the mountains and in the Vega were all ex-

tinguished, and every thing seemed to have sunk to

repose. Sanchica called her parents and some of her

companions by name, but received no reply. She ran

down Ihe side of the mountain, and by the gardens

of the Generalife, until she arrived in the alley of

trees leading to the Alhambra, when she seated her-

self on a bench of a woody recess to recover breath.

Tiiebell from the watch-tower of the Alhambra lolled

midnight. There was a deep tranquillity, as if all

nature slept; excepting the low tinkling sound of an

unseen stream that ran under the covert of Ihe

bushes. The breathing sweetness of the atmosphere

was lulling her to sleep, when her eye was caught by

something glittering at a distance, and to her surprise

she beheld a long cavalcade of Moorish warriors

pouring down the mountain side and along the leafy

avenues. Some were armed with lance and shields

;

others with cimeters and batlle-axes, and with po-

lislied cuirasses that Hashed in the moon-beams. Their

horses pranced proudly and champed upon their bits,

but tlieir tramp caused no more sound than if they

bad lieen shod with felt, and the riders were all as

|Kile as death. Among them rode a lieauliful lady,

with a crowned head and long golden locks entwined

with pearls. The housings of her palfrey were of

crimson velvet embroidered with gold, and swept the

earth ; but she rode all disconsolate, with eyes ever

tixed upon the ground.

Then succeeded a train of courtiers magnificently

arrayed in robes and turbans of divers colours, and

amidst them, on a cream-coloured charger, rode King

BoaiKJil el Chico, in a royal mantle covered with

jewels, and a crown sparkling with diamonds. The
little Sanchica knew liim by his yellow beard, and
his resemblance to his portrait, which she had oUten

[seen in the picture-gallery of the Generalife. She

>rv horror of the thing was de- Igazed in wonder and admiration at this royal pageant,

length she rolled a large stone Bas it passed glistening among the trees ; but though

JO brink. For some time it fell Bshe knew these monarchsand courtiers and warriors,
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The cavalcade having passed by, she rose and fol-

bwed. It continued on to the great Gate of Justice,

hich stood wide open ; the old invalid sentinels on
liitylayon the stone lienchesof thfebarbacan, buried

|i> prol'ound and apparently charmed sleep, and the
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would have followed ; bat to her surprise she beheld

an opening in the earth, within tlie barbacan, leading

down beneath the foundations of the tower. She

entered for a little distance, and was encouraged lo

proceed by finding steps rudely hewn in (he rock,

and a vaulted passage here and there lit up by a silver

lamp, which, while it gave ligiit, diffused likewise

a grateful fragrance. Venturing on, she came at

last to a great hall, wrought out of the heart of the

mountain, magnificently furnished in the Moorish

style, and lighted up by silver and crystal lamps.

Here, on an ottoman, sat an old man in Moorish

dress, with a long while beard, nodding and dozing,

with a staff in his hand, which seemed ever lo be

slipping from his grasp ; while at a little distance sat

a beautiful lady, in ancient Spanish dress, with a

coronet all sparkling with diamonds, and her hair

entwined with pearls, who was softly playing on a

silver lyre. The little Sanchica now recollected a

story she heard among the old people of the Alham-

bra, concerning a Gothic princess confined in the

centre of the mountain by an old Arabian magician,

whom she kept bound up in magic sleep by the power

of music.

The lady paused with surprise at seeing a mortal

in that enchanted hall. " Is it the eve of the blessed

St John?" said she.

" It is," replied Sanchica.

" Then for one night the magic charm is sus-

pended. Come hither, child, and fear not. I am a

Christian like thyself, though bound here by en-

chantment. Touch my fetters with the talisman that

hangs about thy neck, and for this night I shall be

free."

So saying, she opened her robes and displayed a

broad golden band round her waist, and a golden

chain that fastened her to Ihe ground. The child

hesitated not to apply the little hand of jet to the

golden band, and immediately the chain fell to the

earth. At the sound the old man awoke and began

to rub his eyes ; but the lady ran her fingers over the

chords of the lyre, and again he fell into a slumber

and began to nod, and his staff to falter in his hand.

"Now," said the lady, ''touch his staff with the

talismanic hand of jet." The child did so, and it fell

from his grasp, and he sunk in a deep sleep on the

ottoman. The lady gently laid the silver lyre on the

ottoman, leaning it against the head of the sleeping

magician ; then touching the chords until they vibrated

in his ear—" O potent spirit of harmony," said she,

" continue thus to hold his senses in thraldom till Ihe

return of day. Now follow me, my child," continued

she, "and thon shalt behold Ihe Alhambra as it was

in the days of its glory, for thou hast a magic talisman

that reveals all enchantments." Sanchica followed

(he lady in silence. They passed up through the en-

trance of the cavern into (he barbacan of (he Gate of

Justice, and thence to the Plaza de los Algibes, or es-

planade within Ihe fortress. This was all filled with

IMoorish soldiery, horse and fool, marshallfd in

,\
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squadrons, with banners displayed. There were

royal guards also at the portal, and rows of African

blacks with drawn cimeters. No one spake a word,

andSanchica passed on fearlessly afterherconductress.

Her astonishment increased on entering the royal

palace, in which she had been reared. The broad

moonshine lit up all the halls, courts, and gardens

almost as brightly as if it were day, but revealed a far

different scene from tliat to which she was accus-

tomed. Tlie walls of the apartment were no longer

stained and rent by time. Instead of cobwebs, they

were now hung with ridi silks of Damascus, and the

gildings and arabestiue paintings were restored to

their original brilliancy aitd freshness. The halls,

instead of being naked and unfurnished, were set

out with divans and ottomans of the rarest stuffs,

embroidered with pearls and studded with precious

gems, and all the fountains in the courts and gar-

dens were playing.

The kitchens were again in full operation; cooks

were busy preparing shadowy dishes, and roasting

and boiling the phantoms of pullets and partridges

;

servants were hurrying to and fro with silver dishes

heaped up with dainties, and arranging a delicious

banquet. The Ckiurt of Lions was tluronged with

guards, and courtiers, and alfaquis, as in the old

times of the Moors; and a^ the upper end, in the

Saloon of Judgment, sat Boabdil on his throne, sur-

rounded by liis court, and swaying a shadowy sceptre

for the night. Notwithstanding all this throng and

seeming bustle, not a voice nor a footstep was to be

heard ; nothing interrupted the midnight silence but

the splashing of the fountains. The little Snnchica

followed her conductress in mute amazement about

the palace, until tliey came to a portal opening to the

vaulted passages beneath the great Tower ofComares.

On each side of the portal sat the figure of a Nymph,
wrought out of alabaster. Their heads were turned

aside, and their regards fixed upon the same spot

within the vault. The enchanted lady paused, and

beckoned the child to her. " Here," said she, " is a

great secret, which I will reveal to thee in reward

for thy faitli and courage. These discreet statues

watch over a mighty treasure hidden in old times by

a Moorish king. Tell tliy father to search the spot

on which their eyes are fixed, and he will And what

will make him richer than any man in Granada.

Thy innocent hands alone, however, gifted as thou

art also with the talisman, can remove the treasure.

Bid thy father use it discreetly, and devote a part of

it to the performance of daily masses for my deli-

verance from this unholy enchantment."

When the lady had spoken these words, she led

the child onward to the little garden of Lindaraxa,

which is hard by the vault of the statues. The moon
trembled upon the waters of the solitary fountain in

the centre of the garden, and shed a tender light

upon the orange and citron-trees. The beautiful lady

plucked a branch of myrtle, and wreathed it round

I he head of the child. **Let tiiis be a memento,"

said she, *'of what I have revec;ed to thee, and *

testimonial of its tnith. My hour is come—I mutt

return to the enchanted hall ; follow ne not, lest evil

befall thee—farewell. Remember what I have said,

and have masses performed for my deliverance." So

saying, tlie lady entered a dark passage leading be-

neath the Tower of Comares, and was no longer seen.

The faint crowing of a cock was now heard from

the cottages below the Alhambra, in the valley of tlie

Darro, and a pale streak of light began to appear abore

the eastern mountains. A slight wind arose, there

was a sound like the rastling uf dry leaves through

the courts and corridors, and door after door shut to

with a jarring sound.

Sanchica returned to the scenes she had so lately

beheld thronged with the shadowy multitude, but

Boabdil and his phantom court were gone. The moon

shone into empty halls and galleries stripped of their

transient splendour, stained and dilapidated by time,

and hung with cobwebs. The bat flitted about in the

uncertain light, and the frog croaked from the fish-

pond.

Sanchica now made the best of her way to a remote

staircase that led up to the humble apartment ocrn-

pied by her family. The door as usual was open, for

Lope Sanchez was too poor to need bolt or bar; she

crept quietly to her pallet, and, putting the myrtle

wreath beneath her pillow, soon fell asleep.

In the morning she related all that had befallen

her to her father. Lope Sanchez, however, treated

the whole as a mere dream, and laughed at the oliild

fbr her credulity. He went forth to his custoinary

labours in the garden, but had not been there lotig

when his little daughter came running to him almost

breatliless. ''Father! father!" cried she, "Iwhold

the myrtle wreath which the Moorish lady boiiiHl

round my head."

Lope Sanchez gazed with astonishment, for the stalk

of the myrtle was of pure gold, and every leaf was i

sparkling emerald ! Being not mudi accustomed loj

precious stones, he was ignorant of the real value

the wreath, but he saw enough to convince him tlu

it was something more substantial than the stuff dul

dreams are generally made of, and that at any rale

the child had dreamt to some purpose. His first cire|

was to enjoin the most absolute secrecy upon hi

daughter; in this respect, however, he was secure,

foi' she had discretion far beyond her years or sei

He then repaired to the vault, where stood thestatui

of the two alabaster Nymphs. He remarked thai

their heads were turned from the portal, and thai

the regards of each were fixed upon the same poii

in the interior of the building. Lope Sanchez coi

not but admire this most discreet contrivance f(

guarding a secret. He drew a line from the eyes

the statues to tlte point of regard, made a private ni

on the wall, and then retired.

All day, however, the mind of I^pe Sanchez v<

distracted with a thousand cares. He could not

hovering within distant view of lh« two statues, ai
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1
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8 and galleries stripped of their

tained and dilapidated by time,

lbs. The bat flitted about in tlie

the frog croaked from the M-\

e the best of her way to a remote

to the humble apartment ocfu-

The door as usual was open, for

(0 poor to need bolt or bar; she

pallet, and, putting the myrtle

pillow, soon fell asleep,

he related all thai had befallen

Lope Sanchez, however, treated

dream, and laughed at the child

He went forth to his customary

;n, but had not been there loiig

liter came running to him almost

;r! father!" cried she, " behold]

which the Moorish lady bouwl

id with astonishment, for the stalk

)ure gold, and every leaf was i

Being not much accustomed
l«J

was ignorant of the real value

saw enough to convince him tin

ore substantial than the stuff tlml

y made of, and that at any rale!

to some purpose. His first carej

most absolute secrecy upon hi

espect, however, he was secure,

on far beyond her years or sex.

ihe vault, where stood the statue

er Nymphs. He remarked thai

nmed from the portal, and thai

were lixed upon the same poii

le building. Lope Sanchez couli

i most discreet contrivance ft

He drew a line from the eyes

int of regard, made a private ni

en retired.

r, the mind of Lope Sanchez

lousand cares. He could not I

tant view of th« two statues, ai

became nervous from llie dread that the golden secret

mightlbe discovered. Every footstep that approached

(he place made him tremble. He would have given

anything could he but have turned the heads of the

statues, forgetting that they had looked precisely in

the same direction for some hundreds of years, with-

out any person being the wiser.

<<A plague upon them," he would say to himself,

"they'll betray all; did ever mortal hear of such a

mode of guarding a secret ? " Then on hearing any

one advance, he would steal olT, as though his very

lurking near the place would awaken suspicions.

Then he would return cautiously, and peep from a

distance to see if every thing was secure, but the

sight of the statues would again call forth his indig-

nation. "Ay, there they stand," would he say,

^'always looking, and looking, and looking,just where

they should not. Confound them ! they are just like

ill their sex; if they have not tongues to tattle with,

diey'll be sure to do it with their eyes."

At length, to Ids relief, the long anxious day drew

to a close. The sound of footsteps was no longer

heard in the echoing halls of the Alhambra ; the last

|itranger passed the threshold, the great portal was

barred and bolted, and the bat and the frog, and the

hooting owl, gradually resumed their nightly voca-

|lions in the deserted palace.

Lope Sanchez waited, however, until the night

|vas far advanced, before he ventured with his little

lugliter to the hall of tlie two Nymphs. He found

looking as knowingly and mysteriously as ever

It Ihe secret place of deposit. " By your leaves,

itle ladies," thought I.«pe Sanchez, as he passed

itween them, " I will relieve you from (his charge

It must have set so heavy in your minds for the last

or three centuries." He accordingly went to

ork at the part of the wall which he had marked,

in a little while laid open a concealed recess, in

ich stood two great jars of porcelain. He attempt-

to draw them forth, but they were immoveable,

itil touched by the innocent hand of his little daugh-

With her aid he dislodged them from their

:iche, and found, to his great joy, that they were

lied with pieces of Moorish gold, mingled with jewels

id precious stones. Before day-light he managed

convey them to his chamber, and left the two

iian statues with their eyes still fixed on the va-

itwall.

Lope Sanchez had thus on a sudden become a rich

; but riches, as usual, brought a world of cares

which he had hitherto been a stranger. How was

to convey away his wealth with safety ? How
lis he even to enter upon the enjoyment of it with-

it awakening suspicion P Now, too, for the first

in his life, the dread of robbers entered into his

id. He looked with terror at the insecurity of

habitation, and went to work to barricado the

and windows
; yet after all his precautions he

lid not sleep soundly. His usual gaiety was at an

lie had no longer a joke or a song for hb neigh-

bours, and, in short, became the most miserable ani-

mal in the Alhambra. His old comrades remarked

this alteration, pitied him heartily, and began to

desert him; thinking he must be blling into want,

and in danger of looking to them for assistance.

Little did they suspect that his only calamity was

riches.

The wife of Lope Sanchez shared his anxiety, but

then she had ghostly comfort. We ought before tlii»

to have mentioned (hat Lope, being rather a light

inconsiderate little man, his wife was accustomed, in

all grave matters, to seek (he counsel and ministry

of her confessor Fray Simon, a sturdy broad-shoulder-

ed, blue-bearded, bullet-headed friar of (he neigh-

bouring convent of San Francisco, who was in fact

the spiritual comforter of half the good wives of the

neighbourhood. He was, moreover, in great esteem

among divers sisterhoods of nuns; who requited him

for his ghostly services by frequent presents of those

little dainties and knick-knacks manufactured in

convents, such as delicate confections, sweet biscuits,

and bottles of spiced cordials, found to be marvellous

restoratives after fasts and vigils.

Fray Simon thrived in the exercise of his func-

tions. His oily skin glistened in the sunshine as he

toiled up the hill of the Alhambra on a sultry day.

Yet notv/ithstanding his sleek condition, the knotted

rope round his waist showed the austerity of his self-

discipline; the multitude doffed their caps to him as

a mirror of piety, and even (he dogs scented the

odour of sanctity that exhaled from his garments,

and howled from their kennels as he passed.

Such wis Fray Simon, tlie spiritual counsellor of

the comely wife of Lope Sanchez ; and as the father

confessor is the domestic confident of woman in

humble life in Spain, he was soon made acquainted,

in great secrecy, with llie story of the hidden trea-

sure.

The friar opened eyes and mouth and crossed

himself a dozen times at the news. A fter a moment's

pause, "Daughter of my soul!" said he, "know
that thy husband has committed a double sin—a sin

against both state and church. The treasure he

hath thus seized upon for himself, being found in the

royal domains, belongs of course to the crown ; but

being infidel wealth, rescued as it were from the

very fangs of Satan, should be devoted to the church.

Still, however, the mailer may be accommodated.

Bring hither the myrtle wreath."

When the good father beheld it, his eyes twinklal

more than ever with admiration of the size and beauty

of the emeralds. " This," said he, " being the first

fruits of this discovery, should be dedicated tu pious

purposes. I will hang it up as a votive offering

before the image of San Francisco in our chapel, and

will earnestly pray to him, this very night, that your

husband be permitted to remain in quiet possession of

your wealth."

The good dame was delighted to make her peace

with heaven at so cheap a rate, and the friar, puKing
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I lie wrealh under his mantle, departed vrith saintly

Blefis towards his convent.

When Lope Sanchez came home, his wife told

him what had passed. He was excessively provoked,

for he lacked his wife's devotion, and had for some
time groaned in secret at the domestic visitations of

the friar. ''Woman/' said he, ''what hast thou

done ? tliou hast put every thing at hazard by thy

tattling."

"What!" cried the good woman, "would you
forbid my disburthening my conscience to my con-

fessor ?

"

" No, wife ! confess as many of your own sins as

you please; but as to this money-digging, it is a sin

of my own, and my conscience is very easy under

the weight of it."

There was no use, however, in complaining; the

secret was told, and, like water spilled on the sand,

was not again to be gathered. Their only chance

was, that the friar would be discreet.

The next day, while Lcpe Sanchez was abroad,

there was a humble knocking at the door, and Fray

Simon entered wilh meek and demure countenance.

"Daughter," said he, "I have prayed earnestly

to San Francisco, and he has heard my prayer. In

the dead of the night the saint appeared to me in a

dream, but with a frowmng as|iect. 'Why,' said

he, ' dost thou pray to me to dispense with this trea-

sure of (he Gentiles, when (hou seest Ihe poverty of

my chapel ? Go to Ihe house of Lope Sanchez, crave

in my name a portion of the Moorish gold, to furnish

two candlesticks for (he main altar, and let him pos-

sess the residue in peace."

When the good woman heard of this vision, she

crossed herself wilh awe, and going (o the secret

place where Lope had hid the treasure, she lilled a

great leathern purse with pieces of Moorish gold,

and gave it to (he friar. The pious monk bes(owed

upon her, in return, benedictions enough, it paid by

Heaven, to enrich her race to the latest posterity

;

then slipping (he purse into the sleeve of his habit,

he folded his hands upon his breast, and departed

with an air of humble thankfulness.

When Lope Sanchez heard of this second donation

to the church, he had well nigh lost his senses.

" Unfortunate man," cried he, "what will become

of me ? I shall be robbed by piecemeal ; I shall be

ruined and brought to beggary
!

"

It was wi(h the utmost difficully that his wife

could pacify him, by reminding him of the countless

wealth that yet remained, and how considerate it

was for San Francisco to rest contented with so very

small a portion.

Unluckily, Fray Simon had a number of poor rela-

tions to be provided for, not to mention some half-

dozen sturdy bullet-headed orphan children, ar.u

destitute foundlings that he had taken under his care.

lie repeated his visits, therefore, from day to day,

with solicitations on behalf of Saint Dominick, Saint

Andrew, Saint James, until poor Lope was driven to

despair, and foimd that, unless he got out of tliereudi

of this holy friar, he should have to make peace-oF-

ferings to every saint in the kalendar. He determin-

ed, therefore, to pack up his remaining wealth, beat

a secret retreat in the night, and make off to another

part of the ki'igdoui.

Full of his project, he bought a stout mule for tlie

purpose, and tethered it in a gloomy vault underneiih

the Tower of the Seven Floors ; the very place trm

whence the lielludo, or goblin horse without a head,

is said to issue fortli at midnight, and to scour (lie

streets of Granada, pursued by a pack of hell-hounds.

|

Lope Sanchez had little faith in the story, but availnjl

himself of the dread occasioned by it, knowing tiiail

no one would be likely to pry into the subterraneaol

stable of the phantom steeil. lie sent off his faniil;!

in the course of the davi. with orders to wait for iijal

at a distant village of ute Vega. As the night adJ

vanccd, he conveyed his treasure to the vault underl

the tower, and having loaded his mule, he led j||

forth, and cautiously descended the dusky avenue.

Honest Lope had taken his measures with the ut-l

most secrecy, imparting them to no one but the raitli-[

ful wife of his bosom. By some miraculous reveii-|

tion, however, they became known to Fray iJiinon|

The zealous friar beheld these infidel treasures onl

the point of slipping for ever out of his grasp, andde-|

terniined to have one more dash at them for the be-f

nefit of the church and San Francisco. Accor(liii<>|)|

when the liells had rung for animas, and all llieAI-|

hambra was quiet, he stole out of his convent, andJ

descendingthrough the Gate of Justice, concealed biuHl

selfamong the thickets of roses and laurels that Loniei

the great avenue. Here he remained, coun(in» Dm

quarters of hours as they were sounded on the belli

of the watch tower, and listening to the dreary liuol]

ings of owls and tlie distant barking of dogs from I

gipsy caverns.

At length he heard the tramp of hoofs, and, lliroug

the gloom of the overshadowing trees, iniperfeclijl

beheld a steed descending the avenue. The slunlij

friar chuckled at the idea of the knowing turnhevfi

about to serve honest Lope.

Tucking up the skirts of his habit, and wrigglii^

like a cat watching a mouse, he waited until hiii
|

was directly before him, when darting forth from!

leafy covert, and putting one hand on tiie should

and the other on the crupper, he made a vuull lb

would not have disgraced the most experienced ou

ter 01 equitation, and alighted well-forked asti

the steed. " Aha !

" said the sturdy friar, " wei

now see who best understands the game." Uelu

scarce uttered the words when the mule begaui

kick, and rear, and plunge, and then set off full!

down the hill. The. ''riar attempted to check

but in vau). He L ded from rock to rock,

bush to bush ; the fri , i habit was torn to ribbons!

fluttered in tlie wiiu nis shaven poll received m
a hard knock from the branches of (he trees,

many a scratch from the brambles. To add to!

r
n

(I

r
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terror and distress, he found a pack of seven honnds

in full cry at his heels, and perceived too late, that he

was actually mounted upon (he terrible Delludo!

Away then they went, according (o the ancient

phrase, " pull devil, pull friar," down the great ave-

nue, across (he Plaza Nueva, along the Zacatin,

around the Yivarrambla—never did hunlsman and

hound make a more furious run, or more infernal

uproar. In vain did the friar invoke every saint in

the kalendar, and the Holy Virgin into the bargain

;

every time he mentioned a name of the kind, it was

like a fresh application of the spur, and made the

Belludo bound as high as a house. Through the re-

mainder of the night was the unlucky Fray Simon

carried hither and tliither, and whither he would

not, until every bone in his body ached, and he suf-

fered a loss of leather too grievous to Ite mentioned.

At length the crowing oi a cock gave the signal of

returning day. At the sound the goblin steed wheeled

alwut, and galloped back for his tower. Again he

scoured the Vivarrandila, the Zacatin, the Plaza

Nueva, and the avenue of fountains, the seven dogs

yelling, and barking, and leaping up, and snapping

at the heels of the terrified friar. The first streak of

day had just appeared as they reached the tower;

here the goblin steed kicked up his heels, sent the

biar a somerset through the air, plunged into (he

dark vault, followed by the infernal pack, and a pro-

found silence succeeded to the late deafening clamour.

Was ever so diabolical a trick played off upon a

holy friar? A peasant going to his labours at early

dawn found the unfortunate Fray Simon lying under

a fig-tree at the foot of the tower, but so bruised and

bedevilled that he could neither speak nor move. He
was conveyed with all care and tenderness tobis cell,

and the story went that he had been wailed and mal-

treated by robbers. A day or two elapsed before he

recovered the use of his limbs; he consoled himself,

in the mean time, with the thought that though the

mule with (he treasure had escaped him, he had

previously had some rare pickings at the infidel spoils.

His first care on being able to use his limbs, was to

search beneath his pallet, where he had secreted the

myrtle wreath and the leathern pouches of gold ex-

tracted from the piety of dame Sanchez. What was

I

his dismay at finding the wreath, in effect, but a

Uidiered branch of myrtle, and the leathern pouches

I

filled with sand and gravel ?

Fray Simon, with all his chagrin, had the discre-

Ition to hold his tongue, for to betray the secret might
draw on him the ridicule of the public, and the pu-

jnisliment of his superior : it was not until many years

[afterwards, on his death-bed, that he revealed to his

mfessor his nocturnal ride on the Belludo.

Nothing was heard of Lope Sanchez for a long time

liter his disappearance fru Hthe Alhambra. His

|memory was always cheris 1 as that of a merry
impanion, though it was t& ed, from the care and
lelancholy observed in his conduct shortly before his

lysterious departure, that poverty and distress had

driven htm lo some extremity. Some years after-

wards one of his old companions, an invalid soldier,

being at Malaga, was knocketl down and nearly run

over by a coach and six. The carriage stopped; an

old gentleman magnificently dressed, with a bag wig
and sword, stepped out to assist the poor invalid.

What was the astonishment of the latter to behold in

this grand cavalier his old friend Lope Sanchez, who
was actually celebrating the marriage of his daughter

Sanchica with one of(he first grandees in the land

!

The carriage contained the bridal party. There
was dame Sanchez, now grown as round as a barrel,

and dressed out with feathers and jewels, and neck-

laces of pearls and neoklacesof diamonds, and ringson
every finger, and altogether a finery ofapparel that

had not been seen since the days oftheQueen of Sheba.
The little Sanchica had now grown to be a woman,
and for grace and beauty might have been mistaken

for a duchess, if not a princess outright. The bride-

groom sat beside her—rather a withered, spindle-

shanked little man, but this only proved him to be of

the true blue blood; a legitimate Spanish grandee

being rarely above three cubits in stature. The match
had been of the motlier's making.

Riches had not spoiled the heart of honest Lope.

He kept his old comrade with him for several days;

feasted him like a king, took him to plays and bull-

fights, and at length sent him away rejoicing, with a
big bag of money for himself, and another to be distri-

buted among his ancient messmates of tlie Alhambra.

Lope always gave out that a rich brother had died

in America and left him heir to a copper mine; but

the shrewd gossips of the Alhambra insist that his

wealth was all derived from Ins having discovered

the secret guarded by the two marble Nymphs of the

Alhambra. It is remarked, that these very discreet

statues continue, even unto the present day, with

their eyes fixed most significantly on the same part

of the wall; which leads many to suppose there in

still some hidden treasure remaining there well

worthy the attention of the enterprising traveller.

Though others, and particularly all female visitors,

regard them with great complacency, as lasting mo-

numents of the fact that women can keep a secret.

MUIIAAIED ABU ALAIIMAR,

TBB

roUNDER OF THE ALHAMBRA.

Having dealt so freely in the marvellons legends

of the Alhambra, I feel as if bound to give the reader

a few facts concerning its sober history, or rather the

history of those magnificent princes, its founder and

finisher, to whom the world is indebted for so beauti-

i ful and romantic an Oriental monument. To obtaia

159
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these facts, I descended flrom tliis region of bncy and

faUe where every thing is liahle to take an imagi-

native tint, and carried my rcsearclies among the

dusty tomes of the old Jesutiti' library in the univer-

sity. This once boasted repository of erudition is

now a mere shadow of its former self, having been

stripped of its manuscripts and rarest works by the

French, when masters of Granada. Still it contains,

among many ponderous tomes of polemics of the

Jesuit fathers, several curious tracts of Spanish lite-

rature; and above all, a number of those antiquated,

dusty, parchment-bound chronicles, for which I have

a peculiar veneration.

In this old library I have passed many delightful

hours of quiet, undisturbed literary foraging, for the

keys of the doors and book-cases were kindly entrust-

ed to me, and I was left alone to rummage at my
leisure—a rare indulgence in these sanctuaries of

learning, which too often tantalize the thirsty student

with the sight of sealed fountains of knowledge.

In the course of these visits I gleaned the following

particulars concerning the liistorical characters in

question.

The Moors of Granada regarded the Alhambra as

a miracle of art, and had a tradition that the king

who founded it dealt in magic, or, at least, was versed

in alchemy, by means whereof he procured the im-

mense sums of gold expended in its erection. A brief

view ofhis reign will show the real secret ofhis wealth.

The name of this monarch, as inscribed on the

walls of some of the apartments, was Abu Abd'allah

(t. e. the father of Abdallah), but he is commonly
known in Moorish history as Muhamed Abu Alahmar

(or Muhamed, son of Alahmar), or simply, Abu
Alahmar, for the sake of brevity.

He was born in Arjoua, in the year of the Hegira

SOI, of the Christian era 1195, of the noble family of

the Beni Nasar, or children of Nasar, and no expense

was spared by his parents to fit him for the high

station to which the opulence and dignity of his fa-

mily entitled him. The Saracens of Spain were

greatly advanced in civilization, every principal city

was a seat of learning and the arts, so that it was

easy to command the most enlightened instructors

for a youth of rank and fortune. Abu Alahmar,

when he arrived at manly years, was appointed al-

cayde or governor of Arjoua and Jaen, and gained

great popularity by his benignity and justice. Some
years afterwards, on the death of Abu Hud, the

Moorish power in Spain was broken into factions,

and many places declared for Muhamed Abu Alah-

mar. Being of a sanguine spirit, and lofty ambition,

he seized upon the occasion, made a circuit through the

country, and was every where received with acclama-

tions. It was in the year 1238, that he entered Gra-

nada amidst the enthusiastic shouts of the multitude.

He was proclaimed king with every demonstration of

joy, and soon became the head of the Moslems in

Spain, being the first of the illustrious line of Beni

INasar, that had sat upon the throne. His reign was

such as to render him a blessing to his sobjects. He

gave the command of his varitnis cities to such as had

(listingnished themselves by valour and prudence, and

who seemed most acceptable to the people. He orga-

nized a vigilant police, and established rigid rules for

the administration of justice. The poor and the dis-

tressed always found ready admission to his presence,

and he attended personally to their assistance and

redress. He erected hospitals for the blind, the aged,

and infirm, and all those incapable of labour, and

visited them frequently; not on set days with pomp

and form, so as to give time for every thing to be put

in order, and every abuse concealed, but suddenly

and unexpectedly, informing himself, by actual ob-

servation and close inquiry, of the treatment of the

sick, and the conduct of those appointed to admi-

nister to their relief. He founded schools and col-

leges, which he visited in the same manner, inspect-

ing personally the instruction of the youth. He esta-

blished butcheries and public ovens, that the people

might be furnished with wholesome provisions at

just and regular prices. He introduced abundant

streams of water into the city, erecting baths and

fountains, and constructing aqueducts and canals it

irrigate and fertilize the Vega. By these mm
prosperity and abundance prevailed in this beautilbl

city, its gates were thronged with commerce, andils

warehouses filled with luxuries and mercliandise of

every clime and country.

While Muhamed Abu Alahmar was ruling hisfiiir

domains thus wisely ai?d prosperously, he was mV
denly menaced by the horrors of war. The Chris-

tians at that time, profiling by the dismemberment

of the Moslem power, were rapidly regaining their

ancient territories. James the Conqueror had sab-

jected all Valencia, and Ferdinand the Saint was

carryinghisvictoriousarmsinto Andalusia. Tlielatter

invested the city of Jaen, and swore not to raise bis

camp until he had gained possession of the place.

Muhamed Abu Alahmar was conscious of the insafli-

ciency of his means to carry on a war with the potent

sovereign of Castile. Taking a sudden resoiotion,

therefore, he repaired privately to the Christian camp,

and made his unexpected appearance in the presence

of King Ferdinand. '* In me," said ne, "you behold

Muhamed, king of Granada; I confide in your good

faith, and put myself under your protection. Take

all I possess, and receive me as your vassal." So

saying, he knelt and kissed the king's hand in token

of submission.

King Ferdinand was touched by this instance of

confiding faith, and determined not to be outdone in

generosity. He raised his late rival from the eartli,

and embraced him as a friend, nor would he accept

the wealth he offered, but received him as a vassal,

leaving him sovereign of his dominions, on conditioii

of paying a yearly tribute, attending the Cortes as

one of the nobles of the empire, and serving him in

war with a certain number of horsemen.

It was not long after this that Muhamed was called
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in his famous siege of Seville. Tlie Moorish king

sallied forth with five hundred cliosen liorsenten of

Granada, tluin whom none in the world knew better

liow to manage the steed or wield tlie lance. It was

a melancholy and humiliating service, however, for

they had to draw the sword against their brethren of

the faith.

Muhamed gained a melancholy distinction by his

prowess in this renowned conquest, but more true

honourby tlie humanity which he prevailed upon Fer-

dinand to introduce into the usages of war. When
in '1248 the famous city of Seville surrendered to the

Castilian monarch, Muhamed returned sad and full

of care to his dominions. He saw the gathering ills

that menaced the Moslem cause ; and uttered an eja-

culation often used by him in moments of anxiety

and trouble—''How siraightenedand wretdied would

be our life, if our hope were not so spacious and ex-

tensive !

"

" Que angosta y miserabile seria nuestra vida, sino

fuera tan dilatada y espaciosa nuestra esperanza
!

"

When Uie melancholy conqueror approached his

beloved Granada, the people thronged fbrlli to see

him with impatient joy; for they loved him as a be-

nefactor. They liad erected arches of triumph in

lionour of his martial exploits, and wherever he passed

he was hailed with acclamations as £^ GJialib, or the

Conqueror. Muhamed shook his head when he heard

the appellation. ^*^Wa taghalib Ua Allah!'' exclaimed

he. (There is no conqueror but God !) From that

time forward he adopted this exclamation as a motto.

He inscribed it on an oblique band across his es-

cutcheon, and it continued to he the motto of his

descendants.

Muhamed had purchased peace by submission to

the Christian yoke; but he knew that where the ele-

ments were so discordant, and tlie motives for hos-

tility so deep and ancient, it could not be secure or

permanent. Acting therefore upon an old maxim,

"Arm thyself in oeace, and clothe thyself in sum-

mer," he improved the present interval of tranquil-

lity by fortifying his dominions and replenishing his

arsenals, and by promoting those useful arts which

give wealtli and real power to an empire. He gave

premiums and privileges to the best artizans; int-

proved the breed of horses and other domestic ani-

mals; encouraged husbandry; and increased the na-

tural fertility of the soil two-fold by his protection,

making the lovely valleys of his kingdom to bloom

like gardens. He fostered also the growth and fa-

brication of silk, until the looms of Granada surpassed

even those of Syria in the fineness and beauty of

their productions. He moreover caused the mines

of gold and silver and other metals, found in the

mountainous regions of his dominions, to be dili-

gently worked, and was the first king of Granada
who struck money of gold and silver with his name,
taking great care that the coins should be skilfully

executed. . , ..n * .-v . rt

It was about tliis time, towards the middle of Uie

tliirteentli century, and just after his return from tlie

siege of Seville, that he commenced tlie splendid pa-

lace of tlie Alhambra ; superintending the building

of it in person, mingling frequently among the ar-

tists and workmen, and directing their labours.

Tlwugh tlius magniiicenl in liis works and great

in his enterprises, he was simple in his person and

moderate in his enjoyments. His dress was not

merely void of splendour, but so plain as not to dis-

tinguisli him from his subjects. Ills harem boasted

but few beauties, and tliese lie visited but seldom,

though they were entertained with great magnifi-

cence. His wives were daughters of Uic principal

nobles, and were treated by him as friends and ra-

tional companions. What is more, he managed to

make them live as friends with one another. He
passed much of his time in his gardens; especially

in tliose of tlie AUianibra, wliich he had stored with

the rarest plants and the most lieautiful and aromatic

flowers, ilere lie delighted 'himself in reading his-

tories, or in causuig them to lie read and related to

htm, and sometimes, in intervals of leisure, employeil

himself in the instruction of his three sons, for whom
he had provided tiie most learned and virtuous mas-

ters.

As he had frankly and voluntarily offered himself

a tributary vassal to Ferdinand, so he always remain-

ed loyal to his word, giving him repeated proofs of

fidelity and attachment. When that renowned mo-

narch died in Seville, in 12S4, Muhamed Abu Alah-

mar sent ambassadors to condole with his successor

Alonso X, and with them a gallant train of a hundred

Moorish cavaliers of distinguished rank, who were to

attend, each bearing a lighted taper, round the royal

bier, during the funeral ceremonies. This grand

testimonial of respect was repeated by the Moslem

monarch during the remainder of his life on each an-

niversary of the death of King Ferdinando el Santo,

when the hundred Moorish kpr'ts repaired from

Granada to Seville, and took th^ . o">tFons with light-

ed tapers in the centre of thes .'|)'i'('"s<^t'i*^>'al

round the cenotaph of the illustrious deceased.

Muhamed Abu Alahmar retained his faculties and

vigour to an advanced age. In his seventy-nintli

year he took the field on horseback, accompanied by

the flower of his chivalry, to resist an invasion of his

territories. As the army sallied forth from Granada

,

one of the principal adalides, or guides, who rode in

the advance, accidentally broke his lance against the

arch of the gate. The councillors of the king, alarm-

ed by this circumstance, which was considered an

evil omen, entreated him to return. Their supplica-

tions were in vain. The king persisted, and at noon-

tide the omen, say the Moorish clwoniclers, was

fatally fulfilled. Muhamed was suddenly struck with

illness, and had nearly fallen from his horse. He
was placed on a litter, and borne back towards Gra-

nada, but his illness increased to such a degree that

they were obliged to pitch his tent in the Vega. His
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phyiieUni were filled with oonstemallon, not know-

ing wliat remedy to pretcribo. In a few hours he

died, vomiting blood and In violent convulaiona. The
Castlllan prince Don Philip, brother of Alonso X,

iras by his side when he expired. His body was

embalmed, enclosed in a silver coflin, and buried in

the Alhambra In a sepulchre of precious marble,

amidst the unfeigned lamentations of his subjects,

who bewailed him as a parent.

Such was the enliglitened patriot prinee who found-

ed the Alhambra, whose name remains emblazoned

among its most delicate and graceful ornaments, and

whose memory is calculated to inspire the loftiest as-

sociations in those who tread these fading scenes of

Ills magnlHcence and glory. Though his undertak-

ings were vast, and his expenditures immense, yet

his treasury was always full; and this seeming con-

tradiction gave rise to the story that he was versed

in magic art, and possessed of the secret for trans-

muting baser metals into gold. Those who have at-

tended to his domestic policy, as here set forth, will

easily understand the natural magic and simple al-

chemy which made his ample treasury to overflow.

YUSEF ABUL lUGIG,

FINISHER OF THE ALHAMBRA.

Denbath the governor's apartment in the Alham-

bra, is the royal mosque, where the Moorish monarchs

performed their private devotions. Though conse-

crated as a catholic chapel, it still bears traces of its

Moslem origin; the Saracenic columns with their

gilded capitals, and the latticed gallery for the females

of the Harem, may yet be seen, and the escutcheons

of the Moorish kings are mingled on the walls with

those of the Castilian sovereigns.

In tills consecrated place perished the illustrions

YosefAbul Hagig, the high-minded prince who com-

pleted the Alhambra, and who for his virtues and

endowments deserves almost equal renown with its

magnanimous founder. It is with pleasure I draw
forth from the obscurity in which it has too long re-

mained, tlie name of another of those princes of a

departed and almost forgotten race, who reigned in

elegance and splendour in Andalusia, when all Eu-
rope was in comparative barbarism.

Yusef Abul Hagig (or, as it is sometimes written,

Haxis) ascended the throne of Granada in tlie year

1333, and tiis personal appearance and mental quali-

ties were sueh, as to win all hearts, and to awaken
antidp; 'ions of a beneficent and prosperous reign.

He was ofa noble presence, and great boidily strength,

united to manly beauty; his complexion was exceed-

ing fair, and, according to the Arabian chroniclers,

he heightened the gravity and mi^esty ofhis appear-

ance by suffering his beard to grow to a dignified

length, and dyeing it black. He had an excellent

memory, well stored with science and erudition ; he

was of a lively genius, and accounted the best poet of

his time, and his n.anners were gentle, affable, and

urbane. Yusef possessed the courage common to all

generous spirits, but his genius was more calculated

for peace than war, and though obliged to take up

arms repeatedly in his time, he was generally un-

fortunate. He carried the benignity of his nature

into warfare, prohibiting all wanton cruelty, and en-

joining mercy and protection towards women and

children, the aged and infirm, and all friars ami

persons of holy and recluse life. Among other ill-

starred enterprises, he undertook a great campaign

in conjunction with tlie king of Morocco, against the

kings of Castile and Portugal, but was defeated in the

memorable battle of Salado; a disastrous reverse,

which had nearly proved a death-blow to the Moslem

power in Spain.

Yusef obtained a long truce after this defeat, -dur-

ing which time he devoted himself to the instruclioii

of his people, and the improvement of tlieir morals

and manners. For tliis purpose he established sclioob

in all the villages, with simple and uniform systeoii

of education; he obliged every hamlet of more Ihaa

twelve houses t» have a mosque, and prohibited va-

rious abuses and indecorums that had been introduced

into the ceremonies of religion and the festivals and

public amusements of the people. He attended vi-

gilantly to the police ofthe city, establishing nocturnal

guards and patrols, and superintending all municipal

concerns. His attention was also directed towards

finishing Uie great architectural works commenced

by his predecessors, and erecting others on his own

plans. The Alhambra, which had been foimded by

the good Abu Alahmar, was now completed. Yusef

constructed the beautiful Gate of Justice, forming tiie

grand entrance to the fortress, which he finished in

1548. He likewise adorned many of the courts and

halls of the palace, as may be seen by the inscriptions

on the walls, in which his name repeatedly occurs.

He built also the noble Akazar or citadel of Malaga,

now unfortunately a mere mass of crumbling ruins,

but which most probably exhibited in its interior,

similar elegance and magnificence with tlie Al-

hambra.

The genius of a sovereign stamps a character upon

his time. The nobles of Granada, imitating the ele-

gant and graceful taste of Yusef, soon filled the city

of Granada with magnificent palaces ; Uie halls of

which were paved with mosaic, the wallsand ceilings

wrought in fretwork, and delicately gilded and paint-

ed with azure, vermilion, and other brilliant colours,

or minutely inlaid with cedar and other precious

./oods ; specimens ofwhich have survived, in all their

histre, the lapse of several centuries. Many of the

houses had fountains which threw up jets of water to

refresh and cool the air. They had lofty towers also,
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)f wood or stone, curiously carved and ornamented,

and covered with plates of metal that glittered in the

sm. Such was (he refined and delicate taste in ar-

chitecture that prevailed among this elegant people

:

iDsumucli that to use the beautiful simile of an Ara-

bian wriler, " Granada in the days of Yusef was as a

silver vase, filled with emeralds and jacynths."

One anecdote will be sufficient to show the mag-

_

nanimity of thb generous prince. The long truce

which had succeeded (he battle of Salado ,was at an

end, and every effort of Yusef to renew it was in

vain. His deadly foe Alonso XI of Castile took the

Held with great force, and laid siege to Gibraltar.

Yusef reluc(antly took up arms and sent troops to the

relief of the place; when in the midst of his anxiety,

he received tidings that his dreaded foe had suddenly

fallen a victim to the plague. Instead of manifesting

exultation on the occasion, Yusef called to mind the

l^reat qualities ofthe deceased, and was touched witha

noble sorrow. '' Alas !" cried he, " the world has lost

line of its most excellent princes ; a sovereign who
knew liow tohonour merit, whether in friend or foe

!"

The Spanish chroniclers themselves bear witness

to this magnanimity. According to their accounts, (he

Moorish cavaliers partook of the sentiment of their

king, and put on mourning for the death of Alonso.

Even those of Gibraltar who had been so closely in-

vested, when they knew that tlie hostile monarch lay

dead in his camp, determined among themselves that

110 hostile movement should be made against the

Christians. The day on which the camp was broken

up, and the army departed bearing the corpse of

\lonso, theMoors issued in multitudes from Gibraltar,

and stood mute and melancholy, watching tlie mourn-

ful pageant. The same reverence for the deceased

vas observed by all the Moorish commanders on the

frontiers, who suffered Uie funeral train to pass in

safety, bearing the corpse of the Christian sovereign

from Gibraltar to Seville.

'

Yusef did not long survive the enemy he had so

generously deplored. In the year 4354, as he was
one day praying in the royal mosque of the Alhambra,

a maniac rushed suddenly from behind and plunged

a dagger in his side. The cries of the king brought

his guards and courtiers to his assistance. They
found him weltering in his blood, and in convulsions.

He was borne to the royal apartments, but expired al-

most immediately. The murderer was cut to pieces,

and his limbs burnt hi public to gratify the fury of

the |iopulace.

The body of (he king was interred in a superb se-

pulchre of white marble, a long epitaph in letters of

gold upon an azure ground recorded his virtues.

" Here lies a king and martyr, of an illustrious line,

gentle, learned, and virtuous; renowned for the graces

of his person and his manners, whose clemency,

piety, and benevolence, were extolled throughout the

kingdom of Granada. He was a great prince ; an
illustrious captain ; a sliarp sword of the Moslems ; a

valiant standard-bearer among the most potent mo-
narchs," etc.

The mosque still remains which once resounded

witli tlie dying cries of Yusef, but the monument
which recorded his virtues has long since disappear-

ed. His name, however, remains inscribed among
the ornaments of the Alhambra, and will be per-

petuated in connexion with this renowned pile, wliich

it was Ills pride and delight to beautify.

> "T los Mores r;ao estabanenla villa y castiUodeGlbrallar,

ilespues que sopleron que el Hey Don Alonso era uiucrlo, ordcna-

ron cntrc si ((ue nlnguoo non tuesae osado de fazer ningun niuvi •

niienio contra los Chrlstianos.nin mover pelea coutra cllos, eslo-

vicron todog quedos, y dcziaiientrc cllog quea<iueldia murieru

uo noble rcy y gran prlncipe del mupdo.

"

THE END.
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